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Introduction

JOHN STUARTMILL'S Autobiography offers details of his life, a subjective judgment as to its significance, and lengthy expositions of his leading ideas. It is
therefore fitting that it should occupy the first place in an edition of his collected
works. Indeed Mill himself, thinking of a smaller collection of essays, suggested
to his wife that "the Life" should appear "at their head. ''j The Autobiography's
comprehensiveness makes the choice of other materials to accompany it less
obvious. Those gathered under the rubric of literary essays were decided upon
because autobiography is a hterary genre, because these essays cast light on some
of the personal relations outhned in the memoir, and because they derive from and
help us understand a period Mill saw as crucial to his development. Indeed they
allow us, as does the Autobiography, to see aspects of his character that are
obscured in the more magisterial works. In particular, one finds specific evidence
of aesthetic enthusiasm and taste, and of friendships and allegiances, that proves
him not to have been the chill pedant of caricature.

THE

AUTOBIOGRAPHY

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES
are seldom explicit about their purposes, which can be widely
diverse. Yet to ignore the author's intentions is to run the risk of confusing, for
example, confession with self-celebration, or diary with social anatomy. Mill
helps us avoid this danger by presenting, in the first paragraph of his Autobiography, a warning that serves as an enticing framework for his overt statement of purpose. He cannot imagine that anything in a life "'so uneventful" could
be "interesting to the public as a narrative, or as being connected" with himself.
But there are, he says, other reasons that justify the publication of the record: first,
a description of his "unusual and remarkable" education should be useful in
showing how much can effectively be taught to children: second, an account of the
successive phases of a mind always eager and open will be "'both of interest and of
benefit" in "an age of transition in opinions"; and, finally, and to the author most
significantly (though, as he does not point out, without direct public utility), an
_LaterLettersILL].ed. FrancisE. Mmekaand DwightN Lindley.CollectedWorks[C14q.Vols
XIV-XVII(Toronto:Umversltyof TorontoPress,1972),Vol.XIV,p. 142(29Jan., 1854_
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acknowledgment of his intellectual and moral debts is necessary to satisfy his
sense of duty. Having thus established the terms of a contract with his potential
audience. Mill closes the paragraph with an admonition that probably no one has
ever heeded: "The reader whom these things do not interest, has only himself to
blame if he reads farther, and I do not desire any other indulgence from him than
that of bearing in mind, that for him these pages were not written" (p. 5}.z
Anyone reading this introduction land we beg the same indulgence) presumably
believes, malgrd Mill, that his "uneventful" life is interesting, or accepts, with
him, the validity of his stated goals. One can proceed, then, to use the opening
paragraph as an avenue into comment on the Autobiography, confident that one is
on the author's chosen route. To do so is doubly important, for some critics have
chosen to treat his evident omtssions and underplaying of events and people as
evidence of suppressed psychological states or distorting attitudes. And such
inferences may be correct: but at least one should give Mill credit, with his quirks
and biasses, for knowing what he was trying to do.
It is apparent, to begin with, that the narrative balance is affected by his notion
of what his readers should properly take an interest in. As so often occurs in
personal memoirs, there is a chronological imbalance: the first six chapters (about
70 per cent of the text) cover the period to 1840, when Mill was thirty-six years
old, while the seventh and last chapter deals with the next thirty years. The title of
that last chapter--"General View of the Remainder of My Life"--suggests summary and diminuendo, whereas the titles of the earlier chapters imply the rich
detail that they in fact contain.
Although chronology is (in the main) the structural guide, the pace is irregular:
ignoring some adumbration and very slight retrospectton, one can say that Chapters i and ii cover roughly the same years (to aet. 15) from different points of view,
intellectual and moral. Chapter iii, rather surprisingly, covers only about two
years (to net. 17). Chapters iv and v together deal with nine years tto 1830, aet.
24); they overlap in their accounts of the period from 1826 to 1829 (aet. 20 to 23).
Chapter vi takes one through the next decade (to 1840, aet. 34). and Chapter vii
brings the narrative to the point where Mill finally put down his pen, early in 1870
(aet. 63). Furthermore, the chapters vary considerably in length, so the average
amount of space given per year in each period clarifies the emphasis:
TABLE 13
Chap

1& ii

lil

IV& v

Vl

vii

No. of years
% of total pages
% of pages per year

15
19
1.3

2
8
4

9
32
3.6

10
12
1.2

30
30
1

2References to material pnnted m this volume are normally gwen m the text The third of these stated
purposes, it should be noted, is not present m the corresponding text of the Early Draft.
3Percentages are used because the setting of the text m this edlnon (parallel passages with blank
spaces) and the number of footnotes make page counting unrehable. For that reason, in both Table 1
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Explanatory. light is thrown on the imbalance by Mill's tripartite division of his
life: the first stage being one of education and of propagandism for Philosophic
Radicalism; the second stage one of new ideas, assimilation, and reconsideration:
and the third stage one of mature and steady (but not rigid) views, recorded in his
major works. This division, seen m conjunction with the three purposes Mill
announces, makes it clearer why he structured the Autobiography as he did.
The account of his education (first purpose) occupies most of the first three
chapters, while the explanation of the "successive phases" of his mind (second
purpose) is the main matter of the next three chapters. The division between these
phases, however, cannot be distinctly drawn, and the third purpose, acknowledgment of debts, as is to be expected, is served through most of the work. The reason
is that education in its widest sense is a continuous process, during which one
moves through "phases" and incurs repeated debts. For example, looking at the
transition from Chapter iii to Chapter iv, one sees that the former ends with an
account of what Mill, in its title, identifies as the "first" stage of his self-education,
and the latter, with its mention of the strenuous activities of the fledgling Philosophic Radicals (discussions. debates, studies, editing, essays), obviously is the
next phase. But, while the narrative of sectarian activities in Chapter iv provides
an excellent foil for the rejection of one-sidedness in Chapter v, it also outlines a
continuation of the young Mill's education. Furthermore, his education of course
continued in the exciting phase described in Chapter v, "A Crisis in My Mental
History. One Stage Onward." And in each of these chapters, as in Chapters i and
ii, he mentions people who influenced him. The thematic intertwining, with the
consequent need to cover crucial periods from different standpoints, explains why
the period of greatest overlap, from about 1821 to the early 1830s, gets most
attention. A glance at Table 1 above will show that Chapters iii-v occupy about 40
per cent of the whole work, and on an average each year in that period is given
more than 3½times as much space as each year after 1840.
So, if we accept the premises Mill himself advances, the concentration on his
education and intellectual development until his mid-thirties is neither surprising
nor exceptionable. Indeed, the anomalous element is the final chapter, with its
account of his next thirty years, in which there should be little matter relevant to his
stated purposes. There is, in fact, some: most obviously, Mill pays important
tribute to his wife. Chapter vi, which covers the decade of their first acquaintance,
has in its title the strong assertion, "Commencement of the Most Valuable
Friendship of My Life," but the continuation of the account into the final chapter
results in almost one-fifth of it being dedicated to her part in his life and work.
Indeed, he ties that account directly to his third purpose:
Inresuming my pen some years after closing the preceding narrative, I am influencedby a
desire not to leave incomplete the record, for the sake of which chiefly this biographical
and Table2 below,the countsare basedon JackStilhnger'sedmonsof the Autobiography(Boston.
HoughtonMiffhn. 1969) and The Early Draft of John Stuart Mdrs "Autobtograph)"(Urbana:
Universityof IllinoisPress,1961)
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sketch was undertaken, of the obhgations 1 owe to those who have rather contributed
essentially to my own mental developement or had a direct share m my writings and in
whatever else of a public nature I have done.4
It may be noticed that here he somewhat modifies his initial statement of purpose:
rather than referring to aids to his intellectual and moral development, he refers to
those who contributed to his mental development and to those who shared in his
writings and public acts. This modification further justifies the final chapter, for in
its pages appear substantial accounts of his writings in maturity, in the course of
which he mentions other debts. 5 It cannot be denied, however, that after the last
tribute to his wife, the focus does alter: in actual as well as proportional length,
Mill gives more space to his parliamentary, career (1865-68) than to any other
period in his life, even that of his "mental crisis.'6 The account of that career, the
events of which were fresh in his mind only a year after his defeat, is not easily
justified on Mill's stated terms. Indeed. its main interest surely lies outside them,
in his own character and fame, which are described if not in a boastful, at least in a
self-satisfied way.
Apart from the concluding portion of Chapter vii (which, untypically for Mill.
was not rewritten),' one can, then. gain considerable insight by accepting his
exordium as accurate. In that light, some comment on the way he fulfils his goals is
appropriate.
First, the description of his extraordinary education, initially at the hands of his
father, but later and indeed for most of the time on his own initiative, is copious
and full of interest. The account is also dense, as may be seen by comparing the
combined lengths of Appendices B and C below, which attempt to reconstruct his
early reading and writing, with their primary source, the early pages of the
Autobiography (cf. especially pp. 9-25 with App. B, pp. 552-68). The early start
(Greek at the age of three) was not then so exceptional as it now would be: to
choose relevant comparisons, Bentham (with not much encouragement) was quick
off the infant blocks, as (with more encouragement) was Macaulay. Mill was
unusual, but he appears unique because he left such a full record. His detailed
memory of those early years is surprising; however, he almost certainly had at
least one aide-mdmoire, a copy of the letter he wrote to Sir Samuel Bentham in
mid-1819, 7 setting out his educational accomplishments of the preceding six
years. That letter confirms and slightly expands the account in the Autobiography.
and strengthens our appreciation of two aspects of his education--its continued
and indeed increasing intensity, and the fact that it was intermingled with daily
4p. 251. The composition of the concluding pages of Chap vii is described on p xxvn below
_The acknowledgments are not extensive, though Helen Taylor _sg_ven a page exphcRly land more
implicitly), and Thomas Hare's writings are also given a page
61fwe include the discussmn of has writings while he was a member of parliament, the account fills
about twenty pages, whereas that of his cnsls occupies about eight.
7See Earlier Letters IEL], ed. Francis E. Mmeka, CW, Vols. XII-XIII (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1963). Vol. XII, pp. 6-10.
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instruction of his younger siblings, especially of the two closest to him in age,
Wilhelmina and Clara. In both these respects he was very unusual, especially
when it is remembered that he had no formal education at all, his only teacher, in
these early years, being his father, who was in truth using the child as a proving
ground for his theories. (This wicked practice, it may be remarked, is found in all
enlightened periods.) However, as Mill points out, his was not an education of
cram; its great virtue, he believed, was that it enabled and encouraged him to think
for himself, not only answering but questioning, not only getting but giving, not
only remembering but discovering. This practice remained with him through life,
and was connected with yet another distinguishing element: his curiosity and
eagerness to learn. In the Autobiography this attribute is mentioned, although it
surely tells against his assertion that anyone educated as he was could match his
record. In the journal he kept while in France, his eagerness stands out as though in
boldface, while one can read between the lines the efforts of his hosts, especially
Lady Bentham, to prevent his doing lessons all the time. 8
Probably the most extraordinary aspect of Mill's precocity was his ability from
about twelve to fifteen years of age to comprehend and enunciate abstract ideas in
economics, and some parts of philosophy and science. Many gifted children
astonish with feats of memory ,9 with ability to learn languages, and, perhaps most
obviously, with great mathematical powers; Mill had these talents, but also
showed astonishing maturity in his wide-ranging discussions with his father and
others, in his self-directed studies, in his comments on his more formal studies,
and in the major surviving piece of contemporary evidence, the "Trait6 de
logique" he wrote while in France. And, without extending the case unduly, his
editing, before his twentieth year, of Bentham's Rationale of Judicial Evidence
(see the understated account on pp. 117-19 below) was a genuinely amazing feat.
In his account, of course, Mill, in keeping with his third purpose, is celebrating
SSeeAnnaJ. Mill,ed., JohnMill'sBoyhoodVisittoFrance(Toronto:UmversltyofTorontoPress.
1960),esp.pp. 24,28,35, 43.50.
9GivenMill's attitude towardshis own life, it is not surpnsmgthat the Autobiographylacks
particularityofdetail.Buttherearesomesentencesthatconveya senseofluminousmemorybreaking
throughthecalmlevel.Oftenthesehaveto do withhisfather'suseof theSocraticmethodinteaching:
"myrecollection,"hesays,"isalmostwhollyof failures,hardlyeverofsuccess"(p.35I.Earherhehad
remarkedthathe "well"remembered"how,andm whatparticularwalk,"his fatherhadattemptedto
gethimto understandsyllogisticlogic(p. 21);herehegoesonto mentionwhatwasobviouslyvividin
hismind,fortyyearsaftertheevent,hisinabilityto define"idea,"and hisfather'schallenginghimtor
havingsaidthat "somethingwas true in theorybutreqmredcorrectionin practice"(p. 35) Shortly
thereafterhe sayshe remembers"'thevery placein HydeParkwhere,m [his]fourteenthyear.'"his
fatherexplainedto himhowunusuala persontus educationhadmadehim(p. 37LPerhapsthemost
surprisingpassageis thatconcerningFordAbbey,wherethegrounds,Mall(withhis wife'shelp)says,
"wereriantandsecluded,umbrageous,andfullofthe soundof fallingwaters"(p. 57).Moreoftenthe
emotionis excludedwiththe tellingdetail,andonlyretracingthe processofrevisiongivesanopening:
he mentionsreading Dugald Stewarton reasoning"a second or third time" (originallyhe had
wntterv--probably
correctly--"thirdor fourth"),buthecancelled"sittingin thegardenatMickleham"
(wheretheMillshad a cottage).Thedetailis strikingforanyonewhohashandledthebulkyfoliosof
Stewart,anothermatterthatMillomits (Pp 188-9.)
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not himself, but his father, and, despite the qualifications
and explanations, 10it is
a celebration,
incorporating
at least one memorable
aphorism: "A pupil from
whom nothing is ever demanded which he cannot do, never does all he can" (p.
35). Moving into the period of self-education,
Mill, having learned his pedagogy,
broadened his teaching to include others who were caught up in the Radicals'
increasing momentum, 11 and one can be sure that at least the demand side of the
aphorism was observed.
We cannot now recapture all the detail--let
alone the
enthusiasm----of
the activities he joined in with others, but what is known is
remarkable.
The earliest joint venture was probably the "Mutual Improvement Society," not
mentioned in the Autobiography,
which flowered at least briefly under Jeremy
Bentham's patronage. 12 The date of Mill's two surviving speeches for that Society, 1823 or 1824,13 suggests that in fact it may have melded with the "'Utilitarian
Society" that Mill says he founded in the winter of 1822-23 (p. 81); the latter also
met in Bentham's
house, included Bentham's amanuensis,
Richard Doane, and
convened once a fortnight to read essays and discuss questions of ethics and
politics. This small group, which continued until 1826, included Mill's most
intimate friends, as did its successor, the "Society of Students of Mental Philosophy," which met for detailed discussion of specific philosophic and economic
texts in George Grote's house from 1825 until early in 1828, and then again in
1829.14 In the mid-20s, emulating the philosophes,
Mill kept a journal of his
group's activities, and wrote a few articles for a proposed Philosophical
DictionmProbably the one he intended to tell most against a general applicationof his father's methodsis
that on p. 37, where Mill says that much of what was accomplished was incompatiblewith "any great
amount of intercourse withother boys.'"(It need not be said that this pre-Freudlanremark has no special
reference tothe Engiish public schools 1
_lSee John Arthur Roebuck's account in his Life and Letters, ed. R E Leader (London Arnold,
1897), pp 25-8 See also pp. 306-7, where Leader gives Roebuck's speech at an election meetingin
support of Mill's candidacy for Westminster (reported in the Morning Star, 7 Apr., 1865, p. 2L
12SeeJohn M. Robson, "John Smart Mill and Jeremy Bentham, with SomeObservationson James
Mtll,'" in Essays inEnghsh Literature Presented toA. S. P Woodhouse. ed. M MacLure and F. W.
Watt (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19641,p. 254.
_3One,"On the Utility of Knowledge," was dated 1823 by its editor, H. J. Laskl (who hadthe MSm
Ms possession); see Mill's Autobtography, ed. Laski (London: Oxford University Press. 1924), pp.
267-74. The MS of the other, "On Parliamentary Reform." is inscribed by Mill "1823 or 24"
(Mill-Taylor Collection, British Library of Poliucal and Economic Science, London School of Economics)
_'_e Utilitarian Society included Wilham Prescott (Grote's banking partner), Wilham Eyton
Tooke, Wilham Ellis, George John Graham, and John ArthurRoebuck: the Society of Students of
Mental Philosophy (whichHamet Grote called "the Brangles")includedall these (though Tooke isnot
named m known sources) plus, at one time or another, George Grote, HoraceGrant, Heary Cole,
EdwardLyttonBulwer, "two brothersWhitmore"(probablyGeorge andWilliam, who weremembers
of the London Debating Society), and [John?]Wilson. (SeeTextual Introduction, A Systemof Logw,
CW, Vols. VII-VIII [Toronto. Universityof Toronto Press, 1973], Vol. VII, p. liii, and the sources
there cited, and F. E. Sparsbott, Introduction, Essays on Philosophy and the Classics, CW, Vol. XI
[Toronto:University of Toronto Press, 19781,p. viii n.)
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ary to be edited by Charles Austin (see p. 110; the journal and articles seem not to
have survived).
Another kind of mutual education, through propagation of the faith, was
contemporaneous: public debate. First, in 1825, he and some friends 15 debated
against the Owenites of the Cooperative Society; then, from 1826 to 1829, they
embarked on a more impressive scheme, the London Debating Society, in which
the coming young men opened their minds and talents on major issues of the
times. 16Less important were evening meetings to study elocution, and the formation of a class to learn German on the "Hamiltonian method."17
Of greater significance in a wider sphere was the work done by the young
Philosophic Radicals with their elders and mentors on the Westminster Review,
founded in 1824 (see pp. 93-101 ), and on the Parliamentary History and Review
during its brief career from 1826 to 1828 (p. 121), the latter year also seeing the
Mills withdraw from the Westminster Review stable (p. 135). Throughout this
period Mill's practical education, the value of which he acknowledges on p. 87,
was going on in the Examiner's Office of the East India Company, which he had
joined in 1823 on his seventeenth birthday. Finally. though the details are vague,
one should not overlook the broad educational benefits of his less formal but
undoubtedly strenuous and wide-ranging discussions with his friends on his daily
walks between Kensington and the City, and his weekend and holiday excursions
into the countryside. Even without analysis of his writings, one can wholeheartedly support his judgment that from 1822 to 1828 his "own pursuits.., were never
carried on more vigorously" (p. 89). 18
Here one is moving to the second of Mill's purposes, his desire to show "the
successive phases" of a "mind which was always pressing forward, equally ready
to learn and to unlearn either from its own thoughts or from those of others" (p. 5).
The least precise of the three goals, it nonetheless gets very careful attention in the
next few chapters of the Autobiography, those dealing with the period from the
_SHementions Roebuck, Elhs, and Charles Austin (pp. 127-9).
_6See pp. 129-33. Roebuck was (for most of the period) Mill's major ally, but many other friends
joined m the fray. The Society continued for a few years after Mill (with John Sterhng, a new friend
made through the Society) withdrew m 1829_
17p. 123. Mill's assertion that he "learnt German" at this ume, and his later mentxon of reading
"Goethe and other Germans" (adding m an earlier version, "either m the original or in translations,"
p. 16Oh). merit attention, because the question whether he read the language is often rinsed, especially
in connecUonwlthhis
philosophy The Hamiltoman method (set out in James Hamilton. TheHtstor3.
Princtples. Practwe and Results of the Hamiltonian System [Manchester. Sowler, 1829] ) revolved
immediate word for word translatmn by the student, the method originally used, and apparently still
approved, by James Mill, who, on 15 Nov., 1825. was one of a group that examined "eight lads'" of
poor families who had been learning Latin. French, and Itahan by this system (Morning Chronwle, 16
Nov., 1825)
_Sln the Early Draft the sentence as first wntten reinforced the point by continuing, "'than dunng the
next few years." Harriet Taylor underscored "few" and Mill responded with the question, "meamng of
this mark?" Her answer, whatever _twas, led to the deletion of the words
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time of his mental crisis in 1826-27 until 1840, when the Logic was virtually
completed. He says that in his account of "these years of transition" he has
mentioned only those of his "new impressions" which appeared then and later "to
be a kind of turning points, marking a definite progress" in his mode of thought (p.
175). And he goes on to indicate that he was considering much more in those years
than the account indicates. The nature and intensity of some of these considerations are to be seen in the literary essays in the present volume.
Many of the changes, these essays also imply, came through personal contact of
the kind already suggested, as his circle of acquaintance broadened. The record of
"successive phases" of his mind is, therefore, again seen to be intertwined with that
of his debts, and so the second and third purposes are served together. Often his
desire to acknowledge his intellectual debts is greater than his desire to trace his
development, with the result; qmte intentional on Mill's part, that emphasis falls
on certain aspects of his development at the expense of others. For example, the
brief period of near withdrawal from his customary activities from 1828 to 1830 is
left in shade, and little evidence is available elsewhere to fill in the picture. And the
years of active political sectarianism in the London and Westminster Review, years
that have troubled many who otherwise admire Mill (after all, he says he had
already forsworn at least overt sectarianism [see pp. 115-17]), are excused by the
plea of circumstance, inadequately described. Again---and from the perspective of
the editors of this volume, quite regrettably--Mill gives little space to his writings
forjournals in the 1830s, and much of that concerns his mainly political leaders in
the Examiner.
As mentioned above, one important change, Mill's new aesthetic interest, is
seen in his literary essays. In particular, they indicate the shift in thought following
his distress over the effects of purely analytic methods, and point to the existence
of what was not quite a school, or even a coterie, but certainly was a group quick to
respond and to interact. The relief Mill found in Wordsworth's poetry (pp.
149-53), and his related discovery of Shelley (a favourite of Harriet Taylor's), as
well as his love of music (almost unmentioned in the Autobiography), _9and his
growing appreciation of drama, painting, and architecture, all had a part in
inducing the aesthetic speculations found in these essays. Though they do not
amount to an important theory, elements of them are of considerable value, and
helped clarify for Mill both the place of emotion in individual lives and in the
human sciences, and what he took to be his proper role in the "Art and Science of
Life," as "Scientist" or "Logician," and not as "Artist" or "Poet.'2°
Mill was markedly influenced by his new acquaintances, most significantly by
_'here arereferences
onpp. 21,147-9 Heplayedthepiano(andcomposedin anamateurway):the
pianoheusedin Francestillexists,in FondationFlandreysy-Esp6randieu,
Palmsdu Roure,Awgnon.
2°S¢eJohnM. Robson,"J. S. Mill'sTheoryofPoetry,"Universityof TorontoQuarterly.XXIX
(July,1960),420-37, and,fora morepersonalapplicationofthetheory,Robson,"HametTaylorand
JohnSmartMill.ArtistandScientist,"Queen'sQuarterly,LXXIII(Summer,1966),167-86
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W. J. Fox's circle of Unitarians, 21including Harriet and John Taylor, by Thomas
Carlyle, and by John Sterling. Through Sterling (and perhaps through Cambridge
friends of Charles Austin) Mill became acquainted with other of the Cambridge
"Apostles," and it is of more than passing significance that his reaching out for
"radicals" of different kinds brought into the net of the London and Westminster
Review some of these apparently incompatible, but equally enthusiastic proponents of a new order. When one considers the subjects and provenances of Mill's
articles in the present volume, the network of relations is evident: of those articles
published in the 1830s, four of the five that appeared before 1835 were in Fox's
journal, the Monthly Repositor3, (which in these years was Mill's main organ for
non-literary essays as well); all those after that date were in the London and
Westminster under his own editorship. Not all the articles are actually reviews, but
of those that are, two deal with William Bridges Adams, a prot6g6 of Fox's, who
married Sarah Flower, the sister of Harriet Taylor's closest friend (and Fox's
lover), Eliza. Browning also was a member of Fox's circle, and only accident (see
pp. xxxiii-xxxiv) prevented Mill's review of his Pauline from appearing. Tennyson, Helps, Milnes, and Bulwer (see App. F, p. 604) were all Cambridge men. the
first three Apostles. This evidence does not justify an accusation of puffery,
though the reviews are favourable, but Mill can at least be seen as showing bias in
his selection of subjects. And there is other evidence of his raising -a wind.
Exhalations include his placing, in the Examiner, reviews of Eliza Flower's
musical compositions, 22 and comphmentary notices of the Monthly"Repositor3'. 23
In return, the Repositor 3, blew some kisses, mentioning as a new publication the
pamphlet reprint of Mill's "Corporation and Church Property," and commenting,
"'Read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest' this little pamphlet, which is full of the
marrow of a sound philosophy and morality." In "Characteristics of English
Aristocracy," a review of Bulwer's England and the English, there is praise for the
appendices Mill contributed anonymously on Bentham and James Mill that might
well normally have gone unnoticed. And there is an unambiguous (to the informed) reference to Mill: "The most accomplished and perfect logician we ever
knew, has the best appreciation of the beautiful and the poetical.'24
In all ages, and even among the virtuous, manus manum lavat, and altruism
may be a form of self-help. There were, in that age of excitement, when the old
order (again) seemed to be passing away, many opportunities for the daring and
enthusiastic young to air and share their views, and as Mill passed through his
2_Mill surely knew of Fox, if he had not actually met him, as early as 1824, for Fox contributed to the
first number of the Westminster the lead article, which almost certainly is one of the two Mill says he
took most to heart (see p. 96 below).
223July. 1831, pp. 420-1; 8 Apr., 1832, p. 230.21 Apr, 1833. p. 245; 20 Apr., 1834, p 244, and
4 Jan.. 1835, p. 4.
2317 Mar., 1833, pp. 164-5; 14 Apr., 1833, pp. 229-30:16 June. 1833. pp. 372-3:8 Sept.. 1833.
p. 567:15 Dec., 1833, pp. 788-9; 12 Jan., 1834, p. 21
2*MonthlyRepository,
n.s. VII (Mar., 1833), 215, and ibid. (Sept., 1833), 601. and 593.
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"successive phases" he joined in or was touched by the Philosophic Radicals of the
1820s, the Romantics, the Saint-Simonians,
the Unitarians, the Cambridge Apostles, the new bureaucrats, the Philosophic Radicals of the 1830s; in some cases he
was at or near the centre, in others on the periphery--but
never was he to be
ignored.
A change came, however. The last stage (on his account) was one in which he
thought himself rejected by "society,'" and in which, in any case. he rejected the
society of most others. His relation with Harriet Taylor, a relation which they seem
na'fvely to have thought neither would nor should cause comment, resulted in their
eventual isolation from all but a few, such as the Carlyles (and there was constant
and increasing tension even with them). Mill's account of his movement into
maturity of opinion, then. ought to be seen also as a movement away from the
influence of groups. He did not, it should be clear, go into intellectual sohtude, for
quite apart from the constant interchange of views with Harriet Taylor, he read and
corresponded widely (for example with Auguste Comte). He was not, however, in
an arena where the constant push-and-pull
of allegiances,
opinions, and events
could initiate major fluctuations of belief. When, in the mid- 1860s after his wife's
death and his retirement from the East India Company, the time did come for him
to plunge into turbulent political waters, his general attitudes were indeed firm,
though his expression of them in particular circumstances
led some to believe him
fickle. And at that time, as young men gathered round him--Bain,
Calrnes,
Fawcett, Morley, even Spencer--it
was his influence on them that mattered, not
theirs on him. And that tale he does not choose to tell.
The tale he does tell, right from the beginning of the Autobiography,
as we have
seen, is that of his third purpose: acknowledgment
of his intellectual and moral
debts, the importance of which justifies brief analysis. It is hard and indeed unwise
to identify separately the elements that make up Mill's accounts of his teachers and
friends; there is some mention of their characters, some of their careers, and some
of their writings, as well as of their relations with Mill, and all these matters bear
on one another. Also. a few people of obvious importance are mentioned almost in
passing, 25 one may infer because the exigencies of narrative did not easily permit
of a fuller account. As has been argued, the tributes and assessments are entwined
with the accounts of his education and the movement of his mind; nonetheless,
if
we look simply at the main emphasis of passages,
almost
version is given generally to an account of his debts. (A
proportion is found in the Early Draft, which includes, inter
on Roebuck and Sarah Austin and necessarily excludes the

one-third of the final
considerably
higher
aha, longer passages
narrative of the final

25As an example (not a complete account), the followmg persons, all of whom most certainly
influenced Mill m some significant way. are, except as noted, gwen two sentences or less: Ricardo,
Joseph Hume, Samuel Bentham and his family (about five sentences), Mill's teachers in France, Say
(four sentences), W. E. Tooke. Wilham Elhs, G. J. Graham, Thirlwall (three sentences), Coleridge.
Goethe, Fonblanque (three sentences), and Barn
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years.) The relative weighting is interesting. Ignoring all those of less than
one-half page in length, one finds:
TABLE 2
Tribute to and discussion of
James Mill
Harriet Taylor Mill
Roebuck
John Austin
Comte
Wordsworth
Bentham
Saint-SimonlanS
Tocqueville

App. no of pages
19_
14

Tribute to and discussion of

App no of pages

426

Charles Austin
Carlyle
Sarah Austin

1½
1½
127

3
3
2_
2
2
2

Sterhng
Maunce
Helen Taylor
Hare
Black
Grote

1
1
1
1
,_
½

Such computation (which ignores the strength as well as the kind of comment)
does rough justice to Mill's account; but he himself is not even-handed. Given
other evidence, including Mill's writings, no one is likely to challenge the placing
of his father and his wife at the head of the list of those who influenced him. The
kind of influence and its effect are perhaps moot, especially in the case of his wife.
but one can easily accept his estimate of their weights. Mill says his conscience
spoke to him in his father's voice (p. 613); there can be no doubt that there was a
literal transference of this function to Harriet Taylor after James Mill's death in
1836, if not before, and only a little that Helen Taylor played a speaking role after
her mother's death in 1858. 28There is no room here for essays on these extraordinary relations; our comment is only that they were, certainly from a psychological
point of view, as important as Mill indicates.
About others, though, some caveats concerning Mill's judgment must be
entered. His attitude to his mother has caused speculation: not mentioned in the
Autobiography, she is given, in isolated comments of a derogatory kind, almost all
of which were cancelled, only about one-half page in the Early Draft. When he
began that draft, Mill was excessively, indeed petulantly, angry at his family
because of what he (and/or Harriet) took to be their slighting response to his
marriage; in revision, he at least moved from derogation to silence. It is likely that
his mother and his siblings did not "influence" him, using the word as he intends it.
but one may well regret the attitude and the omission. At the very least it is odd that
a strong feminist, writing under the correcting eye of an equally strong feminist,
should have given himself but a single parent in the opening narrative sentence of
_6In the Early Draft: about three pages were removed m the final revision
271nthe Early Draft; the passage was removed m the hnal revision.
_aThough Helen Taylor had nothing to do with the formation of Mill's central views, she was a major
influence on the expression of hss Ideas and on his actions m the last decade of his life.
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his autobiography:
"1 was born in London, on the 20th of May 1806, and was the
eldest son of James Mill, the author of The Histo_ of British India" (p. 5).
Other questions can here only be asked: 29 if John Austin gets (deservedly) three
pages, surely Bentham deserves more than two, and George Grote more than
one-half--and
what of Harriet Grote? Wordsworth merits at least the treatment he
receives, but where then is Coleridge? (The answer lies partly, but only partly, in
the discussion of the "Coleridgeans,"
Sterling and Maurice.) Does not Tocqueville, whose influence, curiously enough, is not acknowledged
at all in the Early
Draft, deserve as much space as Comte (even if we admit that much of the three
pages devoted to the latter is given to denial of influence)? Surely Carlyle,
whatever Mill's later judgments,
had more influence than Roebuck (who was on
his own admission a pupil of Mill's)--and,
again, where is Jane Carlyle7 Could he
not have mentioned his colleagues in the East India House, such as Thomas Love
Peacock? The questions pile up, and answers implying the deliberate downplaying
of friendships, or the desire to avoid comment on those alive to read the account,
do not seem adequate. Of greater relevance are Mill's and his wife's attitudes to
the people discussed and the exigencies of narrative and of thesis: the case he is
making does not require equal or absolute justice,
and a story----even one the
author claims to be devoid of interesting episode--militates
against judgmental
balance. One certainly may regret that Mill's denigration of self led him to the
purposes he thought proper, and so to exclude much that other autobiographers,
many of them of narrower experience and less insight, delight us with. But his
judgment should be respected. Although his mind, his life, and his career have an
interest beyond the significance
he attached to them, in developing
his stated
purposes Mill faithfully adheres to his contract with the reader for whom "these
pages were..,
written."
The Autobiography
stands alone among Mill's book-length
works in the abundance of MS materials that have survived. 30 We have no fewer than three complete
MSS---Mill's
original draft, a revised MS also in his hand, and a transcript of the
whole--as
well as a four-page piece of holograph draft independent of the other
MSS. The three complete MSS were among the collection of letters and papers
owned after Mill's death by Helen Taylor, bequeathed by her to her niece Mary
Taylor, and sold at auction in 1922 by the executors of the latter's estate. They are
29One of them seems bestrelegated to a footnote, important asit is: would It nothavebeen instructive
forhim to have given more space to the influenceon him of the dead (Aristotle, Bacon. Locke, as well
as the acknowledged Plato)?
3°This sectaonon the composition of the work and the transmission and first pubhcation of the text
draws (sometimes verbatim) on two previous accounts by Jack Stillinger--"The Text of John Stuart
Mill's Autobiography," Bulletin of the John Rylands Libra,', XLIII (Sept., 1960), 220-42, and the
introduction to The Early Draft of John Stuart Mill's "Autobiography."' These in turn are indebted to
Albert William Levi's pioneer work in "'The Writing of Mill's Autobiography," Ethtcs, LXI (July,
1951), 284-96.
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listed together, "a large parcel," as lot 720 (third day) in Sotheby's sale catalogue
of 27-29 March, 1922: "MILL (John Stuart) Auto. MS. of his AUTOBIOGRAPHY
upwards of 220 pp. 4to; with an earlier draft of the same in his hand, and a copy,
mostly in the hand of Helen Taylor, with the suppressed passages.'" The lot went
for £5 5s. to Maggs Bros., who resold the MSS separately.
Early Draft. The "earlier draft" was purchased from Maggs in 1923 by Jacob H.
Hollander, Professor of Political Economy at Johns Hopkins University, who kept
it until his death in 1940, after which it was stored for nearly two decades in a
Baltimore warehouse. In 1958 it was acquired with the rest of Hollander's library
by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. More than just "earlier," it is in
fact the original draft of the Autobiography, consisting of 169 leaves all told---139
leaves constituting the first finished version of the work plus thirty leaves of
rejected text retained together at the end of the draft. Written in the late months of
1853 and the earlx_see
below on this and other__s-_,
ih-f--M-g'-contains a complete account, as Mill then would have given it, of his life up to his
marriagein_jp_.].8._. The paper is apparently that used in the East India Company
office where Mill worked, half-sheets of white laid foolscap measuring c. 33.6 ×
20.8 cm., with either a Britannia watermark (on about half the leaves, irregularly
throughout) or one of three countermarks: "STAcEV WISE 1849," "C ANSELL
1851 ," and "C ANSELL1852." Mill wrote in ink, generally on both sides. Before
beginning a leaf, he folded it once lengthwise, to divide each page into two long
halves c. 10.4 cm. wide; 31 he originally composed only in the right-hand half,
saving the space at left for his revisions and for corrections, comments, and other
markings by his wife.
Columbia MS. The second of the complete MSS (to take them in the order in
which they were written), the "Auto. MS." of the description in Sotheby's
catalogue, was bought from Maggs by Professor John Jacob Coss, acting for
members of the Department of Philosophy at Columbia who presented it to the
Columbia University Library in April, 1923. This MS consists of 210 leaves (not
counting those left blank by Mill or used as wrappers) measuring c. 26 × 21.5 cm.
The first 162 leaves, medium blue paper sewn in twenty-leaf gatherings marked A
through I (with the initial leaf of A and the last seventeen leaves of I left blank) and
containing either a fleur-de-lis watermark or the countermark "WEATHERLEY
1856," constitute a revised version of the Early Draft text plus a three-page
continuation, the text of 247.35-251.9 below. This part of the MS was writlgm21_
1861. The remaining forty-eight leaves a gathering-marked K and-made up of
twenty-four sheets of darker blue (unwatermarked) paper folded separately and
31He used the same method m the extant MSS of"Notes on Some of the More Popular Dmlogues of
Plato" (see Textual Introduction, Essays on Philosophy and the Classtcs, CW, Vol XI, pp. lxxxllxxxii, and illustration facing p. 175) and in the surviving MS page of"The Silk Trade" (see Essays on
Economics and Soctety, CW, Vol. IV [Toronto: Umversity of Toronto Press, 1967], illustrataon facing
p. 138).
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unsewn, represent--except
for text taken over from the Yale fragment (see
below)--the first and only draft of the rest of the Autobiography, wfaten_Ja_lhe--

70.
Rvlands transcript. The third of the MSS sold at Sotheby's, the "copy, mostly
in the hand of Helen Taylor, with the suppressed passages,'" went to an unknown
English buyer, and was lost sight of until July, 1959, when it was discovered in the
London salerooms of Messrs. Hodgson and acquired by the John Rylands Library,
Manchester. Consisting of 282 leaves of various kinds and sizes of paper, the
transcript was made mainly or entirely in the months just after Mill's death by three
writers--Helen Taylor, Mill's youngest sister Mary Elizabeth Colman, and an
unidentified French copyist. It is from this MS that the first edition of the work
(1873) was printed, and the "descent" of the text is thus simple and straightforward: Mill revised, recopied, and continued his original version (Early Draft) in
the Columbia MS; Helen Taylor and her helpers copied the Columbia text in the
Rylands transcript; and the work was set in type from the Rylands transcript.
Yale fragment. In addition to these complete MSS, Mill's first draft of the
present 251.18-259.21, the "Note...
concerning the participation of my wife in
my writings" given below beginning on p. 250, is extant at Yale. This is written on
the four pages of a folded sheet of bluish-gray wove paper, page size c. 25.8 x
20.2 cm. The MS bears the pencil date "[ 1861 ]" in the hand of a twentieth-century
scholar or archivist, but the basis for this dating is not clear. Mill could have
drafted the note any time between the completion of the Early Draft, in 1854, and
the writing of the last part of the work in 1869-70. The tenses, the tone, and the
mention of On Libert3, as a "book" (pp. 256-8) strongly suggest that it was
composed no earlier than 1859, after his wife's death and the publication of On
Liber_', and probably after 1861, because it was not included in the continuation
of the Early Draft written at that time.
In his surviving letters Mill first mentions the Early Draft on 2_3..]anuaryJ 854,
four clays after recording in a diary entry his bitterness at having "procrastinated In
the sacred duty of fixing in writing, so that it may not die with me, everything that I
have in my mind which is capable of assisting the destruction of error and
prejudice and the growth of just feelings and true opinions.'32 Replying to a letter
now lost, he writes to his wife:
I too have thought very often lately about the life & am most anxious that we should
completeitthe soonestpossible. Whatthere is of it is ina perfectlypublishablestate--as far
as writing goes it could be pnnted tomorrow--& it contains a full writing out as far as
anything can write out, what you are, asfar as I am competentto describe you, & what I owe
to you--but, besides that until revised by you it is little better than unwritten, it contains
nothing about our private circumstances, further than shewing that there was intimate
friendship formany years, & you only can decide what more it is necessary ordesirable to
32Diary
entry for 19 Jan., 1854, in The Letters of John Stuart Mill, ed. Hugh S. R. Elhot, 2 vols
(London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1910), Vol I1, p. 361.
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say in order to stop the mouths of enemies hereafter. The fact _s there is about as much
written as I can write without your help & we must go through this together & add the rest to
it at the very first opportunity--I have not forgotten what she said about bnnging it with me
to Paris. 33
He discusses

the subject at length again on 10 February:

I... have read through all that is written of the Life--I find it wants revision, which I shall
give it--but I do not well know what to do with some of the passages which we marked for
alteration in the early part of it which we read together. They were mostly passages in which
I had written, you thought, too much of the truth or what I beheve to be the truth about my
own defects. I certainly do not desire to say more about them than integrity requires, but the
difficult matter is to decide how much that is. Of course one does not, in writing a life, either
one's own or another's, undertake to tell everything----& it will be right to put something
into this which shall prevent any one from being able to suppose or to pretend, that we
undertake to keep nothing back. Still it va sans dire that it ought to be on the whole a fair
representation. Some things appear to me on looking at them now to be said very crudely,
which does not surprise me in a first draft, in which the essential was to say everything,
somehow, sauf to omit or revise afterwards. As to matters of opinion & feeling on general
subjects. I find there is a great deal of good matter written down in the Life which we havc
not written anywhere else, & which will make it as valuable in that respect (apart from its
main object) as the best things we have published. But of what particularly concerns our life
there is nothing yet written, except the descriptions of you, & of your effect on me; which
are at all events a permanent memorial of what I know you to be, & (so far as it can be shewn
by generalities) of what I owe to you intellectually. That, though it _s the smallest part of
what you are to me, is the most important to commemorate, as people are comparatively
willing to suppose all the rest. But we have to consider, which we can only do together, ho_
much of our story it is advisable to tell, in order to make head against the representations of
enemies when we shall not be alive to add anything to it. If it was not to be published for 100
years I should say, tell all, simply & without reserve. As it is there must be care taken not to
put arms into the hands of the enemy. 34
Taken together, the two letters show (1) that an early form of the draft, including
at least the first eight leaves of the original Part 11,35 largely unrevised since it was
first written but nevertheless
"in a perfectly publishable state," was finished by 23
33LL.CW, Vol. XIV, pp 137-8 (23 Jan . 1854) (Atthe end of this passage, as frequentlyelsewhere
m his letters to her, Mill refers to his wife in the third person )
341b/d., p. 154. Between 23 Jan. and 10 Feb. the "Life" is mennoned bnefly in two other letters: "'I
fancy I seeone large or two small posthumousvolumes of Essays. withthe Life at their head.'"he v,rltes
on 29 Jan. (ibM., p. 142); and on 4 Feb he promises to "look again through the Life" when he has
finishedrewriting "Nature" (ibid.. p. 149) The "'Essays"that he wasenvlsmnmg inthe firstof these (29
Jan.) include "Nature," "'Utility of Religion," On LiberD', and some pieces later incorporated into
Utilitarianism;presumably they are also the "'variousEssays, foreventual publlcatmn, on some of the
fundamentalquestions of human and social life" that he refers to toward the end of the Autobiography
(p. 245 below). See Textual Introductmn, Essays on Ethics. Religion and Socte_.', CW, Vol. X
(Toronto: Umversity of Toronto Press, 1969), pp. cxxii-cxxlx.
35Butapparently notthe whole of Part II--or, morespecifically, not the text of RII 20 (see the fourth
paragraph below, and App. G, pp. 616-17)--since Mill says inboth letters thathe has wntten nothing
of their "'privatectrcumstances "'Two breaks in the composition of the onginal Part IIare evident from
changes inpen, the first following the text of the extract given from RII. 1-8 (pp. 617-24 below), the
secondcoming after the sentence ending at 222.20 ("... did notknow what to say ")
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January, 1854: (2) that Mill and his wife had read an "early part of it" together,
marking passages for alteration (those extracted in App. G from R23-5, and
possibly Mill's subsequent revisions of them--in R242-252 and R19/20, also
marked by her--are more or less specifically mentioned in the second letter); but
(3) that she had not yet read any portion of the original Part II, in which she and
their relationship are described. Up to this point, therefore, there were at least two
periods of composition--one
in which he wrote the early part that they read and
marked together, the other in which he continued writing in her absence.
We have, unfortunately, virtually no biographical documents for the first two
years of their marriage, after they had returned from the Continent and settled at
Blackheath Park in September, 1851. In August, 1853, Mill took his wife to
Sidmouth, Devonshire, returning to London alone on the 23rd--the first time
since the marriage that they had been separated. He remained in London through
much of September, and then, on the advice of their physicians, accompanied his
wife to Nice. When his three-month leave of absence from the India House had
expired, he left her at Hy_res, on 27 or 28 December, and arrived back in London
on 5 January.
It is unlikely that he worked on the draft between 5 and 23 January (the date of
the first letter quoted above). On his return he was occupied with official correspondence that had accumulated in his absence, and of his own work he was
primarily concerned with the essay on "Nature." He told his wife on 14 January:
1am working hard at getting up the arrear of India house business & have taken some of it
home to work at tomorrow (Sunday). 1hardly feel well or vigorous enough to set about any
work of our own yet on Sundays & in the evenings--when I do the first thing shall be to
finish the rewriting of the paper on Nature. which I began before we left 36
Moreover, the tone of his letter of 23 January ("I too have thought very often lately
about the life") does not suggest that he has been writing. What seems most
probable, if we assume that he began the draft in London, perhaps even (as he did
with other works) during office hours at the India House when correspondence
lagged, is that he commenced writing earlier than August, 1853; that he and his
wife read and marked the early part (at least the first twenty-five leaves, through
the first extract given in App. G) before going to Devonshire in that month; and
that he continued writing, through at least the first eight leaves of the original Part
II, in the August-September
interval of separation, before joining her for their
sojourn in France. A large part of the draft, the "publishable" version described in
the letter of 23 January, 1854, should therefore be dated earlier than 24 September,
1853, the date on which they left England together.
On 13 February, 1854, still planning to join his wife in Paris, Mill again
mentions bringing the draft with him, and adds:
But if we are not to be together this summerit is doubly importanttohave as much of thelife
36LL,

CW,

Vol

XlV,

p.
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written as can be written before we meet--therefore will you my own love in one of your
sweetest letters give me your general notion of what we should say or imply respecting our
private concerns. As it is, it shews confidential friendship & strong attachment ending in
marriage when you were free & ignores there having ever been any scandalous suspicions
about us.37
To his earlier letter of the 10th she replied on 14-15 February:
I feel sure dear that the Life is not half writtenand that half thatis written will notdo. Should
there not be a summaryof our relationship from its commencement in 1830--I mean given
in a dozen lines....
This ought to be done in its genuine truth and simplicity--strong
affection, intimacy of friendship, and no impropriety. It seemsto me anedifying picture for
those poor wretches who cannot conceive friendship but in sex--nor bcheve that expediency and the consideration for feelings of others can conquer sensuality 38
While her letter was en route Mill wrote to her again on the 18th that he was "most
anxious at present about the Life, but.., can do little in the way of addition to it till
I hear from her, ''39 and a diary entry of 19 February implies further concern with
the life: "Goethe...
[called] his autobiography, which tells just as much about
himself as he liked to be known, 'Aus meinem Leben Dichtung und Wahrheit,'
The Aus even without the Dichtung saves his veracity. ''4° Finally on the 20th,
having received her letter, he was able to report some progress in the work:
As to the Life--which I have been revising & correcting--the greater part, in bulk, of what
is written consists of the history of my mind up to the time when your influenceover it
began----&I do not think there can be much objectionable in that part, even including as it
does, sketches of the character of most of the people I was intimate with--if I could be said
to be so with any one. I quite agree in the sort of rEsum6 of our relationship which you
suggest--but if it is to be only as you say a dozen lines, or even three or four dozen, could
you not my own love write it out your darling self & send it in one of your precious
letters--It is one of the many things of which the fond would be much better laid by you &
we can add to it afterwards if we see occasion.4_
On 5 February Mill had finished rewriting"Nature"; on 5 March, having caught
up with-India-Iq6hse-corres[3bh-deiice-, he began Writing "Utility 0f-Religion. ''42
Between those dates, and especially around 20 February, when we haveseen him
"revising & correcting," he read over and revised the whole of the draft he had
written in 1853, and it was probably then also that he finished writing the original
Part II. Professor Levi is surely fight in suggesting that a passage from Harriet
Mill's letter of 14-15 February ("strong affection, intimacy of friendship..,
an
edifying picture for those poor wretches who cannot conceive friendship but in
sex--nor believe that expediency and the consideration for feelings of others can
"_71bid.,p. 159.
3SF. A. Hayek, John Stuart Mill and Harriet Taylor (London. Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1951 I,
p. 196.
39LL,

CW,

Vol.

XIV,

p.

163.

4°Letters of John Stuart Mill, ed. Elliot, Vol. If, p. 373.
4ILL, CW, Vol. XIV, pp. 165-6.
a21bM., pp. 152,178.
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conquer sensuality") is echoed in Mill's account of their relationship in the
twentieth leaf of Part II:
our relation to each other was one of strong affection and confidential intimacy, entirely
apart from sensuality .... we disdained, as every person not a slaveof his animal appetites
must do, the abject notion that the strongest and tenderest friendshipcannot exist between a
man and a woman w_thouta sensual ue; or that sensuality cannot be put aside when.regard43
for the feelings of others, or even when only prudence and personal dignity reqmre It.
She did not otherwise send him the account he requested, for of the numbered
series of Mill's letters to her all but one--a short letter addressed to Marseilles on
13 March---are extant between 20 February and the middle of April, and there are
but two subsequent references to the work during the period. On 24 February he
writes: "we must do what we can while we are alive--the Life being the first
thing--which independent of the personal matters which it will set right when we
have made it what we intend, is even now an unreserved proclamation of our
opinions on religion, nature, & much else.'44 The gist of the first part of this
statement is repeated in a letter of 20 March: "above all I am anxious about the
Life, which must be the first thing we go over when we are together.'45
Harriet Mill returned to London in the middle of April, and it must have been
either then or shortly afterward
"the Life being the first thing" that she read and
"improved" the remainder of the draft. Though no useful terminal date for Mill's
subsequent corrections can be assigned with certainty, it seems most reasonable to
suppose that he revised and rewrote the leaves of Part II before departing for a
six-week tour of Brittany in June-July, i 854, and certainly before setting out on
his extended tour of France, Italy, and Greece, 8 December, 1854-1ate June,
1855, during which he was separated from his wife'for nearly seven months.
The Early Draft is a heavily worked over MS, with cancellations and interlined
revisions on nearly every page, and a great many additional passages written and
rewritten at left. Mill foliated the MS in pencil, and most of the leaves show
evidence of having been renumbered one or more times as additional leaves were
inserted, passages reordered, and revised leaves substituted for earlier ones. The
principal additions and rearrangements are reported in notes to the Early Draft text
and in headnotes to the extracts given in Appendix G. The most interesting of
Mill's large-scale changes has to do with his early intention to divide the work into
two parts, the first covering his life before he met Harriet Taylor, and "Part II,"
beginning with his "first introduction to the lady whose friendship has been the
honour and blessing of my existence.'" Possibly because he wished to bring her in
at an earlier point in his account (after his writings of 1832, rather than, as
originally, after his writings of 1834 and Molesworth's proposal in that year to
43Levi, "The Writing of Mill's Autobmgraphy,'" p. 292. The passage from RII.20 was rewritten as
the present 236.15-24. See also the textual notes on pp. 236-7.
44LL, CW, Vol. XIV, p. 168
451bid., p. 190.
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establish the London and Westminster Review), perhaps also because the two parts
were of considerably disproportionate lengths ( 121 vs. 24 leaves). Mill rearranged
several paragraphs, condensed the first eight leaves of Part II to three and a half.
and discarded the two-part division altogether (see pp. 616-17 below).
Except possibly for the revised leaves that replaced the rejected leaves of the
original Part II and the ending of Part I, Harriet Mill read the entire MS, marking
passages" with lines, X's, and question marks beside the text, deleting and sometimes rewriting Mill's sentences, here and there commenting m the space at left;
and Mill followed many of her suggestions and accepted most of her pencilled
alterations by rewriting them in ink. A sizable proportion of her markings are
editorial in character, calling attention to wordiness, vagueness, inaccuracy of
expression, repetition of word or phrase, and the like "minuter matters of composition" (see p. 255); but she was also the originator of some major changes in the
texture and tone of the work. In response to her markings Mill suppressed personal
and family details that, had they been retained, would have made the Autobiography a warmer, if often more critical document, and she exerted extensive
influence on the several versions in which he attempted to describe his practical
deficiencies (see pp. 608-11 ) and on the account he wrote of their relations in the
original Part II. While "HTM" appears frequently m the textual apparatus, the
notes report only the most significant of her markings and alterations, and do not
adequately convey the pervasiveness of her pencil in the MS .46
Mill returned to the work sometime in 1861, two or three years after the death of
his wife, and on this occasion wrote the first 162 leaves of the Columbia MS, the
text from the beginning through the present 251.9. 47 Most of this, of course, was
revision rather than initial composition--the "second writing" that Mill refers to in
describing the "double redaction" method by which "all my books have been
composed" (see pp. 229-3 I)---but, although the Early Draft on which it was based
is itself, in its final stage, a highly finished piece of writing, the new version is
substantially different. Between the Early Draft and the corresponding text of the
*6Her pencilled markings, alterations, and comments appear in nearly a hundred of the 169 leaves,
they are absent most notably in the revised leaves that replaced R119-21, RII.I-8.20,
and 24.
Occasional markings and alterations of Mill's revisions at left rewslons made as a result of her earher
markings (e.g., in the discarded versions given m the long textual note on pp. 64-5)---are evidence that
she read at least some of the MS twice.
47The dating is based on Helen Taylor's notes in the 1873 first edition, pp. 240, 251. "Written about
1861'" appended to the end of the paragraph at 247.17 in the present volume, and "'What precedes was
written or revised previous to, or durmg the year 1861 What follows was written m 1870" appended to
the end of the paragraph at 251.9. As is explained below, several paragraphs of Columbia MS text were
reordered in the Rylands transcript land thence in the 1873 ediuon) m the span where the latter note
occurs. But 251.9 is where the text of gathering I of the Columbia MS leaves off. and 251.10 Is the
beginning of K; it seems virtually certain that the dating in the 1873 note should be apphed to (because it
originally derived from) this division in the MS There are a few details in the text before 251.10 that
postdate the year 186 l---e.g., the references on pp. 79 and 105 to John Romllly as "Lord Romilly" (lus
title beginning in 1865 V--but these are in every instance darker-ink interhneatmns in the Columbia MS
and not part of the original writing.
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Columbia MS there are some 2,600 substantive differences, large and small (the
figure is offered simply as a rough indication of the frequency of revision: the
alteration of a single word counts as one substantive change, and the omission or
addition of an entire paragraph or more also counts as one). The number and nature
of the differences make impracticable the usual method of recording variants in
this edition. We have. therefore, chosen to present the Early Draft and the
Columbia MS as parallel texts on facing pages, with spacing adjusted to bring
corresponding passages, as much as possible, opposite one another. As a result,
blank spaces (and even whole blank pages) on one side or the other immediately
call attention to the most extensive of the revisions. Some of the less obvious may
be mentioned briefly.
With the distance gained by the passing of seven or more years since his writing
of the Early Draft, Mill viewed the events of his life with increased detachment.
He could now, for example, add a mitigating comparison to his description of
heavy dejection during his mental crisis, by seeing it as like "the state.., in which
converts to Methodism usually are, when smitten by their first 'conviction of
sin.'" and go on, less dramatically. 'qn all probability my case was by no means so
peculiar as I fancied it, and I doubt not that many others have passed through a
similar state" (pp. 137, 145). This new objectivity dictated a number of changes by
which earlier outbursts of egotism, contrasting strikingly with the characteristic
self-effacement that marks much of the work, were deflated or restrained. Occasionally, for passages first written specifically about himself, Mill substituted
generalization (compare the two versions of the concluding statement about
Plato's influence, pp. 24, 25): and many particulars of biographical detail were
omitted in the revised account: his meeting with the Frenchmen Ternaux, Destutt
de Tracy, Dunoyer, and others (p. 62), "emulation of a little manuscript essay of
Mr. Grote" in attempting his first argumentative composition (p. 72), writing an
early essay replying to Paley's Natural Theology (p. 74), keeping a journal "on the
model of Grimm's Correspondence" and contributing three or four articles to a
projected "Philosophical Dictionary. suggested by Voltaire's" (p. 110), weekly
evening meetings to study elocution (p. 126), his elaborate speech in reply to
Thirlwall (p. 128), his enthusiastic admiration in response to Carlyle's article on
Johnson (p. 182), and so on. The revised life is less full, less varied in texture, than
that of the Early Draft.
Here and there Mill toned down his recollections of family relationships and
especially of his father. Indirect references to his mother, in speaking of his
father's "ill assorted marriage," "to which he had not, and never could have
supposed that he had, the inducements of kindred intellect, tastes, or pursuits" (pp.
52, 6), are charitably omitted. James Mill's "authority and indignation" is rewritten as "displeasure" (pp. 14, 15); and the fact that he "often mockingly caricatured" his son's bad reading aloud is discarded (p. 26), along with a number of
other sentences and phrases of similar tendency (compare the summary comments
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on the severity of his upbringing at 52.19-21
and 53.28-9).
By changes of this
sort, and the addition of several sentences comparing James Mill with Bentham
(p. 213), the revised version comes considerably closer than the earlier to being, in
the passages describing his father, a eulogy. 48 The same access of charity is evident
in recollections of associates outside his family. He cut out the greater part of his
"character" of Roebuck (pp. 154-8), softened his critique of Maurice (pp. 160-1 ),
rewrote his account of Sterling (pp. 162, 161 ), dropped a nasty paragraph on Sarah
Austin (p. 186), and resorted to anonymity ("My father and I had hoped that some
competent leader might arise; some man of philosophic attainments and popular
talents") in place of several sentences of harsh commentary on George Grote's
lack of courage, energy, and activity (pp. 202,204-5).
The more formal and generalized character of the later version is continued in
the last part that Mill wrote, the forty-eight
leaves of the K gathering in the
Columbia MS, containing the text of the work from the present 251.10 to the end.
This was drafted in the winter of 1869-70.49 Mill presumably also gave the earlier
part of the MS a final polish at this time (there are in this part a few interlineations
and other alterations in darker ink than the rest); there is no evidence of any
authoritative changes in the work after this date. 5° At this point other hands take
over, and the text deteriorates.
In a codicil to his will dated 14 February, 1872, Mill names Helen Taylor as his
literary executor "with full and absolute power and license..,
to edit all or any of
my literary works and to publish all or any of my manuscripts as she in her sole
discretion may think fit." He then specifically mentions the Autobiography:
And whereas in these days no one is secure against attempts to make money out of his
memory by means of pretended biographies I therefore think it necessary to state that I have
written a short account of my life which I leave to the absolute charge and controul of my
said stepdaughter Miss Helen Taylor to be published or not at her will and discretion and in
the event of her death in my lifetime to the charge and controul of Wilham Thomas Thornton
4SThisishow MIllmmself viewedit In a letterof 26 Nov., 1865.he thanks George Grotefor "doing
jusuce to my father" in an article m the Westmmster Review, and adds. "My own contribution to his
memory is already written m a MS designed for posthumous publicanon [i.e.. the Autobtography],
though if I hve more than a few years longer, I shall very.likely pubhsh it while I am ahve" (LL. CW,
Vol. XVI. p. 1121).
'*9Thedating is based on the second of Helen Taylor's notes quoted in n 47 just above, Mill's
parenthetical date in the text at 276,17. and the first sentence of Helen Taylor's contmuanon gwen
below m App. H (p. 625), all of wfuch refer to 1870 or "'thewinter of 1869-1870."
_°Exceptpossibly in one instance (at 251.42). Mill dadnotrespondto. and may never have seen, the
handful of alterations and comments pencilled by Helen Taylor in the Columbm MS. For the record.
they are as follows: 47.28--9, deletion of the five-word pamnthesas;55 4, deletion of a redundant "'in
education'" after "dispensed with" (an emendauon followed m the present text); t93.27. "Not true"
written on the opposite verso and connected specifically to the words "or amsuc tastes": 195.6. "'Mass
Flower" (with the initials "HT") also on the opposite verso, identifying the "'personof gemus",
251.28-9, alteranon of "preceded. all .
her work" to read "'precededit. all .
my wife's work".
251.42, interlineationof "perhaps" (subsequently cancelled tn ink, but not necessarilyby Mill) after
"except"; 253n.22, deletion of "gavento the world": and 274.10. mterhneatlon of "English" before
"electors "Helen Taylor's noteprinted below on p. 282 _swrittenm ink.
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[a longtime colleague of Mill's at the India House] of No. 23 Queens Gardens Hyde Park
Square on condition that he publishes the same within two years of my decease.
Mill died at Avignon on 7 May, 1873, and the will was proved in London on 5
September. By the latter date the Autobiography
was already set in type and about
to be printed.
Though Helen Taylor may have begun copying the Columbia MS in France
before Mill's death, the greater part of the Rylands transcript was made afterward,
in the summer of 1873, when she was in England "pressing on as quickly as I am
able" with the publication of the work, "having come to England for that purpose
only. ''5_ In the last 236 leaves of the Rylands MS, which constitute about
five-sixths of the whole, Helen Taylor and Mary Colman copied discontinuous
sections of the Columbia MS simultaneously
(the former doing Columbia MS
gatherings B, E, G, H, I, and K, the latter doing C, D, and F), and there is further
evidence of haste in the great number of errors in these leaves, and in the fact that
although Helen Taylor here and there corrected and punctuated Mary Colman's
parts of the transcript, she clearly did not read them over entirely or attempt to
prepare them in any thorough way for the press. Mary Colman's pages of the
transcript went to the printer with more than 1,200 variants from Mill's text
unaltered, including some 170 substantive variants----Ml of them errors, and many
quite obvious. Altogether, when we add the considerably longer stretches copied
by Helen Taylor and the twenty-three
leaves at the beginning in the hand of the
unidentified French copyist, the transcript has over 2,650 variants, including more
than 450 substantives,
from the MS that was its immediate source.
The Autobiography
was published by Longmans,
Green, Reader, and Dyer,
"8vo. price 7s, 6d.," on 17 October, 1873. 52 The most significant of the differences between the first printed text and that of the Columbia MS are (l) the
omission of the first paragraph that Mill wrote when he took up the work again in
1869-70 (the present 251.10-17);
(2) the rearrangement
of the remaining nine
paragraphs of transition between the 1861 and 1869-70 parts of the MS (247.35251.9, 251.18-261.12)
into the order 4-5, 1-3, 9, 6-8 (so that 1873 has, in
5_Froman undated pencil draftwrittenon the back of a note to her fromtheeditor HowardEvans,
30 July, 1873 (Mill-TaylorCollection, British Library of Political and Economic Science). Both the
Rylandstranscriptand the 1873 firstedition areminutely described, and the dating discussed, in"The
Text of John SmartMill's Autobiography'" (see n. 30 above). Though it has no independentauthority,
thetranscriptis of considerable importancetextually. Beforeits rediscovery in 1959, thereexisted two
separate texts of the full work, in the Columbia MS and the 1873 edition, and scholars had no
knowledge of theirrelativeauthority(there was alwaysthe possibility thatMill himself provided copy.
in anotherMS now lost, forthe 1873 printing). The Rylands MS shows indisputably thatMill had no
directhand inthe copy-text from which 1873 was printed, andthus establishes the Columbia MSas the
single authoritativesourcefor the final versionof the work.
52Athenaeum,II, 18 Oct., 1873, pp. 451,508, and The Times, 17 Oct., 1873, p. 6. The "second
edition" of 1873 is apparently a reissue of sheets of the first impression, with a cancellans title leaf
pasted to the stubof the origmal titleand a twelve-page index insertedat the end. A sub-edition was
tssued m New York, by Henry Holt and Co., fromplates of the firstLondon issue, inthe firstweek of
Nov., 1873
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251.18-257.32,

247.35-251.9,

261.8-12,

xxix
257.33-261.7);

and (3)

the excision of ten mostly short passages (563 words altogether) referring to Helen
Taylor. 53 In addition to these, there are some eighty other substantive differences
of varying length and importance, 54 and, as one would expect in comparing any
MS text with a printed version, hundreds of differences
in the accidentals
of
punctuation,
spelling, capitalization,
and word-division.
The evidence of rearranged and partly rewritten leaves in the Rylands MS shows
that Helen Taylor originally copied all ten of Mill's paragraphs
beginning at
247.35 in their original order, and that she dropped 251.10-17
and rearranged the
others as a revision in the transcript. The cancellation of the ten passages referring
to herself, on the other hand, as the spaced asterisks replacing them m 1873 make
clear, was done at proof stage. 55 The rest of the substantive differences between
the Columbia MS and the printed text represent errors and alterations originating
in the Rylands transcript and then further changes made by the 1873 compositor
and/or the proof-correctors.
It is remarkable that only s_xty of the more than 450
substantive errors in the Rylands transcript got into print. Someone--most
likely
Helen Taylor, but perhaps also Alexander Bain, who we know had a text of the
work in hand in the weeks just before it was published--read
proofs fairly
carefully against the Columbia MS, and restored Mill's wording in some 390
places. The first printed text could have been much worse.
The 1873 edition (reprinted many times in London and New York) remained the
sole source of text until September,
1924, when the Columbia University Press
issued Autobiography
of John Smart Mill Published Jor the First Time without
Alterations
or Omissions from the Original Manuscript
in the Possession
of
Columbia
Universi_,
with a Preface by John Jacob Coss (and, as the Preface
explains, the "editorial work..,
undertaken by Mr. Roger Howson"). Considerably more faithful than the text of 1873, this nevertheless departs from readings of
Mill's MS in more than nine hundred particulars, including some seventy errors of
53264.30-1 ("Miss Helen Taylor . , character,"), 264.33--8 (", and have . . adequate idea"J;
264.39--265.1 ("--mother companion . . quahty"): 265.3-4 (". the least . . attached to it").
265.30-1 ("at my daughter's suggestion"); 265.35-6 ("it was enriched.., writing. But")- 268.10-13
("And I shall.., till our return."); 285.19-37 ("The tame . others "); 286.30-287.4 ("At this time
• . . were hers."): 290.16 ("by my daughter and myself.")
-'_l'heseare listed in "The Text of John Stuart Mall's Autobzography.'"pp. 232-3,237.
5_Sheworried a great dealover these passages. In letters of 6 and 13Sept., 1873, AlexanderBain had
urged her to omit the most extravagant parts of Mill's description of her mother as well as herself: "I
greatlydoubt the propriety of your printing those sentences wherehe declares herto be a greater poet
than Carlyle... anda greaterthinker than himself--and again, a greaterleader than hasfather (or at all
events an equal)" (pp. 183,213 in the present volume); "I would recommend to you, under all the
ctreumstances, to decline the comphment, for yourself, of being more original than Mr Mill" (Barn
refers specifically tothe passage at the top of p. 265). Her eloquent reply of 14 Sept., too long to be
included here, should be read infull; see "The Text of John Stuart Mill's Autobiography,"pp. 234-7
Theresult wasa compromise: retention of the passages about hermother on the grounds that Millmeant
what he said, and omission of the references to herself because Mill "agreed, . that nothing known
from private intercourseought to be published if it gwes pain to lavingpersons "
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wording and paragraphing, many of which originated in the Rylands transcript and
1873, on the latter of which Howson relied too much in his attempts to decipher
Mill's hand. It was, however (as it should have been), the standard edition for the
next forty-five years, although, until the textual puzzles were untangled in the
early 1960s, scholars and critics sometimes used another text also published in
1924, Harold J. Laski's Oxford World's Classics edition, which is an imperfect
and unedited reprint of the first edition. The second twentieth-century text based
on the Columbia MS is that in the Riverside paperback edited by Jack Stillinger
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1969). This improves on the accuracy of the 1924
Columbia edition in the nine hundred particulars just mentioned, and has been the
most reliable text for the past decade. The third editing from the Columbia MS is
that in the present volume. It corrects "their contraries" to "the contraries" at 53.1
(Mill wrote "their" but then deleted "ir") and restores "given to the world" to Mill's
note at 253n.22 (words deleted by Helen Taylor's pencil in the MS); otherwise
it is substantively identical with the text published in 1969. In the present edition
the reader can, as mentioned, compare at a glance this text with that of the Early
Draft in various stages, aided by the editorial apparatus described later in this
introduction.

LITERARY

ESSAYS

THISVOLUMEincludes, in addition to the Autobiography, fourteen of MilFs essays
and reviews,56 and nine appendices. Only two of these articles were republished in
Dissertations and Discussions (1859) in more or less complete form, "Thoughts
on Poetry and Its Varieties" (the two-part essay in the Monthly Reposito_,) and
"Writings of Alfred de Vigny" (from the London and Westminster), but two more,
"Aphorisms: Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd" and "Ware's Letters from
Palmyra" (both from the London and Westminster), are represented by extracts in
Dissertations and Discussions. It might be argued that Mill did not, at least in
1859 when Dissertations and Discussions first appeared, believe many of these
essays to be of major importance, and indeed by any standards some of them are
56Of the fourteen, eight appeared m the WestminsterRewew
(including one m the London Review
and four m the London and Westminster Review), four (one of them originally two separate essays) m
the Monthly Reposttory, and one each m Tint's Edinburgh Magazine and the Edinburgh Review. It Is
mterestmg to note that Mill signed his first three essays m the Monthly Repository "Antiquus,'"
explaining, when he last used it, his reason both for adopting and for abandoning it Isee p. 365J, and
saying he would henceforth use "A " And in five of the seven that appeared m the London and
Westminster he used "A"; however, in the two others----the rewew of Ware and the first review of
Milnes--he signed himself"S," perhaps because he had other reviews m the same issues, and did not
want readers to think the Review's stable was emptying, and he was being left with a termmal case of
Hobson's choice.
For economy, here and in similar contexts where no distraction is needed, "'London and Westmtnster
Review" should be understood to include the two volumes of the London Review that appeared before
its merger with the Westminster.
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slight; however, a case can be made for each of those he chose to leave buried in
periodicals, and afortiori for the importance of his literary essays as a whole.
It would be perverse to argue, on the other hand, that Mill in middle life or later
believed his literary articles to have the importance of those on economics,
history, and politics (though a great many of the last were not reprinted by Mill); in
this connection one should note that the essays in this volume span only the years
1824 to 1844, with all but four appearing in the 1830s, the period when he was
most concerned to examine literary works and, as editor of the London and
Wesoninster, was able to review them at will. They thus illustrate (without in
themselves establishing) Mill's movement from orthodox Philosophic Radicalism
through a period of eclectic search to settled maturity.
"Periodical Literature: Edinburgh Review" represents the initial period, being
in fact his first article in the newly-founded organ of the Philosophic Radicals, and
indicating both in manner and content that the designated successor to Bentham
and James Mill was coming out in the expected and proper fashion. The assurance,
contempt, irony (particularly in the attacks on Brougham's articles--anonymous,
of course, but not to the initiate), and characteristic language (e.g., the demand for
"securities") all mark the author as a committed sectarian as surely as the argument
that the governors must be accountable to the governed, and the insistence that the
aristocracy and its organs are motivated by special (and therefore sinister) interests. That Mill later recognized these as signs of narrow sectarianism is
indicated by his comment in the Autobiography: "'The continuation of this article
in the second number of the review was written by me under my father's eye, and
(except as practice in composition, in which respect it was, to me, more useful
than anything else 1ever wrote) was of little or no value" (p. 95n; see also p. 96k),
It also, of course, was a continuation of his practised diligence (soon to be taxed in
his editing of Bentham's Rationale), especially when one notes that he had done
the extensive research for his father's impressive article as well as for his own.
Though there are hints in the article of his individual views, it is not surprising that
he chose not to republish it (in fact he republished none of his thirteen articles from
the first dynasty of the Westminster, all of which have considerable interest and
value). Alexander Bain's comment is fair: most of the opinions in the article "were
his father redivivus; yet, we may see the beginnings of his own independent start,
more especially in the opinions with regard to women, and the morality of sex."sv
The next four essays, "On Genius," "Thoughts on Poetry and Its Varieties," and
the two reviews of Junius Redivivus, all date from 1832 and 1833. They show Mill
in the midst of his period of search, examining and enjoying the new perspectives
and insights afforded by W. J. Fox and his circle, including Harriet Taylor, and by
Thomas Carlyle, who, though certainly not a member of that group, knew them
and discussed their ways and works in his extensive correspondence with Mill.
STAlexander Bain, John Stuart Mill (London: Longmans, Green, 1882), p. 33.
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The first three of these essays appeared in Fox's Monthly Repository,
where
Harriet Taylor was publishing
poetry, and to which William Bridges Adams
("Junius Redivivus")
was contributing.
Probably in response to a suggestion in
conversation,
Mill wrote to Fox on 3 April, 1832, to say that he would send along
anything of his appropriate
to the "design" of the Monthly Repositor3'; _8 "On
Genius," a response to an article in the Repositor3,, was the first to appear, some
six months later. Of it, and the three following pieces, Mill might equally well
have noted that he was gaining practice in composition,
though he had changed his
model from James Mill to Carlyle. To the latter he commented on 17 September,
1832:
• . . I have written a rambhng kind of article, m which many, 1 will not say great, but big
things are said on a small occasion, namely in the form of strictures on a well-meaning but
flimsy article which recently appeared in the Monthly Repository .... As for this article of
mine, those who best know me will see more character in it than m anything I have ever
published; other people will never guess it to be mine. You, l hope, will find all the three
articles true, the only praise I covet. & certainly rarer than any other in our times. But in this
last you will find many things which I never saw, ornever saw clearly till they were shewn to
me by you, nor even for some nine after 59
The italicized words. "You" and "true," match the article's intensity, which
clearly relates to his excitement over Carlyle's rhetoric, as does the expression of
emotional response, and also the Delphic evasiveness of such comments as that in
the same letter: "You see I adhere to my system, which is to be as particular in the
choice of my vehicles, as you are indiscriminate,
& I think we are both right." All
of this mannerism
he later repudiated
(and he did not reprint "On Genius"),
informing George Henry Lewes (probably late in 1840):
The "Genius" paper is no favorite with me, especially in its boyish stile. It was written in the
height of my Carlylism, a vice of style which 1 have since carefully striven to correct & as I
think you should do----there is too much of It in the Shelley. I think Carlyle's costume should
be left to Carlyle whom alone it becomes & in whom it would soon become unpleasant if it
were made common---& I have seen as you must have done, grievous symptoms of its being
taken up by the lowest of the low. 6°
The next item, "Thoughts on Poetry and lts Varieties," is the republished form
of two essays in the Monthly Repository (January and October, 1833), which show
less hectically the same characteristics.
(The version in Dtssertations and Discussions, it may be interjected, reveals Mill's awareness oftbe over-enthusiasm
in the
originals by removing italics in sixty-four places.) The first, "What Is Poetry?"
was evidently written without thought of a sequel, in a rather tentative spirit, as
befitted a venture into strange new lands. He sought guidance and reassurance
5SEL,CW, Vol. XII, pp. 97-8
Sglbid., pp. 117-18. The other two articlesreferredto are "Corporationand ChurchProperty"and
"Austin on Jurisprudence."
6°lbM., Vol. XIII, p. 449.
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from Carlyle on 27 December, 1832, saying he had written an essay for "Fox's
January number" that
attempts something much higher, and intrinsically more valuable, than all these writingson
politics, but with far less success:it is not nearly so good of its kind. because I am not so well
versed in the subject It embodies some loose thoughts, whmhhad long been floating in my
mand.about Poetry and Art. but the result is not satisfactory to me and will probably be far
less so to you--but you will tell me to what extent you thinkme wrong, or shallow. I wrote
the paper fromconviction (else it had never been written) but notfrom that strongconviction
whichforces to write: rather because I wished to wnte somethingfor Fox, and thought there
was a clearer field open for him in that direction than m the political one,°_
And his doubts continued, as is evident in a letter to Carlyle t 11 and 12 Apr., 1833)
after the article appeared:
That last ["What ls Poetry?"] you promised me a careful examinanon and criticism of: I
need it much; for I have a growing feeling that I have not got quite into the heart of that
mystery, and I want you to shew me how. If you do not teach me you will do what is better,
put me in the way of finding out. But I begin to see a not very far distant boundary to all I am
qualified to accomplish in this particular line of speculation,bz
During the course of the year, and in large measure because of actual and
anticipated responses from Carlyle, Mill pushed his investigations further into the
relation between Art and Philosophy (a question that was to resolve itself for him a
decade later in Book VI of his Logic), into the value of his intellectual inheritance,
and into examinations of new poets. The products were, in part, the comments on
his father included in Bulwer's England and the Enghsh (App. D below), the
ill-fated review of Robert Browning's Pauline (the surviving note for which is
given in App. E below), and the beginnings of a review of Alfred Tennyson's
poems which resulted in both "The Two Kinds of Poetry" (the second part of
"Thoughts on Poetry and Its Varieties") and "Tennyson's Poems." The remarks on
his father, which Mill repudiated as having been "cut and mangled and
coxcombified" by Bulwer (see p. 589 below), should be seen in conjunction with
the comments on Bentham that he also contributed to England and the English. 63
In both he is respectful; the voice, however, is that of a broadening critic, not that
of a narrow disciple. The independence is more obvious in the "review" of
Pauline, which has received much comment from Browning scholars. One need
only summarize briefly what is known: Pauline was published in March, and Mill,
given a copy by W. J. Fox, wrote a review for the Examiner before the middle of
May. It was judged too long for the Examiner, so Mill proposed to revise it for
Tait's. His summer months being busy, however, he had not made his revisions by
August, when Tait's published a dismissive review of the poem, and Mill with6tlbid.,Vol. XI1,p. 133.Laterhewouldsurelyhaveregrettedsayinghewas"notsowellversed"m
poetry.
621btd.,p. 149.
63Essays
onEthtcs,ReligtonandSoctetv,CW, Vol.X, pp.3-18, and499-502
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drew his offer. The only surviving evidence of his views is found in the copy of
Pauline which he returned to Fox. He, going against Mill's suggestion, gave it to
Browning, whose revisions of the poem reflect in part a reaction to Mill's marginal
comments. The fullest recording of these, with the note printed below as Appendix
E, and Browning's revisions, is in an article by William S. Peterson and Fred L.
Standley. 64 Some of the marginalia give evidence of Mill's subjective reading of
this highly subjective poem; for example, against
But then to know nothing--to hope for nothing-To seize on life's dull joys from a strange fear,
Lest, losing them, ali's lost, and nought remains
he wrote, "deeply true."
When these other articles of 1833 are read with "The Two Kinds of Poetry," one
can see the "weaving anew" process mentioned in the Autobiography (p. 163), as
Mill intertwines the warp of his learned associationism with the woof of new ideas
about the use and value of emotion. The new insight he owed, in this case, to
James Martineau's "On the Life, Character, and Works of Dr. Priestley, "'65as he
acknowledges on 26 May, 1835:
The last*twopages of the concluding paper madean impression upon me which will never
be effaced. In a subsequent paper of my own in the "Repository" headed"The Two Kinds of
Poetry" (October, 1833) I attempted to carry out your speculation into some of those ulterior
consequences which you had rather indicated than stated.66
And he goes on to assert his continued acceptance of at least part of his intellectual
inheritance, in a way that was to become increasingly sure as he gained confidence
in his new proceedings; he had, he told Carlyle, two articles in the Monthly
Repository, for October, 1833, one on Blakey, and the other
the little paper I told you I was writing in further prosecution of, or rather improvement on,
the thoughts I published before on Poetry and Art. You will not find much in the first to
please you; perhaps rather more in the second, but 1fear you will think both of them too
much infected by mechamcal theories of the mind: yet you will probably in this as in many
other cases be glad to see that out of my mechanical premisses I elicit dynamical conclusions.... 67
It is not known what Mill thought of these speculations later--he merely refers to
them as "the most considerable" of his contributions to the Monthly Reposito_
6_'The J. S. Mill Margmaha m Robert Browning' s Pauhne: A History and Transcnptmn,'" Papers of
the Bzbhograph,cal Socte_, of America, LXVI (2nd quarter. 1972), 135-70, citing, rater aha, EL,
CW, Vol. XII, pp. 157,162,174,
185. Our transcription corrects some errors m theirs. The marginal
note quoted below is on p. 47 of Pauhne: A Fragment ofa Confessmn (London: Saunders and Otley,

1833).
6SMonthlyRepository,
n.s. VII (Jan., Feb., Apr., 1833), 19-30, 84-8,231-41.
Mill refers to, and
quotes from, the concluding portion m hts Logic (CW, Vol. VII, p. 481, and Vol. VIII, pp. 857-8).
66EL, CW, Vol. XII, p. 247.
671bid., p. 181. For the article on Blakey, see Essays on Ethics. Religion andSocietv, CW Vol. X,
pp. 19-29
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(p. 205)----but it is unquestionably significant that he included a carefully revised
version in Dissertations and Discussions, the only such inclusions from his
Repository. articles (apart from a section of his review of Alison's Histoo').
Using the latest version from Mill's lifetime as copy-text (the normal practice in
this edition), we indicate the variants in earlier versions in footnotes. A study of
these shows that the revisions can be seen to fall into four types: (I) alterations in
opinion or fact, including major omissions, amplifications, or corrections of
information; (2) alterations resulting from the time between writings, including
changes in statement of fact consequent upon the passage of time and new
publications; (3) alterations which qualify, emphasize, or give technical clarity;
and (4) alterations which are purely verbal, or give semantic clarity, or result from
shifts in word usage, and alterations in italicization. The changes here reveal
several similarities to Mill's practice in other reprinted essays: first, there is a large
number, some 209 in all (or 6.5 per page of Dissertations and Discussions), as is
common in the early essays reprinted by Mill; when less time intervened between
the original form and the first revised form in 1859. fewer changes seemed
necessary. Second, using the categories just described, one finds the order of
frequency to be 4 (128 changes), 3 (58 changes), 1 (20 changes), and 2 (3
changes); by far the largest number (more than half) are of type 4. 68 Third, very
few of the changes (16 in all l were made for the 2nd ed. of Vols. I and II of
Dissertations and Discussions (1867), and of these almost all were relatively
trivial (12 involved the removal of italics that had survived the apparently thorough reduction of shrillness in 1859). It should be noted that while what, to
modern taste, might seem to be excesstve italicization appears in articles by others
in the Monthly Repositoo', Mill's usage in these articles went far beyond that
journal's norm. Finally, the non-substantive changes, like those in Mill's other
writings, generally parallel those of the substantives.6_
Any selection of significant or even merely interesting variants will reflect
subjective judgments, but, especially when seen in conjunction with the Autobiography and the other literary essays, it seems likely that most readers would
attach importance to the long type I variants (p. 353_-_and p. 365'_)that originally
closed the separate essays. The former contains a comparison of French and
Grecian (Modern and Ancient) artists (capped by a quotation from Carlyle), an
account of beauty in painting, illustrated by Claude Lorraine and Salvator Rosa,
6SThere are proportionally rather fewer type 3 changes here: m other essays there is more commonly
only shghtly more of type 4 than of type 3. See, e.g , CW, Vol. X, p cxxu, and Vol. XVIII, p lxxvil
In our calculatmns we are counting the variant notes, not the mthvadual changes
69That is, more (though not preponderantly I occur here than m later essays, and more (wath the same
qualification) m 1859 than in 1867. The great majority involve changes anthe use of commas, but there
are almost as many deletmns of a comma or a pair of commas (30 instancesl as of addmons (27
instances). In general, and remembenng that some of these changes probably reflect house style, one
may say that there Is a lightening of punctuation over time---again a tendency seen m Mill's other
writings.
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and a passage on the weakness of modern architecture compared to the Classical
and Gothic "tongues" which it "parrots" (here a quotation from Milton is used).
The latter (with a quotation from Wordsworth) has a different kind of interest,
explaining as it does (if again somewhat mysteriously) Mill's use of the signature
"Antiquus," and by inference its successor, the simple "A" that he normally used
in the London and Westminster Review.
An example of the few and slight type 2 changes may be seen in the deletion of
"last summer" from the account of Mme Schr'oder-Devrient's performance in
Fidelio at the King's Theatre, Haymarket, in 1832 (p. 351q).
Probably the most easily identified characteristic of Mill's revisions is the
search for the properly weighted judgment, resulting in the qualifications that we
count as type 3 changes. Most common are substitutions of a less extreme modifier:
in 1859 "rarely" replaced"never" at p. 344 m and"commonly" replaced "always" at
p. 364 t-'. (See also the string of changes, pp. 359--60b_ to y.) A troublesome instance
of scholarly obfuscation may be instanced: a description of poetry (in quotation
marks) as "man's thoughts tinged by his feelings" is ascribed by Mill to "a writer in
Blackwood's Magazine"; in 1859 he says. bluntly, "He defines" it as such; but in
1833 he had said, "We forget his exact words, but in substance he defined"
(p. 348'-')---he almost certainly refers to John Wilson, who used similar phrases
(especially after Mill wrote these words), but no such definition has been located
by us. Perhaps Mill was simply seeking a more positive persona, as in a similar
change where "We believe that whenever" is strengthened to just "Whenever"
(p. 362m). There are also some that remind one of the circumstances relating to the
composition: at p. 364 .... Mill in 1833 placed the "logician-poet" above the "mere
poet"; "logician" was the term he used at the time in contrasting himself with
Carlyle the "poet"; in 1859 the higher talent was assigned to the "philosopherpoet"--not, it should be said, with any self-reference.
While the type 4 changes are most trivial as well as most common, they have a
cumulative effect (as in the removal of italics already cited, with which may be
compared the removal of exclamation marks at, e.g., p. 363°-°). Also some have
special or typical interest, not infrequently of a slightly puzzling kind. For
instance, at p. 347 b-b, when Mill, referring to the powers of the imagination,
altered "arranged in the colours and seen through the medium" to "seen through
the medium and arrayed in the colours," had his attention been caught by what may
well be a printer's misreading of his hand ("arranged" for "arrayed") which led
him to reconsider the temporal or logical priority of the two clauses? 7°
The final two essays in this group, the parallel reviews in 1833 of The Producing
7°Seealsopp. 351"-_. 356b, 357'-t, and 360k-k.Whatis very likelya misreading,one paralleled
elsewhere,may be seen in the changeto "'or"from"and" (habituallywntten by Millas a small
ampersandresemblingboth "or"and "a")at p. 358_w: andcf. below,thechangefrom"where"to
"when"(p. 423-'-0and from"those"to "these" (p. 467_-t).very hkelythe resultof othercommon
problemswithMill's hand.
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Man's Companion
by W. B. Adams, were published in April (Monthly Repository.) and June (Tait's Edinburgh Magazine)--that
is, in the period between the
two essays on poetry. The one in Tait's, though it appeared later, was written and
submitted before the one in the Monthly Repository,
being proposed by Mill in a
letter to William Tait of 23 January, 1833:
I shall probably send you, in time for your March number, a short review of an excellent
book, the Producing Man's Companion, by Junlus Redivivus--whom I think the very best
popular writer whom the enhghtened radicals count m their ranks--qhough 1 like his
personal articles in the Examiner less than the many admirable papers he has written in the
True Sun, Mechanics Magazine & various other periodicals. 7_
The article went to Tait on 28 February, with Mill's comment: "I send you a paper
on Junius Redivivus,
for your Magazine,
in case you think it worthy of
insertion.'72 He also mentioned it to Carlyle in a letter of 3 March, saying that he
was forwarding
a copy of the book to him.73 Some implications
in the review
evidently gave Tait doubts, which Mill attempted to assuage on 30 March:
With respect to the article on Junius Redivivus. 1 myself have not made up my mind on
the question whether the situation of the working classes is on the whole better or worse than
it was: I worded the article so as if possible not to commit the Magazine to a decided
opinion, but I thought the testimony of a writer who evidently knows much of the working
people, an article of evidence very fit to be received, though not sufficient to deode the
question, Could not you let the article stand as it is, and express your dissent from the
opinion of J, R. in an editorial note? If not, I should like to see the article again before it is
printed; not from any fear that you should "spoil" the article, but because when anything is
to be left out, a writer almost always thinks it necessary that something else should be put in.
As to the matter of fact in dispute I feel convinced from the great diversity of opinion
among equally good observers, & from the result of the enquiries of the Poor Law
Commission, that the truth varies very much in different parts of the kingdom & among
different classes of workmen.
Are there any other parts of the article which you object to? 74
Tait's reservations
earlier, indeed on
W. J. Fox: "I will
This he produced
11-12 April:

may have delayed publication,
but in any case almost a month
1 March, the day after he had sent his review to Tait, Mill said to
write a short paper for the next M.R. on Junius Redivivus. ''75
with his usual dispatch, commenting
to Carlyle in a letter of

Tait has not yet published that paper on Junius Redivivus, but in the meantime I have written
another on the same subject tor Fox, (a much better one as I think), which has appeared m
the April number, and..,
you shall have it by the first opportunity. 76

71EL,CW, Vol. XI1,p. 137.
7Zlbid., p. 142.
731bid.,p. 146.
741btd.,p. 148.
751b/d.,p. 142
761bid.,p. 149.
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Before the "first opportunity" had arrived, Carlyle had seen a quoted passage that
prompted him to think that, just as he had detected a new mystic (that is, a
promising disciple) in Mill's anonymous articles on the Spirit of the Age in the
Examiner, so here he had found another. 77 Mill, saying on 18 May that he has
finally sent a copy, adds: "The passage you saw quoted about Books and Men, was
from that: so there is not evidence therein of "another mystic'; so much the
worse.'78
The brief notice of Views in the Pyrenees. which is not mentioned by Mill in
extant correspondence or in the Autobiography, also appeared in 1833 in the
Monthly Repositor3'. Though slight, it shows his continued enthusiasm for mountain views; one recalls his remark that the powerful effect of Wordsworth on him
was in part the result of Wordsworth's setting much of his poetry in mountains,
which, says Mill, "owing to my early Pyrenean excursion, were my ideal of
natural beauty" (p. 151 ). Though we have no evidence to support the assertion, it
seems not unlikely that Mill chose to notice the book, rather than having it given to
him for review merely by accident.
The next five essays have a common source: all appeared in the journal edited by
Mill, the London Review (later the London and Westminster Review). As might be
expected when he was his own editor, they are more assured and independent.
This tone is also seen, even when mixed with apology, in Mill's editorial notes for
the review, printed in Appendix F ! • low. 79 These help us see Mill in his editorial
77See Carlyle's letter to Mall of 1 May, 1833, m The Collected Letters of Thomas and Jane Welsh
Carlyle, ed Charles Richard Sanders, et al. (Durham, N.C.: Duke Umverslty Press, 1970), Vol.
VI, p. 377 Concerning his comment on Mall's "The Sptrtt of the Age,'" see p. 181n below
7aEL, CW. Vol XII, p. 155.
79Some of the worrisome detads of an editor's hfe can be seen m Mall's letters, for example m that of
June, 1837. to Robertson (EL, CW, Vol. XlI, pp. 338-9), m which he says, in part, "There is the devil
to pay on another score--the new printers have begun with page 1 instead of page 285"--as indeed No
10 and 53 (July. 1837) mistakenly &d
A greater problenv--more annoying to modem scholars than _tevidently was to Mall--concerns the
numbenng of the volumes of the review. When in 1836 the London Review combined with the
Westmmster as the London and Westminster, It was deoded to preserve the volume sequence for both
periodicals. There had been two volumes of the London, and twenty-four of the Westminster, so the
first amalgamated volume was designated Vol III and XXV. This double numbenng was contmued
until 1838(Vol VII and XXIX) At that time _twas decided to do something about the first two volumes
of the London. which had appeared at the same time as. but qutte distinct from, Vols. XXIII and XXIV
of the Westminster, the decision was to give them the next numbers m the Westmmster sequence, and
so they are identified as both London Review, Vols. I and II, and London and Westminster Review,
Vols. XXX and XXXI. The next volume published after this deos_on (that for 1838-39) was
designated as Vol XXXII. After one more volume. XXXIII (1839-40), Mill relinquished the review.
and it became again (with Vol. XXXIV) the Westminster The sequence of the Westmmster numbers,
then, is maintained at the cost of chronology and logic: between XXIX (1838) and XXXII (1838-39)
come XXX (1835) and XXX] (1835-36).
All this is quite bad enough, but the confusion is confounded for those who notice the note on the
verso of the title page of the bound version of Vol XXXIII (1839-40), pnnted on pp. 606-7 below.
There it is stud, with an apology for the lateness of the announcement and with some peculiar
arithmetic, that "to avoid the double numbenng" of the volumes. "'the numbers of each Review were
added together, whereby Vol VII and XXIX became Vol. XXXI of the united senes.'" And indeed on
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role, though it seems that Alexander Bain overstates the case in saying that the
review "abounds in editorial caveats, attached to the articles: [Mill's] principle of
seeing partial truth on opposite sides was carried out in this form. ,,80There can be
no question, however, about their casting more light on his friendships with
Sterling and Carlyle, and on his running battle with Abraham Hayward. 81
Mill's first major literary essay in his own journal was the review of Tennyson
(1835), which has links with the preceding years: as we have already mentioned,
"The Two Kinds of Poetry" was first conceived as the prelude to a notice of
Tennyson. Had such a notice appeared in 1833, what has been recognized as
Mill's early appreciation of Tennyson's poems would have been even more
remarkable. His view was enthusiastic: in a letter to J. P. Nichol he rankedthem as
"the best poems.., which have appeared since the best days of Coleridge."82 As is
typical of him, impressions were retained: a particular view, he wrote to his wife
twenty years later, is "'asone fancies the valley in Tennyson's Oenone, only that
there is no forest or tuff here": Francis Mineka notes that Mill had quoted in his
review the lines from "Oenone" beginning, "There is a vale in Ida."83
Though Mill chose, regrettably and for unknown reasons, not to mclude his
review of Tennyson in Dissertations and Discussions, the next three items from
the London and Westminster were represented there, though, in one case, only by
the opening and, in another, by the closing paragraphs. That is, the "review" parts
were deleted, leaving the generalized comments appropriate to an exordium and a
peroration. The subject of the first of these reviews, Arthur Helps's Thoughts in
the title page of that volume as bound, and in its index, as well as in the footlines, it Is tdentlfied as Vol
XXXI However, as indicated on the spines of sets. for the reasons given above, it is properly referred
to as Vol. VII and XXIX
S°Bain. John Stuart Mill, p. 57. The quotation from Locke that appears on the title pages of the
revmw seems to m&cate Mill's determination that the peno&cal reflect his own search for truth rather
than an assured dogmatism: "Those who have not thoroughly exarmned to the bottom all their own
tenets, must confess they are unfit to prescribe to others, and are unreasonable m imposing that as truth
on other men's belief which they themselves have not searched mto, nor weighed the arguments of
probability on which they should receive or reject it." (Essay Concerning Human Understanding, m
Works, New ed., 10 vols. (London: Tegg, etal., 1823), Vol II1. p 104 [Bk IV, Chap xvi, §4]. In
Locke the sentence begins, "At least those, who..
.')
The accompanying motto may equally well point to the influence over the fledgling review exerted
by James Mill (see p 208 below): "Legttlmae mquisltioms vera norma est. ut nihil vemat m practicam,
cujus non fit etiam doctrina aliqua et theoria "'(Francis Bacon, De augmentts sctentiarum, in Works.
ed James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath. 14 vols. [London Longman, et
al., 1857-74], Vol. I, p. 772.) The English version (tbid., Vol. V. p. 59) of this passage (we have
italicized the words omitted from the Latin version m the quotation) reads: "'Again, it tends to the
perfection of learning, because it IS the perfect law of the inquiry of truth, "that nothing be in the globe
of matter which has not tts parallel in the globe of c_.stal or the understanding,' that is, that there be
nothing in pracnce, whereof there is no theory or doctnne."
S_Concernmg Hayward and Mill. see Francis E. Mmeka, "John Smart Mill and Neo-Malthuslamsm,
1873," Mill News Letter, VIII (Fall, 1972), 3-10 Also, Hayward's translation of Faust was attacked
by J. H. Gamier m the London and Westminster, III and XXV (Apr, 1836), 366-90.
S2EL, CW, Vol. XII, p. 245.
S3LL, CW, Vol. XIV, p. 382.
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the Cloister and the Crowd, was another book that Mill held in more than a
reviewer's regard. According to Alexander Bain,
This [review] was another occasion when [Mill] displayed his passion for discerning and
encouraging the first indications of talent and genius. I remember when I first came to
London, this was one of the books he lent me; and we agreed that, m point of thinking
power, Helps had not fulfilled the promise of that little work.84
Mill seems to have pondered the subject for almost a year, for he told Nichol just
after the article appeared that it "was all prepared last spring, though I had not put
any of it on paper. ,,85As usual, when he put pen to paper, the ink flowed easily and
quickly: "I have stolen in the last two days, time to begin a little article for the
review & a day or two more will finish it. ''s6 Helps gave Mill one of those fine
moments of gratification for reviewers when he let Mill know, over thirty years
later, that his had been a word in season. Mill replied:
If, as you intimate, my review of your firstpublication had any share in procuring for the
world the series of works which I & so many others have sinceread with so much pleasure &
instruction; far from regarding this exploit of mine as a sin to be repented of. I should look
upon it as a fair set off against a good many sins.87
No detailed comment is needed on the revisions Mill made in the reprinted
paragraphs, the discussion on pp. xxxv-xxxvi above being intended to cover the
general issues and types. It may be noted, however, that there are comparatively
few changes, only 12, or 2.4 per page of Dissertations and Discussions, 88 all of
them type 3 or type 4, and all but 2 made in 1859.
"Ware's Letters from Palmyra" is not mentioned in any of Mill's extant correspondence or in the Autobiography. The novel, published in the United States. was
probably first brought to his attention by its mention (which he quotes to open his
review) in Harriet Martineau's Societ 3, in America. Here again there are few
variants (7, or 2.3 per page of Dissertations and Discussions, each made in 1859),
all of which are minor, s9
Mill's review of Alfred de Vigny's tT.uvres, which appears in Dissertations and
Discussions, less only the summary and running comment on Cinq Mars (p.
474c), is his last major attempt, in Bain's words, "to philosophize upon Literature
and Poetry. ''9° Though we have only two comments on it by Mill, they indicate
S4Bain, John Stuart Mill. p 49
SSEL, CW, Vol. XII, p. 322
S6LL, CW, Vol. XVII. p. 1969.
STlbid., p. 1709.
SSOddly enough, there are comparatively more (22 m total, all but 2 in 1859) changes in accidentals,
which do not here, or m the next review twhere there are only 5), appear m their final form because the
copy-text for each is the earlier version.
SgAllare of type 3 or type 4, except that at p. 460 g-g, which ranks as a type 1: Mill deleted in 1859 the
passage here italicized: "greatly is any book to be valued, which m this age, and m a form suited to it,
and not only unexceptionable but fitted to be most acceptable to the religious leader, does its part
towards keeping ahve the chivalrous spirit."
9°Bzin, John Stuart Mill, p. 52
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why he thought it was worth reprinting, and also show how he saw it in relation to
his earlier essays. In the Early Draft he remarks that of his literary essays, "the one
which contained most thought" was that on Vigny (p. 224). And in a letter of
February,
1841, to George Henry Lewes, he says:
You have not however yet convinced me that the line between poetry, & passionate writing
of any kind, is best drawn where metre ends & prose begins. The distinction between the
artistic expression of feeling for feeling's sake & the artistic expression of feeling for the
sake of compassing an end, or as I have phrased it between poetry & eloquence, appears to
me to run through all art: & I am averse to saying that nothing is poetry which is not in
words, as well as to saymg that all passionate writing in verse is poetry. At the same time I
allow that there is a natural, not an arbitrary relation between metre & what I call poetry.
This is one of the truths I had not amved at when I wrote those papers in the Repository but
what afterwards occurred to me on the matter I put (m a very condensed form) into the
concluding part of an article in the L. & W. on Alfred de Vigny. ! wish you would look at
that same when you have time, (1 will shew it to you) & tell me whether what I have said
there exhausts the meaning of what you say about the organw character of metre, or whether
there is still something further which I have to take into my theory. 9j
A glance at the revisions in this article helps establish the generalization
offered
above, that the later the date of an essay (this appeared in 1838), the less rewriting
was needed: here there are 132 substantive
changes," or 3.1 per page of
Dissertations
and Discussions
(as against 6.5 per page for "Thoughts on-Poetry
and Its Varieties" of 1833)92 Once again no extensive treatment of the variants is
called for. As usual, the order of frequency is type 4, type 3, type 1, type 2, with
more than half being type 4, 93 and more than a third type 3; and very few changes
were made in 1867 (7 of 132). 94
The last essay in this group from the London and Westminster
is Mill's first
review (Aug., 1838) of Richard Monckton Milnes. It would appear again that he
was searching out good material for the Review, for the first issues of Milnes's two
books (later in the year published as Milnes's Poems, Vols. I and II) were rather
elusive. In the review, it will be noted, Mill says one of the volumes "'was not
91EL,CW, Vol. Xlll, pp. 463-4.
92There are also relatively fewer non-substantive changes, only a handful of which were made In
1867 (including the additionof accents on four foreign words or names).
°31ncontrastto the revised essayof 1833,this one shows far less need forthe removalof italics;there
are only 8 instances (1 dating from 1867), and m one place (p 484'-') the word "salon" (probably
judged still to be foreign) was italicized in 1859
9aMill'stranslations of Vlgny demonstrate an extraordinary commandof French. In those excerpts
from Cinq-Mars chosentoillustrate Vigny's abilitytoconvey the characterof an age, Mill successfully
translates the flavour by employing structures and vocabulary, often cognates, for their archaic or
poetic suggestiveness, occasionally leaving Frenchwords that contribute to atmosphereor mystery. In
the excerpts that illustrate Vigny's depiction of character and emotions, Mill, m his seemingly
effortless way, renders faithfully ideas and nuances of feeling, but he also demonstrates, through the
occasional omission andrearrangement of detail, that he has a good eye, andear, for the dramanc. The
most interesting omission and reordering of elements occurs in the translation of Stello's credo
concerning hispoetic gift (p. 497), where Mill suppressesmeach sentencethe introductorymain clause
expressing behef m the self, and moves his affirmationof thepoet's visionarypower from firstto third
place, afterhis response to Natureand his sympathy with mankind.
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designed for publication, and the other is not yet published" (p. 505). Editorial
consultation led him to write to Leigh Hunt on 11 November, 1838:
Robertson tells me you have a copy of Mr. Milnes' volume of poems: if you are not
needing Itfora day or two, would itbe too much tobeg the favourof a sightof it? Something
relating to the next number of the Review may depend upon the opinion we form of it--if
left at Hooper's or sent by omnibus or parcel company to the l[ndia] H[ouse] I should
receive it.95
Despite the cautious tone ("Something...
may depend"), Mill probably already
intended to review the volumes, as the search and the praise in the review suggest
prior knowledge.
After giving up the editorship and proprietorship of the London and Westminster, Mill wrote only a little for the Westminster, as it then once more became. The
next two essays in this volume, appreciative notices of Milnes's Poetr)'for the
People and of Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome, come from that small group,
and it is at least moderately ironical that one of the remnant from the early,
ferocious, and anti-poetical days of the Westminster should appear in it, almost for
the last time, as the author of favourable reviews of poetry by non-Radicals.
Nothing, it should be said, is known of the composition of these articles, nor do
their texts present any challenges. And the same is true of the final item in the
volume, Mill's letter of January, 1844, in defence of his father, which appeared in
the Edinburgh Review, the joumal to which, in 1840, he began to contribute many
of his best essays, as James Mill had in the years preceding the founding of the
Westminster. (Concerning the main issue in this letter, James Mill's financial
obligations to Bentham, one should look at the revision of the Early Draft at
p. 56 a_ below.) So a cycle, which this volume illustrates, comes to a close: the
young sectarian Benthamite, now assured and, with the publication of the Logic,
widely acclaimed, whose first periodical article was an attack on the Edinburgh,
has become a contributor to it. The Autobiography tells us, of course, that the story
does not end here, but the record of Mill's further career as an author must be
sought in other volumes of the Collected Works.
This is not the appropriate place to enter into detailed exposition of Mill's critical
ideas or their relation to his ethical or political thought, and in any case one would
be hard pressed to maintain that the essays in this volume--so various in occasion,
scope, and seriousness of purpose--represent a coherent body of theory. A few of
the pieces are not really "literary" at all (in the stricter sense of treating imaginative
literature imaginatively), while others suggest that, as a practical critic, Mill had,
by our standards, less than excellent taste. (His lengthy quotations in the two
reviews of Milnes amount to a small anthology of the world's worst poetry,) Even
so, there are in the essays some statements that have, to modify Keats's phrase, put
Mill "among the English critics," and these deserve to be noticed.
°5EL,CW,Vol. XIII,p. 384.
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The best known of Mill's critical ideas are contained in "Thoughts on Poetry and
Its Varieties," and most of them more specifically in the first section (originally
published separately as "What Is Poetry?"), where, after setting down the object of
poetry ("to act upon the emotions") and distinguishing between poetry and eloquence ("eloquence is heard, poetry is overheard"), Mill arrives at this summary
definition: "Poetry is feeling, confessing itself to itself in moments of solitude, and
embodying itself in symbols, which are the nearest possible representations of the
feeling in the exact shape in which it exists in the poet's mind" (p. 348). The three
elements of this definition--the strong (almost exclusive) emphasis on feeling, the
idea of the poet as self-confessor in solitude, and the description of symbols as
vehicles of the poet's emotion--are distinctive, and these are the points that have
been of most interest to historians of modem criticism. 96
Near the beginning of the essay, in a preliminary attempt to pin down exactly
where poetry resides, Mill says that "poetry is not in the object itself, nor in the
scientific truth itself, but in the state of mind in which the one and the other may be
contemplated," and he then invents an example, often quoted, of object as
representation of feeling:
If a poet describes a lion. he does not describe him as a naturahst would, nor even as a
traveller would, who was intent upon stating the truth, the whole truth, and nothingbut the
truth. He describes him by imagery, that is, by suggesting the most striking likenessesand
contrasts which rmght occur to a mind contemplating the lion, in the state of awe, wonder,
or terror, which the spectacle naturally excites, or is, on the occasion, supposedto excite.
Now this is describing the lion professedly, but the state of excitement of the spectator
really. (P. 347.)
In the later twentieth century, on the hither side ofT. S. Ehot's famous definition
of "objective correlative ''97 (which is certainly what Mill, in his simpler way,
intended the lion to exemplify) and several decades of New Critical elaboration of
the concept, we can appreciate Mill's intelligence, even precocity, at this point in
the essay. But in the course of developing the notion of self-confession---"All
poetry is of the nature of soliloquy," "no trace of consciousness that any eyes are
upon us must be visible in the work itself," "Poetry . . . is the natural fruit of
solitude and meditation" (p. 349)---he strips poetry of nearly all its traditional
96See m particular Alba H. Warren. Jr., English Poettc Theory, 1825-1865 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1950), pp. 66-78, M H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp (New York Oxford
University Press, 1953), pp. 23-5:Ren6 Wetlek, A Histoo' of Modern Criticism: 1750-1950, Vol. II1
(New Haven: Yale Umverslty Press, 1965), pp 132-6
971n "Hamlet and His Problems" (1919), reprinted in Selected Essays. 1917-1932 (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, 1932), pp. 124-5. Eliot later echoes Mill in The Three Voices of Poetry (New York.
Cambridge University Press, 1954). where the first voice is "'the poet talking to himself----or to
nobody," and Eliot suggests that "'part of our enloyment of great poetry is the enjoyment of overhearing
words which are not addressed to us" (pp 6, 33). As Mill progresses to a less extreme position, with the
emphasis on both thought and feeling that begins with the Tennyson essay, he joins the many
anticipators of Ehot's "unified sensibility" (see Ehot's "The Metaphysical Poets," In Selected Essays,
pp. 245-8)
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elements (story, incident,
description,
moral truth, above all an audience to
interact with), and in place of the poet as, in Wordsworth's
Preface to Lyrical
Ballads (para. 15), "a man speaking to men." we are presented with the much
narrower concept of a man speaking to himself about himself.98
Mill was himself soliloquizing,
of course, and his essay has the rhetorical
character of the greater Romantic lyric, taking shape according to the movement of
the speaker's mind. In the second section (originally published separately as "The
Two Kinds of Poetry"), Mill restores some of what he had taken away by defining
two categories, the poetry of the "poet by nature" (represented by Shelley) and the
"poetry of culture" (Wordsworth--some
would today reverse the examples),
and
then, perhaps upon realizing that he has produced two halves of something rather
than two discrete entities, ends up with the ideal union of the two in the concept
"philosopher-poet"
(p. 364). 99 And this is the position that he begins with when he
enters into the theoretical
section of his review of Tennyson: "There are in the
character of every true poet, two elements, for one of which he is indebted to
nature, for the other to cultivation"
(p. 413).
The Tennyson essay contains an eloquent statement on the relative value of
feeling and thought in achieving "the noblest end of poetry":
Every great poet, every poet who has extenswely or permanently influenced mankind,
has been a great thinker;--has had a philosophy, though perhaps he did not call it by that
name;_as
had his mind full of thoughts, derived not merely from passive sensibility, but
from trains of reflection, from observation, analysis, and generalization ....
Where the
poetic temperament exists in its greatest degree, while the systematic culture of the intellect
has been neglected, we may expect to find, what we do find in the best poems of
Shelley--vivid representations of states of passive and dreamy emotion, fitted to give
extreme pleasure to persons of similar organization to the poet, but not likely to be
sympathized in, because not understood, by any other persons; and scarcely conducing at all
9SThoughthere were other, more immedmte stlmuluses(Carlyle and James Martlneau have been
mentioned earlier, and Hamet Taylor _s certain to have played a partl, the most fundamental and
pervasive influence on this essay, as on the literary essays more generally (especially"On Genius" and
the reviews of Tennyson and Vigny), Is Wordsworth. to whom Mill is indebtednotjust for quotations
and the specific ideas that wehave identified in reference notes, butfor much of the vocabularyas well
(e.g., "representanon of feeling," "state of excitement." "feehng pounng _tself out," "emoUon
spontaneously embod[ying] itself," "overflowing of... feelings," "vwid sensations") and even such
rhetorical strategies as the affirmative antithesis so characteristic of Wordsworth when he wants to
proceed in spite of the logical weakness of his position: "If the above be, as we believe, the true theory
•.. or even though _tbe not so. yet..." (p. 350). (The paragraph of advice to readers beginning at the
middle of p. 403 suggests that Mill read the 1798 Adverhsement to LyricalBaUads as well as the later
prefaces.) But Wordsworth in l'ustheory isconstantly intouch with h_sauthence, and the narrownessof
Mill's position inother respects is similarly unWordsworthian. Possibly we have here a prime case of
HaroldBloom's "anxiety of influence." The most curiousaspect of the relation_sMill's use of the most
typically Wordsworthmn descnpnons of the poet to apply not to Wordsworth but, as it turns out, to
Shelley! (SeeespeeiaUythe paragraph beginning at the bottom of p. 357.)
99Thisstrategy Mill employs elsewhere, most notably mh_sdiscussions of Bentham and Coleridge;
he found the notion of"halfness" mCarlyle, but the putting togetherof"halfmen" was probablybased
on his own self-examination.
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to the noblest end of poetry as an intellectual pursuit, that of acting upon the desires and
charactersof mankindthroughtheiremotions, toraise them towards theperfectionof their
nature. This, like everyother adaptationof meansto ends, _sthe workof cultivatedreason;
and the poet's success in _twill be m propomon to the intrinsicvalue of his thoughts, andto
the commandwhich he has acquiredoverthe materials of his imaginauon, for placing those
thoughts in a strong light before the intellect, and impressingthem on the feelings. (Pp.
413-14.)
This is a much more generous and reasonable view of poetry than that of the first
section of "Thoughts on Poetry and Its Varieties," and it much better represents
Mill's considered ideas on the subject. From the Tennyson essay on, and most
prominently in the reviews of Vigny, Milnes, and Macaulay, his emphasis is
where readers of the Autobiography would expect it to be--on the importance of
feeling and thought, and on the educational, social, and cultural functions of
poetry ("to raise [men and women] towards the perfection of their nature"). These
later ideas, unlike those of "Thoughts on Poetry," are not distinctive; they were
long in the public domain before Mill arrived. But this is not the first instance in
which Mill sacrificed distinctive originality for the sake of more substantial and
more comprehensive truth.
There is little evidence that Mill read poetry later in life] °° and it is probably
best, in the over-all view, to say that where, before the mental crisis, he had been
"theoretically indifferent" to poetry (see p. 115), ever afterward he was theoretically in favour of it--still, however, almost entirely at the level of theory. But
though he wrote no more articles or reviews that would qualify for inclusion as
"literary essays," we nevertheless have, from his middle years, the fine paragraphs
about discovering Wordsworth and the importance of poetry, and "culture of the
feelings" in the Autobiography (pp. 149-53), and from his last decade the
powerful defence of poetry and art at the conclusion of his Inaugural Address
Delivered to the University of St. Andrews (1867). What is most significant.
finally, is not any specific idea about the nature of poetry or the role of the poet, but
instead the spectacle of Mill's "strange confusion..,
endeavouring to unite poetry
and philosophy."l°_ This "confusion" and endeavour made him a broader, deeper.
and more complex thinker and writer than he had been before, and they continue to
make him interesting and valuable. His more orderly predecessors and contemporaries now figure mainly in footnotes; he, on the other hand, as the works collected
in these volumes amply testify, remains alive in text and in context.
_°°The following, however, from Lady Amberley's journal, 28 Sept., 1870. is often quoted. "'After
dinner Mr. Mill read us Shelley's Ode to Liberty & he got quite excited & moved over it rocking
backwards & forwards & nearly choking with emotion: he said himself: 'it Is almost too much for one '
Miss Taylor read the Hymn to Intellectual Beauty but m rather a theatrical voice not as pleasant as
Mill's, he also read some of his favourite bits of Wordsworth whh he admlres very. much " (The
AmberleyPapers,
ed. Bertrand and Pamcia Russell [London: Hogarth Press, 1937], Vol. II, p. 375 )
IraJohn Bowring's phrase, reported by Caroline Fox, Meraorzes of Old Frtends, ed. Horace N. Pyre
[London: Smith, Elder, 1882), p. 113 (journal entry for 7 Aug.. 1840)
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THE APPENDEDMATERIALS,arranged chronologically, fall into four categories:
first, items that, though they contain text by Mill. for one reason or another are not
in a form intended by him for publication (Appendices A. D, E, and G); second,
lists that are provided as additional information for the understanding of the main
texts (Appendices B, C, and l); third, matter of which the authorship is, in general,
not certain, though most of it is probably by Mill (Appendix F); and fourth, a
pertinent text by Helen Taylor (Appendix H). These are mentioned above, and are
described in the headnotes that introduce each item; therefore a cursory description
is here sufficient.
AppendixA consists of the only surviving juvenilia from Mill's pen: the opening
pages of his first history of Rome, and his "Ode to Diana," the former written when
he was 6½years old, the latter probably about a year or so later.
Appendices B and C, in an attempt to bring together evidence of Mill's
precocity, provide lists of his early reading and writing; neither is, nor can be,
complete, but even in this form they make up, at least for our less strenuous times,
an impressive record.
Appendix D gives the version by Bulwer, repudiated by Mill, of comments
(now lost) that he had written on his father's place in English life and letters.
Appendix E gives the text of the comment on Browning's Pauline that probably
formed the basis of the review which, by a combination of circumstances, never
was printed.
Appendix F is made up of the editorial notes in the London and Westminster
Review; these help elucidate the history of the periodical, and Mill's attitudes
towards authors and subjects.
Appendix G gives a selection of extracts from the "Rejected Leaves" of the
Early Draft of the Autobiography; it was not feasible to print these as variants, but
they should be read in connection with the corresponding passages in the two main
texts as evidence of Mill's earliest intentions and of his and his wife's sense of the
appropriate and the proper.
Appendix H is a continuation by Helen Taylor of the Autobiography, which
summarizes the period between the last section by Mill (1869-70) and his death in
May, 1873.
Appendix I, the Bibliographic Index, lists all persons and works cited in the
Autobiography, the essays, and the relevant appendices. These references are,
consequently, omitted from the index proper. Because Mill saw his autobiographical memoir as a record of his writing career, this appendix incidentally
includes references to most of his writings.
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METHODS

ASTHROUGHOUTTHISEDITION,the copy-text for each item is the final version
produced under Mill's personal supervision, the latest over which he had
significant authorial control. _o2For the Autobiography this means the Columbia
MS, since Mill never saw the Rylands transcript of it, or of course the first printed
edition. (The Early Draft text presented here on facing pages may, in this view, be
considered a single long variant, though it also has claims to independent status as
a once complete and wholly authoritative version.) For the rest of the items (except
for material given in Appendices A, E, G, and H) there are no extant MSS, and the
source of text in each case is a printed version.
Silent emendations. The following procedures apply to all the texts alike.
Typographical peculiarities of titles, chapter headings, first lines, and some other
features that similarly are matters of printing design are not strictly preserved.
While as a rule the copy-text's punctuation and spelling are retained, certain
elements of style have been made uniform: for example, periods have regularly
been inserted, where they are missing, after abbreviations, but have been deleted
after references to monarchs (e.g., "Louis XIV."); and dashes have been deleted
where they are combined with other punctuation before a quotation or a reference.
Italic punctuation following italic letters (in a printed version) has been regularized
to roman. Indications of ellipsis have been normalized to three dots plus, where
necessary, terminal punctuation. The positioning of footnote indicators has been
normalized so that they always follow adjacent punctuation marks: in some cases,
for consistency of appearance, references have been moved from the beginning to
the end of quotations.
Also in accordance with modem practice, all long quotations have been set off
from the text, in reduced type, with opening and closing quotation marks removed. In consequence, it has occasionally been necessary to add square brackets
around Mill's own editorial interpolations; but there will be little likelihood of
confusion, because our own editorial insertions in the texts are strictly confined to
page references (we have deleted Mill's square brackets in the one place-p. 474n--that would have caused trouble). Double quotation marks replace single as
the standard. Titles of works referred to in the text have been italicized or enclosed
in quotation marks according to a uniform style, and occasionally a lower-cased
word in a title has been silently capitalized. Mill's references to sources, and
additional page references supplied editorially (in square brackets), have been
l°2The rationale for this practice Is set forth m John M. Robson, "Planclples and Methods m the
Collected Edition of John Smart Mill," m Robson, ed., Editing Nineteenth-CentuD' Textv (Toronto'
University of Toronto Press, 1967), pp. 96-122.
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normalized. Erroneous references have regularly been corrected-" a list of corrections and other alterations is given in the note below. 1o3
Treatment of MS texts. In the texts edited from MSS--the Autobiography and
the Early Draft (as well as in the textual notes to those items and the MS materials
printed in Appendices A, E, G, and H)--these further silent procedures apply.
Superscript letters in "20tla, '' "McCrie's, '' "Mr, '' and the like have been regularly
lowered to the line. Initial capitals of words that originally began a sentence but in
revision were rearranged into some other position within a sentence have been
reduced to lower case. Periods have been added, where they are missing, at the
ends of sentences. Commas and in a few instances other marks of punctuation have
been added, where necessary or especially desirable, mainly to complete Mill's
intended revision--as before or after an interlined phrase or clause, and before a
deleted conjunction--but also in combination with other devices (the end of the
line in the MS, or a closing parenthesis or quotation mark) that Mill characteristically used as a substitute for more conventional punctuation. Very occasionally, as
when an opening parenthesis appears intended to cancel a mark, punctuation has
been dropped. The ampersand has regularly been changed to "and," and we have
spelled out most arabic numbers (and added conventional hyphens in some that
were already spelled out). Editorial emendations to the texts of the Autobiography
and Early Draft that are not covered by these general procedures are listed in the
note below, lo4In the headnotes to the essays, the quotations from Mill's personal
l°3Followmg the page and hne notation, the first reference is Mill's identification in the copy-text.
the corrected identification (that which appears in the present text) follows after a closing square
bracket. We do not indicate places where a dash has been substituted for a comma to show continuity
onto adjacent pages, or where a volume number has been added to the reference.
301.16
p 28] Pp. 27-8
309n.1
p 23] Pp. 22-3
310n.ll
p. 184]Pp. 184-5
313.38
p. 343] Pp. 343-4
324n.18
p. 1831483
426.30
p. 26] Pp. 26-7
427.19
p. 23] Pp. 23-5
428.18-19
p 46]Pp 45-6
433n.2
p. 216] Pp. 216-17
450.26
pp. 39, 40] Pp. 39-42
t°'Vrhe MS reading is given first, followed by the emended reading in square brackets:
29.3
think [think it] [Mill inadvertently deleted "it" in revtszon]
29.9
with [with which] ]word omitted between pages]
55.4
with in education [with] [inadvertent repetitton of phrase]
74.10-11
the to discussions [the discussions] [word left undeleted in revision]
74.30
politics [politics,]
82.16 society [society,]
90.2
H. [House]
94.14
H. [House]
118.6 is being itself [being itself] [word left undeleted m revision]
134.29
urged [urged)]
150.18
mountains [mountains,]
152.30
Byron [Byron,]
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bibliography, which survives in a scribal copy in the Mill-Taylor Collection,
British Library of Political and Economic Science, have regularly been corrected;
again, a note below lists the corrections. _o5
Textual notes to the MSS. The textual apparatus to the Early Draft provides a
selection of the most significant earlier and cancelled readings that illuminate
Mill's education, his reading and writing, and his relationships with his father,
mother, siblings, and wife. Sometimes, especially in conjunction with Appendix
G, which should be considered an extension of this apparatus, several successive
158.8 H. [House]
161.35
character, [character;]
174.24
modes modes [modes] [repetmon of word at beginning of new page]
193.21
according [according to]
219.24
case [case,]
223.3
unpropitious [unpropitious,]
227.15
me[me,]
228.8 enlarged enlarged [enlarged] [repetmon of word at begmmng of new page]
238.20
to not to [not to]
240.12
The [the]
241.30
opinion [opinlon,]
242.17
Govt [Government]
253.19
me[me,]
253.19
not[not,]
255n.9
Syst6me [Cours]
262.39
men [men,] [restoring deleted comma]
265.19
whom [whom,]
266.23
population [population.]
266.30
Abolitionists [Abolit_onlsts,]
268.1 U. [Umted]
268.9
1861 [1862l
269.6 certainly lcertmnly,]
278.38
press [press,]
285.19-20
daughter
. . Taylor [daughter .... Taylor.]
288.24
seems [seems,]
_°51na few cases our reading of the MS differs from that m the edmon by Ne_ MacMmn. J M.
McCnmmon, and J R. Halnds, Bibliography of the Pubhshed Wrttmgs of J S Mill (Evanston.
Northwestern University Press, 1945). to which page references (as MacMmn) are given m the
headnotes. The corrected scribal errors (the erroneous reading first, with the correction following m
square brackets) are:
328.3 f. [for]
328.4 'On Genres and signed Antlquus' ['On Genius" and signed 'Antlquus']
342.5-6
'what ts poetry' ['What Is Poetry']
342.6 Antlguus [Antiquus]
342.6 1833 [1833)]
342.7 Antiguus [AnUquus]
368.8 Redivierus [Redivwus]
380.10
Redivierus [Rediwvus]
392.8 News [Views]
420.7 running to the [runmng title]
432.8
Palmyro [Palmyra]
504.10
Milne' [Milnes']
518.5 Milne's [Milnes']
534.5
indication [vindication]

l
versions
deficiencies,
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two in the Early Draft and Columbia MS texts at pp. 32-3, 37, 39): and the
influence of Mill's wife, in alterations, queries, and other markings pencilled in
the MS, is given special attention. The simplified methodology used in these
textual notes is explained m the headnote on p. 2. It should be understood that the
descriptions "deleted first by HTM" and "altered to final reading first by HTM"
mean that the deletion or revision at hand originated with her, and that Mill
accepted it by going over the pencilled alteration in ink (no change by her, if Mill
himself did not subsequently alter the words, has been incorporated into the text).
Only two cancelled passages are given from the Columbia MS (on pp. 272,287).
For the most part, the cancelled readings in the first 162 leaves of this later version
are identical, or nearly so, with the Early Draft text that we print on facing pages;
and in the final section of the MS, which is first draft, Mill was no longer writing
intimately about his father or his wife, or any other matter where ambiguous
personal feelings were involved, and his deletions and revisions here are routinely
stylistic, and not of sufficient interest to deserve recording.
Emendation of printed sources. In the items based on printed sources, typographical errors have been regularly corrected in the text. The note below lists
these along with other readings that have been emended. _o6
Textual apparatus for the essays. As indicated in an earlier section of this
l°°lrypographlcal errors in variant pnnted versions are ignored For items where Mill himself made
MS corrections, "SC" = his library, Somerville College, Oxford. The following are emended (the
reading of the copy-text is given first, followed by the emended reading m square brackets):
297.2 nntouched [untouched]
299.32
stated [stated,] [as m quotation above, and for sense]
301n.2
) D]
301n.4
had [bad]
306.15
) D]
307.12
three pence [threepence] [as elsewhere in sentence]
309.21
P. 283. [reference mistakenly gtven before the passage which it locates]
311.20
pages, [pages] [for sense]
314.35
question [question.]
315.1 that under, the [that, under the]
316.1 Even, [Even]
316.33
istelf [itself]
319.32
place [place."] [res_ledmthtsed.]
319n 1 Johnson s [Johnson's]
319n.1
Works [Works.]
319n.2
pp. 146, 147 [pp. 146-7.]
324n.2
' ["]
334.39
an inferiority [our inferiority] [corrected by Mill in SC cop3']
336.15-16
as, a preparation for [as a preparation for,] [corrected by Mill in SC copy]
343.1
1 [I]
343.12
though [through] [as in 33,59, and for sense]
348.26
appear [appears] [as m 33,59]
351.11
pii [fui] [correction indicated by Mill m SC cop)' of"What ls Poetry?" and made in 59]
353n.24
oesthetic [a'sthetic]
354n.2-3
a loveliness, a cheerfulness, a wildness, a melancholy, a terror [or loveliness, or cheerful-
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ness, or wildness, or melancholy, or terror] [correction mdwated b) Mill m SC cop3 of "What Is
Poetry?"]
362.11
this [This] [as in 33, and to conform with 362.25]
363.4 this is 'exaggeration," ["this is exaggeration,"] [as m 33,59]
370.4 some [sore] [corrected by Mill in SC cop)']
371.1 with [worth] [corrected b_ Mill in SC copy]
371.38
fame [frame] [corrected by Mdl in SC copy]
374.34
openly [clearly] [corrected by Mill tn SC copy]
381.12
judgment; [Judgment,] [for sense]
388.12
persih [perish]
399.21
flower-pots [flower-plots] [as m Source (wlthout hyphen), corrected by Mdl in SC copy[
404.40
charmed [charmed] [as m Source]
421.2 flourishes [flourishes,] [as m 59, 67, 75, and for sense]
423.7
va rlou slyfrom [variously from]
423.24
atmosphere [atmosphere,] [as m 59.67,75. and for sense]
424.7
yvoJtzc, L[yv&tx,**]
424n.32
Remains lRemams'] [resoled m this ed.]
429.7
well read [well-read] [as thrwe elsewhere in paragraph]
435.4
bears [bear] [.for sense]
437.11
exemta [exempta] [as m Source]
437.15
vengeanee [vengeance]
441 42 lulled [dulled] [as In Source]
444.5
"Julia [" 'Julia] [restyled in this ed.]
448.12
"Ye . doubtless,".
"of ["'Ye..
doubtless,'
"of] [restvledm this ed.]
448.38
Corah [Korah] [aa m Source and Bible]
449.3
Ishmaelite." [Ishmaehte.'"] [rest. led m this ed. ]
449.10
"Roman,"...
"I [" 'Roman,"
. q] [restvled m this ed ]
449.28
loss '" [loss '"] [resOled in this ed.]
451.36
"As..
tent".
"the ["'As
tent"
. "the] [restyledmthtsed.]
452.3 "that ['that]
452 12 tent."" [tent ']
453.40
thou ['thou]
454.47
her's [hers] [correct m Source]
458.43
robe [robe.]
472.9 [paragraph[ Those [[no paragraph] 'Those] [as m 38. rests'led m this ed.l
474n. 1-2
[Here...
unnecessary.] [Mill's brackets omitted m this ed. ]
476n.24
C61_bres [CElObres]
478n.38-9
'ideas...
before," "that . exile,' ["ideas
. before," "that...
exile,"]
478n.41-3
"He . 'I, .. conscience " ["'He
. "I.
conscience."']
479n.40
Cardinal" [Cardinal']
484n.5
"I ["'I]
484n.7
"He ["'He]
484n.35
life I [life) t] [correct m Source]
485n. 11 kness [knees]
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reported, save for the substitution of"on" for "upon" (in five places), "an" for "a"
(twice before "historical" and once before "'heroic"), and "though" for "although"
(twice). _o7The variants are of three kinds: addition of a word or words, substitution of a word or words, and deletion of a word or words. The illustrative examples
that follow are drawn, except as indicated, from "Thoughts on Poetry and Its
Varieties," for which our copy-text is the version printed in 1867.
Addition of a word or words: see p. 356 g-g. In the present text the passage
"Whatever be the thing which they are contemplating,
if it be capable of connecting itself with their emotions, the aspect" appears as "Whatever be the thing which
they are contemplating,
gif it be capable of connecting itself with their emotions, g
the aspect"; and the variant note reads "g-g+59,67".
The plus sign shows that the
passage enclosed by the superscripts in the text is an addition, and the numbers
after the plus sign specify the editions in which the passage is included. The
editions are indicated by the last two digits of the year of publication: here 59 =
1859 and 67 = 1867 (respectively,
the I st and 2nd editions of Volumes I and II of
Dissertations
and Discussions).
Information explaining the use of these abbreviations is given in the headnotes, as required. Any editorial comment in the variant
notes is enclosed in square brackets and italicized.
When this example is placed in context, the interpretation
is that the first
published text (1833) had "Whatever be the thing which they are contemplating,
the aspect"; in 1859 this was altered to "Whatever be the thing which they are
contemplating,
if it be capable of connecting
itself with their emotions,
the
aspect"; and (as is evident in the present text) the new reading was retained in
1867.

485n.12 'For ["'For]
485n. 19 "You ["'You]
485n.20 henmne [her mme]
485n.28 Grandchamp" (his servant), "called [Grandchamp" (his servant), "called] [resOled m thts
ed.]
485n.31-2 'Fly,". . "or... lost!" ["'Fly,'.. , 'or... lost!'"]
485n.43 "'It ["'It]
486n.5 "The [" 'The]
486.2 Militaire [Mihtatres] [as in 38 and on title page of Source]
487.29 Mihtaire [Mihtaires] [as m 38 and on title page of Source]
491.15 fault.' [fault.] [as in 38]
491.19 seated. [seated "] [as m 38: rest. led m thzsed.]
495.27 expected, [expected] [as m 38]
501.3 aust6re [aust_re,] [as in Source, 38]
520.21 onward [outward]
527n.6 fed [feud] [as m Source; corrected by Mill in SC copy]
530.17 Semponius [Sempronius] [as in Source]
530.38 Semponlus [Sempromus] [as m Source]
538.11 "Life,' ["Life,"]
538.29 mlstatements [misstatements]
l°TTwoother trivial differences are not otherwise noted: "i.e." to "z.e '"(347.28) and "the "general"
to "'the general" (488.12).
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Substitution of a word or words: see p. 356 H. In the text the passage "which is
a natural though not an universal consequence of" appears as "which is fa natural
though not an universal consequence j of"; the variant note reads "J-Y33 one of the
natural consequences". Here the words following the edition indicator are those
for which "a natural though not an universal consequence" was substituted. When
the same rules are applied and the variant is placed in context, the interpretation is
that the first published text had "which is one of the natural consequences of"; in
1859 this was altered to "which is a natural though not an universal consequence
of": and the reading of 1859 (as is evident in the text) was retained in 1867.
In this volume there are only rare and trivial instances where passages were
altered more than once: at p. 343_. the first published text has "'poetry' does
import"; in 1859 Mill changed this to "'poetry' imports", and in 1867 he removed
the quotation marks from "poetry" to give the final reading, "poetry, imports",
which appears in this edition as "bpoetry imports b''. To indicate this sequence, the
note reads "b-b33 'poetry' does import] 59 'poetry" imports" (the closing square
bracket separates variants in a sequence). In the other cases, the variant represents
a return to the onginal reading, as at p. 473:-:, where in 1838 "these" appeared: in
1859, "those"; and in 1867, "these" again. Here the note indicates, as well as the
sequence, the possibility of a typographical error: ..... 59 those [printer's error?]".
Deletion of a word or words: see p. 356 b and p. 422 f-f. The first of these is
typical, representing a convenient way of indicating deletions in a later version. In
the text at p. 356 ba single superscript b appears centred between "in" and "a": the
variant note reads "b33 the table of contents of". Here the words following the
edition indicator are the ones subsequently deleted. The interpretation is that the
first published text had "in the table of contents of a"; in 1859 the words "the table
of contents of" were deleted; and the reading of 1859 (as is evident in the text) was
retained in 1867.
The second example (p. 422 f-l) illustrates the method used to cover deletions
when only portions of the text were later reprinted, as in the case of "Aphorisms:
Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd," part of which was republished as
"Aphorisms. A Fragment," in Dissertations and Discussions, Vol. I, pp. 206-10.
(That is, there is here, exceptionally, a later version of only part of the text
originally published in the London and Westminster Review [ 1837], which, being
the only complete version, we adopt as our copy-text; normally the copy-text
would be the latest version.) In the text the words "appears to us to be" are printed
"appears Yto usf to be"; the variant note reads "Y-f-59,67". The minus sign
indicates that in the editions specified the words enclosed were deleted. The
interpretation is that the first published version had (as is evident in the text)
"appears to us to be"; in 1859 this was altered to "appears to be": and the latter
reading was retained in 1867.
Differences between italic and roman type are treated as substantive variants
and therefore are regularly recorded, except when they occur in foreign phrases
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and titles of works. Although variations in punctuation and spelling are generally
ignored, when they occur as part of a substantive variant they are included in the
record of the variant. The superscript letters used to indicate variants to the text are
placed exactly with reference to their position before or after punctuation.
Variants in Mill's footnotes are treated in the same manner as those in his text.
In the essays in this volume no footnotes were added or deleted in the reprinted
versions.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Parallel Reading Texts of the Early Draft
and the Columbia MS

EDITORS'

NOTE

The latest authoritative
text, printed here on recto pages through p. 259 and on both rectos
and versos thereafter,
is that of the holograph
MS in the Columbia
Umverslty Library.
untitled by Mill but containing two identical notes written and signed by his stepdaughter:
Autobiography of J. S. Mill
Written by hffnself
To be published without alterations
or omissions within one year after
my death.
Helen Taylor
The text given on the facing versos is that of the holograph Early Draft MS at the University
of Illinois (through p. 246) followed by that of a holograph fragment at Yale headed "Note...
concermng
the participation
of my wife in my writings"
(pp. 250-8).
It should be
specially observed,
since the co-ordination
of early and later versions on facing pages will
here and there produce gaps on the page and occasionally
even entire pages of blank space
that do not exist in the MSS, that both the Early Draft text and the Yale fragment are written
continuously
from beginning to end, without chapter divisions: in the Columbia MS each
chapter begins on a new page, after which the text is written continuously
without break to
the end of the chapter.
In the accompanying
textual apparatus,
mainly two kinds of note are used to present a
selection of cancellations
and other alterations preliminary to the final form of the MS texts.
In one of them (e.g., 8'-'),
a bracketed
"Earlier version" indicates earlier wording that
Mill deleted and replaced by the word or span of words enclosed by the superscript letters in
the text. In the other (e.g., 6b), which depends on a single superscript
in the text, a
bracketed "'Cancelled text" indicates a word or words that Mill deleted, but did not replace,
at the point at which
the single superscript
occurs.
Both kinds of note represent
simplifications;
they overlook false starts and generally do not distinguish between original
and intermediate
versions preliminary
to the final form of text (at 8 c-' Mill first wrote
"cannot remember any time..."
before revising to the wording given m the textual note,
and an abandoned
intermediate
attempt--"have
no remembrance
of having ever been
unable to"--is
likewise ignored).
They do, however,
unless there is explanation
to the
contrary, give readings that once stood complete in their contexts and that, for the practical
purpose of recovering what Mill at one time or another actually wrote, can be substituted
or
inserted in the text according to the positions designated by the superscripts.
There are also, specifically for the Early Draft, a number of notes explaining the later
addition of leaves to the MS, the addition or revision of text "at left" (in the normally blank
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left-hand half of the MS page), the rearrangement of paragraphs and other sizable portions
of text, a selection of pencilled alterations and other markmgs by Mill's wife, Harriet Taylor
Mill (HTM), and some variant and cancelled readings from the thirty "'reJected leaves"
retained at the end of the MS (these are designated "R" or "RII" plus folio number in the
textual notes, and are described in detail in Appendix G, pp. 608-24 below) The alignment
of parallel texts and the length of some notes to the Early Draft have occasionally made it
necessary to carry notes over to the facing recto page: to prevent confusion, a rule is used to
set them off from the text and notes of the Autobiography.
The Autobiography was published by Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer on 17
October. 1873, five months and ten days after Mill's death, from a hastily written transcript
of the Columbia MS made by Helen Taylor, Mill's sister Mary Elizabeth Colman, and an
unidentified French copyist. Neither the transcript, which is now in the John Rylands
Library, Manchester, nor the first printed version has independent authority, and their
variants are not included in the textual apparatus here.
The work is not mentioned in Mill's bibliography. For critical comment and more specific
details concerning the manuscripts and the composition and transmission of the text from the
Early Draft through the first edition, see the Introduction, pp. vii-xxx above.

[EARLY DRAFT]

aIT SEEMSPROPERthat I should prefix to the following biographical sketch, some
mention of the reasons which have made me think it desirable that 1 should leave
behind me such a memorial of so uneventful a life as mine. I do not for a moment
imagine that any part of what I have to relate, can be interesting to the public as
a narrative, or as being connected with myself. But I have thought, that in an age
in which education, and its improvement, are the subject of more if not of profounder study than at any former period in English history, it may be useful that
there should be some record of an education which was unusual and remarkable,
and which, whatever else it may have done, has proved how much more than is
commonly sataPO_,Amay he.t_ght, and taught thoroughly, in those early years
which, in the common modes of instruction, are little better than wasted. It has also
seemed to me that in ana_g_9_ftr_a._iti_
on in opini__oons,
there may be somewhat both
of interest and of benefit in noting the successive phases of a mind which was
always pressing forward, equally ready to i_'0-_an-d'-founlearn either from its own
thoughts or from those of others. The reader whom these things do not interest, has
only himself to blame if he reads farther, and I do not desire any other indulgence
from him than that of bearing in mind, that for him these pages were not written, a

I was born in London, on the 20th of May 1806, and was the eldest son of James
Mill, the author of The Histor)" of British India. My father, the son of a petty
tradesman and (I believe) small farmer, at Northwater Bridge, in the county of
Angus, was, when a boy, recommended by his abilities to the notice of Sir John
Stuart, of Fettercairn, one of the Barons of the Exchequer in Scotland, and was in
consequence, sent to the University of Edinburgh at the expense of a fund

_-a[Thtsparagraphtsa lateraddttionwrittenon a separatesheet.]

CHAPTER I

Childhood, and Early Education

IT SEEMSPROPERthat I should prefix to the following biographical sketch, some
mention of the reasons which have made me think it desirable that I should leave
behind me such a memorial of so uneventful a life as mine. 1do not for a moment
imagine that any part of what I have to relate, can be interesting to the public as a
narrative, or as being connected with myself. But I have thought that in an age in
which education, and its improvement, are the subject of more, if not of profounder study than at any former period of English history, it may be useful that there
should be some record of an education which was unusual and remarkable, and
which, whatever else it may have done. has proved how much more than is
commonly supposed may be taught, and well taught, in those early years which, in
the common modes of what is called instruction, are little better than wasted. It has
also seemed to me that in an age of transition in opinions, there may be somewhat
both of interest and of benefit in noting the successive phases of any mind which
was always pressing forward, equally ready to learn and to unlearn either from its
own thoughts or from those of others. But a motive which weighs more with me
than either of these, is a desire to make acknowledgment of the debts which my
intellectual and moral development owes to other persons; some of them of
recogmzed eminence, others lessknown than they deserve to be, and the one to
whom most of all is due, I*1 one whom the world had no opportunity of knowing.
The reader whom these things do not interest, has only himself to blame if he reads
farther, and I do not desire any other indulgence from him than that of bearing in
mind, that for him these pages were not written.
I was born in London. on the 20th of May 1806, and was the eldest son of James
Mill, the author of The History of British India. _*1My father, the son of a petty
tradesman and (I believe) small farmer, at Northwater Bridge, in the county of
Angus, was, when a boy, recommended by his abilities to the notice of Sir John
Stuart, of Fettercairn, one of the Barons of the Exchequer in Scotland, and was, in
consequence, sent to the University of Edinburgh at the expense of a fund
[*His wife, Harriet Taylor Mill.]
[*3vols. (London: Baldwin, Cradock. and Joy. 1817 11818]).]
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established by Lady Jane Stuart (the wife of Sir John Stuart) and some other ladies
for educating young men for the Scottish Church. He there went through the usual
course of study, and was licensed as a Preacher, but never followed the profession;
having satisfied himself that he could not believe the doctrines of that or of any
other church. For a-few years he was a private tutor in various families
m_nd:
l_fii_ti_ed by going to London, and devoting himself to authorship: nor had he any
other means of support until 1819, when he obtained an appointment in the India
House.
In this period of my father's life there are two things which it is impossible not to
be struck with: one of them, unfortunately, a very common circumstance, the other
a most uncommon one. The first is. that in his position, with no resource but the
precarious one of writing in periodicals, he married and had a large family:
conduct, than which nothing could be more opposed, both in point of good sense
and of morality, to the opinions which, at least at a later period of life, he
strenuously upheld: and to which he had not, and never could have supposed that
he had, the inducements of kindred intellect, tastes, or pursuits. The other circumstance, is the extraordinary energy which was required to lead the life he did,
with the disadvantages under which he laboured from the first, and with those
which he brought upon himself by his marriage. It would have been no small thing,
had he done no more than to support himself and his family during so many years
by writing, without ever being in debt or in any pecuniary difficulty; holding as he
_

did, opinions of extreme democracy, and what is called infide!ity, in a generation
during which those opinions were more odious to all persons of influence, and to
the common run of prosperous Englishmen, than either before or since: andbeing a
man whom not only nothing would have induced to write against his convictions,
but who invariably threw into everything he wr6ie_-as-much 0(his-conviCtions as
he thought the circumstances would in any way admit of: being, it must also be
said, one who neverdid anything negligently; never undertook any task, literary or
other, on which he did not conscientiously bestow all the labour necessary for
performing it adequately. But he, with these burthens on him, planned, commenced, and completed the History oflndza; and this in the course of about ten
years, a shorter time than has been occupied (even by writers who had no other
employment) in the production of almost any other historical work of equal bulk
and of anything approaching to the same amount of reading and research. And to
this is to be added that dunng the whole period, a considerable part of almost every
day was employed in the instruction of his children; b in the case of one of whom,
myself, whatever may be thought of his success, he exerted an amount of labour,
care and perseverance rarely if ever employed for a similar purpose, in endeavouring to give according to his own conception the highest order of intellectual
education.
b[Cancelled text:] none of whom. until they were almost grown up, had any other teacher: and
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established by Lady Jane Stuart (the wife of Sir John Stuart) and some other ladies
for educating young men for the Scottish Church. He there went through the usual
course of study, and was licensed as a Preacher, but never followed the profession;
having satisfied himself that hec0uld -n_otbe!!ev_e!he do_zt.rinesof that or any other
Church. For a few years he was a private tutor in various families in Scotland,
among others that of the Marquis of Tweeddale; but ended by taking up his
residence in London, and devoting himself to authorship. Nor had he any other
means of support until 1819, when he obtained an appointment in the India House.
In this period of my father's life there are two things which it is impossible not to
be struck with: one of them unfortunately a very common circumstance, the other a
most uncommon one. The first is, that in his position, with no resource but the
precarious one of writing in periodicals, he married and had a large family; conduct
than which nothing could be more opposed, both as a matter of good sense and of
duty, to the opinions which, at least at a later period of life, he strenuously upheld.
The other circumstance, is the extraordinary energy which was required to lead the
life he led, with the disadvantages under which he laboured from the first, and with
those which he brought upon himself by his marriage. It would have been no small
thing, had he done no more than to support himself and his family during so many
years by writing, without ever being in debt, or in any pecuniary difficulty;
holding, as he did, opinions, both in politics and in religion, which were more
odious to all persons of influence, and to the common run of prosperous Englishmen, in that generation than either before or since; and being not only a man whom
nothing would have induced to write against his convictions, hut one who invariably threw into everything he wrote, as much of his convictions as he thought the
circumstances would in any way permit: being, it must also be said, one who never
did anything negligently; never undertook any task, literary or other, on which he
did not conscientiously bestow all the labour necessary for performing it adequately. But he, with these burthens on him, planned, commenced, and completed, the
Histo_' oflndia; and this in the course of about ten years, a shorter time than has
been occupied (even by writers who had no other employment) in the production of
almost any other historical work of equal bulk, and of anything approaching to the
same amount of reading and research. And to this is to be added, that during the
whole period, a considerable part of almost every day was employed in the
instruction of his children: in the case of one of whom, myself, he exerted an
amount of labour, care, and perseverance rarely, if ever, employed for a similar
purpose, in endeavouring to give, according to his own conception, the highest
order of intellectual education.
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A man who in his own practice so vigorously acted up to the principle of losing
no time, was likely to adhere to the same role in the instruction of his pupil. 1Chave
no remembrance of c the time when 1 began to learn Greek. 1have been told that it
was when 1 was three years old. My earliest recollection on the subject is of
learning what my father termed Vocables, being lists of common Greek words,
with their signification in English, which he wrote on cards and gave me to learn by
heart. Of grammar I learnt, until some years later, nothing except the inflexions of
the nouns and verbs but after a course of vocables, proceeded at once to translation;
and I can faintly remember going through/Esop's Fables, the first Greek book
which 1read. The Anabasis was the second I learnt no Latin until my eighth year.
Before that time I had read a number of Greek prose authors, among whom 1
remember the whole of Herodotus, Xenophon's Cyropa_dia and Memorials of
Socrates, some of the lives of the philosophers by Diogenes Laertius, part of
Lucian, a little of Isocrates, and I think part of Thucydides; I also read in 1813 the
first six dialogues of Plato (in the common arrangement) from the Euthyphron to
the Thecetetus inclusive, which last dialogue had been better omitted, as it was
utterly impossible I should understand it. But my father, in all his teaching,
demanded and expected of me not only the utmost that I could do, but much that I
could by no possibility have done. What he was himself willing to undergo for the
sake of my instruction may be judged from athe fact, that I went through the whole
process of preparing my Greek lessons in the same room and at the same table at
which he was writing, anda as in those days Greek and English Lexicons were not,
and I could make no more use of a Greek and Latin Lexicon than could be made
without having begun to learn Latin, I was forced to have recourse to him for the
meaning of every word which I did not know: and this incessant interruption he,
one of the most impatient of mankind, submitted to, and wrote under that interruption several volumes of his History and all else that he had to write during those
years.
The only thing besides Greek that I learnt as a lesson during those years was
arithmetic: this also my father taught me: it was the work of the evenings and 1well
remember its irksomeness. But the lessons were enot the most important part of the
instruction I was receiving. Much e of it consisted in the books I read by myself and
in my father's discourses to me, chiefly during our walks. From 1810 to the end of
1813 we were living at Newington Green, then an almost rustic neighbourhood.
My father's health required considerable and constant exercise and he walked
habitually before breakfast, generally in the green lanes towards Hornsey. In these
c C[Earhe r version:] cannot remember the time when ! could not read. nor
a-a[Earher verston:] what I am about to relate. I must first mention, that 1 learned Greek m the
common manner, he set me a portion of a Greek author to make out, as I best could, the meamng, and
afterwards construe xtverbally to h_m. Now 1not only went through the whole operatton of making out
the lesson in the same room and at the same table at which he was writing, but
"-e[Earher verswn:] but a part and scarcely even the pnnclpal part of the mstructmn I recmved from
my fourth to my mghth year. The rest
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A man who, in his own practice, so vigorously acted up to the principle of losing
no time, was likely to adhere to the same rule in the instruction of his pupil. I have
no remembrance of the time when I began to learn Greek. I have been told that it
was when I was three years old. My earliest recollection on the subject, is that of
committing to memory what my father termed Vocables, being hsts of common
Greek words, with their signification in English, which he wrote out for me on
cards. Of grammar, until some years later, 1learnt no more than the inflexlons of
the nouns and verbs, but, after a course of vocables, proceeded at once to
translation; and I faintly remember going through ,'Esop's Fables, the first Greek
book which I read. i*) The Anabasis, !*lwhich I remember better, was the second. I
learnt no Latin until my eighth year. At that time I had read, under my father's
tuition, a number of Greek prose authors, among whom I remember the whole of
Herodotus, and of Xenophon's Cyropcedia and Memorials of Socrates; some of
the lives of the philosophers by Diogenes Laertius; part of Lucian, and Isocrates Ad
Demonicum and AdNicoclem. I also read, in 1813, the first six &alogues fin the
common arrangement) of Plato, from the Euthyphron to the Thecetetus inclusive: t*Jwhich last dialogue, I venture to think, would have been better omitted, as
it was totally impossible I should understand it. But my father, in all his teaching,
demanded of me not only the utmost that I could do, but much that 1could by no
possibility have done. What he was himself willing to undergo for the sake of my
instruction, may be judged from the fact, that I went through the whole process of
preparing my Greek lessons in the same room and at the same table at which he was
writing: and as in those days Greek and English Lexicons were not, and I could
make no more use of a Greek and Latin Lexicon than could be made without having
yet begun to learn Latin, I was forced to have recourse to him for the meaning of
every word which I did not know. This incessant interruption he, one of the most
impatient of men, submitted to, and wrote under that interruption several volumes
of his History. and all else that he had to write during those years.
The only thing besides Greek, that I learnt as a lesson in this part of my
childhood, was arithmetic: this also my father taught me: it was the task of the
evenings, and I well remember its disagreeableness. But the lessons were only a
part of the daily instruction I received. Much of it consisted in the books I read by
myself, and my father's discourses to me, chiefly during our walks. From 1810 to
the end of 1813 we were living in Newington Green, then an almost rustic
neighbourhood. My father's health required considerable and constant exercise,
and he walked habitually before breakfast, generally in the green lanes towards
[*From here to p. 73, because of the density of allusion, names of authors and titles of
works are addedonly when Mill's reference is notsufficient for easy identification,or when
the workis not part of his early reading. Full rolesare given m the Blbhographlc Index, and a
list of Mill's early reading, with comments, is given m App. B.]
[+OfXenophon.1
[_I.e., Euthyphron. Apology, Crito. Phaedo. Cratvlu_.and Theaetetus.]
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walks I always accompanied him, and what I chiefly remember of them (except the
bouquets of wild flowers which I used to bring in) is the account 1used to give him
daily of what I had read the previous day./I made notes on slips of paper while
reading/, and from these I used in the morning walks to tell the story to him. I say
the story, for the books were chiefly histories, of which I read m this manner a great
number: Robertson's histories, Hume, Gibbon; but my greatest delight, then and
for long afterwards, was Watson's Philip Second and Third. The heroic defence of
the Knights of Malta against the Turks. and of the Dutch revolted provinces against
Spain, excited in me an intense and lasting interest. Next to Watson my favorite
book of the historical sort was Hooke's History of Rome. Of Greece I had seen at
that time no regular history, except school abridgments and the last two or three
volumes of a translation ofRollin's Ancient History, from Philip of Macedon to the
end. But I read with great delight, Langhorne's translation of Plutarch; and I had
Greek history in my daily Greek lessons. For English history beyond the time at
which Hume leaves off, I remember reading Burnet's History of His Own Time,
though ] cared little for anything in it except the wars and battles--and the
historical part of the Annual Register from the beginning to about 1788 where the
volumes my father borrowed for me from Mr. Bentham left off. I felt a lively
interest in Frederic of Prussia during his difficulties and in Paoli, the Corsican
patriot--but when I came to the American War of independence I took my part like
a child as I was, on the wrong side because it was called the English side; until gset
right by my father g. In these frequent talks about the books I read, he used as
opportunity offered to give me explanations and ideas respecting civilization,
society, government, morality, mental cultivation, which he required me afterwards to _estate to him in my own words h. He also made me read, and give him a
verbal account of, many books which would not have interested me sufficiently to
induce me to read them of myself: I particularly remember Millar's Historical
View of the English Government, a book of great merit for its time, and which he
much valued: also Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History, McCrie's Life of Knox, and
even Sewell's and Rutty's histories of the Quakers. Of voyages and travels I
remember as part of my constant reading Anson's Voyage which is so delightful to
most young persons, and a Collection in four octavo volumes (Hawkesworth's I
believe it was) of Voyages round the World, from Drake to Cook and Bougain-

/-/[Earlier version:] Passing my time in the room in which he wrote, I had fallen into an imltatmn of
many of his ways and as in reading for his history he made notes on slips of paper of the main facts which
he found in his authorities, I made, as 1fancied, similar notes on all the books I read
g-S[Earlier version:] my father taught me or at least told me better
h-h[Earher version:] give him an account of, m order to shew whether I had understood what he had
told me and to ensure my remembenng it
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Hornsey. In these walks I always accompanied him, and with my earliest recollections of green fields and wild flowers, is mingled that of the account 1 gave him
daily of what I had read the day before. To the best of my remembrance,
this was a
voluntary rather than a prescribed exercise. I made notes on slips of paper while
reading, and from these, in the morning walks, 1 told the story to him, for the books
were chiefly histories, of which 1 read in this manner a great number: Robertson's
histories, Hume, Gibbon; but my greatest delight, then and for long afterwards,
was Watson's Philip the Second and Third. The heroic defence of the Knights of
Malta against the Turks, and of the revolted provinces of the Netherlands against
Spain, excited in me an intense and lasting interest. I*1Next to Watson, my favorite
historical reading was Hooke's History of Rome. Of Greece I had seen at that time
no regular history, except school abridgments and the last two or three volumes of
a translation of Rollin's Ancient Histor3', beginning with Philip of Macedon. But I
read with great delight Langhome's
translation of Plutarch. In English history,
beyond the time at which Hume leaves off, I remember reading Burnet's Histor3' of
His Own Time, though I cared little for anything in it except the wars and battles',
and the historical part of the Annual Register. from the beginning to about 1788.
where the volumes my father borrowed for me from Mr. Bentham left off. I felt a
lively interest in Frederic of Prussia during his difficulties,
and in Paoli, the
Corsican patriot; but when I came to the American War, I took my part, like a child
as I was (until set right by my father) on the wrong side, because it was called the
English side. In these frequent talks about the books I read, he used, as opportunity
offered, to give me explanations
and ideas respecting civilization,
government,
morality, mental cultivation, which he required me afterwards to restate to him in
my own words. He also made me read, and give him a verbal account of, many
books which would not have interested me sufficiently to induce me to read them of
myself: among others, Millar's Historical View of the English Government,
a book
of great merit for its time, and which he highly valued; Moshelm's
Ecclesiastical
History, McCrie's Life of John Knox, and even Sewell's and Rutty's Histories of
the Quakers. l*j He was fond of putting into my hands books which exhibited men
of energy and resource in unusual circumstances,
struggling against difficulties
and overcoming them: of such works I remember Beaver's African Memoranda,
and Collins's account of the first settlement of New South Wales. I*l Two books
which I never wearied of reading were Anson's Voyage, so delightful to most
young persons, and a Collection (Hawkesworth's,
I believe) of Voyages round the
World, in four volumes, beginning
with Drake and ending with Cook and
[*In Robert Watson, Histor 3' of the Rezgn ofPhthp H (1777), esp. Bk. VI, and Bks.
X-XIV.]
[*Willem Sewel, The History of the . . Quakers ( 1722); and Thomas Wight and John
Rutty, A History" of the... Quakers m Ireland ( 1751 ).]
[*David Collins, An Account of the Enghsh Colony tn New South Wales (1798-1802/. 1
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ville '. I read few books of amusement properly so called: of children's books, any
more than of playthings, I had scarcely any, except an occasional gift from a
relation or acquaintance--among
those l had, Robinson Crusoe was preeminent
and continued to delight me through all my boyhood. It was no part however of my
father's system to exclude books of amusement: though he allowed them very
sparingly. Of such books he possessed, at that time, next to none, but an early
friend and companion of his, Dr. Thomson the chemist, had many, and some of
those he borrowed purposely for me--those which I remember are the Arabian
Nights, Cazotte's Arabian Tales, Don Quixote, and a book of some reputation in its
day, Brooke's Fool of Quality.
J In my eighth year I commenced learning Latin by means of teaching it to a
younger sister, who afterwards repeated the lessons to my father. From this time
other sisters and brothers being successively added as pupils, a considerable part of
my day's work consisted of this preparatory teaching; and it was a part which I
especially disliked. The principal advantage which, as far as I am aware, arose
from it, was that I myself learnt more thoroughly and retained more lastingly the
things which I had to teach as well as learn; perhaps too, the practice it afforded in
explaining difficulties to others, may even at that age have been useful k. In other
respects the experience of my boyhood is not favorable to the plan of teaching
children by means of one another. The teaching, I am sure, is very inefficient as
teaching, and I well know that the relation between teacher and taught t is a most
unfavourable moral discipline to both. I went through the grammar and part of
Cornelius Nepos and C_esar's Commentaries rain this manner, but afterwards
added to the superintendance of these" lessons, much longer ones of my own
which I repeated to my father in the usual manner.
In the same year in which I began Latin ! made my first commencement in the
Greek poets with the Iliad. After I had made some progress in this, my father put
Pope's translation into my hands: it was the first English verse I had cared to read,
and became one of the books in which for many years I most delighted: I think I
must have read it from twenty to thirty times through. I should not have thought it
worth while to mention a taste apparently so natural to boyhood if I had not, as I

'[Cancelled text], and I have a faint remembrance ot some foho collection m whtch I read an account
of the first circumnavigation of the globe, by Magellan [Mill may be refemng to the account m John
Hamtlton Moore, A New and Complete Collectton of Voyages and Travels. 2 vols. (London Hogg,
[1780?]), Vol. I, pp. 13-15.]
J[Cancelled text:] 1 continue the, as tt were, mechanical detail of my course of mstructton in order to
finish it before entenng on the influences of a more general kind under which I was placed m my early
years
k[Cancelled text:] , though of this 1 am not sure, because I am not certain that I dtd remove any
difficulnes
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Bougainville.[*_ Of children's books, any more than of playthings, I had scarcely
any, except an occasional gift from a relation or acquaintance: among those I had,
Robinson Crusoe was preeminent, and continued to delight me through all my
boyhood. It was no part however of my father's system to exclude books of
amusement, though he allowed them very sparingly. Of such books he possessed
at that time next to none, but he borrowed several for me; those which 1 remember
are, the Arabian Nights, Cazotte's Arabian Tales, Don Quixote, Miss Edgeworth's Popular Tales, and a book of some reputation in its day, Brooke's Fool of
Quali_.
In my eighth year I commenced learning Latin, in conjunction with a younger
sister, to whom I taught it as I went on, and who afterwards repeated the lessons to
my father: and from this time, other sisters and brothers being successively added
as pupils, a considerable part of my day's work consisted of this preparatory
teaching. It was a part which I greatly disliked; the more so, as I was held
responsible for the lessons of my pupils, in almost as full a sense as for my own: I
however derived from this discipline the great advantage, of learning more
thoroughly and retaining more lastingly the things which I was set to teach:
perhaps, too, the practice it afforded in explaining difficulties to others, may even
at that age have been useful. In other respects, the experience of my boyhood is not
favorable to the plan of teaching children by means of one another. The teaching, I
am sure, is very inefficient as teaching, and I well know that the relation between
teacher and taught is not a good moral discipline to either. I went in this manner
through the Latin grammar, and a considerable part of Cornelius Nepos [+) and
Ca._sar's Commentaries, but afterwards added to the superintendance of these
lessons, much longer ones of my own.
In the same year in which I began Latin, I made my first commencement in the
Greek poets with the Iliad. After I had made some progress in this, my father put
Pope's translation into my hands. It was the first English verse 1had cared to read,
and it became one of the books in which for many years I most delighted: I think 1
must have read it from twenty to thirty times through. I should not have thought it
worth while to mention a taste apparently so natural to boyhood, if I had not. as I
[*Probably

David

Henry,

An Historical

Account

of All the Voyage,s

round

the ¢¢brld

(1774), which includes Drake and Bougainville. rather than John Hawkesworth, An
Account of the VoyagesUndertakenby the Order of Hts PresentMajest>'( 1773),which does
not includeeither.]
[+Excellentium tmperatorum vitae.]
t[Cancelled
text'](theteacheralsobeingwithoutanyrealauthont_) [deletedfirstbyHTM]
"n-_[Earher verston:] wlth my sister but afterwards added to the ,,,upenntendance of her [altered to
final reading first by HTM]
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think, observed that the keen enjoyment of this brilliant specimen of narrative and
versification, is not so universal with boys as I should have expected both a priori
and from my individual experience. Soon after this time 1commenced Euclid, and
somewhat later, algebra, still under my father's tuition.
From my eighth to my twelfth year the Latin books which I remember reading
were the Bucolics of Virgil, and the first six books of the/Eneid; all Horace; the
fables of Phaedrus;the first five books of Livy (to which from my love of the subject
I voluntarily added at my leisure, the remainder of the first decad); all Sallust; a
considerable part of Ovid's Metamorphoses; some plays of Terence; two or three
books of Lucretius; some of the orations of Cicero and of his writings on oratory;
also his letters to Atticus, my father taking the trouble to translate to me from the
French the historical explanations in Mongault's notes. Tacitus I do not think I
meddled with till my thirteenth year _ . In Greek I read the lliad and Odyssey
through', one or two plays of Sophocles, Euripides and Aristophanes, but by these I
profited little; all Thucydides; Xenophon's Hellenics; °a great part of Demosthenes °, _Eschines and Lysias; Theocritus; Anacreon; part of the Anthology; a little
of Dionysius; the first two or three books of Polybius; and lastly, Aristotle's
Rhetoric, which as the first expressly scientific treatise on any moral or psychological subject which I had read and containing, besides, many of the best
observations of the ancients on human nature and human affairs, my father made
me study with peculiar care and throw the matter of it into synoptic tables p
During the same years I learnt elementary geometry and algebra thoroughly; the
differential calculus and other portions oftbe higher mathematics not thoroughly q ,
for my father not having kept up this part of his early acquired knowledge, could
not spare time to qualify himself for removing my difficulties and left me to deal
with them with little other aid than that of books; at the same time continually
calling on me, with authority and indignation, to solve difficult problems for which
he did not see that I had not the necessary previous knowledge.
As to my private reading, I can only speak of what I remember. History___
cgnfinued too__he.mystrongest predilection. Mitford's Greece I used to be continually reading r. My rattier had put me on my guard against the Tory prejudices of
this writer, and his perversions of facts for the glorification of despots and discredit
of popular institutions. These points he used to discourse upon, exemplifying them
from the Greek orators and historians _with such effect that in reading Mitford my
sympathies always were on the contrary side to those of the author, and I could, to
some extent, have argued the point against him; yet this did not diminish the ever
new pleasure with which I read the book. Ferguson's Roman history was also a
n[Cancelled text:] : as well as part of Juvenal, and a great part of Quintihan
°-°[Earher verswn:] all Demosthenes texcept the private orauons, which I read later)
P[CanceUed text:] like those in some of the treauses on the scholastic logic and metaphysics
q[Cancelled text:], but very much the reverse
"[ Cancelled text:], no book ever dehghted me more
s[Cancelled text:] which I read as my dally lessons: and he did this
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think, observed that the keen enjoyment of this brilliant specimen of narrative and
versification is not so universal with boys, as I should have expected both a priori
and from my individual experience. Soon after this time I commenced Euclid, and
somewhat later, algebra, still under my father's tuition.
From my eighth to my twelfth year the Latin books which I remember reading
were, the Bucolics of Virgil, and the first six books of the ,'Eneid: all Horace except
the Epodes; the fables of Phmdrus; the first five books of Livy (to which from my
love of the subject I voluntarily added, in my hours of leisure, the remainder of the
first decad); all Sallust: a considerable part of Ovid's Metamorphoses: some plays
of Terence; two or three books of Lucretius: several of the Orations of Cicero, and
of his writings on oratory; also his letters to Atticus, my father taking the trouble to
translate to me from the French the historical explanations in Mongault's notes. In
Greek I read the Iliad and Odyssey through: one or two plays of Sophocles,
Euripides, and Aristophanes. though by these I profited little; all Thucydides: the
Hellenics of Xenophon; a great part of Demosthenes. _schines, and Lysias;
Theocritus_ Anacreon; part of the Anthology: a little of Dionysius; I*Iseveral books
of Polybius: and lastly, Aristotle's Rhetoric, which, as the first expressly scientific
treatise on any moral or psychological subject which I had read, and containing
many of the best observations of the ancients on human nature and life. my father
made me study with peculiar care, and throw the matter of it into synoptic tables.
During the same years I learnt elementary geometry and algebra thoroughly, the
differential calculus and other portions of the higher mathematics far from thoroughly: for my father, not having kept up this part of his early acquired knowledge.
could not spare time to qualify himself for removing my difficulties, and left me to
deal with them, with little other aid than that of books: t+lwhile I was continually
incurring his displeasure by my inability to solve difficult problems for which he
did not see that I had not the necessary previous knowledge.
As to my private reading. I can only speak of what I remember. History
continued to be my strongest predilection, and most of all ancient history. Mitford's Greece I read continually. My father had put me on my guard against the
Tory prejudices of this writer, and his perversions of facts for the whitewashing of
despots, and blackening of popular institutions. These points he discoursed on,
exemplifying them from the Greek orators and historians, with such effect that in
reading Mitford, my sympathies were always on the contrary side to those of the
author, and 1could, to some extent, have argued the point against him: yet this did
not diminish the ever new pleasure with which I read the book. Roman history.
both in my old favorite, Hooke, and in Ferguson. continued to delight me. A book
[*Dionysius of Halicarnassus. TheRoman Anttqutttes. ]
[*For the titles of many of the mathematical texts Mill used. see App. B. nos. 68-71.
81-3, 96-9, 107-13. 134-5, 149,167,174, 205-7.]
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favorite. Another book which notwithstanding what is called the dryness of the
stile I took great pleasure in was the Ancient Universal Ills,ors': through the
incessant reading of which I had my head full of details of the history of the
obscurest ancient people, while in modern history with the exception of 'detached
passages such as the Dutch war of independence I was at this time little intcrested'.
A voluntary exercise to which I was throughout my boyhood much addicted, was
what I called writing histories: of course in imitation of my father--who used to
give me the manuscript of part of his history of Indm to read. Almost as soon as I
could hold a pen I must needs write a history of India too: this was soon abandoned,
but what I called a Roman history, picked out of Hooke, 1continued for a long time
to employ myself in writing: after this an abridgment of the Ancient Universal
Histoo': then a History of Holland, compiled from my favorite Watson and from
an anonymous history which somebody who knew my liking for the subject,
picked up at a book stall and gave to me. But in my eleventh and twelfth year I
occupied myself with writing what I flattered myself was something serious, and
might be made fit to be published; this was no less than a history of the Roman
Government, compiled (with the assistance of Hooke) from Llvy and Dionysius:
of which I wrote as much as would have made an octavo volume, extending to the
epoch of the Licinian laws. It was in fact an account of the struggles between the
patricians and plebeians, which now engrossed all the interest in my mind that I
had previously felt in the mere wars and conquests of the Romans. I discussed all
the constitutional points as they arose, vindicated the Agrarian law on the evidence
of Livy (though quite ignorant of Niebuhr's researches) and upheld to the best of
my capacity the Roman democratic party. A few years later in my contempt of my
childish efforts I destroyed all these papers, not then anticipating that I could ever
have any curiosity about my first attempts at writing or reasoning. My father
encouraged me in this useful amusement, though, as I think judiciously, he never
asked to see what I wrote, so that I never felt that in writing it I was accountable to
any one, nor had the chilhng sensation of being under a critical eye.
But though these histories were never a compulsory lesson, there was another
kind of composition which was so, namely writing verses and it was one of the
most irksome of my tasks. Greek or Latin verses I never wrote, nor learnt the
prosody of those languages. My father, thinking this not worth the time it required,
was contented with making me read aloud to him and correcting false quantities. I
never composed at all in Greek, even in prose, and but little m Latin. But I wrote

'-'[Earher vers,on. ] a few detached passages such as the Dutch war of independence
from being simdarly well reformed [altered to final reading first by HTM]

1was very far
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which, in spite of what is called the dryness of its stile. I took great pleasure in. was
the Ancient Universal History :1,1through the incessant reading of which. Ihad my
head full of historical details concerning the obscurest ancient people, while about
modern history, except detached passages such as the Dutch war of independence.
I knew and cared comparatively httle. A voluntary exercise to which throughout
my boyhood I was much addicted, was what 1 called writing histories. 1 successively composed a Roman history, picked out of Hooke: t*l an abridgment of the
Ancient Universal Histor3'; a History of Holland, from my favorite Watson and
from an anonymous compilation; t*jand in my eleventh and twelfth year 1occupied
myself with writing what I flattered myself was something serious. This was no
less than a history of the Roman Government, compiled (with the assistance of
Hooke) from Livy and Dionysius: of whlch I wrote as much as would have made an
octavo volume, extending to the epoch of the Liclnian Laws. It was, in fact, an
account of the struggles between the patricians and plebeians, which now engrossed all the interest in my mind which I had previously felt in the mere wars
and conquests of the Romans. I discussed all the constitutional points as they
arose: though quite ignorant of Niebuhr's researches) '_jI, by such hghts as my
father had given me, vindicated the Agrarian Laws on the evidence of Livy, and
upheld to the best of my ability the Roman democratic party. A few years later, in
my contempt of my childish efforts, 1 destroyed all these papers, not then anticipating that I could ever feel any curiosity about my first attempts at writing and
reasoning. My father encouraged me in this useful amusement, though, as I think
judiciously, he never asked to see what I wrote; so that I did not feel that in
writing it I was accountable to any one, nor had the chilling sensation of being
under a critical eye.

But though these exercises in history were never a compulsory lesson, there was
another kind of composition which was so, namely writing verses, and it was one
of the most disagreeable of my tasks. Greek or Latm verses I did not write, nor
learnt the prosody of those languages. My father, thinking this not worth the time it
required, contented himself with making me read aloud to him, and correcting
false quantities. I never composed at all in Greek, even m prose, and but httle m
[*Thefirstvolumes of Anon., An Umversal Histor3".from the Earhest Accountof Time to
the Present ( 1736ff.).]
[*Forthe opening pages of this history, see App. A, pp. 542-6 below. See also App. C
for this and other early writings by Mill ]
[*Probably The Htstory of the Repubhck of Holland, from Its Ftrst Foundanon to the
Death of King Wilham (1705).]
l§Asrevealed in his Htstor3.'of Rome, trans. Juhus Charles Hare, et al., 3 vols. (London:
Taylor and Walton, 1828-42).]
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many English verses: beginning from the time of my first reading Pope's Homer,
when I ambitiously attempted to write something of the same kind, and achieved as
much as one book of a continuation of the Iliad. _I'he exercise, begun by choice,
was continued by command _. Conformably to my father's usual custom of explaining to me the reasons for what he required me to do, he gave me, for this, two
reasons which were highly characteristic of him. One was that some things could
be expressed better and more forcibly in verse than in prose: this he said was a real
advantage: the other was, that people in general attached more value to verse than it
deserved, and the power of writing it was therefore useful and worth acquiring. He
generally left me to choose my own subjects which as far as I remember were
mostly odes to some mythological personage or allegorical abstraction: but he
made me translate into English verse many of Horace's shorter poems. I remember
his giving me Thomson's "Winter" to read, and afterwards making me attempt to
write something myself on the same subject. I had read very little English poetry at
this time. Shakespeare my father had put into my hands, at first for the sake of the
historical plays, from which however I went on to the others v . My father was
never a great admirer of Shakespeare the English idolatry of whom, he used to
attack in unmeasured terms. "He had little value for any English poetry except
Milton, Goldsmith, Burns, and Gray's "Bard," which he preferred to his Elegy:
perhaps I may also add Beattie w. I remember his reading to me (unlike his usual
practice of making me read to him) the first book of The Fairie Queene: but I took
little pleasure in it. The poetry of the present century he set no value on--and I
hardly saw any of it till I was grown up to manhood, except Walter Scott's metrical
romances, which he borrowed for me and which I was much delighted with--as I
always was with all animated narrative. Dryden's Poems were among my father's
books and many of these he made me read, though I never cared for any of them
except Alexander's Feast, which like the songs in Walter Scott I used to sing

U-"llzarher verszon:] For some years after, my father made me keep up the practice of writing verses
_[Cancelled text:] : I was of course like all persons young or old, pleased and interested with them
w-W[Earlier vers,on:] Milton's poetry he did admire but did not think me of an age to comprehend

o__,
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Recto of"Ode to Diana" MS
British Library
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Latin: not that my father could be indifferent to the value of this practice, in giving
a thorough knowledge of those languages, but because there really was not time for
it. The verses I was required to write were English. When I first read Pope's
Homer, I ambitiously attempted to compose something of the same kind, and
achieved as much as one book of a continuation of the Iliad. There, probably, the
spontaneous promptings of my poetical ambition would have stopped; but the
exercise, begun from choice, was continued by command. Conformably to my
father's usual practice of explaining to me, as far as possible, the reasons for what
he required me to do, he gave me, for this, as I well remember, two reasons highly
characteristic of him. One was, that some things could be expressed better and
more forcibly in verse than in prose: this, he said, was a real advantage. The other
was, that people in general attached more value to verse than it deserved, and the
power of writing it was, on this account, worth acquiring. He generally left me to
choose my own subjects, which, as far as I remember, were mostly addresses to
some mythological personage or allegorical abstraction; I*J but he made me translate into English verse many of Horace's shorter poems: 1also remember his giving
me Thomson's "Winter" to read, and afterwards making me attempt (without
book) to write something myself on the same subject. The verses I wrote were of
course the merest rubbish, nor did I ever attain any facility of versification, but the
practice may have been useful in making it easier for me, at a later period, to
acquire readiness of expression.* I had read, up to this time, very little English
poetry. Shakespeare my father had put into my hands, chiefly for the sake of the
historical plays, from which however I went on to the others. My father never was
a great admirer of Shakespeare, the English idolatry of whom he used to attack
with some severity. He cared little for any English poetry except Milton (for whom
he had the highest admiration), Goldsmith, Burns, and Gray's "Bard," which he
preferred to his Elegy: perhaps I may add Cowper and Beattie. He had some value
for Spenser, and I remember his reading to me (unlike his usual practice of making
me read to him) the first book of The Fairie Queene: but I took little pleasure in it.
The poetry of the present century he saw scarcely any merit in, and I hardly became
acquainted with any of it till I was grown up to manhood, except the metrical
romances of Walter Scott, which I read at his recommendation and was intensely
delighted with; as I always was with animated narrative. Dryden's Poems were
among my father's books, and many of these he made me read. but I never cared
for any of them except Alexander's Feast, which, as well as many of the songs in
[*For one of these. "Ode to Diana," see App. A, pp. 549-50 below. See also App. C
for this and other early writings by Mill.]
*In a subsequent stage of boyhood, when these exercises had ceased to be compulsoD',
like most youthful writers I wrote tragedies; under the inspiratmn not so much of
Shakespeare as of Joanna Bailhe, whose Constantine Paleologus in particularappeared to
me one of the most gloriousof human compositions. 1still think _tone of the bestdramas of
the last two centuries.
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internally, to a music of my own. Cowper's short poems I read with some pleasure
but never got far into the longer ones--and nothing in the two volumes interested
me like the little prose account of his three hares. In my thirteenth year I met with
the poems of Campbell, among which "Lochiel," "Hohenlinden," "The Exile of
Erin'"and some others gave me sensations I had never before received from poetry.
Here too I made nothing of the longer poems, except the opening of "Gertrude of
Wyoming,'" which appeared to me the perfection of pathos.

During this part of my childhood one of my greatest amusements was experimental science; not however trying experiments, a kind of discipline which I
have often regretted not having had--but merely reading about the experiments of
others. I never remember being so wrapt up in any book as 1 was in Joyce's
Scientific Dialogues, and I devoured treatises on chemistry, especially Dr. Thomson's, for years before I ever attended a lecture or saw an experiment. -'

From about the age of twelve I entered into >another and more advanced stage in
my course of instruction _> in which the main object was no longer the aids and
appliances of thought, but the thoughts themselves. This commenced with Logic,
in which I began at once with the Organon and read it to the Analytics inclusive,
but profited little by the Posterior Analytics, which belong to a branch of speculation I was not yet ripe for. Contemporaneously with the Organon my father made
me read the whole or parts of several of the Latin treatises on the scholastic logic:
giving each day to him, in our walks, a minute account of the portion I had read and
answering his numerous and searching questions. After this I went through in the
same manner the "Computatio sive Logica" of Hobbes, a work of a much higher
order of thought than the books of the school logicians and which he estimated very
highly; in my opinion beyond its merits great as these are. It was his invariable
practice, whatever studies he exacted from me, to make me as far as possible
understand and feel the utility of them: and this he deemed peculiarly fitting in the
case of the syllogistic logic, its usefulness having been impugned by so many
writers of authority. Accordingly 1 well remember how, in his usual manner, he
first attempted by questions to make me think on the subject, and frame some
conception of what constituted the utility of the syllogistic logic, and when I had

_[Cancelled text:] This was a very easy and pleasan_ part of my mental education and by no means the
least valuable part of it
*-_[Earher version:] what may be called the third of the stages into which my course of instruction
may be &vlded--that
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Walter Scott, I used to sing internally, to a music of my own: to some of the latter
indeed I went so far as to compose airs, which I still remember. Cowper's short
poems I read with some pleasure, but never got far into the longer ones: and
nothing in the two volumes interested me like the prose account of his three hares.
In my thirteenth year 1 met with Campbell's Poems, among which "'Lochlel,"
"Hohenlinden," "The Exile of Erin," and some others, gave me sensations 1 had
never before experienced from poetry. Here, too, I made nothing of the longer
poems, except the striking opening of "Gertrude of Wyoming," which long kept its
place in my feelings as the perfection of pathos.
During this part of my childhood, one of my greatest amusements was experimental science; in the theoretical, however, not the practical sense of the word:
not trying experiments, a kind of discipline which 1have often regretted not having
had--nor even seeing, but merely reading about them. I never remember being so
wrapt up in any book, as I was in Joyce's Scientific Dialogues: and I was rather
recalcitrant to my father's criticisms of the bad reasoning respecting the first
pnnclples of physics which abounds in the early part of that work. I devoured
treatises on Chemistry, especially that of my father's early friend and schoolfellow
Dr. Thomson, for years before I attended a lecture or saw an experiment.
From about the age of twelve, 1entered into another and more advanced stage in
my course of instruction; in which the main object was no longer the aids and
appliances of thought, but the thoughts themselves. This commenced with Logic,
in which I began at once with the Organon, and read it to the Analytics incluswe,
but profited little by the Posterior Analytics. [*] which belong to a branch of
speculation I was not yet ripe for. Contemporaneously with the Organon, my
father made me read the whole or parts of several of the Latin treatises on the
scholastic logic; I*jgiving each day to him, in our walks, a minute account of what I
had read, and answering his numerous and searching questions. After th_s. I went,
in a similar manner, through the "Computatio sive Logica'" of Hobbes, a work of a
much higher order of thought than the books of the school logicians, and which he
estimated very highly; in my own opinion beyond its merits, great as these are. It
was his invariable practice, whatever studies he exacted from me, to make me as
far as possible understand and feel the utility of them: and this he deemed
peculiarly fitting in the case of the syllogistic logic, the usefulness of which had
been impugned by so many writers of authority. I well remember how, and in what
particular walk, in the neighbourhood of Bagshot Heath (where we were on a visit
to his old friend Mr. Wallace, then one of the Mathematical Professors at Sandhurst) he first attempted by questions to make me think on the subject, and frame
some conception of what constituted the utility of the syllogistic logic, and when I
[*The Prior Analytics and Posterior Analytics are parts of Aristotle's Organon.]
[+Theseincluded Edward Brerewood. Elementa logwae (16371. Franco Burgersdijk,
lnstitutionum logicarum hbrt duo (1660), Philhpus Du Trleu. Manuducno ad logwarn
(1662). and Samuel Smith, Adttus ad logicam (1656t I
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failed in this, to make me understand it by explanations. I do not believe that the
explanations made the matter at all clear to me at the time; but they were not
therefore useless; they remained as a nucleus for my observations and reflexions to
crystallize upon: his general remarks being interpreted to me by the particular
instances which occurred to myself afterwards. My own consciousness and experience ultimately led me to appreciate quite as highly as he did the value of an early
practical familiarity with the school logic. I know of nothing, in my education, to
which I think myself more indebted for whatever capacity of thinking I have
attained. The first intellectual operation in which I amved at any skill was
dissecting a bad argument and finding in ___art
the fallacLl&y2 and though
whatever success I had in this 1owed entirely to the fact that it was an intellectual
exercise in which 1 was most 1_ rsevefingl'¢ dri'l!ed by my..father: yet it is also true
that the school logic, and the mental habits acquired in studying it, were among the
principal instruments of this drilling. I am persuaded that nothing, in modern
education, tends so much when properly used, to form exact thinkers, who attach a
definite meaning to words and propositions, and are not imposed on by vague,
loose, or ambiguous terms. It is also a study peculiarly adapted to an early stage in
the education of students in philosophy, since it does not presuppose the slow
process of acquiring by experience and reflection, valuable thoughts of their own.
They may become capable of seeing through confused and self contradictory
thinking before their own thinking powers are much advanced: -'tothe great benefit
of those powers in their subsequent developement:.

During this time the Latin and Greek books which I continued to read with my
father were chiefly such as were worth studying not merely for the language, but
for the thoughts. This included much of the orators and the whole of Demosthenes,
some of whose principal orations I read several times over, and wrote out, by way
of exercise, an analysis of them. My father's comments on these orations when 1
read them to him were very instructive to me: he not only drew my attention to the
knowledge they afforded of Athenian institutions, and to the pnnciples of legislation and government which they illustrated, but pointed out the skill and art of the
orator--how everything important to his purpose was said exactly at the moment
when he had brought the minds of his hearers into the state best fitted to receive it;
how he made steal into their minds, gradually and by insinuation, thoughts which
if expressed directly would have roused their opposition. Most of these reflexions
:-"[Earlter version:] and nothing can more aid development by cleanng the path of the thinker from
the mists of vague and sophistical language
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had failed in this, to make me understand it by explanations. The explanauons did
not make the matter at all clear to me at the time; but they were not therefore
useless; they remained as a nucleus for my observations and reflections to crystallize upon; the import of his general remarks being interpreted to me, by the
particular instances which came under my notice afterwards. My own consciousness and experience ultimately led me to appreciate quite as highly as he did, the
value of an early practical familiarity with the school logic. I know of nothing, in
my education, to which 1 think myself more indebted for whatever capacity of
thinking I have attained. The first intellectual operation in which I arrived at any
proficiency, was dissecting a bad argument, and finding in what part the fallacy
lay: and though whatever capacity of this sort I attained, was due to the fact that it
was an intellectual exercise in which I was most perseveringly drilled by my father,
yet it is also true that the school logic, and the mental habits acquired in studying it,
were among the principal instruments of this drilling. I am persuaded that nothing,
in modern education, tends so much, when properly used, to form exact thinkers,
who attach a precise meaning to words and propositions, and are not imposed on by
vague, loose, or ambiguous terms. The boasted influence of mathematical studies
is nothing to it; for in mathematical processes, none of the real difficulties of
correct ratiocination occur. It is also a study peculiarly adapted to an early stage in
the education of philosophical students, since it does not presuppose the slow
process of acquiring, by experience and reflection, valuable thoughts of their own.
They may become capable of disentangling the intricacies of confused and selfcontradictory thought, before their own thinking faculties are much advanced; a
power which, for want of some such discipline, many otherwise able men
altogether lack: and when they have to answer opponents, only endeavour, by such
arguments as they can command, to support the opposite conclusion, scarcely even
attempting to confute the reasonings of their antagonists: and therefore, at the
utmost, leaving the question, as far as it depends on argument, a balanced one.
During this time, the Latin and Greek books which I continued to read with my
father were chiefly such as were worth studying not for the language merely, but
also for the thoughts. This included much of the orators, and especially Demosthenes, some of whose principal orations I read several times over. and wrote out,
by way of exercise, a full analysis of them. My father's comments on these
orations when I read them to him were very instructive to me. He not only drew my
attention to the insight they afforded into Athenian institutions, and the principles
of legislation and government which they often illustrated, but pointed out the skill
and art of the orator--how everything important to his purpose was said at the
exact moment when he had brought the minds of his audience into the state most
fitted to receive it; how he made steal into their minds, gradually and by insinuation. thoughts which if expressed in a more direct manner would have roused their
opposition. Most of these reflections were beyond my capacity of full comprehen-
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were abeyond my capacity of full comprehension at the time, a but they left seed
behind. I also read through Tacitus, and Quintilian. The latter, owing to his
obscure stile and to the scholastic details of which many parts of his treatise are
made up, is little read and seldom sufficiently appreciated. His book is a kind of
encyclopaedia of the thoughts of the ancients on education and culture: and I have
retained through life many valuable ideas which I can trace to my reading of it,
even at that age. I read, too, at this time, some of the most important dialogues of
Plato, especially the Gorgias, the Protagoras, and the Republic. There is no author
to whom my father thought himself more indebted fgt his_ctw_a.memlaLc_ure,_Lha
_Plato, and I can sa___e__gl,oe
- of mine. The Socratic method, of which the Platonic
dialogues are the chief example, is unsurpassed as a discipline for abstract thought
on the most difficult subjects. Nothing in modern life and education, in the smallest
degree supplies its place. The close, searching elenchus by which the man of vague
generalities is absolutely compelled either to express his meaning to himself in
definite terms, or to confess that he does not know what he is talking about--the
perpetual testing of all general statements by particular instances--the siege in
form which is laid to the meaning of large abstract terms, by laying hold of some
much larger class-name which includes that and more, and dividing down b to the
thing sought, marking out its limits and definition by a series of accurately drawn
distinctions between it and each of the cognate objects which are successively
severed from it--all this even at that age took such hold on me that it became part
of my own mind: and I have ever felt myself, beyond any modern that I know of
except my father and perhaps beyond even him, a pupil of Plato, and cast in the
mould of his dialectics, c

In going through Demosthenes and Plato, as I could now read these authors as
far as the language was concerned with perfect ease, I was not required to construe
them sentence by sentence but to read them aloud to my father, answering
questions when asked: but the particular attention which he paid to elocution (in
_-_[Earher version:] of course lost on me
b[Cancelled text:] (if I may so speak t
C[At this point in the draft Mill wrote and deleted a new paragraph that begins:] The strong moral
impressions yielded by the writings of Plato also took great effect on me, nor was their inculcation
neglected by my father. Even at the very early age at which I read with him the Memorabiha of
Xenophon.
. . [This continues with substanttallv the same text as the second, ]ourth, and fifth
sentences of the paragraph beginnmg below at 48.3, where Mill recopied tt when he decided that the
moral impressions of Plato took effect "'at a later perlod" ]
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sion at the time; but they left seed behind, which germinated in due season. At this
time I also read the whole of Tacitus, Juvenal, and Quintilian. The latter, owing to
his obscure stile and to the scholastic details of which many parts of his treatise are
made up, is little read and seldom sufficiently appreciated. His book is a kind of
encyclopaedia of the thoughts of the ancients on the whole field of education and
culture; and I have retained through life many valuable ideas which I can distinctly
trace to my reading of him, even at that early age. It was at this period that I read,
for the first time, some of the most important dialogues of Plato, in particular the
Gorgias, the Protagoras, and the Republic. There is no author to whom my father
thought himself more indebted for his own mental culture, than Plato, or whom he
more frequently recommended to young students. I can bear similar testimony in
regard to myself. The Socratic method, of which the Platonic dialogues are the
chief example, is unsurpassed as a discipline for correcting the errors, and clearing
up the confusions incident to the intellectus sibi permissus, t*l the understanding
which has made up all its bundles of associations under the guidance of popular
phraseology. The close, searching elenchus by which the man of vague
generalities t+lis constrained either to express his meaning to himself in definite
terms, or to confess that he does not know what he is talking about; the perpetual
testing of all general statements by particular instances; the s_ege in form which is
laid to the meaning of large abstract terms, by fixing upon some still larger
class-name which includes that and more, and dividing down to the thing sought-marking out its limits and definition by a series of accurately drawn distinctions
between it and each of the cognate objects which are successively parted off from
it--all this, as an education for precise thinking, is inestimable, and all this, even
at that age, took such hold of me that it became part of my own mind. I have felt
ever since that the title of Platonist belongs by far better right to those who have
been nourished in, and have endeavoured to practise Plato's mode of investigation.
than to those who are distinguished only by the adoption of certain dogmatical
conclusions, drawn mostly from the least intelhgible of his works, and which the
character of his mind and writings makes it uncertain whether he himself regarded
as anything more than poetic fancies, or philosophic conjectures.
In going through Plato and Demosthenes, since I could now read these authors,
as far as the language was concerned, with perfect ease, I was not required to
construe them sentence by sentence, but to read them aloud to my father, answering questions when asked: but the particular attention which he paid to elocution
[*Francis Bacon, Novum organum, in The Works of Francis Bacon. ed. James Speddlng,
et al., 14 vols. (London: Longman,
et al., 1857-74).
Vol. I. pp. 138. 157 (Aph. ii), 160

(Aphs. xx, xxi. xxii).]
[ The term vague generalmes, which Mill uses elsewhere (cf. pp. 113,221 below).
comes from Jeremy Bentham, TheBook of Fallacies, in Works,ed. John Bowring, 11vols.
(Edinburgh: Tait; London: Simpkm, Marshall; Dubhn. Cumming. 1843), Vol. II, Pt. IV,
Chap. iii, pp. 440-8.]
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which his own excellence was remarkable) made this reading aloud to him da most
painful task d. Of all things which he required me to do, there was none which I did
so constantly ill, or in which he so perpetually lost his te_mt_erwith me. He had
thought much on the principles of the art of reading, especially the part of it which
relates to the inflexions of the voice, or modulation as writers on elocution call it
(in contrast with articulation on the one side, and expression on the other), and had
reduced it to rules, grounded on the logical analysis of a sentence. These rules he
constantly impressed upon me, and severely took me to task for every violation of
them: but I even then remarked (though I did not venture to make the remark to
him) that though he reproached me when I read a sentence ill, and told me how I
ought to have read it, he never shewed me: he often mockingly caricatured my bad
reading of the sentence, but did not, by reading it himself, instruct me how it ought
to be read. It was a defect running through his modes of instruction as it did through
his modes of thinking that he trusted too much to the intelligibleness of the abstract
when not embodied in the concrete. It was at a much later time of life when
practising elocution by myself or with companions of my own age, that I for the
first time thoroughly understood his rules and saw the psychological grounds of
them; and at that time 1 and others followed out the subject into its ramifications
and could have composed a very useful treatise grounded on my father's principles. He himself left those principles and rules unwritten, and unwritten they still
remain.
eMy private exercises in composition during my thirteenth and fourteenth year
changed from historical to dramatic; though indeed they were historical still, for
my dramatic attempts were on historical subjects. Like most youthful writers I
wrote tragedies: the first was on the Roman emperor Otho, the attraction to me not
being the character or fortunes of the hero, but the movement and bustle of that
portion of Roman history, as related by Tacitus. I wrote fa play j on the story of the
Danaides, and began two more, one on a subject from Tacitus, another from
Thucydides. What kindled my dramatic aspirations was not so much Shakespeare
as the plays of Joanna Baillie, among which Constantine Paleologus appeared to
me one of the most glorious of human compositions. I have read it since and I still
think it one of the best dramas of the last two centuries, e
A book which contributed very much to my education was my father's HistoD'
oflndia. It was published in the beginning of 1818. During the year previous it was
passing through the press, and I used to read the proofsheets to him; or rather, to
read the manuscript to him while he corrected the proofs. The number of new ideas
which I received from this remarkable book, and the impulse and stimulus as well
as guidance given to my thoughts by its criticisms and disquisitions on society and
civilization in the Hindoo part, on institutions and the acts of governments in the
a-d[Earher verston:] the supphce of every day
e-e[Thts paragraph ts a later addmon written at left. ]
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(in which his own excellence was remarkable) made this reading aloud to him a
most painful task. Of all things which he required me to do, there was none which I
did so constantly ill, or in which he so perpetually lost his temper with me. He had
thought much on the principles of the art of reading, especially the most neglected
part of it, the inflexions of the voice, or modulation as writers on elocution call it
(in contrast with articulation on the one side, and expression on the other), and had
reduced it to rules, grounded on the logical analysis of a sentence. These rules he
strongly impressed upon me, and took me severely to task for every violation of
them: but I even then remarked (though I did not venture to make the remark to
him) that though he reproached me when I read a sentence ill, and told me how I
ought to have read it, he never, by reading it himself, shewed me how it ought to be
read. A defect running through his otherwise admirable modes of instruction, as it
did through all his modes of thought, was that of trusting too much to the
intelligibleness of the abstract, when not embodied in the concrete. It was at a
much later period of my youth, when practising elocution by myself, or with
companions of my own age, that I for the first time understood the object of his
rules, and saw the psychological grounds of them. At that time I and others
followed out the subject into its ramifications, and could have composed a very
useful treatise, grounded on my father's principles. He himself left those principles
and rules unwritten. I regret that when my mind was full of the subject, from
systematic practice, I did not put them, and our improvements of them, into a
formal shape.

A book which contributed largely to my education, in the best sense of the term,
was my father's Histor3' of India. It was published m the beginnmg of 1818.
During the year previous, while it was passing through the press, I used to read the
proofsheets to him; or rather, I read the manuscript to him while he corrected the
proofs. The number of new ideas which I received from this remarkable book, and
the impulse and stimulus as well as guidance given to my thoughts by its criticisms
and disquisitions on society and civilization in the Hindoo part, on instttutions and

_-f[Earher verston :] another traged_
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English part--made my early familiarity with this book eminently useful to my
subsequent progress. And though I can perceive deficiencies in it now as compared
with a perfect standard, I still think it the most instructive history ever yet written,
and one of the books from which most bene_fit may__bederivgd by_a._mi_ndJlLthe
course of m a!_i_'ng
u_ itsog_pinions.
The Preface to the History, one of the most characteristic of my father's
writings, as well as one of the richest in materials for thought, gives a picture
entirely to be depended on, of the sentiments and expectations with which he wrote
the book. Saturated as the book is with the principles and modes of judgment of a
democratic radicalism then regarded as extreme; and treating with a severity then
most unusual the English constitution, the English law, and all parties and classes
who possessed at that time any influence in this country, he may have expected
reputation but certainly not advancement in life from its publication, nor could he
have supposed that it would raise up anything but enemies for him in powerful
quarters, least of all could he have expected favour from the East India Company,
on the acts of whose government he had made so many severe comments: though in
various parts of his book he bore a testimony in their favour, which he felt to be
their due, viz. that if the acts of any other government had the light of publicity as
completely let in upon them, they would probably still less bear scrutiny; and that
no government on record had on the whole given so much proof (to the extent of its
lights) of good intention towards its subjects.
On learning however in the spring of 1819, about a year after the publication of
Iris History., that the East India Directors desired to strengthen that part of their
establishment which was employed in carrying on the correspondence with India,
my father declared himself a candidate for that employment, and to the credit of the
Directors, successfully. He was appointed one of the Assistants of the Examiner of
Indian Correspondence; officers whose duty it is to prepare drafts of despatches to
India in the principal departments of administration. In this office and in that of
Examiner which he subsequently attained, the influence which his talents, his
reputation, and his decision of character gave him, enabled him to a great extent to
throw into his drafts of despatches, and to carry through the ordeal of the Court of
Directors and Board of Control without having their force much weakened, his real
opinions on Indian subjects. Those despatches, in conjunction with his History.,
did more than had ever been done before to promote the improvement of India, and
teach Indian officials to understand their business. If a selection of them were
published, they would, I am convinced, place his character as a practical statesman
quite on a level with his reputation as a speculative writer.
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the acts of governments in the English part, made my early familiarity with it
eminently useful to my subsequent progress. And though I can perceive
deficiencies in it now as compared with a perfect standard, I still think it, if not the
most, one of the most instructive histories ever written, and one of the books from
which most benefit may be derived by a mind in the course of making up its
opinions.
The Preface, among the most characteristic of my father's writings, as well as
the richest in materials of thought, gives a picture which may be entirely depended
on, of the sentiments and expectations with which he wrote the History. Saturated
as the book is with the opinions and modes of judgment of a democratic radicalism
then regarded as extreme; and treating with a severity at that time most unusual the
English Constitution, the English law, and all parties and classes who possessed
any considerable influence in the country; he may have expected reputation, but
certainly not advancement in life, from its publication; nor could he have supposed
that it would raise up anything but enemies for him in powerful quarters: least of all
could he have expected favour from the East India Company, to whose commercial
privileges he was unqualifiedly hostile, and on the acts of whose government he
had made so many severe comments: though, in various parts of his book. he bore a
testimony in their favour, which he felt to be their just due, namely, that no
government had on the whole given so much proof, to the extent of its lights, of
good intention towards its subjects; and that if the acts of any other government had
the light of publicity as completely let in upon them, they would, in all probability,
still less bear scrutiny.
On learning, however, in the spring of 1819. about a year after the publication of
the History., that the East India Directors desired to strengthen the part of their
home establishment which was employed in carrying on the correspondence with
India, my father declared himself a candidate for that employment, and, to the
credit of the Directors, successfully. He was appointed one of the Assistants of the
Examiner of India Correspondence; officers whose duty it was to prepare drafts of
despatches to India, for consideration by the Directors, in the principal departments of administration. In this office, and in that of Examiner, which he subsequently attained, the influence which his talents, his reputation, and his decision of
character gave him, with superiors who really desired the good government of
India, enabled him to a great extent to throw into his drafts of despatches, and to
carry through the ordeal of the Court of Directors and Board of Control, without
having their force much weakened, his real opinions on Indian subjects. In his
History he had set forth, for the first time, many of the true principles of Indian
administration: and his despatches, following his Histor3', did more than had ever
been done before to promote the improvement of India, and teach Indian officials
to understand their business. If a selection of them were published, they would, I
am convinced, place his character as a practical statesman fully on a level with his
eminence as a speculative writer.
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This new Semploymentg caused no relaxation in his attention to my education. It
was in this same year 1819 that he went through with me a course of political
economy. His loved and intimate friend, Ricardo, had shortly before published the
hbook which made so great an epoch in political economy; a book which h would
never have been published or written, but for the earnest entreaty and strong
encouragement of my father; for Ricardo. the most modest of men, though firmly
convinced of the truth of his doctrines, believed himself so incapable of doing them
justice in point of exposition and expression, that he shrank from the idea of
publicity. The same friendly encouragement induced Ricardo, a year or two later,
to become a member of the House of Commons, where during the few remaining
years of his life, unhappily cut short in the full vigour of his intellect, he rendered
so much service to his and my father's opinions both in political economy and on
other subjects.
Though Ricardo's great work was already in print, no didactic treatise embodying its doctrines, in a manner fit for learners, had yet appeared. My father therefore
instructed me on the subject by a sort of lectures, ' which he delivered to me in our
walks. He expounded to me each day a part of the subject, and I gave him next day
a written account of it which he made me write over and over again until it was
clear, precise and tolerably complete. In this manner I went through the whole
subject; and the written outline of it which Jresulted from my daily compte rendu _,
served him afterwards as notes from which to write his Elements of Political
Economy. After this I went through Ricardo, giving an account daily of what I
read, and discussing in the best manner 1 could, the collateral points which were
raised as we went on. On money, as the most intricate part of the subject, he made
me read in a similar manner Ricardo's admirable pamphlets, published during
what was called the Bullion controversy. I afterwards went through Adam Smith,
and in this reading it was one of my father's main objects to make me apply to
Smith's more superficial view of political economy the superior lights of Ricardo,
and detect with logical exactness what was fallacious in Smith's arguments or
erroneous in his conclusions. Such a system of instruction was excellently suited to
form a thinker; but it required to be worked by a thinker, as close and vigorous as
my father. The path was a thorny one even to him, and I am sure it was so to me,
though I took the strongest interest in the subject. He was continually provoked by
my failures kboth where success could, and where it could not, k have been
expected: but in the main his method was right, and it succeeded. I do not believe
that any scientific teaching ever was more thorough, or better calculated for
training the faculties, than the mode in which logic and political economy were

_-8[Earher verston:] occupation, rehevmg him from the necessity of wrmng for subsistence.
n-n[Earher version "] great work which gave to pOhtlcal economy so new and improved a form and
foundation This book. it may be remarked incidentally,
'[Cancelled text:] ff they may be so called,
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This new employment of his time caused no relaxation in his attention to my
education. It was in this same year, 1819, that he took me through a complete
course of political economy. His loved and intimate friend, Ricardo, had shortly
before published the book which formed so great an epoch in political economy; t*j
a book which never would have been published or written, but for the entreaty and
strong encouragement of my father; for Ricardo, the most modest of men, though
firmly convinced of the truth of his doctrines, deemed himself so little capable of
doing them justice in exposition and expression, that he shrank from the idea of
publicity. The same friendly encouragement induced Ricardo, a year or two later,
to become a member of the House of Commons: where during the few remaining
years of his life, unhappily cut short in the full vigour of his intellect, he rendered
so much service to his and my father's opinions both in political economy and on
other subjects.
Though Rlcardo's great work was already in print, no didactic treatise embodying its doctrines, in a manner fit for learners, had yet appeared. My father,
therefore, commenced instructing me in the science by a sort of lectures, which he
delivered to me m our walks. He expounded each day a portion of the subject, and I
gave him next day a written account of it, which he made me rewrite over and over
again until it was clear, precise, and tolerably complete. In this manner I went
through the whole extent of the science; and the written outline of it which resulted
from my daily compte rendu, served him afterwards as notes from which to write
his Elements of Political Economy. After this I read Ricardo, giving an account
daily of what I read, and discussing, in the best manner 1 could, the collateral
points which offered themselves in our progress. On Money, as the most intricate
part of the subject, he made me read m the same manner Ricardo's admirable
pamphlets, written during what was called the Bullion controversy. To these
succeeded Adam Smith; It_ and in this reading it was one of my father's main
objects to make me apply to Smith's more superficial view of political economy,
the superior lights of Ricardo, and detect what was fallacious in Smith's arguments, or erroneous in any of his conclusions. Such a mode of instruction was
excellently calculated to form a thinker; but it required to be worked by a thinker,
as close and vigorous as my father. The path was a thorny one even to him, and I
am sure it was so to me, notwithstanding the strong interest I took in the subject.
He was often, and much beyond reason, provoked by my failures in cases where
success could not have been expected; but in the main his method was right, and it
succeeded. I do not believe that any scientific teaching ever was more thorough, or
better fitted for training the faculties, than the mode in which logic and political
[* On the Prmczples of Political Economy and Taxation ( 1817 j. ]
[*I.e., An lnqutr3' into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nattons
J-J[Earher vers,on:] he had made me draw up
k-k[Earher version:] where success could not

( 1776).]
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taught to me by my father. He not only gave me an accurate knowledge of both
subjects but made me a thinker on both; who thought for myself almost from the
first, and occasionally thought differently from him, though for a long time only on
minor points, and making his opinion the ultimate standard. If I could not convince
him that I was right I always supposed 1must be wrong, but it sometimes happened
that 1 did convince him, and that he altered his opinion on points in the detail of
political economy which he had not much considered from representations and
arguments of mine. I state this to his honor, not my own: it at once exemplifies his
perfect candour and the real worth of his method of teaching.
At this point concluded what can properly be called my lessons. When I was
about fourteen 1 left England for more than a year and after my return though my
studies went on under my father's general direction he was no longer my schoolmaster. I shall therefore pause here and turn back to matters of a more general
nature connected with the part of my life and education included in the preceding
reminiscences.
In the education which I have partially retraced, the point most superficially
apparent is the great effort to give, during the years of childhood, tan amount of
knowledge _ in what are considered the higher branches of education, which is
seldom acquired (if acquired at all) until the age of manhood. The experiment
shews the m ease with which this may be done, and places in a strong light the
wretcfied-_ast-e of so many prec]_u_e_sas
are spent in acquiring the modicum of
Latin and Greek commonly taught to schoolboys--a waste, which has led so many
of the reformers of education to propose discarding those languages altogether
from general education. If 1had been by nature extremely quick of apprehension,
or had possessed a very accurate and retentive memory, or were of a remarkably
active and energetic character, the trial would not be decisive: but nin all these
natural gifts 1am rather below than above parn. What I could do, could assuredly
be done by any boy or girl of average capacity and healthy physical constitution:
and °it is most encouraging to the hopes of improvement for the human race, that
education can do so much for persons of Pnot more than the ordinary p natural gifts.

There is one cardinal point in my education which more than anything else, was
the cause of whatever good it effected °. Most boys or youths who have had much
knowledge drilled into them, have their mental faculties not strengthened but
I-i[An incomplete verston deleted three lme.s earher m the draft reads:] a large amount of book
knowledge
re[Cancelled text:] great
"-'[Earher verston:l 1 am, as all are aware who have intimately and closely observed me. not only
not above par, but decidedly and greatly below it [In an mtermedmte version, the correspondmg text of
R19/20r--"But zn every one of these natural gifts, as all are aware who have mnmatelv or closely
observed me, I am, to say the least, rather below than above par"--HTM
altered "'ever3' one of" to
read "all". and deleted "'as all are . . . observed me" and "to say the least". See App. G, p. 61O- 11
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economy were taught to me by my father. Strwing, even in an exaggerated degree,
to call forth the activity of my faculties, by making me find out everything for
myself, he gave his explanations not before, but after, 1had felt the full force of the
difficulties; and not only gave me an accurate knowledge of these two great
subjects, as far as they were then understood, but made me a thinker on both. I
thought for myself almost from the first, and occasionally thought differently from
him, though for a long time only on minor points, and making his opimon the
ultimate standard. At a later period I even occasionally convinced him, and altered
his opinion on some points of detail: which 1 state to his honour, not my own. It at
once exemplifies his perfect candour, and the real worth of his method of teaching.
At this point concluded what can properly be called my lessons. When I was
about fourteen I left England for more than a year; and after my return, though my
studies went on under my father's general direction, he was no longer my
schoolmaster. I shall therefore pause here, and turn back to matters of a more
general nature connected with the part of my life and education included in the
preceding reminiscences.
In the course of instruction which I have partially retraced, the point most
superficially apparent is the great effort to give, during the years of childhood, an
amount of knowledge in what are considered the higher branches of education,
which is seldom acquired (if acquired at all) until the age of manhood. The result of
the experiment shews the ease with which this may be done, and places in a strong
light the wretched waste of so many precious years as are spent in acquiring the
modicum of Latin and Greek commonly taught to schoolboys; a waste, which has
led so many educational reformers to entertain the ill-judged proposal of discarding those languages altogether from general education. If I had been by nature
extremely quick of apprehension, or had possessed a very accurate and retentive
memory, or were of a remarkably active and energetic character, the trial would
not be conclusive; but in all these natural gifts I am rather below than above par.
What I could do, could assuredly be done by any boy or girl of average capacity
and healthy physical constitution: and if I have accomplished anything, I owe it,
among other fortunate circumstances, to the fact that through the early training
bestowed on me by my father, I started, 1 may fairly say, with an advantage of a
quarter of a century over my cotemporaries.
There was one cardinal point in this training, of which I have already given some
indication, and which, more than anything else, was the cause of whatever good it
effected. Most boys or youths who have had much knowledge drilled into them,
have their mental capacities not strengthened, but overlaid by it. They are
below, for an addtttonal passage, subsequently' chscarded, m R 19/20. ]
°-°[Earher version '] I am sansfied also that It could be done without the very. considerable drawbacks
with which in my case it was accompamed and whtch have pursued me through life. [paragraph] One
drawback, whtch if tt had existed would have rendered the whole of the intellectual educaUon
worthless, did not exist m my case [The last sentence is marked with a hne m the margin by HTM ]
P-P[Revised version, subsequently dtscarded, in Rlg/20v:] no considerable
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overlaid by it. They are crammed with mere facts and with the opinions or phrases
of others, and these are accepted as a substitute for the power to form opinions of
their own. And thus the sons of eminent fathers, who have spared no pains in their
education, grow up mere parroters of what they have learnt, incapable of any effort
of original or independent thought. Mine, however, was not an education of cram.
My father never permitted anything which 1 learnt, to d--ege-neraieinto-a mere
exercise of memory. He strove to make the understanding not only go along with
every step of the teaching but if possible precede it. His custom was, in the case of
everything which could be found out by thinking, to make me strive and struggle to
find it out for myself, giving me no more help than was positively indispensable.
As far as I can trust my remembrance, I acquitted myself very lamely in this
department; my recollection of such matters is almost wholly of failures, hardly
ever of successes. It is true, the failures were often in things in which success was
almost impossible. I remember at some time in my twelfth or thirteenth year, q his
indignation at my using the common expression that something was true in theory
but required correction in practice: and how, after making me vainly strive to
define the word theory, he explained its meaning and shewed the fallacy of the
form of speech which places practice and theory in opposition: leaving me fully
persuaded that in being unable to give a definition of Theory, and in speaking of it
as something which might be opposed to practice I had shewn unparalleled
ignorance. In this he seems, and perhaps was, very unreasonable; but I think, only
in 'being angry r at my failure. A pupil from whom nothing is ever demanded
which he cannot do, never does all he can.
One of the evils most liable to attend on any sort of early proficiency, and which
often fatally blights its promise, my father most sedulously guarded against. This
was self conceit. He kept me, with extreme vigilance, out of the way of heating
myself praised, or of being led to make self complimentary comparisons between
myself and others. From his own intercourse with me I could derive none but a very
humble opinion of myself; and the standard of comparison he always held up to
me, was not what other people did, but what could and ought to be done. He
completely succeeded in preserving me from the sort of influences he so much
dreaded. "I was not at all s aware that my attainments were anything unusual at my
age. If as unavoidably happened I occasionally had my attention drawn to the fact
that some other boy knew less than myself, I supposed, not that I knew much, but
that he for some reason or other knew little: or rather that the things he knew were
different t. My state of mind was no more arrogance than it was humility. I never
q[Cancelted text'] when I happened to use the word idea, he asked me what an idea was: and with
much displeasure at my ineffective attempts to define the word, at last gave me a definmon which.
allowing it to be correct, had never been given by any metaphysician except Hartley. viz. that an idea is
the type or remembrance of a sensatmn. A little before or after the same time I recollect [deleted first by
HTM]
r-r[Earher version:] his vehement [altered by HTM and then Mill to read: the vehemence of his]
demonstrations of anger
"-'[Earher verston:] Through my whole boyhood I never was in the smallest degree
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crammed with mere facts, and with the opinions or phrases of other people, and
these are accepted as a substitute for the power to form opinions of their own. And
thus, the sons of eminent fathers, who have spared no pains in their education, so
often grow up mere parroters of what they have learnt, incapable of using their
minds except in the furrows traced for them. Mine, however, was not an education
of cram. My father never permitted anything which I learnt, to degenerate into a
mere exercise of memory. He strove to make the understanding not only go along
with every step of the teaching, but if possible, precede it. Anything which could
be found out by thinking, I never was told, until I had exhausted my efforts to find
it out for myself. As far as I can trust my remembrance, I acquitted myself very
lamely in this department; my recollection of such matters is almost wholly of
failures, hardly ever of success. It is true, the failures were often in things m which
success in so early a stage of my progress, was almost impossible. I remember at
some time in my thirteenth year, on my happening to use the word idea, he asked
me what an idea was; and expressed some displeasure at my ineffectual efforts to
define the word: I recollect also his indignation at my using the common expression
that something was true in theory but required correction in practice; and how,
after making me vainly strive to define the word theory, he explained its meaning,
and shewed the fallacy of the vulgar form of speech which I had used: leaving me
fully persuaded that in being unable to give a correct definition of Theory, and in
speaking of it as something which might be at variance with practice, I had shewn
unparalleled ignorance. In this he seems, and perhaps was, very unreasonable: but
I think, only in being angry at my failure. A pupil from whom nothing is ever
demanded which he cannot do. never does all he can.
One of the evils most liable to attend on any sort of early proficiency, and which
often fatally blights its promise, my father most anxiously guarded against. This
was self conceit. He kept me, with extreme vigilance, out of the way of hearing
myself praised, or of being led to make self-flattering comparisons between myself
and others. From his own intercourse with me I could derive none but a very
humble opinion of myself: and the standard of comparison he always held up to
me, was not what other people did, but what a man could and ought to do. He
completely succeeded in preserving me from the sort of influences he so much
dreaded. I was not at all aware that my attainments were anything unusual at my
age. If I accidentally had my attention drawn to the fact that some other boy knew
less than myself--which happened less often than might be imagined--I concluded, not that I knew much, but that he. for some reason or other, knew little, or
that his knowledge was of a different kind from mine. My state of mind was not
'[Cancelled text:], for I was always conscious that I could not do many things which others could
There is nothing for whtch 1 am more indebted to m5 father than for thus effectually preventing the
growth of self conceit; for l affirm with confidence that I had not. at thts period of life. the smallest
vestige of it [The first fifteen words, to the end of the sentence, are marked wtth a hne zn the margin by
HTM The next three sentences in the text are wrttten at left. orzgtnally as an addmon to this cancelled
passage. ]
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thought of saying to myself, 1am, or I can do, so and so. 1neither estimated myself
highly nor lowly: I did not think of estimating myself at all. uI was sometimes
thought to be self conceited, probably because I wa_disputat!ous, and did not
scruple to give direct contradictions to what was said. 1 suppose I acquired this
manner from _ having been encouraged in an unusual degree to talk on matters
beyond my age, and with grown persons, while I never had inculcated on me the
usual respect for them. My father did not correct this ill breeding and impertinence,
probably from not seeing it, for I was always too much in awe of him to be
otherwise than extremely subdued and quiet in his presence. " Yet with all this I
had no notion of any superiority in myself. 1remember the very place in Hyde Park
where, in my fourteenth year, on the eve of my leaving my father's house for a
year's absence, he told me, that I should find, as 1got acquainted with new people,
that 1 had been taught many things which youths of my age did not commonly know; and that many people would be disposed to talk to me of this, and to
flatter me about it w. What other things he said on this topic I remember _very
imperfectly_; but he wound up by saying, that whatever 1 did know more than
others, could not be ascribed to any merit in me, but to the very unusual advantage
which had fallen to my lot, of having a father who was able to teach me. and
willing to sacrifice the necessary trouble and time; that it was no matter of praise to
me. to know more than those who had not had a similar advantage, but the utmost
disgrace to me if I did not. I have a distinct remembrance, that the suggestion thus
for the first time made to me that I knew more than other youths who were
considered well educated, was to me a piece of information: to which as to all other
things which my father told me. I gave implicit credence, but which did not at all
impress me as a personal matter. I felt no disposition to glorify myself upon the
circumstance that there were other persons who did not know what I knew, nor had
1 been accustomed to flatter myself that my acquirements, whatever they were,
were any merit of mine: but now when my attention was called to the subject, 1 felt
that what my father had said respecting my peculiar advantages was exactly the
truth and common sense of the matter, and it fixed my opinion and feeling from that
time forward, y
_-UIWrztten at left (over several hnes in HTM's hand now erased and largely illegible) and interhned
to replace Mill's original continuation of the cancelled passage given m the precedmg note:] I have,
however, since found that those who knew me m my early boyhood thought me greatly and most
disagreeably self-conceited, the reason of which was. that I was disputatious, and made no scruple to
give direct contradictions to what was said on things which I knew nothing whatever about How I came
by this detestable [altered to read: offensive] habit, 1 do not know Probably from being on the one
hand, accustomed to lay down the law to my younger sasters, and having no other companions to
withstand me, and on the other hand [HTM deleted "on things whwh I knew nothmg whatever about"
and the beginning of the last sentence, and with several words written at left, now erased, probably
supphed Mill with the new begznmng of the sentence tn the present text ('7 suppose . .from").]
_[Cancelled text:] My mother did tax me with it, but for her remonstrances I never had the slightest
regard. [deleted first by HTM]
"[Cancelled text in R23r (see the description in App. G, p. 608 below):]: and he then represented
the folly it would be to let myself be puffed up and made vain by such flattery
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humility, but neither was it arrogance. I never thought of saying to myself, I am. or
I can do, so and so. I neither estimated myself highly nor lowly: I did not estimate
myself at all. If I thought anything about myself, it was that 1was rather backward
in my studies, since I always found myself so, in comparison with what my father
expected from me. l assert this with confidence, though it was not the impression
of various persons who saw me in my childhood. They. as l have since found,
thought me greatly and disagreeably self-conceited; probably because I was
disputatious, and did not scruple to give direct contradictions to things which I
heard said. I suppose I acquired this bad habit from having been encouraged in an
unusual degree to talk on matters beyond my age. and with grown persons, while I
never had inculcated on me the usual respect for them. My father did not correct
this ill breeding and impertinence, probably from not being aware of it, for I was
always too much in awe of him to be otherwise than extremely subdued and quiet in
his presence. Yet with all this I had no notion of any superiority in myself; and well
was it for me that I had not. I remember the very place in Hyde Park where, in my
fourteenth year, on the eve of leaving my father's house for a long absence, he told
me that I should find, as I got acquainted with new people, that I had been taught
many things which youths of my age did not commonly know; and that many
persons would be disposed to talk to me of this, and to compliment me upon it.
What other things he said on this topic I remember very imperfectly; but he wound
up by saying, that whatever I knew more than others, could not be ascribed to any
merit in me, but to the very unusual advantage which had fallen to my lot, of
having a father who was able to teach me. and willing to give the necessary trouble
and time; that it was no matter of praise to me, if I knew more than those who had
not had a similar advantage, but the deepest disgrace to me if I did not. I have a
distinct remembrance, that the suggestion thus for the first time made to me. that 1
knew more than other youths who were considered well educated, was to me a
piece of information, to which, as to all other things which my father told me. I
gave implicit credence, but which did not at all impress me as a personal matter. I
felt no disposition to glorify myself upon the circumstance that there were other
persons who did not know what I knew; nor had 1 ever flattered myself that my
acquirements, whatever they might be, were any merit of mine: but, now when my
attention was called to the subject, I felt that what my father had said respecting my
peculiar advantages was exactly the truth and common sense of the matter, and it
fixed my opinion and feeling from that time forward.
It is evident that this, among many other of the purposes of my father's scheme
of education, could not have been accomplished if he had not carefully kept me
from having any great amount of intercourse with other boys. He was earnestly
x X[Earlier verszon, subsequentl_ altered tofinai reading, in R23r.] too imperfectly to risk writing
them down
_'[See App. G, pp. 608-10
R23v-25v.]

below, for two addmonal paragraphs followmg the text at tht6 point in
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bent upon my escaping not only the ordinary corrupting influence which boys
exercise over boys, but the contagion of vulgar modes of thought and feeling; and
for this he was willing that I should pay the price of inferiority in the accomplishments which schoolboys in all countries chiefly cultivate. The deficiencies in my
education were principally in the things which boys learn from being turned out to
shift for themselves, and from being brought together in large numbers. From
temperance and much walking, I grew up healthy and hardy, though not muscular;
but I could do no feats of skill or physical strength, and knew none of the ordinary
bodily exercises. It was not that play, or time for it. was refused me. Though no
holidays were allowed, lest the habit of work should be broken, and a taste for
idleness acquired, I had ample leisure in every day to amuse myself; but as I had no
boy compamons, and the animal need of physical activity was satisfied by walking, my amusements, which were mostly solitary, were in general of a quiet, if not
a bookish turn, and gave little stimulus to any other kind even of mental activity
than that which was already called forth by my studies. I consequently remained
long, and in a less degree have always remained, inexpert in anything requiring
manual dexterity; my mind, as well as my hands, did its work very lamely when it
was applied, or ought to have been applied, to the practical details which, as they
are the chief interest of life to the majority of men, are also the things in which
whatever mental capacity they have, chiefly shews itself. I was constantly meriting
reproof by inattention, inobservance, and general slackness of mind in matters of
daily life. My father was the extreme opposite in these particulars: his senses and
mental faculties were always on the alert; he carried decision and energy of
character in his whole manner, and into every action of life: and this, as much as
his talents, contributed to the strong impression which he always made upon those
with whom he came into personal contact. But the children of energetic parents,
frequently grow up unenergetic, because they lean on their parents, and the parents
are energetic for them. The education which my father gave me, was in itself much
more fitted for training me to know than to do. Not that he was unaware of my
deficiencies; both as a boy and as a youth I was incessantly smarting under his
severe admonitions on the subject. There was anything but insensibility or tolerance on his part towards such shortcomings: but, while he saved me from the
demoralizing effects of school life, he made no effort to provide me with any
sufficient substitute for its practicalizing influences. Whatever qualities he himself, probably, had acquired without difficulty or special training, he seems to have
supposed that I ought to acquire as easily. He had not, I think, bestowed the same
amount of thought and attention on this, as on most other branches of education;
and here, as well as in some other points of my tuition, he seems to have expected
effects without causes.
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In my, as in all other education, the moral influences, which are so much more
important than all others, are at the same time the most complicated, and the most
difficult to specify with any approach to exactness a. I shall not attempt to enter into
the detail of the circumstances by which in this respect my character may have been
shaped. I shall confine myself to a few leading points, which are essential to a
correct account of my education s.
'
I was brought up from the first without any religious belief, in the ordinary
' meaning of the term. My father, educated in the creed of Scotch presbyterianism,
had by his own studies and reflections been early led to reject not 9nly..all revealed
religion but the belief in a supreme governor of the world. I have heard him say that
the m_'iiingpoint of his mind on this subject was his reading Butler's Analogy. That
work, of which he always continued to speak with respect, kept him, as he said, a
believer in Christianity for (if I remember right) a whole year; by shewing him that
whatever are the difficulties in believing that the Old and New Testaments
proceeded from a perfectly wise and good being, there are the same, and even
greater difficulties in conceiving that a wise and good being could have been the
maker of the universe. He considered Butler's argument conclusive against the
only opponents for whom it was intended, those who, rejecting revelation, adhere
to what is called Natural Religion. Those who admit an omnipotent and allbenevolent maker and ruler of such a world as this. can say blittleb against
Christianity but what can be c retorted against themselves. Finding, therefore, no
halting place in Deism, he remained in a state of perplexity, until, doubtless after
many struggles, he yielded to the conviction, that of the origin of things nothing
whatever can be known. These particulars are important, because they shew that

a-_[Earlier verszon in R25v:] : but what I can I will do towards describing the circumstances under
which in this respect I grew up from chddhood, both as to direct teaching, and the redirect operation of
the moral atmosphere m which I hved
b-b[Earlier version:] nothing [altered tofinal readmg first by HTM]
ClCancelled text'] triumphantly ldeleted first by HTM]

CHAPTER II

Moral Influences in Early Youth. My Father's
Character and Opinions

lN MYEDUCATION,as in that of every one, the moral influences, which are so much
more important than all others, are also the most complicated, and the most
difficult to specify with any approach to completeness. Without attempting the
hopeless task of detailing the circumstances by which, in this respect, my early
character may have been shaped, I shall confine myself to a few leading points.
which form an indispensable part of any true account of my education.
I was brought up from the first without any religious belief, in the ordinary
acceptation of the term. My father, educated in the creed of Scotch presbyterianism, had by his own studies and reflexions been early led to reject not only the
belief in revelation, but the foundations of what is commonly called Natural
Religion. 1 have heard him say, that the turning point of his mind on the subject
_vas reading Butler's Analogy. t_i That work, of which he always continued to
speak with respect, kept him, as he said, for some considerable time, a believer in
the divine authority of Christianity; by proving to him, that whatever are the
difficulties in believing that the Old and New Testaments proceed from, or record
the acts of, a perfectly wise and good being, the same and still greater difficulties
stand in the way of the belief, that a being of such a character can have been the
Maker of the universe. He considered Butler's argument as conclusive against the
only opponents for whom it was intended. Those who admit an omnipotent as well
as perfectly just and benevolent maker and ruler of such a world as this, can say
little against Christianity but what can, with at least equal force, be retorted against
themselves. Finding, therefore, no halting place in Deism, he remained in a state
of perplexity, until, doubtless after many struggles, he yielded to the conviction,
that concerning the origin of things nothing whatever can be known. This is the
only correct statement of his opinion; for dogmatic atheism he looked upon as
absurd; as most of those, Whom the world has considered atheists, have always
d6ne. These particulars are important, because they shew that my father's rejection
[*JosephButler.The Analogy of Religton, Naturaland Revealed, to the Constitutionand
Course of Nature (London: Knapton, 1736).]
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my father's rejection of all religious belief was not, as many might suppose,
primarily a matter of logic and evidence; the grounds of it were moral, still more
than intellectual. He found it impossible to believe that a world so full of evil was
made by a being of perfect goodness. His intellect spurned the subtleties by which
men attempt to elude this open contradiction. His aversion to religion was like that
of Lucretius: ahe regarded it with the feelings due not to a mere mental delusion but
to a great d moral evil. He_10okefdup.on relig!onas the greates,L_,tity:
first, by setting up factitious excellencies, belief in creeds, devotional feelings and
ceremonies, not connected with the good of human kind and causing them to be
accepted as substitutes for real virtues: but above all by radically vitiating the
standard of morals: making it consist in doing the will of a being on whom it
lavishes _the most servile _ phrases of adulation but whom in sober truth it depicts
as eminently hateful. I have a hundred times heard him say, that all ages and
nations have represented their gods as wicked, in an increasing progression; that
mankind have gone on adding trait after trait till they reached the most perfect
conception of wickedness which the human mind could devise, and called this God
and prostrated themselves before it. This /n¢.pl,us ultra! h__econsidere.d to be
embodied in the idea of God as represented in the Christian creed. Think (he used
to say) of a being who would make a Heft--who would create the human race with
the infallible foreknowledge and therefore with the intention that the great majority
of them were to be consigned to infinite torment, x'I'he time, I too believe, is not
very far distant when all persons with any sense of moral good and evil will regard
this horrible conception of an object of worship with the same indignation with
which my father regarded it. That they have not done so hitherto, is owing to the
infantine state of the general intellect of mankind, under the wretched cultivation
- wlaici_fffias received. Such however e is the facility with which mankind believe at
one and the same time contradictory things; and so few are those who draw from
what they receive as truths, any consequences but those recommended to them by
their feelings; that multitudes have held the belief in an omnipotent author of Hell,
and have nevertheless identified that Being with the best conception they knew
how to form of perfect goodness. Their worship was not paid to the demon which

a-alEarher verston:] It was odious to h_m, not as an intellectual inconsistency or absurdity but as a
e-e[ Earher verston: ] all ]altered tofinal readmg first by HTM]
f-/[Earher verslons:l God of Christlamty ]altered currently to read:] consummauon of wickedness
e-g[Earher version:] Human imagination, he said, never formed an idea of wickedness comparable
to this Assuredly this is a conception worthy of all the indignation with which he regarded it. But (it is
just to add) such
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of all that is called religious belief, was not, as many might suppose, primarily a
matter of logic and evidence: the grounds of it were mQral, still more than
intellectual. He found it impossible to believe that a world so full of evil was the
work of an Author combining infinite power with perfect goodness and righteousness. His intellect spumed the subtleties by-_iic-fi-_n_n at-tempt-to1)iincJ-themselves
to this open c9ntradiction. The Sab_ean, or Manicha_an theory of a Good and an
Evil Principle, struggling against each other for the government of the universe, he
would not have equally condemned; and I have heard him express surprise, that no
one revived it in our time. He would have regarded it as a mere hypothesis; but he
would have ascribed to it no depraving influence. As it was, his aversion to
religion, in the sense usually attached to the term, was of the same kind with that of
Lucretius: he regarded it with the (eelings due not to a mere mental delusion, but to
a greatLmoral evil. He looked upon it as the g re_ates_tenem_.vof morality: first, by
setting up factitious excellencies,--belief
in creeds, devotional feehngs, and
ceremonies, not connected with the good of human kind.--and causing these to be
accepted ass ubstitutes for genuine virtues: but above all, by radically vitiating the
standard of morals; making it consist in doing the will of a being, on whom it
lavishes indeed all the phrases of adulation, but whom in sober truth _t depicts as
eminently hateful. 1have a hundred times heard him say, that all ages and nations
have represented their gods as wicked, in a constantly increasing progression; that
mankind have gone on adding trait after trait till they reached the most perfect
conception o( wickedness which the human mind could devise, and have called
this God, and prostrated themselves before it. This neplus ultra of wickedness he
considered to be embodied in what is commonly presented to mankind as the creed
of Chfist!anity. Think (he used to say) of a being who would make a Hell--who
would create the human race with the infallible foreknowledge, and therefore with
the intention, that the great majority of them wer_et? b econsigned to horrible and
everlasting torment. The time, I believe, is drawing near when this dreadful
conception of an object of worship will be no longer identified with Christianity;
and when all persons, with any sense of moral good and evil, wilt look upon it with
the same indignation with which my father regarded it. My father was as well
aware as any one that Christians do not, m general, undergo the demoralizing
consequences which seem inherent in such a creed, in the manner or to the extent
which might have been expected from it. The same slovenliness of thought, and
subjection of the reason to fears, wishes, and affections, which enable them to
accept a the0i-y-involving a contradiction in terms, prevents them from perceiving
the logical consequences of the theory. Such is the facility with which mankind
believe at one and the same time things inconsistent with one another, and so few
are those who draw from what they receive as truths, any consequences but those
recommended to them by their feelings, that multitudes have__heldthe undoubtin£
belief in an Omnipotent Author of Hell, and have neve_-heless identified that being
Win-the best conception they were able to form of perfect goodness. Their worship
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such a Being as they imagined would really be, but to their own ideal of excellence.
The evil is, that such a belief keeps the ideal wretchedly low; and crushes all
thought which has any tendency to raise it. Believers shrink from every train of
thought which would lead to a clear conception and an elevated standard of
excellence, because they feel (even when they do not distinctly see) that any such
would conflict with many of the dispensations of nature, and with many doctrines
of the Christian creed. And thus mo_continuesamatter
of blindjadition, with
no consistent principle or feeling to guide it.
It would have been totally inconsistent with my father's ideas of duty, to allow
me to imbibe notions contrary to his convictions and feelings respecting religion:
andhe himpressed upon me from the first_that the manner in which the world came
into existence was a subject on which nothing was known; that the question "Who
made me?" cannot be answered, because we have no experience from which to
answer it: and that any answer only throws the difficulty a step further back, zsince
the question immediately presents itself, Who made God? He at the same time took
care that I should be acquainted with what had been thought by mankind on these
impenetrable problems. It has been seen how early he made me a reader of
ecclesiastical history: and he taught me to take the strongest interest in the
Reformation, as the great and decisive contest against priestly tyranny and for
liberty of thought.
I am thus one of the very few examples, in this country, of one who has, not
thrown off religious belief, but never had it. 1 grew up in a negative state with
relation to it. I looked upon the modern exactly as I did upon the Greek religion, as
something which in no way concerned me. It did not seem to me more strange that
English people should believe what I did not believe, than that the men whom I
read about in Herodotus should have done so. j History had made the variety of
opinions among mankind a fact familiar to me, and this was but a prolongation of
that fact. This point in my early education, however, had incidentally one bad
consequence deserving notice. In giving me an opinion contrary to that of the
world, my father thought it necessary to give it as one which could not p1:ud_n_OY_be_
avowed_to_the world. This lesson of keeping my thoughts to myself at that early
age, could not but be morally prejudicial; though my limited intercourse with
strangers, especially such as were likely to speak to me on religion, prevented me
from being placed in the alternative of avowal or hypocrisy. I remember two
occasions in my boyhood on which I felt placed in this alternative and in both cases
I avowed my disbelief and defended it. My opponents in both cases were boys,
considerably older than myself; one of them I certainly staggered at the time, but

h-h[Earher version:] mdoctnnated me from the firstwith the opinion
'[Cancelled text:] without at all dimimshing it,
J[Cancelled text:] It never occurred to me to look down upon them for it: [deletedfirst

by HTM]
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was not paid to the demon which such a Being as they imagined would really be,
but to their own ideal of excellence. The evil is, that such a belief keeps the ideal
wretchedly low; and opposes the most obstinate resistance to all thought which has
a tendency to raise it higher. Believers shrink from every train of ideas which
would lead the mind to a clear conception and an elevated standard of excellence,
because they feel (even when they do not distinctly see) that such a standard would
conflict with many of the dispensations of nature, and with much of what they are
accustomed to consider as the Christian creed. And thus morality continues a
matter of blind tradition, with no consistent principle, nor even any consistent
feeling, to guide it.
It would have been wholly inconsistent with my father's ideas of duty. to allow
me to acquire impressions contrary to his convictions and feelings respecting
religion: and he impressed upon me from the first, that the manner in which the
world came into existence_wasa-suhject on which nothing wa,s-known--[laai the
question "Who made me?" cannot be answered, because we have no ex_._r.ienceor
authentic information from which to answer it; and that any answer only throws the
difficulty a step further back. since the question immediately presents itself, Who
made God? He, at the same time, took care that I should be acquainted with what
had been thought by mankind on these impenetrable problems. I have mentioned at
how early an age he made me a reader of ecclesmstical history: and he taught me to
take the strongest interest in the Reformation, as the great and decisive contest
against priestly tyranny for liberty of thought.
I am thus one of the very few examples, in this country, of one who has, not
thrown off religious belief, but never had it: I gre_ up in a negative state with
regard to it. I looked upon the modei-h exactly as I did upon the ancient religion, as
something which in no way concerned me. It did not seem to me more strange that
English people should believe what I did not, than that the men whom I read of in
Herodotus should have done so. History had made the variety of opinions among
mankind a fact familiar to me, and this was but a prolongation of that fact. This
point in my early education had however incidentally one bad consequence
deserving notice. In giving me an opinion contrary to that of the world, my father
thought it necessary to give it as one which could not prudently be avowed to the
world. This lesson of keeping my thoughts to myself, at that early age, was
a-tiended with some moral disadvantages; though my limited intercourse with
strangers, especially such as were likely to speak to me on religion, prevented me
from being placed in the alternative of avowal or hylx?cn_y. I remember two
occasions in my boyhood, on which I felt myself in this alternative, and m both
cases I avowed mz_disbelief and defended it. My opponents were boys, considerably ol_yself:
o----ne
of them I certainly staggered at the time, but the subject
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the subject was never renewed between us: the other, who seemed surprised and
somewhat shocked, did his best to convince me, but it is hardly necessary, to say,
without effect.
kThe great advance in liberty of discussion which is one of the points of
difference between the present time and that of my childhood, has greatly altered
the moralities of this question; and I think that few men of my father's intellect and
public spirit, holding with such intensity of moral conviction as he did. unpopular
('_
¢" _ _
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, :_
>
.
r
_
, ,
v:__u

opinions on religion or on any other of the great subjects of thought, would now
either practise or inculcate the withholding of them from the world; unless in those
cases, becoming rarer every day, in which frankness on these subjects would risk
the loss of means of subsistence. On religion in particular it appears to me to have
now become a duty for all who_being qualified in point of knowledge, have on
mature consideration satisfied themselves]that the current opinions are not only
false but hurtful, to make their dissent kno'_wn.At least those are bound to do so

_r whose station, or reputation, gives their opinion a chance of being attended to.
.!' Such an avowal._would put an end, at once and for ever, to the vulgar prejudice that

_); :t ¢

whati_--6alled, very. improperly, unbelief, is connected with any bad qualities
either of mind or heart. The world would be astonished if it knew how great a
proportion of its brightest ornaments, of those most distinguished both for wisdom
, s-" and virtue, are complete sceptics in religion: many of them t refraining from

_.'.:_"___.,_avowal, less from personal considerations, than from a conscientious though in my
,?,a
opinion a most mistaken apprehension lest by speaking out what would tend to
,_ _" weaken existing beliefs they should do harm instead of good.

.f

Of unbelievers (so called) as well as of believers, there are many species,
including almost every variety of moral type. But the best among them, as no one
who has opportunities of knowing will hesitate to say (believers rarely have that
opportunity), are mforegenu_in_l_y_r¢lLgious,in the best sense of the word religion,
than those who exclusively arrogate to themselves the title. Though they may think
the proofs insufficient that the universe is a work of design, and assuredly believe
that it cannot have a Creator and Governor who is perfect both in power and in
goodness, " they "have that which constitutes the principal worth of all religions
whatever, an ideal conception of a perfect character which they take as the guide of
their conscience"; and this ideal °of good ° is usually far nearer to perfection than
k-k4s [These two paragraphs are a later addmon written on a separate sheet. ]
l[Cancelled text:], it should be said to thmr credit,
"[Cancelled text:] or the world would not be what it Is,
"-"[Earlier verszon:] pay a truly rehDous homage to an ideally perfect Being, to whose approbatmn
they habitually refer every thought and actmn ["'whose approbation" altered by HTM to read." which]
°-°[ Earher verston.] God Ialtered to final readmg first by HTM]
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was never renewed between us: the other, who was surprised and somewhat
shocked, did his best to convince me for some time. without effect.
The great advance in liberty of discussion, which is one of the most important
differences between the present time and that of my childhood, has greatly altered
the moralities of this question; and I think that few men of my father's intellect and
public spirit, holding with such intensity of moral conviction as he did, unpopular
opinions on religion, or on any other of the great subjects of thought, would now
either practise or inculcate the withholding of them from the world, unless in the
cases, becoming fewer every day. in which frankn_ess_on these subbjects_,
would
either risk the loss of means of subsistence, or would amount to exclusion from
some sp_re oI"use}'ul'n_.p_gc61iari2_sui(ableto the capacities of the individual. On
religion in particular the time appears to me to have come. when it is the duty of all
who being qualified mpoint of knowledge, have on mature consideration satisfied
themselves that the current opinions are not only false but hurtful, to make their
dissent known: at least, if they are among those whose station, or reputation, gives
their opinion a chance of being attended to. Such an avowal would put an end. at
once and for ever. to the vul_ice,
that what is called, very improperly,
unbelief, is connected _th an_-aiities
either of mind or heart. The world
be astonished if it knew how great a proportion of its brightest ornaments-of those most distinguished even in popular estimation for wisdom and
virtue--are complete sceptics in religion; many of them refraining from avowal.
less from personal considerations, than from a conscientious, though now in my
opinion a most mistaken apprehension lest by speaking out what would tend to
weaken existing beliefs, and by consequence (as they S-upt_se)ex{sfi'ng"restraints,
they Should do harm instead of good.
Of unbelievers (so called) as well as of believers, there are many species.
including almost every variety of moral type. But the best among them, as no one
who has had opportunities of really knowing them will hesitate to affirm (believers
rarely have that opportunity), are more g._e_nui_nelyreligious,
in the best sense of the
word religion, than those who exclusively arrogate to themselves the title. The
liberality of the age, or in other words the weakening of the obstinate prejudice.
which makes men unable to see what is before their eyes because it is contrary to
their expectations, has caused it to be very commonly admitted that a Deist may be
trul y reli
ious". but if reli g ion stands
_-gm
........... for an L_ races
..........of character .and. not for mere
do_a, the assertion may equally be made of many whose behef is far short or
D_m. Though they may think the proof incomplete that the universe is a work of
design, and though they assuredly disbelieve that it can have an Author and
Governor who is absolute in power as well as perfect in goodness, they have that
which constitutes the principal w0_h of all refigions whatever, an ideal conception
of a Perfect Being, to which they habitually refer as the guide of their conscience;
an--'d'-_s-_deal0fGood is usually far nearer to perfection than the objective Deity of
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the objective Deity of those, who think themselves obhged to find perfection in the
author of a world so crowded with suffering and so deformed by injustice. _
PMy father's moral convictions, entirely dissevered from rehgion, were very
much of the character of those of the Greek philosophers: and were delivered with
the force and decision which characterized all that came from him. Even at the very
early age at which I read with him the Memorabilia of Xenophon, I imbibed from
that book and from his comments a deep respect for the character of Socrates; who
stood in my mind as a model of ideal excellence: and I remember how_lae
same
time of life, my father impressed-onme tlae lesson of the "Choice of Hercules." At
a later period the lofty moral standard exhibited in the writings of Plato, took great
effect on me. My father's moral inculcations were at all times mainly those of the
"Socratici viri": justice, temperance, veracity, perseverance; readiness to brave
pain and especially labour; regard for the public good: estimation of persons
according to their merits, and of things according to their intrinsic usefulness; a life
of exertion, in contradistinction to one of self indulgent indolence. These and other
moralities were mostly conveyed by brief sentences, uttered as occasion arose, of
stem reprobation or contempt, p
But though direct moral teaching does much, indirect does more; and the effect
my father had on my character, did not depend merely on what he said or did with
that direct object, but also, and still more, on what manner of man he was.
In his views of life he partook of the character of the Stoic, the Epicurean, and
the Cynic. In his personal character the Stoic predominated: his standard of morals
was Epicurean, in so far as that it was utilitarian, taking as the sole test of right and
wrong, the tendency of actions to produce pleasure or pain. But he had (and this
was the Cynic element) scarcely any belief in pleasure: at least in his later years, of
which alone on this subject 1can speak confidently. He deemed very few pleasures
worth the price which at all events in the present state of society, must be paid for
them. The greatest miscarriages in life he considered attributable to the overvaluing of pleasures. Accordingly, temperance in the large sense intended by the
Greek philosophers--stopping
short at the point of moderation in all indulgences-was
with him as with them, almost the cardinal point of moral precept.
His inculcations of this virtue fill a large place in my childish recollections o
He thought rhuman life a poor thing at best, r after the freshness of youth and of
unsatisfied curiosity had gone by. This was a topic on which he did not often speak,
especially, it may be supposed, in the presence of young persons: but when be did,

P-P[Thts paragraph orlgmall 3 followed the paragraph endmg at 46.3 (see 46 k-k abovej The
substance of tt was first written and cancelled several pages earher (see 24' above) ]
q[CanceUed text.'] ; apphed, as m cMldhood they necessarily were, chiefly to over indulgence m
amusement
r-r[Earher verston:] the most fortunate human life very. little worth havmg,
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those, who think themselves obliged to find absolute goodness in the author of a
world so crowded with suffering and so deformed by injustice as ours.
My father's moral convictions, wholly dissevered fromJeligion,
were very
much of the character of those of the Greek philosophers; and were delivered with
the force and decision which characterized all that came from him. Even at the verb'
early age at which I read with him the Memorabilia of Xenophon, I imbibed from
that work and from his comments a deep respect for the character of Socrates: who
stood in my mind as a model of ideal excellence: and I well remember how my
father at that time impressed upon me the lesson of the "Choice of Hercules."l *J At
a somewhat later period the lofty moral standard exhibited in the writings of Plato
operated upon me with great force. My father's moral inculcations were at all umes
mainly those of the "Socratici viri'; I*Jjustice, temperance (to which he gave a very
extended application), veracity, perseverance, readiness to encounter pain and
especially labour; regard for the public good; estimation of persons according to
their merits, and of things according to their intrinsic usefulness; a life of exertion,
in contradiction to one of self-indulgent sloth. These and other moralities he
conveyed in brief sentences, uttered as occasion arose, of grave exhortation, or
stern reprobation and contempt.
But though direct moral teaching does much, indtrect does more; and the effect
my father produced on my character, did not depend solely on what he said or did
with that direct object, but also, and still more, on what manner of man he was.
In his views of life he partook of the character of the Stoic, the Epicurean, and
the Cynic, not in the modem but the ancient sense of the word. In his personal
qualities the Stoic predominated. His standard of morals was Epicurean, inasmuch
as it was utilitarian, taking as the exclusive test of right and wrong, the tendency of
actions to produce pleasure or pain. But he had (and this was the Cynic elementl
scarcely any belief in pleasure; at least in his later years, of which alone, on this
point, I can speak confidently. He was not insensible to pleasures; but he deemed
very few of them worth the price which, at least in the present state of society, must
be paid for them. The greatest number of miscarriages in life, he considered to be
attributable to the overva_pleasures.
Accordingly, temperance, inthe large
sense-ifitended by the Greek philosophers--stopping
short a't--the-pointof m0cleration in all indulgences--was
with him, as with them, almost the central point of
educational precept. His inculcations of this virtue fill a large place in my childish
remembrances. He thought human life a poor thing at best, after the freshness of
youth and of unsatisfied curiosity had gone by. This was a topic on which he did
not often speak, especially, it may be supposed, in the presence of young persons:
[*SeeXenophon, Memorabilia. in Memorabilia and Oeconom,cus (Greek and Enghshl.
trans. E. C.Marchant (London: Heinemann: New York: Putnam's Sons, 1923).pp 95-103
(Bk. II. Chap. 2, §§21-34).]
[*See Cicero, Letters to Atticu_ (Latin and English), trans. E. O. Wmstedt, 3 vols.
(London:Hememann; New York: Macmillan. 1912). Vol. II1,p. 230 IBk. XIV. Letter 9L ]
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it was with an air of profound and habitual conviction. He would sometimes say
that if life were made what it might be, by good government and good education, it
would then be worth having: but he never spoke with anything like enthusiasm
even of that possibility. He never varied in rating intellectual enjoyments above all
others, even in their value as pleasures, independently of ulterior consequences.
The pleasures of the benevolent affections he placed high in the scale; and used to
say, that he had never known a happy old man, except those who were able to live
over again in the pleasures of the young. For passionate emotions of all sorts, and
for everything which has been said or written in exaltation of them, he professed
the greatest contempt: he regarded them as a form of madness; "the intense" was
with him a bye-word of scornful disapprobation. He regarded as an aberration of
the moral standard of modern times, compared with that of the ancients, the great
stress laid upon feeling. Feelings, as such, he considered to be no proper subjects
of praise or blame; Right and wrong, good and bad, he regarded as terms having
reference only to conduct; to acts and omissions; there being no feeling which may
not lead, and does not frequently lead, either to good or to bad actions: even
conscience, even the desire to act right, often leading people to act wrong.
Consistently carrying out the doctnne, that the object of praise and blame should
be the discouragement of wrong conduct and the encouragement of right, he
refused to let his praise or blame be influenced by the motive of the agent. He
blamed as severely what he thought bad actions when the motive was a sense of
duty as if the agents had been consciously evil doers. SHe would not have accepted
as a plea in mitigation for inquisitors, that they conscientiously believed burning
beretlcs to be a sacred duty. But though he did not allow sincerity of purpose to
soften his disapprobation of actions, it had its full effect on his estimation of
characters; s no one prized conscientiousness and rectitude of intention more
highly, or was more incapable of valuing any person in whom he did not feel
assured of it. But he disliked people quite as much for any other deficiency,
provided he thought it equally likely to make them act ill. He disliked, for instance,
a fanatic in any bad cause, as much or more than one who adopted the same cause
from self interest, because he thought him still more likely to be practically
mischievous, l*l And thus his aversion to many intellectual errors, or what he
regarded as such, partook, in a certain sense, of the character of a moral feeling, t
This sentiment, though persons who do not care about opinions may confound it
with intolerance, is inevitable to any earnest mind. Those who, holding opinions
[*In R31r Mill' swife commented at left, beginning opposite this point in the draft text: "It
is indeed generallytrue that knaves do less mischief in the world than fools. A dishonestman
stops when he has got what he wanted a fool carries on his foolishness thro him on to his
descendants."]
*-*[Earlier version in R31r (see App. G, p. 611 below):] Such considerations, however, though he
did not suffer them to influence his praise or blame in parttcular instances, influenced his general
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but when he did, it was with an air of settled and profound conviction. He would
sometimes say, that if life were made what it might be, by good government and
good education, it would be worth having: but he never spoke with anything like
enthusiasm even of that possibility. He never varied in rating intellectual enjoyments above all others, even in value as pleasures, independently of their ulterior
benefits. The pleasures of the benevolent affections he placed high in the scale; and
used to say, that he had never known a happy old man, except those who were able
to live over again in the pleasures of the young. For passionate emotions of all
sorts, and for everything which has been said or written in exaltation of them, he
professed the greatest contempt. He regarded them as a form of madness. "The
intense" was with him a bye-word of scornful disapprobation. He regarded as an
aberration of the moral standard of modern times, compared with that of the
ancients, the great stress laid upon feeling. Feelings, as such, he considered to be
no proper subjects of praise or blame. Right and wrong, good and bad. he regarded
as qualities solely of conduct--of acts and omissions; there being no feeling which
may not lead, and does not frequently lead, either to good or to bad actions:
conscience itself, the very desire to act right, often leading people to act wrong.
Consistently carrying out the doctrine, that the object of praise and blame should
be the discouragement of wrong conduct and the encouragement of right, he
refused to let his praise or blame be influenced by the motive of the agent. He
blamed as severely what he thought a bad action, when the motive was a feeling of
duty, as if the agents had been consciously evil doers. He would not have accepted
as a plea in mitigation for inquisitors, that they sincerely believed burning heretics
to be an obligation of conscience. But though he did not allow honesty of purpose
to soften his disapprobation of actions, it had its full effect on his estimation of
characters. No one prized conscientiousness and rectitude of intention more
highly, or was more incapable of valuing any person in whom he did not feel
assurance of it. But he disliked people quite as much for any other deficiency,
provided he thought it equally likely to make them act ill. He disliked, for instance.
a fanatic in any bad cause, as much or more than one who adopted the same cause
from self-interest, because he thought him even more likely to be practically
mischievous. And thus, his aversion to many intellectual errors, or what he
regarded as such, partook, in a certain sense, of the character of a moral feeling.
All this is merely saying that he, m a degree once common, but now very unusual.
threw his feelings into his opinions; which truly it is difficult to understand how any
one, who possesses much of both, can fail to do. None but those who do not care
about opinions, will confound it with intolerance. Those who, having opinions
estimation of persons. [At left HTM pencilled a question mark and several words, now erased, of _ hwh
"of them mfluenced hts dtslike of partwular persons" can be made out. Just above these, opposue the
ending of the precedmg sentence m R31r ("as if the agents had been conscwuslv e_il-doers' j. she
wrote "lnqu,sltors" . ]
'[Cancelled text in R31r:] In this surely he was fundamentally right
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which they deem immensely important and their contraries prodigiously hurtful,
have any strong feeling of care for the general good, wilL_ecessarily dislike those
who think wrong what they think right, and right what they think wrong. "They
will not, or at least they ought not, to desire to punish them for their sincere
opinions, and this forbearance, flowing not from indifference but from a conscientious sense of the importance to mankind of freedom of opinion, is the only kind of
toleranqe wJaich_iscommendable. I grant that an earnest person maydislike others
on account of opinions which do not merit dislike. But if he neither himself does
them any ill office, nor connives at its being done by others, he is not intgl.erarjiznor
does h_-err because he judges them by his own standard, but because his own
standard is wholly or partially wrong: and because his antagonism to the opinions
he dislikes is a stronger principle than his desire to enlarge and rectify his own
doctrines, u

Vpersonally I believe my father to have had much greater capacities of feeling
than were ever developed in him. He resembled almost all Englishmen in being
ashamed of the signs of feeling, and by the absence of demonstration, starving the
feelings themselves. In an atmosphere of tenderness and affection he would have
been tender and affectionate: but his ill assorted marriage and his asperities of
temper disabled him from making such an atmosphere. It was one of the most
unfavourable of the moral agencies which acted on me in my boyhood, that mine
was not an educ_i.on_o£1ov_e but___of
f_ear.I do not mean, for I do not believe, that
boys can be induced to apply themselves with vigour, and what is so much more
difficult, perseverance, to dry and irksome studies, by the sole force of persuasion
' and soft words. Much must be done and much must be learnt by children, for which
rigid discipline and known liability to punishment are indispensable as means. It is
no doubt a very laudable effort, in the improved methods of modern teaching, to
render as much as possible of what the young are required to learn, easy and
interesting to them. But when this principle is pushed to the length of not requiring
them to learn anything but what has been made easy and interesting, one of the
chief objects of education is sacrificed. I rejoice in the decline of the old brutal and
u-U[Earher

version

m R31:]

We must

try actions

and characters

by our own standard,

not by that of

the personwejudge of If our standardis right,we oughtto like or dislikeothersaccordingto its
dictates.If personserr m theirjudgmentsbyfollowingthisrule.orratherobeymgthisnecessity,tt can
onlybe becausetheirown standardis whollyor partiallywrong:and becausetheydo not striveto
enlargeandrectifytheirstandardby appropriatingwhatofgoodtheremaybein thoseof others.[The
lasttwen_-fourwords( "andbecausethey . . ." ) are wrtttenat leftto replace."
an mqu_esa
he___tic
to deservethefirem thisworldanddanmattoninthenext.Whenmyfathererred-i'fwas
wherehis
standardwastoonarrow,andomittedsomeof the elementsof rightjudgmentwhichmighthavebeen
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which they hold to be immensely important, and the contraries to be prodigiously
hurtful, have any deep regard for the general good, will necessarily dislike, as a
class and in the abstract, those who think wrong what they think right, and right
what they think wrong: though they need not therefore be, nor was my father,
insensible to good qualities in an opponent, nor governed in their estimation of
individuals by one general presumption, instead of by the whole of their character.
I grant that an earnest person, being no more infallible than other men, is liable to
dislike people on account of opinions which do not merit dislike; but if he neither
himself does them any ill office, nor connives at its being done by others, he is not
intolerant: and the forbearance, which flows from a conscientious sense of the
importance to mankm_f
the equal freedom of all opinions, is the only tolerance
which is commendable, or, to the highest moral order of minds, p-6"ss]b16"_-"
It will be admitted, that a man of the opimons, and the character, above
described, was likely to leave a strong moral impression on any mind principally
formed by him, and that his moral teaching was not likely to err on the side of laxity
or indulgence. The element which was chiefly deficient in his moral relation to his
children, was that of tenderness. I do not believe that this deficiency lay in his own
nature. I believe him to have had much more feeling than he habitually shewed,
and much greater capacities of feeling than were ever developed. He resembled
most Englishmen in being ashamed of the signs of feeling, and, by the absence of
demonstration, starving the feelings themselves. If we consider further that he was
in the trying position of sole teacher, and add to this that his temper was constitutionally irritable, it is impossible not to feel true pity for a father who did, and
strove to do, so much for his children, who would have so valued their affection,
yet who must have been constantly feeling that fear of him was drying it up at its
source. This was no longer the case, later in life and with his younger children.
They loved him tenderly: and if I cannot say so much of myself, I was always
loyally devoted to him. As regards my own education, I hesitate to pronounce
whether I was more a loser or gainer by his severity. It was not such as to prevent
me from having a happy childhood. And I do not believe, that boys can be induced
to apply themselves with vigour, and what is so much more difficult, perseverance,
to dry and irksome studies, by the sole force of persuasion and soft words. Much
must be done, and much must be learnt, by children, for which rigid discipline, and
known liability to punishment, are indispensable as means. It is, no doubt, a very
laudable effort, in modern teaching, to render as much as possible of what the
young are required to learn, easy and interesting to them. But when this principle is
pushed to the length of not requiring them to learn anything but what has been
made easy and interesting, one of the chief objects of education is sacrificed. I
rejoice in the decline of the old brutal and tyrannical system of teaching, which
found scattered among the judgments of those whom he condemned.]
v-v_4[For an earlier version of this passage in R31v-34r. see App. G. pp. 611 - 14 below. ]
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tyrannical system of teaching, which however did enforce habits of application;
but the new, as it seems to me, is training up a race of men incapable of doing
anything which is disagreeable to them. 1 do not believe that fear, ass.g_lement in
education, can be l.dis_with:
but I am sure that it ought not to be the
predominant element; and when it is carried so far as to preclude love or confidence
on the part of the child to those who should be the unreservedly trusted advisers of
after years, and perhaps to seal up altogether the fountains of frank and spontaneous communicativeness in the child's character, it is an evil for which a large
abatement must be made from the benefits, moral and intellectual, which may flow
from any other part of the education.
During this first period of my life, the habitual frequenters of my father's house
were limited to a very few persons, mostly little known, but whom personal worth,
and more or less of congeniality with his opinions (not so frequently to be met with
then as since) disposed him to cultivate: and his conversations with them I listened
to with interest and instruction. My being an habitual inmate of my father's study,
made me acquainted with the most intimate and valued of his friends, David
Ricardo, who by his benevolent countenance and kindliness of manner was very
attractive to young persons, and who after I became a student of political economy,
sometimes invited me to breakfast and walk with him in order to converse on the

,.,

subject." I was a more frequent visitor (from about 1817 or 1818) to Mr. Hume,
who, born in the same part of Scotland as my father, and having been, I rather
think, a younger schoolfellow or college companion of his, had after his return
from India renewed their old acquaintance, and who coming like many others
greatly under the influence of his intellect and energy of character, was induced
partly by that influence to go into Parliament, and there to adopt the line of conduct
by which he has earned an honorable place in the history of his country. Of Mr.
Bentham I saw much more, owing to the '_close intimacy which subsisted between
him and my father". I do not know at what time they became first acquainted. But
my father was the earliest Englishman of any great mark who thoroughly understood and in the main adopted Bentham's general views of ethics, government, and
law: and Bentham accordingly valued his society highly and Xthey became intimate
companions _ in a period of Bentham's life during which he admitted much fewer
visitors than was the case subsequently. :At this time Mr. Bentham passed some
part of every year at Barrow Green House, in a beautiful part of the Surrey hills, a
few miles from Godstone, and there I each summer accompanied my father on a
long visit. In 1813 Mr. Bentham, my father and I made an excursion, which
w-W[Earher verszon m R34v:] greater closeness of my father's connexion with hxm [HTM underscored and querwd "connexion" and then wrote at left the verston that Mdl copwd mto the present
text. ]
_-X[Earlier version m R34v'] made an intimate compamon of him [altered by HTM to read. they
became very mumate companions]
_-_56[Earher version m R34v-35r.] When we hved m Newmgton Green my father used to dine with
Mr. Bentham (at the very considerable distance of Queen Square Place) every Tuesday. Dunng each of
seven or eight years Mr. Bentham passed some part of the year m the country, and my father with the
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however did succeed in enforcing habits of application; but the new. as it seems to
me, is training up a race of men who will be incapable of doing anything whmh is
disagreeable to them. I do not. then, believe that fear, as an element in education,
can be dispensed with; but I am sure that it ought not to be the main element; and
when it predominates so much as to preclude love and confidence on the part of the
child to those who should be the unreservedly trusted advisers of after years, and
perhaps to seal up the fountains of frank and spontaneous commumcanveness in
the child's nature, it is an evil for which a large abatement must be made from the
benefits, moral and intellectual, which may flow from any other part of the
education.
During this first period of my life, the habitual frequenters of my father's house
were limited to a very few persons, most of them little known to the world, but
whom personal worth, and more or less of congeniality with at least his political
opinions (not so frequently to be met with then as since) inclined him to cultivate:
and his conversations with them I listened to with interest and instruction. My
being an habitual inmate of my father's study made me acquainted with the dearest
of his friends, David Ricardo, who by his benevolent countenance, and kindliness
of manner, was very attractive to young persons, and who after I became a student
of political economy, invited me to his house and to walk with him m order to
converse on the subject. I was a more frequent visitor (from about 1817 or 1818) to
Mr. Hume, who, born in the same part of Scotland as my father, and having been. I
rather think, a younger schoolfellow or college companion of his, had on returnmg
from India renewed their youthful acquaintance, and who coming like many others
greatly under the influence of my father's intellect and energy of character, was
induced partly by that influence to go into Parliament, and there adopt the line of
conduct which has given him an honorable place in the history of his country. Of
Mr. Bentham I saw much more. owing to the close intimacy which existed
between him and my father. I do not know how soon after my father's first arrival
in England they became acquainted. But my father was the earliest Englishman of
any great mark, who thoroughly understood, and in the main adopted, Bentham's
general views of ethics, government, and law: and this was a natural foundation for
sympathy between them, and made them familiar companions in a period of
Bentham's life during which he admitted much fewer visitors than was the case
subsequently. At this time Mr. Bentham passed some part of every year at Barrow
Green House, in a beautiful part of the Surrey hills, a few miles from Godstone,
and there I each summer accompanied my father in a long visit. In 1813 Mr.
Bentham, my father, and I made an excursion, which included Oxford, Bath and
whole or part of hts family (I being always one) used to accompany him At first the time occupied by
these annual excurstons was from one to three months, and the place was Barrow Green House. m a
beautiful part of the Surrey Hills a few miles from Godstone. In 1813 part of the time usualb passed at
Barrow Green was devoted to a three weeks tour m vvhtch my father and I accompamed Mr Bentham
and which included Oxford. Bath and Bnstol. Exeter. Plymouth. and Portsmouth Ideleted and altered
by HTM to produce the two sentences that Mill copted mto the present te rt]
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included Oxford, Bath and Bristol, Exeter, Plymouth, and Portsmouth y. In this
journey 1 saw many things which were : instructive to me, and acquired my first
taste for natural scenery, in the elementary form of fondness for a "view." aln the
following winter we left Newington Green, and moved into a house which my
father rented of Mr. Bentham, in Queen Square. Westminster". From 1814 to 1817
Mr. Bentham lived during half of each year at Ford Abbey, in Somersetshire (or
rather in a parish of Devonshire surrounded by Somersetshire), and bthese intervals I had the advantage of passing at that place b. This sojourn was, I think, an
important circumstance in my educatmn. Nothing contributes more to nourish
elevation of sentiments in a people, than the large and fre¢ character, of the,Jr
habitations.The middle age architecture, the baronial hall and the spacious and
lofty rooms of this fine old place, so unlike the mean and cramped externals of
English middle class life, gave the feeling of a larger and freer _e-fi'ce _,andwere
to me a sort b-f-_ulture,
aided also by the character of the grounds in which
the Abbey stood; which _were riant and secluded, umbrageous, and full of the
sound of falling waters. _
dl owed another of the fortunate circumstances in my education, a year's
residence"in France, to Mr. Bentham's brother, General Sir Samuel Bentham. I
had seen Sir Samuel Bentham and his family at their house near Gosport at the time
of the tour before mentioned (he being then Superintendant of the Dockyard at
Portsmouth) and also during a stay of a few days which they made at Ford Abbey
shortly after the peace, before going to live on the Continent. In 1820 they invited
me for a six months visit to them in the South of France, ultimately prolonged to
:[Addinonal text m R35r. ] even then [deleted by HTM]
_-a[Earlier verston m R35:] In the next followmg winter, we left Newmgton Green and moved into
the house, No, 1 Queen Square, looking into Mr Bentham's garden and rented by him, which he
allowed my father to occupy at the rent he himself paid for It. In this house we hved until 1831. My
father paid the rent direct to the head landlord, so that Mr. Bentham's partlclpatmn was simply
equivalent to being security for the rent. I am pamcular in menuoning these circumstances because
statements have been made exaggerating greatly my father's personal obhgatmns to Mr. Bentham The
only obhgatmn, in money or money's worth, which he ever, to the best of my knowledge and behef,
received from Mr. Bentham, conststed of the visits tO the country which I have mentioned, and these
visits were of no remarkable length until the four years subsequent to 1813 [HTM pencilled "by Dr
Bowrmg" m the margin opposite "statements have been made" (m the Iourth sentence), and "mahctously" opposite the next word ("exaggerating" I, and then deleted and altered the text to produce the
smgle sentence that Mill copied into the present text. ]
o-°[Earlier version m R35v:l dunng those months my father and the whole family were domlcded
with him [altered by HTM to read: each summer 1 passed m the beautiful scenery of this place]
_-¢[Earlier version in R36r:] though not picturesque, were nant and secluded, and full of the sound
of falhng waters.t ab[This :s altered by HTM to produce the version that Mill copted mto the present text.
There follows m R36 a note. which HTM first altered in several places, then deleted entirely and marked
"omit" :] (a/Note
The mode of life at Ford Abbey was the following. Mr. Bentham and my father
studied and wrote m the same large room (a different room however in summer and in winter). My
father commenced at about seven, summer and winter: and as Mr. Bentham did not make his
appearance till some time after nine. 1 and the other chddren worked at our lessons m the same room
during those two hours. The general hour of breakfast was nine. but Mr. Bentham always breakfasted at
one oclock among his books and papers, his breakfast being laid early m the morning on his study table,
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Bristol, Exeter, Plymouth, and Portsmouth. In this journey I saw many things
which were instructive to me, and acquired my first taste for natural scenery, in the
elementary form of fondness for a "view." In the succeeding winter we moved into
a house very near Mr. Bentham's, which my father rented from him, in Queen
Square, Westminster. From 1814 to 1817 Mr. Bentham lived during half of each
year at Ford Abbey, in Somersetshire (or rather in a part of Devonshire surrounded
by Somersetshire), which intervals I had the advantage of passing at that place.
This sojourn was, I think, an important circumstance in my education. Nothing
contributes more to nourish elevation of sentiments in a people, than the large and
free character of their habitations. The middle-age architecture, the baronial hall,
and the spactous and lofty rooms, of this fine old place, so unlike the mean and
cramped externals of English middle class life, gave the sentiment of a larger and
freer existence, and were to me a sort of poetic cultivation, aided also by the
character of the grounds in which the Abbey stood; which were riant and secluded,
umbrageous, and full of the sound of falling waters.
I owed another of the fortunate circumstances in my education, a year's
residence in France, l*l to Mr. Bentham's brother, General Sir Samuel Bentham. I
had seen Sir Samuel Bentham and his family at their house near Gosport in the
course of the tour already mentioned (he being then Superintendant of the Dockyard at Portsmouth) and during a stay of a few days which they made at Ford
Abbey shortly after the peace, before going to live on the Continent. In 1820 they
invited me for a six months visit to them in the South of France, which their
[*For Mill's Journal (MS, British Library) and Notebook (MS, Dr. A. J. Milll of this
year, see Anna J. Mill,
Toronto Press, 1960).]

ed.. John Mill's

Boyhood

Visit to France

(Toronto:

Umverstty

of

Thepartyatthegeneralbreakfastconslstedofmyfatherandmother.
Mr Bentham'samanuensls
forthe
ame being, and the visitors, if. as not unfrequently happened, any were staying in the house Before his
one oclock breakfast Mr. Bentham regularly went out for the same invariable walk. a clremt of about
half an hour, m whtch my father almost always joined him. The interval between breakfast and this walk
my father employed in heanng lessons, which, when weather permitted, was always done m walking
about the grounds. The hours from one to six my father passed in study and thts was the time regularl)
allotted to us children for learning lessons. Six was the dinner hour, and the remainder of the evening
Mr Bentham passed in social enjoyment, of whtch he had a keen rehsh, l was never present on these
evenings except a few times when Mr. Bentham goodnaturedly sent for me to teach me to play at chess.
(End of Note). [Benthara's amanuensis at that ttme was John Flowerdew Coils ]
a-asS[Earlier version in R37r:] It was to Mr. Bentham's interest in me that I was indebted for another
of the fortunate circumstances in my education, a year's residence m France For it could only be on Mr
Bentham's account that his brother, General Sir Samuel Bentham, mwted me. at the age of fourteen, for
a six months visit to him in the South of France. ulumately prolonged to nearly a twelvemonth: Sir
Samuel and his family being only slightly acquainted with my father, and having seen me only twice.
the first time at their house near Gosport. in the three weeks tour before mentioned (Sir Samuel being
then Supermtendant of the Dockyard at Portsmouth): the second time on a visit of a few days which they
paid to Ford Abbey shortly after the peace, before going to hve m France [HTM deleted the first
sentence, and altered the rest to produce lexcept in ramor particulars and the order of the sentences j the
second and third sentences of the paragraph in the present text.]
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nearly a twelvemonth a. Sir Samuel Bentham, though of a character of mind very
different from his illustrious brother, was a man of considerable attainments and
general mental powers, with a decided genius e for mechanical arL His wife, a
daughter of the celebrated chemist Dr. Fordyce, was a woman of strong will and
determined character, much general knowledge, and great practical good sense in
the Edgeworth stile: she was the ruling spirit of the household, which she was well
qualified to be. Their family consisted of one son (the eminent botanist) and three
daughters, the youngest about two years my senior./1 am indebted to them for
much instruction, and for an almost parental interest in my improvementL When I
first joined them, in May 1820, they occupied the Chateau of Pompignan (still
belonging to a descendant of Voltaire's enemy) on the heights overlooking the
plain of the Garonne between Montauban and Toulouse. _ 1accompanied them on
an excursion to the Pyrenees, including a stay of some duration at Bagn_res de
Bigorre, a journey to Pau, Bayonne, and Bagn_res de Luchon, and an ascent of the
Pic du Midi de Bigorre. In October we proceeded by the beautiful mountain route
of Castres and St. Pons from Toulouse to Montpellier, in which last neighbourhood (a few miles north of Montpellier) they had just bought the estate of
Restincli6re, which they set about vigorously to improve, h During this sojourn in
France I acquired a familiar knowledge of the French language and considerable
acquaintance with French books; I took lessons in various bodily exercises, in none
of which however I made any proficiency: and at Montpellier I attended the
excellent winter courses of lectures at the Facult_ des Sciences of the University,
those of M. Anglada on chemistry, of M. Provencal on zoology, and of M.
Gergonne, on logic, under the name of Philosophy of the Sctences. I also went
through a course of the higher branches of mathematics under the able private
tuition of M. L_nth6ric, a professor at the Lyc6e of Montpellier '. But the greatest
advantage which I derived from this episode in my life was that of having breathed
for a whole year the free and genial atmosphere of Continental life. This advantage
I could not then judge and appreciate, nor even consciously feel, but it was not the
less real. Having so little experience of English life, and the few people 1 knew
being mostly such as had at heart punic objects of a large and personally

e[Cancelled text m R37r:] (ff such a word may be so used)
J-S[Earlier verston in R37v:] They treated me m every respect like a child of the family, and did all
that advice and admoniuon could do to correct many of my various deficiencies and render me ftter for
the ordinary purposes and intercourse of hfe. I wish that their judlcmus kindness had had all the effect
which it deserved and which they had reason to expect [Before deleting the whole ofthts passage, HTM
altered thefirst sentence to read: They d_d all that advice and admomtmn could do to correct my various
deficiencles.]
g[Addinonal text m R37v:] After a few weeks they removed to Toulouse, taking me with them. and
early m August [all but the last three words deleted by"HTM]
h[Cancelled text ] Their headquarters however dunng the whole time of my stay wRh them were at
Montpelher, where 1remained with them until the middle of April. [deleted [trst by HTM]
'[Cancelled text. ] and a most excellent teacher
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kindness ultimately prolonged to nearly a twelvemonth. Sir Samuel Bentham,
though of a character of mind different from that of his illustrious brother, was a
man of very considerable attainments and general powers, with a decided genius
for mechanical art. His wife, a daughter of the celebrated chemist Dr. Fordyce,
was a woman of strong will and decided character, much general knowledge, and
great practical good sense of the Edgeworth kind: l*l she was the ruling spirit of the
household, as she deserved, and was well qualified, to be. Their family consisted
of one son (the eminent botanist) and three daughters, the youngest about two years
my senior. I am indebted to them for much and various instruction, and for an
almost parental interest in my welfare. When 1 first joined them, in May 1820, they
occupied the Chfiteau of Pompignan (still belonging to a descendant t_l of Voltaire's enemy) on the heights overlooking the plain of the Garonne between
Montauban and Toulouse. I accompanied them in an excursion to the Pyrenees,
including a stay of some duration at Bagn_res de Bigorre, a journey to Pau,
Bayonne, and Bagn_res de Luchon, and an ascent of the Pic du Midi de Bigorre.
This first introduction to the highest order of mountain scenery made the deepest
impression on me, and gave a colour to my tastes through life. In October we
proceeded by the beautiful mountain route of Castres and St. Pons, from Toulouse
to Montpellier, in which last neighbourhood Sir Samuel had just bought the estate
of Restincli_re, near the foot of the singular mountain of St. Loup. During this
residence in France I acquired a familiar knowledge of the French language, and
acquaintance with the ordinary French literature; I took lessons in various bodily
exercises, in none of which however I made any proficiency; and at Montpellier I
attended the excellent winter courses of lectures at the Facult6 des Sciences. those
of M. Anglada on chemistry, of M. Provenqal on zoology, and of a very accomplished representative of the eighteenth century metaphysics, M. Gergonne. on
logic, under the name of Philosophy of the Sciences. 1.1I also went through a
course of the higher mathematics under the private tuition of M. Lenth6ric, a
professor at the Lyc6e of Montpellier. But the greatest, perhaps, of the many
advantages which I owed to this episode in my education, was that of having
breathed for a whole year the free and genial atmosphere of Continental life. This
advantage was not the less real though I could not then estimate, nor even
consciously feel it. Having so little experience of English life, and the few people I
knew being mostly such as had public objects, of a large and personally disin[*A reference to the characters in Maria Edgeworth's works, such as Moral Talesfor
Young People. 5 vols. (London: Johnson, 1801), and Popular Tales, 3 vols. (London.
Johnson, 1804).]
[_JeanLouis Georges Lefranc de Pompignan, son of Jean Jacques Lefranc de Pompignan.]
[*Mill'sMS notes of the latter part of this course are m the Mill-TaylorCollection. Brmsh
Library of Pohtical and Economic Science, London School of Economics: a contemporary
"Trait6 de logique" by him (see App. C, no. 31), partly based on the course, is in the
Pierpont MorganLibrary. ]
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disinterested kind, I was then ignorant of the low _oral tone of English society_
generally: the habit of, not indeed-l_rofessing, but taking for granted in all modes of
implication, that conduct is of course always directed towards low and petty
objects; the absence of high feelings which manifests itself by sneering depreciation of all demonstrations of them, and by general abstinence (except among the
more fanatical religionists) from professing any high principles of action at all,
except in those preordained cases in which such profession is put on as part of the
costume or formalities of the occasion. I could not then know or estimate the
difference between this manidre d'etre and that of a people like the French with
whom elevated sentiments are the current coin of human intercourse both in
writing and in private life; and though doubtless _often evaporating in profession,
are yet, in the nation at large, kept alive by constant exercise, and stimulated by
sympathy so as to form an active and living part of the existence of multitudes of
persons and to be recognized and understood by all. Neither could I then appreciate
that general culture of the understanding which results from the habitual exercise
of the feelings and which is thus carried down into the most uneducated classes of
the Continent to a degree not equalled in England among the so called educated. I
did not know how, among the English, the absence of interest in things of an
unselfish kind, except sometimes in a special thing here and there, and the habit of
not speaking to others, nor much even to themselves, about the things in which
they are interested, makes both their feelings and their intellectual faculties remain
undeveloped, or develope themselves only in some single and very limited direction. and reduces them to a kind of negative existence. All this I did not perceive
till long afterwards: but I even then felt, though without stating it clearly to myself,
the contrast between the frank sociability and amiability of French personal
intercourse, and the English mode of existence in which everybody acts as if
everybody else (with perhaps a few individual exceptions_ was either an enemy or
a bore. In France, it is true. the bad as well as the good points of individual
character come more to the surface and break out more fearlessly in ordinary
intercourse, than in England. but the general manner of the people is to shew, as
well as to expect, friendly feeling wherever there is not some positive cause for its
opposite. In England it is only of the best bred people (either in the upper or middle
ranks) that as much can be said k

In my way through Paris to the South 1 stayed some days and in my return
_several _ weeks in the house of M. Say, the pohtical economist, who was a
J[Cancelled text:] much oftener professed than felt, and when felt, [deleted first by HTM]
k[Cancelled text:], and only so far as such feeling and demeanour can be maintained by a few, among
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terested kind, at heart, I was ignorant of the low moral tone of what. in England, is
called society; the habit of, not indeed professmg, but taking for granted in every
mode of implication, that conduct is of course always directed towards low and
petty objects; the absence of high feelings which manifests itself by sneering
depreciation of all demonstrations of them, and by general abstinence (except
among a few of the stricter religionists) from professing any high princtples of
action at all, except in those preordained cases in which such profession is put on as
part of the costume and formalities of the occasion. I could not then know or
estimate the difference between this manner of existence, and that of a people like
the French, whose faults, if equally real, are at all events different; among whom
sentiments, which by comparison at least may be called elevated, are the current
coin of human intercourse, both in books and in private life; and though often
evaporating in profession, are yet kept alive in the nation at large by constant
exercise, and stimulated by sympathy, so as to form a living and active part of the
existence of great numbers of persons, and to be recognized and understood by all.
Neither could I then appreciate the general culture of the understanding, which
results from the habitual exercise of the feelings, and is thus carried down into the
most uneducated classes of several countries on the Continent, in a degree not
equalled in England among the so called educated, except where an unusual
tenderness of conscience leads to a habitual exercise of the intellect on questions of
right and wrong. I did not know the way in which, among the ordinary English, the
absence of interest in things of an unselfish kind. except occasionally in a special
thing here and there, and the habit of not speaking to others, nor much even to
themselves, about the things in which they do feel interest, causes both their
feelings and their intellectual faculties to remain undeveloped, or develope themselves only in some single and very limited direction; reducing them, consndered as
spiritual beings, to a kind of negative existence. All these things I did not perceive
till long afterwards: but I even then felt, though without stating it clearly to myself,
the contrast between the frank sociability and amiability of French personal
intercourse, and the English mode of existence in which everybody acts as if
everybody else (with few, or no. exceptions) was either an enemy or a bore. In
France, it is true, the bad as well as the good points both of individual and of
national character come more to the surface, and break out more fearlessly in
ordinary intercourse, than in England: but the general habit of the people is to
shew, as well as to expect, friendly feeling in every one towards every other.
wherever there is not some positive cause for the opposite. In England it is only of
the best bred people, in the upper or upper middle ranks, that anything like this can
be said.
In my way through Paris, both gomg and returning. I passed some time m the
house ofM. Say, the eminent political economist, who was a friend and correspona multitude incapable of making statable response ]marked wzth a hne m the margin h3 HTMI
a-L[Earlier version:] as much as three [altered to final reading/irst by HTM]
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correspondent of my lather, having become acquainted with h_m on a visit to
England a year or two after the peace. I remembered M. Say as a visitor to Ford
Abbey. He was a man of the later period of the French Revolution, a fine specimen
of the best kind of old French republican, one of those who had never bent the knee
to Bonaparte though courted by him: a thoroughly upright and brave man. He lived
a quiet and studious life, made, 1should think, happy by warm affections, public
and private. He was acquainted with many of the chiefs of the Liberal party: but the
only one of them whom I remember seeing at that time was M. Ternaux, the
manufacturer, who then lived at the beautiful place formerly Necker's at St. Ouen.
The other persons of note whom I saw were M. Destutt-Tracy: M. Dunoyer; M.
Dum6ril the zoologist: M. Clement-Desormes,'-T_
che-_mist:a mor_-eminent
chemist Berthollet, who was a friend of Sir S. Bentham but not of M. Say, being on
the opposite side in politics: and I have pleasure in the recollection of having once
seen Saint Simon. not then known as the founder either of a philosophy or of a
religion but considered only as a clever original, mThe chief fruit which I carried
away from the society I saw, was m a strong interest in Continental _Liberali_sm,of_ _
which 1always afterwards kept myself au courant as much as of English politics.
After passing a few weeks at Caen with an nearly_ friend of my father's, I returned
to England in July 1821.
m-m[Earher version ] Inexperienced as I was. I carried away httle from the society I saw. except [the
hrst four words, "little", and "except" all underscored by HTM]
_-_[Earher version '] old college
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dent of my father, having become acquainted with him on a visit to England a year
or two after the peace. He was a man of the later period of the French Revolution-a fine specimen of the best kind of French republican, one of those who had never
bent the knee to Bonaparte though courted by him to do so; a truly upright, brave.
and enlightened man. He lived a quiet and studious life, made happy by warm
affections, public and private. He was acquainted with many of the chiefs of the
Liberal party, and I saw various noteworthy persons while staying at his house;
among whom I have pleasure in the recollection of having once seen Saint-Simon,
not yet the founder either of a philosophy or a religion, and considered only as a
clever original. The chief fruit which I carried away from the sooety I saw. was a
strong and permanent interest in Continental Liberalism. of which I ever afterwards kept myself au courant, as much as of English polincs: a thing not at all
usual in those days with Englishmen, and which had a very salutary influence on
my development, keeping me free from the error always prevalent in England. and
from which even my father with all his superiority to prejudice was not exempt, of
judging universal questions by a merely English standard. After passing a few
weeks at Caen with an old friend of my father's. I*j I returned to England in July
1821; and my education resumed its ordinary course.

[*Joseph Lowe.]
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For the next year or so I continued my old studies, with the addition of some new
ones. When I returned my father was just finishing for the press his Elements of
Political Economy, and he made me perform as an exercise on the manuscript,
what Mr. Bentham practised on all his own writings, namely, makmg what he
called "marginal contents": a short abstract of every paragraph, to enable the writer
more easily to judge of, and improve, the order of the ideas, and the general
character of the exposition. Shortly after this, my father put into my hands
Condillac's Trait_ des Sensattons, and the "logical and metaphysicaV volumes of
his Cours d'Etudes; bthe first (notwithstanding the superficial resemblance between Condillac's psychological system and my father"s own theory) rather as a
warning than as an example b. I am not sure whether it was in this winter or the next
that I first read a history" of the French Revolution. 1 learnt w_th astonishment that
the principles of democracy then apparently in so insignificant and hopeless a
minority everywhere in Europe, had borne down everything before them in France
thirty years earlier, and had been the creed of the nation. As may be supposed from
this, I had previously had a very vague idea of that great commotion. I knew
nothing about it except that the French had thrown off the absolute monarchy of
Louis 14th and 15th, had put the king and queen to death, guillotined many
persons, one of whom was Lavoisier, and had ultimately fallen under the despotism of Bonaparte. But from this time the subject took an immense hold of my
feelings. It allied itself with all m_yjuvenile_ aspirations

to the character of a

a _[Earher verston:] first four (the logical and metaphysical)
b-b[Earher verszons '] M. Gergonne's lectures had already given me Condillac' s view of the analysis
of the mind. I read these books m a useless, ineffectual way, not seeing any fallacy in them, but not
gaining from them any grasp or command of the subject. When my father afterwards questioned me and
made me give him an account of Condillac's system he shewed me that Condillac's seemmg analyses of
all mental phenomena into sensation amounted to nothing, that he paid himself in words, and that I had
proved myself qmte wilhng to be paid m words. I remember the _mpresslon which this phrase, which
was then new to me, of paying m words, made on me [altered to read:] 1 was not then capable of

CHAPTER

III

Last Stage of Education, and First
of Self-Education

FOR THE FIRSTYEAR OR TWO after my visit to France. I continued my old studies.
with the addition of some new ones. When I returned, my father was just fimshing
for the press his Elements of Political Economy, and he made me perform an
exercise on the manuscript,
which Mr. Bentham practised on all his own writings,
making what he called "marginal contents"; a short abstract of every paragraph, to
enable the writer more easily to judge of, and improve, the order of the ideas, and
the general character of the exposition.
Soon after, my father put into my hands
Condillac's Trait_ des Sensations, and the logical and metaphysical volumes of his
Cours d'Etudes;
the first (notwithstanding
the superficial resemblance
between
Condillac's psychological
system and my father's) quite as much for a warning as
for an example. I am not sure whether it was in this winter or the next that I first
read a history of the French Revolution. I*j I learnt with astonishment,
that the
principles of democracy, then apparently in so insignificant and hopeless a minority everywhere in Europe, had borne all before them in France thirty years earlier,
and had been the creed of the nation. As may be supposed from this, I had
previously a very vague idea of that great commotion.
I knew only that the French
had thrown off the absolute monarchy of Louis XIV and XV, had put the king and
queen to death, guillotined many persons, one of whom was Lavoisier. and had
ultimately fallen under the despotism of Bonaparte. From this time, as was natural,
the subject took an immense hold of my feelings. It allied itself with all my juvenile
aspirations to the character of a democratic
champion.
What had happened
so

[*Probably Franqois Emmanuel Toulongeon, Htstotre de France, deputs la r(volutton de
1789, 4 vols. (Paris: Treuttel and Wiartz, 1801 - 10). ]
perceiving, until it was explained to me, the superficlalit? and fallac_ of Condlllac's psychological
theory; so radically inferior to Hartley's, notwithstanding the apparentresemblance. My father pointed
out to me, that Condillac's seeming analyses of all mental phenomena into sensauon, amounted to
nothing, and that he prod himself and endeavoured to pay others m words [In both of these dtscarded
versionsHTM attemptedalteranons, and in the second she underscored "untd ztwas explained to me'"
and "Myfather pomted out to me. that" ]
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democratic champion. What had happened so lately, seemed as if it might easily
happen again: and the greatest glo__r
L I was capable of conceiving was that of
figuring, successful or unsuccessful, as a Girondist in an English Convention.
In the course of the winter of 1821/2 Mr. Austin, with whom at the time when I
went to France my father had but lately become acquainted, allowed me to read
Roman law with him. At this time my father, notwithstanding his abhorrence of the
chaos of barbarism called English law, had turned his thoughts towards the bar as
on the whole less ineligible for me than any other profession: and these readings of
Roman law with Mr. Austin, who had made "Bentham's best' ideas his own and
added many others to them, were not only a valuable introduction to legal studies
but an important branch of general education. With Mr. Austin I went through
Heineccius on the Institutes, his Roman Antiquities, and part of his exposition of
the Pandects: with the addition of a considerable part of Blackstone. It was on this
occasion that my father, as a needful accompaniment to these studies, put mto my
hands Bentham's principal speculations, as interpreted to the Continental world
and indeed to the world in general by Dumont, in the Trait_ de L_gislation. The
reading of this book was an event in my life; one of the turning points of my mental
j history.
My previous education had been, in a great measure, a course of Benthamism.
The Benthamic standard of "'the greatest happiness" was that which I had always
been taught to apply; I was even familiar with an abstract discussion of it contained
in a manuscript dialogue on government, written by my father on the Platonic
model d. Yet in the first few pages of Bentham it burst on me with all the force of
novelty. What thus impressed me was the chapter in which Bentham examined the
common modes of reasoning on morals and legislation, deduced from phrases like
"law of nature,'" "right reason," "the moral sense," "natural rectitude," and the
like, and characterized them as dogmatism in disguise, imposing its own sentiments upon other people by the aid of sounding phrases which convey no reason
for the sentiment but set up the sentiment as its own reason. This struck me at once
as true _. The feeling rushed upon me that all previous moralists were superseded,
and e that here indeed was the commencement of a new era in thought. This
impression was strengthened by the manner in which Bentham gave a scientific
form to the application of the happiness principle to the morality of actions, by
analysing the various classes and orders of consequences. But what most of all
impressed me was the Classification of Offences; which is much more clear,
compact, and imposing in Dumont's redaction than in the original work of

_-C[Earher verswn, l all Bentham's
d[Cancelled text:], which I had ddlgently stu&ed
_-*[Earher verston:], and I immediately conceived a sovereign contempt for all previous moralists:
and felt
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lately, seemed as if it might easily happen again; and the most transcendant glory I
was capable of conceiving, was that of figuring, successful or unsuccessful, as a
Girondist in an English Convention.
During the winter of 1821/2, Mr. John Austin, with whom at the time of my visit
to France my father had but lately become acquainted, kindly allowed me to read
Roman law with him. My father, notwithstanding his abhorrence of the chaos of
barbarism called English Law, had turned his thoughts towards the bar as on the
whole less ineligible for me than any other profession" and these readings with Mr.
Austin, who had made Bentham's best ideas his own, and added much to them
from other sources and from his own mind, were not only a valuable introduction
to legal studies, but an important portion of general education. With Mr. Austin I
read Heineccius on the Institutes, his Roman Antiquities, and part of his exposition
of the Pandects; to which was added a considerable portion of Blackstone, l*] It was
at the commencement of these studies that my father, as a needful accompaniment
to them, put into my hands Bentham's principal speculations, as interpreted to the
Continent, and indeed to all the world, by Dumont, in the Traitd de Ldgislation.
The reading of this book was an epoch in my life: one of the turning points in my
mental history.
My previous education had been, in a certain sense, already a course of
Benthamism. The Benthamic standard of "the greatest happiness" was that which
I had always been taught to apply; I was even familiar with an abstract discussion
of it, forming an episode in an unpublished dialogue on Government, written by
my father on the Platonic model. Yet in the first pages of Bentham it burst upon me
with all the force of novelty. What thus impressed me was the chapter in which
Bentham passed judgment on the common modes of reasoning in morals and
legislation, deduced from phrases like "law of nature," "right reason," "the moral
sense," "natural rectitude," and the like, and characterized them as dogmatism in
disguise imposing its sentiments upon others under cover of sounding expressions
which convey no reason for the sentiment, but set up the sentiment as its own
reason, m It had not struck me before, that Bentham's principle put an end to all
this. The feeling rushed upon me, that all previous moralists were superseded, and
that here indeed was the commencement of a new era in thought. This impression
was strengthened by the manner in which Bentham put into scientific form the
application of the happiness principle to the morality of actions, by analyzing the
various classes and orders of their consequences. But what struck me at that time
most of all, was the Classification of Offences; which is much more clear,
compact, and imposing, in Dumont's redaction, than in the original work of
[*William Blackstone,
Commentaries
on the Laws of England ( 1765-69).]
[tMill's wording here Is closer to the versmn in Jeremy Bentham's
An lntroducnon
to the
Principles of Morals andLegtslation
(London: Payne, 1789L Chap. ii. §xiv n. than to that

in Pierre Etienne Louis Dumont's redaction in Traitdsde ldgislattoncn,ile etpdnale, 3 vols.
(Paris: Bossange, Masson, and Besson. 1802), Chap. iii of Principes gOndrau._de
l_gislation, Vol. I, pp. 10-21 .]
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Bentham from which it was taken. Logic and the Dialogues of Plato, which had
formed so large a part of my intellectual training, had given me a great relish for
accurate classification; this taste had been strengthened and enlightened by the
study of botany, on the principles of the so called Natural Method which I had
taken up with great zeal / during my stay in France: and when I found scientific
classification applied to the large and complex subject of Punishable Acts, under
the guidance of the ethical principle of Pleasurable and Painful Consequences
followed out in the method of detail introduced into these subjects by Bentham, I
felt taken up to an eminence from which I could survey a vast mental domain and
see stretching out in the distance, intellectual results beyond all computation. As I
proceeded farther, to this intellectual clearness there seemed to be added the most
inspiring prospects of practical improvement in human affairs. To Bentham's
general views of the construction of a body of law 1 was not altogether a stranger,
having read with attention that admirable compendium, my father's article "Jurisprudence": but I had read it with little profit, and almost without interest, no doubt
on account of its extremely general and abstract character, and also because it
concerned the form more than the substance of the corpus juris, the logic rather
than the ethics of law. But Bentham's subject was Legislation, of which Jurisprudence is only the formal part; and at every page he seemed to open a clearer and
larger conception of what human opinions and insntutions ought to be, how far
removed from it they were, and how they might be made what they ought to be.
When I laid down the last volume of the TraitF I was a different beLtlg. The
"principle of utility," understood as Bentham understood it, and applied in the
manner in which he applied it through these three volumes, fell exactly into its
place as the keystone which held together the detached and fragmentary portions of
my knowledge and beliefs. It gave unity to my conceptions of things. I now had
opinions; a creed, a doctrine, a philosophy; in one (and the best) sense of the word,
a religion; the inculcation and diffusion of which could be made the principal
outward aim of a life. And I had a grand conception laid before me of changes to be
made in the condition of mankind by that doctrine. The Traitd de Ldgislation winds
up with what was to me a most impressive picture of human life as it would be
made by such opinions and such laws as are recommended in the book. The
anticipations of practicable improvement are studiously moderate, deprecating
and discountenancing as reveries of vague enthusiasm much which will one day be

f[Cancelled text:] as a mere amusement [deleted first by HTM]
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Bentham from which it was taken.l*J Logic. and the dialectics of Plato, which had
formed so large a part of my previous training, had given me a strong relish for
accurate classification. This taste had been strengthened and enlightened by the
study of botany, on the principles of what is called the Natural Method. which I had
taken up with great zeal. though only as an amusement, during my stay in France:
and when I found scientific classification applied to the great and complex subject
of Punishable Acts. under the guidance of the ethical principle of Pleasurable and
Painful Consequences. followed out in the method of detail introduced into these
subjects by Bentham, I felt taken up to an eminence from which I could survey a
vast mental domain, and see stretching out into the distance intellectual results
beyond all computation. As I proceeded farther, there seemed to be added to this
intellectual clearness, the most inspiring prospects of practical improvement in
human affairs. To Bentham's general vtews of the construction of a body of law l
was not altogether a stranger, having read with attention that admirable compendium, my father's article "Jurisprudence": but 1 had read it with little profit, and
scarcely any interest, no doubt from its extremely general and abstract character.
and also because it concerned the form more than the substance of the corpusjuris.
the logic rather than the ethics of law. But Bentham's subject was Legislanon. of
which Jurisprudence is only the formal part: and at every page he seemed to open a
clearer and broader conception of what human opinions and institutions ought to
be, how they might be made what they ought to be. and how far removed from it
they now are. When I laid down the last volume of the Trait( I had become a
different being. The "principle of utility." understood as Bentham understood it.
and applied in the manner in which he applied it through these three volumes, fell
exactly into its place as the keystone which held together the detached and
fragmentary component parts of my knowledge and beliefs. It gave unity to my
conceptions of things. I now had opinions; a creed, a doctrine, a philosophy: in one ! ,
among the best senses of the word, a religion; the inculcation and diffusion of i
which could be made the principal outward purpose of a life. And I had a grand
conception laid before me of changes to be effected in the condition of mankind
through that doctrine. The Trait_ de L_gislation wound up with what was to me a
most impressive picture of human life as it would be made by such opinions and
such laws as were recommended in the treatise. Itl The antiopations of pracncable
improvement were studiously moderate, deprecating and d_scountenancing as
reveries of vague enthusiasm many things which will one day seem so natural to
[*SeeChaps. vi and vii, "De ladlviston des d61its,'"and "'Avantagesdecette classification
des dfhts," of Vueg_n_raled' un corps complet de I_gzslanon,in Trattes de legtslatlon. Vol
I, pp. 172-214; cf. An lntroducnon to the Principles of Morals and Leglslanon, Chap. xvl.
"Division of Offences.'" pp. cci-cccvi.]
[*SeeChap. v, §ii ("Vue prospectwe: les lois les plus parfaltes aujourd'hm seroient-elles
encore les plus parfaites dans les terns futurs?"), of De l'influence des terns et des hettx en
mati_rede l_gislation, in TraitL_de l_gislation, Vol. Ill, pp. 389-95 .]
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so natural to human beings that they will be apt to ascribe intellectual and even
moral obliquity to those who could ever think such prospects chimerical. But in my
state of mind this apparent superiority to illusions added to the effect of Bentham's
doctrines on me, by heightening the impression of mental power. And the vista of
improvement which he did open was large enough, and brilliant enough, to light up
my life, as well as to give definiteness to my aspirations.
After this I read from time to time the most important of the other works of
Bentham which had at that time been published, either as written by himself or as
edited by Dumont. This I did for my own satisfaction: while under my father's
direction my studies were carried into the higher branches of analytic psychology.
1read Locke's Essay on the Human Understanding and wrote out an account of it,
consisting of a full abstract of every chapter, with such remarks as occurred to me:
this was read by, or (I think) to, my father, and discussed throughout. I went
through the same process g, of my own motion, with Helvetius De l'Esprit; a book
which I greatly admired g. This writing of abstracts, subject as it was to my father's
censorship, was a most valuable exercise, by compelling precision in conceiving
and expressing philosophical doctrines, whether received as truths or merely as the
opinions of writers. After Helvetius, my father made me study what he deemed the
really master-production in the philosophy of mind, Hartley. This book, though it
did not constitute an era in my existence, like the Traitd de Ldgislation, made a
very similar impression on me in regard to its immediate subject. Hartley's
explanation, incomplete as in many parts it is, of the more complex mental
phenomena by the law of association, commended itself to me as a real analysis,
and made me feel by contrast the insufficiency of the mere verbal generalizations
of Condillac, and even of the instructive gropings and feelings-about for psychological explanations, of Locke. It was at this very time that my father commenced
writing his Analysis o/the Mind, which carried Hartley's mode of explaining the
phenomena to so much greater length and depth. He could only command the
concentration of thought necessary for this work during the complete leisure of his
annual holiday of a month or six weeks and he commenced it in the summer of
1822, the first holiday he passed at Dorking; in which neighbourhood from that
time to the end of his life, with the exception of two years, he lived h(as far as his
official duties permitted) for six months of every year h. He worked at the Analysis
during several successive holidays, and allowed me to read the manuscript portion
by portion as it advanced'. The first instalment of it I read in this same summer j .
The other principal English writers on mental philosophy I read afterwards as I felt
inclined, particularly Berkeley, Hume's Essays, Dugald Stewart, Reid, and
Brown on Cause and Effect. Brown's Lectures I did not read till two or three years
later, nor at that time had my father himself read them.
8-S[Earlier version "] with Helvetlus De l'Esprtt; m which case 1 remember that my own strong wish
to read the book was the moving Impulse [marked with a hne m the margin by HTM}
h-h[Earher version:] for about six months of every year, as much as circumstances permitted,
namely passing from the Saturday or oftener the Friday afternoon to the Monday morning of each week,
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human beings, that injustice will probably be done to those who once thought them
chimerical. But, in my state of mind, this appearance of superiority to illusion
added to the effect which Bentham's doctrines produced on me, by heightening the
impression of mental power. And the vista of improvement which he did open was
sufficiently large and brilliant to light up my life, as well as to give a definite shape
to my aspirations.
After this I read, from time to time, the most important of the other works of
Bentham which had then seen the light, either as written by himself or as edited by
Dumont. This was my private reading: while, under my father's direction, my
studies were camed into the higher branches of analytic psychology. I now read
Locke's Essay, and wrote out an account of it, consisting of a complete abstract of
every chapter, with such remarks as occurred to me: which was read by, or (I think)
to, my father, and discussed throughout. I performed the same process with
Helvetius De l'Esprit, which I read of my own choice. This preparation of
abstracts, subject to my father's censorship, was of great service to me, by
compelling precision in conceiving and expressing psychological doctrines,
whether accepted as truths or only regarded as the opinions of others. After
Helvetius, my father made me study what he deemed the really master-production
in the philosophy of mind, Hartley's Observations on Man. This book, though it
did not, like the Traitd de L_gislation, give a new colour to my existence, made a
very similar impression on me in regard to its immediate subject. Hartley's
explanation, incomplete as in many points it is, of the more complex mental
phenomena by the law of association, commended itself to me at once as a real
analysis, and made me feet by contrast the insufficiency of the merely verbal
generalizations of Condillac, and even of the instructive gropings and feelings
about for psychological explanations, of Locke. It was at this very time that my
father commenced writing his Analysis of the Mmd, which carried Hartley's mode
of explaining the mental phenomena to so much greater length and depth. He could
only command the concentration of thought necessary for this work, dunng the
complete leisure of his holiday of a month or six weeks annually; and he commenced it in the summer of 1822, in the first holiday he passed at Dorking; in
which neighbourhood, from that time to the end of his life, with the exception of
two years, he lived, as far as his official duties permitted, for six months of every
year. He worked at the Analysis during several successive vacations, up to the year
1829, when it was published, and allowed me to read the manuscript, portion by
portion, as it advanced. The other principal English writers on mental philosophy I
read as I felt inclined, particularly Berkeley, Hume's Essays, Reid, Dugald
Stewart, and Brown on Cause and Effect. Brown's Lectures I did not read until two
or three years later, nor at that time had my father himself read them.
and the whole of the annual hohday
'[Cancelled text:], so that I was cogmzant of these speculauons not merely when complete, but m the
process of their formation
J[Cancelled text:] (the last which I passed m the country)
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Among the things read in the course of this year which contributed materially to
my developement 1 should mention a book, written on the foundation of some
manuscripts of Bentham and published under the pseudonyme of Philip
Beauchamp. entitled Anab'sis of the Influence of Natural Religion on the Temporal
Happiness of Mankind. This was an examination not of the truth, but of the
usefu!nes _ of religious belief, in the most general sense, apart from any supposed
special revelatlom which, of all the portions of the discussion respecting religion,
is the most important in this age. in which real belief in any religious doctrine is
feeble, but the opinion of its necessity for moral and social purposes almost
universal; and when those who reject revelation very generally take refuge m an
optimisticdejm,
a wor_
of tkcorder_oLl_atur¢ or of Providence at least as full
of contradictions, and as perverting to the moral sentiments, as any of the received
forms of Christianity; for if the world has a ruler, and but one ruler, kthat one is
certainly far less deserving of worship than k the author of the Sermon on the
Mount. f*l Yet very.little of a philosophical character has been written by sceptics
against the usefulness of the belief in this Being. The volume bearing the name of
Philip Beauchamp, which was shewn to my father in manuscript and by him given
to m_to_Lead and make a marginal analysis of, as I had done of the Elements of
PoliticaIEconomy, made a great impression on me t, and gave me much instruction
both on its express subject and on many collateral topics. On reading it lately after
an interval of many years, I find it to have the defects as well as the merits of the
Benthamic modes of thought, and to contain many weak arguments, but with a
great overbalance of sound ones, and much good material for a more philosophic
and conclusive treatment of the subject t.
I have now, I believe, mentioned all the books which had any considerable
effect on my early mental developement. From this point I began to carry on my
own mental culnvation by writing still more than by reading. In the summer of
1822 1 wrote my first argumentative essay: I remember very little about it except
that it was an attack on what I regarded as the aristocratic prejudice that the rich
were, or were likely to be, superior in moral excellence to the poor. 1set about this
task unprompted, except by emulation of a little manuscript essay of Mr. Grote. I
recollect that my performance was entirely argumentative, without any of the
declamation which the subject would admit of, and might be expected to suggest to
a young writer. In that department however I was and remained very inapt. Dry
argument was tt:e only thing 1 could manage, or willingly attempted: though
passively I was very susceptible to the effect of all composition, whether in the
form of poetry or oratory, which appealed to the feelings on any basis of reason.
[*Matthew. 5-7. ]
k-k[Earlierversion.']the characterof thatone mustbe atrocious,and the worshipof sucha Bemg
moremorallydegrading,if notmoremtellectuallycontemptible,thanalmostany adoranonwhichis
capableofbeingdtrectedto
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Among the works read in the course of this year, which contributed materially to
my development, I ought to mention a book (written on the foundation of some of
Bentham's manuscripts and published under the pseudonyme of Philip
Beauchanap) 1.1 entitled Analysis of the Influence of Natural Religion on the
Temporal Happiness of Mankind. This was an examination not of the truth, but of
the u_sefulness of rel_belief,
in the most general sense, apart from the
peculiarities of any special Revelation; which, of all the parts of the discussion
concerning religion, is the most important in this age, in which real belief !nanny_
religious doctrine is feeble and precarious, but the 0.P.inion of.Its necessity for
mor __and sgcia!.purposes almost universal; and when those who reject revelation,
very generally take refuge in an optimistic Deism, a worship of the order of Nature
and the supposed course of Providence, at "lea-_/-as-ffiTf'_cT'c'_tradictions, and
perverting to _eomorm_QL_r_r_r_r_e_.o_lllC.l!ih.gLan.ya:d_£orms
9fChfistiamty'-"--"-71"f-ffr_|y-]t
l_s
as completely realized. Yet, very little, with any claim to a philosophical character, has been written by sceptics against the usefulness of this form of belief. The
volume bearing the name of Philip Beauchamp had this for its special object.
Having been shewn to my father in manuscript, it was put into my hands by him,
and I made a marginal anal_csis of it as I had done of the Elements of Political
Economy. Next to the Traitd de Ldgislation, it was one of the books which by the
searching character of its analysis produced the greatest effect upon me. On
reading it lately after an interval of many years, I find it t_'iaave-some of the defects
as well as the merits of the Benthamic modes of thought, and to contain, as I now
think, many weak arguments, but with a great overbalance of sound ones, and
much good material for a more completely philosophic an-d-conclusive treatment of
the subject.
I have now, I believe, mentioned all the books which had any considerable
effect on my early mental developement. From this point I began to carry on my
intellectual cultivation by writing still more than by reading. In the summer of
1822 1 wrote my first argumentative essay. I remember very little about it, except
that it was an attack on what I regarded as the aristocratic prejudice, that the rich
were, or were likely to be, superior in moral quahties to the poor. My performance
was entirely argumentative, without any of the declamation which the subject
would admit of, and might be expected to suggest to a young writer. In that
department however I was, and remained, very inapt. Dry argument was the only
thing I could manage, or willingly attempted; though passively I was very susceptible to the effect of all composition, whether in the form of poetry or oratory, which
appealed to the feelings on any basis of reason. My father, who knew nothing of
[*The author was George Grote. l
_-t[Earherversion.]. Itis nowmanyyearssinceI havereadit, butlIremamsm mymemoryasa most
searchmgandsubstantialp_eceot argument,far supenorto anyotherdiscussionofthe subjectwhich1
haveseen.andaboundingin mctdentalinstrucnonon importantcollateraltoptcs
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My father was well satisfied with this essay, and as I learnt from others, even much
pleased with it; but, perhaps from a desire to promote the exercise of other mental
faculties than the argumentative, he advised me to make my next exercise in
composition one of the oratorical kind: and accordingly availing myself of my
familiarity with Greek history and ideas and with the Athenian orators, I wrote two
speeches, one an accusation, the other a defence of Pericles on a supposed
impeachment for not marching out to fight the Laced_emonians on their invasion of
Attica. My next essay, suggested by my father, was a reply to Paley's Natural
Theology: l*l and after this I went on writing papers often on subjects very much
beyond "me, but with great benefit both from the exercise itself, and from the
discussions with my father to which it led '_.
I had now also begun to converse on terms of equality, with the instructed men
with whom I came in contact: and the opportunities of such contact naturally
became more numerous. The two friends of my father from whom I derived most,
hand with whom I most associated", were Mr. Grote and Mr. Austin. The
acquaintance of both with him was recent, but had ripened rapidly into intimacy.
Mr. Grote was introduced to my father by Ricardo, I believe in 1819 (being then
about twenty-five years old), and sought assiduously his society and conversation.
Already a highly instructed man, he was yet. by the side of my father, a tyro on the
great subjects of human opinion; but he rapidly seized on my father's best ideas,
and made them his own: and in the department of political opinion he signalized
himself as early as 1820 by a pamphlet in defence of Radical Reform, in reply to a
celebrated article by Sir James Mackintosh, then lately published in the Edinburgh
Review. Mr. Grote's father, the old banker, was I believe a thorough Tory and his
mother intensely Evangelical, so that for his liberal opinions he was in no way
indebted to home influences. But, unlike most persons who have the prospect of
being rich by inheritance, he had, though actively engaged in business as a banker,
devoted a great portion of time to philosophic studies, and his intimacy with my
father decided the character of his subsequent mental progress. Him I often visited,
and my conversations with him on politics, ethics, religion and philosophy, gave
me, in addition to much instruction, some useful practice in expressing myself and
carrying on discussion by word of mouth.

Mr. Austin, a man four or five years older than Mr. Grote, was the eldest son of a
retired miller in Suffolk who had made money by contracts during the war and who

[*William

Paley,

Natural

Theology

(London:

Faulder,

1802). ]

"-"[Earlier verston:] my knowledge and capacity but which led to discussions with my father that
shewed me when my ideas were confused, and helped to clear them up [marked w_tha hne m the margin
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this essay until it was finished, was well satisfied, and as I learnt from others, even
pleased with it; but, perhaps from a desire to promote the exercise of other mental
faculties than the purely logical, he advised me to make my next exercise in
composition one of the oratorical kind: on which suggestion, availing myself of my
familiarity with Greek history and ideas and with the Athenian orators, I wrote two
speeches, one an accusation, the other a defence of Pericles on a supposed
impeachment for not marching out to fight the Laced_emonians on their invasion of
Attica. After this I continued to write papers on subjects often very much beyond
my capacity, but with great benefit both from the exercise itself, and from the
discussions which it led to with my father.
I had now also begun to converse, on general subjects, with the instructed men
with whom I came in contact: and the opportunities of such contact naturally
became more numerous. The two friends of my father from whom I derived most,
and with whom I most assocmted, were Mr. Grote and Mr. John Austin. The
acquaintance of both with my father was recent, but had ripened rapidly into
intimacy. Mr. Grote was introduced to my father by Mr. Ricardo, I think in 1819
(being then about twenty-five years old), and sought assiduously his society and
conversation. Already a highly instructed man, he was yet, by the side of my
father, a tyro on the great subjects of human opinion: but he rapidly seized on my
father's best ideas; and in the department of political opinion he made himself
known as early as 1820, by a pamphlet in defence of Radical Reform, in reply to a
celebrated article by Sir James Mackintosh, then lately published in the Edinburgh
Review. 1._Mr. Grote's father, the banker, was, I believe, a thorough Tory., and his
mother intensely Evangelical; so that for his liberal opinions he was in no way
indebted to home influences. But, unlike most persons who have the prospect of
being rich by inheritance, he had, though actively engaged in the business of
banking, devoted a great portion of time to philosophic studies; and his intimacy
with my father did much to decide the character of the next stage in his mental
progress. Him I often visited, and my conversations w_th him on pohtical, moral,
and philosophical subjects gave me, in addition to much valuable instruction, all
the pleasure and benefit of sympathetic communion with a man of the high
intellectual and moral eminence which his life and writings have since manifested
to the world.
Mr. Austin, who was four or five years older than Mr. Grote, was the eldest son
of a retired miller in Suffolk, who had made money by contracts during the war,
[*George Grote, Statement of the Quesnon
Cradock, and Joy. 1821 ); James Mackintosh,
XXXIV (Nov.. 1820), 461-501.1
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I °think must have been ° a man of remarkable qualities, from the fact that all his
sons are of more than common ability and all eminently gentlemen. At least I can
affirm this of three out of the four, and have reason to believe the same of the
remaining one with whom as he went early to live abroad I was never much
acquainted. The one of whom I am now speaking was for some time an officer in
the army, and served in Sicily under Lord William Bentinck. After the peace he
sold his commission and studied for the bar, to which he had been called and was
endeavouring to get into practice at the time when my father became acquainted
with him. He Pcould not, like Mr. Grote, be called p a disciple of my father, but had
already formed by reading or thought, many of the same opinions, modified
however by his own individual character. He was a man of great intellectual
powers, which in conversation appeared still greater: from the energy and richness
of expression with which, under the excitement of discussion, h_ was accustomed
to assert and to defend some view or other of most subjects: _and from an
appearance of q not only strong but deliberate and collected will; tinged with a
certain bitterness, partly derived from temperament, partly perhaps from personal
circumstances, and partly from the general course of his feelings and reflexions.
The dissatisfaction with life and the world, felt more or less in the present state of
society by every discerning and conscientious mind, was in his case, I think,
combined with habitual dissatisfaction with himself, giving a generally melancholy cast to the character, very natural to those whose passive moral susceptibilities are much more than proportioned to their active energies. For it must be
said, that the strength of will of which his manner seemed to give such strong
assurance, expended itself in manner, and appeared to bear little active fruits
except bitterness of expression. With great zeal for human improvement, a strong
sense of duty, and habitual precision both in speech and in action, he hardly ever
completed any intellectual task of magnitude. He had so high a standard of what
ought to be done, so exaggerated a sense of deficiencies in his own performances
and was so unable to content himself with the degree of elaboration which the
occasion and the purpose required, that he not only spoiled much of his work by
overlabouring it, but spent so much time and exertion in superfluous study and
thought that when his task ought to have been completed he had generally worked
himself into an illness without having half finished what he undertook. From this
mental infirmity combined with liability to frequent attacks of disabling though not
dangerous ill health, he accomplished through life very little compared with what
he seemed capable of: though like Coleridge he might plead as a set off that he had
exercised, through his conversation, a highly improving influence on many persons, both as to intellect and sentiments. On me his influence was most salutary. It
was moral in the best sense. He took a sincere and kind interest in me, far beyond
°-°[Earlier version "] am sure must have been (for though he Is, I believe, still ahve 1never saw him)
P-P[Earher versions:] was not, like Mr. Grote, m some measure [alteredto read'] was not, like Mr.
Grote, what might almost be called
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and who must have been a man of remarkable qualities, as I refer from the fact that
all his sons were of more than common ability and all eminently gentlemen. The
one with whom we are now concerned, and whose writings on jurisprudence have
made him celebrated, was for some time in the army, and served in Sicily under
Lord William Bentinck. After the peace he sold his commission and studied for the
bar, to which he had been called for some time before my father knew him. He was
not, like Mr. Grote, to any extent a pupil of my father, but he had attained, by
reading and thought, a considerable number of the same opinions, modified by his
own very decided individuality of character. He was a man of great intellectual
powers, which in conversation appeared at their very best; from the vigour and
richness of expression with which, under the excitement of discussion, he was
accustomed to maintain some view or other of most general subjects; and from an
appearance of not only strong, but deliberate and collected will; mixed with a
certain bitterness, partly derived from temperament, and partly from the general
cast of his feelings and reflexions. The dissatisfaction with life and the world, felt
more or less in the present state of society and intellect by every discerning and
highly conscientious mind, gave in his case a rather melancholy tinge to the
character, very natural to those whose passive moral susceptibilities are more than
proportioned to their active energies. For it must be said, that the strength of will,
of which his manner seemed to give such strong assurance, expended itself
principally in manner. With great zeal for human improvement, a strong sense of
duty, and capacities and acquirements the extent of which is proved by the writings
he has left, he hardly ever completed any intellectual task of magnitude. He had so
high a standard of what ought to be done, so exaggerated a sense of deficiencies in
his own performances, and was so unable to content himself with the amount of
elaboration sufficient for the occasion and the purpose, that he not only spoiled
much of his work for ordinary use by overlabouring it, but spent so much time and
exertion in superfluous study and thought, that when his task ought to have been
completed, he had generally worked himself into an illness, without having half
finished what he undertook. From this mental infirmity (of which he 1s not the sole
example among the accomplished and able men whom I have known), combined
with liability to frequent attacks of disabling though not dangerous ill health, he
accomplished, through life, little m comparison with what he seemed capable of;
hut what he did produce is held in the very highest estimation by the most
competent judges; and, like Coleridge, he might plead as a set-off that he had been
to many persons, through his conversation, a source not only of much instruction
but of great elevation of character. On me his influence was most salutary. It was
moral in the best sense. He took a sincere and kind interest in me, far beyond what
_-q[Earher version. ] and from a manner of delivery which as in others of this remarkable famdy
conveyed an impression of immense strength of will In Mm n appeared [HTM deleted the first
twen_. -two words (the original ending of this sentence1 and struck through "it" in the beginning ot the
new sentence. ]
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what was to be expected towards a mere youth from a man of his age, standing, and
what seemed austerity of character. There was in his conversation and demeanour
a tone of what I have since called high-mindedness, which did not shew itself so
much, if the quality existed as much, in any of the other persons with whom at that
time I associated r. My intercourse with him was the more beneficial to me owing
to his being of a different mental type from any of the other intellectual men whom
I frequented, and his influence was exerted against many of the prejudices and
narrownesses which are almost sure to be found in a young man formed by a
particular school or a particular set.
His younger brother, Charles Austin, of whom at this time Sand for the next year
or two I saw muchS had also a great effect on me though of a different kind. He was
but six years older than myself, and at that time had just left the University of
Cambridge where he had shone with great 6clat as a man of intellect and especially
of brilliancy both as an orator and as a converser. His influence among his
Cambridge contemporaries deserves to be regarded as an historical event; for to it
may in no small degree be traced the tendency towards Liberalism in general, and
towards the Benthamic and politico-economic form of Li_,
which shewed
itself among a portion of the more active minded young men-o-t_e higher classes,
from this time to 1830. The Union Debating Society, then at the height of its
reputation, was an arena where what were then thought extreme opinions, in
politics and philosophy, were weekly asserted, face to face with their opposites,
before audiences consisting of the 61ite of the Cambridge youth: and though many
persons afterwards of more or less note (Mr. Macaulay perhaps the most conspicuous) gained their first oratorical laurels in these debates, the really influential
mind among these intellectual gladiators was Charles Austin. He continued after
leaving the University to be by his conversation and personal ascendancy a leader
among the same class of young men who had been his associates there; and he
attached me among others to his car. Through him I became acquainted with
Macaulay, Hyde and Charles Villiers, Strutt, and various other young men who
afterwards became known in literature or in politics, and among whom I heard
discussions on many topics to a certain degree new to me. None of them however
had any effect on my developement except Austin: whose influence over me
tdiffered from that of the persons whom I have hitherto mentioned, in being not
that of a man over a boy but of an older contemporary. I( was through him that I
first felt myself not a pupil with teachers but a man among men " . He was the first
person of intellect whom I met on a ground of equality, though obviously and
confessedly my superior on that common ground. He was a man who never failed
to make a great impression on those with whom he came in contact, even when
"[Cancelled text:], not even m my father: although my father was as high pnnctpled as Mr. Austin
and had a stronger will: but Mr. Austin was both a prouder man, and more a man of feeling than my
father [deleted first by HTMI
"-S[Earlier version:] I saw much, and who indeed made a sort of companmn of me. to a certain
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could have been expected towards a mere youth from a man of his age, standing,
and what seemed austerity of character. There was in his conversation and
demeanour a tone of highmindedness which did not shew itself so much, if the
quality existed as much, in any of the other persons with whom at that time I
associated. My intercourse with him was the more beneficial, owing to his being of
a different mental type from all other intellectual men whom I frequented, and he
from the first set himself decidedly against the prejudices and narrownesses which
are almost sure to be found in a young man formed by a particular mode of thought
or a particular social circle.
His younger brother, Charles Austin, of whom at this time and for the next year
or two I saw much, had also a great effect on me, though of a very different
description. He was but a few years older than myself, and had then just left the
University, where he had shone with great 6clat as a man of intellect and a brilliant
orator and converser. The effect he produced on his Cambridge cotemporaries
deserves to be accounted an historical event; for to it may in part be traced the
tendency towards Liberalism in general, and the Benthamic and politico-economic
form of it in particular, which shewed itself in a portion of the more active-minded
young men of the higher classes from this time to 1830. The Union Debating
Society, at that time at the height of its reputation, was an arena where what were
then thought extreme opinions, in politics and philosophy, were weekly asserted,
face to face with their opposites, before audiences consisting of the 61ite of the
Cambridge youth: and though many persons afterwards of more or less note (of
whom Lord Macaulay is the most celebrated) gained their first oratorical laurels in
those debates, the really influential mind among these intellectual gladiators was
Charles Austin. He continued, after leaving the University, to be, by his conversation and personal ascendancy, a leader among the same class of young men who
had been his associates there: and he attached me among others to his car. Through
him I became acquainted with Macaulay, Hyde and Charles Villiers, Strutt (now
Lord Belper), Romilly (now Lord Romilly and Master of the Rolls), and various
others who subsequently figured in literature or politics, and among whom I heard
discussions on many topics, as yet to a certain degree new to me. The influence of
Charles Austin over me differed from that of the persons I have hitherto mentioned, in being not the influence of a man over a boy, but that of an elder
cotemporary. It was through him that I first felt myself, not a pupil under teachers,
but a man among men. He was the first person of intellect whom 1met on a ground
of equality, though as yet much his inferior on that common ground. He was a man
who never failed to impress greatly those with whom he came in contact, even

extent, for the next year or two [marked tn the margin by HTM]
'-'[Earlier version:] was not that of a man over a boy but of an older contemporar 3, and had an
equahty m tt combined with its superiority, which rendered it highly sumulatmg to me. Indeed it
u[Cancelled text:] , forming and defending my own oplmons
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their opinions were the very opposite of his. The impression which he gave was
that of unbounded strength, together with talents which, combined with such
apparent force of will and character, seemed made to dominate the world. Those
who knew him, whether friendly to him or not, always anticipated that he would
play a conspicuous part in public life. It is seldom that men produce so great an
immediate effect by speech unless they in some degree lay themselves out for it,
and he did so in no ordinary degree. He loved to strike, and even to startle. He
knew that decision is the greatest element of effect and he uttered his opinions with
all the decision he could throw into them, never so well pleased as when he could
astonish any one by their audacity, Very unlike his brother, who made war on the
narrower interpretations and applications of the principles they both professed, he
on the contrary presented the Benthamic doctrines in the most startling form of
which they were susceptible, exaggerating everything in them which tended to
consequences offensive to any one's preconceived feelings. All which, he defended with such verve and vivacity, and camed off by a manner so agreeable as
well as forcible, that he always came off victor, or divided the honours of the field
with ar_y,however formidable antagonist. It is my belief that much of the popular
notion of the tenets and sentiments of what are called Benthamites or Utilitarians,
had its foundation in paradoxes thrown out by Charles Austin, It is but fair to add,
however, that his example was followed, haud passibus arquis, by younger
proselytes, and that to outrer whatever was by anybody considered offensive in the
doctnnes and maxims of Benthamism, became at one time the badge of a certain,
not very numerous, coterie of youths. All of them however who had anything in
them, myself among others, quickly outgrew this boyish vanity; and those who had
not, became tired of differing from other people, and left off both the good and the
bad of the heterodox opinions they for some time professed.
It was in this winter of 1822/23 that I formed the plan of a little society, to be
composed of young men agreeing on fundamental principles--that
is, acknowledging utility as their first principle in ethics and politics, and a certain number of
the principal corollaries drawn from it in the philosophy I had accepted; and
meeting once a fortnight to read essays and discuss questions comformably to the
premises thus agreed on. This fact would be hardly worth mentioning but for the
circumstance, that the name I gave to the little society I had planned was the
Utilitarian Society. It was the first time that any one had taken the title of
Utilitarian, and the word made its way into the language from this humble source. I
did not invent the word, but found it in one of Galt's novels, the Annals of the
Parish ". In one sentence of this book (if my remembrance is correct) the Scotch
clergyman of whom it is the supposed autobiography, finding heretical doctrines
creeping into his parish about the time of the French Revolution, warns some
parishioner not to leave the gospel and become an utilitarian. With a boy's
v[Cancelled text:] a book. by the way. much admired by my father as a p_cture of Scotch vdlage hfe
[deleted first by HTM]
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when their opinions were the very reverse of his. The impression he gave was that
of boundless strength, together with talents which, combined with such apparent
force of will and character, seemed capable of dominating the world. Those who
knew him, whether friendly to him or not, always anticipated that he would play a
conspicuous part in public life. It is seldom that men produce so great an immediate
effect by speech, unless they, in some degree, lay themselves out for it; and he did
this in no ordinary degree. He loved to strike, and even to startle. He knew that
decision is the greatest element of effect, and he uttered his opinions with all the
decision he could throw into them, never so well pleased as when he astonished
any one by their audacity. Very unlike his brother, who made war against the
narrower interpretations and applications of the principles they both professed, he
on the contrary presented the Benthamic doctrines in the most startling form of
which they were susceptible, exaggerating every thing in them which tended to
consequences offensive to any one's preconceived feelings. All which, he defended with such verve and vivacity, and carried off by a manner so agreeable as
well as forcible, that he always either came off victor, or divided the honours of the
field. It is my belief that much of the notion popularly entertained of the tenets and
sentiments of what are called Benthamites or Utilitarians, had its origin in paradoxes thrown out by Charles Austin. It must be said. however, that his example
was followed, haud passibus aequis,l* 1by younger proselytes, and that to outrer
whatever was by anybody considered offensive In the doctrines and maxims of
Benthamism, became at one time the badge of a small coterie of vouths. All of
these who had anything in them, myself among others, quickly outgrew this boyish
vanity; and those who had not, became tired of differing from other people, and
gave up both the good and the bad part of the heterodox opinions they had for some
time professed.
It was in the winter of 1822/23 that I tormed the plan of a little society, to be
composed of young men agreeing in fundamental principles--acknowledging
Utility as their standard in ethics and politics, and a certain number of the principal
corollaries drawn from it in the philosophy I had accepted--and meeting once a
fortnight to read essays and discuss questions conformably to the premises thus
agreed on. The fact would hardly be worth mentioning, but for the circumstance,
that the name I gave to the society I had planned was the Utilitarian Society. It was
the first time that any one had taken the title of Utilitarian; and the term made its
way into the language from this humble source. I did not invent the word, but
found it in one of Galt's novels, the Annals of the Parish, in which the Scotch
clergyman, of whom the book is a supposed autobiography, is represented as
warning his parishioners not to leave the Gospel and become utilitarians. I*1With a
[*Cf. Virgil, Aenetd, m Virgil (Latin and Enghsh), trans. H. Rushton Falrclough. 2 vols.
(London: Hememann, New York. Putnam's Sons, 1922).Vol. I, p. 342 (Bk. II, 1.724). 1
[*John Gait ("Micah Balwhidder"), Annals of the Parzsh (Edinburgh: Blackwood:
London:Cadwell. 1821),p. 286.]
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fondness for a name and a banner I seized on the word, and for some years called
myself and others by it as a sectarian appellation: and it came to be a little used
(though never very much) by some others holding the opinions which it was
intended to designate. As those opinions attracted more notice the term came to be
repeated by strangers and opponents, and got into rather common use just about the
time when those who had originally assumed it laid down that along with other
sectarian characteristics. The society so called consisted at first of only three
members, one of whom being Mr. Bentham's amanuensis we obtained permission
to hold our meetings in his house. The number never 1think reached ten and the
society was broken up in 1826. It had thus an existence of about three years and a
half. The chief effect of it as regards myself, over and above practice in "oral
discussion w. was its bringing me in contact with young men less advanced than
myself, among whom, as they professed the same opimons, I became a sort of
leader or chief, either directing for the time, or much influencing, their mental
progress. Any young man of education who fell in my way, whose opinions were
not incompatible with those of the society, I endeavoured to press into its service:
and several others I probably should never have known had they not joined it.
Those of the members who became my intimate companions were William Eyton
Tooke, the eldest son of the eminent political economist, a young man of singular
worth both moral and intellectual, lost to the world by an early death; his friend
William Ellis, now known by his apostolic exertions for the improvement of
education; George Graham, now an official assignee of the Bankruptcy Court: and
(from the time when he came to England to study for the bar, in 1824 or 1825) a
man who has made considerably more noise in the world, John Arthur Roebuck.

In May 1823 my professional occupation and status were decided by my father's
obtaining for me an appointment from the East India Company, in the office of the
Examiner of Indian Correspondence, immediately under himself. I was appointed
in the usual manner at the bottom of the list of Clerks, to rise by seniority; but with
the understanding that I should be employed from the first in preparing drafts of
despatches; and be thus trained up as a successor to those who then filled the higher
departments of the office. My drafts of course required at first much revision from
my immediate superiors, but I soon became well acquainted with the business, and
by my father's instructions and the general progress of my own powers I was in two
or three years qualified to be, and practically was, the chief conductor of the

w-W[Earher version:] speech-making

(for our discussions were m the form of speeches)
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boy's fondness for a name and a banner I seized on the word, and for some years
called myself and others by it as a sectarian appellation; and it came to be
occasionally used by some others holding the opinions which it was intended to
designate. As those opinions attracted more notice, the term was repeated by
strangers and opponents, and got into rather common use just about the time when
those who had originally assumed it, laid down that along with other sectarian
characteristics. The Society so called consisted at first of no more than three
members, one of whom, being Mr. Bentham's amanuensis, l*j obtained for us
permission to hold our meetings in his house. The number never, I think, reached
ten, and the society was broken up m 1826. It had thus an existence of about three
years and a half. The chief effect of it as regards myself, over and above the benefit
of practice in oral discussion, was that of bringing me in contact with several young
men at that time less advanced than myself, among whom, as they professed the
same opinions, I was for some time a sort of leader, and had considerable influence
on their mental progress. Any young man of education who fell in my way, and
whose opinions were not incompatible with those of the Society, I endeavoured to
press into its service; and some others I probably should never have known, had
they not joined it. Those of the members who became my intimate companions-no one of whom was in any sense of the word a disciple, but all of them
independent thinkers on their own basis--were William Eyton Tooke, son of the
eminent political economist, a young man of singular worth both moral and
intellectual, lost to the world by an early death: his friend William Ellis. an original
thinker in the field of political economy, now honorably known by his apostolic
exertions for the improvement of education; George Graham, afterwards an
official assignee of the Bankruptcy Court, a thinker of originality and power on
almost all abstract subjects; and (from the time when he came first to England to
study for the bar in 1824 or 1825) a man who has made considerably more noise in
the world than any of these, John Arthur Roebuck.
In May 1823, my professional occupation and status for the next thirty-five
years of my life, were decided by my father's obtaining for me an appointment
from the East India Company, in the office of the Examiner of India Correspondence, immediately under himself. I was appointed in the usual manner, at the
bottom of the list of clerks, to rise, at least in the first instance, by seniority; but
with the understanding, that I should be employed from the beginning in preparing
drafts of despatches, and be thus trained up as a successor to those who then filled
the higher departments of the office. My drafts of course required, for some time,
much revision from my immediate superiors, but I soon became well acquainted
with the business, and by my father's instructions and the general growth of my
own powers, I was in a few years qualified to be, and practically was, the chief
[*Richard Doane, who had also stayed with Sir Samuel Bentham's family m Francejust
before Mill's visit.]
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correspondence with India in one of the leading departments, that of the Native
States: _'and this _ has continued to be my official duty up to the present time. 1
know no occupation among those by which a subsistence is now gained more
suitable than such as this to any one who, not being pecuniarily independent,
desires to devote a part of the twenty-four hours to intellectual pursuits. The
attempt to earn a livmg by writing for the press, can be recommended to no one
qualified to accomplish anything in the higher departments of literature or speculauon: for (not to speak of the uncertainty of such a means of livelihood, especially if
the writer has a conscience and will not consent to serve any opinions but his own)
it is evident that the writings by which one can live are not the writings which
themselves live, or those in which the writer does his best. The books which are to
form future thmkers take too much time to write, and when written come in general
too slowly into notice and repute to be a resource for subsistence. Those who have
to support themselves by literature must depend on literary drudgery, or at best on
wntings addressed to the multitude, and can employ in the pursuits of their choice
only such time as they can spare from those of necessity: generally less than the
leisure allowed by office occupations, while the effect on the mind is far more
enervating and fatiguing. For my own part 1 have through life found office duties
an actual rest from the occupations which 1 have carried on simultaneously with
them. _ They were sufficiently intellectual not to be an onerous drudgery, without
being such as to cause any strain upon the mental powers of a person used to
abstract thought or even to the labour of careful literary composition. The drawbacks, for every mode of life has its drawbacks, were not, however, unfelt by me.
The absence of the chances of riches and honours held out by some professions,
particularly the bar (which had been as I said the profession thought of for me)
affected me little. But 1was not indifferent to exclusion from Parliament and public
life: and I felt very sensibly the more immediate unpleasantness of confinement to
London, the holiday allowed by India-house practice not exceeding a month in the
year, while my taste was strong for a country life and my year in France had left
behind it an ardent desire for travelhng. But though these tastes could not be freely
indulged, they were at no time entirely sacrificed. :I passed most Sundays throughout the year in the country, often in long walks:. The month's hohday was for a few
years spent at my father's house in the country: afterwards a part or the whole was
passed in tours, chiefly pedestrian, with some one or more of the young men who
were my companions: and from 1830 onwards the greater part of it was in most
"-X[Earher verswn:] which m the successive characters of Clerk and Assistant Examiner [deleted
and altered to final readmg first by HTM]
'[Cancelled text. ]While they precluded all uneasiness about the means of subsistence, they occupmd
fewer hours of the day than almost any business or profession, they had nothing m them to produce
anxmt), or to keep the mind intent on them at any ume but when directly engaged m them [deletedfirst
by nTM]
:-:[Earher verswn:] I continued dunng the summer half of every year to pass the Saturday afternoon
and Sunday m the country, returning to town with my father on Monday mormng; generally m one of
the most beautiful districts of England. the neighbourhood of Dorkmg, in the finest part of which (the
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conductor of the correspondence with India in one of the leading departments, that
of the Native States. This continued to be my official duty until I was appointed
Examiner, only two years before the time when the abolition of the East India
Company as a political body determined my retirement. I do not know any one of
the occupations by which a subsistence can now be gained, more statable than such
as this to any one who, not being in independent circumstances, desires to devote a
part of the twenty-four hours to private intellectual pursuits. Writing for the press,
cannot be recommended as a permanent resource to any one qualified to accomplish anything in the higher departments of hterature or thought: not only on
account of the uncertainty of this means of livelihood, especially if the writer has a
conscience, and will not consent to serve any opinions except his own: but also
because the writings by which one can live, are not the wntings which themselves
live, and are never those in which the writer does his best. Books destined to form
future thinkers take too much time to write, and when written come in general too
slowly into notice and repute, to be relied on for subsistence. Those who have to
support themselves by their pen must depend on literary drudgery, or at best on
writings addressed to the multitude: and can employ in the pursuits of their own
choice only such time as they can spare from those of necessity: which is generally
less than the leisure allowed by office occupations, while tile effect on the mind is
far more enervating and fatiguing. For my own part, I have, through life, found
office duties an actual rest from the other mental occupations which I have carried
on simultaneously with them. They were sufficiently intellectual not to be a
distasteful drudgery, without being such as to cause any strain upon the mental
powers of a person used to abstract thought, or to the labour of careful literary,
composition. The drawbacks, for every mode of life has its drawbacks, were not,
however, unfelt by me. I cared little for the loss of the chances of riches and
honours held out by some of the professions, particularly the bar, which had been,
as I have already said, the profession thought of for me. But I was not indifferent to
exclusion from Parliament, and public life: and I felt very sensibly the more
immediate unpleasantness of confinement to London: the holiday allowed by
India-house practice not exceeding a month in the year. while my taste was strong
for a country life, and my sojourn in France had left behind it an ardent desire of
travelling. But though these tastes could not be freely indulged, they were at no
time entirely sacrificed. I passed most Sundays, throughout the year. in the
country, taking long rural walks on that day even when residing in London. The
month's holiday was, for a few years, passed at my father's house in the country:
afterwards a part or the whole was spent in tours, chiefly pedestrian, with some one
or more of the young men who were my chosen companions: and at a later period,
vale of Mickleham near the foot of Box Hilll my father alter some years occupied a cottage permanently. Dunng the last months of winter and the first of spring I used ever3.'Sunday when weather permitted
to make a walking excursmn w_th some of the young men who were my compamons, generally walking
out ten or twelve miles to breakfast, and making a c_reuit of fourteen or fifteen more before getting back
to town [the first sentence marked with a hne in the margin by HTM]
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years employed in visits to friends whose acquaintance I made in that year, or in
journeys or excursions in which I accompanied them. " France, Belgium, and
Rhenish Germany have been within easy reach of the annual holiday: and two
longer absences, one of three, the other of six months, under medical advice,
added Switzerland, the Tyrol, and Italy b to my list. Fortunately also both these
journeys occurred rather early, so as to give the benefit and charm of the remembranceto a large portion of life.

"[Cancelled text:] The northern half of [underscored by HTM]
b[Cancelled text:] as far as Paestum. [deleted first by HTM]
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in longer journeys or excursions, alone or with other frienas.
- l*) France, Belgium,
and Rhenish Germany were within easy reach of the annual holiday: and two
longer absences, one of three, the other of six months, under medical advice,
added Switzerland. the Tyrol, and Italy to my list. Fortunately, also, both these
journles occurred rather early, so as to give the benefit and charm of the remembrance to a large portion of life.
I am disposed to agree with what has been surmised by others, that the
opportunity which my official position gave me of learning by personal observation the necessary conditions of the practical conduct of public affairs, has been of
considerable value to me as a theoretical reformer of the opinions and institutions
of_,_time.my
,,- Not, indeed, that public business tr_e--d-b-npaper,
to take effect on
the other side of the globe, was of itself calculated to give much practical
knowledge of life. But the occupation accustomed me to see and hear the
difficulties of every course, and the means of obviating them, stated and discussed
deliberately, with a view to execution; it gave me opportunities of perceiving when
public measures, and other political facts, did not produce the effects which had
been expected of them, and from what causes; above all it was valuable to me by
making me. in this portion of my activity, merely one wheel m a machine, the
whole of which had to work together. As a speculative writer, I should have had no
one to consult but myself, and should have encountered in my speculations none of
the obstacles which would have started up whenever they came to be applied to
practice. But as a Secretary conducting political correspondence. I could not issue
an order or express an opinion, without satisfying various persons very unlike
myself, that the thing was fit to be done. I was thus in a good position for findi0g
out by practice thg_mode of putting a thought which gives it easiest admittance into
mq'n---ds
n'--o'f'-preparedfor it by-laabit; while I becam_ib_:_cticaliy conversant with the
difff6u'Ri-e_g
of'moving bodies of men. the necessities of compromise, the art of
sacrificing the non-essential to preserve the essential. I learnt how to obtain the best
I could, when I could not obtain everything; instead of being indignant or dispirited
because I could not have entirely my own way, to be pleased and encouraged when
I could have the smallest part of it; and when even that could not be, to bear with
complete equanimity the being overruled altogether. I have found, through life,
these acquisitions to be of the greatest possible importance for personal happiness,
and they are also a very necessary condition for enabling any one, either as theonst,
or as practical man, to effect the greatest amount of good compatible with his f
opportunities.
[*Journalsof five of these walking tours exist in holograph MSS: Sussex, 20-30 July.
1827(MS, St. Andrews); Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, and Surrey, 3-15 July. 1828 (MS.
Yale):Yorkshire and the Lake District, 12 July-8 Aug.. 1831 (MS, Bodlemn);Hampshire,
West Sussex. and the Isle of Wight, 19 July-6 Aug., 1832 (MS, Mount Holyoke); and
Cornwall, 3-9 Oct., 1832 (MS, Mill-Taylor Collection). A holograph MS of a sixth
walkingtour, ofthe Rhine, July, 1835,was sold at auction m 19,,.
")") but its present location is
unknown.]
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The occupation of so much of my time by office work did not relax my attention
to my own pursuits, which were never carried on more vigorously ". it was about
this time that I began to write in newspapers. The first writings of mine which got
into print were two letters published towards the end of 1822 in the Traveller
evening newspaper, on I forget what abstract point of political economy. The
Traveller (which soon after grew into the Globe and Traveller by the purchase and
incorporation of the Globe) was then the property of the well known political
economist Colonel Torrens, and under the editorship of an able man, Mr. Walter
Coulson (who after being an amanuensis of Bentham, became a reporter, then an
editor, next a barrister and conveyancer, and is now counsel to the Home Office),
had become one of the most important newspaper organs of liberal politics. Col.
Torrens himself wrote much of the political economy of his paper, and had at this
time made an attack on some opinion of Ricardo and my father to which at my
father's instigation I wrote an answer and Coulson out of consideration for my
father and good will to me, inserted it. There was a reply by Torrens to which I
again rejoined. I soon after attempted _ something more ambitious. The prosecutions of Richard Carlile and his wife and sister for publishing books hostile to
Christianity, were then exciting much attention, and nowhere more than amongth_e
people I f_ed.
Freedom of discussion even in politics, much more in
rel]g]-on, was at that time far from being, even in theory, the conceded point which
it at least seems to be now; and it was necessary for the holders of obnoxious
opinions to be always ready to argue and reargue for liberty to express them. 1
wrote a series of five letters, under the signature of Wickliffe, going over the whole
length and breadth of the question of free pubhcation of all opinions on religion,
and offered them to the Morning Chronicle. The first three were published in
January and February 1823; the others contained things too outspoken for that
a[Cancelled text:] than during the next few years [HTM underscored
query, now erased, at left. "meanmg of this mark?"]
b[Cancelled text:] of my own accord [deleted_rst by HTM]

"few", and Mill pencilled a
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THEOCCUPATION
of SOmuch of my time by office work did not relax my attention
to my own pursuits, which were never carried on more vigorously. It was about
this time that I began to write in newspapers. The first writings of mine which got
into print were two letters published towards the end of 1822, m the Traveller
evening newspaper. The Traveller (which afterwards grew into the Globe and
Traveller by the purchase and incorporation of the Globe) was then the property of
the well known political economist Colonel Torrens. Under the editorship of an
able man, Mr. Walter Coulson (who after being an amanuensis of Mr. Bentham,
became a reporter, then an editor, next a barrister and conveyancer, and died
Counsel to the Home Office), it had become one of the most important newspaper
organs of liberal politics. Col. Torrens himself wrote much of the political
economy of his paper; and had at this time made an attack upon some opinion of
Ricardo and my father, to which at my father's instigation I attempted an answer,
and Coulson out of consideration for my father and good will to me, inserted it.
There was a reply by Torrens, to which I again rejoined) *11 soon after attempted
something considerably more ambitious. The prosecutions of Richard Carlile and
his wife and sister for publications hostile to Christianity, were then exciting much
attention, and nowhere more than among the people I frequented. Freedom of
discussion even in politics, much more in religion, was at that time far from being,
even in the0ry-_the conceded point which it at least seems to be now; and the
holders of obnoxious opinions had to be alwaA(s _ad_
an_dre_guejor the
liberty of expressing them. l wrote a series of five letters, under the signature of
W_
going-over the whole length and breadth of the question of free
publication of all opinions on religion, and offered them to the Morning Chronicle.
Three of them were published in January and February 1823; the other two,
[*ln the orderof their appearance, the articlesare: Robert Torrens, "Political Economy
Club," Traveller. 2 Dec., 1822, p. 3: Mill, "Exchangeable Value," ibid.. 6 Dec., 1822. p.
3; Torrens, "Exchangeable Value," ibid.. 7 Dec., 1822,p. 3: Mill, "'ExchangeableValue."
ibid., 13 Dec.. 1822, p. 2.]
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journal and never appeared at all. But a paper which 1 wrote some time after on the
same subject, a propos of a debate in the House of Commons, was inserted as a
leading article: and during the whole of this year, 1823, I sent a considerable
number of contributions to the Chronicle and Traveller, sometimes notices of
books, but oftener letters commenting on some nonsense talked in parliament, or
some defect of the law or misdoings of the magistracy or the courts of justice. In
this last department the Chronicle was now rendering signal service. After the
death of Mr. Perry, the whole editorship and management of the paper had fallen
into the hands of Mr. John Black, long a reporter on its establishment, a man of
most extensive reading and information, great honesty and simplicity of mind: a
particular friend of my father, imbued with many of his and Bentham's best ideas,
which as a writer he reproduced together with many other valuable thoughts, with
great facility and skill. From this time the Chronicle ceased to be the merely Whig
organ it was before, and became to a very considerable extent, for the next ten
years, a vehicle of the opinions of the utilitarian radicals. This was mainly by
Black's own articles, with some assistance from Fonblanque, who first shewed his
eminent qualities as a writer by articles and jeux d'esprit in the Chronicle. The
defects of the law and of the administration of justice were the subject on which
that paper rendered most service to improvement. Up to that time hardly a word
had been said, except by Bentham and my father, against that most peccant part of
English institutions and of their administration. It was the almost universal creed of
Englishmen, that the law of England, the judicature of England, the unpaid
magistracy of England, were models of excellence. I express my sober conviction
when I say that after Bentham who supplied the whole materials, the greatest share
of the glory of breaking down this miserable superstition belongs to Black, as
editor of the Morning Chronicle. He kept up an incessant fire against it, exposing
the absurdities and vices of the law and the courts of justice, paid and unpaid, until
he forced some sense of them into people's minds. On many other important
questions he became the organ of opinions much in advance of any which had ever
before found regular advocacy m the newspaper press: only avoiding any direct
radical confession of faith which would have brought the paper into a colhsion with
all who called themselves Whigs, fatal to its prosperity and influence. Black was a
frequent visitor of my father, c and Mr. Grote used to say that he always knew by
the Monday morning's article, whether Black had been with my father on the
Sunday. Black was one of the most influential of the many channels through which
my father's conversation and personal influence made his opinions tell on the
world; cooperating with the effect of his own writings in making him a power in the
country such as no individual has since exercised, in a private station, by mere
force of intellect and character: and a power which was often acting the most
c[Cancelled text:] often going to Micldeham on Saturday (the weekly holiday of the editors of
morning newspapers) and returning to town on Sunday afternoon, in time for the editorial duties of
Monday's paper: [deleted first by HTM]
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containing things too outspoken for that "o_al,
never appeared at all. I*1 But a
paper which I wrote soon after on the 'same subject, apropos of a debate in the
House of Commons, was inserted as a leading article; I*1and during the whole of
this year, 1823, a considerable number of my contributions were printed in the
Chronicle and Traveller: sometimes notices of books, but oftener letters, commenting on some nonsense talked in Parliament, or some defect of the law, or
misdoings of the magistracy or the courts of justice. [*1In this last department the
Chronicle was now rendering signal service. After the death of Mr. Perry, the
editorship and management of the paper had devolved on Mr. John Black, long a
reporter on its establishment: a man of most extensive reading and information,
great honesty and simplicity of mind: a particular friend of my father, imbued with
many of his and Bentham's ideas, which he reproduced in his articles, among other
valuable thoughts, with great facility and skill. From this time the Chronicle
ceased to be the merely Whig organ it was before, and during the next ten years became to a considerable extent a vehicle of the opinions of the Utilitarian radicals. This
was mainly by what Black himself wrote, with some assistance from Fonblanque,
who first shewed his eminent qualities as a writer by articles and jeux d'esprit
in the Chromcle. The defects of the law, and of the administration of justice, were
the subject on which that paper rendered most service to improvement. Up to that
time hardly a word had been said, except by Bentham and my father, against that
most peccant part of English institutions and of their administration. It was the
almost universal creed of Englishmen, that the law of England. the judicature of
England, the unpaid magistracy of England, were models of excellence. I do not
go beyond the mark in saying, that after Bentham, who supplied the principal
materials, the greatest share of the merit of breaking down this wretched superstition belongs to Black, as editor of the Morning Chronicle. He kept up an incessant
fire against it, exposing the absurdities and vices of the law and the courts of
jusUce, paid and unpaid, until he forced some sense of them into people's minds.
On many other questions he became the organ of opinions much in advance of any
which had ever before found regular advocacy in the newspaper press. Black was a
frequent visitor of my father, and Mr. Grote used to say that he always knew by the
Monday morning's article, whether Black had been with my father on the Sunday.
Black was one of the most influential of the many channels through which my
father's conversation and personal influence made h_s opinions tell on the world:
cooperating with the effect of his writings in making him a power in the country,
such as it has rarely been the lot of an individual in a private station to be, through
the mere force of intellect and character: and a power which was often acting the
[*"Free Discussion," Mornmg Chronicle. 28 Jan , 1823, p. 3"8 Feb., 1823,p. 3; and 12
Feb., 1823, p. 3. The unpublished letters are not known to have survived.]
[ Unheaded leader, Mornmg Chromt le, 9 May, 18,3, p 3.]
[*Atotal of twenty-two letters, reviews, and leading articles, all but three in the Morning
Chronicle.]
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efficiently when it was least seen or suspected. I have already noticed how much of
what was done by Ricardo, Hume, and Grote was done at his prompting and
persuasion; he was the good genius by the side of Brougham in all he ever did for
the public, either on education, law reform, or any other subject. And his influence
fowed in minor streams too numerous to be specified. This influence now received
a great extension by the foundation of the Westminster Review.
Contrary to what might be supposed, my father was in no degree a party to the
setting up of the Westminster Review a. The need of a Radical review to make head
against the Edinburgh and Quarterly (then in the period of their greatest reputation
and influence) had been a toptc of conversation between him and Mr. Bentham
many years earlier, and it had then been part of their chateau en Espagne that my
father should be the editor e but the idea had never assumed a practical shape e. fin
1823 however Mr. Bentham determined to establish the review at his own cost,
and offered the editorship to my father, who declined it, as being incompatible
with his India House appointment. It was then entrusted to Mr. Bowring, at that
time engaged in mercantile business r Mr. Bowring had for two or three years
prevrous been an assiduous frequenter of Bentham, to whom he was recommended
by many personal good qualities, by an ardent admiration for Bentham, a zealous
adoption of many though not all of his opinions, and not least by an extensive
acquaintanceship and correspondence with Liberals of all countries, which seemed
to qualify him for being a powerful agent in spreading Bentham's fame and
doctrines through all quarters of the world. My father had seen little of Bowring,
but knew enough of him to be convinced that he was a man of an entirely different
type from what my father deemed suitable for conducting a political and philosophical review: and he augured so ill of the enterprise that he regretted it
altogether, feeling persuaded not only that Bentham would lose his money, but that
discredit would be brought upon radical principles, gSince however it was to be
attempted, he could not refuse to write for it g. He consented therefore to write an
article for the first number: and as it had been part of the plan formerly talked of
between him and Bentham that a portion of the work should be devoted to
reviewing the other Reviews, this article of my father's was a general review of the
Edinburgh. Before he began writing it he hput my services in requisition, to h read
a[Cancelled text:], nor was his opinion asked on the subject
e "[Earlier version:] ; this was before his appointment to the India House
l-Y[Earher version:] Some time in the summer ol 1823 when as still frequently happened my father
was dmmg with Mr. Bentham. or when as often happened Mr. Bentham had stepped across his garden
to speak to my father at his study window, he reminded my father of this old project and announced to
him "the money is found." About the source of it he said nothing, and my lather was never told. though
he never had any doubt of the fact, that the money was Bentham's. He was never asked for an opmmn,
but only for cooperation. The editorship was offered to him. but he declined it as being incompatible
wRh his India house appointment. On his refusal he was asked to write for the review, and was mformed
that Mr. Bowring was to be the editor [In the first sentence Mffl deleted "when as still frequently..
window, he" and mterlined "'/do not know on what occasion, Bentham" HTM marked the second
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most efficiently where it was least seen and suspected. I have already noticed how
much of what was done by Ricardo, Hume, and Grote, was the result, in part, of
his prompting and persuasion. He was the good genius by the side of Brougham in
most of what he did for the public, either on education, law reform, or any other
subject. And his influence flowed in minor streams too numerous to be specified.
This influence was now about to receive a great extension, by the foundation of the
Westminster Review.
Contrary to what may have been supposed, my father was in no degree a party to
setting up the Westminster Review. The need of a Radical organ to make head
against the Edinburgh and Quarterly (then in the period of their greatest reputation
and influence) had been a topic of conversation between him and Mr. Bentham
many years earlier, and it had been a part of their chftteau en Espagne that my
father should be the editor, but the idea had never assumed any practical shape. In
1823, however, Mr. Bentham determined to establish the review at his own cost,
and offered the editorship to my father, who declined it as incompatible with his
India House appointment. It was then entrusted to Mr. (now Sir John) Bowring, at
that time a merchant in the City. Mr. Bowring had been for two or three years
previous an assiduous frequenter of Mr. Bentham, to whom he was recommended
by many personal good qualities, by an ardent admiration for Bentham, a zealous
adoption of many though not all of his opinions, and, not least, by an extensive
acquaintanceship and correspondence with Liberals of all countries, which seemed
to qualify him for being a powerful agent m spreading Bentham's fame and
doctrines through all quarters of the world. My- father had seen little of Bowring,
but knew enough of him to have formed a strong opinion, that he was a man of an
entirely different type from what my father considered suitable for conducting a
political and philosophical review: and he augured so ill of the enterprise that he
regretted it altogether, feeling persuaded not only that Mr. Bentham would lose his
money, but that discredit would probably be brought upon radical principles. He
could not however desert Mr. Bentham, and he consented to write an article for the
first number, t*j As it had been a favorite portion of the scheme formerly talked of,
that part of the work should be devoted to reviewing the other Reviews, this article
of my father's was to be a general criticism of the Edinburgh Review from its
commencement. Before writing it he made me read through all the volumes of the
[*James Mill, "Periodical Literature: Edinburgh Revww,'" WestminsterReview, 1(Jan ,
1824),206-49.]
sentence t "'About
. Bentham's ") wtth a line m the margin, and oppostte the last seven words of the
last sentence wrote at left. "the editorship was entrusted to Mr. Bowrmg at that time engaged m'" ]
s-g[Earher version:] Since however not only no desire was shewn for his adwce, but such a mere
secret de la com_die as where the money was to come from. was not confided to him. he doubtless felt
that It would be an impertinence in htm to obtrude his opmton. Probably also he saw that It would be of
no use. At the same ume, the terms he was on with Bentham made _t_mpossible for hm_ to refuse to
write for the review [The first two sentences are marked for delenon bv HTM. In the last, for "refuse"
Mill originally wrote "mortify him by refusing". ]
h-h[Earher verslons:] made me [altered to read'] asked me to
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through all the numbers of the Edinburgh Review from its commencement, or at
least as much of them as seemed important (this was not then so onerous a task as it
would be now, the review having only lasted twenty years of the fifty and upwards
which it now reckons), making notes for him of the articles which I thought he
would wish to examine, either on account of their good or their bad qualities. The
article is I think one of the most striking of all his writmgs, both in conception and
in execution. He began with an analysis of the tendencies of periodical literature in
general; pointing out that since it cannot, like a book, wait for success, but must
succeed immediately or not at all, it is almost certain to profess and inculcate the
opinions already held by the public to which it addresses itself, instead of attempting to rectify them. He next, by way of characterizing the position of the
Edinburgh Review as a political organ, entered into a complete analysis of the
British Constitution. He commented on its thoroughly aristocratic composition;
the nomination of a majority of the House of Commons by a few hundred families:
the different classes which this narrow oligarchy was obliged to admit to a share of
power; and finally, what he called its two props, the Church, and the legal
profession. He then pointed out the natural tendency of an aristocratic body of this
composition, to group itself into two parties, one of them in possession of the
executive, the other seeking to become so, and endeavouring to supplant the
former and become the predominant section by the aid of public opinion. He
described the course likely to be pursued, and the political ground occupied, by an
aristocratical party in opposition, coquetting with popular principles for the sake of
popular support. He shewed how this idea was realized in the conduct of the Whig
party, and of the Edinburgh Review, as the chief literary organ of that party. He
noted as their principal characteristic what he termed "seesaw"; writing altemately
on both sides of every question which touched the power or interest of the
governing classes: sometimes in different articles, sometimes in different parts of
the same article. And this he illustrated by copious specimens. So formidable an
attack on the Whig party and policy had never before been made: nor had so great a
blow ever been struck, in this country, for radicalism: and there was not, I believe,
any person living who could have written that article except my father.*

In the meantime the nascent review had formed a junction with another project.
of a purely literary periodical to be edited by Mr. Henry Southern, afterwards
known as a diplomatist, then a literary man by profession J. The two editors agreed
*'The continuation of this amcle, in the second number of the review, was written by me
under my father's eye, and (except as practice in composition, m which respect _twas, to
myself, very useful) was of little or no value.'
'-'[Mill added thts note at left after deleting the passage gtven in the second note below (96k).]
J[ Cancelled text:], and editor of the Retrospective Review
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Review, or as much of each as seemed of any importance (which was not so
arduous a task in 1823 as it would be now), and make notes for him of the articles
which I thought he would wish to examine, either on account of their good or their
bad qualities. This paper of my father's was the chief cause of the sensation which
the Westminster Review produced at its first appearance, and is. both in conception
and in execution, one of the most striking of all his writings. He began by an
analysts of the tendencies of periodical literature in general: pointing out, that it
cannot, like books, wait for success, but must succeed immediately, or not at all,
and is hence almost certain to profess and inculcate the opinions already held by the
public to which it addresses itself, instead of attempting to rectify or improve those
opimons. He next, to characterize the position of the Edinburgh Review as a
political organ, entered into a complete analysis, from the Radical point of view. of
the British Constitution. He held up to nouce its thoroughly aristocratic character:
the nomination of a majority of the House of Commons by a few hundred families;
the entire identification of the more independent portion, the county members,
with the great landholders; the different classes whom this narrow oligarchy was
induced, for convenience, to admit to a share of power; and finally, what he called
its two props, the Church, and the legal profession. He pointed out the natural
tendency of an aristocratic body of this composition, to group itself into two
parties, one of them in possession of the executive, the other endeavouring to
supplant the former and become the predominant section by the aid of public
opinion, without any essential sacrifice of the aristocratical predominance. He
described the course likely to be pursued, and the political ground occupied, by an
aristocratic party in opposition, coquetting with popular principles for the sake of
popular support. He shewed how this idea was realized in the conduct of the Whig
party, and of the Edinburgh Review as its chief literary organ. He described, as
their main characteristic, what he termed "seesaw"; t*l writing alternately on both
sides of every question which touched the power or interest of the governing
classes; sometimes in different articles, sometimes in different parts of the same
article: and illustrated his position by copious specimens. So formidable an attack
on the Whig party and policy had never before been made; nor had so great a blow
been ever struck, in this country, for radicalism: nor was there, I believe, any
living person capable of writing that article, except my father.*
In the meantime the nascent review had formed a junction with another project,
of a purely literary periodical, to be edited by Mr. Henry Southern, afterwards a
diplomatist, then a literary man by profession. The two editors agreed to unite their
[*Ibid., 1(Jan., 1824), pp. 218-20, and 223ff.]
*The continuation of this article in the second number of the revsewwas wriuen by me
under my father's eye, and (except as practice in composition, in which respect it was. to
me, more useful than anything else I ever wrote) was of hnlc or no value. ["Periodical
Literature: Edinburgh Review," *bM., 1 (Apr., 1824), 505-41: reprinted at pp. 291-325
below.]
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to unite their corps and to divide the editorship, Bowring taking the political,
Southern the literary department. Southern's review was to have been published by
Longman, and that firm, though part proprietors of the Edinburgh, were willing to
be the publishers of the new journal. But when all the arrangements had been
made, and the prospectuses sent out, the Longmans saw my father's attack on the
Edinburgh and drew back. My father was now appealed to for his interest with his
own publisher, Baldwin: to whom he spoke accordingly with a successful result.
And so, amidst anything but hope on my father's part, and that of most of those
who afterwards aided in carrying on the review, the first number made its appearance.
That number was an agreeable surprise to us. The average of the articles was of
much better quality than had been expected. The literary and artistic department
had rested chiefly on Mr. Bingham, a barrister on the Western Circuit (subsequently a Police Magistrate) who had been some years a frequenter of Bentham, was a
friend of both the Austins, and had adopted with great ardour Mr. Bentham's
philosophical opinions. Partly I believe from accident, there were in the first
number no less than five amcles by Bmgham: and we were extremely pleased with
them. I well remember the mixed feeling I myself had about the Review: the joy at
finding, what we did not at all expect, that it was sufficiently good to be capable of
being made a creditable organ of those who held the opinions it professed: and
extreme vexation, since it was so good in the main, at what we thought the
blemishes of it: there were two articles in particular which I individually took
extremely to heart, t. l When however, in addition to our favourable opinion of it on
the whole, we found that it had an extraordinarily large sale for a first number, and
that the appearance of a Radical Review of pretensions equal to those of the
established organs of parties had excited considerable attention, there was no room
for hesitation, and we all became eager in exerting ourselves as much as possible to
strengthen and improve it.
kMy father continued to write occasionally. First the Quarterly Review received
its exposure, as a sequel to that of the Edinburgh: of his other contributions the
[*Mill is most likely referring to William Johnson Fox, "Men and Thmgs m 1823," and
Thomas Southwood Smith, "'Education." Westmmster Revww. I (Jan., 1824), 1-18, and
43-79.]
4[Cancelled text:] My first contnbunon to the review was m the second number In my father's anlcle
the detailed shew-up of the Edinburgh Revww had been left unfimsbed, and he wished me to attempt to
fimsh _t. I had one quahficauon for doing so, a strong mdtgnatton at many of the articles which I had
read m my course of readmg and notetakmg for my father's use. But I can now see that there was
something ri&culous in this pretensmn of a youth, not yet eighteen, to sit m judgment on some of the
pnnc_pal writers of the time. The thing however was written and published, and what seems strange,
many ff not most of its readers &d not suspect that the continuation was by a different hand from the first
article. So incapable are most people, when the )'ond of the thoughts is the same, and the manner
imitated, to dlstmgmsh the borrowed from the original. The article of course was not, and could not be.
anything more than a theme written on the ideas which had been instilled into me by my teachers. The
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corps, and divide the editorship, Bowring taking the political. Southern the literary
department. Southern's review was to have been published by Longman. and that
firm, though part proprietors of the Edinburgh, were willing to be the publishers of
the new journal. But when all the arrangements had been made, and the prospectuses sent out, the Longmans saw my father's attack on the Edinburgh, and drew
back. My father was now appealed to for his interest with his own publisher,
Baldwin, which was exerted with a successful result. And so, in April 1824,
amidst anything but hope on my father's part, and that of most of those who
afterwards aided in carrying on the review, the first number made its appearance. t*l
That number was an agreeable surprise to most of us. The average of the articles
was of much better quality than had been expected. The literary and artistic
department had rested chiefly on Mr. Bingham, a barrister (subsequently a Police
Magistrate) who had been for some years a frequenter of Bentham, was a friend of
both the Austins, and had adopted with great ardour Mr. Bentham's philosophical
opinions. Partly from accident, there were in the first number as many as five
articles by Bingham; ttl and we were extremely pleased with them. I well remember the mixed feeling I myself had about the Review: the joy at finding, what we
did not at all expect, that it was sufficiently good to be capable of being made a
creditable organ of those who held the opinions it professed: and extreme vexation,
since it was so good on the whole, at what we thought the blemishes of _t. When,
however, in addition to our generally favourable opinion of it, we learned that it
had an extraordinarily large sale for a first number, and found that the appearance
of a Radical review, with pretensions equal to those of the established organs of
parties, had excited much attention, there could be no room for hesitation, and we
all became eager in doing everything we could to strengthen and improve it.

My father continued to write occasional articles. The Quarterly Review received
its exposure, as a sequel to that of the Edinburgh. Of his other contributions, the
[*Thefirst number of the Westminster appeared about 24 Jan., 1824 (see Examiner, 25
Jan.; Morning Chronicle, 27 Jan. ):Mill may have made the mistake because his first article
appeared in the number for April.]
I Peregnne

Bmgham.

Moore

s Fables for the Hoh" Alhance,'"

Westminster

Review.

I

(Jan., 1824), 18-27: "Travels of Duncan, Flint, and Faux, m the Umted States," pp.
101-20. "Vocal Music," pp. 120-41: "M, Cottu and Special Juries," pp t46-7t: and
"Periodical Literature: Quarterly Review, No. LVIII."pp. 250-68. ]
stilewasbonyandwiry.very,unhkethe writingofa youngperson,butwitha certaindegreeofvigour
and of pohsh.No one but myselfwroteany part of _t.or even corrected_t,but _twentthroughan
incredibleamountofelaborauonfrommyselfundermyfather'seye, hegsvmgithackto merepeatedly
partbyparttobeamended,orcancelledandbegunagain,eitherto thruv,m moreandbetterthoughtsor
to bnngthemout morepointedlym the expressionI supposethere are fewsentencesthatwerenot
rewrittenw_thgreatpainsand effortnearlya dozentimes The articlewasworthhttleenoughm an_
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most important were an attack on Southey's Book of the Church in the fifth
number, and a political article in the twelfth. Mr. Austin only contributed one
article, but one of great merit, an argument against primogeniture, in reply to an
article then lately published in the Edinburgh Review by McCulloch. Grote also
was a contributor only once, all the time he could spare being already taken up by
his HistoD, of Greece, which he had commenced _atmy, father's instigation. The
article he wrote was on his own subject, and was a very compTef_ ex-_posureand
castigation of Mitford Bingham and Charles Austin continued to write for some
numbers: Fonblanque was a frequent contributor from the third number. Of my
particular set, Ellis was a regular writer up to the ninth number and about the time
when he left off others of the set began: Eyton Tooke, Graham, and Roebuck. I
myself was the most frequent writer of all, having contributed from the second
number to the eighteenth, thirteen articles _;chiefly t reviews of books on history
and political economy, or discussions on special political topics, as corn laws,
game laws, law of libel. Occasional articles of merit came in from other

other respect but to me it was very valuable as practice in composmon. [paragraph] In the same number
of the review there were also articles by Charles Austin and Elhs: and gradually most of the writing
radicals of my father's or my acquaintance were brought into play [In the second sentence, for "wtshed
me to attempt to" Mill first wrote (and HTM underscored, and pencdled "wtshed" oppostte)
"determmed to see whether I could". At the beginning of the fourth sentence, for "But 1 can non' see"
(apparentl 3 supplied by HTM) Mill first wrote and HTM underscored
"In ever 3 other respect the
subject wa6 so much above me". In the same sentence, "youth, not vet etghteen,'" was mterhned m
pencd by HTM and wrttten over m mk b_'Mill to replace the original word "boy". In the stxth sentence
HTM deleted "and the manner tmitated," and "the borrowed from the ortginal", and she marl_ed the
seventh sentence wtth a hne m the margin. In the ninth she deleted "or even corrected tt:" and then
marked the whole of tt and the next sentence ( "'No one but myself..,
dozen ttme_ ") with a line in the
margtn, apparently a_ an alternate to them or as atrtal replacement for some part of them. Mill wrote
and deleted at left: It was wholly my own writing, but was written under my father's eye. See the second
note above (94'-'). ]
_-t[Earher verston. ]. These were on subjects much more level than my first with my acqmrements
and experience:
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most important were an attack on Southey's
Book of the Church, in the fifth
number, and a political article in the twelfth. I*1 Mr. Austin only contributed one
paper, but one of great merit, an argument against primogeniture,
in reply to an
article then lately published in the Edinburgh Review by McCulloch.l*_ Grote also
was a contributor only once; all the time he could spare being already taken up with
his History, of Greece. TMThe article he wrote was on his own subject, and was a
very complete exposure and castigation of Mitford. Blngham and Charles Austin
continued to write for some time; Fonblanque was a frequent contributor from the
third number. Of my particular associates, Ellis was a regular writer up to the ninth
number; and about the time when he left off, others of the set began; Eyton Tooke,
Graham, and Roebuck.
I was myself the most frequent writer of all, having
contributed, from the second number to the eighteenth, thirteen articles; reviews of
books on history and political economy, or discussions on special political topics,
as corn laws, game laws, law of libel.t§l Occasional articles of merit came in from
[*James Mill, "'Periodical Literature. Quarterly Revtew.'" Westminster Revtew, I1 tOct.,
1824L 463-503: "Robert Southey's Book of the Church." Ibid., III IJan , 18251. 167-212,
reviewing Southey's The Book of the Church, 2 vols ILondon: Murray. 1824 I: and "State of
the Nation," WestmmsterReview, VI (Oct., 1826L 249-78.]
[TJohn Austin, "Disposition of Property by Will--Primogeniture,"
tbtd., 11(Oct., 1824_,
503-53: a reply to John Ramsay McCulloch, "Disposal of Property by Will," Edinburgh
Revtew, XL (July, 18241, 350-75.]
[_George Grote, "Institutions of Ancient Greece." Westminster Review, V (Apt , 1826 I.
269-331: his work culminated m A Hlstor3.' of Greece, 12 vols (London. Murray, 1846561.1
[_"Periodlcal Literature: Edinburgh Review" _cited above): "War Expenditure,'" I1(July.
1824), 27-48, in Essays on Economics and Soctet3', Collected V_brks [CW]. Vols. IV-V
(Toronto: Umversity of Toronto Press, 1967), Vol. IV, pp 1-22: "Brodie's Histor 3 oJ the
Brzttsh Empzre," II (Oct., 18241, 346-402. reviewing George Brodle. A Htstotw of the
British Emptre, from the Accession of Charles l, to the Restoratton, 4 vols (Edinburgh: Bell
and Bradfute; London: Longman, 1822), "'Quarterly Revtew on Political Economy." II1
(Jan.. 1825), 213-32, in CW, Vol. IV. pp. 23-43: "Law of Libel and L_berty of the Press.'"
III IApr., 18251, 285-321; "The Corn Laws," 1II, 394-420. m CW, Vol IV, pp 45-70:
"The Game Laws," V (Jan., 18261, 1-22: "The Silk Trade," V, 136-49, in CW. Vol IX'.
pp. 125-39; "The French Revolution." V IApr., 18261. 385-98, reviewing Franqois
Auguste Alexis Mignet, Histoire de la rdvolution franqaise depuis 1789 jusqu'en 1814.2
vols. (Paris: Didot, 18241, translated as Htstor3' of the French Revolution from 1789 to
1814, 2 vols. (London: Hunt and Clarke. 1826): "Modem French Historical Works--Age of
Chwalry,'" V1 (July, 1826), 62-103, reviewing Jacques Antoine Dulaure, Htstotre physique, civile et morale de Paris deputs les premters temps htstorlques jusqu'(t no_ jours. 2nd
ed., 10 vols. (Paris: Guillaume, 1823-41, and the first 9 vols of Jean Charles L6onard
Simonde de Sismondi, Histoire des Franfais, 31 vols. (Pans: Treuttel and Wiartz. 182144): "New Corn Law," VII (Jan., 18271. 169-86. in CW. Vol. IV, pp. 141-59. "'Whately's
Elements of Logic,'" IX (Jan., 18281, 137-72, reviewing Richard Whately, Element.s qf
Logic, 2nd. ed. (London: Mawman. 18271. in Essays on Philosophy and the Classws. CW,
Vol. XI (Toronto: Umversity of Toronto Press, 19781, pp. 1-35: and "'Scotts L!fe o/
Napoleon," IX IApr., 18281, 251-313. reviewing Walter Scott, The Life of Napoleon
Buonaparte, 9 vols, (Edinburgh: Cadell; London: Longman. Rees, Orme. Brown, and
Green, 18271.]
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"acquaintances" of my father's, and in time, of mine; and some of Dr. Bowring's
writers turned out well. On the whole however, the conduct of the review was
never satisfactory to any of the persons strongly interested in its pnnciples with
whom I came in contact. Hardly ever did a number come out which did not contain
several things extremely offensive to us, either in point of opimons, or of taste, or
by mere want of abihty. The unfavourable judgments passed by my father, Grote,
the two Austins and others, were reechoed with exaggeration by us younger
people: and as our nyouthful zeal" rendered us by no means backward in making
complaints, we led the two editors a sad life. From my remembrance of what 1then
was, I have no manner of doubt that we were at least as often wrong as right; and I
am very certain that if the review had been carried on according to our notions (I
mean those of the juniors) it would have been no better, perhaps not even so good
as it was. But it is a fact of some interest in the history of English radicalism, that its
chief philosophical organ was from the beginning extremely unsatisfactory to
those, whose opinions it was supposed especially to represent.
In the meanwhile however the review made a considerable noise in the world,
and gave a recognized status m the arena of opinion and discussion to the
Benthamic type of radicalism quite out of proportion to the o number of its
adherents and to the personal merits or abilities, at that time, of any but some three
or four of them. It was a time, as is well known, of rapidly rising Liberalism. When
the fears and animosities accompanying the war against France Wer_ 6tided, and
people had room in their minds for thoughts on home politics, the tide began to set
towards reform. The renewed oppression of the Continent by the old reigning
famihes, the countenance given by the English Government to the conspiracy
against liberty called the Holy Alliance, and the enormous weight of the national
debt and of taxation occasioned by so long and costly a war, rendered the
government and the parliament very unpopular: and Radicalism, under the lead of
the Burdetts and Cobbetts, had assumed a character which seriously alarmed the
Administration. Their apprehensions had scarcely been temporarily allayed by the
Six Acts, when the trial of Queen Caroline excited a still wider and deeper feeling
of hatred: and though the outward signs of this hatred passed away with its exciting
cause, there arose on all sides a spirit which had never shewn itself before, of
opposition to abuses in detail. Mr. Hume's persevering scrutiny of the public
expenditure, forcing the House of Commons to a division on every objectionable
item in the estimates, had begun to tell with great force on public opinion. Political
economy had asserted itself with great vigour in public affairs, by the Petition of
the Merchants of London for Free Trade drawn up in 1820 by Mr. Tooke and

"-"[ Earher vers,on "] friends
n-n[Earlier version:] zeal (I am speaking of the jumors and especially
o[Cancelled text:] very small

myself)
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other acquaintances of my father's, and in time, of mine; and some of Mr.
Bowring's writers turned out well. On the whole, however, the conduct of the
Review was never satisfactory to any of the persons strongly interested in its
principles, with whom I came in contact. Hardly ever did a number come out
without containing several things extremely offensive to us. either in point of
opinion, of taste, or by mere want of ability. The unfavorable judgments passed by
my father, Grote, the two Austins, and others, were reechoed with exaggeration by
us younger people; and as our youthful zeal rendered us by no means backward in
making complaints, we led the two editors a sad life. From my knowledge of what I
then was, I have no doubt that we were at least as often wrong as right; and 1 am
very certain that if the Review had been carried on according to our notions (I mean
those of the juniors) it would have been no better, perhaps not even so good as it
was. But it is worth noting as a fact in the history of Benthamlsm, that the
periodical organ, by which it was best known, was from the first extremely
unsatisfactory to those, whose opinions on all subjects it was supposed specially to
represent.
Meanwhile, however, the Review made considerable noise in the world, and
gave a recognized status, in the arena of opinion and discussion, to the Benthamic
type of radicalism, out of all proportion to the number of its adherents, and to the
personal merits and abilities, at that time, of most of those who could be reckoned
among them. It was a time, as is known, of rapidly rising Liberalism. When the
fears and animosities accompanying the war with France had'been'brought to an
end, and people had once more a place in their thoughts for home politics, the tide
began to set towards reform. The renewed oppression of the Continent by the old
reigning families, the countenance apparently given by the Enghsh Government to
the conspiracy against liberty called the Holy Alliance, and the enormous weight
of the national debt and taxation occasioned by so long and costly a war, rendered
the government and parliament very unpopular. Radicalism. under the leadership
of the Burdens and Cobbetts, had assumed a character and importance which
seriously alarmed the Administration: and their alarm had scarcely been temporarily assuaged by the celebrated Six Acts, t*j when the trial of Queen Caroline roused
a still wider and deeper feeling of hatred. Though the outward signs of this hatred
passed away with its exciting cause, there arose on all sides a spirit which had
never shewn itself before, of opposition to abuses in detail. Mr. Hume' s persevering scrutiny of the public expenditure, forcing the House of Commons to a division
on every objectionable item in the estimates, had begun to tell with great force on
public opinion, and had extorted many minor retrenchments from an unwilling
Administration. Political economy had asserted itself with great vigour in public
affairs, by the Petition of the Merchants of London for Free Trade, drawn up in
['60 George III & 1George IV. c 1. c. 2. c. 4. c. 6. c. 8, and c. 9 _all Dec., 1819):for the
titles, see the Bibliographic Index. p. 744 below.]
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presented by Mr. Baring: and by the noble exertions of Ricardo during the few
years of his parliamentary life. His writings, following up the impulse given by the
Bullion Controversy, and followed up in their turn by the expositions and comments of my father and McCulloch, had drawn general attention to the subject,
making converts, partially at least, even among the ministers; and Huskisson,
backed by Canning, had already commenced that gradual demolition of the
protective system, which one of their colleagues virtually completed in 1846. PMr.
Peel _. then Home Secretary, was entering, though very' cautiously, into the
untrodden and peculiarly Benthamic path of Law Reform. At this time, when
Liberalism seemed to be becoming the tone of the times, when improvement of
restitutions was preached from the highest places, and a complete change of the
constitution of parliament was loudly demanded from the lowest, it is not wonderful that attention was roused by the regular appearance in controversy of what
seemed a new school of writers, claiming to be the philosophers and legislators of
this new tendency. The air of strong persuasion q with which they wrote, while
scarcely any one else seemed to have as strong faith in as definite a creed: the
boldness with which they ran full tilt against the very front of both the existing
political parties: their uncompromising profession of opposition to many of the
most generally received opinions; the talent and verve of at least my father's
articles, and the appearance of a corps behind him sufficient to carry on a review:
and finally the fact that the review sold and was read, "made the so called Bentham
school in philosophy and politics fill a greater place in the public mind than it ever
had done before or has done since. As 1was in the head quarters of it, knew of what
it was composed, and as one of the most active of its very small number might even
say, quorum pars magna fui. it belongs to me more than to most others, to give
some account of it.

This supposed school, then, Shad no other existence than was constituted by _the
fact that my father's writings and conversation drew a certain number of young
men round him who had already imbibed, or who imbibed from him, a greater or
less portion of his very decided political and philosophical opinions. The notion
that Bentham was surrounded by a band of disciples who received their opinions
from his lips, is a fable which my father exposed in his Fragment on Mackintosh
and is ridiculous to all who knew anything of Mr. Bentham's habits of life and
P-e[ Earlier verston :] That same colleague [marked with a hne in the margin by HTM, who mterhned
"'&r R. Peel"]
q[Cancelled text. ] , amounting to arrogance.
"[Cancelled text. ] and continued to support ttself, these things [thefive words before the semwolon
deleted first by HTM]
s-_[Earher version "] never had any umty, concert, or any existence at all beyond
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1820 by Mr. Tooke and presented by Mr. Alexander Baring; [*j and by the noble
exertions of Ricardo during the few years of his parliamentary life, His writings,
following up the impulse given by the Bullion controversy, and followed up in
their turn by the expositions and comments of my father and McCulloch (whose
writings in the Edinburgh Review during those years were most valuable), had
drawn general attention to the subject, making at least partial converts in the
Cabinet itself; and Huskisson, supported by Canning, had commenced that gradual
demolition of the protective system, which one of their colleagues virtually
completed in 1846, though the last vestiges were only swept away by Mr.
Gladstone in 1860. Mr. Peel, then Home Secretary, was entenng cautiously into
the untrodden and peculiarly Benthamic path of Law Reform. At this period, when
Liberalism seemed to be becoming the tone of the time, when improvement of
institutions was preached from the highest places, and a complete change of the
constitution of Parliament was loudly demanded in the lowest, it is not strange that
attention should have been roused by the regular appearance in controversy of what
seemed a new school of writers, claiming to be the legislators and theorists of this
new tendency. The air of strong conviction with which they wrote, when scarcely
any one else seemed to have an equally strong faith in as definite a creed: the
boldness with which they tilted against the very front of both the existing political
parties; their uncompromising profession of opposition to many of the generally
received opinions, and the suspicion they lay under of holding others still more
heterodox than they professed: the talent and verve of at least my father's articles,
and the appearance of a corps behind him sufficient to carry on a review: and
finally, the fact that the review was bought and read, made the so called Bentham
school in philosophy and politics fill a greater place in the public mind than it had
held before, or has ever again held since other equally earnest schools of thought
have arisen in England. As I was in the head quarters of it, knew of what it was
composed, and as one of the most actwe of its very small number, might say
without undue assumption, quorum pars magnafui, t_l it belongs to me more than
to most others to give some account of it.
This supposed school, then, had no other existence than what was constituted by
the fact, that my father's writings and conversation drew round him a certain
number of young men who had already imbibed, or who imbibed from him. a
greater or smaller portion of his very decided political and philosophical opinions.
The notion that Bentham was surrounded by a band of disciples who received their
opinions from his lips, is a fable to which my father did justice in his Fragment on
Mackintosh) *l and which, to all who knew Mr. Bentham's habits of life and
[*See Journals

of the House

of Commons,

Vol. LXXV,

p. 41016

July,

18201.]

[*Aeneid, Vol. 1, p. 294 (Bk. II, 1.6L ]
[*See James Mill, A Fragment on Mackintosh
(London: Baldwin and Cradock,
1835),
pp. 122-5: the work is an attack on James Mackintosh.
Dtssertatzon
on the Progress of
EthicalPhilosophy
(Edinburgh.
n.p.. 1830).]
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manner of conversation. But what was ' false of Bentham was to some extent true
of my father: He was sought for the vigour and instructiveness of his conversation
and did use it largely as an instrument for the diffusion of his opinions, i have never
met with any man who could do such ample justice to his opinions in colloquial
d_scussion. His perfect command of all his great mental resources, the terseness
and expressiveness of his language and the intellectual force and moral earnestness
of his dehvery, made him one of the most striking of all argumentative conversers;
while he was also full of anecdote, a hearty laugher, and when with people whom
he liked, a most hvely and amusing companion. It was not solely or even chiefly in
diffusing his mere intellectual convictions, that his power shewed itself; it was still
more through the influence of a quality of which I have only since learnt to
appreciate the extreme rarity, especially in England: that exalted public spirit, and
regard above all things to the good of the whole, which warmed into life and
actwity every germ of similar virtue that existed in the minds he came in contact
with; the desire he made them feel for his approbation, the shame at his disapproval; the moral support which his conversation, and his very existence, gave
to those who were aiming at the same objects, through their respect for his
judgment; and the encouragement he afforded to the faint hearted or desponding
among them by the firm confidence which (though the reverse of sanguine as to the
results to be expected in any one particular case) he always felt in the power of
reason, the general progress of improvement, and the good which could always be
done by judicious effort.

My father's opinions were those which gave the distinguishing character to what
was then regarded as the Benthamic or utilitarian tone of speculation. His opinions
fell singly scattered from him in all directions but they flowed from him in a
continued stream principally through three channels. One was through me, the
only mind directly formed by his instructions, and through whom considerable
influence was exercised over various young men who became in their turn propagandists orally and by writing. A second was through some of the contemporaries
at Cambridge of Charles Austin, who, either initiated by him or through the
general mental impulse which he gave, had adopted opinions much allied to those
of my father, and some of the more considerable of whom afterwards sought my
father's acquaintance and frequented his house: among these may be mentioned
Strutt, since known as a radical member of parliament, and the present Sir John
Romilly, with whose father, Sir Samuel, my father had of old been on terms of
friendship. The third channel was that of a younger generation of Cambridge
undergraduates u contemporary not with Austin but with Eyton Tooke. drawn to
him by affimty of opinions, and by him introduced to my father: the most notable of
these was Charles Buller. Various other persons individually received and trans'[Cancelled text:] ludicrously
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manner of conversation, is simply ridiculous. The influence which Bentham
exercised was by his writings. Through them he has produced, and is producing.
effects on the condition of mankind, wider and deeper, no doubt, than any which
can be attributed to my father. He is a much greater name in history. But my father
exercised a far greater personal ascendancy. He was sought for the vigour and
instructiveness of his conversation, and did use it largely as an instrument for the
diffusion of his opinions. I have never known any man who could do such ample
justice to his best thoughts in colloquial discussion. His perfect command over his
great mental resources, the terseness and expressiveness of his language, and the
moral earnestness as well as intellectual force of his delivery, made him one of the
most striking of all argumentative conversers: and he was full of anecdote, a hearty
laugher, and when with people whom he liked, a most lively and amusing
companion. It was not solely, or even chiefly, in diffusing his merely intellectual
convictions, that his power shewed itself: it was still more through the influence of
a quality, of which I have only since learnt to appreciate the extreme rarity- that
exalted public spirit and regard above all things to the good of the whole, which
warmed into life and activity every germ of similar virtue that existed in the minds
he came in contact with: the desire he made them feel for his approbation, the
shame at his disapproval; the moral support which his conversation and his very
existence gave to those who were aiming at the same objects, and the encouragement he afforded to the faint-hearted or desponding among them. by the firm
confidence which (though the reverse of sanguine as to the results to be expected in
any one particular case) he always felt in the power of reason, the general progress
of improvement, and the good which individuals could do by judicious effort.
It was my father's opinions which gave the distinguishing character to the
Benthamic or utilitarian propagandism of that time. They fell singly scattered from
him in many directions, but they flowed from him in a continued stream principally
in three channels. One was through me. the only mind directly formed by his
instructions, and through whom considerable influence was exercised over various
young men who became, in their turn, propagandists. A second was through some
of the Cambridge cotemporaries of Charles Austin. who. either initiated by him or
under the general mental impulse which he gave, had adopted many opinions allied
to those of my father, and some of the more considerable of whom afterwards
sought my father's acquaintance and frequented his house. Among these may be
mentioned Strutt, afterwards Lord Belper, and the present Lord Romilly, with
whose eminent father, Sir Samuel, my father had of old been on terms of
friendship. The third channel was that of a younger generation of Cambndge
undergraduates, cotemporary not with Austin but with Eyton Tooke, who were
drawn to that estimable person by affinity of opinions, and introduced by him to my
father: the most notable of these was Charles Buller. Various other persons
individually received and transmitted a considerable amount of my father's
u[Cancelled text ] (each Cambridge generaUon lasting just three years)
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mitted a considerable amount of my father's influence: for example, Black (as
before mentioned) and Fonblanque: but most of these we accounted only partial
allies. Fonblanque for instance was widely divergent from us on many important
points. But indeed there was by no means complete unanimity among any portion
of us nor had any of us ' adopted implicitly all my father's opinions. For example,
the paragraph in his Essay on Government, " in which he maintained that women
might without compromising good government be excluded from the suffrage
because their interest is the same with that of men--from this I and all those who
formed my chosen associates, most positwely dissented. It is due to my father to
say that he always denied having intended to say that women should be excluded.
any more than men under the age of forty, concerning whom he maintained in the
very, next paragraph an exactly similar thesis. He was, as he truly said, not
discussing whether the suffrage ought to be restricted to less than all, but (assuming that it is to be restricted) what is the utmost limit of restriction which does not
involve a sacrifice of the securities for good government. But 1thought then, as I
have always thought since, that even the opinion which he acknowledged was as
great an error as any of those which his Essay combated: that the interest of women
is exactly as much and no more involved in that of men, as the interest of subjects is
involved m that of kings, and that every, reason which exists for giving the suffrage
to anybody, imperatively requires that it be given to women. This was also the
general opinion of the younger proselytes: and it is pleasant to be able to say that
Bentham on this most important point, was wholly with us.

But though none of us, probably, agreed in everything with my father, yet as I
said before, his opinions gave the general character and colour to the band, or set,
or whatever else it may be called; which was not characterized by Benthamism, in
any sense which has relation to Bentham as a guide, but rather by a combination of
Bentham's point of view with that of the modern political economy, and with that
of the Hartleian metaphysics. Malthus's population principle was quite as much a
banner, and point of union among us, as any opinion specially belonging to
Bentham. This doctrine, originally brought forward as an argument against the
indefinite improvability of human affairs, we took up with great zeal in the
contrary sense, as indicating the sole means of realizing that improvability, by
securing full employment at high wages to the whole labouring population through

_[Cancelled text'], even myself,
w[Cancelled text. }the worst in point of tendency he ever wrote, that
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influence: for example, Black (as before mentioned) and Fonblanque: most of
these however we accounted only partial allies; Fonblanque, for Instance, was
always divergent from us on many important points. But indeed there was by no
means complete unanimity among any portion of us, nor had any of us adopted
implicitly all my father's opinions. For example, although his Essay on Government l*j was regarded probably by all of us as a masterpiece of political wisdom,
our adhesion by no means extended to the paragraph of it, m which he maintains
that women may consistently with good government, be excluded from the
suffrage, because their interest is the same with that of men. From this doctrine, I,
and all those who formed my chosen associates, most positively dissented. It is due
to my father to say that he denied having intended to affirm that women should be
excluded, any more than men under the age of forty, concerning whom he
maintained, in the very next paragraph, an exactly similar thesis. He was, as he
truly said, not &scussing whether the suffrage had better be restricted, but only
(assuming that it is to be restricted) what is the utmost limit of restriction, which
does not necessarily involve a sacrifice of the securities for good government. I_j
But I thought then, as 1 have always thought since, that the opinion which he
acknowledged, no less than that which he disclaimed, is as great an error as any of
those against which the Essay was &rected; that the interest of women _s mcluded
in that of men exactly as much and no more, as the interest of subjects is included in
that of kings; and that every reason which exists for giving the suffrage to anybody,
demands that it should not be withheld from women. This was also the general
opinion of the younger proselytes; and it _s pleasant to be able to say that Mr.
Bentham, on this important point, was wholly on our side.
But though none of us, probably, agreed in every respect with my father, his
opinions, as I said before, were the principal element which gave its colour and
character to the httle group of young men who were the first propagators of what
was afterwards called "philosophic radicalism.'" Their mode of thinking was not
characterized by Benthamism in any sense which has relation to Bentham as a chief
or guide, but rather by a combination of Bentham's point of view with that of the
modem political economy, and with the Hartlemn metaphysics. Malthus's population principle t*l was quite as much a banner, and point of union among us, as any
opinion specially belonging to Bentham. This great doctrine, originally brought
forward as an argument against the indefinite improvabihty of human affairs, we
took up with ardent zeal in the contrary sense, as indicating the sole means of
realizing that improvability by securing full employment at high wages to the
whole labouring population through a voluntary restriction of the increase of their
[*Inthe supplementto the Encyclopaedm Brltanmca, 1820;reprinted m Essays (London:
printedlnnes, n.d. [ 1825]). In the latter, the paragraph referred to is on p 21 .]
[*See, e.g., James Mill, "Government," title of §VI. "In the Representatwe System
Alone the Securities for Good Government Are to Be Found" (p. 16).]
[*See Thomas Robert Malthus, An Essay on the Prmczple of Populatum (London:
Johnson. 1798).]
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a restriction of the increase of their numbers. The other leading characteristics of
our creed, as mainly derived from my father, may be stated as follows.
In politics, *an almost unbounded _ confidence in the efficacy of two things:
representative government, and complete freedom of discussion. So great was my
father's reliance on the influence of reason upon the minds of mankind, whenever
it was allowed to reach them, that he felt as if all would be gained if the people
could be universally taught to read, if all sorts of opinions were allowed to be
preached to them by word and writing, and if through the suffrage they could
nominate a legislature to give effect to their opinion when formed. He thought that
if the legislature no longer represented a class interest it would mostly aim at the
general interest with adequate wisdom, as the people would be sufficiently under
the guidance of educated intelligence to make in general a good choice of representatives and to leave a liberal discretion to those whom they had chosen.
Accordingly aristocratic government, the government of the Few in any of its
shapes, was the object of his sternest disapprobation, and a democratic suffrage the
principal article of his political creed, not on the ground of "rights of man,"
"liberty" or any of the phrases more or less significant by which up to that time
democracy had usually been defended, but as the most essential of "securities for
good government." In this too he held fast only to what he deemed essentials: he
was comparatively indifferent to monarchical or republican forms, far more so
than Bentham, to whom a king, in the character of "corrupter general," appeared
necessarily very noxious. Next to aristocracy, an established church, or corporation of priests, was the object of his strongest detestation: though he disliked no
clergyman personally who did not deserve it, and was on terms of sincere
, friendship with several. I have already spoken of h.!sreje_ctionpf.both_C_h_fistianity
and Deism, both of which he regarded not only as false but as morally miscl-"fi'i_o'_. In ethics his standard was utility or the general happiness; and his moral
feelings were energetic and rigid on all points which he deemed important to
human well being, while he was supremely indifferent to all those doctrines of the
common morality which he thought had no foundation but in asceticism and
priestcraft. He looked forward for example to a great increase of freedom in the
relations between the sexes; and he anticipated as one of the beneficial effects of
that freedom, that the imagination would no longer dwell upon the physical
relation and its adjuncts, and swell this into one of the principal objects of life,
which perversion of the imagination and feelings he regarded as one of the deepest
seated and most pervading evils in the human mind y . In psychology his fun-

_-_[Earher verston:] a most exaggerated
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numbers. The other leading characteristics of the creed, which we held in common
with my father, may be stated as follows:
In politics, an almost unbounded confidence m the efficacy of two things:
representative government, and co_e
freedom ofid!scussion. So complete was
my father's reliance on the influence of reason over the minds of mankind,
whenever it is allowed to reach them, that he felt as if all would be gained if the
whole population were taught to read, if all sorts of opinions were allowed to be
adch'_s__-_t/?_'eha-6y-wo-rd-and in writing, and if by means of the suffrage they
could nominate a legislature to give effect to the opinions they adopted. He thought
that when the legislature no longer represented a class interest, it would aim at the
general interest, honestly and with adequate wisdom: since the people would be
sufficiently under the guidance of educated intelhgence, to make in general a good
choice of persons to represent them, and having done so, to leave to those whom
they had chosen a liberal discretion. Accordingly aristocratic rule, the government
of the Few in any of its shapes, being in his eyes the only thing which stood
between mankind and an administration of their affairs by the best wisdom to be
found among them, was the object of his sternest disapprobation, and a democratic
suffrage the principal article of his political creed, not on the ground of liberty,
Rights of Man, or any of the phrases, more or less significant, by which, up to that
time, democracy had usually been defended, but as the most essential of "'securities for good government," In this, too, he held fast only to what he deemed
essentials; he was comparatively indifferent to monarchical or republican forms-far more so than Bentham, to whom a king, in the character of "corruptergeneral,"|*]
appeared necessarily very noxious. Next to aristocracy, an established
church, or corporation of priests, as being by position the great depravers of
religion, and interested in opposing the progress of the human mind, was the object
of his greatest detestation: though he disliked no clergyman personally who did not
deserve it, and was on terms of sincere friendship with several. In ethics, his moral
feelings were energetic and rigid on all points which he deemed important to
human well being, while he was supremely indifferent in opinion (though his
indifference did not shew itself m personal conduct) to all those doctrines of the
common morality, which he thought had no foundation but in asceticism and
priestcraft. He looked forward, for example, to a considerable increase of freedom
in the relations between the sexes, though without pretending to define exactly
what would be, or ought to be, the precise conditions of that freedom. This opinion
was connected in him with no sensuality either of a theoretical or of a practical
kind. He anticipated, on the contrary, as one of the beneficial effects of increased
freedom, that the imagination would no longer dwell upon the physical relation
and its adjuncts, and swell this into one of the principal objects of life: a perversion
of the imagination and feelings, which he regarded as one of the deepest seated and
most pervading evils in the human mind. In psychology, his fundamental doctrine
[*SeeBentham, Plan ofParliamentar3' Reform (London: Hunter, 1817), p. xxil.]
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damental doctrine was the formation of all human character by circumstances,
through the principle of association, and the consequent unlimited possibility of
improving the moral and intellectual attributes of mankind by education. Of all his
doctrines none was more valuable than this. or needs more to be insisted on:
unfortunately there is none which is more in contradiction to the prevailing
tendency of speculation both in his time and at present.
These various opinions were seized on with youthful fanaticism by the little knot
of young men of whom I was one; and we threw into them a sectarian spirit from
which, in intention at least, my father was flee. What we (or rather a phantom
substituted in the place of us) were by a ridiculous exaggeration called by others.
namely a "school." we for some time really hoped and aspired to be. In the first two
or three years of the Westminster Review, the French philosophes of the eighteenth
century were the example we sought to imitate and we hoped to accomplish as
much as they did. I even proposed to myself to chronicle our doings, from that
early period, on the model of Grimm's Correspondence, I*1and actually for some
time kept a journal with that intention. Charles Austin had a project of a Philosophical Dictionary, suggested by Voltaire's, in which everything was to be
spoken out freely: I entered eagerly into it and sent three or four articles (the only
ones, I believe, ever written) towards a commencement of it. My particular
companions and Charles Austin's however did not much associate with one
another: an attempt we made to bnng them together periodically at his lodgings
was soon given up, and he and I did not long travel in the same direction. The head
quarters of me and my :associates: was not my father's house but Grote's, which l
very much frequented. Every new proselyte and every one whom I hoped to make a
proselyte, I took there to be indoctrinated. Grote's opinions were at that time very
much the same both in their strong and their weak points as those of us younger
people, but he was of course very much more formed, and incomparably the
superior of all of us in knowledge and present abilities.
All this however is properly the outside of our existence; or at least the
intellectual part alone, and only one side of that. In attempting to penetrate inward,
and to shew what we really were as human beings, I shall at present speak only of
myself, of whom alone I can speak from sufficient knowledge.

I conceive, then, that for these two or three years of my life the description
commonly given of a Benthamite, as a dry, hard logical machine, was as much
applicable to me, as it can well be applicable to any one just entering into life; to
whom the common objects of desire must in general have at least the attraction of
[*Fnedrich Melchior yon Gnmm, Correspondance httdratre, philosoph_que et crittque,
ed. J. Michaud, F. Ch6ron, etal., 17 vols. (Paris: Longchamps, etal.. 1812-14).1
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was the formation of all human character by circumstances, through the universal
Principle of Association. and the consequent unlimited possibility of improving
the moral and intellectual condition of mankind by education. Of all his doctrines
none was more important than this, or needs more to be insisted on: unfortunately
there is none which is more contradictory to the prevailing tendencies of speculation, both in his time and since.
These various opinions were seized on with youthful fanaticism by the little knot
of young men of whom I was one: and we put into them a sectarian spirit, from
which, in intention at least, my father was wholly flee. What we tot rather a
phantom substituted in the place of us) were sometimes, by a ridiculous exaggeration, called by others, namely a "school," some of us for a time really hoped and
aspired to be. The French philosophes of the eighteenth century were the example
we sought to imitate, and we hoped to accomplish no less results. No one of the set
went to so great excesses in this boyish ambition as I did: which might be shewn by
many particulars, were it not an useless waste of space and time.

All this, however, is properly only the outside of our existence: or at least, the
intellectual part alone, and no more than one side of that. In attempting to penetrate
inward, and give any indication of what we were as human beings, I must be
understood as speaking only of myself, of whom alone I can speak from sufficient
knowledge; and I do not believe that the picture would suit any of my companions
without many and great modifications.
I conceive that the description so often given of a Benthamite, as a mere
reasoning machine, though extremely inapphcable to most of those who have been
designated by that title, was during two or three years of my life not altogether
untrue of me. It was perhaps as applicable to me as it can well be to any one just
entering into life, to whom the common objects of desire must in general have at
least the attraction of novelty. There is nothing very extraordinary in this fact: no
youth of the age I then was, can be expected to be more than one thing, and this was
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novelty. _Ambltion" and desire of distinction I had in abundance; and zeal for what
I thought the good of mankind was my most predominant sentiment, mixing with
and colouring all other wishes and feelings. But this zeal. at that period of my life,
was as yet little else than zeal for speculative opinions. It did not proceed from
genuine benevolence or sympathy with mankind; though those qualities held btheir
due t' place in my moral creed. Nor was it connected with any high enthusiasm for
1deal nobleness. Yet of this feehng 1was imaginatively very susceptible: but there
was at that time an intermission in me of what is its natural source, poetical culture;
while there was a superabundance of the discipline antagonistic to it, that of mere
logic and analysis. Add to this that the tendency of my father's teachings was to the
undervaluing of feeling. It was not that he was himself hard hearted or insensible: I
believe it was rather from the contrary quality; he thought that feeling could take
care of itself, and that there was sure to be enough of it if actions were properly
cared about. Offended by the frequency with which in ethical and philosophical
controversy, feeling Is made the ultimate reason and justification of conduct.
instead of being itself called on for a justification: while in practice, actions, the
effect of which on human happiness is mischievous, are defended as being
reqmred by feeling, and the character of a person of feeling receives a credit for
desert which he thought only due to actions, he had a real impatience of the
attributing praise to feeling or of any but the most sparing reference to it either in
the estimation of persons or in the discussion of things. In addition to the influence
which this characteristic in him had on me and others, we found all our principal
opinions constantly attacked on the ground of feeling. Utility was denounced as
cold calculation: political economy as hard hearted: anti-population doctrines as
repulsive to the natural feelings of mankind. We retorted by the word "sentimentality" which along with "'declamation" and "vague generalities" served us as common terms of opprobrium Although we were generally right as against those who
were opposed to us, the effect was that the cultivation of feeling (except, indeed,
the feelings of public and private duty) had very little place in the thoughts of most
of us, myself in particular. _ All we thought of was to alter people's opinions; to
make them believe according to evidence, and know what was their real interest.
which if they knew, they would by "public opinion" enforce a regard to it from one
another. While fully recognizing the superior excellence of unselfish benevolence
and love of justice, we expected the re,generation of mankind not from any direct
action on those sentiments but from educated intellect enlightening the selfish
feelings. Although this last is an important means of improvement in the hands of
those who are themselves impelled by nobler principles of action, I do not believe
"[Earhervers_on ]As lor myself most of those common objects were quite sufhclently attractwe to
me. Money, indeed, having no expensive tastes, 1only wished for as a means of independence and of
promoting pubhc objects, but ambmon Jail but the last word marked for deletzon by HTM]
b-b[Earlier verston. ] a high
C[Cancelled text.] And therefore we had at this t_me no idea of real culture In our schemes for
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the thing I happened to be. Ambition and desire of distinction, I had in abundance:
and zeal for what I thought the good of mankind was my strongest sentiment,
mixing with and colouring all others. But my zeal was as yet little else, at that
period of my life, than zeal for speculative opinions. It had not its root in genuine
benevolence,
or sympathy with mankind; though these qualities held their due
place in my ethical standard. Nor was it connected with any high enthusiasm for
ideal nobleness. Yet of this feeling I was imaginatively
very, susceptible; but there
was at that time an intermission of its natural aliment, poetical culture, while there
was a superabundance
of the discipline antagonistic to it, that of mere logic and
analysis. Add to this that. as already mentioned, my father's teachings tended to
the undervaluing
of feeling. It was not that he was himself cold-hearted
or
insensible; I believe it was rather from the contrary quahty; he thought that feeling
could take care of itself; that there was sure to be enough of it if actions were
properly cared about. Offended by the frequency with which, in ethical and
philosophical controversy,
feeling is made the ultimate reason and justification of
conduct, instead of being itself called on for a justification,
while, in practice,
actions, the effect of which on human happiness is mischievous,
are defended as
being required by feeling, and the character of a person of feeling obtains a credit
for desert, which he thought only due to actions, he had a real impatience
of
attributing praise to feeling, or of any but the most sparing reference to it either in
the estimation of persons or in the discussion of things. In addition to the influence
which this characteristic
in him had on me and others, we found all the opinions to
which we attached most importance,
constantly attacked on the ground of feehng.
Utility was denounced
as cold calculation;
political economy as hard-hearted;
anti-population
doctrines as repulsive to the natural feelings of mankind.
We
retorted by the word "sentimentality,"
which, along with "declamation"
and
"vague generalities,"
served us as common terms of opprobrium.
Although we
were generally in the right, as against those who were opposed to us, the effect was
that the cultivation of feeling (except the feelings of public and private duty) was
not in much esteem among us, and had very little place in the thoughts of most of
us, myself in particular.
What we pnncipally
thought of, was to alter people's
opinions; to make them believe according to evidence, and know what was their
real interest, which when they once knew. they would, we thought, by the
instrument
recognizing

of opinion, enforce a regard to it upon one another. While fully
the superior excellence of unselfish benevolence
and love of justice,

we did not expect the regeneration
of mankind fr0m any direct action on those
sentiments,
but from the effect of educated intellect,
enlightening
the _selflsh
feelings. Although this last is-prodigiously
impoft_intas a means of improvement
in the hands of those who are themselves impelled by nobler principles of action, I
_mprovmghuman affmrs we overlooked human bemgs. [Thts passage and most o_ the next sentencev_
the text are marked wtth a line m the margin by HTM, whopenctlled hall a dozen word_,now erased
and illegible, at left.]
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that any one person known to me now relies mainly upon it for the regeneration of
human life.
From this neglect both in theory and practice of the cultivation of feeling,
naturally resulted among other things an undervaluing of poetry, and of Imagination generally as an element of human nature. It is or was part of the common
notion of Benthamites that they are enemies to poetry: this was partly true of
Bentham; he used to say "all poetry is misrepresentation": but in the sense in which
he meant it, the same thing might be said of all impressive speech, of all
representation or inculcation more oratorical in its character than a sum in arithmetic. An article of Bingham's in the first number of the Westminster, in which he
gave as an explanation of some things which he disliked in Moore that "Mr. Moore
is a poet and therefore is not a reasoner," did a good deal to attach the notion of
hating poetry to the writers in the review. But the truth was that (to speak only of
poetry- in the narrowest, the purely literary sense) manv of us, and Bingham
himself, were great readers of poetry, and as for myself, who at that time was not
so, the correct statement would be (and the same thing might be said of my father)
that I was speculatively indifferent to poetry, not hostile to it. 1 disliked any
sentiments in poetry which I should have disliked in prose, and that included a
great deal. And I was wholly blind to its place in human culture as daa means of
educating the feelings. But e I was always personally very susceptible to some
kinds of it. In the most sectarian period of my Benthamism I happened to look into
Pope's Essay on Man. and though every opinion in it was contrary to mine I well
remember how much I was struck with the poem. I do not know whether at that
time poetical composition of any higher type than eloquent discussion in verse,
would have produced a similar effect on me.
This however was a mere passing state. Long before I outgrew the narrowness of
my taught opinions, or enlarged in any considerable degree the basis of my
intellectual creed, I had obtained in the natural course of my mental progress,
poetic culture of the most valuable kind, by means of reverential admiration for the
lives
and
of heroic __g_r_LQns;
especially--- ............
the heroes of_hilosophy. The
....
.---- ch_ra_ers
__L
same animatinge_ffect which so many remarkable persons have left on record t_hhat
they had experienced from Plutarch's Lives, was produced on me by Plato's
pictaires of Socrates, and by some modern biographies, but chi_fl-yFyU6fid6rcet's
Life of Turgot; a book well calculated to excite the best sort of enthusiasm, since it
contains one of the noblest and wisest of lives, described by one of the noblest and
wisest of men. The heroic virtue of these admirable representatives of the 9i___ons
with whi____ch
I sy.m_pathized, deeply affected me, and I perpetually recurred to them
as others do to a favourite poet, when needing to be carried up into the more
elevated regions of feeling and thought. I may observe by the way that this book
d-a[Earlierverston.]the great
e[Cancelledtext'] itseffecton me whenI didreadit was alwaysgreat
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do not believe that any one of the survivors of the Benthamites or Utilitarians of
that day, now relies mainly upon it for the general amendment of human conduct.
From this neglect both in theory and in practice of tiae cuiiivati0n Of _feeiing,
naturally resulted among other things an undervaluing of poetD, and of Imagination generally as an element of human nature. It is, or was, part of the popular
notion of Benthamites, that they are enemies of poetry: this was partly true of
Bentham himself; he used to say that "all poetry is misrepresentation": I*1 but, in
the sense in which he said it, the same might have been said of all impressive
speech; of all representation or inculcation more oratorical in its character than a
sum in arithmetic. An article of Bingham's in the first number of the Westminster
Review, in which he offered as an explanation of something which he disliked in
Moore, that "Mr. Moore is a poet, and therefore is not a reasoner, 'qTl did a good
deal to attach the notion of hating poetry to the writers in the Review. But the truth
was that many of us were great readers of poetry; Bingham himself had been a
writer of it, while as regards me (and the same thing might be said of my father) the
correct statement would be not that I disliked poetry, but that 1 was theoretically
indifferent to it. I disliked any sentiments in poetry, which I should have disliked in
prose; and that included a great deal. And I was wholly blind to its place in human
culture, as a means of educating the feelings. But 1 was always personally very,
susceptible to some kinds of it. In the most sectarian period of my Benthamism 1
happened to look into Pope's Essay on Man, TMand though every opinion in it was
contrary to mine, I well remember how powerfully it acted on my imagination.
Perhaps at that time poetical composition of any higher type than eloquent
discussion in verse, might not have produced a similar effect on me: at all events 1
seldom gave it an opportunity. This, however, was a mere passing state. Long
before I had enlarged in any considerable degree, the basis of my intellectual
creed, I had obtained in the natural course of my mental progress, poetic culture of
the most valuable kind, by means of reverential admiration for the lives and
characters of heroic persons: especially the heroes of philosophy. The same
inspiring effect which so many of the benefactors of mankind have left on record
that they had experienced from Plutarch's Lives, was produced on me by Plato's
pictures of Socrates, and by some modern biographies, above all by Condorcet's
Life of Turgot; a book well calculated to rouse the best sort of enthusiasm, since it
contains one of the wisest and noblest of lives, delineated by one of the wisest and
noblest of men. The heroic virtue of these glorious representatives of the opinions
with which I sympathized, deeply affected me, and I perpetually recurred to them
as others do to a favorite poet, when needing to be carried up into the more elevated
regions of feeling and thought. I may observe by the way that this book cured me of
[*Cf. The Rationale of Reward (London. Hunt, 1825), p. 206 (Bk. 111.Chap. 1_I
[tBingham, "Moore's Fablesfor the Holy Alhance,'" p. 21.]
[*In Works,ed. Joseph Warton, et al., 10 vols. (London: Pnestles, 1822-25L Vol Ill,
pp. 1-160.]
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also cured me of my sectarian tastes. The two or three pages beginning 'ql regardait
route secte comme nuisible,"
and explaining
why Turgot always kept himself
distinct from the Encyclopedists,
sank deeply into me j . I left off designating
myself and others as Utilitarians,
or by the pronoun "we," or any other collective
denomination: I ceased to afficher sectarianism:
but my real, inward sectarlantsm 1
got rid of later and much more gradually.
About the end of 1824 or beginning
back his papers on Evidence
from

of 1825, Mr. Bentham, having lately got
M. Dumont (whose Traitd de Preuves

Judwiaires, grounded on them, was then first completed and published),
resolved
to have them printed in the original and bethought
himself of me as capable of
preparing them for the press; in the same manner as his Book of Fallacies had been
recently edited by Bingham. I undertook this task, and it occupied nearly all my
leisure for about a year, exclusive of the time afterwards spent in seeing the five
large volumes through the press. Bentham had begun the book three times, at
considerable
intervals, each time in a different manner, and each time without
reference to the preceding: two of the three times he had gone over nearly the whole
field. These three masses of papers I had to condense into a single treatise: adopting
the one last written as the groundwork,
and inserting into it as much of the two
others as it had not completely superseded. I had also to unroll such of Bentham's
involved and parenthetical
sentences as seemed to me to overpass in obscurity
what readers were likely to take the pains to understand. Further, it was Bentham's
particular desire that I should endeavour to supply, from myself, any lacunce
which he had left: and I read at his instance Phillipps on the Law of Evidence and
part of Starkie t*l and wrote gcomments *'on those few among the defective points
in the Enghsh rules of evidence which had escaped Bentham's
notice. 1 added
replies to the objections which had been made to some of Bentham's doctrines by
reviewers of the Traitd des Preuves, and a few supplementary
remarks on some of
the more abstract parts of the subject, such as the theory of improbability
and
impossibility.
The tone of these additions, or at least of the controversial
part of
them, was hmore assuming than became h one so young and inexperienced
as 1 was:
but indeed I had never contemplated
coming forward in my own person: and, as an
anonymous editor of Bentham, I fell into the tone of my author, not thinking that

[*Samuel March Phillipps. A Treatise on the Law of Evidence (London: Butterworth.
1814). and Thomas Starkie, A Practical Treatise of the Law of Evidence, 3 vols. (London:
Clarke, 1824). Mill also cites in the Rationale. and so presumably read, Samuel Beale2¢
Harrison. Evidence: Formmg a Title of the Code of Legal Proceedings (London: Butterworth, 1825).]
/[Cancelled text:], and, combined with passing remarks now and then thrown out by my lather,
made me feel how injurious it Is to the progress of new opimons for the holders of them to band
themselves togetheras a sect. call themselves by a name. and encourage the world to hold them jomtl),
and severally responsible for one another
_-S[Earher verston:] such comments as I could
h-h[Earher version:] assuming, even to arrogance, and unbecoming
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my sectarian follies. The two or three pages beginning "II regardait toute secte
comme nuisible, ''t*l and explaining
why Turgot always kept himself perfectly
distinct from the Encyclopedists,
sank deeply into my mind. I left off designating
myself and others as Utilitarians, and by the pronoun "we,'" or any other collective
designation, 1 ceased to afficher sectarianism.
My real inward sectarianism
I did
not get rid of till later, and much more gradually.
About the end of 1824, or beginning of 1825, Mr. Bentham. having lately got
back his papers on Evidence from M. Dumont (whose Traitd des Preuves
Judiciaires, grounded on them, was then first completed and published), resolved
to have them printed in the original, and bethought himself of me as capable of
preparing them for the press: in the same manner as his Book of Fallacies had been
recently edited by Bingham. t*l I gladly undertook this task, and it occupied nearly
all my leisure for about a year, exclusive of the time afterwards spent in seeing the
five large volumes through the press. (*1Mr. Bentham had begun this treatise three
times, at considerable
intervals, each time in a different manner, and each time
without reference to the preceding: two of the three t_mes he had gone over nearly
the whole subject. These three masses of manuscript
it was my business to
condense into a single treatise: adopting the one last written as the groundwork.
and incorporating
with it as much of the two others as it had not completely
superseded. I had also to unroll such of Bentham's
involved and parenthetical
sentences, as seemed to overpass by their complexity the measure of what readers
were likely to take the pains to understand. It was further Mr. Bentham' s particular
desire that I should, from myself, endeavour to supply any lacunae which he had
left: and at his instance I read, for this purpose, the most authoritative treatises on
the English Law of Evidence, and commented on a few of the objectionable points
of the English rules, which had escaped Bentham's
notice. I also replied to the
objections which had been made to some of his doctrines,
by reviewers of
Dumont's book, [§1 and added a few supplementary
remarks on some of the
more abstract parts of the subject,
such as the theory of improbability
and
impossibility.t_l The controversial
part of these editorial additions was written in a
more assuming tone, than became one so young and inexperienced
as I was: but
indeed I had never contemplated
coming forward in my own person: and, as an
anonymous editor of Bentham. 1 fell into the tone of my author, not thinking it
[*Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas Caritat de Condorcet. Vte de monswur Turgot (London:
n.p., 1786), pp. 28-9.]
[+The Book of Fallacies: from the Unfinished Papers of Jeremy Bentham. ed Peregrine Bmgham (London: Hunt, 1824).]
[*Bentham, Ratwnale of Judicial Evidence, ed. J. S. Mill. 5 vols (London. Hunt and
Clarke, 1827).}
[_Rationale, Vol. V, pp. 58n-9n (Bk. IX, Pt. Ill, Chap lii, §2): pp. 313-25 (Bk IX. Pt.
IV, Chap. v. §2): pp. 345-9 (Bk. IX, Pt. IV. Chap. v, §4). and pp. 352n-4n (Bk. IX, Pt. V.
Chap. i). Mill was replying to Thomas Denman, "Lab of Evidence. Criminal Procedure:
Publicity," Edinburgh Review, XL (Mar., 1824), 169-207, a review of Dumont's Tra*t_;.]
[¶Ranonale, Vol. 1, pp. 137n-8n (Bk. I, Chap. vii).]
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tone unsuitable to him or to the subject however it might be so to me. My name as
editor was put to the book after it was printed, at Bentham's positive desire, which
I in vain attempted to persuade him to forego.
The time occupied in this editorial work was extremely well employed for my
own improvement. The Rationale o/Judicial Evidence is one of the richest in
matter of all Bentham's writings. The theory of evidence being itself one of the
most important of his subjects, and ramifying into most of the others, the book
contains a great proportion of all his best thoughts: while, among more special
things, it comprises the most elaborate exposure of the vices of English law which
he ever made, including not the law of evidence only, but by way of illustrative
episode, the whole procedure or practice of the courts of justice. The direct
knowledge, therefore, which I obtained from the book and which was imprinted on
me much more thoroughly than it could have been by mere reading, was itself no
inconsiderable acquisition. But this 'occupation' also did for me what might seem
less to be expected: it gave a great start to my powers of composition. Everything
which I wrote after this editorial work was markedly superior to anything I had
written before it. j Bentham's later style as is well known, was heavy and
cumbersome, from the excess of a good qualtty, the love of precision, which made
him introduce clause within clause into the heart of every sentence, that the reader
might take into his mind all the qualifications simultaneously with the main
proposition: and the habit grew on him until his sentences became, to those not
accustomed to them, most laborious reading. But his earlier stile, that of the
Fragment on Government, Plan of a Judicial Establishment, &c., is a model of
liveliness and ease combined with fulness of matter scarcely ever surpassed: and of
this earlier stile there were many striking specimens in the Manuscripts on
Evidence, all of which I endeavoured to preserve. So long a course of this
admirable writing had a great effect on my own, and I increased that effect by the
assiduous reading of other styles, both French and English, which combined ease
with force, such as Fielding, Goldsmith, Pascal, Voltaire, kand Courier k. Through
these influences my writing lost the jejuneness of my early compositions: the bones
and cartilages began to clothe themselves with flesh and the stile became, at times,
lively and almost light.
This improvement was first shewn in a new field. Mr. Marshall, of Leeds, father
of the present generation of Marshalls, an earnest parliamentary reformer, and a
man of large fortune of which he made a liberal use, had been much struck with

'-'[Earlier verslons'] day's work [altered to read'] year's work
J[Cancelledtext:] This was the effect of the familiarity I gamed with Bentham's style as a writer.
k-k[,_arher verston:] Couner twhom as a writer my father placed almost at the head of modern
hterature) and others
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unsuitable to him or to the subject, however it might be so to me. My name as
editor was put to the book after it was printed, at Mr. Bentham's positive desire,
which I in vain attempted to persuade him to forego. I*j
The time occupied in this editorial work was extremely well employed in respect
to my own improvement. The Rationale of Judicial Evidence Is one of the richest
m matter of all Bentham's productions. The theory of ewdence being in itself one
of the most important of his subjects, and ramifying into most of the others, the
book contains, very fully developed, a great proportion of all his best thoughts:
while, among more special things, it comprises the most elaborate exposure of the
vices and defects of English law, as it then was, which is to be found in his works;
not confined to the law of evidence, but including, by way of illustrative episode.
the entire procedure or practice of Westminster Hall. The direct knowledge,
therefore, which 1 obtained from the book, and which was imprinted upon me
much more thoroughly than it could have been by mere reading, was itself no small
acquisition. But this occupation did for me what might seem less to be expected; it
gave a great start to my powers of composition. Everything which I wrote
subsequently to this editorial employment, was markedly superior to anything that
I had written before it. Bentham's later style, as the world knows, was heavy and
cumbersome, from the excess of a good quality, the love of precision, which made
him introduce clause within clause mto the heart of every sentence, that the-reader
might receive into his mind all the modifications and qualifications simultaneously
with the main proposition: and the habit grew on him until h_ssentences became, to
those not accustomed to them, most laborious reading. But his earlier style, that of
the Fragment on Government, Plan of a Judicial Establishment. IT]&c., is a model
of liveliness and ease combined with fulness of matter, scarcely ever surpassed.
and of this earlier style there were many striking specimens in the manuscripts on
Evidence, all of which I endeavoured to preserve. So long a course of this
admirable writing had a considerable effect upon my own; and I added to It by the
assiduous reading of other writers, both French and English, who combined, in a
remarkable degree, ease with force, such as Goldsmith, Fielding, Pascal, Voltaire,
and Courier. Through these influences my writing lost the jejuneness of my early
compositions: the bones and cartilages began to clothe themselves with flesh, and
the style became, at times, lively and almost light.
This improvement was first exhibited in a new field. Mr. Marshall. of Leeds,
father of the present generation of Marshalls, the same who was brought into
Parliament for Yorkshire when the representation torfeited by Grampound was
transferred to itt*J--an earnest parliamentary reformer, and a man of large fortune,
[*See Earher Letters [EL]. CW, Vols. XII-XIII (Toronto' Umversit} of Toronto Press,
1963),Vol. XII, pp. 18-19.]
[+itFragment on Government (London. Payne, 1776),and Draught of a New Planfor the
Organisattonof the Judicml Establishment m France (London. McCreery. 1790).]
[*See1& 2 George IV. c. 47 (8 June. 1821).1
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Bentham's Book of Fallacies: and the thought occurred to him that it would be
useful to publish annually the Parliamentary Debates, not in chronological order as
in Hansard, but classified according to subjects, and accompanied by a commentary pointing out the fallacies of the speakers. With this intention he very naturally
addressed himself to the editor of The Book of Fallacies; and Bingham, with the
assistance of Charles Austin, undertook the editorship. The work was called
Parliamentar 3' History and Review. Its sale was not sufficient to keep it in
existence, and it only lasted three years t . It excited however some attention
among parliamentary and political people. The best strength of the party was put
forth in it; and its execution did them much more credit than that of the
Westminster had ever done. Bingham and Charles Austin wrote much in it; so did
Strutt, Romilly and some other "liberal lawyers m. My father wrote one very able
article; the elder Austin another. Coulson wrote one of great merit. I myself was
selected to lead off the first number by an article on the principal topic of the
session (1825), the Catholic Association and the Catholic disabilities, n In the
second number I wrote an elaborate essay on the Commercial Crisis of 1825 and
the Currency Debates. In the third I wrote two articles, one on a minor subject, the
other on the Reciprocity principle in commerce, apropos of a celebrated diplomatic correspondence between Canning and Gallatin o. These articles were no longer

_[Cancelled text ] ; m the third of which the Review appeared without any H,story
"_-m[Earher verslon:] of the legal friends of the editors
_[Cancelled text:] Th,s article was much complimented m the Edinburgh Review by Brougham Iwho
was attacked m It). although to my annoyance, Bingham had struck out, or obhged me to modify, many
of what I thought the most piquant passages, among which I remember was a ptece of ndlcule _whlch
my father thought successful) of the Duke of York's famous declaration against Cathohc Emancipation
[See Brougham. "Parliamentary History." Edinburgh Review. XLIV (Sept.. 1826). 470. The concluding reference is to the Duke of York's speech, Parliamentary Debates. n.s., Vol 13. cols 138-42 (25
Apr.. 1825).]
o[Cancelled text:] respecting the trade with the West India Colonies
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of which he made a liberal use, had been much struck with Bentham's Book of
Fallacies: I*] and the thought had occurred to him that it would be useful to publish
annually the Parliamentary
Debates, not in the chronological
order of Hansard,
but classified according to subjects, and accompanied by a commentary
pointmg
out the fallacies of the speakers. With this intention, he very naturally addressed
himself to the editor of The Book of Fallacies; and Bingham, with the assistance of
Charles Austin, undertook the editorship.
The work was called Parliamentar3"
Histoo, and Review. Its sale was not sufficient to keep it in existence, and it only
lasted three years. |*1 It excited, however, some attention among parliamentary and
political people. The best strength of the party was put forth in it; and its execution
did them much more credit, than that of the Westminster Review had ever done.
Bingham and Charles Austin wrote much in it; TMas did Strutt, Romilly, and
several other liberal lawyers. My father wrote one article in his best style, the elder
Austin another. |§| Coulson wrote one of great merit. I_j It fell to my lot to lead off
the first number by an article on the principal topic of the session (that of 1825), the
Catholic Association and the Catholic disabilities. In the second number I wrote an
elaborate Essay on the commercial crisis of 1825 and the Currency Debates. In the
third I had two articles, one on a minor subject, the other on the Reciprocity
principle in commerce,
d propos of a celebrated
diplomatic
correspondence
between Canning and Gallatin. Ill| These writings were no longer mere reproduc[*In Vol. 1of the Parliamentar3' History and Review (see the next note), the first amcle is
"Prefatory Treatise on Political Fallacies," based on Bentham's Book of Fallactes. and
presumably prepared by Peregrine Bingham. ]
[*In all, five vols. appeared: Parliamentar3" Histor3' and Revtew: Containing Reports of
the Proceedmgs of the Two Houses of Parharnent Durmg the Sesston of 1825 "--6 Geo. IV.
With Critical Remarks on the Principal Measures of the Session, 2 vols. (Vol I,
Parliamentar3, History: Vol. 11, Parliamentary Revtew) (London. Longman, Rees, Orme.
Brown. and Green, 1826); Parliamentarx Histora" and Review....
Session of 1826 "--7
Geo. /V . . , 2 vols. (Vol I, Parliamentara" Histor3": Vol. II. Parliamentar)" Review)
(London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green, 1826): and Parhamentar3" Review.
Session of 1826-2 7:-- 7 & 8 Geo. IV (London. Baldwin and Cradock, 1828). ]
[*Peregrine Bmgham, "Combination and Combination Laws," Parhamentar3" Hlstora
and Review, . . . Session of 1825, Vol. II. pp. 730-5; "County Courts." ibid., Sesszon oJ
1826, Vol. II, pp. 746-54; and "Licensing System.--Public
Houses," ibM., Vol. II. pp
726-36. Only one of Charles Austin's essays has been identified: "'Corn Laws." ibid,
Session of 1825, Vol. II, pp. 690-705.]
['_James Mill, "Summary Review of the Conduct and Measures of the Imperial Parhament," ibid., Session of 1826. Vol. II, pp. 772-802; John Austin. "Joint Stock Companies," ibid., Session of 1825. Vol. I1, pp. 709-27.]
[_Probably "Game Laws," ibid., Session of 1825, VoI. II. pp. 775-82, but possibly "'Silk
Trade," ibid., Session of 1826, Vol. II, pp. 710-18.]
[it"Ireland," ibid., Session of 1825, Vol. II, pp. 603-26: "'Paper Currency and Commerctal Distress." ibid., Session of 1826, Vol. II, pp. 630-62. in CW. Vol. IV, pp. 71-123:
"Foreign Dependencies--Trade
with India," Parliamentara' Revtew Sesston of 1826-27.
pp. 58-68; and "Intercourse between the United States and the British Colonies in the West
Indies," ibid., pp. 298-335.]
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mere reproductions and applications of what 1had been taught: they were original
thinking, as far as that name can be applied to old ideas in new forms and relations:
and there was a maturity and a well-digested character about them which Pthere
had not been in any of my previous performances v. In execution therefore they
were not at all juvenile: but their subjects have been so much better treated since,
that they are entirely superseded, and should remain buried in the same obhvion
with my contributions to the first dynasty of the Westminster Review.

During several years of this period of my life the social studies of myself and
several of my companions assumed a shape which contributed very much to my
mental development. The idea occurred to us of carrying on by reading and
conversation, a joint study of several of the branches of science which we wished
to be masters of. We assembled to the number of a dozen or more. Grote lent a
room of his house in Threadneedle Street for the purpose, and his partner Prescott,
one of the three original members of the Utilitarian Society, took an active part as
one of our number. We met two mornings in every week, from half past eight till
ten, at which time most of us were called off to our daily occupations. The subject
we began with was Political Economy. We chose some systematic treatise as our
text-book: my father's Elements being our first choice. One of us (by turns) read
aloud a chapter, or some smaller portion, of the book. The discussion was then
opened, and any one who had an objection or other remark to make, made it. Our
rule was to d_scuss every point, great or small, which was raised, until all who took
part were satisfied with the conclusion they had arrived at; and to follow up every
topic of collateral speculation which the chapter or the discussion suggested, never
leaving it till we had untied every knot which we found in it. We repeatedly kept up
the discussion of some single point for several weeks, thinking intently on it during
the intervals of our meetings and contriving solutions of the new difficulties which
had risen up in the last morning's discussion. When we had finished in this way my
father's Elements, we went through in the same manner Ricardo's Principles of
Political Economy: and afterwards, Bailey's Dissertation on Value. These discussions were not only instructive to those who took part in them, but brought out new
views of some topics of abstract Political Economy. The theory of International
Values qwhich I afterwards published q emanated from these conversations, as did
also the modified form of Ricardo's theory of Profits, laid down in my essay on
Profits and Interest. Those among us from whom, generally speaking, any new
P-P[Earlier verston:] made them fully equal to the best things which had been written on the same
class of subjects
q-q[Earher verston "]. afterwards explained m one of my pubhshed Essays and m my larger treatise.
[I.e.. Prmctples ofPohtical Econom?,, 2 vols (London: Parker, 1848). in CW, Vols II-III tToronto
Umverslty of Toronto Press. 1965) ]
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tions and applications of the doctrines I had been taught: they were original
thinking, as far as that name can be applied to old ideas in new forms and
connexions: and I do not exceed the truth in saying that there was a maturity, and a
well-digested character about them, which there had not been in any of my
previous performances. In execution, therefore, they were not at all juvenile; but
their subjects have either gone by, or have been so much better treated since, that
they are entirely superseded, and should remain buried in the same oblivion with
my contributions to the first dynasty of the Westminster Review.
While thus engaged in writing for the public, I did not neglect other modes of
self-cultivation. It was at this time that I learnt German; beginning it in the
Hamiltonian method, l*j for which purpose I and several of my companions formed
a class. For several years from this period, our social studies assumed a shape
which contributed very much to my mental progress. The idea occurred to us of
carrying on, by reading and conversation, a joint study of several of the branches of
science which we wished to be masters of. We assembled to the number of a dozen
or more. Mr. Grote lent a room of his house in Threadneedle Street for the purpose.
and his partner Prescott, one of the three original members of the Utilitarian
Society, made one among us. We met two mornings in every week, from half past
eight till ten, at which hour most of us were called off to our daily occupations. Our
first subject was Political Economy. We chose some systematic treatise as our
text-book; my father's Elements being our first choice. One of us read aloud a
chapter, or some smaller portion, of the book. The discussion was then opened,
and any one who had an objection or other remark to make, made it. Our rule was
to discuss thoroughly every point raised, whether great or small, prolonging the
discussion until all who took part were satisfied with the conclusion they had
individually arrived at; and to follow up every topic of collateral speculation which
the chapter or the conversation suggested, never leaving it until we had untied
every knot which we found. We repeatedly kept up the discussion of some one
point for several weeks, thinking intently on it during the intervals of our meetings,
and contriving solutions of the new difficulties which had risen up in the last
morning's discussion. When we had finished m this way my father's Elements, we
went in the same manner through Ricardo's Principles of Political Economy, and
Bailey's Dissertation on Value.t*1 These close and vigorous discussions were not
only improving in a high degree to those who took part in them, but brought out
new views of some topics of abstract Political Economy. The theory of International Values which I afterwards published, emanated from these conversations, as did
also the modified form of Ricardo's theory of Profits. laid down in my Essay on
Profits and Interest. Those among us with whom new speculations chiefly origi[*SeeJamesHamilton, The Histor3.'.Prmczple_.Pracnce and Results of the Hamiltoman
System.for the Last Twelve Years (Manchester: Sowler, Courier. and Herald. 1829I.]
[tSamuel Bailey, A Crincal Dtssertation on the Nature. Measures, and Causes of Value
(London:Hunter, 1825).]
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speculations originated, were Ellis, Graham and I: though others gave valuable aid
to the discussions,
more especially Prescott and Roebuck: the one by his knowledge, the other by his dialectical acuteness. The theories of International
Values
and of Profits, were excogitated
and worked out in about equal proportions
by
myself and Graham r, and we at one time had thoughts" of publishing
these
theories, with some other matters, in a volume of Essays bearing our joint names:
but when my exposiuons
of them came to be written I found I had so much
overestimated
my agreement with him, and he differed so much from the most
original of the two essays, that on International
Values, that I was obliged to
consider the theory as now exclusively mine, and it came out as such when it was
published many years after, s 1 may mention that tamong the alterations made by
my father in revising his Elements for the third edition, several were grounded on
criticisms elicited by these Conversations t, and in particular,
he modified his
opinions (though not to the extent of our new doctrines) on both the points which I
have just touched upon.
When we had enough of political economy we took up the scholastic logic m the
same manner, Grote now joining us. Our first text book was Aldrich, but being
disgusted with its superficiality,
we reprinted by subscription
one of the most
finished among the many manuals of the school logic, which my father, a great collector of such books, possessed, the Manuductio adLogicam of the Jesuit Du Trieu.
After finishing this we took up Whately's
Logic (then first republished
from the
En_clopedia
Metropolitana)
and finally, I think, the "Computatio
sive Logica"
of Hobbes. These books, gone through in our manner, afforded large scope for original metaphysical
speculation:
and most of what has been done in the First
Book of my System of Logic to rationalize and correct the principles and distinctions of the school logic and to improve the theory of the Import of Propositions,
had its origin in these discussions:
Graham and I as before originating most of the
novelties, while Grote and others furnished an excellent tribunal or test. From this
time I formed the project of writing a book on Logic, though on a much humbler
scale than the one I ultimately executed.
Having done with Logic we launched
into analytic psychology:
and having
chosen Hartley for our text book, we raised Priestley's
edition to an extravagant

r-r[Earher verston'] As the thscusslons proceeded we got out of the depth ot the others
Accordingly he and I had at one time a project
slCancelled text. ] It remains true however that the speculation was partly his, though repudiated by
him,
'-t[Earher verszon'] my father, m prepanng the third edmon of the Elements. made a considerable
numberof alterations grounded on crit_ctsmsehcited by these Conversations, which had reached hm_
through me
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nated, were Ellis, Graham, and I: though others gave valuable aid to the discussions, especially Prescott and Roebuck, the one by his knowledge, the other by his
dialectical acuteness. The theories of International Values and of Profits were
excogitated and worked out in about equal proportions by myself and Graham: and
if our original project had been executed, my Essays on Some Unsettled Questions
of Political Economy I*l would have been brought out along with some papers of
his, under our joint names. But when my exposition came to be written, I found
that I had so much overestimated my agreement with him, and he dissented so
much from the most original of the two Essays, that on International Values, that I
was obliged to consider the theory as now exclusively mine, and it came out as
such when published many years later. I may mention that among the alterations
which my father made in revising his Elements for the third edition, several were
grounded on criticisms elicited by these Conversations; and in particular, he
modified his opinions (though not to the extent of our new speculations) on both the
points to which I have adverted.
When we had enough of political economy, we took up the syllogisuc logic m
the same manner, Grote now joining us. Our first text book was Aldrich, t*l but
being disgusted with its superficiality, we reprinted one of the most finished among
the many manuals of the school logic, which my father, a great collector of such
books, possessed, the Manuductto ad Logicam of the Jesuit Du Trieu. t_l After
finishing this, we took up Whately's Logic, then first repubhshed from the
Enc'¢cloptedia Metropolitana, t_j and finally the "Computatio sive Logica'" of
Hobbes. These books, dealt with in our manner, afforded a wide range for original
metaphysical speculation: and most of what has been done in the First Book of my
System of Logic, t_l to rationalize and correct the principles and distinctions of the
school logicians, and to improve the theory of the Import of Propositions, had its
origin in these discussions: Graham and I originating most of the novelties, while
Grote and others furnished an excellent tribunal or test. From this t_me I formed the
project of writing a book on Logic. though on a much humbler scale than the one I
ultimately executed.
Having done with Logic, we launched into analytic psychology, and having
chosen Hartley for our text book. we raised Priestley's edition t'L_
to an extravagant
[*London:

Parker,

1844 (m CrY4 Vol. IV, pp

229-339):

the first essax Mill refers to is

"Of the Laws of Interchange between Nattons'" (ibM.. pp. 232-61 t, the second Is "'On
Profits,and lnterest"(ibtd,, pp. 290-308).1
['Henry Aldrich, Artts logicae compendtum (Oxford. SheldomanTheatre, 1691I.]
[_PhillipusDu Trieu's Manuductw [Oxford: Oxlad and Pocock, 1662) was reprinted
(London:McMillan) m 1826.1
[_RichardWhately, Elements of Logic (London. Mawman, 1826), reprinted from the
EncyclopaediaMetropohtana, Vol. I. pp. 193-240. ]
[CASystem of Logic. Ratiocinative and l nducm'e. 2 vols. (London. Parker, 1843). C14":
Vols. VII-VIII (Toronto: Umversity of Toronto Press. 1973).]
[llDavidHartley, Observations on Man, Hts Frame, His DuD. and Hts Expectattons. 2
pts. (Bath: Leake and Frederick: London, H_tch and Austen, 17491:Joseph Prlestley.
Hartley's Theoo' of the Human Mtnd (London: Johnson, 1775).]
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price by searching through London to furnish each of us with a copy. When we had
finished Hartley we suspended our meetings; but my father's Analysis being
published soon after, we reassembled for the purpose of reading it. With this our
exercises ended. 1 have always dated from these conversations my own real
inauguration as an original and independent thinker. It was also through them that I
acquired, or very much strengthened, a mental habit to which I attribute all that I
have ever done, or ever shall do, in speculation; the habit of never receiving
half-solutions of difficulties as complete; never abandoning a puzzle, but returning
again and again to it till it was resolved; never allowing obscure comers of a subject
to remain unexplored, because they did not seem important; nor ever thinking that I
perfectly understood any part of a subject until I understood every part. It became a
mental necessity with me, to require for my own complete conviction what
Moliere calls "des clart6s de tout, ''1.1 and this qualified me to make thmgs clear to
others, which is probably what I have best succeeded in as an expository writer.
Various other studies and exercises were carried on during this period by some
of the same people in the same social manner. We formed a class of five or six to
learn German in the Hamiltonian manner; and we held weekly evening meetings
for a considerable time " to study the theory and practice of elocution. Roebuck
here stepped into the first rank; I contributed the rules 1 had learnt from my father,
and among us we thought out a set of principles on the subject.
Our doings from 1825 to 1830 in the way of public speaking filled a considerable
place in my life during those years, and had important effects on my developement.
There was for some time in existence a society of Owenites, under the name of
the Cooperative Society, which held weekly public discussions. In the early part of
1825 accident brought Roebuck m contact with several of its members and led to
his attending one or two of the meetings and taking part in the debate, in opposition
to Owenism. Some one of us started the notion of going there in a body and having
a general battle, and it fell out that Charles Austin and some of his friends entered
into the project. It was carried into effect by concert with the principal members of
the Society, themselves nothing loth, as they naturally preferred a controversy
with opponents to a tame discussion among their own body. The question of
population was proposed as the subject of debate: Charles Austin led the case on
our side with a brilliant speech, and the fight was kept up by adjournment for five or
six weekly meetings before crowded auditories, including along with the members
of the Society and their friends, many hearers and some speakers from the Inns of
Court " . When this debate was ended another was commenced on the general
[*JeanBaptiste Poquehn Moli6re, Lesfemmes savantes (Pans: Prom6, 1672), p 10 (1,
iii, 4). ]
"[Cancelled text:l m chambers which Graham and Roebuckjomtly occupied m Gray's Inn (they then
and for long after hved together)
_[Cancelled text:], whose curiosity had been excited through Austm
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price by searching through London to furnish each of us with a copy. When we had
finished Hartley, we suspended our meetings; but, my father's Analysis of the
Mind being published soon after, we reassembled for the purpose of reading it.
With this our exercises ended. I have always dated from these conversations my
own real inauguration as an original and independent thinker. It was also through
them that I acquired, or very much strengthened, a mental habit to which I attribute
all that I have ever done, or ever shall do, in speculation; that of never accepting
half-solutions of difficulties as complete; never abandoning a puzzle, but again and
again returning to it until it was cleared up; never allowing obscure corners of a
subject to remain unexplored, because they did not appear important; never
thinking that I perfectly understood any part of a subject until I understood the
whole.

Our doings from 1825 to 1830 in the way of public speaking filled a considerable
place in my life during those years, and as they had important effects on my
development, something ought to be said of them.
There was for some time in existence a society of Owenites, called the Cooperative Society, which met for weekly public discussions in Chancery Lane. In the
early part of 1825, accident brought Roebuck m contact with several of its
members, and led to his attending one or two of the meetings and taking part in the
debate in opposition to Owemsm, Some one of us started the nouon of going there
in a body and having a general battle: and Charles Austin and some of his friends
who did not usually take part in our joint exercises, entered into the project. It was
carried out by concert with the principal members of the Society, themselves
nothing loth, as they naturally preferred a controversy with opponents to a tame
discussion among their own body. The question of population was proposed as the
subject of debate: Charles Austin led the case on our side with a brilliant speech,
and the fight was kept up by adjournment through five or six weekly meetings
before crowded auditories, including along with the members of the Society and
their friends, many hearers and some speakers from the Inns of Court.l*l When this
debate was ended, another was commenced on the general merits of Owen's
[*Mill's contributions to thts debate are represented in "Proaemmm of a Speech on
Population," "Population," "'Population Reply." and "Second Speech on Populatton m
Answer to Thirlwall" (the first three in typescript copies, Fabian Society: the last m
holographMS. Mill-Taylor Collection). ]
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merits of Owen's system: and the contest altogether lasted about three months. It
was a lutte corps _ corps between Owenites and political economists, whom the
Owenites regarded as their most inveterate opponents: but it was a perfectly
friendly dispute. We who represented political economy had the same objects in
view which they had, and took pains to shew it, and the principal champion on their
side was a very estimable man with whom I was well acquainted, Mr. William
Thompson of Cork, author of a book on the Distribution of Wealth, and of an
Appeal in behalf of women against the passage relating to them in my father's
Essay on Government. I myself spoke oftener than any one else on our side, there
being no rule against speaking "several times in the same debate". Elhs and
Roebuck took a prominent part, and among those from the Inns of Court who
joined in the debate 1remember Charles Villiers. The other side obtained also, on
the population question, very efficient support from without. The well known Gale
Jones, then an elderly man, made one of his florid speeches', but the speaker by
whom I was most impressed although I dissented from every argument he used and
from almost every opinion he expressed, was Thirlwall, the historian, since bishop
of St. David's. then a Chancery Barrister unknown, except (as I found on enquiry)
by a reputation for eloquence acquired at the Cambridge Union before the era of
Austin and Macaulay. His speech was in answer to one of mine. Before he had
uttered ten sentences 1 set him down as the best speaker I had ever heard, and I do
not think I have since heard a better. 1made an elaborate reply to him at the next
meeting. 1.1but he was not there to hear it; and except a few words interchanged
between us as soon as he had done speaking, of admiration on my side, and
politeness on his, we remained strangers to each other until I met him at dinner at
M. Guizot's in 1840.
During or about the time when these discussions were going on, McCulloch the
political economist who was then temporarily in London to dehver the "Ricardo
Lectures" on political economy, threw out the idea one day to my father and me,
that a society was wanted in London similar to the Speculative Society of Edinburgh in which Brougham, Homer and others first cultivated public speaking. The
discussions at the Cooperative Society had put me in a frame of mind to catch at the
suggestion. I liked the kind of thing in itself, and those debates seemed to give
cause for being sanguine as to the sort of men who might be brought together for
such a purpose in London. McCulloch mentioned the matter to several young men
of influence to whom he was then giving private lessons in political economy.

[*Seep. 127n.]
"-W[Earlier
verston"]twice:I beheveI madetwo longand elaboratespeecheson the firstquestion
andeitherone ortwo, I behevetwo,on the second
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system: l*l and the contest altogether lasted about three months. It was a lutte
corps-d-corps between Owenites and political economists, whom the Owenites
regarded as their most inveterate opponents: but it was a perfectly friendly dispute.
We who represented political economy had the same objects in view as they had,
and took pains to shew it; and the principal champion on their side was a very,
estimable man, with whom 1 was well acquainted, Mr. William Thompson, of
Cork, author of a book on the Distribution of Wealth. and of an Appeal in behalf of
women against the passage relating to them in my father's Essay on
Government. t+lEllis, Roebuck, and I, took an actwe part in the debate, and among
those from the Inns of Court who joined in it I remember Charles Vilhers, The
other side obtained also, on the population question, very efficient support from
without. The well known Gale Jones, then an elderly man, made one of his florid
speeches; but the speaker with whom 1 was most struck, though 1 dissented from
nearly every word he said, was Thirlwall, the historian, since Bishop of St.
David's, then a Chancery barrister, unknown except by a high reputation for
eloquence acquired at the Cambridge Umon before the era of Austin and
Macaulay. His speech was in answer to one of mine. Before he had uttered ten
sentences, I set him down as the best speaker I had ever heard, and 1 have never
since heard any one whom I placed above him.

The great interest of these debates pre&sposed some of those who took part in
them, to catch at a suggestion thrown out by McCulloch, the political economist,
that a society was wanted in London similar to the Speculative Society at Edinburgh, in which Brougham, Homer and others first cultivated public speaking. Our
experience at the Cooperative Society seemed to give cause for being sanguine as
to the sort of men who m_ght be brought together in London for such a purpose.
McCulloch mentioned the matter to several young men of influence to whom he
was then giving private lessons in political economy. Some of these entered
[*As evidence of Mill's participation in this debate we have "First Speech on the
Cooperative System," "Intended Speech at the Cooperanon Soc_et}.never dehvered." and
"'ClosingSpeech on the Cooperanve System" (all holograph MSS. the first and part of the
third m the Mill-Taylor Collection: the second and the remainderof the third m Connecncut
College).]
[_Wilham Thompson. An lnquir3"mu> the Principles of the Dtstrtbut_on of Wealth
(London.Longman, Hurst. Rees. Orme. Brown. and Green, 1824).and Appeal of One Ha!f
the HumanRace, Women.against the Pretensionsqf the OtherHalt. Men, to Retatn Them u)
Political, and Thence m C_vil and Domestw Slavera"(London. Longman, Hurst. Rees,
Orme, Brown, and Green, 1825).I
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Some of these entered warmly into the project, particularly George Villiers (now
Earl of Clarendon) ' . He and his two brothers, Hyde and Charles; Romilly,
Charles Austin, and 1, with some others, met and completed the plan; a larger
meeting was then held to constitute the Society. We determined to meet once a
fortnight from November to June, at the Freemason's Tavern, and we had soon a
splendid list of members, containing, along with several members of parliament,
nearly all the great speakers of the Cambridge Union and of the United Debating
Society at Oxford. It is curiously illustratwe of the tendencies of the time that our
principal difficulty in recruiting for the society was to find a sufficient number of
Tory speakers. Almost all whom we could press into the service were Liberals, of
different orders and degrees. We had Charles Austin, Macaulay, Thirlwall, Praed,
Samuel Wilberforce (now Bishop of Oxford), Lord Howick, Charles Poulett
Thomson (afterwards Lord Sydenham), Fonblanque, Edward and Henry Lytton
Bulwer, and many others whom 1 cannot now recollect, who made themselves
afterwards more or less conspicuous in public life. Nothing could seem more
promising. But when the time for action drew near and it was necessary to fix on a
President and to find somebody to open the first debate, none of our celebrities
would consent to perform either office. Of the many who were pressed on the
subject, the only one who could be prevailed on was a man of whom I knew very
little but who had taken high honours at Oxford, and was said to have acquired a
great oratorical reputation there; who some time after became a Tory member of
parliament. He accordingly was fixed on both for filling the President's chair and
for making the first speech. The important day arrived: the benches were crowded:
all our great speakers were present to judge of but not to help our efforts. The
Oxford orator's speech was an utter failure. This threw a damp on the whole
concern: the speakers who followed were few, and none of them did their best -_
The affair was a complete fiasco: and the oratorical celebrities we had counted on
went away never to return, giving to me at least a lesson in knowledge of the world.
Not one of the notabilities whom I have just enumerated except Praed (and he only
once or twice) ever opened their lips in the society. This unexpected break-down
completely altered my relation to the project. I had not anticipated taking personally a prominent part, or speaking much or often, especially at first; but I now saw
that the success of the scheme depended on the new men, and I put my shoulder to
the wheel. I opened the second question and from that time spoke in nearly every
debate. The three Villiers' and Romilly stuck to the scheme for some time longer,
and took their part well in several debates. Robert Hildyard, a clever and vehement
speaker from the Cambridge Union, then a violent radical Benthamite, since a
Tory and Protectionist writer in the Morning Post and now a silent Derbyite
member of Parliament, spoke two or three times well, and some new men, among
others Henry Taylor :, Vernon Smith and hts brother Lev_sc.Eg_.n_,
occasionally took
part. But in the mare the debates during the whole season rested on me and
_[Cancelled text:] with whom I was not then acquainted
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warmly into the project, particularly George Villiers, afterwards Earl of
Clarendon. He and his brothers Hyde and Charles, Romilly, Charles Austin, and i,
with some others, met and agreed on a plan. We determined to meet once a
fortnight, from November to June, at the Freemason's Tavern, and we had soon a
splendid list of members, containing, along with several members of parliament,
nearly all the most noted speakers of the Cambridge Union and of the Oxford
United Debating Society. It is curiously illustrative of the tendencies of the time
that our principal difficulty in recruiting for the Society was to find a sufficient
number of Tory speakers. Almost all whom we could press into the service were
Liberals, of different orders and degrees. Besides those already named, we had
Macaulay, Thirlwall, Praed, Lord Howick, Samuel Wilberforce (afterwards
Bishop of Oxford), Charles Poulett Thomson (afterwards Lord Sydenham], Edward and Henry Lytton Bulwer, Fonblanque, and many others whom I cannot now
recollect, but who made themselves afterwards more or less conspicuous in public
or literary life. Nothing could seem more promising. But when the time for action
drew near, and it was necessary to fix on a President. and find somebody to open
the first debate, none of our celebrities would consent to perform either office. Of
the many who were pressed on the subject, the only one who could be prevailed on
was a man of whom I knew very little, but who had taken high honours at Oxford
and was said to have acquired a great oratorical reputation there; who some time
afterwards became a Tory member of parliament, t*l He accordingly was fixed on,
both for filling the President's chair and for making the first speech. The important
day amved; the benches were crowded: all our great speakers were present, to
judge of, but not to help our efforts. The Oxford orator's speech was a complete
failure. This threw a damp on the whole concern: the speakers who followed were
few, and none of them did their best: the affair was a complete ,fiasco; and the
oratorical celebrities we had counted on went away never to return, giving to me at
least a lesson in knowledge of the world. This unexpected breakdown altered my
whole relation to the project. I had not anticipated taking a prominent part, or
speaking much or often, particularly at first; but I now saw that the success of the
scheme depended on the new men, and I put my shoulder to the wheel. I opened the
second question, and from that time spoke in nearly every debate. ITIIt was very
uphill work for some time. The three Villiers" and Romilly stuck to us for some
time longer, but the patience of all the founders of the Society was at last
exhausted, except me and Roebuck. In the season following, 1826/27, things

[*Donald Maclean.]
[*Thesecond quesnon was debated on 9 Dec.. 1825:Mill's speech was "On the Influence
of the Aristocracy" (MS, Mill-Taylor Collection). In the first session. Mill spoke in at least
eight debates (some of which went on for more than one meeting).]
v[Cancelled
text:], a shortsenslbtespeechby Romdlywasthe onl3creditableperformance
z[Cancelled
text:](withwhomI thenfirstbecameacquainted)
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Roebuck: and very. uphill work it was in the latter part of it, even the Villiers' and
other founders of the society having ceased to attend. In the season following,
1826/27, we had acquired two excellent Tory speakers, Hayward. and Shee (now
Serjeant Shee): the radical side was reinforced by Charles Buller, Cockburn, and
others of the second generation of Cambridge Benthamites: and with such occasional aid and the two Tories as well as Roebuck and me for regular speakers,
almost every debate was a bataille rang6e between the philosophic radicals _ and
the Tory lawyers, until our conflicts came to be talked about, and many persons of
note and consideration came to hear us. This happened still more in the subsequent
seasons, 1828 and 1829, when another set of speakers, of whom hereafter, had
joined the society. Some of our debates were really worth hearing; not for oratory.
but as good specimens of polemical discussion on the great questions of politics.
Radicalism of the type of the Westminster and Parliamentar).' Reviews, was then a
recognized power in politics and literature: it was the only attempt which had been
made to give principles and philosophy to the Liberalism which was growing_ into
importance, while the temporary vogue of political economy had so far encroached
upon the ordinary English antipathy to theory, as to give a prestige to any
pretension to treat politics scientifically. Now, some of our speeches were really
better expositions than could be heard anywhere else, of our principal doctrines:
and as the side of existing opinions and institutions was very ably defended by Shee
with rhetoric, by Hayward with sophistry, our doctrines were fairly pitted against
their opposites. At least our debates were very different from those of common
debating societies, for they habitually consisted of the strongest arguments and
most philosophic princtples which either side was able to produce, thrown often
into close and serrd confutations of one another. For my own part, nothing I ever
wrote was more carefully elaborated both in matter and expression than some of
those speeches. My delivery was and remained bad; but 1 could make myself
listened to; and 1 even acquired a certain readiness of extemporary speaking, on
questions of pure argument, and could reply offhand, with some effect, to the
speech of an opponent: but whenever I had an exposition to make in which from the
feelings involved or from the nature of the ideas to be developed, expression
seemed important, I always most carefully wrote the speech and committed it to
memory, and 1did this even with my replies, when an opportunity was aflbrded by
an adjourned debate. Therefore bmany h of my speeches were of some worth as
compositions, to be set against a bad and ungraceful manner. I believe that this
practice greatly increased my power of effective writing. The habit of composing
speeches for delivery, gave me not only an ear for smoothness and rhythm but a
practical sense for telling sentences and an immediate criterion of their telling
property, by their effect on a mixed audience.
"[Cancelled text l (as we thought ourselves)
h-O[Earlier verslon:] most
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began to mend. We had acqmred two excellent Tory speakers, Hayward. and Shee
(afterwards Sergeant Shee): the radical side was reinforced by Charles Buller,
Cockburn, and others of the second generation of Cambridge Benthamltes: and
with their and other occasional aid, and the two Tones as well as Roebuck and me
for regular speakers, {*1almost every debate was a bataille rang_e between the
"philosophic radicals" and the Tory lawyers: until our conflicts were talked about,
and several persons of note and consideration came to hear us. This happened still
more in the subsequent seasons, 1828 and 1829. when the Coleridglans. in the
persons of Maurice and Sterling, made their appearance in the Society as a second
Liberal and even Radical party, on totally different grounds from Benthammsmand
vehemently opposed to it. bringing into these discussions the general doctrines and
modes of thought of the European reaction against the philosophy of the eighteenth
century; and adding a third and very important belligerent party to our contests,
which were now no bad exponent of the movement of opinion among the most
cultivated part of the new generation.ITl Our debates were very different from those
of common debating societies, for the)' habitually consisted of the strongest
arguments and most philosophic principles which either side was able to produce,
thrown often into close and serr_ confutations of one another. The practlce was
necessarily very useful to us, and emmently so to me. I never, indeed, acqmred
real fluency, and had always a bad and ungraceful deliver3', but 1 could make
myself listened to: and as 1 always wrote my speeches when, from the feelings
involved, or the nature of the ideas to be developed, expression seemed important.
I greatly increased my power of effective writing, acquiring not only an ear for
smoothness and rhythm, but a practical sense for telhng sentences, and an
immediate criterion of their telhng property, by their effect on a mixed audience

[*Surviving records Indicate only that Mdl spoke m three debates during the session of
1826-27.1
[tin the session of 1827-28, Mill spoke in at leastfour debates ISterhng spoke for the first
rime in the debate of I Feb., 1828, on the Church of Englandl, m that of 1828-2q. Mdl
spoke in at least three: m that of 1829-30. perhaps onl) m one (he v,lthdre_ from the
Society before 19 Feb.. 1830), he spoke once more, hov,evcr, on 18 Feb . 1831. on the
progressof the French Revolution. m what must have been a specmlvisit ]
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The Society and the preparation for it, together with the preparation for the
morning conversations _ which were going on simultaneously, occupied the
greater part of my leisure; and made me feel it personally a relief when, in the
spring of 1828, I ceased to write for the Westminster Review. The review had fallen
into difficulties. Though the sale of the first number had been encouraging, the
permanent sale was never, I believe, sufficient to pay the expenses on the scale on
which the review was carried on. Those expenses had been considerably, but not
sufficiently, reduced. One of the editors, Southern, had resigned; and some of the
writers, including my father and me, who had been paid like other contributors for
our earlier articles, had latterly written without payment. Nevertheless the original
funds contributed by Bentham were nearly or quite exhausted, and if the review
was to be continued some new arrangement for carrying it on became indispensable. My father and I had several conferences with Bowring on the subject. We
were willing to do our utmost for maintaining the review as an organ of our
opinions, but not under Bowring's editorship: while the impossibility of its any
longer supporting a paid editor, afforded a ground on which, without affront to
him, we could propose to dispense with his services. We and some of our friends
were prepared to carry on the review as unpaid writers, either finding among
ourselves an unpaid editor, or dividing the editorship among us. But while this
negociation was proceeding, with Bowring's apparent acqmescence, he was
carrying on another, in a different quarter (as it afterwards appeared, with Colonel
Perronet Thompson), a of which we received the first intimation in a letter from
Bowling as editor saying that an arrangement had been made and proposing to us to
write for the next number, with promise of payment. We thought the concealment
which he had practised on us, while seemingly entering into our own project, an
affront; and even had we not thought so, we were indisposed to take any further
trouble for the review under his management. Accordingly my father excused
himself from writing (though two or three years later he did write one political
article, being strongly urged). As for me, I absolutely refused. And thus ended my
connexion with the original Westminster. The last article which I wrote in it had
cost me more time and trouble than any previous; but it was a labour of love, being
a defence of the early French revolutionists against the Tory misrepresentations of
Sir Walter Scott in his Life of Napoleon. For this the number of books which I read,
making notes and extracts, even the number which I bought (for in those days there
was no epublic or subscription e Library from which books of reference could be
taken home), far exceeded the worth of the immediate object: but I had a half
formed intention of writing a History of the French Revolution: and though 1 never
executed it, my collections afterwards served Carlyle for a similar purpose.

c[Cancelledtext:]at Grote's
a[Cancelledtext.] ofa kindmoreagreeableto him;and
e-e[Earherversion.] msntutlonlikethe London
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The Society, and the preparation for it, together with the preparation for the
morning conversations which were going on simultaneously, occupied the greater
part of my leisure; and made me feel it a relief when, m the spring of 1828, I ceased
to write for the Westminster. The Review had fallen into difficulties. Though the
sale of the first number had been very encouraging, the permanent sale had never, I
believe, been sufficient to pay the expenses, on the scale on which the review was
carried on. Those expenses had been considerably, but not sufficiently, reduced.
One of the editors, Southern, had resigned; and several of the writers, including
my father and me, who had been paid like other contributors for our earlier articles,
had latterly written without payment. Nevertheless, the original funds were nearly
or quite exhausted, and if the Review was to be continued some new arrangement
of its affairs had become indispensable. My father and I had several conferences
with Bowring on the subject. We were willing to do our utmost for maintaining the
Review as an organ of our opinions, but not under Bowring's editorship: while the
impossibility of its any longer supporting a paid editor, afforded a ground on
which, without affront to him, we could propose to dispense with his services. We,
and some of our friends, were prepared to carry on the Review as unpaid writers,
either finding among ourselves an unpaid editor, or shanng the editorship among
us. But while this negociation was proceeding, with Bowring's apparent acquiescence, he was carrying on another in a different quarter (with Colonel Perronet
Thompson), of which we received the first intimation in a letter from Bowring as
editor, informing us merely that an arrangement had been made, and proposing to
us to write for the next number, with promise of payment. We did not dispute
Bowring's right to bring about, if he could, an arrangement more favorable to
himself than the one we had proposed; but we thought the concealment which he
had practised towards us, while seemingly entering into our own project, an
affront: and even had we not thought so, we were indisposed to expend any more of
our time and trouble in attempting to write up the Review under his management.
Accordingly my father excused himself from writing; though two or three years
later, on great pressure, he did write one more political article. I*1 As for me, 1
positively refused. And thus ended my connexion with the original Westminster.
The last article which I wrote in it had cost me more labour than any previous; but it
was a labour of love, being a defence of the early French Revolutionists against the
Tory misrepresentations of Sir Walter Scott, in the introduction to his Life of
Napoleon. The number of books which I read for this purpose, making notes and
extracts--even the number I had to buy (for in those days there was no public or
subscription library from which books of reference could be taken home), far
exceeded the worth of the immediate object; but 1 had at that time a half formed
intention of writing a History of the French Revolution; and though I never
executed it, my collections afterwards were very useful to Carlyle for a similar
purpose.t*1
[*"TheBallot." Westmmster Review. XII1(July, 1830), 1-39. ]
[*I.e., Thomas Carlyle, The French Revolunon, 3 vols. (London: Fraser. 1837I.I
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For some years after this I wrote very little, and nothing regularly, for publication: and great were the advantages 1 derived from the intermission. It was of
immense importance to me at this period, to be able to digest and mature my
thoughts with a view to my own mind only. without any immediate call for giving
them out in print. " Had I gone on writing it would have much disturbed the
important transformation in my opinions and character which took place during
these years. The origin of this transformation, or at least the process by which I was
prepared for it, can only be explained by turning some distance back.
From the winter of 1821, when I first read Bentham, and especially from the
commencement of the Westminster Review, I had what might truly be called an
objectin life: to be a reformer of_Ilae.world. My conception of happiness was
entirely i_-h-entifiedwith ffilsobject: the personal sympathies I wished for were those
of fellow labourers m this enterprise; I picked up as many flowers as I could by the
way, but as a serious and permanent personal satisfaction to rest upon, my whole
reliance was placed on this: and 1 was accustomed to fehcitate myself on the
certainty of a happy life which I enjoyed by placing my happiness in something
durable and distant, in which some progress might be always making, but which
could never be exhausted by complete attainment. This did very well for several
years, during which the general improvement going on in the world, and the idea of
myself as engaged with others in struggling to promote it b, seemed enough to fill
up an interesting and animated existence. But the time came when I awakened
from this as from a dream. It was in the autumn of 1826.1 was ' in a dull state of
nerves, such as e,,erybody is occasionally liable to, unsusceptible to enjoyment or
pleasurable excitement: one of those moods in which what is pleasure at other
times, becomes dinsipid and indifferent d. In this frame of mind it occurred to me to

a[Cancelled text ] A passage of Herder on this subject, quoted m Coleridge's Btographta Llterarta,
often occurred to me as apphcable to my own case [See Coleridge. B:ographta Ltterarta. 2 vols m I
(London. Rest Fenner, 1817_, Vol. I. pp 233-4. quoting Johann Gottfned yon Herder. Brwfe. das
Studtum der Theologw betreffend, 4 vols. (Frankfurt and Leipzig: n p . 1790_. Vol. I1, p. 371 ]

CHAPTER

V

A Crisis in My Mental History.
One Stage Onward

FOR SOME YEARS after this time I wrote very little, and nothing regularly, for
publication: and great were the advantages which I derived from the intermission.
It was of no common importance to me, at this period, to be able to digest and
mature my thoughts for my own mind only, without any immediate call for giving
them out in print. Had I gone on writing, it would have much disturbed the
important transformation
in my opinions and character, which took place during
those years. The origin of this transformation,
or at least the process by which I was
prepared for it, can only be explained by turning some distance back.
From the winter of 1821, when I first read Bentham, and especially from the
commencement
of the Westminster Review, l had what might truly be called an
object in life; to be a reformer of the world. My conception of my own happiness
was entirely identified with this object. The personal sympathies I wished for were
those of fellow labourers in this enterprise. 1 endeavoured
to pick up as many
flowers as I could by the way; but as a serious and permanent personal satisfaction
to rest upon, my whole reliance was placed on this: and I was accustomed
to
felicitate myself on the certainty of a happy life which I enjoyed, through placing
my happiness in something durable and distant, in which some progress might be
always making, while it could never be exhausted by complete attainment. This
did very well for several years, during which the general improvement going on in
the world and the idea of myself as engaged with others in struggling to promote it,
seemed enough to fill up an interesting and animated existence, But the time came
when I awakened from this as from a dream. It was in the autumn of 1826. I was in
a dull state of nerves, such as everybody is occasionally
liable to: unsusceptible
to
enjoyment or pleasurable excitement; one of those moods when what is pleasure at
other times, becomes insipid or indifferent:
the state. I should think, in which
converts to Methodism usually are, when smitten by their first "conviction of sin."
h[Cancelledtext. ] by spreading enlightened opinions and urging practical reforms
c[CanceUedtext.]. probably fromphysical causes (connected perhaps merely withthe timeol year)
a-a[Earher verston:] indifferent or disgusting
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put the question distinctly to myself, "Suppose that all your objects in life were
realized, that all the changes in institutions and opinions which you are looking
forward to, could be completely effected at this very instant; would this be a great
joy and happiness to you'?" and an irrepressible self-consciousness distinctly
answered "No!'" At this my heart sank within me: the whole foundation on which
my life was constructed fell down. All my happiness was to have been found in the
continual pursuit of this end. The end had ceased to charm, and how could there
ever again be excitement in the means? I had nothing left to live for.
At first I ehoped' that the cloud would pass away of itself: but it did not. A
night's sleep, the sovereign remedy for the smaller vexations of life, had no effect
on it. I awoke to a renewed consciousness of the woful fact. 1carried it with me into
all companies, into all occupations. Hardly anything had power to cause me even a
few minutes oblivion of it. -tFor some months the t cloud seemed to grow thicker
and thicker. The lines in Coleridge's poem "Dejection" exactly describe my
case:

A grief without a pang, void, dark and drear
A drowsy, stifled, unimpassioned grief
Which finds no natural outlet or rehef
In word, or sigh, or tear.
In vain I sought relief from my favourite books, those memorials of past nobleness
and greatness from which I had always hitherto drawn strength and animation. I
read them now without feeling, or with the accustomed feeling minus all its charm:
and I gbecame persuaded g that my love of mankind and of excellence for their own
sake, had worn itself out. I sought no relief by speaking to others of what I felt. If I
had loved any one sufficiently to make the confiding to them of my griefs a
necessity, I should not have been in the condition I was. 1 was conscious too that
mine was not an interesting or in any way respectable &stress. There was nothing
in it to attract sympathy. Advice if 1had known where to seek it would have been
most precious. The words of Macbeth to the physician often recurred to my
thoughts. But there was no one on whom l could build the faintest hope of such
assistance. My father, to whom I should most naturally have had recourse as an
adviser in any practical difficulties, was the last person to whom in such a case as
this I looked for help. Everything convinced me that he had no knowledge of any
such mental state as I was suffering from, and that even if he could be made to
understand it he was not the physician who could heal it. My education, which was
wholly his work, had been conducted without any regard to the possibility of its
ending in this result; and I saw no use in endeavouring to prove to him that his plans
_-'[lzarher verstons:] cherished a hope [altered to read:] clung to a hope
t-S[Earher version:] Th_s state continued for some months without any improvement.
e-g[Earher verswn:] said in my own mind,
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In this frame of mind it occurred to me to put the question directly to myself,
"Suppose that all your objects in life were realized: that all the changes in
institutions and opinions which you are looking forward to, could be completely
effected at this very instant: would this be a great joy and happiness to you?" And
an irrepressible self-consciousness distinctly answered, "No!" At this my heart
sank within me: the whole foundation on which my life was constructed fell down.
All my happiness was to have been found in the continual pursuit of this end. The
end had ceased to charm, and how could there ever again be any interest in the
means? I seemed to have nothing left to live for.
At first I hoped that the cloud would pass away of itself: but it did not. A night's
sleep, the sovereign remedy for the smaller vexations of life, had no effect on It, I
awoke to a renewed consciousness of the woful fact. I carried it with me into all
companies, into all occupations. Hardly anything had power to cause me even a
few minutes oblivion of it. For some months the cloud seemed to grow thicker and
thicker. The lines in Coleridge's "Dejection'* I was not then acquainted with
them--exactly describe my case:
A grief without a pang, void, dark and drear,
A drowsy, stifled, unimpassioned grief,
Which finds no natural outlet or relief
In word, or sigh, or tear.)*l
In vain I sought relief from my favourite books: those memorials of past nobleness
and greatness, from which I had always hitherto drawn strength and animation. I
read them now without feeling, or with the accustomed feeling minus all its charm:
and I became persuaded, that my love of mankind, and of excellence for its own
sake, had worn itself out. I sought no comfort by speaking to others of what I felt.
IfI had loved any one sufficiently to make confiding my griefs a necessity, I should
not have been in the condition I was. I felt, too, that mine was not an interesting, or
in any way respectable distress. There was nothing in it to attract sympathy.
Advice, if I had known where to seek it, would have been most precious. The
words of Macbeth to the physician often occurred to my thoughts. I*jBut there was
no one on whom I could build the faintest hope of such assistance. My father, to
whom it would have been natural to me to have recourse in any practical
difficulties, was the last person to whom, in such a case as this, I looked for help.
Everything convinced me that he had no knowledge of any such mental state as I
was suffering from, and that even if he could be made to understand it, he was not
the physician who could heal it. My education, which was wholly his work. had
been conducted without any regard to the possibility of its ending in this result: and
I saw no use in giving him the pain of thinking that his plans had failed, when the
[*Samuel Taylor Coleridge, "Dejection, an Ode." in Sibvlhne Leaves (London. Rest
Fenner, 1817). p. 238 (I1.21-4).]
[+SeeShakespeare, Macbeth. V, iil, 40-5. ]
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had failed, when the failure was probably irremediable and at all events beyond the
power of his remedies. Of other friends I had at that time none to whom I had any
hope of making my condition intelligible. It was however abundantly intelligible
to myself; and the more I dwelt upon it, the more hopeless it appeared.
hMy course of study had led me to believe h that all mental and moral feelings
and qualities, whether of a good or a bad kind, were the results of association: that
we love one thing and hate another, have pleasure in one sort of action or
contemplation and pain in another sort, through the clinging of pleasurable and
painful ideas to those things from the effect of education or of experience. As a
'consequence of this, I had always heard it maintained by my father, and was
myself' convinced, that the object of education should be to form the strongest
possible associations of the salutary class; associations of pleasure with all things
beneficial to the great whole, and of pain with all things hurtful to it. All this
appeared inexpugnable, but it now seemed to me on retrospect, that my teachers
had occupied themselves but superficially with the means of forming and keeping
up these salutary associations. They seemed to have trusted altogether to the old
familiar instruments, praise and blame, reward and punishment. Now 1 did not
doubt that by these means, begun early and applied vigilantly, intense associations
of pain and pleasure might be raised up, especially of pain, and might produce
desires and aversions capable of lasting undiminished to the end of life. But there
must always be something artificial and casual in associations thus generated: the
pains and pleasures thus forcibly associated with things, are not connected with
them by any natural tie; and it is therefore, I thought, essential to the durability of
these associations, that they should have become so intense and inveterate as to be
practically indissoluble before the habitual exercise of the power of analysis had
commenced. For I now saw, or thought I saw, what I had always before received
with incredulity--that
the habit of analysis has a tendency to wear away the
feelings. This is a commonplace, but it is true, and only errs in being but a
half-truth. The habit of analysis has really this tendency when no other mental
habit is cultivated, and the analysing tendency remains without its natural complements and correctives. At this time I did not see what these complements and
correctives are. The very excellence of analysis (1argued) is that it tends to weaken
and undermine whatever is prejudice; that it enables us mentally to separate ideas
which have only casually clung together, and no associations whatever could
ultimately resist its dissolving force, were it not that we owe to analysis our clearest
knowledge of the permanent sequences in nature; the real connexions between
things, quite independent of our will and feelings; natural laws by which, in many
cases, one thing is inseparable from another, and which laws, in proportion as they
are clearly perceived and imaginatively realized, cause the ideas of things which
always accompany one another in fact, to cohere more and more closely in
h-h[Earher verston:] I had been taught and was thoroughly persuaded
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failure was probably irremediable, and at all events, beyond the power of his
remedies. Of other friends, I had at that time none to whom l had any hope of
making my condition intelligible. It was however abundantly intelligible to
myself: and the more I dwelt upon it, the more hopeless it appeared.
My course of study had led me to believe, that all mental and moral feelings and
qualities, whether of a good or of a bad kind, were the results of association; that
we love one thing and hate another, take pleasure in one sort of action or
contemplation, and pain in another sort, through the clinging of pleasurable or
painful ideas to those things, from the effect of education or of experience. As a
corollary from this, I had always heard it maintained by my father, and was myself
convinced, that the object of education should be to form the strongest possible
associations of the salutary class; associations of pleasure with all things beneficial
to the great whole, and of pain with all things hurtful to it. This doctrine appeared
inexpugnable: but it now seemed to me on retrospect, that my teachers had
occupied themselves but superficially with the means of forming and keeping up
these salutary associations. They seemed to have trusted altogether to the old
famihar instruments, praise and blame, reward and punishment. Now I did not
doubt that by these means, begun early and applied unremittingly, intense associations of pain and pleasure, especially of pain, might be created, and might produce
desires and aversions capable of lasting undiminished to the end of life. B'utthere
must always be something artificial and casual in associations thus produced. The
pains and pleasures thus forcibly associated with things, are not connected with
them by any natural tie; and it is therefore, I thought, essential to the durability of
these associations, that they should have become so intense and inveterate as to be
practically indissoluble, before the habitual exercise of the power of analysis had
commenced. For I now saw, or thought I saw, what I had always before received
with incredulity--that
the habit of analysis has a tendency to wear away the
feelings: as indeed it has when no other mental habit is cultivated, and the
analysing spirit remains without its natural complements and correctives. The very.
excellence of analysis (I argued) is that it tends to weaken and undermine whatever
is the result of prejudice: that it enables us mentally to separate ideas which have
only casually clung together: and no associations whatever could ultimately resist
this dissolving force, were it not that we owe to analysis our clearest knowledge of
the permanent sequences in nature: the real connexions between Things, not
dependent on our will and feelings: natural laws, by virtue of which, in many
cases, one thing is inseparable from another in fact: which laws, in proportion as
they are clearly perceived and imaginatively realized, cause our ideas of things
which are always joined together in Nature, to cohere more and more closely in our

H[Earherversion]corollaryfromthis 1hadbeentaughtandhadalway.,,been
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conception. Analytic habits may thus even strengthen the associations between
causes and effects but tend to weaken all those which are, to speak familiarly, a
mere matter of feeling. They are, therefore (I thought), favourable to prudence and
clearsightedness, but a perpetual worm at the root both of the passions and of the
virtues: and above all, fearfully undermine all desires and all pleasures which are
the result of association, that is, according to the theory I held, all except the purely
physical and organic: of the entire insufficiency of which, to make life desirable,
no one had a stronger conviction than I had. These were the laws of human nature
by which, as it seemed to me, 1had been brought to my present state. JAil those to
whom I looked up, were of opinion j that the pleasures of sympathy with human
beings, and the feelings which made the good of others and especially of mankind
on a large scale the object of existence, were the greatest and surest source of
happiness. I was well convinced of this, but to know that a feeling would make me
happy if I had it, did not create the feeling. My education had failed, as I thought,
to give me these feelings in sufficient strength to resist the dissolving influence of
analysis, while the whole course of my intellectual cultivation had made precocious and premature analysis the inveterate habit of my mind. I was thus, as I said
to myself, left stranded at the commencement of my voyage, with a well equipped
ship and a rudder but no sail: without any real desire for the ends which I had been
so carefully fitted to labour for: no delight in virtue or the general good, but also
just as little in anything else. The ksourcesk of vanity and ambition seemed to have
dried up within me, as completely as those of benevolence. I had had (as I
reflected) some gratification of vanity at too early an age: I had obtained some
distinction and felt myself to be of some importance before the desire of distinction
and of importance had grown into a passion: and little as it was which I had
attained, yet having been attained so early, like all pleasures enjoyed too soon, it
had made me blasd and indifferent to the pursuit. Thus neither selfish nor unselfish
pleasures were pleasures to me. And there seemed no power in nature sufficient to
begin the formation of my character afresh and create in a mind now irrevocably
analytic, fresh associations of pleasure with any of the objects of human desire.
These were the thoughts which mingled with the dry heavy dejection of the
melancholy winter of 1826-7. During this time l was not incapable of my usual
occupations; I went on with them mechanically, by the mere force of habit. I had
been so drilled in a certain sort of mental exercise that I could carry it on when all
the spirit had gone out of it. I even composed and spoke several speeches at the
debating society; how, or with what degree of worth I know not. Of four years
continual speaking at that society, this is the only year of which I remember next to
nothing. Two lines of Coleridge, in whom alone of all writers I have found a true
description of what I felt, were often in my thoughts, not at this time, but in a later
period of the same mental malady.
J-_[Earher verszon:] I had been taught
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thoughts. Analytic habits may thus even strengthen the associations
between
causes and effects, means and ends, but tend altogether to weaken those which are,
to speak familiarly,
a mere matter of feeling. They are therefore (I thought)
favourable to prudence and clearsightedness,
but a perpetual worm at the root both
of the passions and of the virtues; and above all, fearfully undermine all desires.
and all pleasures, which are the effects of association,
that is, according to the
theory I held, all except the purely physical and organic: of the entire insufficiency
of which to make life desirable, no one had a stronger conviction than 1 had. These
were the laws of human nature by which, as it seemed to me, I had been brought to
my present state. All those to whom I looked up, were of opinion that the pleasure
of sympathy with human beings, and the feelings which made the good of others.
and especially of mankind on a large scale, the object of existence,
were the
greatest and surest sources of happiness. Of the truth of this I was convinced, but to
know that a feeling would make me happy if 1 had it, did not give me the feeling.
My education, I thought, had failed to create these feelings in sufficient strength to
resist the dissolving influence of analysis, while the whole course of my intellectual cultivation had made precocious and premature analysis the inveterate habit of
my mind. I was thus, as I said to myself, left stranded at the commencement
of my
voyage, with a well equipped ship and a rudder, but no sail: without any real desire
for the ends which I had been so carefully fitted out to work for: no delight in virtue
or the general good, but also just as little in anything else. The fountains of vanity
and ambition seemed to have dried up within me, as completely
as those of
benevolence.
I had had (as I reflected) some gratification of vanity at too early an
age: I had obtained some distinction, and felt myself of some importance,
before
the desire of distinction and of importance had grown into a passion: and little as it
was which I had attained, yet having been attained too early, like all pleasures
enjoyed too soon. it had made me blasd and indifferent to the pursuit. Thus neither
selfish nor unselfish pleasures were pleasures to me. And there seemed no power in
nature sufficient to begin the formation of my character anew. and create in a mind
now irretrievably analytic, fresh associations of pleasure with any of the objects of
human desire.
These were the thoughts which mingled with the dry heavy dejection of the
melancholy winter of 1826-7. During this time I was not incapable of my usual
occupations. I went on with them mechanically,
by the mere force of habit. I had
been so drilled in a certain sort of mental exercise, that I could still carry it on when
all the spirit had gone out of it. I even composed and spoke several speeches at the
debating society, how, or with what degree of success I know not. Of four years
continual speaking at that society, this is the only year of which I remember next to
nothing. Two lines of Coleridge, in whom alone of all writers I have found a true
description of what I felt, were often in my thoughts, not at this time (for 1 had
never read them), but in a later period of the same mental malady:
_-k[Earher version'] pleasures
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Work without hope draws nectar in a sieve
And hope without an object cannot live.
I often asked myself, if I could, or was bound, to live on, when life must be
passed in this manner. I generally answered to myself, that I did not think I could
possibly bear it beyond a year. When however not more than half that length of
time had passed, a small ray of light broke in upon my gloom. 1 was reading,
accidentally, Marmontel's Memoirs, and came to the passage where he relates his
father's death, the distressed position of his family, and how he, then a mere boy,
by a sudden inspiration, felt and made them feel that he would be everything,
would supply the place of everything to them. A vivid conception of 1this scene /
came over me, and I was moved to tears, From this moment my burthen grew
lighter. The oppression of the thought that all feeling was dead within me, was
gone. I was no longer hopeless. I was not a stock or a stone. I had still, it seemed,
some of the material out of which all worth of character and all capacity of
happiness are made. Relieved from my ever present sense of wretchedness. I
gradually found that the ordinary incidents of life could again give some pleasure:
that I could again find enjoyment in sunshine and sky. in books, in conversation, in
public affairs, not intense, but sufficient for cheerfulness: and that there was once
more, excitement though but of a moderate kind, in exerting myself for my
opinions and for the public good. Thus the cloud gradually drew off, and I again
enjoyed life: and though "before the gloom entirely passed away" I had several
relapses, some of which lasted many months, I never again was as miserable as I
had been.

The experiences of this period had two very decided effects on my opinions and
character. In the first place, they led me to adopt a theory of hfe very unlike that on
which I had before acted, and having much in common with what at that time I had
never heard of, the anti-self-consciousness theory of Carlyle. I never indeed varied
in the conviction that happiness is the test of all rules of conduct, and the end of
life. But I now thought that this end was only to be attained by not making it the
direct aim. Those only are happy (I thought) who have their attention fixed on
something other than their own happiness: on the happiness of others, either
individually or collectively; on the improvement of mankind, even on some art or

t-_[Earher verston.] h_s and their feelings
"-"[Earher version:] dunng the next few years
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Work without hope draws nectar m a sieve,
And hope without an object cannot hve I*_
In all probability my case was by no means so peculiar as I fancied it, and I doubt
not that many others have passed through a similar state; but the idiosyncracies of
my education had given to the general phenomenon a special character, which
made it seem the natural effect of causes that it was hardly possible for time to
remove. I frequently asked myself, if I could, or if I was bound to go on living,
when life must be passed in this manner. I generally answered to myself, that I did
not think I could possibly bear it beyond a year When, however, not more than
half that duration of time had elapsed, a small ray of light broke m upon my gloom.
I was reading, accidentally. Marmontel's Memotrs, and came to the passage which
relates his father's death, the distressed position of the family, and the sudden
inspiration by which he. then a mere boy, felt and made them feel that he would be
everything to them--would supply the place of all that they had lost. I*j A vivid
conception of the scene and its feelings came over me, and 1 was moved to tears.
From this moment my burthen grew lighter. The oppression of the thought that all
feeling was dead within me. was gone. I was no longer hopeless: 1was not a stock
or a stone. I had still, it seemed, some of the material out of which all worth of
character, and all capacity for happiness, are made. Relieved from my ever present
sense of irremediable wretchedness, I gradually found that the ordinary incidents
of life could again give me some pleasure; that I could again find enjoyment, not
intense, but sufficient for cheerfulness, in sunshine and sky, in books, in conversation, in public affairs; and that there was, once more, excitement, though of a
moderate kind, in exerting myself for my opinions, and for the public good. Thus
the cloud gradually drew off, and I again enjoyed life: and though 1 had several
relapses, some of which lasted many months, I never again was as miserable as 1
had been.
The experiences of this period had two very marked effects on my opinions and
character. In the first place, they led me to adopt a theory of life, very unlike that on
which I had before acted, and having much in common with what at that time I
certainly had never heard of, the anti-self-consciousness theory of Carlyle. (_ 1
never, indeed, wavered in the conviction that happiness is the test of all rules of
conduct, and the end of life. But I now thought that this end was only to be attained
by not making it the direct end. Those only are happy (I thought) who have their
minds fixed on some object other than their own happiness; on the happiness of
others, on the improvement of mankind, even on some art or pursuit, followed not
[*Coleridge. "Work without Hope." in Poencal Vvbrks.3 vols (London" Plckermg.
1828),Vol. II, p 81,1
[+JeanFrancois Marmontel. Mdmozre_d' un p_re. 4 vols. (London.Peltler. 1805). Vol, 1,
pp. 87-8 (Livre I).]
[*See, e.g.. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus. 2nd ed. (Boston: Munroe. 1837), pp 86ff. and
189ff. (Bk, II. Chaps. i and ix); cf. "'Characteristics,'" Edmburgh Review. LI\ (Dec .
1831), 351-83.]
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favorite pursuit followed not as a means but as an ideal end. Aiming thus at
something else, they find happiness by the way. The enjoyments of life (such was
now my theory) are sufficient to make life pleasant when they aretaken en passant,
without being made a principal object. Once make them so however and they are
immediately felt to be insufficient. They will not bear a scrutinizing examinatmn:
ask yourself if you are happy, and you cease to be so, The only chance is to treat not
happiness but some end external to it, as the object of life. Let your self consciousness, your scrutiny, your self interrogation exhaust themselves on that, and if
otherwise fortunately circumstanced you will inhale happiness with the air you
breathe, without dwelling on it or thinking about it, without either forestalling it in
imagination orputting it to flight by fatal self questioning. This theory now became
the basis of my philosophy of life. And I still hold to it as the best theory for those
who have but a moderate degree of sensibility and of capacity for enjoyment, that
is, for the great majority of mankind.
The other great change which my opinions at this time underwent, was that I
now for the first time gave its proper place among the prime necessities of human
well being, to the internal culture of the individual. I ceased to attach almost
exclusive importan-c-e-Tb-the-ordering
of outward circumstances, and to the training
of the human being for knowledge and for action. I now knew by experience that
the passive susceptibilities needed to be cultivated as well as the active capacities,
and required to be nourished and enriched as well as guided. I never for an instant
lost sight of or undervalued, that part of the truth which I saw before: 1never turned
recreant to intellectual culture, or ceased to value the power and habit of analysis as
essential both to individual and to social improvement. But I thought that it had
consequences which required to be corrected by joining other sorts of cultivation
with it: and the maintenance of a due balance among the faculties, now seemed to
me of primary importance. The cultivation of the feelings now became one of the
cardinal points in my ethical and philosophical creed. And my thoughts and
inclinations turned more and more towards whatever 1 thought capable of being
instrumental to that object.
nl now" began to find meaning in the things which I had read or heard said about
the importance of poetry and art as instruments of culture. But it was some time
longer before I began to know this by personal experience. The only one of the
imaginative arts in which I had from childhood taken great pleasure was music: the
best effect of which (and in this it surpasses perhaps every other art) consists in
exciting enthusiasm; in winding up to a high pitch those feelings of an elevated
kind which are already m the character, but to which this excitement gives a glow
and a fervour which though transitory in its utmost height, is precious for sustaining them at other times. This effect of music I had often experienced: but like all
my better susceptibilities it was suspended during my gloomy period. I had sought
relief again and again from this quarter, but found none. After the tide had turned,
_-_[Earlier version:] It was a natural consequence of this, that I
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as a means, but as itself an ideal end. Aiming thus at something else, they find
happiness by the way. The enjoyments of life (such was now my theory) are
sufficient to make it a pleasant thing, when they are taken en passant, without
being made a principal object. Once make them so, and they are immediately felt
to be insufficient. They will not bear a scrutinizing examination. Ask yourself
whether you are happy, and you cease to be so. The only chance is to treat, not
happiness, but some end external to _t. as the purpose of hfe. Let your selfconsciousness, your scrutiny, your self-interrogation, exhaust themselves on that;
and if otherwise fortunately circumstanced you will inhale happiness with the air
you breathe, without dwelling on it or thinking about it, without either forestalhng
it in imagination, or putting it to fl_ght by fatal questioning. This theory now
became the basis of my philosophy of life. And I still hold to it as the best theory for
all those who have but a moderate degree of sensibility and of capacity for
enjoyment, that is, for the great majority of mankind.
The other important change which my opinions at this time underwent, was that
I, for the first time, gave its proper place, among the prime necessmes of human
well-being, to the internal culture of the individual. I ceased to attach almost
exclusive importance to the ordering of outward circumstances, and the training of
the human being for speculation and for action. I had now learnt by experience that
the passive susceptibilities needed to be cultivated as well as the active capacities,
and required to be nourished and enriched as well as guided. I did not, for an
instant, lose sight of, or undervalue, that part of the truth which I had seen before; I
never turned recreant to intellectual culture, or ceased to consider the power and
practice of analysis as an essential condition both of individual and of social
improvement. But I thought that it had consequences which required to be
corrected, by joining other kinds of cultivation with it. The maintenance of a due
balance among the faculties, now seemed to me of primary importance. The
cultivation of the feelings became one of the cardinal points in my ethical and
philosophical creed. And my thoughts and inclinations turned in an increasing
degree towards whatever seemed capable of being instrumental to that object.
I now began to find meaning in the things which I had read or heard about the
importance of poetry and art as instruments of human culture. But it was some time
longer before I began to know this by personal experience. The only one of the
imaginative arts in which I had from childhood taken great pleasure, was music;
the best effect of which (and in this it surpasses perhaps every other art) consists in
exciting enthusiasm; in winding up to a high pitch those feelings of an elevated
kind which are already in the character, but to which this exotement gives a glow
and a fervour, which though transitory at its utmost height, is precious for
sustaining them at other times. This effect of music I had often experienced: but,
like all my pleasurable susceptibilities, it was suspended during the gloomy
period. I had sought relief again and again from this quarter, but found none. After
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indeed, and I was in process of recovery, I had been helped forward by music, but
in a much less elevated manner. I at this time first became acquainted with Weber's
Oberon, and the extreme pleasure which I drew from its delicious melodies did me
good by shewing me a source of pleasure to which I was as susceptible as ever: this
good however being much impaired by the thought that the pleasure of music (as is
quite true of such pleasure as this was, that of mere tune) fades with familiarity,
and requires to be fed by continual novelty. And it is very characteristic both of my
then state and of my general mental character at that time, that I was seriously
tormented by the thought of the exhaustibility of musical combinations. The five
tones and two semitones of the octave can be put together only in a limited number
of ways: of these only a small proportion are beautiful: most of these must have
been already discovered and there could not be room for a long succession of
Mozarts and Webers to strike out as they had done entirely new and surpassingly
rich veins of musical beauty. This source of anxiety may appear perhaps to
resemble that of the philosophers of Laputa who feared lest the sun should be burnt
out. It was however connected with the best point of my character, the only good
point indeed to be found in my very unromantic and in no way honorable distress.
For though my dejection honestly looked at, cannot be called other than egotistical, produced by the ruin as I thought of my fabric of happiness; yet the condition
of mankind in general was ever in my thoughts, and could not be separated from
my own: I felt that the evil in my life must be an evil in life itself, that the question
was whether if the reformers of society and government could succeed in their
objects and every person living were free and in physical comfort, the pleasures of
life, being no longer kept up by privation and struggle would cease to be pleasures:
and 1 felt that unless I could see my way to some better hope than this for the
general happiness of mankind, my dejection must continue; but that if I could, I
should then look on the world with pleasure, content with any fair share of the
general lot.

This state of my thoughts and feelings made the fact of my first reading
Wordsworth (in the autumn of 1828) an important event of my life. I took up the
collection of his poems from curiosity, with no expectation of mental relief from it,
though I had before resorted to poetry with that hope. In the worst period of my
mental depression I had read through the whole of Byron (then new to me) to try"
whether a poet whose peculiar department was supposed to be that of the intenser
feelings, could rouse any feeling in me. As might be expected, I got no good from
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the tide had turned, and I was in process of recovery, I had been helped forward by
music, but in a much less elevated manner. I at this time first became acquainted
with Weber's Oberon, I*1 and the extreme pleasure which I drew from its delicious
melodies did me good, by shewing me a source of pleasure to which l was as
susceptible as ever. The good however was much impaired by the thought, that the
pleasure of music (as is quite true of such pleasure as this was, that of mere tune)
fades with familiarity, and requires either to be revived by intermittence,
or fed by
continual novelty. And it is very characteristic
both of my then state, and of the
general tone of my mind at this period of my life, that 1 was seriously tormented by
the thought of the exhaustibility
of musical combinations.
The octave consists only
of five tones and two semitones, which can be put together in only a limited number
of ways, of which but a small proportion are beautiful: most of these, it seemed to
me, must have been already discovered,
and there could not be room for a long
succession of Mozarts and Webers, to strike out as these had done, entirely new
and surpassingly rich veins of musical beauty. This source of anxiety may perhaps
be thought to resemble that of the philosophers
of Laputa, who feared lest the sun
should be burnt out. t+l It was, however, connected with the best feature in my
character,

and the only good point to be found in my very unromantic

and in no

way honorable distress. For though my dejection, honestly looked at, could not be
called other than egotistical, produced by the ruin, as 1 thought, of my fabric of
happiness, yet the destiny of mankind in general was ever m my thoughts, and
could not be separated from my own. I felt that the flaw in my life, must be a flaw m
life itself; that the question was, whether, if the reformers of society and government could succeed in their objects, and ever 3' person in the community were free
and in a state of physical comfort, the pleasures of life, being no longer kept up by
struggle and privation, would cease to be pleasures. And I felt that unless I could
see my way to some better hope than this for human happiness in general, my
dejection must continue; but that if 1 could see such an outlet, I should then took on
the world with pleasure; content as far as I was myself concerned,
with any fair
share of the general lot.
This state of my thoughts and feelings made the fact of my reading Wordsworth
for the first time (in the autumn of 1828) an important event in my life. I took up the
collection of his poems from curiosity, with no expectation of mental relief from it,
though I had before resorted to poetry with that hope. In the worst period of my
depression I had read through the whole of Byron (then new to me) to try whether a
poet, whose peculiar department was supposed to he that of the intenser feelings,
could rouse any feeling in me. As might be expected, 1 got no good from this
[*Karl Maria yon Weber, Oberon: or. The Elf King's Oath (first performed m London,
Covent Garden, 12 Apr., 1826). ]
[*See Jonathan Swift. Gulliver's Travels. in Work,_. ed. Walter Scott. 19 vols. (Edinburgh: Constable; London: White, et al.; Dublin: Cummlng, 1814), Vol. XIl. p. 211
(Voyage Ill, Chap. ilL]
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this reading but the reverse. The poet's state of mind was too like my own. His was
the lament of a man who had worn out all pleasures and who seemed to think that
life to all who possessed the good things of it, must necessarily
be the vapid
uninteresting thing which I found it. His Harold and Manfred had the same burthen
on them which I had; and I was not in a frame of mind to derive any comfort from
the vehement sensual passion of his Giaours or the sulkiness of his Laras. But
while Byron was exactly what did not suit my condttion, Wordsworth
was exactly
what did. I had looked into The Excursion two or three years before and found little
or nothing in it; and should probably have found as little had I read it now. But the
miscellaneous
poems, in the two-volume edition of 1815 °(to which little valuable
was added in any of the subsequent editions) °. proved to be the precise thing for
my mental wants at that particular time.
In the first place, these poems addressed themselves
powerfully to one of the
strongest of my pleasurable susceptibilities,
the love of rural objects and of natural
scenery" to which I had been indebted not only for much of the pleasure of my life,
but quite recently for relief from one of my longest relapses into depression,
p In
this power of rural beauty over me there was a foundation laid for taking pleasure in
Wordsworth's
poetry; the more so, as his scenery is mostly among mountains,
which owing to my early Pyrenean excursion were my ideal of natural beauty. But
Wordsworth would never have had any great effect on me if he had merely placed
before me beautiful pictures of natural scenery. A collection of very second rate
landscapes does this more effectually than any books. What made Wordsworth's
poems qa q medicine for my state of mind was that they expressed,
not outward
beauty but states of feeling, and of thought coloured
by feeling, under the
excitement of beauty. They seemed to be the very culture of the feelings which 1
was in quest of. By their means 1 seemed to draw from a source of inward joy, of
sympatheUc and imaginative
pleasure,
which could be shared in by all human
beings, which had no connexion with struggle or imperfection,
but would be made
richer by every improvement
in the physical or social condition of mankind.
1
seemed to learn from them what would be the perennial sources of happiness when
all the greater evils of life should be removed. And I felt myself at once better and
happier as I came under their influence.

At present my estimate of Wordsworth

as a

°-°[Earlier
verston:],
comprising
nearly everything
good which he ever wrote [deleted by HTM]
v[Cancelled
text. ] About Midsummer
of that same year 1828 1 set out on a short walking tour: for
months before I had been m my old state of gloomy dejecUon,
though as I have already menuoned
not so
intense as at first; this continued
the greater part of the first day, but the walk by the side of the Thames
from Reading to Pangboume,
m one of the lovehest of summer evenings with the western sky m its most
splendid colounng
insensibly changed

before me, and the calm river, rich meadows
and wooded hdls encompassing
me.
my state, and except a short interval two days later 1 had no return of depression

dunng that excursion
nor for several months
afterwards
Journal of a Walking Tour of Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire,
q-q[Earlier
verston:]
so exactly the

[See the entry
and Surrey ]

for

3 July,

1828.

in Mill's
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reading, but the reverse. The poet's state of mind was too like my own. His was the
lament of a man who had worn out all pleasures, and who seemed to think that life,
to all who possess the good things of it, must necessarily be the vapid uninteresting
thing which I found it. His Harold and Manfred had the same burthen on them
which I had; and I was not in a frame of mind to derive any comfort from the
vehement sensual passion of his Giaours, or the sullenness of his Laras. t*] But
while Byron was exactly what did not suit my condition, Wordsworth was exactly
what did. I had looked into The Excursion 1.1two or three years before, and found
little in it; and should probably have found as little, had I read it at this time. But the
miscellaneous poems, in the two-volume edition of 1815 t_ (to which little of value
was added in the latter part of the author's life), proved to be the precise thing for
my mental wants at that particular juncture.
In the first place, these poems addressed themselves powerfully to one of the
strongest of my pleasurable susceptibilities, the love of rural objects and natural
scenery; to which I had been indebted not only for much of the pleasure of my life,
but quite recently for relief from one of my longest relapses into depression. In this
power of rural beauty over me, there was a foundation laid for taking pleasure in
Wordsworth's poetry; the more so, as his scenery lies mostly among mountains,
which, owing to my early Pyrenean excursion, were my ideal of natural beauty.
But Wordsworth would never have had any great effect on me, if he had merely
placed before me beautiful pictures of natural scenery. Scott does this still better
than Wordsworth, and a very second-rate landscape does it more effectually than
any poet. What made Wordsworth's poems a medicine for my state of mind, was
that they expressed, not mere outward beauty, but states of feeling, and of thought
coloured by feeling, under the excitement of beauty.I_l They seemed to be the very
culture of the feelings, which I was in quest of. In them I seemed to draw from a
source of inward joy, of sympathetic and imaginative pleasure, which could be
shared in by all human beings; which had no connexion with struggle or imperfection, but would be made richer by every improvement in the physical or social
condition of mankind. From them I seemed to learn what would be the perenmal
sources of happiness, when all the greater evils of life shall have been removed.
And I felt myself at once better and happier as I came under their influence. There
[*The heroes of George Gordon Byron's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, 2 vols. (London:
Murray, 1819); Manfred. a Dramatic Poem (London Murray. 1817); The Giaour. a
Fragment of a Turktsh Tale (London: Murray. 1813):and Lara. a Tale (London: Murra).
1814).]
[*William Wordsworth, The Excurston, Being a Portion o/ The Recluse. a Poem
(London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1814); m Poetwal _)_rks, 5 vols.
(London:Longman. Rees. Orme, Brown. and Green, 1827).Vol. V.]
[*Poems by Wilham Wordsworth. Including Lvrwal Ballads, and the Mzscellaneous
Pieces by the Author. 2 vols. (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees. Orme, and Brown. 1815)
(A third volume was published m 1820.)]
[_Cf. Wordsworth, "Preface to the Second Edmon of the Lyrical Ballads.'" m Poetwal
Works(1827). Vol IV, pp. 360-1 (para. 5),]
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poet is very far indeed below that which 1 then formed; but poetry of deeper and
loftier feeling could not have done for me at that time what this did. I wanted to be
made to feel that there was happiness in tranquil contemplation. Wordsworth
taught me this and not only without turning away from. but with a greatly increased
interest m, the common feelings and common destiny of human beings. And the r
delight which these poems gave me, proved to me that with culture of this sort there
was nothing to dread from the most confirmed habit of analysis. At the end of the
poems came the famous "Ode,'" falsely called Platonic; in which, along with more
than his usual sweetness of rhythm and melody, and along with the two passages of
fine description but bad philosophy so often quoted, I found _ that he too had had
similar experience to mine; that he had felt that the first freshness of youthful
enjoyment of life was not lasting; but that he had sought for compensation, and
found it, in the way in which he was now teaching me to find it. ' The consequence
of all these things was that 1 gradually but completely emerged from my habttual
depression and was never again subject to it. "I long continued to value Wordsworth less according to his intrinsic merits than to what he had done for me". My
present judgment of him is, that he is the poet of unpoetical natures, when
accompanied by quiet and contemplative tastes. But it must be remembered that
unpoetlcal natures are precisely those which require poetic cultivation. This
cultivation Wordsworth is more fitted to gwe them, than poets incomparably his
superiors.
It so happened that the merits of Wordsworth were the occasion of my first
public declaration of my new way of thinking, and _ separation from those of my
habitual companions who had not undergone a similar change. The person with
whom at that time I was most m the habit of comparing notes was Roebuck; and I
induced him to read Wordsworth, in whom he also at first seemed to find much to
admire: but I like most Wordsworthians threw myself into strong antagonism to
Byron, both as a poet and in respect to his effect on the character. Roebuck, all
whose instincts were those of action and struggle, had on the contrary a strong
relish and admiration of Byron, whose writings he regarded as the poetry of real
life while Wordsworth's according to him were that of flowers and butterflies. We
agreed to have the fight out at our Debating Society, where we accordingly
discussed for two evenings the comparative merits of Byron and Wordsworth,
"propounding, and illustrating by long recitations," our respective theories of
poetry. This was the first debate on any weighty subject on which Roebuck and 1
"[Cancelled text:] unfading, or rather the increasing
s[Canceiled text] what was much more to my purpose, namel_
'[Cancelled text:] This moral of the whole, so different from Byron's, was valuable to me, but I did
not need it, as I had already drawn the same from the prewous poems.
"-"[Earlier version:] All these things being considered it is not strange that I rated very high the merit
and value of Wordsworth
"[Cancelled text:] apparent
"[Earher verston:] each bnnglng
attacking the other, and propounding

forward the merits of the poet he preferred,

vehemently
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have certainly been, even in our own age, greater poets than Wordsworth: but
poetry of deeper and loftier feeling could not have done for me at that time what his
did. I needed to be made to feel that there was real, permanent happiness in tranquil
contemplation. Wordsworth taught me this, not only without turning away from.
but with a greatly increased interest in, the common feelings and common destiny
of human beings. And the delight which these poems gave me, proved that with
culture of this sort, there was nothing to dread from the most confirmed habit of
analysis. At the conclusion of the Poems came the famous "Ode," falsely called
Platonic, "Intimations of Immortality": t*j in which, along with more than his usual
sweetness of melody and rhythm, and along with the two passages of grand
imagery but bad philosophy so often quoted, I found that he too had had similar
experience to mine: that he also had felt that the first freshness of youthful
enjoyment of life was not lasting: but that he had sought for compensation,
and
found it, in the way in which he was now teaching me to find it. The result was that
I gradually, but completely, emerged from my habitual depression, and was never
again subject to it. I long continued to value Wordsworth less according to his
intrinsic merits, than by the measure of what he had done for me. Compared with
the greatest poets, he may be said to be the poet of unpoetlcal natures, possessed of
quiet and contemplative tastes. But unpoetical natures are precisely those which
require poetic cultivation. This cultivation Wordsworth
is much more fitted to
give, than poets who are intrinsically far more poets than he.
It so fell out that the merits of Wordsworth were the occasion of my first public
declaration of my new way of thinking, and separation from those of my habitual
companions who had not undergone a similar change. The person with whom at
that time I was most in the habit of comparing notes on such subjects was Roebuck,
and I induced him to read Wordsworth.
in whom he also at first seemed to find
much to admire: but I. like most Wordsworthians.
threw myself into strong
antagonism to Byron, both as a poet and as to his influence on the character.
Roebuck, all whose instincts were those of action and struggle, had. on the
contrary,

a strong

relish

and great admiration

of Byron.

whose

writings

he

regarded as the poetry of human life, while Wordsworth's,
according to him, was
that of flowers and butterflies. We agreed to have the fight out at our Debating
Society, where we accordingly discussed for two evenings the comparative merits
of Byron and Wordsworth.
propounding and illustrating by long recitations our
respective theories of poetry: Sterling also, in a brilliant speech, putting forward
his particular theory. I*j This was the first debate on any weighty subJect in which
[*"Ode. Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood." m Poetical
Works (1827), Vol. IV. pp. 346-55.]
[*Mill spoke on Wordsworth in the debate on 30 Jan.. 1829 (MS m the Mill-Taylor
Collection): Sterhng opened the debate, and Roebuck spoke on 16 Jan. Actually Roebuck
and Mill had two years earher opposed one another m debate on the Immoral tendencies of
Byron's poetry, with Roebuck upholding Byron. ]
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were on opposite sides. The schism between us widened more and more from this
time and though for some years we continued to be companions our differences of
opinion on life and philosophy became so strongly pronounced that we ceased to be
allies either in opinion or in action except as to the immediate objects of radicalism.
I suppose that of the set of young men with whom I had associated, Roebuck
would have been and was generally regarded as the most complete type of what
was considered narrow Benthamism. This however is only an example of the
extreme inaccuracy of that common conception. Roebuck was in many things
totally opposite to the vulgar notion of a Benthamite. He was a lover of poetry and
of almost all the fine arts. He took great pleasure in music, in dramatic performances, especially in painting, and himself drew and designed landscapes with great
facility and beauty. Instead of being, as Benthamites are supposed to be, unfeeling, he had very quick and susceptible feelings: and his feelings towards persons,
favourable and hostile, have greatly influenced his course all through life. No
description of a class would exactly fit Roebuck: he had a decided character of his
own, and took only that portion of any creed which was in harmony with his
character. Of this, pugnacity was one of the principal elements. Nine years of his
boyhood and youth had been passed in the back woods of Canada; and his character
had a great tinge of the backwoodsman: formed to self help, to self assertion, and to
be ever ready for conflict; with the reservation, that as the small and weakly brother
among a family of giants, mental and not bodily weapons were those with which
his battles had been fought and his victories gained. These early circumstances
gave him the audacity and self reliance which most distinguished him from the
common run of Englishmen, in whom those qualities become every day more rare.
On the other hand, his mother (a daughter of Tickell, and of the sister of the first
Mrs. Sheridan), by whom chiefly he was educated and of whom he always spoke
with great admiration and affection, had cultivated in him a polish of manners not
at all American which he always manifested towards friends, though not always
towards opponents. _ Roebuck was a Radical in Canadian politics though his
stepfather, t*l on whom at that time he was entirely dependent, was a placeman. He
came to England to qualify for the bar, and finding that he could maintain himself
by writing, remained there. On his arrival he almost immediately fell in with me
and my set, and had Bentham's and my father's writings presented to him as the
philosophy of radicalism. He seized on this political creed with great and sincere
zeal. Naturally quick of perception and comprehension, though not inventive or
original, he was qualified to become a reasoner rather than a thinker; and his
intellectual type, in all matters of speculation, continued to be one of ratiocination
rather than of insight, as Carlyle calls it, or (to describe it more precisely) induction
and analysis. He arrived at his conclusions by deduction from the principles of his
[*JohnSimpson.]
_[Cancelled
text:]An ambinousyoungmanwithhtsfortuneto makeis naturallya Radmal:
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Roebuck and I had been on opposite sides. The schism between us widened from
this time more and more, though we continued for some years longer to be
companions. In the beginning, our chief divergence related to the cultivation of the
feelings. Roebuck was in many respects very,different from the vulgar notion of a
Benthamite or Utilitarian. He was a lover of poetry and of most of the fine arts. He
took great pleasure in music, in dramatic performances, especially in painting, and
himself drew and designed landscapes with great facility and beauty. But he never
could be made to see that these things have any value as aids in the formation of
character. Personally, instead of being, as Benthamites are supposed to be, void of
feeling, he had very quick and strong sensibilities. But, like most Englishmen who
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creed, never anxious to enlarge the basis of the creed itself by perpetual examination of the specialities of the questions to which he was called on to apply it. This
deficiency I used to account for to myself, y by the deep rooted pugnacity of his
character. When any proposition came before him as that of an opponent, he
rushed eagerly to demonstrate its falsity, without taking any pains to discover and
appropriate the portion of truth which there might be in it. This mental type, very
natural to persons of impetuosity of character and which I saw in a less extreme
degree in my father, became more and more alien to my tastes and feelings. I had
now taken a most decided bent in the opposite direction, that of eclecticism;
looking out for the truth which is generally to be found in errors when they are
anything more than mere paralogisms, or logical blunders. My disputes with
Roebuck in the early part of our discussions turned mainly on the culture of the
feelings; and in these he who had certainly the quickest feelings took the unfeeling
side. But this, instead of a paradox, is the explanation of the whole matter. Like
most Englishmen who have feelings, he found his feelings stand very much in his
way: he was much more susceptible to the painful sympathies than to the pleasurable, and looking for his happiness elsewhere, wished that his feelings should be
deadened rather than quickened. And in truth the English character and English
social circumstances make it so seldom possible to derive happiness from the
_exercise of the sympathies that it is not wonderful they should count for very little
vin an Englishman's scheme of life. In all other countries the paramount importance
of the sympathies as a constituent of happiness is an axiom, taken for granted rather
than needing any formal statement; but most English thinkers seem to regard them
as necessary evils, required to keep men's actions benevolent and compassionate.
Roebuck was this sort of Englishman, or seemed to be so; he saw little good in the
cultivation of the feelings, and none in their cultivation through the imagination,
which he thought was only cultivating illusions. It was in vain I urged on him that
the imaginative emotion which an idea when vividly conceived excites in us, is not
an illusion but a fact, as real as any of the other qualities of objects; and far from
implying anything erroneous and delusive in our mental apprehension of the
object, is quite consistent with the most accurate knowledge and practical recognition of all its physical and intellectual laws and relations. The intensest feeling of
the beauty of a cloud lighted by the setting sun, is no hindrance to my knowing that
the cloud is the vapour of water, subject to all the laws of vapours in a state of
suspension; and I am just as likely to allow for, and act on, these physical laws
whenever there is occasion to do so, as if I were incapable of perceiving any
distinction between beauty and ugliness. To conclude here my notice of Roebuck;
when three years afterwards he under almost every disadvantage of fortune and
position took his seat in the House of Commons, he fulfilled my expectation and
prediction at the time, viz. that he would fail, apparently irretrievably, halfa dozen
times and succeed at last. He escaped the imputation which almost all persons in
Y[Cancelled text: ] probably truly,
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have feelings, he found his feelings stand very much in his way. He was much
more susceptible to the painful sympathies than to the pleasurable, and looking for
his happiness elsewhere, he wished that his feelings should be deadened rather
than quickened. And in truth the English character, and English social circumstances, make it so seldom possible to derive happiness from the exercise of the
sympathies, that it is not wonderful if they count for little in an Englishman's
scheme of life. In most other countries the paramount importance of the sympathies as a constituent of individual happiness is an axiom, taken for granted
rather than needing any formal statement; but most English thinkers almost seem to
regard them as necessary evils, required for keeping men's actions benevolent and
compassionate. Roebuck was, or appeared to be. this kind of Englishman. He saw
little good in any cultivation of the feelings, and none at all in cultivating them
through the imagination, which he thought was only cultivating illusions. It was in
vain I urged on him that the imaginative emotion which an idea when vividly
conceived excites in us, is not an illusion but a fact, as real as any of the other
qualities of objects; and far from implying anything erroneous and delusive in our
mental apprehension of the object, is quite consistent with the most accurate
knowledge and most perfect practical recognition of all its physical and intellectual
laws and relations. The intensest feeling of the beauty of a cloud lighted by the
setting sun, is no hindrance to my knowing that the cloud is vapour of water,
subject to all the laws of vapours in a state of suspension: and I am just as likely to
allow for, and act on, these physical laws whenever there is occasion to do so, as if
I had been incapable of perceiving any distinction between beauty and ugliness.
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his position are subject to, of being an adventurer. Nobody ever suspected him of
wishing to be bought off. His ambition was not of this low kind: and his very faults,
his asperity and the needless offensiveness of his attacks, protected him from the
suspicion. Notwithstanding his many defects of judgment, he succeeded by
perseverance and by really having something to say, in acquiring the ear of the
house. He conquered all external obstacles, and if he ceased rising it was because
he had got to the end of his tether. He made considerable exertions for radicalism
during some years in the House of Commons, and was the vigorous champion of
two great questions: national education, which he reoriginated in parliament tthe
first unsuccessful move had been made by Mr. Brougham twelve years before),
and responsible government in the colonies, of which Roebuck was in this country
altogether the originator, both in the press and in parliament, and remained up to
the period of Lord Durham's mission the principal pillar. It ought to be recorded
among the most honorable points in his career, that he braved his own supporters
and lost his seat at Bath by his vigorous opposition to the bills for the puritanical
observance of Sunday. t*j But he did not labour to master the special questions of
legislation which were brought or which he might usefully have brought before
parliament; and his voice, at last. was heard almost solely on personal questions, or
on such as he was able to make personal, He made no progress in general
principles; like the Parliamentary Radicals generally, made no addition to his
original stock of ideas; and when the mental movement of Europe outstripped him
even in politics, as was manifested in February 1848, he -'turned against the
movement of Europe:. Even on English matters, when he had succeeded in being
somebody, and above all when he had married and become involved in the petty
vanities and entanglements of what is called society, he gradually ceased to be the
champion of any important progress; he became a panegyrist of England and things
English, a conformist to the Church, _ and in short merged in the common herd of
Conservative Liberals.
But to return to the point of separation between his course and mine. I have
mentioned that the difference of our philosophy first declared itself in the debate on
Wordsworth, at the Society we had founded and in which, in addition to the Tory
party with whom we had hitherto been combating, we were now face to face with
another set of adversaries of far greater intrinsic worth, the Coleridgians, represented in the society by Frederick Maurice and John Sterling: both subsequently
well known, the former by his writings, the latter through the two biographies by
Hare and Carlyle. Of these two friends, Maurice was the thinker, Sterling the
orator, and impassioned expositor of thoughts which were, at this time, almost
[*See, e.g.,

Roebuck's

speech,

Parliamentary.

Debates,

3rd ser., Vol. 38, cols, 1229-34

(7 June, 1837), against Sir Andrew Agnew's "Bill to Promote the Observance of the Lord's
Day," 7 William IV (4 May, 1837). Parliamentar3'Papers, 1837, II1, 351-60. l
:-_[Earlier version. ] was found [altered to read became] a reactionary
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While my intimacy with Roebuck diminished,
I fell more and more into friendly
intercourse with our Coleridgian adversaries in the Society, Frederick Maurice and
John Sterling, both subsequently
so well known, the former by his writings, the
latter through the biographies
by Hare and Carlyle. 1.1 Of these two friends,
Maurice was the thinker,
Sterling the orator, and impassioned
expositor
of
thoughts which, at this period, were almost entirely formed for him by Maunce.
[*John Sterling, Essays and Tales, Collected and Edtted with a Memoir by Juhus Charles
Hare, 2 vols. (London: Parker, 1848). and Carlyle, The Life of John Sterhng (London:
Chapman and Hall, 1851 ). ]
_[Cancelled text (Mill d*d not complete the clause before deletmgJ ] and is now no longer worth
countingas an element tn
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entirely formed for him by Maurice. With Maurice 1 had been for some time
acquainted through Eyton Tooke, who had known him at Cambridge, and although
my discussions with him were almost always disputes, 1 had carried away from
them much that helped to build up my new fabric of thought; in the same way as I
was deriving much from Coleridge, and from writings of Goethe and other
Germans which I read during these years h. I have always thought that there was
more intellectual power misapplied and wasted in Maurice than in any other of my
cotemporaries. Great power of generalization, rare ingenuity and subtlety and a
wide perception of important and unobvious truth, served him not for putting
something better into the place of the worthless heap of received opinions in
spiritual matters but for proving that the Church of England had known everything
from the first, and that all the truths on the ground of which the Church and
orthodoxy have been attacked, are not only consistent with the Thirty-nine articles
but are better understood and expressed in those articles than by any one who
rejects them. Such was the perverting effect on what would otherwise have been a
fine intellect, of the combination of a timid character and conscience with an
originally highly sensitive temperament. In this he resembled Coleridge, to whom,
in merely intellectual powers, apart from poetical genius, I think him decidedly
superior. At this time however he might be described as a disciple of Coleridge,
and Sterling as a disciple of Coleridge and of him. In our Debating Society they
made their appearance as a second Liberal and even Radical party, on totally
different grounds from Benthamism and vehemently opposed to it; and they
brought into their discussions the general doctrines and modes of thought of the
European reaction against the philosophy of the eighteenth century: thus adding a
third and very important belligerent party to our discussions, which were now no
bad exponent of the movement of opinion among the most cultivated of the new
generation. The modifications which were taking place in my old opinions naturally gave me some points of contact with them; and both Maurice and Sterling were
of considerable use to my developement. In after conversations with Sterling he

b[Cancelled text:] either In the original or m translations
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With Maurice I had for some time been acquainted through Eyton Tooke, who had
known him at Cambridge, and though my discussions with him were almost
always disputes, I had carried away from them much that helped to build up my
new fabric of thought, in the same way as I was deriving much from Coleridge, and
from the writings of Goethe and other German authors which I read during those
years. I have so deep a respect for Maurice's character and purposes, as well as for
his great mental gifts, that it is with some unwillingness I say anything which may
seem to place him on a less high eminence than 1would gladly be able to accord to
him. But I have always thought that there was more intellectual power wasted in
Maurice than in any other of my cotemporaries. Few of them certainly have had so
much to waste. Great powers of generalization, rare ingenuity and subtlety, and a
wide perception of important and unobvious truths, served him not for putting
something better into the place of the worthless heap of received opinions on the
great subjects of thought, but for proving to his own mind that the Church of
England had known everything from the first, and that all the truths on the ground
of which the Church and orthodoxy have been attacked (many of which he saw as
clearly as any one) are not only consistent with the Thirty-nine articles, |*l but are
better understood and expressed in those articles than by any one who rejects them.
I have never been able to find any other explanation of this, than by attributing it to
that timidity of conscience, combined with original sensitiveness of temperament,
which has so often driven highly gifted men into Romanism from the need of a
firmer support than they can find in the independent conclusions of their own
judgment. Any more vulgar kind of timidity no one who knew Maurice would ever
think of imputing to him, even if he had not given public proof of his freedom from
it, by his ultimate collision with some of the opinions commonly regarded as
orthodox, and by his noble origination of the Christian Sociahst movement. The
nearest parallel to him, in a moral point of view, is Coleridge, to whom, in merely
intellectual power, apart from poetical genius, I think him decidedly superior. At
this time, however, he might be described as a disciple of Coleridge, and Sterling
as a disciple of Coleridge and of him. The modifications which were taking place in
my old opinions gave me some points of contact with them: and both Maurice and
Sterling were of considerable use to my development. With Sterling I soon became
very intimate, and was more attached to him than I have ever been to any other
man. He was indeed one of the most loveable of men. His frank, cordial,
affectionate and expansive character: a love of truth alike conspicuous in the
highest things and the humblest: a generous and ardent nature which threw _tself
with impetuosity into the opinions it adopted, but was as eager to do justice to the
doctrines and the men it was opposed to, as to make war on what it thought their
errors; and an equal devotion to the two cardinal points of Liberty and Duty,
formed a combination of qualities as attractive to me, as to all others who knew him
[*SeeThe Book of Common Prayer.]
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told me how he and others had been accustomed to look upon me as a "made" or
manufactured man, having had a certain impress of opinion stamped upon me
which I could only reproduce; and what a change took place in his feelings when he
found, in the discussion on Wordsworth and Byron (in whlch as might be expected
he made a brilliant speech), that Wordsworth and all that is implied in Wordsworth
"belonged to" me as much as to him and his friends. But ifI agreed with them much
more than with Bentham on poetry and general culture, I w_ as_to
them as cverpn re!igion, political philosophy, ethics and metaphysics, and as long
as we continued our debating practice we were almost always on contrary sides.
One vehement encounter between Sterling and me, he making what I thought a
violent and unfair attack on the political philosophy I professed, to which I
responded as sharply, fixed itself particularly in my memory because it was
immediately followed by two things: one was, Sterling's withdrawing from the
society; the other, that he and I sought one another privately much more than
before, and became very intimate. His frank, cordial, affectionate and expansive
character made him very attractive to me as he was to every one who knew him.
The failure of his health soon scattered all his plans of life and compelled him to
live at a distance from London, and I living almost constantly in it, we after the first
year or two of our acquaintance only saw each other at distant intervals. He never
became, in the proper sense of the word, a thinker; but his open mind and heart,
and the moral courage in which he was greatly superior to Maurice, made him soon
outgrow the dominion over his intellect of Maurice and of Coleridge. Except in
that short and passing phasis of his life, during which he made the ' mistake of
becoming a clergyman, his mind was ever progressive: the advance he always
seemed to have made when I saw him again after an interval, made me apply to him
what Goethe said of Schiller's "fiirchtliche Fortschreitung." He and 1started from
intellectual points almost as wide apart as the poles, but the distance between us
was always growing less: if I made steps towards some of his opinions, he, during
his short life, was constantly approximating more and more to mine: and if he had
lived and had health and vigour to prosecute his ever assiduous self culture I have
little doubt that his mental emancipation on all the leading points of opinion would
have become complete.
After 1829 1 withdrew from attendance on the Debating Society. I had had
enough of speech making, and was glad to carry on my private studies and
meditations without any immediate call for outward assertion of their results. 1
found the fabric of my old and taught opinions giving way in many fresh places,
and I never allowed it to fall to pieces, but was incessantly occupied in weaving it
anew: I never, in the course of my transition, suffered myself to remain confused
and unsettled. When I had taken in any new idea I could not rest till I had adjusted

clCancelled text. ] great
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as well as I did. With his open mind and heart, he found no difficulty in joining
hands with me across the gulf which as yet divided our opinions. He told me how
he and others had looked upon me (from hearsay inforrnation) as a "made" or
manufactured man, having had a certain impress of opinion stamped on me which I
could only reproduce; and what a change took place in his feehngs when he found,
in the discussion on Wordsworth and Byron, that Wordsworth, and all which that
name implies, "belonged" to me as much as to him and his friends. The failure of
his health soon scattered all his plans of life, and compelled him to live at a distance
from London, so that after the first year or two of our acquaintance we only saw
each other at distant intervals. But (as he said himself in one of his letters to
Carlyle) when we did meet it was like brothers. Though he was never, in the full
sense of the word, a profound thinker, his openness of mind, and the moral courage
in which he greatly surpassed Maurice, made him outgrow the dominion which
Maurice and Coleridge had once exercised over his intellect; though he retained to
the last a great but discriminating admiration of both, and towards Maurice a warm
affection. Except in that short and transitory phasls of his life, during which he
made the mistake of becoming a clergyman, his mind was ever progressive, and
the advance he always seemed to have made when I saw h_m after an interval,
made me apply to him what Goethe said of Schiller, "Er hatte eine fiJrchtliche
Fortschreitung. ''t*l He and 1started from intellectual pomts almost as wide-apart as
the poles, but the distance between us was always diminishing: if 1 made steps
towards some of his opinions, he, during his short life. was constantly approximating more and more to several of mine: and if he had lived, and had health and
vigour to prosecute his ever assiduous self-culture, there is no knowing hog much
further this spontaneous assimilation might have proceeded.

After 1829 I withdrew from attendance on the Debating Society. I had had
enough of speech-making, and was glad to carry on my private studies and
meditations without any immediate call for outward assertion of their results. I
found the fabric of my old and taught opinions giving way in many fresh places,
and I nevei allowed it to fall to pieces, but was incessantly occupied in weav!n_ it
anew. I never, in the course of my transition, was content to remain, for ever so
short a time, confused and unsettled. When I had taken in any new idea, I could not
[*SeeSarah Austin, Characterzstwsof Goethe. From the Germanqf Falk, Miiller. etc.. 3
vols. (London: Wilson, 1833). Vol. II, p. 320. where she gives Fehx Mendelssohn's
accountto her of a conversation he had with Goethe.]
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its relation to all my old opinions, and ascertained exactly how far its effect ought
to extend in modifying or superseding them. d
The conflicts which I had so often had to carry on in defence of the theory of
government laid down in Bentham's and my father's writings, and the acquaintance I had obtained with other modes of political thinking, had made me aware of
many things which that doctrine, professing to be a theory of government in
general, ought to have made room for, and did not, But these things as yet
remained with me rather as corrections to be made in applying the theory to
practice, than as defects in the theory. 1 felt that politics could not be a science of
specific experience; that the accusations against the Benthamic theory of being a
theory, of proceeding a priori, by way of general reasoning instead of Baconian
experiment, shewed complete ignorance of Bacon's principles, and of the necessary conditions of political investigation. At this juncture appeared Macaulay's
famous attack, in the Edinburgh Review, on my father's Essay on Government.
This gave me much to think about. I saw that Macaulay's conception of politmal
reasoning was wrong; that he stood up for the empirical mode of treating political
phenomena against the philosophical. At the same time I could not help feeling that
there was truth in several of his strictures on my father's treatment of the subject;
that my father's premises were really too narrow, and included but a small part of
the general truths on which, in politics, the important consequences depend.
Identity of interest, in any practical sense which can be attached to the term,
between the governing body and the community at large, _s not the only thing on
which good government depends; neither can this identity of interest be secured by
the mere conditions of election: I was not at all satisfied with the mode in which my
father met the criticisms of Macaulay. He did not, as I thought he ought to have
done, justify himself by saying "I was not writing a scientific treatise on polincs. I
was writing an argument for parliamentary reform." He treated Macaulay's argument as simply irrational; as an attack on the reasoning faculty; an example of the
remark of Hobbes that when reason is against a man, a man will be against reason.

'*[Cancelled text:] In this part of my life at least, whatever may have been the case at others. I had a
really active mind [markedwithaquestlonmarkbyHTM]
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rest till I had adjusted its relation to my old opinions, and ascertained exactly how
far its effect ought to extend in modifying or superseding them.
The conflicts which 1 had so often had to sustain in defending the theory of
government laid down in Bentham's and my father's writmgs, and the acquaintance I had obtained with other schools of political thinking, made me aware of
many things which that doctrine, professing to be a theory of government in
general, ought to have made room for, and did not. But these things, as yet.
remained with me rather as corrections to be made in applying the theory to
practice, than as defects in the theory. I felt that politics could not be a science of
specific experience; and that the accusations against the Benthamic theory of being
a theory, of proceeding d priori, by way of general reasoning, instead of Baconian
experiment, shewed complete ignorance of Bacon's principles, and of the necessary conditions of experimental investigation. At this juncture appeared, in the
Edinburgh Review, Macaulay's famous attack on my father's Essay on Government. 1.1This gave me much to think about. I saw that Macaulay's conception of
the logic of politics was erroneous; that he stood up for the empirical mode of
treating political phenomena, against the philosophical: that even in physical
science, his notion of philosophizing might have recognized Kepler, but would
have excluded Newton and Laplace. But I could not help feehng, that though the
tone was unbecoming (an error for which the writer, at a later period, made the
most ample and honorable amends), l*lthere was truth in several of his strictures on
my father's treatment of the subject: that my father's premises were really too
narrow, and included but a small number of the general truths, on which, m
politics, the important consequences depend. Identity of interest between the
governing body and the community at large, is not, in any practical sense which
can be attached to it, the only thing on which good government depends: neither
can this identity of interest be secured by the mere conditions of election. I was not
at all saUsfied with the mode in which my father met the criticisms of Macaulay. He
did not, as I thought he ought to have done, justify" himself by saying. "I was not
writing a scientific treatise on politics. I was writing an argument for parliamentary
reform." He treated Macaulay's argument as simply irrational; an attack upon the
reasoning faculty: an example of the saying of Hobbes, that when reason is against
[*Thomas

Babington

Macaulay.

"Mill's

Essay

on Government:

Utihtarian

Logic and

Politics," Edinburgh Review, XLIX (Mar., 18291, 159-89. "Bentham's Defence of Mill:
Utilitarian System of Philosophy," ibid., XLIX (June, 1829L 273-99: and "'Utihtarian
Theory of Government, and the 'Greatest Happiness Principle,"""ibid., L tOct.. 1829L
99-125. There was a reply to the first two articles in the WestmmsterRevtew by Thomas
Perronet Thompson. with Bentham's help. ""Greatest Happiness' Principle," X1 (July.
1829),254-68; and two further replies by Thompson alone: "'Edinburgh Revtew and the
'Greatest Happiness Prinople." " ibid, XI (Oct.. 1829). 526-36. and XII (Jan.. 18301,
246-62.]
[*SeeMacaulay, "Preface," Crmcal and Htstorical Essays. 3 vols. (London: Longman,
Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1843), Vol. 1. p wlL]
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This made me think that there was really something more fundamentally erroneous
in my father's conception of philosophical Method, as applicable to politics, than I
had hitherto supposed there was. But l did not at first see clearly what the error
might be. At last however it flashed upon me all at once in the course of my
reflexions on another subject. I had begun in the early part of 1830 to put on paper
the ideas on Logic (chiefly on the distinctions among Terms, and the import of
Propositions) which had been suggested and in part worked out in the morning
conversations *already spoken of e. Having secured these thoughts by putting them
into writing, I pushed on into the other parts of the subject, to try whether I could
do anything further to clear up the theory of Logic generally. I attempted at once to
grapple with the problem of Induction, postponing that of Reasoning on the ground
that it is necessary to obtain premisses before we can reason from them. Now
Induction is mainly finding the causes of effects; and in endeavouring to give an
account of the manner of tracing causes and effects in the physical sciences, I soon
saw that in the more perfect of those sciences we ascend, by generalization from
particular instances to the tendencies of causes considered singly, and then reason
downward from those separate tendencies, to determine the action of the same
causes when combined. I then asked myself, what is the ultimate analysis of this
deductive process7 the common theory of the syllogism evidently throwing no
light upon it. Myf_pract!ce being to study abstract principles in the best conr_
instances I could find, the Composition of Forces, in dynamics, occurred to me as
the most complete example of the logical process I was investigating. On examining what the mind does when it applies the principle of the Composition of Forces,
I found that it performs a simple act of addition. It adds the separate effect of the
one cause to the separate effect of the other, and puts down the sum of the separate
effects as the joint effect. But is this a legitimate process? In dynamics and in the
other branches of mathematical physics it is; but in some other cases, as in
chemistry it is not; and I then recollected that this was pointed out as one of the
distinctions between chemical phenomena and those of natural philosophy, m the
introduction to that favorite book of my boyhood, Thomson's Chemistry. This
distinction cleared up what was perplexing me in respect to the philosophy of
politics. I saw that a science is deductive or experimental according as the effects
of its causes when conjoined are or are not the sums of the effects of the same
causes when separate; which, in the moral and political sciences, they may on the
whole be said to be. Hence it appeared that both Macaulay and my father were
wrong; the one in assimilating the method of philosophizing in politics to the
purely experimental method of chemistry; while the other, though right in adopting
an a priori method, had made a wrong selection of one, having taken, not the
appropriate method, that of the deductive branches of natural philosophy, but the

"-qEarher verston:] at Grote's
f[ Cancelled text. ] constant
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a man, a man will be against reason, t*l This made me think that there was really
something more fundamentally erroneous in my father's conception of philosophical Method, as applicable to politics, than I had hitherto supposed there was.
But I did not at first see clearly what the error might be. At last it flashed upon me
all at once in the course of other studies. In the early part of 18301 had begun to put
on paper the ideas on Logic (chiefly on the distinctions among Terms, and the
import of Propositions) which had been suggested and in part worked out in the
morning conversations already spoken of. Having secured these thoughts from
being lost, I pushed on into the other parts of the subject, to try whether i could do
anything further towards clearing up the theory of Logic generally. 1 grappled at
once with the problem of Induction, postponing that of Reasoning, on the ground
that it is necessary to obtain premises before we can reason from them. Now,
Induction is mainly a process for finding the causes of effects: and in attempting to
fathom the mode of tracing causes and effects in physical science, I soon saw that
in the more perfect of the sciences, we ascend, by generalization from particulars,
to the tendencies of causes considered singly, and then reason downward from
those separate tendencies, to the effect of the same causes when combined. I then
asked myself, what is the ultimate analysis of this deductive process: the common
theory of the syllogism evidently throwing no light upon it. My practice (learnt
from Hobbes and my father) being to study abstract principles by means of the best
concrete instances I could find, the Composition of Forces, in dynamics, occurred
to me as the most complete example of the logical process 1was investigating. On
examining, accordingly, what the mind does when it applies the principle of the
Composition of Forces, I found that it performs a simple act of addition. It adds the
separate effect of the one force to the separate effect of the other, and puts down the
sum of these separate effects as the joint effect. But is this a legitimate process? In
dynamics, and in all the mathematical branches of physics, it is: but in some other
cases, as in chemistry, it is not: and I then recollected that something not unlike this
was pointed out as one of the distinctions between chemical and mechanical
phenomena, in the introduction to that favorite of my boyhood, Thomson's System
of Chemistry. This distinction at once made my mind clear as to what was
perplexing me in respect to the philosophy of politics. I now saw, that a science is
either deductive or experimental, according as. in the province it deals with, the
effects of causes when conjoined, are or are not the sums of the effects which the
same causes produce when separate. It followed that politics must be a deductive
science. It thus appeared, that both Macaulay and my father were wrong: the one in
assimilating the method of philosophizing in politics to the purely experimental
method of chemistry: while the other, though right in adopting a deductive
method, had made a wrong selection of one, having taken as the type of deduction,
not the appropriate process, that of the deductive branches of natural philosophy,
[*See "Epistle Dedicatory"
to Tripos, in The English
William Molesworth,
11 vols. (London: Bohn. 1839-45),

Works of Thomas
Vol. IV, p. xiil.]

Hobbes,

ed.
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inappropriate method of pure geometry, which not being a science of causation at
all, did not require or admit of the summation of effects. A foundation was thus laid
in my thoughts for the principal chapters of what I afterwards published on the
"Logic of the Moral Sciences"; and my position in respect to my old political creed
was now to my own mind quite cleared up. g
If I am asked what other system of political philosophy I substituted for that
which, as a philosophy, I had abandoned, my answer is, no system: merely a
conviction, that the true system was something much more complex and many
sided than I had hitherto had any idea of, and that its office was to supply, not a set
of model institutions, but principles from which the institutions suitable to any
given circumstances might be deduced. The influences of European, that is to say,
Continental thought, and especially those of the reaction of the nineteenth century
against the eighteenth, were now showering in upon me. They came from various
quarters; partly from the writings of Coleridge, which I had begun to read with
interest even before the change in my opinions h; partly from h the Coleridglans
with whom I was in personal contact: partly from what I had read of Goethe; partly
from Carlyle's early articles in the Edinburgh and Foreign Reviews, though for a
long time I saw nothing in these (as my father saw nothing in them to the last) but
insane rhapsodies. From all these, and from the acquaintance I kept up with the
French writers of the time, I derived, among other ideas, which the general turning
upside down of the opinions of European thinkers had brought uppermost, these in
particular: that the human mind has a certain order of possible progress in which
some things must precede others, an order which governments and public instructors can alter to some extent, but not to an unlimited extent: that all questions of
institutions are relative, not absolute, and that different stages of human progress
not only will have (which must always have been evident), but ought to have,
different institutions; that government is always either in the hands, or passing into
the hands, of whatever is the strongest power in society, and that what this power
is, does not depend on institutions, but institutions on it: that any general theory or
philosophy of politics suppo_ses a previous theory of human progress, in other
words a_p.hilps0p_h2¢
Of history. These opinions, true in the main. were held in an
exaggerated and violent manner by 'the thinkers with whom I was now becoming
acquainted, and' who, in the true spirit of a reaction, ignored that half of the truth
which the thinkers of the eighteenth century saw. I never went along with them in
this, but kept as finn a hold of one side of the truth as I took of the other. The fight
_[Cancelled text'] I did not at this time push my logical speculations any further. [paragraph] This
was not the only modification which was taking place in my old opinions m the political department of
I things. The early writings of the St. Slmoman school, with which I had now become acquainted, were
gradually opening my eyes to the very hmited and temporary value of the old political economy, which
assumes individual hereditary property as a necessary fact, and freedom of producuon and exchange as
the dernier mot of socml tmprovement
[Thts paragraph continues wtth three sentences substantially
the same as the third and fourth sentences and part of the fifth sentence of the second paragraph below
("The)' were then . . . even this length"--170.9-13).
For the rest of this earlier version, contmued on Rl05-6, see App. G, pp. 614-16 below.]
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but the inappropriate one of pure geometry, which not being a science of causation
at all, does not require or admit of any summing-up of effects. A foundation was
thus laid in my thoughts for the principal chapters of what I afterwards published
on the Logic of the Moral Sciences; t*J and my new position m respect to my old
political creed now became perfectly defimte.
If I am asked what system of political philosophy I substituted for that which, as
a philosophy, I had abandoned, 1 answer, no system: only a conwction, that the
true system was something much more complex and many sided than I had
previously had any idea of, and that its office was to supply, not a set of model
institutions, but principles from which the institutions suitable to any given
circumstances might be deduced. The influences of European, that is to say,
Continental, thought, and especially those of the reaction of the nineteenth century
against the eighteenth, were now streaming in upon me. They came from various
quarters: from the writings of Coleridge, which 1 had begun to read with interest
even before the change in my opinions; from the Coleridgians with whom I was in
personal intercourse; from what I had read of Goethe; from Carlyle's early articles
in the Edinburgh and Foreign Reviews, I*jthough for a long time I saw nothing in
these (as my father saw nothing in them to the last) but insane rhapsody. From
these sources, and from the acquaintance Ikept up with the"French literature of the
time, I derived, among other ideas which the general turning upside down of the
opinions of European thinkers had brought uppermost, these in particular: That the
human mind has a certain order of possible progress, in which some things must
precede others, an order which governments and public instructors can modify to
some, but not to an unlimited extent: That all questions of political restitutions are
relative, not absolute, and that different stages of human progress not only ,,ill
have, but ought to have. different institutions: That government is always either in
the hands, or passing into the hands, of whatever is the strongest power in society,
and that what this power is, does not depend on institutions, but institutions on it:
That any general theory, or philosophy of politics supposes a previous theory of
human progress, and that this is the same thing with a philosophy of history. These
opinions, true in the main, were held in an exaggerated and violent manner by the
thinkers with whom I was now most accustomed to compare notes, and who, as
usual with a reaction, ignored that half of the truth which the thinkers of the
eighteenth century saw. But though, at one period of my progress, I for some time
undervalued that great century, I never joined in the reaction against it, but kept as
firm hold of one side of the truth as I took of the other. The fight between the
[*In A System of Logic, Bk. VI. }
[tE.g., "Jean Paul FriedrichRichter," Edinburgh Review. XLVI (June, 1827), 176-95:
"Life and Writings of Werner," Foretgn Review, 1 {Jan., 1828), 95-141 For other of
Carlyle's essays that Mill probably had in mind. see the Bibliographiclndcx underthe two
titlesjust cited.]
h-h[Earher version:], and of which I was now a frequent reader: partly from Sterhng, Maunce, and
'-'[Earher version:] my new instructors.
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between the nineteenth century and the eighteenth always reminded me of the
battle about the shield, one side of which was black and the other white. I
marvelled at the blind rage with which the combatants rushed against one another.
I applied to them, and to Coleridge among the rest, many of the sayings of
Coleridge himself about half truths" and Goethe's device, "manysidedness," was
much in my thoughts.
The writers by whom more than by any others a new mode of political thinking
was brought home to me, were those of the St. Simonian school in France. In 1829
and 1830 1became acquainted with some of their writings. They were then only in
the earlier stages of their speculations: they had not yet dressed up their philosophy
as a religion, nor had they organized their scheme of Socialism. They were just
beginning to question the principle of hereditary property. 1 was by no means
prepared to go with them even this length: but 1 was greatly struck with the
connected view which they for the first time presented to me, of the natural order of
human pro_ess: and especially with their division of history into organic periods
and critical periods. During the organic periods (they said) man llO'ffcT
accepT_vith
firm conviction some positive creed, containing more or less of truth and of
adaptation to the needs of humanity. Under its influence they first make all the
progress compatible with that creed, and then finally outgrow it: and a period
follows of criticism and negation, in which mankind lose their old convictions
without acquiring any new ones except the conviction that the old are false. The
period of Greek and Roman polytheism, so long as really believed in by instructed
Greeks and Romans, was an organic period, followed by the critical or sceptical
period of the Greek philosophers. Another organic period came in with Christianity: the corresponding critical period began with the Reformation, has lasted ever
t
'

since, and cannot altogether cease until a new organic period has been inaugurated
by the triumph of a still more advanced creed. These ideas, I knew, were nowise
peculiar to the St. Simonians; they were the general property of Europe, or at least
of Germany and France: but they had never to my knowledge been so completely
systematized as by these writers, nor the distinguishing characters of a critical
period so powerfully set forth. In Carlyle indeed I found bitter denunciations of the
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nineteenth century and the eighteenth always reminded me of the battle about the
shield, one side of which was white and the other black. _*1I marvelled at the
blind rage with which the combatants rushed against one another. I applied to
them, and to Coleridge himself, many of Coleridge's sayings about half truths: l+_
and Goethe's device, "many-sidedness ,,l_J was one which I would most willingly,
at this period, have taken for mine.
The writers by whom, more than by any others, a new mode of political thinking
was brought home to me, were those of the St. Simonian school in France. In 1829
and 18301 became acquainted with some of their writings. They were then only in
the earlier stages of their speculations. They had not yet dressed out their philosophy as a religion, nor had they organized their scheme of Socialism. They were just
beginni-figt-0-'question the pnnciple of hereditary property. I was by no means
prepared to go with them even this length: but I was greatly_struck with the
connected vjew whif,,hshey f0r the first time presented to me, of the natural order of
huma_m.9_.E..p£,q_ess;
and especially with their division of all history into organic
periods and critica! periods. During the organic pe-riods (the_¢said) mankind accept
with fi_a"conviction some positive creed, claiming jurisdiction over all their
actions, and containing more or less of truth and adaptation to the needs of
humanity. Under its influence they make all the progress compatible with the
creed, and finally outgrow it; when a period fo-ilow_-_f_-ritic]sm and negation, in
which mank]i_d lose thei-r old convictions without acquiring any new ones, of a
general or authorit_ifi,_echaracter, except the conviction that theold-h-f_ false. The
period of Greek and Roman polytheism, so long as really believed in by instructed
Greeks and Romans, was an organic period, succeeded by the critical or sceptical
period of the Greek philosophers. Another organic l_rlod "came !n wit h Christianity. The correspo_ndingcriticaltB_ri'od bbegao,with the Reformation, has laste_dever
since, still lasts, and cannot altogether cease until a new organic period has been
in-augurated by the tfium_oLa..zetmore
advanced creed. These ideas. I knew,
were not peculiar to the St. Simonians; on the contrary, they were the general
property of Europe, or at least of Germany and France, but they had never, to my
knowledge, been so completely systematized as by these writers, nor the distinguishing characteristics of a critical period so powerfully set forth; for I was not then
acquainted with Fichte's Lectures on The Characteristics of the Present Age. t_l
[*See "Sir Harry Beaumont" (Joseph Spence). "'FableX. The Party-Colour'd Shield." m
Moralities: or, Essays, Letters. Fables. and Translations (London: Dodsley. 1753L pp.
99-102.1
[tSee, e.g., The Literary Remains of Samuel Taylor ColerMge, ed. Henry Nelson
Coleridge, 4 vols. (London: Pickerlng. 1836-39l, Vol. II1, p. 145.]
[*SeeSarah Austin, Charactertstws of Goethe, Vol. 1,pp. 12-13. where she is translating from Johann Daniel Falk, Goethe aus niiherm personhchen Umgange dargestellt
(Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1832). p. 8, in which the key term _s given as "'Vielseitigkeit
(Objectivit/it)."]
[_JohannGottlieb Fichte, The Characteristics of the Present Age, trans William Smith
(London:Chapman, 1847).]
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evils of an "age of unbelief" and of the present age as such, which I and most other
people at that time supposed to be intended as passionate protests in favour of the
old belief. But all that was true in these denunciations I thought that I found more
calmly and philosophically stated by the St. Simonians. Among their publications
too there was one which seemed to me far superior to the rest, and in which the
general idea was matured into something much more definite and instructive. This
was an early writing of Auguste Comte, who then called himself, and even
announced himself in the title page as, an 61_ve of Saint-Simon. In this tract M.
Comte first enunciated the doctrine which he afterwards so copiously illustrated, of
the natural succession of three stages in every department of inquiry; first the
theological, second the metaphysidal_ and third, the positive stage; and contended
that social science must be subject to the same law; that the feudal and Catholic
system was the last phasis of the theological state of the socml science, Protestantism the commencement and the doctrines of the French Revolution the consummation of its metaphysical, and that _ts positive state was yet to come. This doctrine
harmonized very well with my existing notions. I already regarded the methods of
physical science as the proper models for political. But the chief service which 1
received at this time from the trains of thought suggested by the St. Simonians and
by Comte, was that I obtained a much clearer conception than before of the
,

peculiarities of an age of q'ansition in opinion, and ceased to mistake the moral and
intellectual characteristicsof such an age,.for _e_n_0rmal __
I
looked forward, through the present age of loud disputes but generally weak
convictions, to a future which will unite the be sttq_ualities of the critical with the
best of the org___ic_jg_____riods;
unchecked liberty of thought, perfect fr_eedom of
individual action in things not hurtful to others; but along with this, firm convicti9ns a s to fight _d wrong, useful-a--n--d-_-h]clous,deeply engra__eno_n thefeelings
by earl_.edugation and genera! unanimity of sentiment, and so well grounded in
reason and in the real exigencies of-i_fe-_iIi_ffth-6yshall not, like all former and
present creeds, religious, ethical and political, require to be periodically thrown
off and replaced by others.
M. Comte soon left the St. Simonians, and I lost sight of him and his writings for
a numbefof years. But the Saint Simonians I continued cultivating. I was kept au
courant of their progress by one of their most enthusiastic disciples, Gustave
d'Eichthal, who about that time passed a considerable period in England. I was
introduced to their chiefs, Bazard and Enfantin, in 1830; and as long as their public
teachings and proselytism continued, I read nearly everything they wrote. Their
criticisms on the common doctrines of liberalism seemed to me full of important
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In Carlyle, indeed, I found bitter denunciations of an "age of unbelief," and of
the present age as such, 1.1which I, like most people at that time, supposed to be
passionate protests in favour of the old modes of belief. But all that was true in
these denunciations 1thought that I found more calmly and philosophically stated
by the St. Simonians. Among their publications, too, there was one which seemed
to me far superior to the rest; in which the general idea was matured into something
much more definite and instructive. This was an early work of Auguste Comte,
who then called himself, and even announced himself in the title page as, a pup""li-6i
_
Saint-Simon. t*l In this tract M. Comte first put forth the doctrine which he
afterwards so copiously illustrated, of the natural succession of three stages in
every department of human knowledge--first
the -theological, next the metaphysi-cal, and lastly, the positive stage; and contended, _it sT:_ialscience must be
subject to the same law; that the feudal and Catholic system was the concluding
phasis of the theological state of the social science, Protestantism the commencement and the doctrines of the French Revolution the consummation of the metaphysical, and that its positive state was yet to come.t*l This doctrine harm_onized
well with my exist.ing notions, to which it seemed to gwe a scmntific shape. I
already regarded the methods of physical science as the proper models for political. But the chief benefit which I derived at this time from the trains of thought
suggested by the St. Simonians and by Comte, was, that I obtained a clearer
conception than ever before of the peculiarities of an era of transition in opinion,
and ceasedt9 mistake _e moral.and intellectual characteristics of such an era, for
the normal attributes of humanity. I looked forward, through the present age of
lotl0 disputes but generally weak convictions, to a future which shall unite the best
qualities of the critical with the best qualities of the organic periods: unchecked
liberty of thought, unbounded freedom of individual action in all modes not hurtful
to others; but also, convictions as to what is fight and wrong, useful and pernicious, deeply engraven on the feelings by early edt!cation.andgeneral unanimity of
sentiment, and so firmly grounded in reason and in the true exigencies of life, that
they shall not, like all former and present creeds, religious, ethical, and political,
require to be periodically thrown off and replaced by others.
M. Comte soon left the St. Simonians, and I lost sight of him and his writings for
a number of years. But the St. Simonians 1 continued to cultivate. I was kept au
courant of their progress by one of their most enthusiastic disciples, M. Gustave
d'Eichthal, who about that time passed a considerable interval in England. I was
introduced to their chiefs, Bazard and Enfantin, in 1830; and as long as their public
teachings and proselytism continued, I read nearly everything they wrote. Their
criticisms on the common doctrines of Liberalism seemed to me full of important
[*See, e.g., SartorResartus,
[*Auguste Comte, Systeme

pp. 166ff. (Bk. I1, Chap.
de politique positive (Pans:

vii, "'The Everlasting
No").]
Saint-Simon,
1824); Comte later

published another work under the same main title _see p. 221 below).]
[*Seeibid., pp. 268-9.]
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truth: and it was partly by their writings that my eyes were opened to the very
limited and temporary value of the old political econom,¢, which assumes private
property and inheritance as-indefeasible facts, and freedom of production and
exchange as the demier mot of social improvement. The scheme gradually unfolded by the St. Simonians, by which the labour and capital of the community
would be managed for the general account, every individual being required to take
a share of labour either as thinker, teacher, artist or producer, and all being classed
according to their capacity and rewarded according to their works, appeared to me
a far superior kind of Socialism to Owen's; their aim seemed to me perfectly
rational, however their means might be inefficacious; and though I neither believed
in the practicability nor in the beneficial operation of their social machinery, I felt
that the proclamation of such an ideal of human society could not but be calculated
to give a beneficial direction to the efforts of others to bring society, as at present
constituted, nearer to that ideal standard. I honoured them above all for the
boldness and freedom from prejudice with which they treated the subject of family,
the most important of any, and needing more fundamental alterations than any
other, but which scarcely any reformer has the courage to touch. In proclaiming the
perfect equality of men and women, and an entirely new order of things in regard to
their relations with one another, the St. Simonians in common with Owen and
Fourier have entitled themselves to the grateful remembrance of all future generations. :
In giving an account of this period of my life, I have only specified such of my
new impressions as appeared to me both at the time and since to be a kind of turning
points, marking a definite progress in my modes of thought. But these few selected
points give a very insufficient idea of the quantity of thinking which 1 carried on
respecting a host of subjects during these years of transition. It is true much of the
thinking consisted in rediscovering things known to all the world, which 1 had
previously disbelieved, or disregarded. But even then the rediscovery usually
placed these truths in some new light by which they were reconciled with, and
served to confirm even while they modified, the truths not generally known which
kwere contained in my early opinions k and in no essential part of which I at any
time wavered. All my thinking only rendered the foundation of these deeper and
stronger, while it often removed misunderstandings and confusion of ideas which
had perverted their effect. For example; during the later returns of my dejection,
the doctrine of what is called Philosophical Necessity weighed like an incubus on
my existence. I felt as if I was the helpless slave of antecedent circumstances; as if
' tthe character of all persons had been formed for them by agencies beyond their
_[Cancelledtext ] This howeverts antiopatmg:for at the ume of which1am now writingthe St
S_momans
hadnot yet developedthe practicalpartsof theirsystem The effecttheyhad on meat thl_
timewassolelyby theirphilosophyof history
k-k[Earherversion:]I hadhad the goodfortuneto be taught
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truth; and it was partly by their writings that my eyes were opened to the very
limited and temporary value of the old political economy, which assumes private
property and inheritance as indefeasible facts, and freedom of production and
exchange as the dernier mot of social improvement. The scheme gradually
unfolded by the St. Simonians, under which the labour and capital of society would
be managed for the general account of the community, every indwidual being
required to take a share of labour, either as thinker, teacher, artist, or producer, all
being classed according to their capacity, and remunerated according to their
works, appeared to me a far superior description of Socialism to Owen's. Their
aim seemed to me desirable and rational, however their means might be
inefficacious; and though I neither believed in the practicability, nor m the
beneficial operation of their social machinery, I felt that the proclamation of such
an ideal of human society could not but tend to give a beneficial d_rection to the
efforts of others to bring society, as at present constituted, nearer to some ideal
standard. I honoured them most of all for what they have been most cried down
for--the boldness and freedom from prejudice with which they treated the subject
of family, the most important of any, and needing more fundamental alterations
than remain to be made in any other great social institution, but on which scarcely
any reformer has the courage to touch. In proclaiming the perfect equality of men
and women, and an entirely new order of things in regard to their relations with one
another, the St. Simonians in common with Owen and Fourier have entitled
themselves to the grateful remembrance of future generations.
In giving an account of this period of my life. I have only specified such of my
new impressions as appeared to me, both at the t_me and since, to be a kind of
turning points, marking a definite progress in my mode of thought. But these few
selected points give a very insufficient idea of the quantity of thinking which I
carried on respecting a host of subjects during these years of transition. Much of
this, it is true, consisted in rediscovering things known to all the world, which 1had
previously disbeheved, or disregarded. But the rediscovery was to me a discovery.
giving me plenary possession of the truths not as traditional platitudes but fresh
from their source: and it seldom failed to place them in some new light, by which
they were reconciled with, and seemed to confirm while they modified, the truths
less generally known which lay in my early opinions, and in no essential part of
which I at any time wavered. All my new thinking only laid the foundation of these
more deeply and strongly, while it often removed misapprehension and confusion
of ideas which had perverted their effect. For example, during the later returns of
my dejection, the doctrine of what is called Philosophical Necessity weighed on
my existence like an incubus. I felt as if I was scientifically proved to be the
helpless slave of antecedent circumstances; as if my character and that of all others
had been formed for us by agencies beyond our control, and was wholly out of our
_-tl_'[Earherversion:]mycharacterhadbeenformedforme by agenciesbeyondmycontrol,and
wasnowoutofmy
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control, and was wholly out of their I power. 1 often said to myself what a relief it
would be if I could disbelieve the doctrine of the formation of character by
circumstances: and remembering the wish of Fox respecting the doctrine of
resistance to governments, that it might never be forgotten by kings, nor remembered by subjects, I said in like manner that it would be a blessing if the doctrine of
necessity could be believed by all in respect to the characters of others and
disbelieved in respect of their own. I pondered on the subject till gradually 1 saw
light through it: I saw that the word necessity as a name for the doctrine of cause
and effect applied to human action, carries with it a misleading association; and
that this association is the main cause of the depressing and paralysing influence
which I had experienced. I perceived that though character is m formed by circumstances, our own desires can influence those circumstances; and that what is
really inspiriting and ennobling in the doctrine of free will, is the conviction that
our will has real power over the formation of our character; that our will, by
influencing some of our circumstances, can modify our future habits or capacities
of willing. This was perfectly consistent with the doctrine of circumstances or
rather was that doctnne itself properly understood. From that time 1 drew in my
own mind a clear distinction between the doctrine of circumstances and fatalism,
discarding altogether the misleading term necessity. The theory, which I now for
the first time rightly apprehended, ceased to be discouraging: and I no longer
suffered under the burthen, so heavy to one who aims at being a reformer in
opinions, of thinking one doctrine true and the contrary doctrine morally
beneficial. The train of thought which had extricated me from this dilemma seemed
to me fitted to render a similar service to others, and it now forms the chapter on
Liberty and Necessity in the concluding book of my System of Logic.
In like manner in pohtics, though I no longer accepted the doctrine of the Essay
on Government as a scientific theory: though I ceased to consider representative
democracy as an absolute principle and regarded it as a question of time, place, and
circumstance: though I now looked on the choice of political institutions as a moral
and educational question rather than a question of material interest, and thought it
should be decided mainly by considering what great improvement in life and
culture stood next in order for the people concerned, as the condition of their
further progress, and what institutions were most likely to promote that; nevertheless this change in the premisses of my political philosophy did not alter my
practical political creed as to the requirements of my own time and country. I was
as much as ever a radical and democrat for Europe and especially for England. 1
thought the predominance of the aristocracy and the rich in the English Constitution an evil worth any struggle to get rid of: not on account of taxes or any such
comparatively trifling inconvenience but as the great demoralizing influence in the
country. Demoralizing, first, because it made the conduct of the government an
"[Cancelled

text. ] entirely
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own power. I often said to myself, what a relief it would be if I could disbelieve the
doctrine of the formation of character by circumstances; and remembering the wish
of Fox respecting the doctnne of resistance to governments, that it might never be
forgotten by kings, nor remembered by subjects. I said that it would be a blessing if
the doctrine of necessity could be believed by all quoad the characters of others.
and disbelieved in regard to their own. I pondered painfully on the subject, till
gradually I saw light through it. I perceived, that the word Necessity, as a name for
the doctrine of Cause and Effect applied to human action, carried with it a
misleading association; and that this association was the operative force in the
depressing and paralysing influence which I had experienced. I saw that though our
character is formed by circumstances, our own desires can do much to shape those
circumstances: and that what is really inspiriting and ennobling m the doctrine of
freewill, is the conviction that we have real power over the formation of our own
character; that our will. by influencing some of our circumstances, can modify our
future habits or capabilities of willing. All this was entirely consistent with the
doctrine of circumstances, or rather, was that doctrine itself, properly understood.
From that time I drew, m my own mind. a clear distinction between the doctrine of
circumstances, and Fatalism; discarding altogether the misleading word Necessity. The theory, which 1 now for the first time rightly apprehended, ceased
altogether to be discouraging, and besides the relief to my spirits, I no longer
suffered under the burthen, so heavy to one who aims at being a reformer in
opinions, of thinking one doctrine true. and the contrary, doctrine morally
beneficial. The train of thought which had extricated me from this dilemma.
seemed to me, in after years, fitted to render a similar service to others; and it now
forms the chapter on Liberty and Necessity m the concluding Book of my System of
Logic. t*l
Again, in politics, though I no longer accepted the doctrine of the Essay on
Government as a scientific theory; though I ceased to consider representative
democracy as an absolute principle, and regarded it as a question of time. place,
and circumstance; though I now looked upon the choice of political institutions as a
moral and educational question more than one of material interests, thinking that it
ought to be decided mainly by the consideration, what great improvement in life
and culture stands next in order for the people concerned, as the condition of their
further progress, and what institutions are most likely to promote that; nevertheless
this change in the premises of my political philosophy did not alter my practical
political creed as to the requirements of my own time and country. I was as much as
ever a radical and democrat, for Europe. and especially for England. 1thought the
predominance of the aristocratic classes, the noble and the rich. in the English
Constitution, an evil worth any struggle to get rid of: not on account of taxes, or
any such comparatively small inconvenience, but as the great demoralizing agency
in the country. Demoralizing, first, because it made the conduct of the government
[*Bk. VI, Chap. il.]
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example of a gross public immorality--the predominance of private over public
interest--the abuse of the powers of legislation for the advantage of nseparate
classes _. Secondly, and above all, because the respect of the multitude always
attaches itself principally to that which is the principal passport to power; for which
reason under the English institutions where riches, hereditary or acquired, were the
almost exclusive source of political importance, riches and the signs of riches were
almost the only things really respected, and to the pursuit of these the life of the
people was mainly devoted. Further, 1 thought that while the higher and richer
classes held the power of government, the instruction and improvement of the
mass of the people was contrary to the self interest of those classes, because
necessarily tending to raise up dissatisfaction with their monopoly: but if the
democracy obtained a share in the supreme power, and still more if they obtained
the predominant share, it would become the interest of the opulent classes to
promote their education, in order to guard them from really mischievous errors and
especially to ward off unjust violations of property. For these reasons I was not
only as ardent as ever for democratic institutions, but earnestly hoped that
Owenite, St. Simonian, and all other anti-property opimons might spread widely
among the poorer classes, not that I thought those doctrines true but in order that
the higher classes might be led to see that they had more to fear from the poor when
uneducated, than from the poor when educated.
In this frame of mind the French Revolution of July found me. It roused my
utmost enthusiasm, and gave me as it were a new existence. 1 went at once to
Paris o, was introduced to Lafayette, and got acquainted with several of the active
chiefs of the popular party P. After my return I entered warmly, as a writer, into
the politics of the time, which soon became still more exciting by the coming in of
Lord Grey's ministry, and the proposing of the Reform Bill. For the next few years
1wrote largely in newspapers. It was just about this time that Fonblanque, who had
for some time previous written the political articles in the Examiner, became the
proprietor and editor of the paper. It is not forgotten with what verve and talent he
carried it on, during the whole period of Lord Grey's ministry, and what importance it assumed as the principal representative of radical opinions in the newspaper
press, qAt least three fourths of the original writing in the paper was his own; but
of the remaining fourth q I contributed during the first years a considerable share. I
wrote nearly all the articles on French subjects, including a weekly summary of
French politics often extending to considerable length. I also wrote many leading
articles on general politics, on commercial and financial legislation, and any
miscellaneous subjects suitable to the paper in which I felt interested, besides
"-"[Earher version "] a whole host of separate small classes at the expense ot the commumty
°[Cancelled text:] (with Charles Buller, Roebuck and others)
P[Cancelled text:], an acquaintance which I afterwards extended to others of their number
q-q[Earlier verston:] Nine parts in ten of the original writing m the paper was his own, but of the
remaining tenth
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an example of gross public immorality, through the predominance of private over
public interests in the State, and the abuse of the powers of leglslauon for the
advantage of classes. Secondly, and in a still greater degree, because the respect of
the multitude always attaching itself principally to that which, in the existing state
of society, is the chief passport to power; and under English institutions, riches,
hereditary or acquired, being the almost exclusive source of political importance:
riches, and the signs of riches, were almost the only things really respected, and the
life of the people was mainly devoted to the pursuit of them. I thought, that while
the higher and richer classes held the power of government, the instruction and
improvement of the mass of the people were contra_ to the self interest of those
classes, because tending to render the people more powerful for throwing off the
yoke: but if the democracy obtained a large, and perhaps the principal, share in the
governing power, it would become the interest of the opulent classes to promote
their education, in order to ward off really mischievous errors, and especially those
which would lead to unjust violations of property. On these grounds I was not only
as ardent as ever for democratic institutions, but earnestly hoped that Owenite, St.
Simonian, and all other anti-property doctrines might spread widely among the
poorer classes; not that I thought those doctrines true. or desired that they should be
acted on, but in order that the higher classes might be made to see that they had
more to fear from the poor when uneducated, than when educated.
In this frame of mind the French Revolution of July found me. It roused my
utmost enthusiasm, and gave me, as it were, a new existence, i went at once to
Paris, was introduced to Lafayette, and laid the groundwork of the intercourse I
afterwards kept up with several of the active chiefs of the extreme popular party.
After my return I entered warmly, as a writer, into the political discussions oftbe
time; which soon became still more exciting, by the coming in of Lord Grey's
ministry, and the proposing of the Reform Bill. I*t For the next few years I wrote
copiously in newspapers. It was about this time that Fonblanque, who had for some
time written the political articles in the Examiner, became the proprietor and editor
of the paper. It is not forgotten with what verve and talent, as well as fine wit, he
carried it on, during the whole period of Lord Grey's ministry, and what importance it assumed as the principal representative, in the newspaper press, of radical
opinions. The distinguishing character of the paper was given to it entirely by his
own articles, which formed at least three fourths of all the onginal writing
contained in it: but of the remaining fourth I contributed during those years a much
larger share than any one else. [*II wrote nearly all the articles on French subjects,
including a weekly summary of French politics, often extending to considerable
length; together with many leading articles on general politics, commercial and
financial legislation, and any miscellaneous
subjects in which I felt interested, and
[*2 & 3 William IV, c. 45 (7 June. 1832).]
[*From 18 July, 1830, to 14 Sept., 1834, Mill contributed some 210 articles of various
kinds and lengths to the Examiner.]
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occasional reviews of books. In mere newspaper articles on the occurrences and
questions of the moment there was little room for the develol_ment
of any general
mode of thought: but I attempted in the beginning of 1831, to embody in a series of
articles, under the heading of"The Spirit of the Age" some of my new opinions and
especially to point out m the character of the present age the _ls
characteristic of the transition from one system of opinions which had worn out, to
another only in process of formation. These articles were I believe lumbering in
style, and not lively and striking enough to be acceptable to newspaper readers at
any time: but had they been much more attractive, still at that particular time. when
great pohtical changes were impending, and occupmd all minds, these discussions
were ill timed, and missed fire altogether.* SThe only effect which I know to have
been produced by them is _ that Carlyle, then living in a secluded part of Scotland,
read them in his solitude, and saying to himself(as he afterwards told me) "here is a
new Mystic," enquired on coming to London that autumn, concerning
their
authorship, an enquiry which was the immediate cause of our becoming personally
acquainted.
I have mentioned Carlyle's earlier writings as one of the channels through which
the influences reached me, which had enlarged my early narrow creed: but I do not
think that those writings by themselves would ever have had any effect on my
opinions. What truths they contained were presented in a form and vesture less
suited than any other to give them access to a mind trained as mine had been. They
seemed a haze of poetry and German metaphysics,
in which the only clear thing
was a strong animosity to most of the opinions which were the basis of my mode of
thought, religious scepticism,
utilitarianism, the doctrine of circumstances,
and
the attaching any importance to democracy or logic or political economy. Instead
of being taught anything in the first instance by Carlyle, it was only in proportion as
*/This was an error I frequently commmed: for example, in the summer of 1832, when
the country was preparing for the first elections after the passing of the Reform BIll. I wrote
several articles m the Examiner in strong opposition to the exaction of pledges from
representatives. ["Pledges," Examiner, 1 July. 1832, pp. 417-18, and 15 July. 1832, pp.
449-51,] The doctrine of these articles was right in itself, and very statable to democratic
mshtutions when firmly established and rooted in the habits of the people, then no doubt It
would be wise m the electors to look out for the most honest and most instructed men whom
they could induce to undertake the office of legislators, and refrain from binding them
beforehand to any definite measures: but 1 did not sufficiently consider that the transition
from badt_agood i_stitution_was only commencing. Like many other persons atth--_6tiiiae,-1
thoughthat we had had our revoluti_ihe
way was now smooth for the advance of
democracy, that precautions were henceforth chiefly required against the evils which might
come from the popular side: and I little anticipated that the coming years would require a
long continuance of struggle to give democracy even its due influence, r
"-'[This note was ortgmally a part of the roam text. Mill subsequently marked tt oft"with hnes and
added "Note." and "End of Note." at left.]
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newspaper articles on the occurrences
or questions of the moment gave no
opportunity for the development of any general mode of thought; but I attempted.
in the beginning of 1831, to embody in a series of articles, headed "The Spirit of
the Age," some of my new opinions, and especially to point out m the character of
the present age, the anomalies and evils characteristic
of the transition from a
system of opinions which had worn out, to another only m process of being
_l*l
These articles were, I fancy, lumbering--g in style, and not hvely or
striking enough to be at any time acceptable to newspaper readers; but had they
been far more attractive,
still, at that particular moment, when great political
changes were impending,
and engrossing
all minds, these discussions
were ill
timed, and missed fire altogether.
The only effect which I know to have been
produced by them, was that Carlyle, then living in a secluded part of Scotland, read
them in his solitude, and saying to himself(as he afterwards told me) "here is a new
Mystic," enquired on coming to London that autumn respecting
their authorship; an enqmry which was the immediate
cause of our becoming personally
acquainted, t+1
I have already mentioned
Carlyle's
earlier writings as one of the channels
through which I received the influences which enlarged my early narrow creed; but
I do not think that those writings, by themselves, would ever have had any effect on
my opinions. What truths they contained, though of the very kind which I was
already receiving from other quarters, were presented in a form and vesture less
suited than any other to give them access to a mind trained as mine had been. They
seemed a haze of poetry and German metaphysics,
in which almost the only clear
thing was a strong animosity to most of the opmions which were the basis of my
mode of thought: rel_sm,
utilitarianism,
the doctrine of circumstance--"-S_
and the attaching any importance to democracy,
logic, or political economy. Instead of my having been taught anything, in the first instance, by Carlyle,
it was only in proportion as I came to see the same truths, through media more
[*"The Spirit of the Age," Examiner. No I. 9 Jan., 1831. pp. 20-1; No 11, 23 Jan..
1831. pp. 50-2; No. II1, 6 Feb., 1831. pp. 82-4, and 13 Mar.. 1831, pp 162-3: No. IV, 3
Apr.. 1831, pp. 210-11;No
V. 15 May, 1831, p. 307, and 29 May. 1831. pp. 339-41.]
[ For Carlyle s immediate reacUon to "'The Spirit of the Age." his discover), of thc
author's name. and his subsequent meeting wtth Mill, see Charles Richard Sanders, et al..
eds,, The Collected Letters of Thoma,s and Jane Welsh Carlyle (Durham, N C.. Duke
Umverslty Press, 1970), Vol. V, pp. 216,235n, and 398.]

_-_[Earher verston tortginallv a continuation of the tew now m Mdl's footnote--see the precedmg
note):] If my advice had been taken the democracy would have laid down tts weapons after a mere
parhalsuccess. The Examiner. I beheve, lost near two hundredof its subscribers by those articles, and 1
muchdoubtwhether it ever gamedas many by everythingelsethat I wroteforit The papers called "'The
Spiritof the Age" did no stmilar damage, nor had any effect at all that I kno_ of. except
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I came to see the same truths through media more suited to my mental constitution
that I recognized them in his writings. Even afterwards the chief good they did me
was not as philosophy to instruct but as poetry to animate. In this respect they
ultimately became, and long continued, very valuable and delightful to me. Even
at the time when our acquaintance began I was not sufficiently advanced in my new
modes of thought to appreciate him fully: a proof of which is that when he shewed
me the manuscript of Sartor Resartus, his best and greatest work, which he had
then just finished, t it made hardly any impression on me: though I read his article
on Johnson, published a few months later in Fraser's Magazine, l*l with
"enthusiastic admiration", and when Sartor came out in the same periodical in
1833 or 1834, I read that with equal enthusiasm, v I did not seek and cultivate
Carlyle less on account of the fundamental differences in our philosophy. He soon
found out that I was not "another mystic," and when I wrote to him for the sake of
my own integrity a distinct profession of all those of my opimons which I knew he
most disliked, he replied that the chief difference between us was that 1"was as yet
consciously nothing of a mystic": but he continued for a long time to think that 1
was destined to become one. 1 need hardly say that in this expectation he was
disappointed, and that although both his and my opinions underwent in subsequent
years various changes, we never approached much nearer to each other's modes of
thought than we were in the first years of our WacquaintanceW. But 1 did not
consider myself a competent judge of Carlyle. I felt that he was a poet and that I
was not. that he was a man of intuition, which I was not, and that as such he not
only saw many things long before me which 1 could only, when they were pointed
out to me, hobble after and prove, but that it was possible he could see many things
which were not visible to me even when pointed out. I knew that I could not see
round him, and could never be quite sure that 1saw over him; and xI never Yformed _
a definitive judgment of him until he was interpreted to me by one far the superior
of us bo_-----who was more a poet than he, and more a thinker than I--whose own
mind and nature included all his and infinitely more _.
[*Carlyle, "Boswell's Life of Johnson,"
379-413.]

Fraser's Magazine, V (May, 1832),

'[ Cancelled text m R l l 3 r (see App. G, p. 616 below). ] and had come to town to find a publisher for,
"-_[Earher verszon, subsequently altered to _nal reading, in R113r:] an enthustasttc admtratlon I
had seldom felt for any cotemporary wrmng
V{Addltional text in R113r:] In this part of my life I was m such a state of reaction against sectanamsm
of thought or feehng, that those m whom I reeogmzed any kind of supenonty I did not judge or criticize
at all: I estimated them by that side of their qualmes or achievements by which they were admirable and
valuable to me. while whatever I saw that seemed criticizable was not a per contra to be deducted, but
was simply uncounted and disregarded. Therefore [marked for dele.on by HTM]
*-'[ Earller version, subsequently altered tofinal readmg first by HTM and then b_ M dl. m R113v "}
intimacy [In R113v the next two and a half sentences--substanttally
the same as the present text
through "'formed a definitive judgment"--are
marked with a hne in the margin by HTM, Mtll struck
through them and the rest of the paragraph, and wrote a condensed version, subsequently dtscarded, at
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suited to my mental constitution,
that I recognized them in his writmgs. Then,
indeed, the wonderful power with which he put them forth made a deep impression
upon me, and I was during a long period one of hts most fervent admirers; but the
good his writings did me, was not as philosophy to instruct, but as poetry to
animate. Even at the t_me when our acquaintance
commenced,
1 was not
sufficiently advanced in my new modes of thought, to appreciate him fully; a proof
of which is, that on his shewing me the manuscript of Sartor Resartus, his best and
greatest work, which he had just then finished, I made little of _t: though when it
came out about two years afterwards
in Fraser's Maga-ine, t*l 1 read it with
enthusiastic admiration and the keenest delight. I did not seek and cultivate Carlyle
less on account of the fundamental differences in our philosophy. He soon found
out that I was not "another mystic," and when for the sake of my own integrity I
wrote to him a distinct profession of all those of my opimons which 1 knew he most
disliked, he replied that the chief difference between us was that I "'was as yet
consciously nothing of a mystic."1*] 1 do not know at what period he gave up the
expectation that 1 was destined to become one; but though both his and my opinions
underwent in subsequent years considerable changes, we never approached much
nearer to each other's modes of thought than we were m the first years of our
acquaintance.
I did not, however, deem myself a competent judge of Carlyle. I felt
that he was a poet, and that I was not: that he was a man of mtmtion, which I was
not; and that as such, he not only saw many things long before me, which I could
only, when they were pointed out to me, hobble after and prove, but that it was
highly probable he could see many things which were not visible to me even after
they were pointed out. I knew that I could not see round him, and could never be
certain that I saw over him: Is] and 1 never presumed to judge him with any
definiteness,
until he was interpreted
to me by one greatly the superior
both[§l--who
was more a poet than he, and more a thinker than l--whose
mind and nature included his, and infinitely more.

of us
own

[*Fraser's Magazzne. VIII (Nov.. and Dee., 1833), 581-92. and 669-84: IX (Feb ,
Mar,, Apr., and June, 1834), 177-95, 301-13. 443-55, and 664-74. and X (July.
and Aug., 1834), 77-87, and 182-93.]
[*For Mill's letter of 12 Jan., 1834, see EL, CW. Vol. XII, pp. 204-9: for Carlyle's repl 3
of 20 Jan.. see Collected Letters of Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle, Vol. VII, p. 72.}
[*Cf. Carlyle, SartorResartus, p. 87 (Bk. II, Chap. 1),1
[_Harrlet Taylor. 1
left. But I never felt sure that 1 was a competent judge of Carlyle. and 1 never formed a definmve
judgment.., etc. as in the present text.]
_-_[Deletedm RlOgv tseeApp G.p. 616 below), and replaced at 1(#b_ the followmg, whwh Mtll
subsequentlydiscarded tn thefinal recop3mg of thepassage m the draft.] of those withwhom this was
the case, 1 never had the presumption to tfimkthat I was yet capable of formmg a final judgment
'-*[Earher verszoninR113 v"]presumed to form [alteredby HTM to the single wordthat M_llcopted
mto the reviszondescribed in the second note above (182"-" 1]
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:Among the persons of intellect whom I had known of old, the one with whom I
had now most points of agreement was the elder Austin. I have mentioned that he
always set himself in opposition to our early sectarianism; and latterly he had, like
myself, come under new influences. Having been appointed Professor of Jurisprudence in the London University (now University College) then just founded, he
had lived for some time at Bonn to study for his lectures, and the influences of
German literature and of the German character and state of society had made a very
perceptible change in his views of life. His personal disposition was much
softened: he was less militant and polemic; his tastes were greatly turned to the
poetic and contemplative. He now attached much less importance than formerly to
outward changes, unless accompanied by higher cultivation of the inward nature.
He had a strong distaste for the meanness of English life, the absence of enlarged
thoughts and unselfish desires, the low objects on which the faculties of all classes
of the English are intent. Even the kind of public interests which Englishmen care
for he held in very little estimation. He thought that there was more practical good
government, and infinitely more care for the education and improvement of the
people of all ranks under the Prussian monarchy than under the English representative government: and he held, with the French Economistes, that the real security
for good government is not popular institutions but "un peuple 6clair6.'" Though he
approved the Reform Bill he predicted what in fact occurred, that it would not
produce the great immediate improvements in government which many expected
from it. The men, he said, do not exist in the country. There were many points of
sympathy between him and me both in the new opinions he had adopted and in the
old ones he retained. Like me he never ceased to be a utilitarian, and with all his
love of the Germans, never became in the smallest degree reconciled to the
innate-principle metaphysics. He however cultivated more and more a kind of
German religion, more comfortable though assuredly less virtuous than the bitter
opposition to the order of the universe which had formerly distinguished him; and
in politics he acquired an indifference, bordering on contempt, for the progress of
popular institutions, though he rejoiced in that of socialism as the most effectual
means of compelling the powerful classes to educate the people and to point out to
them the real road to an improvement of their material condition, that of a
limitation of their numbers. Neither was he fundamentally opposed to socialism in
itself, as an ultimate result of improvement. He professed great disrespect for the

•-.. lar[ Originally these two paragraphs
(seeApp. G, p 616).]

on the Austms followed the paragraph

ending at 188 15
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Among the persons of intellect whom I had known of old, the one with whom I
had now most points of agreement was the elder Austin. 1have mentioned that he
always set himself in opposition to our early sectarianism: and latterly he had, like
myself, come under new influences. Having been appointed Professor of Jurisprudence in the London University (now University College), he had lived for some
time at Bonn to study for his Lectures; t*l and the influences of German literature
and of the German character and state of society had made a very perceptible
change in his views of life. His personal disposition was much softened: he was
less militant and polemic: his tastes had begun to turn themselves towards the
poetic and contemplative. He attached much less importance than formerly to
outward changes, unless accompanied by a better cultivation of the inward nature.
He had a strong distaste for the general meanness of English life, the absence of
enlarged thoughts and unselfish desires, the low objects on which the faculties of
all classes of the English are intent. Even the kind of public interests which
Englishmen care for, he held in very little esteem. He thought that there was more
practical good government, and (which is true enough) infinitely more care for the
education and mental improvement of all ranks of the people, under the Prussian
monarchy, than under the English representative government: and he held, with
the French Economistes, that the real security for good government is "un peuple
6clair6," which is not always the fruit of popular institutions, and which if it could
be had without them, would do their work better than they. Though he approved of
the Reform Bill, he predicted, what in fact occurred, that it would not produce the
great immediate improvements in government, which many expected from it. The
men, he said, who could do these great things, did not exist in the country. There
were many points of sympathy between him and me, both in the new opinions he
had adopted and in the old ones which he retained. Like me, he nev_e_rceasedto be
----a_uti!ita.tian, and with all his love of the Germans, and enjoyment of their
literature, never became in the smallest degree reconciled to the innate-pnnciple
metaphysics. He cultivated more and more a kind of German religion, a religion of
poetry and feeling with little if anything of positive dogma; while, in poliucs (and
here it was that I most differed with him) he acquired an indifference_, b0rdering on
contempt, for the progress o(_.Ropu!arinstitutions: though he rejoiced .in that of
Socialism as the most effectual means of compelling the powerful classes to
educate the people, and to impress on them the only real means of permanently
improving their material condition, a limitation of their numbers. Neit_h_er
washe,
at this time, fundamentally opposed to.Socialism _in_itself.as an ultimate result of
improvement. He professed great disrespect for what he called "the universal
[*Austin's lectures (which Mill attended) were published as 7"heProvince of Jurisprudence Determined (London: Murray, 18321: reviewed by Mill, "'Austin's Lectures on
Jurisprudence," Tait's Edinburgh Magazine, II (Dec., 1832), 343-8. The work was
reissued(3rd ed.) as Lectures on Jurisprudence. 2 vols. (London: Murray. 1863):reviewed
by Mill, "Austin on Jurisprudence," Edinburgh Review, CXVII1(Oct.. 1863), 439-82. ]
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"universal principles of human nature of the political economists," and insisted on
the evidence which history and daily experience afford, of the "extraordinary
pliability of human nature."

His wife, who was then first beginning to be known by her translations, I*j took
the pnncipal conduct of the active and practical pan of their life: for he, though he
always felt like a gentleman and judged like a man of the world, in the good sense
of both those terms, retired as far as he could from all business or contact with
worldly affairs. She laid herself out for drawing round her as many persons of
consideration or promise of consideration, as she could get, and succeeded in
getting many foreigners, some literary men and a good many young men of various
descriptions, and many who came for her remained for him. Having known me
from a boy. she made great profession of a kind of maternal interest in me. But 1
never for an instant supposed that she really cared for me: anor perhaps for anybody
beyond the surface": I mean as to real feeling, not that she was not quite ready to
be friendly or serviceable _ . She professed Benthamic opinions when Mr. Austin
professed the same, and German opinions when he turned in that direction: but in
truth, though she had considerable reading and acquirements, she never appeared
to me to have anything deserving the name of opinions. If at that time she had
anything capable of being so called, and coming from her own mind, it consisted of
prudential maxims for the conduct of life. Under the influence of these she slid into
the opinions agreeable to the well-to-do classes, as soon as she saw a possibility of
making any way for herself among a few people of consequence. She cultivated
blandness of manner and the ways which put people at their ease: and while she
was quite ready to listen, she had always plenty to say, though chiefly in the form
of narrative and that mainly of what had been said to her by other people. She made
herself agreeable to young men by encouraging them with professions of sympathy
to talk about themselves: but 1 do not think the impression thus made lasted long
with them, though she often succeeded in retaining that degree of good will which
is obtained by an appearance of good nature. The good nature, in the sense m
which that quality can be ascribed to a person of so little feeling, was I dare say, to
a certain extent genuine: but it was not inconsistent with her having, at times, a
very mischievous tongue, which sowed mddisance far and wide by expressions so
guarded as almost to elude responsibility for any distinct statement.:
[*E.g.,

Victor

Cousin,

Report

on the State of Pubhc

Instruction

in Prussta,

trans. Sarah

Austin (London: Wilson, 1834); for a hst of her translations, see the Bibhograph_cIndex,
p. 635 below.]
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principles of human nature of the political economists,"
and insisted on the
evidence which history and daily experience afford of the "extraordinary phability
of human nature" (a phrase which I have somewhere borrowed from him t: I*t nor
did he think it possible to set any positive bounds to the moral capabilities which
might unfold themselves in mankind, under an enlightened direction of social and
educational influences. Whether he retained all these opinions to the end of life I
know not. Certainly the modes of thinking of his later years and especially of his
last publication t+l were much more Tory in their general
which he held at this time.

character,

than those

[*For the second phrase, see Mill, "'Civdlzation,'" m Essays on Politws and Soctery, CW,
Vols. XVIII-XIX (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977), Vol. XVIII, p. 145: the
phrases, probably used in conversation, have not been located m Austin. but cf h_s
Lectures. 3rd ed., Vol. 1. p. 301 n. Vol. I1. pp. 1065. and 1112-13. ]
[+John Austin, A Plea.for the Constitution (London: Murray. 1859).]
_-a[Earlierversion:]mdeed thetdea of hercanng for anybody beyondthe surface was notone whtch
naturallysuggested itself
°[Cancelledtext:] on occaston
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c My father's tone of thought and feeling I now felt myself at a great distance
from: much greater than a full and calm explanation and reconsideration on both
sides, would have shewn to exist in reality. But my father was not one with whom
calm and full explanations on fundamental points of doctrine could be expected,
dat leasta by one whom he might consider a deserter from his standard. Fortunately
we were almost always in strong agreement on the political questions of the day,
which engrossed a large part of his interest and of his conversation. On those
matters of opinion on which we differed, we talked little. He knew that the habit of
thinking for myself, which he had given me, sometimes led me to opinions
different from his, and he perceived from time to time that I did not always tell him
how different. I expected no good, but only pain to both of us, from discussing our
differences, and I never expressed them but when he gave utterance to some
opinion or feeling very repugnant to mine, in a manner which would have made it
disingenuousness on my part to remain silent. At such times we used to have a
short sharp contest, never leading to any result.
During the years of which I am now speaking, I did a not inconsiderable quantity
of writing over and above my contributions to newspapers. In 1830 and 1831 I
wrote the five Essays since published as Essays on Some Unsettled Questions of
Political Economy almost as they now stand, except that in 18331 partially rewrote
the fifth essay. I wrote them with no immediate purpose of publication, and only
sent them to press in 1844 in consequence of the success of the Logic. I also
resumed my speculations on this last subject, and puzzled myself (like others
before me, but with, I hope, more of useful result) with the great paradox of the
discovery of new truth by general reasoning. As to the fact there could be no doubt;
as little could it be doubted, that all reasoning was resolvable into syllogisms and
that in every syllogism the conclusion is actually contained and implied in the
premisses. How being so contained and implied, it could be new truth, and how the
theorems of geometry, so different to all appearance from the definitions and
axioms, could be all contained in them, was a difficulty which no one, 1 thought,
had sufficiently felt, and which at all events no one had succeeded in clearing up.
The attempts at explanation by Whately and others seemed rather explainings
away; and though they might give a temporary satisfaction, always left a mist still
hanging over the subject. At last, when e reading for the fsecond or third ftime the
chapters on Reasoning in the second volume of Dugald Stewart, interrogating
myself on every point and following out the various topics of thought which the
book suggested, I came to an idea of his about the use of axioms in ratiocination,
which I did not remember to have noticed before, but which now in meditating on it

c[Cancelled text:] At the time of which I am now speaking there was no one with whom I was in any
complete or even general sympathy of opinion [This and the next seven sentences :n the text (the rest of
the paragraph) orzginally followed the paragraph ending at 182.29 See 184:- " above. ]
a-d[Earlier verston :] especially
e[Cancelled text:] sitting in the garden at Mlckleham
s-l[Earher verslon:] third or fourth
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My father's tone of thought and feeling, I now felt myself at a great distance
from: greater, indeed, than a full and calm explanation and reconsideration on both
sides, might have shewn to exist in reality. But my father was not one with whom
calm and full explanations on fundamental points of doctrine could be expected, at
least with one whom he might consider as, in some sort, a deserter from his
standard. Fortunately we were almost always in strong agreement on the political
questions of the day, which engrossed a large part of his interest and of his
conversation. On those matters of opinion on which we differed, we talked little.
He knew that the habit of thinking for myself, which his mode of education had
fostered, sometimes led me to opinions different from his, and he perceived from
time to time that I did not always tell him how different. I expected no good, but
only pain to both of us, from discussing our differences: and I never expressed
them but when he gave utterance to some opinion or feeling repugnant to mine, in a
manner which would have made it disingenuousness on my part to remain silent.
It remains to speak of what I wrote during these years, which, independently of
my contributions to newspapers, was considerable. In 1830 and 1831 I wrote the
five Essays since published under the title of Essays on Some Unsettled Questions
of Political Economy, almost as they now stand, except that in 1833 I partially
rewrote the fifth Essay. l*l They were written with no immediate purpose of
publication; and when, some years later, I offered them to a publisher, he declined
them. They were only printed in 1844, after the success of the System of Logic. I
also resumed my speculations on this last subject, and puzzled myself, like others
before me, with the great paradox of the discovery of new truths by general
reasoning. As to the fact, there could be no doubt. As little could it be doubted, that
all reasoning is resolvable into syllogisms, and that in every syllogism the conclusion is actually contained and implied in the premises. How, being so contained
and implied, it could be new truth, and how the theorems of geometry, so different,
in appearance, from the definitions and axioms, could be all contained in these,
was a difficulty which no one, I thought, had sufficiently felt, and which at all
events no one had succeeded in clearing up. The explanations offered by Whately
and others, though they might give a temporary satisfaction, always, in my mind,
left a mist still hanging over the subject. At last, when reading a second or third
time the chapters on Reasoning in the second volume of Dugald Stewart, t*l
interrogating myself on every point, and following out as far as I knew how, ever3,
topic of thought which the book suggested. I came upon an idea of his respecting
the use of axioms in ratiocination, which I did not remember to have before
[*The fifth essay, "On the Definition of Political Economy" (in CI_,\Vol. IV, pp.
309-39), appeared first in the London and WestminsterReview, IV & XXVI (Oct., 18361,
1-29, and was again revised before its repubhcation in Essays on Some UnsettledQuestions
in 1844.]
[*Dugald Stewart, Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind. 3 vols (London.
Strahanand Cadell, et al.; Edinburgh: Creech. etaL, 1792, 1814, 1827).Vol. I1, pp. 28-49
(Chap. i, §I), esp. p. 49. and pp. 244-69 (Chap. iii, §2), esp. pp. 257-8.]
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seemed to me to be not only true of axioms but of all general propositions
whatever, and to lead to the true solution of my perplexity. From th_s germ grew
the theory of the syllogism propounded in the second book of the Logic: which 1
immediately made safe by writing it out. And now with greatly increased hope of
being able to produce a book of some originality on Logic, I proceeded to write the
First Book, from the rough and imperfect draft I had previously made. What I now
wrote became the basis of that part of the subsequent Treatise: except that it d_dnot
contain the theory of Kinds, which was a much later addition. At this point I made
a halt, which lasted five years. I had come to the end of my tether: I could make
nothing satisfactory of Induction at this time. I continued to read any book which
promised light on the subject, g and to appropriate as well as I could the results, but
for a long time I found nothing which opened to me any very instructive vein of
meditation.

In 18321 wrote several papers for the first series of Tait's Magazine. and one for
a quarterly periodical called the Jurist, which had been founded and was for a short
time carried on by a set of reforming lawyers with several of whom I was
acquainted. This paper, entitled "On Corporation and Church Property," I still
think a very complete discussion of the rights of the state over Foundations. It
shewed both sides of my opinions; asserting as firmly as I should ever have done,
the doctrine that endowments are national property which the government may and
ought to control, but not, as I should formerly have done, condemning endowments in themselves and proposing that they should be taken to pay off the national
debt. On the contrary I urged strongly the importance of having a provision for
education, not dependent on the mere demand of the market, that is, on the
knowledge and discernment of ordinary parents, but calculated to establish and
keep up a higher standard of instruction than is likely to be spontaneously
demanded by the buyers of the article. This essay which was little read would be
better worth reprinting than most of the short things 1 have written, h

g[ Cancelled text:] when it fell in my way.
n[At this point Mill mttially wrote the two paragraphs on the Parhament of 1832 and his writings of
1832-34 (202.1-206.12),
and part of the next paragraph on the founding of the London and
Westminster Review (206.13-25),
with which he brought to a close the original Part I of the draft.
Variants from this dzscarded text are given or referred to m 202 c-' and 206' below. The remainder of
the present text of the draft represents a rewritten form of the original Part 11 (see App G, pp.
616-24).]
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noticed, but which now, in meditating on it, seemed to me not only true of axioms,
but of all general propositions whatever, and to be the key of the whole perplexity.
From this germ grew the theory of the Syllogism propounded in the second Book of
the Logic: which I immediately
fixed by writing it out. And now, with greatly
increased hope of being able to produce a work on Logic. of some originality and
value, I proceeded to write the First Book, from the rough and imperfect draft I had
already made. What I now wrote became the basis of that part of the subsequent
Treatise; except that it did not contain the Theory of Kinds, which was a later
addition, suggested by otherwise inextricable difficulties which met me in my first
attempt to work out the subject of some of the concluding chapters of the Third
Book. At the point which 1 have now reached I made a halt, which lasted five
years. I had come to the end of my tether: I could make nothing satisfactory, of
Induction, at this time. I continued to read any book which seemed to promise light
on the subject, and appropriated,
as well as I could, the results: but for a tong time I
found nothing which seemed to open to me any very, important vein of meditation.
In 18321 wrote several papers for the first series of Tait's Magazine, t*l and one
for a quarterly periodical called the Jurist, t*l which had been founded and for a
short time carried on by a set of friends, all lawyers and law reformers, with several
of whom I was acquainted. The paper in question is the one on the rights and duties
of the State respecting Corporation and Church Property, now standing first among
the collected Dissertations
and Discussions: |*1 where one of my articles in Tait,
"The Currency Juggle,"
also appears, t_l In the whole mass of what 1 wrote
previous to these, there is nothing of sufficient permanent value to justify reprinting. The paper in the Jurist, which I still think a very" complete discussion of the
rights of the State over Foundations,
shewed both sides of my opinions, asserting
as firmly as I should have done at any time, the doctrine that all endowments
are
national property, which the government may and ought to control: but not. as I
should once have done, condemning
endowments
in themselves,
and proposing
that they should be taken to pay off the national debt. On the contrary, 1 urged
strenuously the importance of having a provision for education, not dependent on
the mere demand of the market, that is, on the knowledge and discernment of
average parents, but calculated to establish and keep up a higher standard of
instruction than is likely to be spontaneously demanded by the buyers of the article.
All these opinions have been confirmed
my subsequent reflections.

and strengthened

by the whole course

of

[*"Austin's Lectures on Jurisprudence": "The Currenc,, Juggle." Tait',_ Edinburgh
Magazine, II (Jan., 1833), 461-7 tin CW, Vol. IV. pp. 181-92): "'Writings of Junius
Redivivus," Tait's, III (June. 1833), 347-54 treprmted at pp. 379-°X) below). ]
[¢"Corporation and Church Property." Jurist. IV (Feb., 18331. 1-26 (m CW. VoI. IV.
pp. 193-222).]
1'2 vols. (London: Parker, 1859); the essa_ appeared m Vol, 1. pp. 1-41. Dissertations
and Discussions [D&D] was republished with a third volume m 1867 and again (posthumously) with a fourth volume m 1875 _both eds. London: Longmans, Green, Reader. and
Dyer).]
[_D&D, Vol. 1, pp. 42-55 (m CW, Vol. IV, pp 181-921.]
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It was at the period of my mental progress which I have now reached, that I
formed the friendship which has been the honour and blessing of my existence, as
well as the sour cegf agreat part of all thgt I h__av_e
attempted to do, or hope to effect
hereafter for human
i_vemeat.
My first introduction to the lady who, after a
friendship of twenty years, consented to become my wife, was in 1830. when I was
in my twenty-fifth and she in her twenty-third year. With her husband's family it
was a renewal of an old acquaintanceship. His grandfather lived in the next house
to my father's in Newington Green and I had sometimes when a boy been invited to
play in the old gentleman's garden. He was a fine specimen of the old Scotch
puritan; stem, severe and powerful, but very kind to children, on whom such men
make a lasting impression. Although it was years after my introduction to Mrs.
Taylor before my acquaintance with her became at all intimate or confidential, 1
very soon felt her to be the mostadmirable person I had ever known. It is not to be
supposed that she was, or that any one, at the age at which I first saw her, could be
all that she afterwards became. Least of all could this be true of her, with whom
self-improvement, progress in the highest and in all senses, was a law of her
nature: a necessity equally from the ardour with which she sought it, and from the
spontaneous tendency of faculties which could not receive an impression or an
experience without making it the source or the occasion of an accession of wisdom.
Up to the time when I knew her, her rich and powerful nature had chiefly unfolded
itself according to the received type of feminine genius. To her outer circle she was
a beauty and a wit, with an air of natural distinction, felt by all who approached
her: to the inner, a woman of deep and strong feeling, of penetrating and intuitive
intelligence, and of a most meditative and poetic nature. Married at a very early
age, to a most upright, brave, and honorable man, of liberal opinions and good
education, but without the intellectual or artistic tastes which would have made
him a companion for her--though a steady and affectionate friend, for whom she

CHAPTER VI

Commencement of the Most Valuable
Friendship of My Life. My Father' s Death.
Writings and Other Proceedings up to 1840

IT WASAT THE PERIODof my mental progress which I have now reached that I
formed the friendship which has been the honour and chief blessing of my
existence, as well as the source of a great part of all that I have attempted to do. or
hope to effect hereafter, for human improvement. My first introduction to the lady
who, after a friendship of twenty years, consented to become my wife, was in
1830, when I was in my twenty-fifth and she in her twenty-third year. With her
husband's family it was the renewal of an old acquaintanceship. His grandfather
lived in the next house to my father's in Newington Green, and 1 had sometimes
when a boy been invited to play in the old gentleman's garden. He was a fine
specimen of the old Scotch puritan; stem, severe, and powerful, but very kind to
children, on whom such men make a lasting impression. Although it was years
after my introduction to Mrs. Taylor before my acquaintance with her became at all
intimate or confidential, I very soon felt her to be the most admirable person I had
ever known. It is not to be supposed that she was, or that any one, at the age at
which I first saw her, could be, all that she afterwards became. Least of all could
this be true of her, with whom self-improvement, progress in the highest and in all
senses, was a law of her nature; a necessity equally from the ardour with which she
sought it, and from the spontaneous tendency of faculties which could not receive
an impression or an experience without making it the source or the occasion of an
accession of wisdom. Up to the time when I first saw her, her rich and powerful
nature had chiefly unfolded itself according to the received type of feminine
genius. To her outer circle she was a beauty and a wit, with an air of natural
distinction, felt by all who approached her: to the inner, a woman of deep and
strong feehng, of penetrating and intuitive intelligence, and of an eminently
meditative and poetic nature. Married at a very early age, to a most upright, brave,
and honourable man, of liberal opinions and good educanon, but w_thout the
intellectual or artistic tastes which would have made him a companion for her--
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had true esteem and the strongest affection through life and whom she most deeply
lamented when dead; shut out by the social disabilities of women from any
adequate exercise of her highest faculties in action on the world without: her life
was one of inward meditation, varied by familiar intercourse with a small circ_
_ffi_ls, of whom one only was a person of e_s,
or of capacities of feeling or
intellect kindred with her own, but all had more or less of alliance with her in
sentiments and opinions. Into thiscirclelhad _veg99_t fg_une t0___admined, and
I soon perceived that she possessed in combination the qualities which in all other
persons whom I had known I had been only too happy to find singly. In her,
complete emancipation from every kind of suL_jstition, and an earnest protest both
against society as at present constituted and against the pretended perfection of the
order of nature and the universe, resulted notJrom the hard intellect but from
strength.of noble and elevated feeling, and coexisted with a highly reverential
nature. In general spiritual characteristics as well as m temperament and orgamzation I have often compared her, as she was at this time, to Shelley, but in thought
and intellect Shelley, so far as his powers were developed in his short life, was but
a child to her. Alike m the highest regions of philosophy and in the smallest
practical concerns of daily life, her mind is the same perfect instrument, going
down to the very heart and marrow of the matter--always seizing the essential idea
or principle. The same exactness and rapidity of operation pervading her sensitive
as well as her mental faculties, would with her gifts of feeling and jmagination
have fitted her to be a consummate artist, as her fiery and tender soul and her
vigorous eloquence might have made her a great orator, and her profound knowledge of human nature and discernment and sagacity in practical life would in the
times when such a earridre was open to women, have made her eminent among the
rulers of mankind. Her intellectual gifts did but minister to a moral character at
once the noblest and the best balanced which I have ever met with_inli_fe._er
unselfishness was not that of a taught system of duties but of a heart which
thoroughly identi_Lfie
d itself with the feelings of others and even imaginatively
invesfei_i_-em with the intensity of its own. The passion of justice might have been
thought to be her strongest feeling but for her boundless generosity and a lovingness ever ready to pour itself forth upon any or all human beings who were capable
of giving the smallest feeling in return. All the rest of her moral characteristics
were such as naturally accompany these qualities of mind and heart: the most
genuine modesty combined with the loftiest pride; a simplicity and sincerity which
was absolute towards all who were fit to receive it; the utmost scorn of everything
mean and cowardly, and indignation at everything brutal or tyrannical, faithless or
dishonorable in conduct and character: while making the broadest distinction
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though a steady and affectionate friend, for whom she had true esteem and the
strongest affection through life. and whom she most deeply lamented when dead;
shut out by the social disabilities of women from any adequate exercise of her
highest faculties in action on the world without; her life was one of inward
meditation, varied by familiar intercourse with a small circle of friends, of whom
one only (long since deceased)t*} was a person of genius, or of capacities of feeling
or intellect kindred with her own. but all had more or less of alliance with her in
sentiments and opinions. Into this circle I had the good fortune to be admitted, and
I soon perceived that she possessed in combination, the qualities which in all other
persons whom I had known I had been only too happy to find singly. In her.
complete emancipation from every kind of superstition (including that which
attributes a pretended perfection to the order of nature and the universe), and an
eamest protest against many things which are still part of the estabhshed constitution of society, resulted not from the hard intellect but from strength of noble and
elevated feeling, and coexisted with a highly reverential nature. In general spiritual
characteristics, as well as in temperament and organisation, I have often compared
her, as she was at this time, to Shelley: but in thought and intellect, Shelley, so far
as his powers were developed in his short life, was but a child compared with what
she ultimately became. Alike in the highest regions of speculation and in the
smallest practical concerns of daily life, her mind was the same perfect instrument,
piercing to the very heart and marrow of the matter; always seizing the essential
idea or principle. The same exactness and rapidity of operation, pervading as it did
her sensitive as well as her mental faculties, would with her gifts of feeling and
imagination have fitted her to be a consummate artist, as her fiery and tender soul
and her vigorous eloquence would certainly have made her a great orator, and her
profound knowledge of human nature and discernment and sagacity in practical
life, would in the times when such a carrikre was open to women, have made her
eminent among the rulers of mankind. Her intellectual gifts did but minister to a
moral character at once the noblest and the best balanced which I have ever met
with in life. Her unselfishness was not that of a taught system of duties, but of a
heart which thoroughly identified itself with the feelings of others, and often went
to excess in consideration for them, by imaginatively investing their feelings with
the intensity of its own. The passion of justice might have been thought to be her
strongest feeling, but for her boundless generosity, and a lovingness ever ready to
pour itself forth upon any or all human beings who were capable of giving the
smallest feeling in return. The rest of her moral characteristics were such as
naturally accompany these qualities of mind and heart: the most genuine modesty
combined with the loftiest pride; a simplicity and sincerity which were absolute,
towards all who were fit to receive them: the utmost scorn of whatever was mean
and cowardly, and a burning indignation at everything brutal or tyrannical.
faithless or dishonorable in conduct and character; while making the broadest
[*Eliza Flower. ]
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between mala in se and mere mala prohibita--between
acts giving evidence of
intrinsic badness of feeling and character, and those which are only violations of
conventions either good or bad, and which whether in themselves right or wrong,
are capable of being done by persons otherwise loveable or admirable.
To be admitted into any degree of personal intercourse with a being of these
qualities, could not but have a most beneficial influence on my development. The
benefit 1received was far greater than any which i could hope to give; except that,
to her, who had reached her opinions by the moral intuition of a character of strong
feeling, there was doubtless help as well as encouragement to be derived from one
who had arrived at many of the same results by study and reasoning: and in the
rapidity of her intellectual growth, her mental activity which converted everything
into knowledge, doubtless drew from me, as well as from other sources, many of
its materials. What I owe to her intellectually, is that without which all I possessed
before is of little value, With those who, like all the wisest and best of mankmd, are
dissatisfied with human life a sjtis and whose feelings are whglly identified with its
' radical ameiid/fi_Ct-liere are two main regions of thought: one is the region 9_f
ultim_ite%Trhg_'[tieconstituents of the highest realizable ideal of human life; the
other isthat of the immediately useful and practically attainable. In both of these
departments aI have learnt more from her than from all other persons taken
together a. And to say truth, it is in these-tw0 extremes that the only real certainty
lies. My own strength lay wholly in the uncertain and slippery intermediate region,
that of theory, or moral and political science: respecting the conclusions of which
in any of the forms in which I have received or originated them, whether as
political economy, analytic psychology, logic, philosophy of history, or anything
else, it is not the least of my intellectual obligations to her that I have derived from
her a wise scepticism; which, while it has not hindered me from following out the
honest exercise of my thinking faculties to whatever conclusions might result from
it, has prevented me, I hope, from holding or announcing those conclusions with a
confidence which the nature of such speculations does not warrant, and has kept
my mind always open to admit clearer perceptions and better evidence.

a-_[Earlierverszon:]shehas beenmy mareinstructor
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distinction between mala in se and mere mala prohibital*l--between
acts giving
evidence of intrinsic badness in feeling and character, and those which are only
violations of conventions either good or bad, violations which whether in themselves right or wrong, are capable of being committed by persons in every other
respect loveable or admirable.
To be admitted into any degree of mental intercourse with a being of these
qualities, could not but have a most beneficial influence on my developement:
though the effect was only gradual, and many years elapsed before her mental
progress and mine went forward in the complete companionship they at last
attained. The benefit I received was far greater than any which I could hope to give;
though to her, who had at first reached her opinions by the moral intuition of a
character of strong feeling, there was doubtless help as well as encouragement to
be derived from one who had arrived at many of the same results by study and
reasoning: and in the rapidity of her intellectual growth, her mental activity, which
converted everything into knowledge, doubtless drew from me, as it did from other
sources, many of its materials. What I owe, even intellectually, to her, is, in its
detail, almost infinite; of its general character, a few words will give some, though
a very imperfect, idea. With those who, like all the best and wisest of mankind, are
dissatisfied with human life as it is, and whose feelings are wholly identified with
its radical amendment, there are two main regions of thought. One is the region of
ultimate aims; the constituent elements of the hlghest realizable ideal of human
life.-_'i'_heo(heris that of the immediately useful andALr_acc3tica__yll
attainable. In both
these departments I have acquired more from her teaching, than from all other
sources taken together. And, to say truth, it is in these two extremes pnncipally,
that real certainty lies. My own strength lay wholly m the uncertain and slippery
intermediate region, that of theory, or moral and political science: respecting the
conclusions of which, in any of the forms in which I have received or originated
them, whether as political economy, analytic psychology, logic, philosophy of
history, or anything else, it is not the least of my intellectual obligations to her that
I have derived from her a wise scepticism, which, while it has not hindered me
from following out the honest exercise of my thinking faculties to whatever
conclusions might result from it, has put me on my guard against holding or
announcing those conclusions with a degree of confidence which the nature of such
speculations does not warrant, and has kept my mind not only open to admit, but
prompt to welcome and eager to seek, even on the questions on which I have most
meditated, any prospect of clearer perceptions and better evidence. I have often
received praise, which in my own right I only partially deserve, for the greater
practicality which is supposed to be found in my writings, compared with those of
most thinkers who have been equally addicted to large generalizations. The
[*A legal distraction apparently ongmatmg with John Glanville. See h_sspeech to both
Houses of Parliament on the Petition of Right, Journals of the House of Lords, Vol III, p.
815(22 May, 1628),]
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b During the first years of our acquaintance
the principal effect of her nature
upon mine was to enlarge and exalt my conceptions
of the highest worth of a
human being. The poetic elements of her character, which were at that time the
most ripened, were naturally those which impressed me first, and those years were,
in respect of my own development,
mainly years of poetic culture. My faculties
became more attuned to the beautiful and elevated, in all kinds, and especially in
human feeling and character, and more capable of vibrating in unison with it; and I
required, in all those in whom 1 could take interest, a strong taste for elevated and
poetic feeling, if not the feeling itself. This however did not check, but gave
additional animation to my activity in all the modes of exertion for public objects to
which I had been accustomed.
1 retained unabated interest in radical politics, kept
up my connexion with such of the rising or promising politicians on the radical
side, as I was previously acquainted
with, and even became more involved than
before in political as well as literary relations.

b[Cancelled text. ] These effects, however, on my mental development, were produced gradually,
and proceeded part passu with her own intellectual growth.
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writings in which this quality has been observed, were not the work of one mind,
but of the fusion of two, one of them as preeminently practical in its judgments and
perceptions of things present, as it was high and bold in. its anticipations for a
remote futurity.

At the present penod, however, this influence was only one among many which
were helping to shape the character of my future development: and even after it
became, I may truly say, the presiding principle of my mental progress, it did not
alter the path, but only made me move forward more boldly and at the same time
more cautiously in the same course. The only actual revolution which has ever
taken place in my modes of thinking, was already complete. My new tendencies
had to be confirmed in some respects, moderated m others: but the only substantial
changes of opinion that were yet to come, related to politics, and consisted, on one
hand, in a greater approximation, so far as regards the ultimate prospects of
humanity, to a qualified Socialism, and on the other, a shifting of my polincal ideal
from pure democracy, as commonly understood by its partisans, to the modified
form of it, which is set forth in my Considerations on Representative Government. t*l
This last change, which took place very" gradually, dates its commencement
from my reading, or rather study, of M. de Tocqueville's Democracy in
America, t*l which fell into my hands immediately after its first appearance. In that
remarkable work, the excellencies of Democracy were pointed out in a more
conclusive, because a more specific manner than I had ever known them to be even
by the most enthusiastic democrats; while the specific dangers which beset Democracy, considered as the government of the numerical majority, were brought into
equally strong light, and subjected to a masterly analysis, not as reasons for
[*London:Parker, Son, and Bourn, 1861.]
[+AlexisC16relde Tocqueville, De la democratw en Amertque, list pt. ,] 2 vols (Paris:
Gosselln, 1835); 2nd pt., 2 vols. (Pans: Gosselin, 1840).1
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resisting what the author considered as an inevitable result of human progress, but
as indications of the weak points of popular government, the defences by which it
needs to be guarded, and the correctives which must be added to it in order that
while full play is given to its beneficial tendencies, those which are of a different
nature may be neutralized or mitigated, 1 was now well prepared for speculations
of this character, and from this time onward my own thoughts moved more and
more in the same channel, though the consequent modifications in my practical
political creed were spread over many years, as would be shewn by comparing
my first review of Democracy in America. written and published in 1835,1"1 with
the one in 1840 (reprinted in the Dissertations), t*l and this last, with the
Considerations on Representative Government.
A collateral subject on which also I derived great benefit from the study of
Tocqueville, was the fundamental question of Centralization. t*i The powerful
philosophic analysis which he applied to American and to French experience, led
him to attach the utmost importance to the performance of as much of the collective
business of society, as can safely be so performed, by the people themselves,
without any intervention of the executive government, either to supersede their
agency, or to dictate the manner of its exercise. He viewed this practical political
activity of the individual citizen, not only as one of the most effectual means of
training the social feelings and practical intelligence of the people, so important in
themselves and so indispensable to good government, but also as the specific
counteractive to some of the characteristic infirmities of Democracy, and a necessary protection against its degenerating into the only despotism of which in the
modern world there is real danger--the absolute rule of the head of the executive
over a congregation of isolated individuals, all equals but all slaves. There was,
indeed, no immediate peril from this source on the British side of the channel,
where nine tenths of the internal business which elsewhere devolves on the
government, was transacted by agencies independent of it: where Centralization
was, and is, the subject not only of rational disapprobation, but of unreasoning
prejudice; where jealousy of Government interference was a blind feeling preventing or resisting even the most beneficial exertion of legislative authority to correct
the abuses of what pretends to be local self-government, but is. too often, selfish
mismanagement of local interests, by a jobbing and bornd local oligarchy. But the
more certain the public were to go wrong on the side opposed to Centralization, the
greater danger was there lest philosophic reformers should fall into the contrary
error, and overlook the mischiefs of which they had been spared the painful
experience. I was myself, at this very time, actively engaged in defending impor[*"De Tocqueville on Democracy m America [I]." London Review, I1 (London and
WestmmsterReview, XXXI)(Oct., 1835L 85-129 lreprinted in part m "Appendix.'"D&D.
Vol. l, pp. 470-4; in CW, Vol. XVII1. pp. 47-901.]
[T,De Tocqueville on Democracy m America [Ill," Edinburgh Revzew, LXXII (Oct..
1840), 1-47 (reprinted in D&D, Vol. If. pp. 1-83. in CW, Vol. XVIII, pp 153-204t.]
[¢SeeDe la ddmocrane en Am#rique I1835). Vol. I, pp. l 15-34, ]
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In the autumn of 1832 occurred the election of the first Reformed Parliament,
which included several of the most notable of my Radical friends and acquaintances: Grote, Roebuck, Charles Buller, Sir William Molesworth (with whom
through Buller I had lately become acquainted), John and Edward Romilly and
several others; besides Strutt and others who were m parliament already. Those
who thought themselves, and were called by their friends, the philosophic radicals,
had.now a fair opportunity, in a more advantageous position than they had ever
before occupied, of shewing what was in them; and I as well as my father founded
great hopes on them. Those hopes were destined to be disappointed. The men were
honest, and faithful to their opinions, as far as votes were concerned; often in spite
of much discouragement. But they did very little to promote any opinions. One or
two of the youngest did as much, perhaps, as could reasonably have been expected
from them individually. What Roebuck did has already been mentioned: Buller
and Molesworth also by degrees did something. But those from whom most was
expected did least. They had no enterprise, no activity; they left the lead of the
radical portion of the House to the old hands, to Hume and O'Connell. Nobody
disappointed my father and me more than Grote, because no one else had so much
in his power. We had long known him fainthearted, ever despairing of success,
thinking all obstacles gigantic c; but' the Reform Bill excitement seemed for a time
to make a new man of him: he had grown hopeful, and seemed as if he could almost
become energetic. When brought face to face however with an audience opposed
to his opinions, when called on to beat up against the stream, he awas found
wanting a. The years which he withdrew from his History. and spent in the House of
Commons were almost wasted. Except an annual motion for the ballot t*] (to which
he continued to stick after the change of times had made it no longer desirable) and
an honorable stand made now and then against a bad measure, such as the Irish and

[*Forhis first such motion, see Parliamentary Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 17. cols. 608-29
(25 Apr., 1833); the others are listed in the Bibliographic Index, p. 667 below.]
c-C[Earlier version (m the cancelled text referred to at 190 h above)'], and seldom able to summon
up energy and sptrit to carry him into and through any real contest for his opinions. But
a-a[Earher version m R119r (see App G, p. 616 below):] proved that he was one of those who can
see what is good but cannot do it
/
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rant measures, such as the great Poor Law Reform of 1834, l*l against an irrational
clamour grounded on the Anti-Centralization prejudice: and had it not been for the
lessons of Tocqueville, I do not know that I might not, like many reformers before
me, have been hurried into the excess opposite to that which, bemg the one
prevalent in my own country, it was generally my business to combat. As it is, I
have steered carefully between the two errors, and whether I have or have not
drawn the line between them exactly in the right place, I have at least insisted with
equal emphasis upon the evils on both sides, and have made the means of
reconciling the advantages of both, a subject of serious study.
In the meanwhile had taken place the election of the first Reformed Parliament,
which included several of the most notable of my Radical friends and acquaintances; Grote, Roebuck, Buller, Sir William Molesworth, John and Edward
Romilly, and several more; besides Warburton, Strutt, and others, who were m
parliament already. Those who thought themselves, and were called by their
friends, the philosophic radicals, had now, it seemed, a fair opportunity, in a more
advantageous position than they had ever before occupied, for shewing what was
in them; and I, as well as my father, founded great hopes on them. These hopes
were destined to be disappointed. The men were honest, and faithful to their
opinions, as far as votes were concerned: often in spite of much discouragement.
When measures were proposed, flagrantly at variance with their principles, such as
the Irish Coercion Bill, or the Canada coercion m 1837, t+lthey came forward
manfully, and braved any amount of hostility and prejudice rather than desert the
right. But on the whole they did very little to promote any opinions, they had little
enterprise, little activity: they left the lead of the radtcal portion of the House to the
old hands, to Hume and O'ConneU. A partial exception must be made in favour of
one or two of the younger men; and in the case of Roebuck, tt is his title to
permanent remembrance, that in the very first year during which he sat m Parliament he originated (or reoriginated after the unsuccessful attempt of Mr.
Brougham) the parliamentary movement for National Education; t_l and that he
was the first to commence, and for years carried on almost alone, the contest for the
self-government of the Colonies. Nothing, on the whole equal to these two things,
was done by any other individual, even of those from whom most was expected.
And now, on a calm retrospect, 1can perceive that the men were less in fault than
we supposed, and that we had expected too much from them. They were in
unfavourable circumstances. Their lot was cast in the ten years of inevttable
reaction, when the Reform excitement being over, and the few legtslative improvements which the public really called for having been rapidly effected, power
[*4 & 5 William IV. c. 76 (14 Aug., 18341.1
[*See3 Wilham IV, c. 4 (2 Apr., 1833),and 1 Victoria, c. 9 ( l0 Feb., 1838L]
[*SeeJohn Arthur Roebuck's resolution on National Education, Parharnentar)"Debates,
3rd set., Vol. 20, cols. 139-66 (30 July, 1833),and Hem3"Peter Brougham's motion on the
Educationof the Poor, ibid., n.s.. Vol. 2. cols. 49-89 (28 June, 18201.]
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Canada Coercion Bills, t*l Mr. Grote was almost an inactive member of parliament. If his courage and energy had been equal to the circumstances, or to his
knowledge and abilities, the history of those ten years of relapse into Toryism
might have been very different. His standing and social position would have
enabled him to create a real Radical party, for which the materials then existed; he
could have put heart into the many younger men who would have been ready to join
him--could have made them available to the extent of their talents in bringing
advanced ideas before the public--could have used the House of Commons as a
rostra or a teacher's chair for instructing and impelling the public mind, and would
either have forced the Whigs to take their measures from him, or taken the lead of
the Reform party out of their hands. All this would eprobably e have happened if my
father had been in Parliament. For want of such a man the instructed Radicals sank
into a mere c_td gauche of the Whig party. With a keen sense of the fgreat f
possibilities which were open to the Radicals if they made even ordinary exertion
for their opinions, I laboured from this time till 1839 both by personal influence
with some of them, and by writings, to put ideas into their heads and purpose into
their hearts, gI did some good with Charles Buller, and some with Sir W.
Molesworth; g but on the whole the attempt was vain. To have had a chance of
succeeding in it, required a different position from mine. It was a task only for one
who being himself in parliament, could have mixed with the radical members in
daily consultation, and instead of saying to others "Lead," could himself have led,
and incited them to follow.

During the year 1833 1 continued working in the Examiner with Fonblanque,
who at that time was zealous in keeping up the fight for radicalism against the
Whigs, though after 1834 he sank into little better than their supporter and
panegyrist. During the session of 18341 wrote comments on passing events, under
the title "Notes on the Newspapers," in the Monthly Repository., a magazine
conducted by Mr. Fox (with whom 1 had lately become acquainted) and which I
wrote for, chiefly on his account. I contributed several other articles to this
periodical, some of them (especially two on the theory of poetry) containing a
considerable amount of thought. Altogether, the writings (independently of those
[*See Grote's speeches in Parliamentars' Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 15, cols. 1241-6 (27
Feb., 1833),on Ireland; and ibid., Vol. 40, cols. 59-65 (16 Jan., 1838), and cols. 633-7
(29 Jan., 1838L on Canada.]
"-'[Earherverston,subsequentlyalteredtofinal reading,tn R119v:linfallibly
/-/[Earherversionm R119v']glorious
g-g[NotinR119v,inwhtchHTMpencilledat leftopposttethe precedtngsentence."menttonBuller
andyoureffortswzthhim".]
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gravitated back in its natural direction, to those who were for keeping things as
they were; when the public mind desired rest, and was less disposed than at any
other period since the peace, to let itself be moved by attempts to work up the
reform feeling into fresh activity in favour of new things. It would have required a
great political leader, which no one is to be blamed for not being, to have effected
really great things by parliamentary discussion when the nation was in this mood.
My father and I had hoped that some competent leader might arise; some man of
philosophic attainments and popular talents, who could have put heart into the
many younger or less distinguished men that would have been ready to join
him--could have made them available, to the extent of their talents, in bringing
advanced ideas before the public--could have used the House of Commons as a
rostra or a teacher's chair for instructing and impelling the public mind; and would
either have forced the Whigs to receive their measures from him, or have taken the
lead of the Reform party out of their hands, Such a leader there would have been, if
my father had been in Parliament. For want of such a man, the instructed Radicals
sank into a mere crtd gauche of the Whig party. With a keen, and as I now think,
an exaggerated sense of the possibilities which were open to the Radicals if they
made even ordinary exertion for their opinions, I laboured from this time till 1839.
both by personal influence with some of them, and by writings, to put ideas into
their heads and purpose into their hearts. I did some good with Charles Buller, and
some with Sir William Molesworth; both of whom did valuable service, but were
unhappily cut off almost in the beginning of their usefulness. On the whole,
however, my attempt was vain. To have had a chance of succeeding in it, required
a different position from mine. It was a task only for one who, being himself in
Parliament, could have mixed with the radical members in daily consultation,
could himself have taken the initiative, and instead of urging others to lead, could
have summoned them to follow.
What I could do by writing, I did. During the year 1833 I continued working in
the Examiner with Fonblanque, who at that time was zealous in keeping up the
fight for radicalism against the Whig ministry. During the session of 1834 1 wrote
comments on passing events, of the nature of newspaper articles (under the title
"Notes on the Newspapers"), in the Monthly Repositor3.',t*l a magazine conducted
by Mr. Fox, well known as a preacher and political orator, and subsequently as
member of parliament for Oldham; with whom I had lately become acquainted,
and for whose sake chiefly I wrote in his Magazine. 1 contributed several other
articles to this periodical, the most considerable of which Conthe theory,of poetry)
is reprinted in the Dissertations. _1 Altogether, the writings (independently of
[*"Notes

on

the Newspapers,"

Monthly

Repositoo',

n.s.

VIII (Mar.-Sept.,

1834L

161-76, 233-48,309-12,354-75,435-56,521-8.
589-600, 656-65.]
[*"WhatIs Poetry?" ibid., n.s. VII (Jan., 1833), 60-70, and "The Two Kindsof Poetry."
ibid., n.s. VII (Nov., 1833), 714-24; combined as "Thoughts on Poetry and Its Varienes,'"
D&D, Vol. I, pp. 89-120 (reprinted atpp. 341-65 below).]
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in newspapers) which I published from 1832 to 1834, amount to a large volume.
This however includes abstracts of several of Plato's Dialogues, with introductory
remarks, which though not published until 1834, had been written several years
earlier; and which I afterwards on various occasions found to have been read, and
their authorship known, by more people than were aware of anything else which I
had written up to that time. To complete the tale of my writings I may add that in
1833, at the request of Bulwer, who was just then completing his England and the
English, I wrote for him a critical account of Bentham's philosophy, a small part of
which he incorporated in his text, and printed the rest as an Appendix. In this,
along with the favorable, a part also of the unfavourable side of my estimation of
Bentham's doctrines, considered as a complete philosophy, was for the first time
put into print.

As the "philosophic radical" party fell off my endeavours to put life into it were
redoubled. Among the possibilities which had been much talked of between my
father and me, and some of the parliamentary and other radicals who frequented his
house, was the foundation of a periodical organ of philosophic radicalism, to take
the place which the Westminster had been intended to fill; and the scheme went so
far as to bring under discussion the pecuniary contributions which could be looked
for, and even the choice of an editor. The project however seemed to have fallen to
the ground, when in the summer of 1834 Sir W. Molesworth, himself a laborious
student, and one of the most hzealous at that time h of the Parliamentary Radicals,
of himself proposed to establish a Review, provided I would consent to be the real,
if not the nominal, editor. Such an offer was not to be refused; and the review was
founded, under my direction, though under the ostensible editorship of Roebuck's
brother in law, Falconer. ' In the years between 1834 and 1840 the conduct of this
review occupied the greater part of my spare time. It came out in April 1835 under
the name of the London Review, and four numbers were published with that title,
after which Molesworth bought the Westminster Review from its proprietor Colonel Thompson and the two were united under the name of the London and
Westminster Review. In the beginning the review did not, as a whole, by any means

h-h[Earher version in R120v:] sincere and convinced [marked with a questton mark by HTM]
'[For the ending of the original Part I at this point, see App. G, p. 616 below.]
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those in newspapers) which 1 published from 1832 to 1834, amount to a large
volume.l*| This, however, includes abstracts of several of Plato's Dialogues, with
introductory remarks, which, though not published until 1834, I*j had been written
several years earlier; and which I afterwards, on various occasions, found to have
been read, and their authorship known, by more people than were aware of
anything else which 1 had written, up to that time. To complete the tale of my
writings at this period, I may add that in 1833, at the request of Bulwer, who was
just then completing his England and the English (a work. at that time, greatly in
advance of the public mind), I wrote for him a critical account of Bentham's
philosophy, a small part of which he incorporated in his text, and printed the rest
(with an honorable acknowledgment)
as an Appendix. TMIn this, along with the
favorable, a part also of the unfavourable
side of my estimation of Bentham's
doctrines, considered as a complete philosophy,
was for the first time put into
print.
But an opportunity soon offered by which, as it seemed, 1 might have it in my
power to give more effectual aid, and at the same time, stimulus, to the "philosophic radical" party, than I had done hitherto. One of the projects occasionally
talked of between my father and me, and some of the parliamentary
and other
Radicals who frequented his house, was the foundation of a periodical organ of
philosophic radicalism, to take the place which the Westminster Review had been
intended to fill: and the scheme had gone so far as to bring under discussion the
pecuniary contributions
which could be looked for. and the choice of an editor.
Nothing however came of it for some time: but in the summer of 1834 Sir William
Molesworth, himself a laborious student, and a precise and metaphysical
thinker
capable of aiding the cause by his pen as well as by his purse, spontaneously
proposed to establish a Review, provided I would consent to be the real. if I could
not be the ostensible, editor. Such a proposal was not to be refused; and the review
was founded, at first under the title of the London Review, and afterwards under
that of the London

and Westminster,

Molesworth

having bought the Westminster

from its proprietor General Thompson, and merged the two into one. In the years
between 1834 and 1840 the conduct of this review occupied the greater part of my
spare time. In the beginning,

it did not, as a whole,

by any means

represent

my

[*Mill is not estimating. He had this "volume," with three others from succeeding
periods, bound; they are in his library,, Somerville College. Oxford ]
[*"Notes on Some of the More Popular Dialogues of Plato," Monthly Reposttor3. n.s.
VIII: No. 1, "'The Protagoras" (Feb., Mar.. 1834), 89-99. 203-11: No. I1, "The Phaedrus"
(June, Sept., 1834), 404-20,633-46:
No III, "'The Gorglas'" (Oct., Nov., Dec.. 1834),
691-710,802-15,829-42;
and n.s. IX: No IV. "The Apology of Socrates" (Feb., Mar..
1835), 112-21, 169-78. (Reprinted. with five other dialogues that Mill did not publish-Charmides, Euthyphron, Laches, Lvsts, and Parmenides--in CW, Vol. XI, pp. 37-238, )]
[*Edward Lytton Bulwer, England and the Enghsh, 2 vols. (London: Bentley. 1833):
Mill's comments on Bentham are in App. B. "Remarks on Bentham's Philosophy,'" Vol. 11.
pp. 321-44. and in the text of Vol. II, pp. 163-70 (these are reprinted m Essays on Ethtc_.
Religion, andSocie_.', CW, Vol. X [Toronto. Umversity of Toronto Press, 1969], pp. 3-18,
and 499-502 [App. C]).]
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represent my opinions. I was under the necessity of conceding much to my
inevitable associates. The review was established to be the representative of the
"philosophic radicals," with most of whom I was at issue on many essential points
and among whom I could not even claim to be the most important individual j . My
father's cooperation as a writer we all deemed indispensable, and he wrote largely
in it until prevented by illness. The subjects of his articles and the strength and
decision with which his opinions were expressed in them, made the review at first
derive its colour and tone from him much more than from k any of the other writers.
I could not exercise editorial control over his articles and I was even obliged to
sacrifice to him portions of mine. The old Westminster Review opinions, little
modified, thus formed the staple of the review, but I hoped by the side of these to
introduce other ideas and another tone, and to give to my opinions a fair representation in the review along with those of other members of the party. For this purpose
chiefly I made it one of the peculiarities of the review that every article should bear
an initial or some other signature and be held to express only the opinions of the
writer, the editor being only responsible for its being worth publishing, and not
conflicting with the objects for which the review was set on foot. I had an
opportunity of putting in practice my scheme of conciliation between the old and
the new "philosophic radicalism" by the choice of a subject for my own first
contribution. Mr. Sedgwick had then lately published his Discourse on the Studies
of Cambridge, a tract of which the most prominent feature was an abusive assault
on analytic psychology and on utilitarian ethics, in the form of an attack on Locke
and Paley. This had excited great indignation in my father and others, which I
thought was fully deserved. And here, I conceived, was an opportunity of at the
same time repelling an unjust attack and inserting into my defence of Hartleianism
and utilitarianism, a number of the opinions which constituted my view of those
subjects as distingutshed from that of my old associates. In this I partially
succeeded, though I tcould not speak out my whole mind at this time without
coming into conflict with my father t. There are things however which incline me to
believe that my father was not so much opposed as he seemed, to the modes of

J[Cancelled text:], espectally while my father hved
k[Cancelled text:] me or
t-_[Earher versmn:] was obhged to onut two or three pages of comment on what I thought the
mtstakes of utihtanan moralists, which my father considered as an attack on Bentham and on him. 1
certainly thought both of them m some degree open to it but far less so than some of their followers
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much to my inevitable

associates.

The Review was established to be the representative of the "philosophic radicals,'"
with most of whom I was now at issue on many essential points, and among whom
I could not even claim to be the most important individual. My father's cooperation
as a writer we all deemed indispensable,
and he wrote largely in it until prevented
by his last illness. The subjects of his articles, and the strength and decision with
which his opinions were expressed in them, made the Review at first derive its tone
and colouring from him much more than from any of the other writers) *11 could
not exercise editorial control over his articles, and 1 was sometimes obliged to
sacrifice to him portions of my own. The old Westminster Review doctrines, but
little modified, thus formed the staple of the review: but 1 hoped, by the side of
these, to introduce other ideas and another tone, and to obtain for my own shade of
opinion a fair representation, along with those of other members of the party. With
this end chiefly in view, 1 made it one of the peculiarities of the work that every
article should bear an initial, or some other signature, and be held to express the
opinions solely of the individual writer; the editor being only responsible for its
being worth publishing,
and not in conflict with the objects for which the Review
was set on foot. I had an opportunity
of putting m practice my scheme of
conciliation between the old and the new "philosophic radicalism" by the choice of
a subject for my own first contribution.
Professor Sedgwick, a man of eminence m
a particular walk of natural science, but who should not have trespassed
into
philosophy,
had lately published his Discourse on the Studies of Cambridge, I*l
which had as its most prominent
feature an intemperate
assault on analytic
psychology and utilitarian ethics, in the form of an attack on Locke and Paley. This
had excited great indignation
in my father and others, which 1 thought it fully
deserved. And here, I imagined, was an opportunity of at the same time repelling
an unjust attack, and inserting into my defence of Hartleianism and Utilitarianism
a
number of the opinions which constituted my view of those subjects, as distinguished from that of my old associates.
In this I partially succeeded, though my
relation to my father would have made it painful to me in any case. and impossible
in a review for which he wrote, to speak out my whole mind on the subject at this
time.
I am, however,

inclined

to think that my father was not so much opposed

as he

]*James M111contributed "State of the Nanon.'" London Review, 1 (London and Westminster Review, XXX) (Apr., 1835), 1-24: "'The Ballot--A Dialogue." I, 201-53: "'The
Church and Its Reform," 1 (July, 1835), 257-95, "La_, Reform," 11(l_x)ndon and WestminsterReview, XXXI) (Oct., 1835), 1-51 : "Aristocrac) ,'" I1(Jan . 1836). 283-306: "'Whether Polmcal Economy is Useful?" II, 553-71: and "'Theol-y and Practice," London and
WestmmsterRewew. 111& XXV (Apr., 1836), 223-34.1
[*Adam Sedgwick, A Discourse on the Studies of the Universzt3' (1833): Mill reviewed
the 3rd ed. (London" Parker, 1834) m "'Sedgwlck's Discourse,'" London Review, 1 (London
and Westmmster Review, XXX) (Apr.. 1835). 94-135 tin D&D. Vol 1. pp. 95-159; in
CW, Vol. X, pp. 31-74).]
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thought in which I supposed myself to differ from him; that .,he did injustice to his
own opinions bym the unconscious exaggerations of a pugnacious and polemical
intellect, and that when thinking without an adversary en prdsence he was ready to
make room for a great portion of the truths he seemed to deny. His Fragment on
Mackintosh, which he wrote and published about this time, although I greatly
admired some parts of it, was as a whole very repulsive to me: yet on reading it
again n long after, n1 found very little in the opinions it contains but what I think in
the main just; and 1 can even sympathize in his disgust at the verbiage of
Mackintosh though his asperity went beyond not only what was judicious but what
was even fair. One thing which I thought at the time of good augury, was the very
favourable reception he gave to Tocqueville's Democracy in America. It is true he
said and thought much more about what Tocqueville said in favour of Democracy
than about what he said against it. Still, his high appreciation of a book which was
at any rate an example of a mode of treating the question of government almost the
reverse of his--wholly inductive and analytical instead of purely ratiocinative-gave me great encouragement. He also approved of an article which I published in
the first number following the junction of the two reviews, under the heading
"Civilization," into which I threw many of my new opinions and criticized rather
emphatically the mental tendencies of the time on grounds and in a manner which 1
certainly had not learnt from him.

All speculation however on the possible future developments of my father's
opinions and on the probabilities of successful cooperation between him and me in
the promulgation of our thoughts, was doomed to be cut short. During the whole of
1835 his health had been declining: his symptoms became unequivocally those of
pulmonary consumption and after lingering to the last stage of debility he died on
the 23d of June 1836. Until the last few days of his life there was no apparent
abatement of intellectual vigour: his interest in all things and persons that had
interested him through life, was unabated: nor did the approach of death cause the
smallest wavering (as in so strong a mind it was impossible that it should) in his
anti-religious convictions. His chief satisfaction, after he knew that his end was
near, seemed to be the thought of what he had done to make the world better than
he found it; and his chief regret in not living longer, that he had not had time to do
more.
His place is an eminent one in the literary and even the political history of this
country: and it is far from honorable to the generation which has benefitted by his
worth, that he is so seldom mentioned and so little remembered. Probably the chief
_-"[Earher verston:] the lengths to whtch he allowed hlmsetf to go m h_sdenunclaUons of opinions,
which I regarded as merely the other half of the truths one half alone was seen by him. were in a great
measure
_-n[Earher version:] lately
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seemed, to the modes of thought in which I believed myself to differ from him; that
he did injustice to his own opinions by the unconscious exaggerations of an
intellect emphatically polemical; and that when thinking without an adversary in
view, he was willing to make room for a great portion of the truths he seemed to
deny. I have frequently observed that he made large allowance in practice for
considerations which seemed to have no place in his theory. His Fragment on
Mackintosh, which he wrote and published about this time, although I greatly
admired some parts of it, I read as a whole with more pain than pleasure: yet on
reading it again, long after, I found little in the opinions it contains, but what I
think in the main just; and I can even sympathize in his disgust at the verbiage of
Mackintosh, though his asperity towards it went not only beyond what was
judicious, but beyond what was even fair. One thing which I thought, at the time,
of good augury, was the very favorable reception he gave to Tocqueville's
Democracy in America. It is true, he said and thought much more about what
Tocqueville said in favour of Democracy, than about what he said of its disadvantages. Still, his high appreciation of a book which was at any rate an example of a
mode of treating the question of government almost the reverse of his--wholly
inductive and analytical, instead of purely ratiocinative--gave
me great encouragement. He also approved of an article which I published in the first number
following the junction of the two reviews, the Essay reprinted in the Dissertations
under the title "Civilization":l*l into which I threw many of my new opinions, and
criticized rather emphatically the mental and moral tendencies of the time, on
grounds and in a manner which I certainly had not learnt from him.
All speculation, however, on the possible future developments of my father's
opinions, and on the probabilities of permanent cooperation between him and me
in the promulgation of our thoughts, was doomed to be cut short. Dunng the whole
of 1835 his health had been declining: his symptoms became unequivocally those
of pulmonary consumption, and after lingering to the last stage of debility, he died
on the 23rd of June 1836. Until the last few days of his life there was no apparent
abatement of intellectual vigour; his interest in all things and persons that had
interested him through life was undiminished, nor did the approach of death cause
the smallest wavering (as in so strong and firm a mind it was impossible that it
shouldJ in his convictions on the subject of rehgion. His principal satisfaction,
after he knew that his end was near, seemed to be the thought of what he had done
to make the world better than he found it: and his chief regret in not living longer,
that he had not had time to do more.
His place is an eminent one in the literary, and even in the pohtical history of his
country; and it is far from honourable to the generation which has benefitted by his
worth, that he is so seldom mentioned, and, compared with men far his inferiors,
so little remembered. This is probably to be ascribed mainly to two causes. In the
first place, the thought of him merges too much in the deservedly superior fame of
[*D&D. Vol. I, pp. 160-205.]
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cause of the neglect of his memory, is that, notwithstanding the great number of his
opinions which have now been generally adopted, there was a marked opposition
between his spirit and that of the present time. As Brutus was the last of the
Romans, so was he the last of the_eighteenth century: he continued its tone of
thought and sentiment into the nineteenth (though-_ith great additions and improvements), partaking neither in the good nor in the bad influences of the reaction
against the eighteenth century which is the great characteristic of the first half of
the nineteenth. The eighteenth century was a great age, an age of stronger and
braver men than the nineteenth, and he was o a fit companion for its strongest and
bravest. By his writings and his personal influence, he was a great centre of light
to his generation. During the latter years of his life he was quite as much the head
and leader of the intellectual radicals in England as ever Voltaire was of the
philosophes of France. It is only one of his minor merits that he was the originator
of all sound statesmanship in regard to the subject of his largest work. India. He
wrote on no subject which he did not enrich with valuable thought: and if we except
the Political Economy, very useful when written but which has now for some time
finished its work, it will be long before any of his books will be wholly superseded,
or will cease to be instructive reading to students of their subjects. In the power of
influencing by mere force of mind and character, the convictions and purposes of
others, and in the strenuous exertion of that power to promote freedom and
progress, he has left no equal among men--and but one among women.
Though acutely sensible of my own inferiority in the qualities by which he
acquired his personal ascendancy, I had now to try Pwhat it might be possible for
me to accomplish without himP; and the review was the instrument on which I built
my chief hopes of establishing a useful influence over the liberal and democratic
°[Cancelled text:] both m thought and action
P-P[Earlier version "] how far 1might be capable of supplying his place
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Bentham. Yet he was anything but Bentham's mere follower or disciple. Precisely
because he was himself one of the most original thinkers of his time, he was one of
the earliest to appreciate and adopt the most important mass of original thought
which had been produced by the generation preceding him. His mind and Bentham's were essentially of different construction. He had not all Bentham's high
qualities, but neither had Bentham all his. It would, indeed, be ridiculous to claim
for him the praise of having accomplished for mankind such splendid services as
Bentham's. He did not revolutionize--or rather create--one of the great departmerits of human thought. But, leaving out of the reckoning all that portion of his
labours in which he benefitted by what Bentham had done, and counting only what
he achieved m a province in which Bentham had done nothing, that of analytic
psychology, he will be known to posterity as one of the greatest names in that most
important branch of speculation, on which all the moral and political sciences
ultimately rest, and will mark one of the essential stages in its progress, The other
reason, which has made his fame less than he deserved, is that notwithstanding the
great number of his opinions which, partly through his own efforts, have now been
generally adopted, there was on the whole a marked opposition between his spirit
and that of the present time. As Brutus was called the last of the Romans, I*l so was
he the last of the eighteenth century: he continued its tone of thought and sentiment
into the nineteenth (though not unmodified nor unimproved), partaking neither in
the good nor in the bad influences of the reaction against the eighteenth centu_,.
which was the great characteristic of the first half of the nineteenth. The eighteenth
century was a great age, an age of strong and brave men, and he was a fit
companion for its strongest and bravest. By his writings and his personal influence
he was a great centre of light to his generation. During his later years he was quite
as much the head and leader of the intellectual radicals in England, as Voltaire was
of the philosophes of France. It is only one of his minor merits, that he was the
originator of all sound statesmanship in regard to the subject of his largest work,
India. He wrote on no subject which he did not enrich with valuable thought, and
excepting the Elements of Political Economy. a very useful book when first
written, but which has now for some time finished its work, it will be long before
any of his books will be wholly superseded, or will cease to be instructive reading
to students of their subjects. In the power of influencing by mere force of mind and
character, the convictions and purposes of others, and in the strenuous exertion of
that power to promote freedom and progress, he left, as far as my knowledge
extends, no equal among men, and but one among women.
Though acutely sensible of my own inferiority in the qualities by which he
acquired his personal ascendancy, I had now to try,what it might be possible for me
to accomplish without him; and the Review was the mstrument on which I built my
chief hopes of establishing a useful influence over the liberal and democratic
[*Cf. Shakespeare, Juhus Caesar, V, iiL 99, where Brutus refers to Cassius and Titmlus
as"last of all the Romans."]
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portion of the public mind. Deprived now of my father's aid, 1was alsoexemp_te_d
from the restraints and retinences by which that ai d w_ l)urchased: I did not feel
tha(tfiere w-asanyyother radical-writer or politician to whom 1 was boaad,_
further than consisted with my own opinions: and having the complete confidence
of Molesworth, I resolved from henceforth to gwe full scope to my own opinions
and modes of thought and to open the review widely to all writers who were in
sympathy with Progress as I understood it, even though I should lose by it the
support of my former associates. Carlyle from this time became a frequent writer in
the review; Sterling, soon after, an occasional one; and though each individual
article continued to be the expression of the private sentiments of its writer, the
general tone conformed in some tolerable degree to my opinions. This was not
effected without parting company with the nominal editor, Falconer, who, after
holding on for some time in spite of differences of opinion, at last resigned q . I
supplied his place by a young Scotchman of the name of Robertson, who had some
ability and information, much industry, and an active scheming head, full of
devices for making the review more saleable, and on whose capacity in that
particular I founded a good deal of hope: insomuch that when Molesworth, in the
beginning of 1837, became tired of carrying on the review at a loss, and desirous of
getting rid of it, 1, very imprudently for my own pecuniary interest, and very much
from reliance on Robertson's devices, determined to continue it at my own risk
until his plans should have had a fair trial. The devices were good in their way. but
I do not believe that any devices would have made a radical and democratic review
pay its expenses, including a liberal payment to writers. I myself and several
frequent contributors gave our labour gratuitously, as we had done for Molesworth, but the paid contributors continued to be paid at the usual rate of the
Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews: and this could not be done from the proceeds
of the sale.
In the same year, 1837, and in the midst of these occupations, I resumed the
Logic. I had now done nothing to it for five years, having been stopped,-a-nd_"-l_'6fight to a pause, on the threshold of Induction. I had gradually discovered that
what was mainly wanting to overcome the difficulties of that subject was a
comprehensive and at the same time accurate view of the whole circle of physical
science, which I feared it would take a long course of study to acquire, since I knew
not of any book or other guide that would display before me the generalities and
processes and believed that I should have no choice but to extract them for myself,
if I could, from the details of the sciences. Happily for me, Dr. Whewell, early in
this year, published his History. of the Inductive Sciences. I read it with eagerness
and found in it a considerable approximation to what I wanted. Much if not most of
his philosophy appeared to me erroneous; but the materials were there, for my own
thoughts to work upon, and the author had given to those materials that first degree
q[ Cancelled text:] rather on account of an article of Carlyle' s l"Memoirs of Mlrabeau."
WestmmsterRewew,
IV & XXVI (Jan.. 1837), 382-439.1

London and
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section of the public mind. Deprived of my father's aid, I was also exempted from
the restraints and retinences by which that aid had been purchased. I did not feel
that there was any other radical writer or politician to whom I was bound to defer,
further than consisted with my own opinions: and having the complete confidence
of Molesworth, 1 resolved henceforth to give full scope to my own opinions and
modes of thought, and to open the Review widely to all writers who were in
sympathy with Progress as I understood it, even though I should lose by it the
support of my former associates. Carlyle. consequently, became from this time a
frequent writer in the Review; Sterling, soon after, an occasional one; and though
each individual article continued to be the expression of the private sentiments of
its writer, the general tone conformed in some tolerable degree to my opimons. For
the conduct of the Review, under and in conjunction with me, I associated with
myself a young Scotchman of the name of Robertson. who had some abihty and
information, much industry, and an active scheming head, full of devices for
making the Review more saleable, and on whose capacities in that direction I
founded a good deal of hope: insomuch that when Molesworth. in the beginning of
1837, became tired of carrying on the Review at a loss, and desirous of getting rid
of it (he had done his part honourably, and at no small pecuniary cost), I, very
imprudently for my own pecuniary interest, and very much from rehance on
Robertson's devices, determined to continue it at my own risk, until his plans
should have had a fair trial. The devices were good, and I never had any reason to
change my opinion of them. But I do not believe that any devices would have made
a radical and democratic review defray its expenses, including a paid editor or sub
editor, and a liberal payment to writers. I myself and several frequent contributors
gave our labour gratuitously, as we had done for Molesworth; but the paid
contributors continued to be remunerated on the usual scale of the Edinburgh and
Quarterly Reviews; and this could not be done from the proceeds of the sale.
In the same year, 1837, and in the midst of these occupations. I resumed the
Logic. I had not touched my pen on the subject for five years, having been stopped
and brought to a halt on the threshold of Induction. I had gradually discovered that
what was mainly wanting, to overcome the difficulties of that branch of the
subject, was a comprehensive and at the same time accurate view of the whole
circle of physical science, which 1feared it would take me a long course of study to
acquire; since I knew not of any book, or other grade, that would spread out before
me the generalities and processes of the sciences, and I apprehended that I should
have no choice but to extract them for myself, as I best could, from the details.
Happily for me, Dr. Whewell, early in this year, published his Histor3' of the
Inductive Sciences. I*_ 1 read it with eagerness, and found in it a considerable
approximation to what I wanted. Much, if not most, of the philosophy of the work
appeared open to objection; but the materials were there, for my own thoughts to
work upon: and the author had given to those materials that first degree of
[*WilliamWhewell. Histor3"of the lnducttve Sctences, 3 vols. (London: Parker. 1837).]
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of elaboration which so greatly abridges and facilitates the subsequent labour. I felt
that I had now got what I had been waiting for. Under the impulse given me by the
thoughts excited by Whewell I read again Herschel's Discourse on the Study of
Natural Philosophy, which I had read (and even reviewed) several years before,
but had found little help in it. I now found much. I then set vigorously to work out
the subject in thought and in writing. I had just two months to spare in the intervals
of writing for the review. In those two months I wrote (in the first draft) about a
third, the most difficult third, of the book. What I had before written I estimated at
another third, so that only a third remained. What I wrote at this time consisted of
the remainder of the doctrine of Reasoning (the theory of Trains of Reasoning, and
Deductive Science) and the greater part of the Third Book, on Induction. I had
now, as it seemed to me, untied all the really hard knots, and the completion of the
book had become only a question of time. When I had got thus far I had to leave off
in order to write two articles for the next number of the review. When these were
written I returned to the subject and now for the first time fell in with Comte's
Cours de Philosophie Positive or rather with the two volumes of it which were then
all that had been published. My theory of Induction was substantially completed
before I knew of Comte's book and it is perhaps well that I came to it by a r different
road from his, since the consequence has been that my treatise contains what his
certainly does not, a reduction of the inductive process to strict rules and to a
scientific test, such as the Syllogism is for ratiocination. Comte is always profound
on the methods of investigation but he does not even attempt any exact definition of
the conditions of proof: and his own writings shew that he has no just conception of
them. This however was specifically the problem which, in treating of Induction, 1
had proposed to myself. Nevertheless I gained much from Comte with which to
enrich my chapters in the subsequent rewriting, and his book was of essential
service to me in the parts which still remained to be thought out. After completing
the study of his two volumes I wrote three more chapters in the autumn of 1837
after which 1 did not return to the subject until the middle of the next year: the
review engrossing all the time 1 could devote to authorship, or to thinking with
authorship in view.

"[Cancelled text:] totally
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elaboration, which so greatly facilitates and abridges the subsequent labour. I had
now obtained what I had been waiting for. Under the impulse given me by the
thoughts excited by Dr. Whewell, 1read again Sir J. HerscheFs Discourse on the
Study of Natural Philosophy; and I was able to measure the progress my mind had
made, by the great help I now found in this work, though I had read and even
reviewed it several years before with little profit.l*J I now set myself vigorously to
work out the subject in thought and in writing. The time I bestowed on this had to
be stolen from occupations more urgent. I had just two months to spare, at this
period, in the intervals of writing for the Review. In these two months I completed
the first draft of about a third, the most difficult third, of the book. What I had
before written I estimate at another third, so that only one third remained. What I
wrote at this time consisted of the remainder of the doctrine of Reasoning (the
theory of Trains of Reasoning, and Demonstrative Science) and the greater part of
the Book on Induction. When this was done, I had, as it seemed to me, untied all
the really hard knots, and the completion of the book had become only a question
of time. Having got thus far, I had to leave off in order to write two articles for the
next number of the Review. t*jWhen these were written, I returned to the subject,
and now for the first time fell in with Comte's Cours de Philosophie Positive, or
rather with the two volumes of it which were all that had at that time been
published, l*]
My theory of Induction was substantially completed before I knew of Comte's
book; and it is perhaps well that I came to it by a different road from his, since the
consequence has been that my treatise contains, what his certainly does not, a
reduction of the inductive process to strict rules and to a scientific test, such as the
Syllogism is for ratiocination. Comte is always precise and profound on the
methods of investigation, but he does not even attempt any exact definition of the
conditions of proof: and his writings shew that he never attained a just conception
of them. This, however, was specifically the problem which, in treating of
Induction, I had proposed to myself. Nevertheless. I gained much from Comte,
with which to enrich my chapters in the subsequent rewritfn_
essential service to me in some of the parts which still remained to be thought out.
As his subsequent volumes successively made their appearance, I read them with
avidity, but, when he reached the subject of Social Science, with varying feelings.
The fourth volume disappointed me: it contained those of his opinions on social
[*John Frederick William Herschel. A Prehmmary Discourse on the Study of Natural
Philosophy(London: Longrnan, Rees, Orme, Brown. and Green, 1831); reviewed by Mill.
"Herschel's Discourse.'" Examiner. 20 Mar.. 1831,pp 179-80.]
[*"Partiesand the Ministry," and "'ArmandCarrel," London and WestmmsterRevww. VI
& XXVIII (Oct., 1837), 1-26, and 66-111, the latter reprinted m D&D, Vol. I, pp.
211-83.]
[*AugusteComte. Cours de philosophie postm'e, 6 vols. (Pans: Bacheher, 1830, 1835.
1838, 1839. 1841, 1842); for the titles of the individual volumes, see the Bibhographlc
Index, p. 655 below. ]
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subjects with which I most disagree. But the fifth, containin_the connected view
of history., rekindledall__my enthusiasm; which the sixth (or concluding) volume
didn_]" materially abate. In a merely logical point of view, the only leading
conception for which I am indebted to him is that of the Inverse Deductive Method,
as the one chiefly applicable to the complicated subjects of History, and Statistics: a
process differing from the more common form of the Deductive Method in this,
that instead of arriving at its conclusions by general reasoning and verifying them
by specific experience (as is the natural order in the deductive branches of physical
science), it obtains its generalizations by a collauon of specific experience, and
verifies them by ascertaining whether they are such as would follow from known
general principles. I*_ This was an idea entirely new to me when I found it in
Comte: and but for him 1 might not soon (if ever) have arrived at it.
I had been long an ardent admirer of Comte's writings before I had any
communication with himself; nor did I ever, to the last, see him in the body. But
for some years we were frequent correspondents, until our correspondence became
controversial, and our zeal cooled.t+J I was the first to slacken correspondence: he
was the first to drop It. I found, and he probably found likewise, that 1could do no
good to his mind, and that all the good he could do to mine, he did by his books.
This would never have led to discontinuance of intercourse, if the differences
between us had been on matters of simple doctrine. But they were chiefly on those
points of opinion which blended in both of us with our strongest feelings, and
determined the entire direction of our aspirations. I,had fully agreed withh_!m when
he maintained that the mass of mankind, including even their rulers in all the
practical dEp"_--mentsof life, must, from the necessity of the case, accept most of
their opinionso__oEpolitical and-soc-ia]-ma_er_astlae3_-do-_"physicaI_-fx_rm
the
authority of those who have bestowed more study Ori"tht_gesubjects than they
generally have it in their power to do. This lesson had been strongly impressed on
me by the early work of Comte, to which I have adverted.t*l And there was nothing
in his great Treatise which I admired more than his remarkable exposition of the
benefits which the nations of modem Europe have historically derived from the
separation, during the middle ages, of temporal and spiritual power, and the
distinct organization of the latter, t§l I agreed with him that the moral and intellectual ascendancy, once exercised by priests, must in time pass into the hands of
philosophers, and will naturally do so when they become sufficiently unanimous.
and in other respects worthy to possess itfl I But when he exaggerated this line of
thought into a practical system, in which philosophers were to be organized into a
kind of corporate hierarchy, invested with almost the same spiritual supremacy
(though without any secular power) once possessed by the Catholic church: when I
[*SeeCours, Vol. IV, Leqon 48, esp. pp. 352ff.]
[*SeeEL, CW, Vol. XIII, pp. 488ff.]
[*Comte,Syst_me (1824), pp. 262ff.]
[_Comte. Cours, Vol. V, Leqon 54. pp. 321ff.]
[_E.g., ibid., Vol. V1,Leqon 57, pp. 580ff.]
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In the conduct of the review I had two principal objects. One was to free radical
opinions from the reproach of narrow Benthamism. 1 desired, while retaining the
precision of expression, the definiteness of meaning, the aversion to declamatory
phrases and vague generalities which were so honorably characteristic of Bentham, and my lather, to give a wider basis and a freer and more genial character to
radical speculations; to shew that there was a radical philosophy better and more
complete than Bentham's, though recognizing and incorporating all of Bentham's
which is permanently valuable. In this first object I to a certain extent succeeded.
The other thing I attempted was to stir up the educated radicals in and out of
parliament to exertion, and induce them to make themselves what I thought they
might by taking the proper means have become, a powerful party, capable of
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found him relying on this spiritual authority as the only security for good government, the sole bulwark against practical oppression, and expecting that by it a
system of despotism in the state and despotism in the family would be rendered
innocuous and beneficial: it is not surprising, that while sasasasasasasasasas_cians
we were
nearly at one:as s0ciologists we cou!d travel together no further. M. Comte hved
to carry out these doctrines to their extremest consequences, by planning, in his
last work, the Svstdme de Politique Positive, _*1the completest system of spiritual
and temporal despgtism, which ever yet emanated from a human brain, unless
--_s_-bly that of ignatius Loyola: a system by which the yoke of general opinion,
wielded by an organized bod_ of_intua!
teachers and rulers, would he made
supreme over every action, and as far as is in human possibility, every thought, of
every member of the community, as well in the things which regard only himself,
as in those which concern the interests of others. It is but just to say that this work is
a considerable improvement, in many points of feeling, over Comte's previous
writings on the same subjects: but as an accession to social philosophy, the only
value it seems to me to possess consists in putting an end to the notion that no
effectual moral authority can be maintained over society without the aid of
religious belief: for Comte's work recognizes no rel!_ion except that 0(_Hu_m_,anit2_,
yet iVIeaves an irresistible conviction that any moral beliefs, concurred in by the
community generally, may be brought to bear upon the whole conduct and lives of
its individual members with an energy and potency truly alarming to think of, The
book stands a monumental warning to thinkers on society and politics, of what
happens when once men lose sight, in their speculations, of the value of Liberty
and of Individuality,
To return to myself: the Review engrossed, for some time longer, nearly all the
time I could devote to authorship, or to thinking with authorship in view. The
articles from the London and Westminster Review which are reprinted in the
Dissertations are scarcely a fourth part of those I wrote. In the conduct of the
Review I had two principal objects. One was to free philosophic radicalism from
the reproach of sectarian Benthamism. I desired, while retaining the precision of
expression, the definiteness of meaning, the contempt of declamatory phrases and
vague generalities, which were so honorably characteristic both of Bentham and of
my father, to give a wider basis and a more free and genial character to Radical
speculations: to shew that there was a Radical philosophy, better and more
complete than Bentham's, while recognizing and incorporating all of Bentham's
which is permanently valuable. In this first object I, to a certain extent, succeeded.
The other thing I attempted, was to stir up the educated Radicals, in and out of
Parliament, to exertion, and induce them to make themselves, what I thought by
using the proper means, they might become--a powerful party capable of taking
[*Systdme de politique positive: ou, Train de sociologie, mstltuant la rehgion de
l'humanit_. 4 vols. (Paris: Mathias, et al.. 1851-54): see esp. Vol. II, pp. 276ff.. 336ff.,
and Vol. IV, pp. 222ff.]
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taking the government of the country, or at least of dictating the terms on which
they should share it with the Whigs. This attempt totally failed, partly because the
time was unfavourable; the Reform fervour being then in its period of ebb, and the
old Tory influences powerfully rallying: but far more, because, as Austin so truly
said, "'the country did not contain the men." Among the Radicals in Parliament
there were two or three qualified to be useful members of an enlightened Radical
party, but none capable of forming or leading such a party _ . The exhortations of
the review found no response. One occasion did present itself when there seemed
to be room for a bold and successful stroke for radicalism. Lord Durham had left
the ministry, as was thought, because they were not sufficiently liberal: he
afterwards accepted from them the task of removing the causes of rebellion in
Canada: he had shewn a disposition to surround himself at his outset with radical
advisers: one of his earliest measures, a good measure both in intention and in
effect, having been disapproved and reversed by the government at home, he had
resigned his post and placed himself openly in a position of quarrel with the
ministers. Here was a possible chief for a radical party, in the person of a man of
importance who was hated by the Tories, and had just been injured by the Whigs. It
was an opportunity to be seized t. Lord Durham was bitterly attacked from all
sides; he appeared to be returning a defeated and discredited man, and those who
would willingly have defended him did not know what to say. I had followed the
course of Canadian events from the beginning: I had been one of the prompters of
his prompters; his policy was almost exactly what mine would have been, and I
was in a posit_on to defend it. I wrote and published a manifesto in the form of a
review article in which I claimed for him not mere acquittal but praise and honour.
I believe that there was a portion of truth in what Lord Durham afterwards with
polite exaggeration said to me, that to this article might be attributed the almost
triumphal reception which he met with on his arrival in England. I believe it to have
been the word in season which at a critical moment decides the result; the touch
which determines whether a stone set in motion at the top of a hill shall roll down
on the north or on the south side. All hopes connected with Lord Durham as a
politician soon vanished; but with regard to Canadian and generally to colonial

"[Cancelled text:], and not one who was fit to go forward by his single strength and fight to any great
purpose for advanced oplmons
t[Cancelled text:], and I seized It
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the government of the country, or at least of dictating the terms on which they
should share it with the Whigs. This attempt was from the first chimerical: partly
because the time was unpropitious, the Reform fervour being in its period of ebb,
and the Tory influences powerfully rallying; but, still more, because, as Austin so
truly said, "the country did not contain the men." Among the Radicals in Parliament there were several qualified to be useful members of an enlightened Radical
party, but none capable of forming and leading such a party. The exhortations I
addressed to them found no response. One occasion did present itself when there
seemed to be room for a bold and successful stroke for Radicalism. Lord Durham
had left the ministry, by reason, as was thought, of their not being sufficiently
liberal; he afterwards accepted from them the task of ascertaining and removing the
causes of the Canadian rebellion: he had shewn a disposition to surround himself at
the outset with Radical advisers; one of his earliest measures, a good measure both
in intention and in effect, having been disapproved and reversed by the Government at home, he had resigned his post. and placed himself openly in a position of
quarrel with the ministers. Here was a possible chief for a Radical party m the
person of a man of importance, who was hated by the Tories, and had just been
injured by the Whigs. Any one who had the most elementary, notions of party
tactics, must have attempted to make something of sucl4 an opportunity. Lord
Durham was bitterly attacked from all sides, inveighed against by enemies, given
up by timid friends; while those who would willingly have defended him did not
know what to say. He appeared to be returning a defeated and discredited man. I
had followed the Canadian events from the beginning: I had been one of the
prompters of his prompters; his policy was almost exactly what mine would have
been, and I was in a position to defend it. I wrote and published a manifesto in the
Review, in which I took the very highest ground in his behalf, claiming for him not
mere acquittal, but praise and honour.l*t Instantly a number of other writers took
up the tone. I*l I believe there was a portion of truth in what Lord Durham. soon
after, with polite exaggeration, said to me--that to this article might be ascribed
the almost triumphal reception which he met with on his arrival in England. I
believe it to have been the word in season, which, at a critical moment, does much
to decide the result; the touch which determines whether a stone, set in motion at
the top of an eminence, shall roll down on one side or on the other. All hopes
connected with Lord Durham as a politician soon vanished; but with regard to
Canadian, and generally to colonial policy, the cause was gained: Lord Durham's
[*Mill wrote three articles on Durham and his mission, the second of which is the one
specifically referred to here. See "Lord Durham and the Canadians." London and
Westminster Review, V1 & XXVII1 (Jan., 1838). 502-33. "Lord Durham and His
Assailants," ibid., VII & XXIX, 2nd ed. only (Aug.. 1838L 507-12: and "Lord Durham's
Return," ibid., XXXII (Dec.. 1838), 241-60.]
[tSee, e.g., anonymous leading articles on 20 Aug.. 1838. m the Morning Chronicle. p.
2, and the Sun, p. 2, and "'LordDurham and His Assailants.'"Examiner, 26 Aug.. 1838.pp.
529-30.]
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policy, the cause was gained: Lord Durham's report, written by Charles Buller
under the inspiration of Wakefield, began a new era; its recommendations extending to complete internal self government were in full operation in Canada within
two or three years, and are becoming rapidly extended to all the other colonies
which have as yet any existence as considerable communities: and I may say that in
successfully upholding the reputation of Lord Durham and of his advisers at the
most important moment, I contributed materially to this result.
There was one other case during my conduct of the review which similarly
illustrated the effect of taking a decided initiative. I beheve that the early success
and reputation of Carlyle's French Revolution were very materially promoted by
what I wrote about it in the review. Immediately after its publication, and before
the commonplace critics, all whose rules and modes of judgment it set at defiance,
had time to preoccupy the public with their disapproval of it, I wrote and published
a review of the book hailing it as one of those productions of genius which are
above all rules and are a law to themselves. Neither in this case nor in Lord
Durham's do I ascribe the impression which I think was produced by what I wrote,
to any particular merit of execution; and indeed, in at least one of the two cases
(Carlyle's) I do not think the execution was good. I believe that anybody in a
position to be read, who had expressed the same opinion at the same precise time
and had made any tolerable statement of the just grounds for it, would have
produced exactly the same effect. But after the complete failure of my plans for
putting a new life into radical politics by means of the review 1am glad to look back
on these two instances of success in an honest attempt to do immediate service to
things and persons that deserved it.
After the last hope of the formation of a Radical party had disappeared, it was
time for me to stop the heavy expenditure of time and money which the review cost
me. It had to some extent answered my purpose as a vehicle for my opinions: It had
enabled me to express in print much of my then present mode of thought and to
distinguish it in a marked manner from the narrower Benthamism of my early
writings. This was done by the general tone of all I wrote, including various
literary articles (among which the one which contained most thought was on Alfred
de Vigny), l*j but especially by two articles which attempted a philosophical
estimate of Bentham and of Coleridge. In the first of these, while doing full justice
to the merits of Bentham, I pointed out what I thought the errors and deficiencies of
his philosophy. The substance of this criticism I still think just, but I have much

[*"Poems and Romances of Alfred de Vigny," London and WestminsterRevzew, VII &
XXIX (Apr., 1838), 1-44 (reprinted in D&D, Vol. 1, pp. 287-329, and at pp. 463-501
below).]
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report, I*1 written by Charles Buller, partly under the inspiration of Wakefield.
began a new era; its recommendations, extending to complete internal selfgovernment, were in full operation in Canada within two or three years, and have
been since extended to nearly all the other colonies, of European race. which have
any claim to the character of important communities. And I may say that in
successfully upholding the reputation of Lord Durham and his advisers at the most
important moment, 1 contributed materially to this result.
One other case occurred during my conduct of the Review. which similarly
illustrated the effect of taking a prompt initiative. I believe that the early success
and reputation of Carlyle's French Revolution, were considerably accelerated by
what I wrote about it in the Review. I*jImmediately on its publication, and before
the commonplace critics, all whose rules and modes of judgment it set at defiance,
had time to preoccupy the public with their disapproval of it, I wrote and published
a review of the book, hailing it as one of those productions of genius which are
above all rules, and are a law to themselves. Neither in this case nor in that of Lord
Durham do I ascribe the impression, which I think was produced by what I wrote,
to any particular merit of execution: indeed, in at least one of the cases (the article
on Carlyle) I do not think the execution was good. And in both instances, I am
persuaded that anybody, in a position to be read, who had expressed the same
opinion at the same precise time, and had made any tolerable statement of the just
grounds for it, would have produced the same effect. But, after the complete
failure of my hopes of putting a new life into radical politics by means of the
Review, I am glad to look back on these two instances of success in an honest
attempt to do immediate service to things and persons that deserved it.
After the last hope of the formation of a Radical party had disappeared, it was
time for me to stop the heavy expenditure of time and money which the Review
cost me. It had to some extent answered my personal purpose, as a vehicle for my
opinions. It had enabled me to express in print much of my altered mode of
thought, and to separate myself in a marked manner from the narrower Benthamism of my early writings. This was done by the general tone of all I wrote.
including various purely literary articles, but especially by the two papers Ireprinted in the Dissertations) which attempted a philosophical estimate of Bentham
and of Coleridge. TM In the first of these, while doing full justice to the merits of
Bentham, I pointed out what I thought the errors and deficiencies of his philosophy. The substance of this criticism I still think perfectly just; but 1have sometimes
[*"Report on the Affairs of Bruish North America, from the Earl of Durham,"
Parliamentar3'Papers, 1839, XVII, 1-690.]
[*"TheFrench Revolution," London and WestminsterReview. V & XXVI1 (July, 1837),
17-53.1
[*"Bentham," London and WestminsterReview. VII & XXIX (Aug.. 1838). 467-506.
and "Coleridge," ibid., XXXIII (Mar.. 1840). 257-302: repnnted in D&D, Vol. 1, pp.
330-92, and 393-466 (and in CV_:Vol. X, pp. 75-115, and 117-631.]
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doubted since whether it was right to publish it. I have often felt that Bentham's
philosophy as an instrument of progress has been in a great measure discredited
before it had half done its work and that lending a hand to pull down its reputation
was doing more harm than service to improvement. In the article on Coleridge I
attempted to characterize the European reaction against the negative philosophy of
the eighteenth century: and here I erred by giving undue prominence to the
favourable side, as 1had done in the case of Bentham to the unfavourable. In both
cases, the impetus with which I had detached myself from what was untenable in
the doctrines of Bentham and of the eighteenth century carried me too far to the
opposite side; but so far as relates to the article on Coleridge the excuse may be
made for me that I was writing for radicals and liberals and had therefore an
inducement to dwell most on that in writers of a different school, from the
knowledge of which they might derive most benefit.

The number of the review which contained the article on Coleridge was the last
which was published under my proprietorship. In the spring of 1840 1 made over
the review to Mr. Hickson, who had been a very useful unpaid contributor to the
London and Westminster, only stipulating that the change should be marked by a
resumption of the old name, the Westminster Review. Under this name he carried it
on for ten years, on the plan of dividing among contributors only the net proceeds
of the review (giving his own labour as a writer and editor gratuitously). Under the
difficulty in obtaining writers which arose from this low scale of remuneration, it is
highly creditable to him that he was able to maintain in some tolerable degree the
character of the review as an organ of radicalism and progress. For my own part,
though I still occasionally wrote in newspapers and in the Westminster and
Edinburgh Reviews when I had anything to say for which they appeared to be
suitable vehicles, 1henceforth employed my writing faculties mainly on things of a
less temporary nature.
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doubted whether it was right to publish it at that time, 1 have often felt that
Bentham's philosophy, as an mstrument of progress, has been to some extent
discredited before it had done its work, and that to lend a hand towards lowering its
reputation was doing more harm than service to improvement. Now however when
a counter-reaction appears to be setting in towards what is good in Benthamism. I
can look with more satisfaction on this criticism of its defects, especially as I have
myself balanced it by vindications of the fundamental principles of Bentham's
philosophy, which are reprinted along with it in the same collection, t*l In the essay
on Coleridge I attempted to characterize the European reaction against the negatwe
philosophy of the eighteenth century: and here, if the effect only of this one paper
were to be considered, I might be thought to have erred by giving undue prominence to the favourable side, as I had done in the case of Bentham to the unfavourable. In both cases, the impetus with which t had detached myself from what was
untenable in the doctrines of Bentham and of the eighteenth century, may have
carried me, though in appearance rather than in reality, too far on the contra_, side.
But as far as relates to the article on Coleridge, my defence is, that I was writing
for Radicals and Liberals, and it was my business to dwell most on that m writers
of a different school, from the knowledge of which they might derive most
improvement.
The number of the Review which contained the paper on Coleridge. was the last
which was published during my proprietorship. In the spring of 1840 1 made over
the Review to Mr. Hickson, who had been a frequent and very useful unpaid
contributor under my management; only stipulating that the change should be
marked by a resumption of the old name. that of Westminster Review. Under that
name Mr. Hickson conducted it for ten years, on the plan of dividing among
contributors only the net proceeds of the Review, giving his own labour as writer
and editor gratuitously. Under the difficulty m obtaining writers, which arose from
this low scale of payment, it is highly cre&table to him that he was able to
maintain, in some tolerable degree, the character of the Review as an organ of
ra&calism and progress. I did not cease altogether to write for the Review. but
continued to send it occasional contributions, not, however, excluswely: for the
greater circulation of the Edinburgh Review induced me from this time to offer
articles to it also when I had anything to say for which it appeared to be a suitable
vehicle. And the concluding volumes of Democracy in America having just then
come out, I inaugurated myself as a contributor to the Edinburgh by the article on
that work, which heads the second volume of the Dissertations. I+)
[*Mill must have in mind his "'Sedgwlck's

Discourse"

(first pubhshed

in 1835. betore his

"Bentham') as well as his "Whewell on Moral Philosophy" (1852), D&D. Vol. II. pp.
450-509 (in CW, Vol. X, pp. 165-201).]
[+Seep. 201 above.]
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The first use which I made of the leisure I gained by disconnecting myself with
the review, was to finish the Logic. a In July and August 1838 1 had found an
interval in which to complete the first draft of the third book. In working out the
logical theory of those laws of nature which are not laws of causation, or corollaries from such laws, I was led to recognize Kinds as realities and not mere
distinctions for convenience, a light which I had not yet obtained when the first
Book was originally written and in consequence of which I now modified and
enlarged the corresponding portion of that Book. The book on Language and
Classification, and the Chapter on the Classification of Fallacies, were drafted in
the autumn of the same year; the remainder of the work in the summer and autumn
of 1840. From April following to the end of 1841 my spare time was devoted to a
complete rewriting of the book from its commencement. During this operauon Dr.

_[Cancelled text'] After what I had done m 1837 its completion was only a question of time.

CHAPTER VII

General View of the Remainder
of My Life

FROMTHIS TIME, what is worth relating of my life will come into a very small
compass; for I have no further mental changes to tell of, but only, as l hope, a
continued mental progress; which does not admit of a consecutive history, and the
results of which, if real, will be best found in my writings. I shall therefore greatly
abridge the chronicle of my subsequent years.
The first use I made of the leisure which I gained by disconnecting myself from
the Review, was to finish the Logic. In July and August 1838 1 had found an
interval in which to execute what was still undone of the original draft of the Third
Book. In working out the logical theory of those laws of nature which are not laws
of Causation, nor corollaries from such laws. l was led to recognize Kinds as
realities in nature, and not mere distinctions for convenience; a light which l had
not obtained when the First Book was written, and which made it necessary, for me
to modify and enlarge several chapters of that Book. The Book on Language and
Classification, and the chapter on the Classification of Fallacies, were drafted in
the autumn of the same year; the remainder of the work in the summer and autumn
of 1840. From April following to the end of 1841, my spare time was devoted to a
complete rewriting of the book from its commencement. It is m this way that all my
books have been composed. They were always written at least twice over: a first
draft of the entire work was completed to the very end of the subject, then the
whole begun again de novo; but incorporatmg, in the second writmg, all sentences
and parts of sentences of the old draft, which appeared as suitable to my purpose as
anything which I could write in lieu of them. I have found great advantages in this
system of double redaction. It combines, better than any other mode of composition, the freshness and vigour of the first conception, with the superior precision
and completeness resulting from prolonged thought. In my own case. moreover. I
have found that the patience necessary for a careful elaboration of the details of
exposition and expression, costs much less effort after the entire subject has been
once gone through, and the substance of all that I find to say has in some manner.
however imperfect, been got upon paper. The only thing which I am careful, in the
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Whewell's Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences made its appearance; a fortunate
circumstance for me, as it gave me what I very much needed, an antagonist, and
enabled me to present my ideas with greater clearness and emphasis as well as
fuller and more various development, in defending them against definite objections, and confronting them distinctly with an opposite theory. The controversies
with Whewell as well as much matter derived from Comte were first introduced
into the book in the present rewriting.
At the end of 1841, the book being ready for press, 1offered it to Murray, who
kept it until too late for publication that season and then refused it for reasons which
could just as well have been given at first. I next offered it to Parker, and in the
spring of 1843 it was published. My expectations of success were extremely
moderate. A book on such a subject could not be popular; it could only be a book
for students, and students on such subjects in England are not only few, but are
mostly in the present generation addicted to the opposite school of metaphysics,
the ontological and "innate principle" school. I therefore did not expect that the
book would have many readers, or approvers; and would gladly have compounded
for a sale sufficient to prevent the publisher from losing by it. What hopes I had of
_ts exciting attention were mainly grounded on the polemical propensities of Dr.
Whewell; who I thought would have replied, and that promptly, to the attack on his
opinions. He did reply, but not till 1850, just in time for me to answer him in the
third edition. How the book came to have, for a work of the kind, so much success
and what sort of persons compose the bulk of those who have bought, I will not
venture to say read it, I have never thoroughly understood; and I bhave never

b-bz32[Earher verszon:] see no signs of its having had at all a proporuonal influence
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first draft, to make as perfect ag I am able, is the arrangement. If that is bad, the
whole thread on which the ideas string themselves becomes twisted; thoughts
placed in a wrong connexion are not expounded in a manner that suits the right, and
a first draft with this original vice is next to useless as a foundation for the final
treatment.
During the rewriting of the Logic, Dr. Whewell's Philosophy of the Inductive
Sciences made its appearance: I*1 a circumstance fortunate for me, as it gave me
what I greatly desired, a full treatment of the subject by an antagonist, and enabled
me to present my ideas with greater clearness and emphasis as well as fuller and
more varied development, in defending them against definite objections, and
confronting them distinctly with an opposite theory. The controversies with Dr.
Whewell, as well as much matter derived from Comte, were first introduced into
the book in the course of the rewriting.
At the end of 1841, the book being ready for press, I offered it to Murray, who
kept it until too late for publication that season, and then refused it, for reasons
which could just as well have been given at first. But I have had no cause to regret a
rejection which led to my offering it to Mr. Parker, by whom it was published in
the spring of 1843. My original expectations of success were extremely limited.
Archbishop Whately had indeed rehabilitated the name of Logic, and the study of
the forms, rules, and fallacies of Ratiocination: and Dr. Whewell's writings had
begun to excite an interest in the other part of my subject, the theory of Induction.
A treatise, however, on a matter so abstract, could not be expected to be popular; it
could only be a book for students, and students on such subjects were not only (at
least in England) few, but addicted chiefly to the opposite school of metaphysics,
the ontological and "innate principles" school. I therefore did not expect that the
book would have many readers, or approvers: and looked for little practical effect
from it, save that of keeping the tradition unbroken of what I thought a better
philosophy. What hopes I had of exciting any immediate attention, were mainly
grounded on the polemical propensities of Dr. Whewell" who, I thought, from
observation of his conduct in other cases, would probably do something to bring
the book into notice, by replying, and that promptly, to the attack on his opinions.
He did reply, but not till 1850, ltl just in time for me to answer him in the third
edition, t*l How the book came to have, for a work of the kind, so much success,
and what sort of persons compose the bulk of those who have bought, 1 will not
venture to say read, it, I have never thoroughly understood. But taken in conjunc[*William Whewell, Philosophy of the lnducnve Sctence6, 2 vols. (London: Parker.
1840).1
[*Whewell,Of lnducnon, with Especial Reference to Mr. J. Stuart Mill' s System of Logtc
(London:Parker, 1849).]
[*SeeSystem of Logic, Textual Introduction, CW, Vol. Vll, p. lxxxiit:Preface to the 3rd
ed., ibid., p. cxiv; and. m the Bibliographic Index, entries under Whewell, Oflnducnon.
and On the Philosophy of Discover3', ibid., Vol. VIII. pp. 1239-41. ]
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indulged the illusion that it had made any considerable impression ° on philosophic
opinion. The German, or ontological view of human knowledge and of the
knowing faculties, still predominates and will probably long predominate (though
it may be hoped in a diminishing degree) among those who occupy themselves
with such enquiries either here or on the Continent. But the System of Logic
supplies what was much wanted, a text book of the opposite doctrine, that which
derives all knowledge from experience, and all moral and intellectual qualities
principally from the direction given to the associations. And in this consists, I
think, the chief worth of the book as a contribution to human improvement. I make
as humble an estimate as anybody of what either an analysis of logical processes,
or any possible canons of evidence, can do, taken by themselves, to guide or
rectify the operations of the understanding. But whether the direct practical use of a
true philosophy on these matters be great or little, it is difficult to exaggerate the
mischief of a false one. The doctrine that truths external to the mmd may be known
by intuition or consciousness, independently of observation and experiment, is, I
am persuaded, m these times the great intellectual support for false doctrines and
bad institutions. By the aid of this philosophy every inveterate belief and every
strong feeling, of which the artificial origin is not remembered, is dispensed from
the obligation of justifying itself by evidence or reason, and is erected into its own
sufficient justification. There never was such an instrument devised for consecrating all deepseated prejudices. It is the main doctrinal pillar of all the errors which
impede human improvement. And the chief strength of this false philosophy in the
departments of morals and religion lies in the appeal which it is accustomed to
make to the evidence of mathematics and of the cognate branches of physical
science. To expel it from these is to attack it in its stronghold: and because this had
not been effectually done, the intuition school, even after what my father had
written in his Analysis, had, at least in appearance, and as far as published writings
were concerned, on the whole the best of the argument. In attempting to clear up
the real nature of the evidence of mathematical and physical truths, the System of
Logic met the intuition doctrine as it had never before been met; and gave its own
explanation, from experience and association, of that peculiar character of what
are called necessary truths which is adduced as proof that they cannot be derived
from experience. Whether this has been done effectually, is still subjudice; and
even if so, merely to deprive a mode of thought so strongly rooted in human
prejudices and partialities of its speculative support, goes but a little way towards
conquering it: but Cthough this is but one step, that step is indispensable; for since,
'-c234[A prehminary version, written and cancelled earlier on the same page of the draft, reads:]
however httle the refutation may amount to, nothing could be done to weaken the roots of the greatest
existing mischiefs without It
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tion with the many proofs which have since been given of a revival of speculation,
speculation too of a free kind, in many quarters, and above all (where at one time I
should have least expected it) in the Universities, the fact becomes partially
intelligible. I have never indulged the illusion that the book had made any
considerable impression on philosophical opinion. The German, or a priori view
of human knowledge, and of the knowing faculties, is likely for some time longer
(though it may be hoped in a diminishing degree) to predominate among those who
occupy themselves with such enquiries, both here and on the Continent. But the
System of Logic supplies what was much wanted, a text-book of the opposite
doctrine--that which derives all knowledge from experience, and all moral and
intellectual qualities principally from the direction given to the associations. I
make as humble an estimate as anybody of what either an analysis of logical
processes, or any possible canons of evidence, can do by themselves, towards
guiding or rectifying the operations of the understanding. Combined with other
requisites, I certainly do think them of great use; but whatever may be the practical
value of a true p hi!osophy of these matters, it is hardly possible to exaggerate the
mischiefs of a false one. The notion that truths external to the mind may be known
by i_
or consciousness, independently of observation and experience, is. I
am persuaded, in these times, the great intellectual support of false doctrines and
bad institutions. By the aid of this theory, every inveterate belief and every intense
feeling, of which the origin is not remembered, is enabled to dispense with the
obligation of justifying itself by reason, and is erected into its own all-sufficient
voucher and justification. There never was such an instrument devised for consecr_re'umj_ices.
And the chi_-of
tlais fa-lsephil0_hv
in
morals, politics, and re!i_on, lies in the apl_al which it is ac-'--cuus-to-med
to make to
the ex;i-denceof mathematics and of the cognate branches of physical science. To
expel it from these, is to drive it from its stronghold: and because this had never
been effectually done, the intuitive school, even after what my father had written in
his Analysis of the Mind, had in appearance, and as far as published writings were
concerned, on the whole the best of the argument. In attempting to clear up the real
nature of the evidence of mathematical and physical truths, the System of Logic
met the intuition philosophers on ground on which they had previously been
deemed unassailable; and gave its own explanation, from experience and association, of that peculiar character of what are called necessary truths, which is
adduced as proof that their evidence must come from a deeper source than
experience. Whether this has been done effectually, is still sub judice; and even
then, to deprive a mode of thought so strongly rooted in human prejudices and
partialities, of its mere speculative support, goes but a very little way towards
overcoming it; but though only a step, it is a quite indispensable one; for since.
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after all, prejudice can only be successfully combated by philosophy, no way can
be effectually made against it until it has been shewn not to have philosophy on its
side'.
d Being now released from any active concern in temporary politics and from
any literary occupation involving personal communication with contributors and
others, I was enabled to indulge the inclination, natural to thinking persons when
the age of boyish vanity is once past, for limiting my own society to a very few
persons. General society as now carried on, at least in Engla_nd__i_s
so thoroughly
insipid_an affair, even to the very persons who make it what it is. that it is kept up
for any reason rather than the pleasure it affords. All serious discussion on matters
on which opinions differ, being considered ill bred, and the national deficiency in
livehness and sociability having prevented the cultivation of the art of talking
agreeably on trifles, in which the French of the last century so much excelled, the
sole attraction of what is called society to those who are not at the top of the tree, is
the hope of climbing a little higher on it, while to those who are already at the top it
is chiefly a compliance with custom and with the supposed requirements of their
station. To a person of any but the commonest order in thought or feeling, such
society must unless he has personal objects to serve by means of it, be supremely
unattractive: and most people, in the present day, of any really high class of
intellect, make their contact with it so slight and at such long intervals as to be
almost considered as retiring from it altogether. Those persons of any real mental
superiority who act otherwise, are almost without exception, greatly deteriorated
by it. Not to mention loss of time, the tone of their feelings is always lowered: they
become less in earnest about those of their opinions about which they feel that they
must remain silent in the society they frequent; they come to think their more
elevated objects unpractical, or at least too remote from realization to be more than
a vision or a theory; or even if, more fortunate than most, they retain their higher
principles unimpaired, yet with regard to the persons and affairs of the present they
insensibly adopt the modes of feeling and judgment of the company they keep. A
pers0n __ct
should never go into unintellectual society unless he can
enter gas an apostle. And all i_i:g6ns of even intellectual aspirations had-m-uch
better, if they can, make their habitual associates of at least their equals, and as far
as possible, their superiors in knowledge, intellect, and elevation of sentiment, e
Further, if their character is formed and their minds made up on the few cardinal
d[Cancelled text:] The success of the Logw led to the publication m 1844 of the Pohtlcal Economy
Essays, written as Ihave already mentioned m 1830 and 1831. Wtth this terminates what may be termed
the second period of my writings: reckoning the old Westminster Revtew penod as the first The
Principle3 of Pohtwal Economy and all subsequent writings belong to a third and different stage of my
mental progress, [the rest of the paragraph ts marked with a line in the margin by HTM] which was
essentmlly characterized by the predominating influence of my wife's intellect and character. Up to this
time Ihave spoken of my wntmgs and opinions in the first person singular because the writings, though
(after we became intimate) mostly revised by her, and freed by her ludgment from much that was faulty.
as well as enriched by her suggesuons, were not. like the subsequent ones, largely and m their most
important features the &feet product of her own mind. and the opinions, though m a state of continued
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after all, prejudice can only be successfully combated by philosophy, no way can
really be made against it permanently until it has been shewn not to have philosophy on its side.
Being now released from any active concern in temporary polmcs, and from any
literary occupation involving personal communication with contributors and
others, I was enabled to indulge the inclination, natural to thinking persons when
the age of boyish vanity is once past, for limiting my own society to a very few
persons. General society, as now carried on in England, _sso insipid an affair, even
to the persons who make it what it is, that it is kept up for any reason rather than the
pleasure it affords. All serious discussion on matters on which opmions differ,
being considered ill bred, and the national deficiency in livehness and sociability
having prevented the cultivation of the art of talking agreeably on trifles, in which
the French of the last century so much excelled, the sole attraction of what is called
society to those who are not at the top of the tree, _sthe hope of being aided to climb
a little higher in it: while to those who are already at the top, it _s chiefly a
compliance with custom, and with the supposed requirements of their station. To a
person of any but a very common order in thought or feeling, such society, unless
he has personal objects to serve by it, must be supremely unattractwe: and most
people, in the present day, of any really high class of intellect, make their contact
with it so slight, and at such long intervals, as to be almost considered as retiring
from it altogether, Those persons of any mental superiority who do otherwise, are,
almost without exception, greatly deteriorated by _t. Not to mention loss of time,
the tone of their feelings is lowered: they become less in earnest about those of their
opinions respecting which they must remain silent In the society they frequent:
they come to look upon their most elevated objects as unpractical, or, at least, too
remote from realization to be more than a vision, or a theory; and if, more fortunate
than most, they retain their higher principles unimpaired, yet with respect to the
persons and affairs of their own day they insensibly adopt the modes of feeling and
judgment in which they can hope for sympathy from the company they keep. A
person of high intellect should never go into unintellectual society unless he can
enter it as an apostle; yet he is the only person with high objects, who can safely
enter it at all. Persons even of intellectual aspirations had much better, if they can,
make their habitual associates of at least their equals, and as far as possible, their
superiors, in knowledge, intellect, and elevation of sentiment. Moreover. if the
growth, were not genencally different from those which I had gradually wrought out on emerging trom
the narrowness of my original Benthamlsm. But m the great advance which 1 have since made m
opinion 1 was wholly her pupil Her bolder and more powerful [continued on Rl[..iOr tsee App G,
pp 616-17 belowl:] mind amved before mine at every, conclusion which was denved trom a more
thorough comprehension of the present and insight into the future: and but for her intellect and her high
moral feehngs leading me on. It is doubtful if I should ever have advanced much further than the point I
had now reached. [Rll.20r then continues with a new paragraph that opens with what t_now the second
sentence of the next paragraph below: "At thls per:od . " (236.8) The new paragraph in the present
text ("Being now released..
") begins on a new leaf ]
e[Cancelled text:] This became more and more my practice.
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points in human opinion, agreement of opinion and feeling on those, has been felt
in all times to be an essential requisite of anything worthy the name of friendship,
in a really earnest mind. All these circumstances united made necessarily, in
England (it might not have been so much so in some countries of the Continent),
the number very small of those whose society, and still more whose intimacy, I
ever voluntarily sought.
Among these, by far the principal was the incomparable friend of whom I have
already, spoken. At this period of her life she lived mostly, with one young
daughter, in a quiet part of the country, f and only occasionally in town, with her
first husband, Mr. Taylor. I visited her equally in both places, and was greatly
indebted to the strength of character which enabled her to disregard the false
interpretations liable to be put on the frequency of my visits to her while living
ggenerally 8 apart from Mr. Taylor, and on our occasionally travelling together,
though in all other respects our conduct, during these years, gave not the slightest
ground for any other supposition than the true one, that our relation to each other
was one of strong affection and confidentialmtimacy
honlyh. For though we did
not consider the ordinances of society bmdlng on a subject so entirely personal, we
did feel bound that our conduct should be such as in no degree to bring discredit on
her husband, nor therefore on herself; and' we disdained, as every person not a
slave of his animal appetites must do, the abject notion that the strongest and
tenderest friendship cannot exist between a man and a woman without a sensual
Jrelation, or that any impulses of that lower character j cannot be put aside when
regard for the feelings of others, or even when only prudence and personal dignity
require it. k
In this (as it may be termed) third period of my mental progress, which still
continues and which now went hand in hand with hers, my opinions gained equally
in breadth and depth. I understood more things, and those which I had understood
before I understood more thoroughly. I had many new opinions, and the old which
I retained I now saw much more deeply into the grounds of. One of the earliest
changes which occurred in this stage of my progress was that I turned back from
what there had been of excess in my reaction against Benthamism. 1 had, at the
height of that reaction, certainly become much more indulgent to the common
opinions of society and the world, and more willing to be content with seconding
the superficial improvement which had begun to take place ifi--th-6_-_on
opi_n_-t_-an-6ecame
one whose own convictions differed fundamentally from
', them. I was much more inclined, than I can now approve, to put in abeyance the
. most decidedly heretical part of my opinions, which I now look upon as almost the
/[Cancelled text in Rll.2Or:] though at no great distance from London;
s-g[ Earlier version in Rll.2Or :] habitually
*-h[Earher version m Rll.2Or:] , entirely apart from sensuality Ideleted and altered by HTM to
produce the version that Mill copied into the present text]
'-'[Earlier version in Rll.2Or:] on a subject so entirely personal, in the smallest degree binding on us
m conscience, [altered and expanded by HTM to produce the verston that Mill copied into the present
text]
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character is formed, and the mind made up, on the few cardinal points of human
opinion, agreement of conviction and feeling on these, has been felt in all times to
be an essential requisite of anything worthy the name of friendship, in a really
earnest mind. All these circumstances united, made the number very small of those
whose society, and still more whose intimacy, I now voluntarily sought.
Among these, by far the principal was the incomparable friend of whom I have
already spoken. At this period she lived mostly, with one young daughter, in a
quiet part of the country, and only occasionally in town, with her first husband,
Mr. Taylor. I visited her equally in both places; and was greatly indebted to the
strength of character which enabled her to disregard the false interpretations hable
to be put on the frequency of my visits to her while living generally apart from Mr.
Taylor, and on our occasionally travelling together, though in all other respects our
conduct during those years gave not the slightest ground for any other supposition
than the true one, that our relation to each other at that time was one of strong
affection and confidential intimacy only. For though we did not consider the
ordinances of society binding on a subject so entirely personal, we did feel bound
that our conduct should be such as in no degree to bring discredit on her husband,
nor therefore on herself.

In this third period (as it may be termed) of my mental progress, which now went
hand in hand with hers, my opinions gained equally in breadth and depth. I
understood more things, and those whtch I had understood before, I now understood more thoroughly. 1 had now completely turned back from what there had
been of excess in my reaction against Benthamism. I had, at the height of that
reaction, certainly become much more indulgent to the common opinions of
society and the world, and more willing to be content with seconding the
superficial improvement which had begun to take place in those common opimons,
than became one whose convictions, on so many points, differed fundamentally
from them. I was much more inclined, than I can now approve, to put in abeyance
the more decidedly heretical part of my opinions, which I now look upon as almost

J-J[Earher version in RH.2Or:] tte" or that sensuality [altered by HTM to read relation, or that the
feelings alluded to]
k[Addiaonal text m Rll.2Ov:] Certain it is that our life. dunng those years, would have borne the
strictest scrutiny, and though for the sake of others we not only made th_s sacrifice but the much greater
one of not living together, we did not feel under an obhgauon of sacrificing that intimate friendship and
frequent compantonship which was the chief good of life and the pnncipal oblect m it, to me. and,
conscious as I am how little worthy I was of such regard. 1may sa_ also to her
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only ones the assertion of which tends in any way to r_erate
society. But in
addition to this, our opinions were now far more heretical than mine had been in
the days of my most extreme Benthamism. In those days I had seen little further
than the old school of political economists into the possibilities of future _mprovement in social arrangements. Private property as at present understood, and
inheritance, appeared to me as to them, the dernier mot of legislation: and 1 looked
no further than to mitigating the inequalities consequent on these institutions, by
abolishing primogeniture and entails. The notion that it was possible to get rid in
any considerable degree of the flagrant injustice involved in the fact that some are
born to riches and the vast majority to poverty, 1 reckoned chimerical; and only
hoped that by universal education, leading to voluntary restraint on population, the
portion of the poor rn_ght be made more tolerable. In short, I was a democratbut
not the least of a S_cialist. We were now less democrats than lhad formerly been,
because we dreaded more the ignorance and especially the selfishness and brutality
of the mass: but our ideal OrdAin_c_improvement was such as would class us
decidedly under the general designation of Socialists. While we repudiated with
the greatest energy the tyranny of society over the individual, we yet looked
forward to a time when society should no longer be divided into the idle and the
industrious, l*l when the rule that they who do not work shall not eat, should be
applied not to the pauper merely, but impartially to all; when the division of the
produce of labour, instead of being dependent as in so great a degree it is, on the
accident of birth, should be made by concert, on an acknowledged principle of
justice, and when it should no longer either be, or be thought to be, impossible for
human beings to exert themselves strenuously for benefits which were not to be
exclusively their own, but to be shared with the society they belong to. The social
problem of the future we considered to be. how to unite the greatest individual
liberty of action with an equal ownership of all in the raw material of the globe and
an equal participation of all in the benefits of combined labour. We knew that to
render any such social transformation practicable an equivalent change 0fcharac ter must ta:ke place both in the uncultivated herd who now compose the labouring
massds, and qn the _mmensd majority of their employers. Both these classes must
learn by practice to labour and contrive for generous, or at all events for public and
social purposes, and not as hitherto solely for self interested ones. But the capacity
for this has always existed in mankind, and is not, nor is ever likely to be, extinct.
Education and habit will make a common man dig or weave for the public as well
as fight for the public. Interest in the common good is at present so weak a motive

[*Opposite this last clause Mill's wife pencilled at left m the draft MS: "The voice of
Societyon the greatfundamental questions of socml and political moralsshould be the voice
of all."]
t-t[Earherversion.] evenm thegraspmg,moneygetting[allbut "inthe" deletedbyHTM]
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the only ones, the assertion of which tends in any way to regenerate society. But in
addition to this, our opinions were now far more heretical than mine had been in
the days of my most extreme Benthamism. In those days I had seen little further
than the old school of political economists into the possibilities of fundamental
improvement in social arrangements. Private property as now understood, and
inheritance, appeared to me as to them, the dernier mot of legislation: and I looked
no further than to mitigating the inequalities consequent on these institutions, by
getting rid of primogeniture and entails. The notion that it was possible to go
further than this in removing the injustice--for injustice it is whether admitting of
a complete remedy or not--involved in the fact that some are born to riches and the
vast majority to poverty, 1 then reckoned chimerical: and only hoped that by
universal education, leading to voluntary restraint on population, the portion of the
poor might be made more tolerable. In short, I was a democrat, but not the least of
a Socialist. We were now much less democrats than I had been, because so long as
education continues to be so wretchedly imperfect, we dreaded the ignorance and
especially the selfishness and brutality of the mass: but our ideal of ultimate
improvement went far beyond Democracy, and would class us decidedly under the
general designation of Socialists. While we repudiated with the greatest energy
that tyranny of society over the individual which most Socialistic systems are
supposed to involve, we yet looked forward to a time when society will no longer
be divided into the idle and the industrious; when the rule that they who do not
work shall not eat, will be applied not to paupers only, but impartially to all; when
the division of the produce of labour, instead of depending, as in so great a degree
it now does, on the accident of birth, will be made by concert, on an acknowledged
principle of justice; and when it will no longer either be. or be thought to be,
impossible for human beings to exert themselves strenuously in procuring benefits
which are not to be exclusively their own, but to be shared with the society they
belong to, The social problem of the future we considered to be, how to unite the
greatest indi'/,idual liberty of action, with a common ownership in the raw material
of the globe, and an equal participation of all in the benefits of combined labour.
We had not the presumption to suppose that we could already foresee, by what
precise form of institutions these objects could most effectually be attained, or at
how near or how distant a period they would become practicable. We saw clearly
that to render any such social _ansfg_rm_ation either possible or desirable, an
equivalent change of character must take place both in the unculuvated herd who
now compose the labouring masses, and in the immense majority Of their employers. Both these classes must learn by practice to labour and combine for
generous, or at all events for public and social purposes, and not, as hitherto, solely
for narrowly interested ones. But the capacity to do this has always existed in
mankind, and is not, nor is ever likely to be, extinct. Education. habit, and the
cultivation of the sentiments will make a common man dig or weave for his
country, as readily as fight for his country. True enough, it is only by slow degrees,
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in the generality, only because the mind is not accustomed to dwell on _t as it
dwells from morning to night on things which tend only to personal good. When
called into activity as only self interest now is. by the daily course of life, and
spurred from behind by the loveof ,distinction and t_°_-_of shame, it is adequate
to produce even _incommon men the most strenuous exertions as well as the most
heroic sacrifices. Doubtless it requires a long course of training to alter the
deeprooted selfishness which the whole course of existing institutions tends to
generate; and modei'n institutions still more than ancient, since the occasions on
which the individual is called on to act for the public without receiving its pay, are
far less frequent in modern life, than in the smaller commonwealths of antiquity.
"But in this dtrection lies assuredly the course of future progress'.

In the Principles of Political Economy these opinions are promulgated; less
clearly and fully in the first edition, rather more so in the second, and quite
unequivocally in the third. The difference arose partly from the change of times,
the first edition having been written and sent to press before the French Revolution
of 1848 when the public mind was far less open to the reception of novelties in
opinion, especially those of a socialistic character, than it became after that great
event. "In the first edition the difficulties of Socialism were stated so strongly o that
the tone was on the whole that of opposition to it. In the year or two which
followed, much time was given to the study of the best Socialist writers on the
Continent, and to meditation and discussion p on the whole range of topics
involved in the controversy: and the result was that most of what had been written
on the subject in the first edition was cancelled, and replaced by arguments and
reflexions of a decidedly socialistic tendency.
m-_[Earlier verston.l The remedy for this is voluntary assoclauon for cooperatwe industry', whtch.
commenced as it naturally _sby those among the industrious classes who are morally the best prepared
for it. tends at every step to strengthen where they exist and create where they do not exist, the habits and
dispositions reqmslte for its own success [marked with an X and a hne m the margin by HTM}
n[Cancelled text. ] But it would be a mtstake to _magme that we kept back m the first edition opinions
as decided as those which appear m the third. Our own opinions had made a great advance m the interval
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and a system of culture prolonged through successive generations, that men in
general can be brought up to this point. But the hindrance is not in the essential
constitution of human nature. Interest in the common good is at present so weak a
motive in the generality, not because it can never be otherwise, but because the
mind is not accustomed to dwell on it as it dwells from morning till night on things
which tend only to personal advantage. When called into activity as only self
interest now is, by the daily course of life. and spurred from behind by the love of
distinction and the fear of shame, it is capable of producing, even in common men,
the most strenuous exertions as well as the most heroic sacrifices. The deep rooted
selfishness whic h forms thegeneral character of the existing state of society, _s so
deeply rooted, only because the whole courseo_f ex!sting institutions tends to foster
it; modern institutions in some respects more than ancient, since the occasions on
which the individual is called on to do anything for the public without receiving its
pay, are far less frequent in modern life. than in the smaller commonwealths of
antiquity. These considerations did not make us overlook the folly of premature
attempts to dispense with the inducements of private interest in social affairs, while
no substitute for them has been or can be provided: but we regarded all existing
institutions and social arrangements as being (in a phrase I once heard from Austin)
"merely prov)si0nal," and we welcomed with the greatest pleasure and interest all
socialistic experiments by select individuals (such as the Cooperative Societies),
which, whether they succeeded or failed, could not but operate as a most useful
education of those who took part in them, by cultivat)ng their capacity_ o_facting
upon motives pointing directly to the general good, or making them aware of the
defects which render them and others incapable of doing so.
In the Principles of Political Economy, these opinions were promulgated, less
clearly and fully in the first edition, rather more so in the second, and quite
unequivocally in the third._*l The difference arose partly from the change of times,
the first edition having been written and sent to press before the French Revolution
of 1848, after which the public mind became more open to the reception of
novelties in opinion, and doctrines appeared moderate which would have been
thought very startling a short time before. In the first edition the difficulties of
Socialism were stated so strongly, that the tone was on the whole that of opposition
to it. In the year or two which followed, much ume was gravento the study of the
best Socialistic writers on the Continent, and to meditation and discussion on the
whole range of topics involved in the controversy: and the result was that most of
what had been written on the subject in the first edition was cancelled, and replaced
by arguments and reflexions which represent a more advanced opinion.
[*lst ed , 1848;2nd ed.. 1849: 3rded., 1852.1
between the two pubhcatlons.
[marked
o[ Cancelled text:] and its advantages
P[Cancelled
text.] between
ourselves

HTM]
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The Political Economy was far more rapidly executed than the Logic, or indeed
than anything of importance which I had yet written. It was commenced in the
autumn of 1845 and completed before the end of 1847. In this period of little more
than two years there was an interval of six months during which it was suspended,
in order to write articles in the Morning Chronicle (which unexpectedly entered
warmly into my purpose) urging the formation of peasant properties on the waste
lands of Ireland. This was during the winter of 1846/47. the period of the famine,
when the stern necessities of the time seemed to afford a chance of attracting
attention to what appeared to me the only mode of combining relief to the
immediate destitution with a permanent improvement of the social and economical
condition of the Irish people. But the novelty and strangeness, in England, of the
idea of peasant proprietors, one of the striking examples of the extreme ignorance
of English politicians and the English public concerning all social phenomena not
generally met with in England (however common elsewhere), made these efforts
ineffectual. Instead of a great operation on the waste lands and the conversion of
cottiers into proprietors, Parliament passed a Poor Law for maintaining them as
paupers: and if the English Government has not since found itself in inextricable
difficulties from the joint operation of the old evils and the quackish remedy, it has
to thank not its own foresight, but that most unexpected and surprising fact, the
depopulation of Ireland, commenced by famine and continued by voluntary
emigration.
The rapid success of the Political Economy shews that the public wanted and
were prepared for such a book. Published early in 1848, an edition of a thousand
copies was sold in less than a year. Another similar edition was published in the
spring of 1849: and a third of 1250 copies early in 1852. It was from the first
continually cited and referred to as an authority: because like the Wealth of Nations
it was not a book merely of abstract science, but of application. It treated Political
Economy not as a thing by itself, but q as a fragment of a greater whole, a mere
department of Social Philosophy, and so interlinked with all the other branches that
its conclusions, even in its own peculiar province, that of Wealth, are only true
conditionally, subject to interference and counteraction from causes not directly
within its domain: while to the character of a practical guide it has rnor pretension,
apart from other classes of considerations. _ Political Economy has never, in
reality, pretended to advise with no lights but its own, though some persons who
knew nothing but political economy (and therefore knew that ill) may have done
so. But the numerous sentimental enemies of political economy, and its still more
numerous interested enemies in sentimental guise, have been very successful in
q[Cancelled text:] in the only way m which tt can rauonally be treated,
"-qEarher version in Rll.24r (see App. G, p. 617 below). ] not the shghtest laltered by HTM to the
single word that Mill copted into the present text]
"[In Rll.24r, the ortgmal Part H ended at thts pomt with a sentence deleted by HTM:] It is hut the
minister and servant of a larger and higher philosophy collecting and handing up to its master the
matenals which he near it, to be wrought up with others into a fabric fit for use.
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The Political Economy was far more rapidly executed than the Logic, or indeed
than anything of importance which I had previously written. It was commenced in
the autumn of 1845, and was ready for the press before the end of 1847. In this
period of little more than two years there was an interval of six months during
which the work was laid aside, while I was writing articles in the Mornmg
Chronicle (which unexpectedly entered warmly into my purpose) urging the
formation of peasant properties on the waste lands of Ireland. t*l This was during
the period of the famine, the winter of 1846/47, when the stern necessities of the
time seemed to afford a chance of gaining attention for what appeared to me the
only mode of combining relief to immediate destitution with permanent improvement of the social and economical condition of the Irish people. But the idea was
new and strange; there was no English precedent for such a proceeding: and the
profound ignorance of English politicians and the English public concerning all
social phenomena not generally met with in England (however common elsewhere) made my endeavours an entire failure. Instead of a great operation on the
waste lands, and the conversion of cottiers into proprietors, Parhament passed a
Poor Law I*1for maintaining them as paupers: and if the nation has not since found
itself in inextricable difficulties from the joint operation of the old evils and the
quack remedy, it is indebted for its deliverance to that most unexpected and
surprising fact, the depopulation of Ireland, commenced by famine, and continued
by emigration.
The rapid success of the Polittcal Economy shewed that the public wanted, and
were prepared for such a book. Published early in 1848, an edition of a thousand
copies was sold in less than a year. Another similar edition was published in the
spring of 1849; and a third, of 1250 copies, early in 1852. It was, from the first,
continually cited and referred to as an authority, because _twas not a book merely
of abstract science, but also of application, and treated Political Economy not as a
thing by itself, but as a fragment of a greater whole; a branch of Social Philosophy,
so interlinked with all the other branches, that its conclusions, even in its own
peculiar province, are only true conditionally, subject to interference and counteraction from causes not directly within its scope: while to the character of a practical
guide it has no pretension, apart from other classes of considerations. Pohtical
Economy, in truth, has never pretended to give advice to mankind with no lights
but its own; though people who knew nothing but political economy (and therefore
knew that ill) have taken upon themselves to advise, and could only do so by such
lights as they had. But the numerous sentimental enemies of political economy,
and its still more numerous interested enemies in sentimental guise, have been very,

[*A seriesof forty-three leading articles, running from 5 Oct.. 1846,to 7 Jan., 1847.]
[*10Victoria, c. 31 (8 June, 1847).]
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gaining belief for this among other unmerited imputations upon it. The Principles
having, in spite of the freedom of many of its opinions on social matters, become
for the present the most popular exposition of the subject, has helped to disarm
these enemies of so important a study, while 1 venture to think that it has both
widened the basis of the science itself and made many useful applications of its
truths in conjunction with others, to the improvement of human practice, moral,
political, and social.
Since this time I have published no work of magnitude, though I have written or
commenced much, for publication at some future time. I have not to relate any
further changes in my opinions, though I hope there has been a continued progress
in my mental development. I have seen. in the last twenty years, many of the
opinions of my youth obtain general recognition, and many of the reforms in
institutions, for which I had through life contended, either effected or in course of
being so. But these changes have been attended with much less benefit to human
well being than 1 should formerly have anticipated, because they have produced
very little improvement in that on which depends all real amelioration in the lot of
mankind, their intellectual and moral state: it may even be questioned whether the
causes of deterioration which have been at work in the meanwhile, have not more
than counterbalanced the tendencies to improvement. I have learnt from experience that many false 9p_njonLmay be exchanged .for tru.¢ones, without in the least
altering the hab!ts 0f mind of which false opinions are the result. The English
mind, for example, is quite as raw and undiscerning on subjects of political
economy since the nation was converted to free trade, as it was before: although
whoever really understands the theory of free trade, must necessarily understand
much else, the grounds of that doctrine going very deep into the foundations of the
whole philosophy of the production and distribution of wealth. Still further is the
public mind from having acquired better habits of thought and feeling or being in
any way better fortified against error on subjects of a more elevated nature. I am
now convinced that no great improvements in the lot of mankind are possible until
a change takes place in the fundamental constitution of their modes of thought. The
old opinions in religion, morals, and politics are so much discredited in the more
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successful in gaining belief for this among other unmerited imputations against it.
And the Principles having, in spite of the freedom of many of its opinions, become
for the present the most popular treatise on the subject, has helped to disarm the
enemies of so important a study. The amount of its worth as an exposition of the
science, and the value of the different applications which it suggests, others of
course must judge.
For a considerable time after this, I published no work of magnitude; though I
still occasionally wrote in periodicals, and my correspondence (much of it with
persons quite unknown to me) on subjects of public interest, swelled to a considerable bulk. During these years I wrote or commence d various EssaYs,t*_ for
._.9yentual publication, on some of the fundamental questions of human and social
life, with regard to several of which I have already much exceeded the severity of
tlie Horatian precept, t*j I continued to watch with keen interest the progress of
public events. But it was not, on the whole, very encouraging to me. The European
reaction after 1848, and the success of an unprincipled usurper in December
1851, I*l put an end, as it seemed, to all present hope for freedom or social
improvement in France and the Continent. In England, I had seen and continued to
see many of the opinions of my youth obtain general recognition, and many of the
reformsi_n institutions, for which I had through life contended, either effected or in
course of being so. But these changes_fiad I_eenattended with much less benefit to .....
human well being than I should formerly have anticipated, because they had
produced very little improvement in that which all real amelioration in the lot of
mankind depends on, their intellectual and moral state: and it might even be
questioned if the various causes of de-t-e-fio}ationwhich had been at work in the
meanwhile, had not more than counterbalanced the tendencies to improvement. I
had learnt from experience that many false opinions may be exchanged for true
ones, withotit in-/fie_least altering the habits of mind o_which false-opinions are the
regult. The English public, for example, _e-qui_te as_raw arid ffndiscerning on
subjects of political economy since the nation has been converted to free trade, as
they were before; and are still further from having acquired better habits of thought
and feeling, or being in any way better fortified against error, on subjects of a more
elevated character. For, though they have thrown off certain errors, the general
discipline of their min,d s, intellecTti_ly _n_-m0ral!_: is noi altered. I am now
convinced, that no grea t improvements in the lot of mankind_re possible, until a
great change takes place in the fundamental constitution of their modes of thought.
The old opinions in religion, morals, and politics, are-s0much discredited in the
[*See the Introduction. p. xxi n above.]
[*See Horace, Ars poetica, in Satires. Epistles. and Ars poetica (Latin and Enghsh),
trans.H. Rushton Fairclough (London: Heinemann: New York: Putnam's Sons, 1926),p.
482 (ll. 388-9).]
[*LoresNapoleon (laterNapoleon 111).]
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intellectual minds as to have lost the greater part of their efficacy for good, while
they have still vitality enough left to be an effectual obstacle to the rising up of
better opinions on the same subjects. When the philosophic minds of the world can
no longer believe its religion, a transitional period of weak convictions, paralysed
inters
and growing laxity of p_e
commences, which can never cease but
when a renovati___,___9on
has been effected in the bases of belief, leading to the evolution
of another faith, whether religious or not, which they can believe. Therefore 1hold
that all thinking or writing, which does not directly tend towards this renovation, is
at present of very little value beyond the moment.

The last considerable event in my own life, and the latest of which I shall make
mention here, is my marriage, in April 1851, to the lady whose incomparable
worth had made her friendship the greatest source to me both of happiness and of
improvement, during many years in which we never expected to be in any closer
relation to one another. Ardently as I should have aspired to this complete union of
our lives at any time in the course of my existence at which it had been practicable,
I, no less than even my wife, would far rather have foregone that blessing for ever,
than have owed it to the premature death of one for whom 1 had the sincerest
respect, and she the strongest affection. That event however having taken place in
July 1849, it was granted to me to derive my own greatest good from that evil, by
adding to the part nershi_pof tho_ughL fee!ing, and even writing which had long
existed, a partnership of our entire existence. Before _is-we]l-assince, I have owed
the best part of what I was and did to her inspirations and often to her direct
assistance: and so long as any of my writings subsequent to the Logic are read or
remembered, I hope it will be borne in mind that to her intellect and character they
are mainly indebted for whatever in them deserves remembrance.
[End of the Early Draftl
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more intellectual minds as to have lost the greater part of their efficacy for good,
while they have still lif e enough inthem to be a p?werful obstacle to t_¢ growing
up of any be_e_ions
on ttLg_ su_ects. When the philosophic minds of the
world can no longer b_eve its relision, or can only believe it with modifications
amounting to an essential change of its character, a transitio_,nal_pe+pefiod
commences.
of weak convictions, paralysed+.jnt.ellects, and growing laxity of principle, which
cannot terminate until a renovation has been effected in the basis of their belief,
leading to the evolution of some_faith, whether religious or merely human, which
they can really believe: and when things are in this state, a!l th!nkin_ or wr!ting
which does not tend to promote such a _e..n_oy-a.ti0n,
is of ye_ little value beyond the
moment.]Since there was little in the apparent condition of the public mind,
"--_-Tndi-cativeof any tendency in this direction, my view of the immediate prospects of
human improvement was not sanguine. More recently a spirit of free speculation
has sl_rung up, giving a more encouraging prospect of the gradual mental emancipation of England; and, concurring with the renewal, under better auspices, of
the movement for political freedom in the rest of Europe, has given to the present
condition of human affairs a more hopeful aspect.
Between the time of which I have now spoken, and the present, took place the
most important events of my private life. The first of these was my marriage, in
April 185 l, to the lady whose incomparable worth had made her friendship the
greatest source to me both of happiness and of improvement, during many years in
which we never expected to be in any closer relation to one another. Ardently as I
should have aspired to this complete union of our lives at any time in the course of
my existence at which it had been practicable, I, as much as my wife. would far
rather have foregone that privilege for ever, than have owed it to the premature
death of one for whom I had the sincerest respect, and she the strongest affection.
That event however having taken place in July 1849, it was granted to me to derive
from that evil my own greatest good, by adding to the partnership of thought,
feeling, and writing which had long existed, a partnership of our entire existence.
For seven and a half years that blessing was mine; for seven and a half only! I can
say nothing which could describe, even in the faintest manner, what that loss was
and is. But because I know that she would have wished it, I endeavour to make the
best of what life I have left, and to worrkonE.f_Qf_uErt_seswith
such diminished
strength as can be derived from thoughts of her, and communion with her memory.
During the years which intervened between the commencement of my married
life and the catastrophe which closed it, the principal occurrences of my outward
existence (unless 1 count as such a first attack of the family disease, and a
consequent journey of more than six months for the recovery of health, in Italy,
Sicily, and Greece) had reference to my position in the India House. In 18561 was
promoted to the rank of chief of the office in which I had served for upwards of
thirty-three years. The appointment, that of Examiner of India Correspondence,
was the highest, next to that of Secretary, in the East Ind_a Company's home
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service, involving the general superintendance of all the correspondence with the
Indian Governments, except the military, naval, and financial. I held this office as
long as it continued to exist, being a little more than two years; after which it
pleased Parliament, in other words Lord Palmerston, to put an end to the East India
Company as a branch of the government of India under the Crown, and convert the
administration of that country into a thing to be scrambled for by the second and
third class of English parliamentary politicians. I was the chief manager of the
resistance which the Company made to their own political extinction. To the letters
and petitions I wrote for them, t*j and the concluding chapter of my treatise on
Representative Government, t*l I must refer for my opinions on the folly and
mischief of this ill-considered change. Personally I considered myself a gainer by
it, as I had given enough of my life to India, and was not unwilling to retire on the
liberal compensation granted. After the change was consummated, Lord Stanley,
the first Secretary of State for India, made me the honorable offer of a seat in the
Council, and the proposal was subsequently renewed by the Council itself, on the
first occasion of its having to supply a vacancy in its own body. But the conditions
of Indian government under the new system made me anticipate nothing but
useless vexation and waste of effort from any participation in it: and nothing that
has since happened has had any tendency to make me regret my refusal.
During the two years which immediately preceded the cessation of my official
life, my wife and I were working together at the Liberty.. TM I had first planned and
written it as a short essay, in 1854. It was in mounting the steps of the Capitol, in
January 1855, that the thought first arose of converting it into a volume. None Qf _.
my writings haEvebee_ither so carefully composed, or so sedulously corrected as
this. After it had been written as usual twice over, we kept it by us, bringing it out
from time to time and going through it de novo, reading, weighing and criticizing
every sentence. Its final revision was to have been a work of the winter of 1858/59,
the first after my retirement, which we had arranged to pass in the South of Europe.
That hope and every other were frustrated by the most unexpected and bitter
calamity of her death--at Avignon, on our way to Montpellier, from a sudden
attack of pulmonary congestion.
[*Memorandumof the Improvements m the Administrationof lndta during the Last Thirty
Years, and the Petition of the East-India Company to Parliament: Report to the General
Court of Proprietors (both London: Cox and Wyman, 1858); A Consntutional View of the
India Question; Practical Observations on the Ftrst Twoof the Proposed Resolutions on the
Governmentof India; A PresMent in Councd the Best Governmentfor India: The Moral of
the India Debate; Observanons on the Proposed Council of lndia lall London: Penny,
1858);and "Letter from the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Honourable East India
Company to the President of the Board of Trade." Parliamentary Papers, 1857-58, XLII1,
41-4.]
[*Chap. xviii, "Of the Government of Dependencies by a Free State": m CW, Vol. X1X.
pp. 562-77.]
[*OnLiberty (London: Parker, 1859); in CW, Vol. XVIII, pp. 213-310. ]
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yNote, to be expanded in a supplement to the biographical sketch, concerning the
participation of my wife in my writings
When two persons have their thoughts and speculations completely in common,
when all subjects of intellectual or moral interest are discussed between them in
daily life and probed to much greater depths than are usually or conveniently laid
open in published writings, when they set out from the same principles and form
their opinions together, it is of little consequence which of them holds the pen; the
writings which result are the joint product of both. and it must in general be
impossible to disentangle their respective parts and affirm that this belongs to one
and that to the other. In this sense, not only during the years of our married life but
through the many years of confidential friendship which preceded, all my published writings were our joint production, her share in them constantly increasing
as years advanced. But in many cases (though but a small proportion of the whole)
what belongs to her can be distinguished and specially identified. The most
valuable ideas and features in these joint productions, those which have been most
fruitful of important results and have contributed most to the success and reputation of the works themselves, originated with her. and were purely emanations
from her mind, my part in them being no greater than in any of the thoughts which I
found in previous authors and made my own only by incorporating them with my
system of thought. This was oftener the case where it would be least than where it
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Since then, I have sought for such alleviation as my state admitted of, by the
mode of life which most enabled me to feel her still near me. I bought a cottage as
close as possible to the place where she is buried, and there her daughter (my
fellow-sufferer and now my chief comfort) and I, live constantly during a great
portion of the year. My objects in life are solely those which were hers: my pursuits
and occupations those in which she shared, or sympathized, and which are
indissolubly associated with her. Her memory is to me a religion, and her
approbation the standard by which, summing up as it does all worthiness, 1
endeavour to regulate my life.
In resuming my pen some years after closing the preceding narrative, 1 am
influenced by a desire not to leave incomplete the record, for the sake of which
chiefly this biographical sketch was undertaken, of the obligations 1 owe to those
who have either contributed essentially to my own mental developement or had a
direct share in my writings and in whatever else of a public nature I have done. In
the preceding pages, this record, so far as it relates to my wife, is not so detailed
and precise as it ought to be; and since 1 lost her, 1 have had other help, not less
deserving and requiring acknowledgment.
When two persons have their thoughts and speculations completely in common:
when all subjects of intellectual or moral interest are discussed between them in
daily life, and probed to much greater depths than are usually or conveniently
sounded in writings intended for general readers: when they set out from the same
principles and arrive at their conclusions by processes pursued jointly, it is of little
consequence in respect to the question of originality which of them holds the pen:
the one who contributes least to the composition may contribute most to the
thought; the writings which result are the joint product of both, and it must often be
impossible to disentangle their respective parts and affirm that this belongs to one
and that to the other. In this wide sense, not only during the years of our married
life, but during many of the years of confidential friendship which preceded, all my
published writings were as much her work as mine: her share in them constantly
increasing as years advanced. But in certain cases, what belongs to her can be
distinguished, and specially identified. Over and above the general influence
which her mind had over mine, the most valuable ideas and features in these joint
productions--those which have been most fruitful of important results, and have
contributed most to the success and reputation of the works themselves-originated with her; were emanations from her mind, my part in them being no
greater than in any of the thoughts which I found in previous writers, and made my
own only by incorporating them with my own system of thought. During the
greater part of my literary life I have performed the office in relation to her, which
from a rather early period I had considered as the most useful part that I was
qualified to take in the domain of thought, that of an interpreter of original thinkers,
and mediator between them and the public; for I had always a humble opinion of
my own powers as an original thinker, except in abstract science (logic, metaphysics, and the theoretic principles of political economy and politics), but thought
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would be most expected. Some might suppose, for instance, that my strong
convictions on the complete equality which ought to exist in all legal, social,
political and domestic relations between men and women, were adopted or learnt
from her. This was so far from being the case, that I held these convictions from
early boyhood and the strength with which I held them was. as I believe, more than
anything else, the origi at.o__iag..__use
of_the interest she felLin me. Undoubtedly
however this conviction was at that time, in my mind, little more than an abstract
principle: it was through her teaching that I first perceived and understood its
practical bearings; her rare knowledge of human nature, and perception and
._ comprehension of moral and social influences, shewed me (what I should never
have found out in more than a very vague way for myself) the mode in which the
consequences of the inferior position of women intertwine themselves with all the
evils of existing society and with the difficulties of human improvement. Without
her I should probably always have held my present opinions on the question, but it
would never have become to me as, with the deepest conviction, it now is, the great
question of the coming time: the most urgent interest of human progress, involving
the removal of a barrier which now stops the way, and renders all the improvements which can be effected while it remains, slight and superficial. I learnt from
her nearly all I know of the details of the subject; the opinion itself I held as
strongly, though less according to knowledge, before I had even seen her.
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myself much superior to most of my contemporaries
in willingness and ability to
learn from everybody;
as I found hardly any one who made such a point of
examining what was said in defence of all opinions, however new or however old.
in the conviction that even if they were errors there might be a substratum of truth
underneath them, and that in any case the discovery of what it was that made them
plausible, would be a benefit to truth. I had, in consequence,
marked out this as a
sphere of usefulness in which 1 was under a special obligation to make myself
active: the more so, as the acquaintance
I had formed with the ideas of the
Coleridgians,
of the German thinkers, and of Carlyle, all of them fiercely opposed
to the mode of thought in which I had been brought up, had convinced me that
along with much error they possessed much truth, which was veiled from minds
otherwise capable of receiving it by the transcendental
and mystical phraseology in
which they were accustomed to shut it up and from which they neither cared, nor
knew how, to disengage it; and I did not despair of separating the truth from the
error and expressing it in terms which would be intelligible and not repulsive to
those on my own side in philosophy.
Thus prepared, it will easily be believed that
when I came into close intellectual communion with a person of the most eminent
faculties, whose genius, as it grew and unfolded itself in thought, continually
struck out truths far in advance of me, but in which I could not, as I had done in
those others, detect any mixture of error, the greatest part of my mental growth
consisted in the assimilation
of those truths, and the most valuable part of my
intellectual work was in building the bridges and clearing the paths which connected them with my general system of thought.*
*The steps In my mental growth for which I was indebted to her were far from being those
which a person wholly uninformed on the subject would probably suspect. It might be
supposed, for instance, that my strong convictions on the complete equality m all legal,
political, social and domestic relations, which ought to exist between men and women, may
have been adopted or learnt from her. This was so far from being the fact, that those
convictions were among the earhest results of the application of my mind to political
subjects, and the strength with which I held them was, as I believe, more than anything else.
the originating cause of the interest she felt in me What is true is, that until I knew her. the
opinion was, in my mind, httle more than an abstract principle. 1 saw no more reason why
women should be held m legal subjection to other people, than why men should. I was
certain that their interests required fully as much protection as those of men, and were quite
as little likely to obtain it without an equal voice in making the laws by which the3' are to be
bound. But that perception of the vast practical bearings of women's disabilities which
found expression m the book on The Subjection of Women [London: Longmans, Green,
Reader, and Dyer, 1869], was acquired mainly through her teaching. But for her rare
knowledge of human nature and comprehension of moral and social influences, though 1
should doubtless have held my present opinions 1 should have had a ver2,' insufficient
perception of the mode in which the consequences of the inferior position of women
intertwine themselves with all the evils of existing society and with all the difficulties of
human improvement. I am indeed painfully conscious how much of her best thoughts on the
subject I have failed to reproduce, and how greatly that little treatise falls short of what
would have been given to the world if she had put on paper her entire mind on this question,
or had hved to revise and improve, as she cert,_nly would have done, my imperfect
statement of the case.
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The first of my books in which her share was conspicuous was the Political
Economy: the Logic owed little to her except in the minuter matters of composition. The chapter of the Political Economy which has had greater direct practical
effect than all the rest, that on "the probable future of the labouring classes," is
entirely due to her: in the first draft of the book that chapter did not exist. She
pointed out the need of such a chapter and the extreme imperfection of the book
without it: she caused me to write it, and the whole of the general part of the
chapter, the statement and discussion of the two thego.es respecting. !be p_oper
condit!on of the labouring classes, was a mere exposition of her thoughts, often in
words taken down from her lips. The purely scientific part of the Political
Economy I did not learn from her: but it was chiefl__l_ .influence that gave the
general tone to the book by which it wLasdistinguished from all previous expositions-of FOIitical Economy and which has made it so useful in conciliating the
minds which those previous treatises had alienated, viz. that it never treats the
mere atraag,eaaeau_,,af, modern socie__ as final: the economical generalisations
which depend on social arrangements, including the whole of what are called the
laws of Distribution. it never deals with as more than provisional, and certain to be
much altered by the progress of events. I had indeed partially learnt this view of
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The first of my books in which her share was conspicuous was the Principles of
Political Economy. The System of Logic owed little to her except in the minuter
matters of composition, in which respect my writings, both great and small, have
largely benefitted by her accurate and clear-sighted criticism.* The chapter of the
Political Economy which has had a greater influence on opinion than all the rest,
that on "the Probable Future of the Labouring Classes ,,l*J is entirely due to her: in
the first draft of the book, that chapter did not exist. She pointed out the need of
such a chapter, and the extreme imperfection of the book without it: she was the
cause of my writing it; and the more general part of the chapter, the statement and
discussion of the two opposite theories respecting the proper condition of the
labouring classes, was wholly an exposition of her thoughts, often in words taken
from her own lips. The purely scientific part of the Political Economy I did not
learn from her; but it was chiefly her influence that gave to the book that general
tone by which it is distinguished from all previous expositions of Political Economy that had any pretension to being scientific, and which has made it so useful in
conciliating minds which those previous expositions had repelled. This tone
consisted chiefly in making the proper distinction between the laws of the Production of Wealth, which are real laws of nature, dependent on the properties of
objects, and the modes of its Distribution, which, subject to certain conditions,
depend on human will. The common run of political economists confuse these
together, under the designation of economic laws, which they deem incapable of
being defeated or modified by human effort; ascribing the same necessity to things
dependent on the unchangeable conditions of our earthly existence, and to those
which, being but the necessary consequences of particular social arrangements,
are merely coextensive with these. Given certain institutions and customs, wages,
*The only person from whom 1received any direct assistance in the preparation of the
System of Logw was Mr. Bain, since so justly celebrated for his philosophical writings. He
went carefullythrough the manuscript before it was sent to press, and enriched it with a great
number of additional examples and illustrations from science: many of which, as well as
some detached remarks of his own in confirmation of my logical views. I inserted nearly in
his own words. [See Textual Introduction. CW, Vol. VII. pp. lxvill-lxxii, lxxxiil, and
lxxxviii.]
My obligations to Comte were only to his wrmngs--to the part which had then been
published of his Cours de Philosophw Posittve: and as has been seen from what I have said
in the Narrative, the amount of these obligations is far less than has sometimes been
asserted. The first volume, which contains all the fundamental doctrines of the book, was
substantiallycomplete before I had seen Comte's treatise. 1derived fromhim many valuable
thoughts, conspicuously in the chapter on Hypotheses and m the view taken of the logic of
algebra: but it is only in the concluding Book, on the Logic of the Moral Sciences. that I owe
to him any radical improvement in my conception of the application of logical methods
This improvement 1have stated and characterized in a former part of the present Memoir
[See pp. 217-19 above, and Textual Introduction, CW, Vol. VII, pp. lxlv-lxv, lxvili-lxlx,
lxxxil-lxxxiii, and xc-xci. ]
[*Bk. IV, Chap. vii.]
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things from other teachings and suggestions; but it was confirmed in my own mind
and made predominant in the book by her promptings. This example well illustrates the general character of what she contributed to my writings. What was
abstract and purely scientific was generally mine: the properly human element
came from her: in all that related to the application of philosophy to the exigencies
of human society and progress. I was her pupil, and that. too, equally in the boldly
speculative and in the cautiously practical. For, on the one hand, she was much
more courageous and farsighted than. without her, I should ever have been, in
anticipations of a state of future impso_vement in which many of the limited
generalizations now so often confounded with universal princil_lesof]:ifi'man

,.t
/
,

•- "'

n_it'_e._'w-iilcease tobe _ipplicable. Those parts of my writings, and particularly of
the-Fo_FJ.co_no-_m_wh(cla _look forward to changes in the present opinions on
the limits of the right of property and which contemplate possibilities, as to the
springs of human action in economical matters, which had only been affirmed by
Socialists and in general fiercely denied by political economists; all this, but for
her, would either have been absent from my writings or would have been suggested
much more timidly and in a more qualified form. While she thus rendered me more
bold in sPeculation on human affairs, her eminently practical turn of mind and
almost unerring estimate of practical considerations repressed in me all tendencies
that were really visionary and kept me both in thought and expression within the
bounds of good sense. Her mind at once invested every idea in a concrete shape and
framed to itself a conception of how it would actually work; and her knowledge of
human feelings and conduct as they now are, was so seldom at fault that the weak
point in any unworkable practical suggestion rarely escaped her.
The Liberty was more directly and literally a joint production than anything else
I wrote, for there was not a sentence in it that was not several t_mes gone over by us
together, turned over in many ways, and laboriously weeded of any imperfection
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profits, and rent will be determined by certain causes: but this class of political
economists drop the indispensable presupposition, and argue that these causes
must by an inherent necessity, against which no human means can avail, determine
the shares which fall, in the division of the produce, to labourers, capitalists, and
landlords. The Principles of Political Economy yielded to none of its predecessors
in aiming at the scientific appreciation of the action of these causes, under the
conditions which they presuppose: but it set the example of not treating those
conditions as final. The economic generalisations which depend, not on necessities
of nature but on those combined with the existing arrangements of society, it deals
with only as provisional, and as liable to be much altered by the progress of social
improvement. I had indeed partially learnt this view of things from the thoughts
awakened in me by the speculations of the Samt-Simonians: but it was made a
living principle pervading and animating the book by my wife's promptings. This
example illustrates well the general character of what she contributed to my
writings. What was abstract and purely scientific was generally mine: the properly
human element came from her" in all that concerned the apphcation of philosophy
to the exigencies of human society and progress. I was her pupil, alike in boldness
of speculation and cautiousness of practical judgment. For. on the one hand. she
was much more courageous and farsighted than without her I should have been. in
anticipations of an order of things to come. in which many of the limited generalizations now so often confounded with universal principles will cease to be
applicable. Those parts of my writings and especially of the Polmcal Economy
which contemplate possibilities in the future such as, when affirmed by Sociahsts,
have in general been fiercely denied by political economists, would, but for her.
either have been absent, or the suggestions would have been made much more
timidly and in a more qualified form. But while she thus rendered me bolder in
speculation on human affairs, her practical turn of mind, and her almost unerring
estimate of practical obstacles, repressed in me all tendencies that were really
visionary. Her mind invested all ideas in a concrete shape, and formed to itself a
conception of how they would actually work: and her knowledge of the existing
feelings and conduct of mankind was so seldom at fault, that the weak point in any
unworkable suggestion seldom escaped her.*
The Liber_ was more directly and literally our joint production than anything
else which bears my name, for there was not a sentence of it that was not several
times gone through by us together, turned over in many ways, and carefully
*A few dedicatory lines, acknowledging what the book owed to her. were prefixed to
someof the presentation copies of the Pohncal Economy on its firstpublication. Her dislike
of publicity alone prevented their insertion in the other copies of the work. lThe dedication
read: "To Mrs. John Taylor. as the most eminently qualified of all persons known to the
author either to originate or to appreciate speculations on social improvement, th_s attempl
to explain and diffuse ideas many of which were first learned from herself, is with the
highest respectand regard, dedicated."]
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we could discover either in thought or in expression. But it is difficult in this case to
identify any particular part or element as being more hers than all the rest. The
whole mode of thinking of which the_book was the expression, was emphat.ically
hers. But I also was so thoroughly imbued with it that the same thoughts naturally
_urred
to us both. That 1 was thus imbued with it, however, I owe inagreat
degree to her. There was a moment in my mental progress when 1might easily have
fallen l_-_ntb
a tendency towards over-government both social and political, as there
was also a moment when, by reaction from a contrary tendency. I might have
become less a radical and a democrat than I now am. In both these points as in
numerous others, she benefitted me as much in keeping me right where I was right,
as in leading me to new truths or correcting errors. My great readiness and
eagerness to learn from everybody and to make room in my system of opinions for
every new acquisition by adjusting the old and the new to on e another might, but
for he]-_teadying influence, have seduced me into modifying my original opinions
too much. She was in nothing more valuable to my development than by her just
measure of the relative importance of one consideration and another, which often
protected me from allowing to truths I had only recently seen, a more important
place in my thoughts than was properly their due.
[End of the Yale fragment]
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weeded of any faults, either in thought or expression, that we detected in it. It is in
consequence of this that, although it never underwent her final revision, it far
surpasses, as a mere specimen of composition, anything which has proceeded from
me either before or since. With regard to the thoughts, it is difficult to identify any
particular part or element as being more hers than all the rest. The whole mode of
thinking of which the book was the expression, was emphatically hers. But I also
was so thoroughly imbued with it that the same-th6fig-fitgfia_u(aliy occurred to us
both. That I was thus penetrated with it, however, I owe in a great degree to her.
There was a moment in my mental progress when I might easily have fallen into a
tendency towards over-government, both social and political; as there was also a
moment when, by reaction from a contrary excess, I might have become a less
thorough radical and democrat than 1 am. In both these points as in many others,
she benefitted me as much by keeping me right where I was right, as by leading me
to new truths and ridding me of errors. My great readiness and eagerness to learn
from everybody, and to make room in my opinions for every new acquisition by
adjusting the old and the new to one another, might, but for her steadying
influence, have seduced me into modifying my early opinions too much. She was
in nothing more valuable to my mental development than by her just measure of the
relative importance of different considerations, which often protected me from
allowing to truths I had only recently learnt to see, a more important place in my
thoughts than was properly their due.
The Liberty is likely to survive longer than anything else that I have written
(with the possible exception of the Logic), because the conjunction of her mind
with mine has rendered it a kind of Ehiloso_
text-book of a single t_th, which
the changes progressively taking place in modern society tend to bring out into ever
stronger relief: the importance, to man and-society,-of a large variety in types of
character, and of giving full freedom to human nature to ex2aand__itse!f!n)nnumerable and conflicting directions. Nothing can better shew how deep are the foundationso"_ffi__u_an
tlae great impression made bv the exposition of it at a time
which, to s._perficial observigion, did not seem to stand much in need of such a
lesson. The fears we expressed lest the inevitable growth of social equality and of
the government of public o_nion_ should impose on mankind an oppressive yoke of
uniformtty in 0pini6ri-aJad practice, might easily have appeared chimerical to those
who looked more at present facts than at tendencies: for the gradual revolution that
is taking place in society and institutions has thus far been decidedly favourable to
the development of new opinions, and has procured for them a much more
unprejudiced hearing than they previously met with. But this is a feature belonging
to periods of transition, when old notions and feelings have been unsettled and no
new doctrines ti_v_t
succeeded to their ascendancy. At such times people of any
mental activity, having given up many of their old beliefs, and not feeling quite
sure that those they still retain can stand unmodified, listen eagerly to new
opinions. But this state of things is necessarily transitory: some particular body of
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doctrine in time rallies the majority round it, organizes social institutions and
modes of action conforra-ably to itself, education impresses this new creed upon the
new generations without the mental processes that have led to it. and by degrees it
acquires the very same power of c0mpress!on, so long exercised by the creeds of
which it has taken the place. Whether this noxious power will be exercised depends
on whether mankind have by that time become aware that it cannot be exercised
without stunting and dwarfing human nature. It is then that the teachings of the
Liberty will have their greatest value. And it is to be feared that they will retain that
value a long time.
As regards originality, it has of course no other than that which every thoughtful
mind gives to its own mode of conceiving and expressing truths which are common
property. The leading thought of the book is one which, though in many ages
confined to insulated thinkers, mankind have probably at no time since the
beginning of civilisation been entirely without. To speak only of the last few
generations, it is distinctly contained in the vein of important thought respecting
education and culture spread through the European mind by the labours and genius
of Pestalozzi. The unqualified championship of it by Wilhelm von Humboldt I*j is
referred to in the book: but he by no means stood alone in his own country. During
the early part of the present century, the doctrine of the rights of individuality, and
the claim of the moral nature to develope itself in its own way, was pushed by a
whole school of German authors even to exaggeration; and the writings of Goethe,
the most celebrafed of alI German authors, though not belonging to that or to any
other school, are penetrated throughout by views of morals and of conduct in life,
often in my opinion not defensible, but which are incessantly seeking whatever
defence they admit of in the theory of the right and duty of self-development. In our
own country, before the book On Liber_ was written, the doctrine of Individuality
had been enthusiastically asserted, in a stile of vigorous declamation sometimes
reminding one of Fichte, by Mr. William Maccall, in a series of writings of which
the most elaborate is entitled Elements of Individualism. t*l And a remarkable
American, Mr. Warren, had framed a System of Society, on the foundation of"the
Sovereignty of the Individual," had obtained a number of followers, and had
actually commenced the formation of a Village Community (whether it now exists
I know not) which, though bearing a superficial resemblance to some of the
projects of Socialists, is diametrically opposite to them in principle, since it
recognises no authority whatever in Society over the individual, except to enforce
equal freedom of development for all individualities. I*] As the book which bears
[*Karl Wilhelm yon Humboldt, The Sphere and Duttes of Government, trans. Joseph
Coulthard (London: Chapman, 1854).]
[*WilliamMaccall. The Elements of Individualism (London: Chapman, 1847); for other
of his writings to which Mill may be referring, see the Bibliographic Index, p. 682 below.]
[*See, e.g., Josiah Warren, Equitable Commerce, ed. Stephen Pearl Andrews (New
York: Fowlers and Wells, 1852), p, 26.]
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my name claimed no originality for any of its doctrines, and was not intended to
write their laist0kry,_teon_r-whb-had_precedeffme
in their assertion of whom
I thought it appropriate to say anything, was Humboldt, who furnished the motto to
the work; l*_although m one passage I borrow,g d from_tlae Watrenites their phrase,
the sovereignty of the individual, it] It is hardly necessary here to remark that there
areabu--ffd_tfifdiffei-encesin detail, between the conception of the doctrine by any of
the predecessors I have mentioned, and that set forth in the book.
After my irreparable loss one of my earliest cares was to print and publish the
treatise, so much of which was the work of her whom I had lost, and consecrate it
to her memory. I have made no alteration or addition to it, nor shall I ever. Though
it wants the last touch of her hand, no substitute for that touch shall ever be
attempted by mine.
The political circumstances of the time induced me shortly alter to complete and
publish a pamphlet (Thoughts on Parhamentarv Reform), t*l part of which had
been written some years previously on the occasion of one of the abortive Reform
Bills I'lland had at the time been approved and revised by her. Its principal features
were, hostility to the Ballot (a change of opinion in both of us, in which she rather
preceded me) and a claim of representation for minorities: not however at that time
going beyond the cumulative vote proposed by Mr. Garth Marshall. I'J In finishing
the pamphlet for publication with a view to the discussions on the Reform Bill of
Lord Derby's and Mr. Disraeli's Government in 1859, tLllI added a third feature, a
plurality of votes, to be given, not to property, but to proved supertonty of
education. This recommended itself to me, as a means of reconciling the irresisnble claim of every man or woman to be consulted, and to be allowed a voice, in the
regulation of affairs which vitally concern them, with the supenonty of weight
justly due to opinions grounded on superiority of knowledge. The suggestion
however was one which I had never discussed with my almost infallible counsellor, and I have no evidence that she would have concurred in It. As far as I have
been able to observe, it has found favour with nobody: all who desire any sort of
inequality in the electoral vote. desiring it in favour of property and not of
intelligence or knowledge. If it ever overcomes the strong feelmg whtch exists
[*See On Liber_', in CW. Vol. XVII1. p. 215. ]
[*Seeibid., p. 276.]
[*London.Parker, 1859: reprinted m D&D, Vol lIl, pp 1-46: m CW, Vol. XIX, pp
311-39.]
[_"A Bill Further to Amend the Laws Relating to the Representanon of the People m
England and Wales," 17 Victoria (16 Feb.. 1854). Parhamentan Papers. 1854. V.
375-418.]
[_SeeJames Garth Marshall, Minorities and Majorities: Their Relam'e Rights ILondon
Ridgway. 1853).]
[It"ABillto Amend the Laws Relating to the Representanon of the People m England and
Wales. and to Facilitate the Registration and Voting of Electors," 22 V_ctoria (28 Feb..
1859),Parliamentary Papers, 1859 (Session 1), 1I.649-715.]
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against it, this will only be after the establishment of a systematic National
Education by which the various grades of politically valuable acquirement may be
accurately defined and authenticated. Without this it will always remain liable to
strong, possibly conclusive, objections; and with this, it would perhaps not be
needed.
It was soon after the publication of Thoughts on Parliamentary. Reform that I
became acquainted with Mr. Hare's admirable system of Personal Representation,
which, in its present shape, was then for the first time published) *j I saw in this
great practical and philosophical idea, the greatest improvement of which the
system of representative government is susceptible; an improvement which, in the
most felicitous manner, exactly meets and cures the grand, and what before
seemed the inheteaxt,, defect of the repyese_ntative system; that of giving to a
numerical majority allpower, instead of only a power proportional to its numbbrs,
and enabling the strongest party to exclude all weaker parties from making their
opinions heard in the assembly of the nation, except through such opportunity as
may be. given to them by the accidentally unequal distribution of opinions in
different localities. To these great evils nothing more than very imperfect palliatives had seemed possible; but Mr. Hare's system affords a radical cure. This great
discovery, for it is no less, in the political art, inspired me, as I believe it has
inspired all thoughtful persons who have adopted it, with new and more sanguine
hopes respecting the prospects of human society: by freeing the form of political
institutions towards which the whole civilised world is manifestly and irresistibly
tending, from the chief part of what seemed to qualify or render doubtful its
ultimate benefits. Minorities, so long as they remain minorities, are, and ouht__g.__L_
be_d;
but under arrangements which enable any assemblage of voters,
amounting to a certain number, to place in the legislature a representative of its
own choice, minorities cannot be suppressed. Independent opinions will force
their way into the council of the nation and make themselves heard there, a thing
which often cannot happen in the existing forms of representative democracy; and
the legislature instead of being weeded of individual peculiarities and entirely
made up of men who simply represent the creed of great political or religious
parties, will comprise a large proportion of the most eminent !ndi_vidual_minds in
the country placed there without reference to party by voters who appreciate their
individual eminence. I can understand that persons, otherwise intelligent, should,
for want of sufficient examination, be repelled from Mr. Hare's plan by what they
think the complex nature of its machinery. But any one who does not feel the want
which the scheme is intended to supply; any one who throws it over as a mere
theoretical subtlety or crotchet, tending to no valuable purpose, and unworthy of
the attention of practical men, may be pronounced an incompetent statesman,
unequal to the politics of the future. I mean, unless he is a minister, or aspires to
[*Thomas Hare, A Treatise on the Election of Representattves (London: Longman,
Brown, Green, Longmans, and Roberts, 1859).]
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become one: for we are quite accustomed to a minister's continumg to profess
unqualified hostility to an improvement almost to the very day when his conscience
or his interest induces him to take it up as a public measure and carry it.
Had I met with Mr. Hare's system before the publication of my pamphlet, 1
should have given an account of it there. Not havmg done so, I wrote an article in
Fraser's Magazine (reprinted in my miscellaneous writings) I*] principally for that
purpose, though I included in it. along with Mr. Hare's book, a review of two other
productions on the question of the day; one of them a pamphlet by my early friend
Mr. John Austin, who had in his old age become an enemy of all further
parliamentary reform; the other an able and ingenious though partially erroneous
work by Mr. Lorimer. t*j
In the course of the same summer I fulfilled a duty particularly incumbent upon
me, that of helping (by an article in the Edinburgh Review) to make known Mr.
Bain's profound treatise on the Mind, just then completed by the publication of its
second volume, l_:] And I carried through the press a selection of my minor
writings, forming the first two volumes of Dissertations and Discussions. The
selection had been made during my wife's lifetime, but the revision, in concert
with her, with a view to republication, had been barely commenced: and when I
had no longer the guidance of her judgment I despaired of pursuing it further, and
republished the papers as they were, with the exception of striking out such
passages as were no longer in accordance with my opinions. My literary, work of
the year terminated with an essay in Fraser's Magazine (afterwards republished in
the third volume of Dissertations and Discussions) entitled "'A Few Words on
Non-Intervention. "|§] I was prompted to write this paper by a desire, while
vindicating England from the imputations commonly brought against her on the
Continent of a peculiar selfishness in matters of foreign policy, to warn Englishmen of the colour given to this imputation by the low tone in which English
statesmen are accustomed to speak of English policy as concerned only with
English interests, and by the conduct of Lord Palmerston at that particular time in
opposing the Suez Canal. And I took the opportunity of expressing ideas which had
long been in my mind (some of them generated by my Indian experience and others
by the international questions which then greatly occupied the European pubhcl
respecting the true principles of international morahty and the legitimate
[*"Recent

Writers

on Reform,"

Fraser's

Magazine,

LIX

IApr.,

1859). 489-508:

re-

printedin D&D, Vol. IIl. pp. 47-96: m CW. Vol. XIX. pp. 341-70.]
[*Austin,A Pleafor the Consutunon: James Lorlmer. Political Progress Not Necessari(v
Democratic (London and Edinburgh: Williams and Norgate. 18571.]
[_Alexander
Bain, The Sen_e_ and the Intellect
(London
Parker.
1855), and The
Emotions and the Will (London: Parker, 1859): reviewed bv Mill m "'Bain's Psychology."
Edinburgh Revtew, CX (Oct., 1859), 287-321
(the review is reprinted in D&D, Vol IIl,

pp. 97-152; in CW, Vol. X1.pp. 339-73L]
['_Fraser's Magazine. LX (Dec., 1859). 766-76: reprinted m D&D. Vol Ill. pp,
153-78.]
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modifications made in it by difference of times and circumstances; a subject I had
already to some extent discussed in the vindication of the French Provisional
Government of 1848 against the attacks of Lord Brougham and others which I
published at the time in the Westminster Review and which is reprinted in the
Dissertations.! *l
I had now settled, as I believed for the remainder of my existence, into a purely
literary life; if that can be called literary which continued to be occupied in a
preeminent degree with politics, and not merely with theoretical, but practical
politics, although a great part of the year was spent at a distance of many hundred
miles from the chief seat of the politics of my own country, to which, and primarily
for which, I wrote. But in truth, the modern facilities of communication have not
only removed all the disadvantages, to a political writer in tolerably easy circumstances, of distance from the scene of political action, but have converted them into
advantages. The immediate and regular receipt of newspapers and periodicals
keeps him au courant of even the most temporary politics, and gives him a much
more correct view of the state and progress of opinion than he could acquire by
personal contact with individuals: for every one's social intercourse is more or less
limited to particular sets or classes, whose impressions and no others reach him
through that channel; and experience has taught me that those who give their time
to the absorbing claims of what is called society, not having leisure to keep up a
large acquaintance with the organs of opinion, remain much more ignorant of the
general state either of the public mind, or of the active and instructed part of it, than
a recluse who reads the newspapers need be. There are, no doubt, disadvantages in
too long a separation from one's country--in
not occasionally renewing one's
impressions of the light in which men and things appear when seen from a position
in the midst of them; but the deliberate judgment formed at a distance, and
undisturbed by inequalitms of perspective, is the most to be depended on, even for
application to practice. Alternating between the two positions 1 combined the
advantages of both. And, though the inspirer of my best thoughts was no longer
with me, I was not alone: she had left a daughter--my stepdaughter, Miss Helen
Taylor, the inheritor of much of her wisdom, and of all her nobleness of character,
whose ever growing and ripening talents from that day to this have been devoted to
the same great purposes, and have already made her name better and more widely
known than was that of her mother, though far less so than 1predict that if she lives,
it is destined to become. Of the value of her direct cooperation with me, something
will be said hereafter: of what I owe in the way of instruction to her great powers of
original thought and soundness of practical judgment, it would be a vain attempt to
give an adequate idea. Surely no one ever before was so fortunate, as, after such a
loss as mine, to draw another such prize in the lottery of life--another companion,
[*Brougham's Letter to the Marquess of Lansdowne (London: Ridgway. 1848) is
reviewed m Mill's "'The French Revolution of 1848, and Its Assailants," Westminster
Review, LI (Apr., 1849), 1-47 (the review is reprinted in D&D, Vol. I1,pp. 335-410L1
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stimulator, adviser, and instructor of the rarest quality. Whoever, either now or
hereafter, may think of me and of the work I have done, must never forget that it is
the product not of one intellect and conscience but of three, the least considerable
of whom, and above all the least original, is the one whose name is attached to it.
The work of the years 1860 and 1861 consisted chiefly of two treatises, only one
of which was intended for immediate publication. This was the Considerations on
Representative Government, a connected exposition of what, by the thoughts of
many years, I had come to regard as the best form of a popular constitution. Along
with as much of the general theory of government as is necessary to support this
particular portion of its practice, the volume contains my matured views of the
principal questions which occupy the present age, within the province of purely
organic institutions, and raises by anticipation some other questions to which
growing necessities will sooner or later compel the attention both of theoretical and
of practical politicians. The chief of these last is the distinction between the
function of making laws, for which a numerous popular assembly is radically unfit,
and that of getting good laws made, which is its proper duty, and cannot be
satisfactorily fulfilled by any other authority: and the consequent need of a
Legislative Commission, as a permanent part of the constitution of a free country;
consisting of a small number of highly trained political minds on whom, when
Parliament has determined that a law shall be made, the task of making it should be
devolved; Parliament retaining the power of passing or rejecting the bill when
drawn up, but not of altering it otherwise than by sending proposed amendments to
be dealt with by the Commission. The question here raised respecting the most
important of all public functions, that of legislation, is a particular case of the great
problem of modern political organization, stated I believe for the first time in its
full extent by Bentham, though in my opinion not always satisfactorily resolved by
him; the combination of complete popular control over public affairs with the
greatest attainable perfection of skilled agency.
The other treatise written at this time is the one which was published some years
later under the title of The Subjection of Women. It was written at my daughter's
suggestion that there might, in any event, be in existence a written exposition of
my opinions on that great question, as full and conclusive as I could make it. The
intention was to keep this among other unpublished papers, improving it from time
to time if I was able, and to publish it at the time when it should seem likely to be
most useful. As ultimately published it was enriched with some important ideas of
my daughter's, and passages of her writing. But in what was of my own composition, all that is most striking and profound belongs to my wife: coming from the
fund of thought which had been made common to us both, by our innumerable
conversations and discussions on a topic which filled so large a place In our minds.
Soon after this time I took from their repository a portion of the unpublished
papers which I had written during the last years of our married life, and shaped
them, with some additional matter, into the little work entitled Utilitarianism;
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which was first published in three parts, in successive numbers of Fraser's
Magazine, and afterwards reprinted in a volume, t*j
Before this however the state of public affairs had become extremely critical, by
the commencement of the American civil war. My strongest feelings were engaged
in this struggle, which, 1 felt from the beginning, was destined to be a turning
point, for good or evil, of the course of human affairs for an indefinite duration.
Having been a deeply interested observer of the Slavery quarrel in America, during
the many years that preceded the open breach, I knew that it was in all its stages
an aggressive enterprise of the slave owners to extend the territory of slavery;
under the combined influences of pecuniary interest, domineering temper, and
the fanaticism of a class for its class privileges, influences so fully and powerfully depicted in the admirable work of my friend Professor Cairnes, The Slave
Power.it_ Their success, if they succeeded, would be a victor3' of the powers of evil
which would give courage to the enemies of progress and damp the spirits of its
friends all over the civilised world, while it would create a formidable military
power grounded on the worst and most anti-social form of the tyranny of men over
men, and by destroying for a long time the prestige of the great democratic republic
would give to all the privileged classes of Europe a false confidence, probably only
to be extinguished in blood. On the other hand, if the spirit of the North was
sufficiently roused to carry the war to a successful termination, and if that
termination did not come too soon and too easily, I foresaw, from the laws of
human nature and the experience of revolutions, that when it did come it would in
all probability be thorough: that the bulk of the Northern population, whose
conscience had as yet been awakened only to the point of resisting the further
extension of slavery, but whose fidelity to the Constitution of the United States
made them disapprove of any attempt by the Federal Government to interfere with
slavery in the States where it already existed, would acquire feelings of another
kind when the Constitution had been shaken off by armed rebellion, would
determine to have done for ever with the accursed thing, and would join their
banner with that of the noble body of Abolitiomsts, of whom Garrison was the
courageous and single minded apostle, Wendell Phillips the eloquent orator, and
John Brown the voluntary martyr.* Then, too, the whole mind of the United States
[*Fraser's Magazine. LXIV {Oct., Nov., Dec., 1861), 39t-406, 525-34, 658-73;
republished as a volume fLondon: Parker, Son, and Bourne) m 1863 fm CW, Vol X, pp
203-59).]
[tJohn Elliot Cairnes, The Slave Power: Its Character. Career and Probable Designs
f1862); 2nd ed. (London and Cambridge: Macmillan, 1863).]
*The saying of this true hero, after his capture, that he was worth more for hanging than
for any otherpurpose, reminds one, by its combination of wit, wisdom, and self devotion, of
Sir Thomas More. [Two anecdotes seem apposite. For the story of More's saying to his
guard, on mounting the shaky scaffold, that if he were seen up safely, he would shift for
hirnselfcoming down, see Wilham Roper, The Mtrrour of Vertue in Worldly Greatness; or.
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would be let loose from its bonds, no longer corrupted by the supposed necessity of
apologising to foreigners for the most flagrant of all possible violations of the free
principles of their Constitution, while the tendency of a fixed state of society to
stereotype a set of national opinions would be at least temporarily checked and the
national mind would become more open to the recognition of whatever was bad in
either the institutions or the customs of the people. These hopes, so far as related to
Slavery, have been completely, and in other respects are in course of being
progressively realized. Foreseeing from the first this double set of consequences
from the success or failure of the rebellion, it may be imagined with what feehngs I
contemplated the rush of nearly the whole upper and middle classes of my own
country, even those who passed for Liberals, into a furious pro-Southern partisanship: the working classes, and some of the literary and scientific men, being
almost the sole exceptions to the general frenzy. I never before felt so keenly how
little permanent improvement had reached the minds of our influential classes and
of what small value were the liberal opinions they had got into the habit of
professing. None of the Continental Liberals committed the same frightful mistake. But the generation which had extorted negro emancipation from our West
India planters had passed away; another had succeeded which had not learnt by
many years of discussion and exposure to feel strongly the enormities of slavery;
and the inattention habitual with Englishmen to whatever is going on in the world
outside their own island, made them profoundly ignorant of all the antecedents of
the struggle, insomuch that it was not generally believed in England, for the first
year or two of the war, that the quarrel was one of slavery. There were men of high
principle and unquestionable liberality of opinion who thought it a dispute about
tariffs, or assimilated it to the cases in which they were accustomed to sympathise,
of a people struggling for independence.
It was my obvious duty to be one of the smalt minority who protested against this
perverted state of public opinion. I was not the first to protest. It ought to be
remembered to the honour of Mr. Hughes and of Mr. Ludlow, that they. by
writings published at the very beginning of the struggle, began the protestation, l*l
Mr. Bright followed in one of the most powerful of his speeches, l+Jfollowed by
others not less striking. I was on the point of adding my words to theirs when there
occurred, towards the end of 1861, the seizure of the Southern envoys on board a
TheLife ofSvr Thomas More (Pans: [St. Omer, English College Press,] 1626),p. 166 For
an account of More's telling the headsman to spare his beard, which had not offended the
King, see FrancisBacon, "Apophthegms New and Old," Works,Vol. VII, p. 128.]
I'Thomas Hughes, "Opinion on AmericanAffairs,'"MacmiUan'sMaga'_me,IV (Sept.,
1861), 414-16" John Malcolm Forbes Ludlow, "'The American Crisis," ibid., IV (}une.
1861), 168-76.]
[+See "On America, r' (4 Dec.. 1861). and the following speeches m John Bright.
Speecheson Questions of Pubhc Policy, ed. James EdwinThoroldRogers. 2 vols. (London:
Macmillan, 1868), Vol. I, pp. 167-95 and ft.]
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British vessel, by an officer of the United States.l*J Even English forgetfulness has
not yet had time to lose all remembrance of the explosion of feeling in England
which then burst forth, the expectation, prevailing for some weeks, of war with the
United States, and the warlike preparations actually commenced on this side.
While this state of things lasted there was no chance of a hearing for anything
favourable to the American cause; and moreover I agreed with those who thought
the act unjustifiable and such as to require that England should demand its
disavowal. When the disavowal came, and the alarm of war was over, I wrote, in
January 1862, the paper, in Fraser's Magazine, entitled "The Contest in
America. ''t*j And I shall always feel grateful to my daughter that her urgency
prevailed on me to write it when 1 did: for we were then on the point of setting out
for a journey of some months in Greece and Turkey, and but for her, I should have
deferred writing till our return. Written and published when it was, the paper
helped to encourage those Liberals who had felt overborne by the tide of illiberal
opinion, and to form in favour of the good cause a nucleus of opinion which
increased gradually, and after the success of the North began to seem probable,
rapidly. When we returned from our journey I wrote a second article, a review of
Professor Cairnes' book published in the Westminster Review. t_j England is
paying the penalty, in many uncomfortable ways, of the durable resentment which
her ruling classes stirred up in the United States by their ostentatious wishes for the
ruin of America as a nation; they have reason to be thankful that a few, if only a few
known writers and speakers, standing firmly by the Americans in the time of their
greatest difficulty, effected a partial diversion of these bitter feelings, and made
Great Britain not altogether odious to the Americans.
This duty having been performed, my principal occupation for the next two
years was on subjects not political. The publication of Mr. Austin's Lectures on
Jurisprudence after his decease, gave me an opportunity of paying a deserved
tribute to his memory and at the same time expressing some thoughts on a subject
on which, in my old days of Benthamism, I had bestowed much study, t_l But the
chief product of those years was the Examination of Sir William Hamilton's
Philosophy'.l*'l His Lectures, published in 1860 and 186 l,llll I had read towards the
[*Charles Wilkes was the officer who seized the Southern envoys, James Murray Mason
and John Slidell.]
[*Fraser's Magazine, LXV (Feb., 1862), 258-68; reprinted in D&D, Vol. Ill, pp
179-205.]
[*"TheSlave Power," WestminsterRewew, LXXVIll (Oct., 1862), 489-510: reprinted
in D&D, American ed., 3 vols. (Boston: Spencer, 1864), Vol. Ill, pp. 264-99.]
[_"Austmon Jurisprudence," Edinburgh Review, CXVIll (Oct., 1863), 439-82; reprintedin D&D, Vol. lIl, pp. 206-74.]
[¶London:Longmans, Green. Reader, and Dyer, 1865; CW, Vol. IX (Toronto: Umversity of Toronto Press, 1979).]
[llWilliamHamilton, Lectures on Metaphysics and Logic, ed. Henry Longueville Mansel
and J. Veitch, 4 vols. (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1859-60). Mill is mistaken as to the dates.]
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end of the latter year, with a half formed intention of giving an account of them in a
Review, but I soon found that this would be idle, and that justice could not be done
to the subject in less than a volume• I had then to consider whether it would be
advisable that I myself should attempt such a performance. On consideration, there
seemed to be strong reasons for doing so. 1 was greatly disappointed with the
Lectures. I read them, certainly, with no prejudice against Sir W. Hamilton. I had
up to that time deferred the study of his Notes to Reid on account of their unfinished
state, l*l but I had not neglected his Discussions in Philosophy; I*_and though I
knew that his general mode of treating the facts of mental philosophy differed from
that of which I most approved, yet his vigorous polemic against the later Transcendentalists, and his strenuous assertion of some important principles, especially the
Relativity of human knowledge, gave me many points of sympathy with his
opinions, and made me think that genuine psychology had considerably more to
gain than to lose by his authority and reputation. His Lectures and the "Dissertations on Reid" dispelled this illusion: and even the Discussions. read by the light
which these threw on them, lost much of their value. I found that the points of
apparent agreement between his opinions and mine were more verbal than real;
that the important philosophical principles which I had thought he recognised.
were so explained away by him as to mean little or nothing, or were continually lost
sight of, and doctrines entirely inconsistent with them were taught in nearly every,
part of his philosophical writings. My estimation of him was therefore so far
altered, that instead of regarding him as occupying a kind of intermediate position
between the two rival philosophies, holding some of the principles of both. and
supplying to both powerful weapons of attack and defence, 1now looked upon him
as one of the pillars, and in this country from his high philosophical reputation the
chief pillar, of that one of the two which seemed to me to be erroneous.
Now, the difference between these two schools of philosophy, that of Intuition.
and that of Experience and Association, is not a mere matter of abstract speculation; it is full of practical consequences, and lie_/-_,he-foundation of all the greatest
difference's-of practic/d"ffpqnqonin anage Of progress. The practical reformer has
contirU--y_--d'dri/and
that changes be made in things which are supported by
powerful and widely spread feelings, or to question the apparent necessity and
indefeasibleness of established facts: and it is often an indispensable part of h_s
argument to shew, how those powerful feelings had their origin, and how those
facts came to seem necessary and indefeasible. There is therefore a natural hostility
between him and a philosophy which discourages the explanation of feelings and
moral facts by C_cumstances and association, and prefers to treat them as ultimate
[*"Dissertationson Reid." in The Works of Thomas Reid. ed. Wilham Hamilton (Edinburgh: Maclachlanand Stewart: London: Longman. Brown. Green. and Longmans. 1846).
pp. 5"742-914:
further "Dissertations"
were added m the• 6th ed. (1863).
ed. H. L. Mansel.I
.
.
r
[Dtscusstons on Phdosophy and Ltterature Educatton and _ntverstO'Reform (London:
Longman. Brown, Green, and Longmans: Edinburgh: Maclachlan and Stewart. 18521]
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elements of human nature; a philosophy which is addicted to holding up favourite
doctrines as intuitive truths, and deems intuition to be the voice of Nature and of
God. speaking with an authority higher than that of our reason. In particular. I-h_e
long felt that the prevailing tendency to regard all the marked distinctions of human
character as innate, and in the main indelible, and to ignore the irresistible proofs
that by far the greater part of those differences, whether between individuals,
races, or sexes, are such as not only might but naturally would be produced by
differences in circumstances, is one of the chief hindrances to the rational treatment of great social questions and one of the greatest stumbling block s- to human
i_ent.
This tendency has its source in the intuitional metaphysics which
characterized the reaction of the nineteenth century against the eighteenth, and it is
a tendency so agreeable to human indolence, as well as to conservative interests

....

generally, that unless_att_C_kcd_at t__y__ root, it is sure to be cari:ied to even a
greater length than is really justified by the more moderate forms of the intuitional
philosophy. That philosophy, not always in its moderate forms, had ruled the
thought of Europe for the greater part of a century. My father's Analysis of the
Mind, my own Logic, and Professor Bain's great treatise, had attempted to
reintroduce a better mode of philosophizing, latterly with quite as much success as
could be expected; but I had for some time felt that the mere contrast of the two
philosophies was not enough, that there ought to be a hand-to-hand fight between
them, that controversial as well as expository writings were needed, and that the
time was come when such controversy would be useful. Considering then the
writings and fame of Sir W. Hamilton as the great fortress of the intuitional
philosophy in this country, a fortress the more formidable from the imposing
character, and the in many respects great personal merits and mental endowments,
of the man, I thought it might be a real service to philosophy to attempt a thorough
examination of all his most important doctrines, and an estimate of his general
claims to eminence as a philosopher. And I was confirmed in this resolution by
observing that in the writings of at least one, and him one of the ablest, of Sir W.
Hamilton's followers, t*l his peculiar doctrines were made the justification of a
i view of religion which I hold to be profoundly immoral--that it is our duty to bow
down in worship before a Being whose moral attributes are affirmed to be
unknowable by us, and to be perhaps extremely different from those which, when
we are speaking of our fellow-creatures, we call by the same names.l*]
As I advanced in my task, the damage to Sir W. Hamilton's reputation became
greater than I at first expected, through the almost incredible multitude of inconsistencies which shewed themselves on comparing different passages with one
another. It was my business however to shew things exactly as they were, and I did

[*SeeMansel, TheLimits of Rehgious Thought ( 1858),4th ed. (London: Murray, 1859).]
[*SeeExamination, CW, Vol, IX, pp. 102-3.1
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not flinch from it. I endeavoured always to treat the philosopher whom I criticized
with the most scrupulous fairness; and I knew that he had abundance of disciples
and admirers to correct me if I ever unintentionally did him injustice. Many of
them accordingly have answered me, more or less elaborately; and they have
pointed out oversights and misunderstandings, though few in number, and mostly
very unimportant in substance. Such of those as had (to my knowledge) been
pointed out before the publication of the latest edition (at present the third) have
been corrected there, and the remainder of the criticisms have been, as far as
seemed necessary, replied to. I*1 On the whole, the book has done its work: it has
shewn the weak side of Sir W. Hamilton, and has reduced his too great philosophical reputation within more moderate bounds; and by some of its discussions,
as well as by two expository chapters, on the notions of Matter and of Mind, [*1it
has perhaps thrown additional light on some of the disputed questions in the
domain of psychology and metaphysics.
After the completion of the book on Hamilton, I applied myself to a task which a
variety of reasons seemed to render specially incumbent upon me; that of giving an
account, and forming an estimate, of the doctrines of Auguste Comte. I had
contributed more than any one else to make his speculations known in England. In
consequence chiefly of what I had said of him in my Logic, he had readers and
admirers among thoughtful men on this side of the Channel at a time when his
name had not yet, in France, emerged from obscurity. So unknown and unappreciated was he at the time when my Logic was written and published, that to criticise
his weak points might well appear superfluous, while it was a duty to give as much
publicity as one could to the important contributions he had made to philosophic
thought. At the time however at which I have now arrived, this state of affairs had
entirely changed. His name at least was known almost universally, and the general
character of his doctrines very widely. He had taken his place, in the estimation
both of friends and opponents, as one of the conspicuous figures in the thought of
the age. The better parts of his speculations had made great progress in working
their way into those minds, which by their previous culture and tendencies, were
fitted to receive them: and under cover of those better parts those of a worse
character, greatly developed and added to in his later writings, had also made some
way, having obtained active and enthusiastic adherents, some of them of no
inconsiderable personal merit, in England, France, and other countries. These
causes not only made it desirable that some one shpuid undertake the task of sifting.
what is good from what is bad in M. Comte's speculations, but seemed to impose
on _part-"_icular
a special obligation to make the attempt. This I accordingly
did in two Essays, published in successive numbers of the Westminster Review,

[*See the Textual Introduction, CW. Vol. IX, pp. lxxlx-xcvil.]
l'Chaps, xi and xii. ]
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and reprinted in a small volume under the title Auguste Comte and Positivism.l*l
The writings which I have now mentioned, together with a small number of
papers in periodicals which I have not deemed worth preserving, were the whole of
the products of my activity as a writer during the years from 1859 to 1865. In the
early part of the last mentioned year, in compliance with a wish frequently
expressed to me by working men, I published cheap People's Editions of those of
my writings which seemed the most likely to find readers among the working
classes; viz. Principles of Political Economy, Libert3', and Representative Government. This was a considerable sacrifice of my pecuniary interest, especially as I
resigned all idea of deriving profit from the cheap editions, and after ascertaining
from my publishers the lowest price which they thought would remunerate
them on the usual terms of an equal division of profits, I gave up my half share to
enable the price to be fixed still lower. To the credit of Messrs. Longman they
fixed, unasked, a certain number of years after which the copyright and stereotype
plates were to revert to me, and a certain number of copies after the sale of which 1
should receive half of any further profit. This number of copies (which in the case
of the Political Economy was 10,000) has for some time been exceeded, and the
People's Editions have begun to yield me a small but unexpected pecuniary return,
though very far from an equivalent for the diminution of profit from the Library
Editions.
In this summary of my outward life I have now arrived at the period at which my
tranquil and retired existence as a writer of books was to be exchanged for the less
congenial occupation of a member of the House of Commons. The proposal made
to me, early in 1865, by some electors of Westminster, did not present the idea to
me for the first time. It was not even the first offer I had received, for, more than ten
years previous, in consequence of my opinions on the Irish Land question, Mr.
Lucas and Mr. Duffy, in the name of the popular party in Ireland, offered to bring
me into Parliament for an Irish County, which they could easily have done: but the
incompatibility of a seat in Parliament with the office I then held in the India House
precluded even consideration of the proposal. After I had quitted the India House,
several of my friends would gladly have seen me a member of Parliament; but there
seemed no probability that the idea would ever take any practical shape. I was
convinced that no numerous or influential portion of any electoral body, really

[*"The Posmve Philosophy of Auguste Comte," and "'Later Speculations of Auguste
Comte," Westminster Review, LXXXII1 (Apr., 1865), 339-405, and LXXXIV (July.
1865), 1-42; republished as Auguste Comte and Positivism (London: TriJbner, 1865); in
CW, Vol. X, pp. 261-368.]
_[Cancelled
text '] Inaddmonto the immediatepurposesthe firsto1thesepapersservesasa kindof
explanatorycommentaryon the generalviewof phdosophyof the MoralScienceslaiddown. m an
extremelycondensedform, m the concludingBookof my Systemof Logic"and the secondcontains
occasionalthoughtsrespectingsomeof the ethicaland socmlquestionsof the future,whichI beheve
thatthefuturewillratify;butm whatevermeritmaybelongto them1canclaimbuta triflingshare,they
beingthejointproductofthreethoughtfulminds,the leastoriginalof whtchis myown
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wished to be represented by a person of my opinions; and that one who possessed
no local connexion or popularity, and who did not choose to stand as the mere
organ of a party, had small chance of being elected anywhere unless through the
expenditure of money. Now it was, and is. my fixed conviction, that a candidate
ought not to incur one farthing of expense for undertaking a public duty. Such of
the lawful expenses of an election as have no special reference to any particular
candidate ought to be borne as a public charge, either by the State or by the
locality. What has to be done by the supporters of each candidate in order to bring
his claims properly before the constituency, should be done by unpaid agency, or
by voluntary subscription. If members of the electoral body. or others, are willing
to subscribe money of their own for the purpose of bringing by lawful means into
Parliament some one who they think would be useful there, no one is entitled to
object: but that the expense, or any part of it, should fall on the candidate, is
i_undamentally wrong; because it amounts, in reality, to buying his seat. Even on
the most favourable supposition as to the mode in which the money is expended,
there is a legitimate suspicion that any one who gives money for leave to undertake
a public trust, has other than public ends to promote by it; and (a consideration of
the greatest importance) the cost of elections, when borne by the candidates,
deprives the nation of the services, as members of Parliament, of all who cannot or
will not afford to incur a heavy expense. 1 do not say that, so long as there is
scarcely a chance for an independent candidate to come into Parliament without
complying with this vicious practice, it must always be morally wrong in him to
spend money, provided that no part of it is either directly or indirectly employed in
corruption. But, to justify it, he ought to be very certain that he can be of more use
to his country as a member of Parliament than in any other mode which is open to
him; and this assurance, in my own case, I did not feel. It was by no means clear to
me that I could do more to advance the public objects which had a claim on my
exertions from the benches of the House of Commons, than from the simple
position of a writer. I felt, therefore, that I ought not to seek election to Parliament,
much less to expend any money in procuring it.
But the conditions of the question were considerably altered when a body of
electors sought me out, and spontaneously offered to bring me forward as their
candidate. If it should appear, on explanation, that they persisted in this wish,
knowing my opinions, and accepting the only conditions on which I could
conscientiously serve, it was questionable whether this was not one of those calls
upon a member of the community by his fellow citizens, which he was scarcely
justified in rejecting. I therefore put their disposition to the proof by one of the
frankest explanations ever tendered, I should think, to an electoral body by a
candidate. I wrote in reply to the offer a letter for publication, t*_saying that I had
[*Mill is conflating two letters, both to James Beal, of 7 Mar., 1865 tpublished, inter
aha, in the Daily News, 23 Mar., p. 5), and of 17 Apr., 1865 (published. inter alia, m the
DailyNews, 21 Apr., p. 4); they are in Later Letters [LL], CW. Vols. X1V-XVII (Toronto.
University ofToronto Press, 1972), Vol. XVI. pp. 1005-7, and 1031-5.]
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no personal wish to be a member of parliament, that I thought a candidate ought
neither to canvass nor to incur any expense, and that 1 could not consent to do
either. I said further that if elected I could not undertake to give any of my time and
labour to their local interests. With respect to general politics, I told them without
reserve what 1thought on a number of important subjects on which they had asked
my opinion; and one of these being the suffrage, I made known to them, among
other things, my conviction (as I was bound to do, since I intended, if elected, to
act on it) that women were entitled to representation in Parliament on the same
terms with men. It was the first time, doubtless, that such a doctrine had ever been
mentioned to electors; and the fact that I was elected after proposing it, gave the
start to the movement which has since become so vigorous in favour of women's
suffrage. Nothing, at the time, appeared more unlikely than that a candidate (if
candidate I could be called) whose professions and conduct set so completely at
defiance all ordinary notions of electioneering, should nevertheless be elected. A
well known literary man, who was also a man of society, was heard to say, that the
Almighty himself would have no chance of being elected on such a programme. I
strictly adhered to it, neither spending money nor canvassing, nor did I take any
personal part in the election until about a week preceding the day of nomination,
when I attended a few public meetings to state my principles and give to any
questions which the electors might exercise their just right of putting to me for their
own guidance, answers as plain and unreserved as my Address. On one subject
only, my religious opinions, I announced from the beginning that 1would answer
no questions; a determination which appeared to be completely approved by those
who attended the meetings. My frankness on all other subjects on which I was
interrogated, evidently, did me far more good than my answers, whatever they
might be, did harm. Among the proofs I received of this, one is too remarkable not
to be recorded. In the pamphlet Thoughts on Parliamentar)' Reform I had said,
rather bluntly, that the working classes, though differing from those of some other
countries in being ashamed of lying, are yet generally liars, t*] This passage some
opponent got printed in a placard, which was handed to me at a meeting, chiefly
composed of the working classes, and I was asked whether I had written and
published it. I at once answered "I did." Scarcely were these two words out of my
mouth, when vehement applause resounded through the whole meeting. It was
evident that the working people were so accustomed to expect equivocation and
evasion from those who sought their suffrages, that when they found, instead of
that, a direct avowal of what was likely to be disagreeable to them, instead of being
offended they concluded at once that this was a person whom they could trust. A
more striking instance never came under my notice of what, I believe, is the
experience of those who best know the working classes--that the most essential of
all recommendations to their favour is that of complete straightforwardness; its
[*See CW, Vol. XIX, p. 338.]
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presence outweighs in their minds very strong objections, while no amount of
other qualities will make amends for its apparent absence. The first working man
who spoke after the incident I have mentioned (it was Mr. Odger) said, that the
working classes had no desire not to be told of their faults; they wanted friends, not
flatterers, and felt under obligation to any one who told them of anything in
themselves which he sincerely believed to require amendment. And to this the
meeting heartily responded.l*)
Had I been defeated in the election, I should still have had no reason to regret the
contact it had brought me into with large bodies of my countrymen; which not only
gave me much new experience, but enabled me to scatter my political opinions
rather widely, and by making me known in many quarters where I had never before
been heard of, increased the number of my readers and the presumable influence of
my writings. These latter effects were of course produced in a still greater degree,
when, as much to my own surprise as to that of any one, 1 was returned to
Parliament by a majority of some hundreds over my Conservative competitor.f+)
I was a member of the House during the three sessions of the Parliament which
passed the Reform Bill; l*lduring which time Parliament was necessarily my main
occupation, except during the recess. I was a tolerably frequent speaker, sometimes of prepared speeches, sometimes extemporaneously. But my choice of
occasions was not such as I should have made if my leading object had been
parliamentary influence. When I had gained the ear of the House, which I did by a
successful speech on Mr. Gladstone's Reform Bill, t_1the idea I proceeded on was
that when anything was likely to be as well done, or sufficiently well done. by other
people, there was no necessity for me to meddle with it. As I therefore, in general,
reserved myself for work which no others were likely to do, a great proportion of
my appearances were on points on which the bulk of the Liberal party, even the
advanced portion of it, either were of a different opinion from mine, or were
comparatively indifferent. Several of my speeches, especially one against the
motion for the abolition of capital punishment, t_ and another in favour of resuming the right of seizing enemies' goods in neutral vessels N were opposed to what
then was, and probably still is, regarded as the advanced liberal opinion. My
[*The episode occurred during the meeting in the Pimhco Rooms, Winchester Street. on
8 July, 1865; it is reported (without mention of George Odger) on 10 July m the Datlv
Telegraph, p. 2, and the Morning Star, p. 2.]

[*WilliamHenry Smith, who, defeated m 1865.was elected for Westminster m 1868. See
p. 289 below.]
[_30& 31 Victoria, c. 102(15 Aug., 1867).]
[_"ABill to Extend the Right of Voting at Electionsof Members of Parhament in England
and Wales."

29 Vlctona

(13 Max.,

1866),

Parhamentar

3"Papers,

1866, V. 87-100.

For

Mill's speech, see Parliamentar3'Debates, 3rd ser.. Vol 182, cols. 1253-63 (13 Apr.,
1866).]
[¶Ibid., Vol. 191, cols. 1047-55 (21 Apr., 1868).]
[lllbid.,Vol. 189, cols. 876-84 (5 Aug.. 18671.]
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advocacy of women's suffrage, I*l and of Personal Representation, IN were at the
time looked upon by many as whims of my own, but the great progress since made
by those opinions, and especially the zealous response made from almost all parts
of the kingdom to the demand for women's suffrage, fully justified the timeliness
of those movements, and have made what was undertaken as a moral and social
duty, a personal success. Another duty which was particularly incumbent on me as
one of the Metropolitan Members, was the attempt to obtain a Municipal Government for the Metropolis: but on that subject the indifference of the House of
Commons was such that I found hardly any help or support within its walls. On this
subject, however, I was the organ of an active and intelligent body of persons
outside, with whom and not with me the scheme originated, who carried on all the
agitation on the subject and drew up the Bills. My part was to bring in Bills already
prepared, and to sustain the discussion of them during the short time they were
allowed to remain before the House; t*l after having taken an active part in the work
of a Committee presided over by Mr. Ayrton, which sat through the greater part of
the Session of 1866 to take evidence on the subject.l_l The very different position
in which the question now stands (1870) may justly be attributed to the preparation
which went on during those years, and which produced but little visible effect at
the time; but all questions on which there are strong private interests on one side,
and only the public good on the other, have a similar period of incubation to go
through.
The same idea, that the use of my being in Parliament was to do work which
others were not able or not willing to do, made me think it my duty to come to the
front in defence of advanced Liberalism on occasions when the obloquy to be
encountered-was such as m-0_-advanced
Liberals in the House, preferred not
to incur. My first vote in the House was in support of an amendment in favour of
Ireland, moved by an Irish member and for which only five English and Scotch
votes were given, including my own: the other four were Mr. Bright, Mr.
McLaren, Mr. T. B. Potter and Mr. Hadfield. lsl And the second speech I delivered* was on the bill to prolong the suspension of the Habeas Corpus in
[*Ibid.. Vol. 187. cols. 817-29, 842-3 (20 May, 1867); published as Speech of John
Stuart Mill, M.P.. on the Admtsston of Women to the Electoral Franchtse (London:
Triibner, 1867).]
[*ParliamentaDDebates. 3rd ser., Vol. 187, cols. 1343-56, and 1362 (30 May. 1867);
published as Personal Representation, Speech of John Stuart Mill. Esq.. M.P. (London:
Henderson, Rait, and Fenton, 1867).]
[*SeeParliamentaD'Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 185, cols. i608-10, 1616 (8 Mar., 1867):
cols. 1678-9, 1680, 1685 (11 Mar., 1867); col. 1696 (12 Mar.. 1867): cols. 1861-2
(14 Mar., 1867); Vol. 187, cols. 882-5,891 (21 Apr., 1867); and Vol. 189, cols. 1040-1
(7 Aug., 1867).]
[_See"First Report from the Select Committee on Metropolitan Local Government etc.,"
Parliamenta_ Papers, 1866, XIII. 171-315; "Second Report," ibid.. XII1, 317-713. ]
[SSeeDaniel O'Donaghue's motion for an amendment, Parliamentary.Debates, 3rd ser.,
Vol. 181, col. 273 (8 Feb., 1866).]
*The first was in answer to Mr. Lowe's reply to Mr. Bright on the Cattle Plague Bill, and
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Ireland. l*j In denouncing, on this occasion, the English mode of governing
Ireland, I did no more than the general opinion of England now admits to have been
just; but the anger against Fenianism was then in all its freshness: any attack on
what Fenians attacked was looked upon as an apology for them; and I was so
unfavourably received by the House, that more than one of my friends advised me
(and my own judgment agreed with the advice) to wait, before speaking again, for
the favourable opportunity that would be given by the first great debate on the
Reform Bill. During this silence, many flattered themselves that I had turned out a
failure, and that they should not be troubled with me any more. Perhaps their
uncomplimentary comments may. by the force of reaction, have helped to make
my speech on the Reform Bill the success it was. My position in the House was
further improved by a speech in which I insisted on the duty of paying off the
National Debt before our coal supplies are exhausted t*_ and by an ironical reply to
some of the Tory leaders who had quoted against me certain passages of my
writings and called me to account for others, especially for one in my
Considerations on Representative Government which said that the Conservative
party was by the law of its composition the stupidest party.l*l They gained nothing
by drawing attention to this passage, whic_i-fip-fo-that time had not excited any
notice, but the soubriquet of "'the stupid party" stuck to them for a considerable
time afterwards. Having now no longer any apprehension of not being listened to, I
confined myself, as I have since thought, too much, to occasmns on which my
services seemed specially needed, and abstained more than enough from speaking
on the great party questions. With the exception of Irish questions, and those which
concerned the working classes, a single speech on Mr. Disraeli's Reform Bill _
was nearly all that I contributed to the great decisive debates of the last two of my
three sessions.
I have, however, much satisfaction in looking back to the part I took on the two
classes of subjects just mentioned. With regard to the working classes, the chief
was thought at thetime to have helped to get ridof a provismn m theGovernmentmeasure
which would have given to landholdersa second indemnity, after they had already been
once indemnifiedfor the loss of some of their cattle by the increased selhng price of the
remainder.(See Parliamentao' Debates, 3rdser., Vol. 181, cols. 472-80 IJohn Bnght's
speech); cols. 483-8 ¢RobertLowe's speech), and cols. 488-92 IMill's speech) (all 14
Feb., 1866) The Bill was enacted as 29 Victoria, c. 2 120Feb., 1866_.1
[*See 29 Vlctona, c. 1 ( 17 Feb.. 1866). and. for Mill's speech, Parhamentao' Debates,
3rdset., Vol. 181, cols. 705-6 (17 Feb., 1866).]
[*Ibid., Vol. 182, cols. 1524-8 (17 Apr.. 1866).]
[*Mill,whowas replyingdirectlyto SirJohnPakington. said:"'What1stated was, thatthe
ConservaUvepartywas, by the law of its constitution, necessarily thestupidest part_. No_.
I do not retractthis assemon, bat I did not mean that Conservatives are generally stupid. I
meant, that stupidpersons are generallyConservanve.'" ¢Parliamentar3"Debates. 3rdser ,
Vol. 183, col. 1592 [31 May, 1866]. For Pakington's comment, see ibtd., col 1574.) The
original remark is in Considerations on Representanve Government, CW, Vol. XIX. p.
452n.]
[_Parliaraentar3'
Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 187. cols. 280-4 (9 Ma), 1867).]
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topic of my speech on Mr. Gladstone's Reform Bill was the assertion of their
claims to the suffrage. A little later, after the resignation of Lord Russell's ministry
and the succession of a Tory Government, came the attempt of the working classes
to hold a meeting in Hyde Park, their exclusion by the police, and the breaking
down of the park railing by the crowd. Though Mr. Beales and the leaders of the
working men had retired under protest before this took place, a scuffle ensued in
which many innocent persons were maltreated by the police, and the exasperation
of the working men was extreme. They shewed a determination to make another
attempt at a meeting in the Park, to which many of them would probably have come
armed; the Government made military preparations to resist the attempt, and
something very serious seemed impending. At this crisis I really believe that I was
the means of preventing much mischief. I had in my place in Parliament taken the
side of the working men, and strongly censured the conduct of the Government.l*l
I was invited, with several other Radical members, to a conference with the leading
members of the Council of the Reform League; and the task fell chzefly upon
myself of persuading them to give up the Hyde Park project, and hold their meeting
elsewhere. It was not Mr. Beales and Colonel Dickson who needed persuading; on
the contrary, it was evident that those gentlemen had already exerted their
influence in the same direction, thus far without success. It was the working men
who held out: and so bent were they on their original scheme that I was obliged to
have recourse to les grand_ mgvens, 1 told them that a proceeding which would
certainly produce a collision with the military, could only be justifiable on two
conditions: if the position of affairs had become such that a revolution was
desirable, and if they thought themselves able to accomplish one. To this argument
after considerable discussion they at last yielded: and I was able to inform Mr.
Walpole that their intention was given up. t*l I shall never forget the depth of his
relief or the warmth of his expressions of gratitude. After the working men had
conceded so much to me, I felt bound to comply with their request that I would
attend and speak at their meeting at the Agricultural Hall: the only meeting called
by the Reform League which I ever attended. I_1I had always declined being a
member of the League, on the avowed ground that I did not agree in its programme
of manhood suffrage and the ballot: from the ballot I dissented entirely; and I could
not consent to hoist the flag of manhood suffrage, even on the assurance that the
exclusion of women was not intended to be implied; since if one goes beyond what
can be immediately carried and professes to take one's stand on a principle, one
should go the whole length of the principle. I have entered thus particularly into
this matter because my conduct on this occasion gave great displeasure to the Tory
and Tory-Liberal press, who have charged me ever since with having shewn
[*Ibid., Vol. 184. cols. 1410-12 (24 July, 1866).]
[*SeeMill's speech on the Proposed Reform Meeting in Hyde Park. ibM., Vol. 184, cols.
1540-1 (26 July, 1866), and the report in The Ttmes, 27 July, 1866, p. 7. ]
[*Seethe report of Mill's speech in The Times, 31 July, 1866. p. 3.]
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myself, in the trials of public life, intemperate
and passionate. I*j I do not know
what they expected from me; but they had reason to be thankful to me if they knew
from what I had in all probability preserved them. And 1 do not believe it could
have been done, at that particular juncture, by any one else. No other person, I
believe, had at that moment the necessary influence for restraining the working
classes, except Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Bright, neither of whom was available: Mr.
Gladstone, for obvious reasons: Mr. Bright, because he was out of town.
When, some time later, the Tory Government
brought in a bill to prevent public
meetings in the Parks, 1 not only spoke strongly in opposition to it, but formed one
of a number of advanced Liberals, who, aided by the very' late period of the
Session, succeeded in defeating the Bill by what is called talking it out.t*l It has not
since been renewed.
On Irish affairs also I felt bound to take a decided part. I was one of the foremost
in the deputation of Members of Parliament who prevailed on Lord Derby to spare
the life of the condemned Fenian insurgent, General Burke. The Church question
was so vigorously handled by the leaders of the party, in the session of 1868, as to
require no more from me than an emphatic adhesion; but the land question was by
no means in so advanced a position: the superstitions of landlordism had up to that
time been little challenged, especially in Parliament,
and the backward state of the
question, so far as concerned
the Parliamentary
mind, was evidenced
by the
extremely mild measure brought in by Lord Russell' s Government
in 1866, which
nevertheless could not be carried.l*l On that bill I delivered one of my most careful
speeches,
a manner

in which I attempted to lay down some of the principles of the subject, in
calculated
less to stimulate friends, than to conciliate and convince

opponents. [§l The engrossing
subject of Parliamentary
Reform prevented either
this bill, or one of a similar character brought in by Lord Derby's Government, l_l
from being carried through. They never got beyond the second reading. Meanwhile the signs of Irish disaffection had become much more decided; the demand
for complete separation
between the two countries had assumed a menacing
aspect, and there were few who did not feel that if there was still any chance of
reconciling Ireland to British connexion,
it could only be by the adoption of much
[*See, e.g., leading articles in The Times, 19 Nov.. 1868, p. 7. and 23 Dec., 1868, p. 9. ]
[*See, for Mill's speeches, Parliamentar3' Debates. 3rd set., Vol. 188, cols. 1888,
1890-3 (22 July, 1867); Vol. 189, cols. 1482-4 (13 Aug., 1867): for the abortive Bill, see
"A Bill for the Better and More Effectually Securing the Use of Certain Royal Parks and
Gardens for the Enjoyment and Recreation of Her Majesty's Subjects," 30 Victona (3 May.
1867), Parliamentar)' Papers, 1867, IV, 63-6.]
[*"A Bill Further to Amend the Law Relating to the Tenure and Improvement of Land
in Ireland," 29 Victoria (30 Apr., 1866), Parliamentar3" Papers, 1866, V, 353-64.
Referred to by Mill below as "Mr. Fortescue's Bill."]
[§Parliamentary Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 183, cols. 1087-97 (t7 May, 1866).]
[_"A Bill to Promote the Improvement of Land by Occupying Tenants in Ireland," 30
Victoria (18 Feb., 1867), Parhamentar)' Papers, 1867, VI, 385-98. ]
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more thorough reforms in the territorial and social relations of the country, than
had yet been contemplated. The time seemed to me to have come when it would be
useful to speak out my whole mind; and the result was my pamphlet England and
Ireland, I*j which was written in the winter of 1867, and published shortly before
the commencement of the session of 1868. The leading features of the pamphlet
were on the one hand an argument to shew the undesirableness, for Ireland as well
as England, of separation between the countries, and on the other, a proposal for
settling the land question by giving to the existing tenants a permanent tenure at a
fixed rent. to be assessed after due enquiry by the State.
The pamphlet was not popular, except in Ireland, as I did not expect it to be.
But, if no measure short of that which I proposed would do full justice to Ireland,
or afford a prospect of conciliating the mass of the Irish people, the duty of
proposing it was imperative: while if on the other hand, there was any intermedmte
course which had a claim to a trial, I well knew that to propose something which
would be called extreme was the true way not to impede but to facilitate a more
moderate experiment. It is most improbable that a measure conceding so much to
the tenantr 3, as Mr. Gladstone's Irish Land Bill, t*l would have been proposed by a
Government, or could have been carried through Parliament, unless the British
public had been led to perceive that a case might be made, and perhaps a party
formed, for a measure considerably stronger. It is the character of the British
people, or at least of the higher and middle classes who pass muster for the British
people, that to induce them to approve of any change it is necessary that they
should look upon it as a middle course: they think every proposal extreme and
violent unless they hear of some other proposal going still farther, upon which their
antipathy to extreme views may discharge itself. So it proved in the present
instance; my proposal was condemned, but any scheme of Irish Land reform, short
of mine, came to be thought moderate by comparison. I may observe that the
attacks made on my plan usually gave a very incorrect idea of its nature. It was
usually discussed as a proposal that the State should buy up the land and become
the universal landlord; though in fact it only offered to each individual landlord this
as an alternative, if he liked better to sell his estate than to retain it on the new
conditions; and I fully anticipated that most landlords would continue to prefer the
position of landowners to that of Government annuitants, and would retain their
existing relation to their tenants, often on more indulgent terms than the full rents
on which the compensation to be given them by Government would have been
based. This and many other explanations I gave in a speech on Ireland, in the
debate on Mr. Maguire's Resolution, early in the session of 1868. t*l A corrected
report of this speech, together with my speech on Mr. Fortescue's Bill, has been
published (not by me, but with my permission) in Ireland.
Another public duty, of a most serious kind, it was my lot to have to perform,
[*London: Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer. 1868.]
1_33& 34 Victoria, c. 46 {1Aug., 1870).I
[*SeeJohn Francis Magulre' s mouon for a Committee, ParliamentaD' Debates, 3rd ser.,
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both in and out of Parliament,
during these years. A disturbance
m Jamaica,
provoked in the first instance by injustice, and exaggerated by rage and panic into a
premeditated rebellion,
had been the motive or excuse for taking hundreds of
innocent lives by military violence or by sentence of what were called courts
martial, continuing for weeks after the brief disturbance had been put down: with
many added atrocities of destruction of property, flogging women as well as men,
and a great display of the brutal recklessness
which generally prevails when fire
and sword are let loose. The perpetrators
of these deeds were defended and
applauded in England by the same kind of people who had so long upheld negro
slavery: and it seemed at first as if the British nation was about to incur the disgrace
of letting pass without even a protest, excesses of authority as revolting as any of
those for which, when perpetrated
by the instruments
of other governments,
Englishmen can hardly find terms sufficient to express their abhorrence.
After a
short time, however, an indignant feeling was roused; a voluntary. Association
formed itself under the name of the Jamaica Committee,
to take such deliberation
and action as the case might admit of, and adhesions poured in from all parts of the
country. I was abroad at the time but I sent in my name to the Committee as soon as
I heard of it, and took an active part in its proceedings
from the time of my return.
There was much more at stake than only justice to the Negroes, imperative as was
that consideration.
The question was, whether the British dependencies,
and
eventually perhaps Great Britain itself, were to be under the government of law, or
of military license; whether the lives and persons of British subjects are at the
mercy of any two or three officers however raw and inexperienced
or reckless and
brutal, whom a panic-stricken
Governor or other functionary may assume the right
to constitute into a so-called Court Martial. This question could only be decided by
an appeal to the tribunals: and such an appeal the Committee determined to make.
Their determination led to a change in the Chairmanship
of the Committee, as the
Chairman, Mr. Charles Buxton, thought it not unjust indeed, but inexpedient,
to
prosecute Governor Eyre and his principal subordinates
in a criminal court: but a
numerously attended General meeting of the Association having decided this point
against him, Mr. Buxton withdrew from the Committee,
though continuing to
work in the cause, and I was, quite unexpectedly
on my own part, proposed and
elected Chairman. It became, in consequence,
my duty to represent the Committee
in the House, sometimes by putting questions to the Government.
sometimes as the
recipient of questions more or less provocative, addressed by individual members
to myself; but especially
as speaker in the important debate originated
in the
session of 1866 by Mr. Buxton: and the speech I then delivered is that which I
should probably select as the best of my speeches in Parliament.*
For more than

Vol. 190, cols. 1288-1314 (10 Mar., 1868), and Mill's speech, cols. 1516-32 (12 Mar..
1868).]
*Among the most active members of the Committee were Mr P. A. Taylor, M.P.,
always faithful and energetic in every assertion of the pnnciples of liberty: Mr. Goldwm
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tWOyears we carried on the combat, trying every avenue legally open to us, to the
courts of criminal justice. A bench of magistrates in one of the most Tory counties
in England dismissed our case: we were more successful before the magistrates at
Bow Street; which gave an opportunity to the Lord Chief Justice of the Queen's
Bench, Sir Alexander Cockbum, for delivering his celebrated charge, which
settled the law of the question in favour of liberty, as far as it is in the power of a
judge's charge to settle it. t*l There, however, our success ended, for the Old
Bailey Grand Jury by throwing out our bill prevented the case from coming to trial.
It was clear that to bring English functionaries to the bar of a criminal court for
abuses of power committed against negroes and mulattoes, was not a popular
proceeding with the English middle classes. We had however redeemed, so far as
lay in us, the character of our country, by shewing that there was at any rate a body
of persons determined to use all the means which the law afforded to obtain justice
for the injured. We had elicited from the highest criminal judge in the nation an
authoritative declaration that the law was what we maintained it to be; and we had
given an emphatic warning to those who might be tempted to similar guilt
hereafter, that though they might escape the actual sentence of a criminal tribunal,
they were not safe against being put to some trouble and expense in order to avoid
it. Colonial Governors and other persons in authority will have a considerable
motive to stop short of such extremities in future.
As a matter of curiosity I kept some specimens of the abusive letters, almost all
of them anonymous, which I received while these proceedings were going on.
They are evidence of the sympathy felt with the brutalities in Jamaica by the bmt_..
part of the population at home. They graduated from coarse jokes, verbal and
pictorial, up to threats of assassination, t+j
Among other matters of importance in which I took an active part, but which
excited little interest in the public, two deserve particular mention. I joined with
Smith, Mr. Frederic Harrison, Mr. Slack, Mr. Chamerovzow, Mr. Shaen, and Mr.
Chesson, the Honorary Secretary of the Assocmtion. [See Charles Buxton's motion on the
Disturbances in Jamaica, Parliamentar), Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 184, cols. 1763-85 (3t
July, 1866), and. for Mill's speeches and questions, ibid., cols. 1064-6 ( 19 July, 1866);
cots. 1797-1806 (31 July. 1866)rathe one he would select as his best; col. 2160 (10 Aug.,
1866);and Vol. 189, cols. 598-9 (1 Aug., 1867).]
[*See Alexander James Edmund Cockburn, Charge of the Lord Chlef Jusnce of England
to the Grand Jur)' at the Central Criminal Courts. tn the Case of the Queen against Nelson
andBrand, ed. Frederick Cockburn (London: Ridgway, 1867).]
[+Anote by Helen Taylor in the Columbia MS reads. "At one time I reckoned that threats
of Assassination were recewed at least once a week: and I remarked that threatening letters
were always especially numerous by Tuesday morning's post. I referred that they were
meditated during the Sunday's leisure and posted on the Mondays. It might be worth while
to collect evidence as to the proportions of Crime Committed on the different days of the
week. It may be observed however that in England Sunday is generally used for all kinds of
letter-writing, innocent as well as guilty."]
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several other independent Liberals in defeating an Extradition Bill, introduced at
the very end of the session of 1866 and by which, though surrender avowedly for
political offences was not authorised, political refugees, if charged by a foreign
government with acts which are necessarily incident to all attempts at insurrection,
would have been surrendered to be dealt with by the criminal courts of the
government against which they had rebelled: thus making the British Government
an accomplice in the vengeance of foreign despotisms. I*J The defeat of this
proposal led to the appointment of a Select Committee (in which I was included) to
examine and report on the whole subject of Extradition Treaties: t*l and the result
was that in the Extradition Act, which passed through Parliament after I had ceased
to be a member, opportunity is gwen to any one whose extradition is demanded, of
being heard before an English Court of justice to prove that the offence with which
he is charged is really political, t*j The cause of European freedom has thus been
saved from a serious misfortune, and our own country from a great iniquity. The
other subject to be mentioned is the fight kept up by a body of advanced Liberals in
the session of 1868, on the Bribery Bill of Mr. Disraeli's Government, t_lin which I
took a very active part. I had taken council with several of those who had applied
their minds most carefully to the details of the subject--Mr.
W. D. Christie,
Serjeant Pulling, Mr. Chadwick--as well as bestowed much thought of my own.
for the purpose of framing such amendments and additional clauses as might make
the Bill really effective against the numerous modes of corruption, direct and
indirect, which might otherwise, as there was much reason to fear, be increased
instead of diminished by the Reform Act. We also aimed at engrafting on the Bill,
measures for diminishing the mischievous burthen of what are called the legitimate
expenses of elections. Among our many amendments was that of Mr. Fawcett for
making the returning officer's expenses a charge on the rates instead of on the
candidates; t_lanother was the prohibition of paid canvassers, and the limitation of
paid agents to one for each candidate: a third was the extension of the precautions
and penalties against bribery, to municipal elections, which are well known to be
not only a preparatory school for bribery at parliamentary elections, but an habitual
cover for it. The Conservative Government, however, when once thev had carried
the leading provision of their Bill (for which I voted and spoke) f 11the transfer of
the jurisdiction in elections from the House of Commons to the Judges, made a
[*"A Bill for the Amendment of the Law Relating to Extradition," 29 & 30 Victoria 126
July. 1866), Parliamentar3'Papers. 1866. II1.39-42 ]
[ See "Report from the Select Committee on Extradition," ibM., 1867-68, VII. 129336.1
[*See33 & 34 Victoria. c. 52 (9 Aug., 1870).]
[_31& 32 Victoria. c. 125 (31 July, 1868).1
[_SeeHenry Fawcett's motion, Parhamentar3"Debates. 3rd ser., Vol. 193. cols 1443-4
(18 July, 1868).The two amendments next referred to were made by Mill himself: see ibzd.,
cols. 1640-1 (22 July, 18681,and cols. 1166-8 ( 14July, 1868).]
[lIlbid.,Vol. 191, cols. 308-11 (26 Mar.. 18681.]
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determined resistance to all other improvements: and after one of our most
important proposals, that of Mr. Fawcett, had actually obtained a majority, they
summoned the strength of their party and threw out the clause in a subsequent
stage. The Liberal party in the House was greatly dishonoured by the conduct of
many of its members in giving no help whatever to this attempt to secure the
necessary, conditions of an honest representation of the people. With their large
majority in the House they could have carried all the amendments, or better ones if
they had better to propose. But it was late in the Session: members were eager to set
about their preparations for the impending General Election: and while some (such
as Sir Robert Anstruther) honourably remained at their post, though rival candidates were already canvassing their constituency, a much greater number placed
their electioneering interests before their public duty. Many Liberals also looked
with indifference on legislation against bribery, thinking that it merely diverted
public interest from the Ballot, which they considered, very mistakenly as I expect
it will turn out, to be a sufficient, and the only, remedy. From these causes our
fight, ,though kept up with great vigour for several nights, was wholly unsuccessful, and the practices which we sought to render more difficult, prevailed more
widely than ever in the first General Election held under the new electoral law.
In the general debates on Mr. Disraeli's Reform Bill, my participation was
limited to the one speech already mentioned; but I made the Bill an occasion for
bringing the two greatest improvements which remain to be made in representative
government formally before the House and the nation. One of them was Personal,
or as it is called with equal propriety, Proportional Representation. I brought this
under the consideration of the House, by an expository and argumentative speech
on Mr. Hate's plan; 1.1 and subsequently I was active in support of the very
imperfect substitute for that plan, which, in a small number of constituencies,
Parliament was induced to adopt. 1._This poor makeshift had scarcely any recommendation, except that it was a partial recognition of the evil which it did so little to
remedy: as such however it was attacked by the same fallacies, and required to be
defended on the same principles, as a really good measure; and its adoption in a
few parliamentary elections, as well as the subsequent introduction of what is
called the Cumulative Vote in the elections for the London School Board, t*l have
had the good effect of converting the equal claim of all electors to a proportional
share in the representation, from a subject of merely speculative discussion, into a
question of practical politics, much sooner than would otherwise have been the
case.
This assertion of my opinions on Personal Representation

cannot be credited

[*See p. 276 above.]
[*SeeMill's speech on the Representation of the People Bill, Parliamentary.Debates, 3rd
ser., Vol. 188, cols. 1102-7 (5 July, 1867).1
[_SeeClause 37 of "An Act to Provide for Public Elementary Educatmn in England and
Wales," 33 & 34 Victoria, c. 75 (9 Aug., 1870).]
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with any considerable or visible amount of practical result. It was otherwise with
the other motion which I made in the form of an amendment to the Reform Bill,
and which was by far the most important, perhaps the only really important pubhc
service I performed in the capacity of a Member of Parliament: a motion to strike
out the words which were understood to limit the electoral franchise to males,
thereby admitting to the suffrage all women who as householders or otherwise
possess the qualification required of male electors. [*IFor women not to make their
claim to the suffrage at the time when the elective franchise was being largely
extended, would have been to abjure the claim altogether: and a movement on the
subject was begun in 1866, when 1presented a petition for the suffrage signed by a
considerable number of distinguished women. [+1But it was as yet uncertain
whether the proposal would obtain more than a few stray votes in the House: and
when, after a debate in which the speakers on the contrary side were conspicuous
by their feebleness, the votes recorded in favour of the motion amounted to
73--made up by pairs and tellers to above 80--the surprise was general and the
encouragement great: the greater too because one of those who voted for the
motion was Mr. Bright, a fact which could only be attributed to the impression
made on him by the debate, as he had previously made no secret of his nonconcurrence in the proposal. The time appeared to my daughter, Miss Helen
Taylor, to have come for forming a Society for the extension of the suffrage to
women. The existence of the Society is due to my daughter's initiative: its
constitution was planned entirely by her, and she was the soul of the movement
during its first years, though delicate health and superabundant occupation made
her decline to be a member of the Executive Committee. Many distinguished
members of parliament, professors, and others, and some of the most eminent
women of whom the country can boast, became members of the Society, a large
proportion either directly or indirectly through my daughter's influence, she
having written the greater number, and all the best, of the letters by which adhesion
was obtained, even when those letters bore my signature. In two remarkable
instances, those of Miss Nightingale and Miss Mary Carpenter, the reluctance
those ladies had at first felt toc_e
forward (for it was noion-6K_eirpart difference
of opinion) was overcome by appeals written by my daughter though signed by me.
Associations for the same object were formed m various local centres, Manchester, Edinburgh, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow. and others which have done much
valuable work for the cause. All the Societies take the title of branches of the
National Society for Women's Suffrage; but each has its own governing body, and
acts in complete independence of the others.
[*Seepp. 275-6 above.]
[*SeePublic Petition no. 8501 (7 July, 1866), "For Extension of theElective Franchiseto
All Householders without Distraction of Sex," Reports oJ Select Committee on Pubhc
Petitwns, 1866,p. 697 and (for the text of the Petmon) Appendix. p. 305 The pention had
1,521signatures, headed by those of Barbara Bodlchon. Mentia Taylor. and Emily Davies.]
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I believe I have mentioned all that is worth remembering of my proceedings in
the House. But their enumeration, even if complete, would give but an inadequate
idea of my occupations during that period, and especially of the time taken up by
correspondence. For many years before my election to Parliament I had been
continually receiving letters from strangers, mostly addressed to me as a writer on
philosophy, and either propounding difficulties or communicating thoughts on
subjects connected with logic or political economy. In common, I suppose, with
all who are known as political economists, I was a recipient of all the shallow
theories and absurd proposals by which people are perpetually endeavouring to
shew the way to universal wealth and happiness by some artful reorganisation of
the currency. When there were signs of sufficient intelligence in the writers to
make it worth while attempting to put them right, I took the trouble to point out
their errors, until the growth of my correspondence made it necessary to dismiss
such persons with very brief answers. Many, however, of the communications I
received were more worthy of attention than these, and in some, oversights of
detail were pointed out in my writings, which I was thus enabled to correct.
Correspondence of this sort naturally multiplied with the multiplication of the
subjects on which I wrote, especially those of a metaphysical character. But when 1
became a member of parliament I began to receive letters on private grievances and
on every imaginable subject that related to any kind of public affairs, however
remote from my knowledge or pursuits. It was not my constituents in Westminster
who laid this burthen on me: they kept with remarkable fidelity the understanding
on which I had consented to serve. I received indeed now and then an application
from some ingenuous youth to procure for him a small government appointment:
but these were few, and how simple and ignorant the writers were, was shewn by
the fact that the applications came in about equally whichever party was in power.
My invariable answer was, that it was contrary to the principles on which I was
elected to ask favours of any Government. But on the whole hardly any part of the
country gave me less trouble than my own constituents. The general mass of
correspondence, however, swelled into an oppressive burthen. At this time, and
thenceforth, a great proportion of all my letters (including many which found their
way into the newspapers)* were not written by me but by my daughter; at first
merely from her willingness to help in disposing of a mass of letters greater than I
could get through without assistance, but afterwards because I thought the letters
she wrote superior to mine, and more so in proportion to the difficulty and
*One which deserves particular mention is a letter respecting the Habitual Criminals Act
[32 & 33 Victoria, c. 99 ( 11Aug., 1869)1and the functions of a police generally, written in
answer to a private application for my opinion, but which got into the newspapers and
excited some notice. [See LL, CW, Vol. XVI, pp. 1523-6 (to James Beal, 14 Dec., 1868);
printedin the Morning Star, 23 Dec.. 1868, p. 6.] This letter which was full of original and
valuablethoughts was enttrely my daughter's. The fertility and aptness which distinguishes
her practical conceptions of the adaptation of means to ends is such as I can never hope to
rival.
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importance of the occasion. Even those which I wrote myself were generally much
improved by her, as is also the case with all the more recent of my prepared
speeches, of which, and of some of my published writings, not a few passages, and
those the most successful, were hers. b
While I remained in Parliament my work as an author was unavoidably limited
to the recess. During that time I wrote (besides the pamphlet on Ireland already
mentioned) the Essay on Plato published in the Edinburgh Review and reprinted
in the third volume of Dissertations and Discussions: I*l and the Address which
conformably to custom 1 delivered to the University of St. Andrews, whose
students had done me the honour of electing me to the office of Rector. t*_In this
Discourse I gave expression to many thoughts and opinions which had been
accumulating in me through life respecting the various studies which belong to a
liberal education, their uses and influences, and the mode in which they should be
pursued to render those influences most beneficial. The position I took up,
vindicating the high educational value alike of the old classic and the new scientific
studies, on even stronger grounds than are urged by most of their advocates, and
insisting that it is only the stupid inefficiency of the usual teaching which makes
those studies be regarded as competitors instead of allies, was, I think, calculated,
not only to aid and stimulate the improvement which has happily commenced in
the national institutions for higher education, but to diffuse juster ideas _han we
often find even in highly educated men on the conditions of the highest mental
cultivation.
During this period also I commenced (and completed soon after I had left
Parliament) the performance of a duty to philosophy and to the memory of my
father, by preparing and publishing an edition of the Analysis of the Phenomena of
the Human Mind with notes bringing up the doctrines of that admirable book to the
latest improvements in science and in speculation.l_l This was a joint undertaking:
the psychological notes being furnished in about equal proportions by Mr. Bain
and myself, while Mr. Grote supplied some valuable contributions on points in the
history of philosophy incidentally raised, and Dr. Andrew Findlater supplied the
deficiencies in the book which had been occasioned by the imperfect philological
knowledge of the time when it was written. Having been originally published at a
[*"Grote's Plato," Edinburgh Revww, CXXIII (Apr., 1866), 297-364: reprinted m
D&D, Vol. 111,pp. 275-379; m CW, Vol. XI, pp. 375-440. ]
[*InauguralAddres_ Delivered to the Untversm' of St. Andrew,s (London: Longmans,
Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1867).]
[_2nded., 2 vols., ed. J. S. Mill (London: Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1869).]
b[Cancelledtext
tapassageaddedontheoppositeverso)] I mustaddthatwhateverhasbeendoneby
us forthediffusionofour opimonsandof ourpnnciplesof actionby privateintercourseand thed_rect
Influenceof mindover mind,has beenalmostwholl._herwork,my owncapacmesof the kind being
almostconfinedto my writings:and no one but myselfknowsat how great a sacrificeboth of her
personaltastesandmchnatlonsandofherhealththatfunctionwas performedbyher
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time when the current of metaphysical speculation ran in a quite opposite direction
to the psychology of Experience and Association, the Analysis had not obtained
the amount of immediate success which it deserved, though it had made a deep
impression on many individual minds, and had largely contributed, through those
minds, to create that more favourable atmosphere for the Association Psychology
of which we now have the benefit. Admirably adapted for a class-book of the
Experience Metaphysics, it only required to be enriched, and in some cases
corrected, by the results of more recent labours in the same school of thought, to
stand, as it now does, in company with Mr. Bain's treatises, at the head of the
systematic works on Analytic psychology.
In the autumn of 1868 the Parliament which passed the Reform Act was
dissolved, and at the new election for Westminster I was thrown out; not to my
surprise, nor, I believe, to that of my principal supporters, though in the few days
preceding the election they had become more sanguine than before. That I should
not have been elected at all would not have required any explanation; what excites
curiosity is that I should have been elected the first time. or, having been elected
then, should have been defeated afterwards. But the efforts made to defeat me were
far greater on the second occasion than on the first. For one thing, the Tory
Government was now struggling for existence, and success in any contest was of
more importance to them. Then, too, all persons of Tory feelings were far more
embittered against me individually than on the previous occasion; many who had at
first been either favourable or indifferent, were vehemently opposed to my reelection. As I had shewn in my political writings that I was aware of the weak points in
democratic opinions, some Conservatives, it seems, had not been without hopes of
finding me an opponent of democracy: as I was able to see the Conservative side of
the question, they presumed that, like them, I could not see any other side. Yet if
they had really read my writings they would have known that after giving full
weight to all that appeared to me well grounded in the arguments against democracy, I unhesitatingly decided in its favour, while recommending that it should be
accompanied by such institutions as were consistent with its principle and calculated to ward off its inconveniences: one of the chief of these remedies being
Proportional Representation, on which scarcely any of the Conservatives gave me
any support. Some Tory expectations appear to have been founded on the approbation I had expressed of plural voting, under certain conditions: and it has been
surmised that the suggestion of this sort made in one of the Resolutions I*j which
Mr. Disraeli introduced into the House preparatory to his Reform Bill (a suggestion which meeting with no favour he did not press) may have been occasioned by
what I had written on the point: but if so, it was forgotten that I had made it an
express condition that the privilege of a plurality of votes should be annexed to
[*The fifth of Disraeli's "Resolutions on the Representation of the People,"
Parliamentary Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 185, cols. 214-43 ( 11 Feb.. 1867).1
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education, not to property, and even so, had approved of _tonly on the supposition
of universal suffrage) .3 How utterly inadmissible such plural voting would be
under the suffrage given by the present Reform Act, is proved, to any who could
otherwise doubt it, by the very small weight which the working classes are found to
possess in elections even under the law which gives no more votes to any one
elector than to any other.
While I thus was far more obnoxious to the Tory interest, and to many
Conservative Liberals than I had formerly been, the course I pursued in Parliament
had by no means been such as to make Liberals generally at all enthusiastic in my
support. It has already been mentioned, how large a proportion of my prominent
appearances had been on questions on which 1 differed from most of the Liberal
party or about which they cared little, and how few occasions there had been'on _
which the line I took was such as could lead them to attach any great value to me as
an organ of their opinions. I had moreover done things which had excited, m many
minds, a personal prejudice against me. Many were offended by what they called
the persecution of Mr. Eyre: and still greater offence was taken at my sendmg a
subscription to the election expenses of Mr. Brad!augh. Having refused to be at
any expense for my own election, and having had all its expenses defrayed by
others, I felt under a peculiar obligation to subscribe in my turn where funds were
deficient for candidates whose election was desirable. I accordingly sent subscriptions to nearly all the working class candidates, and among others to Mr. Bradlaugh. He had the support of the working classes; having heard him speak I knew
him to be a man of ability, and he had proved that he was the reverse of a
demagog.g_ue_bypJacinghimself in.strong opposition to the preyailing opinqon-0f the
demgcratjc pa__'tyon two such important subjects as Malthusiamsm and Personal
Representation. Men of this sort, who while sharing the democratic feelings of the
working classes, judged political questions for themselves and had courage to
assert their individual convictions against popular opposition, were needed, as it
seemed to me, in Parliament, and I did not think that Mr, Bxadlaugh's antireligious opinions (even though he had been intemperate inthe expression of them)
ought to exclude him. In subscribing, however, to his election, I did what would
have been highly imprudent if I had been at liberty to consider only the interests of
my own reelection: and, as might be expected, the utmost possible use, both fair
and unfair, was made of this act of mine, to stir up the electors of Westminster
against me. To these various causes, combined with an unscrupulous use of the
usual pecuniary and other influences on the side of my Tory competitor I*1while
none were used on my side, it is to be ascribed that 1 failed at my second election
after having succeeded at the first. No sooner was the result of the election known
[*See, e.g.. in CW, Vol. XIX, Thoughts on Parhamentary Reform, pp. 324-5. "'Recent
Writers on Reform," pp. 353-7: and Constderattons on Representattve Government, pp.
474-9.]
[*Again, W. H. Smith; see p. 275 above.]
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than I received three or four invitations to become a candidate for other constituencies, chiefly counties; but even if success could have been expected, and this
without expense, I was not disposed to deny myself the relief of returning to private
life. I had no cause to feel humiliated at my rejection by the electors; and if I had,
the feeling would have been far outweighed by the numerous expressions of regret
which I received from all sorts of persons and places, and in a most marked degree
from those members of th_e!!beral party in Parliament with whom I had been
accustomedto act.
Sincethat time little has occurred which there is need to commemorate in this
place. I returned to my old pursuits and to the enjoyment of a country life in the
South of Europe; alternating twice a year with a residence of some weeks or
months in the neighbourhood of London. I have written various articles in
periodicals (chiefly in my friend Mr. Morley's Fortnightly Review), t*] have made
a small number of speeches on public occasions, especially at the meetings of the
Women's Suffrage Society, l*j have published The Subjection of Women, written
some .years before, with some additions by my daughter and myself, and have
commenced the preparation of matter for future books, of which it will be time to
speak more particularly if I live to finish them. t*j Here, therefore, for the present,
this Memoir may close.
[*In the period implied (if one interprets the text literally) Mill m fact published only two
articles, both in the Fortnightly Review: "Endowments." n.s. V (Apr., 1869). 377-90 tin
D&D, Vol. IV, pp. 1-24. and CW, Vol. V. pp. 613-29); and fin two instalments)
"Thornton on Labour and Its Claims," n.s. V (May and June. 1869), 505-18, and 680-700
(in D&D, Vol. IV. pp. 25-85. and CW, Vol. V. pp. 631-68).]
[*Again,if the text is interpreted hterally (see the preceding note), in this period only one
speech appears to have been dehvered, at a meeting of the National Society for Women's
Suffrage, in the Architectural Gallery, Conduit St., Regent St.. on 17 July, 1869 (see the
Daily'News, 19 July, p. 2. and a leading article in The Times. 20 July, p 9) Mill may also
have had in mind his speech at a meeting of the Education League (MS, Harvard University), m St. James's Hall, on 25 Mar., 1870 (see the reports on 26 Mar. in The Ttmes. p. 5. the
Daily'News, p. 3, and the Daily Telegraph, p. 3). though it was delivered only one day
before that reported in Helen Taylor's continuation of the Autobtography (see App. H, p.
625 below).]
[*After Mill's death (7 May, 1873), Helen Taylor prepared for publication the
Autobiography (London: Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1873); Three Essays on
Religton (London: Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1874), m CW. Vol. X, pp.
369-489; and "Chapters on Socialism." Fortnightly Review, n.s. XXV (Feb., Mar., Apr.,
1879), 217-37,373-82,513-30,
in CW, Vol. V, pp. 703-53.]
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Westminster Revww, 1 (Apr., 1824). 505-41. Unsigned. Headed: "'ART X. Periodical
Literature. / Edinburgh Revww "' Running titles: "Periodical Literature / Edinburgh Review." Not republished. Identified in Mill's bibliography as "An article on the Edinburgh
Review, in the second number of the Westminster Review" (MacMinn. p. 5). There are no
corrections or emendations in the Somerville College copies. For comment, see the
Introduction, p. xxxi above.

Periodical Literature: Edinburgh Review

IN A FORMER ARTICLE,[*] we analysed the various misleading interests under the
influence of which the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews are placed: both as
periodical publications, and as the organs of the two great parties into which the
British aristocracy is divided. We then proceeded to criticize the Edmburgh
Review in detail; and we began to prove, by quotations from the work itself, that it
has really exhibited the vices, which we described as likely to characterize a
periodical publication attached to the Opposition party.
The most prominent feature in its character--its disposition to compromise--to
say a little for the aristocracy and a little for the people alternately, and always to
give up so much of ever)' important question, as to avoid an irreparable breach
either with the one side or with the other; this characteristic quality of the Review
we illustrated by numerous quotations, selected from the volumes preceding the
year 1812. We shall now prove, by further citations, that it has since persevered,
and does still persevere, in the self-same course.
The first passage which we shall extract is from an article on Spain, in the
twenty-third volume. The conduct of Ferdinand in re-establishing the old despotism, contrar 3'to the expectations which had been held out to the Spaniards, in order
to stimulate their exertions for the expulsion of the French, is here spoken of with
that abhorrence which it so justly deserves. L+_The writer appears, however, to
have trembled lest he should have gone too far: lest the aristocracy should take the
alarm at so severe a censure on an established government: on one, too. which it
was the fashion of the day to call legitimate: and he continues.
We have but a word or two to add on the moral of this strange drama. We subscribe
unreservedly to the doctnne of Mr. Hume, that ever)' people, not absolutely subdued by
formgnforce, must be governed by opimon:_1or. if the admtrersof Mr. Paine object to that
word. by prejudice. Government is founded--not on divine right--not on a socmlcontract,
but on the general consent and tarotagreement of the people, as at the moment subsisting.
[*James Mill, "'Periodical Literature: Edinburgh Review." WestminsterRevww, 1(Jan..
1824).206-49. ]
[*JohnAllen, "Cortes of Spain," Edinburgh Revww. XXII1(Sept.. 1814), 379-80. ]
[*SeeDavid Hume, "Of the First Pnnclples of Government." in Essav,sand Treattses
on Several Subjects, 2 vols. (London: Cadell: Edinburgh: Bell and Bradfute, et al.. 1793),
Vol. I, pp. 39-4(I. ]
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Butwe are not to conclude, because power is derived from the people, thatall governments
in which they do not reserve a portionfor themselves are illegitimate. For it is very clear
(notwithstandingwhat has been written), that the people can as easily give the right of
raising taxes on themselves to one hereditary officer, as to five hundred, renewed every
seven years. (P. 380.)
This passage is a specimen of the vague language, so convenient for the purpose
of compromise, which the Opposition party makes use of when it takes the popular
side of any question.
"All power is derived from the people;" "government is founded on the general
consent and tacit agreement of the people:" and the like. It is obvious that the
people are not in any respect benefitted by this verbal recognition of their
sovereignty. It does not bring them one particle nearer to obtaining good government. This they can obtain, only by providing real and efficient securities for it.
But these vague phrases, though of no service to the people, are admirably suited to
the purpose of the Whigs; which is. to please the people, just as far as is consistent
with not alarming the aristocracy. A well-turned rhetorical sentence asserting
popular supremacy, is expected to be grateful to the ears of many among the
people, who not having a clear conception of what constitutes efficient securities
for good government, are incapable of discerning that mere declamation gives no
security whatever. The aristocracy, on their side, risk nothing by conceding to
their adversaries a general maxim which leads to no consequences. Their power
and emolument remain untouched. The only thing which they have any reason to
dread--the establishment of efficient securities against misrule--the Edinburgh
Review, from the first, has strenuously opposed. If the people will be cajoled with
fine language concerning their sovereignty, they may have as much of it as they
please from the Edinburgh Review. But, if they require any thing tangible--if they
ask what they are to get by this boasted sovereignty, it calls them radicals and
democrats, who wish for the annihilation of property, and the subversion of the
social order.
We may explain on the same principles, the warmth which the Edinburgh
Review has constantly shown, in defence of the people's right to resist oppression
by rising against the government. The following passage is extracted from an
article in the twenty-seventh volume,t*1 on the dangers of the Constitution:
What is it that secures the system against such attacks as we have alluded to, and in like
manner against more direct and open invasions of power?--lt is unquestionably the
influence of pubhc opinion, and the apprehension of resistance, intimately connected with
it. As long as the proceedings of parliament occupy the attention of the people, an effectual
control is exerted over them; and the discussions in the two houses, how little soever they
may seem to influence the votes, are engines of the highest power in controlling the
executive through the pubhc. As long asjudges sit in the face of the country, and, above all,
in the face of an enlightened and jealous bar, the most scrutinizing and unsparing of all
[*Henry Peter Brougham, "Dangers of the Constitution," Edinburgh Review, XXVII
(Sept., 1816), 245-63.]
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auditories,--the Crown can neither fill the bench with its tools, nor can betterinstruments
degenerateinto that occupation. As long as all the proceedingsof governmentarepublic,canvassed freely by the press, and made known through that and other channels of
information: and as long as there is reason to beheve that gross m_s-rulewill engender
resistance,--a corrupt judicature and a venal parliament may m yam combine with a
despotic court, in defiance of pubhc opinion. Tyranny wall dreadgoing beyond a certain
length, and this fear will supersedethe necessity of applying the ultimatecheck. This sacred
principleof resistance is the very foundation of all our liberties; it _sthe cause to which we
owe them:--Let it only be destroyed, and they are gone. (P. 249. )
To suppose resistance necessary, is to suppose the existence of bad government: and to speak of it as a security, is only calculated to make the people contented with a bad government, by looking to resistance as a remedy for its evils.
The fact is, that resistance is any thing but a remedy: and this for two reasons. One
reason is. that from the aversion which all men feel to commit their persons and
their property to the hazards of a civil war, they are willing to submit to a great
degree of mis-government before they will resist. But, besides, a revolution, even
when it does happen, is not, in itself, productive of any good. It is useful, only in so
far as it contributes to establish permanent securities for good government. Take
away this effect, and the whole cost of the revolution is unmixed evil. Yet the
Edinburgh Review, which has always earnestly deprecated the establishment of
securities for good government, holds up the principle of resistance as our only
safeguard against oppression. Why? Because this principle, like all other principles which appear to be, without really being a security, is calculated to catch the
favour of the less clear-sighted part of the people: while it does not alarm any but
the more timid portion of the aristocracy. All among them whose fears do not
entirely overcome their reason, are aware that a successful insurrection, the only
kind of resistance which they have any reason to dread, rarely happens under a
regular government; and that an ordinary share of prudence on their part, might, in
most cases, prevent it from happening at all. They are, therefore, well contented
that the people should be hindered from turning their attention to the reme&es
which are effectual, by having it fixed upon remedies which are not.
The whole language of the Edinburgh Reviewers, on the subject of government,
proves their wish to prevent the people from looking out for securities against
misrule. They do not approve of a law or of an institution, because it _sconducive
to good government, but because it is favourable to liberty, They do not disapprove
of a ministerial measure, because it opens a door to oppression, but because it is
unconstitutional. These phrases, as we shall presently show, are extremely convenient to those who wish to compromise the question of good government.
"The constitution" either means nothing at all, or it means the aggregate of the
securities, such as they are, which our present form of government affords us,
against misrule. These securities are either adequate to their purpose, or they are
inadequate to it. The doctrine of the Edinburgh Review is, that they are not
adequate. For it is continually asserting, in the most unqualified terms, that
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parliament, instead of being, as by the constitution it ought to be, an efficient check
upon the conduct of ministers--is, on the contrary, a ready tool in their bands. We
shall only quote one passage among many, in which this charge of inefficacy is
brought against the constitution:
After all that we have seen of parliaments, it would be a vain fancy to imagine that the
representationof the people is of itself a security for their rights. Even If that representation
were muchmore perfect than it Is, it would be liable to the influenceof the Crown, and might
be intimidated by violence. In fact, to what baseness has not the parliament, at one time or
another, made itself a party? (Ibid., p. 247.)
If the securities provided by the constitution are inefficient, so inefficient as not
to prevent the government from being party to any act of baseness whatever: most
men will probably conclude, that it is time to think of providing more perfect
securities. Not so the Edinburgh reviewers: their ideas of amelioration go no
farther than to bid us cling more closely to the imperfect securities which we have.
To improve the constitution, is with them a very secondary object. To preserve it is
the one thing needful. The necessity of guarding it against the encroachments of
ministers, is the burden of their song, even in the very article from which the above
extract was taken. They admit that misgovernment may be carried very far, with
the concurrence of parliament, and therefore without violating the constitution. To
this kind of misgovernment, however, it appears, we are to submit. If ministers
will compound not to violate the constitution, they may oppress, as much as they
please, in any other way. Is this not compromise? If not, the word is without a
meaning.
We are aware that, on other occasions, the Edinburgh Review has represented
the constitution as standing in need of improvement, and even of considerable
improvement. But this, far from invalidating the truth of our observations, is only
another instance of the habitual see-saw. When the tide ran high for reform, the
Edinburgh Review was compelled, to a certain extent, to go with the tide. It is
enough, that it has never proposed any plan of reform which would, to any
practical purpose, diminish the power of the aristocracy, or add to the people's
securities for good government. To do so would have been to renounce the
compromise, to break with the aristocracy, and to adhere to the people. This did
not suit the Opposition party; nor, consequently, did it suit their faithful and
devoted organ.
Liberty, another favourite word with the Edinburgh Review, is equally suited
with the word "constitution," to the ends of compromise. Liberty, in its original
sense, means freedom from restraint. In this sense, every law, and every rule of
morals, is contrary to liberty. A despot, who is entirely emancipated from both, is
the only person whose freedom of action is complete. A measure of government,
therefore, is not necessarily bad, because it is contrary to liberty; and to blame it for
that reason, leads to confusion of ideas. But to create confusion of ideas, is
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essential to the purpose of those who have to persuade the people, that small abuses
should be reformed, while great ones should remain untouched. The true reason
for reform is evidently much stronger in the case of a great abuse than of a small
one. They cannot therefore put forward the true reason: they must put forward
something, which shall have the semblance of a reason, but which they can explain
away when they please, and which, therefore, cannot be turned against themselves.
Liberty is the word which they make use of for this purpose. Small abuses are to
be reformed, because they are contrary to liberty. There are minor reasons, as, that
they hurt the prosperity of the country, and so forth, but this is the mare argument.
On the other hand, when a great abuse is to be upheld, these gentlemen proceed to
explain away their own doctrine: they tell us that freedom may be carried to a
dangerous excess: that it is apt to degenerate into hcentiousness: and they coin
certain convenient phrases, "rational liberty," "constitutional liberty," "liberty
rightly understood," and the like: with which elegant kinds of liberty they declare
the great abuses to be consistent.
The above remarks afford a key to much of the language which the Edinburgh
Review has held, and still holds, concerning government. Whatever it may be
necessary to say concerning their plans of reform in the detail, will be said
hereafter in a separate article, l* 1
Among the instruments of misgovernment which the rulers of this country have
at their command, the law of libel is justly considered one of the most dangerous:
as it enables them to free themselves from that which is in itself a considerable
check upon them, and without which all other checks are ineffectual, free discussion. There is no legal defimtion of libel: there can be no defimtion, so long as libel
law continues in its present state, that of common, or unwritten law. A judge,
dependant upon the government, is left with full power to decide any publication
libellous, or not, as he pleases: whatever disposition the jury might have to set
aside his opinion, being got rid of by the practice of packing special juries.* As
might have been expected under such circumstances, the judges have allowed
themselves no small latitude in declaring pubhcatlons to be libellous. Lord Ellen[*James Mill, "Periodical Literature. Edinburgh Revww on Parhamentary Reform."
WestmmsterRevww, IV (July. 1825). 194-233.]
*The special jury system is one of those abuses which the Edmburgh Review has
uniformly slurred over. In an amcle m the thirteenth volume, it professes not to believe that
any evil arises from the practice of packing juries. ([Thomas Moore Musgrave (or James
Musgrave), "Sir R. Phillips on the Office of Sheriff." Edinburgh Review. Xlll (Oct..
1808),] 172.) More recently it declares that the principal part of the ewl has been corrected
in recent practice. ([Henry Cockburn. "Nomination of Scottish Juries (Part I),'" ibid.,]
XXXV1 l(Oct., 1821)1, 174.) It remains, however, uncorrected to this day; and yet the
EdinburghReview. whmh professes so much regard for free discussion, and for trial by,lury,
has never dropped one word in reprobauon of _t.
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borough once said from the Bench, that a libel was any thing which hurt the
feelings of any body. [*j The common judge-made definition of a public libel, is,
any thing which tends to bring the constituted authorities into hatred and
contempt, t*] But all censure of their conduct must, pro tanto, have this tendency;
and most so, when their misconduct is most glaring, and the censure which is
bestowed on it most urgently required. With the help, therefore, of so convenient a
definition of libel, and of such convenient instruments as English judges, government have it in their power to suppress all censure whatever
The twenty-seventh volume of the Edinburgh Review contains an article on
Holt's Law of Libel, in which this subject is canvassed at considerable length) _
For the people, there is abundance of general remarks on the importance of free
discussion; remarks such as we hear from no one more frequently than from Lord
Eldon himself. But when the reviewer comes to something specific; when he
undertakes "to find the quantity of liberty, and the species of restraint, which will
secure to the press the greatest amount of free discussion consistent with the
tranquillity of the community, and the safety of private character; ''t'_lhe proceeds
in the most deliberate manner to surrender up all the essential points to the aristocracy.
The undefined nature of the offence of libel; that which is really at the root of the
mischief; that which enables the government to punish as libellous any publication
containing sentiments unpleasing to themselves; this enormous evil, the
Edinburgh Review not only does not suggest the means of correcting, but expressly declares not to be an evil.
One charge which has been urged against the system, we are inclined to dismiss at once,
as founded in an extremely superficial view of the matter. It has been stated as a great defect.
that there is no law defining a libel: or expounding what shall be considered libellous. In no
code. either formed by successive acts of legislation, or composed at once by speculative
lawgivers, was ever such a definiuon attempted. The attempt would m truth be vain. The
nature ofthe thing precludes all minute definition: and a general description is useless for the
end in view. (P. 108.)
In the next page, however, we are told that "means may be found of limiting the
sense of the word in practice as effectually as is desirable, and preventing the
prosecution of any thing that at any time displeases an)' body, as the modern
practice has been alleged to have described the offence. ''l_l
[*For the statement, seeThomas Bayly Howell, A Complete Collection of State Trials. 34
vols. (London: Longrnan, etal., 1809-28), Vol. XXIX, col. 49.]
[*Cf. Peregrine Bingham (probably). "M. Cottu and Special Juries," and "Periodical
Literature: Quarterly Review," Westminster Review, I (Jan., 1824). 158, and 258. ]
[*Brougham, "'Liberty of the Press and Its Abuses," Edinburgh Rewew, XXVII (Sept..
1816), 102-44, reviewing Francis Ludlow Holt, The Law of Libel (London: Reed; Dublin:
Phelan, 1812).]
[_lbid., p. 104.]
['nBroughamis quoting Bentham: cf. Bentham, The Elements of the Art of Packing
(London: Wilson, 1821), p. 94.]
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The inconsistency
of this doctrine with itself is remarkable.
We are to limit the
meaning of the word: if we do not, all kinds of mischief will ensue. But we are not
to limit it in the only mode in which any man in his senses ever thought of limiting
the meaning of a word; namely, by a definition. What is the tendency of this
doctrine is evident. It is to give us something which should appear to limit the
meaning of the word, without really limiting it: to deceive the people into a belief
that freedom of discussion exists by law, when in fact so much of it only exists as
public opinion renders it unsafe to destroy.
The two following passages form an appropriate comment upon the preceding:
It is manifest, that a statement, either against the government, or an individual, may be
libellous; or, to use a phrase which no one can object to. may be criminal, although founded
in truth. Undoubted facts may be involved in furious or inflammatory, invective. Some cases
may be conceived (though they are exceedingly rare) in which a simple statement of facts
respecting the government would be an offence against the pubhc tranqmlhty; but innumerable cases may be put, in which the publication of the truth, without any comment, would be
an offence against private individuals. (P 109. )
And further on,
That there are public libels, properly so called, which may be criminal, though true, is
easily shown. The instances are no doubt rare, but they exist. It may be libellous to state m
an inflammatory way, that which, if plainly stated, would be innocent: as, to address the
passions of the multitude about scarcity of provisions, or of soldiers about pay. It may be
libellous to address to particular classes a plato statement of that which, pubhsbed generally.
would be innocent, as to disperse it among a mob or an army. It may be libellous to state,
even plainly, truths of a dehcate nature at a pecuhar cnsls--as,
during an invasion, a
rebellion, or a mutiny. Finally, there are certain troths (but the number Is extremely small),
of so peculiarly delicate a nature, that the plainest statement of them at any time would be
libellous: as, the legitimacy of the reigning sovereign:--hls right to the crown generally.-his political conduct, for which he is not responsible;--h_s private conduct, of which the
law takes no notice. (P. 126. )
Mark the concessions

which

are here

made to the aristocracy

"It may be

libellous to state in an inflammatory
way, that which, if plainly stated, would be
innocent." We are sorry the reviewer did not teach us how to draw a precise line
between two modes of stating the same fact, one of them an inflammatory, mode,
the other not. Only entrust a judge dependant on the aristocracy, and a packed
special jury, with the power of punishing all statements conveyed m what they may
call inflammatory language; and nothing more is wanting to enable them to punish
any statements whatever.
The other passage, however, goes even beyond this in open and undisguised
enmity to free discussion. In some cases "a simple statement of facts respecting the
government would be an offence against the pubhc tranquilhty:'" much more. a
statement accompanied
by a comment,
however calm and dispassionate.
This
gives a degree of latitude to the government,
which is scarcely claimed even by the
Tories themselves.
Moderate Tones usually admit that calm and dispassionate
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discussion on the conduct of the government should be allowed. The Edinburgh
Review. however, tells us, that in some cases, which it is impossible to define by
law, not merely all discussion, however cool and unimpassioned, but a bare
statement of facts, ought to be punished. It tells us, indeed, that these cases are
rare. Happily it would not be safe, in this age and country, to say that they are not
rare. But, rare as they are, it tells us that they cannot be defined: and as there must
be somebody to judge, and as the Edinburgh Review has not told us who this
somebody shall be, we are left to conclude that it means the government to judge:
and to judge what? To judge what shall, and shall not be spoken of itself!
In return for all these concessions to the aristocracy, what is to be done for the
people? Truth should be permitted to be given in evidence on the trial, and should
have some weight in determining the verdict of the jury: although it would rest with
the judge and packed jury to decide what degree of weight it should have. The
greatest benefit of a free press is, the discussion which it calls forth concerning the
conduct of the government. This discussion consists in the statement of facts and
expression of opinions. We have seen how the Edinburgh Review disposes of the
statement of facts: and as for the expression of opinions, how would freedom in
this respect be increased by the adoption of the only remedy which the Edinburgh
Revzew proposes for the defects of the law of libel?
Within the last six or seven years, when the desire of efficient securities tbr good
government has become much more general than it has been at any previous period
of history, the interest of all other political questions has been to a considerable
degree swallowed up by that of parliamentary reform. It was to be expected,
therefore, that this subject should occupy a more conspicuous place than before in
the pages of the Edinburgh Review. And in the tone which the Review has adopted
on this most momentous of all topics, there appears not less of the disposition to
compromise than on every other subject of importance. Its ordinary course has
been to speak loudly of reform in general, but specifically to approve only such
plans as, if adopted, would leave the means of misgovernment with unimpaired
strength in the hands of the aristocracy; and to impute either the grossest folly, or
the most detestable wickedness, to those who desire a more extensive reform, as
well as to those who would have no reform at all. In conformity to the habitual
see-saw, they have occasionally deviated from this course.
Thus an article on America, in the thirty-first volume, contains an unusual
proportion of democratic sentiments.[*l The same observation applies to another
article on the same subject, in the thirty-third volume J *l where a charge which had
been brought against the Review of illiberality towards America, seems to have
extorted from it sundry expressions in favour of popular governments, exceeding
[*Sydney Smith, "'Travellers in America," Edinburgh Review, XXXI (Dec., 1818).
132-50.]
[*Francis Jeffrey, "Dispositions of England and America,'" ibid., XXXIII (May, 1820),
395-431.1
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perhaps, in boldness, any which had yet appeared in its pages. America is quoted
as an instance to show "within what limits popular institutions are safe and
practicable, and what a large infusion of democracy is consistent with the authority
of government and the good order of society." (P. 405. ) Then follows a prediction
that, ere long, a struggle will take place in all the countries of Europe, for the
amelioration of their political institutions, "even in England," says the reviewer,
"the more modified elements of the same principles are stirring and heaving
around, above, and beneath us, with unprecedented agitation and terror" [p. 403];
and he observes that the assistance of America may be needed to give preponderance to the good cause.
In the very next number we find an article on France. I*j which almost returns to
the anti-jacobin tone of the early numbers. In direct opposition to the doctrines of
the article to which we just referred: it repeats the wretched aristocrauc fallacy, of
which too many well-meaning persons are even now the dupes, that "wherever
universal suffrage is actually established, Agrarian law may be expected to
follow." (Pp. 27-8. ) It laments bitterly over the decay and discredit into which,
fortunately for France, the old feudal nobility have fallen [pp. 14-16]. It says as
much as it can venture to say in palhation of the vices of the old French despotism:
thus, it doubts whether the abolition of the jurandes, the maftrises, and similar
commercial restrictions, was a benefit [p. 3]. It lauds the parlemens for the purity
of their administration of justice [p. 17]. as if it had forgotten the fate of Calas, and
other transactions of a similar stamp.* When at last it is compelled to admit that
great evils existed, it tells us that "France had never been in so fair a way to see the
defects of its old institutions corrected, and civil liberty introduced with success, as
It was just before the Revolution. But the restless impatience of reformers could
brook no delay." [P. 18.] And then it goes on imputing all the evils of the
revolution to the impatience of the reformers, and none of them to the opposition of
the court. It accuses the French government, subsequent to the restoration of the
Bourbons, of too great a tendency to liberalism! and vindicates Louis XVIII from
the accusation of mistrusting the people, and of being insincere in his professions
of a desire to establish a constitutional government in France! [P. 30.] Be it
observed, also, that this article was written, not immediately after the return of the
Bourbons, when it could only as yet be surmised what course they would pursue:
but after the passing of the election law of 1820, I_1by which a permanent majorit3'
in the Chamber of Deputies was secured to the Court, and but for which, neither the
[*Louis Simond, "France," ibid.. XXXIV IAug.. 1820), 1-39.]
*In an article as early as the 10th volume [a review of Capmany's Questiones Crmcas):
we are told distinctly that in France, under the Bourbons. the administration of justice was
not only bad, but nearly as bad as in Spain. ([John Allen, "Capmany's Quesnones Crtttcas.'"
ibid.,] X [(July, 1807)], 425.)
[*Loi sur les 61ections, Bulletin 379, No. 8910 (29 juin, 1820), Bulletm des lots du
rovaume de France, 7i6me s_r., X, 1001-6. ]
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Spanish war, nor any of the other iniquitous measures of the French government
would probably ever have taken place.* On this law the Edinburgh
Review
bestows unqualified
praise; because,
forsooth,
"the repubhcan
principle predominates in the French monarchy"
[p. 28]; a defect which, it seems, is to be
remedied by giving preponderance
to a very different principle--the
despotic.
After this we need not feel surprise on being told that our own complaints against
our government,
including, of course, those of the Edinburgh Review. are unfounded.
Foreigners are apt to be
own travellers. Complaints
of liberty, are nowhere so
whole, the least reason for

misled by what they read in our newspapers, or hear from their
against the government, and dismal forebodings about the loss
frequent and so loud as in those countries where there is, on the
such apprehensions. [P. 33.]

We know not whether the following
sentence is more remarkable
boldness with which it begs the question, or for the unintelligible
jargon
the assumption is wrapt up. to conceal its utter falsehood:

for the
in which

We think ourselves warranted in saying, that most of the abuses and troublesome results
of our institutions may be traced directly to some principle of exuberant vigour shooting
beyond the mark; they are the price we pay for overbalancing advantages: the wrong side of
a good government, and the reasoning of those who condemn them on that account, would
prove, if admitted, that a bad government is the best. [P. 34.]
From the length to which our remarks upon the see-saw have already extended.
we have only room for one additional instance. This we shall select from an article
in the thirty-seventh
volume, on the Liberty of the Press and the Constitutional
Association; I*) in which, by the way, a defect in the law which, in a former article,
was affirmed to be irremediable--the
absence of all definition of libel--is
acknowledged and complamed of (p. 116). The frequent use which government has
sometimes made of the privilege of ex-officio informations
is here spoken of as
meriting the severest censure. But the reader will judge how much value is to be
attached to those declarations,
when we tell him that it complains as loudly of the
"culpable indifference"
with which, at other times, government has abstained from
prosecuting certain periodical works; although "every one else," says the Review,
"was daily sickened at the audacity and activity of their authors" (p. 112); an
assertion which, if true, proves, conclusively,
that the publications
in question
cannot have done any mischief,
and, consequently,
that it would have been
altogether unjustifiable,
upon all principles, to punish the authors.
That the spirit of compromise

has been a marked

characteristic

of the Edinburgh

*Thts is a remarkable instance of see-saw. Five years before, when the Bourbons had not
yet done half so much to re-establish despotism as they had in 1820, the Edinburgh Review
itself charged them with all those iniquitous designs, from which it afterwards endeavoured
to exculpate them. See a long article on France, m the twenty-fifth volume. [Jeffrey,
"France," Edinburgh Revww. XXV (Dec., 1815), 501-26.1
[*Brougham, "Constitutional Association," ibid., XXXVII (June, 1822), 1 !0-21.1
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Review, from its commencement to the present day, insomuch that there is scarcely
a question of any importance, of which it has not either given up half, or preached
alternately, first on the one side and then on the other, is now, we hope, sufficiently
clear to all our readers.
It shall next be our business to prove that it has been equally distinguished by the
other vices to which we have shown periodical literature to be liable. And first, we
shall examine how far it has made a practice of chiming in with existing prejudices.
Of its sacrifices at the altar of aristocratic prejudice, two remarkable instances
occur in the first number; the one in a review of Southey's Thalaba, the other in an
article on the sugar colonies, l*j
To most of our readers Mr. Southey is probably known only as the warm
advocate of every existing abuse, and the reviler of all who think that governments
were made for the people, and not the people for governments. He, and the other
Lake poets, however, commenced writing with higher objects. They saw that the
aristocracy, while they profess a whining sympathy with the poor as individuals,
inflict the most tremendous evils, without compunction, upon the poor, en masse;
and they resolved to set the example of condemning murder and robbery on a large
as well as on a small scale. They saw that the aristocracy, as a class, claim merit for
every crime which they do not commit; while it is urged as a reproach against the
poor, that they are not always proof against temptations, which nothing less than
heroic virtue could withstand. They saw this. and were indignant: they contrasted
the vices of the people with the vices of the aristocracy, and bestowed the severest
condemnation, where every candid mind will admit that the severest condemnation was due. In such a cause, even some exaggeration would have been excusable:
there is certainly no want of exaggeration on the other side. Hear, however, the
Edinburgh Review:
A splenetic and idle discontent with the exlstmg institutions of society, seems to be at the
bottom of all their serious and pecuhar sentiments. Instead of contemplating the wonders
and the pleasures which civihzation has created for mankind, the3'are perpetually brooding
over the disorders by which its progress has been attended. They are filled with horror and
compassion at the sight of poor men spending their blood in the quarrels of princes, and
brutifying their sublime capabilmes m the drudgery'of unremitting labour For all sorts of
vice and profligacy in the lower orders of society, they have the same virtuous horror, and
the same tender compassion While the existence of these offences overpowers them with
grief and confusion, they never permit themselves to feel the smallest indignation or d_slike
towardsthe offenders. The present vicious const_tanonof societyalone _sresponsthle for all
theseenormities: the poor smners are but the helpless vlcttms or mstrumentsof itsdisorders.
and could not possibly have avoided the errors into which they have been betrayed. Though
theycan bear with crimes, therefore, they cannot reconcile themselves to pumshments: and
have anunconquerable antipathy to prisons, gibbets, and houses of correction, as engines of
oppression, and instruments of atrocious injustice. While the plea of moral necessity is thus
[*Jeffrey, "Southey's Thalaba,'"ibid., I (Oct., 1802), 63-83. reviewing Robert Southey, Thalaba the Destroyer. 2 vols. (London: Longman and Rees, 1801), Brougham. "The
Crisis of the Sugar Colonies," ibid., 1, 216-37. ]
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artfully brought forward to convert all the excesses of the poor into innocent mistortunes, no
sort of indulgence is shown to the offences of the powerful and rich. Their oppressions, and
seductions, and debaucheries, are the theme of many an angry verse: and the in&gnatlon and
abhorrence of the reader is relentlessl)' con lured up against those perturbators of society and
scourges of mankind
It is not easy to sa)'. whether the fundamental absurdity of this doctrme, or the partiahty of
its application, be entitled to the severest reprehension If men are &wen to commit crimes
through a certam moral necessity, other men are compelled, by a similar necessity, to hate
and despise them for their commission. The indignation of the sufferer is at least as natural
as the guilt of him who makes him suffer: and the good order of society would probably be as
well preserved, Jf our sympathies were sometimes called forth in behalf of the former. At all
events, the same apology ought certainly to be admitted for the wealth)', as for the needy
offender The) are subject alike to the over-ruling influence of necessity, and equall)
affected by the miserable condmon of society If it be natural for a poor man to murder and
rob, in order to make himself comfortable, it is no less natural for a rich man to gormandize
and domineer, m order to have the full use of his riches. Wealth Is lust as vahd an excuse for
the one class of vices, as indigence is for the other. I*1
To blame a man for being "_filled with horror and compassion
at the sight of poor
men shedding their blood in the quarrels of princes;" and to accuse him, on that
account,
of a "'splenetic and idle discontent
with the existing institutions
of
society," is to put forth a doctrine which we could not characterise
in adequate
terms, and on which, therefore,
we shall abstain from offering any remark. Nor
will we refute the assert,on, that the vices of the poor are not more excusable than
those of the rich: it would be an insult both to the understanding
and to the feelmgs
of our readers.
poor? We give
sabbath-breaking

But do the rich try themselves

even by the same standard

as the

them full credit tot their virtuous horror of poachers
and of
orange-women:
but we submit that if vices are to be weighed by

their tendency to deprave and corrupt the character, gambling, the vice of the rich,
is entitled to rank somewhat above even sabbath-breaking
and poaching: yet those
very gentlemen who habitually enforce against poachers the utmost penalties of an
atrocious law, daily receive into their houses persons notorious for gambling at
Newmarket, if not in Pall Mall; but who are not, on that account, less "moral men"
in the eyes of their vice-suppressmg
friends. While these are the habitual feehngs
of the higher classes--feelings
which ninety-nine
out of every hundred poets
foster, and will continue to foster, so long as the aristocracy shall continue, as at
present, to lead public opinion: what are we to think of a writer who, like the
Edinburgh Reviewer, blames the hundredth for bestowing "exclusive sympathy"
upon the poor?
The other article

to which

we alluded

presents

a remarkable

contrast

with the

tone which the Edinburgh
Review afterwards
assumed, on the subject of negro
slavery. Its object is, to prove that we ought to wish success to an armament which
the French government
was then fitting out against Hayti; and that we ought even.
if necessary, to assist the French in their enterprise.
When we consider what that
[*Jeffrey, "'Southey' s Thalaba,'" pp. 71 - 2. ]
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enterprise was--an
enterprise for the purpose of reducing a whole nation of
negroes to the alternative of death, or of the most horrible slavery: and when we
consider upon what ground we are directed to co-operate in it. namely, the danger
to which our colonies would be exposed, by the existence of an independent negro
commonwealth,
we can have no difficulty m appreciating
such language as the
following:
We have the greatest sympathy for the unmerited sufferings of the unhappy negroes: we
detest the odious traffic which has poured their myriads into the Antilles: but we must be
permitted to feel some tenderness for our European brethren, although they are white and
cwlhzed, and to deprecate that inconsistent spirit of canting philanthropy which, in Europe,
is only excited by the wrongs or miseries of the poor and the profligate, and, on the other side
of the Atlantic. is never warmed but towards the savage, the mulatto, and the slave ×
To couple together"the
poor" and "the profligate," as if they were two names for
the same thing, is a piece of complaisance
to aristocratic morality which requires
no comment. Then all who venture to doubt whether it is perfectly just and humane
to aid in reducing one half of the people of Hayti to slaver3', and exterminating
the
other half. are accused of sympathizing
exclusively with the blacks. We wonder
what the writer would call sympathizing
exclusively with the whites. We should
have thought that the lives and liberties of a whole nation, were an ample sacrifice.
for the sake of a slight, or rather, as the event has proved, an imaginary addition to
the security of the property of a few West-India planters. This is. indeed, to abjure
"canting philanthropy."
What it is that the reviewer gives us m the place of it we
leave to the reader to judge.
In the third volume there is a passage, in an article I*l on Millar's View of the
English Government,
where the writer,
thus expresses himself:

attemptmg

to draw a character

of Millar,

There never was any mind, perhaps, less accessible to the illusions of that sentimental
ridiculous philanthropy which has led so many to the adoption of popular principles
took a very, cool and practical view of the condmon of society, and neither wept over
imaginary miseries of the lower orders, nor shuddered at the mlputed wces of the h_gher
158.1

and
He
the
(P.

By all in whom aristocratic bigotrT has not extingmshed eveN' spark of candour
or honesty, but one judgment can be passed upon a writer who can apply to the
unmerited sufferings of the poor the appellation of"imaginary
miseries,'" and who
can insinuate that the "imputed vices" of the higher orders are imputed to them
without foundation.
He continues. "While no man could be more convinced of the incapacity and
worthlessness of the clamorous multitude, he thought that the indirect influence of
*[Brougham, "'The Crisis of the Sugar Colonies,"l p. 227.
[*Jeffrey, "Millar's View o! the Enghsh Government," Edinburgh Revww, 111(Oct..
1803). 154-81. reviewing John Millar. An Htstorwal Vww _t the Enghsh Government, 4
vols. (London: Mawman, 1803 I. I
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public opinion was the only safeguard of our liberties."t*l Can Toryism go beyond
this? The passage is, besides, an amusing specimen of see-saw. The attempt to
unite contradictory
opinions is more undisguised,
less carefully wrapped up in
vague and obscure language,
than is usual with the Edinburgh Review. For the
aristocracy, abuse is heaped upon the people, under the name of the "clamorous
multitudes" for the people, the influence of public opinion is described as the only
safeguard of our liberties: the opinion of that public which, in the preceding part of
the very. same sentence, is accused of incapacity and worthlessness.
The Edinburgh Review could have hoped for no success with the aristocracy.
had it let slip any opportunity of possessing
them with high ideas of their own
importance to the community.
We need not wonder, therefore, to find it describing
a resident gentry as one of the greatest of all blessings:
and one, of which the
infallible consequence
would be, "the improvement
of their lands, and the improvement of their tenantry in morals, in comfort, and in industry." (Vol. V, p.
302: see also Vol. XXIV, p. 523: Vol. XXXIV, p. 326, etpassirn.)L*l There is only
one thing of which the writer has neglected to inform us: how these most desirable
effects are brought about. The tenants, at least, are not impressed with a due sense
of them; for in Scotland (and the same, we suppose, would be found to be the case
in England), a higher rent is commonly paid for a farm, when it is known that the
proprietor is not to reside in the neighbourhood.
It is a pity that so flattering a
picture as the reviewer holds up to us, should differ so widely from the real state of
the facts.*
The only remaining instance which space will permit us to notice, of the obloquy
thrown upon the people by the Edinburgh Review, shall be selected from a very
recent article on the Westminster
Infant School. t*J
The reviewer
mentions
with regret, that this establishment,
though well
attended so long as it continued a free school, had fallen off considerably when the
payment of three pence a week was required.
This he ascribes to "that vulgar
feeling which makes the poor too often greedy at once, and ungrateful: expecting
as a kind of right, what their richer neighbours give in charity, and almost thinking
that whoever volunteers his services in their behalf, has a personal interest in their
good, and should pay for his fancy." (P. 445. ) We do not precisely see what the
writer means. If he is finding fault with the poor, for not liking better to pay for
what they want than to receive it gratis, we suspect it is a fault to which all men, not
excepting

even

the reviewer

himself,

must

plead

guilty.

But

if he means

to

[*Jeffrey, "Millar's View," p. 159.]
[*Anon., "Observations on the Residence of the Clergy.," Edinburgh Review, V (Jan.,
1805), 301-17; James Mackintosh, "France," ibid., XXIV (Nov., 1814L 505-37, and
Sydney Smith, "Ireland," ibid., XXXIV (Nov., 1820), 320-38.]
*It is the less excusable in the Edinburgh Review to flatter this aristocratic prejudice, as
from the general goodness of its political economy, it cannot be the dupe of the vulgar error
that landlords benefit their estates by spending their money there.
[*Brougham, "Early Moral Education," ibid., XXXVIII (May, 1823), 437-53. ]
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that they refrain from sending

their children to the school,
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because

they

suspect the motives of the gentlemen who set it on foot, the absurdity is so palpable
as scarcely to need a refutation. The idea that any one, in determining whether he
will avail himself of a proffered benefit, is influenced by any other considerations
than, first, whether it is really a benefit, and secondly, whether the cost does not
exceed the advantage, almost provokes a laugh. In this instance, there can be no
doubt as to the cause of the falling-off of the school. The parents uniformly evinced
the acutest sensibility to the benefits they derived from it. But a great proportion of
them were from the very poorest of the people, and really could not spare
threepence a week, much less fourpence or sixpence. Mark, however, the uncandidness of the reviewer: he knew that some parents chose rather to withdraw their
children, than to pay threepence a week. He knew also, that some parents formerly
paid fourpence or sixpence a week to the dame schools. He immediately
lays it
down as certain, that these two classes of persons are the same: and on these
premises he accuses the poor in general of givmg a preference to the dame schools!
That the poor, in all countries, instead of erring on the side of distrust, have
uniformly erred on the side of confidence, is proved by their habitual submission to
misgovernment.
Perhaps, if it were admitted that they are habitually suspicious of
the rich, the influence would be more unfavourable
to their superiors than to
themselves. To borrow an illustration from another branch of morality: the veracity of that man must be more than suspected, whose word is dtsbeheved even when
he speaks the truth. By the same rule. then, if the poor habitually suspect that the
rich, when they profess to serve them. are really servmg their own sinister
purposes, the fair inference would be. not that these suspicious habits had grown
up, as suspicious habits never were known to grow up, of themselves; but that,
from the frequency with which the poor have seen their interests disregarded by the
rich, they cannot bnng themselves
to repose any confidence in the professions
which they hear from those rich. of a desire to serve them.*
The Edinburgh Review has pandered with as much perseverance
to national as to
aristocratic prejudices.
English and excellent it employs as synonymous
terms:
that a foreigner admires England, is a sure passport to its praise: that he does not, is
of itself sufficient to draw down upon him its censure. The habits and institutions of
other nations are praised exactly in proportion as they approach to the English
standard; blamed in proportion as they depart from it. On the other hand. the
prejudices which prevail in this country agamst the French. are carefully nourished
and fostered. Every opportunity is taken of showmg how much the character and
*ln another place, the reviewer quotes with approbation a passage from Pole. on lnfant
Schools, in which an attempt is made to account for this imputed suspiciousness, by a
supposition of which it )s difficult to say whether the candour or the hberality be most
remarkable--"The poor scarcely know how to beheve others can be actuated by dispositions so superior to what they have been accustomed to cherish m themselves." [Brougham,
p. 453, quoting Thomas Pole, Observations Relatwe to Infant Schools (Bristol: Macdowall,
1823). p. 72.]
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habits of that nation differ from excellence; meaning, of course, by excellence, the
Enghsh habits and character. Sometimes, indeed, a torrent of mere abuse is poured
out against the French. for the sole purpose of gratifying national antipathy.
We could fill a whole article with instances of these practices: but the few which
we shall select are so flagrant, that any one who peruses them. will readily dispense
with the remainder.
In an article in the second volume, on Dallas's Htstorv of the Maroons, I*1 the
writer, after very properly deprecating the use of bloodhounds in hunting down the
insurgent slaves, adds the following note:
If commonfame may be credited, the French are at present engaged m a campaign against
the St. Dommgo rebels, with the aid of blood-hounds. Considering the nature of the consular
government, and the wretched people over whom it is stretched, we cannot avoid being
astonished at this measure having only now been adopted IP. 384n.]
The consular government was not worse than any other despotism. Nevertheless, we should not object to the censure, were it levelled against the government
alone. But why are the people held responsible for the cruelties of the government'?
For this reason, that when the above passage was written, the English aristocracy
abhorred every, thing French--the government as well as the people: but the people
most: because they had incurred the guilt of throwing off despotism: the government only that of substituting one despotism for another. On any of the occasions
on which the Edinburgh Review has declared the English ministers worthy of
impeachment; on the occasion, for instance, of the Walcheren expedition--would
the 3'have dared to lay the guilt of the ministers at the door of the English people? I*i
Yet the English people had as great a hand in the Walcheren expedition, as the
French people had in the employment of blood-hounds in St. Domingo--a
reflection which the reviewer probably thought not likely to occur to his antigallican readers.
An article on Dr. Black's Lectures, in the following Number) *1is remarkable
for its offerings both to national antipathies and to national vanity. Upon the
French men of science, the writer is peculiarly severe. He who could ascribe the
invention of the most beautiful system of weights and measures ever yet known, to
a combination of "innovating phrenzy and puerile vanity" [p. 22], must have sat
down with a predetermination to find matter for censure. In his next charge he is
almost equally unfortunate. Some French sarans, it seems, in the warmth of their
self-congratulation upon a most important discovery, had indulged in certain
[*Brougham, "Dallas's Htstory of the Maroons," Edinburgh Review. II (July. 1803L
376-91, reviewing Robert Charles Dallas. Histor3' of the Maroom. 2 vols. (London.
Longman and Rees, 1803).]
[*SeeSydney Smith, "Walcheren Expedition," Edinburgh Review, XVII (Feb., 1811),
330-9.]
[*Brougham, "Dr. Black's Lecture_," Ibid., I11(Oct., 1803). 1-20, reviewing Joseph
Black, Lectures on the Elements of Chemistr3', 2 vols. (London: Longman and Rees"
Edinburgh: Creech, 1803).]
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ludicrous ceremonies, repugnant indeed to English gravity, but of which the worst
that can be said is, that they were a harmless piece of child's play:
When

the Parisian

chemists,

it seems,

had finished

their

grand

experiment

on the

compositionof water,they held a sortof festival, at which MadameLavoisier.inthe habitof
a priestess, burntStahl*sFundamenta on an altar, whde solemn musicplayeda requiem to
the departedsystem.*
We confess we do not see any thing very.atrocious in this: and we suspect no one
but an Edinburgh or a Quarter(v reviewer would have thought of magnifying it
into a proof of "'that universal charlatanerie Ithe word cannot he translated by a
people so destitute of the thing) which renders the French national character the
least respectable of any in the civilized world." [P. 22.1 John Bull, whose
gullibility has been the subject of so many sarcasms, would no doubt feel agreeably
surprised at being told that no such thing as charlatanerw is known in England. If
he reflected, however, that this very England is the only country where a quack
doctor ever succeeded, we fear he would feel inclined to doubt the sincerity of his
panegyrist.
In another article in the same Number, L*j "a vtcious and perverted love of
obscenity" is described as "peculiarly and characteristically the disgrace of French
literature." (P. 125. ) In a subsequent article t_jthis charge is repeated, and directed
more peculiarly against Diderot, whose works are affirmed to be characterized by a
peculiar and revolting kind of indecency. (P. 283. ) We think it sufficient to appeal
to the knowledge of any one who is well versed in French literature, whether there
is as much indecency in any French writer of reputation--probably
in any two
French writers of reputation--as there is in Shakspeare alone; Shakspeare. whom
the Edinburgh Review holds up as the ne plus ultra of literary excel lence.l_J
For some years, when the cry" of the Edinburgh Review was for peace: to
continue reviling the French, would have been to fight against its own object. In the
more recent volumes, however, it has returned to its former practice, which it had
never more than partially intermitted.
The charge of mdecency against the French is one which it has thought proper
frequently to repeat. At the end of an article in the thirty-first volume, on Madame
d'Epinay's Correspondence. the writer observes--"But
if all the decencies and
delicacies of life were in one scale, and five francs in the other, what French
bookseller would feel a single moment of doubt in making his election °''1_1No_'.
we take the case to be, that in this, as in most other respects, a French bookseller is
*Pp. 22-3. [The reference is to Georg Ernst Stahl. Fundamenta chyrmae dogmatwae et
experimentalis,3 pts. (Nuremberg: Endter. 1723-32).]
[*Walter Scott, "'Amad_sde Gaul. [translations] b3 Southey and by Rose." Edinburgh
Review, II1(Oct.. 1803), 109-36.]
]*Jeffrey, "Correspondance litteraire et philosophlque de Grimm." ibtd., XX1 IJuly.
1813),263-99.]
I_See,e.g., Jeffrey, "Hazlitt on Shakespeare,'" ibid.. XXVIII I Aug., 1817). 472-88. ]
[_iSydneySmith, "'Madame d'Epinay,'" ibid.. XXXI (Dec., 1818). 53, reviewing Louise
Florenced'Epinay, M_motres et correspondance. 3 vols. IParis. Brunet, 18181.]
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very like any other bookseller. The love of gain, we are apt to think, is not peculiar
to the French people: and when a writer inveighs against a particular nation, for
being acted upon by the same inducements which influence men all over the world,
we are at no loss in what terms to characterize his conduct.
Three recent articles, one in the thirty-fourth, one in the thirty-fifth, and another
in the thirty-seventh volume,l*J are devoted to the express purpose of extolhng all
English, and depreciating all French books and authors;* of extolling the morality,
taste, and knowledge of the English public, and depreciating that of the French.
The writer appears not to be aware, that there are two sides to a question. In as far
as he is concerned, there is only one. On the English side he enumerates nothing
but excellencies; on the French side, nothing but defects. As if this were not
enough, he draws largely upon his imagination for fresh excellencies to be ascribed
to the English, and fresh defects to the French. Not content with pronouncing in
favour of the English national taste, on every point on which it differs from the
French: he traces up all such differences to the superiority of the English over the
French public--first in good sense, and next in morality. A detailed analysis of
these articles would not convey an adequate conception of their spirit to those who
have not read them, and would be superfluous to those who have. Our limits will
admit only of one specimen. Flagrant as that specimen is, _t is not the worst. He
presents us with what is meant to be a parallel between the eminent men of the last
half-century in England and France. With this view he makes a pompous display of
all the English authors who have attained, during that period, any, even the
smallest, share of celebrity: down to the merest party scribblers, or vulgar
versifiers, and including many whose names we never heard before. * On the other
hand, he sets up on the French side a sort of index expurgatorius, and instead of a
page and a half of names pronounced worthy of immortality, he furnishes us with a
list of authors whom he. by his fiat, consigns to oblivion [p. 1801. Among these are
not only Jouy, Millevoye, and Raynouard, poets, to say the least, not inferior to
many who are enumerated in the same article among the ornaments of the British
nation: not only S6gur, Thouret, and Boissy d'Anglas, authors unquestionably far
superior, both in liberality, in talents, and in style, to average English historians;
but Say ,--one of the few French writers who never sacrifices truth to display.-[*Richard Chenevix, "State of Science in England and France," Edinburgh Revtew,
XXXIV (Nov., 1820),383-422; Chenevix, "English and French Literature," ibM.. XXXV
(Mar., 1821). 158-90; and Chenevix and Jeffrey, "French Poetry," ibid., XXXVII (Nov..
1822),407-32. ]
•It is not strictly correct to say that the Edinburgh Revtew depreciates all the French
writers. Upon one of them--upon Montesqmeu, it bestows even more than the due praise.
but why? It almost confesses the reason--Montesquieu admired England. The English
institutions were the standard by which Montesqmeu judged of all other institutions. To
eulogize Montesquieu, therefore, was one way of eulogizing England. ISee Chenevlx.
"English and French Literature." pp. 169-70.]
•[Chenevix, "English and French Literature,"] pp. 184-5.
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who is never led astray from the path of reason, by sentimentality, or by a taste for
floridity and declamation,--Say,
who first introduced the French nation to the true
principles of political economy, and whose name will be mentioned with honour
among the philosophers who have raised that important branch of knowledge to the
rank of a science: he, too, is ranked among those "'revolutionary worthies,'" who
will be utterly forgotten In half a century, and the very ablest of whom "would find
in this country, and at this moment, at the least ten persons of more abihty than
himself, yet whose names are absolutely unknown." (Ibid.
If there is a fault with which French authors, collectively, can be charged
(though even to this rule there are exceptions), _t is declamation and sentimentality. And when we consider what has been the character of English literature smce
Johnson and Burke wrote,--when
we see that, in this country, the meanest
creature who can hold a pen aims at being eloquent, we cannot pronounce even
declamation and sentimentality, though the common faults of French writers, to be
characteristic of French hterature. Observe that these, the only faults whtch can be
justly ascribed to the French authors generally, are almost the only faults which
have not been ascribed to them by the Edinburgh Review. This is not wonderful,
considering of what stamp some of the works have been upon which the Edinburgh
Review has been the most prodigal of Its praise: '_and considering also the examples
of declamation and sentimentality with which its pages abound.
The sentiments which the Edmburgh Review has put forth concerning female
character, are as little creditable to itself, and exemplify as completely the characteristic malady of periodical literature, as any which we have yet quoted.
He who is restrained by indolence from improving himself, has a direct interest
in preventing the improvement of others: since, if others improve, and he does not
keep pace with them, he must necessarily lose his rank in their estimation. But he is
most of all interested in the non-improvement of his wife. For he thinks, and he
believes that others think, that he ought to be her guardian and protector: to rely.
therefore, upon her for protection and guidance, instead of extending it to her, is
more than usually humiliating. There is another and a very' powerful motive, which
renders ordinary men averse to instructed women. Every" man desires that his wife
should prefer him, and prefer him beyond comparison, to all other men But if she
is capable of discriminating between merit and no merit, she will not reserve lor
her husband alone that admiration which ought to be given wherever it is deserved:
*For instance.

Ahson's

Sermons;

Hazlitt's

Lectures

on the Drama,

Madame

De Stael's

Work on Germany, &c. [See Jeffrey, "'Ahson's Sermons," Edinburgh Reviews,XXlll
(Sept., 1814), 424-40, reviewing Archibald Ahson, Sermons (Edinburgh Constable,
London: Longman, et al., 1814); Thomas Noon Talfourd, "Hazhtt's Lectures on the
Drama." Edinburgh Review. XXXIV (Nov.. 1820), 438-49. reviewing Wilham Hazhtt,
Lectures Chiefly on the Dramatw Lzterature of the Age t_fEhzabeth (London" Stodart and
Steuart, 1820); and James Mackmtosh, "'De l'Allemagne, par Madame de Stall,"
EdinburghReview, XXll (Oct., 1813), 198-238, revtewmg De l'Allemagne. 3 vols. _Pans.
Nicolle, 1810).]
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and if he is neither wiser nor better than others, he will not, by her, be rated higher,
or valued more.
To these causes must be ascribed the morality which is usually chalked out for
women. It is a sort of morality, the prevalence of which it would be difficult to
account for in any other way. The qualities which are said to constitute excellence
in a woman, are very different from those which constitute excellence in a man. It
is considered meritorious in a man to be independent: to be sufficient to h_mself;
not to be in a constant state of pupillage. In a woman, helplessness, both of mind
and of body. is the most admired of attributes. A man is despised, if he be not
courageous. In a woman, it is esteemed amiable to be a coward. To be entirely
dependant upon her husband for every pleasure, and for exemption from every
pain: to feel secure, only when under his protection: to be incapable of forming any
opinion, or of taking any resolution without his advice and a_d;this is amiable, this
is delicate, this is feminine: while all who infringe on any of the prerogatives which
man thinks proper to reserve for himself: all who can or will be of any use, e_ther to
themselves or to the world, otherwise than as the slaves and drudges of their
husbands, are called masculine, and other names intended to convey disapprobation. Even they who profess admiration for instructed women, not unfrequently
select their own wives from among the ignorant and helpless.
That the Edinburgh Review has never stood up manfully to resist this prejudice,
is in itself no trifling charge. But it has done more: it has repeatedly gwen a direct
sanction to it. Madame De Sta61, Miss Edgeworth, and other eminent women,
were to be praised; it could not, therefore, m distinct terms, number incapacity
among female virtues. But it could say, "Shakspeare has expressed the very
perfection of the feminine character, existing only for others, and leaning for
support on the strength of its affections."* A character which has nothing to lean
upon but the strength of its affections, must be a helpless character indeed. This is
vague enough; and, like almost every thing which the Edinburgh Review says in
defence of prejudices, admits of being explained away. The tendency of it,
however, is manifest; and it is equally evident, that the vague language in which it
is wrapped up, only serves to render it the more pernicious, by inveigling many
into assent, who would shrink from the proposition, if presented to them in its
naked deformity.
Such additional remarks as our limits will admit of shall be devoted to illustrate
the morality of the Edinburgh Review.
This, it might be thought, is a labour which, after the specimens already
exhibited, might be spared. What can be more immoral than the see-saw? a
practice which is, throughout, a mere sacrifice of truth to convenience: a practice
which habituates its votaries to play fast and loose with opinions--to lay down
*[William Hazlitt, "'Schlegel on the Drama," Edinburgh Review,] XXVI [(Feb.. 1816)1,
103.
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one, and take up another, with every change of audience? Can there be a spectacle
more repugnant to that candour and sincerity which are so essential a part of
morality, than a continual attempt to varnish over inconsistencies,
and to reconcile
in appearance doctrines which are really irreconcileable?
What immorality,
again.
can exceed that of pandermg
to those prejudices
which render one nation the
enemy of another, or one portion of the people the enemy of the mass?
In the Whig morality, however, as delivered in the Edinburgh Review, there are
some features which call for a more detailed examination.
In the following passage, extracted from an article in the twentieth volume on
Leckie's View of the English Government, l*j we have a tolerable specimen of the
sort of conduct which answers to the Whig ideas of public virtue:
Parties are necessary m all free governments--and
are indeed the characteristics by
which such governments may be known. One party, that of the rulers of the court, is
necessarily formed and disciplined from the permanence of its chief, and the uniformity of
the interests it has to maintain--the part3, in opposition, therefore, must be marshalled in the
same way. When bad men combine, good men must unite--and
it would not be less
hopeless for a crowd of worthy citizens to take the field without leaders or disclphne, against
a regular army, than for individual patriots to think of opposing the influence of the
sovereign by their separate and uncombined exertions. As to the lengths which they should
be permitted to go in support of the common cause, or the extent to which each ought to
submit his private opinion to the general sense of his associates. It does not appear to
us--though casuists may mask dishonour, and purists startle at shadows--either that any
man of upright feelings can be at a loss for a rule of conduct, or that, in point of fact. there
has ever been any blameable excess in the maxims upon which our parties In this country
have been generally conducted. The leading principle is, that a man should satls_ himseif
that the party to which he attaches himself means well to the count_', and that more
substantial good will accrue to the nation from its coming Into power, than from the success
of any other body of men whose success is at all within the limits of probabdity.--Upon
this
principle, therefore, he will support that party in all things which he approves--In all things
that are indifferent--and
even in some things which he partly disapproves, prowded the)'
neither touch the honour and vital interests of the countrs', nor Imply any breach of the
ordinary rules of morality.--Upon
the same principle he will attack not only all that he
individually disapproves in the conduct of the adversar)', but all that might appear indifferent and tolerable enough to a neutral spectator, if it afford an opportunity to weaken him
in the public opinion, and to increase the chance of bringing that part)' into power from
which alone he sincerely believes that any sure or systematic good is to be expected. Farther
than this we do not believe that the leaders or respectable followers of any considerable
party, intentionally allow themselves to go (Pp. 343-4 )
Observe

the course

which is here chalked

out for a public man. The first thing he

has to do is to choose a party. As he is to fix his choice upon the party of whose
measures he approves,
one would think he ought to stand by it so long as he
approves of its measures, and no longer. Such would be the dictate of honesty: but
[*Jeffrey, "Leckie on the Bntish Government,'" ibid.. XX (Nov.. 1812), 315-46,
reviewing Gould Francis Leckle, Essay on the Practice of the British Government (London:
Valpy, 1812).]
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such is not the dictate of the Edinburgh Review. To stand by it in all things which
he approves, in all things which are indifferent, and in some things which he
disapproves: this is the Whig morality. By supporting it in things which he
approves, he is only doing what he might have done, and kept, notwithstanding,
perfectly clear from the trammels of party. The only thing peculiar to the party
system, is the obhgation to stand by his party in things which are indifferent, and in
things which he disapproves. Observe, now, what this implies. To support the
party in things which are indifferent, he must profess to believe them not to be
indifferent. To support the party in things which he disapproves, he must, where he
really disapproves, profess to approve. He must pretend to hold. and act as if he
held, opinions directly contrar3, to his real opinions.
Another rule of party morality is pretty clearly expressed m the foregoing
passage--"He will attack not only all that he individually disapproves in the
conduct of the adversary, but all that might appear indifferent and tolerable enough
to a neutral spectator, if it afford an opportumty to weaken him in the pubhc
opinion." For the sake of weakening the minister in the public opimon, a deception
is to be practised upon the public: means are to be used for misleading them. by
instilling into them a false opinion, by persuading them that the minister has acted
wrong, when in truth he has acted right. We presume it would be meritorious to
invent any convenient sophism which should have the effect of furthering so
laudable an object.
The reader will do well to peruse, as a speomen of the Whig style of argument,
an elaborate article on the state of parties in the thirtieth volume, in which all this
jesuitry is vindicated under the name of concert and co-operation. I*j The
ministry--such is the language--have
an orgamzed and well-disciplined body of
adherents constantly at their devotion: when bad men combine, good men must
unite: and in this, as in ever3,"thing else, small things must be yielded for the sake of
great ones.
Let us bear in mind what sort of "concert" it _s, which is here recommended: a
concert which consists in opposing the mimstry when they are right, supporting the
opposition when they are wrong: a concert of which the fundamental principle is,
that every thing to which the majority of the party is favourable, shall be supported
by the whole: ever 3,thing to which the majority is adverse, opposed by the whole.
To call this "yielding in small things for the sake of great ones, ''1+I is to beg the
question. There are sufficient reasons to make it certain that the yielding will be
precisely in those things which are the most important of all.
While public men continue to be. what public men, with few exceptions, are at
present, so little versed in the science of human nature, so little skilled in predicting
effects from their causes: excessive timidity must be, in the great majority of cases,
the governing principle of their conduct. A short-sighted man is ever timid. He
[*Brougham, "'Stateof Parties," Edinburgh Review. XXX (June. 1818), 181-206. l
[*Ibid., p. 187.]
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sees that, under the present system, person and property are to a certain degree
secure. Change the system, and fie knows not what will happen. Not knowing what
will happen, he fears the worst. And though he dreads great changes most, hl._
opposition extends even to the smallest. Innovation once begun, though it be but in
a trifle, he knows not when or where it will end.
In the present situation of Great Britain. and of all countries in Europe. extenswe
and searching reforms are imperatively reqmred. All half measures are useless,
with reference to the production of any great or permanent good. To effect
extensive and searching reforms, boldness and decision are absolutely necessary.
Boldness and decision, however, are qualities, in which, for the reasons which we
have stated, the public men of the present day, at least the great malorit), of them,
are, of necessity, and to a lamentable degree, deficient. All decisive measures,
therefore, are sure to meet with opposition at their hands. They never venture to
strike at the root of the evil. Some miserable palliative is all they dare to apply. It is
to the more manly and clear-sighted alone, that the advocate of effectual improvement must look for support. Here. however, the evils of the part)' system are most
clearly shown. The clear-sighted and manly, who would have been instruments of
good, become instruments of mischief. Instead of aiding effectual improvement,
they are compelled to oppose it. They are dragged down to the level of the meanest
animal who can give a vote; they dare not advance a step without his previous
sanction; they are pressed into the service of every abuse which he in his wisdom
may consider it unsafe to remove.
This is to "yield m small things for the sake of great ones." But what are the great
ones? What is the end, for which every thing which is of most _mportance. and
almost every thing which is of any importance, is to be sacrificed'? Simply the
displacement of the ministry: an important object, we admit, to those who hope to
succeed them: but would it be of any benefit to the people? Even on the principles
of the Edinburgh Review it would not. For if the removal of a particular set of
ministers is of so much importance, that mimstry must have been guilt)" of
immense mischief: of what sort then must be the constitution which permitted them
to do so? And if the constitution be such as not to prevent an abuse of trust, bv what
right does the opposition lay claim to more confidence than the mmist_ ''_
When such is the state of the question: to talk of the necessity of concert, is to
talk in the air. No one is more sensible of the necessity of concert than ourselves.
Not that sort of concert which consists in speaking and voting on one side. thinking
and feeling on the other--but a concert which involves no sacrifice of principle--a
concert for mutual aid among those who agree, without imposing fetters upon
those who differ; a concert, in short, not for men, but for measures. All would then
co-operate, where all were agreed: and the advocate of bold and decisive
measures--of the only measures which in the present state of the world can be of
great or permanent utility; would have the support of every sincere man whom he
could convince.
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Even though it had not been in our power to quote, as we have done. from the
pages of the Edinburgh Review. explicit declarations
in favour of bad morality-the morality of party--that
Review would still have been far from blameless on the
moral score. There is such a thing as negative immorality--there
is the immoral by
omission: and of this it stands convicted out of its own mouth. Witness the
following extracts from an article in the twenty-first volume. I*1 In what respect
does a moral work differ from one which is not moral'? In aiming at rendering
mankind wiser and better. What. then are we to think of a publication
which
declares all improvement
in wisdom and in virtue, to be hopeless?
All knowledge which admits of demonstration will advance, we have no doubt, and
extend itself, and all processes will be improved, that do not Interfere with the passions of
human nature, or the apparent interest of its ruhng classes. But with regard to every thing
depending on probable reasoning, or susceptible of debate, and especially with regard to
every thing touching morahty and enjoyment, we really are not sanguine enough to reckon
on any considerable improvement: and suspect that men will go on blundering in speculation
and.transgressing in practice, pretty nearly as they do at present, to the latest period of their
history. (P. 12.)
Then follows a series of paragraphs to corroborate
this assertion. We copy one
or two of them. They throw some light upon the logic as well as upon the morality
of the Edinburgh Review.
Take the case, for example, of war--by far the most prolific and extensive pest of the
human race, whether we consider the sufferings it inflicts, or the happiness it prevents--and
see whether it is likely to be arrested by the progress of intelligence and cwilizatlon. In the
first place, it _s manifest, that instead of becoming less frequent or destructive, in proportion
to the rapidity of that progress, our European wars have been incomparably more constant,
and more sanguinary, since Europe became s_gnally enlightened and humamzed,--and
that
they have uniformly been most obstinate and most popular m _ts most polished countries.
The brutish Laplanders. and bigotted and profligate Italians. have had long intervals of
repose: but France and England are now pretty regularly at war for about fourscore years out
of every century. In the second place, the lovers and conductors of war are by no means the
most ferocious or stupid of their specles.--but
for the most part the very contrary;--and
their delight in it, notwithstanding their compassion for human suffering, and their complete
knowledge of its tendency to produce suffering, seems to us sufficient almost of itself to
discredit the confident prediction of those who assure us, that when men have attamed to a
certain degree of intelligence, war must necessarily cease among all the nations of the earth.
There can be no better illustration indeed, than this. of the utter futdity of all those dreams of
perfectibility, which are founded on a radical ignorance of what it is that constitutes the real
enjoyment of human nature, and upon the play of how many principles and opposite stimuh
that happiness depends, which, it is absurdly imagined, would be found in the mere negation
of suffering, or in a state of Quakerish placidity, dulness, and uniformity. Men delight m
war, in spite of the pains and miseries which it entails upon them and their fellows, because
it exercises all the talents, and calls out all the energies of their nature--becau_
it holds
[*Jeffrey, "Madame de Sta_l--sur la litt6rature," Edinburgh Review, XXI (Feb . 1813L
1-50, reviewing Anne Louise Germaine de Sta61-Holstein. De la litt_rature consid_rde
darts ses rapports avec les institutions sociales, 2nd ed., 2 vols. (Pans and London.
Colbum, 1812).]
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them out conspicuously as the objects of pubhc senument and general sympathy--because
it gratifies their pride of art, and gives them a lofty sentiment of their own power, worth, and
courage.--but principally because it sets the game of existence upon a higher stake, and
dispels, by its powerful interest, those feehngs of ennui which steal upon ever)' condition
from which hazard and anxiety are excluded, and drive us into danger and suffering as a
relief. While human nature continues to be distinguished by those attributes, we do not see
any chance of war being superseded by the increase of wisdom and morahty. We should be
pretty well advanced in the career of perfectibility if all the inhabitants of Europe were as
intelhgent, and upright, and considerate, as sir John Moore. or lord Nelson. or lord
Wellington,--but we should not have the less war, we take it. with all its attendant miseries.
The more wealth, and intelligence, and liberty, there is m a country, indeed, the greater love
there will be for war;--for a gentleman is uniformly a more pugnacious animal than a
plebeian, and a free man than a slave. The case is the same with the minor contentions that
agitate civil life, and shed abroad the bitter waters of political animosity, and grow up into
the rancours and atrocmes of faction and cabal. The actors in these scenes are not the lowest
or most debased characters in the country,--but,
almost without exception, of the very
opposite description. It would be too romantic to suppose that the whole population of any
country should ever be raised to the level of Fox and Pitt. Burke, Wmdham, or Grattan: and
yet, if that miraculous improvement were to take place, we know that they would be at least
as far from agreeing, as they are at present, and may fairly conclude, that they would
contend with far greater warmth and animosity.
For that great class of evils, therefore, which arise from contention, emulation, and
diversity of opinion upon points which admit of no solution, it is ewdent that the general
increase of intelligence would afford no remedy: and there even seems to be reason for
thinking, that it would increase their amount. If we turn to the other great source of human
suffering, the abuse of power and wealth, and the other means of enjoyment, we suspect we
shall not find any ground for indulging m more sanguine expectations. Take the common
case of youthful excess and imprudence, for example, in which the evil commonly rests on
the head of the transgressor.--the
mjur), done to fortune, by thoughtless expense--to
health and character, by sensual mdulgence, and to the whole fehclty of after-life, by' rash
and unsorted marriages. The whole mischief and hazard of such practices, we are persuaded, is just as thoroughly known and understood at present, as it will be when the world is
five thousand years older: and as much paros are taken to impress the ardent spirits of youth
with the behef of those hazards, as can well be taken by the monitors who may discharge that
office m the most remote futurity. The truth _s. that the offenders do not offend so much m
ignorance, as in presumption. The? know ver) well, that men are oftener ruined than
enriched at the gaming table: and that love marrmges, clapt up under age. are frequently
followed by dworces: But they know. too, that this is not always the case: and they flatter
themselves that their good luck. and good judgment, will class them among the exceptions,
and not among the ordinary' examples of the rule They are told well enough, for the most
part, of the excessive folly of acting upon such a presumption m matters of serious
importance:--But it is the nature of youth to despise much of the wisdom that .s pressed
upon them, and to think well of their fortune and sagacity, till they have actuall) had
experience of their slipperiness. We really have no idea that their future teachers will be able
to change this nature: or to destroy the eternal &stmction between the character of earl}' and
mature life; and therefore it is that we despmr of the cure of the manitold evils that spring
from this source; and remain persuaded, that young men will be nearl) as tk_ohsh, and as
incapable of profiting by the experience of their semors, ten thousand years hence, as the?
are at this moment.
With regard to the other glittenng curses of hfe--the

heartless disslpat_ons--the

cruel
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seductions--the selfish extravagance--the
rejection of all interesting occupatmn or serious
affection, which blast the splendid summit of human fortune with perpetual barrenness and
discomfort--we can onl) say, that as they are miseries which exist almost exclusively
among the most polished and intelhgent of the species, we do not think it very, probable, at
least, that they will be eradicated by rendering the species more polished and intelhgent.
They are not occasioned, we think, by _gnorance or _mproper education: but by that
eagerness for strong emotion and engrossing occupation, which still proclaim it to be the
genuine and irreversible destiny of man to earn his bread by the sweat of his brows. It is a
fact indeed rather perplexing and humihating to the advocates of perfectibility, that as soon
as a man is dehvered from the necessity of subsisting himself, and providing for his family,
he generally falls mto a state of considerable unhappiness: and, if some fortunate anxiety, or
necessity for exertion, does not come to his rehef, is generally obliged to seek for a slight
and precarious distraction m vlcmus and unsatisfactory pursuits. It _s not for want of
knowing that they are unsatisfactory, that he persists m them, nor for want of being told of
their folly and criminahty.--for
moralists and dlvmes have been occupied w_th httle else for
the best part of a century: and writers of all descnptmns, indeed, have charitably expended a
good part of their own ennui in copious directions for the mnocent and effectual reduction of
that common enemy. In spite of all this. however, the malady has increased with our wealth
and refinement, and has brought along with it the increase of all those vices and folhes in
which _tsv_ctims still find themselves constrained to seek a temporary relief. The truth _s,
that mihtary and senatorial glory Is neither within the reach, nor suited to the taste, of any
very great proportion of the sufferers: and that the cultivation of waste lands, and the
superintendence of tipphng-houses and chant_-schools, have not always been found such
effectual and dehghtful remedies as the inditers of godly romances have sometimes
represented. So that those whom fortune has cruelly exempted from the necessity of doing
any thing, have been led very generally to do evil of their own accord, and have fancied that
they rather dimimshed than added to the sum of human misery, by engaging m intrigues and
gaming-clubs, and establishing coteries for detraction or sensuahty. (Pp 14-17. I
We must call the attention

of our readers to one short passage

more.

There will be improvements, we make no doubt, in all the mechamcal and domestic
arts:--better methods of working metal, and prepanng cloth:--more
commodious vehicles, and more efficient implements of war. Geography will be made more complete, and
astronomy more precise;--natural
history will be enlarged and dlgested;--and
perhaps
some little improvement suggested in the forms of administermg law. But as to any general
enlargement of the understanding, or more prevailing vigour of judgment, we will own. that
the tendency seems to be all the other way; and that we think strong sense, and extended
views of human affairs, are more likely to be found, and to be hstened to at thi_ moment.
than two or three hundred years hereafter. (P. 21.)
We are here told, not obscurely,

but distinctly--not

indirectly,

but in as many

words--that
morality will never be better understood than at present; that morality
will never be better practised than at present; that mankind will never be more
prudent than they now are; that vigour of intellect and sound views of human
affairs are oftener found and better listened to at this moment, than they are likely
to be at any future period.
This is a bold attempt to catch the favour of aristocracy,

by affording

a new

pretext for checking the diffusion of knowledge.
In the mean time, how gross is the
hypocrisy of which, by its own confession, the Edinburgh Review must have been
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guilty, as often as it has cried out, and it has cried out often, for the instruction.
and, above all, for the moral instruction of the people! We think also. that it may
fairly be asked, by what title a work which sets out by assuming the impossibility
of human improvement, can be supposed to have human improvement at heart, or
to have any object whatever in view, beyond the mere temporary amusement of its
readers?
And, indeed, if the value which a writer sets upon morality can be gathered from
the judgments which he passes upon other writers, the Edinburgh Review has not
traced its own portrait with too severe a pencil.
The examples which we shall adduce of this part of its character are not to be
viewed as isolated instances, but as illustrative of its general practice. To be
over-partial to this or that writer is a trifling offence. But habitually to bestow
praise, not upon one production only, but upon many, without for a moment
adverting to their moral tendency, implies a state of mind on which we shall leave
the reader to his own reflections.
We shall select, as our first instance, the tenor of its criticism upon Shakspeare:
if that can be called criticism, where all is unmingled admiration.
No one, we suppose, will dispute to Johnson the title of an admirer of Shakspeare, though not, perhaps, an admirer to the taste of the Edinburgh Review: for
he contented himself with being the ablest and most successful of the eulogists of
Shakspeare as a poet; and did not, as some have done. hold him up as a perfect
teacher of morality also.
His firstdefect, Isays Johnson,] is that to which may be imputed most of theevil in books
or in men. He sacrifices virtue to convenience, and is so much more careful to please than to
instruct, that he seems to write without any moral purpose. From his writings, indeed, a
system of social duty may be selected, for he that thinks reasonably must think morally: but
his precepts and axioms drop casually t_'omhim: he makes no just distribution of good or
evil, nor is always careful to show in the virtuous a &sapprobatlon of the wicked: he carries
his persons indifferently through nght and wrong, and at the close dismisses them without
further care, and leaves their examples to operate by chance. This fault the barbarlt.',of h_s
agecannot extenuate: for it is always a writer's duty to makethe world better, andjustice is a
virtue independent on time and place.*
We should be sorry to be suspected of affecting pruderT. It is one thing to be a
moralist, another thing to be a poet; and a high degree of excellence in the one
capacity is not incompatible with great deficiency in the other. But we assert that in
a species of writing which admits so easily of being made subservient to morality,
to be without a moral object is one of the greatest of defects; and we do say, that
amid all the praises which the Edinburgh Review has lavished upon Shakspeare. its
never having uttered even a wish that the moral tendency of his plays had been
more decided, gives the lie &rect to all its professions of zeal for morality. But the
Edinburgh Review is written for Englishmen: Shakspeare is the idol of English*lSamuel] Johnson's "Preface to Shakspeare," m his Works. Ed. 1806[ 12vols. (London.
Johnson, etal.)], Vol. 1I, pp: 146-7.
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men: Shakspeare. therefore, must be praised, and for the more complete satisfaction of his admirers, all his merits must be exaggerated, and all his demerits must
be sunk. To render men wiser or better is but a secondary concern: to please the
pubhc taste, is the first.
If to write without a moral purpose be a fault which the barbarity even of
Shakspeare's age cannot extenuate, we presume it will be held to be still less
excusable in Sir Walter Scott. He too shows no decided leaning between virtue and
vice. There is no one of his productions from which, unless it be by chance, any
one useful lesson can be derived. It is impossible to peruse them without being
convinced that amusement, and amusement only, is there studied. This highlygifted author, is, like Shakspeare, an object of admiration to the Edinburgh
Review; I*1but not, like Shakspeare, of unqualified admiration. It has not judged
him faultless; it has found defects; other defects, but never that of wanting a moral
purpose; never has it abated, on this account, one iota of its praise: never for a
moment has it lamented that his productions were not useful, as well as agreeable.
This indifference to the moral tendency of a work is perfectly consistent with the
declaration of the Edinburgh Review. that the human race is without the capacity of
moral improvement. But it forms a notable contrast with the scrupulosity which the
same Review has assumed, when opprobrium is to be heaped upon an unpopular
writer: upon Voltaire, for example: towards whom _t seems to think that it is
scarcely possible to be too foul-mouthed. "To him, more than to any other
individual, the eighteenth century owes, we fear, its crimes."* Such is its ordinary
language. Yet it cannot be said of Voltaire as it can of Shakspeare, that virtue and
vice appear to be nearly indifferent in his eyes. He was even remarkable for the
contrary quality. With Voltaire, even in his lighter pieces, to make the reader w_ser
and better is the consideration to which all others are subordinate. It is the part, not
of moralists, but of bigots, to be blinded by the irreligious tendency of some of his
writings, to the transcendant importance of the services which he rendered to
mankind. It is the characteristic of fanaticism to find nothing which is not odious in
the objects of its pious abhorrence. As to the hackneyed charge of licentiousness,
we do not hesitate to meet it with a direct contradiction. Excepting, perhaps, the
Pucelle d'Orleans, I*l one of his earlier productions, and published, as is well
known, not only without his consent, but against his will--bring together all the
licentious passages in all his voluminous works--set them against the indecencies
of a single play of Shakspeare--and
let any man of common candor and honesty be
judge between them. But the besetting sin of Voltaire was, that he waged war
against aristocratic prejudices. This it is which has drawn upon him the hatred of
[*See. e.g., Jeffrey, "'Scott's Marmion: A Poem." Edmburgh Review, XII (Apr., 1808).
1-35; and Jeffrey, "lvanhoe," ibM., XXXIII (Jan., 1820L 1-54. ]
*[Chenevix, "English and French Literature,"] p. 171.
[*In Oeuvres compldtes,66 vols. (Paris: Renouard, 1817-25), Vol. IX. ]
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There is one part of the language of the Edinburgh Review concerning morals,
on which it is necessary to offer a few remarks: as it might otherwise lead to the
supposition,
that we have been guilty of misrepresentation:
that our accusation
against it, of a disregard for morality, is untrue: that far from showing disregard, it
has gone into the opposite extreme. This might be said, and, at first sight, w_th
some appearance of truth. It is no doubt true, that there is one branch of morals
on which It has affected even pruder5. Of this we gave some instances in our former number. _*1 We could point out many articles, which, as examples of what
is termed cant, have, we think, rarely been surpassed. Of such a kind are the various articles on Moore's amatory poetry. Even the ancients are considered
very
immoral, if their ideas, on this branch of morality, do not precisely correspond
with those of the Edinburgh
Review.* In the second volume, there is a long
tirade against the morality of Anacreon; + and at a later period Plato is represented
as exceedingly
wicked, for having expounded,
in his Republic, the footing upon
which he thought that the marriage
contract could most advantageously
be
placed. _+Still more recently Mr. Edgeworth is blamed for having Informed the
world, in his posthumous
memoirs, of his successive marriage of two sisters, that
is, for not having made himself appear to the world other than what he really
was. §
That one offence is at all palliated by commming
another, is what we cannot
admit. Among all conceivable methods of atoning tor the offence of leaving all
other virtues to shift for themselves--to
lay an excesswe
and disproportionate
stress upon those which are of least importance
to society, is surelx the most
extraordinary.
Why this class of acts is thus exalted above all others, one obvious
consideration
will go far to explain. This is a branch of morality of which the
priests have been suffered, for their own purposes, to assume the regulation, and
they have accordingly laid down, not that system of rules which is most conducwe
to the well-being of the two sexes, or of society at large: but that which is best
calculated to promote their ascendancy. To these virtues, therefore--the
virtues of
[*See James Mill. "Periodical Literature: Edmburgh Review," pp. 230-1.l
*lJeffrey, "'Moore's Poem,_,'" Edinburgh Revie_,l VII1 I(July, 1806)1. 456-63, et
passim.
*[John Eyre, "Moore's Translation of Anacreon," ibtd., 11(July, 1803). ] 463-4
_[Anon.. "Memoirs, etc. of Sir Thomas More." _bM..} XIV [(July, 1809)t. 367. et
passim. [See Plato, Republit (Greek and English), trans. Paul Shorey. 2 vols. (London:
Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1946), Vol. 1, pp 448-68 (Bk
V, 456-61). I
'_[Jeffrey, "Edgeworth's Memoir,_,'" Edinburgh Revww,] XXXIV I(Aug.. 1820)1, 122
[reviewing Richard Lovell Edgeworth, Memmr,_, 2 vols. (London: Hunter, and Batdwm.
Cradock, and Joy, 1820); the two sisters were Honora and Elizabeth Sneyd].
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priestcraft--the aristocracy clings, as the firmest support of the consecrated prop:
and that the Edinburgh Review, habituated as it is to disregard inconsistencies,
should, notwithstanding its declaration that mankind can never be made better,
have gone to the full length of the prevailing cant on these subjects, can to us, after
what we have seen of that Review, be matter of no surprise.
On the only remaining feature of its morality upon which we shall at present
insist--its sentimentahty--our
limits necessarily compel us to be brief. All,
however, which it is absolutely necessary to say, may, we think, be said in few
words.
There is a class of persons who rest their claims to admiration, not upon any
thing which they have done to benefit mankind, or even that portion of mankind
with whom they are immediately in contact, but upon the possession of fine
feelings and acute sensibility. They would have us believe them emancipated from
all the chains which attach other mortals to the earth. To the acquisition of wealth
and power, they would willingly persuade us that they are indifferent: and the
pleasures of sense have no charms for them. Not satisfied with this, they resist that
all others shall feel exactly as they profess to feel. Gross, sordid, grovelling, are
the mildest of the epithets which they deal out against all who set any value upon
the ordinary objects of human desire. To think of himself, is an offence which they
can pardon in no man. Virtuous creatures! In their minds, all sordid and selfish
considerations are swallowed up in the intensity of their tenderness for their
fellow-men. So strong are their sympathies, so distressing their sensibility, that
their reason is completely mastered, and it would be as impossible for them to
withstand the irresistible strength of their emotions, as to resist the action of the
elements, or to overcome the force of gravitation. It may be very fine, they admit.
to be able to sit down coolly and weigh the consequences to ourselves and to
others, of every thing that we do: for their parts, they never could bring themselves
to endure so cold and calculating a process. What they regard with the greatest
horror of all, is to look after our own interest. Many of them go so far as to
stigmatise the virtue of prudence by name. But to reflect, though it be only on the
best mode of serving others, though not altogether so heinous, is still considered
very unfeeling: and unfeeling, with them, is synonymous with wicked. Their
hearts revolt at the idea of subjecting all the refined feelings of our nature to a
heartless calculation of public utility, and restraining the indulgence of every
generous emotion, until every item of good and evil which can result from it, is
weighed and appreciated. Does a fellow-creature in distress stand before them7
The frigid systems of philosophers may teach that, in giving alms, they are
encouraging idleness and improvidence, and inevitably creating more distress than
they relieve. This may be very true, they allow_ but heartless indeed must be the
man whose hand would be stayed by such considerations! When a crime has been
committed, they regulate the quantum of punishment, not according as more or
less is necessary for the future prevention of the offence, but according as they do
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or do not sympathise with the offender. In the former case, they can scarcely
endure that any punishment should be inflicted at all. They complain bitterly of the
cruelty of the law, and sometimes even of law in general: they are continually
placing justice and humanity in opposition, and lauding to the skies injustice under
the name of mercy. On the other hand, is the offence of a sort w_th which they do
not sympathise (and both their sympathies and antipathies are in the highest degree
capricious and unreasonable), then no infliction appears too severe. Their virtuous
horrorof crime cannot descend to compute the exact amount of punishment which
the nature of the case requires: of what consequence to them are a few degrees more
or less of suffering endured by a criminal? They have another curious method of
showing the intensity of their sympathies. This is, to make violent demonstrations
of feeling on occasions on which practical good sense would tell them that there is
no demand for more than ordinary, emotion. They will not indeed submit to more
labours and privations than other people, for the relief of distressed fellowcreatures: but they make amends by whining over them more.
It is not difficult to trace this sort of affectation to its cause. It originates m the
common practice of bestowing upon feehngs that praise which actions alone can
deserve. By properly regulating his actions, a man becomes a blessing to his
species. His mere feelings are a matter of consummate indifference to them. And
who will say that praise is well bestowed on that which by no possibihty can be of
any use whatever? Not to mention that nothing is so easily counterfeited as feeling,
and that the most intense demonstrations of it are not inconsistent with the total
absence of the reality: what can be more absurd than to praise a man because he has
a feeling: to praise him because he has something which he can no more help
having, than he can help having ten fingers, or two feet, and which, for any good
which _t does. he might as well not have at all. The effect _s, to create fictmous
virtues, and thus to hold out the means of atonement for the absence of real ones: to
render it possible, nay easy. to obtain a reputation for virtue, without the trouble of
deserving it. Whether th_s is likely to give any great encouragement to real virtue,
is a question which we may fairly leave it to the reader to determine.
There is a class of morahsts, however, and this class unhappily includes almost
all who have written on the subject of morals, who, instead of correcting, make it
their business to find excuses for, the sort of persons whom we have described. To
benefit mankind is, in their eyes, a secondary merit: since it is possible to benefit
mankind without havmg fine feelings. So far do they carry, this perversion of the
moral sanction, that even when they bestow praise upon actions, it is not according
as those actions are useful, but according to the motives which they conjecture to
have influenced the actors. Another inference from their doctrine is, that to think of
consequences, instead of being essential to virtue, is inconsistent with it: a man of
fine feelings ought to take those feelings exclusively for his guide: and there is no
one so virtuous as he who disregards consequences altogether,
That this is altogether a false doctrine, and that it is, moreover, an exceedingly
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pernicious doctrine, must be apparent to every one who thinks that the happiness of
mankind is at least deserving of some little regard, and is not altogether to be left
out of the consideration,
when the fine feelings of sentimentalists
are in question.
The above description
may perhaps appear exaggerated,
as applied to the
Edinburgh Review. But it must be remembered
that we have been describing an
extreme case. There is probably no one who carries the sentimental principle to its
full extent, but some carry it further than others. There is a certain average rate of
sentimentahty,
which may be considered
habitual among ordinarily
educated
English gentlemen. A periodical publication is interested in going to the full length
of the existing prejudices; but it lies under no inducement
to go beyond them.
Whenever any one carries sentimentality
beyond the average rate, he is assailed by
the Edinburgh Review with the double weapon of argument and ridicule. Witness
Its articles on the poets of the Wordsworth
school, on Karamsin's
Travels,
Kotzebue's
Travels, Montgomery's
Poems. Goethe's
Ltfe, and many other
works_* But this is only when tt has the reader on its side. It will never do any thing
to set the reader right--to
correct his errors--to
overcome his prejudices.
When
he is right already, it will be right along with him: a poor merit!
In a very early article, which we have already had occasion to quote, we find the
following explicit declaration in favour of the princtple of sentimentality:
Is it by such a reference, made by cautious deductions in ever3' situation of public feeling,
that generosity, patriotism, and all the devotions of benevolence, are to be fostered mto
habits "_We blame the system of those calculators of the general good. who prohibit the
indulgence of any sentiment of affection, until we have compared it, as to its result, w_th
every other feehng. T
*We quote the following passage to show the light in which the Edinburgh Rewew
regards all unusual affectation of strong and fine feehngs.
"Mr. [James] Montgomery is one of the most musical and melancholy fine gentlemen we
have lately descried on the lower slopes of Parnassus. He is very weakly, very fimcal, and
very affected. His affectations, too, are the most usual, and the most offensive, of those that
are commonly met with in the species to which he belongs; they are affectations of extreme
tenderness and delicacy, and of great energy and enthusiasm. Whenever he does not whine,
he must rant. The scanty stream of his genius is never allowed to steal quietly along its
channel, but is either poured out m melodious tears, or thrown up to heaven m all the frothy
magnificence of tiny jets and artificial commotions.'" ([Jeffrey, "Montgomery's Poems,"
Edinburgh Review,] IX [(Jan., 1807)], 348-9.) [The other articles referred to by Mill
include Jeffrey, "Poems by W. Wordsworth." ibid., XI (Oct., 1807), 214-31: Jeffrey,
"Wordsworth's White Doe," ibid., XXV (Oct., 1815), 355-63; Brougham, "Karamsin's
Travels in Europe," ibid., III (Jan., 1804). 321-8: Brougham, "Kotzebue's Travels to
Paris. etc.," ibid., V (Oct., 1804), 78-91; Brougham, "Kotzebue's Travels in Italy,"
ibid., VII (Jan., 1806), 456-70; and Francis Palgrave, "'Goethe's Life of Himself(Part I),"
ibid., XXVI (June, 1816), 304-37,]
*[Thomas Brown, "Belshaw's Philosophy of the Mind, etc. ,'" Edinburgh Review,] 1
[(Jan., 1803)], 483. [The article had been quoted by James Mill in his "Periodical Literature.
Edinburgh Review," pp. 228-30, for which J. S. Mill had done the research.]
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But it is in a review of Mr. Bentham's
Traitds de Ldgislanon (Vol, IV). that the
most elaborate attempt is made to erect sentimentality
into a system, to clothe it in
the garb of philosophy,
and to support it by arguments having the semblance of
being drawn from the principles of human nature, t*j Utility is here declared to be a
very unsafe standard, whether in morals or in legislation: and feeling to be the only
secure guide, even in making laws between man and man. This article will bear a
comparison
with the most barefaced specimen of pet#to principit,
which ever
proceeded from the pen of man To dissect its sophistry m detail would require
more space than we can at present devote to the task,
[*Jeffrey, "Bentham,
(Apr., 1804), 1-26.]

Prmctpes de l_gtslanon

par Durnont,"

Edinburgh Revte_.
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NOTE

Monthly Repositorx. n.s. VI /Oct., 1832), 649-59. Signed: "Antiquus '" Headed. "On
Gemus": running title: "On Genius." Not republished. Identified m Mill's bibliography as
"An article in the 70th number of the New Series of the Monthly Repository (for October
1832) headed (by the Editor) 'On Gemus" and signed "Antlquus"" (MacMmn, p. 22), In the
Somerville College copy Mill made two corrections, changing "an inferiority" to "'our
inferiority" (334.39), and "as, a preparation for" to "as a preparation for," (336.15-16). For
comment on the essay, see the Introduction, pp. xxxi-xxxii above.

On Genius

Addressed to the Author of an Article, entitled "Some Considerations respecting the
Comparative Influence of Ancient and Modern Times on the Development of Gemus:'"
and of its continuation, headed, "On the Intellectual Influences of Chnstmmty ,,1.1
SIR,--You
have turned your attention, and that of the readers of the Monthly
Repositoo', to a question, with which, if we well consider its significance, none of
the controversies which fill the present age with flame and fury is comparable in
interest. You have shown that, without being indifferent to politics, you can see a
deeper problem in the existing aspect of human affairs, than the adjustment of a
ten-pound franchise, and that with no inclination to undervalue the intellect of
these "'latter days, ''1+) you do not write it down transcendant because steamcarriages can run twenty-five miles an hour on an iron railway: because little
children are taught to march round a room and sing psalms, or because mechanics
can read the Penny Magazine. You do not look upon man as having attained the
perfection of his nature, when he attains the perfection of a wheel's or a pulley's
nature, to go well as a part of some vast machine, being in himself nothing. You do
not esteem the higher endowments of the intellect and heart to be given by God, or
valuable to man, chiefly as means to h_s obtaimng, first, bread: next, beef to his
bread: and, as the last felicitous consummation, wine and fine linen. Rather, you
seem to consider the wants which point to these bodil_ necessaries or indulgences.
as having for their chief use that they call into existence and into exercise those
loftier qualities. You judge of man, not by what he does, but by what he is. For,
though man is formed for action, and is of no worth further than by virtue of the
work which he does; yet (as has been often stud, by one of the noblest spirits of our
time) the works which most of us are appointed to do on this earth are in themselves
little better than trivial and contemptible: the sole thing which is indeed valuable In
them, is the spirit in which they are done. TMNor is this mere mysticism: the most

l'Anon., MonthlyRepositor)', n.s VI (Aug , 1832),556-64, and ibm. n.s V1 (Sept..
1832),627-34. ]
[*SeeDeuteronomy, 31:29.]
]*Mill is referring to Thomas Carlyle. See, for example, "'Charactenstics.'" Edinburgh
Revtew, LIV (Dec.. 1831), 351-83, passim, but especially pp. 357-63. 367-8, and
372-3.]
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absolute utilitarianism must come to the same conclusion. If life were aught but a
struggle to overcome difficulties; if the multifarious labours of the durum genus
hominum were performed for us by supernatural agency, and there were no
demand for either wisdom or virtue, but barely for stretching out our hands and
enjoying, small would be our enjoyment, for there would be nothing which man
could an2_.longer prize in man. Even men of pleasure know that the means are often
more than the end: the delight of fox-hunting does not consist in catching a tox.
Whether, according to the ethical theory we adopt, wisdom and virtue be precious
in themselves, or there be nothing precious save happiness, it matters little; while
we know that where these higher endowments are not. happiness can never be,
even although the purposes for which they might seem to have been given, could,
through any mechamcat contrivance, be accomplished without them.
To one who believes these truths, and has obtained thus much of insight into
what the writer to whom I have already alluded would call "the significance of
man's life ,,t*l it was a fitting inquiry what are really the intellectual characteristics
of this age: whether our mental light--let us account for the fact as we may--has
not lost in intensity, at least a part of what it has gained in diffusion: whether our
"march of intellect" be not rather a march towards doing without intellect, and
supplying our deficiency of giants by the united efforts of a constantly increasing
multitude of dwarfs. Such, too, is actually the problem which you have proposed.
Suffer, then, one who has also much meditated thereon, to represent to you in
what points he considers you to have failed in completely solving, and even in adequately conceiving the question.
Have you not misplaced the gist of the inquiry, and confined the discussion
within too narrow bounds, by countenancing the opinion which limits the province
of genius to the discovery of truths never before known, or the tormation of
combinations never before imagined? ls not this confounding the mere accidents
of Genius with its essentials, and determining the order of precedence among
minds, not by their powers, but by their opportunities and chances? Is genius any
distinct faculty? Is it not rather the very faculty of thought itself? And is not the act
of knowing anything not directly within the cognizance of our senses (provided we
really know it, and do not take it upon trust), as truly an exertion of genius, though
of a less degree of genius, as if the thing had never been known by any one else?
Philosophic genius is said to be the discovery of new truth. But what is new
truth? That which has been known a thousand years may be new truth to you or me.
There are born into the world every day several hundred thousand human beings,
to whom all truth whatever is new truth. What is it to him who was born yesterday,
that somebody who was born fifty years ago knew something? The question is,
how he is to know it. There is one way; and nobody has ever hit upon more than
one--by discover'.
[*Carlyle, "'Biography," Fraser's Magazine, V (Apr., 1832), 255.]
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There is a language very generally current in the world, which implies that
knowledge can be vicarious: that when a truth has become known to any one. all
who follow have nothing to do but passwely to receive it; as if one man, by reading
or listening, could transport another man's knowledge ready manufactured into his
own skull. As well might he try the experiment upon another man's eyesight.
Those who have no eyesight of their own, or who are so placed that they cannot
conveniently use it, must believe upon trust; they cannot know. A man who knows
may tell me what he knows, as far as words go, and I may learn to parrot it after
him; but ifl would know it, 1must place my mind in the same state in which he has
placed his; I must make the thought my own thought; 1must venfy the fact by my
own observation, or by interrogating my own consciousness.
The exceptions and qualifications with which this doctrine must be taken, and
which are more apparent than real, will readily present themselves. For example, it
will suggest itself at once that the truth of which 1 am now speaking is general
truth. To know an individual fact may be no exercise of mind at all: merely an
exercise of the senses. The sole exercise of mind may have been in bringing the fact
sufficiently close for the senses to judge of it: and that ment may be peculiar to the
first discoverer: there may be talent in finding where the thief is hid, but none at all
in being able to see him when found. The same observation apphes in a less degree
to some general truths. To know a general truth is, indeed, always an operation of
the mind: but some physical truths may be brought to the test of sensation by an
experiment so simple, and the conclusiveness of which is so immediately apparent, that the trifling degree of mental power implied in drawing the proper
reference from it, is altogether echpsed by the ingenuity which contrived the
experiment, and the sagacious forecast of an undiscovered truth which set that
ingenuity to work: qualities, the place of which may now be supphed by mere
imitation.
So, again, in a case of mere reasoning from assumed premises, as, for instance,
in mathematics, the process bears so strong an analogy to a merely mechanical
operation, that the first discoverer alone has any real difficulty to contend against;
the second may follow the first with very little besides patmnce and continued
attention. But these seeming exceptions do not trench in the least upon the
principle which 1have ventured to lay down. If the first discovery alone reqmres
genius, it is because the first discovery alone reqmres any but the simplest and most
commonplace exercise of thought. Though genius be no pecuhar mental power,
but only mental power possessed in a peculiar degree, what implies no mental
power at all, requires to be sure no genius.
But can this be said of the convicnon which comes by the companson and
appreciation of numerous and scattered proofs? Can it, above all, be said of the
knowledge of supersensual things, of man's mental and moral nature, where the
appeal is to internal consciousness and self-observation, or to the experience of our
common life interpreted by means of the key which self-knowledge alone can
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supply? The most important phenomena of human nature cannot even be conceived, except by a mind which has actively studied itself. Believed they may be,
but as a blind man believes the existence and properties of colour. To know these
truths is always to dzscover them. Every one, 1 suppose, of adult years, who has
any capacity of knowledge, can remember the impression which he experienced
when he discovered some truths which he thought he had known for years before.
He had only believed them: they were not the fruits of his own consciousness, or of
his own observation: he had taken them upon trust, or he had taken upon trust the
premises from which they were inferred. If he had happened to forget them, they
had been lost altogether; whereas the truths which we know we can discover again
and again ad libitum.
It is with truths of this order as with the ascent of a mountain. Every person who
climbs Mont Blanc exerts the same identical muscles as the first man who reached
the summit: all that the first climber can do is to encourage the others and lend them
a help!ng hand. What he has partly saved them the necessity of, is courage: it
requires less hardihood to attempt to do what somebody has done before. It is an
advantage also to have some one to point out the way and stop us when we are
going wrong. Though one man cannot teach another, one man may suggest to
another. 1may be indebted to my predecessor for setting my own faculties to work:
for hinting to me what questions to ask myself, and in what order: but it is not given
to one man to answer those questions for another. Each person's own reason must
work upon the materials afforded by that same person's own experience. Knowledge comes only from within: all that comes from without is but questioning, or
else it is mere authority.
Now. the capacity of extracting the knowledge of general truth from our own
consciousness, whether it be by simple obseta'ation, by that kind of selfobservation which is called imaginanon, or by a more complicated process of
analysis and induction, is originally.': and where truth is the result, whoever says
Originality says Genius. The man of the greatest philosophic genius does no more
than this, evinces no higher faculty: whoever thinks at all, thinks to that extent,
originally. Whoever knows anything of his own knowledge, not immediately
obvious to the senses, manifests more or less of the same faculty which made a
Newton or a Locke. Whosoever does this same thing systematically--whosoever,
to the extent of his opportunity, gets at his convictions by his own faculties, and not
by reliance on any other person whatever--that man. in proportion as his conclusions have truth in them, is an original thinker, and is. as much as anybody ever
was, a man of genius; nor matters it though he should never chance to find out
anything which somebody had not found out before him. There may be no hidden
truths left for him to find, or he may accidentally miss them; but if he have courage
and opportunity he can find hidden truths; for he has found all those which he
knows, many of which were as hidden to him as those which are still unknown.
If the genius which discovers is no peculiar faculty, neither is the genius which
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creates. It was genius which produced the Prometheus Vinctus, the Oration on the
Crown, the Minerva, or the Transfiguration: _*1 and is it not genius which
comprehends them? Without genius, a work of gemus may be felt, but it cannot
possibly be understood.
The property which distinguishes every, work of genlus in poetry and art from
incoherency and vain caprice is, that it is one, harmomous, and a whole: that its
parts are connected together as standing in a common relation to some leading and
central idea or purpose. This idea or purpose it is not possible to extract from the
work by any mechanical rules. To transport ourselves from the point of view of a
spectator or reader, to that of the poet or artist himself, and from that central point
to look round and see how the details of the work all conspire to the same end, all
contribute to body forth the same general conception, is an exercise of the same
powers of imagination, abstraction, and discrimination (though in an inferior
degree) which would have enabled ourselves to produce the selfsame work. Do we
not accordingly see that as much genius is often displayed in explaining the design
and bringing out the hidden significance of a work of art, as in creating it? 1 have
sometimes thought that conceptive genius is. in certain cases, even a higher faculty
than creative. From the data afforded by a person's conversation and life, to frame
a connected outline of the inward structure of that person's mind, so as to know and
feel what the man is, and how life and the world paint themselves to his conceptions: still more to decipher in that same manner the mind of an age or a nation, and
gain from history or travelling a vivid conception of the mind of a Greek or Roman,
a Spanish peasant, an American, or a Hindu. is an effort of gemus, superior, I must
needs believe, to any which was ever shown in the creation of a fictmous character.
inasmuch as the imagination is limited by a particular set of conditions, instead of
ranging at pleasure within the bounds of human nature
If there be truth in the principle which the foregoing remarks are intended to
illustrate, there is ground for considerable objection to the course of argument
which you have adopted in the article which gave occasion to the present letter.
You argue, throughout, on the obstacles which oppose the growth and manifestation of genius, as if the future discoverer had to travel to the extreme verge of the
ground already rescued from the dominion of doubt and myster2/, before he can
find any scope for the faculty thereafter to be developed in him.--as if he had first
to learn all that has already been known, and then to commence an entirely new
series of intellectual operations m order to enlarge the field of human knowledge.
Now I conceive, on the contrary, that the career of the discoverer is only the career
of the learner, carried on into untrodden ground: and that he has only to continue to
do exactly what he ought to have been doing from the first, what he has been doing
if he be really qualified to be a discoverer. You might, therefore, have spared
[*Thereferences are, respectively, to Aeschylus" Prometheus vmctu,_, Demosthenes" De
corona, the statue of Minerva called the Palladium tor to Phidias' Athena Parthenost. and
Raphael's Transfiguratton.1
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yourself the inquiry, whether new truths, in as great abundance as ever, are within
reach, and whether the approach to them is longer and more difficult than heretofore. According to my view, genius stands not in need of access to new truths, but
is always where knowledge is, being itself nothing but a mind with capacity to
know. There will be as much room and as much necessity for genius when
mankind shall have found out everything attainable by their faculties, as there is
now: it will still remain to distinguish the man who knows from the man who takes
upon trust--the man who can feel and understand truth, from the man who merely
assents to it. the active from the merely passive mind. Nor needs genius be a rare
gift bestowed on few. By the aid of suitable culture all might possess it, although in
unequal degrees.
The question, then, of "the comparative influence of ancient and modern times
on the development of gemus," is a simpler, yet a larger and more commanding
question, than you seem to have supposed. It is no other than this: have the
modems, or the ancients, made most use of the faculty of thought, and which of the
two have cultivated it the most highly? Did the ancients think and find out for
themselves what they ought to believe and to do, taking nothing for granted?--and
do the moderns, in comparison, merely remember and imitate, believing either
nothing, or what is told them, and doing either nothing, or what is set down fbr
them?
To this great question I am hardly able to determine whether you have said aye or
no. You are pleading for the moderns against those who place the ancients above
them, for civilization and refinement against the charge of being impediments to
genius: yet you seem incidentally to admit that inferiority in the higher endowments, which it appeared to be your object to disprove. Your only salvo for the
admission is, that, if the fact be so, it must be our own fault. Assuredly it is always
our own fault. It is just as possible to be a great man now as it ever was, would but
any one try. But that does not explain why we do not try, and why others, mere
men like ourselves, did: any more than we can explain why the Turks are not as
good sailors as the English, by saying that it is all their own fault.
I cannot say that I think you have much advanced the question by terminating
where you do. If you were writing to Pagans, it might have been to the purpose to
tell them that they would find in Christianity a corrective to their faults and ills: or if
we had been superior to the ancients instead of inferior, as in numerous other
respects we really are, Christianity might have been assigned as the cause. But to
refer us to Christianity as the fountain of intellectual vigour, in explanation of our
having fallen off in intellectual vigour since we embraced Christianity, will
scarcely be satisfactory. In proportion as our religion gives us an advantage over
our predecessors, must our inferiority to them be the more manifest if we have
fallen below them after all. If genius, as well as other blessings, be among the
natural fruits of Christianity, there must be some reason why Christianity has been
our faith for 1500 years, without our having yet begun to reap this benefit. The
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important question to have resolved would have been, what is the obstacle'. >The
solution of this difficulty I have sought in vain from your two art)cles--permit me
now to seek it from yourself.
1complain of what you have omitted, rather than of what you have said. I have
found in your general observations much that is true, much that is wise, and
eternally profitable to myself and to all men. The fact which you announce, of the
intimate connexion of intellectual with moral greatness, of all soundness and
comprehensiveness of intellect with the sublime impartiality resulting from an
ever-present and overruling attachment to duty and to truth, is deeply momentous;
and, though many have known it heretofore, you also speak as one who knows
it,--who therefore has discovered it in himself. It is as true now as it was of yore,
that "the righteousness of the righteous man guideth his steps."l*) But Christianity,
since it first visited the earth, has made many righteous men according to their
lights, many in whom the spiritual part prevailed as far as is given to man over the
animal and worldly, yet we have not proportionally abounded in men of genius.
There must, then, be some defect in our mental training, which has prevented us
from turning either Christianity or our other opportunities to the account we might.
Christianity, and much else, cannot have been so taught or so leamt as to make us
thinking beings, ls it not that these things have only been taught and learnt, but
have not been known?--that the truths which we have inherited still remain
traditional, and no one among us, except here and there a man of genius, has made
them truly his own?
The ancients, in this particular, were very, differently circumstanced. When the
range of human experience was still narrow--when,
as yet, few facts had been
observed and recorded, and there was nothing or but little to learn by rote, those
who had curiosity to gratify, or who desired to acquaint themselves w_th nature and
life, were fain to look into things, and not pay themselves with opimons; to see the
objects themselves, and not their mere images reflected from the minds of those
who had formerly seen them. Education then consisted not in giving what is called
knowledge, that is, gnnding down other men's ideas to a convenient size. and
administering them in the form of cram--it was a series of exercises to form the
thmking faculty itself, that the mind. being active and vigorous, might go forth and
know.
Such was the education of Greece and Rome, especially Greece. Her philosophers were not formed, nor did they tbrm their scholars, by placing a smt of
ready-made truths before them, and helping them to put it on. The 3' helped the
disciple to form to himself an intellect fitted to seek truth for _tself and to find it. No
Greek or Roman schoolboy learnt anything by rote, unless _twere verses of Homer
or songs in honour of the gods. Modem superciliousness and superficiality have
treated the disputations of the sophists as they have those of the schoolmen, with
[*Cf. Proverbs. 11:5, and 13:6.1
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unbounded contempt: the contempt would be better bestowed on the tuition of Eton
or Westminster. Those disputations were a kind of mental gymnastics, eminently
conducive to acuteness in detecting fallacies: consistency and circumspection in
tracing a principle to its consequences: and a faculty of penetrating and searching
analysis. They became ridiculous only when, like all other successful systems,
they were imitated by persons incapable of entering into their spirit, and degenerated into foppery and charlatanerie. With powers thus formed, and no possibility
of parroting where there was scarcely anything to parrot, what a man knew was his
own, got at by using his own senses or his own reason: and every new acquisition
strengthened the powers, by the exercise of which it had been gained.
Nor must we forget to notice the fact to which you have yourself alluded, that the
life of a Greek was a perpetual conflict of adverse intellects, struggling with each
other, or struggling with difficulty and necessity. Every man had to play his part
upon a stage where cram was of no use--nothing but genuine power would serve
his turn. The studies of the closet were combined with, and were intended as a
preparation for. the pursuits of active life. There was no litt_rature des salons, no
dilettantism in ancient Greece: wisdom was not something to be prattled about.
but something to be done. It was this which, during the bright days of Greece,
prevented theory, from degenerating into vain and idle refinements, and produced
that rare combination which distinguishes the great minds of that glorious
people.--of
profound speculation, and business-like matter-of-fact common
sense. It was not the least of the effects of this union of theory and practice, that in
the good times of Greece there is no vestige of anything like sentimentahty. Bred to
action, and passing their lives m the midst of it. all the speculations of the Greeks
were for the sake of action, all their conceptions of excellence had a direct
reference to it.
This was the education to form great statesmen, great orators, great warriors,
great poets, great architects, great sculptors, great philosophers: because, once for
all, it formed men, and not mere knowledge-boxes: and the men, being men, had
minds, and could apply them to the work. whatever it might be. which circumstances had given them to perform. But this lasted not long: demolishing the
comparatively weak attempts of their predecessors, two vast intellects arose, the
one the greatest observer of his own or any age, the other the greatest dialectician,
and both almost unrivalled in their powers of metaphysical analysis.--Aristotle
and Plato. No sooner, by the exertions of these gigantic minds, and of others their
disciples or rivals, was a considerable body of truth, or at least of opinion, got
together--no sooner did it become possible by mere memory to seem to know
something, and to be able for some purposes even to use that knowledge, as men
use the rules of arithmetic who have not the slightest notion of the grounds of them,
than men found out how much easier it is to remember than to think, and
abandoned the pursuit of intellectual power itself for the attempt, without possessing it, to appropriate its results. Even the reverence which mankind had for
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these great men became a hinderance to tbllowing their example. Nature was
studied not in nature, but in Plato or Aristotle. in Zeno or Epicurus. Discussion
became the mere rehearsal of a lesson got by rote. The attempt to think for oneself
fell into_disuse; and, by ceasing to exercise the power, mankind ceased to possess it.
It was in this spirit that, on the rise of Christianity, the doctrines and precepts of .
Scripture began to be studied. For this there was somewhat greater excuse, as,
where the authority was that of the Omniscient, the confirmation of fallible reason
might appear less necessary. Yet the effect was fatal. The interpretation of the
Gospel was handed over to grammarians and language-grinders_-Tfae-'words-of him
whrgg--g]seerh-Was in figures and parables were iron-bound and petrified into
inanimate and inflexi_b!efo_'mula,. Jesus was likened to a logician, framing a rule to
meet all cases, and provide against all possible evasions, instead of a poet, orator.
and vates, whose object was to purify and spiritualize the mind. so that. under the
guidance of its purity, its own lights might suffice to find the law of which he only
supplied the spirit, and suggested the general scope. Hence, out of the least
dogmatical of books, have been generated so many dogmatical religlons--eac-h
clalm-_g-t_-beTdund in the bodk, and fione inthe mind of man: they are above
thought, and thought is to have nothing to do with them: until religion, instead of a
spirit pervading the mind, becomes a crust encircling It, nowise penetrating the
obdurate mass within, but only keeping ota such rays of precious hght or genial
heat as might haply have come from elsewhere.
And after all which has been done to break down these vmatmg, soul-debasing
prejudices, against which every great mind of the last two centuries has protested,
where are we now'? Are not the very first general propositions that are presented for
a child's acceptance, theological.dogmas,
presented not as truths believed b._
others, and which the child will hereafter be encouraged to know for itself, but as
doctrines which it is to believe before it ¢a!____
attach any meaning to them. or be
chargeable with the greatest guilt? At school, what is the child taught, except to
rep_atb-_}dfe,-or at most to apply technical rules, which are !odged, not in his
reason_ but in hi_sme.naory? When he leaves school, does not everything which a
young person sees and hears conspire to tell him. that it is not expected he shall
think, butonly that he shall profess no opmiQr_on any s)bject_different from that
professed by other people'? Is there anything a man can do, short of-sw]fictl]iig or
forgery, (d-foriiori a woman,) which will so surely gain him the reputatio n of a
danl_er0us, or, at least, an unaccountable person, as daring, without either rank or
reputation as a warrant for the eccentricity, to make a pracuce of formm_ his
opinions for himself?
Modern-education is all cram--Latin cram. mathematical cram. literary cram.
political cram, theolo_g_icalcram, moral cram. The world already knows ever_thing, and has only to tell it to its children, who, on their part, have only to hear,
and lay it to rote (not to heart). Any purpose, any idea of trainmg the mind itself,
has gone out of the world. Nor can 1yet perceive many symptoms of amendment.
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Those who dislike what is taught, mostly--if I may trust my own experience-dislike it not for being cram, but for being other people's cram. and not theirs.
Were they the teachers, they would teach different doctrines, but they would teach
them as doctrines, not as subjects for impartial inquiry. Those studies which only
train the faculties, and produce no fruits obvious to the sense, are fallen into
neglect. The most valuable kind of mental gymnastics, logic and metaphysics,
have been more neglected and undervalued for the last thirty years, than at any time
since the revival of letters. Even the ancient languages, which, when rationally
taught, are, from their regular and complicated structure, to a certain extent a
lesson of logical classification and analysis, and which give access to a literature
more rich than an3, other, in all that forms a vigorous intellect and a manly
character, are insensibly falling into disrepute as a branch of liberal education.
Instead of them. we are getting the ready current coin of modem languages, and
physical science taught empirically, by committing to memory, its results. Whatever
assist_ in feeding the body, we can see the use of; not so if it serves the body only by
forming the mind.
Is _t any wonder that, thus educated, we should decline in genius? That the ten
centuries of England or France cannot produce as many illustrious names as the
hundred and fifty years of little Greece'? The wonder is, that we should have
produced so many as we have, amidst such adverse circumstances. We have had
some true philosophers, and a few genuine poets; two or three great intellects have
revolutionized physical science; but in almost every branch of literature and art we
are deplorably behind the earlier ages of the world. In art, we hardly attempt
anything except spoiled copies of antiquity and the middle ages. We are content to
copy them, because that requires less trouble and less cultivated faculties than to
comprehend them. If we had genius to enter into the spirit of ancient art, the same
genius would enable us to clothe that spirit in ever-new forms.
Where, then, is the remedy? It is in the knowledge and clear comprehension of
the evil. It is in the distinct recognition, that the end of education is not to teach, but
to fit the mind for learning from its own consciousness and observat|on: that we
have occasion for this power under ever-varying circumstances, for which no
routine or rule of thumb can possibly make provision. As the memory is trained by
remembering, so is the reasoning power by reasoning; the imaginative by imaginmg; the analytic by analysing: the inventive by finding out. Let the education of the
mind consist in calling out and exercising these faculties: never trouble yourself
about giving knowledge--train
the mind--keep it supplied with materials, and
knowledge will come of itself. Let all cram be ruthlessly discarded. Let each
person be made to feel that in other things he may believe upon trust--if he find a
trustworthy authority--but that in the line of his peculiar duty, and in the line of
the duties common to all men, it is his business to know. Let the feelings of society
cease to stigmatize independent thinking, and divide its censure between a lazy
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dereliction of the duty and privilege of thought, and the overweening self-conceit
of a half-thinker, who rushes to his conclusions without taking the trouble to
understand the thoughts of other men. Were all this done, there would be no
complaint of any want of genius in modern times. But when will that hour come'?
Though it come not at all, yet is it not less your duty and mine to strive for it.--and
first to do what is certainly and absolutely in our power, to realize it in our own
persons.
I am, Sir, yours respectfully,
ANTIQUUS.
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Dissertatton,s and Dtscusslon_. 2nd ed. (1867), Vol. l, pp. 63-94, where the title is
footnoted, "Monthly Reposztor3'. January. and October 1833." Running title: "Poetry and Its
Varieties," Republished from "What Is Poetry?" MR, n.s. VII (Jan., 1833), 60-70; and
"The Two Kinds of PoetU'," ibM.. n.s. VII (Oct., 1833), 714-24. Both signed: "Antlquus."
Running titles as titles. Identified in Mill's bibliography as "'An article headed "What is
Poetry' and signed Antiquus m the 73d numb. of the Monthly Repository. (In Jan. 1833)"
(MacMmn, p. 24), and "An article headed "The two kinds of Poetry' and signed "Antiquus"
m the same number of the Monthly Reposltory"--l.e.,
the number for Oct., 1833. m which
his "'Blakey's History of Moral Science" appeared (MacMinn, p. 34). In the copy in
Somerville College of the first of these, "paga pii'" is corrected to "paga fui" (351.11 )" this
correction was made in D&D. Also, in a passage not reprinted in D&D, Mill indicated that
each "a" should read "'or" in "'a loveliness, a cheerfulness, a wildness, a melancholy, a
terror" (353 s-_) (This is a frequent confusion in Mill's hand.) In the Somerville College
copy of the second, the dubious grammar at 364.29 is called into question by a pencilled
underlining, possibly by Mill's wife, of "impressions, is proportional", and by a "?" m the
margin; the passage, however, was unaltered in D&D, and is left unaltered here.
For comment on the essay, see the Introduction, pp. xxxit-xxxvi and xhil-xliv above.
The following text, taken from the 2nd ed. of D&D (the last in Mill's hfetlme), is collated
with that in D&D, I st ed. (1859), and those in MR. In the footnoted varmnts, "3Y' indicates
MR; "59" indicates D&D, I st ed. ( 1859); and "67" indicates D&D, 2nd ed. (1867).

Thoughts on Poetry and Its Varieties

I
ITHASOFTENBEENASKED,What is Poetry? And many and various are the answers
which have been returned. The vulgarest of all---one with which no person
possessed of the faculties to which poetry, addresses itself can ever have been
satisfied---is that which confounds poetry with metrical composition: yet to this
wretched mockery of a definition, many "had" been led back, by the failure of all
their attempts to find any other that would distinguish what they have been
accustomed to call poetry, from much which they have known only under other
names.
That, however, the word bpoetry imports b something quite peculiar in its nature,
something which may exist in what is called prose as well as in verse, something
which does not even require the instrument of words,l*_ but can speak through " the c
other audible symbols called musical sounds, and even through the visible ones
which are the language of sculpture, painting, and architecture: all this, d we
believe, is and must be felt. though perhaps indistinctly, by all upon whom poetry
in any of its shapes produces any impression beyond that of tickling the ear. 'The e
distinction between poetry and what is not poetry', whether explained or not, is felt
to be Jfundamental: and where 1 every one feels a difference, a difference there
must be. All other appearances may be fallacious, but the appearance of a
difference is _ a real difference. Appearances too, like other things, must have a
cause, and that which can hcauseh anything, even an illusion, must be a reahty.
And hence, while a half-philosophy disdains the classifications and distinctions
[*Wordsworth,
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indicated by popular language, philosophy carried to its highest point 'frames' new
ones, but Jrarely _sets aside the old, content with correcting and regularizing them.
It cuts fresh channels for thought, but k does not fill up such as it finds readymade _;it _traces, on the contrary, more deeply, broadly, and distinctly, those into
which the current has spontaneously flowed.
Let us then attempt, in the way of modest inquiry, not to coerce and confine
nature within the bounds of an arbitrary definition, but rather to find the boundaries
which she herself has set, and erect a barrier round them: not calling mankind to
account for having misapphed the word "poetry m but attempting to clear up" the
conception which they already attach to it, and to bring "forward" as a distinct
Pprinciple I' that which, as a vague qfeeling v, has really graded them in their "
employment of the term
The object of poetry is confessedly to act upon the emotions: and therein is
poetry sufficiently distinguished from what Wordsworth affirms to be its logical
opposite, namely, not prose, but matter of fact or science) *j The one addresses
itself to the belief, the other to the feelings. The one does its work by convincing or
persuading, the other by moving. The one acts by presenting a proposition to the
understanding, the other by offering interesting objects of contemplation to the
sensibilities.
This, however, leaves us very far from a definition of poetry. L'This distinguishes' it from one thing, but we are bound to distinguish it from everything. To
%nng t thoughts or images UbeforeUthe mind for the purpose of acting upon the emotions, does not belong to poetry' alone. It is equally the province (for example) of
the novelist: and yet the faculty of the poet and Vthaf of the novelist are as distinct
as any other two faculties: as the "'faculties" of the novehst and of the orator, or of
the poet and the metaphysician. The two characters may be united, as characters
the most disparate may: but they have no natural connexion.
Many of the _greatest' poems are in the form of "fictitious narratives _. and in
almost all good :serious fictions: there is true poetry. But there is a radical
distinction between the interest felt in a Ustory" as such, and the interest excited by
poetry; for the one is derived from hincident _', the other from the representation of
'feehng'. In one. the source of the emotion excited is the exhibition of a state or
[*"Preface to the Second Edition of Lyrical Ballads," tbid., Vol. IV, p 368n (note to
para. 12).]
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states of human sensibility: in the other, of a series of states of mere outward
circumstances. Now, all minds are capable of being affected more or less by
representations of the latter kind, and all, or almost all, by those of the former: yet
the two sources of interest correspond to two distinct, and (as respects their greatest
development) mutually exclusive, characters of mind. d
At what age is the passion for a story, for almost any kind of story, merely as a
story, the most intense? In childhood. But that also is the age at which poetry, even
of the simplest description, is least relished and least understood; because the
feelings with which it is especially conversant are yet undeveloped, and not having
been even in the slightest degree experienced, cannot be sympathized with. In,
what stage of the progress of society, again, is story-telhng most valued, and the
story-teller in greatest request and honour?---In a rude state, like that of the Tartars and Arabs at this day, and of almost all nations in the earliest ages. But m this
state of society there is little poetry except ballads, which are mostly narrative, that
is, essentially "stories e. and derive their principal interest from the tincidents:.
Considered as poetry, they are of the lowest and most elementary kind: the feelings
depicted, or rather indicated, are the simplest our nature has; such joys and griefs
as the immediate pressure of some outward event excites in rude minds, which live
wholly immersed in outward things, and have never, either from choice or a force
they could not resist, turned themselves to the contemplation of the world within.
Passing now from childhood, and from the childhood of society, to the grown-up
men and women of this most grown-up and unchildlike age--the minds and hearts
of greatest depth and elevation are commonly those which take greatest delight in
poetry', the shallowest and emptiest, on the contrary, are. eat all events, not those
leastg addicted to novel-reading. This accords, too. with all analogous experience
of human nature. The sort of persons whom not merely in books, but in their lives.
we find perpetually engaged in hunting for excitement from without, are invariably
those who do not possess, either m the vigour of their intellectual powers or in the
depth of their sensibihties, that which would enable them to find ample excitement
nearer h home. The 'most idle and frivolous persons' take a natural delight in
fictitious narrative; the excitement it affords is of the kind which comes from
without. Such persons are rarely lovers of poetr3, though the 3' may fancy themselves so, because they relish novels in verse. But poetry, which is the delineation
of the deeper and more secret workings of lhuman emotion J, is interesting only"to
those to whom it recals what the)' have felt. or whose imagination it stirs up to
d33 So much as the nature of poet D' dtss_mdar to the nature of fiCtlttOUSnarrative, that to have a
really strong passion for e_ther of the two. seems to presuppose or to supennduce a comparattve
mdifference to lhe other
"-"33 stortes
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_-_33 by universal remark, the most
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conceive what they could feel. or what they might have been able to feel had their
outward circumstances been different.
Poetry. when it is really such, is truth; and fiction also, if it is good for anything,
is truth: but they are different truths. The truth of poetry is to paint the human soul
truly: the truth of fiction is to give a true picture of klifet. The two kinds of
knowledge are different, and come by different ways. come mostly to different
persons. Great poets are often proverbially ignorant of life. What they know has
come by observation of themselves: they have found _within them / one highly
delicate and sensitwe " specimen of human nature, on which the laws of '_emotion
are written in large characters, such as can be read off without much study ".
Other ° knowledge of mankind, such as comes to men of the world bv outward
experience, is not indispensable to them as poets: but to the novelist such knowledge is all in all: he has to describe outward things, not the inward man; actions
and events, not feelings: and it will not do for him to be numbered among those
who, as Madame Roland said of Brissot, know man but not PmenP. I*l
All this is no bar to the possibility of combining both elements, poetry and
nareative or incident, in the same work, and calling it either a novel or a poem;
but so may red and white combine on the same human features, or on the same
canvas 'j . There _sone order of composition which requires the union of poetry and
incident, each in its highest kind--the dramatic. Even there the two elements are
perfectly distinguishable, and may exist of unequal quality, and in the most various
proportion. The incidents of a dramatic poem may be scanty and ineffective,
though the delineation of passion and character may be of the highest order; as in
Goethe's radmirabler _Torquato Tasso_: l*l or again, the story as a mere story may
be well got up for effect, as is the case with some of the most trashy productions of
the Minerva press: it may even be. what those are not, a coherent and probable
series of events, though there be scarcely a feeling exhibited which is not 'represented' falsely, or in a manner absolutely commonplace. The combination of the
two excellencies is what renders Shakespeare so generally acceptable, each sort of
[*Marie Jeanne Phlipon Roland de la Platiere, Appel a l'impartiale posteritY, ed.
Louis Augustin Guillaume Bosc, 4 pts. (Pans: Louvet, 1795),Pt. 1, p. 36.1
[*In Werke, 55 vols. (Stuttgart and Tiibmgen: Cotta'schen Buchhandlung, 1828-33),
Vol. IX, pp. 99-245.]
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To the many he is great as a

In limiting poetry to the delineation of states of feeling, and denying the name
where nothing is delineated but outward objects, we may be thought to have done
what we promised to avoid--to
have not "found", but 'made' a definition,
in
opposiuon to the usage of" language, since it is established by common consent
that there is a poetry called -'descriptive-'. We deny the charge. Description is not
poetry because there is descriptive poetry, no more than science is poetry because
there is such a thing as a didactic poem '. But an object which admits of being
described, or a truth which may fill a place in a scientific treatise, may :also:
furnish an occasion for the generation of poetry, which we thereupon choose to call
descriptive or didactic. The poetry is not in the object itself, nor in the scientific
truth itself, but in the state of mind in which the one and the other may be
contemplated.
The mere delineation
of the dimensions and colours of external
objects is not poetry, no more than a geometrical
ground-plan
of St. Peter's or
Westminster Abbey is painting. Descriptive poetry consists, no doubt, in description, but in description of things as they appear, not as they "are": and it paints them
not in their bare and natural lineaments, but _'seen through the medium and arrayed
in the colours b of the imagination set in action by the feelings. If a poet _describes'
a lion, he ddoes not describe a him as a naturalist would, nor even as a traveller
would, who was intent upon stating the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth. He edescribes" him by timagery t. that is. by suggesting the most striking
likenesses and contrasts which might occur to a mind contemplating the lion. in the
state of awe. wonder, or terror, which the spectacle naturally excites, or is, on the
occasion, supposed to excite. Now this is describing the lion professedly,
but the
state of excitement of the spectator really. The lion max' be described falsely or
gwith exaggeration r, and the poetry be all the better: but if the human emotion be
not painted with h scrupulous truth, the poetry is bad poetI-), t.e. is not poetry, at all,
but a failure.
Thus far our progress towards a clear view of the essentials

of poetry" has brought
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us very close to the last two attempts at a definition of poetry which we happen to
have seen in print, both of them by poets and men of genius. The one is by
Ebenezer Elliott, the author of Corn-Law Rhymes, and other poems of still greater
merit. "Poetry," says he, "is impassioned
truth. ''t*l The other is by a writer in
Blackwood's
Magazine, and comes, we think, still nearer the mark. 'He defines t
poetry, "man's thoughts tinged by his feelings. "'l*JThere is in either definition a
near approximation
to what we are in search of. Every truth which Ja human being
can enunciate J. every thought, even every outward impression,
which can enter
into his consciousness,
may become poetry when shown through any impassioned
medium, when invested with the colouring of joy, or grief, or pity, or affection, or
admiration, or reverence, or awe, or even hatred or terror: and, unless so coloured,
nothing, be it as interesting as it may, is poetry. But both these definmons fail to
discriminate
between poetry and eloquence.
Eloquence,
as well as poetry, is
impassioned
truth: eloquence,
as well as poetry, is thoughts coloured by the
feelings. Yet common apprehension
and philosophic
criticism alike recognise a
distinction between the two: there is much that every one would call eloquence,
which no one would think of classing as poetry. A question will sometimes arise,
whether some particular author is a poet; and those who maintain the negative
commonly allow, that though not a poet, he is a highly keloquentk writer. _ The
distinction between poetry and eloquence appears to us to be equally fundamental
with the distinction between poetry and narrative, or between poetry and description m while it" is still farther from having been satisfactorily
cleared up than
either of the others n
Poetry and eloquence are both alike the expression or "utterance" of feehng. But
if we may be excused the p antithesis, we should say that eloquence is heard, poetry
is overheard. Eloquence supposes an audience; the peculiarity of poetry appears to
us to lie in the poet's utter unconsciousness
of a listener. Poetry is feehng,
confessing
itself to itself in moments of solitude, and qembodying
itself q in
symbols, which are the nearest possible representations
of the feeling in the exact
shape in which it exists in the poet's mind. Eloquence is feeling pouring itself rout"
[*Ebenezer Elhott. Preface to 3rd ed., Corn Law Rhymes (London: Steill, 1831 ), p. v. ]
[*Mill almost certainly has John Wilson in mind. but these exact words have not been
located.]
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to other minds, courting their sympathy, or endeavouring to influence their behef,
or move them to passion or to action.
All poetry is of the nature of soliloquy. It may be said that poetry which is
printed on hot-pressed paper and sold at a bookseller's shop, is a soliloquy in full
dress, and on the stage. "It is so: but' there is nothing absurd in the idea of such a
mode of soliloquizing. What we have said to ourselves, we may tell to others
afterwards; what we have said or done in solitude, we may voluntarily reproduce
when we know that other eyes are upon us. But no trace of consciousness that any
eyes are upon us must be visible in the work itself. The actor knows that there is an
audience present; but if he act as though he knew _t, he acts ill. A poet may write
poetry tnot only t with the intention of"printing _it ', but' for the express purpose of
being paid for it; that it should be poetry, being written under" such mfluences, is '
less probable: not, however, impossible: but no otherwise possible than if he can
succeed in excluding from his work every vestige of such lookings-forth into the
outward and every-day world, and can express his >emotions' exactly as he has felt
them in sohtude, or as he --isconscious: that he should feel them though they were
to remain for ever unuttered '_,or ( at the lowest) as he knows that others feel them in
similar circumstances of sohtude _. But when he turns round and addresses himself
to another person: when the act of utterance is not itself the end, but a means to an
end--viz, by the feelings he himself expresses, to work upon the feelings, or upon
the belief, or the will. of another,--when the expression of his emotions, or of his
thoughts tinged by his emotions, is tinged also by that purpose, by that desire of
making an impression upon another mind, then it ceases to be poetry, and becomes
eloquence.
Poetry, accordingly, is the natural fruit of solitude and meditation: eloquence, of
intercourse with the world. The persons who have most feeling of their own. if
intellectual culture bhasb given them a language in which to express it, have the
highest faculty of poetry; those who best understand the feelings of others, are the
most eloquent. The persons, and the nations, who commonly excel in poetry, are
those whose character and tastes render them least dependent' upon the applause.
or sympathy, or concurrence of the world in general. Those to whom that applause,
that sympathy, that concurrence are most necessary, generally excel most in
eloquence. And hence, perhaps, the French, who are the dleastd poetical of all
great and qntellectual" nations, are among the-tmost _eloquent: the French, also,
being the most sociable, the vainest, and the least self-dependent.
_-s33 But
'-'+59.67
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If the above be, as we believe, the true theory, of the distinction commonly
admitted between eloquence and poetry: or geven _ though it be not hsoh, yet if, as
we cannot doubt, the distinction above stated be a real bonafide distinction, it will
be found to hold, not merely in the language of words, but in all other language,
and to intersect the whole domain of art.
Take, for example, music: we shall find in that art, so peculiarly the expression
of passion, two perfectly distinct styles: one of which may be called the poetry, the
other the oratory of music. This difference, being seized, would put an end to much
musical sectarianism. There has been much contention whether the 'music of the
modern Italian school, that of Rossini and his successors, be impassioned or not'.
Without doubt, the passion it expresses is not the musing, meditative tenderness,
or pathos, or grief of Mozart Jot Beethoven:. Yet it is passion, but _garrulous _
passion--the passion which pours itself into other ears: and therein the better
calculated for tdramatic_ effect, having a natural adaptation for dialogue. Mozart
also is great in musical oratory: but his most touching compositions are in the
opposite style--that of soliloquy. Who can imagine "Dove sono ''l*l heard'? We
imagine it overheard, m
Purely pathetic music commonly partakes of soliloquy. The soul is absorbed in
its distress, and though there may be bystanders, it is not thinking of them When
the mind is looking within, and not without, its state does not often or rapidly vary:
and hence the even, uninterrupted flow, approaching almost to monotony, which a
good reader, or a good stager, will give to words or music of a pensive or
melancholy cast. But grief taking the form of a prayer, or of a complaint, becomes
oratorical: no longer low, and even, and subdued, it assumes a more emphatic
rhythm, a more rapidly returning accent: instead of a few slow equal notes,
[*Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Le nozze di Ftgaro, Act 111,Scene viii (first London
performance, King's Theatre, Haymarket, 18 June, 1812).]
e-_+59.67
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composer--iscompatiblewiththe expressionof passion
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"33 The same is the case with many of the finest national airs Who can hear those words, which
speak so touchingly the sorrows of a mountaineer m exile:
My heart's
My heart's
A-chasing
My heart's

m the Highlands--m,,
heart _s not here.
m the Highlands, a-chasing the deer
the wild-deer, and followmg the roe-in the Highlands, wherever I go

Who can hear those affecting words, marned to as affecting an air, and fancy that he see,s the stager"
That song has always seemed to us like the lament of a prisoner m a solitary, cell, ourselves hstemng,
unseen, m the next. As the direct opposite of this. take "Scots wha hae wl' Wallace bled," where the
music is as oratorical as the poetry. [The two songs are by Robert Bums I
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following one after another at regular intervals, it crowds note upon note, and
"often" assumes a hurry and bustle like joy. Those who are familiar with some of
the best of Rossini's serious compositions, such as the air "Tu che i misen
conforti,'" in the opera of Tancredt, or the duet "Ebben per mia memona," in La
Gazza Ladra, '*l will at once understand and feel our meaning. Both are highly
tragic and passionate; the passion of both is that of oratory, not poetry. The like
may be said of that most moving "invocation" in Beethoven's Fidelio-Komm, Hoffnung, lass das letzte Stern
Der Mude mcht erbleichen,
in which Madame PSchr6der r' Devnent '_exhibited such consummate powers of
pathetic expression. 1+1How different from Winter's beautiful "Paga fui, ''t*) the
very soul of melancholy exhaling itself in solitude: fuller of meaning, and,
therefore, more profoundly poetical than the words for which it was composed-for it seems to express not simple melancholy, but the melancholy of remorse.
If, from vocal music, we now pass to instrumental, we may have a specimen of
musical oratory In any fine mlhtary symphony or march: while the poetry of music
seems to have attained its consummation in Beethoven's Overture to Egmont', so
wonderful in its mixed expression of grandeur and melancholy".
In the arts which speak to the eye, the same distinctions will be found to hold,
not only between poetry' and orator3', but between poetry, orator}., narrative, and
simple imitation or description.
Pure Sdescrlption' is exemphfied In a 'mere' portrait or a "mere" landscape-productions of art, it is true, but of the mechanical rather than of the fine arts, being
works of simple imitation, not 'creation'. We say. a "mere" portrait, or a 'mere'
landscape, because it is possible for a portrait or a landscape, without ceasing to be
[*Gioacchino Antomo Rossim, Tancredi, Act II. Scene i (first London performance,
King's Theatre, Haymarket, 4 May, 1820). and La ga-za ladra, Act II. Scene vl (first
London performance. King's Theatre. Haymarket, 10 Mar.. 1821) ]
[TLudwigvan Beethoven. Fideho. Act I: she appeared m the first London performance.
King's Theatre. Haymarket, 18 May. 18-32.]
l_Peter yon Winter. ll ratto dt Proserpma. Act I1. Scene t (first London performance,
King's Theatre, Haymarket, 3 May, 1804).]
"-"33

ofttimes

" °33 prayer
r'-P+ 59, 67
q33 , last summer.
r _33
We quesuon whether so deep an expression of mzxed grandeur and melanchol} was ever m
any other instance produced by mere sounds
_-'33 descrtption
_-'33 mere
"-u33 mere
.... 33 creation
"-_'33 mere
_'-_33 mere
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such, to be also a _picture: like Turner's landscapes, and the great portraits by
Titian or Vandyke ?
Whatever in painting or sculpture expresses human feeling--or :character _,
which is only a certain state of feeling grown habitual--may be called, according
to circumstances, the poetry', or the eloquence, of the painter's or the sculptor's art:
the poetry, if the feeling declares itself by such signs as escape from us when we
are unconscious of being seen: the oratory, if the signs are those we use for the
purpose of voluntary' communication. "
The narrative style answers to what is called historical pamtmg, which it is the
fashion among connoisseurs to treat as the climax of the ptctorial art. That it is the
most difficult branch of the art we do not doubt, because, in its perfection, it
includes h the perfection of all the other branches ': as in like manner' an epic
poem, though in so far as it is epic (i.e. narrative) it is not poetry, at all, is yet
esteemed the greatest effort of poetic genius, because there is no kind whatever of
poetry which may not appropriately find a place in it. But an historical picture as
such. that is, as the representation of an incident, must necessarily, as tt seems to
us, be poor and ineffective. The narrative powers of painting are extremely
limited. Scarcely any picture, scarcely aeven any series d of pictures, " tells its own
story without the aid of an interpreter ,1. But it is the single figures which, to us, are
the great charm even of an historical picture. It is in these that the power of the art is
really seen _. Ing the attempt to hnarrate h, visible and permanent signs are 'too' far
behind the fugitive audible ones. which follow so fast one after another, while the
faces and figures in a narrative picture, even though they be Titian's, stand still.
Who would not prefer one Virgin and Child of Raphael, to all the pictures which
'-'33
ptcture A portrait by Lawrence. or one ofTurner's wews. _s not a mere copy from nature: the
one combines w_th the given features that pamcular expresston lamong all good and pleasing onesl
which those features are most capable of weanng, and which, therefore, m combination with them, ts
capable of producing the greatest posmve beauty Turner. again, umtes the objects of the gwen
landscape with whatever sk). and whatever hght and shade, enable those particular obJects to impress
the _magmation most strongly. In both, there _s creauve art--not working alter an actual model, but
reahzing an idea
:-:33
character
a33 [paragraph]
The poetry of painting seems to be camed to its highest perfection m the
Peasant Gtrl of Rembrandt, or in any Madonna or Magdalen of Gmdo. that of sculpture, in almost an)'
of the Greek statues of the gods, not cons_denng these m respect to the mere physical beauty, of which
they are such perfect models, nor undertaking either to vindicate or to contest the opinion ot
philosophers, that even physical beauty is ultimately resolvable into expression: we may safely affirm,
that m no other of man's works did so much of soul ever shine through mere mammate matter
°33 . ma manner.
_-"33 . As
d-a33 any series even
"33 which we know of,
Y33 , you must know the stor3"beforehand; then. mdeed, you may see great beauty, and appropnateness m the palming
_-g33 m
h-h33 narrate
'-'+59.67
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Rubens. with his fat, frouzy Dutch Venuse_. ever painted? Though Rubens.
besides excelling almost every one in his mastery over J the mechanical parts of his
art, often shows real genius in kgrouping_ his figures, the peculiar problem of
historical painting. But then. who, except a mere student of drawing and colouring. ever cared to look twice at any of the figures themselves? The power of
painting lies in poetry, of which Rubens had not the slightest tincture--not in
narrative. Zwhereint he might have excelled.
The single figures, however, in an historical picture, are rather the "eloquence m
of painting than the poetry: they mostly (unless they are quite out of place in the
picture) express the feelings of one person as modified by the presence of others.
Accordingly the minds whose bent leads them rather to eloquence than to poetry.
rush to historical painting. The French painters, for instance, seldom attempt,
because they could make nothing of, single heads, like those glorious ones of the
Italian masters, with which they might nfeed" themselves day after day in their own
Louvre. They must all be "historical": and they are. almost to a man, attitudinizers.
If we wished to gwe _'any young artist the most impressive warning our Ulmaglnationu could devise against that kind of vice in the pictorial, which corresponds to
rant in the hlstnomc art, we would advise him to walk once up and once down the
gallery of the Luxembourg r. Ever3. figure in French painting or statuar3 seems to
be showing itself off before spectators: they are 'not poetical, but in the worst style
of corrupted eloquence.'
J33 all
k-k33, 59 groupmg
l 133 where
.... 33 eloquence
"-n33 glut
.....33 historwal
r33 to
q-q33 Imaginations
r33 : even now when David. the great corrupter of taste, has been translated from th_s v, orld to the
next. and from the Luxembourg, consequently, into the more elevated sphere of the Louvre
s-s33 m the worst style of corrupted eloquence, but m no style of poetD at all. The best are stiff and
unnatural, the worst resemble figures of cataleptic pauents The French artists fanc._ themselves
Imitators of the classics, yet they seem to have no understanding and no feehng of that repose v_hlch was
the pecuhar and pervading character of Grecmn art, untd it began to decline a repose tenfold more
mdlcatwe of strength than all their stretching and straining: for strength, as Thomas Carlyle says, does
not manifest itself in spasms. [See "Corn Law Rhymes." Edinburgh Revte,. LV (Jul5.1832), 351 .]
There are some productions of art wh.ch it seems at first difficult to arrange m an3 of the classes above
illustrated. The d_rect a_m of art as such. _s the production oI the beautiful, and as there are other things
beautiful besides states of mind, there is much of art which may seem to have nothing to do with e_ther
poetry or eloquence &s we have defined them Take for instance a composmon of Claude. or Salvator
Rosa There is here creation of nev, beauty- by the grouping of natural seenery, conformabl) indeed to
the laws of outward nature, but not after an_ actual model: the result being a beaut 3' more perfect and
faultless than Is perhaps to be found m any actual landscape Yet there is a character of poetr3 even m
these, without which they could not be so beautiful. The umtS, and wholeness, and aesthetic congrmt_
of the p_cture still hes m singleness of expression, but _t_s expressmn m a different sense from that m
which we have hitherto employed the term. The objects m an lmagmar_, landscape cannot be sa_d, hke
the words of a poem or the notes of a melod_, to be the actual utterance of a feehng, but there must be
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I1
POETA t is a maxim of classical antiquity, which has passed to these latter
days with less questioning than most of the doctrines of that early age. When it
origmated, the human faculties were occupied, fortunately for posterity, less in
examining how the works of genius are created, than in creating them: and the
adage, probably, had no higher source than the tendency common among mankind
to consider all power which is not visibly the effect of practice, all skill which is not
capable of being reduced to mechanical rules, as the result of a peculiar gift. Yet
this aphorism, born in the infancy of psychology, will perhaps be found, now when
that science ts in its adolescence, to be as true as an epigram ever is. that is, to
tNASCITUR

some feeling w_th which the 3, harmonize, and which they' have a tendency to raise up in the spectator's
mind They must respire a feehng of grandeur, or lovehness, or cheerfulness, or wildness, or
melancholy, or terror The painter must surround his pnnclpal objects with such imagery as would
spontaneously anse m a highly lmagmanve mind. when contemplating those ol_lects under the
impression of the feehngs which they are intended to respire This. if it be not poetry. _s so nearly alhed
to it, as scarcely to require being distinguished
In this sense we may speak of the poetry of architecture All architecture, to be impressive, must be
the expression or symbol of some interesting idea. some thought, which has power over the emotions.
The reason why modern architecture _sso paltry, ts s_mply that it ts not the expression of any' idea. it _s a
mere parroting of the architectural tongue of the Greeks, or of our Teutomc ancestors, without any
conception of a meaning
To confine ourselves, for the present, to rehgious edifices- these partake of poetr)', m proportion as
they express, or harmonize with, the feehngs of devotion But those feehngs are dffterent according to
the concept,on entertained of the beings, by whose supposed nature they are called forth To the Greek.
these beings were incarnations of the greatest conceivable physical beauty, combined with supernatural
power: and the Greek temples express th_s. their predominant character being graceful strength, m other
words, solidity, which is power, and lightness which is also power, accomplishing with small means
what seemed to require great, to combine all in one word. majesty To the Catholic. again, the Deity was
something far less clear and definite, a being of still more resistless power than the heathen divinities.
greatly to be loved, still more greatly to be feared: and wrapped up in vagueness, myster), and
incomprehensibdlty. A certain solemnity, a feehng of doubting and trembling hope, hke that of one lost
in a boundless forest who thinks he knows his way but _s not sure, m_xes ,tself in all the genuine
expressions of Catholic devotion. This is eminently the expression of the pure Gothic cathedral.
conspicuous equally in the mingled majesty and gloom of its vaulted roofs and stately aisles, and m the
"dim religious light" which steals through its painted windows. [Milton. "'I1 Penseroso." in The
Poencal Works (London Tonson, 1695), p 6 (1. 1601.1
There _s no genenc distinction between the imagery, which is the expression of feeling and the
imagery which is felt to harmonize with feeling. They are identical The imagery in which feeling utters
itself forth from within, is also that m which It delights when presented to it from without. All art,
therefore, m proportion as it produces its effects by an appeal to the emotions partakes of poetry., unless
It partakes of oratory, or of narrative. And the distinction which these three words indicate, runs through
the whole field of the fine arts.
The above hints have no pretension to the character ot a theot T. They are merely thrown out tot the
consideration of thinkers, m the hope that if they do not contain the truth, they may do somewhat to
suggest it. Nor would they, crude as they are, have been deemed worthy of pubhcauon, in any country.
but one in which the philosophy of art is so completely neglected, that whatever may serve to put any
mqumng mind upon this kind of investigation, cannot well, however imperfect in ,tselt, fail altogether
to be of use. [stgned. ] ANTlOtrtJS
'-'33 Nascitur poFta
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contain some truth: truth, however, which has been so compressed and bent out of
shape, in order to tie it up into so small a knot of only two words, that it requires an
almost infinite amount of unrolling and laying straight, before it will resume its just
proportions.
We are not now intending to remark upon the grosser misapplications of this
ancient maxim, which have engendered so many races of poetasters. The days are
gone by, when every raw youth whose borrowed phantasies have set themselves to
a borrowed tune, mistaking, as Coleridge says, an ardent desire of poetic reputation for poetic genius, I*j while unable to disguise from himself that he had taken
no means whereby he might Ubecome" a poet. could fancy himself a born one
Those who would reap without sowing, and gain the victory without fighting the
battle, are ambitious now of another sort of distinction, and are born novelists, or
public speakers, not poets. And the wiser thinkers ' understand and acknowledge
that poetic excellence is sub)ect to the same necessary conditions with anx, other
mental endowment; and that to no one of the spiritual benefactors of mankind is a
higher or a more assiduous intellectual culture needful than to the poet. It is true, he
possesses this advantage over others who use the "'instrument of words,"t" Jthat, of
the truths which he utters, a larger proportion are derived from personal consciousness, and a smaller from philosophic investigation. But the power itself of
discriminating between what really is consciousness, and what is only a process of
inference completed in a single instant--and the capacity' of distinguishing
whether that of which the mind is conscious be an eternal truth, or but a dream-are among the last results of the most matured and "perfect" intellect. Not to
mention that the poet, no more than any other person who writes, confines himself
altogether to intuitive truths, nor has ant , means of communicating even these but
by'words, every one of which derives all its power of conveying a meaning, from a
whole host of acquired notions, and facts learnt b3 study and experience.
Nevertheless, it seems undeniable in point of fact, and consistent with the
principles of a sound metaphysics, that there are poetic nature_. There is a mental
and physical constitution or temperament, peculiarly fitted for poetry. This temperament will not of itself make a poet, no more than the soil will the fruit: and as
good fruit may be raised by culture from indifferent soils, so may good poetry from
naturally unpoetical minds. But the poetry" of one who IS a poet by nature, will be
clearly and broadly distinguishable from the poetry of mere culture. It max not be
truer; it may not be more useful: but it will be different: fewer will appreciate it.
even though many should affect to do so: but in those few it will find a keener
sympathy, and will yield them a deeper enjoyment.
[*BIographiaLiterarza, Vol. I, p. 37. and Vol. II, p. 14 (Chaps. n and xv).]
l'See p. 343 above.]
"-"33.59
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One may write genuine poetry, and not be a poet: for whosoever writes out truly
any _ human feeling, wntes poetry. All persons, even the most unimaginative, m
moments of strong emotion, speak poetry: and hence the drama is poetry, which
else were always prose, except when a poet is one of the characters. What Yis_
poetry, but the thoughts and words m which emotion spontaneously embodies
itself'? As there are few who are not, at least for :some moments and in some
situations, capable of some: strong feeling, poetry is natural to most persons at
some period of their lives. And any one whose feelings are genuine, though but of
the average strength,--if he be not diverted by uncongenial thoughts or occupations from the indulgence of them, and if he acquire by culture, as all persons may,
the faculty of delineating them correctly,--has it in his power to be a poet, so far as
a life passed in writing unquestionable poetry may be considered to confer that
title. But "ought" it to do so'? Yes, perhaps, in h a collection of"Bntish Poets." But
"poet" is the name also of a variety of'man', not solely of the author of a particular
variety of abookd: now, to have written whole volumes of real poetry, is possible to
almost all kinds of characters, and implies no greater peculiarity of mental
construction than to be the author of a history or a novel.
Whom, then, shall we call poets? Those who are so constituted, that emotions
are the links of association by which their ideas, both sensuous and spiritual, are
connected together. This constitution belongs twithin certain limits) to all in whom
poetry is a pervading principle. In all others, poetry is something extraneous and
superinduced: something out of themselves, foreign to the habitual course of their
ever3"-day lives and characters; a e world to which they may make occasional visits,
but where they are sojourners, not dwellers, and which, when out of it, or even
when in it, they think of, peradventure, but as a phantom-world, a place of ignes
fatui and spectral illusions. Those only who have the pecuharity of association
which we have mentioned, and which is ta natural though not an universal
consequence j of intense sensibility, instead of seeming not themselves when they
are uttering poetry, scarcely seem themselves when uttering anything to which
poetry is foreign. Whatever be the thing which they are contemplating, gif it be
capable of connecting itself with their emotions, _ the aspect under which it first
and most naturally paints itself to them, is its poetic aspect. The poet of culture sees
his object in prose, and describes it m poetry: the poet of nature actually sees it
in poetry.
This point is perhaps worth some little illustration: the rather, as metaphysicians
(the ultimate arbiters of all philosophical criticism), while they have busied
themselves for two thousand years, more or less, about the few huniversalh laws of
_33 one
_-_33, 59 Is
:-:33 some . some..,
some
"-a33, 59 ought
/'33 the table of contents of
'-_33
man
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human nature, have strangely neglected the analysis of its 'diversities '. Of these,
none lie deeper or reach further than the varieties which difference of nature and of
education makes in what may be termed the habitual bond of association. In a mind
entirely uncultivated, which is also without any strong feelings, objects, whether
of sense or of intellect, arrange themselves in the mere casual order in which they
have been seen, heard, or otherwise perceived. Persons of this sort may be said to
think chronologically. If they remember a fact, it is by reason of a fortuitous
coincidence with some trifling incident or circumstance which took place at the
very time. If they have a story to tell, or testimony to deliver In a witness-box, their
narrative must follow the exact order in which the events took place: dodge them,
and the thread of association is broken; they cannot go on. Their associations, to
use the language of philosophers, are chiefly of the successive, not the synchronous kind. and whether successive or synchronous, are mostly Jcasual _.
To the man of science, again, or of business, objects group themselves according to the artificial classifications which the understanding has voluntarily made for
the convenience of thought or of practice. But where any of the Impressions are
vivid and intense, the associations into which these enter are the ruling ones: It
being a well-known law of association, that the stronger a feeling is. the more
_qulckly_ and strongly it associates itself with any other object or feeling. Where,
therefore, nature has given strong feelings, and education has not created factitious
tendencies stronger than the natural ones. the prevailing associations will be those
which connect objects and ideas with emotions, and with each other through the
intervention of emotions. Thoughts and images will be hnked together, according
to the similarity of the feelings which cling to them. A thought will introduce a
thought by first introducing a feeling which is allied with it. At the centre of each
group of thoughts or images will be found a feeling: and the thoughts or images
twill be there only I because the feeling was there. "The" combinations which the
mind puts together. "the pictures which it paints. "the wholes which imagination
constructs out of the materials supphed by fancy, will be indebted to some
dominant Pfeellng t', not as in other natures to a dominant qthought u. for their unit3'
and consistency of character--for
what distinguishes them from incoherencies.
The dlffererce, then, between the poetry of a poet. and the poetry of a cultivated
but not naturally rpoetic' mind, is, that in the latter, with however bright a halo ol
feeling the thought may be surrounded and glorified, the thought itself is 'always'
the conspicuous object: while the poetD of a poet is feeling itself, employing
thought only as the medium of its 'expression'. In the one. feehng waits upon
thought; in the other, thought upon feeling. The one writer has a distinct aim.
'-'33.59
dlversitie.s
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common to him with any other didactic author: he desires to convey the thought,
and he conveys it clothed in the feelings which it excites in himself, or which he
deems most appropriate to it. The other merely pours forth the overflowing of his
feelings; and all the thoughts which those feelings suggest are floated promiscuously along the stream.
It may assist in rendering our meaning intelligible, if we illustrate it by a parallel
between the two English authors of our own day who have produced the greatest
quantity of true and enduring poetry', Wordsworth and Shelley. Apter instances
could not be w_shed for; the one might be cited as the type, the exemplar, of what
the poetry of culture may accomplish; the other as perhaps the most striking
example ever known of the poetic temperament. How different, accordingly, is the
poetry of these two great Uwriters." In Wordsworth, the poetry is almost always the
mere setting of a thought. The thought may be more valuable than the setting, or it
may be less valuable, but there can be no question as to which was first in his mind:
what he is impressed with, and what he is anxious to impress, is some proposition,
more or less distinctly conceived; some truth, or something which he deems such.
He.lets the thought dwell in his mind, till it excites, as is the nature of thought,
other thoughts, and also such feelings as the measure of his sensibility is adequate
to supply. Among these thoughts and feelings, had he chosen a different walk of
authorship (and there are many in which he might equally have excelled), he would
probably have made a different selection of media for enforcing the parent thought:
his habits, however, being those of poetic composition, he selects in preference the
strongest feelings, and the thoughts with which most of feeling is naturally or
habitually connected. His poetry, therefore, may be defined to be, his thoughts,
coloured by, and impressing themselves by means of, emotions) *1 Such poetry,
Wordsworth has occupied a long life in producing. And well and wisely has he so
done. Criticisms. no doubt, may be made occasionally both upon the thoughts
themselves, and upon the skill he has demonstrated in the choice of his "media':
for, an affair of skill and study, in the most rigorous sense, it evidently was. But he
has not laboured in vain: he has exercised, and continues to exercise, a powerful,
and mostly a highly beneficial influence over the formation and growth of not a few
of the most cultivated and vigorous of the youthful minds of our time, over whose
heads poetry of the opposite description would have flown, for want of an original
organization, physical _or _ mental, in sympathy with it.
On the other hand. Wordsworth's poetry is never bounding, never ebullient; has
little even of the appearance of spontaneousness: the well is never so full that it
overflows. There is an air of calm deliberateness about all he writes, which is not
[*Cf. Wordsworth. "Preface to the Second Edition of Lyrical Ballads," in Poetical Works
(1827), Vol. IV, pp. 361-2 (paras. 6-7).]
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characteristic of the poetic temperament: his poetry seems one thing, himself
another: he seems to be poetical because he wills to be so. not because he cannot
help it: did he will to dismiss poetry, he need never again, it might almost seem,
have a poetical thought. He never seems possessed by _any ' feeling: no emotion
seems ever so strong as to have entire sway. for the time being, over the current of
his thoughts. He never, even for the space of a few stanzas, appears entirely _glven
up -_to exultation, or grief, or pity, or love. or admiration, or devotion, or even
animal spirits. He now and then, though seldom. :attempts: to write as if he were:
and never, we think, without leaving an impression of poverty: as the brook which
on nearly level ground quite fills its banks, appears but a thread when running
rapidly down a precipitous declivity. He has feeling enough to form a decent.
graceful, even beautiful decoration to a thought which is in itself interesting and
moving; but not so much as suffices to stir up the soul by mere sympathy with itself
in its simplest manifestation, nor enough to summon up that array of "thoughts of
power" which in a richly stored mind always attends the call of really intense
feeling. It IStor this reason, doubtless, that the genius of Wordsworth is essentially
unlyrical. Lyric poetry, as it was the earliest kind, is also, if the view we are now
taking of poetry be correct, more eminently and peculiarly poetry than any other: it
is the poetry most natural to a really poetic temperament, and least capable of being
successfully imitated by one not so endowed by nature. "
Shelley is the very reverse of all this. Where Wordsworth is strong, he is weak;
where Wordsworth is weak. he is strong. Culture, that culture by which Wordsworth has reared from his own inward nature the richest harvest ever brought forth
by a soil of so little depth, is precisely what was wanting to Shelley: or let us rather
say, he had not, at the period of his deplorably early death, reached sufficiently far
in that intellectual progression of which he was capable, and which, if it has done
so much for bgreatlyb inferior natures, might have made of him the ' most perfect,
as he was already the most gifted,' of our poets. For him. Uvoluntarya mental
discipline had done little: the vividness of his emotions and of his sensations had
done all. He seldom follows up an idea: it starts into hfe, summons from the
fairy-land of his inexhaustible fancy some three or four bold images, then
vanishes, and straight he is off on the wings of some casual association into quite
another sphere. He had _scarcely _' yet acquired the consecutweness of thought
necessary for a long poem: his more ambitious composmons too often resemble the
_-_'33
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scattered fragments of a mirror; colours brilliant as life, single images without end,
but no picture. It is only when under the overruling influence of some one state of
feeling, either actually experienced, or summoned up in j the vividness of reality
by a fervid imagination, that he writes as a great poet: unity of feeling being to him
the harmonizing principle which a central idea is to minds of another class, and
supplying the coherency and consistency which would else have been wanting.
Thus it is in many of his smaller, and especially his lyrical poems. They are
obviously written to exhale, perhaps to relieve, a state of feeling, or of conception
of feehng, almost oppressive from its vividness. The thoughts and imagery are
suggested by the feeling, and are such as tt finds unsought. The state of feeling may
be either of soul or of sense, or oftener (might we not say invariably?) of both: for
the poetic temperament is usually, perhaps always, accompanied by exquisite
senses. The exciting cause may be either an object or an idea. But whatever of
sensation enters into the feeling, must not be local, or consciously gorganicg: it is a
hcondition h of the whole frame, not of a part only '. Like _the state of sensation
produced by a fine climate, or indeed like all strongly pleasurable or painful
sensations in an impassioned nature, it pervades the entire nervous system. States
of feeling, whether sensuous or spiritual, which thus possess the whole being, are
the fountains of that _which we have called the poetry of poets: and which is little
else than _a pouring forth k of the thoughts and images that pass across the mind
while some permanent state of feeling is occupying it.
To the same original fineness of organization, Shelley was doubtless indebted
for another of his rarest gifts, that exuberance of imagery, which when unrepressed, as in many of his poems it is, amounts _to a mfault'. The susceptibility
of his nervous system, which made his emotions intense, made also the impressions of his external senses deep and clear: and agreeably to the law of association
by which, as already remarked, the strongest impressions are those which associate themselves the most easily and strongly, these vivid sensations were readily
recalled to mind by all objects or thoughts which had coexisted with them, "and" by
all feelings which in any degree resembled them. Never did a fancy so teem with
sensuous imagery as Shelley's. Wordsworth economizes an image, and detains it
until he has distilled all the poetry out of it, and it will not yield a drop more:
Shelley lavishes his with a profusion which is unconscious because it is inexhaustible. o
Y33 almost
_-_33 bodily
h-h33 state
'-'33
; like
J33 poetry
k-k33 the utterance
t33 even
m-'33
vice
n-"+59, 67
°33 The one. like a thrift)' housewife, uses all his materials and wastes none: the other scatters them
with a reckless prodigality of wealth of which there is perhaps no simtlar instance.
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If, then, the maxim Nascitur po(ta, mean, either that the power of producing
poetical compositions is a peculiar faculty which the poet brings into the world
with him, which grows with his growth like any of his bodily powers, and is as
independent of culture as his height, and his complexion: or that r'anyP natural
peculiarity qwhatever q is implied in producing poetry, real poetry, and in any
quantity--such poetry too, as, to the majority of educated and intelligent readers,
shall appear quite as good as, or even better than, any other: in either sense the
doctrine _s false. And nevertheless, there is poetry which could not emanate but
from a mental and physical constitution peculiar, not in the rkmd," but in the
_degree_ of its susceptibility: a constitution which makes Its possessor capable of
greater happiness than mankind in general, and also of greater unhappiness: and
because greater, so also more various. And such poetry, to all who know enough of
nature to own it as being qn' nature, is much "more" poetry, is poetry m a far higher
sense, than any other: since the common element of all poetr),, that which
constitutes poetry, human feeling, enters far more largely into this than into the
poetry of culture. Not only because the natures which we have called poetical,
really feel more, and consequently have more feeling to express: but because, the
capacity of feeling being so great, feeling, when excited and not voluntarily
resisted, seizes the helm of their thoughts, and the succession of ideas and images
becomes the mere utterance of an emotion: not, as in other natures, the emotion a
mere ornamental colouring of the thought.
Ordinary education and the ordinary course of life are constantly at work
counteracting this quality of mind, and substituting habits more suitable to their
own ends: if instead of _substituting ?' they were content to "superadd. there would
be_ nothing to complain of. But when will education consist, not in repressing an3
mental faculty or power, from the uncontrolled action of which danger is
apprehended, but in training up to its proper strength the corrective and antagonist
power?
In whomsoever the quality which we have described exists, and is not stifled,
that person is a poet. Doubtless he is a 'greater-' poet in proportion as the fineness
of his perceptions, whether of sense or of internal consciousness, furnishes him
with an ampler supply of lovely images--the vigour and richness of his intellect
with a greater abundance of moving thoughts. For it is through these thoughts and
images that the feeling speaks, and through their impressiveness that _t impresses
itself, and finds response in other hearts: and from these media of transmitting It
(contrary to the laws of physical nature) increase of intensity is reflected back upon
the feeling itself. But all these it is possible to have. and not be a poet: they are mere
materials, which the poet shares in common with other people. What constitutes
P-P33

any

q-q33 whatever
r-'33
kind
'-s33 degree
'-'33
in

_-u33

more

' "33 substttutmg
.... 33 superadd, then there v, ere
'-_33 greater
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the poet is not the imagery nor the thoughts, nor even the feelings, but the law
according to which they are called up. He is a poet. not because he has ideas of any
particular kind. but because
of his emottons.

the succession

of his ideas is subordinate

to the course

Many who have never acknowledged
this in theory, bear testimony to it in their
particular judgments.
In listening to an oration, or reading a written discourse not
professedly poetical, when do we begin to feel that the speaker or author is putting
off the character of the orator or the prose writer, and is passing mto the poet? Not
when he begins to show strong feeling: >then > we merely say, he :is in earnest, he
feels: what he says: still less when he expresses himself in imagery: "then", unless
illustration be manifestly his sole object, we are apt to say, This is affectation, It _s
when the feeling (instead of passmg away. or, if it continue, letting the train of
thoughts run on exactly as the?' would have done if there were no mfluence at work
but the mere intellect) becomes itself the originator of another tram of associatton,
which expels, or blends, with the former; _when (for example) either his words, or
the mode of their arrangement,
are such as h we spontaneously
use only when in a
state of excitement,
'proving'
that the mind is at least as much occupied by a
passive state of _ts own feelings, as by the desire of attaining
which the discourse has in view.*

the premeditated

end

Our judgments of authors who lay actual claim to the title of poets, follow the
same principle. )Whenever j. alter a writer's meaning is fully understood,
it is still
matter of reasoning and discussion whether he is a poet or not. he will be found to
be wanting in the characteristic
peculiarity of association _ so often adverted to.
When, on the contrary,
after reading
or hearing one or two passages,
_wet
instinctively and without hesitation "cry" out, This is a poet, the probability
is,
*And this, we may remark by the way, seems to point to the true theo_' of poetic diction:
and to suggest the true answer to as much as is erroneous of '_Wordsworth's celebrated
doctrine on that subject. [See "'Preface to the Second Edition of Lyrical Ballads." in Poetical
Works (1827), Vol. IV. pp. 360-1 and 365ff. [paras. 5.9ff.).] For on the one hand, Call"
language which is the natural expression of feeling, is really poetical, and will t be felt as
such. apart from conventional associations: but on the other, whenever intellectual culture
has afforded a choice between several modes of expressing the same emotion, the stronger
the feeling is, the more naturally and certainly will it prefer _the _ language which is most
pecuharly appropriated to itself, and kept sacred from the contact of h more vulgar' objects
of contemplation.
'-'33, 59 then
:-:33 seems to feel
°-"33 then
_-t'33 as when (to take a simple example) the Ideas or objects generall},, of whzch the person has
occasion to speak for the purposes of his discourse, are spoken of m words which
• _33 and whtch prove
a33 Mr
'33 andfamflmr
*-'33, 59 all
'-_33 We behevethat whenever
t33 always
k33 which wehave
_-_33 that
t-t33 the mind
h33 all
=-"33 cries
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that the passages are strongly marked with this peculiar quality. And we may add
that in such case, a crmc who, not having sufficient feeling to respond to the
poetry, is also without sufficient philosophy to understand it though he feel _tnot.
will be apt to pronounce, not "'this is prose." but "this is exaggeration," "this is
mysticism," or. "this is nonsense."
Although a philosopher cannot, by culture, make himself, in the peculiar sense
in which we now use the term, a poet, unless at least he have that peculiarity of
nature which would probably have made poetry, his earliest pursuit: a poet may
always, by culture, make himself a philosopher. The poetic laws of association are
by no means incompatible with the more ordinary' laws: are by no means such as
"mustn have their course, even though a deliberate purpose require their suspension. If the peculiarities of the poetic temperament were uncontrollable in any
poet, they might be supposed so in Shelley: yet how powerfully, In The CenciJ *)
does he coerce and restrain all the characteristic qualities of his "genius; what
severe simplicity, in place of his usual barbaric splendour: how rigldly does he
keep the feelings and the imagery m subordination to the thought."
The investigation of nature requires no habits or qualities of mind, but such as
may always be acquired by industry and mental acuvity. Because Pat one time r' the
mind may be so given up to a state of feeling, that the succession of its ideas IS
determined by the present enjoyment or suffering which pervades it. UthisU1s no
reason but that in the calm retirement of study, when under no peculiar excitement
either of the outward or of the reward sense, it may form any combinations, or
pursue any trains of ideas, which are most conducive to the purposes of philosophic inquiry': and may, while in that state, form deliberate convictions, from
which no excitement will afterwards make it swerve. Might we not go even further
than this? We shall not pause to ask whether it be not a misunderstanding of the
nature of passionate feeling to imagine that it is inconsistent with "calmness:"
whether they who so deem of it, do not _mlstake passion In the militant or
antagonistic state, for the type of passion universally: do not confound passion
struggling towards an outward object, with passion brooding over itself _. But
without entenng into this deeper investigation: that capacity of strong feeling.
which is supposed necessarily to disturb the judgment, is also the material out of
which all motives are made: the motives, consequently, which lead human beings
to the pursuit of truth. The greater the individual's capability of happiness and of
misery, the stronger interest has that indwldual in arriving at truth: and when once
that interest is felt, an impassioned nature is sure to pursue this, as to pursue any
[*The Cencz, a Tragedy
""33, 59

(London.

Olher,

1819). ]

must

°-°33 gemus! . . splendour!
. thought'
t'-n33 m one state
q-q33 that
r-'33 calmness, and
'-_33 confound the state of destre which unfortunatel3
which _sgranted only to the few

is possible to all, v,lth the state of truttlon
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other object, with greater ardour: for energy of character is tcommonlyt the
offspring of strong feeling. If, therefore, the most impassioned natures do not ripen
into the most powerful intellects, it is always from defect of culture, or something
wrong in the circumstances by which the being has originally or successively been
surrounded. Undoubtedly strong feelings "requtre" a strong intellect to carry them,
as more sail requires more ballast: and when, from neglect, or bad education, that
strength ts wanting, no wonder if the grandest and swiftest vessels make the most
utter wreck.
Where, as in _'some of our older poets', a poetic nature has been united with
logical and scientific culture, the peculiarity of association arising from the finer
nature so perpetually alternates with the associations attainable by commoner
natures trained to high perfection, that tts own particular law is not so conspicuously characteristic of the result produced, as in a poet like Shelley, to whom
systematic intellectual culture, in a measure proportioned to the intensity of his
own nature, has been wanting. Whether the superiority will naturally be on the side
of the "philosopher-poet" or of the mere poet--whether
the writings of the one
ought: as a whole, to be truer, and their influence more beneficent, than those of the
other--is too obvious in principle to need statement: it would be absurd to doubt
whether two endowments are better than one; whether truth is more certainly
arrived at by two processes, verifying and correcting each other, than by one alone.
Unfortunately, in practice the matter is not quite so simple: there the question often
is, which is least prejudicial to the intellect, uncultivation or malcultivation. For,
as long as -'education' consists chiefly of the mere inculcation of traditional
opinions, many of which, from the mere fact that the human intellect has not yet
reached perfection, must necessarily be false: :so long as even those who are best
taught, are rather taught to know the thoughts of others than to think,' it is not
always clear that the poet of acquired ideas has the advantage over him whose
feeling has been his sole teacher. For, the depth and durabihty of wrong as well as
of right impresstons, is proportional to the fineness of the material; and they who
have the greatest capacity of natural feeling are generally those whose artificial
feelings are the strongest. Hence, doubtless, among other reasons, it is, that m an
age of _-evolutions in opinion, the -'cotemporary-" poets, those at least who deserve
the name, those who have any individuality of character, if they are not before their
age, are almost sure to be behind it. An observation curiously verified all over
Europe in the present century. Nor let it be thought disparaging. However urgent
'-'33 always
_-"33 requtre
v-"33 Milton, or, to descend to our own times, m Colendge
.... '33 logician-poet
_-_33 so much of education is made up of artificialities and convent_onalzsms,
training of the intellect
*-_+59, 67
:-z33 contemporary

and the so-called
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may be the necessity for a breakmg uP of old modes of belief, the most strongminded and discerning, nex(to those who head the movement, are generally those
who bring up the rear of it. "
"33 A text on which to dilate would lead us too far from the present subject [stgned ] ANTIQUUS *
[_footnote:] *This signature ts only used to identify the authorship of the present article with that of a
paper headed, "What is Poetry '°'' m a |ormer number of the Repository. The writer had a reason for the
title, when he first adopted it but he has discarded It in h_s later a_cles, as gwlng a partial, and so far a
false, notion of the sp.nt by which he would wish his thoughts and writings to be characterised
As
Wordsworth says.
Past and future are the wmgs
On whose support, harmomously conjoined,
Moves the great sprat of human knowledge,
and though the present as often goes amiss for lack of what time and change have deprived us of. as of
what they have yet to bnng, a title which points only one way is unsuitable to a writer who attempts to
look both ways. [Wordsworth, "'Essay, Supplementary to the Preface," m Poetwal Works I1827), Vol
II, p. 390: later published m The Prelude. Bk VI, 11 448-50 ] In future, when a signature is employed.
it will be the single letter A

WRITINGS

OF JUNIUS
1833

REDIVIVUS

[I]

EDITORS'

NOTE

Monthl_ Reposttors, n.s. VII (Apr.. 1833), 262-70. Headed. "'Writings of Jumus Redlwvus": running title as title. Title footnoted. "'The Producing Man's Compamon: an Es,_ay
on the Present State of Socwt)'. Moral. Politwal, and Physwal, m England. Second Edition,
with additions. [London. Wilson, 1833.] / A Tale of Tucuman, wtth Dtgres_ton,s. Enghsh
and Amerwan, &c. &c. [London. Wilson. 1831.]" The first edition of Jumus Redlvlvus"
(Wilham Bridges Adams's) Producing Man',s Companton was entitled The Rtghts oJ
Moraht_ (London Wilson. 1832). The review is unsigned Not repubhshed Identified in
Mdl's bibhography as "A review of the writings of J umus Redlvivus m the 76th number of
the Monthly Repository (for April 1833 I" (MacMinn, p 25 I. The Somerville College copy
(tear sheetsl _s headed in Mill's hand "'From the Monthly Repository for April 1833"', and
four corrections m his hand are made by cancellation and marginal addition: at 370.4
"'some" _s altered to "sore": at 371.1 "with'" is altered to "'worth". at 371.38 "'fame" _s altered
to "frame"; and at 374.34 "'openly" is replaced by "clearly".
For comment on the essay, see the Introduction, pp. xxxvi-xxxviii above.

Writings of Junius Redivivus [I]

THEPROLIFICANDPOPULARWRITERwho has stumbled upon this pseudonyme.
literally, as we surmise, "in default of a better," (for a title less indicative of his
individualizing peculiarities could not well have been chosen, 1has recently made
himself known through our pages to as many of the readers of the Repositol_" as
had not made his acquaintance previously through some other medium l*i By
including us among the many organs of utterance through which he speaks forth
the truths which are in him, to a world which never stood more in need of truths so
profitable, he has afforded to us a testimonial of his good wishes and good opinion,
which we prize highly, but which would be somewhat less precious to us, if it
carried with it any obligation to be silent concerning the good we think of him. We
know to what constructions we expose ourselves in praising an avowed contributor
to our work: but no person shall be a contributor to any work of ours whom we
cannot conscientiously praise As of all other friends, so of hterary auxiharies, we
hold nothing unfit to be spoken which is fit to be thought. And they who. m all
cases without exception, regulate their speech by no other rule than that of smcent5
and simplicity, are indeed more liable to misconstruction on an}' single occasion
than those who are studious of appearances, but less so in their total career: on that
security we rely.
On the present occasion our remarks will relate, not so much to the two books of
which we have transcribed the titles, or any of the other writings of the same
author, but rather to the qualities of the author himself as therein exhibited. Nor _s
this, when rightly considered, the least important of the aspects under which a
book, be it ever so valuable, (unless it be a book of pure science, ) can be looked at.
Let the word be what it may, so it be but spoken with a truthful intent, this one thing
must be interesting in it, that it has been spoken by man--that it _s the authentic
record of something which has actually been thought or felt by a human being. Let
that be sure, and even though in every other sense the word be false, there is a truth
in it greater than that which it affects to communicate: we learn from it to know one
[*Adams, m addition to three poems, had contributed four other items to the Monthly
Repositor3':in n. s. V1."Junius Redivlvus on the Conduct of the Monthly Repository."(Dec.,
1832),793-7 (with reply): and in n.s. VII, "On the State of the Free Arts in England" (Jan.,
1833),1-33, "Beauty" (Feb.. 18331,89-96, and "'Onthe Condlnon of Women m England"
(Apr., 1833--1.e.. the same number as this review of his work by Mill). 217-31. ]
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human soul. "Man is infinitely precious to man, ''l*l not only because where
sympathy is not, what we term to live is but to get through life, but because in all of
us, except here and there a star-like, self-poised nature, which seems to have
attained without a struggle the heights to which others must clamber in sore travail
and distress, the beginning of all nobleness and strength is the faith that such
nobleness and such strength have existed and do exist In others, how few soever
and how scattered. A book which gives evidence of any rare kind of moral qualities
in its author is a treasure to which all the contents of all other books are as dross.
What is there in the writings even of Plato or of Milton so eternally valuable to us as
the assurance they give that a Plato and a Milton have been'? been in this very world
of ours, where, therefore, we also, according to the measure of our opportunities,
may, if we will, be the like. The gospel itself is not more a gospel (¢va'y'yEAiov) by
the doctrines it teaches, than because it is the record of the life of Christ.
It is one of the evils of modern periodical writings, that we rarely learn from
them to know their author. In those sibylline leaves wherein men scatter abroad
their thoughts, or what seem their thoughts, we have little means of identifying the
productions of the same sibyl; and no one particular oracle affords by itself
sufficient materials for judging whether the prophet be a real soothsayer. It Is so
easy in a single article to pass off adopted ideas and feelings for the genuine
produce of the writer's mind: it is so difficult on one trial to detect him who, aiming
only at the plausible, finds and converts to that meaner purpose the same arguments
which occur to him who is earnestly seeking for the true. Would but every, person
who writes anonymously adopt, like Junius Redivivus, a uniform signature,
whereby all the emanations of one individual mind might have their common
origin attested, great would be the advantage to upright and truthful writing, and
great the increase of difficulties to imposture in all its kinds and degrees. A
periodical writer would then have a character to lose or to gain: the unfairness, or
ignorance, or presumption which he might manifest in one production, would have
their due influence in diminishing the credit of another: a comparison between
different writings of the same author would disclose whether his opinions vaned
according to the point he had to can3,, or wavered from the absence of any fixed
principles of judgment. A man who pretends to the intellect or the virtue which he
has not, may deceive once, but he will betray himself somewhere: it is easy to keep
up a false seeming for the space of an article, but difficult ior a whole literary life.
If the writer, on the contrary, be wise and honest, the more we read of his writings,
knowing them to be his, the more thoroughly we shall trust him. and the better we
shall learn to comprehend him. Every one of his opinions or sentiments which
comes to our knowledge helps us to a more perfect understanding of all the rest:
and the light they reflect on each other is a protection to the author against having
[*Thomas Carlyle, letter to Mill, 22Jan., 1833, m The Collected Letters of Thomas and
Jane Welsh Carlyle. Vol. VII, p. 300. ]
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his meaning mistaken, worth all precautions taken together. He may then write
with directness and freedom, not timidly guarding himself by a running comment
of deprecatory explanation, nor encumbering his argument or interrupting the flow
of his feelings by qualifications or reserves which may better be supplied from the
reader's previous acquaintance with the writer. The importance of this consideration will be most apparent to those who are most sensible how intimately all truths
are connected: to those who know, that only by the general cast of an author's
opinions and sentiments, and not by any sufficient explanation which he usually'
has it in his power to give on that particular occasion, can we with certainty
determine the sense in which he understands, and means us to understand, his own
propositions.
The foregoing remarks cannot be better illustrated than by the example of the
writer who furnished the occasion on which they" are made. We prize the writings
of Junius Redivivus for the many valuable truths which are embodied and diffused
in them, truths often, as we cheerfully acknowledge,
net' to us, almost always
newly illustrated, and to have arrived at which reqmred, If not a subtle and
profound, a penetrating, sagacious, and enlarged understanding. But this, which is
so much, is the least part of what we owe to Jumus Redlvivus, nor are his writings
chiefly precious for what the)" are, but lot what they shot' him to be.' in so far as is
possible for inanimate letter-press, they' give to the world, once more, assurance of
a man. It is men the world lacks now. much more than books: or if it wants books,
wants them principally

for lack of men. of old mankind were often so far superior

to their ideas; now their ideas are so far superior to them. There are truths spread
abroad in the world in ample measure, were there but the intellect to grasp them,
and the strength to act up to them. But how' often does it happen that when he is
most wanted,
truth whose

we know where to look lot the man who is possessed
bs, the
mind has absorbed
it. and, better still, of whose desires and

affections it has become the paramount ruler! We do not mean by the truth, this or
that little bit of truth here and there, but the all of truth which a conscientious man
needs in order to shape his path through the world, much more to be a light and a
protection to others:--the
all, or but barely so much of it as is necessa_ for doing
any one important thing well and thoroughly.
We are grateful, then, to Junius Redivivus, thai he has put the mark of common
parentage upon his mind's offspring.--that
he has not cut up his hterarv Identity
into separate and small fragments, each of which might have belonged to an entire
being so far inferior to what (it is impossible not to believe) HE is. For if any
writings of the present age bespeak a strong, healthy, and well-proportioned
mental frame, his do. If he had told us his name, his birth, parentage, station.
profession, all these particulars the knowledge of which is usually termed knowledge of the man. that were probably nothing: of all that in any way concerns us.
his moral and intellectual being, we have assurance sufficient. With all the
freshness of youthful feelings, he unites an extent of practical experience and
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knowledge of life, impossible in one very young, and affording the happiest
earnest that the fountains of emotion at which others drink and pass on, will flow
beside his path, refreshing and inspiring the whole of his earthly journey. Onesided men commonly entorce their partial views with a vehemence and an air of
strong conviction whmh persons of more comprehensive minds are often without,
being unable to throw their whole souls into a part only of the truth which lies
before them: but the advantage for which others are indebted to their narrowness,
Junius Redivivus derives from the excitability and ardour of his temperament: the
idea or feeling required by the immediate purpose, seems to possess him as entirely
as If that were the only purpose he had in life: but the other idea or feehng which
ought to accompany and qualify the first, is there in reality, though appearing not,
unless called for: look somewhere else and you will find the remainder of the truth
supplied, and what seemed partial in the feeling, corrected by tokens that all other
feehngs proper to the occasion, are equally strong and equally habitual. There is an
evidence of hearty conviction and energetic will in all the writings of this author
whmh compels the persuasion that he would be as ready to act upon all he professes
as to profess it: being, as we may gather from the particulars he lets fall of his own
life, inured to self-reliance, and not unaccustomed to difficulties or even to emergencies. He writes as one in whom there still survived something of the spirit of
the ancient heroes, along with the superior humanity and the superior refinement of
modem times.
It is seldom, indeed, that a wlsc man's praise can be unqualified: yet of the man
Junius Redivivus, as shown in his writings, there is little or nothing to be said on
the disparaging side; of the works themselves somewhat. He is not a great writer:
will he ever be.'?Possibly not: yet only perhaps because he does not desire it: he has
never shown the capacity, but then he has never shown the wish, to produce a
fimshed performance. Is this to be regretted.'? we hesitate to answer yes: great
writers write for posterity, but frequent writers are those who do good in their
generation; and no great writer, whom we remember, was a frequent writer, except
Voltaire. Junius Redivivus writes far more powerfully than could be expected,
from one who has written in two years as much as would amount to many volumes,
and every word of it with thought. Writing of a very high order is thrown away
when it is buried in periodicals, which are mostly read but once, and that hastily:
yet the only access now to the general pubhc, is through periodicals. An article in a
newspaper or a magazine, is to the public mind no more than a drop of water on a
stone; and like that, it produces its effect by repetition.
The peculiar "mission" of this age, (if we may be allowed to borrow from the
new French school of philosophers a term which they have abused,) t*l is to
popularize among the many, the more immediately practical results of the thought
[*For the tenn, see Claude Henri de Saint-Simon, Nouveau chrlsnamsme (Pans: Bossange pere, et al., 1825), pp. 76 and 87-8. Mill comments on the issue in a review m the
Exammer. 2 Feb., 1834.pp. 68-9. ]
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and experience of the few. This is marked out as the fittest employment for the
present epoch, partly because now Ior the first time it can be done, partly because
anything of a still higher description cannot: unless writers are willing to forego
immediate usefulness, and take their chance, that what is neglected by their own
age will reach posterity. In this, then, which is the great intellectual business of our
time, Junius Redivivus is better qualified to render eminent service, than a more
eminent writer. It is true, that all he has written, perhaps all he will ever have the
inclination or the patience to write, will be ephemeral: but if each production only
lasts its day or year. each new day or year produces a successor: and though his
works shall perish, _twill not be until they have planted m many minds, truths
which shall survive them, and awakened in man2_hearts a spirit which will not die.
The staple of all popular writing in the present crumbling condmon of the social
fabric, must be politics: and politics predominate in the writings of Junius Redivivus. But he writes not as one to whom politics are all in all: he knows the limits of
what laws and insututions can do: he never expresses himself, as if any form of
polity could give to mankind even the outward requisites of happiness, much less
render them actually happy, in spite of themselves, or as if a people individually
ignorant and selfish, could as a community by any legerdemain of checks and
balances conjure up a government better than the men by whom _tIS carried on.
Politics with our author are important, but not all-important. The great concern
with him is, the improvement of the human beings themselves: of which the
improvement of their institutions will be a certain effect, may be m some degree a
cause, and is so far even a necessary con&tion, that until _tis accomplished, none
of the other causes of improvement can have fair play. The indivtdual man must
after all work out his own destiny, not have it worked out for him by a king, or a
House of Commons; but he can hardly be in a suitable frame of mind for seeing and
feeling this, while he is smarting under the sense of hardship and wrong from other
men. Nor is th_s the worst; for the laws of a country, to a great degree, make its
morals. Power, and whatever confers power, have been in all ages the great objects
of the admiration of mankind: the most obvious kind of power to common
apprehension, _s power in the state: and according as that is obtained by rank, court
favour, riches, talents, or virtues, the favourable sentiments of mankind will attach
themselves, and their ambition will be directed to one or another of these attributes. Plato expected no great improvement in the lot of humanity, until philosophers were kings, or kings philosophers: t*j without indulging so romantic a
wish, we believe that in the many there will be little of the requisite culture of the
internal nature, and therefore little increase even of outward enjoyments, until
institutions are so framed, that the ascendency over the minds of men, which
naturally accompanies the supreme direction of their worldly affairs, shall be
exercised, we do not say by philosophers, but at the least by honest men, and men
[*Republic, Vol. I, p. 508 (Bk. V, 473dL]
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who with adequate practical talents combine the highest appreciation of speculative wisdom.
In politics, Junius Redivivus is a radical. But since there are various kinds of
radicals, it is fitting to state to which variety of the species our author belongs.
Some men (it has been well said) are radicals, only because they are not lords: this
will not suit our author: who, it is evident, would scorn equally to accept or to
submit to, irresponsible or unearned superiority. Others are radicals, because they
are of a fretful and complaining disposition, and accustomed to think present evils
worse than any future contingent ones: such men m the United States would be
aristocrats: be the order of things what it may, it must have some faults peculiarly
its own. and those faults in the estimation of such people ensure its condemnation:
neither is our author one of these. He is full of that spirit of love, which suffers httle
besides loveliness to be visible where loveliness is, and which boils up, and
explodes in indignation only when heated by the contact of evil unmixed or
predominant. Even in a semi-barbarous people, like those of Spanish America, he
finds ample food for admiration and sympathy: in the Tale of Tucuman, and
elsewhere, he dwells with peculiar complacency upon whatever those nations
afford of beautiful or noble. Others again are radicals, merely because the taxes are
too high: they can conceive of no evil except poverty, and finding themselves poor,
or seeing that their nmghbours are so, think it is the fault of the Government for
hindering them from being rich: not so our author: he sees that there is a cause
independent of Government, which makes the majority poor, and keeps them so,
where it is not counteracted either by natural or artificial checks: this is, the
tendency of population to a more rapid increase than _s compatible with high
wages. No person has inculcated this truth with greater earnestness and perseverance, or in a manner more likely to impress it upon the minds of those who are most
directly interested in it, than Jumus Redwivus. And there is nothing by which he is
more honourably distinguished, both from the demagogue, and from the more
ignorant or narrow-minded of the radicals. This is one of the most striking
instances of the remark we made, that his truths are seldom half-truths. A
perception of the abuses of existing Governments without a sense of the dependence of wages on a limitation of the number of labourers, has led many into
grievous errors: so has a perception of the latter half-truth without the former: but
let a man once clearly perceive and understand both, and his aberrations in political
opinion are by that sole fact restrained within comparatively narrow hmlts.
Our author is a radical, because he is convinced both from principle and from
history, that is both from the experience of men and of natmns, that power, without
accountability to those over whom, and for whose benefit it is to be exercised, is for
the most part a source of oppression to them, and of moral corruption to those in
whom the power resides. On the same principle we are radicals also: not that we
consider the above proposition to be true without exception: nor do we m any case
look upon it as embracing the whole of what ought to be taken into consideration in
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forming our practical conclusions: but we hold it to contain as much of the truth, as
is amply sufficient to prove all institutions worthless, which like most of those
which now exist, are constructed in utter defiance, or entire negligence of it.
For the details of our author's political opinions, and his apphcations of them to
the existing state of society in England, we refer our readers to The Producing
Man's Companion, which has been revised and greatly enlarged in this second
edition. We shall make no extracts, because, to convey any but a most partial view
of the contents of the volume, would require more copious citations than our space
admits of, and because so interesting, and so cheap, and portable a work. should be
in the hands of every one whom words of ours can influence. A connected or
systematic treatise we cannot call it: the wonder is, how with so little apparent
order or concatenation in his ideas, the author has contrived always to think
consistently with himself. The book is like those kinds of hving creatures which
have joints, but no limbs: no reason can be given why the animals, or why the
book, should not be twice as long: why the writer stopped when he did. or why he
did not stop sooner. But all his opinions are so nicely adjusted to one another: they
seem mutually to recelve and give so exactly the proper, and none but the proper
modifications: that in his own mind it is clear his ideas are in their right places,
though when poured out upon paper they defy"the very notion of arrangement, and
lie one upon another in a kind of heap. This would be disagreeable if the book were
ve_' long, but being short, and made up of parts so good in themselves, it scarcely
needs that they should be more artfully put together.
Our author is a most minute observer, both of things and men: the extent of his
miscellaneous information is truly surprising: and most of it has evidently been
acquired by himself, not derived from books. He appears to be well versed in
experimental physics, and famdiar with the processes of very many branches of
practical industry. His sagacity and ingenuity display themselves here also in
numerous contrivances, and a still greater number of prophecies of contrivances,
which will probably some time or other be fulfilled. But these belong neither to the
works we are reviewing, nor to the general scope of this article.
One of the most delightful qualities of this author, his hvelv admiration and keen
enjoyment of the beautiful in all its kinds, both spiritual and physical, has been
nowhere more exemplified than in his contributions to our work: and our readers do
not require from us any assurance of it. Besides the value of this quality in itself, it
has saved him from an error which many, and they not the most narrow-minded of
our social reformers, habitually fall into: the error of expecting that the regeneration of mankind, if practicable at all. is to be brought about exclusively bv the
cultivation of what they somewhat loosely term the reasoning faculty: torgetting
that reasoning must be supplied with premises, complete as well as correct, if it is
to arrive at any conclusions, and that it cannot furnish any test of the principles or
facts from which it sets out; forgetting too that, even supposing perfect knowledge
to be attained, no good will come of it. unless the ends. to which the means have
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been pointed out, are first desired. But of this, perhaps, on another occasion, and at
greater length. Our object in introducing the topic was to observe, that this error
demonstrates of those who hold it either a deficiency in themselves, of all mental
faculties, except the calculating understanding, or else that the other powers are so
uncultivated, or so ill-cultivated, as to be at habitual variance with that faculty, It is
otherwise with Junius Redivivus: his sensibility to beauty has contributed largely
to quicken his intellect and expand his views: and in nothing more so than in
opening his eyes to the importance of poetry and art, as instruments of human
improvement on the largest scale. Where the sense of beauty is wanting, or but
faint, the understanding must be contracted: there is so much which a person,
unfurnished with that sense, will never have observed, to which he will never have
had his attention awakened: there is so much, of the value of which to the human
mind he will be an incompetent and will be apt to be a prejudiced judge; so many of
the most important means of human culture which he will not know the use of,
which he is almost sure to undervalue, and of which he is at least unable to avail
himself in his own efforts, whether for his own good or for that of the world, It is
true of this as of all the other sensibilities, that without intellect they run wild; but
without them, intellect is stunted. A time will come, when the education of both
will proceed hand in hand: let us rather say, when the aid of culture will be more
particularly invoked to strengthen the part which is relatively deficient: or at
lowest, to bestow the power of appreciation, when the quality to be appreciated is
one which only nature can give.
Our author is as much of a poet as intense sensibility and vigorous intellect can
make him, with the assistance of a memory' richly stored with accurate pictures of
things seen, and well seen, and keenly enjoyed, by himself. We do not think he has
much fancy: his descriptions are extremely literal, and indeed profess to be so. The
Tale of Tucuman, his longest poem. was avowedly composed, not to body forth
the ideal, but to delineate the actual: "To convey," he says m the preface, "'in as
agreeable a form as may be, a knowledge of the manners and customs of the
Southern Americans: the descriptions," he adds, "of scenery, costume, manners,
and customs, are as accurate as though it were a prose work. Most of the incidents
are of actual occurrence; and living beings have sat for the portraits of the
actors."l*J Having thus an object in view, altogether distinct from that of the poet
and artist, the wonder is not great if he have not succeeded equally well in both. He
had in reality a third purpose in addition; the inculcation of his opinions, concerning things in general, not excepting persons, in digressions, after the manner of
Don Juan, I*j of which he has likewise imitated the versification. The work is
interesting, though most readers will, we are afraid, skip a great part of the
descriptive passages, for the sake of which all the rest would appear to have been
[*A Tale of Tucuman, pp. 5 and 9.1
[*Byron,Don Juan, a Poem, 2 vols. (Edinburgh: Kay. 1825).]
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written. The claim of this publication to the character of poetry, rests, we think,
upon the strong human sympathies which unfold themselves in some passages of
the rather meagre story. In several of our author's shorter poems, we think there is
more poetry: though still of the same grade of excellence:
no high order of
imagination; little beyond memory and strong feeling; both of these, however, of
the best kind, and quite sufficient to ensure his being always read with pleasure.
The versification is often rugged, evidently from haste: when our author writes in
verse, he should write more carefully, and alter more freely: otherwise it is not
worth while: the only reason for preferring verse to prose, being the music of its
sound.
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Writings of Junius Redivivus [II]

THE ANONYMOUS, AND UNKNOWN AUTHOR of this work, made,

we beheve,

his

first appearance in the world of letters as a writer in the Tatler, about two years ago,
since which time he has published, in quantity alone, almost as much as has been
written in the same time by any editor of any daily newspaper; and even his hastiest
productions
so abound in ideas, are so replete with various information,
and
expatiate over so wide a range of subjects, in all of which he seems equally at
home, that he has been suspected of being not one writer, but a literary partnership,
or coterie.--a
society of friends agreeing to use a common signature. But the
perfect unity of spirit and tone which pervades these writings, the distinctness with
which the individuality
of the writer preserves and paints itself in all that issues
from his pen, and the identity of the style, both in its merits and in its defects, are.
to our judgment,
conclusive indications that Junius Redivivus is the (somewhat
inappropriate)
pseudonyme
of a writer who is one and indivisible.
The wonder,
that a single mind, and one which, by its own confession, has not numbered many
years, should be capable of producing, with such rapidity, works, mostly indeed of
a fugitive kind. yet of so varied a cast, and requiring attainments so multifarious
and diversified,--quite
other than fictitious.

accounts

for the doubt whether

the unity of authorship

be

To a large class of readers Junius Redivivus is probably best known by the letters
which have appeared from time to time under his signature in the Examiner
newspaper.
These, however, though far from being without merit, are, in our
opinion, his least valuable productions.
He seems to have selected that journal as
an organ chiefly for personal attacks on public characters: and it is not there that we
consider his strength to lie. In the bitterness and unsparingness
of his invective, he
resembles his namesake,
but not prototype, the elder Junius: here, however, the
resemblance ceases. His vituperation
is as inferior to that of Junius's Letters,[*l in
potency, as it is superior to those mere party productions in sincerity and purity of
purpose. Personalities,
to be effective, must be condensed: and our author's style
is diffuse. Personalities
require the most minute nicety m the adaptation of the
words to the slightest shade of the thought; and our author never takes tlmc to
[*See Jumus: Including Letters by the Same Wrtter, under Other Signatures, 3 vols.
(London: Rivmgton, et al., 1812). ]
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weigh his words. Personalities never tell with so much force as when they are
indirect, containing more by implication than they proclaim by assertion: and our
author always blurts out, in the plainest and straightest terms, the whole of what he
has to say. Personalities are pungent nearly in proportion to the studied polish and
elegance of the style m which they are conveyed; and our author is hasty and
careless in the minutla_ of composition. He frequently, also. exhibits a tendency
(excusable enough in any one who is writing of modern English statesmen) to put
the very worst possible interpretation upon any fault, whether of act or omission,
and therefore to carry, his censure to a pitch of severity often greater than the facts.
in the estimation of any one who is disposed to put a more charitable construction
upon them. appear to justify. This greatly impairs the efficiency of his personal
attacks: for readers always inchne to sympathize with any one who is assailed with
greater appearance of animosity than seems warranted by the grounds laid for it by
the assailant himself. In this, as m many things besides, to attempt more than you
have the means of succeeding in, is to accomphsh less.
But no one who is conversant with the writings of Jumus Redivivus. can mistake
the nature or the source of this seeming bitterness of spirit. It springs from no
personal ill-will towards the individuals or the classes attacked:--it is the offspring
neither of an intolerant intellect nor a malignant temper, but of an intense and
impatient sympathy with all who are oppressed or in bondage. It is the remark of
one of the wisest of women, that they who love ardently, hate bitterly; but, if they
live long enough, outgrow their hate;--and so will Junius Redivivus. He always
will, he always ought to condemn all he now condemns; but m a somewhat calmer
tone, and a mitigated spirit.
With this exception, we know not of a single fault to charge him with. In the
work before us, and in his almost innumerable contributions (the best of which we
should much like to see collected into a volume) to the Mechanics' Magazine,* the
Tatler, the True Sun, the New Monthly Magazine, Mr. Fox's excellent Monthly
Repositor3". and we know not how many other works, he has attempted various
kinds of composition, from the tale, poem, or descriptive sketch, to the philosophlcal essay. He has travelled over innumerable topics, from the humblest
questions of practical mechanics, through the whole range of the applications of
physical knowledge to the arts of life, up to some of the highest practical problems
of moral and social science; and if we may be permitted (as every writer must, in
fact, whether he avow _t or not) to erect our own judgment into the standard of
*One of his most valuable papers m the Mechanics' Magazine--a statement of a plan for
the better training of the working classes, by the pamal introduction (he purposes of
domestic economy only) of Mr. Owen's co-operative principle, is, we are happy to see.
reprintedas part of the additional matter inserted in the present e&tion of the work which has
given occasion to this article. ["Plan for the Better Housing of the Working Classes,"
Mechanics' Magazine, No. 434 (3 Dec., 1831), 165-71; repnnted in TheProducmg Man',_
Companion, pp. 204-23.]
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comparison, he has scarcely touched upon a single subject on which he has not
rendered important service to the cause of truth.
Professing to be a self-educated man, our author has the merit, so much oftener
found in the self-taught than in the regularly educated, viz. that his opimons are, in
the only valuable sense of the word, original--that is, are his own, and not adopted
from others: while great natural powers, and a wide and varied intercourse with
mankind, turned to the best account by a most inquisitive and searching disposition, have supplied the place of a more extensive book-knowledge, and have saved
him from the narrowness and self-conceit which are the counterbalancing failings
of the self-instructed. Our author appears to us to possess, in a degree rare among
minds of any class, the faculty of going straight into the very pith and marrow of a
subject, and fixing at once upon the great and governing elements of a question. In
a few sentences or pages, he will dispose, clearly and decisively, of toptcs on
which many, who pass for deep thinkers, are not even able to understand the truth
when it is pointed out and explained to them. Were he a profounder metaphysician.
or more conversant w_th. and more accustomed to analyze the thoughts of those
who have examined his subjects before him, or who look at them from different
points of view, he would, it is true. be a more skilful controversiahst:--he
would
dig closer to the foundations of error and fallacies, and would often root out an
objection, when he now only mows it down: but in the attainment of positive and
practical truth, such additional acquirements could do httle more for him than he
has had strength to do for himself without that assistance.
The work before us is not systematic, but desultory: it has no particular plan,
scarcely even a beginning, middle, or end: but seems to consist of the results of
years of thought, allowed to accumulate, and poured out altogether in a confused
stream. The present is the second edition: the first was published about a year ago,
under the loose and inaccurate title--The Rights ofMorali_'. I*lThe renunciation
ofth_s and similar incorrect expressions, not only in the title-page, but throughout
the work, is one of the numerous improvements, we are happy to observe, in the
new edition, which is also enriched with seventy additional pages, under the name
of a supplement.
As our object is to induce our readers to resort to the work itself for the stores of
intellectual aliment which it contains, wc shall not attempt any abstract of its
contents, but shall rather select such passages as may serve for a sample of the
author's speculations, and of the general character of his mind.
Our author is a radical in the best sense of the term, that is, he is an enemv to all
institutions and all usages which dehver over any portion of the species, unprotected, to the tender mercies of any other portion: whether the sacrifice he of blacks
to whites, of Catholics to Protestants, of the community at large to lords and
boroughmongers, of the middle and working classes to the higher, of the working
[*London: Wilson. 1832.]
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classes to the middle, or (a surer test of genuine high-minded radicalism than all the
rest) of women to men. Irresponsible power, by whomsoever held. or over
whomsoever exercised, our author abhors. He abhors it as intensely as if he
thought with the more narrow-minded and exclusive of the love Ls__ff_liberty,that
nothing is necesg_ry- bu] knocki-ng6ff th_efetiers-of'ilhe-se_f,-to-make him fit for the
proper exercise of freedom. From this mistake, however, no Tory is mo1:eperfectly
exempt than Junius Redlvivus; and what might otherwise be the inflammatory
tendency of his vehement invectives against those whom he calls, with a slight
taint of exaggeration, the "tyrannical taskmasters" of the people) *j receives a
salutary, correction from the force with which, in his appeals to the most numerous
and most oppressed class, he insists upon the brutalized and degraded state of their
own minds. Wretched as is the operation of bad social institutions upon the merely
physical and worldly interests of mankind, in our author's eyes, their most
lamentable and most detestable property, is their depraving influence upon the
human character. He regards oligarchies of all sorts with aversion, less for the
wealth which they misappropriate, or the actual tyranny which they perpetrate,
than' because it is at once their interest and their instinct to subdue the spirit of the
people, and keep them in intellectual and moral darkness. The cultivation of the
minds of the people is the source to which he looks exclusively for any sensible
improvement in their well-being. But he is convinced that any thing deserving the
name of universal cultivation will never be had until our social insmutions are
purified from the infection of jobbery and lying, which poisons all that would
otherwise be good in them: not until they are so re-modelled, that every vestige of
irresponsible power shall disappear, and high mental taculties assiduously devoted
to the disinterested pursuit of the public good, shall be the only passport to a share
in the government of the nation: and, therefore, as well as for the inherent vileness
of the abuses themselves does he urge war upon them with so much acrimony.
There is nothing upon which our author resists more earnestly and more
frequently than this, that government is a work of nicety and difficulty, the subject
of a peculiar science, requiring long study and appropriate intellectual culture, t*J
This is one of the marks by which our author's radicalism stands most strikingly
distinguished from the radicalism of a vulgar demagogue, who may generally be
known by his appeals to "plain understanding" and "commonsense,'" and attempts
to persuade the ignorant that ignorance is no disqualification for judgmg of
politics, and knowledge no advantage. Being convinced that few persons are
capable of being good legislators, and that these few are more likely to be found
among those who are compelled to be industrious, than among those who are at
liberty to be idle, our author contends strongly for reducing the number of the
House of Commons, and allowing salaries to the members.
[*TheProducing Man's Companion, p. 11.]
[*See, e.g., pp. 37, 95-9, 103-6, 189-92,201-2.]
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The number of persons at present before the public, and possessing the reqmslte
qualifications for legislators, is few, and it is only by degrees that they can expect to find
them. The qualifications which fit a man for a legislator are precisely those which will
prevent him from thrusting himself before the pubhc, to squabble with brawhng demagogues and designing knaves. Men fitted for legislators are few and valuable; they must be
sought ere they can be found. Until a sufficient number shall appear, the people must
continue strictly to cross-examine all claimants; more especially until a sufficient salad'
shall be attached to the office, to support the recumbent, while he is giving h_s services to
those who employ him. So long as a man shall be expected to transact a painful dut3 grat_s,
so long will he, if not honest, contrive the means of remunerating h_mself m an redirect
manner, to a far greater amount than he would recewe if d_rectly paid One of the honestest
men upon record--Andrew Marvell--recelved
pubhc pay as a member of Parhament until
the day of his death The absurdity of not paying legislators, of not supporting them while
engaged in the public service, is monstrous. The highest possible talent is reqmred, together
with the severest study, to make them fit for the office. They are the most important class in
the community, for on them the welfare of the commumty, to a great extent, depends
Judges are paid, and they are mostly the mere executors of what the intellect of legislators
has prepared for them in the shape of laws. Magistrates are paid. lawyers are pald.--as well
as all those engaged In every branch of executwe justice, yet the highest of all. the
law-makers, are in many cases left to want. Can It enter into the _maglnatlon of any one that
the science of law-making is Indigenous to peculiar breeds of men': Do the 3' concewe that
the possession of "property" is sufficient to confer moral and pohtical knowledge m its
highest grade? Do they imagine that the most wealthy men are likely to pursue the business
of legislation as an amusing study? If not, would they wish to exclude a man of high
intellect, merely because he happens to be poor and Industrious: for the exclusion of all such
men is the inevitable consequence of the present absurd arrangement'? The proper payment
of members should be amongst the first things for the commumty at large to instst upon. as a
great security for the honesty of their representatives. It should, m fact, form one of the
pledges required from candidates The Scot. when about to hire himself as a servant, was
asked what wages he required. Understanding well his own pecunla_, Interests. he would
not state any sum, which would have fixed the amount, but replied in a general manner, "'I'll
just pick up the wee things aboot the hoose; sae 1 carena muckle for the penme fee." The
"wee things," of course, he contrived to make available to three times the amount he would
have received in hard cash: and just so has been the case with the unpaid members of
Parliament. IPP. 185-7.]
Our author's sense of the unspeakable value of intellect and knowledge, evinces
itself in his proposition that men of letters, and inventors m sctence and art. should
be pensioned at the expense of the state: patent rights and copyrights
being
abolished, as injurious monopohes,
and not an effectual nor a skitful mode of
rewarding the labour and merit of the writer or the inventor. We are the more
desirous to attract notice to this feature in our author's speculations,
a_ the enemy
are fond of imputing to persons of strong democratic opinions, a dtsdaln of literaD"
attainments, and of all intellectual pre-eminence.
There are two classes of persons, who probably contribute more to the general welfare of
the community than any others. 1 allude to hterarv authors, and mechanical and other
Inventors. It _s clearly most desirable that the comfortable maintenance of these persons
should be provided for. in a mode which might afford the best possible security against their
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falling into want, and which, at the same time. might leave them the fullest leisure for
prosecuting their valuable labours, without being under the necessity of occupying tbe_r
time with painful exertions in the pursmt of money, to yield them a subsistence: or of potty
details, which more ordinary men would perhaps plod through to greater advantage The
power of invention is. unfortunately for the possessors, though perhaps under present
arrangements, advantageously for the public at large, rarely accompanied by prudence: but
when _tis, the condition of the inventor is _mproved at the cost of the pubhc. He who invents
one thing by a process of reduction, as Is the case with the higher class of inventors, could.
and probably would invent more; but if he be a prudent man. so soon as he has secured one
valuable scheme, he sets to work to perfect it. and then becomes a manufacturer, realizing m
that mode an infinitely larger pecuniary recompense, than he could possibly attain were he to
content himself with following the bent of h_s genius. It is understood, that the valuable
results of the powers of the late Dr Wollaston were much cramped in this way. It was also
the case with Mr. Heathcote. the inventor of the bobbinet machine, which has been of such
immense service to trade. Had a trustworthy and responsible government existed, means
would long since have been devised to reward inventwe talent, in such a mode as would
insure the development of the largest possible amount. But until such a government shall
exist, the present imperfect mode must continue, which, after all. _s, in its actual operation.
more of a boon to spoculat_ve capitalists, than a recompense to the efforts of genius.
Even m the case of really valuable inventions, useful to the whole commumty, how rarely
do the inventors permanently benefit by theml The speculator, the dealer, _s constantly on
the watch, to appropriate them. and realizes a large fortune, while the inventor _susually left
to starve, till he has struck out some fresh plan. whereby to procure another small supply of
means. How then can the patent-right be said to encourage invention? Thus it is with the
inventive writers of books. With years of labour and study, they accomphsh new discoveries
m the regions of thought. The copyright is secured to them: but what avads it? The
booksellers see a chance of profit, and the market _s deluged with compilations: using the
same matter and ideas, couched m varied language. The author angrily complains: but he
might as well talk to the winds. The fact is, that the patent-right of the inventor, and the
copy-right of the author are injudicious modes of remuneratmg public services, and do not
accomphsh the desired object. In a more healthy state of the public mind. better means will
be resorted to. At present they are a necessary evil.
It has been shewn, that the profiters by inventions are not usually the inventors themselves, but mercantile speculators. Would it not, then, be better to make the pocunlary
reward hereafter an inalienable annual pension, paid by the pubhc, the amount of which
m_ght be regulated by the _mportance of the invention, the number of people by whom it was
used. and the national saving or advantage accruing therefrom? The pension should also
terrmnate with the life of the inventor. Such a method would clearly be to the advantage of
the whole body of inventors: for they would thus be saved from the miseries of want which
many of them undergo. Should any inventors object to such a mode of remuneration, and.
vain of their own abilities, think that they ought still to be allowed to dictate to the public, by
means of a monopoly, it would be well to remind them, that there is no obhgat_on on them to
make known, any more than there is on the pubhc to use their inventions. It is a matter of
mutual bargain. The skill of the workman who executes ts as needful for the perfecuon of the
invenuon as is the genius of the discoverer who devises it; and neither of them would be one
whit benefited, were it not for the pubhc, who purchase and use it. Let not the inventor, then.
arrogate too much to himself, because those happen to be few who pursue his vocation: but
let him remember the fable of the belly and the members! I*1Many varieties of talent are
requisite to accomplish the porfectlon of a machine.
[*See Plutarch, Caius Marcius Coriolanus, in Lives (Greek and English), trans. Bernadotte Perrin, 11 vols. (London: Heinemann: Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
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Authors, also, who have writtenworks containing new matterbeneficial to thecommunity. are entitled to a recompense from the public, as much as other inventors, perhaps more
so, because their discoveries are more valuable, as the happiness of man _sat the present
period more contingent on moral discovery than it is on physical. To degrade the profession
of a teacher of morality, to a mere matter of trade and barter, is injurious to the commumty.
Philosopherscan rarely gain a living by their works: the pubhc will not buyenough of copies
to leave a profit on their publication To hve by trade, a man must manufacture an article
which will ensure a sale. The public prefer books which administer to their passions and
amusement.The philosopher would not write the first, even if he could: and it is rarely that
he possesses the faculty of writing the latter. Therefore, there can be few writing philosophers, capable of teaching a nat_on, under the present system; and. unfortunately, men
born to wealth, seldom get the necessary mental training to form philosophers. The only
good public act of George IV--perhaps the only good one public or private--was the
establishmentof a literary fund of one thousand pounds per annum, to be divided among ten
literary menof reputation m decayedcircumstances. Itwill be a lasting reproachto the Whig
Government,that they deprived these men of their hying, m their rage for economy, and at
the same time kept up the numberless extravagant pensmns of harlots, panders, and
sycophants. [Pp. 115-16, 118-19. 123-5.]
It is one of our author's leading doctrines, that "the whole raw material of the
whole globe is the property of the whole human race. as tenants in common:" that
private property in land will one dav cease to exist, a reasonable compensation
being made to bonrfide possessors: and that the land will then be administered (as
it is in India, and other countries of the East) for the benefit of the community
generally: that, in the meantime, every human being who is born into the world,
"has a moral right to live in the world, and, consequently, has a right to his share of
those things, as raw materials, without which he cannot live." [P. 13.] This,
w_thout further explanation, is somewhat vague, and susceptible of being practically misapplied: but from any such danger it _s secure, if viewed m conjunction
with our author's other opinions. What is meant is th_s, that as nobody is to blame
for being born. nobody ought to be allowed to starve while there is food in the world
to feed him, when others who preceded him have engrossed, by mere occupancy,
those lands and raw materials, which are no more of their making than of his: to
which he has as fair a claim as they had originally: and of which, if not previously
monopolized, his fractional share might have been sufficient to enable him to live.
This doctrine, the developments of which, though highly interesting we have
not space to quote, might easily have misled a less expanded mind than our
author's into the vagaries of Spenceanism or Owenism. Holding, as he does, that
the original appropriation of the raw materml of the globe was wrongful, and the
result of force or fraud, he might easily have been led. like so many well-meaning
persons before him, into the notion that it is proper to redress this wrong by some of
the innumerable modes, direct or indirect, of taking from those who have. to give
to those who have not. From all such errors he has been kept clear, by a strong
1914-16), Vol. IV, p. 130(para. VI. §§2-4). the source for Shakespeare. m Coriolanus, 1,
i. 96-163; see also Aesop. "The Belly and the Members," in Aesop's Fablea. trans Vernon
StanleyJones (London: Heinemann: New York"Doubleda_. Page, 1912), p. 128 ]
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conviction of the tendency of population to tread upon the verge of subsistence:
and, consequently,
to render all additions to the fund for the maintenance
of the
labourers meffectual for the improvement
of their condition, except in so far as
accompanied by increased habits of prudence. Our author has placed this subject in
a light which may be new to some of our readers: and we cannot refrain from
quoting him at some length.
The notion which is commonly entertained, that because a man has a large annual
income, he therefore consumes more than his neighbour, is absurd. For example. A man has
an estate producing him m rent a thousand pounds per annum. He cannot have this rent till
the farmers and labourers who cultivate the land have been fed and clothed sufficiently to
keep them, at any rate, in a state of working health. If they were kept lower than this, they
either could not work. or they would perish, or break out into riot. 1 may therefore assume
that they are fed and clothed. The rent and tithes, therefore, are the surplus or profit of the
estate. The rent goes to the squire, the tithes to the parson, and we will suppose them one
thousand pounds per annum each. What purpose do they turn it to? The sqmre has a house in
which are maintained five of his own family, and three servants: and he must moreover pay
his proportion towards the poor rates. The poor he thus maintains yield him no service
whatever: and his servants are not exclusively his. One makes his bed, but she also makes
her own: another cooks the dinner, but it Is for her own benefit as well as his: another washes
his clothes, but she washes her own also. The real personal service which falls to his
indw_dual share will be a very small proportion of the whole labour which Is performed in
the household: and his personal consumption of food and clothing will be the same, because
all must be provided for out of the income. He may, if he chooses, have expensive food and
clothes, but it must be only out of the surplus, after all the household are provided: and he
cannot eat two dinners, or wear two coats, at a time. If one coat per annum is the amount of
actual wear. and he has fifty made annually, he can only consume the fiftieth part of each:
they will then go to the community to be worn out. And all the rime he must have h_s share of
labour, in purchasing provisions, and giving directions for the joint benefit of the household.
He must see that the house is repaired, and that the garden produces its crop' and, in short,
perform all the business of an overlooker. In fact. he is only a distributor, and were his
income doubled, trebled, quadrupled, he would still be only a distributor Were he to keep
six servants, or fifty, he would not consume one jot more. He could eat but one dinner, and
sleep in but one bed, and wear but the same quantity of clothing, unless mdeed he were
wantonly to destroy it. which no man does, any more than he bums his house down. And his
personal labour would be increased, because he would become a distributor to fifty instead
of three. If he turned the matter over to a steward, then the steward would become the
distributor instead, and the squire would be merely the receiver of what he needed for his
own personal accommodation. The power would pass into the hands of the steward. The
parson does all this the same as the squire.
The parson, the stockholder, the merchant, the manufacturer, the aristocrat, the placeman. the pensioner, the sol&er, the judge, all, up to the king. are in the same precise
condmon--they
are only &stributors. Whatever may be the amount of their income, be it
hundreds or millions, still they can only individually consume their maintenance, which
differs little in quantity, whether for king or peasant. The surplus must be distributed, and
the reason is plain. There is a certain amount of food and necessaries annually produced, and
a certain quantity imported. They are jointly, rather under than over the demand, and
therefore they are sure not to be wasted. By the process called trade, the whole of the
provisions are &vided amongst the whole of the population. The most energetic amongst the
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people are sure to be the &stributors, just as the foreman of a manufactory is usually the
cleverest man m it. It is true that the custom of hereditary succession has placed many ciolts
m the office of distributors, but they are only apparently so--the_ are mere tools in the hands
of ministers, stewards, &c., who hold the real power. The first class of distributors, of
course, help themselves first, and plentifully, to the choicest of food, just as the foreman
gets the largest wages. Thus game and rich wines, &c., being comparatwely scarce articles,
fall to their share. Coarser meats fall to the share of the next class of distributors, and so on
downwards, till the poor operatives have nothing left but salt provisions and vegetable
substances, as is the case with weavers. Below them again, there are a portion of people
dwelling, as it were, on the outskms of society, who do not get, upon an average, more than
two-thirds of the food necessary to keep them m health, and a part ol these die off from time
to time, when a temporar), scarcity occurs. These are principally composed of persons who
are, from want of skill, unfit to work. but are too proud, or possess too httle energ 3. to
scramble for their share of parochial assistance. The}' are like the httle boys at school, who
are pushed away from the fire by the great ones, because _t_snot sufficiently warm to heat all
round In the parish workhouses, and recewmg weekly assistance from the parishes, are
compnsed a large number of operatives of robust habits, man 3 wdling to work. and manx
lazy, but none of whom would suffer the &stributors to go on qmetly. If their wants werc not
tolerably well attended to From this feehng of self-preservanon, the dJstrlbutor._ have
estabhshed poor-laws, i.e. the wealthier distributors, for _t must be borne m mmd. that the
poor weaver, who receives his weekly stipend, is a distributor, when he feeds his wife and
children with the provisions his earnings have purchased
Thus, it is clear, that the immedmte cause of the misery which the people endure 1_the
fact, that their numbers are beyond the proportion of the supply of lood and necessaries
Were the food and necessaries m greater proportion than the number of the people, there
would be no misery arising from that source. A large number of the people who are well led
would possibly remain m perlect health, were they to cede one-lourth of their food, to be
dwided amongst the ill-fed: but this would, m a short time, be productive of snll more
extenswe miser)' They have possibly a claim to an equal share all round, because, although
food Is produced by labour, and not one m ten actually gwes any labour to that object, still
we may suppose that all would be equally willing to labour, and the land, as be|ore stated, is
the joint property of all. In their half-fed state, the surplus population are incapable of
procreation; or, if they have children, they are weaklx and &e oft. But were their food
increased to a suffioent quantity, b) an equal &vision, the_ would breed ver', rapidly, and
the consequence would be, that unless the supply of food and necessaries could be
artificially increased, the whole population would soon be reduced to a half allowance. And
If the supply of food were again artlficmlly increased to full allowance, the} _'ould again
breed beyond it. The struggle might thus go on, if science and mdustrw were successful, till
every square yard of land held a human being, and then, m case of a famine, hay mg nothing
to fall back upon, they would eat one another [Pp 24-9 ]
Our author, therelbre, relies lbr the improvement
of the physical condmon of
the people upon that increase of prudence and self-control,
as to the multlphcation
of their numbers, which he believes to be the natural result of even such increase of
intelligence as is now actually taking place
We musl here close our extracts.
We might have found numerous passages
superior, as mere pieces of wrtting, to those we have quoted. The energy, and
strong feeling with which Jumus Redivivus almost always writes, occasionally rise
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into something
deserving
the name of eloquence.
But we preferred to give
specimens of his argumentative
powers. We have quoted enough to convince, we
trust, almost all our readers, that few among the writers for the day are either so
bold and independent
in thought, or so manly and pure in purpose, as Junius
Redivivus; and we shall rejoice if such praise as ours can do any thing to spread the
reputation, or (what we are sure he regards much more,) to extend the usefulness of
his writings.

VIEWS

OF THE
1833

PYRENEES

EDITORS'

NOTE

Monthly Repositor)'. n.s. VII (Sept., 1833), 660. This brief notice appeared m the "'New
Pubhcatlons" section of the MR, where, along with a list of new works, there appeared notes
appended to some of the titles. Here the entry reads: "Views of the Pyrenees, with
Descripuons, by the Author of the Sketches Part I. Bagn_res de Bigorre, and the Valley of
Campan. Part I1. The Pass of the Tourmalet and Bar_ge. (9L'" The note Ithe _tem here
repnnted) begins: "(9) Exactly
. . ""Unsigned. Not republished. Identified in Mill's
bibliography as "A note at the end of the Monthly Repository for September 1833, being a
nouce of 'Views from the Pyrenees" "_MacMinn, p. 33). No copy m the Somerville College
library.
The work, actually entitled neither "Views of.
.'" nor "'Views from .... "' but "Views
in .... "' has a text by Mrs. R E. Young, with ten plates based on her sketches. It was pubhshed in London by the author, and Leggatt. Colnaghl and Son, Moon, Boys. and
Graves, and Walther, in 1831. For comment, see the Introduction, p. xxxviil above.

Views of the Pyrenees

EXACTLYTHIRTEENYEARSAGO,when the continent had been but a few years open
to the annual influx from England, of those who travel either to refresh themselves
after the toils of business, or because they have no business to toil at. we. who
belong to the former class, v_sited the lovely and majestic scenery, delineated m
these sketches; and we have often wondered since, that so few persons among the
crowds of pleasure-hunters have diverged from the beaten track of the Rhine.
Switzerland, and Italy, to visit a region equally accessible, and quite equally
worthy to be sought. Of late years we have reason to beheve, that the scene_ of the
Pyrenees has been treated with less negligence, and that our tourists having grown
familiar with the more celebrated regions to which they at first flocked, are
resorting in considerable numbers to this comparatively untrodden soil. The
beautiful sketches which we have now the pleasure of noticing, and which, we
understand, are the production of a lady, will, we think, send many v_sitants to
these glorious mountains, in whom the desire was not yet awakened, and will be a
beautiful and interesting ornament of a drawing-room table for the still larger class
who remain at home.

TENNYSON'S
1835

POEMS

EDITORS"

NOTE

London Revww, I (equivalent to Westminster Review, XXX) (July, 1835), 402-24.
Headed. "(ART VII.) / Tennyson"s Poems / 1. Poems, chwfly Lyrwal, by Alfred
Tennyson. [London:] Effingham Wilson. 1830. /2 Poems. B3 Alfred Tennyson. [London:l
Moxon 1833 '" Running title: "'Tennyson's Poems." Signed' "A." Not repubhshed
Identified in Mill's bibliography as "'Areview of Tennyson's Poems in the same number of
the same work"--l.e.,
the London Review for July, 1835, in which his "Rationale of
Pohfical Representation" appeared (MacMinn, p. 45). In the Somerville College copy (tear
sheets), at 399.21 "'pots" has been corrected by pencilled interhneation to "plots".
For comment, see the Introduction, pp. xxxix and xhv-xlv above.

Tennyson's Poems

TOWARDS THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR 1830 appeared a small volume of poems, the
work of a young and unknown author, and which, with considerable
faults (some
of them of a bad kind), gave evidence of powers such as had not for many years
been displayed by any new aspirant to the character of a poet. This first publication
was followed in due time by a second, in which the faults of its predecessor were
still visible, but were evidently on the point of disappearing;
while the positive
excellence was not only greater and more uniformly sustained,
but of a higher
order. The imagination of the poet, and his reason, had alike advanced: the one had
become more teeming and vigorous,
while its resources had been brought more
habitually and completely under the command of the other.
The notice which these poems have hitherto received from the more widelycirculated and influential organs of criticism consists, so far as we are aware, of
two articles--a
review of the first publication,
in Blackwood's
Magazine, and of
the second, in the Quarterly Review. t*j The article in Blackwood,
along with the
usual flippancy and levity of that journal, evinced one of its better characteristics-a genuine appreciation and willing recogniuon of genius. It was not to be expected
that a writer in Blackwood
could accomplish
a criticism on a volume of poetry,
without cutting capers and exhibiting himself in postures,
as Drawcansir
says,
"because he dare. ''t*j The article on Mr. Tennyson is throughout in a strata of
mocking exaggeration.
Some reviewers write to extol their author, others to laugh
at him; this writer was desirous to do both--first
to make the book appear beyond
all measure contemptible,
next in the highest degree admirable--putting
the whole
force of his mind alternately into these two purposes,
If we can forgive this
audacious sporting with his reader and his subjects, the critique is otherwise not
without merit, The praise and blame, though shovelled out rather than measured.
are thrown into the right places; the real merits and detects of the poems are pointed
out with discrimination,
and a fair enough impression
left of the proportion
between the two; and it is evident that if the same writer were to review Mr.
[*John Wilson, "'Tennyson's Poems." Blackwood's Magazine. XXXI (IVlay. 18321.
721-41; and John Wilson Croker, "'Poems by Alfred Tennyson." Quarterly Revww. XLIX
IApr., 1833), 81-96
[;George Vilhers, The Rehearsal (London. Drmg. 1072), p. 38 IIV. t_.]
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Tennyson's second publication, his praise, instead of being about equally balanced
by his censure, would be but slightly qualified by it.
Of Mr. Tennyson's two volumes, the second was the only one which fell into the
hands of the Quarterly Reviewer; and his treatment of it, compared with the notice
taken by Blackwood of its more juvenile predecessor, forms a contrast, characteristic of the two journals. Whatever may be in other respects our opinion of
Blackwood's Magazine, it is impossible to deny to its principal writers (or writer) a
certain susceptibility of sense, a geniality of temperament. Their mode of writing
about works of genius is that of a person who derives much enjoyment from them,
and is grateful for it. Genuine powers of mind, with whatever opinions connected,
seldom fail to meet with response and recognition from these writers. The
Quarterly Review, on the other hand, both under its original and under its present
management, has been no less characterised by qualities directly the reverse of
these. Every new claim upon its admiration, unless forced upon it by the public
voice, or recommended by some party interest, it welcomes, not with a friendly
extension of the hand, but with a curl of the lip: the critic (as we figure him to
ourselves) taking up the book, in trusting anticipation of pleasure, not from the
book, but from the contemplation of his own cleverness in making it contemptible.
He has not missed the opportunity of admiring himself at the expense of Mr.
Tennyson: although, as we have not heard that these poems have yet, like those
of Mr. Robert Montgomery, reached the eleventh edition, t*l nor that any
apprehension is entertained of danger to the public taste from their extravagant
popularity, we may well be astonished that performances so utterly worthless as
this critic considers them, should have appeared to him deserving of so much
attention from so superior a mind. The plan he adopts is no new one, but
abundantly hacknied: he selects the few bad passages (not amounting to three
pages in the whole), and such others as, by being separated from the context, may
be made to look ridiculous; and, in a strain of dull irony, of which all the point
consists in the ill-nature, he holds forth these as a specimen of the work. A piece of
criticism, resembling, in all but their wit, the disgraceful articles in the early
Numbers of the Edinburgh Review, on Wordsworth and Coleridge. t_
Meanwhile, these poems have been winning their way, by slow approaches, to a
reputation, the exact limits and measure of which it would be hazardous at present
to predict, but which, we believe, will not ultimately be inconsiderable. Desiring,
so far as may depend upon us, to accelerate this progress, and also not without a
desire to exhibit, to any who still have faith in the Quarterly Review, the value of
its critical judgments, we propose to lay before those of our readers who are still
[*Presumably a reference to Robert Montgomery, The Omnipresence of the Dei_'. A
Poem, 1lth ed. (London: Maunder, 1830), which contains, as well as the title poem, a
sectionentitled "Poems."]
[*See,e.g., Francis Jeffrey, "Poems by W. Wordsworth," Edinburgh Revtew, XI (Oct.,
1807),214-31, and anon. (Thomas Moore or William Hazlitt?), "Coleridge' s ChrtstabeL'"
ibid., XXVII (Sept., 1816), 58-67.]
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unacquainted with the poems, such specimens as may justify the terms in which we
have spoken of them--interspersing
or subjoining a few remarks on the character
and the present state of developement
of Mr. Tennyson's poetic endowment.
Of all the capacities of a poet, that which seems to have arisen earliest m Mr.
Tennyson, and in which he most excels, is that of scene-painting,
m the higher
sense of the term: not the mere power of producing that rather vapid species of
composition usually termed descriptive poetry--for
there is not in these volumes
one passage of pure description: but the power of creating scenery, m keeping with
some state of human feeling: so fitted to it as to be the embodied symbol of it, and
to summon up the state of feeling itself, with a force not to be surpassed by
anything but reality. Our first specimen,
selected from the earlier of the two
volumes, will illustrate chiefly this quality of Mr. Tennyson's
productions.
We do
not anticipate that this little poem will be equally rehshed at first by all lovers of
poetry: and indeed if it were, its merit could be but of the humblest kind: for
sentiments and imagery which can be received at once, and with equal ease, into
every mind, must necessarily be trite. Nevertheless,
we do not hesitate to quote it
at full length. The subject is Mariana, the Mariana of Measure for Measure, living
deserted and in solitude in the "moated grange. ''t*) The ideas which these two
words suggest, impregnated
with the feelings of the supposed inhabitant,
have
given rise to the following picture:
With blackest moss the flower-plots
Were thickly crusted, one and all.
The rusted nails fell from the knots
That held the peach to the garden-wall
The broken sheds looked sad and strange.
Unlifted was the clinking latch.
Weeded and worn the ancient thatch
Upon the lonely moated grange.
She only said, "'My life is drea,'3'.
He cometh not," she said:
She said, "I am aweary, aweary:
I would that I were dead!"
Her tears fell with the dews at even,
Her tears fell ere the dews were dried,
She could not look on the sweet heaven.
Either at morn or evenude.
After the flitting of the bats,
When thickest dark did trance the sky,
She drew her casement-curtain by,
And glanced athwart the glooming flats.
She only said. "The night is drear}.'.
He cometh not." she said'
She said. "I am aweary, aweary,
I would that I were dead!"
[*See Shakespeare,

Measure for Measure, IIl. I. ]
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Upon the middle of the night.
Waking she heard the night-fowl crow:
The cock sung out an hour ere light:
From the dark fen the oxen's low
Came to her: without hope of change.
In sleep she seemed to walk forlorn.
Till cold winds woke the grey-eyed morn
About the lonely moated grange.
She only said, "The day is dreary,
He cometh not," she said:
She said, "! am aweary, aweary,
I would that I were dead!"
About a stone-cast from the wall,
A sluice w_th blackened waters slept.
And o'er it many, round and small,
The clustered manshmosses crept.
Hard by a poplar shook alway.
All silver-green with gnarled bark,
For leagues no other tree did dark
The level waste, the roundmg grey.
She only said, "'My life Is drear3',
He cometh not," she said:
She said, "1 am awea_, aweaD'.
I would that I were dead!"
And ever when the moon was low,
And the shrill winds were up an" away,
In the white curtain, to and fro,
She saw the gusty shadow sway.
But when the moon was ver3' low,
And wild winds bound within their cell,
The shadow of the poplar fell
Upon her bed, across her brow.
She only said, "The night is dreary,
He cometh not." she said:
She said, "'1am aweary, aweary.
1 would that I were dead!"
All day within the dreamy house,
The doors upon their hinges creaked,
The blue-fly sung i' the pane: the mouse
Behind the moulderlng wainscot shrieked,
Or from the crevice peered about.
Old faces glimmered through the doors,
Old footsteps trod the upper floors,
Old voices called her from without.
She only said. "'My life is drear)'.
He cometh not." she sa_d:
She said, "1am aweary, aweary,
I would that I were dead!"
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The sparrow's chirrup on the roof,
The slow clock ticking, and the sound
Which to the wooing wind aloof
The poplar made, did all confound
Her sense; but most she loathed the hour
When the thlckmoted sunbeam lay
Athwartthe chambers, and the day
Downslopedwas westermg in his bower
Then. said she. "I am ve_' drearT,
He will not come." she sa_d;
She wept, "'Iam aweary, awea_,.
Oh God, that I were dead )''l*j
In the one peculiar and rare quality which we intended to illustrate by it, this
poem appears to us to be pre-eminent. We do not. indeed, defend all the expressions in it, some of which seem to have been extorted from the author by the
tyranny of rhyme; and we might find much more to say against the poem, if we
insisted upon judging of it by a wrong standard. The nominal subject excites
anticipations which the poem does not even attempt to fulfil. The humblest poet,
who is a poet at all, could make more than is here made of the situation of a maiden
abandoned by her lover. But that was not Mr. Tennyson's idea. The love-story is
secondary in his mind. The words "'he cometh not" are almost the only words
which allude to it at all. To place ourselves at the right point of view, we must drop
the conception of Shakspeare's Mariana, and retain only that of a "'moated
grange." and a solitary dweller within it, forgotten by mankind. And now see
whether poetic imagery ever conveyed a more intense conception of such a place.
or of the feelings of such an inmate. From the vetT first line, the rust of age and the
solitude of desertion are, on the whole, picture. Words surely never excited a more
vwid feeling of physical and spiritual dreariness: and not dreariness alone--for
that might be felt under many other circumstances of sohtude--but the dreariness
which speaks not merely of being far from human converse and sympathy, but of
being deserted by it.
Our next specimen shall be of a character remote from this. It is the second of
two poems, "The May Queen" and "New Year's Eve"l+l--the one expressing the
wild, overflowing spirits of a light-hearted girl, just chosen Queen of the May" the
latter, the feelings of the same girl some months afterwards, when dying by a
gradual decay. We regret that the opening of the latter poem must lose in our pages
the effect of contrast produced by its immediately succeeding the former:
If you're waking, call me early, call me early, mother dear,
For I would see the sun rtse upon the glad Newyear.
It is the last Newyear that I shall ever see,
Then ye may lay me low i"the mould, and think no more o" me
[*"Manana." in Poems. Chtefl3Lyrical, pp. 14-18. ]
l*ln Poems, pp. 90-4, 95-100.]
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To-mght I saw the sun set: he set and left behind
The good old year, the dear old time, and all my peace of mind;
And the Newyear's coming up. mother, but 1 shall never see
The may upon the blackthorn, the leaf upon the tree.
Last May we made a crown of flowers: we had a merry day:
Beneath the hawthorn on the green they made me Queen of May:
And we danced about the maypole and in the hazel-copse,
Till Charles's wain came out above the tall white chimney-tops.
There's not a flower on all the hills: the frost is on the pane:
1onl_ wish to hve till the snow-drops come again:
I wish the snow would melt and the sun come out on high-I long to see a flower so before the day 1 die
The buildmg rook wall caw from the windy tall elmtree
And the tufted plover pipe along the fallow lea.
And the swallow will come back again with summer o'er the wave.
But I shall he alone, mother, within the mouldering grave.
Upon the chancel-casement, and upon that grave o' mine,
In the early early morning the summer sun will shine.
Betore the red cock crows from the farm upon the hill,
When you are warm-asleep, mother, and all the world is stall.
When the flowers come again, mother, beneath the waning hght,
Ye'll never see me more in the long gray fields at mght:
When from the dry dark wold the summer airs blow cool,
On the oat-grass and the sword-grass, and the bulrush m the pool.
Ye'll bury me, my mother, just beneath the hawthorn shade,
And ye'll come sometimes and see me where I am lowly laid.
I shall not forget ye. mother. 1 shall hear ye when ye pass,
With vour feet above my head m the long and pleasant grass
I have been wild and wayward, but ye'll forgwe me now;
Ye'll kiss me, my own mother, upon my cheek and brow:
Nay--nay, ye must not weep, nor let your grief be wild,
Ye should not fret for me. mother, ye have another child.
If I can I'll come again, mother, from out my resting place:
Though ye'll not see me, mother. I shall look upon your face:
Though I cannot speak a word. I shall hearken what ye say,
And be often--often with ye when ye think l'm far away.
Goodnight, goodnight, when I have said goodnight for evermore,
And ye see me carried out from the threshold of the door:
Don't let Effie come to see me till my grave be growing green:
She'll be a better child to you than ever I have been.
She'll find my garden tools upon the granary floor:
Let her take "em: they are hers: 1 shall never garden more:
But tell her, when l'm gone. to train the rosebush that I set,
About the parlour-window and the box of mignonette.
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Good-mght. sweet mother: call me when it begins to dawn
All mght 1 he awake, but I fall asleep at morn:
But I would see the sun rise upon the glad Newyear.
So, if you're waking, call me. call me early, mother dear.
This poem is fitted for a more extensive popularity than any other in the two
volumes. Simple, genuine pathos, arising out of the situations
and feelings
common to mankind generally, is of all kinds of poetic beauty that which can be
most universally appreciated; and the genius imphed in it is, in consequence,
apt to
be overrated, for it is also of all kinds that which can be most easily produced. In
this poem there is not only the truest pathos, but (except in onc passage)* perfect
harmony and keeping,
The next poem which we shall quote is one of higher pretensions.
Its length
exceeds the usual dimensions of an extract. But the idea which would be given of
the more perfect of Mr. Tennyson's
poems, by detached passages, would be not
merely an incomplete but a false idea. There is not a stanza in the tbllowmg poem
which can be felt or even understood
as the poet intended, unless the reader's
imagination and feelings are already in the state which results from the passage
next preceding, or rather from all which precedes. The very breaks, which divide
the story into parts, all tell.
If every one approached poetry, in the spirit m which it ought to be approached.
willing to feel it first and examine it afterwards,
we should not premise another
word. But there is a class of readers. (a class, too, on whose verdict the early
success of a young poet mainly- depends,) who dare not enjoy until the? have first
satisfied themselves that they have a warrant for enjoying: who read a poem with
the critical understanding
first, and onl) when the)' are convinced that it is right to
be delighted, are willing to give their spontaneous feelings fair play. The consequence is, that they lose the general effect, while the)' higgle about the details, and
never place themselves in the position in which, even with their mere understandings. they can estimate the poem as a whole. For the benefit of such readers, we tell
them beforehand,
that this is a tale of enchantment:
and that the)' will never enter
into the spirit of it unless they surrender their imagination to the gmdance of the
poet. with the same easy creduhty with which they would read the Arabian Nzghts.
or, what this story more resembles, the tales of magic of the middle ages.
Though the agency is supernatural,
the scenery., as will be perceived, belongs to
the actual world. No reader of any imagination
wdl complain,
that the precise
nature of the enchantment
is left in mysteD'.

*We allude to the second hne of the second stanza. The concluding words of the hne
appear to us altogether out of keeping with the rest of the poem
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THE LEGEND OF
THE LADY OF SHALOTT
Part the First
On either side the river he
Long fields of barley and of rye,
That clothe the wold. and meet the sky:
And thro' the field the road runs by
To manytower'd Camelot.
The yellowleav_d waterlily,
The green-sheatbed daffodilly,
Tremble in the water chilly,
Round about Shalott.
Willows whiten, aspens shiver,
The sunbeam-showers break and quiver
In the stream that runneth ever
By the island m the river.
Flowing down to Camelot.
Four grey walls and four grey towers
Overlook a space of flowers,
And the silent isle lmbowers
The Lady of Shalott.
Underneath the bearded barley,
The reaper, reaping late and early,
Hears her ever chanting cheerly,
Like an angel, singing clearly,
O'er the stream of Camelot.
Piling the sheaves in furrows air3,,
Beneath the moon. the reaper wear3'
Listemng whispers, "' "Tis the fairy
Lady of Shalott."
The little isle is all mrailed
With a rose-fence, and overtrailed
With roses: by the marge unhailed
The shallop flitteth silken-sailed.
Skimming down to Camelot.
A pearl garland winds her head:
She leaneth on a velvet bed.
Full royally apparelled,
The Lady of Shalott.
Part the Second
No time has she to sport and play:
A charmed web she weaves alway.
A curse is on her. if she stay
Her weaving, either night or day,
To look down to Camelot.
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She knows not what the curse may be;
Therefore she weaveth steaddy.
Therefore no other care hath she.
The Lady of Shalott.
She hves with little joy or fear.
Over the water, running near,
The sheepbell tinkles in her ear.
Before her hangs a mirror clear,
Reflecting towered Camelot,
And, as the mazy web she whirls,
She sees the surly village-churls,
And the red-cloaks of market-girls,
Pass onward from Shalott.
Sometimes a troop of damsels glad.
An abbot or an ambling pad,
Sometimes a curl 3 shepherd lad,
Or longhalred page. in crimson clad,
Goes by to towered Camelot.
And sometimes thro" the m_rror blue.
The knights come riding, two and two
She hath no loyal kmght and true.
The Lady of Shalott
But in her web she still delights
To weave the mirror's magic sights.
For often thro" the silent mghts,
A funeral, with plumes and lights
And music, came from Camelot.
Or, when the moon was overhead,
Came two young lovers, lately wed:
'q am half-sick of shadows," said
The Lady of Shalott.
Part the Third
A bow-shot from her bower-eaves
He rode between the barley-sheaves
The sun came dazzling thro" the leaves.
And flamed upon the brazen greaves
Of bold Sir Launcelot
A redcross knight for ever kneeled
To a lady in his shield.
That sparkled on the yellow field.
Beside remote Shalott.
The gemmy bridle glittered free.
Like to some branch of stars we see
Hung in the golden galaxy.
The bridle-bells rang merrily
As he rode down from Camelot
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And, from his blazoned baldric slung,
A mighty sdver bugle hung,
And_ as he rode. his armour rung.
Beside remote Shalott
All In the blue unclouded weather.
Thlckjewelled shone the saddle-leather.
The helmet, and the helmet-feather,
Burned like one burning flame together.
As he rode down from Camelot.
As often thro" the purple mght,
Below the starry, clusters bright.
Some bearded meteor, trailing light.
Moves over green Shalott.
His broad clear brog m sunhght glowed.
On burnished hooves his war-horse trode
From underneath his helmet flowed
His coalblack curls, as on he rode.
As he rode down from Camelot
From the bank, and from the river,
He flashed into the crystal mirror,
"Tlrra lirra, tlrra lirra,"
Sang Sxr Launcelot.*
She
She
She
She

left the web: she left the loom'
made three paces thro" the room.
saw the waterflower bloom.
saw the helmet and the plume:
She looked down to Camelot.
Out fle_ the web, and floated wide.
The mirror cracked from side to side.
"'The curse is come upon me," cried
The Lady of Shalott.
Part the Fourth
In the stormy eastwind straining,
The pale-yellow woods were waning,
The broad stream m his banks complaining,
Heavily the low sky raining
Over towered Camelot:
Outside the isle a shallow boat
Beneath a willow lay afloat,
Below the carven stem she wrote.
THE LADYOF SHALOTT.

*In this most striking passage, which we should have thought would have commanded
admiration from ever'5' one who can read. all that the Quarterly Reviewer could see is, that
the rhymes are incorrect! [See Croker, "'Poems by Alfred Tennyson," p. 86. ]
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A cloudwhlte crown of pearl she d_ght.
All ralmented m snowy white
That loosely flew, (her zone m sight,
Clasped with one bhndmg diamond bright,
Her wide eyes hxed on Camelot.
Though the squally eastwmd keenly
Blew, with folded arms serenely
By the water stood the queenly
Lady of Shalott.
With a steady, stony glance-Like some bold seer in a trance.
Beholding all his own mischance.
Mute, with a glassy countenance-She looked down to Camelot.
It was the closing of the day.
She loosed the chain, and down she lay,
The broad stream bore her far away.
The Lady of Shalott
As when to sadors while they roam,
By creeks and outfalls far from home,
Rising and dropping with the foam,
From dying swans wild warblings come,
Blown shoreward: so to Camelot
Still as the boathead wound along.
The wdlowy hills and fields among,
They heard her chanting her deathsong.
The Lady of Shalott
A longdrawn carol, mournful, holy,
She chanted loudly, chanted lowly,
Till her eyes were darkened wholly,
And her smooth face sharpened slowly*
Turned to towered Camelot:
For ere she reached upon the t_de
The first house by the watersxde.
Staging in her song she &ed.
The Lady of Shalott.
Under tower and balcony,
By gardenwall and galleD'.
A pale, pale corpse she floated by,
Deadcold. between the houses high.
Dead into towered Camelot.
*This exquisite hne, the egregious critic of the Quarter(v &stmgmshes by ltahcs as
specially absurd! proving thereby what _s his test of the truth of a description, even of a
physical fact. He does not ask himself, ls the fact so? but, Have I ever seen the expression m
the verses of any former poet of celebrity ° [See Croker, p. 86. ]
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Knight and burgher, lord and dame,
To the planked wharfage came,
Below the stern they read her name,
"The Lady of Shalott."*

In powers of narrative and scene-painting combined, this poem must be ranked
among the vet3 ' first of its class. The delineation of outward objects, as in the
greater number of Mr. Tennyson's
poems, is, not picturesque,
but (if we may use
the term) statuesque: with brilliancy of colour superadded. The forms are not, as in
painting, of unequal degrees of definiteness: the tints do not melt gradually into
each other, but each individual object stands out in bold relief, with a clear decided
outline. This statue-like precision and distinctness,
few artists have been able to
give to so essentially vague a language as that of words: but if once this difficulty
be got over, scene-painting
by words has a wider range than either painting or
sculpture: for it can represent _as the reader must have seen in the foregoing poemS,
not only with the vividness and strength of the one, but with the clearness and
definiteness of the other, objects in motion Along with all this, there is in the poem
all that power of making a few touches do the whole work, which excites our
admiration in Coleridge. Every line suggests so much more than it says, that much
may be left unsaid: the concentration,
which is the soul of narrative, is obtained,
without the sacrifice of reality and life. Where the march of the story requires that
the mind should pause, details are specified: where rapidity is necessary, they are
all brought before us at a flash. Except that the versification
is less exquisite, the
"Lady of Shalott'" is entitled to a place by the side of the "Ancient Mariner," and
"Christabel."t*l
Mr. Tennyson's two volumes contain a whole picture-gallery
of lovely women:
but we are drawing near to the limits of allowable quotation. The imagery of the
following passage from the poem of "Isabel,'" in the first volume, is beautifully
typical of the nobler and gentler of two beings, upholding, purifying, and, as far as
possible, assimilating to itself the grosset and ruder:
A clear stream flowing with a muddy one,
Till in its onward current it absorbs
With swifter movement and in purer light
The vexed eddies of its wayward brother-A leaning and upbearing parasite,
Clothing the stem, which else had fallen quite.
*[Poems, pp. 8-19.] We omit the remaining stanza, which seems to us a "lame and
impotent conclusion," where no conclusion was required. [See Shakespeare, Othello. I1. i,
161.]
[*Coleridge, "The Rime of the Ancyent Marmere," in Wordsworth and Coleridge.
Lvrwal Ballads with Other Poems (London: Arch, 1798). pp. 1-51: and Coleridge,
"Chnstabel," in Chrlstabel: Kubla Khan. a Vision: The Pains oJ Sleep (London. Murray,
1816), pp. 3-48.]
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With clustered flowerbells and ambrosial orbs
Of rich fruitbunches leaning on each other. [*1
We venture upon a long extract from what we consider the finest of these ideal
portraits, the "Eleanore."
The reader must not, in this case, look for the
definiteness of the "Lady of Shalott:" there is nothing statuesque here. The object
to be represented being more vague, there is greater vagueness and dimness in the
expression. The loveliness of a graceful woman, words cannot make us see, but
only feel. The individual expressions in the poem, from which the following is an
extract, may not always bear a minute analysis: but ought they to he subjected to it?
They are mere colours in a picture: nothing in themselves, but everything as they
conduce to the general result.
How may fullsailed verse express,
How may measured words adore
The fullflowlng harmony
Of thy swanlike stateliness,
Eleanore?
The luxuriant symmetry
Of thy floating gracefulness,
Eleiinore?
Every. turn and glance of thine.
Every lineament divine,
Ele_nore,
And the steady sunset glow
That stays upon thee? For m thee
Is nothing sudden, nothing single,
Like two streams of incense free
From one censer, m one shrine.
Thought and motion mingle,
Mingle ever Motions flow
To one another, even as tho"
They were modulated so
To an unheard melody,
Which lives about thee. and a sweep
Of richest pauses, evermore
Drawn from each other mellowdeep-Who may express thee, Eleanore?
1 stand before thee. Eleanore.
l see thy beauty gradually untold.
Daily and hourly, more and more
I muse. as in a trance, the while
Slowly, as from a cloud of gold,
Comes out thy deep ambrosial smde.

[*Poems, Chiefly Lyrwal, p. 8. ]
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1 muse. as in a trance, whene'er
The languors of thy lovedeep eyes
Float on to me. I would I were
So tranced, so rapt in ecstacles.
To stand apart, and to adore.
Gazing on thee for evermore.
Serene. imperial Eleanore !
Sometimes. with most intensity
Gazing. l seem to see
Thought folded over thought, smiling asleep.
Slowly awakened, grow so full and deep
In thy large eyes. that. overpowered qmte.
I cannot veil. or droop my sight.
But am as nothing in its light.
As though a star. in inmost heaven set.
Ev'n while we gaze on it.
Should slowly, round its orb. and slowly grog
To a full face. there like a sun remain
Fixed--then as slowly fade again.
And draw itself to what It was before.
So full. so deep. so slow
Thought seems to come and go
In thy large eyes. imperial Eleanore.
As thunderclouds that. hung on high
Did roof noonday with doubt and fear.
Floating through an evening atmosphere
Grow golden all about the sky.
In thee all passion becomes passionless,
Touched by thy spirit's mellowness.
Losing his fire and actwe might
In a silent meditation.
Falhng into a still delight
And luxury of contemplation:
As waves that from the outer deep
Roll into a quiet cove,
There fall away. and lying still,
Having glorious dreams in sleep,
Shadow forth the banks at will:
Or sometimes they swell and move.
Pressing up against the land,
With motions of the outer sea:
And the selfsame influence
Controlleth all the soul and sense
Of Passion gazing upon thee.
His bowstnng slackened, languid Love,
Leaning his cheek upon his hand,
Droops both his wings, regarding thee,
And so would languish evermore,
Serene, imperml Ele/more. L*I

[*Poems, pp 27-31.]
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It has for some time been the fashion, though a fashion nov,' happily on the
decline, to consider a poet as a poet, only so far as he IS supposed capable of
delineating the more violent passions: meaning by violent passions, states of
excitement approaching to monomania, and characters predisposed to such states.
The poem which follows will show how powerfully, without the slightest straining, by a few touches which do not seem to cost him an effort, Mr. Tennyson can
depict such a state and such a character.
THE SISTERS

We were two daughters of one race.
She was the fairest in the face'
The wind is blowing in turret an" tree
The)' were together, and she fell.
Therefore revenge became me well
O the Earl was fair to see!
She died: she went to burning flame.
She mixed her ancient blood with shame.
The wind IS howling m turret an" tree
Whole weeks and months, and early and late,
To win his love I lay in wait:
O the Earl was fair to see!
1 made a feast: 1 bad him come:
I won his love. 1 brought him home
The wind is roanng in turret an' tree
And after supper, on a bed,
Upon my lap he laid his head:
O the Earl was fair to see!
1 kissed his eyelids into rest:
His ruddy cheek upon my breast
The wind is ragtag in turret an" tree.
I hated him with the hate of hell.
But I loved his beauty passing welt
O the Earl was fair to see!
1rose up in the silent night
1made my dagger sharp and bright.
The wind is raving in turret an' tree
As half-asleep his breath he drew,
Three times ] stabbed him through and through.
O the Earl was fair to see _
I curled and combed his comely head.
He looked so grand when he was dead.
The wind is blowing in turret an" tree
I wrapped his body in the sheet
And laid him at his mother's feet.
O the Earl was fair to see I1.1
[*IBM., pp. 65-7.]
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The second publication contains several classical subjects treated with more or
less felicity. The story of the Judgment of Paris, recited by (Enone, his deserted
love. is mtroduced in the following stately manner:
There is a dale in Ida, lovelier
Than any in old loma, beautiful
With emerald slopes of sunny sward, that lean
Above the loud glenriver, which hath worn
A path through steepdown granite walls below,
Mantled with flowering tendriltwme. In front
The cedarshadowy valleys open wide.
Far-seen. high over all the Godbuilt wall
And many a snowycolumned range divine.
Mounted with awful sculptures--men and Gods,
The work of Gods--bright on the dark blue sky
The windy citadel of Ilion
Shone, hke the crown of Troas. Hither came
Mournful (Enone, wandering forlorn
Of Paris, once her playmate. Round her neck,
Her neck all marblewhite and marblecold,
Floated her hair or seemed to float in rest;
She, leaning on a vine-entwined stone,
Sang to the stillness, till the mountain-shadow
Sloped downward to her seat from the upper cliff *

The length to which our quotations have extended, and the unsatisfactoriness
of
short extracts, prevent us from giving any specimen of one of the finest of Mr.
Tennyson's poems, the "Lotos-eaters."
The subject is familiar to every reader of
the Odyssey. l*J The poem is not of such sustained merit in the execution as some of
the others; but the general impression resembles an effect of climate in a landscape:
we see the objects through a drowsy, relaxing, but dreamy atmosphere,
and the

*[IBM., pp. 51-2.] The small critic of the Quarterly finds fault Isee Croker, p. 89,] with
the frequent repetition, in (Enone's recital, of the following two verses.
O mother Ida. many-fountamedIda,
Dear mother Ida, hearkenere I die.
To return continually to the same refrain is, as the reader must have observed even m our
extracts, a frequent practice of Mr. Tennyson, and one which, though occasionally productive of great beauty, he carries to a faulty excess. But on this occasion, if ever, it was
allowable. A subject from Greek poetry surely justifies imitation of the Greek poets.
Repetitions similar to this are, as everybody knows, universal among the pastoral and
elegiac poets of Greece, and their Roman imitators, and this poem is both pastoral and
elegiac.
[*Homer, The Odyssey (Greek and English), trans. Augustus Taber Murray, 2 vols.
(London: Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1919), Vol. I, p. 308 (Bk. IX, 11.
82-104).]
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seem to have inhaled the like. Two lines near the commencement
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of the poem:
In the afternoon they came unto a land
Wherein it seem/:d always afternoon

The above extracts by no means afford an idea of all the variety of beauty to be
found in these volumes. But the specimens we have given may, we hope. satisfy
the reader, that if he explore further for himself, his search will be rewarded. We
shall only subjoin a few remarks, tending to an estimation of Mr. Tennyson's
general character as a writer and as a poet.
There are in the character of every true poet. two elements, tor one of which he
is indebted to nature, for the other to cultivation. What he derives from nature, is
fine senses: a nervous organization,
not only adapted to make his outward impressions vivid and distinct (in which, however, practice does even more than nature),
but so constituted,
as to be, more easily than common organizations,
thrown,
either by physical or moral causes, into state_ of enjoyment or suffering, especially
of enjoyment: states of a certain duration: often lasting long after the removal of the
cause which produced them; and not local, nor consciously -physical, but, in so far
as organic, pervading the entire nervous system. This pecuhar kind of nervous
susceptibility seems to be the distinctive character of the poetic temperament.
It
constitutes the capacity for poetry; and not only produces, as has been shown from
the known laws of the human mind, a predisposition to the poetic assooations,
but
supplies the very materials out of which many of them are formed.* What the poet
will afterwards construct out of these materials, or whether he will construct
anything of value to any one but himself, depends upon the &rection given, either
by accident or design, to his habitual associations.
Here, therefore, begins the
province of culture; and, from this point upwards, we may lay it down as a
principle, that the achievements
of any poet in his art will be in proportion to the
growth and perfection of his thinking faculty.
Every great poet, every poet who has extensively or permanently
influenced
mankind, has been a great thinker;--has
had a philosophy, though perhaps he did
not call it by that name;--has
had his mind full of thoughts, derived not merely
from passive sensibility, but from trains of reflection, from observation,
analysis.
and generalization:
however remote the sphere of his observation and meditation
may have lain from the studies of the schools. Where the poetic temperament exists
in its greatest degree, while the systematic culture of the intellect has been
neglected, we may expect to find. what we do find in the best poems of Shelley*It may be thought, perhaps, that among the gifts of nature to a poet, ought also to be
included a vivid and exuberant imagination. We believe, however, that vividness of
imagination is no further a gift of nature, than in so far as it is a natural consequence of vivid
sensations. All besides this, we recline to ttunk, depends on habit and cultivauon.
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vivid representations of states of passive and dreamy emotion, fitted to give
extreme pleasure to persons of similar organization to the poet, but not likely to be
sympathized in. because not understood, by any other persons; and scarcely
conducing at all to the noblest end of poetry as an intellectual pursuit, that of acting
upon the desires and characters of mankind through their emotions, to raise them
towards the perfection of their nature. This, like every other adaptation of means to
ends. is the work of cultivated reason; and the poet's success in it will be in
proportion to the intrinsic value of his thoughts, and to the command which he has
acquired over the materials of his imagination, for placing those thoughts in a
strong hght before the intellect, and impressing them on the feelings.
The poems which we have quoted from Mr. Tennyson prove incontestably that
he possesses, in an eminent degree, the natural endowment of a poet--the poetic
temperament. And it appears clearly, not only from a comparison of the two
volumes, but of different poems in the same volume, that, with him, the other
element of poetic excellence--intellectual
culture--is advancing both steadily
and rapidly; that he is not destined, like so many others, to be remembered for what
he might have done, rather than for what he did" that he will not remain a poet of
mere temperament, but is ripening into a true artist. Mr. Tennyson may not be
conscious of the wide difference in maturity of intellect, which is apparent in his
various poems. Though he now writes from greater fulness and clearness of
thought, it by no means follows that he has learnt to detect the absence of those
qualities in some of his earlier effusions. Indeed, he himself, in one of the most
beautiful poems of his first volume (though, as a work of art. very imperfect), the
"Ode to Memory," confesses a parental predilection for the "'first-born" of his
genius, t*1But to us it _s evident, not only that his second volume differs from his
first as early manhood from youth, but that the various poems in the first volume
belong to different, and even distant stages of intellectual development;--distant,
not perhaps in years--for a mind like Mr. Tennyson's advances rapidly--but
corresponding to very different states of the intellectual powers, both in respect of
their strength and of their proportions.
From the very first, like all writers of his natural gifts, he luxuriates in sensuous*
imagery; his nominal subject sometimes lies buried in a heap of it. From the first,
too, we see his intellect, with every successive degree of strength, struggling
[*SeePoems, ChieflyLyrwal, p. 63.]
*Sensuous,a word revived by Coleridge, as he himself states, "'from our elder classics."
[Biographia Literaria, Vol. I, p. 159.] It is used by Milton. who, in his httle tract on
Education, says of poetry, as compared with rhetoric, that it is "less subtile and fine, but
more simple, sensuous, and passionate." [Milton, "Of Education." m Prose Works, ed.
Charles Symmons, 7 vols. (London: Johnson, et al., 1812), Vol. I, p. 281.] The word
sensual is irretrievablydivertedto another meaning;and a term seems to be required, which
(without exciting any ethical associations) shall denote all things pertaining to the boddy
senses, m contradistinctionto things pertaining to the intellect and the mental feehngs. To
this use, the word sensuous seems as well adapted as any other which could be chosen.
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upwards to shape this sensuous imagery to a spiritual meaning:* to bring the
materials which sense supplies, and fancy summons up, under the command ol a
central and controlling
thought or feeling. We have seen. by the poem of
"Mariana," with what success he could occasionally
do this, even in the period
which answers to his first volume: but that volume contains various instances in
which he has attempted the same thing, and faded. Such. for example, are, in our
opinion, the opening poem. "Claribel," and the verses headed "Eleglacs. "'1.t In
both, there is what is commonly called imagination--namely,
fancy: the imagery
and the melody actually haunt us; but there Is no harmonizing
principle in
either;--no
appropriateness
to the spiritual elements of the scene. If the one poem
had been called "'A solitary Place in a Wood," and the other. "An Evening
Landscape," they would not have lost, but gamed. In another poem, in the same
volume, called "'A Dirge." and intended for a person who, when alive, had
suffered from calumny--a
subject which a poet of maturer powers would have
made so much of, Mr. Tennyson merely glances at the topics of thought and
emotion which his subject suggested, and expatiates in the mere scenery about the
grave. +
Some of the smaller poems have a fault which m any but a very' juvenile
production would be the worst fault of all: the;v are altogether without meaning:
none at least can be discerned in them by persons otherwise competent judges of
poetry: if the author had any meaning, he has not been able to express it. Such. for
instance, are the two songs on the Owl, such, also, are the verses headed "'The Hob,
*We conceive ourselves warranted, both by usage and the necessity of the case. m using
the word spiritual as the converse of sensuous. It is scarcely necessary to say that we do not
mean religious,
[*Poems, Chiefly Lyrical pp. 1- 2, 9-10. ]
*[Ibid., pp. 104-7_] There are instances in the volume, of far worse failures than these.
Such are the two poems "The Merman" and "The Mermaid "' [Pp. 24-6, 27-30. ] When a
poet attempts to represent to us any of the beings either of rehgJous or of popular mythology,
we expect from him, that, under the condmons prescribed by the received notion of those
beings, some mode of spiritual existence will be figured, which we shall recogmse as m
harmony with the general laws of spirit, but exhibiting those laws m action among a new set
of elements. The faculty of thus bringing home to us a coherent conception of bemgs
unknown to our experience, not by logically characterzzmg them, but by a living
representatzon of them, such as they would, m fact. be, if the hypothesis of their possibility
could be realized--is
what is meant, when anything is meant, by the words creative
imagination. Mr Tennyson not only fails in this, but makes nothing even of the sensuous
elements of the scene: he does not even produce, what he in no other instance mlsses--a
suitable representation of outward scenery. He is actually puerile.
Of the two productions (the most juvenile, we should think, of the set)--"An English
War Song," and "'National Song," libid., pp. t38-40, 141-2,] we can only say. that unless
they are meant for bitter ridicule of vulgar nationality, and of the poverty of intellect which
usually accompanies it, their appearance here IS unaccountable. The sonnet, "Buonaparte."
in the second volume [Poems, p. 5], though not so childish in manner, has still something of
the same spirit which was manifested In the two just cited (ffthey are to be taken as serious)
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and the Why," in the first volume, and the lines on To-day and Yesterday. m the
second.l*J If in the former of these productions Mr. Tennyson aimed at shadowing
forth the vague aspirations to a knowledge beyond the reach of man--the
yearnings for a solution of all questions, soluble or insoluble, which concern our nature
and destiny--the
impatience under the insufficiency
of the human faculties to
penetrate the secret of our being here. and being what we are--which
are natural in
a certain state of the human mind: if th_s was what he sought to typify, he has only
proved that he knows not the feehng--that
he has neither experienced
it. nor
realized it in imagination.
The questions which a Faust calls upon earth and
heaven, and all powers supernal and infernal, to resolve for him, are not the
ridiculous ones which Mr. Tennyson asks himself in these verses.
But enough of faults which the poet has almost entirely thrown off merely by the
natural expansion of his intellect. We have alluded to them chiefly to show how
rapidly progressive
that intellect has been.* There are traces, we think, of a
continuance of the same progression,
throughout the second as well as the first
volume.
In the art of painting a picture to the inward eye, the improvement
is not so
conspicuous
as in other qualities; so high a degree of excellence
having been
already attained in the first volume. Besides the poems which we have quoted, we
may refer, m that volume, to those entitled, "Recollections
of the Arabian Nights,"
"The Dying Swan," "The Kraken,'" and "The Sleeping Beauty. ''I*1 The beautiful
poems (songs they are called, but are not) "In the glooming light," and "A spirit
haunts the year's last hours," are (like the "Mariana") not mere pictures, but states
of emotion, embodied
in sensuous imagery. [*) From these, however,
to the
command over the materials of outward sense for the purpose of bodying forth
states of feehng, evinced by some of the poems in the second volume, especially
"The Lady of Shatott" and "The Lotos-eaters,'"
there is a considerable
distance;
and Mr. Tennyson seems, as he proceeded, to have raised his aims still higher--to
[*"Song.--The
Owl,'" "Second Song.--To
the Same," and "'The "How' and the
'Why," "Poems, Chwfly Lyrical, pp. 46.47.11 - 13: and "Song," Poems, p. 142.]
*With the trifling exceptions already mentioned, the only pieces m the second volume
which we could have wished omitted are, the little piece of childishness beginning "O
darling room," and the verses to Christopher North, which express, in rather a commonplace way, the author's resentment against a critique, which merited no resentment from
him, but rather (all things considered) a directly contrary, feehng. [Poems, pp. t52-3. 153.
"'Christopher North" is John Wilson, whose review of Tennyson's Poems. Chwfly Lyrical is
cited at p. 397n above. ]
One or two poems, of greater pretension than the above, may be considered not indeed as
absolute, but as comparanve failures. Among these we must place the second poem in the
volume (which affords to the Quarterly critic the opportunities for almost hls only just
criticisms [see Croker, pp. 83-5]); and even, notwithstanding its fine sonorous opening, the
"Hesperides." ["To
,'" and "The Hesperides,'" Poems, pp. 2-4, 101-7.]
[+Poems, Chiefly Lyrical, pp. 48-57,101-3,130,
143-6.]
[_lbid., pp. 65-6, 67-8. Both entitled "'Song."]
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have aspired to render his poems not only vivid representations o1"spmtual states,
but symbohcal of spiritual truths. His longest poem, "The Palace of Art," is an
attempt of th_ssort. t* Igs such, we do not think it wholly successful, though rich in
beauties of detail: but we deem it of the most favourable augury for Mr. Tennyson's future achievements, since it proves a continually increasing endeavour
towards the highest excellence, and a constantly rising standard of it.
We predict, that. as Mr. Tennyson advances in general spiritual culture, these
higher aims will become more and more predominant m his writings: that he will
strive more and more diligently, and, even w_thout striving, will be more and more
impelled by the natural tendencies of an expanding character, towards what has
been described as the highest object of poetry. "to incorporate the everlasting
reason of man in forms visible to his sense, and suitable to it."[*J For the fulfilment
of this exalted purpose, what we have already seen of him authorizes us to loretell
with confidence, that powers of execution will not fail him: it rests with himself to
see that his powers of thought may keep pace with them. To render h_s poetic
endowment the means of giving impressiveness to important truths, he must, by
continual study and meditation, strengthen his intellect for the discrimination of
such truths: he must see that his theory" of life and the world be no chimera of the
brain, but the well-grounded result of solid and mature thinking:--he
must
cultivate, and with no half devotion, philosophy as well as poetry.
It may not be superfluous to add, that he should guard himself against an error, to
which the philosophical speculations of poets are peculiarly liable--that of
embracing as truth, not the conclusions which are recommended by the strongest
evidence, but those which have the most poetical appearance:--not those which
arise from the deductions of impartial reason, but those which are most captivating
to an imagination, biassed perhaps by educatmn and conventional associations.
That whatever philosophy he adopts will leave ample materials for poetry, he may
be well assured. Whatever is comprehensive, whatever is commanding, whatever
is on a great scale, is poetical. Let our philosophical system be what it may, human
feelings exist: human nature, with all its enjoyments and suffenngs, its strugglings, its victories and defeats, still remain to us: and these are the materials of all
poetry. Whoever, in the greatest concerns of human hfe, pursues truth with
unbiassed feelings, and an intellect adequate to discern it, will not find that the
resources of poetry are lost to him because he has learnt to use, and not abuse them.
They are as open to him as they are to the sentimental weakling, who has no test of
the true but the ornamental. And when he once has them under his command, he
can wield them for purposes, and with a power, of which neither the dilettante nor
the visionary have the slightest conception.
We will not conclude without reminding Mr. Tennyson, that if he wishes his
[*Poems, pp. 69-89.]
[*Forthe sense, but notthe exact words, see Wordsworth."Preface to the SecondEdition
of Lyrical Ballads," m Poetical Works (1827), Vol. IV, p. 360 (para. 5_ ]
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poems to live, he has still much to do in order to perfect himself in the merely
mechanical parts of his craft. In a prose-writer, great beauties bespeak forgiveness
for innumerable negligences; but poems, especially short poems, attain permanent
fame only by the most finished perfection in the details. In some of the most
beautiful of Mr. Tennyson's productions there are awkwardnesses and feeblenesses of expression, occasionally even absurdities, to be corrected; and which
generally might be corrected without impairing a single beauty. His powers of
versification are not yet of the highest order. In one great secret of his art, the
adaptation of the music of his verse to the character of his subject, he is far from
being a master: he often seems to take his metres almost at random. But th_s is little
to set in the balance against so much excellence: and needed not have been
mentioned, except to indicate to Mr. Tennyson the points on which some of his
warmest admirers see most room and most necessity for further effort on his part, ff
he would secure to himself the high place in our poetic hterature for which so many
of the qualifications are already his own.
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NOTE

London and WestmmsterReview, 1V & XXVI (Jan., 1837), 348-57 Headed: "ART. I11. /
[Arthur Helps,] Thoughts in the Clotster and the Crowd. [London:] Wlx, New Bridge
Street, Blackfnars. 1835 12too. pp I 11 .'" Running titles: "Aphorisms. / Thoughts in the
Cloister and the Crowd. _'Signed. "A.'" Part republished as "Aphorisms. A Fragment" in
D&D, Vol. I, pp. 206-10, where the title is footnoted. "'London and Westminster Revww,
January, 1837," and the running title is "Aphorisms "' Identified In Mill's bibliography as '_A
review of a book entitled 'Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd'--running
title: 'Aphorisms," In the London and Westmmster Review for January 1837 (No. 8 and 51 )'"(MacMinn,
p. 481. There are no corrections or emendations in the Somerville College copy (tear sheets)
of the L& WR version.
For comment, see the Introduction, pp. xxxix-xl above.
Because only part of the text was republished, the copy-text is the L& WR article, which
has been collated with the extract m D&D, 1st and 2nd eds. In the footnoted variants, "'59"
indicates D&D, Ist ed. _1859): "'67'" indicates D&D. 2nd ed. (1807).

Aphorisms:
Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd
ARE TWO KINDS OF WISDOM" in the one, every age m which science
flourishes, surpasses, or ought to surpass, its predecessors:
of the other, there is
nearly an equal amount in all ages. The first is the wisdom which depends upon
long chains of reasoning, a comprehensive
survey of the whole of a great subject at
once, or complicated and subtle processes of metaphysical analysis: this is properly philosophy b: the h other is that acquired by' experience of life, and a good use of
the opportunities possessed by all who have mingled much with the world, or who
have a large share of human nature m their own breasts. This unsystematic
wisdom, drawn by acute minds in all periods of history from their personal
experience, is properly termed the wisdom of ages: and every lettered age has left a
portion of it upon record. It is nowhere more genuine than in the old fabulists,
•'Esop and others. The speeches in Thucydides are among the most remarkable
specimens of it. t*j Aristotle and Quintilian have worked up rich stores of it into
their systemauc
writings:
nor ought Horace's
Satires,
and especially
his
Epistles) *j to be forgotten. But the form in which this kind of wisdom most
naturally embodies itself is that of aphorisms: and such, from the Proverbs of
Solomon to our own day. is the shape it has oftenest assumed.
Some persons, who cannot be satisfied unless they have the forms of accurate
knowledge as well as the substance, object to aphorisms because they are unsystematic. These objectors forget that to be unsystematic is of the essence of all truths
which rest on specific experiment.
A systematic treaUse is the most natural form
for delivering truths which grow out of one another: but truths, each of which rests
upon its own independent evidence, may J, we venture to think, a be exhibited in
the same unconnected
state in which they were discovered.
Philosophy may
aTHERE

[*See, e.g., Thucydides (Greek and EnglishL trans. Charles Forster Smith, 4 vols.
(London: Hememann: Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Umversity Press, 1969), Vol. I, pp.
238-52 (Bk. 1, §§cxl-cxhv), pp. 360-72 (Bk. I1. §§lx-lxlv). and Vol. II. pp 224-8 (Bk.
IV, §x).]
[*See Satires, Epistles. and Ars poetica (Lann and Enghsh). trans. H. Rushton Fairdough (London: Heinemann: New York: Putnam's Sons. 1926).1
a-_424[reprmted in D&D as "'Aphorisms.A Fragment"]
_'-b59,67
The
%7 the
a-a59, 67 surely
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afterwards trace the connection among these truths, detect the more general
principles of which they are manifestations, and so systematize the whole. But we
need not walt till this is done before we record them and act upon them. On the
contrary, these detached truths are at once the materials and the tests of philosophy
itself; since philosophy is not called in to prove them, but may very justly be
required to account for them.
A more valid objection to aphorisms, as far as it goes, is, that they are very
seldom exactly true: but then this, unfortunately, is an objection to all human
knowledge. A proverb or an apophthegm--any
proposition epigrammatically
expressed--almost always goes more or less beyond the strict truth: the fact which
it states is estatede in a more unqualified manner than the truth warrants. But, when
logicians have done their best to correct the proposition by just modifications and
limitations, is the case much mended? Very little. Every really existing Thing is a
compound of such innumerable properties, and has such an infinity of relations
with all other things in the universe, that almost every law to which it appears
/to us t to be subject is liable to be set aside, or frustrated, either by some other law
of the same object or by the laws of some other object which interferes with it: and
as no one can possibly foresee or grasp all these contingencies, much less express
them in such an imperfect language as that of words, no one gneed r flatter himself
that he can lay down propositions sufficiently specific to be available for practice,
which he may afterwards apply mechanically without any exercise of thought. It is
given to no human being to stereotype a set of truths, and walk safely by their
guidance with his mind's eye closed. Let us envelop our proposition with what
exceptions and qualifications we may, fresh exceptions will turn up, and fresh
qualifications be found necessary, the moment any one attempts to act upon it. Not
aphorisms, therefore, alone, but all general propositions whatever, require to be
taken with a large allowance for inaccuracy: and, we may venture to add, this
allowance is much more likely to be made when, the proposition being avowedly
presented without any limitations, every one must see that he is left to make the
limitations for himself.
If aphorisms were less likely than systems to have truth in them, it would be
difficult to account for the fact that almost all books of aphorisms, which have ever
acquired a reputation, have retained hit: and, we apprehend, have generally h
deserved to retain it: while, how wofully the reverse is the case with systems of
philosophy no student is ignorant. One reason for this difference may be, that
books of aphorisms are seldom written but by persons of genius. There are, indeed,
to be found books like Mr. Colton's Lacont*l--centos
of trite truisms and trite
[*Charles Caleb Colton, Lacon: or, Many Things in Few Words, 2 vols. (London:
Longman, et al., 1820, 1822).]
_-e59.'67
f-f-59.67
g-g59.67
h-h59,
67
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falsisms pinched into epigrams. But, on the whole, he who draws his thoughts (as
Coleridge says) from a cistern, and not from a spring, f*l will generally be more
sparing of them than to give ten ideas in a page instead often pages to an idea. And
where there is originality in aphorisms there is generally truth, or a bold approach
to some truth which really lies beneath. A scientific system is often spun out of a
few original assumptions,
without any intercourse with nature at all; but he who
has generalized copiously and variously from actual experience, must have thrown
aside so many of his first 'observations' as he went on, that the residuum can hardly
be altogether worthless.
Of books of aphorisms,
written by men of genius, the Pensdes of Pascal is,
perhaps, the least valuable in comparison with its reputation: but even this, in so far
as it is aphoristic, is acute and profound: it fails J, where j it is perverted by the
author's systematic views on religion, t*_La Rochefoucault.
again, has been inveighed against as a "'libeller of human nature," &c. _, merel# from not understanding his drift. His Maxims are a series of delineations,
by a most penetrating observer, of the workings of habitual selfishness in the human breast; and
they are true to the letter, of all thoroughly selfish persons, and of all tpersons
whatever t in proportion as they are selfish, t*j A man of a warmer sympathy with
mankind would, indeed, have enunciated his propositions m less sweeping terms;
not that there was any fear of leading the world into the mistake that there was
neither virtue nor feeling in it; but because a generous spirit could not have borne to
chain itself down to the contemplation
of littleness and meanness, unless for the
express purpose of showing to others against what degrading influences, and in
what an ungenial atmosphere, it was possible to maintain elevation of feehng and
nobleness of conduct. The error of La Rochefoucault
has been avoided by Chamfort, the more high-minded
and more philosophic La Rochefoucault
of the eighteenth century. In his posthumous work, 'nthe m Pens_es. Maximes. Caract_res, et
Anecdotes (a book which, to its other merits, adds that of being one of the best
collections of bons roots in existence), t§] he lays open the basest parts of vulgar
human nature, with as keen an instrument
and as unshrinking
a hand as his
precursor; but not with that cool indifference of manner, like a man who _s only
[*Cf. "Preface to Christabel," in Chrtstabel; Kubla Khan. a Vision: The Pams of Sleep,
p. vi.]
[*Blaise Pascal. Pens_es de Mr. Pascal sur la religion et sur quelques autres sujets, ed.
Etienne Prrier (Paris: De sprez, 1670).]
[*Francois de La Rochefoucauld, R_flexions; ou, Sentences et maxtmes morales _Parls:
Barbin, 1665 [1664]).]
[§Srbastien Roch Nicolas Chamfort, Maximes, pens_es, caract_res et anecdotes, ed.
Pierre Louis de Ginguen6 (Pans: printed London, Baylis, 1796).]
'-'59.67 generalizations
J-_59,67 when
k-_59,67 cMefly
_-z59,67 otherpersons
.... 67
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thinking of saying clever things: he does it with the concentrated bitterness of one
whose own life has been made valueless to him by having his lot cast among these
basenesses, and whose sole consolation is in the thought that human nature is not
the wretched thing it appears, and that, in better circumstances,
it will produce
better things. Nor does he ever leave his reader, for long together, without being
reminded, that he is speaking, not of what might be, but of what now is."
Much might here be said of Burke, whose Tv&_cr, are the best, if not the only
valuable, part of his writings; of Goethe, and Bacon, the greatest masters, perhaps,
of aphoristic wisdom upon record. But we must abridge. Let us turn rather to the
fact that our own age and nation have given birth to some not contemptible
productions
of the same kind,* and that one of these lies before us, some
specimens of which will be interesting to our readers.
This little volume, entitled Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd, is a work
*Among the best of them is a book m two small volumes, intituled Guesses at Truth. bv
Two Brothers, one of the brothers being understood to be the Rev. Julius Hare. [(London:
Taylor, 1827.) The second brother was Augustus Wilham Hare.] The book is strongly
religious, and in its views of rehglon there is much that seems to us questionable, but much
also that is admirable, while it abounds with thoughts which could have proceeded from no
ordinary mind. The Statesman [(London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown. Green, and
Longman, 1836)], by Mr. Henry Taylor, the author of Phihp Van Artevelde [(London.
Moxon, 1834)], may also be classed among books of aphorisms. Accident alone prevented
us from reviewing this work immediately on Its appearance; and although it will have lost
somewhat of the gloss of novelty before we can now fulfil our retention, it contmns so many
just and profound observations applicable to all times, and so many important criticisms and
suggestions pecuharly deserving the attention of practical reformers at the present time, that
we shall return to it at the very earhest opportunity. [See George Grote and J. S. Mill,
"Taylor's Statesman." London and Westminster Revtew, V & XXVII (Apr., 1837), 1-32;
reprinted in CW, Vol. XIX, pp. 617-47. ] The unpublished writings of Mr. Coleridge must
contain much valuable matter of an aphoristic kind. The two volumes pubhshed by his
nephew, as specimens of his "Table-talk," excited our expectations highly, and disappointed them utterly. [Specimens of the Table Talk of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed.
Henry Nelson Coleridge, 2 vols. (London: Murray. 1835).] It is the first thoroughly bad
book which ever appeared under Mr. Coleridge's name. In the whole two volumes there are
not more than two or three thoughts above common-place, and many which are greatly
below it: he dogmatises with the most unbounded confidence on subjects which it is ewdent
that he never took the trouble to study; and h_s blunders are not only such as would have been
impossible with the most ordmary knowledge of what had previously been thought and
written, but are often such as, if they had come from any but one of the subtlest intellects of
this or of any age. would have appeared conclusive proofs of positive obtuseness of
understanding. It is pitiable to find a man of Mr Coleridge's genius uttering on population,
taxes, and many other topics, stuff which was barely pardonable in any thinking person forty
years ago, and which is now below the average knowledge and intellect of the commonest
hacks of the press. The two volumes of Letters and Recollecttons, published by Moxon, are
much better. [Letters. Conversations, and Recollections. ed. Thomas Allsop, 2 vols.
(London: Moxon, 1836).] The Literary. Remains, which are now in course of publication,
we have not yet seen. [Published as The Literary Remains of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed.
Henry Nelson Coleridge, 4 vols. (London: Pickering, 1836-39).]
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of extraordinary
promise, if, as we have heard, and as there is some mternal
evidence, it is the production of a young man who has just left the umversitv. All
the indications of a thoughtful, and, on every matter to which it has yet turned its
attention, really original mind are here. The "'Thoughts" are really thoughts: that
is, they are drawn from things, and not from books or tradmon: and this is no less
evident in the author's failures than in his successes. Whether he shoots over the
heads of his predecessors,
or timidly throws out some small fragment of a truth
which others before him have seen in all its plenitude, m either case it is because he
speaks what he himself has felt or observed, and stops where that stops. We have
spoken of failures; but these are far from numerous.
The book contains one
hundred and sixty-four maxims: among which are five or six decidedly false, or
questionable, and fifty or sixty truths which have been as well or better said before.
The remainder are a real addition to the world's stock of just thoughts happily
expressed; and some of these may be ranked with the best things of the best
satirists, while others give evidence of a soul far above that of any satirist--far
too
habitually intent upon its own ideal standard to bestow any other than an incidental
notice upon the shortcomings of others.
We cannot better commence our quotations than with one which is in the very
spirit of La Rochefoucault,
and might be prefixed as a motto to every book
containing novelties in thought:
Few will at first be pleased with those thoughts which are entlrely new to them, and
which, if true, they feel to be truths which they should never have discovered for themselves
Perhaps if the power of becoming beautiful were granted to the ughest of mankind, he
would only wish to be so changed, that when changed he might be considered a very
handsome likeness of his former self. (P. 110. )
We quote those which follow,

not as the best, but as being in a similar vein:

It is an error to suppose that no man understands his own character. Most persons know.
even their failings very' well, only they persist in giving them names different from those
usually assigned by the rest of the world: and they compensate for this m_stake by naming, at
first sight, with singular accuracy, these very same faihngs m others. (P. 48 )
You cannot insure the gratitude of others for a favour conferred on them m the way which
is most agreeable to yourself. (P. 77.)
Some are contented to wear the mask of foohshness m order to carry on their v_cious
schemes; and not a few are wilhng to shelter their folly behind the respectability of
downright vice. (P. 69.)
You may be forgiven for an injury which, when made known to the world, will render you
alone the object of its ri&cule. (P. 99. )
The world will tolerate many vices, but not tfielr diminutives. (P. 62. )
Men love to contradict their general character. Thus a man _s of a gloomy and susploous
temperament, is deemed by all morose, and ere long finds out the general opinion. He then
suddenly deviates into some occasional acts of courtesy. Why? Not because he ought, not
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because his nature ts changed: but because he dislikes being thoroughly understood. He will
not be the thing whose behaviour on any occasion the most careless prophet can with
certainty foretell.* (P. 49 }
The following

is an observation

of ver 5"great reach and importance:

it would often be as well to condemn a man unheard, as to condemn him upon the reasons
which he openly avows for any course of action (P 9. )
The explanation

of this is to be found in another

maxim of our author:

The reasons which any man offers to you for his own conduct betray his opinion of your
character. (P 75.)
How true! how obvious! yet how seldom adverted to, and, we think, never
written before. The reason which a man gives for his conduct is not that which he
feels, but that which he thinks you are most likely to feel. It often requires less
moral courage to do a noble action than to avow that it proceeds from a noble
motive. They who act on higher motives than the multitude suffer their conduct to
be imputed to their personal position, to their friends, to their humour, even to
some object of personal advancement--to
anything,
in short, which will not
involve a reproach to others for not doing the like. They would rather the mean
should thmk them as mean as themselves than recur the odium of setting up to be
better than their neighbours,
or the danger of giving others any cause to infer that
they despise them.
The two which follow are in a vein of thought

somewhat

similar:

If you are very.often decewed by those around you, you may be sure that you deserve to be
deceived: and that, instead of railing at the general falseness of mankind, you have first to
pronounce judgment on your own jealous tyranny, or on your own weak credulity. Those
only who can bear the truth will hear it. (P. 76. )
And again:
We often err by contemplating an individual solel_ m his relation and behav)our to u_. and
generalizing from that with more rapidity than wisdom. We might as well argue that the
moon has no rotation about her axis. because the same hemisphere isalways presented to our
VieW. (Pp. 26-7. )
There is nothing which persons

oftener overlook,

in judging

of the characters

of

*Mr Taylor, in his Statesman, notes the same fact, and accounts for it differently; both
explanations bemg correct. "In our judgment of men, we are to beware of giving any great
Importance to occasional acts. By acts of occasional virtue, weak men endeavour to redeem
themselves in their own estlmauon, vain men to exalt themselves in that of mankind. It may
be observed that there are no men more worthless and selfish in the general tenor of their
lives than some who from time to time perform feats of generosity. Sentimental selfishness
will commonly vary its indulgences in this way, and vainglorious selfishness will break out
with acts of munificence. But self-government and self-denial are not to be relied upon for
any real strength, except in so far as they are found to be exercised in detail." [The
Statesman, p. 20. )
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others, than that there are portions of those characters which possibly would never
be shown to them. They think they know a person thoroughly, because they have
seen and conversed with him under all varieties of circumstances.
They have seen
him under all circumstances,
except that of their own absence.
The maxims we have hitherto quoted relate chtefly to our judgments of others:
the following are to aid our self-iudgment:
The world will find out that part of your character which concerns it. that which espectally
concerns yourself it will leave for you to discover (P 4. )
We talk of early prejudices, of the prejudices of rehgion, of position, of education, but in
truth we only mean the prejudices of others . . . In a quarrel between two friends, if one of
them. even the injured one. were, in the retirement of his chamber, to consider himself as the
hired advocate of the other at the court of wronged friendship: and were to omit all the facts
which told in his own favour, to exaggerate all that could possibly be said against himself,
and to conjure up from his imagination a few circumstances ot the same tendency, he might
with httle effort make a good case for his former friend Let him be assured that, whatever
the most skilful advocate could say, his poor friend really believes and feels, and then,
instead of wondering at the insolence of such a traitor walking about in open day, he will pity
his friend's delusion, have some gentle misgivings as to the exact propriety of his own
conduct, and perhaps sue for an immediate reconciliation IPp 23-5 I
The following

is true, and ingeniously

expressed.

It must be a very weary day to the youth when he first discovers that after all he Wll]only
become a man. (P. 78. )
The next is one which many will not understand,
but which all who do
understand will recognise the truth of: we have never met with it before:
We have some respect for one who. if he tramples on the feelings of others, tramples on
his own with equal apparent indifference. (P 50. )
We know not if the state of mind of the common herd, on subjects of speculation, was ever more happily characterized than in the followmg observation:
The unfortunate Ladurlad did not desire the sleep that for ever fled his weary eyelids wxth
more earnestness than most people seek the deep slumber of a decided opmton.
(P. 2.) t*l
It is, too truly, so: the motive which induces most people to wish for certainty is
the uneasiness of doubt: that uneasiness removed, they turn on their pillow and go
to sleep: as if truths were meant to be assented to, but not acted upon. We think the
having attained a truth should be the signal for rousing oneself, and not for
sleeping: unless it be a reason for renouncing
your voyage that you have just
acquired a compass to steer by. Nor is the fact of having arrived at a "'decided
opinion," even though it be a true one, any reason for not thinking more on the
subject: otherwise the time will soon come when, instead of knowing the truth, you
[*Ladurlad is a character in Robert Southey's The Curse of Kehama (London: Longman,
Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1810) ]
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will only remember that you have known it, and continue believing it on your own
authority: which is nearly as pernicious a form of taking upon trust as if you
believed it on the authority of popes or councils.
The next, though stated too universally, is both ingenious and just:
When your friend is suffering under great affliction, either be entirely silent, or offer none
but the most common topics of consolation: for, in the first place, they are the best: and also
from their commonness they are easily understood. Extreme grief will not pay attention to
any new thing. (P. 34. )
The following

is a genuinely

poetical thought expressed

in fine prose:

The Pyramids!--what a lesson to those who desire a name m the world does the fate of
these restless, brick-pihng monarchs afford! Their names are not known, and the only hope
for them is, that, by the labours of some cruelly-industrious antiquarian, they may at last
become more defimte objects of contempt. (P. 22. )
The following
repeated:

are not new,

but they

are truths

which

cannot

be too often

The business of the head is to form a good heart, and not merely to rule an evil one, as is
generally Imagined. (P. 2. )
The noblest works, like the temple of Solomon, are brought to perfection in silence (Pp.
45-6.)
This is especially true of ideas. A great idea always dawns upon the intellect by
degrees, and is seen confusedly for a long period, during which the attempt to seize
it and fix it in words would merely disturb the process by which the different rays of
light are gradually made to converge, until at last the truth flashes upon the mind's
eye a completed image. But if there be one thing, more than another, which is
brought to perfection in silence, it is, a fine character: for first, no one who talks
much, has time, or is likely to have a taste, for solitary reflection; and next, it is
impossible that those who habitually give out their most cherished feelings to all
comers, can permanently maintain a tone of feeling much above what is prevalent
among those by whom they are surrounded.
There are some books which we at first reject, because we have neither felt, nor seen. nor
thought, nor suffered enough to understand and appreciate them. Perhaps The Excursion I*1
is one of these. (P. 69.)
When our author has lived longer, he will be able to give still more pregnant
instances than that of The Excursion. His remark is true of all books, whether of
poetry, philosophy,
or fictitious narrative, the matter of which is drawn from the
personal experiences of the finer natures or the profounder intellects.
There are occasional lapses in this volume, obviously the effect of inexperience.
Thus the author has persuaded himself, Heaven knows how, that "the love of being
considered well-read is one of the most fatal of all the follies which subdue the
[*I.e., Wordsworth's poem. ]
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present generation" (p. 51 ): and thereupon he says, very truly and profitably, that
what we are the better for is not what we have read, but what we have assimilated:
and that "those who are much engaged in acquiring knowledge,
will not always
have time for deep thought or intense feeling." (P. 49. )For our part. we are heartily
glad to hear that there are some circles in which "the love of being considered
well-read" is still the besetting sin: we, unless to run through newspapers
and
Guides to Knowledge and magazines and novels is to be well-read, have not
happened to fall in with many such people. There are so few well-read persons in
this generation (in this country' we mean) that any charlatan who sets up for the
character can get his pretensions admitted without quesnon, no one having depth
enough of his own to fathom another person's shallowness. We are, thanks to our
Church and our Universities,
a most unlearned nation. Those "venerable institutions" have nearly rooted out learning from among us.
Besides these errors of inexperience,
our author sometimes stops curiously short
of some obvious reference from his own observations.
Thus he notices, what has
so often been noticed, the superiority of women over men in patient endurance.
and dismisses the subject with an expression
of idle wonder, The power of
endurance in women is the faithful measure of how much they have to endure. Ifalt
dark-haired men were condemned by their organization
to incessantly recurring
physical suffering--and
if, in addition to this, their very minutest act, and their
very smallest enjoyment, required the consent, either express or tacit, of another,
he on his part being under no reciprocity of that obhgation--dark-haired
men
would soon be distinguished
for the virtue of endurance: and doubtless it would.
ere long, be regarded as one of their natural gifts, as the virtue appropriate to their
kind: and their capacity of patience would be thought ample justification for gwlng
them much to be patient of.
We take leave of Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd with a feeling towards
the author which we seldom entertain towards any of the young writers of this
writing generation--namely,
a full determination
to read his next production,
whatever it may be.
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London and Westmmster Revtew, VI & XXVlll (Jan.. 1838), 436-70. Headed: "ART.
V.--[Wilham Ware, ] Letter,_ of Luctu,_Manhus Piao. Jrom Palmyra, to hts Friend. Marcus
Curtm,s. at Rome. Now first translated and pubhshed. 2 vols 12mo. New York. [Francis,]
1837 "Running title. "'Letters from Palmyra.'" Signed. "S.'" The concluding two paragraphs
repubhshed as "'A Prophecy / (From a Review of "Letters from Palmyra. ')'" m D&D. Vol. 1,
pp 284-6, where the title Js footnoted. "'London and Westminster Review, Janua_' 1838""
and the running title Is "A Prophecy." Identified m Mill's bibhography as "'A review of a
book entitled ' Letters of Lucms Plso from Palmyra' m the London and Westminster Rev_e_,
for January 1838 fNo. 12 and 55.)" (MacMmn, p 50) There are no corrections or
emendations m the Somervdle College cop_ (tear sheets) of the L&WR version.
For comment, see the Introduction. p. xl above.
Because onl3 part of the text was republished, the copy-text Is the L&WR article, which
has been collated with the extract m D&D. 1st and 2nd eds In the footnoted varmnts. "'59"
m&cates D&D, 1st ed (1859), _'67'"indicates D&D. 2nd ed. (1867).

Ware's Letters from Palmyra

SPEAKING OF THE DIFFICULTIES which

in America

retard

the formation

of a

vigorous and original National Literature. and of the copies and imitations, mere
echoes of the inspired voices of the Old World. which must in the mean time be
accepted as great things, until a greater appear. Miss Martlneau says:
I met with one gem in American literature where I should have least expected lt--m the
Knickerbocker. a New York Monthly Magazine. Last spring a set of papers began to appear.
called Letters from Palmyra, six numbers of which had been issued when I left the country. 1
have been hitherto unable to obtain the rest: but if the)' answer to the early portions, there can
be no doubt of their being shortly in everybody's hands, in both countries These letters
remain in my mind, after repeated readings, as a fragment of lofty and tender beauty,
Zenobia. Longlnus. and a long perspective of characters, hve and move in natural majesty.
and the beauties of description and sentiment appear to me as remarkable as the strong
conception of character and of the age. If this anonymous fragment be not the work of a true
artist--if the work, when entire, do not prove to be of a far higher order than anything which
has issued from the American press,--ltS early admirers will feel yet more surprise than
regret *
Such testimony from one who has so clearly discerned, and so forcibly drawn,
the characteristic deficiencies of American literature _which. as we have observed
in a former articlef

are no other than the deficiencies

of provincial

hterature

in

general) excited a natural desire for a nearer acquaintance
with the production so
highly commended.
We have read the Letters from Palmyra (which are now
complete), and can vouch that the sequel not only "answers to the early portions,'"
but is executed with a more vigorous hand, and adds to every, good characteristic
which the work possessed from its commencement,
an animation of style and a
dramatic talent which we did not equally recognize in the introductory letters. As
this interesting work is still unknown in England, except to the few into whose
hands a stray copy of the American edition has chanced to fall, we will lay a short
account of it before our readers; rather desirous of making its contents known, than
• [Harriet Martineau,] Societ3' in America. [3 vols. (London: Saunders and Otley, 1837).]
Vol. III, pp. 216-17.
"[J. S. Mill, "State of Society in America,"] London Rewew. no 4 [Jan., 1836].Review of"Travels in America." [I.e., London Review. II (Westminster Revww, XXXI),
365-89; in CW. Vol. XVIII. pp. 91-115. The reference will be found m the latter at pp.
100-1.]
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of subjecting them to a rigid critical examination.
The young hterature of a great
people in a state of adolescence,
who have not yet found leisure for much other
employment of their activity than "felling the largest tree in four minutes," and
carrying bags of cotton from the great experimental
farm of the world to the great
workshop of it, must not be tried by the standard of what has been accomplished
during three thousand years, with all apphances and means, (*j by the labours and
inspirations of a select literary class writing for a numerous leisured one. Without
making any lofty pretensions for this little book, or challenging in its behalf any
comparisons with the great works of art which ennoble an age, we have found as
much in it, both to love and to admire, as may well justify us in claiming for it a few
moments of that attention which is bestowed so readily upon the merely passing
productions of the time, to compare almost any of which with this would be nearly
as absurd as it would be to place this on a level with the noblest and most enduring
monuments of the present age.
We must premise a few words to prevent disappointment.
The reader need
expect nothing highly wrought, nothing stimulating in this book. It is not of the
passionate school. It will be more to the taste of the admirers of Fenelon or
Barthelemy than of Byron; indeed, it reminds us forcibly of the first of these
wnters,.by its union of a gentle and peace-loving spirit with the warmest sympathy
for the active and energetic virtues, and a facility of kindling, with the imagination
merely, at the conception of scenes of bloodshed and mortal struggle: a combination which, like almost all blending of qualities superficially incompatible,
is both
evidence and cause of a general healthiness of intellect and feeling. But if, from
Miss Martineau's
high estimate of this book in comparison with American literature generally, any one should expect to find in _t. as a work of fiction, the stirring
action on the imagination and breathless exotement with which we read the novels
of Brockden Brown* (a man of true genius, little estimated by his cotemporarles,
and whom Miss Martineau has unaccountably
over-looked),
or even the less
deeply-seated
but almost equally enchainmg interest of the best productions
of
Cooper--or
(we will venture to add) the wild flashes of truth and reality, the actual
observation of human nature and personal experience of feehng, which we occasionally find, amidst much extravagance
and absurdity, in the eccentric writings of
[*See Shakespeare, The Second Part of Henr3' the Fourth, lII. 1, 29.]
*Author of Wieland, Edgar Huntly, Ormond, Arthur Mer_vn, &c., and one of the rare
instances of an imitator who surpasses his original: a more gifted man than Godwin, yet
whose novels all bear the strongest family likeness to Caleb Williams, the only novel of
Godwin which is worthy of being compared with them. JSee Charles Brockden Brown,
Wseland (New York: Caritat, 1798); Edgar Huntly, 3 vols. (Philadelphia: Maxwell, 1799),
Ormond (New York: Caritat, 1799): ArthurMer_wn, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: Maxwell. 1799):
and William Godwin, Things As They Are: or, The Adventures of Caleb Williams (1794), 3
vols., 4th ed. (London: Simpkin and Marshal. 1816).]
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John Neal;* whoever takes up this book with any such hope will soon lay it down. It
is another kind of work altogether. It belongs to a class of fictitious writings, which
bears to an ordinary or even a historical novel or romance, the relation which
Shakspeare's
historical plays bear to his tragedies. If King John, or King Henry
the Fourth, were altogether fictitious stories, they would be very poor ones. In
them the author does not invent the incidents and characters which suit h_m best.
but takes those which a certain period of history presents him with, and gives life
and reality to those: he tells, not a story, but the story, as it may have occurred, and
did, for aught we know, actually occur. We should read those plays not certainly
without pleasure, but with far less of it, if that portion of the interest were cut off
which is derived from the tact that the events which are described and the
characters which are drawn did actually exist.
The Letters from Palmyra are written with a similar aim. Not that they are a
mere delineation of historical events and personages. Man3' of the characters, and
their personal adventures and actions, are fictitious; and among these is the hero (as
we suppose we must call him) the imaginary writer of the letters, who--though
a
spectator and not an actor in the great drama of the book, the greatness and fall of
Palmyra--excites
a personal interest in us by the sentiments which, like the chorus
of a Greek tragedy, he is made the organ of
and. for his own part, fulfils with
propriety the essential functions of a novel-hero, by saving the Queen's life, and by
duly falling in love and being married. But though, as our extracts will show, the
book, in its merely fictitious parts, displays much of the talent of the novel-wnter.
it could not afford to dispense with the interest derived from its relation to the
history of the period; to Zenobia, Longlnus, and the other real characters, who, as
Miss Martineau says, "'live and move in natural majesty" in _ts pages: and to that
curious, eminently interesting, and yet, we may almost say, neglected period in the
progress of the world and of mankind, of which it is the great merit of these letters
that they really, and so far as we know for the very first time, present us with a
living picture.
The author has been peculiarly happy in the choice of his historical period. From
the time of Nero or Vespasian to that of Constantine, there is a space of about three
*Author of Brother Jonathan, a novel, published about a dozen years ago by Blackwood:
and of Randolph, by far his best work, though in this country utterly unknown. [Brother
Jonathan, 3 vols. (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 18251: and Randolph, 2 vols. ([Baltimore?],
1823).] Logan, and Seveno'-six, two of his novels which have been reprinted m England,
have little if any portion of the merits of the two we have mentioned. [Logan. ,* vols.
(London: Newman, 1823); and Seventy-Six, 3 vols. (London. Whittaker. 1823).] Neal
appears to be little thought of in his own countr3', the natural fate of an original writer In a
literature of imitation and convention. But we will hazard a prediction, that when a great and
original novelist or poet shall arise in America, he will be found to be more like what John
Neal is, with all his frothiness and rant, than what any of the American writers are, whose
productions have been most blazoned by the critics either of their own country, or of ours.
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hundred years, dunng which some of the greatest things were transacted which
ever were transacted upon this earth, and the least like any other known series of
events. Nor were these transactions performed in some little corner of the globe,
but over the whole civilized world at once. During those centuries Christianity was
working itself upwards, from the poorest and most despised classes and races of
mankind, through the whole body of civilized society to the highest summits-from whence, mingled with the polluted streams which in such a state of society
emanate from such places, it again flowed forth, and overspread barbarous countries and unknown races of men with its fructifying and wholesome waters, and
with the foulness that was mixed therewith. During the same three centuries,
military, despotism was working in the opposite direction, from those high places
downwards, into the very vitals of the people: sucking up and consuming their
substance, to the extent of actual depopulation: allowing no one to live who was
strong enough or good enough to be conspicuous and an object of jealousy; preying
upon mankind and letting them prey upon one another, until no law remained but
that of the strongest, and no refuge from tyranny but in the cunning and treachery
of the slave: killing by inanition whatever of liberal pursuits or intellectual culture
could be so killed: and in fine, trampling down the most advanced nations of the
earth into a state of moral imbecility and corruption, from which one-half of the
enervated Roman Empire has never since recovered itself:--nor could anything
have recovered the other half. but being conquered and overrun by a hardy race of
primitive barbarians: who. bringing again into the civilized world what had so long
been wanting--their rude energy, and ardent love of personal freedom--found
and yielded to the tempering and soul-awakening influence of the gentlest and at
the same time the most powerful of religions: and by this intermixture produced the
modem European character.
This double movement, of Christianity mounting up from the low places, and of
tyranny descending from the heights, composes the history of the first three
centuries of our era: and this history, do we find it in the books? Until the present
generation it may safely be said, that no historian had seen more than a glimpse of
it. M. Omzot first, in his "Essay on the Municipal Institutions of the Romans."
showed us despotism in the concrete, coming home to every peasant's hearthJ *j
As for Christianity, historians and martyrologists have shown us the sufferings of
the Christian Church and its triumph; Nero's pitch-jackets and Constantine's
labarum. But where do we see, and who has mentally depicted to himself, that
irresistible under-current of Christianity, which must have been flowing with
ever-increasing rapidity in the silent depths; when nothing was visible on the
surface of society but a philosophically incredulous Few, and a populace ever
gaping for new and more barbarous superstitions, for a "Syrian Goddess," an Isis,
[*See "Du r6gime

municipal

dans l'empire

2nded (Paris:Bnere, 1824), pp. 1-51.]

romam,"

in Essais

sur I'histoire

de France.
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or a Cybele? The period in which the power of Chrisuanity had begun to be felt,
without being publicly recognized, has never, we believe, been chosen for illustration, even by any writer of fiction, previous to these letters
In this great portion of the world's history, the mind dwells with peculiar interest
upon the episode of Palmyra: which, though little connected with the main plot.
commands attention, both for its own surprising nature, and for the interesting
characters which figure in it. An insignificant town, in the very centre of a vast
desert CTadmor in the wilderness."
recorded to have been among the towns built
by Solomon), I*_ with no agricultural resources, no advantages over the burning
sands around, except copious springs--a
place, says Pliny the naturalist,
velut
terris exempta a rerum natur6t+)--starts
up almost at the first moment when it is
heard of in civilized literature, into an imperial city able to dispute the empire of the
East with Rome herself: and of a magnificence,
the remains of which, sixteen
hundred years later, are still the admiration
of the world:* then. crushed as
suddenly by the terrible vengeance of a despotic conqueror, it sinks at once into
oblivion and is heard of no more. The ignorant and uninquiring historians of the
later Roman Empire have told us nothing which can satisfactorily account for this
meteor-like apparition of a great and flourishing capital in a dreary, wilderness.
Doubtless the true origin of the wealth of Palmyra, as shown by Gibbon,l-_Jand by a
recent traveller (Mr. Addison), + was her geographical
position, directly on the
main track which is even now followed by the caravans passing between the
Persian Gulph and the Mediterranean:
then the great line of commercial
communication, and likely again to become that of commercial intelligence, between
the east and the west. Palmyra was the emporium of the commerce of India--the
Venice of the desert. But if these advantages
of situation, which rendered her
[*See II Chronicles. 8:4.]
[_Pliny. Natural Htstor3' (Latin and English), trans Harris Rackham, et al., 10 vols
(London: Hememann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1938-62), Vol ll.
p. 288.]
*Bruce. the celebrated traveller, calls the first view of the rums of Palmyra "'the most
astonishing, stupendous sight that perhaps ever appeared to mortal eyes The whole plain
below, which was very extensive, was covered so thick with magnificent buildings as that
the one seemed to touch the other, all of fine proportions, all of agreeable forms, all
composed of white stones, which at that distance appeared like marble At the end ofit stood
the Palace of the Sun, a building worthy to close so magnificent a scene." The mud cottages
of the present inhabitants are all comprised within the court of one of these great buildings.
[James Bruce, Travels to Dtscover the Source of the Nile, 5 vols, (London: Robinson,
1790), Vol. I, p. lvii.]
[*SeeEdward Gibbon, The Htstor 3"of the Dechne and Fall of the Roman Emptre. 6 vols
(London: Strahan and Cadell, 1776-88), Vol. I, pp. 310-11: in "A New Edition,'" 6 vols
(London: Strahan and Cadell, 1782), Vol. 1. pp. 370-1. Mill's quotations correspond to the
latter version, and so in subsequent footnotes it is c_ted first.]
_Damascus and Palmyra [2 vols. (London: Bentley, 1838)], by Charles G. Addison, Esq.
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greatness possible, had been of themselves sufficient to produce it, Palmyra would
have revived after her destruction by Aurelian. The greatest natural advantages
suffice not without wise guidance. The glories of Palmyra were the creation of
Odenatus and Zenobia; and fell when they fell. Of the latter and more illustrious of
these personages, the heroine of the Letters, we shall now speak in the words of
Gibbon,
who, in his description
of her, translates
almost literally from her
biography in the Augustan Histor3", by Trebellius Pollio. t*j
Modem Europe has produced several illustrious women who have sustained with glory
the weight of empire; nor is our own age destitute of such distinguished characters. But if we
except the doubtful achievements of Semiramis. Zenobla is perhaps the only female whose
superior gemus broke through the servile indolence imposed on her sex by the chmate and
manners of Asia. She claimed her descent from the Macedoman kings of Egypt, equalled m
beauty her ancestor Cleopatra, and far surpassed that princess in chastity and valour.
Zenobla was esteemed the most lovely as well as the most heroic of her sex. She was of a
dark complexion; her teeth were of a pearly whiteness [ut margaritas earn plertque putarent
habere, non dentes], and her large black eyes [oculis supra modum mgenttbus, mgrts,
spirttus dtvmt, venustatts mcredtbilis, are the enthusiastic words of Polhol sparkled with
uncommon fire, tempered by the most attractive sweetness. Her voice was strong and
harmonious [vox clara et vlrihs]. She was not ignorant of the Latin tongue, but possessed m
equal perfection the Greek, the Syriac, and the Egyptian languages. She had drawn up for
her own use an epitome of Oriental history, and familiarly compared the beauties of Homer
and Plato. under the tumon of the subhme Longinus.
This accomphshed woman gave her hand to Odenatus, who, from a private station, raised
himself to the dominion of the East. She soon became the friend and compamon of a hero. In
the intervals of war Odenatus passionately delighted m the exercise of hunting: he pursued
with ardour the wild beasts of the desert, lions, panthers, and bears; and the ardour of
Zenobta in that dangerous amusement was not inferior to his own. She had inured her
constitution to fatigue, disdained the use of a covered carrmge, generally appeared on
horseback m a mihtary habit, and sometimes marched several miles on foot at the head of the
troops The success of Odenatus was m a great measure ascribed to her incomparable
prudence and fortitude. Their splendid victories over the Great King, whom they twice
pursued as far as the gates of Ctesiphon, laid the foundations of their united fame and
power. 1.1
Odenatus
derer, and,

having

been cut off by private

revenge,

Zenobia

punished

his mur-

with the assistance of his most faithful friends, she immedmtely filled the vacant throne,
and governed with manly counsels Palmyra, Syrm. and the East, above five years.
. .
Dlsdaimng both the senate and Gallienus, she obliged one of the Roman generals, who was
sent against her, to retreat into Europe, with the loss of his army and his reputation .... To
the dominions of Odenatus, which extended from the Euphrates to the frontiers of Blthynia,
[*See Trebellius Pollio, The Thirty Pretenders. in Scrtptores htstoriae augustae (Latin
and English), trans. David Magie, 3 vols. fLondon: Heinemann: New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1922-32), Vol. III, pp. 134-43 (Cap. xxx).]
[+Decline and Fall, 1782 ed., Vol. I, pp. 365-7; 1st ed., Vol. I, pp. 306-7. Mill has inserted the bracketed Latm wordings: cf. Pollio, The Thirt3' Pretenders, Vol. III, p. 138. ]
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his widow added the inheritance of her ancestors, the populous and fertde kingdom of
Egypt.I*)
Her administration was at once firm and gentle: "the severity," says Pollio, "of a
tyrant when necessity demanded it; the clemency of good princes when that was
required by piety. ''1.] She had the rarest of virtues in a despotic ruler, strict
economy; yet she was "larga prudenter, ''l*j judiciously liberal. "She blended,"
continues Gibbon, "with the popular manners of Roman princes, the stately pomp
of the courts of Asia, and exacted from her subjects the same adoration that was
paid to the successors of Cyrus."l'_l
To have such a character to depict, in a period of history so barren tat least in the
high places) of individual goodness or greatness, is a bonnefortune to a writer of
fiction. And the moment of the greatest splendour of Palmyra and of Zenobia. that
immediately preceding the war by which they were ruined, has been chosen by the
author of the Letters for the commencement of his tale.
The supposed writer of the letters is a young and high-born Roman, Lucius Plso,
who, having received intelligence that his brother Calpurnius lsupposed to have
perished after the memorable overthrow of the Emperor Valerian by Sapor, King
of Persia) was still alive and in captivity, sets out for Palmyra on an attempt to
effect his liberation. The first hope of attaining it. rested upon the intercession of
the powerful Zenobia, whose good offices Piso hoped to ensure through the
influence of one of her chief counsellors. Gracchus. a noble Roman, and an early
friend of his house. This Gracchus, and his daughter Fausta, are two of the
principal characters of the book: the former a personification of a bland and
affectionate old man and a prudent counsellor; the latter, a young and beautiful
heroine, worshipping Zenobia, and an imitator and emulator of her splendid
qualities.
The first letter describes the voyage from Rome to Berytus in Syria, during
which Piso forms an acquaintance with two persons, a Jew and a Christian, who
re-appear at intervals throughout the narrattve. This is followed by the journey
across the Desert, and the first aspect of the magnificent Eastern capital. It is
described in accordance with the evidence of its existing remains: and what had
hitherto been, in our imagination, merely a picture like that in Byron's "Dream,"t_l
of fallen columns and among them camels grazing, is very successfully peopled
and vivified with the hum and stir of a busy commercial city and the splendour of
an Eastern throne.
[*Decline andFall, 1782 ed., Vol. I, pp. 367-8; 1sted.. Vol. I, pp. 308-9, the general
was Herachanus.]
[*Pollio, Vol. III. p. 138.]
[*Ibid.]
[§DeclineandFall, 1782 ed., Vol. I, p. 368, 1sted., Vol. 1. p. 309.]
[_"TheDream," in The Prisoner of Chillon, and Other Poems (London: Murray, t 816I.
pp. 35-45.]
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The city filled the whole plain as far as the eye could reach, both toward the North and
toward the South. It seemed to me to be larger than Rome ....
The city proper is so studded
with groups of lofty palm-trees,
shooting up among its temples and palaces: and. on the
other hand, the plain in its immediate
vicinity is so thickly adorned with magnificent
structures, of the purest marble, that it is not easy, nay, it is impossible,
at the distance at
which l contemplated
the whole, to distinguish
the line which divided the one from the
other. It was all city and all country--all
country and all city. I imagined that I saw under my
feet the dwellings
of purified men and of gods. They were too glorious for the mere
earthborn. The vast Temple of the Sun stretched upward its thousand columns of polished
marble to the heavens, in its matchless beauty, casting into the shade every other work of art
of which the world can boast. On each side of this, the central point, there rose upward
slender pyramids, pointed obelisks,
domes of the most graceful proportions,
columns,
arches, and lofty towers, for number and for form beyond my power to describe--all,
as
well as the walls of the city, either of white marble, or of some stone as white, and
everywhere
in their whole extent interspersed
with multitudes
of overshadowing
palmtrees. A flood of golden hght, of a richer hue. it seemed to me, than our sun ever sheds upon
Rome, rolled over the city and plain, and distant mountains,
giving to the whole a
gorgeousness agreeing well with all my impressions
of oriental magnificence ....
Not one
expectation was disappointed,
but rather exceeded, as we came in sight of the vast walls of
the city, and of the Roman gate--so
It is called--through
which we were to make our
entrance. It was all upon the grandest scale. The walls were higher, and more frequently
defended by square massy towers springing out of them, than those of Rome. The towers,
which on either side flanked the gateway, and which were connected by an immense arch,
flung from one to the other, were magnificent.
No sooner had we passed through it than we
found ourselves in a street lined as it were with palaces. It was of great width--we
have no
street like it in this respect--of
an exact level, and stretched onward farther than the eye
could distinctly reach, till, as I was told, it was terminated by another gate, similar to that by
which we had entered ....
(Vol. l, pp. 21-4.7
Everything boars a newer, fresher look than in Rome. The buildings of the republic,
which many are so desirous to preserve,
and whole streets even, of ante-Augustan
architecture,
tend to spread around, here and there in Rome, a gloom--to
me full of beauty
and poetry--but
still gloom. Here all is bright and gay: the buildings of marble--the
streets
paved and clean--frequent
fountains of water throwing up their foaming jets. and shedding
around a delicious coolness,--temples,
and palaces of the nobles or of wealthy Palmyrene
merchants. Then conceive,
poured through these long lines of beautiful edifices, among
these temples and fountains, a population drawn from every country of the far East, arrayed
in every variety of the most showy and fanciful costume, with the singular animals, rarely
seen in our streets, but here met at every turn--elephants,
camels, and dromedaries,
to say
nothing of the Arabmn horses with their jewelled housings, with every now and then a troop
of the Queen's cavalry, moving along to the sound of their clanging trumpets--conceive
this ceaseless tide of various animal life poured along among the proud piles, and choking
the ways, and you will have some faint glimpses of the strange and imposing reality. (IBM.,
p. 53.)
On turning
Temple

a corner

the chariot

comes

suddenly
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elsewhere
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appendage--stood in solitary magnificence this peerless work of art. All I could do was. and
the act was involuntary, to call upon the charioteer to rein up his horses and let me quietly
gaze. In this Fausta, nothing unwllhng, indulged me. Then, when satisfied with this. the
first point of view, we wound slowly around the spacious square upon which it stands,
observing it well in all directions, and taking my fill of that exalted but nameless pleasure
which flows in upon the soul from the contemplation of perfect excellence.
"'This ts, if I err not, Fausta, the work of a Greek artist."
"It is." said she; "'here both Romans and Palmyrenes must acknowledge their inferiority;
and, indeed, all other people In ever), city of the world, I believe, all the great works of art
are the offspring of Grecian gemus and Grecian taste. Truly, a wonderful people' In this
very city, our artists, our men of letters, even the first minister of state, all are Greeks But
come. let us move on to the Long Portico. an edifice which will astonish you yet more than
even the Temple of the Sun, through your having heard of it so much less. We shall reach it
in about half a Roman mile."
This space was soon passed, and the Portico stood revealed, with _tsinterminable ranges
of Corinthian columns, and the busy multitudes winding among them Here the merchants
assemble and meet each other. Here various articles of more than common rarity are brought
and exhibited for sale. Here the mountebanks resort, and entertain the idle and lovers of
amusement with their fantastic tricks. And here strangers from all parts of the world may be
seen walking to and fro, observing the customs of the place, and regahng themselves at the
brilliant rooms, furnished with ever)' luxury, which are opened for their use, or else at the
public baths, which are found in the immediate neighbourhood The Portico does not, like
the Temple, stand upon an elevated platform, but more upon a level with the streets. Its
greatness is derived from its extreme length, and Its exqmsltely perfect designs and
workmanship, as seen in the graceful fluted columns and the rich entablature running round
the whole. The life and achievements of Alexander are sculptured upon the frieze the artist,
a Greek also, having been allowed to choose h_s own theme.
"Fausta," said 1, "my soul is steeped in beauty. It will be to no purpose to show me more
now." (lbtd., pp 54-5.)
Into the scene thus prepared, the author at once introduces
historical characters of the book:

Zenobm

and all the

As we were thus idly discoursing, we became suddenly conscious of an unusual commotion inthe street. The populace began to move quickly by m crowds, and vehicles of all sorts
came pouring along as if in expectation of something they were eager to see.
"What's all this? What's all this?" said Demetrius, leaving his work. which he had
resumed, and running to the door of his shop: "What's the matter, friend?" addressmg a
citizen hurrying by; "is Aurehan at the gates, that you are posting along in such confusion?"
"Not Aurelian," replied the other. "but Aurelian's mistress. The Queen is coming.
Clouds of dust on the skirts of the plain show that she is advancing toward the city."
"Now, Roman. if thou wouldst see a sight, be advised and follow me. We will mount the
roof of yonder market, whence we shall win a prospect such as no eye can have seen that has
not gazed from the same point. It is where I go to refresh my dulled senses, after the day's
hard toil ....
"We are here just at the right moment," said he: "'come qmckly to this corner and secure a
seat. for you see the people are already thronging after us. There! can Elysium offer a more
perfect scene? And look, how inspinng is the view of these two multitudes, moving toward
each other in the spirit of friendship! How the city opens her arms to embrace her Queen !"
At the distance of about a mile from the walls we now saw the party of the Queen. escorted
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by a large body of horse: and, approaching
them from the city. apparently
its whole
population, some on foot, some on horse, some in carriages of every description. The plain
was filled with life. The sun shooting his beams over the whole, and reflected from the
spears and corslets of the cavalry, and the gilding and polished work of chariots and harness,
caused the scene to sparkle as if strewed with diamonds.
As soon as the near approach of
Zenobia to the walls began to conceal her and her escort, we returned to the steps of the shop
of Demetrius. as the Queen would pass directly by them on her way to the palace.
We had been here not many minutes before the shouts of the people, and the braying of
martial music, and the confused sound of an approaching
multitude, showed that the Queen
was near. Troops of horse, variously caparisoned,
each more brilliantly, as it seemed, than
another, preceded a train of sumptuary elephants and camels, these too richly dressed, but
heavily loaded. Then came the body guard of the Queen, in armour of complete steel, and
then the chariot of Zenobia. drawn by milk-white Arabians. So soon as she appeared the air
resounded with the acclamations
of the countless multitudes
Every cry of loyalty' and
affection was heard from ten thousand mouths, making a music such as filled the heart
almost to breaking. "Long live the great Zenobta !" went up to the heavens. "The blessings of
all the Gods on our good Queen !"--"Health
and happiness to the mother of her people )`'"Death and destruction
to her enemies !"--these
and cries of the same kind came from the
people, not as a mere lip-service,
but evidently,
from the tone in which they were uttered.
prompted by real sentiments of love. such as it seems to me never before can have existed
towards a supreme and absolute prince
It was to me a moment inexpressibly
interesting. I could not have asked for more than, for
the first time, to see this great womanjust
as I now saw her. I cannot, even at this time. speak
of her beaut)', and the imposing, yet sweet dignity of her manners: for it was with me. as l
suppose it was with all--the
diviner beauty of the emotions and sentiments which were
working at her heart and shone out in the expressive language of her countenance,
took away
all power of narrowly scanning complexion,
feature and form. Her look was full of love for
her people. She regarded them as if they were her children. She bent herself fondly toward
them, as if nothing but the restraints of form withheld her from throwing herself into their
arms. This was the beaut) which filled and agitated me. I was more than satisfied.
"And who." said l to Demetrius,
"is that beautiful being, but of a sad and thoughtful
countenance,
who sits at the side of the Queen"'
"'That," he rephed, "is the Pnncess Julia: a true descendant of her great mother: and the
Gods grant that she, rather than either of her brothers, may succeed to the sovereign power.'"
"She looks indeed," said I. "worthy to reign--over
hearts at least, if not over nations.
Those in the next chariot are, 1 suppose, the young C_esars. as I hear they are called--about
as promising, to judge by the form and face, as some of our Roman brood of the same name.
I need not ask whose head that is in the carriage next succeeding;
it can belong to no other in
Palmyra than the great Longinus.
What a &vine repose breathes over that noble countenance! But--Gods
of Rome and of the wofld!--who
sits beside him? Whose dark soul is
lodged in that fearful tenement'? fearful and yet beautiful, as would be a statue of ebony?"
"Know you not him? Know you not the Egyptian Zabdas? the mirror of accomplished
knighthood, the pillar of the state, the Aurelian of the East? Ah! far may you go to find two
such men as those--of
gifts so diverse, and power so great--sitting
together like brothers.
It all shows the greater power of Zenobia, who can tame the roughest and most ambitious
spirits to her uses. Who is like ZenobmT'"
"So ends, it seems to me," 1 replied, "every sentence
Zenobia?'"
(Ibid., pp. 59-62.)
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with the progress of Piso's attempt to recover his brother, occupy the whole of the
first volume. Our author has not escaped the danger to which writers of hls class are
most liable. Very few writers can maintain sufficient discrimination between one
of their good characters and another: and his are too much alike: the)' are all heroes
or heroines, and all. with some slight exceptions, heroes and heroines of the same
sort. Longinus, the great philosophical ornament of his age, one of the latest
authors who, in the decline of letters, maintained their place among the great
writers of antiquity, is not sufficiently distinguished from Gracchus, who IS also a
philosopher--an Epicurean indeed, while the other is a Platonist, but in the maln
he philosophizes in much the same way, and. to our thinking, full as wisely. Fausta
is but a lesser Zenobla; and the Princess Julia differs from them both, only by
having somewhat less strength and somewhat more gentleness, and by being a
semi-convert to Christianity. This last is hardly a distinction, as the author (we fear
without historical authority) represents most of his good characters lexcept Zenobia herself, whose partialities are rather towards Judaism) as either entertaining
from the beginning of the book. or acquiring in the course of it, sentiments which
must very soon have ended in their complete adoption of Christlamty. The effect of
this unifonmty of character is. that the reader is not strongly interested in an3' of the
personages, considered as an individual. But, all things duly weighed, we question
whether this is a defect. In the first place, that there would really have beer_ among
the intimate companions and chosen advisers of so remarkable a person as Zenobla
as much resemblance (either original or caught from her) to the great features of her
own character as is here assigned to them, Is in itself highly probable. And what
spoils the personages as individual figures, improves the effect of the entire
picture. We see what we wish to see, Zenobia as the centre of the whole, with a
small band of devoted friends forming an inner circle round her. and an enthusiastic and worshipping people for the framework beyond. The effect, in this view of
the design, is completely what it was intended to be. Zenobia alone stands out as an
individual character. We see in her all the natural qualities of a great and good
despot: the lofty and almost godlike feelings derived from the consciousness of
vast power won by wisdom and energy and exercised with virtue; the passion for
excitement, to which not to reign were not to hve: the unbending pride which
cannot brook a diminution of importance, and the self-confidence which feels
assured of victory when rushing into the most hopeless enterprises. The author has
very skilfully and naturally bespoken our indulgence for these pardonable weaknesses, by depicting them as, what they most probably were, the weaknesses not
more of Zenobia herself than of her people, intoxicated with their own greatness,
and fondly believing that the world in arms must give way before the irresistible
gemus of their queen. Even with this rash confidence the author makes us
sympathize; the reader becomes a Palmyrene, and feels with the Palmyrenes their
enthusiasm. His management of the character of Zenobia herself is in this respect
extremely skilful. After the scene in the amphitheatre, in which her sons appear
with the imperial purple of the C_esars, a presumption which is the immediate
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cause of the rupture with Rome--being
asked "'Why put at hazard the peace and
prosperity of this fair realm for a shadow--a
name.'? What is it to you or to me that
Timolaus, Herennianus.
and Vabalathus. be hailed by the pretty style of Caesar.'?"
[lbid., p, 93. ] The Queen replies,
"Juha, as the world decms--and we are in the world and of it--honour and greatness lie
not in those things which are truly honourable and great; not in learning or genius, else were
Longmus on this throne, and I his wasting woman: not m action, else were the great Zabdas
king; not m merit, else were many a dame of Palmyra where 1 am, and I a patient household
drudge. Birth, and station and power are before these. Men bow before names and sceptres
and robes of office, lower than before the gods themselves. Nay. here in the East, power
itself were a shadow without its tinsel trappings. "Tis vain to stand against the world. I am
one of the general herd. What they honour, 1 crave. This coronet of pearl, this gorgeous
robe, this golden chair, this human footstool, m the eye of a severe judgment may signify but
little. Zeno or Diogenes might smile upon them with contempt. But so thinks not the world.
It is no secret that in Timolaus, Herennianus and Vabalathus dwells not the wisdom of
Longinus. nor the virtue of Valerian. What then so crazed the assembled people of Palmyra,
but the purple-coloured mantle of the Roman C_esar? l am, for that, fathoms deeper in the
great heart of my people." (IBM., pp. 93-4.)
The author has managed well the only weakness of his greatest character. He has
so well seized the light in which the unmeasured love of power and of its trappings
represents itself to itself in a mind fit for better things; he has blended so much of
greatness with its littleness, that in her it scarcely appears to be a fault. Hear her
afterwards, at the deliberation in council upon Aurelian's warlike message, thus
avow and justify, on the noblest grounds, her love of dominion:
"1 am charged with pride and ambition. The charge Is true. and I glory m its truth. Who
ever achieved anything great in letters, arts. or arms, who was not ambitious? Caesar was not
more ambitious than Cicero. Let the ambition be a noble one. and who shall blame st? I
confess I did once aspire to be Queen, not only of Palmyra, but of the East. That I am. I now
asptre to remain so. ls it not an honourable ambition? Does tt not become a descendant of the
Ptolemys and of Cleopatra? I am applauded by you all for what I have already done. You
would not it should have been less. But why pause here? Is so much ambmon praiseworthy,
and more criminal? ls _t fixed m nature that the limits of this empire should be Egypt on the
one hand, the Hellespont and the Euxine on the other? Were not Suez and Armenia more
natural limits? Or hath empire no natural limits, but is broad as the genius that can devise,
and the power than can win. Rome has the West. Let Palmyra possess the East. Not that
nature prescribes this and no more. The Gods prospering, and 1 swear not that the
Mediterranean shall hem me in upon the West, or Persia on the East. Longinus Is rlght--I
would that the world were mine. I feel within the will and the power to bless it, were it so.
"Are not my people happy? I look upon the past and the present, upon my nearer and my
remoter subjects, and ask, nor fear the answer--Whom
have I wronged? what province
have I oppressed? what city pillaged? what region drained with taxes? whose life have l
unjustly taken, or estates coveted or robbed ? whose honour have I wantonly assailed? whose
rights, though of the weakest and poorest, have I trenched upon? 1 dwell where I would ever
dwell, in the hearts of my people. It is writ in your faces, that I reign not more over you than
within you. The foundation of my throne is not more power than love. Suppose now. my
ambition add another province to our realm? ls it an evil? The kingdoms already bound to us
by the joint acts of ourself and the late royal Odenatus, we found discordant and at war. They
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are now united and at peace. One harmonious whole has grown out of hostile and sundered
parts. At my bands they receive a common justice and equal benefits. The channels of their
commerce have I opened, and dug them deep and sure. Prosperity and plenty are in all thetr
borders. The streets of our capital bear testimony to the distant and various industry, which
here seeks its market. This is no vain boasting--receive
it not so, good friends--it is but
truth. He who traduces hlmself sins with him who traduces another He who is unjust to
himself, or less than just, breaks a law as well as he who hurts his neighbour. I tell you what 1
am and what I have done. that your trust for the future may not rest upon _gnorant grounds. If
1 am more than just to myself, rebuke me. If I have overstepped the modesty that became
me, I am open to your censure, and will bear it. But I have spoken that you may know your
Queen--not only by her acts, but by her admitted prmciples. I tell you. then, that 1 am
ambitious: that I crave dominion; and while I hve, will reign. Sprung from a hne of kings, a
throne is my natural seat--I love it But 1 strive, too--you can bear me witness that I
do--that it shall be, while I sit upon it, an honoured, unpolluted seat. If I can, I will hang a
yet brighter glory around it ""(lbtd., Vol. II, pp. 26-8.)
We pass over the letters in which we are introduced to the private life, the social
intercourse and amusements,
the conversations
and speculations of Zenobia and
her friends. In these, the first philosopher of his age being one of the interlocutors,
and some of the others being persons who had listened approvingly to the teachers
of Christianity,
the subjects touched are naturally those of the highest and most
solemn nature: but there is nothing controversial
in the tone, and the dialogue
exhibits fairly enough what may be conceived to have been in that age the feelings
of persons like those represented,
in regard to the great problem of human
existence, in this life and in a life to come. Piso's thoughts incline him more and
more towards the Christian faith, of which the sincere and pure-minded
votaries
are typified in Probus (the Christian with whom Piso became acquainted on his
voyage from Rome), and the more vain-glorious
and worldly-minded
in Paul of
Samosata, Bishop of Antioch, whom it is h_storically true that Zenobia protected
and countenanced.
We quote a passage of another kind: the tableau de mceurs which concludes the
description of a trial of strength and skill in martial exercises. The trial was "'to
throw the lance with such unerring aim and force, as to pass through an aperture in
a shield of fourfold ox-hide, of a size but slightly larger than the beam of the lance,
so as not so much as to graze the sides of the perforated place." (Ibid., Vol. I,
p. 138.) The incapable sons of Zenobia, genuine samples of hereditary oriental
princes, try their skill, and fail with different degrees of disgrace. Zabdas, the stern
and swarthy warrior already mentioned,
now, suddenly springing from his seat. which he had taken among those who apparently
declined to join in the sport, seized a lance from the hands of the slave who bore them, and
hurling it with the force of a tempest, the weapon, hissing along the air. struck the butt near
the centre; but the wood of which it was made, unused to such violence, shivered and
crumbled under the blow. Without a word, and without an emotion, so far as the face was its
index, the Egyptian returned to his seat. It seemed as if he had done the whole in his sleep. It
is actual war alone that can rouse the energies of Zabdas. (IBM., p. 139. )
Zenobia herself next makes the attempt,

and succeeds,

but
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in passing through the aperture the weapon, not having been driven with quite sufficient
three, did not preserve its level, so that the end grazed the shield, and the lance then
consequently taking an obhque direction, plunged downward, and buried its head in the
tuff. (lbtd.)
Fausta follows, and her success is perfect. There remains the Princess Julia: the
gentle and sensitive character of the story, and the one with whom, of course, Piso
is to fall in love.
With a form of so much less apparent vigour than either Zenobla or Fausta, so truly Syrian
In a certain soft languor that spreads Itself over her, whether at rest or in motion, it was
amazing to see with what easy strength she held and balanced the heavy weapon. Ever),
movement showed that there lay concealed within her ample power for this and every manly
exercise, should she please to put it forth.
"At the schools," said the princess, "Fausta and 1 went on ever with equal steps. Her
advantage hes in bemg at all times mistress of her power. My arm is often treacherous
through failure of the heart."
It was not difficult to see the truth ot what she said, m her varying colour, and the slightly
agitated lance.
But addressing herself to the sport, and with but one instant' s pause, the lance flew toward
the shield, and entenng the opening, but not with a perfect direction, it passed not through.
but hung there by the head.
"Pnncess,'" said Zabdas. springing from his repose with more than wonted energy, "that
lance was chosen, as I saw. by a Roman. Try once more with one that I shall choose, and see
what the issue will be."
"Truly," said Juha, "l am ready to seize any plea under which to redeem my fame. But
first gwe me yourself a lesson, will you not?"
The Egyptian was not deaf to the invitation, and once more essaying the feat. and with his
whole soul bent to the work, the lance, quicker than sight, darted from his hand, and
following m the wake of Fausta's, lighted farther than hers--being driven with more
force--upon the lawn.
The princess now, with more of confidence in her air, again balanced and threw the lance
which Zabdas had chosen--this time with success, for passing through the shield it fell side
by side with Fausta's.
"Fortune still unites us," said Julia: "if for a time she leaves me a little In the rear, yet she
soon repents of the wrong, and brings me up "' Saying which she placed herself at Fausta's
side.
The villain of the tale now makes his appearance.
"But come. our worthy cousin," said the Queen, now turning and addressing Antiochus.
who stood with folded arms, dully surveying the scene, "will you not try a lance?"
"' "Tis hardly worth our while," said he, "'for the gods seem to have dehvered all the
honour and power of the East into the hands of women."
"Yet it may not be past redemption," said Julia, "and who more likely than Hercules to
achieve so great a work? Pray begin."
That mass of a man, hardly knowing whether the princess was jesting or in earnest--for
to the usual cloud that rested on his intellect there was now added the stupidity arising from
free indulgence at the tables--slowly moved toward the lances, and selecting the longest
and heaviest, took his station at the proper place. Raising then his arm. which was like a
weaver's beam, and throwing his enormous body into attitudes which showed that no child's
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play was going on. he let drive the lance, which, shooting with more force than exactness of
aim. struck upon the outer tam of the shield, and then glancing sideways was near spearing a
poor slave, whose pleasure it was. with others, to stand m the neighbourhood of the butt. to
pick up and return the weapons thrown, or withdraw them from the shield, where the,,' might
have fastened themselves
Involuntary laughter broke tbrth upon this unwonted performance of the lance, upon
which it was easy to see. by the mounting colour of Antiochus, that his passions were
inflamed. Especially--did we afterwards suppose--was he enraged at the exclamation of
one of the slaves near the shield, who was heard to say to his fellow. "now is the reign of
women at an end." Seizing, however, on the instant, another lance, he was known to
exclaim by a few who stood near him, but who did not take the meaning of his words' "'with a
better mark, there may be a better aim " Then resuming his posmon, he made at first, by a
long and steady aim, as if he were going with certainty now to hit the shield: but, changing
suddenly the &rectlon of his lance, he launched it with fatal aim, and a giant's Ibrce. at the
slave who had uttered those words. It went through h_m, as he had been but a sheet of
papyrus, and then sung along the plain. The poor wretch gave one convulswe leap Into the
air, and dropped dead.
"Zenobia!'" exclaimed Julia.
"Great queen !" said Fausta.
"'Shameful!"--"dastardly!"--"eowardly)"--broke
from one and another of the company.
"That's the mark 1 never miss," observed Antiochus: and at the same time regaled his nose
from a box oi perfume.
""Tis his own chattel," stud the Queen: "he may do with it as he lists He has trenched
upon no law of the realm, but only upon those of breeding and humanity. Our presence, and
that of this company, might, we think, have claimed a more gentle observance."
"Dogs!" fiercely shouted Antiochus--who,
as the Queen said these words, her eyes
fastened indignantly upon him, had slunk skulking to his seat--"dogs!'" said he, aiming
suddenly to brave the matter, "'off with yonder carnon!--xt offends the queen.'"
"Would our cousin," said Zenobia, "win the hearts of Palmyra, this surely _sa mistaken
way. Come, let us to the palace. This spot is tainted. But that it may be sweetened, as far as
may be, slaves!" she cried, "bring to the gates the chariot and other remaining chattels of
Antiochus !"
Antiochus, at these words, pale with the apprehension of a cowardly spirit, rose and
strode toward the palace, from which, in a few moments, he was seen on his way to the city.
(Ibid., pp. 140-3.)
The sports are interrupted by the arrival of an embassy from Aurehan, demanding from Zenobia the renunciation
of all those provinces of the Roman empire
which, during the anarchy of the "Thirty Tyrants,"
she and her husband had
severed from it. The penalty of refusal is war. A large and interesting portion of the
book is occupied by the reception of the ambassadors,
their several audiences, the
deliberations of the queen and her counsellors on the propositions they bring, and
their dismissal with a dignified refusal.
The underplot of the drama meanwhile proceeds: and Piso's brother is rescued
from his Persian captivity through the instrumenlalitv of Isaac the Jew: a personage
who stands among the sceptics and half-believers
of the story,, a complete picture
of a man who is wholly a believer, and whose life is devoted to the cause in which
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he has faith, that of his lost Jerusalem.

He alone, of all the characters

m the book,

hates Christianity; and though full of the kindly feelings which our author, to the
credit of his own, liberally bestows upon almost all his personages,
he undertakes
the rescue of Calpurnius in no spirit of love and charity, but in consideration
of
"one talent" if he lives, and two talents if he dies, to be bestowed upon his sacred
cause. Calpurnius proves to have been, by Rome's long neglect of him in his
captivity, exasperated
into the bitterest hatred of the Roman name: he repairs to
Palmyra, distinguishes
himself in Zenobia's army, survives her defeat, and ends
by marrymg Fausta. We can only quote, from the well-told tale of Isaac's perils
and adventures in the desert and in the Persmn capital, the story of h_s encounter
with Manes, the great heresiarch, founder of the Manichean religion:
"Ye have heard, doubtless, Isays lsaac,] of Manes the Persian, who deems himself some
great one, and sent of God. It was noised about ere I left Palmyra, that, for failing m a much
boasted attempt to work a cure by miracle upon the Prince Hormisdas, he had been strangled
by order of Sapor. Had he done so. his love of death-doing had at length fallen upon a proper
object, a true chdd of Satan. But, as I can testify, his end was not such, and is not yet. He still
walks the earth, poisoning the air he breathes, and deluding the souls of men. Him 1
encountered one day, the very day 1 had despatched thy letter, in the streets ol Ecbatana,
dogged at the heels by his twelve ragged apostles, dragging along their thin and bloodless
hmbs, mat seemed each step ready to give way beneath the weight--little as it was--they
had to bear. Their master, puffed up with the pride of a reformer--as forsooth he holds
himself--stalked by at their head. drawing the admiration of the besotted people by his great
show of sanctity, and the wise saws which every now and then he let drop. for the edification
of such as heard. Some of these sayings fell upon my ear, and who was 1to hear them and not
speak? Ye may know that this false prophet has made it his aim to bring into one the Magian
and Christian superstmons, so that. by such mcongruous and deadly mixture, he might feed
the disciples of those two widely sundered religions, retaining--as he foolishly hoped-enough of the faith of each to satisfy all who should receive the compound. In doing this he
hath cast dirt upon the religion of the Jew, blasphemously teaching that our sacred books are
the work of the author of evil, while those of Christ are by the author of good. With more
zeal it must be confessed than wisdom, seeing where I was. and why I was there, 1 resisted
this father of lies, and withstood him to his face. 'Who art thou, bold blasphemer.' I stud,
'that takest away the God-head? breaking into twain that which is infimte and indwisible?
Who art thou, to tread into dust the faith of Abraham, and Moses. and the prophets,
imputing their words, uttered by the spirit of Jehovah, to the great enemy of mankind "_1
wonder, people of Ecbatana, that the thunders of God sleep and strike him not to the earth as
a rebel--nay, that the earth cleaveth not beneath Mm and swalloweth him not up, as once
before the rebels Korah, Dathan, and Abiram..1.1 and much more m the same mad way, till,
while I was yet speaking, those lean and hungry followers of his set upon me with violence,
crying out against me as a Jew, and snrring up the people, who were nothing unwllhng, but
fell upon me, and throwing me down, dragged me to a gate of the city. and casting me out as
I had been a dead dog, returned themselves, like dogs to their vomltt+l--that accursed dish
of Mamchean garbage I believed myself for a long while surely dead; and in my halfconscious state took to myself, as I was bound to do, shame for meddhng in the affmrs of
[*See Numbers, 16:1. ]
[+See II Peter, 2:22.]
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Pagan misbelievers--putting
thy safety at risk. Through the compassion of an Arab woman,
dwelling without the walls, I was restored and healed--lbr
whose sake I shall ever bless the
Ishmaelite," (IBM., Vol. 11, pp. 45-6. )
Piso in the meantime
been refused.
and even
it from
exclusively
prince,

has ventured

In consistency

with what

scornful

on the subject

friendship;

declares

to the interests

to ask Julia
histo_

of love--of
her

daughter

of Palmyra,

in marriage

records
all at least
and

herself

of her,

from

the queen,

Zenobia

in love which
wedded

and Julia the destined

distinguishes

irrevocably

bride

and

is sceptical

and

of the Persian

Hormisdas:

"Roman, [says she,] I live for Palmyra. I have asked of the Gods m3 children, not for my
own pleasure, but for Palmyra's
sake
1 should give the he to my whole hfe, to ever 3
sentiment I have harboured since the day I gave myself to the royal Odenatus. were I now to
bestow upon a private citizen, her, through whom we have so long looked to ally ourselves
by a new and stronger bond to some neighbouring
kingdom
. . How many of our brave
soldiers--how
many of our great officers, with devoted patrlot_sm, throw away their hves
for the country. You will not sa2¢ that this is done for the paltr3, recompense
which at best
scarce shields the body from the icy winds of winter, or the scorching rays of summer. And
shall not a daughter
of the royal house stand stead,,, to encounter
the hardships
of a
throne--the
dangers of a Persian court, and the terrors of a royal husband, especially when,
by doing so, fierce and bloody wars may be staid, and nations brought into closer unity '_ .
The world envies the lot of those who s_t upon thrones It seems all summer w'_th them. But
upon whom burst more storms, or with redder fury" They seem to the unreflectmg mind to
be the only independent--while
they are the slaves of all. The prosperous citizen may link
himself and his children when and with whom he likes, and none may gainsay him He has
but to look to himself, and his merest whim. The royal family must go and ask his leave. My
children are more his than mane. And ff it be his pleasure and preference that my daughters
ally themselves to an Indmn or a Roman prmce, their wdl _s done, not mine--theirs
is the
gam, mine the loss." (Ibid., pp. 32-3.32.)
We now arrive

at a scene

of peril.

I am just returned. [says Plso to his correspondent.]
[tom a singular adventure.
My hand
trembles as I write. 1 had laid down my pen and gone forth upon my Arab, accompamed
by
Milo. to refresh and invigorate my frame after our late carousal--shall
1 term it?--at the
palace. I took my way, as I often do, to the Long Portico, that I might again look upon its
faultless beauty, and watch the changing crowds
Turning from that, 1 then amused my
vacant mind by posting myself where I could overlook, as ff I were indeed the builder or
superintendent,
the labourers upon the column of Aurehan. 1 became at length particularly
interested m the efforts of a huge elephant,
who was employed m dragging up to the
foundations of the column, so that they might be fastened to machines to be then hoisted to
their place, enormous blocks of marble He was a noble ammat, and. as It seemed to me, of
far more than common size and strength. Yet &d not h_s utmost endeavours appear to satisfy
the demands of those who drove him. and who phed. without mercy, the barbed scourges
which they bore. His temper at length gave way. He was chained to a mass of rock, which it
was evidently beyond his power to move. It reqmred the united strength of two at least But
this was nothing to his inhuman masters. They ceased not to urge him with cries and blows.
One of them, at length, transported
by that insane fury which seizes the vulgar when their
will is not done by the brute creation, laid hold upon a long lance, terminated with a sharp
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iron goad long as my sword, and rushing upon the beast, drove It Into his hinder part. At that
very, moment the chariot of the Queen, containing Zenobla herself, Julia and the other
Princesses. came suddenly against the column, on its way to the palace. I made every
possible sign to the charioteer to turn and fly. But it was too late. The infuriated monster
snapped the chains that held him to the stone, at a single bound, as the iron entered him, and
trampling to death one of his drivers, dashed forward to wreak his vengeance upon the first
object that should come in his way. That, to the universal terror and distraction of the
gathered but now scattered and flying crowds, was the chariot of the Queen. Her mounted
guards, at the first onset of the maddened animal, put spurs to their horses, and by quick
leaps escaped. The horses attached to the chariot, springing forward to do the same, urged
by the lash of the charioteer, were met by the elephant, with straightened trunk and tail,
who, in the twinkling of an eye, wreathed his proboscis around the neck of the first he
encountered, and wrenching him from his harness, whirled him aloft, and dashed him to the
ground. This I saw was the moment to save the life of the Queen. if, indeed, it was to be
saved. Snatching from a flying soldier his long spear, and knowing well the temper of my
horse, 1put him to his speed, and running upon the monster, as he disengaged his trunk from
the crushed and dying Arabian for a new assault, 1 drove it with unerring aim into his eye,
and through that opening into the brain. He fell as ira bolt from heaven had struck him. The
terrified and struggling horses of the chariot were secured by the now returning crowds, and
the Queen with the Princesses relieved from the peril which was so imminent, and had
blanched with terror every cheek but Zenobia's. She had stood the while. I was told--them
being no exertion which she could make--watching
with eager and intense gaze my
movements, upon which she felt that their safety, perhaps their lives, depended.
It all passed in a moment. Soon as I drew out my spear from the dying animal, the air was
rent with the shouts of the surrounding populace. Surely. at that moment, I was the
greatest--at least the most fortunate man in Palmyra. (Ibid, pp. 39-42. )
Notwithstanding
this great service, the Queen's inflexibility does not give way.
"Palmyra mamed to Persia, through Julia married to Hormisdas,"
[ibid., p. 33,] is
the irrevocable decree: nor is it reversed while Palmyra remains a kingdom.
Piso's brother joins the Palmyrene host: Piso himself cannot fight against Rome,
but accepts the commission
to keep a watchful eye upon Antiochus
and his
profligate followers in the city. The Queen marches out to encounter Aurelian: her
appearance on the day of departure is thus described:
The city was all pouring forth upon the plains in its vicinity. The crowds choked the
streets as they passed out, so that our progress was slow. Amvmg. at length, we turned
toward the pavilion of the Queen, pitched over against the centre of the army ....
The
braying of trumpets and other warlike instruments announced her approach. We turned, and
looking toward the gate of the city, through which we had but now passed, saw Zenobia,
having on either side Longmus and Zabdas, and preceded and followed by a select troop of
horse. She was mounted upon her far-famed white Numi&an--for power an elephant, for
endurance a dromedary, for fleetness a very Nlc0ean, and who had been her companion in all
the battles by which she had gained her renown and her empire ....
The object that approached us truly seemed rather a moving blaze of light than an armed
woman, which the eye and mason declared it to be, with such gorgeous magnificence was
she arrayed. The whole art of the armourer had been exhausted in her appointments. The
caparison of her steed, sheathed with buruished gold, and thick studded with precious stones
of every various hue, reflected an almost intolerable splendour as the rays of a hot morning
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sun fell upon it. She. too, herself being clothed m armour of pohshed steel, whose own tier3'
brightness was doubled by the diamonds--that
was the only jewel she wore--sown with
profusion over all its more prominent parts, could be gazed upon scarcely with more ease
than the sun himself, whose beams were given back from It with undimlmshed glory. In her
right hand she held the long slender lance of the cavalr3': over her shoulders hung a quwer.
well loaded wzth arrows, while at her side depended a heavy Damascus blade. Her head was
surmounted by a steel helmet, whlch left her face wholl) uncovered, and showed her
forehead, like Fausta's, shaded by the dark hair, which, while it was the only circumstance
that revealed the woman, added to the effect of a countenance unequalled for a marvellous
umon of feminine beauty, queenly digmty, and masculine power. Somenmes at has been her
usage, upon such occasions, to appear with arms bare and gloved hands: they were now
cased, like the rest of the body, in plates of steel..
No sooner was the Queen arrived where we stood, and the whole extended lines became
aware of her presence, than the air was filled with the clang of trumpets and the enthusiastic
cries of the soldle_', who waved aloft their arms. and made a thousand expressive signs of
most joyful greeting. When this hearty salutation, commencing at the centre, had died away
along the wings, stretching one way to the walls of the cat;r, and the other toward the desert.
Zenobia rode up nearer the lines, and being there surrounded by the ranks which were in
front, and by a crowd of the great officers of the army, spoke to them In accordance with her
custom. Stretching out her hand. as if she would ask the attention of the multltude--a deep
silence ensued, and in a voice clear and strong, she thus addressed them
Her address,

which we cannot venture

to quote, being concluded--

Shouts long and loud, mingled with the clash of arms, followed these few words of the
Queen. Her own name was heard above all' "Long hve the great Zenobia," ran along the
ranks from the centre to the extremes, and from the extremes back again to the centre. It
seemed as if, when her name had once been uttered, they could not cease--through
the
operation of some charm--to repeat it again and again, coupled, too. with a thousand
phrases of loyalty and affection (IBM., pp. 75-8. )
The campaign is related with great spirit and fidelity to hlstor3,. After the loss of
two battles the Queen shuts herself up in Palmyra, whither she is followed by
Aurelian, and closely besieged. The various incidents of the siege, the treachery of
the base Antiochus, Zenobia's escape to seek for assistance at the Persian court.
and her capture by Aurelian's troops, are told with much vigour and animation.
But we hurry to a scene which far surpasses any of our other quotations in dramatic
interest, the first interview of the Emperor Aurehan with the captive Queen.
"'As we entered the tent lit is Zenobm's secretary, who speaks] the Emperor stood at _ts
upper end, surrounded by the chief persons of the army. He advanced to meet the Queen.
and m his changing countenance and disturbed manner might _tbe plainly, seen how even an
Emperor, and he the Emperor of the world, felt the presence of a majesty such as Zenobla's.
And never did our great mistress seem more a Queen than now--not through that commanding pride, which, when upon her throne, has Impressed all who have approached her
with a feeling of inferiority, but through a certain dark and solemn grandeur, that struck with
awe, as of some superior being, those who looked upon her There was no sign of grief upon
her countenance, but many of a deep and rooted sadness, such as m_ght never pass away. No
one could behold her and not lament the fortune that had brought her to such a pass.
Whoever had thought to enjoy the triumph of exulting over the royal capnve, was rebuked
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by that air of calm dignity and profound melancholy, which, even against the will, touched
the hearts of all, and forced their homage
" 'It is a happy day for Rome,' said Aurehan, approaching and saluting her, "that sees
you, lately Queen of Palmyra and of the East. a captive in the tent of Aurehan."
"' 'And a dark one for my afflicted country,' replied the Queen.
"'It might have been darker," rejoined the Emperor, 'had not the good providence of the
Gods dehvered you into my hands '
'" 'The Gods preside not over treachery. And It must have been by treason among those m
whom 1 have placed my most familiar trust, that I am now where and what 1 am. 1 can but
darkly surmise by whose baseness the act has been committed. It had been a nobler triumph
to you, Roman, and a lighter fall to me. had the field of battle decided the fate of my
kingdom, and led me a prisoner to your tent.'
" 'Doubtless it had been so,' replied Aurehan; 'yet, was it for me to cast away what
chance threw into my power? A war is now happily ended, which, had your boat reached the
further bank of the Euphrates, might yet have raged--and but to the mutual harm of two
great nations. Yet it was both a bold and sagacious device, and agrees well with what was
done by you at Antioch, Emesa, and now in the defence of your city. A more determined, a
better appointed, or more desperate foe, 1 never yet have contended with."
" 'It were strange, indeed,' replied the Queen, "if you met not with a determined foe,
when life and liberty were to be defended. Had not treason, base and accursed treason, given
me up like a chained slave to your power, yonder walls must have first been beaten
piece-meal down by your engines, and buried me beneath their ruins, and famine clutched
all whom the sword had spared, ere we had owned you master. What is life, when liberty and
independence are gone?"
" 'But why. let me ask,' said Aurelian. 'were you moved to assert an independency of
Rome? How many peaceful and prosperous years have rolled on since Trajan and the
Antonmes. while you and Rome were at harmony--a part of us, and yet independent-allies rather than a subject province--using
our power for your defence, yet owning no
allegiance Why was this order disturbed '_ What madness ruled, to turn you against the
power of Rome?"
" 'The same madness,' replied Zenobia, 'that tells Aurehan he may yet possess the whole
world, and sends him here into the far East to wage needless war with a woman--Ambition!
Yet, had Aurelian always been upon the Roman throne, or one resembling him, it had
perhaps been different. Then there could have been nought but honour in any alliance that
had bound together Rome and Palmyra. But was l--was the late renowned Odenatus, to
confess allegiance to base souls, such as Aureolus. Galhenus, and Bahsta? While the thirty
tyrants were fighting for the Roman crown, was I to sit still, waiting humbly to become the
passwe prey of whosoever might please to call me his? By the immortal Gods, not so! I
asserted my supremacy, and made it felt; and in times of tumult and confusion to Rome,
while her Eastern provinces were one scene of discord and cwll broil, I came in, and reduced
the jarring elements: and out of parts broken and sundered, and hostile. I constructed a fair
and well-proportioned whole. And when once created, and I had tasted the sweets of
sovereign and despotic power--what they are, thou knowest--was I tamely to yield the
whole at the word or threat even of Aurelian? It could not be. So many years as had passed,
and seen me Queen, not only of Palmyra, but of the East--a sovereign honoured and
courted at Rome, feared by Persia, my alliance sought by all the neighbouring dominions of
Asia,--had served but to foster m me that love of rule which descended to me from a long
line of kings. Sprung from a royal hne, and so long upon a throne, it was superior force
alone, divine or human, that should drag me from my right. Thou hast been but four years
King, Aurelian. monarch of the great Roman world, yet wouldst thou not. but with painful
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unwillingness, descend and mix with the common herd For me, ceasing to reign, 1 would
cease to live."
'" "Thy speech." said Aurelian, "shows thee well worthy to reign. It _sno treason to Rome,
Carus, to lament that the fates have cast down from a throne one who filled its seat so well.
Hadst thou hearkened to the message of Petromus. thou mightest still, lady, have sat upon
thy native seat The crown of Palmyra might still have girt thy bro_.'
'""But not of the East," rejoined the Queen.
'" 'Fight against ambition, Cams: thou seest how, by aiming at too much, It loses all: It is
the bane of humanity. When I am dead, may ambmon then die, nor rise again '
" 'May it be so,' replied his general: "It has greatl) cursed the world. It were better perhaps
that it died now .'
" "It cannot," rephed Aurelian, "ItSlife is too strong I lament too, great Queen, tot so 1
may well call thce, that upon an ancient defender of our Roman honour, upon her who
revenged Rome upon the insolent Persian. this heavy fate should fall. I would wllhngly have
met for the first time, in a different way, the brave conqueror of Sapor. the avenger of the
wrongs and insults of the virtuous Valerian The debt of Rome to Zenobta i_ great, and shall
yet. in some sort at least, be paid Curses upon those who moved thee to thi_ war. They have
brought this calamity upon thee, Queen, not 1. nor thou What ill-des_gmng aspirants have
urged thee on? This is not a woman's war."
"' 'Was not that a woman's war," replied the Queen, 'that drove the Goths from Upper
Asia? Was not that a woman's war that hemmed Sapor In his capital, and seized his
camp--and that beat Herachanus. and gained thereby Syria and Mesopotamia, and that
which worsted Probus, and so won the crown of Egypt? Does it ask for more, to be beaten by
Romans, than to conquer these '_Rest assured, great Prince. that the war was mine My
people were indeed with me, but it was I who roused, fired, and led them on. I had indeed
great advisers. Their names are known through the whole world. Wh? should I name the
renowned Longmus, the princely Gracchus, the invincible Zabdas, the honest Otho. Their
names are honoured m Rome as well as here. They have been with me: but without lying or
vanity. I may say I have been their head '
" 'Be it so, nevertheless, thy services shall be remembered But let us nov, to the affairs
before us The city has not surrendered--though
thy captwlty is known, the gates are still
shut. A word from thee would open them.'
"'It is a word I cannot speak," replied the Queen. her countenance expressing now.
instead of sorrow, indignation--'wouldst
thou that I too should turn traitor?"
" 'It surely would not be that," replied the Emperor. "It can avail naught to contend
further--it can but end in a wider destruction, both of your people and my soldiers "
'" 'Longinus, 1 may suppose,' said Zenobia, 'is now supreme. Let the Emperor address
him, and what is right will be done."
"Aurelian turned and held a brief conversation with some of his officers.
" 'Within the walls." said the Emperor, again addressing the Queen, "thou hast sons. Is it
not so?'
""'It is not they,' said the Queen quickly, her countenance growing pale. "it Is not they. or
either of them, who have conspired against me'?'
" 'No--not quite so. Yet he who betrayed thee calls himself of thy family Thy sons
surely were not in league with him. Soldiers," cried the Emperor, "lead forth the great
Antiochus, and his slave."
"At his name the Queen started--the Princess uttered a faint cry, and seemed as if she
would have fallen.
"A fold of the tent was drawn aside, and the huge form of Antiochus appeared, followed
by the Queen's slave, her head bent down and eyes cast upon the ground. If a look could
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have kdled, the first glance of Zenobla. so full of a withering contempt, would have
destroyed her base kinsman. He heeded it but so much as to blush, and turn away his face
from her. Upon Sindarina the Queen gazed with a look of deepest sorrow. The beautiful
slave stood there where she entered, not lifting her head, but her bosom rising and falhng
with some great emotion--conscious,
as _tseemed, that the Queen's look was fastened
upon her, and fearing to meet it. But it was so only for a moment, when, raising her head and
reveahng a countenance swollen with grief, she rushed towards the Queen and threw herself
at her feet. embracing them and covering them w_th ktsses. Her deep sobs took away all
power of speech. The Queen only said. 'My poor Smdarina."
"The stern voice of Aurelian was first heard. 'Bear her away--bear her from the tent."
"A guard seized her, and forcibly separating her from Zenobla, bore her weeping away
""'TMs,' said Aurelian, turning now to Zenobia. 'this is thy kinsman, as he tells me--the
Pnnce Antiochus.'
"'TheQueen replied not.
" 'He has done Rome a great service." Antiochus raised his head, and strained his
stooping shoulders 'He has the merit of ending a weary and &sastrous war. It is a rare
fortune to fall to any one. "Tis a work to grow great upon. Yet Prince,' turning to Antiochus,
"the work is not complete. The city yet holds out. If I am to reward thee with the sovereign
power, as thou sayest, thou must open the gates. Can'st thou do _t")'
"' 'Great Prince,' replied the base spirit, eagerly, "it is provided for Allow me but a few
moments, and a place proper for it, and the gates. I warrant, shall quickly swing upon their
hinges."
'" "Ah! do you say so? That Is well. What. I pray. is the process?'
" "At a signal, which I shall make, noble Prince, and which has been agreed upon, every
head of every one of the Queen's party rolls m the dust--Longmus,
Gracchus, and his
daughter, Seleucus, Gabrayas, and a host more--their heads fall. The gates are then to be
thrown open.'
" 'Noble Patmyrene. you have the thanks of all. Of the city then we are at length secure.
For this, thou wouldst have the rule of it under Rome: wielding a sceptre m the name of the
Roman Senate, and paying a tribute as a subject province. Is it not so?'
"' 'It is. That is what I would have and would do, most excellent Aurehan.'
'" "Who are thy associates in this? Are the Queen's sons, Herennianus, T_molaus,
Vabalathus. of thy s_de. and partners in this enterprise?"
"'They are not knowing of the design to deliver up to thy great power the Queen, their
mother; but they are my friends, and most surely do I count upon their support. As I shall
return King of Palmyra, they will gladly share my power."
"'But if friends of thine, they are enemies of mine," rejomed Aurehan, in terrific tones,
'they are seeds of future trouble: they may sprout up into kings also, to Rome's annoyance.
They must be crushed. Dost thou understand me?'
"'I do, great Prince. Leave them to me; I will do for them. But. to say the truth, they are
too weak to disturb any--friends or enemies."
" 'Escape not so. They must die," roared Aurelian.
"'They shall, they shall,' ejaculated the alarmed Antiochus: "soon as 1 am within the
walls thetr heads shall be sent to thee.'
'" 'That now is as I would have it. One thing more thou hast asked--that the fair slave,
who accompanies thee, be spared to thee, to be thy Queen."
"'It was her desire; hers, noble Aurelian, not mine '
"''But didst thou not engage to her as much?'
"' 'Truly, I did. But among princes such words are but politic ones. That is well
understood. Kings marry for the state. I would be h_gher matched," and the sensual demon
cast tus eyes significantly towards the Princess Juha.
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"'Am I understood?" continued Antiochus, Aurehan making no response, "the Princess
Julia I would raise to the throne." The monster seemed to swell to twice his common size. as
his mind fed upon the opening glories
"Aurelian had turned from him, looking first at his Roman attendants, then at the Queen
and Julia--his countenance kindling with some swelling passion.
" 'Do I understand thee?" he then said. "1understand thee to say, that for the bestowment
of the favours and honours thou hast named, thou wilt do the things thou hast now
specifically promised. Is it not so'"
"''It Is, gracious King '
" 'Dost thou swear it?"
""I swear it by the great God of Light "
"The countenance of the Emperor now grew black with, as it seemed, mingled fury and
contempt. Antiochus started, and his cheek paled. A httle light reached his thick brain.
"'Romans,' cried Aurelian. "pardon me for so abusing your ears: and you, our royal
captives. I knew not that such baseness lived--still less that it was here. Thou foul stigma
upon humanity! Why opens not the earth under thee, but that Jtloathes and rejects thee! Is a
Roman like thee, dost thou think, to reward thy unheard-of treacheries? Thou knowest no
more what a Roman is. than what truth and honour are Soldiersl seize yonder miscreant,
write traitor on his back, and spurn him forth the camp His form and his soul both offend
alike. Hence, monster!'
"'Antiochus was hke one thunderstruck. Trembling in every joint, he sought to appeal to
the Emperor's mercy, but the guard stopped his mouth, and dragged him from the tent. His
shrieks pierced the air as the soldiers scourged him beyond the encampment.
"'It was not for me," said Aurelian, as these ceased to be heard, "torefuse what fate threw
into my hands. Though 1 despised the trmtorous informer, l could not shut my ears to the
facts he revealed without myself betraying the Interests of Rome. But. believe me, It was
information l would willingly have spared. My infamy were as his to have rewarded the
traitor. Fear not, Queen; I pledge the word of a Roman and an emperor for thy safety. Thou
art safe both from Roman and Palmyrene."
"'What 1 have but now been witness of," replied the Queen, 'assures me that in the
magnanimity of Aurelian I may securely rest."
"As the Queen uttered these words a sound, as of a distant tumult, and the uproar of a
multitude, caught the ears of all within the tent.
"'What mean these tumultuous cries'?' inquired Aurelian of his attending guard 'They
increase and approach!"
"'It may be but the soldiers at their game with Antiochus," replied Probus
"'But it was not so. At the moment a centurion, breathless, and with his head bare, rushed
madly into the tent.
""Speak,' said the Emperor. 'what is it?"
"'The legions," said the centurion, as soon as he could command his words, "are
advancing, crying out for the Queen of Palmyra. They have broken from their camp and
their leaders, and in one mixed body come to surround the Emperor's tent."
"As he ended the fierce cries of the enraged sol&ery were distinctly heard, like the roaring
of a forest torn by a tempest. Aurelian, baring his sword, and calling upon his friends to do
the same, sprung toward the entrance of the tent. They were met by the dense throng of the
soldiers, who now pressed against the tent, and whose savage yells now could be heard.
"'The head of Zenobia!' 'Deliver the Queen to our will!" "Throw out the head of Zenobia,
and we will return td our quarters!' 'She belongs to us."
"At the same moment the sides of the tent were thrown up, showing the whole plain filled
with the heaving multitude, and being itself instantly crowded with the ringleaders, and their
more desperate associates. Zenobia, supporting the Princess, who clung to her, and pale
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through a just apprehension of every, horror, but otherwise firm and undaunted, cried out to
Aurelian. "Save us, O Emperor, from this foul butcher3'."
""'We will die else," replied the Emperor, who. with the word. sprung upon a soldier
making toward the Queen, and with a blow clove him to the earth. Then swinging around
Mm that sword which had drunk the blood of thousands, and followed by the gigantic
Sandarion. by Probus, and Carus, a space around the Queen was soon cleared. "Back,
ruffians,' cried Aurehan, in a voice of thunder, "for you are no longer Romans; back to the
borders of the tent. There I will hear your complaints,' The sol&ers fell back. and their
ferocious cries ceased.
" 'Now,' cried the Emperor, addressing them, "what is your will, that thus m wild
&sorder you throng my tent?'
"One from the crowd rephed--'Our will Is that the Queen of Palmyra be delivered to us,
as our right, instantly. Thousands and thousands of our bold companions he buried upon
these accursed plains, slain bv her and her fiery engines. We demand her life. It is but
justice, and faint justice too.'
"'Her life!'--'Her
life_'--arose in one shout from the innumerable throng.
"The Emperor raised his hand, waving his sword, drippmg with the blood of the slain
soldier; the noise subslded:--and his voice, clear and loud, like the tone of a trumpet, went
to the farthest bounds of the multitude.
" 'Soldiers,' he cried, 'you ask for justice--and justice you shall have.'--'Aurehan
is
ever just," cried many volces.--'But
you shall not have the life of the Queen of Palmyra. 'He paused--a low murmur went through the crowd--'or you must first take the life of your
Emperor, and of these that stand with me.' The soldiers were silent. 'In asking the life of
Zenobia," he continued, 'you know not what you ask. Are any here who went with Valerian
to the Persian war?" A few voices responded, '1 was there'--'and
1,' "and l.'--'Are
there
any here whose parents, or brothers, or friends, fell mto the tiger clutches of the barbarian
Sapor, and died miserably m hopeless captivity?'--Many
voices everywhere throughout
the crowd were heard in reply--'Yes, yes'--'Mlne
were there, and mine. "--'Did you ever
hear _tsaid," continued Aurelian, 'that Rome hfted a finger for their rescue, or for that of the
good Valerian?'--They
were sdent: some crying, "No, no.'--'Know
then, that when
Rome forgot her brave soldiers and her Emperor, Zenobm remembered and avenged them,
and Rome, fallen into contempt with the Persian, was rinsed to her ancmnt renown by the
arms of her ally, the brave Zenobla, and her dominions throughout the East saved from the
grasp of Sapor only by her valour. While Galhenus wallowed in sensuality and forgot
Rome, and even his own great father, the Queen of Palmyra stood forth, and with her royal
husband, the noble Odenatus, was in truth the saviour of the empire. And is it her life you
would have? Were that a just return? Were that Roman magnanimity? And grant that
thousands of your brave companions he buried upon these plains--it is but the fortune of
war. Were they not slain in honourable fight, m the stage of a city, for its defence unequalled
in all the annals of war? Cannot Romans honour courage and mdttary skill, though in an
enemy? But you ask for justice. I have said you shall have justice. You shall. It ts right that
the heads and advisers of this revolt, for such the senate deems it, should be cut off. It is the
ministers of prances who are the true devisers of a nation's acts. These, when in our power,
shall be yours. And now. who, soldiers! stirred up this mutiny; bringing inexpiable shame
upon our brave legions? Who were the leaders of the tumult?" Enough were found to
name them.--'Firmus,'
'Cannus," 'The centurions, Plancus, Tatms. Burrhus, Valens.
Crispinus. '
"'Guards, seize them and hew them down! Soldiers, to your tents!' The legions fell back
as tumultuously as they had come together,--the
faster, as the dying groans of the
slaughtered ringleaders fell upon their ears.
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"The tent of the Emperor was once more restored to order. After a bnef conversation, in
which Aurehan expressed h_s shame for the occurrence of such disorders in the presence of
the Queen, the guard were commanded to convey back to the Palace of Seleucus. whence
they had been taken, Zenobla and the Princess." (IBM., pp. 165-78.1
The character of Aurelian is finely drawn. The rude soldier, risen from the ranks
to the empire--the
stem disciplinarian,
known to the army by the mckname of
"Hand to his Sword"--the
sovereign whose "love of justice,'" says Gibbon, "often
became a blind and furious passion," who "disdained to hold his power by any
other title than that of the sword, and governed by right of conquest an empire
which he had saved and subdued, ''1.] is painted as he was, with his scorn of all low
and treacherous vice. his strong and savage passions and generous impulses, and
that magnanimity
and clemency so characteristic
of kings, which after having
humbled consents to spare the crowned heads with whom it sympathizes,
but
makes its vengeance fall with tenfold weight upon their comparatively
unoffending subjects with whom it does not sympathize. The generous hero who heaped
benefits and honours upon Zenobia, and admitted Tetricus, the abdicated Emperor
of Gaul, to his friendship and intimacy (not, however, until he had led them both,
Zenobia almost weighed down to the earth with gems and gold. after his car of
triumph)--this
chivalrous conqueror could not satiate his rage with less than the
blood of the illustrious Longinus, and the other friends and counsellors of the
Queen: and as for the city of Palmyra (not indeed till after one more attempt to
assert its independence),
he burnt it to the ground, and put all the inhabitants, old
men, women, and children, indiscriminately
to the sword. The last hours of
Longinus are portrayed by our author in the very spirit in which, in two sentences,
they are delineated by Gibbon: "Genius and learning were incapable of moving a
fierce, unlettered soldier, but they had served to elevate and harmonise the soul of
Longinus. Without uttering a complaint,
he calmly followed the executioner,
pitying his unhappy mistress, and bestowing comfort on his afflicted friends."l*J
We must give the reader one more glimpse of Zenobia, a captive and at Rome. It
is from the description of Aurelian's
triumph--that
triumph which was opened,
says Gibbon, t*j by twenty elephants, four royal tigers, and above two hundred of
the living wonders of every climate in the empire; in which the triumphal car of the
Emperor was drawn by four stags; and "the pomp was so long and so various that,
although it opened with the dawn of day, the slow majesty of the procession
ascended not the Capitol before the ninth hour from sunrise. ''1§_ After a lively
description of the show, Piso continues:
But why do I detain you with these things, when it is of one only that you wish to hear. I
cannot tell you with what impatience I waited for that part of the procession to approach
[*Decline and Fall, 1782 ed., Vol. I, p. 381 ; 1st ed., Vol. I, p. 320.]
[*IBM., 1782 ed., pp. 373-4; 1st ed., p. 313.]
[*Ibid., 1782 ed., p. 375; 1st ed., p. 315.]
[§Ibid., 1782 ed., pp. 377-8" 1st ed., p. 317.]
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where were Zenobta and Julia. I thought its line would stretch on for ever. And it was the
ninth hour before the alternate shouts and deep silence of the multitudes announced that the
Emperor was drawing near the Capitol As the first shout arose. I turned towards the quarter
whence it came, and beheld, not Aurelian. as I expected, but the Gallic Emperor Tetrlcus-yet slave of his army and of Victoria--accompanied
by the Prince his son, and followed by
other illustrious captives from Gaul. All eyes were turned in ptty upon him, and with
indignation
too that Aurelian
should thus treat a Roman,
and once--a
senator.
But
sympathy for him was instantly lost in a stronger feeling of the same kind for Zenobia, who
came immediately
after. You can imagine,
Fausta, better than I can describe them, my
sensations when l saw our beloved friend--her
whom I had seen treated never otherwise
than as a sovereign queen, and with all the imposing pomp of the Persian ceremonial--now
on foot. and exposed to the rude gaze of the Roman populace--tolling
beneath the rays of a
hot sun, and the weight of jewels, such as both for richness and beauty were never before
seen in Rome: and of chains of gold, which first passing around her neck and arms. were
then borne up by attendant slaves. I could have wept to see her so--yes,
and did. My
impulse was to break through the crowd, and support her almost fainting form--but
I well
knew that my life would answer for the rashness on the spot. I could only. therefore, like the
rest, wonder and gaze. And never did she seem to me. not even in the midst of her own court,
to blaze forth with such transcendent
beauty--yet
touched with grief Her look was not that
of dejection--of
one who was broken and crushed by misfortune--there
was no blush of
shame. It was rather one of profound heart-breaking
melancholy.
Her full eyes looked as if
privacy only was wanted for them to overflow with floods of tears. But they fell not Her
gaze was fixed on vacancy, or else cast toward the ground. She seemed like one unobservant
of all around her, and buried in thoughts to which all else were strangers, and had nothing in
common with. They were In Palmyra, and with her slaughtered
multitudes. Yet though she
wept not, others dld_ and one could see all along, wherever she moved, the Roman hardness
yielding to pity. and melting down before the all-subduing
presence of this wonderful
woman. The most touching phrases of compassion
fell constantly upon my ear. And ever
and anon, as in the road there would happen some rough or damp place, the kind souls would
throw, down upon it whatever of their garments they could quickest divest themselves
of,
that those feet, little used to such encounters,
might receive no harm. And as, when other
parts of the procession were passing by, shouts of triumph and vulgar joy frequently arose
from the motley crowds, yet, when Zenobla appeared, a death-hke silence prevailed, or it
was interrupted only by exclamations
of admiration or pity, or of indignation at Aurelian for
so using her. But this happened
not long. For when the Emperor's
pride had been
sufficiently gratified, and just there where he came over against "the steps of the Capitol. he
himself, crowned as he was with the diadem of universal empire, descended
from his
chariot, and unlocking the chains of gold that bound the limbs of the Queen. led and placed
her in her own chariot--that
chariot in which she had hoped herself to enter Rome in
trmmph--between
Julia and Livia. Upon this the air was rent with the grateful acclamations
of the countless multitudes. The Queen's
countenance
brightened
for a moment as if with
the expressive sentiment.
"The Gods bless you," and was then buried In the folds of her
robe. And when, after the lapse of many minutes, it was again raised and turned toward the
people, every one might see that tears burning hot had crossed her cheeks, and relieved a
heart which else might well have burst with its restrained emotion. Soon as the chariot which
held her had disappeared
upon the other side of the Capitol, I extricated myself from the
crowd and returned home. It was not till the shades of evening had fallen that the last of the
procession had passed the front of the Capitol. and the Emperor reposed within the walls of
his palace. (Ibid.. pp. 246-8
)
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treats her with distinguished honour, and her daughter Llvia becomes the Roman
Empress. Reheved now from the burthens, as well as defeated in the ambitious
aspirations, of the Queen of Palmyra, she is no longer deaf to the entreaties of Juha
and of Piso: and at the conclusion we are allowed to believe that m the splendour of
one of her children, and the domestic felicity of another,
she found, if not
happiness, consolation for her own downfall.
A few words remain to be added, by way of a general estimate of the merits of
the work.
Doubtless this writer is not the great artist whom Miss Martmeau tells us I*j that
the American people are looking for--a Messiah who will one day arise, but
probably tas Messiahs are wont) m such a shape that those who were the first to
prophesy his coming will be the last to recognise him when come. Thls author has
no claims to so great an honour. He has made no new revelations to us out of the
depths of human feeling, has conceived
no new and interesting varieties of
spiritual nature, nor announced any original and pregnant views of human affairs.
But there is that in him which, m the present state of literature, deserves to be
prized most highly, and which entitles him to a most honourable place among the
writers not only of his own country, but of ours at the present time. We do not refer
to his power of throwing his own mind, and of making his readers throw theirs, into
the minds and into the circumstances
of persons who hved far off and long ago: of
making us see things as those persons saw. or might have seen them: of making us
feel with them, and, in some measure, understand them. We give him a higher
praise: he is one of the few (and among writers of fiction they never were so few as
in this age) who can conceive, with sufficient strength and reahty to be able to
represent, genuine unforced nobleness of character.
'q'he time was. when it was thought that the best and most appropriate office of
fictitious narrative was to awaken high aspirations,
by the representation,
in
interesting circumstances,
of characters conformable indeed to human nature, but
whose actions and sentiments were of a more generous and loftier bordert' than are
ordinarily to be met with by everybody in every-day life. But now-a-days nature
and probability are thought to be violated, if there be shown to the reader, in the
personages with whom he is called upon to sympathize, characters on a larger scale
than himself, or ' the persons he is accustomed to meet dwith a at a dinner or a
quadrille party. Yet. from such representations,
familiar from earl)' youth, have
not only the noblest minds in modem Europe derived _ what made them noble, but
even the commoner spirits what made them understand and respond to nobleness.
And this is Education. It would be well if the more narrow-minded
portion, both of
[*Socte_ m America. Vol. II1. p. 208.]
_-a_ [reprinted inD&D as "A Prophecy. (From a Reviewof 'Letters fromPalmyra ")"]
b-b59. 67 cast
c59.67 than
a-d--59.67
_59. 67 muchof
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the religious and of the scientific education-mongers,
would consider whether the
books which they are banishing from the hands of youth, were not instruments of
national education to the full as powerful as the catalogues of physical facts and
theological dogmas which they have substituted--as
if science and religion were
to be taught, not by imbuing the mind with their spirit, but by cramming the
memory with summaries of their conclusions.
Not what a boy or a girl can repeat
by rote, but what they have learnt to love and admire, is what forms their character.
The chwalrous spirit has almost disappeared from books of education: the popular
novels of the day teach nothing but I what is already too soon learnt from actual life)
lessons of worldliness,
with at most the huckstering
virtues which conduce to
getting on in the world; and. for the first time perhaps in history, the youth of both
sexes of the educated classes are universally growing up unromantic.
What will
come in mature age from such a youth, the world has not yet had time to see. But
the world may rely upon it, that Catechisms,
whether Pinnock' s I*1or the Church of
England's, t_j will be found a poor substitute for those old romances, whether of
chivalry or of faery, which, if they did not give a true picture of actual life, did not
give a false one, since they did not profess to give any, but (what was much better)
filled the youthful imagination with pictures of heroic men, and of what are at least
as mucta wanted, heroic women. The book before us does this f. And f greatly is
any book to be valued, which in this age, and in a form suited to it, gand not only
unexceptionable
but fitted to be most acceptable to the religious reader, g does its
part towards keeping alive the chivalrous spirit, which was the best part of the old
romances; towards giving to the aspirations of the young and susceptible a noble
direction, and keeping present to the mind an exalted standard of worth, by placing
before it heroes and heroines worthy of the name.
It is an additional title to praise in this author, that his great women are imagined
in the very contrary spirit to the modern cant, according to which a heroic woman is
supposed to be something intrinsically different from the best sort of heroic men. It
was not hthought so h in the days of Artemisia or Zenobia, or in that era of great
statesmen and stateswomen,
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when the daughters of royal houses were governors of provinces, and displayed, as such, talents
for command equal to any of their husbands or brothers--and
when negociations
which had baffled the first diplomatists of Francis and of Charles V, were brought
to a successful issue by the wisdom and dexterity of two princesses, t*l The book
before us is in every line a virtual protest against the narrow and degrading doctrine
[*See, rater aha, Wilham Plnnock, A Catec&sm of Sacred Geography (London. Whittaker, 1823); Pinnock's Catechism of Drawing (London: Whittaker, 1828). ]
[*See The Book of Common Prayer. ]
[*Louise of Savoy, and Margaret of the Netherlands. ]
f-/59, 67
_-8-59.67
h-h59,
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which has grown out of the false refinement of later times. And it is the author's
avowed behef, that one of the innumerable
great purposes of Christianity was to
abolish the distinction between the two characters, by teaching that neither of them
can be really admirable without the qualities supposed to be distinctive of the
other, and by exhibiting, in the person of its Divine Founder. an equally pcrfcct
model of both. '_
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Dtssertation,s and D_scussions, 2nd ed. (1867), Vol I, pp. 287-329. Title footnoted:
"Consisting of---1. Souvemrs de Servitude el de Grandeur Mllltalres. 2. Cmq-Mars, ou,
une Conjuration sous Lores XIII. 3. Stello: ou, les Consultations du Docteur Noir. 4.
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Writings of Alfred de Vigny

IN THE FRENCHMIND(the most active national mind in Europe at the present
moment) one of the most '_stirring elements, and among the fullest of promise Ior
the futurity of France and of the world, is the Royalist, or Carhst, ingredient. We
are not now alluding to the attempts of M. de Genoude, and that portion of the
Carlist party of which the Gazette de France is the organ, to effect an alliance
between legitimacy and universal suffrage: nor to the eloquent anathemas hurled
against bthe existing b institutions of society ' by a man of a far superior order, the
Abbe de la Mennais, whose original fervour of Roman Catholic absolutism has
given place to a no less fervour of Roman Catholic ultra-Radicahsm. These things
too have their importance as symptoms, and even intrinsically are not altogether
without their value. But we would speak rather of the somewhat less obvious
inward working, which (ever since the Revolution of 1830 annihilated the Carlist
party as a power in the State) has been going on in the minds of that accomplished
and d numerous portion of the educated youth of France, whose family connexions
or early mental impressions ranked them with the defeated party: who had been
brought up, as far as the age permitted, in the old ideas of monarchmal and Catholic
France: were allied by their feelings or imaginations with whatever of great and
heroic those old ideas had produced in the past: had not been sullied by pamcipation in the selfish struggles for Court favour and power, of which the same ideas
were the pretext in the present--and to whom the Three Days were really the
destruction of something which they had loved and revered, if not for itself, at least
for the reminiscences associated with it.
These reflections present themselves naturally when we are about to speak of the
writings of Alfred de Vigny, one of the earliest in date, and one of the most
genuine, true-hearted, and irreproachable in tendency and spirit, of the new school
of French literature, termed the romantic. It would, in fact. be impossible to
understand M. de Vigny's writings, especially the later and better portion, or to
enter sympathizingly into the pecuhar feelings which pervade them, without this
clue. M. de Vigny is, in poetry and art, as a estill more eminent e man, M. de
Tocqueville, is in philosophy, a result of the influences of the age upon a mind and
a38 acnveand
a38 even
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c38 takentogether,
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character trained up in opinions and feelings opposed to those of the age. Both
these writers, educated in one set of views of life and society, found, when they
attained manhood, another set predominant in the world they lived in, and, at
length, after 1830, enthroned in its high places. The contradictions they had thus to
reconcile--the doubts and perplexities and misgivings which the 5' had to find the
means of overcoming before they could see clearly between these cross-hghts-were to them that. for want of which so many otherwise well-educated and
naturally-gifted persons grow up hopelessly commonplace. To go through life
w_th a set of oplmons ready-made and provided for saving them the trouble of
thought, was a destiny that could not be theirs. Unable to satisfy themselves w_th
either of the conflicting formulas which were given them for the interpretation of
what lay in the world before them, they learnt to take formulas for what they were
worth, and Jto I look into the world itself for the philosophy of it. The 5'looked with
both their eyes, and saw much there, which was neither in the creed they had been
taught, nor in that which they found prevailing around them: much that the
preju&ces, either of Liberahsm or of Royalism, amounted to a disqualification for
the perception of, and which would have been hid from themselves if the atmosphere of either had surrounded them both in their youth and in their maturer years.
That this conflict between a Royalist education, and the spirit of the modern
world, trmmphant in July 1830, must have gone for something in giving to the
speculations of a philosopher like M. de Tocqueville the catholic spirit and
comprehensive range which distlngmsh them, most people will readily admit. But.
that the same causes must have exerted an analogous influence over a poet and
artist, such as Alfred de Vigny is in his degree: that a political revolution can have
given to the genius of a poet what principally distinguishes it--may not appear so
obvious, at least to those who, like most Englishmen, rarely enter into either
politics or poetry with their whole soul. Worldly advancement, or rehglon., .are an
Englishman's real interests: for Politics, except in connexion with one of those two
objects, and lbr Art, he keeps only bye-corners of his mind, which naturally are far
apart from each other: and it is but a _'smallx'minority among Enghshmen who can
comprehend, that there are nations among whom Politics, or the pursuit of social
welt-being, and Poetry. or the love of hbeauty_' and of imaginative emotion, are
passions as intense, as absorbing--influencing
as much the whole tendencies of
the character, and constituting as large a part of the objects in life of a considerable
portion of the cultivated classes, as either the religious feelings, or those of worldly
interest. Where both politics and poetry, instead of being either a trade or a
pastime, are taken ' completely au s_rieux, each will be more or less coloured by
the other: and that close relation between an author's politics and his poetry, which
J+59, 67
x-_+59.67
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with us is only seen : in the great poetic figures of their age, _ a Shelley. a Byron. or
a Wordsworth, is broadly conspicuous in France (for example), through the whole
range of her literature.
It may be worth while to employ a moment in considering what are the general
features which, in an age of revolutions, may be expected to distinguish a Royalist
or Conservative from a Liberal or Radical poet or imaginative writer. We are not
speaking of political poetry, of Tyrta_us t*l or Korner. I*J of Corn-Law Rhymes) _j
or sonnets on the Vaudois or on Zaragoza; I'_ltthes e: are rather oratory than poetry.
We have nothing to do with the Radical poet as the scourge of the oppressor, or
with the Tory one as the "denouncer
of" infidelity or jacobinism.
They are not
poets by virtue of what is negative or combative in their feelings, but by what is
positive and sympathizing " . The pervading spirit, then, of the one, will be love of
the Past; of the other, faith in the Future. The partialities of the one will be towards
things established,
settled, regulated;
of the other, towards human free-will.
cramped and fettered in all directions,
both for good and ill, by those establishments and regulations.
Both ", being poets," will have a heroic sympathy with
heroism _' ; but the one will respond most readily to the heroism of endurance and
self-control, the other to that of qaction '_and struggle. Of the virtues and beauties
of our common humanity, the one will view with most affection those which have
their natural growth under the shelter of fixed habits and firmly settled opinions:
local and family attachments, tranquil tastes and pleasures, those gentle and placid
feelings towards man and nature, ever most easy to those upon whom is not
imposed the burthen of being their own protectors and their own guides. "Greater"
reverence, deeper humility, the virtues of abnegation and forbearance carried to a
higher degree, will distinguish his favourite personages: while, as subjection to a
common faith and law brings the most diverse characters to the same standard, and
[*See, e.g., The War-Songs of Tyrtaeus, trans Richard Polwhele, in The ldvll,s o/
Theocritus, Bton, and Moschus, and the War-Songs of Tyrtaeus (London: Bohn, 1853 ), pp.
337-43.]
[*See Karl Theodor K6rner, Leyer und Schwerdt (Berhn: Nicolaischen Buchhandlung,
1814).]
[*Areference to works such as that, with this title, by Ebenezer Elhott. See p. 348 above. ]
[§Wordsworth, "The Vaudois," in Yarrow Revtstted, and Other Poems (London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green. and Longman, et al., 1835), p. 282; and "'Had.
Zaragoza," in Poetical Works (1827), Vol. Ill, p. 174. ]
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tends more or less to efface their differences, a certain monotony of goodness will
be apparent, and a degree of distaste for prononc_ characters, as being _nearly"
allied to ill-regulated ones. The sympathies of the Radical or Movement poet will
take the opposite direction. Active qualities are what he will demand, rather than
passive: those which fit 'persons' for making changes in the circumstances which
surround them, rather than for accommodating themselves to those circumstances.
Sensible he must of course be of the necessity of restraints, but "since he is"
dissatisfied with those which exist, his dislike of established opinions and institutions turns naturally into sympathy with all things, not in themselves bad, which
those opinions and institutions restrain, that is, 'w_th" all natural human feelings.
Free and vigorous developments of human nature, even when he cannot refuse
them his disapprobation, will command his sympathy: a more marked mdwiduality wilt usually be conspicuous in his creations; his heroic characters will be all
armed for conflict, full of energy and strong self-will, of grand conceptions and
brilliant virtues, but, in habits of v_rtue, often below those of the Conservatwe
school: there will not be so broad and black a line between his good and bad
personages; his characters of principle will be more tolerant of his characters of
mere passion. Among human affections, the Conservative poet will give the
preference to those which can be invested with the character of duties: to those of
which the objects are as it were marked out by the arrangements "either" of nature
Xorof society x. we ourselves exercising no choice: as the parental--the fihal--the
conjugal >after_'the irrevocable union, or a solemn betrothment equivalent to it,
and with due observance of all decencies, both real and conventional. The other
will delight in painting the affections which choose their own objects, especially
the most powerful of these, passionate love: and of that, the more vehement oftener
than the more graceful aspects; will select by preference its subtlest workings, and
its most unusual and unconventional forms; will show it at war with the forms and
customs of society, nay even with its laws and its religion, if the laws and tenets
which regulate that branch of human relations are among those which have begun
to be murmured against. By the Conservative, feelings and states of mind which he
disapproves will be indicated rather than painted; to lay open the morbid anatomy
of human nature will appear to him contrary to good taste always, and often
to morality: and inasmuch as feelings intense enough to threaten established
decorums with any danger of violation will most frequently have the character
of morbidness in his eyes, the representation of passion in the colours of reality will
commonly be left to the Movement poet. To him, whatever exists will appear,
from that alone, fit to be represented: to probe the wounds of society and humanity
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is part of his business, and he wilt neither shrink from exhibiting what is in nature,
because it is morally culpable, nor because it is physically revolting. Even in their
representations of inanimate nature there will be a difference. The pictures most
grateful and most familiar to the one will be those of a universe at peace within
itself---of stability and duration--of irresistible power serenely at rest, or moving
in fulfilment of the established arrangements of the universe: whatever suggests
unity of design, and the harmonious co-operation of all the forces of nature towards
:ends: intended by a Being in whom there is no variableness nor shadow of change.
In the creations of the other, nature will oftener appear in the relations which it
bears to the individual, rather than to the scheme of the universe; there will be a
larger place assigned to those of its aspects which reflect back the troubles of an
unquiet soul. the impulses of a passionate, or the enjoyments of a voluptuous one;
and on the whole, here too the Movement poet will extend so much more widely
the bounds of the permitted, that his sources both of effect and of permanent
interest will have a far larger range; and he will generally be more admired than the
other, by all those by whom he is not actually condemned.
There is room in the world for poets of both these kinds; and the greatest will
always partake of the nature of both. A comprehensive and catholic mind and heart
will doubtless feel and exhibit all these different sympathies, each in its due
proportion and degree; but what that due proportion may happen to be. is part of the
larger question which every one has to ask of himself at such periods, viz., whether
it were for the good of humanity at the particular era. that Conservative or Radical
feeling should most predominate? For there is a perpetual antagonism between
these two; and until '_human affairs" are bmuch better hordered 'than they are likely
to be for some time to come', each will require to be. in a greater or less degree.
tempered by the other: nor until the ordinances of law and of opimon are so framed
as to give full scope to all individuality not positively noxious, and to restrain all
that is noxious, will the two classes of sympathies ever be entirely reconciled.
Suppose, now, a poet of conservative sympathies, surprised by the shock of a
revolution, which sweeps away the surviving symbols of what was great m the
Past, and decides irrevocably the triumph of new things over the old: what will be
the influence of this event on his imagination and feelings? To us it seems that they
will become both sadder and wiser. He will lose that blind faith in the Past, which
previously might have tempted him to fight for it with a mistaken ardour, against
what is generous and worthy in the new doctrines. The fall of the objects of his
reverence, will naturally, if he has dany discernment d. open ehls mind e to the
perception of that in them whereby they deserved to fall. But while he is thus
: :38 the end
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disenchanted of the old things, he will not have acquired that faith in the new,
which Janimates j the Radical poet. Having it not before, there is nothing in the
triumph of those new things which can inspire him with it: institutions and creeds
fall by their own badness, not by the goodness of that which strikes the actual blow.
The destiny of mankind, therefore, will naturally appear to him in rather sombre
colours: gloomy he may not be. _but he will everywhere ten& to the elegiac, to the
contemplative and melancholy rather than to the epic and active: his song will be a
subdued and plaintive symphony, more or less melodious according to the measure
of his gemus, on the old theme of blasted hopes and defeated aspirations. Yet there
will now be nothing partial or one-sided in his sympathies: no sense of a conflict to
be maintained, of a position to be defended against assailants, will warp the
impartiality of his pity--will make him feel that there are wrongs and suffermgs
which must be dissembled, inconsistencies which must be patched up, vanities
which he must attempt to consider serious, false pretences which he must try. to
m_stake for truths, lest he should be too httle satisfied with his own cause to do his
duty as a combatant for it: he will no longer feel obliged to treat all that part of
human nature which rebelled against the old ideas, as if it were accursed--all those
human joys and sufferings, hopes and fears, which hare/' the strength of the new
doctrines, and which the old ones did not take sufficient account of, as if they were
unworthy of his sympathy. His heart will open itself freely and largely to the love
of all that is loveable, to pity of all that is pitiable: every cry of suffering humanity
will strike a responsive chord in his breast: whoever carries nobly his own share of
the general burthen of human life. or generously helps to lighten that of 'others'. is
sure of his homage; while he has a deep fraternal charity for the erring and
disappointed--for those who have aspired and fallen--who have fallen because
they have aspired, because they too have felt those infinite longings for something
greater than merely to live and die, which he as a poet has felt--which, as a poet.
he cannot but have been conscious that he would have purchased the realization of
by an even greater measure of error and suffering--and which, as a poet disenchanted, he knows too well the pain of renouncing, not to feel a deep mdulgence
for those who are victims of their inability to make the sacrifice.
In this ideal portraiture may be seen the genuine lineaments of Alfred de Vlgny.
The same features may. indeed, be traced more or less. in the greater part of the
Royalist literature of young France: even in Balzac all these characteristics are
distinctly visible, blended of course with his individual peculiarities, and modified
by them. But M. de Vigny is Ja more J perfect type, because he, more entirely than
most others, writes from his real feelings, and not from mere play of fancy. Many a
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writer m France, of no creed at all, and who therefore gives himself all the latitude
of a Movement poet, is a Royalist with his imagination merely, for the sake of the
picturesque effect of donjons and cloisters, crusaders and troubadours.
And in
retaliation many a Liberal or Republican
critic will stand up stiffly for the old
school in literature, for the grand siecle, because, like him, it ktakesk its models
from Greece or Rome; and will keep no terms with the renovators who find
anything grand and poetical in the middle ages, or who fancy that barons or priests
may look well m rhyme. But this is accident; an exception to the ordinary relation
between political opinions and poetic tendenctes. A Radical who finds his political
beau iddal still tfartherl back m the Past than the Royahst finds his, is not the type
of a Radical poet; he will more resemble the Conservative poet of ages back: less of
the Movement spirit may be found in him, than in many a nominal Royalist whose
Royalist convictions
have no very deep root. But when we would see the true
character of a Royahst poet. we must seek tot it in one hke M. de Vigny, a
conservative in feeling, and not in mere fancy, and a man (mif we may judge from
his writings m) of " rare simphcity
of heart, and freedom from egotism and
self-display.
The most complete exemplification
of the feelings and views of
things which we have described as naturally belonging to the Royalist poet of
young France, will be found in his °productions",
subsequent to the Revolution of
1830. But we must first see him as he was before 1830, and m writings in which the
qualities we have enumerated had as yet manifested themselves only m a small
degree.
Count Alfred de Vigny was born on the 27th Pof p March 1799, at Loches in
Touraine, that province which has given birth to so many of the literary' celebrities
of France. His father was an old cavalry officer of ancient lineage, who had served
in the Seven Years War. and whose stories of his illustrious friends Chevert and
d'Assas, and of the great Frederic (who was not a httle indebted even for his
victories, to the prestige he exercised over the enthusiastic
imaginations of the
French officers who fought against him), were the earliest nourishment of the son's
childish aspirations.
In the latter years of Napoleon our author was a youth at
college; and he has qdescribed q, in the first chapter of his Souvenirs de Servitude
Militaire, the restless and roving spirit, the ardour for military glory and military
adventure, the contempt of all pursuits and wishes not terminating in a Marshal's
briton, which were the epidemic diseases of ever), French schoolboy during those
years when "the beat of drum," to use his own expression, "drowned the voice of
the teacher, ''l*J and of which M. de Vigny confesses, m all humility, that the traces
[*Translated from Souvemrs. in Oeuvres, p. 9.]
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in himself are not entirely effaced. On the fall of Napoleon, he entered, at sixteen,
into the royal guard: accompanied
the Bourbons to Ghent during the Hundred
Days, and remained In the army up to 1828. Fourteen years a soldier without
seeing an)' service (for he was not even in the rbriefr Spanish campaign)--the
alternation of routine duties and enforced idleness, the ennui of an active profession without one opportunity for action except in obscure and painful civil broils,
would have driven many to find relief in dissipation:
M. de Vigny found it in
contemplation and solitary thought.
Those years of my life, [he says,] would have been ' wasted, if 1 had not employed them in
attentwe and persevenng observation, storing up the results for future years. 1 owe to my
mihtary hfe views of human nature which could never have reached me but under a soldier' s
uniform. There are scenes which one can only arrive at through disgusts, which, to one not
forced to endure them, would be unendurable .... Overcome by an ennui which I had little
expected in that life so ardently desired, it became a necessity for me to rescue at least my
nights from the empty and uresome bustle of a soldier's days. In those nights I enlarged m
silence what knowledge I had received from our tumultuous tpubhc studies: and thence "the
origin of my writings", t*I
M. de Vigny's first publications were poems, of which we shall say a few words
presently, and which, whatever be the opinion formed of their absolute merit, are
considered by a sober and impartial critic, M. Sainte-Beuve,
as of a more
completely original character than those of either Lamartine or Victor Hugo. l*j It
is", therefore, _"only in the common course of things," that they were hat the time _
but moderately successful.
The first of his works which attained popularity was
Cmq-Mars, or a Conspiracy' under Louis XII1, an historical romance of the school
of Sir Walter Scott, then at the height of his popularity in France, and who was
breathing the breath of life into the historical literature of France, and, through
France, of all Europe. _
M. de Vigny has chosen his scene at that passage of French history, which
completed the transformation
of the feudal monarchy of the middle ages into the
despotic and courtly monarchy of Louis XIV. The iron hand of Richelieu, reigning
[*Ibid., pp. 8, 10.]
[_'SeeCharles Augustin Salnte-Beuve,
IV lOci., 1835), 216-17.]
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in the name of a master who both feared and hated him, but whom habit and
conscious incapacity rendered his slave, had broken the remaining strength of
those great lords, once powerful enough to cope single-handed with their
sovereign, and several of whom. by confederating, could, to a very late period.
dictate for themselves terms of capitulanon. The crafty and cruel policy of the
minister had mowed down all of :these: who, by position and personal qualities.
stood pre-eminent above the rest. As for those whom, because they could not be
dangerous to him, he spared, their restlessness and turbulence, surviving their
power, might, during a royal minority, break out once more into impotent and
passing tumults, but the next generation of them were and could be nothing but
courtiers; an aristocracy still _br purposes of rapine and oppression, for resistance
to the despotism of the monarch they were as the feeblest of the multitude. A most
necessary and salutary transformation m European society, and which, whether
completed by the hands of a Rlcheheu or a Henry the Seventh. was, as M. de
Vigny clearly sees (and perhaps no longer laments), the destined and inevitable
preparation for the era of modern liberty and democracy. But the age was one of
those (there are several of them in history t in which the greatest and most beneficial
ends were accomplished by the basest means. It was the age of struggle between
unscrupulous intellect and brute force; intellect not vet in a condition to assert its
inherent right of supremacy by pure means, and no longer wielding, as in the great
era of the Reformation, the noble weapon of an honest popular enthusiasm. Iago
prime minister, is the type of the men who crumbled into dust the feudal aristocracies of Europe. In no period were the unseen springs both of the good and the
evil that was done, so exclusively the viler passions of humanity: what little of
honourable or virtuous feeling might exist m high places during that era. _wasa
probably boftenest_ found in the aristocratic faction so justly and beneficially
extirpated: for in the rule of lawless force, some noble impulses are possible in the
rulers at least--in that of cunning and fraud, none.
Towards the close of Richelieu's career, when the most difficult part of his task
was done, but his sinking health, and the growing jealousy and fear of that master.
one word of whom would even then have dismissed him into private life. made the
cares of his station press heavier on him, and required a more constant and anxious
watchfulness than ever: it was his practice to amuse the frivolous monarch with a
perpetual succession of new favourites, who served his purpose till Louis was tired
of them, or whom, if any of them proved capable of acquiring a permanent tenure
of the royal favour, and of promoting other designs than his own. he well knew
how to remove. The last, the most accomplished, and the most unfortunate of these
" :59 those [prmter'serror?]
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was Henri d'Effiat. Marqms de Cinq-Mars. and of him our author has made the
hero of his tale. ' *
Such Is Cinq-Mars. or a Conspiracy underLouis Xlll--a work not free from the
fault, so far as it is a fault, most common in the romantic literature of young
• [59] Here followed originally a sketch of the plot of the romance, now omltted as
unnecessary.[See'below.]
"[paragraph] The stor2,
" opens m this Byron-hke. or Goethe-like manner" "'Know you that region
which has been surnamed the Garden of France? that country of pure air and verdant plains, watered by
a m_ghty nver"--followed
by a tastetul description of Tourame. and. m Tourame. of the chhteau of
Chaumont. where. "m a morning of June 1639. the bell having, at the usual hour of noon. called the
family to their repast, there passed in that old dwelhng things which were not usual." [Translated from
Cmq-Mars. m Oeuvres. pp 77.78.] The household of the widowed Marechale d'Effiat was in the
commotion of preparation for the departure of her second son. Henri de Cmq-Mars. to the royal camp
before Perpignan. the mlmster's all-seeing eye having singled him out, unknown to himself, as a fit
person to fill dunng his employer's pleasure the dangerous and now vacant post of favourite. To share
the solemnmes of h_sleave-taking there were assembled at table, besides the famdy, some nobles of the
suite of a young pnncess of Mantua. whom family circumstances had caused to remain for some time
under the protection of Madame d'Effiat before joining the French court, two dlusmous friends of the
famdy. M. de Puy-Laurens and the celebrated Marrchal de Bassompierre; and a deaf abbr, advanced m
years, who turns out to be a spy of Rlcheheu. Bassompierre. the old companion m arms of Henri
Quatre. the very soul of honour and of bonhomie, represents the chivalrous hero of the preceding
generation. While he. with natural open-heartedness, artfully drawn out by M de Launay tone of the
attendant noblemenl, utters his affectionate regret for the days of the great and good Henry. and h_s
lamentations and forebodings over the jealous and artful rule of the cardinal-minister, the young
Cinq-Mars is casting a last melancholy look upon the tranquil splendour of the magnificent landscape.
with its azure sky, _ts bright green isles, its waves of hmpld gold. and the white sails of the barks
descending the Loire, and sighs a last farewell to quiet joys and youthful remembrances--"O
Nature,
beautiful Nature, adieu ) Ere long my heart will not be simple enough to feel thee. and thou wilt no
longer be grateful to my eyes; already consumed by a profound passion, the sound of worldly interests
fills me with an unknown trouble. I must enter into this labynnth, perhaps to perish, but for Marie's
sake--" [Ibid.. p. 81.] And stiflmg his feehngs, he takes a rapid leave, and gallops off for Tours
"The day was trtste and the supper sdent at the chfiteau of Chaumont. At ten m the evening the old
Marshal retired to the north tower, near the gate of the castle, and on the contrary side to the river The
air was sultry; he opened the casement, and, wrapping himself m an ample robe of silk. placed a heavy
lamp upon the table, and d_smlssed hxs attendant The window looked out upon the plam, whsch the
waning moon lighted with but an uncertam ghmmer; the sky was becoming overcast, and the scene was
tinged with melancholy. Reverie was no part of Bassompierre's character, yet the turn which the
conversation had taken came back upon his mind. and he recalled m memory the events of his prevaous
hfe: the sad changes brought by the new reign, which seemed to have breathed upon him the breath of
calamity; the death of a cherished sister; the dmorders of the he_r of h_s name, the loss of his estates and
favour: the recent end of his friend, the Marrchal d'Effiat, whose chamber he occupied, all these
thoughts drew from him an involuntary, sigh: he placed himself at the window for breath
"At th_s moment he seemed to hear, m the d_rect_on of the wood, the sound of a troop of horse, but the
wind nsmg at the same moment, made him think himself mistaken, and all sound suddenly ceasing, it
passed from his memory He watched for some t_me the various hghts of the castle as they were
successively extmgmshed, after winding among the embrasured windows of the staircases and flitting
about the court-yards and stables, then reposing on his vast tapestry-covered fauteuil, his arm leaning on
the table, he sunk into reflection, and presently taking from his bosom a medalhon, suspended by a
black ribbon. "Come.' said he. 'my kind old master, converse with me as thou didst so often; forget thy
court m the joyous laugh of a true friend, consult me once again on Austria and her ambition; tell me
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once more, inconstant knight, of the bonhomw of thy lo_e_ and the frankness of thy lnconstancles.
reproach me again, heroic soldier, with outshmmg thee m combat--ah' why &d I not so at Pans--wh_
received 1not thy fatal wound ) The blessings thv reign brought to the world have perished with thee "
"His tears dimmed the glass of the medalhon, and he was effacing them by respectful kisses, when
his door hastily opened, made him start, and lay h_shand on his sword Out va Idl_he cried m a tone of
surprise His surprise was greater on recognizing M De Launa',, who advanced to him hat m hand. and
said with some embarrassment. "M le Mardchal. Jt is with a heart full of grief that Iam forced to inform
you that the King has commanded me to arrest you A coach awmts you at the gate. with thirty
mousquetatres of M. the Cardinal-Duke '
"Bassompterre was still seated, and had the medallion m his left hand. his sword m the right He
extended it disdainfully to the man. and said, 'Monsieur. I know that I have hved too long. and it was of
that I was thinking It Is m the name of the great Henry, that I peaceably surrender m.', sword to his son
Follow me "He said this with a look of so much firmness that De Launay could not meet _t, and followed
him with downcast looks as if he himself had just been arrested b', the noble old man ""[lbid. pp
83-4.]
As De Launay and his prisoner passed through a defile m a wood. the carnage was stopped by an
attempt at rescue; the young Cmq-Mars, returning secretly to the chfiteau for a parting interview with
the lady of his love, would have liberated the Marshal, had not his submissive loyalty relected the offer
of escape. They part, the one to his twelve years' captivity in the Bastille, where our history leaves him,
the other to the chamber-window of the Princess Mane de Gonzague.
"It was past midnight, and the roots and turrets of the castle formed a black mass, hut just
distinguishable in the extreme darkness from the clouded sky. Without dismounting, he lifted the
jalousie of the window, and was answered by a soft low voice from behind the casement, 'Is it you. M
de Cmq-MarsO'--'Alas!
who else should it be, that returns like a malefactor to his paternal home.
without visiting his mother and bidding her again adieu `)who, but I, v*ould return to bewail the present.
expecting nothing from the future _"
"The soft voice faltered, and tears accompanied the answer 'Alas )Henri. of what do you complain"
Have I not done more, far more than I ought? ls it my fault if my ill-fate has willed that a sovereign
pnnce should be my father? Can we choose our parents, and say. I will be born a shepherdess" For two
years I have warred in vain against my ill-fortune which separates us. and against you who turn me from
my duty. You know it. I have wished to be thought dead--I have almost prayed for revolutions ) I could
have blest the blow which should have taken away m} rank. 1 thanked God when my father was
deprived of his throne. But the Court wonders, the Queen demands me, our dreams must take flight
Henri, our slumber has been too long; let us awake with courage Think no more ofthese two cherished
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instance is only casual. Still. as a mere work of art, if the end of art be, as
concewed by the ancients and by the great German writers, the production of the
intrinsically beautiful, Cinq-Mars cannot be commended. A story in which the
odious and the contemptible in man and life act so predominant a part, which
excites our scorn or our hatred so much more than our pity--comes within a far
other category than that of the Beautiful, and can be justified on no canons of taste
of which that is the end. But it is not possible for the present generation of France to
years forget all. remember only our great resolution--have
ambitious for me...

but one thought: be ambitious from--

'" 'And must all be forgotten, Mane '_'said Cmq-Mars. in a gentle tone.
"She hesitated. 'Yes--all that I have myself forgotten,' she replied An instant after, she resumed
with vivacity"'Yes; forget our happy days, our long evenings, and even our walks in the wood and on the lake; but
remember the future, go. your father was a Marshal, be more, be Constable, Pnnce Go: you are young,
noble, rich, brave, beloved--'
"'For ever?' asked Henn
'" 'For hfe and eternity "
"Cmq-Mars started with emotion, and extending his hand, cried, 'I swear then, by the V_rgm whose
name you bear. you shall be mine, Mane, or my head shall fall on the scaffold '
"'Heavens! what say you?" cried she, as her white hand. stretched from the casement, joined his.
'No, swear to me that your efforts shall never be criminal, that you will never forget that the King of
France is your master--love him more than all. yet after her who wdl sacrifice everything to you, and
will watt for you m suffenng ' 'Adieu," said he, "I go to accomplish my destroy.' and the casement
closed slowly on their two hands still joined." [IBM., pp. 84-5.]
The hght of this honest and genuine passion, illuminating the narrow and slippery paths through
which the hero of the tale is conducted by his ambitious projects, bespeaks for him the truest human
interest which he excites, and along with the disinterested attachment of his s_mple and upright friend
De Thou, constitutes the romance of the book.
The reader, havmg been already brought into the midst of the age by these opening passages, is now
at once introduced into its darkest recesses, by a transfer of the scene to the little town of Loudun m
Poltou, dunng the perpetration of a tragedy, famihar to readers of the Causes Cdldbres. and which will
be found recorded by our author with perfect fidelity, the trial and burning of Urbain Gran&er, cur6 of
Loudun, accused of having, by magical arts, caused devils to take possession of certain Ursuhne nuns
of that place |See Francois Gayot de Pitaval. "Urbam Grandler,'" Causes c_h_bres et mt_ressantes, 6
vols. (The Hague: Neaulme, 1735), Vol. II, pp. 247-397.] The characters, and almost the mmutest
Incidents. in this part of our author's narrative, are historical: the extraordinary beauty of this young
priest; his talents and fervid eloquence, which excited the jealousy and hatred of rival eccleslasucs: his
unfortunate, and so far as is known, chaste attachment to the beautiful Madeleine de Brou, and the
manuscript treatise against the celibacy of the clergy, written to calm her scruples, which was found
among his papers; the tutonng of the nuns by Urbatn's enemies, the juggleries in simulation of
supernatural agency, the detection of some of these, and the failure, for a long time, of all attempts to
procure a condemnation; the disgrace of _mposture which fell upon the accusers, and in which Jeanne de
Belfiel, the young and beautiful superior of the convent, being implicated, her uncle Laubardemont, the
well-known instrument of Richelieu's judicial enormities, obtained a commission for himself to try the
cause, by working upon the Cardinal's resentment for a trifling affront received from Grandier some
years before, and for a lampoon of which he was led to believe him the author. No less true to history are
the horrid iniquities of this final trial; the peculiarly atrocious mode in which the torture was admlmstered to the prisoner, the appearance in court of two of the accusing nuns, smitten by remorse, to declare
the whole mystery of their subornation and of their feigned convulsions; but our author has heightened
this last trait by making Jeanne de Belfiel herself one of these repentant false witnesses, recited
originally by the jealousy of slighted love, and driven to insanity by the unexpected result of the
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restrict the purposes of art within this limit. They are too much in earnest. They
take life too much au sdrieux. It may be possible (what some of his Jmore t
enthusiastic admirers say of Goethe) that a thoroughly earnest mind may struggle
upwards through the region of clouds and storms to an untroubled summit, where
all other good sympathies and aspirations confound themselves in a serene love
and culture of the calmly beautiful--lookmg down upon the woes and struggles of
perplexed humanity with as calm a gaze (though with a more helping arm) as that
f-f38

most

machinations she had been a tool of One other incident is of our author's invention, at least we find no
traces of it in the history, of the transaction As the procession advanced towards the fatal pile, amidst a
storm of hghtning and rain. four priests exorcising the air which the magician breathed, the earth w hlch
he touched, and the wood with which he was to be burnt, the lieutenant crtminet meanwhile reading
aloud in a humed manner the condemnation and sentence: Cmq-Mars, who was among the crowd under
the portico of the church from which the procession issued, was struck b,, the words, "'The magician
cannot utter the name of the Saviour, and reJects his image." [Ibid.. p 101 ] Lactance. one of hi',
persecutors, at this moment came forth from among the Gre_ Pemtent3. holding, with great apparent
precaution and respect, an immense iron crucifix
"'He made it approach the lips of the sufferer, who did certainly shrink backward, and rallying his
remaining strength, made a gesture with his arm which made the crucifix fall from the hands of the
capuchin 'See," exclaimed the monk, 'he has flung down the crucifix " A'murmur of doubtful import
arose 'Profanation" cried the priests. The procession advanced towards the pile Meanwh0e CinqMars, who, from behind one of the columns, had been an eager looker-on, perceived that the crucifix,
falhng on the steps of the portico, which were moistened by the rain, smoked and made a hissing sound
While the crowd were looking another way he rushed forward, laid his hand on it, and felt it burning
hot. In a transport of mdignatlon he seized the crucifix in the folds of his mantle, advanced to
Laubardemont, and striking him on the forehead. "Villain,' cried he, 'bear the brand of this burning
iron." The multitude heard and rushed forward 'Arrest the madman,' exclaimed in vain the unworthy
magistrate He was himself seized by men crying. 'Justice. Justice. in the Kings name." "We are lost,"
stud Lactance, 'quick to the pile."" [lbtd ]
The monks dragged their victim to the place of torment, while the mounted gendarmerie made head
against tile crowd, who pressed against them with passionate strength, drove them inch by inch into a
closer circle round the pile. and at last. by one violent effort, broke and scattered them. but too late" the
sacrifice was accomphshed, and all that remained of Urbam was "'ablackened hand, preserved from the
flames by an enormous iron bracelet and chain: the fingers still grasped a small ivory, cross, and an
image of St Mary Magdalen." the patron saint of his beloved. [Ibid., pp. 101-2.]
Under these sinister auspices does Cmq-Mars enter into hfe His coming fate, as was doubtless
intended, casts its shadow by anticipation over the very commencement of the story, we feel from the
first that we are about to witness the progressive development of a dark tragedy. The author crowds with
gloomy presages the outset of his hero: ominous accidents accompany his leaving the paternal home. on
the night of the catastrophe of Grandler he sees, in a dream, Marie de Gonzague leading him by the
hand, but pale and sad of mien, amidst the strange shouts of a mysterious multitude, up the steps of a
throne, and when he reached it and turned to kiss her hand, it was the hand of the executioner He awoke
shuddenng, and found the maniac Jeanne de Belfiel by his bedside, chanting over him the service for the
dead, and reading m his face that he is destined to a violent death: I'homme que tu as frappe te tuera
[lbid, p 104.] As the mere machinery of a story all this would be childish, but it is not without its
worth, even for the truth of the performance viewed as a poem or work of art, it puts the reader into the
desired frame of mind, into that which is suitable to the story and to the times, and does for the scene
what is done by atmosphere for a picture on canvas
We are now conducted to Narbonne on the Mediterranean. and to the cabinet of an old man, who.
seated m an immense and luxurious fauteull, surrounded by attendants busy in arranging papers but
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noiseless as the grave, is engaged alternately in dictating to tour pages (who pass what they write to
eight secretaries employed in copying round a large table) and in writing on his knee pnvate memoranda
to be slipped into the packets before sealing them with his own hand This old man, with "an expanded
forehead and a feb exceedingly white hairs, large mild eyes. a pale wiry face, to which a short white
beard, terminating in a point, gave that air of subtlety noticeable in all the portraits of that age, a mouth
compressed, and with scarcely an? lips. bordered by two grey moustaches, and a rovale (a sort of
ornament then fashionable, and in shape somewhat like a comma), on his head a red calotte or
cardinal's hat. on his feet, hose of purple silk; his form enveloped in a vast robe de chambre,'" was
Armand Duplessis. Cardinal de Richelieu. [lbtd. p 106 ]
A mirror suddenly betrays to this personage that his youngest page is wntmg a few hurtled words on a
slip of paper, and then hiding it under the sheet of a larger size. which the Cardinal has ordered him to
fill. "Come here. Monsieur Ohvier "'
"These words were a thunder-bolt to the poor boy. who seemed not more than sixteen years of age
He, however, stood up immediately, and placed himself before the minister, with downcast looks and
dependant arms The other pages and the secretaries took no more notice than soldiers do when one of
them is struck dead by a cannon-shot.
"'What is that you are writing '_" 'Monseigneur, what your Eminence is dictating to me ' "What _'
'Monseigneur. the letter to Don Juan de Braganza ' "No evasions, Sir, you are doing something else '
'Monseigneur,' said the page, with tears in his eyes. 'it was a note to one of my cousins ' 'Let me see it '
"The page trembled all over. and was forced to lean on the chimneyplece, while he said, in a low
voice. "It is impossible "
"'M le Vicomte Olivler d'Entralgues." said the minister, without showing the least emotion, 'you
are no longer in my service "
"The page withdrew, he knew there was nothing more to be said; he slipped his billet into his pocket,
and opening the folding-door just wide enough to make room to pass. slid through it like a bird escaping
from his cage. The minister continued the memoranda which he was writing on his knee ""[Ibtd.]
A man of sinister aspect, in the most austere dress of the Franciscan order, appeared at the door: the
attendants instantly withdrev,, and left Richelieu alone with his celcbrated secret agent, known by the
soubriquet of l'Emmence grlse--Father Joseph, the capuchin friar. The conversation which follows.
like all those in which the character of Richelieu is unfolded to us, is full of dramatic power, and
admirably true to the age. The mixture of hypocnsy and frankness in the communications between these
two, the employer canting to his tool, yet opening to him his real feelings also, trusting him with all his
secrets, except one. his detestation of the confident himself, and intention to break his promises with
him; while the friar, no less treacherous to his employer, makes himself necessary to him by playing
upon his jealousies and apprehensions and his colossal amourpropre--are
finely true to nature: and no
less so are the workings of such a mind as the Cardinal's. when. after jesting with the lives of all the
great men of the court, he sheds tears for the fate of Stratford. a minister abandoned by his master-when being told that the King has "ideas which he never had before," "that he thinks of recalling the
Queen-mother from exile." he exclalms--"Recal
my enemy, fecal his mother, what perfidy) That
thought never came from himself--he dared not--but what said he _ tell me his exact words "
"'He said. publicly, and in the presence of his brother, the Duke of Orleans, "l know that one of the
first duties of a chnstian is to be a good son. and 1 shall not much longer resist the murmurs of my
conscience.'" '
"'Christian "_Conscience? those are no words of his, it is Father Caussm, st is his confessor, who
betrays me. Perfidious jesuit! I must turn off that confessor, Joseph; he is an enemy of the state, l see
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beauty in the abstract. The writers and readers of works of imagmation m France
have the desire of amusement as much as English readers, the sense of gbeauty_'
generally much more; but they have also, very. generally, a thirst for somethmg
which shall address itself to their real-life feelings, and not to those of imagination
merely--which shall give them an idea or a sentiment connected with the actual
world. And ifa stor3' or a poem is hpossessedJZby an idea--if it powerfully exhibits
_-_38

the beautiful

h-J'38

possessed

clearly. 1have been neghgent these last days I have not hastened
D'Effiat, who will succeed, no doubt, he is handsome and sptrttuel,
to be turned out for it To leave this old fox of a jesuit near the King
any hostage, any pledge of his fidehty) Take a pen, Joseph. and
Father Slrmond, I think, wdl do '" [Ibid., pp 107-8 ]

suflicientl._ the arrival ot this httle
the',' say What a blunder' I deserve
without secret instructions, w_thout
write this for the next confessor--

And when he had done d_ctatmg his instructions to the royal confessor-"'What tiresomeness, what interminable ennui ) If an ambltlOU.,,man saw me, he would fl_ to a
desert What is my dommson! A miserable reflexson of the royal power: and what rods eternall',
renewed, to keep that fllckenng light steadily upon me! For twent}, years 1 t_ st m yam There ss no
comprehending that man' He dareg not fly me. but they steal him away from me, he shps through my
fingers ) What things could I not have done with hts heredttarv rtght*, tJ I had had them 9 But such a
world of combinations expended only to keep my balance--what faculues have I left for my undertak
ings! 1hold all Europe in m3, hand, and my destroy hangs by a hair His cabinet ofssx teet square gsves
me more trouble to govern than the whole earth What st _s to be a prime minister )Envy me myguards.
now, if you can )' " [Ibid.. p. 108 ]
From this time the story, ss full of movement and bustle the Cardinal's levee, with all the sllustnous
personages of the period, then the King's camp before Perpsgnan, where we come into the msdst of
Rlcheheu's enemies, and the Abbe de Gondi, afterwards so well known as Cardinal de Retz, begins to
flit about the scene, laughing, chattenng, fighting, conspiring, the most bus3 and restless pohtlcal
intriguer of his time, having nothing ecclesiastical about him but his priest's habll, which he took by
compulsion, and desires to get rid of: the first adventure of Cmq-Mars on hLsarnval in the camp is to be
engaged as one of his seconds, m a duel after the tashlon of the time (the seconds a,', well as the
prmclpals fighting) with our former acquaintance De Launay. The King is then introduced: m the msdst
of his nobles, all disaffected to Rlcheheu tat least m his absence), and endeavouring, but without
committing themselves, to strengthen the feeble-minded monarch m hss um_d half-purposes of
breaking with the terrible Cardinal The King. talking qusck and excstedly, and ventunng an occasional
jest to the nobles around him at the Cardinal's expense, tries to screw up his courage to speak the
declssve word Rlchelieu's enemies are in joyful expectation, and when the Cardinal enters, he sees in
the face and demeanour of every courtier the forecast of hss downfal all shun him save Fabert, the
commander of the troops, who with military, frankness advances and addresses him--and Mazann. the
supple insinuating man of the world, who gives him a look unseen by all other eyes, expressive of the
deepest respect and affliction. Ricbeheu takes his resolution instantly, he approaches the King. and begs
permission to restore into the hands of his sovereign a power of which he had long been wear3.', and
prepare in retirement, by prayer and meditation, for his approachmg end The King, though taken by
surprise, yet shocked by some haughty expressions, and feeling that the eyes of all his court are upon
him, gwes none of his usual signs of weakness and indecision, but coldly, and with a look of dlgmty,
accepts the resignation. Nothing embarrassed by this unexpected stroke, the Cardinal proceeded"
""'The only recompense I ask for my services Is. that your Majest.', will deign to accept as a gift from
me the Palais Cardinal' (now Palals Royal). "erected In Pans at my expense '
"'The King, astonished, gave a nod of consent; a murmur of surprise went through the assembled
court.
"q also _mplore your Majesty to grant me the revocation of a seventy of whsch 1was the adviser, and
which I, perhaps mistakenly, deemed needful for the repose of the state. There is a personage. Sire,
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some form of real life, or some conception respecting human nature or society
which may tend to consequences, not only ts it not necessarily expected to
represent abstract beauty, but it is pardoned for exhibiting even hideousness.
These considerations should enable us to understand and tolerate such works as Le
Pdre Goriot, of Balzac, or Leoni. of George Sand, and to understand. 'if' we do not
tolerate, such as the Antony, or Richard Darllngton, of Alexandre Dumas.t*1
Now, among the ideas with which French literature has been :possessed _lor the
last ten years, is that of realizing, and bringing home to the imagination, the history
["Honor6 de Balzac, Le pdre Gorzot, 2 vols (Paris: Werdet, 1835_: Amandine Aurore
Dupm ("George Sand"). Leone Leoni (Paris. Bonnalre.
1835): Alexandre Dumas, Antony
(Pans: Auffray.
1831). and (with Jacques F6hx Beudin and Prosper Parfait Goubaux).
Richard Darlington (Parts: Barba. 1832).]
'-'38

though

I-:38

possessed

whom. m spite of her faults towards your MaJesty. and although for the good of the state l forgot too
much my oldest feehngs of respect and attachment. I have always loved, one who. notwithstanding her
armed enterprises against your person, cannot but be dear to you: to whom. now that I am detached from
the world and its Interests. ] feel that I owe reparation, and whom _tIs my parting entreaty that you wall
recall from her exile--Queen Mary. de" Medici. your royal mother """[IBM.. p. 118.]
The King. who httle expected this name. uttered an involuntary cry. The whole fabric of his
resolution was overset, his heart was touched, he held out his hand to the Cardinal. and this moment
decided the destroy of France Soon after a courier enters with a packet, sealed with black, to be
dehvered into the King's own hand; _t_s the news of his mother's death, known to Rlcheheu the day
before.
A duel follows, under the walls of the besieged town. ending m the storm of an outwork by
Cmq-Mars. Gondi. and others; and a battle arranged by Rlcheheu to amuse the King. without the
mtent_on of Its leading to any result--an artifice m some danger of being disconcerted by the impetuous
valour of Louis himself, whose feebleness Iconformably to history) vamshes m the presence of the
enemy: and who returns, flushed with wctory, to resume his pale and melancholy look under the cold
shadow of his mtmster. Cinq-Mars is presented to the King. taken at once into favour, and accompanies
him to Paris; while the Cardinal. now apprised of his attempt to rescue Bassompierre. and of his
escapade at Loudun. and thscovenng that he may be dangerous, lays his plans to rum him by sending his
agent Joseph t already the enemy of Cinq-Mars) to Paris. as a spy upon h_m Richelieu himself remams
at a d_stance, that h_senemies may be encouraged to put themselves m his power by another, which he
knows wall be the last. consplracy. "Wretches." says he. as his tools. Joseph and Laubardemont. each
the other's bitter enemy, leave his tent--"wretches--go,
accomphsh a few more of my secret designs.
and then be crushed yourselves, impure instruments of my power. Soon the King will sink under the
slow malady which consumes him: I shall be Regent--Klng--I
shall have no longer to fear the caprices
of his feebleness; I will destroy, without redemption, all those arrogant houses: 1wdl pass the scythe of
Tarquin over them I will be alone above them all. Europe shall tremble--I
. "he _s interrupted by a
gush of blood from his mouth, himself a prey to an incurable dxsease. [lbld.. p. 134. ]
The story here passes over two years, and carries us to the Louvre. where Cmq-Mars is now
Grand-Ecuyer. and the soul of a conspiracy, of which the King was tacitly the ch,ef, to which the Queen
was privy, to whxch the King's only brother. Gaston. Duke of Orleans. lent his name. and the Duke de
Bouillon. the most powerful of the nobles, and commander of the army m Italy. h_s counsels. For ten
days Cmq-Mars has been. not roamed, but affianced fby h,s worthy old preceptor, the Abbe Quillet. the
defender of Grandier) to the Princess of Mantua. whom. constantly in attendance on the Queen. he but
rarely sees m private, and that m a church and m the presence of the good Abbe, but the love of whom is
the sole antmatmg principle of his designs. The Queen, Anne of Austria. in whom our author shows us a
pleasing picture of d_gntty and gentleness m misfortune, _s not m the secret of the lovers, but, suspectmg
it, looks on with a melancholy interest After an dmeute, m which the populace heap execrations on
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Richelieu, and shout for the King and Clnq-Mars. but which, like all the other proceedlng_ of this
unfortunate cabal, ends in nothing--the Pnncess speaking hopefully to the Queen of the Cardinal's loss
of favour, and the King's attachment to another-"The Queen smiled, she contemplated for awhile in silence the innocent and open countenance of the
beautiful Mane, and the look full of ingenuousness which was raised languidly towards her. she parted
the dark locks which veiled that fair forehead--kissed her cheek, and said' 'Thou suspectest not. poor
child, the sad truth, that the King loves no one, and that those who seem most in h_sfavour are nearest to
being abandoned, and flung to the man who swallows up and devours everything '
"'Ah! good heavens, what is it you tell me v
'"'Know'st thou how many he has destroyed" continued the Queen. in a lower voice. 'know "st thou
the end of his favourates _ have they told thee of the exile of Baradas. that of Saint Simon, the shame of
D'Hautefort. the convent of La Fayette. the death of Chalais? All have fallen before an order from
Richelieu to his master, and but for that favour, which thou mlstakest for attachment, their lives would
have been peaceful; his affection is deadly; they perish hke the Semele on that tapestry, it dazzles while
it consumes them "
"But the young Pnncess was no longer in a condition to listen, her large dark eyes, veiled by tears,
remained fixed on the Queen, who held her trembhng hands, while her hps qmvered convulsively.
" 'I am very cruel, am I not, Marie"" continued the Queen. in the gentlest voice, caressing her like a
child who is to be coaxed into confession. 'your heart is full, my child, come, tell me what has passed
between you and Cinq-MarsT'
"At these words grief forced itself a way. and. still kneeling at the Queen's feet, Mane hid her face
and broke out into a deluge of tears, with infantine sobs, and violent convulsive emotions of her head
and neck, as if her heart would burst The Queen waited long for the end of this first gush of emotion.
lulling her in her arms to appease her grief, and soothing her with kind expressions
"'Ah, Madame,' erred she, 'I am very culpable towards you, but Idid not think to find such a heart. I
have been very wrong, 1shall, perhaps, be cruelly punished for Jr. But alas! Madame. how could 1have
dared speak to you? It was not opening my heart that would have been difficult: but confessing to you
that 1 needed that you should read in it "" [Ibid., p 152.]
The Queen receives her full confidence,
quizing:

and after some gentle reproaches, continues, as if solilo-

""'But the mischief is done, let us think of the future. Cmq-Mars is well in himself, he is brave.
accomplished, profound even in his conceptions: I have observed him, he has made much way in two
years, and 1see that it was for Marm He conducts himself well he is _,orthy, yes, he is worthy of her in
my eyes, but in the eyes of Europe. not. He must rise still higher: the Pnncess of Mantua must not have
marned less than a Prance. He must become one. As for me, I can do nothing' 1am not the Queen--I am
the neglected wife of the King. There is only the Cardinal, the eternal Cardinal. and he is his enemy, and
perhaps this _meute--'
"'Alas! it is the beginning of war between them, I saw it too plainly this moment "
'" 'He is lost. then )` cried the Queen. embracing Marie "Forgive me. my child, 1 am teanng your
heart, but we must see all and say all now; he is lost unless he can himself overthrow that wicked man,
for the King will not renounce him: force alone--'
"'He wall overthrow him, Madame, he will if you assist him. You are the providence of France Oh !I
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characters of some of the subordinate personages, Friar Joseph for instance, are
even more revolting than the truth of history requires. De Thou, the pious and
studious man of retirement, cast out into storms for which he was never meant-the only character of principle in the tale. yet who sacrifices principle as well as life
to romantic friendship--is but coldly represented: his goodness is too simple, his
attachment too instinctive, too dog-like, and so much Intensity of friendship is not
sufficiently accounted for; Balzac would have managed these things better. The
conjure you, protect the angel against the demon, it Is your cause, that of your royal family, of your
nation--"
"The Queen smiled qt is thy cause above all, is it not, my child: and as such will Iembrace it with all
my power, that power is but small, as I have told thee. but the whole of it shall be given to thee.
provided, however, that this angel do not stoop to mortal sins,' said she, with a look full of acuteness; 't
heard his name shouted this night by voices very unworthy of him."" [IBM.. p 154 ]
The story developes Itself in a narratwe rapid and enchammg, crowded with incidents, and with
tableau_r full of life and character But we see that the enterprise is not fated to succeed. Of the
conspirators, Cmq-Mars alone shows any sprat or conduct: and with him it is a desperate throw for
Marie or a scaffold he knows that the poor-spirited chiefs of the conspiracy "'tremble while they
threaten, and are ready at the first word to make their peace by the sacrifice of him,'" [Ibid., p. 164 ] He
does what man can do, but an unseen hand plays with him from two hundred leagues off, like a cat with
a mouse' the contest is with a mightier than he. and we see that he _s doomed
One scene, that of the evening rendezvous of Cmq-Mars and Mane m the church of St. Eustache,
tells the story both of what precedes and of what follows
"The young and trembling Mane pushed with a tamid hand the heavy door of the church, she found
there Cinq-Mars. m his accustomed disguise, anxiously waiting for her Scarcely had she recognized
him, when, with a hurried step, she rushed across the church, her velvet mask over her face, and took
refuge in a confessional, while Henri carefully closed the door by which she entered Having made sure
that it could not be opened from without, he followed her, to kneel, according to their custom, in the
place of penitence, Amved an hour before her. he had found the door open, the usual sign that the Abb6
Quillet, his preceptor, was waitmg in the accustomed place, and joyful at the good abb6's punctuality,
without going to thank him, he, in his anxiety to prevent surprise, remained at the entrance till Marie's
amval
"The old parish church of St Eustache would have been m total darkness, but for the lamp which was
always burning, and four flambeaux of yello_ wax. attached to as many principal columns, over the
bdniners, throwing a ruddy light across the grey and black marbles of the deserted temple This
ghmmenng light scarcely penetrated Into the more distant niches in the aisles of the sacred edifice In
one of the most sombre of these was the confessional, all of which, except the little dome and the
wooden cross, was masked by a high iron grating, lined with thick planks Clnq-Mars and Mary. of
Mantua knelt down on the two sides: they could but just see each other, and they found that, as usual, the
abb& seated between them, had been long waiting. They could see through the little grating the shadow
of his camail. Henri d'Effiat had approached slowly, this hour was to fix the remainder of his destiny.
He was about to appear, not now before his King. but before a more powerful sovereign, her for whom
he had undertaken his immense enterprise. He was about to try her faith, and he trembled.
"He shook still more when his young betrothed knelt face to face with him: the sight of her recalled to
him all the happiness he was perhaps about to lose, he dared not be the first to speak, but remained
gazing, m the dim light, at that young head, on which rested all his hopes. In spite of all his love,
whenever he saw her he could not help feeling a sort of terror at having undertaken so much for a glrl
whose passion was but a feeble reflection of his, and who, perhaps, had not appreciated all his
sacrifices--his character bent. for her sake, to the compliances of a courtier, condemned to the intrigues
and sufferings of ambition, to the anxious combinations, the criminal meditations, the dark and violent
labours of a conspirator. Hitherto, m their secret and chaste interviews, she had heard every new step in
his progress with a child-like joy. asking him with naivetd how soon he should be Constable. and when
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author also crowds his story too much with characters: he cannot bear that any
celebrated personage whom the age affords should be passed over, and consequently introduces many who ought not to _have been: drawn at all unless they
could be drawn truly, and on whom he has not been able to employ the same
accurate study as he has on his principal characters " R_cheheu and" Louis "XIII"
are p historical figures qof v which he has taken the trouble to "form a well-digested
conception'; but he can know "little' of Milton. whom he introduces, on his way
from Italy. reading his Paradise Lost, not written till twenty' years after, to
_38 be
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they should be roamed, as she might have asked when he would come to the tilt, and if _t was line
weather Till now he had smiled at this inexperience, so pardonable at eighteen. In a child born on a
throne and bred in an atmosphere of grandeur, hut he nov,' reflected more seriously, and when. after the
voices of the conspirators sweanng to commence a vast war had scarcely done sounding in his ears. hc
heard the first words of her for whom that war had been undertaken, he leafed, for the first time. that this
innocence might be levity, and the childishness might extend to the heart, he resolved to penetrate it
"' "O heavens" said she. 'how afraid 1 am. Henri' you make me come without carriage or guards, I
tremble lest my people should see me as I leave the palace Shall I have to hide myself much longer like
a gudty person "_The Queen was not pleased when I made my confession to her. If she speak', about it to
me again, it wall be with that severe look which you knov,, and which always makes me weep--I am
terrified."
"She was silent, and Cmq-Mars only answered by a deep sigh
""What! do you not speak to me?' said she
'" "Are those all your terrors?' answered he. bltterl._.
"' 'Ought I to have greater ones" Oh my beloved." said she. 'in what a tone. In what a voice you speak
to me! Are you displeased because I have anaved too late '_"
'" 'Too soon, Madame. much too soon. for the things you have to hear--|or you are far very.'IFarfrom
them '
"Mane wept. 'Alas! what have 1done, that you should call me Madame. and speak so harshly to me_''
"'Ah _take courage,' replied Clnq-Mars. ironically 'You have done nothing. I alone am guilty, not
against you, but for your sake.'
"'Have you done any wrong then '_have you ordered the death of any one '_O no. I am sure ot It, you
are so gentle v'
""What!" said Cmq-Mars, 'have you then no part in my projects '_did 1misunderstand that look which
you gave me m the presence of the Queen? can I no longer read In your eyes? the admiration you
promised to him who should dare tell all to the King, where Is It gone? Was it all falsehood '_"
"Her tears burst out afresh. 'I do not deserve this. if I speak not to you of this dreadful conspiracy.
think you 1 have forgotten It"_am I not unhappy enough" If you wish to see my tears, behold them
Believe me, if in our late meetings I have avoided the tenable subject, it was for fear of learning too
much--have I one thought but that of your dangers '_Alas, if you combat for me. have t not to maintain
as cruel a struggle for you? Happier than I. you have only to contend against hatred. 1 against
affection--the Cardinal will send armed men against you. bat the Queen. the gentle Anne of Austria.
employs only tenderness, caresses, and tears '
"'Touching and invincible constraint!" sa_dCmq-Mars with bitterness. 'to make you accept a throne"
[she was asked in marriage by the King of Poland]. 'I acknowledge, some efforts are required to resist
such seductions: but first. Madame, it is necessary' to release you from your vows "
"""Alas! great God. what is there then against us'?"
"'God is over us. and against us,' said Henri in a severe voice "The King has deceived me "
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Corneille, Descartes. and a crowd of other poets, wits, and philosophers, in the
'salont of the celebrated courtezan, Marion UDelorme." But these are mmor
blemishes. As a specimen of art employed in embodying the character of an age,
Vthemerit of Cmq-Mars is very great. The' spirit of the age penetrates every nook
and comer of it; the same atmosphere which hangs over the personages of the story
hangs over us; we feet the eye of the omnipresent Richelieu upon us, and the
influences of France in its Catholic and aristocratic days, of ardent, pleasure'-'38 salon
_-"38 Delorme'
.... 38

there are few works superior to Cmq-Mars

the

"The Abb¢ stirred in the confessmnal.
"' 'I had a presentement of ,t," exclaimed Mane, "that was the misfortune I dreaded Am I the cause of
lt'_"
'"'He decewed me while he grasped my hand,' continued Cmq-Mars. 'he has betrayed me by means
of the wretch Joseph. whom they have offered me to polgnard.'
"The Abb_ made a gesture of horror, which half opened the door of the confesstonal.
"''Ah, fear nothing, Father.' said Henri, 'your pupil wdl never strike such blows Those I prepare
will be heard afar off. and seen m broad dayhght, but I have first a duty to perform: your child _s about to
lmmolatehlmselfbeforeyou
Alas!Ihavenotlivedlongforhappmess
Yourhand. whlch gave lt to me,
is now perhaps about to take et back "
"While he stud th_she opened the httle grating whech separated hem from hes old preceptor, who, still
silent, lowered his camatl over his forehead
"'Restore," stud Cmq-Mars m a less finn vmce, 'restore thes nuptml nng to the Duchess of Mantua; 1
cannot keep it, unless she gives _tto me a second ume, for I am no longer the same man of whom she
promised to be the wife '
"The pnest took the nng hastily, and passed it through the bars of the grating on the other s_de; th_s
mark of indifference surprised Cinq-Mars 'What! Father.' said he, 'are you too changed"
"Marie's tears had ceased, and lifting up her angehc voice, which awakened a gentle echo along the
vaulted building, like the softest note of an organ, she said,
'" 'O my beloved )be no more angry with me: I understand you not, can we break what God has but just
joined, and can I qmt you when I know you are unhappy? If the King loves you no longer, be sure he will
do you no ill, as he has done none to the Cardinal. whom he never loved, Do you think all lost because
he was perhaps unwilling to &scard his old servant `)Well. then, let us walt the return of hes friendship:
forget those conspirators, who terrify me If they have no hope, I thank God for it; I shall no longer have
to tremble for you. Why afflict ourselves needlessly? The Queen loves us, we are both very young, let
us waet. We are uneted and sure of each other; the future is ours. Tell me what the King stud to you at
Chambord; how I followed you with my eyes! how sad, to me, was that hunting party )'
"'He has betrayed me, 1repeat,' answered Cmq-Mars. 'and who would have thought it, when you
saw hem pressing our hands, passing from hes brother to me, from me to the Duke of Bouillon--when
he made us enform hem of the mmutest parteculars of the plot, enqmred the very day when R_cheheu was
to be arrested at Lyons, fixed the place of h_s exile (the)"wished for his death, but 1thought of my father,
and begged his life)! The King stud he would himself direct everything at Perpignan; and at that very
t_me Joseph, that foul spy. was coming out of his secret cabinet! O Mane! when Ilearnt thes I was at first
stupified I doubted every thing, the universe seemed to totter from its foundauons, when truth quitted
the heart of a King. Our whole edifice was blown up; one hour longer, the conspiracy was scattered, and
I lost you for ever, one resource was left me, I have used it '
""'What?" stud Marie.
"'The treaty with Spain was m my hands, I have signed et.'
"'O heavens! destroy et)'
"'It is sent.'
"'Who bears it?'
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"' 'Fontrallles '
'" "Recal him)'
"' 'He must by this time have got beyond Oleron, m passing the Pyrenees,' said Cmq-Mars, nsmg.
'All is ready at Madrid. at Sedan, armies are wamng me. Mane, armies _and Richelieu is in the midst ot
them He totters, there needs but one blov, to overthrow hm_, and you are united to me for ever. to
Cinq-Mars triumphant"
"'To Cmq-Mars a rebel )" said she, with a groan.
"' 'A rebel, then, but at least no longer a favourite A rebel, a criminal, worthy of the scaffold. I know
it," cried the impassioned young man. falhng again on his knees--'but a rebel for love, a rebel lor you,
whom my sword shall make mme for ever"
'" 'Alas )' said she. "a sword dipped in your country"s blood, is It not a polgnard"'
""For plty's sake, Mane ) let kmgs desert me, let warriors abandon me, I shall but stand the firmer.
but one word from you would fling me prostrate Besides. the time for reflection is past for me. yes, Iam
a criminal, and therefore do I hesitate to think myself still worthy of you Renounce me. Marie. take
back this ring '
" 'I cannot,' said she "whatever you are, 1am your wife "
"'You hear. Father," said Cmq-Mars, transported with happiness. 'your blessing on this second
umon, _tis that of sacrifice, more glorious still than that of love Make her mine, mine till death"
"Without answenng, the Abbe opened the door of the confessional, ran hastd,, out. and had left the
church before Cmq-Mars could rise and follov,
"'Whither go you ') what mean you" he cried But no one answered, nor came
"'In heaven's name do not cry out,' said Mane. 'or I am lost, he must have heard some one move in
the church.'
"But D'Effiat, m alarm, rushed, without answenng, across the church, to a door which he found
closed. Drawing his sword he made the tour of the building, and arriving at the entrance, supposed to be
guarded by Grandchamp [hi,, servant], called to him, and listened "' [IBM, pp 183-8 The square
brackets in&cate Mill's addmons ]
They found the old Abbr, his preceptor, alone m the snov,, his head uncovered, himself bound and
gagged The man who had taken his place m the confessional was Father Joseph "''FI._,' exclmmed
Mane, 'or you are lost )' ""[IbM. p 188.]
The sequel may be abndged Mane de Gonzague verlfies too well the misglvlngs ofCmq-Mars The
Queen, who was interested for her, not for him, and to whom Cmq-Mars is now nothing but "un petit
amb_tieux qm s'est perdu,'" [ibM.. p 194,} uses all her efforts, not m vain. to turn the thoughts of the
weak-minded girl into another channel, and at the moment when Cmq-Mars, at the camp at Perpignan,
Is about to fire the pistol-shot which Is the signal of the resurrection, he receives the following letter"
"' 'Monsieur le Marqms de Cmq-Mars,
"'I write th_s to conjure you to restore to her duty our beloved adopted daughter, the Pnncess Mane
de Gonzague, whom your affecnon alone withholds from the throne of Poland, which is offered to her I
have sounded her soul; she is ve_ young as yet, and I have reason to believe that she would accept the
crown wlth less of effort and of grief than you perhaps believe
""'It is for her that you have undertaken a war which will fill with hre and slaughter my dear and noble
kingdom of France, I Implore you to act with the honour of a nobleman, and generously release the
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Duchess of Mantua from the promises she may have made you, thus restoring peace to her heart and
tranqudfity to our dear country
"'The Queen. who throws herself at your feet If it be necessary"''ANNE OF AUSTRIA"
"Cmq-Mars replaced calmly the pistol on the table, his first movement had been to turn it against
himself, but he laid It down. and seizing a pencil wrote on the back of the same letter
"""Madame,
"'Mane de Gonzague, being my wife. can onl) be Queen of Poland after my death. I am dying.
"' 'C1NQ-MARS'
"'And as if not to give himself a moment of reflexlon, thrusting it into the hand of the messenger, 'To
horse, to horse,' he cried, m a furious voice. 'lI thou remalnest an instant longer thou art dead "
"The messenger gone, he re-entered Alone with his friend, he stood still for an instant, but pale, his
eyes fixed, and gazing on the earth like a madman He felt himself tottenng
"'De Thou!' cried he.
'""Whatwould you have, friend, dear friend ) I am near you, you have been grand, noble, sublime )`
"''De Thou!' he cried again m a terrible voice, and fell with his face to the ground like a tree uprooted
by the tempest." [lbid, p. 198.]
He countermands the msurrecuon, sends passports to all the conspirators, and goes to dehver himself
up. with his fmthful and innocent friend De Thou, who. disapproving the conspiracy, had entered into it
from love of him, and to watch over his safety: and now .loins him in surrendering himself, resolved to
die with him Had the insurrection proceeded he would have found, instead of the whole army. a few
companies only faithful to him; the rest had Rlcheheu's permission to give a simulated obedience: the
Duke of Bouillon had already been arrested at the head of his troops, the King's brother had made his
peace by abject submission, and the intercepted treaty was in Rlcheheu's hands, to be shown to the
King. to extort from him the death of Cmq-Mars An admirable scene follows Louis holds out long. At
length Rlcheheu leaves him, among masses of papers, and secretanes of state m attendance, to try, his
hand at governing. The first half hour's difficulnes throw the unfortunate monarch into despmr He
reeals the Cardinal, says to him "'Reign," and almost dead with suffenng, signs the death-warrant of
Cinq-Mars and De Thou. [Ibtd., p. 206.]
The friar Joseph visits them in their prison, the castle of Pmrre-Enclse near Lyons--offers them
escape and to poison the Cardinal, if Cmq-Mars will promise him protection and promotion when
restored to the King's favour, the offer is heroically refused. They are tried in pnson by Laubardemont,
that the prophecy may be fulfilled, l'homme que tu asfrapp( te tuera. [See above, p. 477.] In fulfilment
of Grandler's dymg curse, Laubardemont himself perishes the same day. being employed firstto try,his
accomphces in that catastrophe, whose time like his own is now come. and immediately after
precipitated along with them through a trap-door into the Saone. Cmq-Mars and De Thou are led out for
execution. The conspirators from the camp at Perpignan. instead of making their escape, had come in
d_sguise to Lyons, to rescue their two friends by a coup de main, all is arranged, they have contrived to
inform the prisoners, near every soldzer there _s a conspirator prepared to cut him down at the expected
signal, when Clnq-Mars, in passing to the scaffold, gives the sign by putting his hat on his head, he Is to
be free. But he no longer desires to hve: he passes, flings his hat away from him, and his head falls.
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literature of the last twenty years, entirely answer to our description of the
Conservative school of poetry and romance. To find a real Conservative literature
in France one must look earlier than the first Revolution, as, to study the final
transformation of that literature, one must descend below the last. One must
distinguish three periods: Conservatism triumphant. Conservatism militant, Conservausm vanquished. The first IS represented by Racine, F6n61on, and Voltaire m
his tragedies, before he quitted the paths of his predecessors. Jean Jacques
Rousseau is the father and founder of the Movement literature of France, and
Madame de Sta61 its second great apostle: in them first the revolt of the modern
mind against the social arrangements and doctrines which had descended from of
old, spoke with the inspired voice of genius. " At the head of the hterature of
Conservatism in its second or militant period, stands Chateaubriand: a man whose
name marks one of the turning points in the hterary history of his country:
bpoetically a Conservative b to the inmost core--rootedly feudal and Catholic-whose genius burst into life during the tempest of a revolution which hurled down
from their pedestals all his objects of reverence; which saddened his imagination,
modified (without impairing) his Conservatism by the addition of its 'multiform'
experiences, and made the world to him too full of disorder and gloom, too much a
world without harmony, and ill at ease, to allow of his exhibiting the pure
untroubled spirit of Conservative poetry as '_exemplified in Southey, or still more
in Wordsworth. To this literature, of Conservatism discouraged but not yet
disenchanted, still hopeful and striving to set up again its old idols, Cmq-Mar,s
belongs. From the final and hopeless overthrow of the old order of society in July
1830, begins the era of Conservatism disenchanted--Conservatism
which is
already in the past tense--which for practical purposes is abandoned, and only
contributes its share, as all past associations and experiences do, towards shaping
and colouring the individual's impressions of the present.
This is the character which pervades the two principal of M. de Vigny's more
recent works, the Servitude et Grandeur Militaires, and Stello. He has lost his faith
in Royalism, and in the system of opinions connected with it. His eyes are opened
to all the iniquities and hypocrisies of the state of society which IS passing away.
But he cannot take up with any of the systems of politics, and of either irreligious
or religious philosophy, which profess to lay open the mystery of what is to follow.
and to guarantee that the new order of society will not have its own iniquities and
hypocrisies of as dark a kind. He has no faith in any systems. "or" in man"s power
of prophecy; nor is he sure that the new tendencies of society, take them for all in
all, have more to satisfy the wants of a thoughtful and loving spirit, than the old
_38
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had: at all events not so much more, as to make the condition of human nature a
cheerful subject to him. He looks upon life, and sees most things crooked, and
(saving whatever assurance his religious impressions may Jafford t to him that in
some unknown way all things must be working for good) sees not how they shall be
made straight. This is not a happy state of mind. but it is not an unfavourable one to
poetry. If the _worse _ forms of it produce a "'Literature of Despair." the better are
seen in a writer like M. de Vlgny--who having now no htheories of his own or of
his teachers hto save the credit of, looks life steadily in the face--applies himself to
understanding whatever of evil, and of heroic struggle with evil. it presents to his
individual experience--and gives forth his pictures of both, with deep feeling, but
with the calmness of one who has no point to carry, no quarrel to maintain, over
and above "the general one of every son of Adam with his lot here below."
M. de Vigny has been a soldier, and he has been, and is, a poet: the situation and
feelings of a soldier (especially a soldier not in active service), and, so far as the
measure of his genius admits, those of a poet, are what he is best acquainted with,
and what, therefore, as a man of earnest mind, not now taking anything on trust, it
was most natural he should attempt to delineate. The Souvenirs Militaires are the
embodiment of the author's experiences in the one capacity, Stello, m the other.
Each consists of three touching and beautifully told stories, founded on fact. in
which the life and position of a soldier in modern times, and of a poet at all times,
in their relation to society, are shadowed out. In relation to society chiefly: for that
is the prominent feature in all the speculations of the French mind; and thence _t is
that their poetry is so much shallower than ours, and their works of fiction so much
deeper: that, of the metaphysics of every mode of feeling and thinking, so little is to
be learnt from them, and of its social influences so much.
The soldier, and the poet, appear to M. de Vigny alike misplaced, alike ill at
ease, in the present condition of human life. In the soldier he sees a human being
set apart for a profession doomed to extinction, and doomed consequently, in the
interval, to a continual decrease of dignity and of the sympathies of mankind. War
he sees drawing to a close: compromises and diplomatic arrangements now
terminate the differences among civilized nations: the army is reduced more and
more to mere parade, or the functions of a police; called out from time to time. to
shed its own blood and that of malcontent fellow-citizens in tumults where much
popular hatred is to be earned, but no glory; disliked by taxpayers for its burthensomeness: looked down upon by the industrious for its enforced idleness: its
employers themselves always in dread of its numbers, and jealous of its restlessness, which, in a soldier, is but the impatience of a man who is useless and nobody,
for a chance of being useful and 'of being' something. The soldier thus remains
with all the burthens, all the irksome restraints of his condition, aggravated, but
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without the hopes which lighted it up, the excitements which gave it zest. Those
alone, says M. de Vigny, who have been soldiers, know what servitude is. To the
soldier alone is obedience, passive and active, the law of his life. the law of every
day and of every moment; obedience not stopping at sacrifice, nor even at crime. In
him alone is the abnegation of his self-will, of his liberty of independent action,
absolute and unreserved; the grand distinction of humanity, the responsibility of
the individual as a moral agent, being made over, once for all, to superior
authority. The type of human nature which these circumstances create, well
deserves the study of the artist and the philosopher. M. de Vigny has deeply
meditated on it. He has drawn with delicacy and profundity that mixture of Spartan
and stoical impassibility with child-like insouciance and bonhomie, which is the
result, on the one hand, of a life of painful and difficult obedience to discipline-on the other, of a conscience freed from concern or accountability for the quality of
the actions of which that life is made up. On the means by which the moral position
of the soldier might be raised, and his hardships alleviated, M. de Vigny has qdeas j
worthy of the consideration of him who is yet to come--the statesman who has
care and leisure for plans of social amelioration unconnected with party contests
and the cry of the hour. His stories, full of melancholy beauty, will carI3' into
thousands of minds and hearts which would otherwise havebeen unvisited by it, a
conception of a soldier's trials and a soldier's virtues in times whtch, like ours, are
not those of martial glory.
The first of these tales at least, if not all the three, if the author's words are to be
taken literally, is unvarmshed fact. But famihar as the modern French romancewriters have made us with the artifice of assimilating their fictions, for the sake of
kartistick reality, to actual recollections, we dare not trust these appearances: and
we must needs suppose that, though suggested by facts, the stones are indebted to
M. de Vigny's invention not only for their details, but for some of their main
circumstances. If he thad been l so fortunate as to meet with facts which, related as
they actually occurred, served so perfectly as these do his purposes of dlustration,
he would hardly have left any possibility of doubt as to their authenticity. He must
know the infinite distance, as to power of influencing the mind, between the best
contrived and most probable fiction, and the smallest fact.
The first tale, "Laurette, ou Le Cachet Rouge, "|*) is the story of an old chef de
bataillon (an intermediate grade between captain and major), whom the author,
when following Louis XVIII in the retreat to Ghent, overtook on his march. This
old man was leading along the miry road, on a day of pelting ram, a shabby mule
drawing "a little wooden cart covered over with three hoops and a piece of black
oilcloth, and resembling a cradle on a pair of wheels. ''t*l On duty he was
[*In Souvenirsde servitude militaire, Oeuvres,pp. 13-24. ]
]*Ibid.,p. 14.]
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mescortmgm the King as far as the frontier, and on duty he was about to return from
thence to his regiment, to fight "against" the King at Waterloo. He had begun hfe at
sea, and had been taken from the merchant service to command a brig of war, when
the navy, like the army, was left without officers by the emigration. In 1797, under
the government of the Directory, he weighed anchor for Cayenne, with sixty
soldiers and a prisoner, one of those whom the coup d'dtat of the 18th "of"
Fructidor had consigned to deportation. Along with this prisoner, whom he was
ordered to treat with respect, he received a packet "with three red seals, the middle
one of enormous size, ''1.1 not to be opened till the vessel reached one degree north
of the Line. As he was nailing-up this packet, the possession of which made him
/'feel p uncomfortable, in a nook of his cabin, safe and in sight, his prisoner, a mere
youth, entered, holding by the hand a beautiful girl of seventeen. His offence, it
appeared, was a newspaper article: he had "trusted in their liberty of the press, "'I*j
had stung the Directory., and, only four days after his mamage, he was seized,
tried, and received sentence of death, commuted for deportation to Cayenne,
whtther his young wife determined on accompanymg him. We will not trust
ourselves to translate any of the scenes which exhibit these two: a Marryat would
be required to find a style for rendering the sailor-like na'tvet¢ of the honest
officer's recital. A more exquisite picture we have never seen of innocence and
ingenuousness, true warm-hearted affection, and youthful buoyancy of spirits
breaking out from under the load of care and sorrow which had been laid so early
and so suddenly on their young heads. They won the good-natured captain's heart:
he had no family and no ues; he offered, on arriving at Cayenne, to settle there with
his little savings, and adopt them as his children. On reaching the prescribed
latitude he broke the fatal seal, and shuddered at beholding the sentence of death.
and an order for immediate execution. After a terrible internal struggle, military
discipline prevailed: he did as was commanded him, and "'that moment," says he,
"has lasted for me to the present time: as long as I live I shall drag it after me as a
galley-slave drags his chain." Laurette became an incurable idiot. "I felt something
in me which said--remain with her to the end of thy days and protect her.'" Her
mother was dead; her relations wished to put her into a madhouse: "I turned my
back upon them, and kept her with me. "'l*j Taking a disgust to the sea, he
exchanged into the army; the unhappy girl was with him m all Napoleon's
campaigns, even in the retreat from Russia, tended by him like a daughter, and
when the author overtook him he was conducting her in the cart with its three hoops
and its canvas cover. The author shows her to us--a picture not inferior to Sterne's
[*Ibid., p. 16.]
[*Ibid., p. 19.]
[*IBM.,pp. 21-2.]
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Maria) *j and which qdeserves to `/live as long: to detach it from the rest of the story
would be unjust to the author. M de Vigny parted from the old 'officer' at the
frontier, and learnt, long after, that he perished at Waterloo: she, left alone, and
consigned to a madhouse, died in three days.
"La Veill6e de Vincennes "'1+)is a less tragical story: the life and destiny of an old
adjutant of artillery, with whom the author, an officer in the guards, then in
garrison at Vincennes. made acquaintance in the court-yard of the fortress, the
evening previous to a general review and inspection. The old adjutant, who was in
charge of the powder, was anxiously casting up long columns of figures, feehng
hlmself eternally disgraced if there should be found on the morrow the most trifling
inaccuracy in his books: and regretting the impossibility, from the late hour. of
giving another glance that night at the contents of the powder magazine. The
soldiers of the guard, who were not merely the dhte of the army, but the dlite of the
dlite, "thought themselves," says our author,
dishonouredby the most insignificant fault. "Go. you are puritans of honour, all of you.'"
said1, tappinghim on the shoulder.He bowed, and withdrew towards the barrack where he
wasquartered:then, with an innocenceof manners pecuhar to the honest race of soldmrs, he
returned with a handful of hempseed for a hen who was bringing up her twelve chickens
underthe old bronze cannon on which we were seated.[±1
This hen, the delight of her master and the pet of the soldiers, could not endure
any person not in uniform. At a late hour that night the author caught the sound of
music from an open window: he approached: the voices were those of the old
adjutant, his daughter, and a young non-commissioned officer of artillery, her
intended husband; they saw him, invited him m, and we owe to this evenmg a
charming description of the simple, innocent interior of this little family, and their
simple history. The old soldier was the orphan child of a villager of Montreuil, near
Versailles; brought up, and taught music and gardening, by the cure of his village.
At sixteen, a word sportively dropped by Marie Antoinette when, alone with the
Princess de Lamballe. she met him and h_s pretty playmate Plerrette in the park of
Montreuil, made him enlist Sas' a soldier, hoping to be made a serjeant and to
marry Pierrette. The latter wish was in time accomplished through the benevolence
of Marie Antoinette, who, finding him resolute not to owe the attainment of his
wishes to the bounty of a patron, herself taught Pierrette to sing and act in the opera
of Rose et Colas, I§l and through her protection the ddbut of the unknown actress
[*In LaurenceSterne, A SentimentalJourney throughFrance and ltaly, 2 vols {London:
Becket and De Honat, 1768).]
[+InSouvemrs, pp. 27-43.]
[_Ibid.,p. 28.]
[_PierreAlexandreMonslgny, Rose et Colas (firstLondon performance, Covent Garden,
18 Sept., 1778).]
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was so successful that in one representation
she earned a suitable portion for a
soldier's wife. The merit of this little anecdote of course lies in the management of
the details, which, for nature and gracefulness, would do credit to the first names in
French literature. Pierrette died young, leaving her husband with two treasures, an
only daughter, and a miniature of herself, painted by the Princess de Lamballe.
Since then he had lived a life of obscure integrity, and had received all the military
honours attainable by a private soldier, but no promotion, which, indeed, he had
never much sought, thinking it a greater honour to be a serjeant in the guard than a
captain in the line. "How poor," thought M. de Vigny,
are the mad ambitions and discontents of us young officers, compared with the soul of a
soldier like this. scrupulous of his honour, and thinking it sullied by the most trifling
negligence or breach of discipline: without ambition, vanity, or luxury, always a slave, and
always content and proud of his servitude; his dearest recollection being one of grautude:
and believing his destiny to be regulated for Ins good by an overruling Providence! I*j
An hour or two after this time the author was awakened from sleep by something
like the shock of an earthquake: part of one of the powder magazines had exploded.
With difficulty and peril the garrison stopped the spread of mischief. On reaching
the seat of the catastrophe, they found the fragments of the body of the old adjutant,
who t apparently having / risen at early dawn for one more examination
of the
powder, had, by some accident, set it on fire. The King presently arrived to return
thanks and distribute rewards: he came, and departed. "I thought," says M. de
Vigny, "of the family of the poor adjutant: but I was alone in thinking of them. In
general, when princes pass anywhere they pass too quickly."t*l
"La Vie et la Mort du Capitaine Renaud, ou La Canne de Jonc ,,t*l is a picture of
a more elevated description than either of these two, delineating a character of
greater intellectual power and a loftier moral greatness,
uCaptain_ Renaud is a
philosopher; one like those of old, who has learnt the wisdom of life from its
experiences;
has weighed in the balance the greatnesses
and littlenesses of the
world, and has carried with him from every situation in which he has been placed,
and every trial and temptation to which he has been subject, the impressions it was
fitted to leave on a thoughtful and sensitive mind. There is no story, no incident, in
this life; there is but a noble character, unfolding to us the process of its own
formation; not Vso much telling v us, _as w making us XseeX, how one circumstance
disabused it of false objects of esteem and admiration,
how another revealed to it
the true. We feel with the young soldier his youthful enthusiasm for Napoleon, and
for all of which that name is a symbol; we see this enthusiasm die within him as the
[*Souvenirs, p. 40.]
[*IBM., p. 41 .]
[*Ibid., pp. 45-71 .]
'-'38 having apparently
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truth dawns upon him that this great man is an actor, that the prestige w_th which
he overawed the world is in much, if not in the largest portion of it. the effect of
stage-trick, and that a life built upon deception, and directed to essentially selfish
ends, is not the ideal he had worshipped. He learns to know a real hero in
Collingwood. whose prisoner he is for five years: and never was that most beautiful
of military and naval characters drawn in a more loving spirit, or with a nobler
appreciation, than in this book. From Collingwood. all his life a martyr to
duty--the benignant father and guardian angel of all under his command--who
pining for an English home, his chddren growing up to womanhood without
having seen him. lived and died at sea. because his country, or his country's
institutions could not furnish him a successor:--from him the hero of our author's
tale learnt to exchange the paltry admiration of mere power and success, the
worship of the vulgar objects of ambition and vanity, for a heartfelt recognition of
the greatness of devotion and self-sacrifice. A spirit like that of Collingwood
governed and pervaded the remainder of his life. One bitter remembrance he had: it
was of a night attack upon a Russian outpost, in which, hardly awakened from
sleep, an innocent and beautiful youth, one of the boys of fourteen who sometimes
held officers' commissions in the Russian army. fell dead in his gray-haired
father's sight, by the unconscious hand of Renaud. He never used sabre more. and
was known to the soldiers by carrying ever after a canne dejonc, which dropped
from the dying hand of the poor boy. Many and solemn were the thoughts on war
and the destiny of a soldier, which grew _ in him from this passage in his hfe--nor
did it ever cease to haunt his remembrance, and. at times, vex his conscience with
misgivings. Unambitious, unostentatious, and therefore unnoticed, he did his duty
always and everywhere without reward or distinction, until, in the Three Days of
July 1830, a military point of honour retaining him with his corps on the Royahst
side, he received his death-wound by a shot from a poor street-boy--who tended
him in tears and remorse in his last moments, and to whom he left by will a
provision for his education and maintenance, on condition that he should not
become a soldier.
Such is a brief outline of this remarkable book: to which we have felt throughout, and feel still more on looking back, what scanty justice we have done. Among
the writings of our day we know not one which breathes a nobler spirit, or in which
every detail is conceived and wrought out in a manner more worthy of that spirit.
But whoever would know what it is, must read the book itself. No rdsumd can
convey any idea of it: the impression it makes is not the sum of the impressions of
particular incidents or particular sayings, it is the effect of the tone and colouring of
the whole. We do not seem to be listening to the author, to be receiving a "moral"
from any of his stories, or from his characters an "example" prepense; the poem of
human life is opened before us, and M. de Vlgny does but chaunt from it. in a voice
Y38 up
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of subdued sadness, a few strains telling of obscure wisdom and unrewarded
virtue: of those antique characters which, without sell-glorification
or hope of
being appreciated,
"carry out," as he expresses It, "the sentiment of duty to its
extremest consequences. "l*j and whom he avers, as a matter of personal experience, that he has never met with in any walk of life but the profession of arms.
Stello I+l is a work of simdar merit to the Mihtarv Recollections,
though, we
think, somewhat inferior. The poet, and his condition--the
function he has to
perform in the world, and its treatment of him--are
the subject of the book. Stello,
a young poet, having, it would appear, no personal cause of complaint against the
world, but subject to fits of nervous despondency,
seeks relief under one of these
attacks from a mysterious personage, the docteur noir; and discloses to him that in
his ennui and his thirst for activity and excitement,
he has almost determined
to
fling himself into politics, and sacrifice himself for some one of the parties or forms
of government which are struggling with one another in the world. The doctor
prescribes to him three stories, exhibiting the fate of the poet under every form of
government, and the fruitlessness of his expecting from the world, or from men of
the world, aught but negligence or contempt. The stories are of three poets, all of
whom the docteur notr has seen die, as. in fact, the same person might have been
present at all their deaths: under three different governments--in
an absolute
monarchy, a constitutional government,
and a democratic revolution. Gilbert, the
poet and satirist, called from his poverty Gilbert sans-culotte,
who died mad in a
hospital at Paris, he who wrote in the last days of his life the verses beginning
Au banquet de la vie infortun6 convive
J'apparus un jour, et je meurs I*]Chatterton-the marvellous boy,
The sleepless soul, who perished in his pride [_/driven to suicide at eighteen by the anguish of disappointment
and neglect: and
Andre ChEnier, the elder brother of ChEnier the revolutionary poet--whose
own
poems, published not till many years after his death, I_l were at once hailed by the
new school of poetry in France as having anticipated what they :had: since done,
[*lbtd., p. 24.]
[+Stello, ou les dtables bleus (blue devils), in Oeuvres, pp. 225-303. ]
[*Nicolas Joseph Laurent Gilbert, "Ode imltEe de plusieurs pseaumes," in Oeuvres
comflldtes (Paris: Le Jay, 1788), p. 81; Vigny quotes the first of these verses, p. 238. ]
[*Wordsworth, "Resolution and Independence," in Poettcal Works (1827). Vol. II,
p. 127 (11.44-5).]
[¢,Andr6 Marie ChEmer, Oeuvres posthumes (1819), 2nd ed., ed. D. C. Robert. intro.
H. J. de Latouche (Paris: Guillaume, 1826).]
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and given the real commencement to the new era: he perished by the guillotine only
two days before the fall of Robespierre; on the scaffold he exclaimed, striking his
forehead, 'Tly avaitpourtant quelque chose/a.,,,l*) The stories adhere strictly to the
spirit of history, though not to the literal facts, and are. as usual, beautifully told,
especially the last and most elaborate of them, "Andr_ Ch6nier."! +)In this tale we
are shown the prison of Saint-Lazare dunng the reign of terror, and the courtesies
and gallantries of polished life still blossoming in the foulness of the dungeon and
on the brink of the tomb. Madame de St. Aignan. with her reserved and delicate
passion for Andr_ Ch6nier, is one of the most graceful of M. de Vlgny's creations.
We are brought into the presence of Robespierre and Saint-Just--who are drawn,
not indeed like Catoes and Brutuses. though there have been found in our time
Frenchmen not indisposed to take that view of them. But the hatred of exaggeration
which always characterizes M. de Vlgny. does not desert him here: the terrorist
chiefs do not figure m his pages as monsters thirsting for blood, nor as hypocrites
and impostors with merely the low aims of selfish ambiuon: either of these
representations would have been false to history. He shows us these men as they
were, as such men could not but have been: men distinguished, morally, chiefly by
two qualities, entire hardness of heart, and the most overweening and bloated
self-conceit: for nothing less, assuredly, could lead any man to believe that his
individual judgment respecting the public good is a warrant to him for exterminating all who are suspected of forming any other judgment, and for setting up a
machine to cut off heads, t, sixty or seventy every day, till some unknown futurity
be accomplished, some Utopia realized.
The lesson which the docteur noir finds in these tragical histories, for the
edification of poets, is still that of abnegation: to expect nothing 'for themselves'
from changes in society or in political institutions: to renounce for ever the idea that
the world will, or can be expected to fall at their feet and worship them: to consider
themselves, once for all, as martyrs, if they are so, and instead of complaining, to
take up their cross and bear it.
This counsel is so essentially wise, and J so much required everywhere, but
above all in France--where the idea that intellect ought to rule the world, an idea
m itself true and just, has taken such root that every youth who fancies himself a
thinker or an artist thinks ethate he has a right to everything society has to give, and
fdeems himself f the victim of ingratitude because he is not loaded with its riches
and honours; M. de Vigny has so genuine a feeling of the true greatness of a poet,
of the spirit which has dwelt in all poets deserving the name of great--that he may
be pardoned for what there is in his picture of a poet's position and destiny in the
[*Ibid., Intro., p. xlx.]
[*SeeVigny, Stello, Oeuvres, pp. 255-95.]
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actual world, somewhat morbid and overcharged,
though with a g foundation of
universal truth. It is most true that. whether in poetry or in philosophy,
a person
endowed in any eminent degree with genius--originality--the
gift of seeing truths
at a greater depth than the world can penetrate, or of feeling deeply and justly
things which the world has not yet learnt to feel--that
such a person hneedsh not
hope to be appreciated,
to be otherwise than made light of and evil entreated, m
virtue of what is greatest in him, his genius. For (except in things which can be
reduced to mathematical demonstration,
or made obvious to sense) that which all
mankind 'will bC prepared to see Sand understand to-morrow s. it cannot require
much genius to perceive _to-day_: and all persons of distinguished
originality,
whether thinkers or artists, are subject to the eternal taw, that they must themselves
create the tastes or the habits of thought by tmeans of _ which they will afterwards
be appreciateAJ *l No great poet or philosopher
msince the Christian era" (apart
from the accident of a rich patron) could have "gained either rank" or subsistence
°as" a poet or a philosopher:
but things are not, and have seldom been, so badly
ordered in the world, as that he could not get it in any other way. Chatterton,
and
probably Gilbert, could have earned an honest livelihood, if their inordinate pride
would have accepted p it in the common paths of obscure industry. And much as it
is to be lamented, for the world's sake more than that of the individual, that they
who are equal to the noblest things are not reserved for such .--it is nevertheless
true that persons of genius, persons whose superiority is that they can do what
others cannot do, can generally also. if they choose, do better than others that
which others do, and which others are willing to honour and reward. If they
cannot, it is usually from something ill regulated in themselves,
something to be
cured of which would be for the health even of their own minds: perhaps oftenest
because they will not take the pains which less gifted persons are willing to take,
though less than half as much would suffice: because the habit of doing with ease
things on a large scale, makes them impatient of slow and unattractive toil. It is
their own choice, then If they wish for worldly honour and profit, let them seek it
in the way others do: the struggle indeed is hard, and the attainment uncertain, but
not specially so to them; on the contrary, they have advantages over most of their
competitors. If they prefer their nobler vocation, they have no cause of quarrel with
the world because they follow that vocation under the conditions necessarily
implied in it. If It were possible that they should qfrom the first u have the
[*Cf. Wordsworth,
p. 368. ]
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acclamations of the world, they could not be deserving of them: all they could be
doing for the world must be comparatively
little: they could not be the great men
they fancy themselves.
A story, or a poem, might nevertheless
be concoved,
which would throw
tenfold more light upon the poetic character, and upon the condition of a poet in the
world, than any instance, either historical or fictitious, of the world's undervaluing
of him. It would exhibit the sufferings of a poet, not from mortified vantty, but
from the poetic temperament
itself--under
arrangements of society made by and
for harder natures, and in a world which r, for any but the unsensttive, is not a place
of contentment ever, nor of peace _until" after many a hard-fought battle r. That M.
de Vigny could conceive such a subject in the spirit in which it should be
conceived, is clear from the signs by which his Stetlo recognises himself as a poet.
Because there is in nature no beauty, nor grandeur, nor harmony, which does not cause in
me a prophetic thrill--which does not fill me with a deep emotion, and swell my eyehds
with tears dtvme and inexplicable. Because of the mfintte pity 1 feel for mankind, my
compamons in suffering, and the eager desire I feel to hold out my hand to them. and raise
them incessantly by words of commiseration and of love. Because 1 feel m my inmost being
an invisible and undefinable power which resembles a presenttment of the future, and a
revelation of the mysterious causes of the present: F*I
a presentiment which is not always tmaginary, but often the instmctwe instght of a
sensitive nature, which from its finer texture vibrates to impressions so evanescent
as to be unfelt by others, and, by that faculty as by an additional sense, is apprised,
it cannot tell how, of things without, which escape the cognizance of the less
delicately organized.
These are the tests, or some of the tests, of a poetic nature; and it must be evident
that to such, even when supported by a positive religious faith, and that a cheerful
one, this life is naturally, or at least may easily be, a vale of tears: a place in which
there is no rest. The poet who would speak of such, must do it in the spirit of those
beautiful lines of Shelley--himself
the most perfect type of that which he described:
High, spirit-winged heart, who dost for ever
Beat thme unfeehng bars wlth vam endeavour,
Till those bright plumes of thought, m which arrayed
It over-soared this low and worldly shade,
Lie shattered, and thy panting wounded breast
Stains with dear blood its unmaternal nest!
1 weep vain tears: blood would less bitter be,
Yet poured forth gladlier, could tt profit thee.[+l
[*Stello, p. 232.]
[*Percy Bysshe Shelley, Epip_chidion

(London: Oilier, 1821 ), pp. 7-8 (11.13-20).]
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The remainder of M. de Vigny's works are plays and poems. The plays are Le
More de Venise, a well-executed
and very close translation
of Othello; La
Mar_chale
d'Ancre,
from the same period of history as Cinq-Mars;
and
Chatterton, the story in Stello, with the characters more developed,
the outline
more filled up. t*J Without disparagement
to these works, we think the narrative
style more suitable than the dramatic to the quality of M. de Vigny's genius. If we
had not read these plays, we should not have known how much of the impressiveness of his other writings comes from his own tpresencet in them (if the expression
may be allowed),
animating and harmonizing
the picture, by blending with its
natural tints the colouring of his own feelings and character.
Of the poems t*j much were to be said, if a foreigner could be considered
altogether a competent judge of them. For our own part we confess that, of the
admirable poetry Uto be found u in French literature, that part is most poetry to us,
which is written in prose. In regard to verse-writing,
we would even exceed the
severity of Horace's precept against mediocrity; t*l we hold, that nothing should be
written m verse which is not exquisite. In prose, anything may be said which is
worth saying at all; in verse, only what is worth saying better than prose can say it.
The gems alone of thought and fancy, are worth setting with so finished and
elaborate a workmanship;
and even of them, those only whose effect is heightened
by it: which takes place under two conditions; and m one or other of these two, if
we are not mistaken, must be found the origin and justification of all composition
in verse. A thought or feeling requires verse for its adequate expression, when in
order that it may dart into the soul with the speed of a lightning-flash,
the ideas or
images that are to convey it require to be pressed closer together than is compatible
with the rigid grammatical construction of "the prose sentence". One recommendation of verse, therefore, is, that it affords a language more condensed than prose.
The other is derived from one of the natural laws of the human mind, in the
utterance of its thoughts impregnated
with its feelings. All emotion which has
taken possession of the whole being--which
flows unresistedly,
and therefore
equably--instinctively
seeks a language that flows equably like itself; and must
either find it. or be conscious of an unsatisfied want, which even impedes and
prematurely stops the flow of the feeling. Hence, ever since man has been man, all
deep and sustained feeling has tended to express itself in rhythmical language; and
the deeper the feeling, the more characteristic
and decided the rhythm; provided
always the feeling be sustained as well as deep; for a fit of passion has no natural
connexion with verse or music, a mood of passion has the strongest. No one, who
[*In Oeuvres, pp. 355-407,413-64,
and 465-504, respectively.]
[*Ibid., pp. 305-53.]
[*Ars poetica, in Satires, Epistles, and Ars poetica, p. 480 (11.372-3). ]
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does not hold this distinction in view, will comprehend the importance which the
Greek lawgivers and philosophers attached to music, and which appears inexphcable till we understand how perpetual an aim of their polity it was to subdue fits of
passion, and to sustain and reinforce moods of it.* This view of the origin of
rhythmic utterance in general, and verse in particular, naturally demands short
poems, it being impossible that a feeling so intense as to require a more rhythmical
cadence than that of eloquent prose, should sustain itself at its highest elevation for
long together; and we _think (heretical as the opinion may be) _ that, except in the
ages when the absence of written books occasioned all things to be thrown into
verse for facility of memory, or in those other ages in which writmg in verse may
happen to be a "fashion >, a long poem will always be felt -'(though perhaps
unconsciously):
to be something unnatural and hollow: something which it requires the genius of a Homer, a Dante, or a Milton, to induce posterity to read, or at
least to read through.
Verse, then, being only allowable where prose would be inadequate; and the
inadequacy of prose arising either from its not being sufficiently condensed,
or
from its not having cadence enough to express sustained passion, which is never
long-winded--it
follows, that if prolix writing is vulgarly called prosy writing, a
very true feeling of the distinction between verse and prose shows itself in the
vulgarism; and that the one unpardonable sin in a versified composition, next to the
absence of meaning, and of true meaning, is diffuseness.
From this sin it will be
impossible to exculpate M. Alfred de Vigny. His poems, graceful and often
fanciful though they be, are, to us, marred by their diffuseness.
Of the more considerable among them. that which most resembles what, in our
conception, a poem" ought to be, is "Moise."t*l The theme is still the sufferings of
the man of genius, the inspired man, the intellectual ruler and seer: not however,
this time, the great man persecuted by the world, but the great man honoured by it,
and in his natural place at the helm of it, bheb on whom all rely, whom all
* " The Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders: such as ralsed
To height of noblest temper heroes old
Arming to battle: and, mstead of rage,
Dehberate valour breathed, firm and unmoved
With dread of death, to flight or foul retreat.
Nor wanting power to mitigate and swage,
With solemn touches, troubled thoughts, and chase
Angmsh, and doubt, and fear, and sorrow and pain.
From mortal or immortal minds. [Milton, Paradtse Lost, m
The Poetical Works (London: Tonson, 1695), p 18 (Bk. I, 11 550-9).]
[*Oeuvres, pp. 311-12.]
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reverence--Moses on Pisgah. Moses the appointed of God, the judge, captain and
hierarch of the chosen race--crying to God in anguish of spirit for deliverance and
rest; that the cares and toils, the weariness and solitariness of heart, of him who _s
lifted altogether above his brethren, be no longer imposed upon him--that the
Almighty may withdraw his gifts, and suffer him to sleep the sleep of common
humanity. His cry. is heard: when the clouds disperse, which veiled the summit of
the mountain from the Israelites waiting m prayer and prostration at its foot, Moses
is no more seen: and now. "marching towards the promised land. Joshua advanced, pale and pensive of mien: for he was already the chosen of the Omnipotent."i*J
The longest of the poems is "Eloa; or, the Sister of the Angels: ''H a story of a
bright being, created from a tear of the Redeemer, and who falls, tempted by pity
for the Spirit of Darkness. The idea is fine, and the details graceful, a word we have
often occasion to use in speaking of M. de Vigny: but this and most of his other
poems are written in the heroic verse, that is to say, he has aggravated the
imperfections, for his purpose, of the most prosaic language in Europe, by
choosing to write in its most prosaic metre. The absence of prosody, of long and
short or accented and unaccented syllables, renders the French language essentially unmusical: while--the unbendmg structure of its sentence, of which there is
essentially but one type for verse and prose, almost precludmg inversions and
ehs_ons--all the screws and pegs of the prose sentence are retained to encumber
the verse. If it is to be raised at all above prose, variety of rhythm must be sought in
variety of versification: there is no room for it in the monotonous structure of the
heroic metre. Where is it that Racine, always an admirable writer, appears to us
more than an admirable prose writer? In his irregular metres--in the choruses of
Esther and of Athalie,t_l It is not wonderful then if the same may be said of M. de
Vigny. We shall conclude with the following beautiful little poem, one of the few
which he has produced in the style and measure of lyric verse:
Viens sur lamer, jeune fille,
Sols sans effroi,
Viens sans trdsor, sans famille,
Seule avec moL
Mon bateau sur les eaux brille.
Vol ses mhts, voi
Ses pavilions et sa quille.
Ce n'est rien qu'une coquille,
Mais j'y suis roi.

[*Translatedfrom "Molse," p. 312.]
["Oeuvres,pp. 323-30.]
[*JeanRacine. Esther (Paris: Thierry, 1689), and Athalie (Paris: Thierry, 1691).]
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Pour Fesclave on fit la terre,
O ma beaut6
Mals pour l'homme hbre. austere,
L'immensit6.
Les flots savent un mystere
De volupt6:
Leur souplr involontalre
Veut dire: amour solitaire,
Et libert6, t*I
[*Vigny, "Le bateau." Oeuvres, p 352 ]
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London and Westminster Review, VII & XXIX (Aug., 1838), 308-20. Headed: "ART.
III.--1. Poems of Many Years. By Richard Monckton Milnes. ILondon: Moxon,] 1838.
(For private circulation.) / 2. Memorials of a Residence on the Continent, and Htstorical
Poems. By Richard Monckton Milnes. [London:] Moxon. 1838." (The two volumes also
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Milnes's Poems

THESE TWO VOLUMESOF POEMS, although the one was not designed for publication, and the other is not yet published,
are not entirely unknown even to the
general reader--some
beautiful extracts from the earlier volume, and some just
praises of both, having appeared in an article, from a pen not to be mistaken, in one
of our monthly periodlcals.t*_ This first draught from the well leaves it, however,
still fresh and full, and we too having been admitted to it, need not fear to exercise
the privilege of dispensing its waters. We regard Mr. Milnes" poems as of singular
merit in their kind, and the kind as one possessing strong claims upon the notice of
a student of the age. They are representative
of a whole order of thoughts and
feelings; they are a voice from one comer of the mind and heart of this age, which
had not found fitting poetical utterance till now; and there are many who will
recognise in it the voice of their own soul, the language of their daily consciousness.
But we prefer beginning our selection by something not characteristic;
and
showing that the author is a poet, before we detain the reader with any remarks on
the particular character of his poetry. We begin, therefore, unhesitatingly with
THE LAY OF THE HUMBLE

I have no comeliness of frame,
No pleasant range of feature;
I'm feeble, as when first I came
To earth, a weeping creature:
My voice Is low whene'er I speak
And staging faint my song:
But though thus cast among the weak,
I envy, not the strong.
The trivial part in life 1play
Can have so light a bearing
On other men. who, mgbt or day,
For me are never caring;
That. though I find not much to bless.
Nor food for exaltation,
I know that I am tempted less,
And that is consolation.
[*See John Wilson. "Christopher in His Cave," Blackwood'a Magazine. XL1V (Aug..
1838), 268-84.]
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The beautiful! the noble blood'
I shrink as they pass b),,
Such power for evil or for good,
Is flashing from each eye.
They are indeed the stewards of Heaven,
High-headed and strong-handed:
From those, to whom so much is gwen.
How much may be demanded!
'Tis true, I am hard buffeted,
Though few can be my foes,
Harsh words fall heavy on my head.
And unreslsted blows;
But then I thmk--"Had I been born-Hot sprat--sturdy frame-And passion prompt to follow scorn-1 might have done the same."
To me men are for what they are,
They wear no masks with me:
I never sicken'd at the jar
Of ill-tuned flatter)':
I never mourned affections lent
In folly or m blindness:The kindness that on me is spent
Is pure, unaskmg kindness.
And, most of all, 1 never felt
The agonizing sense
Of seeing love from passion melt
Into indifference:
The tearful shame that, day by day,
Burns onward, stall to burn,
To have thrown your preoous heart away.
And met this black return.
I almost fancy that the more
I am cast out from men,
Nature has made me of her store
A worthier demzen:
As if it pleased her to caress
A plant grown up so wild,
As if the being parentless
Made me the more her child.
Athwart my face when blushes pass
To be so poor and weak,
I fall unto the dewy grass,
And cool my fevered cheek:
And hear a music strangely made.
That you have never heard,
A sprite in every' rustling blade,
That stags like any bird.
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My dreams are dreams of pleasantness.
But yet I always run,
As to a father's morning kiss,
When rises the round sun:
I see the flowers on stalk and stem,
Light shrubs, and poplars tall.
Enjoy the breeze,--| rock with them,
We are merry, brothers all,
1 do remember well. when first
l saw the great blue sea,It was no stranger-face, that burst
In terror upon me:
My heart began, from the first glance,
His solemn pulse to follow.
I danced with every billow's dance,
And shouted to their hollo.
The lamb, that at its mother's s_de
Rechnes. a tremulous thing.
The robin in cold winter-tide.
The linnet in the spring,
All seem to be of km to me,
And love my slender hand,For we are bound, by God's decree,
In one defensive band
And children, who the worldly mind
And ways have not put on.
Are ever glad in me to find
A blithe companion:
And when for play they leave their homes,
Left to their own sweet glee.
They hear my step. and cry--"He comes,
Our little frlend--'tis he."
Have you been out some starry night,
And found it joy to bend
Your eyes to one particular hght,
Till it became a friend?
And then, so loved that glistening spot.
That, whether it were far,
Or more or less, it mattered not,It stall was your own star
Thus, and thus only, can you know,
How 1. even scorned 1,
Can live m love. tho" set so log,
And my ladle-love so high:
Thus learn, that on this varied ball.
Whate'er can breathe and move.
The meanest, lornest tfimg of all
Stall owns ItSright to love,
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With no fair round of household cares
Will my lone hearth be blest,
Nor can the snow of my old hairs
Fall on a loving breast:
No darhng pledge of spousal faith
Shall I be found possessing.
To whom a blessing with my breath
Would be a double blessing:
But yet my love with sweets is rife,
With happiness it teems:
It beautifies my waking life,
And waits upon my dreams:
A shape that floats upon the night,
Like foam upon the sea.-A voice of seraphlm,--a light
Of present Deity !
I hide me m the dark arcade.
When she walks forth alone.-I feast upon her halr's rich braid.Her half-unclasped zone:
1 watch the flittmgs of her dress,
The bending boughs between,-I trace her footstep's faery, press
On the scarcely ruffled green.
Oh deep delight! the frail gmtar
Trembles beneath her hand:
She sings a song she brought from far.
I cannot understand:
Her voice is always as from heaven,
But yet I seem to hear
Its music best, when thus 'tis given
All music to my ear
She has turned her tender eyes around,
And seen me crouching there,
And smiles, just as that last full sound
ls fainting on the air;
And now, I can go forth so proud.
And raise my head so tall,My heart within me beats so loud,
And musical withal-And there is summer all the while,
Mid-winter tho" it be.How should the universe not smile.
When she has smiled on me?
For tho' that smile can nothmg more
Than merest pity prove.
Yet pity, it was sung of yore.
Is not so far from love.
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From whata crowd of lover's woes
Myweakness is exempt!
How farmore fortunatethanthose
Who mark me for contempt!
No fear of rival happiness
My fervent glory smothers,
The zephyr fans me none the less
Thatit ISbland to others
Thus without shareIn coin or land,
But well content to hold
The wealthof nature in myhand,
One flailof virgin gold,My love above me like a sun-My own bright thoughts my wings,
Thro"life I trust to flutter on,
As gay as aught that stags.
One hour I own I dread,--to die
Alone and unbefriended,-No soothing voice, no tearful eye.
But that must soon be ended,
And then I shall receive my part
Of everlasting treasure,
In that just world where each man's heart
Will be his only measure.I'_1
This poem requires no commentator; it goes straight to the common heart of
humanity; and we shall be surprised if it do not become widely known, and find its
way into collections. The man who can thus write, is enutled to write in verse: a
privilege which we would confine to a very small proportion indeed of those who
usurp it. Let such a man speak from the fulness of his own heart--gwe him
thoughts and feelings to express which are deeply interesting to him--and it will
be a little your own fault if he does not make them interesting to you. Now these
poems, as a whole, if there be faith in internal evidence, do come from the heart of
the writer; what they express, he feels, or has felt; they are the deepest and most
earnest part of himself, thrown into melodious language: there is as much sincerity
in them as there can be in words; for. properly speaking, it is only a man's whole
life which is sincere--that alone is the utterance of the whole man, contemplatwe
and active taken together.
Of Mr. Milnes, personally, we know little or nothing, save that he is a young and
active member of the House of Commons, who generally votes with the Tories: but
if he be like his poems--and the man who could write them cannot be altogether
unlike them--he is one of the representatives of a school which has grown up
within a few years, is spreading rapidly among the refined and cultivated youth.
and deserves to be much honoured, and, above all, to be understood. This school is
[*Poemsof Many Years,pp 28-36 ]
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one of the products of what may be termed the Coleridgian reaction. In politics, its
aim is, to save the Church and the Aristocracy.
by making them really what they
pretend to be. With Conservatives
of this description,
however we may doubt the
practicability of their objects, we feel, and have always professed, the most entire
sympathy: and no one can more heartily rejoice at any accession to their numbers
or influence. Mr. Milnes" poems, however, do not show them in their character as
politicians, but as men; and as such they are in some measure a class apart.
They are, in general, earnest men, with a deep sense of duty towards God and
man, and of responsibility
to an Eternal Judge. With this they seem not unusually
to combine a degree of distrust of their own spiritual strength, very, becoming in
most persons, but which certainly
_s not usually found in those destined to
accomplish great things, even in the cause of religion: for, however innocent of
any vain-glorious trust in his own unassisted power or goodness, the Christian hero
has generally a sure faith that upon certain simple conditions, which in his healthier
moods he feels confident that he can and will fulfil, strength will be lent him from
God, to perform all that God requires of him. But these men (at least in one stage of
their growth) seem as though weighed down by the immensity of God's requirements. To be a spiritual being, and to have an account to render as such, of the
employment of powers and opportumties,
appears to them not only an awful, but
almost a fearful destiny; its dangers alarm them much more than its privileges
excite; and the period of infancy, when they were alike strangers to both, is looked
back to, with manly endurance
no doubt, but with the fondest regret. It is
astonishing how large a portion of Mr. Milnes' poems are impregnated
with this
feeling: it can scarcely be more finely expressed than in the following lines:
Youth, that pursuest with such eager pace
Thy even way,
Thou pantest on to win a mournful race:
Then stay! oh, stay'
Pause and luxurxate in thy sunny plato:
Loiter,--enjoy:
Once past, Thou never wilt come back again
A second Boy.
The hills of Manhood wear a noble face,
When seen from far:
The mist of light from which they take their grace
Hides what they are.
The dark and weary path those chffs between
Thou canst not know,
And how it leads to regions never green,
Dead fields of snow.
Pause, while thou may'st, nor deem that fate thy gain,
Which, all too fast,
Will drive thee forth from this delicious plain,
A Man at last. l*1
[*Untitled poem, ibid., pp. 7-8.]
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to a child five years old:

Delighted soul! that in thy new abode
Dwellest contentedly, and knowest not
What men can mean who faint beneath the load
Of mortal hfe, and mourn an earthly lot
Who would beheve thou wert so far from home'?
Who could suppose thee exiled or astray?
This world of twilight whither thou art come
Seems just as welcome as thy nanve day
That comely form, whereto thy thoughts are pent,
Hiding its rebel nature, serves thee still,
A pliable and pleasant instrument,
Harmonious to thy impulses and will.
Thou hast not spent as yet thy little store
Of happy mstmcts:--Thou canst stall beguile
Painful reflection and ungrateful lore
With many a placid dream and causeless smile
And when the awful stranger Evil bends
His eye upon thee, Thou wilt first essay
To turn him from his dark pursuits and ends
By graoous dalliance and familiar play.
As well might kindly words arrest the roll
Of billows ragtag o'er a wmt_' sea.
O Providence' remit to th_s one soul
Its destined years, and take it back to Thee [*J
Such feelings as these occur as moods, in the life probably of every person who
has a conscience; but wherever they fill a large place, they point to something
unhealthful either in the individual mind or in the times.
Whether as cause or consequence,
these feelings are not unnaturally connected
with a rather melancholy view of life. For the duty of a good man is not to these
minds the simple thing it was to the religious minds of former ages. Their morahtv
does not say only, Thou shalt abstain,--thou
shalt keep thy thoughts and actions
pure; it says, Thou shalt do; not to thee alone, O pastor, or to thee O missionary,,
but even to thee O meanest of mankind,
is the boundless mass of evil which
surrounds thee on every side, delivered as thy task: of which
remove all that thou canst, the whole shall be imputed to thee.

mass unless thou

We have come out upon the field of Life
To war with Evil-says Mr. Milnes; and if the Boy, resolute
for victory, Mr. Milnes tells him--

and confiding

in his resolve,

Poor youthful Heart!poor noble Self-deceit!
Weak-winged Aspirant !--Step with me aside,
[*"To

, Five Years Old," ibM., pp. 3-4.]

dares hope
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Tis for a moment.--mount
this little hill,Tell me. and tell thyself, what see'st Thou now.
Look East and West. and mark hog' far extends
This vainly mockt, this haughtily defied,
This Might so easily to be laid low!
There is no eminence on this wide spacc.
So htgh that thou from it canst e'er behold
A clear horizon, dark Is all the space,
Black with the masses of throe Enemy:
There is no point where Light can penetrate
Those densely-banded Legions,--the green plato
Shines through no interval. Brave though thou art.
My Boy, where is thy trust in Victory now,?
Now gaze below, gaze on that waving crowd.
The marshalled army of Humamty,
From which thou art come out.--Loyal thou art.
My Boy; but what avails thy feeble Truth.
When, as thou seest, of the huge multitude.
The still succeeding myriads there arrayed
For fight, how few. how miserably few,
Not only do not fervently work out
Their Soldier-duty. but whose craven souls
Do not pass over to the ve_ Foe.
And, minghng with his numbers numberless.
Against their brethren turn unnatural arms-Or else of honest wills at first, hke throe.
After the faint resistance of an hour.
Yield themselves up half-wilhng prisoners.
Soon to be won by golden-guileful tongues.
To do blithe service m the cause of Sin!
Yet there are some to whom a strength _s given,
A wdl. a self-constraining energy,
A Faith which feeds upon no earthly hope,
Which never thinks of Victory. but content
In its own consummatton, combatting
Because it ought to combat (even as Love
Is its own cause, and cannot have another).
And conscious that to find in martyrdom
The stamp and signet of most perfect life
Is all the science that mankind can reach,
Rejoicing fights, and still rejoicing falls.
It may be that to Spirits high-toned as these
A revelation of the end of Time
Is also granted; that they feel a sense
Giving them firm assurance that the foe
By which they must be crusht (in Death well-won
Alone to find thetr freedom) in his turn
Will be subdued, though not by such as They. I*1

[*"The Combat of Life.'" ibid., pp. 147, 148-9, 150-1. ]
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and the views of life such as are natural to a clear-

headed and pure-minded
Conservative.
Ot all persons living, such a man has the
fewest illusions left as to the amount of evil in the world. When times are quiet, and
men's minds settled, the unbroken respect for rules and ordinances
(seldom
questioned even when transgressed),
and the reverence still ostensibly maintained
towards those superiors, who are the representatives
(however unfaithful) of all
that is most venerable to man, keep the worst parts of human nature under a veil:
mankind in such times seem better than they are, and are somewhat better than
their genuine dispositions would prompt. In proportion as this respect wears off,
and the actions of mankind become the expression of their real feelings, the veil is
gone, and they appear as they are: to a Conservative,
worse than they are: for to
him the sham which they have discarded is still a holy truth. He has not the
consolation of thinking that the old Formulas are gone because the time has come
for something better: no hope and faith in a greater good beyond, tempers to him
the sense of present evil.
For a good man to live health,.' and happy in a world which presents to him so
dreary a prospect, he reqmres to have a clear view at least of his own path in it: but
few of the men whom we speak of seem yet to have attained this: the_ believe,
doubtless, that they are in the right road, but we question whether most of them feel
quite sure of it--as indeed in these days it is not easy that any open-minded
Conservative should. In proportion as they shall arrive at full unclouded certainty
respecting the course which duty marks out for themselves,
a vigorous and
healthful development
of their active faculties will correct what may now be
unduly preponderant
in the merely passive part of their moral sensibility: and,
whether they are destined to aid in infusing another spirit into old beliefs and
institutions, or in calmly substituting others, we shall be disappointed
if some of
them do not play a noble part in that "combat of life ''I*1 which one of them has so
feelingly described. We cannot better close these remarks than by extracting a
poem, in which Mr. Milnes has painted with great truth the feelings of a deeply
religious mind--not
lamenting to itself its own insufficiency,
and the vastness of
what it has to do--but,
while it feels all this, still pressing on to do what it can, with
that strong and living faith in _ts own impulses, the almost necessary condition of
high and heroic deeds.
THEDEPARTURE
OFST. PATRICKFROMSCOTLAND
(From his own "'Confessions")
Twice to your son already has the hand of God been shown,
Restoring him from alien bonds to be once more your own,
And now It ISthe self-same hand, dear kinsmen, that to-day
Shall take me for the third time from all I love away
While I look into your eyes, while 1 hold your hands In mine,
What force could tear me from you, if It were not all divine'
[*I.e., the title of the poem quoted above. ]
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Has my love ever faltered? Have I ever doubted yours?
And think you I could yield me now to any earthly lures?
I go not to some balmier land in pleasant ease to rest,-I go not to content the pride that swells a mortal breast.
I go about a work my God has chosen me to do;
Surely the soul which is his child must be his servant too.
1 seek not the great c_ty where our sacred father dwells,-I seek not the blest eremites within their sandy cells,-1 seek not our Redeemer's grave in distant Palestine,Another, shorter pilgrimage, a lonelier path is mine.
When sunset clears and opens out the breadth of western sky,
To those who m yon mountain isles protect their flocks on high
Loom the dark outlines of a land, whose nature and whose name
Some have by harsh experience learnt, and all by evil fame.
Oh, they are wild and wanton men, such as the best will be,
Who know no other gifts of God but to be bold and free.
Who never saw how states are bound in golden bonds of law,
Who never knew how strongest hearts are bent by holy awe.
When first into their pirate hands I fell, a very boy,
Skirting the shore from rock to rock m unsuspecting joy,
I had been taught to pray, and thus those slavish days were fern,
A wondrous hazard brought me back to liberty and you.
But when again they met me on the open ocean field,
And might of numbers prest me round and forced my arm to yield,
I had become a man like them, a selfish man of pride,
I could have curst the will of God, for shame I had not dmd
And still this torment haunted me three weary years, until
That summer night.--among the sheep.--upon the seaward hill,
When God of his miraculous grace, of his own saving thought,
Came down upon my lonely heart and rested unbesought!
That night of hght! I cared not that the day-star glimmered soon.
For in my new-begotten soul it was already noon;
I knew before what Christ had done, but never felt till then
A shadow of the love for him that he had felt for men'
Strong faith was m me--on the shore there lay a stranded boat.
I hasted down, I thrust it out, I felt it rock afloat;
W_th nervous arm and sturdy oar I sped my watery way.
The wind and tide were trusty guides.--one God had I and they
As one from out the dead I stood among you free and whole.
My body Christ could well redeem, when he had saved my soul.
And perfect peace embraced the life that had been only pain.
For Love was shed upon my head from everything, like rain.
Then on so sweetly flowed the time. 1 almost thought to sail
Even to the shores of Paradise in that unwavering gale,
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When something rose and mghtly stood between me and my rest.
Most like some one. besides myself, reflecting m my breast.
I cannot put it into words, I only know it came.
A sense of self-abasing weight, intolerable shame.
"That 1should be so vile that not one tittle could be paid
Of that enormous debt which Christ upon my soul had tald _''
This yielded to another mood, strange objects gathered near.
Phantoms that entered not by eye, and voices not by ear,
The land of my injurious thrall a gracious aspect wore,
1 yearned the most toward the forms I hated most before
I seemed again upon that hill, as on that bhssful night,
Encompast with celestial air and deep renring light,
But sight and thought were fettered down, where ghmmerlng lay belmx
A plato of gasping, struggling, men m ever3.,shape ol woe
Faint solemn whispers gathered round, "'Christ suffered to redeem.
Not you alone, but such as these, from th_stheir savage dream.-Lo, here are souls enough for you to bnng to him, and say,
These are the earnest of the debt I am too poor to pay ."
A cloud of children freshly born. innumerable bands,
Past by me with implormg eyes and httle hfted hands,
And all the Nature. I believed so blank and waste and dumb,
Became instinct with life and love, and echoed clearly "'Come'"
"Amen !" said 1:with eager steps a rude descent I tried.
And all the glory followed me like an on-coming tide,
With trails of hght about my feet. I crost the darkhng wild.
And as I toucht each sufferer's hand, he rose and gently smiled.
Thus mght on mght the vision came. and left me not alone.
Until I swore that in that land should Christ be preacht and known,
And then at once strange coolness past on my long fevered brow.
As from the flutter of light wings: I feel. I feel it now!
And from that moment unto this. this last and proving one.
I have been calm and hght at heart as if the deed were done.
I never thought how hard It was our earthly loves to lay
Upon the altar of the Lord. and watch them melt away!
Speak. friends ! speak what you wdl--but change those asking looks forlorn.
Sustain me with reproachful words--uphold me with your scorn:
I know God" s heart is in me, but my human bosom fears
Those drops that pierce it as the) fall. those full and sdent tears.
These comrades of my earhest youth have pledged thmr pious care
To bear me to the fronting coast, and gently leave me there:
It may be 1 shall fall at once. with little toil or need,Heaven often takes the simple will for the most perfect deed.
Or, it may be that from that hour beneath my hand may spring
A hne of glories unachieved by hero. sage. or king.--
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That Christ may gtonfy himself m this ignoble name.
And shadow forth my endless life in my enduring tame.
All as He wills! now bless me. mother,--your cheek is almost dry -Farewell, kind brothers !--only pray ye may be blest as I;
Smile on me, sisters,--when death comes near each of you, still smile.
And we shall meet again somewhere, within a httle while !I*]

[*Memorials of a Residence on the Continent, and Historwal Poems. pp. 143-51 ]
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Milnes's Poetry for the People

MOST OF THESE POEMS have already appeared m periodicals: and although they
bear marks of the same hand as the two volumes already published b_ Mr.
Milnes,l*l there are indications of haste, and a want of finish in their composition,
such as we are too apt to see in the contributions even of real poets to those fugitive
pages. It is the besetting sin of the poets of our age that the3' write too much: even of
Wordsworth, his most sincere admirers could spare nearly all which he has written
in the last twenty years: and Ebenezer Elliott is wasting his great powers and noble
feelings in careless, empty productions of no permanent value. It would bc well for
them to consider how few are the voluminous
poets who have descended
to
posterity. Mr. Milnes has, we think, need of the same lesson: not that these poems
are not good, but that he might so easily have made them better: or have written, in
lieu of them, a much smaller number of far superior performances.
The "Specimens of Poetry for the People ''l*j are, for the most part, excellent m
sentiment and purpose; some of them are warnings to the poor, others are rather
pleadings for the poor to the rich, and therefore hardly merit their title. But neither
the warnings nor the pleadings are so impressive as they would have been, had Mr.
Milnes taken half the pains with them which he must have employed upon some of
his earlier productions. Some of the very short poems are far more perfect: such as
the following, one of several entitled "Love-Thoughts.'"
Think not, because I walk in power,
While thou art by my side,
That 1 could keep the path one hour
Without my guard and guide.
The keeper left me once alone
Within a mad-house hall,
With gibber, shriek, and fixed smile
About me.--madmen all!
The horrid sense which then 1felt
Is what my life would be.
[*Poems of Many Years. and Memorials of a Restdence on the Comment. and Hzstortcal
Poems (both London: Moxon, 1838); reviewed by Mill m "'Milnes's Poems." above,
pp. 503-16.]
[+Asection of Poetr3'for the People, pp. 37-59 1
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If In this world of pain and guilt
I once lost sight of Thee.t*l

Or this:
Beneath an Indian palm a girl
Of other blood reposes;
Her cheek is clear and pale as pearl,
Amid that wild of roses.
Beside a northern pine a boy
Is leaning, fancy-bound,
Nor listens where with noisy joy
Awaits the impatient hound.
Cool grows the sick and feverish calm
Relaxt the frosty twine,The pine-tree dreameth of the palm,
The palm-tree of the pine
As soon shall nature interlace
Those dimly-visioned boughs,
As these young lovers face to face
Renew their early vows! t*J
The following is of a higher character, as suggestive
as it is picturesque to the outward and visual one:

to the inward imagination

She had left all on earth for him.
Her home of wealth, her name of pride,
And now his lamp of love was &m,
And, sad to tell, she had not died.
She watcht the crimson sun's decline
From some lone rock that fronts the sea-"I would, O burmng heart of mine,
There were an ocean-rest for thee.
"The thoughtful moon awaits her turn.
The stars compose their choral crown,
But those soft lights can never burn
Till once the fiery sun is down. ''t*j
Our last quotation

shall be a legendary

tale:

A gentle household sprat, unchallenged and unpaid,
Attended with his service a lonely servant-maid
She seemed a weary woman, who had found life unkind.
Whose youth had left her early, and little left behind.

[*Poetry for the People, p. 162.]
[*Poem V of"Shadows," ibid., p. 173.]
[*Poem VI of"Shadows," ibM., p. 174.]

MILNES'S POETRYFOR THE PEOPLE
Most desolate and dreary her days went on until
Arose this unseen stranger her labours to fulfil
But now she walkt at leisure, secure of blame she slept,
The meal was always ready, the room was always swept.
And by the cheerful fire-hght, the winter evenings long,
He gave her words of kindness and snatches of sweet song:With useful housewife secrets and tales of faeries fair,
From times when gaunt magicmns and dwarfs and grants were.
Thus, habit closing round herr by slow degrees she nurst
A sense of trust and pleasure, where she had feared at first
When strange desire camc on her. and shook her like a storm,
To see this faithful being distract m outward form.
He was so pure a nature, of so bemgn a will.
It could be nothmg fearful, it could be nothing ill.
At first with grave denial her prayer he laid aside,
Then warning and entreaty, but all in vam, he tned.
The wish upgrew to passion,--she urged him more and more-Until, as one outwearied, but still lamentmg sore,He promlst In her chamber he would attend her call,
When from the small high window the full-moonhght should fall.
Most proud and glad that evening she entered to behold
How there her phantom-lover his presence would unfold:
When 1o!in bloody pallor lay, on the moonht-floor.
The babe she bore and murdered some thirteen years before I*1
[*"The Brownie. A Legend," ibid., pp. 75-6.]
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Westminster Revtew. XXXIX (Feb., 1843), 105-13. Headed: "AR'r. V.--Lay_ of Anctent
Rome. By Thomas Bablngton Macaulay. [London:] Longman. 1842." Running title:
"Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome." Signed: "A." Not republished. Identified in Mill's
bibhography as "A review of Macaulay's 'Lays of Ancient Rome" m the Westminster
Review for Febry. 1843 (No. 76.)" (MacMinn, p. 55) The Somerville College copy (tear
sheets) is headed in Mill's hand' "(Westminster Review, February 1843)" and two corrections are made: at 525.31 "no" is altered to "on". and at 527n.6 "ylaeddfed" is changed to
"deadly feud"; there was a second issue of this number (a tear-sheet copy of Mill's article in
this version is also in Somerville College. with no corrections or emendations), in which the
first correction was made, and part of the second (the reading became "deadly fed").
For comment, see the Introduction, p. xli_ above.

Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome

THEGENERALREADER,even if he be so much an exception among general readers
as to have remained personally ignorant of this volume, must be sufficiently
cognizant of its contents from criticisms and extracts, not to require either outline
or additional specimens on the present occasion: but he must not suppose that
specimens, however well selected, can give a sufficiently favourable idea of such a
work. No one can judge of a tragedy, from seeing only its fifth act, or of a novel
from having read its most highly-wrought scenes: and the more perfect and
harmonious the composition may be as a work of art, the less can those portions of
it be properly estimated by themselves, because they pre-suppose in the reader or
spectator a state of excitement as well as a mental preparation which can only be
the effect of the previous portions. A reviewer, fresh from reading these poems,
quotes the passage by which he has been most strongly moved, expecting that it
will move his own reader as strongly; but it is nothing to be in at the death when you
have not followed the hounds: and we ourselves at first read in the newspapers with
a certain sensation of flatness, the very incidents and descriptions which afterwards, when read in their proper place, acted upon us like the most stirring strains
of Campbell or Scott.
For it is with those two great masters of modem ballad poetry that Mr.
Macaulay's performances are really to be compared, and not with the real ballads
or epics of an early age. The Lays, m point of _brm, are not in the least like the
genuine productions of a primitive age or people, and it is no blame to Mr.
Macaulay that they are not. He professes _mitation of Homer, but we really see no
resemblance, except in the nature of some of the incidents, and the animation and
vigour of the narrative; and the Iliad, after all. is not the original ballads of the
Trojan war, but those ballads moulded together, and wrought into the forms of a
more civilized and cultivated age. It is difficult to conjecture what the forms of the
old Roman ballad may have been, and certain, that whatever they were. they could
no more satisfy the _esthetic requirements of modern culture, than an ear accustomed to the great organ of Freyburg or Harlem could rehsh Orpheus's hurdygurdy; although the airs which Orpheus played, if thev could be recovered, might
perhaps be executed with great effect on the more perfect instrument.
The forms of Mr, Macaulay's ballad poetr3' are essentially modem, they are
those of the romantic and chivalrous, not the classical ages. and even in those they
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are a reproduction,
not of the originals, but of the imitations of Scott. In this we
think he has done well, for Scott's style is as near to that of the ancient ballad as we
conceive to be at all compatible with real popular effect on the modern mind. The
difference between the two may be seen by the most cursory comparison of any
real old ballad, "Chevy Chase ''l*l for instance, with the last canto of Marrnlon, I*'j
or with any of these Lays. Conciseness
is the characteristic
of the real ballad-diffuseness,
of the modern adaptation.
The old bard did everything by single
touches; Scott and Mr. Macaulay by repetition and accumulation
of particulars.
They produce all their effect by what they say; he by what he suggested', by what
he stimulated the imagination to paint for itself. But then the old ballads were not
written for the light reading of tired readers. To do the work in their way, they
required to be brooded over, or had at least the aid of tune and of impassioned
recitation. Stones which are to be told to children in the age of eagerness and
excitability, or sung in banquet halls to assembled warriors, whose daily ideas and
feelings supply a flood of comment ready to gush forth on the slightest hint of the
poet, cannot fly too swift and straight to the mark. But Mr. Macaulay wrote to be
only read, and by readers for whom it was necessary to do all.
These poems, therefore, are not the worse for being un-Roman in their form; and
in their substance they are Roman to a degree which deserves great admiration.
Mr. Macaulay's prose writings had not prepared us for the power which he has here
manifested of identifying himself easily and completely with states of feeling and
modes of life alien to modern experience. Nobody could have previously doubted
that he possessed fancy, but he has here added to it the higher faculty of Imagination. We have not been able to detect, in the four poems, one idea or feeling which
was not, or might not have been, Roman; while the externals of Roman life, and
the feelings characteristic
of Rome and of that particular age, are reproduced with
great felicity, and without being made unduly predominant
over the universal
features of human nature and human life.
Independently,
service rendered

therefore, of their value as poems, these compositions are a real
to historical literature: and the author has made this service

greater by his prefaces, which wilt do more than the work of a hundred dissertations in rendering that true conception of early Roman history, the irrefragable
estabhshment
of which has made Niebuhr [*1 illustrious, familiar to the minds of
general readers. This is no trifling matter even in relation to present interests, for
there is no estimating the injury which the cause of popular institutions has
suffered, and still suffers, from misrepresentations
of the early condition of the
Roman Plebs, and its noble struggles against its taskmasters.
And the study of the
manner in which the heroic legends of early Rome grew up as poetry and gradually
[*"The Ancient Ballad of Chevy-Chase," in Thomas Percy, Rehques ofAncwnt Enghsh
Poetry, 3 vols. (London: Dodsley, 1765), Vol. I, pp 1-17.]
[*Walter Scott. Marmlon (Edinburgh: Constable, 1808). ]
[*In his HistoD" of Rome. ]
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became history, has important bearings on the general laws of historical evidence,
and on the many things which, as philosophy advances, are more and more seen to
be therewith connected. On this subject Mr. Macaulay has not only presented, in
an agreeable form, the results of previous speculation,
but has, though in an
entirely unpretending manner, thrown additional light upon it by his own remarks:
as where he shows, by incontestable
instances, that a similar transformation
of
poetic fiction into history has taken place on various occasions in modern and
sceptical times.
"History," says Hume. with the utmost gravity, "has preserved some Instances of Edgar's
amours, from which, as from a specimen, we may form a conJecture of the rest."t*) He then
tells, very agreeably, the stones of Elfleda and Elfrida, two stones which have a most
suspicious air of romance, and which, indeed, greatly resemble In their general character.
some of the legends of early Rome. He cites, as his authority for these two tales, the
chronicle of William of Malmesbury, who hvcd m the time of King Stephen. The great
majority of readers suppose that the device by which Elfleda was substituted for her young
rmstress, the arhfice by which Athelwold obtained the hand of Etfrlda, the detection of that
artifice, the hunting party, and the vengeance of the amorous king. are things about which
there is no more doubt than about the execution of Anne Boleyn, or the shtnng of Sir John
Coventry's nose. But when we turn to William of Malmesbury, we find that Hume, m h_s
eagerness to relate these pleasant fables, has overlooked one very important c_rcumstance.
William does. indeed, tell both the stones: but he gives us distinct notice that he does not
warrant their truth, and that they rest on no better authority than that of ballads.*
Such IS the way in which these two well-known tales have been handed down, They
originally appeared in a poetical form. They found their way from ballads into an old
chronicle. The ballads perished: the chronicle remained. A great historian, some centuries
after the ballads had been altogether forgotten, consulted the chronicle. He was struck by the
lively colouring of these ancient fictions: he transferred them to his pages, and thus we find
inserted, as unquestionable facts, in a narratwe which is likely to last as long as the English
tongue, the inventions of some minstrel whose works were probably never committed to
writing, whose name is buried in oblivion, and whose dmlect has become obsolete. It must,
then, be admitted to be possible, or, rather, highly probable, that the stories of Romulus and
Remus, and of the HoratH and CurmtiL may have had a similar origin. (Pp. 31-3. )
And again, on the legend of the appearance of the Dioscurl actively mding the
Roman host in the battle of the Lake Regillus. and afterwards personally announcing at Rome that the republic had been victorious:
How the legend originated, cannot now be ascertained but we may easily Imagine several
ways in which it might have originated: nor is it at all necessa_' to suppose, with Juhus
[*David Hume, Histor3"o f England, 8 vols. (Oxford: Talboys and Wheeler, London.
Picketing, 1826), Vol. I, p. 108: the stories, with the references to Wilham of Malmesbury,
are on pp. 109-12. ]
*" 'Infamlas quas post dicam magis resperserunt cantilen_e." Edgar appears to have been
most mercilessly treated in the Anglo-Saxon ballads. He was the favourite of the monks: and
the monks and minstrels were at deadly feud." [For Macaulay's quotation, see William of
Malmesbury, Gesta regum anglorurn, ed. Thomas Duffus Hardy, 2 vols. (London: Enghsh
Historical Sooety, 1840), Vol. II, p. 236 (Bk. II, §148l ]
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Frontinus, that two young men were dressed up by the Dictator to personate the sons of
Leda. t*/It is probable that Livy is correct when he says that the Roman general, in the hour
of peril, vowed a temple to Castor. t*j If so, nothing could be more natural than that the
multitude should ascribe the victory, to the favour of the Twin Gods. When such was the
prevaihng sentiment, any man who chose to declare that, in the midst of the confusion and
slaughter, he had seen two god-like forms on white horses scattering the Latines, would find
ready credence. We know, indeed, that in modem times, a similar story actually found
credence among a people much more civilised than the Romans of the fifth century before
Christ. A chaplain of Cortes, writing about thirty years after the conquest of Mexico, in an
age of printing-presses, libraries, universities, scholars, logicians, jurists, and statesmen,
had the face to assert that. in one engagement against the Indians, St. James had appeared on
a grey horse at the head of the Castilian adventurers, t*j Many of those adventurers were
living when this lie was printed. One of them, honest Bernal Diaz, wrote an account of the
expedition. He had the evidence of his own senses against the chaplain's legend: but he
seems to have distrusted even the evidence of his own senses. He says that he was m the
battle, and that he saw a grey horse with a man on his back. but that the man was. to his
thinking, Francesco de Morla. and not the ever-blessed apostle St. James. "'Nevertheless,'"
he adds. "'it may be that the person on the grey horse was the glorious apostle St. James, and
that I, sinner that I am, was unworthy to see him."t_l The Romans of the age of Cincinnatus
were probably qmte as credulous as the Spanish subjects of Charles the Fifth It is therefore
concewable that the appearance of Castor and Pollux may have become an article of faith
before the generation which had fought at Regillus had passed away. Nor could anything be
more natural than that the poets of the next age should embellish this story, and make the
celestial horsemen bear the tidings of the victory' to Rome. {Pp. 85-7. )
There is no greater triumph of skill and taste m these poems than the manner in
which Mr. Macaulay has treated this very incident. The supernatural is always a
touchstone of an author's genius and tact, and it was here necessary that the
supernatural should be pure anctent-Roman,
and yet so presented as to act with
overawing effect upon modern imaginations.
We are almost reluctant to quote
passages which have so often been quoted before, but we think that, viewed in this
particular light, they deserve a more critical attention than has perhaps been paid to
them.
And Aulus the Dictator
Stroked Auster's raven mane,
With heed he looked unto the girths,
With heed unto the rein;
[*Sextus Julius Frontinus, The Stratagems, in The Stratagems, and The Aqueducts of
Rome (Latin and English). trans. Charles E. Bennett (London: Hememann. New York:
Putnam's Sons, 1925), p. 75 (Bk. I, Chap. xL §8).]
[*Livv (Latin and English), 14 vols., trans. B. O. Foster, et al. (London: Hememann:
New York: Putnam's Sons; Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Umversit2_ Press, 1919-59), Vol
I, p. 285 (Bk. II, Chap. xx).]
[*Francisco Lopez de G6mara, The Pleasant Historie of the Conquest of the Weast India,
trans. Thomas Nicholas (London: Bynnemann, 1578), pp. 44-5.]
[_Bemal Dfaz del Castillo, The True History of the Conquest of Mexico, trans. Maurice
Keatinge (London: Wright, 1800L p. 48. ]
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"Now bear me well, black Auster.
Into yon thick array:
And thou and I will have revenge
For thy good lord this day,"
So spake he: and was buckhng
Tighter black Auster's band,
When he was aware of a princely palr
That rode at his right hand
So like they were, no mortal
Might one from other know,
White as snow their armour was,
Their steeds were white as snow.
Never on earthly anvil
Did such rare armour gleam;
And never &d such gallant steeds
Drink of an earthly stream,
And all who saw them trembled.
And pale grew every cheek:
And Aulus the D_ctator
Scarce gathered voice to speak.
"'Say by what name men call you"
What city is your home?
And wherefore ride you m such gmse
Before the ranks of Rome?"*
*

*

_

*

*

So answered those strange horsemen.
And each couched low his spear.
And forthwith all the ranks of Rome
Were bold and of good cheer.
And on the thirty armies
Came wonder and affright;
And Ardea wavered on the left
And Cora on the right.
"'Rome, to the charge!" cried Aulus:
"'The foe begins to yield!
Charge for the hearth of Vesta,
Charge for the golden shield !"
Then the fierce trumpet-flourish.
From earth to heaven arose,
The kites know well the long stern swell
That bids the Roman close
*We notice here what seems to us the single blemish in this fine poem. The twin-gods
should not have made a speech m reply to Aulus. Their divimty should have been felt.
without being told. The Homeric gods mixed openly as gods, m the battles as in the banquets
of men; but the type of the Etrusco-Roman supernatural legend (also not without _ts Greek
prototype in the Arcadian Pan and elsewhere) was the voice which, m the dead of the night
following the conflict in which the first Brutus was slain, announced that one fewer had
fallen of the Romans than of the enemy. [See Li_% Vol. I, p. 239 (Bk. II. Chap. vu).]
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Then the good sword of Aulus
Was hfted up to slay:
Then, like a crag down Apennlne,
Rushed Auster through the fray.
But under those strange horsemen
Still thicker lay the slam:
And after those strange horses
Black Auster toiled in vain.
Behind them Rome's long battle
Came rolhng on the foe,
Ensigns dancing wild above,
Blades all in line below.
So comes the Pom flood-time
Upon the Celtic plain,
So comes the squall, blacker than mght,
Upon the Adrian main.

Sempromus Atratinus
Sate m the eastern gate:
Beside him were three fathers,
Each in his chair of state:
Fabius, whose nine stout grandsons
That day were in the field,
And Manlius, eldest of the twelve
Who keep the golden shield:
And Serglus, the high pontiff,
For w_sdom far renown'd;
In all Etruria_s colleges
Was no such pontiff found.
And all around the portal,
And high above the wall.
Stood a great throng of people,
But sad and silent all;
Young lads and stooping elders,
That might not bear the mail,
Matrons with lips that quivered,
And maids with faces pale.
Since the first gleam of daylight
Sempronius had not ceased
To hsten for the rushing
Of horse-hoofs from the east.
The mist of eve was rising,
The sun was hastening down,
When he was aware of a princely pair
Fast pricking towards the town.
So like they were, man never
Saw twins so like before;
Red with gore their armour was,
Their steeds were red with gore.
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"Had to the great asylum )
Hail to the hill tops seven !
Haft to the fire that burns for aye,
And the shield that fell from heaven'
This day. by Lake Regillus,
Under the Porcian hetght,
All in the lands of Tusculum
Was fought a glorious fight.
To-morrow your Dictator
Shall bring in triumph home
The spoils of thirty cities.
To deck the shrines of Rome !'"
Then burst from that great concourse
A shout that shook the towers,
And some ran north, and some ran south,
Crying. "The day ts ours!"
But on rode those strange horsemen.
With slow and lordly pace,
And none who saw thetr bearing
Durst ask thetr name or race.
On rode they to the Forum.
While laurel boughs and flowers,
From house-tops and from windows,
Fell on thetr crests m showers
When they drew nigh to Vesta
The_ vaulted down amain,
And washed their horses m the well
That springs by Vesta's fane:
And stratght again they mounted.
And rode to Vesta's door,
Then. like a blast, away they passed,
And no man saw them more) *1
Mr. Macaulay shows himself so well acquainted with the best modem views of
Roman history, that we presume it is purposely, and from conviction,
that he
adheres to Livy's story of the five years' anarchy which preceded the passing of the
Licinian laws; t*l although Niebuhr and Arnold have. as it seems to us, shown
sufficient reason to believe that it was an inference, grounded on the absence of the
names of consuls or military tribunes from the Fastl during an apparent mterval of
five years, produced solely by an error of chronology.t_l
We are more disposed to break a lance with our author on the general merits of
Roman literature, which, by a heresy not new with him, he sacrifices, in what
[*"The Battle of Lake Regillus,'" Lays, pp. 121-9. ]
[*LTD', Vol. 111,pp. 315-19 (Bk. V1, Chap. xxxv): Macaulay. Lays, pp. 39-41 .]
[_Niebuhr, History of Rome, Vol 11. pp. 557-9, and Vol 111, p. 24n: and Thomas
Arnold, History of Rome, 3 vols. (London: Fellowes; Oxford. Parker: Cambridge:
Deighton, 1838-43), Vol. II. p. 40n.]
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appears to us a most unfair degree, on the score of its inferior originality, to the
Grecian. It is true the Romans had no /Eschylus nor Sophocles,
and but a
second-hand Homer, though this last was not only the most finished but even the
most original of imitators. But where was the Greek model of the noble poem of
Lucretius? l*l What, except the mere idea, did the Georgics fTlborrow from Hesiod?
and who ever thinks of comparing
the two poems? Where, in Homer or in
Euripides, will be found the original of the tender and pathetic passages in the
/Eneid. especially the exquisitely-told
story of Dido? There is no extraordinary
merit in the Carmen Sceculare as we have it, the only production of Horace which
challenges
comparison
with Pindar; I*l although we are not among those who
deem Pindar one of the brightest stars in the Greek heaven. But from whom are the
greater part of Horace's
Carmina L_1borrowed,
(they should never be termed
Odes). any more than those of Bums or B6renger, the analogous authors in modem
times'? and by what Greek minor poems are they surpassed? We say nothing of
Catullus. whom some competent judges prefer to Horace. Does the lyric, then. or
even the epic poetry of the Romans, deserve no better title than that of"a hot-house
plant, which, in return for assiduous and skilful culture, yielded only scanty and
sickly fruits? ''l_l The complete originality
and eminent merit of their satiric
poetry, Mr. Macaulay himself acknowledges.
As for prose, we give up Cicero as
compared with Demosthenes,
but with no one else: and is Livy less original, or less
admirable, than Herodotus? Tacitus may have imitated, even to affectation, the
condensation of Thucydides,
as Milton imitated the Greek and Hebrew poets; but
was not the mind of the one as essentially original as that of the other? Is the Roman
less an unapproachable
master, in his peculiar line, that of sentimental
history.
than the Grecian in his? and what Greek historian has written anything similar or
comparable to the sublime peroration of the Life ofAgricola? IIblThe Latin genius
lay not in speculation,
and the Romans did undoubtedly
borrow all their philosophical principles from the Greeks. Their originality there, as is well said by a
remarkable writer in the most remarkable of his works,* consisted in taking those
principles au sdrieux. They did what the others talked about. Zeno, mdeed, was
not a Roman; but P_etus Thrasea and Marcus Antoninus were.
[*I.e., De rerum natura. ]
[*Virgil, Georgtcs, in Virgil, Vol. I, pp. 80-236.]
[*Horace, Carmen saeculare, m The Odes andEpode, (Latin and English), trans. C. E
Bennett (London: Heinemann; New York: Macmillan, 1914), pp. 350-6; Pindar, Carmina
(Glasgow: Foulis, 1744). ]
[_In The Odes and Epodes, pp. 2-346.]
[¶Macaulay. Lays, p. 143.]
[IFInTacitus, Dialogus, Agricola. Germania (Latin and English), trans. William Peterson
(London: Heinemann; New York: Macmillan, 1914), pp. 168-252.]
*Mr. Maurice, in the essay on the history of moral speculation and culture, which forms
the article "Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy" in the Encyclopcedia Metropolitana. [See
Vol. II, pp. 626-9.]
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Edinburgh Revww, LXXIX (Jan., 1844), 267-71. Headed: "Letter from John S. Mill,
Esq., to the E&tor,'" with an introductory paragraph (given as a footnote to the title m the
present text) by the editor, Macvey Napier Running title: "Letter to the Editor." Signed:
"J. S. Mill." Not republished. Identified m Mill's bibhography as "A Letter to the Editor m
vindication of my father, m the same number of the same review"--1, e., as his "M_chelet's
History of France" (MacMmn, p. 56). No copy in Somerville College.
For comment, see the Introduction, p. xh_ above.

Letter to the Editor of the Edinburgh Review,
on James Mill [*
SIg--ln an Article on Dr. Bownng's
"Life of Bentham," pubhshed m the last
Number of the Edinburgh Review, l+Jstatements are made, on the authority of that
work, tending to give a most false impression of the character of one who, by his
writings and personal influence, has done more for philosophy and good government than almost any man of his generation, and who has peculiar claims upon the
justice of the Edinburgh Review, to which he was for many years an important
contributor--I
mean the late Mr. James Mill. my father.
That those whose lives are devoted to the service of mankind should meet with
inadequate appreciation from their contemporaries
can surprise no one; but when
their motives and moral character are misrepresented,
not only justice, but the
public interest requires that the misrepresentation
should be corrected: and I trust
you will not refuse the necessary opportunity to the person on whom that duty is, in
the present case, peculiarly incumbent.
The Reviewer, quoting from the "Memoirs,'" says, "Bentham said of Mill, that
his willingness to do good to others depended too much on his power of making the
good done to them subservient to good done to himself. His creed ofpotmcs results
less from love for the many than from hatred of the few. It is too much under the
influence of social and dissocial affection."l*J
What is here promulgated as Bentham's deliberate judgment, was never, I will
venture to affirm, believed by any human being who had the smallest knowledge of
Mr. Mill.
[*Though it is not the practice to insert m this Journal any controversial statements
respecting the Articles contained m it. the E&tor's great respect for the memory of the
Father defended in the following Letter, and for the Son who writes it, induces him to
comply with that claim "for justice" which Jt urges, by giving It all the publicity which its
appearance here can insure. He leaves all comment or observation upon Its contents to
others; feeling, that if there is any case in which, independently of any opinion as to the
justness of the complaint, such a claim ought to be complied with, it must be that where a son
craves the opportunity of vindicating, in the same work where he thinks It was injured, the
character of a Father of whose name and services to the cause of liberal knowledge he is
justly proud.}
['William Empson, "Jeremy Bentham,'" Edinburgh Revtew. LXXVIll (Oct., 1843),
460-516. reviewing John Bownng. "Memoirs of Bentham," Parts 19, 20, 21 (later Vols. X
and X1) of Bentham's Works (Edinburgh: Tait, 1842 [Parts], t843 [Vols.}).}
[*Empson, p. 461 n, quoting Bowring, "Memotrs,'" Works ofBentham, Vol. X, p 450. ]
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I know not how a biographer is to be justified in giving publicity and permanence
to every idle word which may have been said to the prejudice of others, under some
passing impression or momentary irritation. It would, besides, be easy to show,
that the reports of Bentham's conversations contained in the Biography, abound in
the inaccuracies which are to be expected when things carelessly stated by one
person, are afterwards noted down from memory by another. But whatever
Bentham may really have said, when a statement so injurious to another is made on
his authority, justice to that other imposes the necessity of declaring what the
"Memoirs" amply confirm, that among Mr. Bentham's eminent intellectual endowments, capacity for judging of character was not one. The manner of his
intercourse with others was not favourable to his acquiring a real knowledge of
them: and his warmest friends and admirers often lamented that his opinion of men
depended less on their merits than on accidental circumstances, and on the state of
his personal relations with them at the ume. On no other principle can 1account for
his expressing any opinion of Mr. Mill bearing the complexion of that quoted in the
Article.
It imputes to Mr. Mill, as the source of his democratic opinions, the vulgarest
motives of an unprincipled demagogue: namely, selfish ambition, and a malignant
hati'ed of the ruling classes. Now, there was perhaps no one man among Mr. MilFs
contemporaries, holding similar opinions to his, who stood more manifestly clear
from even the suspicion of these motives.
He could In no way hope for "good to himself" from the opinions he professed.
In many respects they stood in the way of his personal interest. They deprived his
writings of the countenance of either of the great parties in the state, in times when
that countenance was much more important than it now is, and when he might have
obtained it as easily as many others did. who had not a tithe of his talents. Even had
his opinions become predominant, which he never expected would be the case
during his life, he would, as he well knew, have reaped no personal benefit from
them: and assuredly, the time when he embraced democratic doctrines, was a time
when no person m his senses could have entertained the smallest hope of gaining
any thing by their profession.
As for "hatred of the few," the phrase seems introduced solely to round an
antithesis. There never was a man more free from any feelings of hatred. His
hostility was to institutions and principles, not to persons. It was his invariable
doctrine that the ruling individuals were not intentionally bad, nor in any way
worse than other men. Towards some of them he entertained strong feelings of
personal friendship. A certain asperity, no doubt, appears occasionally in his
controversial writings; but it proceeded from no private motives:--the individuals
against whom it showed itself never injured him, never wounded his vanity, or
interfered with his interests; his path and theirs never crossed. It has been shown in
the highly honourable acknowledgment recently made by Mr. Macaulay, how far
Mr. Mill was from retaining any grudge, even when he had been personally
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attacked, and with a severity which the assailant himself cannot now approve.t*_
Mr. Mill never wrote severe things of any one but from honest conviction, and in
the exercise, as he believed, of a duty; and the fault, if fault it be, is one which we
of this age may view with leniency, when we see how often the absence of it has no
better source than incapacity of earnest feeling on any subject not personal.
The Reviewer, still following the "'Memoirs," enters into some points of private
history, of so personal a nature, and so little interesting to the public, that it is
unpleasant to feel called upon to speak of them: but since the impression conveyed
is, that Mr. Mill received obligations from Bentham, such as one man rarely
receives from another, and that for these obligations he made but an ungrateful
return, it is necessary to show how incorrectly the facts are stated, and how false a
colouring is put upon such of them as are true.
The statements in the "Memoirs" are, that Bentham "'found Mill in great &stress, about to emigrate to Caen; that he put h_m into a house, and took h_m and his
family to live with him for the half of ever3' year. for ten years together. "q_J
At the time when Bentham is said to have "found Mill about to emigrate,'" they
had already been intimate for many years, as the dates prove: since the "'emigration" spoken of could not have been projected until after the Continent was open.
Like many others, Mr. Mill had thoughts of removing to a country where a small
income would go further in supporting and educating a family: but a person is not
usually said to be "in great distress" who never in his life was in debt, and whose
income, whatever it might be, always covered his expenses.
Secondly, that Bentham "put him into a house.'" If this means that he occupied
any house of Bentham's, free of rent, the assertion is contrary to fact. He paid to
Mr. Bentham between £50 and £60 a-year rent. which was as high a rent as he had
been accustomed to pay.
Thirdly, that Mr. Mill and his family lived with Mr. Bentham for half of ten
years. They did so for half of four years, at Ford Abbey: and they passed small
portions of several previous summers with him at Barrow Green. His last visit to
Barrow Green, I know, was of not more than a month's duration, and the previous
ones all together, did not, as 1am informed, (for my own memory does not reach so
far back,) extend to more than six months, or seven at most. Bentham himself, in a
letter published in the "Life," says, the half of five years: t*l which is not far from
the mark.
The pecuniary benefit, therefore, which Mr. Mill derived from his intimacy with
[*See Macaulay, "Preface," Critical and Htstoncal Essays. Vol. I, p viiz.]
[*Empson,p. 467n, based on Bowring, "Memoirs." Works ofBentham, Vol. X, p. 483.]
[*Millmay be referring to the passage m "Memoirs," p. 480. where Bentham mentions
his renting Ford Abbey for "nearly five years" Icf. ibM.. p. 25), though, if so. Mill's
interpretationis strained. Empson's comment _sbased on Bentham's reported remark that
James Mill and his family "lived with [him] a half of ever3' year, from 1808 to 1817
inclusive"(ibM., p. 483). ]
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Bentham consisted in this, that he and his family lived with him as his guests, while
he was in the country, periods amounting in all to about two years and a half. I have
no reason to think that this hospitality was either given, or accepted, as pecuniary
assistance', and I will add, that the obligation was not exclusively on one side.
Bentham was not then, as he was afterwards, surrounded by persons who courted
h_s society, and were ever ready to volunteer their services; and to a man of his
secluded habits, it was no little advantage to have near him such a man as Mr. Mill,
to whose advice and aid he habitually had recourse in all business transactions with
the outward world, of a troublesome or irksome nature. Such as the connexion
was, that it was not of Mr. Mill's seekmg, is shown by a remarkable letter from
him to Mr. Bentham, which is to be found in the "Life,'" and which was written, as
its date proves, during the first visit to Ford Abbey. t*)
Lastly, the Reviewer. on his own authority, asserts, that Mr. Mill became
estranged from Bentham, and. in after years, "so far withdrew his allegmnce from
the dead lion as to deny that he had ever called him master. ''_*_There was, during
the last few years of Bentham's life, less frequency and cordiality of intercourse
than in former years, chiefly because Bentham had acquired newer, and to him,
more agreeable intimacies; but Mr. Mill's feeling never altered towards him, nor
did he ever fail, publicly or privately, in giving due honour to Bentham's name,
and acknowledgment of the intellectual debt he owed to him. The "allegiance"
which he disclaimed was only that which no man, who thinks for himself, will own
to another. He was no otherwise a disciple of Bentham, than of Hobbes, Hartley,
or Ricardo.
These are small matters in themselves--quite unworthy to be brought before the
public; but if the things are trivial, the inferences drawn from them are not so, and
nothing is small which involves injustice to the memory, and a total misconception
of the character, of an eminent man. Reluctant, therefore, as I am so to occupy
your space; yet as the extensive circulation of the Edinburgh Review has been
given to these misstatements, I do not feel that I am unreasonable in soliciting a
place, in the next Number, for this contradiction of them.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. S. MILL.
[*See James Mill to Jeremy Bentham, 19 Sept., 1814, ibid., pp. 481-2. ]
[*Empson,p. 516.]
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Appendix A
Juvenilia
OFMILL'SCHILDHOOD
COMPOSITIONS
(see App. C below) only the opening pages of his first
"'History of Rome" and his "Ode to Diana" have survived. Both are in BL Add. MS 33230,
c. 1 and c.2, presented by Mill's sister Harriet on 29 April, 1887.
The "History" is written on sheets cut, folded, and sewn to make a little booklet of ten
leaves: the title and name (with the mformat_on that the author was 6! years old when he
wrote--or began?--it) are on lr: the text is recto, with the facing versos used for notes and
the lists of consuls in office during the events described In the latter part of the text la
common device in Roman histories of the period). In the text below, the notes are given as
footnotes and the lists as marginal notes. As the text breaks off m,m_d-sentence, and the list
of consuls on 10v imphes a facing text, _tmay be referred that the "'History" continued into
another booklet, and probably into more than one. The paper is watermarked "G Pike" but
there _s no date on any of these sheets. The hand is not that of the young Mill, Alexander
Baln, who saw this version of the "History" before it was given to the British Museum, says
"a lady friend of the family copied and preserved it" _John Stuart Mill [London Longmans,
Green, 1882], p. 3).
In e&tmg tins fragment, the great temptation lone that some wilt think we should have
succumbed to) was to print a diplomatic text, preserving all the _diosyncrasles of the
original. But several problems militate against this single happy solution: first, since the
manuscript is not in Mill's hand, we would be preserving someone else's version, as we are
not able to determine winch of the many errors of various kinds are Mall's responsibihty:
second, we do not know exactly on which source he was drawing for particular bits of
information, so we cannot tel! when an "error" is In his source or _sthe result of carelessness
or failure of comprehension on his part; third, there are different rendenngs (both Greek and
Latin) of various proper names, so there is no one contemporary correct form: fourth, while
with juveniha of this kind it is important to preserve the flavour of the original, one should
not leave the reader puzzled and unable to solve small mysteries.
Our attempt to balance these considerations has resulted in the following decisions.
1. The text follows the manuscript in substantives and accidentals except (a) when the
reading of a proper name is uncertain, m which case an accepted version is used, (b) when
different erroneous versions of a proper name occur, in which case the version that
dormnates m the "History" is used, even though it is mistaken, (c) in the few places where
aberrant accidentals might impede the reader's understanding, in which case normal forms
are used, and (d) where there is a manifest though minor error in syntax, likely to be the
copyist's responsibihty, in which case a correction is made. A hst of these corrections is
given at the end. Also listed are places where, though no correction has been made, the
reader may be given pause (for example, "Aborian'" [542.3 (of the text)], which must be
wrong, is not altered, but in tins hst "Aborigian lAborlginal]" is suggested as the intended
word).
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2. The marginal hst of Consuls, like the text relating specificallyto the Consuls and their
succession,is left unamended,except that--as in (a) and (b) above--names are adjustedto
the dominant (even if erroneous) form There are mlsldentificatlons, mlsorderings, and
gaps, but to have altered and corrected these would have involved a major distortion of the
manuscnpCs text: the reader interested in companng this version with the modern one
should consult T. Robert S. Broughton. The Magistrates of the Roman Repubhc, Vol I
(New York: AmericanPhilological Association, 1951).
3. The references in the manuscript's notes are rudimentary, and so have been expanded
and the accidentals altered to make comprehension easier. The individual changes are not
listed, but are summarized. Some notes have been expanded and some added by the editors:
squarebrackets signal these changes
4 As elsewhere in this volume, we have changed "&'" to "'and" and have lowered
superscripts to the line. In the manuscript there are inked lines drawn across the page to
separate the "chapters": these have been omitted here. Normal footnote indicators, in
sequence,have replaced the superscript "(a)" that appears in each case in the manuscript.

The History of Rome
by
John Stuart Mill
aged 6-_z
yrs
First Alban Government
Roman Conquest in Italy
We know not well any part, says Dionysius of Halicarnassus, of the History of
Rome till the Sicilian invasion. I*j Before that time. the country had not been
visited by any foreign invader. After the expulsion of the Sicilians, Aborian Kings
reigned for several years: but in the time of Latinus, Aneas, son of Venus and
Anchises came to Italy, and estabhshed a kingdom there called Albania. He then
succeeded Latinus in the government, and engaged in the wars of Italy. The Rutuli,
a people living near the sea, and extending along the Numicus up to Lavinium
opposed him. However Turnus their King was defeated and killed by Aneas.
Aneas was killed soon after this. The war continued to be carried on chiefly against
the Rutuli, to the time of Romulus, the first king of Rome. By him it was, that
Rome was built.
Latin Government Regal State
Romulus, then conquered the Lavinienses, and defeated the Veians. He established a Senate. The Romans seized the Sabme women and on account of this the
[*The reference would appear to be to A_ouwrlov "AAtKctpucttr&o¢
r&ebp_trrd_eua.
_trrop_rtkre Kctl _rop_r&, oaryyp&tztzctra (Greek and Latln/, 2 vols. (Frankfurt.
WeschelHeirs, 1586),which (as Mill says at p. 544n below) is in folio. In this e&tion tasin
others of similar format) The Roman Antiquities occupies Vol. I. Specifically ln&cated is
Vol. I, p. 7 (I, 9, 1-2), where, however, the "Sicels" are identifiedas a native race.]
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Sabines made war with them. *Romulus
temna.
He also took Cures and died.

took Canina,

Nurna Pompilius

chosen King

Crustimmlum.

and An-

Numa Pompilius a Sabine was chosen king m the room of Romulus. He thoroughly
restored his People to the exercise of peace. He died however soon.
Taking of Alba, Death of Hostilius
Tullus Hostilius, a very warlike pnnce, succeeded him. He took the cities of Alba,
Fid_ena and died. Ancus Marcms succeeded him. He took Pohtorium. Tellena and
Flccana, Latin cities t and also Fida_na and Velitra_ and died.
Tarqulnius Evergetes chosen King
Origin of Collatinus and death of the King
Tarquinius Priscus, his successor, took Apiola_. Crustlminium
and Collatia. He
gave to his brother Arynx the government of Collatia, with the name of Collatinus.
Collatinus defeated the Tuscans at Veii and Cera. Tarquin himself defeated them
near Eratum, a city of Sabinia. He died and was succeeded by Servius Tulhus
This Prince defeated the Sabines and Tuscans and died.
Tarquinius Superbus,
reduced the Sabines.

his Successor

Government

Consuls
L. Junlus Brutus
L Tarqumms
Collatlnus

took Suessa,

a city of the Volsci

of Rome after the deposinon

He finally

oJ Kings

Tarquin at the time was banished from Rome,
instigation of one Junlus Brutus.
A new form of government was appomted, a
lar* government.
The first Consuls were L.
Brutus, and L. Tarquinius Collatinus,
whom
formerly mentioned as governor of Collatia,
reign of the elder Tarquin. Collatinus had been

at the
consuJunius
I have
in the
also a

*Hooke's History of Rome. vide remarks in the Hlsto_ of the Seven Roman Kings on the
reign of Romulus, p xxxx. That same Author also says that it was he who called the rich,
Patncians, the poor, Plebeians. lbtd., Regal state of Rome in full account of the reign of
Romulus. [Presumably the first reference is to the "Preface," which appeared in the 2nd and
subsequent editions of Hooke; however the Information and the page reference do not match
any edition examined. Bk. I, entitled "The Regal State of Rome," covers the reigns of the
seven Kings of Rome. The second reference is to Chap. ii I"Romulus"), §4.1
*Hooke. utsupra, Ancus Marcius. p. 187. In regal state of Rome. [The reference is to Bk
I. Chap. v ("Ancus Marcius"), §1 .]
*Consuls were only annual magistrates,
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principal instrumcnt for the banishment
of Tarquin.
There cxisted too a Valerius Pophcola. This Poplicola
had been another instrument for the banishment
of
Tarquin.
Behaviour

of Collatinus

and Poplicola

A conspiracy, formed in favor of Tarquin, was quelled. It had been carried on by
near relations of the Consuls. Collatinus retired from Rome to Lavinium, where he
lived and died in peace. *Poplicola was appointed Consul in his stead. Brutus
(though the Romans gained the victory) was slain in a battle against Tarquin, Sp.
Lucretius was appointed Colleague of Poplicola.
Tuscan war

P Valenus
Pophcola
MPulvdlus
Horatms
P. Valerius
Poplicola
Sp, Largms
Rufus

He died in a few days, T. Lucretius Tricipitinus was
appointed and Poplicola resigned. It was not however
long before he (Poplicola) was elected 2nd time Consul
in conjunction with M. Horatius Pulvillus. Tarquin in
conjunction with Porsenna, King of Tuscany, besieged
Rome, where Poplicola (for no example has been given
us of his 2d Consulship)
was now Consul
in conjunction
with Sp. Largius Rufus,
Pulvillus.

the 3rd time,
successor of

T He laid close siege to the city, and nothing

*Plutarch (vide p. 273, 301) calls this man Publicota. But Hooke (vide p. 255) and
Dionysms Halicarnassus (Chronology of the Consuls, pp. 766-7) call him Poplicola. It is
always spelt HozrhLKohc_q(Popticola_ in Greek not Ilv[Jh_Koha_ (Publicola). Therefore
that is the reason of its being Pophcola in Dionysius not Publicola, as in Plutarch. Lwy also
calls him Poplicola. I know not the reason of its being Pophcola in Hooke and Livy. It is also
spelt HozrA_o¢(Poplius) in Greek. not Ilv_h_o¢ (Pubhus), It must doubtless be a mistake in
Langhome's Plutarch. [This learned footnote is not without its difficulties. In Plutarch's
Lives, trans. John and William Langhome, 6 vols. (London: Dilly, 1770). "Pubhcola'" fs
indeed used, but the references do not match this or any other edition examined (in th_s, the
1st edition, the relevant passages are Vol. I, pp. 243-73, and 274-9). Once again the
Hooke reference does not correspond to any edition examined, but is presumably to Bk. II,
Chap. i, §6, where the conferring of the name is explained; in §5 of that chapter, he is
referred to as "Publius." The reference to the "Chronology of the Consuls" in the ediuon of
Dionysius cited above is correct. The Livy reference is probably to Bk. II, Chap. vill, §2.
however (and we do not know what edition is in the mind of the young Mill, who is not
thought to have yet begun to learn Latin), various versions of the name appear in different
editions, including "Pubhcola" and "Poblicola." Of course no "mistake" Is involved, but
merely different versions of the actual and honorific names.]
*Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Chronology, ut supra, p. 767. Dionysius's book Is written
one Volume in folio. [The reference is correct. ]
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but the bravery of Mucius, a Youth of the Roman army
made him agree to a peace. '_
Sabine war. Disorder of the government
M.Valenus
Poplicola
P. Posthumlas

Tubertas
P Posthumlas

Tubertas

Agrippa Menenius
Lanatus

M. Valerius Poplicola brother of Pubhus Pophcola and
P. Posthumias Tubertas, now Consuls twice defeated
the Sabines. Publius Popllcola defeated the Sabines
near Fid_ena and &ed. P. Posthumias Tubertas, and
Agrippa Menenius Lanatus were chosen Consuls.
Latin War

Sp Cassius
Vlcehnus

The Consuls defeated the Sabines at Eratum. Sp. Cassius Vicelinus and Oplter Trlcostus Virginius were

Posthumms
Commius
T. Largius
Flaccus
Serv Sulp. Cam.
Man Tull.Long

elected consuls in their room. Cassius defeated the
Sabines a second time. VirglnlUS took Camerium.
Posthumus Cominius and T. Largius Flaccus were
made Consuls. They performed no important action.
Next Servius Sulpicius Camerlnus and Man. Tullius
Longus were made Consuls. Manius infested Fid_ena.
The siege of that city continued through the following
Consulship of P. Veturius Gemlnus and T. Abutius
Elva. But at length it was taken in the next, that of T.

Opiter Tricostus
Vlrgmms

P. Vetur Gemm.

T. AbutmsElva
Larg.Flaccus
Q ClcelSlculus
T.

A. Semp. Atrat
M Mm Augu

A Posthumlus
T Vlrgmxus

Largius Flaccus and Q. Clcelius Slculus. Largius abdicated the Consulshlp, and was made Dictator. TA.
Sempronius Atratinus and M. Minuclus Augurinus
were chosen Consuls. They performed no memorable
action. A. Posthumius and T. Virginius succeeded
them. The former was appointed Dictator. He defeated
the Latins. Tarquin died, and all the rest of his family
with him.
Aquian and Volscian wars

Ap Claudms

Sabmus
P Pnscus
Servflms

Ap. Claudius Sabinus and P. Servilius Priscus were
appointed Consuls. Servilius twice defeated the

*In this case it seems that Q. Mucius Cordus had been the ancestor of this Mucius, who
himself was the Ist of his family who ever obtained the Surname of Sc_evola.It seems also
thatt Sp. Largius and T.
Hermmms were Consuls before Valerius and Posthumlas.
.....
Aulus Sem. Atratmus was descended from a Plebemnfamily, called the Sempronu. Of
this family was the Consul Albinus who lived in the time of Jugurtha the Numidian.
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Volsci. That people gave him 300 hostages. He took
A

Vergimus
Montanus

T VetasmsGemml
Posthumms

Commius

Sp Casstus
Vesslhnus

T Geganms
P. Minucms
A

Sempromus
Atrat II

M Mlnuclus

Augur II
Q Sulpic_us
Camer. II
Sp Larglus
Flaccus III

c. JuhusTu|lus
p. PmanusRufus
Sp Naunus
Sext. Funus

c Aquihus Tuscus
T. Slclnmus
Sabinus
Sp. Cassms III
Pr. Virgmms

Suessa. Appius beheaded the hostages. Servilius defeated the Auruncl. Virginius Montanus and T. Vetasius
Gemim were elected Consuls.* They performed no
important action. Posthumias Cominius and Spurias
Cassius were elected Consuls. _ Cominius took Longula, Polusca and Corioli. T. Geganius and P. Mmucius
were elected Consuls. L. Junius Brutus and P. Sicinnius Bellutus were made ,Ediles. A. Sempronius Atratinus and M. Minucius Augurinus were elected Consuls. Caius Marcius Coriolanus was bamshed from
Rome. No remarkable action was performed in the
next Consulship, that of Q. Sulpicius Camerinus and
Sp. Largius Flaccus, nor in that of C. Julius and P.
Pinarius Rufus. But m the next of Sp. Nautius and
Sext. Furius, Coriolanus besieged Rome, at the head of
a Volscian army. Three deputations were sent to him
without success. A 4th moved him from Rome. He
returned, and, was soon after stoned by the Volsci.
Two Victories were gained over the Volsci. C. Aquilius Tuscus and T. Sicinnius Sabinus were made Consuls. Aquilius defeated the Hernici and Sicinnius the
Volsci. Velan war did not succeed. Sp. Cassius and
Proculus Virginius

Q. Fab Vibulanus
Serv Corn.
C_so Fablus
L. ,Emil. Mamer
M. Fabius Vibul
L Valenus
C Juhus Tullus
Q Fabius Vibul. II
Sp. Funus Med
C_eso Fabms
M Fab. Vibul. II
Cn. Man Cmcm

*Vide Hooke, ut supra, p. 327. [The reference, which again does not match the pages of
any edition examined, is to Bk. II, Chap. vi. §1.]
Dionysius, ut supra, ibid. [The reference is correct.]
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Alterations m the text {the original version is g_ven first, w_tb the altered one in square brackets)
542 1 (of text) or Rome [of Rome]
542 9 cheifly [chletly]
542.13
Lavnelall [Lavmlenses] [the readmg ts quite uncertain, but certaml_ wrong--c/ Lavmlum
correctly given above]
543.3 died, [died ]
543.9 Fld_ene [Fid_ena] [ax m following hne, and 545 7,545 17 may read Fld_ena_. but shouM be
Flden_e]
543.9 Pohtonum [Pohtonum,]
543.10
Flccana [Flccana,]
543.13
Aplola: [Apiola,_,]
543.13
Crastlmmlum {Crusttmmmm] [to correspond to 543 1, should read Crustumenum (or
Cmstummm or Crustumes_a)--but
certainly does not an_ where]
543 18,540 19 Volct [Volsci] [as elsewhere and correct]
545.3 war disorder [war. Disorder]
545 7 Tubertus [Tubertas] [_ee 545 5. fist.3-6, n.3 m "'Not altered" hst]
545 hst.5- 8 [moved shght(_ up page to proper place]
545.13
to Camenum [took Camenum] [he dtd]
545.21, and hst.22 Clodms [Cloehus] [copyist's error"]
546list 9 Mmucms [Mmucms]
54611st 18 Jumus [Juhus] [asmtextand546hst
33, butsee "i_otaltered" hstloribid )
Alterations m thefootnotes (the notes being hurried and rudlmentar3', the punctuation has been silently
altered, also itahcs have been added to titles and foreign words, and sor_e short forms have been
expanded ["Hlst'" becomes "History", "'vld'" and "vi" become "_tde". "'Atrat" becomes "Atratmu,,", and
"Dlonys Halic'" becomes "Dionysius of Hahcamassus"] )
543n.1
on the [m the] [for sense]
543n 8.544n 19 at [ut]
544n.2
chronology [Chronology]
544n 2 (pp [pp] [i.e., there was an extra parenthesis[
544n.2
calls [call]
545n.1
Cordun [Cordus]
545n 4 Sempronn of[Sempronn
Of]
Not altered (possible corrections and explanations are gwen m square brackets after the reading in the
text)
542.2,3 (of text) Slcihans [the invasion was by the Swuh, _--LK_AO_,
or Swe&]
542.3 Abortan [intended Abonglan ':'Aboriginal ':. the word ts underhned m pencd m the MS. but no
correction is offered]
542 4, 8, 9 Aneas [Aeneas]
542.5 kingdom . . Albanm [city
Alba]
542 7 Numlcus [m MS the word ts underhned m pencil and "f" mterlmed, Ltv 3 gives Numlcus.
Dionysius, Numicms]
543. I Crustimmlum [Crustumenum "_(see "Altered" hst. 543 13)]
543.10 Flccana [Flcana; the "i" could also be an "e"J
543.15
Cera [Caere]
543.16, 545.10
Eratum [Eretum]
545.5, hst.3-6, n.3 Posthumms Tubertas [PosthumIi)us Tubertus]
545.11, hst. 10 Vicehnus [Vlscelhnus. Vecelhnus m Dionysms]
545 hst 13 Posthumius [Posthumus tn text. but a variant]
545 hst.20
Elva[Helva]
545.14 Flaccus [Flavus, there ts what may be an intended correction here, m mA, elsewhere the
reading is unmistakably Flaccus]
545.29
Aqutan [Aequian]
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546.3, hst.3
Vetasms [Vetusms mLt_3', Vetunus mHooke andDionvstus]
546.5 PosthumlasCommms
[Posthumms Commtus]
546.8-9
P Sicmmus [L Slcmnlus]
546 hst 18, 33 Tullus [lulus; but see "Altered" hst. lbld ]
546.21. hst.23
Slcmnms [Slcmlus m Hooke and Livy. Sicclus m Dumvstus]
546 hst.35
Med [should be Fusus There was a Sp Furlus Medu/hnus Fusus as Quaestor m the 34th
Consulshtp. probably Mtll made a shp. ]

JUVEN|LIA

The "'Ode
lacking a
"History"
problems,
and line 4

to Diana,'" written recto and verso
date), is probably in Mill's hand,
(see App. C, nos. 2 and 6L The
except that wear and folding make
f"sweet") just less than certain.
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on a single sheet Iwatermarked "'R Lomas'" but
and likely was written shghtly later than the
manuscript,
a fair cop',', presents no textual
the reading of stanza 5, hne 1 ('_Th'unhappy")

Ode to Diana
1
Sol's virgin sistei, young and fair.
Let me to tell thy actions dare.
If I may thus presume:
And lay before the sight of all,
Thy hapless nymph Calisto's fall.
And young Actaeon's doom.
2
Over the mountains when you go,
The mountains, crown'd with trackless snow.
Your virgin looks are sweet:
You bound along the highest mounts.
O'er meadows, groves, and crystal founts.
With safe and wary. feet.
3
The wildest beasts in ev'ry wood,
To which all others serve as food,
You strike, and quickly
All o'er the groves and
In ev'ry place, on ev'ry
And by each mum'ring

kill:
waters wide.
side,
rill.

4
Thy quiver, and thy golden bow,
With which thou shootest hart or roe.
Are certain signs of thee:
And by thy face, (divmely fair,)
By thy loose robe, and flowing hair,
Well who thou art we see.
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5
Th'unhappy maid, Calisto fair,
Adorn'd with splendid golden hair.
Far from your woods you drove:
Because th'Arcadian virgin sweet,
On issuing from thy retreat,
Had chanc'd to meet with Jove!
6
The young Actamn didst thou slay,
(So do thy vot'nes youthful say)
For looking upon thee,
When bathing in the crystal stream,
Hid from gay Phoebus' sunny beam,
Under a shady tree.
Adieu. sweet Phoebus' sister fair,
Thou goddess, deck'd with beauties rare

Appendix B
Mill's Early Reading. 1809-22

MILL'S"unusual and remarkable" education, as he himself calls it,* is best revealed
in the record of his early reading. In fact, accounts of his precocity and high
intelligence are based on that record, drawn from the opening pages of the
Autobiography. Other sources, however, gwe some reformation, and while his
references to works studied and read for pleasure are often sufficient for easy
identification (admittedly some of the Classics are now much better known by their
names than their contents), frequently his mention of them is allusive, and there are
some puzzles. We have, therefore, brought together here all the references from
the major sources: the Autobiography (supplemented by its Early Draft). the letter
to Samuel Bentham of 30 July, 1819 (when Mill was thirteen years old), outlining
his studies from 1814 to 1819,* and the Journal and Notebook of his sqjourn m
France in 1820-21, with a few amplifying and corroborating references from other
sources.
The list begins in the year when Mill says he started to learn Greek (he can
hardly have begun to read English much earlier), and ends in the year indicated
when he says. "I have now, I believe, mentioned all the books which had any
considerable effect on my early mental developement" (Autobiography, p. 73). As
that remark itself indicates, he read other works during those years, many of which
could now be identified only tentatively, and many more. one must assume, not at
all. We have erred on the side of caution: for example, it might seem reasonable to
include Clarendon's Histoo', of which James Mill borrowed six volumes from
Bentham on 1 September, 1812, and five volumes on 25 June, 1815, 7during the
period when his son was reading history avidly; however, there is no contemporary
evidence that J. S. Mill read Clarendon at this rime (he had read it by 1824. as is
shown in his review of Brodie's Histor3'),
*Autobiography, p. 5 above.
TThetext of this letter comes from Alexander Bain, John Stuart Mill (London:Longmarts, Green, 1882). who says he was gwen a copy by one of Jeremy Bentham's amanuenses. The wording being, therefore, several times removed from its original, we have
made three emendanons, in nos. 81, 113, and 152.
*BLAdd. MS 33564 (2), ft. 42v, and 32v.
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The works are here listed in the chronological order one can derive from Mill's
accounts (which probably were based on a running record), but as will be seen, the
exact order is uncertain, except for the entries from the French Journal and
Notebook, which are precisely dated. The list gives the year (and month when
possible) in which Mill read the work, his age at that time, the author, title,* the
date of the first edition, evidence for the dating of his reading, evidence (when
possible) concerning the edition he was using (including information about the
collection in his library, Somerville College. Oxford),* any information about
Mill's reaction to the work, and the sources of the evidence and information. For
this last purpose we have used these abbreviations: A = Autobiography;
ED =
Early Draft of the Autobiography
(page references given in italics, and when the
information merely duphcates that in A, also in parentheses without "ED"); EL =
the letter to Samuel Bentham of 30 July, 1819 (page references to Earlier Letters,
CW, Vol. XII, where the letter appears on pp. 6-10); and J = Anna Jean Mill, ed.,
John Mill's Boyhood Visit to France: A Journal and Notebook (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1960).
Though the authors and works are listed in the Bibliographic
Index below, to
make reference easier we have supplied a separate index of authors at the end of
this list. Compilations,
anonymous works, and periodicals are given under their
titles. The references are to the item numbers within the appendix.

1809. Aet. 3-4.
1. Aesop, Fables. Mill mentlons thls as the first Greek work he read f"I faintly remember"),
but the context suggests only that he did so not long after he began to learn Greek when he
was three years old. He read the fables m Aesopi Phrygisfabulae graece et latme, cum ahis
opuscuhs (Pladunes Collection) (Basel: Heruagius, 1544), which is in SC, with the first
twenty pages and the last page missing. There are some interesting marginalia in Mill's
childish hand: at 31.18 and 19 he twice altered "Xfithus" (m the Latin version) to "Xanthus"
(both versions appear throughout the text), and at p 64 he underhned the Greek m the text
three hnes before the last line on the page and wrote m the margin: "'See page 1 Rolin
hist of Greece." There are other marginalia probably in his later, more mature hand, and
several in another hand, probably that of a previous owner (1736) of the book, Matthew
Mallioch. See also no. 27. A9 (8)
2. Xenophon, The Anabasis of Cyrus. The second Greek work read by Mill, presumably as
soon as he finished Aesop, and which, he says. "I remember better." It seems unlikely that
*To avoid duplication, we give here only (in most cases) the short title; fuller reformation
is given in the Bibliographic Index, App. I below.
tTbas collection is indicated in the entries by "SC." Formed from the books placed in
storage by Mill's step-daughter and heir, Helen Taylor. when she moved to France, and then
given to Somerville in 1906 after her return to England, the collection has suffered
depredations over the years. Also. very few of the books that Mill had in his second home m
Avignon can now be traced. Consequently the record of books actually owned and used is
less complete than one would wish.
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he read the whole work at this age. He probably used the ed. of Xenophon's works, ed
Thomas Hutchinson. 9 vols. (Glasgow: Foulis, 1768), which was formerly in SC Ot is on a
list preparedby the librarian in the 1930s). A9 (8)
Before May. 1813. Aet, up to 7
3 Herodotus, ttistoo'. This he says he read "the whole of," sometime before he began
Latin in his "eighth year" (which we interpret as aet. 7). He may have read other Greek
prose: he lists only what he explicitly remembers, nos. 3-10 in this appendix. He probably
read one of the two Greek and Latin eds formerly in SC: "H "co_ "Hpo_6_'ov
'AAtKctpvatro'_ta¢ [trrop{ct. Herodoti ttahcarnassensL_ historta, 9 vols. (Glasgow: Foulis,
1761 ), and Herodotus graece et latine. 7 vols. (Edinburgh: Lamg, 1806). A9 (8)
4, Xenophon, Cyropaedta. The implication is that he read the whole of this extensive
work. For the ed., see no. 2. A9 (8)
5. Xenophon, Memorabilia (Memorials of Socrates). Again the whole of the work would
appear to have been read. For the ed., see no. 2. At A49 (48) Mill emphasizes the
significance of the work for him. "Even at the very early age at which I read with him {James
Mill] the Memorabilia of Xenophon, 1 imbibed from that work and from his comments a
deep respect for the character of Socrates: who stood in my mind as a model of ideal
excellence: and I well remember how my father at that time impressed upon me the lesson of
the "Choice of Hercules' [Bk. II, Chap. i. ll. 21-34]." A9 (8), 49 (24n, 48)
6. Diogenes Laertius, Lives of the Philosophera. He says only that he read "'some of the
lives," probably in Vol. I of De vitls, dogmattbus et apophthegmatibus clarorum philosophorum libri x. Graece et latine. 2 vols. (Amsterdam: Wetstemus, 1692), which is m
SC. A9 (8)
7. Lucian. In A, Mill says only that he read "part of Lucian," probably in AovK_avo_
,_at_ocra_'_to¢_ra m'a. Luciani Somosatensis opera. 4 vols. (Amsterdam: Wetstemus,
1743-46), which is in SC. (See also no. t60. and the references there given. ) A9 (8)
8. Isocrates, Ad Demonicum. He probably read the oration in Opera omnia graece et
latine, ed. Athanasius Auger, 3 vols. (Paris: Didot l'ain_, 1782). which is m SC (Ad
Demonicum is the first oration). In ED, he says merely that he read "'alittle of lsocrates.'"
A9 (8)
9. Isocrates, AdNtcoclem.

(This is the second oration in Opera. ) A9 (8)

10. Thucydides. In a clause omitted from A, Mill says m ED that he thinks he read "part of
Thucydides" before learning Latin; he later says he read "'all Thucydides" in the period from
his "eighth to [his] twelfth year," and in EL he indicates that in 1814 he read. and in 1817
reread, Thucydides. In a letter of 7 Dec., 1814 (abstract by Francis Place, Jr.), to Francis
Place from Ford Abbey, James Mill mentions the studies of John and Wilhelmina, and says
John has just read "the last half of Thucydides." There were formerly two complete Greek
and Latin eds. in SC: 8 vols (Glasgow: Foulis, 1759), and 2 vols. (Leipzig. Schwickert,
1790, 1804). Cf. App. C, no. 16, ED8. A 15 (14); EL 7, 8; BL Add. MS 35152. f. 119
1813. Aet. 6-7.
11 Plato, Euthyphron. Mill explicitly dates h_s reading of "the fi_t six" of Plato's
dialogues "in the common arrangement" (nos. 1I- 16) to 1813. It is not known what ed. he
read; the only one now in SC is Platonis et quae vel Platonis esse feruntur vel Platonica
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solent comttar_ scrtpta graece omnia, ed. Immanuel Bekker, 11 vols. (London: Pnestley.
1826), which postdates these references. Mill later translated this &alogue' CW, Vol XI,
pp. 187-96. A9 (8)
12. Plato, Apology. In "the common arrangement" of Plato's dialogues, this comes second.
Later translated by Mill: CW, Vol. XI, pp 151-74. A9 (81
13. Plato, Crlto The third in the common arrangement.

A9 (8)

14. Plato, Phaedo. The fourth in the common arrangement.
15. Plato, Cra_'lus. The fifth in the common arrangement.

A9 (8)
A9 18)

16. Plato, Theaetetus Mill notes that this dialogue was totally beyond his comprehension
at that age, thereby implying that the previous five were not. A9 (8)
1810-13. Act 4-7.
17. Wilham Robertson, The Historx' of America (1777). It may be referred that this
work (along with nos. 18-45) was read in the years when they hved in Newmgton
Green. The reference is simply to "'Robertson's histories." The only ed. now in SC long
postdates the reference: Works, 6 vols. (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans,
1851). All(10)
18. Robertson, The History of the Retgn of the Emperor Charles V (1769). See no. 17.
AII (IO)
19. Robertson, The History of Scotland under Marx' and James V1 (1759). See no
All (10)
20. David Hume. The Htstor) of England (1754-62).

17.

A 11 I10)

21. Edward Gibbon, The Htstorx' of the Dechne and Fall of the Roman Empire (177688). All (10)
22. Robert Watson, The Histor3" of the Reign of Phihp I1, Kmg of Spare (1777). This work
and the next were, Mill says, "my greatest delight, then and for long afterwards." Along
with an anonymous work Ino. 58), he used this "favorite" work to compose a history of
Holland (A17). BL Add. MS 33564 (2), in part a list by Bentham of books borrowed from
him, cites "Watson's Phlhp II &III" as borrowed by James Mill on 31 Mar., 1816 (f. 43r),
there can be little doubt that the young Mill read them before that date. but it seems likely
that the books were borrowed for him from Bentham See also App. C, no. 4. A 11 (10),
17 (16)
23. Robert Watson and William Thomson, The History of the Reign of Phihp 111,King of
Spare (1783). Mill likely read Bentham's copy (see no. 22), but the 2nd ed., 2 vols.
(London: Robinson. etal., 1786). is in SC. A11 (10)
July, 1812. Aet. 6.
24. Nathaniel Hooke, The Roman History. from the Building of Rome to the Ruin of the
Commonwealth (I 738-71 ). Mill's earliest extant letter is concerned with his "recapitulating" Hooke, which he borrowed from Bentham. This, after Watson (nos. 22 and 23), was
his "'favorite historical reading." (See also no. 57.) The "History of Rome" (see App. A
above), partly based on Hooke, written by Mill at this time, indicates in its footnotes that he
also then used nos. 25, 26, and 72. Cf. App. C, no. 2. At 1 (10), 15; EL, CW, Vol. XII,
pp. 3-4.
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25. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, The Roman Annqutties. In A, Mill first refers to his having
read"a httle" of Dionysms (and he later helped his sisters through it. see no 152) He also
used the work m his "History of Rome": m the extant fragment (see App. A above),
his references (which are all to the "Chronology of the Consuls") correspond to the text
of Atom_o'iov 'AA¢rap_,ctcr_tog 7"& ef_ptcrr6txeva. [cm'op_Kc_ _'e Kal I371"rop_Kd.
(rtryTp&IztZctrct.Dionysil Halicarnasset scripta quae extant, omma, et historica, et rhetorica (Greek and Latin), 2 vols. (Frankfurt: Weschel Heirs. 1586), which Is. as Mill says his
text was, in folio, and in which The Roman Antiquities occupies Vol. 1. (Thzs ed. is not
umque in these features, however.) A15 (14), 17 (16), EL 10: App, A, pp 542,544n,
546n
26. Plutarch. Lives, trans, and ed. John and William Langhorne (17701. A I l (10); App
A, p. 544n
1810-13. Aet. 4-7.
27. Charles Rollin, The Ancient Htstorv of the Eg3pttans. Carthagmtans, Assyrian.s,
Babylonians, Medes and Perslana, Macedonian_s, and Grectans (in French, 1730- 38). Mill
lmphes that he read only the later volumes, beginnmg with Phdlp of Macedon (i.e., Vols.
V-VIII in 8-vol. eds.). See also no. 1 above. AI 1 (]01
28. Gilbert Burnet, Bishop Burnet's History of His Own Ttrne(1724-34)

A 11 (10)

29, The Annual Regtster ofWorldEvents. A Revww o/the Year (1758ff ). Mall remarks that
he read "the historical part" of the volumes from 1758 to "about" 1788, where Bentham's
set, which the Mills borrowed, ended. Bentham hsts Isee no. 22) James Mill as borrowing
Vols, XXIX and XXX on 28 Apr., 1810 (f. 41r), and Vols VII-X on 8 Mar., 1823 if. 44v).
this hst Is certainly not complete, but verifies Mill's memory that the books were borrowed
from Bentham. A 11 (10)
30. John Millar, An Htstortcal Vtew of the English Government (1787) A work "highly
valued" by James Mill, formerly in SC. A 11 ( lOJ
31. Johann Lorenz von Moshelm, An Ecclesmstical Histor)' (m Latin, 1755). A 11 (10)
32. Thomas McCrie, The Life of John Knox (1812). A I I (10)
33. WillemSewel, The Htstoo' of the Rtse. lncrea.se, and Progress of the Chrlsnan People
Called Quakers (1722). AI 1 (10)
34, Thomas Wight and John Rutty, A Histor3' of the Rise and Progre_s of the People Called
Quakers m Ireland ( 1751 ). A 11 (10)
35. Phihp Beaver, African Memoranda (1805) One of the books Mill says his father "was
fond of putting" into his hands because they "exhibaed men of energy and resource m
unusual circumstances, struggling against difficulties and overcoming them." A 11
36. David Colhns, An Account of the Enghsh Colony in New South Wale_ ( 1798-1802).
See no. 35. AI 1
37. George Anson, A Voyage round the Worm ( 1748 I. A book, says Mill. that he "never
weaned of reading." A 11 (10)
38. David Henry, An Historical Account of All the Voyages round the Worm (1774). Like
no. 37, a work Mill "never wearied of reading." This work fits Mill's description of a 4-voL
collection beginning with Drake and ending w_th Cook and Bougainville; he says,
"Hawkesworth's, I believe," but John Hawkesworth, An Account of the Voyages Undertaken by the Order of Hts Present Majesty for Making Dzscoveries m the Southern
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Hemtsphere (London: Strahan, Cadell, 1773: and other eds. ), is normally m three vols., and
does not include either Drake or Bougamville. A 1 l- 13 (10-12)
39. John Hamilton Moore, A New and Complete Collection of Voyages and Travels
(1780?). In a cancelled passage in ED, Mill says he has a faint recollection of "'some foho
collection" m which he read "an account of the first circumnavigation of the globe, by
Magellan." Moore's collection, which is in folio, includes "The Voyage of Ferdinand
Maghellan" (Vol. I, pp. 13-15); another possibility, though less likely, is Samuel Purchas,
Purchas His Pilgrimes (1625). also in foho, which includes "'Of Fernandes Magallanes"
(Vol. I, pp. 33-46). No other folio collection in English containing Magellan*s voyage has
been located. EDI2n
40. DanielDefoe, TheLifeandStrangeSurprizingAdventuresofRobinsonCrusoe(I719).
SC formerly contained an ed. (London. Daly, 1837) that long postdates the reference,
though Mill says he possessed the work as a child. A 13 (12)
41. The Arabian Nights(in English, 1706). Mill says his father borrowed several works, of
which this was one, but the 5-vol. trans, by Edward Forster (London: Miller, 1802) is in SC
(Vol. IV now missing). A13 (12)
42. Arabian Tales; or, A Continuanon of the Arabtan Nights Entertainments
1794). Another work Mill says his father borrowed. A 13 ( 12 )

(m English,

43. Miguel de Cervantes, The HistoD' and Adventures of the Renowned Don Qutxote (in
English. 1612), trans. Tobias Smollett (1755), 6th ed., 4 vols. (London: Rivmgton, et al.,
1792). This is another of the books Mill says tus father borrowed; probably this ed., which is
in SC, was obtained later. A 13 (12)
44. Maria Edgeworth, Popular Tales (1804). It is not known which ed. of this work Mill
read; again a book he recalls his father's having borrowed. A 13
45. Henry Brooke, The Fool of Quahty; or. The History of Henry Earl of Moreland
(1766-70). It is not known which ed. of this popular work Mill read: this is the last of the hst
of books he recalls his father' s having borrowed for him at this time. A 13 (12)
1813-14. Aet. 7.
46. Latin grammar. It is not known which grammar Mill used: a representative work is the
so-called "Eton" or "Royal" grammar, e.g., An Introduction to the Latin Tongue, for the
Use of Youth, new ed., rev. (Eton: Pote and Williams, 1806). "'In my eighth year," Mill
says, "I commenced learning Latin, in conjuncUon with a younger sister [Wilhelmina], to
whom I taught it as I went on. and who afterwards repeated the lessons to my father: and
from this time, other sisters and brothers being successwely added as pupils, a considerable
part of my day's work consisted of this preparatory teaching." (The comment continues; see
A13.) For other references to Mill's teaching his sisters, see nos. 47, 48, 51,52, 53, 73, 74,
101,102, 152, 153; see also no. 111. George Bentham records in his MS Autobiography
(Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew, f. 11) that the young Mill ("in a scarlet jacket with nankeen
trousers buttoned over it") accompanied the Samuel Benthams on a visit to Lady Spencer;
Bentham says: "At this time at the age of six he was a Greek and Latin scholar and a logician
and fond of shewing off his proficiency without the slightest reserve." But the entry is for
1814, and in any case Bentham may have written "Greek and Latin" without really knowing
exactly what the boy's accomplishments were. A13 (12)
47. Cornelius Nepos, ExceUentium imperatorum vitae. (Other titles often used.) This is
one of the works Mill used to teach Latin to his sisters Wilhelmina and Clara. In his letter to
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Francis Place of 7 Dec,, 1814 (see no. 10L James Mill says: "Wilhe has read along with
[John] several lines m Cornelius Nepos and has got over the most difficult part of the task of
learning Latin, while John wants little of being able to read Latin with ease." By 30 July,
1819, Wilhelmina had read all, and Clara, some. of Cornehus Nepos. Mill says (A13) that
he went through "a considerable part" of Cornelius Nepos with Wilhelmma, but afterwards
"added to the superintendance oJtthese lessons, much longer ones" of his own. A 13 ( 12 ):
EL 10; BL Add. MS 35152. f. 119
48. Julius Caesar, Commentarws. Like no. 47, this was used by Mill to teach his sisters,
both of whom had read "some of Caesar" by 30 July, 1819. Having supenntended Wilhelmina's study (presumably as early as 1813), he went on to longer lessons of his own, They
probably used one of the two eds. formerly in SC. C lulii Caesaris quae exstant, cure
selectts variorum commentarits (Amsterdam: Elzevlr, 1661 ); and C. Julit Caesarts quae
exstantopera, 2 vols. (Paris: Barbou, 1755). A13 (]2): EL l0
49. Homer, lhad. He likely read this in "}ALdqKctl "O_f_rtreta, 4 vols. (in 2) (Oxford:
Typographicus Academicus, 1800), which is m SC. He made his "first commencement in
the Greek poets with the Iliad." in the same year that he began Latin (see no 46). At A 15.
Mill says. of the period 1813-17 generally, that he read in Greek the Iliad "through." A 13
(12), 15 (14)
50. Homer, lhad, trans. Alexander Pope. He probably read Homer's Ihad, trans. Pope
(1715), 6 vols. (London: Lmtot, 1720L which is in SC. "It was the first English verse I had
cared to read," says Mill, "'and It became one of the books m which for many years I most
dehghted: I think I must have read it from twenty to thirty times through." See also App C,
no, 5. A13 (12)
1813-17.

Aet. 7-11.

51. Phaedrus. Mill probably read Fabularum Aesopiarum libri v, ed. Peter Burmannus
(Utrecht: van de Water, 1718), which is in SC. This is one of the works mentioned in A as
having been read between his eighth and twelfth years that is not mentioned m EL as part of
his own study from 1814 to July, 1819. As it seems likely that some (though probably not
all) such works were in fact read in 1813, they (nos. 51-8) are g_ven here before the works
mentioned in EL for 1814. He used Phaedrus as a teaching text. his sister Wilhelmina having
read "almost all" before 30 July, 1819. A 15 (14): EL 10
52. Salhist. Mill probably read Opera omma, ed. H. Homer (London: Payne, 1789), which
is in SC. In A, Mill says he read "all Sallust." Another teaching text by the end of July,
1819, Wilhelmlna had read all Cataline and part of Jugurtha: Clara almost as much as her
sister. Cf. App. C, no. 24. A15 (14); ELIO
53. Terence. Mill says in A merely that he read "some plays of Terence," and does not
mention hun in EL. But he does there indicate that by 30 July, 1819, Wflhelmina had, under
his direction, read two of Terence's plays. They probably used Publit Terentit Afri
comoediae (Btrmingham: Baskerville, 1772), which is m SC. A15 114); ELIO
54. Lysias. Mill says merely that he read "a great part"ofLysms. It _snot known which ed.
of the orations he used; a 2-vol. ed. of Oratores Atttct was formerly in SC. A 15 (147: EL 10
55. William M1tford, The HistoD' of Greece (1784-1818). Mill mentions the work in EL.
but without giving a date. In A, he says: "History continued [m my private reading] to be my
strongest predilection, and most of all ancient history. Mltford's Greece 1read continually.
My father had put me on guard against the Tory prejudices of this writer.., with such effect
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that m reading M_tford. my sympathies were always on the contrary side to those of the
author, and 1 could, to some extent, have argued the point against him: yet th_s did not
diminish the ever new pleasure w_th which 1read the book." Formerly in SC was the lO-vol.
ed, (London: Cadell and Davies, 1818-20), which postdates the references A 15 (14). EL9
56, Adam Ferguson, The Histoo" of the Progress and Termmatton of the Roman Republic
(1783) It is not known which ed. Mill used. See no. 57. A15 ( 14-16): EL9
57. An Umversal Htsto_'. from the Earhest Account of Time to the Present, 7 vols.
(London: Barley, et al., 1736-44l. This is the "Ancient Part": the work was completed by
the Modern Part of the Universal Histor3, 16 vols., plus a vol. of maps and charts (London:
Osborne. et al., 1759-66). Mill refers to his reading "the Ancient Universal History,'" a
"book which, m sp_te of what is called the dryness of _ts stile," he "'took great pleasure in."
He attempted (A 17 ) "an abridgment" of _t(see App. C, no. 3 ). "Roman history.,'"Mill says,
"both in my old favorite, Hooke, and in Ferguson, continued to dehght me." AI7 ( 16}
58. Anon., TheHIsto_'oftheRepubhckofHolland.fromltsFzrstFoundationtotheDeath
of King Wilham, 2 vols. (London' Bell, et al., 1705). Probably read at this time, but the
reference does not come in a strictly sequentml hstlng, and _tmay well be that Mill read it at
or about the time he read the two works of Watson (see nos. 22 and 23). Mill does not give a
txtle, but this would appear to be the work intended (no appropriate rival has been located)
when he refers m A to "an anonymous compilation," and in ED to "an anonymous h_story
which somebody who knew my liking for the subject, picked up at a book stall and gave to
me '" He used it, along with his "'favorite Watson,'" to write a history of Holland. See App,
C, no. 4. AI7 (16)
1814

Aet. 7-8.

59 Cicero, Pro A. Licmio arehta poeta. In A, Mall refers to his reading "several [ED
"'some"] of the Orations of C_cero'; this one (w_th no. 60) is specifically mentioned m EL for
1814. Mill probably read this m Opera. 10 vols. Cm81 (Leyden: Elzevxr, 1642), Vol. 111,pp,
369-82, which is in SC. Again m EL he reports reading "part of Cicero's Orations" m
1815. AI5 (14): EL7
60. Cicero, In C Verrem invecttve septem. In EL, Mill says, curiously, "the (first or last)
part of [Cicero's] pleading against Verres'" (there are seven parts). He probably read this in
Opera, Vol. II, pp. 112-556 (first part, pp. 112-35: last part. pp 476-556). A15 (14),
EL7
61. Anacreon In both A and EL, Mill says merely that he read Anacreon. He probably used
Anacreon Tetus. poem lyricus . . . (Greek and Latin), ed. Joshua Barnes (Cambridge"
Jeffery, 1705). which is in SC. A15 (14): EL7
62. Sophocles. Electra. In A. Mill says he read "one or two plays of Sophocles. Euripides.
and Aristophanes, though by these I profited httle": in EL, he specifically mentions this play
(and nos. 63-5). It is not known which ed. he used. A15 114): EL7
63 Euripides, Phoenissae. See no. 62. Mill probably read this m Ai to/) Ef_p_zr{f)ov
rpay_o6_ot_ o'w_d_Evat. Euriptdt_ tragoediae quae supersunt (Greek and Latin), ed.
Samuel Musgrave, 10 vols. (Glasgow: Foulis; Edinburgh: Laing; London: Bremner. 1797),
which was formerly in SC; the play is m Vol. II, pp. 1-88. AI5 114); EL7
64. Aristophanes, Plutus. See no. 62. In his letter to Francis Place of 7 Dec., 1814 (see no
10), James Mill reports that John has recently read one (undesignated) play by Aristophanes. It is not known which ed, Mill used. A 15 (14); EL7; BL Add. MS 35152, f. 119
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Aristophanes, Clouds. See nos. 62 and 64. A15 114); EL7

66. Demosthenes. In A, Mill says that m the period between his eighth and twelfth years he
read "a great part of Demosthenes" (A 15); later he refers to reading "some" of Demosthenes"
orations "several times over," and writing "a full analysis of them'" IA23; cf. App. C, no.
11); he also mentions reading Demosthenes (and Plato) in Greek aloud to his father (A25 ) In
EL. he specifically refers to reading the Philiptcs in 1814. and says he read "a great many
Orations of Demosthenes" in 1817 He reports also that he read "'some more of Demosthenes" in 1818. See also no. 80. It is not known what ed. he used; Demosthenia etAeschtms quae exstant omnia (Greek and Latin), 10 vols. (London. Priestley, 1827). which postdates the references, is m SC. A 15 114), 23 (221, 25 (241; EL7, 8
Dec., 18t4. Act. 8.
67. Plutarch, 17_p_ rreff6oJv dy_oy5?¢ ("On the Education of Children"). In hl_ letter to
Francis Place of 7 Dec., 1814 (see no. 10), James Mill refers to John's having just read (m
Greek) "the treatise of Plutarch on education "'It is not mentioned m A or EL. BL Add MS
35152, f. 119
1814. Act. 7-8.
68. Euclid, Elements of Geometr3'. In A, Mill says he began Euclid, "'still under" his
father's tmtion, "'soon after" the works listed m nos. 46-50: in EL, he says that in 1814 he
was reading Euclid, and that in 1815, "after finishing the first six books, with the eleventh
and twelfth" (the ones usually studled), he went on to the works mentioned m nos. 71 and
81-3. In his letter to Franos Place of 7 Dec., 1814 (see no. 10L James Mill says: "John is
now an adept m the first 6 books of Euclid.'" See also no. 101 It is not known which ed. of
Euchd Mill used, but in EL he indicates that he later read "Playfaxr's Trigonometry at the
end of his Euclid"; i.e.. John Playfalr, Elements of Geometr3': Contammg the Ftrst Sit
Books of Euclid, with Two Books on the Geometr3.' of Sohds To Whtch A re Added, Elements"
of Plane and Spherical Tngonometr3." (Edinburgh: Bell and Bradfute; London. Robinson,
1795). (The "two books on the geometry of solids" are equivalent to Books XI and XII of
Euclid.) A15 (14): EL7-8; BL Add. MS 35152, f. 119
69. Leonhard Euler, Elements of Algebra fin English. 1797). In A. Mill refers only to the
beginning of his study of algebra, the title is given in EL. In his letter to Francis Place of 7
Dec., 1814 (see no. 10_, James Mill says that John "m algebra performs simple equations
with great ease." It is not known which ed. Mill used, although a likely one is the
anonymous translatmn, 2 vols (London. Johnson, 1797/. A15 (14_: EL7, BL Add. MS
35152, f. 119
70. John Bonnycastle, An Introduction toAlgebra (1782). See no. 69. In EL, Mill says he
used Bonnycastle "pnncipally for the sake of the examples to perform.'" It is not known
which ed he used. A15 (14), EL7
71. John West, Elements of Mathematics. Comprehending Geometr)', Comc Sections,
Mensuration, Spherics (1784). Writing of the period from his eighth to his twelfth year, Mill
merely refers to his learning "elementary geometry and algebra thoroughly, the differential
calculus and other portions of the higher mathematics far from thoroughly" (A 15: ED 14 has
"not thoroughly" for "far from thoroughly"): in EL, he says he read "some of West's
Geometry" in 1814, and, having finished it In 1815. then went on to West's "Conic
Sections, Mensuration and Sphencs." He continued to work on West. taking it with h_m to
France in 1820, where, on 27 June. he reports: "med two propositions in West's App'x.
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Solved one of them. which 1 have tried over for several years and have never been able to
solve: found the other too difficult, but hope to solve It to-morrow." On the 29th he tried
some more "'problems and theorems," resolving three, including the recalcitrant one of the
27th. Two more that he had frequently tried before were resolved on 5 July, and he
attempted more on the 6th. On the 13th he resolved two more (and George Bentham
resolved "'several"); on the 14th Mill worked out three more. On the 19th he reports that he
"tried ineffectually some problems and theorems in West's Appx." A I5 (14): EL7, J29,
35, 45, 46, 50
1815 Aet. 8-9.
72. Lwy Mill probably read Htstoriarum ab urbe condzta, ed Johannes Fredencus
Gronovms. 3 vols (Amsterdam: Elzevir, 1665. 1664), which (with James Mill's bookplate)
is in SC. Formerly in SC was the 10-vol. ed., ed Joannes Clencus (Amsterdam. Wetstenms; Utrecht. van de Water, 1710). In A, covering 1813-17 generally, Mill mentions "'the
first five books of Livy (to which from my love of the subject I voluntarily added, in my
hours of leisure, the remainder of the first decad)"" m EL, he hsts the first five books for
1815, and later says, without specific date, "1 have also read a great deal of Lwy by myself."
But see no. 24; the "History of Rome" there cited implies that he was using Livy in 1812,
though he says (see no. 46) he began to learn Latin only in his eighth year. A 15 ( 14): EL7,9
73. Ovid, Metamorphose3. In A, covering 1813-17 generally, Mdl says he read "'a
considerable part" of the Metamorphoses; in EL, he writes, of 1815, "'I read the first six
books, 1 believe." He also says that, as of 30 July, 1819, his sister Clara was reading Ovid
(he does not menuon Ovid in connection with Wilhelmlna. who was more advanced). They
probably used Opera omma, 3 vols. (Amsterdam. Blaviana, 1683), which is in SC (the
Metamorphoses is in Vol. II). A 15 (14): EL7.10
74. VLrgil, Eclogues (Bucohcs). At the ume of the letter to Bentham (30 July, 18t9), his
sister Wilhelmina was. under Mill's direction, reading the Eclogues He continued on
h,s own in France m the next year, reading "'some" V,rgil on the 10th and the 16th of June.
two eclogues on each of the 26th and 28th, one on the 29th, and two more on the 30th A 15
(14), EL7, 10; J13, 15, 28.29, 30
75. Virgil, Aeneid. In A, Mill refers to his reading the first six books in the period 1813-17:
the specific year is given in EL. Cf. App. C, no. 24. A 15 (14). EL7
76. Homer, Odyssey. In A, Mill says he read m Greek the Odyssey "'through" in the period
1813-17; in EL (with an "'1think" that may refer to the accuracy of the Greek hst for 1815 as
a whole), he says he read it in 1815. For the ed., see no. 49. A 15 ( 14); EL7
77. Theocritus. Mill probably read him m OeoKpi'rov, M6crXov. Bicovo¢, v_txplov rd
el,ptcrK61x6vct. Theocritz, Moschi, Bionis, Simmu quae extant (Greek and Latin), ed. D.
Hemcius (Heidelberg: Commeliman, 1604), or m ldylha (Greek), ed. F C. W. Jacobs
(Gotha: Ettinger, 1789), both of which were formerly in SC A15 (14); EL7
78. Pindar. Pindar is the only Classical author known to have been read by Mill in his
formative years who is not mentioned by name in A: in EL, he says he read "some of Pindar'"
in 1815. He probably read him in Hdwra "r&H_v_&pov crw_6_va. Omnia Pmdari quae
extant. Cum interpretatione latina (Greek and Latm), 2 vols. (in 1) (Glasgow: Foulis,
1744), which is in SC. EL7
79. Aeschines. In A, covering 1813-17, Mill says he read "a great part" of Aeschines; m
EL, he specifies for 1815 "the two Orations" of Aeschmes (Contra Ttmarchum, and De
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male gesta legat_one). It Is not known what ed. he used; Demosthems et Aeschims quae
exstant omnia (Greek and Latin), l0 vols. (London: Pnestley, 1827), which postdates the
references, is in SC. Al5 (141. EL7
80. Demosthenes, De corona (On the Crown)
See no. 66. EL7

Specifically mentioned and dated in EL.

81, Robert Simson, Sectionum comcarum hbrl v (1735). See no. 71. Title given in EL,
which reads "Simpson's Conic Sections." Mill, who normally read mathematical texts in
Latin, probably used this rather than the English translation (which included only the first
three of the five books). Elements of the Come Secnons (Edinburgh: Elhot: London: Cadell,
etal., 1775). A15 (14): EL7
82. John Kersey, The Elements of That Mathematwal
0673-74). See no. 71. A15 (14): EL7

Art Commonly Called Algebra

83. lsaac Newton, Arithmetica universahs: stve de compostt_one et resolutione arithmetwa
liber (1707). It Is not known which ed. Mill used. See no. 71. A l5 ( 14); EL7

1816. Aet 9-10
84. Horace, Ars poetica. Mill may have read it in Opera, ed. William Baxter, new ed.
(Glasgow and Edinburgh. Mundell; London: Robinson, et al.: Cambridge: Lunn, t796L
which is in SC, Dated in EL to 18 t6: inA, to the period between his eighth and twelfth years.
Though m ED he says he read "all Horace" at this time, in both A and EL he says all except
the Epodes (which he presumably read later) See also App. C, no. 7. A 15 (14): EL7
85. Horace, Carmen saeculare. See no. 84. AI5 (14); EL7
86. Horace, Carmina IOdes). See no. 84. Four years later, while in France, Mill translated
into French the first and third odes (see App. C, no. 24). A15 ( 141; EL7:J40.48
87. Horace, Epistles. See no. 84. A15 (14); EL7
88. Horace, Sanres. See no, 84. In 1820, when in France, Mill reports reading a Satire on
22 Dec. A15 (14): EL7:J89
89. Polybius, Histories. In A, Mill says he read in this period "'several books of Polybius'"
(there are five): in ED, "the first two or three"; in EL, merely "'Part of Polybius." A 15 ( 14):
EL7
90. Xenophon, Hellenies. In EL, he says he read "all" of the work at this time. For the ed.,
see no. 2. AI5 (14): EL7
91. Sophocles, Ajax. See no. 62. A15 (14): EL7
92. Sophocles, Philoctetes. See no. 62. A15 (14); EL7
93. Euripides, Medea. See no. 62. See also no. 63: Medea appears in the ed. there cited,
Vol. II, pp. 90-155. A15 (14): EL7
94, Aristophanes, Frogs. See no. 62. See also no, 64. A 15 (14): EL7
95. Anthologia graeca. In A, Mill says he read "part of the Anthology"; in EL, a "great
part"; one may assume he read it all eventually. See also no. 152. Hc probably read it m
Anthologia graeca sive poetarum graecorum lusus, ed. Friedrich Jacob, 13 vols. (Leipzig:
Dyck, 1794-1814), which is in SC. AI5 (14): EL7
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96. Matthew Stewart, Proposmones geometricae, more veterum demonstratae, ad geometrwum antiquam illustrandam et promovendam idoneae (1763). For comment, see no.
71. A15 (14); EL7
97. John Playfatr, Elements of Geometr3"....
Elements of Plane and Spherwal TngonometD' (1795). See nos. 68 and 71. Al5 (14): EL7-8
98. William Wallace, "Geometry.," Edinburgh Encyclopaedia (1830), Vol. X, Pt. l, pp.
185-240. The author is identified in Vol. I, Pt. 1; though the completed encyclopaedia was
published in 1830, It had been issued in parts over a twenty-year period by David Brewster,
its main mover and editor (the work is often called Brewster's Edinburgh Encyclopaedia).
See no. 71. A15 (14); EL8
99. Thomas Simpson, A Treanse ofAlgebra (1745). See no. 71. It is not known which ed.
Millused. A15 (14): EL8
1816. Aet. 10.
100 Thomas Thomson, A System ofChemtstr)', 4 vols. (Edinburgh. Bell and Bradfute, et
al.; London: Robinson; Dublin: Gilbert and Hodges, 1802). Mill says: "I devoured treatises
on Chermstry, especially that of my father's early friend and schoolfellow Dr. Thomson, for
years before I attended a lecture or saw an experiment" (A21). That he first read the work
(presumably m the first ed., cited above) "years before" his visit to the Royal Military
College, Bagshot, in Oct., 1818, when he saw experiments, is borne out by a letter to
Thomson from James Mill, who reports that John, at age ten. "'read your System of
Chemistry with vast ardour"; agmn, at twelve, he "fastened with great greediness upon your
book" IAlexander Bain, James Mill [London: Longmans, Green, 1882], pp. 157, 168). In
EL, discussing his reading in 1819, Mill says he has read "the last edition" of Thomson's
work, that is, the 5th ed., 4 vols. (London: Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, Edinburgh:
Blackwood, et al,: Dublin: Hodges and MacArthur, 1817), which was much revised. In
1820 he was again studying Thomson, while in France. (It is possible that he was then
reading Thomson's Elements of Chemistry [Edinburgh: Blackwood; London: Longman,
Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1810], which is m one vol.. rather than the 4-vol. System.) The
same enthusiasm is evident in his Journal, as he records reading Thomson on 25 and 30
June, 1,2, 5, 6, 7, and 9 July, sometimes as often as three times a day, and on two occasions
making "out various chemical tables &c." See App. C, no. 23. A21 (20); EL9; J28, 30, 35,
36, 39
1817. Aet. 10-11.
101. James Mill. The HistoD' of Brtnsh India, 3 vols. (London: Baldwin, Cradock, and
Joy, 1817 [1818]). Mill's reading of his father's Histor 3,might be dated much earlier; in a
passage not used in A. he says in ED: "my father..,
used to give me the manuscript of part
of his history of India to read. Almost as soon as I could hold a pen 1 must needs write a
history of India too..." (EDI6; cf. App. C. no. 1); this he soon abandoned for his "Roman
history," which dates from 1812 (printed above, pp. 541-8). (James Mill began his History
in 1806.) In A, Mill says he read the completed manuscript aloud to his father while the
latter corrected the proofs; in a letter of 7 Aug., 1817, from Ford Abbey. Francis Place
wrote to his wife: "'Mill is up between 5 and 6, he and John compare his proofs--Jn, reading
the copy and his father the proof--Willie and Clara are in the Saloon before 7--and as soon
as the proofs are done with Jn goes to the further end of the room to teach his sisters--when
this has been done--and part of the time while it is doing he learns Geometry." He adds that
John "teaches the children" and does his own work also in the afternoon; John Flowerdew
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Coils, Bentham's amanuensis at the time, was teaching the younger children writing. Mill
indicates m his account how important the reading of his father's Histor3" was to his
education. The only ed• now in SC is the 3rd., 6 vols. (London: Baldwin. Cradock, and Joy.
1826). ED16, A27 (26): BL Add. MS 35143, f. 285
102. Lucretius. De rerum natura• Mentioned in A as part of his reading between his eighth
and his twelfth year; dated in EL to 1817 In A, Mill says he read then "'two or three books of
Lucretms" (there are six): m EL, he says "all Lucretius, except the last book." By 30 July,
1819, his sister Wilhelmina, under his dtrection, had read the first and part of the second
book. They probably read De rerum natura libri sex, ed Gilbert Wakefield. 4 vols.
(Edinburgh: Bell and Bradfute, et al.; Glasgow: Duncan, 1813), which is m SC. A 15 (14);
EL8, 10
103. Cicero. Letters to Attwus IEpistolarurn ad T Pompomum Attwum). Mill read this m
Latin; it appears in Opera, Vol. V1, pp. 1-517 _see no. 59), his father (see A ) translated the
French notes from the Latin and French version, Lettres de Cicdron fzAtticus. ed. Nicolas
Hubert Mongault, 6 vols. (Paris: Delaulne. 1738), which is also m SC, and which Mill
probably used as well (though he could not at the time read French). The French version is
not mentioned in EL. A15 (14); EL8
104. Cicero, Topica, in Opera, Vol 1, pp. 694-722 (see no. 59). In A, Mill says he read
"several" (ED. "some") of Cicero's "'writings on orator3,"; m EL, this title is given. A I5
(14); EL8
105. Cicero, Departitione oratorta, in Opera. Vol. I. pp• 722-62 (see no. 59). This title
given in EL. See no. 104. A15 (14); EL8
106. Aristotle, Rhetoric• In A, Mill says: "'as the first expressly scientific treatise on any
moral or psychological subject which I had read. and containing many of the best observations of the ancients on human nature and hfe, my father made me study lit} with pecuhar
care, and throw the matter of it into synoptic tables " In EL, he says: "'I read . . all
Aristotle's Rhetoric, of which 1made a synoptic table." See App. C. no. 10. Mill may have
read "ApLo_ro_Aov¢ "r_X_'_T¢
I)_'op_K_l¢ _Aia
rp&t. Artstotehs de rhetorica seu arte
dicendi libri tres (Greek and Latin), ed. Theodore Goulston (London: Griffin, 1619), two
copies of which are m SC. A15 (14); EL8
107. William Wallace, "Conic Sections," Encyclopaedia Brttanmca, 4th ed (1810), Vol.
VI, pp. 519-48 (+ 92 figures). See no. 71. It is much more likely that Mill refers to this
rather than the very slight article in the 3rd ed. (1797), Vol. V, pp, 329-32. Cf. no. 109. He
says: "I read in Conic Sections an article in the Encyclopcedia Britannica," The author Is
identified in the Preface to Vol. I of the 4th ed., pp. xvi-xvii. A15 (14); EL8
108. Leonhard Euler, lntroductio in analysiu infinitorum (1748). Title given in EL. See no.
71. It is not known which ed. Mill studied. A15 (14); EL8
109. "Fluxions," Encyclopaedia Britannica, 4th ed. (1810). Vol. VIII, pp. 697-778 ( + 39
figures). It is much more likely that Mill refers to this rather than the less detailed article in
the 3rd ed. (1797), Vol, VII, pp. 311-16. Cf. no. 107. See also no. 71. In 1817 Mill says. "I
•.. began Fluxions, on which I read an article in the Encyclopcedia Britanntca'" (ELS), This
article is not specifically assigned to any author in the Preface to Vol. I of the 4th ed., where,
however, it is said that "the articles Algebra, Conic Sections, Trigonometry, and several
others in the mathematical and physical sciences were furnished by Mr. William Wallace of
the Royal Military College, Great Marlow" (pp. xvi-xvii), and no mathematical articles are
assigned to anyone else. But see also no• 135: has Mill confused the two articles? A15 (14);
EL8
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110. Thomas Simpson, The Doctrine and Application of Fluxions (1750). See no. 71. It is
not known which ed. Mill read .415 (14): EL8
Oct., 1817. Aet. 11.
111. Isaac Newton, Philosophiae naturahs principia mathemanca (1686). Ann, Lady
Romilly, in a letter to Maria Edgeworth (6 Oct., 1817), commenting on life at Ford
Abbey, where the Mills were hying with Bentham, says that the young Mill was "observed
twice when he came out of a room where he had been shut up with Newton's princlpia before
him, that he was but just awake." She mentions also that "he has the care of the learned part
of the education of his two eldest s_sters who are making great progress in Latin and Greek
under his tumon" tSamuel Henry Romilly, ed., Romilly-Edgeworth Letters, 1813-1818
[London: Murray. 1936], p. 177).
1817. Aet. 10-11.
112. John Keill, Introductiones ad veram phystcam et veram astronomiam (1702, 1718/.
See no. 71 In EL. Mill refers to this as part of his study of"the application of mathematics'*:
there is no reference in A or ED to this study. It is not known which ed. Mill used. AI 5 ( 14):
EL8
113. John Robison, Elements of Mechanical Philosophy (1804). See no. 112. EL reads
"Robinson's Mechanical Philosophy." AI5 ( 14); EL8
1813-17. Aet. 7-11.
114 James Thomson, "Winter" (1744). This is referred to (with all the items through no.
128) in A after Mill's mention of his reading between his eighth and twelfth years (A 15), and
before his saying "'From about the age of twelve" (A21), but the text is very vague as to date.
"I also remember," says Mill, "[my father's] giving me Thomson's "Winter" to read, and
afterwards making me attempt (without book) to write something myself on the same
subject. The verses I wrote were of course the merest rubbish, nor did I ever attain ant
facility of versification, but the practice may have been useful in making it easier for me, at a
later period, to acquire readiness of expression." Cf. App. C, no. 8. AI 9 (18)
115. Joanna Baillie, Constantine Paleologus (1804). The date is not clear from Mill's
account; he says, "In a subsequent stage of boyhood" to that (itself vague) implied in no.
114, he wrote tragedies inspired by Baillie, but he probably read her at about this time.
His comment suggests that he read other of Baillie's plays, most likely in Miscellaneous
Plays, 2nd ed. (London. Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme; Edinburgh: Constable, 1805).
which is in SC. He says that it was her inspiration rather than Shakespeare's that led him to
write tragedies in his youth; Constantine Paleologus then appeared to him "one of the most
glorious of human compositions,'" and when he wrote A he still thought it (after rereading)
"one of the best dramas of the last two centuries." Cf. App. C, no. 13. Al9n (26)
116. Shakespeare, plays. "Shakespeare my father had put into my hands." Mill says.
"chiefly for the sake of the historical plays, from which however I went on to the
others." A19 (18)
117. John Milton, poetry. Mill says his father admired Milton's poetry; it may be inferred
that he introduced him to it at an early age, though he says in a cancelled passage in ED:
"Milton's poetry he did admire but did not think me of an age to comprehend" (ED18n).
A19 (18)
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118. Oliver Goldsmith, poetry. Mill indicates his father's partmlity for Goldsmith" s poetry;
it may be inferred that he introduced him to it at an early age. AI9 (18)
119. Robert Burns, poetry. James Mill was also partial to Bums, though he was at pains to
dissociate himself from his Scottish background; it may be noted that the younger Mill here
includes Burns in a hst of"English" poets. A19 (i8)
120. Thomas Gray, "The Bard" (1757). His father, Mill says, preferred "'The Bard" to An
Elegy Wrote in a Country. Church Yard: it may be inferred that he introduced him to them at
an early age. He probably used The Work_ of Thomas Gray, with Memotrs of His Life and
Writings by Wilham Mason, ed. Thomas James Mathlas, 2 vols. (London. Porter, 1814),
which is in SC: in that ed. "The Bard" appears in Vol. I, pp. 25-32, and the Elegy in Vol. I.
pp. 57-63. AI9 (18)
121. Thomas Gray, An Elegy Wrote in a Countr3' Church Yard ( 1751 ). See no. 120. A19
(18)
122. William Cowper, poetry. At A19, Mill refers to his father's partmlity for Cowper's
poetry (again probably introduced to the boy at an early age): at A21, he gives his own
reaction to Cowper's shorter poems, which he read in a 2-vol. ed. (the first 2-vol. ed. was
Poems, 2nded. [London: Johnson, 1786], called the 2nd ed. because both as vols had been
published separately in 1782). See also no. 123. A19, 21 (20)
123. William Cowper, "Account of the Author's Treatment of Hares." It is not known
which version Mill read: it is not in the ed. cited in no. 122, but appears in Works, 10 vols.
(London: Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 1817), Vol. I1, pp. 363-8; it first was published as
"Unnoticed Properties of That Little Animal the Hare." Gentleman'._ Magazme. LIV
(1784), 412-14. Nothing, says Mill. m Cowper's poetry interested him as did "the prose
account of his three hares." A21 (20)
124. James Beattie, poetry. Mill refers to his father's probable partiality for Beattie's
poetry; it may be inferred that he introduced him to it at an early age A19 (18)
125. Edmund Spenser. The Faerte Queene (1590-961. The reference initially is to James
Mill's valuing Spenser: "I remember his reading to me (unlike h_s usual practice of making
me read to him) the first book of the Fairie Queene; but 1 took httle pleasure m It ""He
probably read it in Works, ed. Henry John Todd. 8 vols (London. Rivington. etal., 1805),
which Is in SC. AI9 (18)
126. Walter Scott, metrical romances. One may infer that Mill read ("at ]James Mill's]
recommendation and was intensely delighted with") several of The Lax' of the Last Minstrel
(1805), Marmion (1808), The Lady of the Lake (I 810), etc. See also the comment quoted in
no. 127. AI9 (18)
127. John Dryden, poetry. Mill says Dryden's poems were among his father's books, but
there is now no ed. m SC. James Mill had him read many of the poems, but, he says, "I never
cared for any of them except Alexander's Feast, which, as well as many of the songs in
Walter Scott, I used to sing internally, to a music of my own: to some of the latter indeed I
went so far as to compose airs, which I still remember." See no. 126. A19 (18)
128. John Dryden, Alexander's Feast (1697). See no. 127. A19 (18)
1818. Aet. 11-12.
129. Aristotle, Organon, "From about the age of twelve," Mill says m A, he entered a
"more advanced stage" of his "course of instruction; in which the main object was no longer
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the aids and appliances of thought, but the thoughts themselves. This commenced with
Logic," in which he "began at once with the Organon, and read it to the Analytics inclusive,
but profited httle by the Posterior Analytics, which belong to a branch of speculation" he
was "not yet ripe for." In EL, he indicates that in 1818 he read the first four books of the
Organon, "all of which [he] tabulated in the same manner as [Aristotle's] Rhetoric" (see no.
106); he notes that in 1819 he had carried his logical studies in Latin texts "as far as" he had
gone in Anstotle. He probably used one or both of "Ap_o'ror_Aov¢ Jp3,ctvov. Aristotelis
stagiritae penpateticorum principis organum (Greek and Latin), 2nd ed. (Frankfurt:
Weschel Heirs, et al., 1597), and ibM., 3rd ed. (Geneva: ex typis Vignonianls, 1605),
which are in SC. See also App. C, no. 12. A21 (20); EL8
130. Tacitus. Mill comments in ED that he does not think he "meddled" with Tacitus until
his thirteenth year (ED14); he later says in A, of the penod "from about the age of twelve"
(A21), he read "the whole of Tacitus." In EL, he says he read all of Tacitus, "except the
dialogue concerning oratory," in 1818. He also mentions writing two tragedies based on
Tacitus (ED26); see App. C, nos, 13 and 15. ED14, A25 (24); EL8
131. Juvenal, Satires. In a cancelled passage ofED (14n), Mill indicates that some rime in
the period between his eighth and twelfth years he read "'part of Juvenal"; in A, writing of the
penod "from about the age of twelve" (A21). he says he read "the whole" of Juvenal (A25).
In EL, he says (of 1818) he read a "great part" of Juvenal. He probably read it in Decil Junit
Juvenalis etA. Persii Flacci sa_rae (London: Brindley, 1744), pp 1-98, which is in SC
(and Which is, incidentally, one of the very few books small m format that he seems to have
read). ED14n, A25; E1.8
132. Quintilian. De mstitunone oratorla libri duodecim. In EL. Mill says he "began
Quintilian" in 1818, and adds, in his account of 1819, "I am still reading Quintilian." In a
cancelled passage of ED (14n), he indicates that some time m the period between his
eighth and twelfth years fie read "a great part" of Quintilian; m A, wntmg of the period "'from
about the age of twelve" (A21), he says he read "the whole" of Quintilian, who, he adds,
"owing to his obscure stile and to the scholastic details of which many parts of his treatise are
made up, is little read and seldom sufficiently appreciated. His book is a kind of
encyclopaedia of the thoughts of the ancients on the whole field of educanon and culture; and
I have retained through life many valuable ideas which I can distinctly trace to my reading of
him, even at that early age." (A25.) ED14n, A25 (24); EL8
133. William Emerson, The Elements of Optics (1768). Title given in EL; not mentioned in
A. EL8
134. William Wallace, a treatise on trigonometry. Mill says the work, which we have not
identified, was "intended for the use of cadets" at the Military College near Bagshot, which
he visited during the year. Wallace was a friend of James Mill's. It is possible, though not
likely, that Mill is referring to Wallace's "Trigonometry," Encyclopaedia Britannica, 4th
ed. t1810), Vol. XX, pp. 477-88 (+ 28 figures); he had read Wallace's "Conic Sections,"
and "Fluxions" (which may be by Wallace) in that ed.: see nos. 107 and 109 (and also nos.
98 and 135). Title given in EL; not mentioned in A. EL8
135. William Wallace, "Fluxions," Edinburgh Encyclopaedta (1830), Vol. IX, Pt. 2, pp.
382-467. Mill says he began the article in 1818; in 1819 he was "still reading" it. See no.
98. See also no. 109: has Mill confused the two articles? Title given in EL; not mentioned
in A. EL8
1818-19.

Aet. 12.

136. Thomas Campbell, "Lochiel's Warning." "In my thirteenth year," says Mill, "I met
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with Campbell's Poems, among which "Lochiel," 'Hobenlinden." 'The Exile of Enn.' and
some others, gave me sensations I had never before experienced from poetry. Here, too, 1
made nothing of the longer poems, except the striking opening of 'Gertrude of Wyoming,'
which long kept its place m my feehngs as the peffecnon of pathos." It Is not known which
ed. of Campbell Mill read, but Gertrude of Wyoming, and Other Poems, 3rd ed. (London:
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, et al., 1810). is the first that contains all the
poems Mill mentions. A21 (20)
137. Thomas Campbell, "Gertrude of Wyoming." See no, 136. A21 (20)
138. Thomas Campbell. "Hohenlinden." See no. 136. ,421 (20)
139. Thomas Campbell, "The Exile of Erln." See no. 136. A21 (20)
140. Jeremiah Joyce, Scientific Dialogues. lntended for the lnstructzon and Entertainment
of Young People (180Off. ). It is difficult to date with confidence Mill's reading of this work
"Dunng this part of my childhood," he says (his last reference having been to "my thirteenth
year"), "one of my greatest amusements was experimental science; in the theoretical,
however, not the practical sense of the word; not trying experiments,.
. nor even seeing,
but merely reading about them. I never remember being so wrapt up in any book, as I was in
Joyce's Scientific Dialogues .... " However, he next mentions having "devoured treatises
on Chemistry," especially Thomson's, which we know he read at age ten (see no. 100). It is
not known which ed. of Joyce's 6-vol. work Mill read, The subjects covered are Mechanics,
Astronomy, Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, Opttcs and Magnetism, and Electricity and Galvanism. He comments: "...
I was rather recalcitrant to my father's criticism of the bad
reasoning respecting the first principles of physscs which abounds m the early part of that
work." A21 (20)
1819. Aet. 12-13.
141 Samuel Smith, Adztus ad logicam (1613). Contemporaneously with Aristotle's
Organon (see no. 129), Mill says m A, he read "Latin treatises on the scholastic logsc; giwng
each day to [my father], in our walks, a minute account of what I had read, and answering his
numerous and searching questions." This title is given in EL, where st is clear that he began
Aristotle in the preceding year, and is contmuing with him. For other such texts, see nos.
142-4, and 179. Mill presumably read Smith in the 7th ed. (Oxford: Hall, 1656), a copy of
which (bound with no. 142) is in the London Library, autographed "J. Mill,'" being part of
Mill's gift of his father's books. A21 (20): EL8
142. Edward Brerewood, Elementa logicae (Oxford: Hall, 1657). See no. 141. A21 (20):
EL8
143. Phillipus Du Trieu, Manuductio ad logtcam (1618). See no. 141. Mill probably first
used the 1662 ed. (Oxford: Oxlad and Pocock), which was formerly in SC. As he indicates
later (A125), he and his friends had the work reprinted fLondon: printed McMillan, 1826)
for their private study; this ed. too was formerly in SC. A21 (20); EL8
144. Franco Petri Burgersdijk, lnstitutionum logwarum libri duo (1637). The edition
published in Cambridge by Field, 1660, is in SC. See no. 141..421 (20); EL8
145. Thomas Hobbes. "Computatio sive logica" (1668). In A, after mentioning the way he
had studied the previous items with his father, Mill says: "After this, 1 went, in a similar
manner, through the 'Computatio sive Logica' of Hobbes, a work of a much higher order of
thought than the books of the school logicians, and which [my father] estamated very highly;
in my own opinion beyond its merits, great as these are." In EL, Mill says: "1have also read
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Hobbes' Logic." The only ed. now in SC is that in Opera philosophlca quae latine scrips#
omnia, ed. Wilham Molesworth, 5 vols. (London: Bohn, 1839-54), which long postdates
the reference. A21 (20); EL8
146. Plato, Gorgias. In A, Mill says (vaguely as to time): "It was at this period that 1 read,
for the first time. some of the most important dialogues of Plato, in particular the Gorgias.
the Protagoras, and the Republic." (He goes on to mention his father's and his own
indebtedness to Plato.) For the ed., see no. 11. Mill (and his father) later translated this
dialogue: see CW, Vol. XI, pp. 97-150. A25 (24); EL8
147. Plato, Protagoras.
39-61. A25 (24); EL8

See no. 146. Later translated by Mill: see CW, Vol. X1, pp.

148. Plato, Republic. See no. 146. In EL, Mill says in addition that he "made an abstract" of
the Republic at this time (see App. C, no. 17). A25 (24); EL8
July. 1819. Aet. 13.
149. John Simpson, Select Exercises for Young Profictents in the Mathematicks (1752). In
EL, Mill says he is, at the time of writing the letter (30 July, 1819), "performing without
book the problems m Simpson's Select Exercises." EL8
1819. Aet. 12-13.
150_ James Mill, Elements of Political Economy (1821). In 1819 James Mill took John
"through a complete course of pohtical economy." It seems proper at this point to mention
the work (not published until two years later), because m their walks at this time James Mill
"expounded each day a portion" of economic theory, of which his son "gave him next day a
written account," which he insisted be rewritten "over and over again until it was clear,
precise, and tolerably complete. In this manner," Mill continues, "I went through the whole
extent of the science; and the written outline of it which resulted from my daily compte
rendu, served him afterwards as notes from which to write his Elements of Political
Economy." (See App. C, no. 18. ) In EL, he says: "1am now [as of 30 July, 1819] learning
political economy. I have made a kind of treatise from what my father has explained to me
on that subject, and I am now reading Mr. Ricardo's work and writing an abstract of it." In
A, he says that after his return from France, when the Elements was ready for printing,
James Mill made him "perform an exercise on the manuscript, which Mr. Bentham
practised on all his own writings--making
what he called 'marginal contents'; a short
abstract of every paragraph, to enable the writer more easily to judge of, and improve, the
order of the ideas, and the general character of the exposition" (A65). A31 (30), 65 (64),
EL8
151. Dawd Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation ( 1817). In A, he
continues the account cited in no. 150: "After this I read Ricardo, giving an account daily of
what I read, and discussing, in the best manner I could, the collateral points which offered
themselves in our progress." See also no. 156, and App. C, no. 19. A31 (30): EL8
152. "The Greek Mythology." In EL, discussing his teaching of his sisters Wilhelmina and
Clara, Mill says they were, at the time of the letter, reading "'the Roman Annquities and the
Greek Mythology." The former is undoubtedly Dionysius of Halicarnassus (see no. 25),
which they would be reading in Greek; the latter may be an unidentified compendium of
myths in Greek, but it seems more likely to have been the Greek Anthology (see no. 95), the
text of EL being based on a misreading. EL 10
153. John Mair, An Introduction to Latin Syntax (1750). The sentence in EL quoted in no.
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152 continues: "[Willie and Clara] are translating into Enghsh from Mair's lntroducnon to
Latin Syntax"--one may assume their teacher also learned from this popular e2ghteenthcentury text, which was still much used in Mill's time te.g., 15th ed [Edinburgh. Bell and
Bradfute, et al., 1811 ]). It presents parallel columns in English and Latin, EL 10
Latter half of 1819. Aet. 13
154. David Ricardo. The High Prwe ofBulhon ( 1810). Not given m EL (which concludes
on 30 July, 1819). See nos. 150-1. In A, continuing his account of his father's mstractmg
him in political economy, Mill says: "'On Money, as the most intricate part of the subject, he
made me read in the same manner Rlcardo's admirable pamphlets, written during what was
called the Bullion controversy." A31 (30)
155. David Ricardo, Reply to Mr, Bosanquet',s Practical Observanons on the Report of the
Bulhon Commtttee (1811 ). See no. 154. A31 (30)
156. Adam Smith, An Inquiry' into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth ofNanons (1776).
To the study of Ricardo (see nos. 151. 154-5) "succeeded Adam Smith: and in this reading
it was one of my father's main objects," Mill says in A, "'to make me apply to Smith's more
superficial view of political economy, the superior hghts of Ricardo, and detect what was
fallacious m Smith's arguments, or erroneous in any of his conclusions." In SC is the 3-vol.
8th ed. (1796), which Mill may have first used, as well as a gift copy of McCulloch's ed. (4
vols. [1828]). and Rogers' 2-vol, ed. (1869). When he concludes his discussion of the
method his father used to teach him political economy. Mill goes on to say: "'At this point
concluded what can properly be called my lessons. When 1 was about fourteen I left England
for more than a year" (A33 L see the comment m no. 157 and in no. 213 (where the account in
A resumes). A31 (30)
Before May, 1820. Aet. 13-14.
157. Francois Marie Arouet Voltaire, Essai sur les moeurs (1756). In his entry for 29 June.
Mill noted that his lack of"any regular French book to read" would be remedied by loans of
Voltaire's works from Dr. Russell. On 4 July he borrowed the Essaz, and read slx chapters,
beginning where he had "left off in England.'" As he had begun French only shortly before
his departure for France, he almost certainly was reading Voltaire m late winter or earl3"
spring. 1820. On each of 5, 6, 7, and 8 July he read five further chapters, and one on the 10th
(there are 197 chapters). In SC is Oeuvres completes, 66 vols. (Pans: Renouard, 1817-25),
in which the Essai is in Vols. XIII-XVI. From here to no. 212, names and dates derive from
Mill's Journal and Notebook of his visit to France. It should be noted (see J21-2) that Mill
took some books with him, though most of what he read in France he must have borrowed or
(in some cases, probably) bought. J29, 34-7, 39
June, 1820. Aet. 14,
158. Claude Franqois Xavier Millot, El_mens de l'htstoire de France, depuls Clovis
jusqu'd Louis XV (1768). Mill says, 5 June: "Began, by [George Bentham's] advice, to read
Millof'; 6 June: "read some..,
of Millot." J12
159. Jean de La Fontaine, Fables (1668). Some, if not all, of the fables read by Mill in
French were La Fontaine's. He says, 11 July. "1 have learned fables by Lady Bentham's
advice, for besides that the pronunciation is much improved by repeating them aloud, the
fables of Lafontain[e] and some others are expressed in language so remarkably pure and
appropriate that nothing can more contrib[ute to] fix in my memory the rules of construction
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as [well as] the French words m their proper acceptation" (,/42). In all, Mill refers to his
memorizing nine or ten (a few of them "extremely long") between 6 June and 1 Aug..
1820. J12, 13, 14, 28, 29, 32, 59
160. Lucian. Mill, who began to read Lucian when very young (see no. 7), read or reread
many of his dialogues when m France. Most of the references are to specific dialogues, and
these are given as separate items below (see nos. 165,170, 173, 176. 178,180, 182, 183,
188,192, and 193); the non-specific ones are on 6, 14.17, and 22 June ("several dialogues"
read on the last date), 20 July ("some of Lucian's short &alogues'), 1 Oct., 6 Dec., 1820,
and 13 Jan., 1821 ("un morceau"). On 19 July, 1820, he summarizes his recent reading of
Lucian, saying that he has read many of his dialogues "with great attention, and with
extreme admiration: in particular the Hermotimus lno. 165]. which is a masterpiece of
ingenious reasomng, and two or three exquisitely witty dialogues, In the Vitarum Auctlo
[no. 170], the Cataplus [no. 178], Jupiter Tragoedus [no. 192], three which can scarcely be
equalled, and, though in a less degree, the Necyomantia [no. 180], the Vocalium Judicium
[no. 176], and some others. The four first mentioned, it is impossible not to admire."
It has not been determined what ed. Mill was using in France, though it could hardly have
been that in SC (see no. 7); the titles he uses give little clue. Though he was almost certainly
reading them in Greek, he uses (as was common) Latin titles (when only a proper name is
used, of course, one cannot tell which language lies behind the otation), except for those
cited in nos. 170 (he twice gives the Greek title, and then, once, the Latin), and 173 (he uses
the Greek subtitle); in no. 180, he uses the subtitle that appears in both Greek and Latin. In
our listing we give the title Mill uses, with (where necessary) the Latin version, and (again
where necessary) the English title used in the Loeb ed. (8 vols., trans. A. M. Harmon, et al.
[London: Hememann; New York: Macmillan, 1913ft.]). J12, 14, 19, 23, 50, 52, 75,
88, 92
161. Jean Racine. three plays. Mill comments: "I read plays chiefly by the advice of Mr.
George and of Lady Bentham, who say that dialogues are better to be read, on account of
their giving the 1st and 2nd person of the verbs, and for many other reasons" (J14). On 9
June he "took a volume of Racine'" in his pocket and "read two plays"; on the 12th he read
"another tragedy of Racine.'" In SC is one ed. he can hardly have carried in his pockets.
Oeuvres. ed. 1. L. Geoffroy, 7 vols. (Pans: Le Normant, 1808). J13, 14
162. Voltaire, eight plays. See no. 161. Between 9 and 24 June Mill mentions reading eight
plays (the number is inferential), twice specifying "a comedy," and five times "a tragedy ."
He can hardly have been using the 66-vol. set in SC (see no. 157). J 13, 14, 15, 19, 21,25
163. Pierre Corneille, two tragedies. See no. 161. On 10 June Mill says he read a tragedy by
Corneille, and says the same on the 17th. Formerly there were in SC a 4-vol. ed. ( 1818), and
one other volume. J13, 19
164. Jean Baptlste Poquelin Moli6re, two plays. See no. 161. Mill mentions reading a
comedy by Moli_re on 11 June, and says on the 13th he was again reading Moliere. J 13, t4
165. Lucian, "Hermotimus." See no. 160. Mill says that on 12 June he read part of the
dialogue; he probably refers to it when he says he read some of Lucian on the 14th and 17th:
he finished it on the 19th. J13, 14, 19, 21,50
166. Le code Napoleon (1804). "In consequence of a conversation with Lady B. ,'" writes
Mill on 15 June, "she recommended to me to read such parts as she should point out of the
Code Napoleon. Accordingly 1 read some part, taking notes carefully"; on the 16th he says.
"read something more of the Code Napoleon." It is not known which ed. he used; a useful
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contemporary edition is that published m Paris by the lmprlmerie imp_rtale in 1807. J15
167. Adrien Marie Legendre, Eldraents de gdomdtrte (1794). A standard text, containing,
as usual, eight books. On 17 June Mill says. "Madame de Chesnel [daughter of the
Benthams] had shewn me last night Legendre's Geometry: I began this morning to read a
portion with the intention of learning the French mathematical terms." He worked on it on
the 27th and 28th (finding much to praise and a little to criticize J, and fimshed the first book
on 1 July. He read the definitions and five propositions of the second book on the 4th, five
more propositions on the 5th. seven on the 7th. ten on the 8th, and eight more on the 12th,
finishing the second book. J19.28, 29, 30, 34, 35.36, 37, 44
168. An unidenufied article in the Annales de Chtmte. ou. Recueil de Mdmotre,s Concernant la Chtmie et les Arts Qut en Ddpendent (1789-1815). Mill says only, on 19 Junc, "'I
read part of an article in the Annales de Chimie.'" J21
169. Jean Franqois Regnard, a comedy. See no. 161. On 21 June Mill writes: "Read a
comedy by Regnard, and several other things--indeed I was reading French almost all day,
as it was raining most of the time, and my books were all packed up." J22
170. Lucian, "B_&v 7rp&o't(" ("VJtarum auctlo": "'Philosophies for Sale"l. See no 160,
Mill says that on 22 June, after reading "several dialogues of Lucian," he began this. which
he finished on the 25th. J23, 28, 50
171. Arthur Young, Travels during the Years 1787, 1788. and 178911792, 1794) On 23
June Mill mentions "the plain of the Garronne, which Arthur Y6ung thought, m point of
cultivation, the finest in the world." Mill (who may be reporting the judgment at second
hand, but who certainly read the work at some time and very' likely before this date)
exaggerates somewhat: in his discussion of the "Plain of the Garonne" (Vol. 1, pp. 348-51 ),
Young refers to "this rich plato" with its soil of "capital fertihty," "a soil, and even.
a
husbandry.., amongst the best in Europe." and says that the cuhivation is more like that of
"gardens than farms"; a more limited but parallel judgment ISfound at Vol. 1I, p. 66: "This
noble vale of the Garonne, which is one of the richest districts of France, is also one of the
most productive in hemp that is to be found in the kingdom.'" J24
172. Charles Pierre Girault-Duwvier, Grammaire des grammatres (1812) Mill studied
French grammar mainly from this work, both on his own and under the supervision of M
Sauvage, who had been hired to tutor him. Apart from the subtitle (where "'trait6s" appears),
the parts of the work are not identified as "'treatises," the word Mill repeatedly uses;
however, he twice refers to the Grammaire des grammatres by title, and links other
references by saying he has previously mentioned the work. In one case he refers to the
Dictionnairedes difficultOs (no. 195) almost certainly by mistake, as there is no "treatise on
Construction" in that work. and there is in this. He refers (26 June) to reading "a treatise on
the use of the Subjunctive Mood, in a very elaborate grammar" (Pt. I1, Chap. v, Art. xx,
§iii; Vol. I, pp. 506-17); on 28 June he read part, and on 1 July the remainder, of a "'Treatise
on Indefinite Pronouns" (Pt. II, Chap. iv, Art. v [which is divided into four subordinate
chapters]; Vol. I. pp. 274-325); on 4 July he began, and continued on the 7th and 8th. "'a
treatise on the Use of various Adverbs" (Pt. I1. Chap. vii, Art. vi; Vol. II, pp 58-98); from
this point on, under Sauvage's guidance, he worked on "a treatise on Pronunciation" (Pt, I,
Chaps. l-iii; Vol. 1, pp. 5-76 [or perhaps only Chaps. ii-iii; pp. 21-76]l on 14, 23, 25. and
26 July. 1 and 2 Aug.; and on "a treatise on Construction" (Pt. 11, Chap. xl; Vol. II, pp.
136-88 [and possibly Chap. xil; pp. 188-203]) on 14 and 26 July (on the latter date Mill
gives the reference to the Dicnonnaire des difficult_s), and 1 Aug. Also, on 10 July, he
worked on "some passages which [Sauvagel had marked out..
in a French Grammar"
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(probably the same work. though it is just possible that he here meant the Dictionnaire des
difficultds, in which passages could easily be marked out for study). J28.29, 30.34, 36,
37, 40, 45, 53, 54, 55, 59
173. Lucian, "Alectryon" ("Somnium, seu gallus"; "The Dream; or, The Cock"). See no.
160. Read. Mill says, on 26 June. J28
174. Silvestre Francois Lacroix, Traitd du calcul diffdrentiel et du calcul intdgral (1798).
Mill obviously does not record all his work on Lacroix, saying only, on 27 June: "Had not
time to read to day any of Lacroix," and on the 29th. "I have performed over and over all the
problems m Lacroix's Differential Calculus." Though the size of the volumes makes the
assumption unlikely, he may have been using the 2nd ed.. 3 vols. (Paris. Courcier. 1810,
1814, 1819), which is in SC. J29
175. Jeremy Bentham, Chrestomathia (1816). On 28 June Mill says: "Studied Mr. Bentham's Chrestomatic [stc] Tables, including the great Table of the division of human
knowledge, or of Eudaemonics [Table V].'" J29
176. Lucian,"Vocaliumjudicium"CJudicmm
vocalium": "The Consonants at Law"). See
no. 160. Having begun this on 28 June, Mill says that he fimshed it on the 29th. J29.50
177. Nicolas Boileau-Despr6aux, "some . . little pieces." Mill gives no further ldent_fication in his entry for 29 June. It is extremely improbable that he was using the large folio
volumes of Oeuvres, new ed., 2 vols. (The Hague: Gosse and Neaulme, 1729), which are
m SC. J29
178. Lucian, "Cataplus'" ("Cataplus, sive tyrannus'; "The Downward Journey; or. The
Tyrant"). See no. 160. Late in the day on 29 June, having finished Lucian's "Vocalium
judlcmm" (no. 176) in the morning, Mill began the "Cataplus." and finished it on the 30th.
He reread it on 20 July (calling it "'one of my favourite dialogues"), and again on 26
Nov. J29, 30, 50, 52, 86
179. Robert Sanderson, Logicae artis compendium (1615). Mill comments, on 30 June:
"read some of Sanderson's Logic"; on I July: "read also some of Sanderson"; and on the 3rd:
"read Sanderson." He may well have been using the 2nd ed. (Oxford: Lichfield and Short,
1618), which is in SC. For similar texts, see nos. 141-4. J30, 32

July, 1820. Aet. 14.
180. Lucian, "Necyomantia" CMemppus, swe neeyomantia"; "Memppus; or, The Descent into Hades"). See no 160. Mill began this dialogue on 1 July, continued with it on the
2nd, and finished it on the 5th. J30, 35, 50
181. Virgil, Georgics. While it seems unlikely that Mill had not begun the Georgics
earher, the first reference comes in France on 2 July, 1820, when he reports reading "99
lines of the Georgics of Virgil": he mentions reading another forty-seven hnes on the 4th,
and forty-six more on the 7th. J30, 34, 36
182. Lucian. "Jupiter confutatus" ("Zeus Catechized"). See no. 160. In three separate
stints during the morning of 7 July. Mill read this dialogue. J36
183. Lucian, "Prometheus." See no. 160. Mill says that he began, and later continued
reading, tlus dialogue on 8 July; there can be little doubt that he finished it before beginning
another (see no. 188) on the 12th. J37
184. Jules Mascaron,

Oraison fundbre de trds-haut et trds-putssant Prince Henri de la
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Tour-d'Auvergne. vtcomte de Turenne (1676). A commonly reprinted item. On l0 July Mill
says: "Wrote a French critique on a passage of Mascaron's Oraison Fun_bre de Turenne":
on the I lth: "finished my French lesson by learning by heart the remainder of Mascaron's
Mort de Turenne, and of Laharpe's Paral[lell of Corneille and Racine." J40, 44
185. Boileau-Despr6aux, "Eplstre V1, _ Lamoignon" (1683). See no, 177. On 10 July Mill
says: "Began to learn by heart part of Boileau Despr6aux's epistle to Lamo_gnon but had not
time to finish it." J40
186. Jean Fran_ols de Laharpe, "'parallel of Corneille and Racine." After the comment on
I l July cited in no. 184, Mill says on the 12th: "wrote a commentary in French on Laharpe's
parallel of Corneille and Racine .... and turned part of Laharpe's parallel into Latiln] ." He
was probably using a text taken from Laharpe's Cour_ de litt_rature (t799-1805).
J44
187. Jean de La Bruy_re. "parallel" of Corneille and Racine. On 12 July Mill says: "learned
by hear[t] half Labruy_re's parallel of the same author[s]" (see no. 186), on the 13th he
learned the remainder, and then (unusually for hlm) says, of the 14th, that he learnt "by heart
perfectly the whole of Labruy_re's parallel." He was probably using a text taken from "Des
ouvrages de l'espnt," in Les caracteres: ou, Les moeur_ de ce si_cle (1688). J44, 45
188. Lucian, "Icaromenippus. °' See no. 160. Beginmng his reading on 12 July, Mill
continued it on the 13th, and finished on the 19th. He reread it on 21 Dec. J44.45, 50, 89
189. George Bentham, MS synoptic table of the classes of insects. Though a work of a
different kind, this seems worth citing because Mill obviously owed a great deal to George
Bentham's introduction to biological sciences. On 12 July Mill says: "Studmd a synoptic
table (made by Mr. G.) of the classes of insects": and again, on the 16th: "'studied
classification of Insects." J44, 47
190. Jules de P .... review of Programme du cours du drott public, postnf, et admmistratif, (_la Facult_ de Droit de Paris, pour l'annde 1819-20, par M. le baron de G_rando
(Paris: Baudoin, 1819). Revue Encyclop_dique. VI (June. 1820), 496-512. (There is a
one-paragraph notme of the same work, ibid.. V [Feb., 1820], 347. signed "'Ph Ch..'" but
Mill surely is referring to the longer revmw.) On 13 July he says: "Read part of a revmw of a
work called Programme du Cours du Droit public/_ la facult6 de drolt/_ Pans. in a periodical
publication entitled Revue Encyclop6dique. Of this article, when 1 have fimshed it 1 will
render you [James Mill] an account.'" No such account is extant. ,/45
191. Charles Jean Francois H6nault, "parallel" of the reigns of Augustus and Louis XIV.
Mill was presumably reading a text taken from the concluding three paragraphs of H6nault's
Nouvel abr_g_ chronologique de l'histoire de France l1744). On 15 July he began to learn
the parallel "by heart," learnt "more" of it on the 17th. "another part" on the 20th, and "the
remainder" on the 22nd. J46, 48, 52, 53
192 Lucian, "Jupiter tragoedus" ("Zeus Rants"). See no. 160, Read, says Mill, on 17
July../48.50
193. Lucian, "Deorum concilium" ("The Parliament of the Gods"). See no. 160. Having
read part of this on 21 July. Mill finished Iton the 29th. J53.57
194. Antoine l.Aonard Thomas, "character of Bossuet.'" On 24 July Mill says he "learnt by
heart part of Thomas's literary character of Bossuet": and on the 26th: "learnt by heart
another portion of the character of Bossuet but better." He was probably using a text
extracted from "De Mascaron et de Bossuet," Chap. xxxi of Thomas's Essat sur les dloges
(1773). ,/54
195. Pierre Claude Victoire Boiste, Dictionnaire

des difficult_s de la langue frangaise
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(1800). On 26 July Mill says: "M. Sauvage... read with me another portion of the treatise
on pronunciation as also of the treatise on construction m the Dlctlonaire des Difficult_s.'"
There is, however, no such treatise in this small work (which is arranged as an alphabetical
dictionary, with only a very few long entries--that on adjectives runs for ten pages, as does
that on participles), and the "treatise on pronunciation" is not in this work, but in the
Grammaire des grammatres, which Mill was studying thoroughly at this time, and which
also contains a treatise on construction (see no. 172). It seems probable that Mill simply
wrote down the wrong title at this point. However. it does not seem likely that he invented
the name, and one may reasonably assume that he was using this handy text; he may even be
referring to it on 10 July when he mentions working on passages in an unspecified grammar.
(In the Grammaire des grammatres, Girault-Duvivler cites, as one of his authorities,
Boiste's Dictionnmre universel, contenant les princtpales dtf3_cult_sde la langue franfoise,
from which the smaller work is extracted.) J55
196. Charles Lebeau, Latin poetry. On 28 July Mill says he "began to translate into French
some Latin poetry of Lebeau.'" He probably is referring to some of the shorter "'Carmma"
found in, for example, the first volume of Opera latina d. Caroh Lebeau (1782-83). See
App. C, no. 24. J56
Aug., 1820. Aet 14.
197. J. B. Joudu, Guide des voyageurs a Bagn_res-de-Bigorre
Mill 'says he fimshed reading this work on 21 Aug. J63

et dans les environs ( 1818).

198 Arnaud Abadie, ltinOraire topographique et htstorique des Hautes-Pyr_n_es (1819).
On 21 Aug. Mill begins a Description des Hautes Pyrenees; on the 26th he gwes as an
authority Itin_rmre topographique et descrtptif de6 Hautes-Pyr_nOes; and on 18 Oct. he
gives the same tltle as a footnote to his account for 14 and 17 Sept. It would appear that
Mill's "Description" and"descriptif" are slips of the mind. See App. C, no. 29. J63,65, 73
199. Jean Jacques Faget de Baure, Essais historiques sur le B_arn (1818). Mill says that,
on 26 Aug., he used this work (with the previous item) as a source for his "Notes on 'Usages
des B6arnais et des Bigorrais.'" See App. C, no. 29. J65
Sept., 1820. Aet. 14.
200. Phitippe Picot de Lapeyrouse, Histoire abr_gOe des plantes des Pyr_n_es, et itinOraire
des botanistes dans ces montagnes (1813). On 18 Oct. Mill gives his father his authorities
for statements in his Journal entry for 14 Sept.; one of these is "La Peyrouse, Histolre des
Plantes des Pyr6n6es, Topographie." On 20 Oct. he says: "J'arrangeai mes plantes, je fis une
catalogue de celles qui crolssent dans les Pyren6es: c'6tmt pris de l'ouvrage de Lapeyrouse
sur les plantes de ces montagnes." A "Table Topographique" is found on pp. 661-700 of the
ed. cited above. (Another ed. in 2 vols., with a Supplement (z l'histoire abr_g_e ....
appeared m 1818.) See App. C, no. 29. J73, 79
201. Nouvelles Annales des Voyages, de la G_ographie et de r Htstotre. This periodical,
published in Paris, was a continuation (beginning in 1819) of the earlier Annales des
Voyages... (1808-14); though Mill uses the earlier title, his one specific reference, and the
first he gives (on 25 Sept.), is to an article m the second series, and it appears likely that he
was reading the work as a current periodical. On 25 Sept. he was reading "une description du
labyrinthe d'Egypte dans les Annales des voyages": i.e., Jean Antoine Letronne, "Essai sur
le plan et la disposition g6n6rale du labyrinthe d'Egypte, d'apr6s H6rodote, Diodore de
Sicile et Strabon," Nouvelles Annales, VI (1820), 133-54. And, without specifying which
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articles, he mentions reading m the Annales on 26 Sept., 24, 25, 26, 30, and 31 Oct., and 4
Nov. J74, 80, 81
Oct., 1820. Act. 14.
202. Jean Marie Joseph Deville, Annales de la Btgorre ( 1818). Mill says that on 1 Oct. he
was reading this work. George Bentham had bought it on 28 Aug. ¢See J121, which gives
Bentham's'&ary entry.) J75
203. Cicero. Pro Milone. Mill began translating this oration into French on 7 Oct.
(probably the part recorded in his Notebook, f. 28r&v): on the 16th he says. "'Jem'occupai... Alife l'oraison Milonienne de Ciceron," and read more on the 17th and 21 st; on the
23rd he remarks: "j 'achevai life l'Oraison de Ciceron." In Opera (sec no, 59). it appears in
Vol. IV, pp. 220-62. Cf. App. C, no. 24. J76, 78, 79.80
204. Henry Hunt, Memoirs (1820-22).
On 18 Oct. Mill says: "Je m'occupai...

fThe work was issued and sold initially in parts }
"/ilife les Memmres de Hunt "' J79

Nov., 1820. Act. 14
205. Joseph Louis de Lagrange, Th_orw des fonctlons analytiques (1797). On 5 Nov.,
commenting on the "Cahiers" lent him by Jacques Etienne B6rard, Mill says that the one on
differenUal calculus is based on Lagrange's "Th6orie des Fonctlons": one may refer at least
that he knew of the work, though he may not have used it. J82
206. Jean Baptiste Biot, Trait¢ analytique des courbe,$ et des surface3 du second degrO
(1802; 2nd ed., 1805, retitled, Essai de g_om_trw analyttque). On 8 Nov., says Mill, M.
Lenth6ric "me pr6ta.., l'ouvrage de Biot sur ce sujet [Analytical Geometry]: je commen_al
le soft"h l'6tudier"; he worked on _ton the 10th, 1 lth, 14th, 16th, 18th, and 19th, and then,
after a gap, on 7 Jan., 1821. J82, 84, 91
207. Sylvestre Frangois Lacroix, Eldmens d'alg_bre fan VIII) On 15 Nov. Mill says: "je
lus un morceau de l'Alg_bre de Lacroix." J84
208. Boileau-Despr6aux, "L'art po&ique'" (1674). On 22 Nov. Mill says: "'j'appris par
coeur un morceau de l'Art Po6tique de Boileau": on 26 Nov., "un peu"; and on 28 Nov. and
8 Dec., "un morceau." For the ed. in his library, which it is most unlikely he was using in
France, see no. 177. J85, 86.88
Dec.. 1820. Act. 14.
209. French plays. See no. 161. On 20.21, and 22 Dec. Mill says he read "une trage&e
fran_aise", on the 23rd: "Je lus.., une piece de th6atre fran_ais": on the 24th and again on
the 25th: "Je lus des pi_ces de th6fitre." J89, 90
210. Jean Baptiste Say, TraitO d'Oconomw politique (1803). On 22 Dec. Mill says: "'je
commen_ai l'6tude de l'Economie Politique de Say": on the 23rd: "je lus un morceau de
Say"; on the 27th: "je contmuai la lecture de Say. en fesant des notes de ce que je trouvai/_
remarquer" (e.g., that Say "confond la valeur avec les richesses"); on the 29th: "je lus un
morceau de Say"; on the 31 st, and again on 1 Jan., 1821: "Je continum la lecture de Say "It
seems likely that he obtained at that time the ed, in SC. 2 vols. (Paris: Deterville, 1819). Cf.
App. C, no. 25. J89, 90
211. Cicero, Familiar Letters. On 23 Dec. Mill says: "Je lus quelques unes des lettres
famili_res de Ciceron." "J'achevai le premier livre," he records on the 27th, and says he
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began thc Second Book on the 28th, adding on the 29th: "Jc lus quelques lettres de Clcdron."
In Opera (see no. 59), they appear in Vol. V. J89, 90
Jan,, 1821. Aet 14.
212. Pierre Simon de Laplace, Expositton du systerne du monde (17961. On 2 Jan.. 1821,
Mill says: "Je commenqai l'6tude du Systbme du Monde de Laplace": his reading continued
on the 3rd, 5th, 7th, lOth, 11th, 12th, 13th, 15th, 18th, 20th, and 29th. It seems unlikely that
he was using the 4th ed, (Paris. Courcier, 18131, which is m SC, J90, 91,92, 93, 96
1821. Aet. 14-15.
213. Etienne Bonnot de Condillac, Traitd des sensations ( 17541. As noted in no. 156, Mill
says m A, "what can properly be called my lessons" concluded when he left for France. He
continues. "after my return, though my studies went on under my father's general direction,
he was no longer my schoolmaster" (A33). In his account he then turns to matters "ofa more
general nature." and does not resume his description of his reading until (at A651 he begins
Chap. iii by saying: "For the first year or two after my visit to France, 1 continued my old
studies, with the addition of some new ones." He mentions his work on his father's Elements
(see no. 150), and then says: "Soon after, my father put into my hands Condillac's Traitd des
Sen_ation_, and the logical and metaphysical volumes of his Cour,_ d'Etude_; the first
(notwithstanding the superficial resemblance between Condillac's psychological system
and my father's) quite as much for a warning as for an example." Oeuvres compldtes, 31
vols. (Paris: Dufart, 18031, is in SC; the Trattd Is Vol. IV in that ed. A65 (64)
214. Condillac, Cours d'dtudes. See no. 213, where Mill Is quoted as saying he read the
logical and metaphysical volumes of the Cours. There are, however, no metaphysical
volumes in the work known by that name, and Mill read some logical works also not there
included. It seems very probable that at this period, or soon afterwards, he read Condillac's
De 1'art de penser ( Oeuvres cornpldtes, Vol. IX/, De I'art de raisonner ( ibid., Vol. XI; this
is In the Cours), Essat sur l'ortgme des connotssances humames (ibid., Vols. l-IlL La
logique; ou, Les premiers developpemens de l'art de penser (ibid., Vol. XXX: also in
Cours), and Trattd des syst_rnes (ibid., Vol. II1), m addition to the Trait_ des sensanons,
which he specifically cites. A65 (64)
1821-22, or 1822-23. Aet. 15 or 16
215, Franqois Emmanuel Toulongeon, Histoire de France. depuis la rdvolutton de 1789
(1801-10). The reference is to "a history' of the French Revolutmn" read by Mill in the
winter of 1821-22, or that of 1822-23 CI am not sure," he says): of relevant works
mentioned by him in his letters, only this was available at the time (see EL, CW, Vol. XI1,
p. 22). A65 (64)
Before no. 217. Aet. 15?
216. James Mill, "Jurisprudence." Mill says: "To Bentham's general wews of the construction of a body of law I was not altogether a stranger, having read [presumably on its first
appearance, or in MS] with attention that admirable compendium, my father's article
"Jurisprudence": but I had read it with little profit, and scarcely any interest, no doubt from
its extremely general and abstract character, and also because it concerned the form more
than the substance of the corpusjurts, the logic rather than the ethics of law." (One may
safely assume that Mill had also by this time read his father's other articles for the
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Supplement to the Encyclopaedta BrJtannwa: "Banks for Saving," "'Beggar," "'Benefit
Societies," "Caste," "Colonies," "Economists," "Education," "'Government." "'Lag' of
Nations," "Liberty of the Press." and "Prisons and Prison Disciphne.") A69 (68)
1821. Aet. 15
217. Jeremy Bentham, Traitds de Idgtslation civile et pdnale, prdcddds de Prlnctpes
gdndraux de ldgislatlon, et d'une Vue d' un corps complet de droit termmes par un EssaI sur
I'influence des terns et des lieux relatlvement aux loi,s, ed. Pierre Etienne Louis Dumont
(1802). (See no. 218, ) Mill says: "at the commencement" of his studies of law under John
Austin in 1821-22, James Mill, "as a needful accompaniment to them, put into my hands
Bentham's principal speculations, as interpreted to the Continent, and indeed to all the
world, by Dumont, in the Trait_ de Ldgtslation. The reading of this book was an epoch m my
life; one of the turning points in my mental history.'" A67 (66 )
1821-22? Aet. 15-16?
218. Jeremy Bentham, An lntroductton to the Prmctples of Morals and Legislatton (1789)
At this point m A, Mill is writing of Dumont's redaction m Trattd_ (see no 217): however,
Mill quotes words in Enghsh that suggest a reference not to the translation, but to Bentham's
original work, which he must have read then or soon after. In his "Historical Preface to the
Second Edition" (1828) of his Fragment on Government, Bentham says of his lntroductton
to the Principles of Morals and Legislanon :"'It has not been so Iincomprehensible] to babes
and sucklings. Two boys of sixteen have been giving a spontaneous reading to it: in the
person of a tailor, it has found a spontaneous and unpaid Editor, who, having reacl it as an
amateur, gives himself in thzs way a second reading of it." ( Work_, Vol. 1, p. 252. ) The
tailor is unquestionably Francis Place, the boys of sixteen very. probably John Mill and
Richard Doane. See also no. 223. Mill may have read this ed., or the 2-vol. ed. (1823).
A67 (66)
1821-22. Aet. 15.
219. Johann Gottlieb Heineccius, Elementa jurts ctvilis secundum ordmem instttutlonum
(1726). "Dunng the winter of 1821/2.'" says Mill, "Mr. John Austin...
kindly allowed me
to read Roman law with him .... With Mr. Austm I read Heineccms on the Institutes, his
Roman Antiqtnties, and part of his exposition of the Pandects." In SC are Operum ad
universamjuris prudentlam, 8 vols. (Geneva: Cramer Helrs, et al., 1744-49), m which the
Institutes is found in Vol. V; and the 1766 ed. (Leipzig: Fntsch). A67 (66)
220. Heineccius, Antiquitatum romanarum jurtsprudentlam
illustrantlum ,u'ntagma
secundum ordinem instltutionum Justiniani dlgestum (1719). See no. 219: in the first ed.
there cited, the Roman Antiquities 2s in Vol. IV. A67 (66 )
221. Heineccms, Elementa jurts civtlis, secundum ordlnem pandectarum (173 I). See no.
219; in the first of the two eds. there cited, the Pandects is m Vol V. A67 (66)
222. William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England (1765-69). To Mdl's
readmg of Heineccius (see nos. 219-21 ). Austin added "a considerable portion of Blackstone." The 5th ed., 4 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1773), is in SC A67 (66)
After the Winter of 1821-22. Aet. 15 +
223. Jeremy Bentham, A Fragment on Government (1776). At the conclusion of his
account of his legal studies in 1821-22, Mill says: "After th_s I read. from tame to time, the
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most important of the other works of Bentham which had then seen the light, either as
written by himself or as edited by Dumont." See nos. 224-8 and 238, and also nos. 175,
217, and218. A71(70)
224. Bentham, Panoptwon ( 1791 ). See no. 223. A71 (70)
225. Bentham, A Table of the Springs of Action (1817). See no. 223. A71 (70)
226. Bentham, Tactique des assembldes ldgislatives, suivie d'un Traitd des sophismes
pohtiques, ed. Dumont (1816). See no. 223. A71 (70)
227. Bentham, Thdorie des pelnes et des rdcompenses, ed. Dumont (1811). See no.
223. A71 (70)
228. Bentham, Trait_ des preuves judiciaires, ed. Dumont (1823). See no. 223; although
this appeared slightly later than the period Mill is writing of, he almost certainly had it m
mind. A71 (70)
1822. Act. 15-16.
229. John Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1689). Having digressed to
mention his reading, "from time to time," Bentham's works, Mill presumably returns to the
period immediately following his study of Roman law with Austin in 1821-22, saying:
"under my father's direction, my studies were carried into the higher branches of analytic
psychology. I now read Locke's Essay, and wrote out an account of it, consisting of a
complete abstract of every chapter, with such remarks as occurred to me: which was read by,
or (I think) to, my father, and discussed throughout." (A71.) He indicates here that he read
all of nos. 229-31 and 233- 8 m the course of this year. He probably read Locke" s Essay in
an ed. earlier than the only one now in SC, Works, new ed., 10 vols. (London: Tegg, et al.,
1823), Vols. t-III. Cf. App. C, no. 32. A71 (70)
230. Claude Adrien Helv6tius, De l'esprit (1758). See no. 229. Mill says he "performed
the same process" with Helv6tius as with Locke, having read Helvftius of his "own choice."
Cf. App. C, no. 33. A71 (70)
231. David Hartley, Observations on Man. His Frame. His Duo'. and His Expectations
(1749). See no. 229. "After Helvetius," says Mill, "my father made me study what he
deemed the really master-production in the philosophy of mind, Hartley's Observauons on
Man. This book, though it did not, like the Trait_ de L_gislation, give a new colour to my
existence, made a very similar impression on me in regard to its immediate subject."
A71(70)
Summer, 1822ff. Aet. 16+.
232. James Mill. Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind (1829). James Mill began
the work in the summer of 1822, and "allowed" John to read "the manuscript, portion by
portion, as it advanced." A71 (70)
1822. Act. 15-16.
233. George Berkeley. See no. 229. Mill says simply that he read, as he "felt inclined,"
Berkeley among the "other principal English writers on mental philosophy." A71 (70)
234. David Hume. Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects (1750-53). See no. 229. Mill
simply mentions reading "Hume's Essays." (Cf. no. 233.) A 2-vol. ed. (London: Cadell;
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Bell and Bradfute.
et al.,
identified annotated ed. sold in Avignon
235. Thomas
A71 (70)

Reid.

See no.

236, Dugald Stewart.
233-5.)
A71 (70)

See no
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1793) is in SC. but he more likely used the unto T. N Page m 1906 Isee App. 1 below). A71 (70)

229. Mill simply

says he read "Reid."

229. Mill simply says he read "Dugald

(Cf. nos

Stewart.'

233-4.)

(Cf. nos.

237. Thomas Brown. Observations
on . . the Doctrme
of Mr. Hume. Concernmg
. . .
Cause and Effect (1805; 3rd ed.. 1818, retltled, lnquir 3' mto the Relation of Cause and
Effect). See no. 229. Mill simply says he read "Brown on Cause and Effect." Mill probably
read the work in the 3rd ed. (Edinburgh:
Constable. 1818), which is m SC. with "Brown on
Cause & Effect" on the spine
A71 (70)
238. George Grote ("Phdip Beauchamp"),
Analysts of the Influence of Natural Rehgton
(1822). Edited fromBentham's
MSS. Seeno 229. A work "which contributed materially to
my development,"
says Mill, remarking that it had been given to his father in MS, and
consequently shown to him. "'I made a marginal analysis of it as 1had done of the Elements
ofPohncalEconomy [no. 150]. Next to the Trait_ deL_gislanon
lno. 217]. it was one of the
books which by the searching character of its analysis produced the greatest effect upon
me." His judgment,
on rereading it many years later, was still enthusiastic,
though less
committed.
A73 (72)
239. William Paley, Natural Theology (1802). Though Mill does not mention reading this
work, he must have done so to write the reply to it he describes in ED (not in A). That reply
may be referred to m a letter to the Grotes of 14 Nov., 1822. See App. C, no. 36. ED74: EL,
Vol. XII. p. 15
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Appendix C
Mill's Early Writing, 1811 ?-22

MILL'SREFERENCES
to the writing he did in childhood and youth are less detailed
and circumstantial, in the main, than his references to his early reading (which is
outlined in Appendix B, above). Nonetheless, the account is of considerable
interest as indicating both what was required of him and what he undertook on his
own, and as a rare indication of the childish and youthful aspirations and achievements of one later to achieve fame largely through his pen. Unfortunately, almost
nothing of what he actually wrote has survived: we have only the beginning of one
history ("The History of Rome") and one poem ("Ode to Diana"), both printed
above in Appendix A, a very considerable document, his "Trait6 de logique,"
and the MS of an essay of 1822 (see nos. 2, 6, 20, 31 and 34 below).
The following list gives the approximate date of composition, with Mill's age
(in years) at the time (in most cases the date cannot be accurately fixed), and a few
comments. A date such as that for no. 3-- 1813-16?--does
not imply that the item
was probably being written during that whole period, but that It was written
some time during that period, though the terminal dates cannot be certainly established. The evidence is drawn from the Autobiography (A), the Early Draft (ED,
with the page numbers in italics), the Journal and Notebook of his visit to France in
1820-21 (J), with some information from the Earlier Letters, Vol. XII of the
Collected Works (EL), and elsewhere. Set exercises and notebooks are not included in the list, except analytical abstracts (see nos. 10-12, 17-19, and 32- 3)
and translations (see nos. 7 and 24). It should not be inferred that this list is
complete, for Mill's comments were usually written long after the event, except
for those from the Journal and Notebook, which are much more dense. The
account terminates in 1822; Mill's first published writings, two letters on exchangeable value, appeared in the Traveller on 6 and 13 Dec., 1822.

1811.Aet. 5-6.
1. A "historyof India "In A. Mill mentions a "voluntary exercise"to which throughout his
boyhoodhe "was much addicted," the wrmng of histories. InED, giving details not in A, he
saysthis was "of coursein imitation"of his father, and adds: "Almostas soon as I could hold
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a pen 1 must needs write a history, of India too this was soon abandoned...
no. 101. A17(16)
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1812. Aet. 6.
2. A "Roman histor3 .'" This he began after abandoning his hlsto_ of India, and continued
with for a long time. The opening pages of this history are printed above, In App A, as "'The
History of Rome." His narrative, he tells us. was "'picked out of Hooke,'" and his earliest
extant letter, toJeremy Bentham, dated July, 1812, asking for Vols IIl and IV of Hooke (he
has been "recapitulating" Vols. I and II), enables us to give the termmu,s a quo as 1812,
which the notation on the manuscript, "by John Stuart Mill aged 6½ yrs." confirms. Cf.
App. B, no. 24. AI7 (16); EL3
1813-16 '_ Aet 7-10?
3. An "abridgment of the Ancient Umversal History.'" IFor the work abridged, see App. B.
no 57.) This Is merely mentioned as written after his first Roman history It and the next
item are listed by Mill, it should be noted, just after his account (see A 15) of his "'private"
historical reading between his eighth and twelfth vears See App. B. no 51, for dating
A17(16)
4. A "'History of Holland " This was based on his "'favorite Watson" and "an anonymous
compilation" (see App. B, nos. 22, 23. and 58). In his letter to Samuel Bentham summarizing his education up to 30 July, 1819 (the date of the lettert, he says, without giving any
indication of the year meant. "I had carried a h_story of the Untted Provinces from their
revolt from Spain, in the reign of Philhp II. to the accession of the Stadtholder. William Ill,
to the throne of England." For dating, see App. B, no. 51 : see also no. 3 above. A 17 116 _:
EL9
1813-14. Aet. 7.
5. In Enghsh verse, "as much as one book of a continuatIon of the lhad."Thls he undertook
when he "first read Pope's Homer," as a voluntary exercise, under "'the spontaneous
promptings" of his "poetical amhitlon." See App. B, no. 50. A 19 (18)
1813-17?Aet

7-11?

6. English poetry, "mostly addresses to some mythological personage or allegorical abstraction." These were written at his father's command, following on his beginning poetical
composition with no. 5 above. The "Ode to Diana" pnnted above in App A is undoubtedly
one of these "addresses." A 19 (18)
1816? Aet 9-10?
7. Translations of"Horace's shorter poems." This too was an exercise set by his father, and
one can safely assume that there were similar ones later {see also no. 24 below). Since
normally boys of the aspiring middle class were required at the t_me to concentrate on
composition in the Classical languages, it should be noted that Mill says he was not required
to compose at all In Greek. and only a little in Latin. Cf. App. B, nos 84-8 A 19 (18)
1813-17? Aet. 7-t1?
8. A poem modelled on Thomson's "Winter." Again a set exercise. At this point, though
probably not with reference solely to this composition, Mill says: "The verses 1 wrote were
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of course the merest rubbish, nor did I ever attain any facihty of versification, but the
practice may have been useful m making it easier for me, at a later period, to acquire
readiness of expression." Cf. App. B, no. 114. AI9 (18)
1816-17. Aet. 10-11.
9 A "h_story of the Roman Government." This more "'serious" work was undertaken in his
"eleventh and twelfth year," Mill says m A; in his letter to Samuel Bentham he says merely
that he had "begun to write a history of the Roman Government,
. carried down to the
Licinian Laws.'" The account in A justifies the description of this history as more serious
than his earher attempts. It was "compiled (with the assistance of Hooke) from Llvy and
Dionysms: of which 1 wrote as much as would have made an octavo volume, extending to
the epoch of the Llciman Laws It was. in fact, an account of the struggles between the
patricians and plebeians, whach now engrossed all the interest m my mmd which 1 had
previously felt m the mere wars and conquests of the Romans. I discussed all the const_tutlonal points as they arose: though quite ignorant of Niebuhr's researches. 1, by such lights
as my father had given me, vandacated the Agranan Laws on the evidence of Livy, and
upheld to the best of my ability the Roman democratic party." He then comments with
reference to all his writings to that date: "'A few years later, m my contempt of my childish
efforts, I destroyed all these papers, not then anticipating that I could ever feel any curiosity
about my first attempts at writing and reasoning." And he concludes this sectaon of his
commentary by saying: "'My father encouraged me in this useful amusement, though, as I
think judiciously, he never asked to see what I wrote; so that I &d not feel that in writing it 1
was accountable to any one, nor had the chilling sensation of being under a critical
eye." AI7 (16); EL9
1817. Aet. 10-11.
10 A "synoptic table" of Aristotle's Rhetoric. Not mentioned m A or ED, this exercise
(probably voluntary ) is gJven in Mill" s letter to Samuel Bentham as part of his work in 1817.
Cf. App. B, no. 106. EL8
1817? Aet. 10-11?
t 1. A "full analysas" of Demosthenes'
App. B, no. 66. A23 (22)

pnncipal orations. Again probably voluntary. Cf.

1818. Aet. 11-12.
12. A synoptic table of the first four books of Aristotle's
and no. 10 above. EL8

Organon. See App B, no. 129,

1818? Aet. 11-12?
13. A tragedy, probably in verse, "on the Roman emperor Otho," based on Tacitus. (Cf
App. B, no. 130.) At Al9n. just after mentioning the worthlessness of his poetical
compositions (see no. 8 above), Mill says: "In a subsequent stage of boyhood, when these
exercises had ceased to be compulsory, like most youthful writers I wrote tragedies; under
the inspiration not so much of Shakespeare as of Joanna Baillie. whose Constantine
Paleologus m particular appeared to me one of the most glorious of human compositions ""
(Cf. App. B, no. 115.) In ED, the account is more detailed, and the tragedy on Otho, as well
as the next three items, is mentioned. Probably the last two of these are referred to in his
letter to Samuel Bentham, where he says: "I have now and then attempted to write Poetry.
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The last production of that kind at which I tried my hand was a tragedy. I have now another
in view in which I hope to correct the fault of this." (No date is gwen for the earlier one; the
latter is dated by the letter itself, 30 July, 1819. ) A l9n (26); EL10
14, A verse tragedy

"on the story of the Danaides."
1818-19_

For comment,

see no. 13 above.

ED26

Aet. 12-137

15. A verse tragedy "'on a subject from Tacitus.'"

For comment,

see no. 13 above.

ED26

1819? Aet. 137
16. A verse tragedy "on a subject..,
Cf. App. B, no. 10. ED26

from Thucydides

"'For comment,

see no. 13 above.

1819. Aet. 12-13
17, An "abstract" ofPlato's
See App. B. no. 148. EL8

Republic.

Mentioned

only in Mill'sletter

to Samuel Bentham.

18. An "outhne" of the "science" of political economy,
based on his father's oral expositions during their walks. His "written account" of each day's discussions
was rewritten
"over and over again until it was clear, precise, and tolerably complete."
and was then used
by James Mill as the basis of his Elements of Political Economy. Cf. App. B, no. 150 A3 l
(30); EL8
19. An "abstract" of Ricardo's
Prmctples
of PolitwalEconomy.
The study of Ricardo's
work is mentioned in A and ED, but the "abstract" is hsted only in the letter to Samuel
Bentham. Cf. App. B, no. 151. A_31 (30), EL8
May.

1820-Feb.,

1821. Aet. 14-15.

20. A journal and a notebook. These were kept "according to [his father's] injunctions"
if3)
during his visit to France, recording his activities, reading, and observations
on various
aspects of the country. Excerpts from the journal were used by Alexander Barn in his
biography of Mill. The journal MS was presented by Mill's sister Clara to the British
Museum (BL Add. MS 31909). The notebook, discovered
in 1956, is in the possession of
Professor Anna Jean Mill; see her ed., John Mill's Boyhood Vistt to France: A Journal and
Notebook (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1960). The following items (nos. 21-31 ),
dating from 15 May. 1820, to 6 Feb., 1821 (though Mill did not return to England until July,
1821 ), derive from these sources; they are not mentioned in A or ED.
May-June,

1820. Aet. 14.

21. A "dialogue in continuation"
of his father's "dialogue on government'" (the latter not to
be confused with the famous essay by James Mill, "Government,"
which, as is m&cated at
J42, the young Mill had not seen at the time) The dialogue having been begun on 24 May,
its outline was complete on the 25th; Mill mentions working on it on 7. 8, and l0 June.
finishing it on the 1 lth, and revising it on the 12th. On 6 July, in two sessions, he began to
copy and "correct" his dialogue, and on the 1lth he writes to his father: "I have taken great
pains with the expression as well as with the reasoning,
and I hope you will be pleased with
It." And he promises to send it soon; however, on 20 Nov. he reread and started to correct it.
On f. 49v of his Notebook there is what appears to be the beginning of the dialogue.
J8-13,
35-6, 42, 85, 103
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1820. Act. 14.

22. A "Livre Statistique [et G6ographique], consisting of the Departments of France with
their chefs lieux, the rivers ....
population ....
&c. &c " This he worked on steadily
through June, July, and August. Presumably it included his "table of 58 rivers, the principal
in France, classified and arranged; with the whole of their course, that is to say. what
departments each passes through and what are the chief towns on their banks,'" on which he
was working on 5 July (J35). A cahwr was bought at the end of July so that he could copy
his livre into it. J15-59, 62
July, 1820. Act. 14.
23. "Chemical classification tables" (J53). The preparation of these was a constant preoccupation during July, when more than once he returned, late In the day, after completing his
lessons, to what was clearly an exciting pleasure. Cf. App. B, no. 100 J36-56
July-Oct.?,

1820. Aet. 14.

24. Translations from Latin into French (set exercises by his French teacher. Sauvage).
These included, as well as unspecified works, the first ode of Horace (with some observations on it), the monologue of Juno in Book I of the Aeneid and an "'Analyse" of it (J45),
Sallust's speech of Cataline to his accomplices (J46). Horace's third ode with "an Analyse"
(J48, 50), some of the poetry of Lebeau (J56), and part of Cicero's Pro Milone (portions of
the last appear in Mill's Notebook, f. 28). Cf. App. B. nos. 86, 75, 52, 196. 203. J40-59,
76
July, 1820. Act. 14.
25. A "small portion of a Treatise on Value in French.'" (He may well have worked further
on this; he mentions that Samuel Bentham had said that Say's book would be borrowed if
possible for the purpose; it was obtained by 22 Dec., and he was reading it during the next
two weeks at least [,/89-90].) This task would appear to have been undertaken as a
consequence of conversations with Lady Bentham; Mill had commented just two clays
before his mention of this composition: "The best exercise in both these branches of
knowledge [Political Economy and Logic] would perhaps be to write treatises on particular
subjects appertaining to both. This I have not yet commenced doing, but I shall certainly do
so." Cf. nos. 26-8, 31 below and App. B, no. 210. J43, 45
26. A "rough sketch of a dialogue on a subject proposed to me by Lady Bentham, namely,
the question whether great landed estates and great establishments in commerce and
manufactures, or small ones, are the most conducive to the general happiness?" (This
question was at issue between Say and Sismondi.) It is not known whether or not he fimshed
this dialogue. J52-3
27. A "treatise on the definition of pohtical economy," on Lady Bentham's advice. He only
mentions beginning this work (on a subject of which he later made much). J53
Aug., 1820. Aet. 14.
28. Logical tables. "Je commenqai," he says, "h me faire des tables Logiques." See no. 31
below. J64
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29. Notes on "'Usages des B6arnals et des Blgorrals.'" These were drawn "'from Essals
historlques sur le B_arn and ltm(raire topographtque et descr_ptif des Haute_-Pyr(nees'"
(see App. B, nos. 198 and 199), and included also his personal observations. J65
Oct,, 1820. Aet. 14.
30. A "catalogue de celles [plantes] qm crolssent dans les Pyrenees.'" This was based on
Lapeyrouse; but it should be mentioned that George Bentham's Catalogue de,_ plante,_
mdig_nes des Pyr_n(e3 et du Bas Languedoc (1826). m which he notes corrections needed
m Lapeyrouse's Histotre abrOg_e des plantes de3 Pvrdn(e_ Isee App. B, no. 200L was
developed in the first instance from the botamzing he did (while instructing the young Mill)
dunng the summer of 1820. J79
31. "'Trait6 de loglque," On 24 Oct., Mill says: "Je commengal a 6crire un court Trait6 de
Logique." The "TraitC' is not menuoned again, but he completed it: the MS is m the
Pierpont Morgan Library. It was, to some extent, based on Gergonne's lectures on Logic,
which Mill attended (his notes of the latter part of the course are m the Mill-Taylor
Collectmn, British Library of Political and Economic Science), but is not by any means a
mere reproduction of those lectures, which did not begin until 16 Nov., nearly a month after
Mill began his "Trait&" 380
1822. Aet. 15-16.
32. An "account" of Locke's Essay. "consisting of a complete abstract of every chapter,
with such remarks as occurred" to hlm The reading of Locke, which came after his
encounter with Bentham's major writings (see A67ff.), was assigned by his father, but it
seems likely that the "account" was voluntary, Cf. App, B, no. 229. A71 (70)
33. A similar account of Helvetius' De l'esprtt. In A, Mill merely mentmns reading
Helv6tius "of [his] own choice"; in ED. he m&cates that he next performed, after Locke,
the same process on Helv6ttus, again the account being voluntary. Cf. App. B. no. 230.
A71 (70)
1822. Aet 16.
34. His "first argumentative essay," m the summer of 1822, "'an attack on what lhe]
regarded as the aristocratic prejudice, that the rich were, or were likely to be, superior m
moral quahties to the poor." This voluntary exercise was undertaken m "'emulation ofa httle
manuscript essay of Mr. Grote." Tlus essay (or a draft of it) is almost certainly that m Mill's
hand in his father's "Common-Place Book." Vol. II. ff. 79v-80r, headed by James Mill
"Grote on Moral Obligation" (London Library). A73 (72)
35. Two "speeches, one an accusation, the other a defence of Pericles,'" The genre was set
by the father, but the subjects were chosen by the son. While with the Austms, in the autumn
of 1822, Mill wrote to his father to say that he had fimshed the defence: his father already had
the attack in his possession. The defence had been revised by 14 Nov , as he indicated in a
letter to the Grotes. A75 (74); EL13, 15
36. A "reply to Paley's Natural Theology." Suggested by his father, this may be the work
he refers to by the Benthamic name of"Jug True" in the letter to the Grotes cited m no. 35.
The suggestion by James Mill may derive from the entry m his "Common-Place Book"
immediately following no. 34 above, headed "No. I Jug. Util'" (Vol. II. ff. 80vL In 1822
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Grote (under the pseudonym "Philip Beauchamp") pubhshed Analysts of the Influence of
Natural Religion. on the Temporal Happiness of Mankind, based on Bentham's MSS. Cf.
App. B, no. 239. ED74; EL15
37. Writings "for the Util. Rev.'" This matter, which is mentioned only in the letter to the
Grotes cited in nos. 35 and 36, may actually be a reference to the Utilitarian Society ("Rev."
being a misreading of"Soc."), for which plans were already under way (it began to meet in
1823), and for which Richard Doane had wrttten a trial piece which Mill had read. (The
Westminster Review had not been thought of at this time.) ELI 5
1822?Act. 16?
38. Papers "on subjects often very much beyond [hls} capacity lat the nmel, but [giving]
great benefit both from the exercise itself, and from the discussions which it led to with 1his]
father." These may be taken to include the essay referred to only in Kate Amberley's record
of Harriet Grote's conversations with her: "'J.S. Mill wrote an essay (never printed it) when
he was young against all sentiment & feeling etc. He was much ashamed of it later in life &
got Mrs. Grote's copy ft. her and destroyed it." A75 (74), The Amberley Papers, ed.
Bertrand and Patncla Russell, 2 vols. (London: Hogarth Press, 1937), Vol. 1, p. 421

Appendix D
A Few Observations

on Mr. Mill (1833/

APPENDIXCIn Edward Lytton Bulwer, England and the Enghsh (London. Bentley, 1833 ),
Vol. I1, pp. 345-55. Unsigned; not republished: not listed in Mill's bibhography. In a letter
to Carlyle (2 Aug., 1833), Mill mentions his contributions on Bentham to England and
the English (In CW, Vol. X, pp. 3-18, and 499-502_, saying that he does not Intend to
acknowledge them as his: he then continues. "1 furnished him also at his request with a few
yet rougher notes concerning my father, which he has not dealt so fmrly by, but has cut and
mangled and coxcombified the whole thing till its mother would not know it: there are a few
sentences of mine in it, something like what they were when I wrote them: for the sake of
artistic congruity I wish there were not. This I still less own, because it is not mine, in any
sense." (EL, CW. Vol. XII, p 172. ) In the SC copy of England and the Enghsh there are no
emendations or other marks.
At the end of thls text we reprint Mill's shght contribution to Andrew Bisset's article,
"James Mill," in the Encvclopaedta Brttanmca, 7th ed. (Edinburgh. Black. 1842), Vol
XV, pp. 77-80 (Mill's sentences are on p. 78).
For further comment, see the Introduction. p xxxili above.

Mr. Mill has been frequently represented as the disciple of Bentham. With truth
has he been so represented in this respect--he
was one of the earliest in adopting-he has been one of the most efficient in diffusing--many
of the most characteristic
of Bentham's
opinions. He admits without qualification---he
carries into detail
with rigid inflexibility,
the doctrine that the sole ground of moral obligation is
general utilio'. But the same results may be reached by minds the most dissimilar"
else why do we hope for agreement amongst impartial inquirers?---else
why do we
hope to convert one another? why not burn our lucubrations, or wait to establish a
principle until we have found an exact resemblance of ourselves?
In some respects Mr. Mill's mind assimilates to Bentham's,
in others it differs
from it widely. It is true that Mr. Mill's speculations
have been influenced by
impressions received from Bentham; but they have been equally influenced by
those received from the Aristotelian Logicians, from Hartley, and from Hobbes.
He almost alone in the present age has revived the study of those writers--he
has
preserved, perhaps, the most valuable of their doctrines--he
is largely indebted to
them for the doctrines which compose, for the spirit which pervades his philoso-
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phy. The character of his intellect seems to partake as much of that of either of
those three types of speculative inquiry, as it does of the likeness of Bentham.
As a searcher into original truths, the principal contribution which Mr. Mill has
rendered to philosophy, is to be found in his most recent work, The Analysis of the
Phenomena of the Human Mind. Nothing more clearly proves what 1 have before
asserted, viz.--our indifference to the h_gher kind of philosophical investigation,
than the fact, that no full account--no criticism of this work has appeared in either
of our principal Reviews.
The doctrine announced by Hartley, that the ideas furnished by Sense, together
with the law of association, are the s_mple elements of the mind, and sufficient to
explain even the most mysterious of its phenomena, is also the doctnne of Mr.
Mill. Hartley, upon this principle, had furnished an explanation of some of the
phenomena. Mr. Mill has carried on the investigation into all those more complex
psychological facts which had been the puzzle and despair of previous metaphysicians. Such, for instance, as Time and Space--Belief--the
Will--the Affections-the Moral Sentiments. He has attempted to resolve all these into cases of
association. I do not pause here to contend with him--to show, or rather endeavour to show, where he has succeeded--where failed. It would be a task far beyond the limits of this Book--it is properly the task of future metaphysicians.
The moment in which this remarkable work appeared is unfortunate for its
temporary success. Had it been published sixty years ago--or perhaps sixty years
hence, it would perhaps have placed the reputation of its author beyond any of his
previous writings.
There is nothing similar to these inquiries in the writings of Mr. Bentham. This
indicates one principal difference between the two men. Mr. Mill is eminently a
metaphysician; Bentham as little of a metaphysician as any one can be who ever
attained to equal success in the science of philosophy. Every moral or political
system must be indeed a corollary from some general view of human nature. But
Bentham, though punctilious and precise in the premises he advances, confines
himself, in that very preciseness, to a few simple and general principles. He
seldom analyses--he studies the human mind rather after the method of natural
history than of philosophy. He enumerates--he classifies the facts--but he does
not account for them. You read in his works an enumeration of pains and
pleasures--an enumeration of motives--an enumeration of the properties which
constitute the value of a pleasure or a pain. But Bentham does not even attempt to
explain any of the feelings or impulses enumerated--he does not attempt to show
that they are subject to the laws of any more elementary phenomena of human
nature. Of human nature indeed in its rarer or more hidden parts, Bentham knew
but little--wherever he attained to valuable results, which his predecessors had
missed, it was by estimating more justly than they the action of some outward
circumstance upon the more obvious and vulgar elements of our nature--not by
understanding better than they, the workings of those elements which are not
obvious and not vulgar. Where but a moderate knowledge of these last was
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necessary to the correctness of his conclusions, he was apt to stray farther from the
truth than even the votaries of common place. He often threw aside a trite and
unsatisfactory truism, in order to replace it with a paradoxical error.
If, then, the power of analysing a complex combination into its simple elements
be in the mental sciences, as in the physical, a leading characteristic of the
philosopher, Mr. Mill is thus far considerably nearer to the philosophic ideal than
Mr. Bentham. This, however, has not made so great a difference as might have
been expected in the practical conclusions at which they have arrived, Those
powers of analysis which, by Mr. Bentham, are not brought to bear upon the
phenomena of our nature at all, are applied by Mr. Mill almost solely to our
common universal nature, to the general structure which is the same in all human
beings; not to the differences between one human being and another, though the
former is little worthy of being studied except as a means to the better understanding of the latter. We seldom learn from Mr. Mill to understand any of the varieties
of human nature; and. in truth, they enter very little into h_s own calculations,
except where he takes cognizance of them as aberrations from the standard to
which, in his opinion, all should conform. Perhaps there never existed any writer,
(except, indeed, the ascetic theologians,) who conceived the excellence of the
human being so exclusively under one single type, to a conformity with which he
would reduce all mankind. No one ever made fewer allowances for original
differences of nature, although the existence of such is not only compatible with,
but a necessary consequence of, his view of the human mind, when combined with
the extraordinary differences which are known to exist between one individual and
another in the kind and in the degree of their nervous sensibility. I cannot but think
that the very laws of association, laid down by Mr. Mill, will hereafter, and in
other hands, be found (while they explain the diversities of human nature) to show,
in the most striking manner, how much of those diversities is inherent and
inevitable; neither the effect of, nor capable of being reached by, education or
outward circumstances.* I believe the natural and necessary differences among
mankind to be so great, that any practical view of human life, which does not take
them into the account, must, unless it stop short in generalities, contain at least as
much error as truth; and that any system of mental culture, recommended by such
imperfect theory in proportion as it is fitted to natures of one class, will be entirely
unfitted for all others.
Mr. Mill has given to the world, as yet, on the subject of morals, and on that of
education, little besides generalities: not "barren generalities, ''t*l but of the most
fruitful kind; yet of which the fruit is still to come. When he shall carry his
*I venture to recommend to the notice of the Reader an able paper on the character of Dr.
Priestley, published m several recent numbers of Mr. Fox's excellent Month(vReposttor3.'.
[JamesMartineau, "On the Life, Character, and Works of Dr. Priestley," Month(vReposltoo', n.s. VII (Jan., Feb., Apr.. 1833), 19-30.84-8,231-41 .]
[*Cf. Bacon, Novum Organum, Bk. I. Aph xxii, m Works. Vol. I. p. 160 (Latin), and
Vol. IV. p. 50 (English). See also p. 25 above.]
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speculations into the details of these subjects, it is impossible that an intellect like
his should not throw a great increase of light upon them: the danger is that the
illumination will be partial and narrow; that he will conclude too readily that.
whatever is suitable food for one sort of character, or suitable medicine for
bringing it back, when it falls from its proper excellence, may be prescribed for all,
and that what is not needful or useful to one of the types of human nature, is
worthless altogether. There is yet another danger, that he will fail, not only in
conceiving sufficient variety of excellence, but sufficiently high excellence; that
the type to which he would reduce all natures, is by no means the most perfect type;
that he conceives the ideal perfection of a human being, under some only of its
aspects, not under all; or at least that he would frame his practical rules as if he so
conceived it.
The faculty of drawing correct conclusions from evidence, together with the
qualities of moral rectitude and earnestness, seem to constitute almost the whole of
his idea of the perfection of human nature; or rather, he seems to think, that with all
other valuable qualities mankind are already sufficiently provided, or wilt be so by
attending merely to these. We see no provision in his system, so far as it is
disclosed to us, for the cultivation of any other qualities: and therefore. (as I hold to
be a necessary consequence,) no sufficient provision for the cultivation even of
these.
Now there are few persons whose notion of the perfection to which a human
being may be brought, does not comprehend much more than the quahties
enumerated above. Most will be prepared to find the practical views founded upon
so narrow a basis of theory, rather fit to be used as part of the materials for a
practical system, than fit in themselves to constitute one. From what cause, or
combination of causes, the scope of Mr. Mill's philosophy embraces so partial a
view only of the ends of human culture and of human life, it belongs rather to Mr.
Mill's biographer than to his mere reader, to investigate. Doubtless the views of
almost all inquirers into human nature are necessarily confined within certain
bounds by the fact, that they can enjoy complete power of studying their subject
only as it exists in themselves. No person can thoroughly appreciate that of which
he has not had personal consciousness: but powers of metaphysical analysis, such
as Mr. Mill possesses, are sufficient for the understanding and appreciation of all
characters and all states of mind, as far as is necessary for practical purposes, and
amply sufficient to divest our philosophic theories of everything like narrowness.
For this, however, it is necessary that those powers of analysis should be applied to
the details, not solely to the outlines, of human nature; and one of the most strongly
marked of the mental peculiarities of Mr. Mill. is, as it seems to us. impatience of
details.
This is another of the most striking differences between him and Mr. Bentham.
Mr. Bentham delighted in details, and had a quite extraordinary genius for them: it
is remarkable how much of his intellectual superiority was of this kind. He
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followed out his inquiries into the mlnutest ramifications; was skilful in the
estimation of small circumstances, and most sagacious and inventive in devising
small contrivances. He went even to great excess in the time and labour which he
was willing to bestow on minutiae, when more important things remained undone.
Mr. Mill, on the contrary, shuns all nice attention to details: he attaches himself
exclusively to great and leading points: his views, even when they cannot be said to
be enlarged, are always on a large scale. He will often be thought by those who
differ from him, to overlook or undervalue great thmgs,--never to exaggerate
small ones; and the former, partly from not being attentive enough to details, when
these, though small, would have suggested principles which are great.
The same undervaluing of details has, I think, caused most of the imperfections,
where imperfections there are, in Mr. Mill's speculations generally. His just
contempt of those who are incapable of grasping a general truth, and with whom
the grand and determining considerations are always outweighed by some petty
circumstance, carries him occasionally into an opposite extreme: he so heartily
despises those most obtuse persons who call themselves Practical Men, and
disavow theory, as not always to recollect that. though the men be purblind, they
may yet "look out upon the world with their dim horn eyes ''t*l and see something
in it, which, lying out of his way, he may not have observed, but which it may be
worth while for him, who can see clearly, to note and explain. Not only a dunce
may give instruction to a wise man, but no man is so wise that he can, in all cases,
do without a dunce's assistance, But a certain degree of intellectual impauence is
almost necessarily connected with fervour of character and strength of conviction.
Men much inferior to Mr. Mill are quite capable of setting limitations to his
propositions, where any are requisite: few in our own times, we might say in any
times, could have accomplished what he has done.
Mr. Mill's principal works besides the Analysis already mentioned, are, 1. The
HistoO' of British lndia, not only the first work which has thrown the light of
philosophy upon the people and upon the government of that vast portion of the
globe, but the first, and even now the only work which conveys to the general
reader even that knowledge of facts, which, with respect to so important a
department of his country's affairs, every Englishman should wish to possess. The
work is full of instructive comments on the institutmns of our own country, and
abounds with illustrations of many of the most important principles of government
and legislation.
2. Elements of Political Economy. Mr. Mill's powers of concatenation and
systematic arrangement peculiarly qualified him to place in their proper logical
connexion the elementary principles of this science as established by its great
masters, and to furnish a compact and clear exposition of them.
3. Essays on Government, Jurisprudence, Education, &c. originally written for
[*Carlyle, "Biography," p. 255.]
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the Supplement to the Encyclopaedia Britannica: the most important of them have
been several times reprinted by private subscription.l*J
These little works, most of which are mere outlines to be filled up, though they
have been both praised and animadverted upon as if they claimed the character of
complete scientific theories, have been, I believe, more read than any other of Mr.
Mill's writings, and have contributed more than any publications of our time to
generate a taste for systematic thinking on the subject of politics, and to discredit
vague and sentimental declamation. The Essay on Government, in particular, has
been almost a text-book to many of those who may be termed the Philosophic
Radicals. This is not the place to criticise either the treatise itself or the criticisms of
others upon it. Any cnt_cal estimate of it thoroughly deserving the name, it has not
yet been my fortune to meet with: for Mr. Macauley--assuming,
I suppose, the
divine prerogative of genius--only
entered the contest, in order to carry away the
argument he protected in a cloud of words.t*J
Mr. Mill's more popular writings are remarkable for a lofty earnestness, more
stern than genial, and which rather flagellates or shames men out of wrong, than
allures them to the right. Perhaps this is the style most natural to a man of deep
moral convictions, writing in an age and in a state of society like that in which we
live. But it seems, also, to be congenial to the character of his own mind: for he
appears, on most occasions, much more strongly alive to the evil of what is evil in
our destiny, than to the good of what is good. He rather warns us against the errors
that tend to make us miserable, than affords us the belief that by any means we can
attain to much positive happiness. He does not hope enough from human nature-something despondent and unelevating clings round his estimate of its powers. He
saddens the Present by a reference to the Past--he
does not console it by any
alluring anticipations of the Future:--he
rather discontents us with vice than
kindles our enthusiasm for virtue. He possesses but little of
The wsion and the faculty divine: I:_]nor is it through his writings,

admirable as they are, that we are taught

To feel that we are greater than we know. l§1

[*The first collection (London: printed lnms, [1825]) included "Government," "Jurisprudence," "Liberty of the Press," "Prisons and Prison Disclphne," "Colonies," "'Law of
Nations," and "Education."l
[*The reference is to T. B. Macaulay's three essays m the Edinburgh Review attacking
James Mill's "Government"; see p. 165n above.]
[*Wordsworth, The Excursion, in Poetical Works (1827), Vol. I, p. 6 (Bk. I, 1.78).]
[§Wordsworth, Sonnet XXXIV, "After-Thought," of The River Duddon, ibtd., Vol
IV, p. 156 (1.14).]
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[Millcontributedthe followingparagraph to Andrew Blsset's articleon James Mill in the
7thed. (1842) of the Encyclopaedia Britannica:]
Mr. Mill's ingenuity as a very acute and original metaphysician was abundantly
displayed in his Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind. published m 1829.
In this work he evinced analytical powers rarely, if ever, surpassed; and which
have placed him high in the list of those subtile inquirers who have attempted to
resolve all the powers of the mind into a very small number of simple elements.
Mr. Mill took up this analysis where Hartley had left it, and applied the same
method to the more complex phenomena, which the latter did not attempt to
explain. From the general neglect of metaphysical studies in the present age, this
work, which, at some periods of our history, would have placed its author on a
level, in point of reputation, with the highest names in the republic of letters, has
been less read and appreciated than any of his other writings.

Appendix E
Browning's Pauline (1833)

PENCILLED
MS comments in Mill's hand on blank leaves bound into the back of the copy of
Brownlng's Pauhne (London:Saunders and Otley, 1833) in the ForsterCollection, Victoria
and Albert Museum (Press mark 48.D.46).
For comment, see the Introduction, pp. xxxiii-xxxiv above

With considerable poetic powers, this writer seems to me possessed with a more
intense and morbid self-consciousness than I ever knew in any sane human being. I
should think it a sincere confession, though of a most unloveable state, if the
"Pauline" were not evidently a mere phantom. All about her is full of
inconsistency--he
neither loves her nor fancies he loves her, yet insists upon
talking love to her--if she existed and loved him, he treats her most ungenerously
and unfeelingly. All his aspirings and yearnings and regrets point to other things,
never to her--then, he pays her off towards the end by a piece of flummery.
amounting to the modest request that she will love him and live with him and give
herself up to him without his loving her, movennant quoi he will think her and call
her everything that is handsome, and he promises her that she shall find it mighty
pleasant. Then he leaves off by saying he knows he shall have changed his mind by
tomorrow, and despise "these intents which seem so fair" but that having been
"thus visited" once no doubt he will again--and is therefore "in perfect joy "l-lbad luck to him! as the Irish say.
A cento of most beautiful passages might be made from this poem--and the
psychological history of himself is powerful and truthful, truth-like certainly, all
but the last stage. That he evidently has not yet got into. The self-seeking and
self-worshipping state is well described--beyond
that, I should think the writer
had made, as yet, only the next step, viz. into despising his own state. I even
question whether part even of that self-disdain is not assumed. He is evidently
dissatisfied, and feels part of the badness of his state, but he does not write as if it
were purged out of him--if he once could muster a hearty hatred of his selfishness,
[*The quotations are from passages near the end of Pauline, pp. 68-9 (11.992, 1008.
and 994 or 1007--the line is repeated).]
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it would go--as it is he feels only the lack of good. not the positive evil. He feels
not remorse, but only disappointment. A mind in that state can only be regenerated
by some new passion, and I know not what to w_sh for h_m but that he may meet
with a real Pauline.
Meanwhile he should not attempt to shew how a person may be recovered from
this morbid state--for he is hardly convalescent, and "'what should we speak of but
that which we know? ''l*J
[*Cf. Carlyle's letter to Mill of 18 Apr.. 1833, m CollectedLetter3
Welsh Carlyle, Vol. V1. p. 373 ]

of Thoma,_ and Jane

Appendix F
Editorial

Notes in the London and Westminster

Review

MILLWASTHEACTUAL,though not the nominal, editor of the London Review, founded in
1835, and, after its merger with the Westmmster Review in 1836, of the London and
Westminster Review untd March. 1840. He was also the proprietor during the period when
the issues from Jan., 1838, through Mar., 1840, appeared. The nominal editors (in fact
sub-editors) were first Thomas Falconer IApr., 1835, to Apr., 1837), and then John
Robertson (July, 1837, to Mar., 1840). Because there is httle external evidence as to the
authorship of the editorial notes, not all of those here included can with total certainty be
attributed to Mill: however, in one case (no. 3) the note Is hsted in Mill's bibhography of his
writings ("The note introductory to the article on Victor Hugo, in the same number of the
same work"; i.e., as that for Jan., 1836, in which "'Gmzot's Lectures on European
Civilization" appeared [MacMlnn. pp. 46-7]); m another (no. 22), the note is signed "A,'"
Mill's usual indication of authorship; in others (nos. 9, 10, 11, 14. 16, and 18), the
likelihood is verT great; and in the rest. the probability seems to us to favour Mill's
authorship. The accompanying notes to each item give the provenance, and supporting
information. The texts are taken verbatim from the mdicated issues of the periodical.
For further comment, see the Introduction, pp. xxxviii-xxxix above.

1. LR, I1 (L&WR,

XXXI),

No. 3 (Oct.,

1835), 194n.

This signature should also have been appended to the article in the last number of
the Review, headed "Government
and People of Austria," which was inadvertently
published without a signature.
[This note, unsigned, is attached to the signature, "Z " (J. H. Garmer), at the end of the
article, "Character and Manners of the German Students" (pp. 159-94). The earlier article
by Gamier appeared in LR, I (L&WR, XXX), No. 2 (July, 1835), 487-512.]

2. LR, II (L&WR,

XXXI),

As this article is not, with respect
ments, conceived in exactly the same
of the London Review, entitled "The
remind the reader, that for neither

No. 3 (Oct.,

1835), 228n.

to the question of ecclesiastical
establishspirit with the article in the second Number
Church and its Reform," it may be well to
article are the contributors
to the Review
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collectively responsible. Both writers agree in their abhorrence of a dominant and
sectarian church: but the one would estabhsh a church non-sectarian, the other
would endow impartially all sects. The former remedy may be the most desirable:
and yet the latter, under some combinations of circumstances, the most pracucable.
[Thisnote, signed "Ed. ," and enclosed in squarebrackets, was appendedto the title of
"The Irish Church Question" (pp. 228-69L by "'C.C." (George Cornewall Lewis_ The
earlierarticle, Vol 1, No. 2 (July, 1835),257-95. was by "'P.Q"(James MIll). See alsono.
8 below ]
3. LR, II (L&WR, XXXI), No. 4 (Jan., 1836), 389n-90n.
The following article is the first of a series of papers on contemporary French
literature, with which we have been favoured by one of the first writers and critics
in France. We state this, partly because the reader may be aided in understanding
the article itself, if the fact of its French origin be previously known to him: and
partly because, it being one of our objects to place before our readers a true picture
of the present state of the French mind, this object is promoted by apprising them
that the present article is itself a specimen, as well as in some degree a description,
of that state.
One of the most palpable deficiencies in the principal English Reviews (a
deficiency by no means supplied by those which call themselves Foreign) is the
absence of any systematic attention either to the philosophy, the literature, or the
politics of foreign countries--though the two former at least are in a state of far
greater activity in several other nations than among ourselves. We intend to deviate
from the example of our predecessors, by touching on these subjects, as with
greater frequency, so with more modesty; for they, we observe, when, at long
intervals, they condescend to bestow some portion of their notice upon the
literature of any other country, never for an instant doubt their own perfect capacity
to decide en souverains upon the merits of it: while we freely confess, that
although the philosophy of a foreign country may be correctly apprecmted by any
person capable of estimating that of his own, in characterising the finer parts of its
literature we often find it indispensable to call in foreign assistance. We have no
fear that th_s admixture should increase the difficulty of maintaining throughout
this work as much unity of tone as our plan reqmres, or as is in fact maintained by
any other Review. Co-operation can be carried on between persons of similar
principles in different countries, as well as in the same country: and the .judgment
of the editors will be exercised in all cases equally, to exclude whatever is not in
harmony with the general spirit in which this Review is conducted.
We are, in like manner, enabled to promise a succession of articles on Society
and Civilization in France, from a hand perhaps the most competent in Europe to
the task; which series, together with the present, will, we believe, exhibit a juster
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and completer view of France as it exists in our times, than the English reader has
ever yet had an opportunity of obtaining,
[This note, signed "Ed..'" is appended to the bibhographlc details of the heading of
"'Victor Hugo" (pp. 389-417), by "D.N." (Jean Marie Napol6on D6sir6 Nisard), who
contributed two further articles, "Early French Literature," L&WR, IIl& XXV Ouly,
1836), 514-58 (see no. 9 below), and "'Lamartine," L&WR, IV & XXVI Oan., 1837),
501-41. The reference in the concluding paragraph is to Alexis de Tocqueville, who, in the
event, contributed only one amcle; see no. 5 below.]

4. L&WR,

III& XXV, No. 1 (Apr.,

1836), 28n.

It seems desirable, at the beginning of this article, to inform the reader that the
plural pronoun is employed in conformity with established custom: and that, as it
will be readily perceived, in regard to certain statements, both matters of fact and
expressions of sentiment have a direct reference to the personal knowledge and
individual feelings of the writer.
[This note, unsigned, Is appended to "We", the first word of "Godoy. Prince of Peace"
(pp. 28-60), signed "W." (Joseph Blanco White), Since the note bears upon policy (cf. nos.
2, 13, 15, 22). and cannot have been the author's, it seems reasonable to assign it to Mill. ]

5. L&WR,
See note prefixed
London Review.

III &XXV,

to the article

No. 1 (Apr.,

on Victor

Hugo,

1836),

137n.

in the fourth

number

of the

[This note, unsigned, is appended to the title, "Political and Social Con&tion of France:
First Article" (pp. 137-69), signed "'A.'" (Alexis de Tocqueville). There were no further
articles by him. See no. 3 above. ]

6. L&WR,

III& XXV, No. 1 (Apr.,

Tests, or declarations,
as well as oaths,
which Lord Kenyon was desirous to evade.

1836), 220n.

are equally

prohibited

in the statute

[This note, signed "Ed.,'" is appended to the remark by George Kenyon, 2nd Baron
Kenyon, "we decidedly take no oath,'" in a letter concerning Orange Society ceremonies to
Colonel Fairman, given in an appendix (conslstmg of correspondence pertaining to the
article) to "Orange Conspiracy" (pp. 181-201), by "W.M." (William Molesworth). This
appen&x (pp. 201-23) is unsigned, but was clearly supplied by Molesworth. The footnote
may be presumed to be Mill's; Molesworth (who might be considered to be the "editor" of
this correspondence) supplied other footnotes, unsigned, and it appears that Mill wished to
call attention to what Molesworth had explicitly affirmed in a footnote (pp. 484n-5nj to his
earher article. "Orange Societies." LR, II (Jan., 1836), 480-513, that Kenyon was trying to
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evade 57 Geo. III, c. 19, "An Act for the More Effectually PreventingSe&tious Meetings
and Assemblies" (31 Mar.. 1817), §25, which cites 37 Geo. Ill, c.123, and 52 Geo. lI1,
c.104.]
7. L&WR, III & XXV, No. 1 (Apr., 1836), 278n.
In an article on a work of Colonel Charles Napier on the Ionian Islands, in the
first volume of the London Review, p. 316, it is stated, "that without any personal
interest, and with no great similarity of political sentiment, Colonel Napier, at the
request of several intended settlers, applied for the government of the new colony
of South Australia;" and it was added, "that disagreements had subsequently taken
place which had prevented Colonel Napier from being intrusted with the task."
There are some errors in these passages which may mislead the reader respecting
the conduct of Colonel Napier. 1. No application for the office of governor was
made by Colonel Napier; he, upon the contrary, having distinctly refused to apply
for it. 2. The office was refused by Colonel Napier on account of the Government
having declined to comply with certain conditions, made by him, upon public
grounds, preliminary to the execution of its duties. 3. If Colonel Napier had chosen
to have consulted his own private advantage, his interest was sufficiently powerful
to have enabled him to have done so. He, however, though most anxious to have
accepted the appointment offered to him, never even asked the amount of the
salary connected with it. The character of the remarks on Colonel Napier's work on
the Ionian Islands will sufficiently show that these errors were perfectly accidental,
and their correction, it is to be hoped, will destroy every inference prejudicial to the
person whom they may possibly affect.
[This note, headed "Note," and signed "Editor of the L. ANDW.R.," appeared at the
bottomof the final printed page of the number. The quotations are from the concluding
paragraphof "O." (Charles BullerL "'Napieron the Ioman Islands." LR. 1 lJuly, 1835),
295-316, reviewing Charles James Napier, The Colonws: Treating of Their Value
Generally--Of the lonian Islands in Particular (London: Boone, 1833).]
8. L&WR, IIl& XXV, No. 2 (July, 1836), 333n.
Mr. Lewis has appended to his work a Paper on the Irish Church Question,
which was first published in the London Review, No. III. It gives us much pleasure
to have this opportunity of making our public acknowledgments to him for that
valuable contribution to our journal.
[This note, unsigned, is appended to "G." (George John Graham), "Poor-Laws in
Ireland" (pp. 332-65), at the place where Graham begins his descrlptlon of George
CornewallLewis's On Local Disturbances in Ireland. and on the lrzsh Church Question
(London:FeUowes,1836),which includes Lewis's "The IrishChurch Question." repnnted
from LR, II (Oct., 1835L 228-69. See no. 2 above.]
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9. L&WR, III & XXV, No. 2 (July, 1836L 514n.
The accomplished author of the article on "Victor Hugo" in the fourth number of
the London Review, (M. Nisard, well known by his Etudes sur les Podtes Latins de
la Ddcadence, and other critical writings of great merit,) has allowed us the
privilege of being the first to publish what will hereafter constitute one of the most
interesting chapters in a history of French literature, which he is preparing for the
Dictionnaire de la Conversation et de la Lecture, a popular Encyclopaedia greatly
esteemed in France, and conducted, as the name imports, on a plan suggested by
that of the celebrated German Conversations-Lexicon.
[This note, signed "Ed.," is appended to the title of "'D.N." (Nisard), "Early French
Literature" (pp. 514-58). (For his "Victor Hugo," see no. 3 above.) Nisard, whose
Etudes de moeurs et de critique sur les podtes latms de la d_cadence appeared (Paris:
Gossehn) in 1834,used "Early French Literature" in his "Histoire de la litt6ratureancienne
et modeme," s.v. France, §IV, in Dtctionnazrede la conversationet de la lecture. 68 vols.
(Londonand Paris: Bossange, 1833-51 ),Vol. XXVIll, pp. 211-88. It is not clear which of
the German encyclopaedias of similar title Mill had in mind as the model for the
Dictionnazre, but a likely one is the Allgememe deutsche Real-Encyclopgidiefar die
gebildetenStginde.(Conversations-Lexicon.), 10 vols. (Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1819-20). ]
10. L&WR, IV & XXVI, No. 1 (Oct., 1836), 205n.
There is greater excuse for the conduct of the members referred to than the writer
regards. During the first reformed Parliament the Whigs relied so entirely upon
their majorities, that it was most difficult for any of those who opposed them, who
were not leaders among the Tories, to gain the slightest attention to any proposition, however sound or excellent it might be.
[This note, signed "Ed. L. ANDW.R.,"is appended to "D.S." (Thomas Southwood
Smith),"The Factories" (pp. 174-215), at the point where Smithis arguingthat Members of
Parliamentwere at fault in not taking an active part m forwarding the recommendations of
the report of the CentralBoard to improve the education (as well as the physical condition)
of the factory operatives.]
I 1. L&WR, IV & XXVI, No. 2 (Jan., 1837), 390n- In.
The respect due to the excellent collaborateur and expounder of Bentham
compels the Editor of this Review not to assist in giving currency to the remarks in
the text, without recording his dissent from such portion of them as seems to
impute to M. Dumont a conceited assumption of merits not his own. That M.
Dumont did not thoroughly comprehend Mirabeau is possible, and, considering
the dissimilar characters of the two men, not improbable: but howsoever he may
have misjudged him, he would have done just the same if any one else instead of
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himself had been the party concerned. That he was biassed by vanity will not be the
opinion of any one who considers how he comported himself in his relation to Mr.
Bentham, a man whom he was far better qualified thoroughly to comprehend:
between whom and the public he constituted himself an interpreter, with the
completest abnegation of even such claims to originality as he might legitimately
have preferred, and of all pretension to praise for himself as distinguished from his
author. And after all, the theory respecting Mirabeau, which is held up to wellmerited ridicule in the text, was made, as the writer himself admits, not by M.
Dumont, but for him, by foolish reviewers, very partially borne out by the
authority of M. Dumont himself.
[This note, signed "Ed. ," is appended to this sentence (p. 390): "'It _strue. the whim he
hadoflool_ng at the great Mirabeauas athing set m motionmainly b) him (M. Dumont) and
such as he. was one of the most wonderful to be met with in psychology." In the article.
"Memoirsof Mirabeau" (pp. 382-439), "C.'" (Carlyle) reviewed Souvenirs sur Mtrabeau
(London: Bell, 1832), by Pierre Euenne Dumont, whose translated edmons of Bentham's
major works had greatly influenced the young Mill (see pp. 67-9 above). Carlyle, having
said that Dumont's book "'washailed by a universal choral blast from all manner of
reviewers and perio&cal literatures" throughout Europe, goes on, as Mill indicates, to say.
"M. Dumontwas less to blame here than his reviewers were" (pp. 390,391 ).]
12. L&WR, IV & XXVI, No. 2 (Jan., 1837), 542.
A defence by Colonel Napier of the History. of the Peninsular War, in reply to an
Article in the last number of the Quarterly Review, is advertised to appear in this
number of the London and Westminster Review; but the non-arrival of part of the
MS.. in consequence of the severity of the weather, prevents its issue wlth all the
copies of the Review; it may, however, be obtained upon application at the
Publishers.--Dec. 27, 1836.
[This note, which begins, "'Note.--" and is unsigned, appears on the unnumbered final
page of the issue in some copies only; in others Wilham Napier's signed "Replyto the third
article in the Quarterly Review on Colonel Napier's Htstorv of the Peninsular War"
appeared on pp. 541-81. George Murray (assisted by J. W. Croker) was the author of all
three reviews of Napier's Htstory of the War m the Penmsula and m the South of France. 6
vols. (London: Murray, 1828-40) in the Quarterly Review. LVI (Apr., and July, 18361,
131-219, and 437-89, and LVII (Dec., 1836), 492-542. The pubhsher of the L&WR at
this time was John Macrone, St. James's Square.]
13. L&WR, V & XXVII, No. 9 & 52 (Apr., 1837), 246n.
The opinions of this review on the French Revolution not having yet been
expressed, the conductors feel it incumbent on them to enter a caveat against any
presumption respecting those opinions which may be founded on the Newgate
Calendar character of the above extracts. Some attempt at a judgment of that great
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historical event, with its good and its evil, will probably be attempted m the next
number.
[This note, unsigned and in square brackets, is appended to the antepenultimate paragraph of "'C." (Carlyle), "Parliamentary History of the French Revolution" (pp. 233-47).
Many "Newgate Calendars" appeared, the best known contemporary one was by Andrew
Knapp and William Baldwin, The Newgate Calendar: Compnsmg Interesting Memozrsof
the Most Notorious Characters Who Have Been Convicted of Outrage,son the Laws of
England, 4 vols. (London:Robins, 1824-28). The concluding reference is to the account m
Mill's review of Carlyle's French Revolunon, which appeared in the next number(L& WR,
V & XXVII, No. 10&53 [July, 1837], 17-53).]
14. L&WR, V[ & XXVII1, No. 11 & 54 (Oct., 1837), 131n.
We cannot omit noticing here how much more truly Mr. Bulwer has drawn the
character of Templeton, an Evangelical layman, in ErnestMaltravers--a
novel of
a higher order of art than any he has hitherto attempted, and which will add a still
higher kind of applauses to the already extensive and varied reputation of its author
throughout Europe:--a reputation which could not have been raised so high by a
man still young, without a rare union of the qualities which merit, with the qualities
which obtain, success.
[This note, signed "Ed. ," _sappended to the sentence, "The destruction of slavery is, so
far as _t has been destroyed, owing to the moral zeal and disinterestedness of the 'saints,'
whoserepresentative our authoress would give us in Mr. Stephen Corbold"; the review, by
"R.O.D." (Henry Fothergill ChorleyL is "Works of Mrs. Trollope" (pp. 112-31). The
reference is to Edward George Lytton Bulwer, Ernest Maltravers, 3 vols. London:
Saundersand Otley, 1837), esp. Vol. II. pp 44-9 (Bk. IV, Chap. v).]
15. L&WR, VI & XXVIII, No. 12 & 55 (Jan., 1838), 367n.
The following article is, by agreement, to be considered as the expression of the
writer's sentiments, without involving the opinions of the Review. Who the writer
is, may easily be discovered by the style, the sentiments, and the initials.
[This note, signed "Ed.," is appended to the heading of "W.F.P.N.'" (William Francis
Patrick Napier), "The Duke of Wellington" (pp. 367-436). ]
16. L&WR, VII & XXIX,No.

2 (Aug., 1838), 507 (512in 2nded. of no.).

Note to Article V1,p. 477, of the Number for Januar)', 1838.
We have had some correspondence with Mr. A. Hayward respecting a passage
in this article, in which his name occurs; and therefore take an opportunity here of
repeating what we have stated to him--that neither against him nor against any of
the other persons named was any distinct and personal charge made, because we
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on which our charges

could

have been made

[This note, unsigned, appears at the end of the number (which was expanded m its 2nd ed
by the addmon of Mill's "'Lord Durham and His Assailants"). The reference is to "H W "
(John Robertson), "'Miss Martineau's Western Travel," L&WR, VI & XXVIII (Jan., 1838).
470-502, where the offending passage reads: "To destroy the causes of such things
[poverty, hunger, crime] is our radicalism.
. We would make our constitution loved The
defence of the causes of these things is Conservatism. The state of things which has borne
such deadly fruits is that to whose service are devoted the labours of men--none of whom
have a legitimate drop of aristocratic blood in them--most of whom have themselves
struggled with poverty, and almost all of whom are sprung from the ranks of the
oppressed;--men,
such as Lockhart, Wilson, Barnes, Jerdan, Maginn, Mahoney, Palgrave, Sulivan, Banks, D'lsraeh, Theodore Hook, Crofton Croker, and Abraham
Hayward,--several
of them Jews, and most of them Irishmen, who, if they were not
ashamed of thetr fathers, would be on the side of the oppressed--the champions of their own
order, in their places as sons of the unprivileged classes--instead
of exhibiting the
melancholy spectacle of the gifted kissing the feet of the dunces, the feet, which were for
ages on the necks of their fathers,--mstead
of doing the base work of the aristocracy,
fighting for them, writing for them, joking for them, blackguard_smg for them, and Ht may
be said of not a few) lying for them, against men of their own class, of their own schools and
colleges, whose only end is to make, without change when possible, but by change when
needful, England, Scotland, and Ireland, not what America is, but like America, 'a fine
country for poor people."" IPp. 477-8.) Abraham Hayward, who had met Mill at the
London Debating Society, became an increasingly virulent opponent, finally writing the
unfriendly obituary of Mill in The Ttme,s. For another comment by Mill on this affair, see
EL, CW, Vol. XIII, p. 367, to Robertson.]
17. L&WR, VII & XXIX,

No. 2 (Aug.,

1838), 507 (512 in 2nd ed. of this no.).

Note to Article VII of the Number for April, 1838.
We have been requested to state that Lord Melbourne is not the author of the
Fashionable Friends, which we mentioned as having been ascribed to him.
[This note, unsigned, appears immediately below the preceding one. The reference is to
"P.B." (probably John Robertson), "Poets of the Melbourne Mmistry," L&WR, VII &
XXIX (Apr., 1838), 193-224, where the author says, "The Fashionable Friends has
always been ascribed to Lord Melbourne, and there is an epilogue by the Hon. William
Lamb. which is, from internal evidence, the production of the pen which produced the
piece" (p. 216). (On this assumption, the right-hand running head of the article, pp.
217-23, is "Lord Melboume.") The Fashionable Friends. A Comedy (London: Rldgway,
1802) is ascribed in the British Library Catalogue to Mary, Berry. The Wellesley Index. Vol.
III, suggests that, if Robertson wrote the original article, he (being sub-editor at the time)
also wrote this note; however it seems equally likely that it is by Mall (to whomThe Wellesle_
Index gives the preceding note. also dealing with a mlsdemeanour of Robertson's).]
18. L&WR,
The following

XXXII,

No. 1 (Dec.,

lines, by a valued contributor,

1838), 202n.

express

feelings more congenial

to
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the character of Heloi'se than to that which we have been compelled to ascribe to
Abelard; but as embodying the sentiments which might be conceived to have been
interchanged between them at this period of their lives, they may be interesting to
our readers:
[This note, unsigned, is appended to the last sentence on this page of "'G.F." (George
Fletcher), "Heloise and Abelard" (pp. 146-219, with the exception of p. 203). The note
(which concludes with a colon) introduces "Abelard to Heloise," signed "£.'" (John Sterhng), which fills the whole ofp. 203. Sterling, whose "Slmonides" appeared in this number
(pp. 99-136), had earlier contributed '" Montmgne and His Writings," L& WR, VII & XXIX
(Aug., 1838), 321-52, and was later to contribute "Carlyle's Works" (see no. 22 below). ]

19. L&WR,

XXXII,

No. 2 (Apr.,

1839), 404n.

But what will the Hanoverians say? Have they no feelings of nationality to be
consulted? We have inserted these speculations
by a distinguished
contributor,
who has had better means of gaining information
than have fallen to the share of
any other man in this country, not because we w_shed to identify ourselves with
them in any way, but because he gives them as dreams--but
curious and instructive dreams, which may be fulfilled.
[This note, signed "Ed. ," is appended to the concluding paragraph of a &scussJon by
"G.N.'" (Thomas Colley Grattan), in his "Leopold and the Belgians" (pp. 357-405). in
which he is arguing that the territory of Belgium should be enlarged, in part by areas under
the rule of Prussia and Holland. and that Hanover should be, as compensation, divided
between Prussia and Holland. ]

20.

L&WR,

XXXII.

No. 2 (Apr.,

1839), 416n.

We should feel it our duty to say more concerning the writings of this lady: but
that we purpose, ere long, to review them, as well as the productions of several
others of the Irish writers mentioned in our catalogue, separately and at length. Her
works not only possess merit of a high order, but they are calculated to have a very.
beneficial effect upon the Irish character.
[This note, signed "Ed.," is appended to the sentence, "Mrs. S.C. Hall has obtained
considerable popularity as a depicter of Irish life," in the unsigned article (probably by John
Robertson), "Irish Humour and Pathos" (pp. 415-25). Anna Maria Hall's The Juvenile
Budget (London: Chapman and Hall, and Newman, 1840 [ 1839]) was mentioned in "F.B."
(Mary Margaret Busk), "Literature of Childhood," L& WR, XXXIlI (Oct., 1839), 137-62
(Mrs. Hall herself contributed the next article in that number, "Heads of the People");
otherwise Mill's promise was not fulfilled dunng his editorship.]

21.

L& WR, XXXIII

It should have been explained

(1839-40),
in a preceding

verso of the title page.
volume,

that to avoid the double
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numbenng

of the London

Review

each Review were added together,
XXX1 of the united series.

and the Westminster
whereby

Vol.
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Review,

the numbers

VI1 and XXIX

became

of

Vol

[This note, in squarc brackets and unsigned, is a belated explanation of the solution--still
plaguing scholars--of the problem caused bv the publication independently of two volumes
(four numbers) of the London Revww while the Westmmster Revtew continued (also for four
numbers), before amalgamation m the London and Westminster For a fuller explanat,on,
with other complications, see pp. xxxviii n-xxxlx n above ]
22.

L&WR,

XXXIII,

No. 1 (Oct.,

1839), 68n.

In giving our readers the benefit of this attempt b_ one of our most valued
contributors (we believe the first attempt yet made) at a calm and comprehensive
estimate of a man, for whom our admiration
has already been unreservedly
expressed, and whose genius and worth have shed some rays of their brightness on
our own pages; the occasion peculiarly calls upon us to declare what is already
implied in the avowed plan of this Review--that
ItS conductors are m no respect
identified with the opinions delivered in the present criticism, either when the
writer concurs with, or when he differs from those of Mr. Carlyle.
While we hope never to relax in maintaining that systematic consistenc 3, in our
own opinions, without which there can be no clear and firmly-grounded
judgment
and therefore no hearty appreciation of the merits of others: we open our pages
without restriction to those who, though differing from us on some fundamental
points of philosophy,
stand within a certain circle of relationship
to the general
spirit of our practical views, and m whom we recognize that title to a free stage for
the promulgation of what they deem true and useful, which belongs to all who unite
noble feelings with great and fruitful thoughts.
[This note. signed "'A.,'" is appended to the conclusion of"£." (John Sterhng), "Carlyle's
Works" (pp. 1-68). For Sterling's contributions to the L& WR, see no. 18 above. Carlyle
contributed four articles in all. "Memoirs of Mirabeau'" (see no. 11 above). "Parliamentar 3
History of the French Revolution" (see no 13 above), "Memoirs of the Life of Scott,"
L&WR, VI & XXVIII (Jan., 1838), 293-345, and "Varnhagen von Ense's Memoirs."
L&WR, XXXII (Dec , 1838), 60-84 For the admiration of Carlyle, "'unreservedly expressed," see Mill's article clted m the note to no. 13 above ]

Appendix G
Rejected

Leaves of the Early Draft of the Autobiography

THISAPPENDIXpresents extracts from the thirty rejected leaves that Mill kept together at the
end of the Early Draft MS. with headnotes describing the relationships between these leaves
and the text of the draft as printed in this volume on the verso sides of pp. 4-246. A number
of shorter readings from these leaves are (as we point out in the individual headnotes) given
in notes to the Early Draft text, with source designated as "R23r,'" "RII.2Ov,'" and the
like--the folio number appearing on the leaf, preceded by the abbrevlation "'R" (for rejected
folio[s]) or "RII'" (rejected folio[s] from the original Part II of the draft). Most of the extracts
g_venin this appendix are earlier readings of the same sort that are simply too long to print as
notes to the mare text. The accompanying apparatus provides, in the same manner as for the
Early Draft text itself (the methodology is described on p. 2 ), a selection of cancellations and
alterations by Mill and pencdled changes and other markings by his wife. For more specific
details concerning the original connections between these leaves and the rest of the MS, see
The Early Draft of John Stuart Mill's "Autobtography." ed Jack Stilhnger (Urbana:
Umversity of Illinois Press, 1961 ), pp. 178-200.
R23-5,242-252,

19/20

R23-5 contain the first version of the present Early Draft text at 36.14-40.12 ("and that
many people..,
as he said, a"). In an intermediate stage of revlsion Mill rewrote R24 and
part of R25 on two new leaves, R242 and ,5-. and finally reduced the entire sequence (R23,
242-252. and part of R25v_ to a single new leaf, the final text of the span referred to above.
The two paragraphs given here, from R23v-25v. originally followed the paragraph ending
at 36.31, In addition to the usual information concerning deleted text and HTM's alterations, four of the notes to this extract provide variants from the leaves of the intermediate
version, R242-25 "-tsee notes e-e. k-k, l-l, p-p below). Variants from the paragraphs
preceding and following the extract are given in textual notes on pp. 36, 37, and 40.
My father thus took effectual precautions against some, and those very serious
dangers, to which his plan of education was liable. There were others to which he
was either not so much alive, or against which he did not guard with equal success.
Not, I am persuaded,
by any anecessity
inherent"
in my education,
but
bcertain]y by some omission in it b. I grew up with Cgreat inaptness in' the common
_-a[Earher

version:]

inherent

defect

[marked

wtth an exclamanon

mark m the margin

by HTM]

b-b[Earherversion-]by some effect resulting jointly from myeducation and c_rcumstances
_-C[Earlier verston:] extraordinary inaptness and even incapacity m all [alteredtofinal form (except
for the delenon of "all")first bv HTM, who marked the next seven sentences (through "personal
contact.")for delenon and rewrote Mill's text to read. I grew up with great mapmess for everything
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affairs of every day life. dI was far longer than children generally are before 1could
put on my clothes. I know not how many years passed before I could tie a knot. My
articulation was long imperfect: one letter, r. 1 could not pronounce until 1 was
nearly sixteen, el never could, nor can I now, do anything requiring the smallest
manual dexterity, but Yl never put even a common share of the exercise of
understanding into practical things 1. 1 was continually acquinng odd gor
disagreeable e tricks which I very slowly and imperfectly got rid of. I was, besides,
hutterlyh inobservant: I was, as my father continually told me, like a person who
had not the organs of sense: my eyes and ears seemed of no use to me, so httle did I
see or hear what was before me, and so httle, even of what I did see or hear, did I
observe and remember e. My father was the extreme opposite in all these particulars: his senses and his mental faculties were always on the alert; he carried
decision and energy of character in his whole manner and into every action of life:
and this, as much as his talents, contributed to the great impression which he
always made upon those with whom he came in personal contact. The education he
gave me was, however, considered in itself, much more fitted for training me to
know than to do. Not that he was unaware of my defects; both as a boy and as a
youth I was incessantly smarting under his severe admonitions on the subject. He
could not endure stupidity, nor feebte and lax habits, in whatever manner displayed, and 1was perpetually exciting his anger by manifestations of them. From
the earliest time I can remember he used to reproach me, and most truly, with a
general habit of inattention: owing to which, he said, I was constantly acquiring
bad habits, and never breaking myself of them: was constantly forgetting what I
ought to remember, and judging and acting like a person devoid of common sense;
and which would make me, he said, grow up 'a mere' oddity, looked down upon by
everybody, and unfit for all the common purposes of life. It was not. thereIbre,
from any insensibility or tolerance on his part towards such faults, that my
education, considered in this particular, must be regarded as a failure. 2Neither do I
see any necessary' tendency in his plan of education to produce those defects.J No
requmng manual dexterity The education he gave me,,.
Subsequentlx she cancelled the rest of the
paragraph as well ]
a[Cancelled text'] I had hardly any use of my hands
e-e[lntermediate verston m R242r:] I continued long. and m some degree always, inexpert m
anything which reqmred the smallest manual dexterity, and not only my hands, but my mind never did
_ts work properly when it was apphed, or rather when It ought to have been apphed, to the practical
details which, though singly unimportant, are in the aggregate essential tu the conduct of daily hfe I
was, as my father continually told me. as mobservant as if 1 had no organs of sight or hearing, or no
capacity of remembenng what I saw and heard
Y-S[Earher verston:] all the common things which everybody does, I &d not only m an ungainly and
awkward but in a thoroughly ineffective and bunghng manner like a person without the most ordinary.
share of understanding
g-g[Deleted by HTMI
h-n[Altered by HTM to read: very]
'-'[Altered by HTM to read: an]
_-_[Marked for deletion by HTM, who pencilled at left: "To escape the contagzon of boys soctet_
Probably he purposely prevented the intercourse with other boys wh wd have prevented this defect and
he was too much occupwd himself to share a boys healthful exerctses" ]
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doubt, they may have had some connexion with the fact. kotherwise most salutary,
of my being educated at home, and not m a school, among other boys. and having
no encouragement
to practise bodily exercises, from which boys in general derive
their earliest lessons of practical skill and contrivance. _ It must not however be
supposed that play, or time for it, was refused me. Though no holidays were
allowed, lest the habit of work should be broken, and taste for idleness acquired. I
had abundant leisure in every day to amuse myself: but Zmy amusements
being
solitary or with children younger than myself, gave "little" stimulus to either
bodily or mental activity. _There" were wanting, in addition to the book-lessons
which were the staple of my instruction, well devised practical lessons, exercising
the hands, and the head in directing the hands, and necessitating careful observation. and adaptation of means to ends t. °1 had also ° the great misfortune of having,
in domestic matters, everything done for me. Circumstanced
as 1 was, nothing but
being thrown as much as possible, in daily matters, upon my own powers of
contriving and of executing could have given Pme the proper use of my faculties for
the occasions of life. This discipline, I presume my father did not see the necessity
of: and it would never have occurred to my mother, who without misgivings of any
sort worked from morning till night for her children f'.
R19/20. a leaf headed "between 19 and 20,'" is a rewritten, expanded version of the present
Early Draft text at 32.19-32 ("The experiment.,
good it effected."). After Mill drafted the
_-k[Earher verston.] which was partl3, intentional on his part, of my hawng no playfellow.,,or
associates amongother boys. since ffI had, the boddy exercises 1should have been led to cultwate and
the actwity of some sort. and adaptation of means to ends which m_ghthave been called forth, would
probabl) have made a dlfterence for the better [In the mtermedtate verston (R242v. in whwh HTM
interhned "dexterttyand agihty" above "practwal skill and contrwance" ) Mill added at this point
Somesacrificemthis respecthe wasno doubt wilhngto make, asthe price of my escaping thecontagion
of boys"society But whalehe saved me from the demorahzmg effects of school life, he made no effort
to provideme withany substRuteforits pract_cahzmginfluences. Whatever quahues he, probably, had
acquired w_thoutdifficultyor specml instruction, he seemsto have supposed that I ought to acqmre as
easily, and b_tterreproaches for being deficient m them, were nearl,, all the help be ever gave me
towardsacqumng them. In the present extractHTM changed "otherwtse" fthefirst word ofthe passage
to whwh thts note ts appended) to "raorall_".]
t-t[lntermedtate verston m R25:r,] as I had no boy companions, and the ammat need of physlcal
actwlty being satisfiedby walking, my amusements, which were mostly solitary, were almost all of a
qmeLif nota bookishturn. and gave hule sumulus to any kind of even mental actwlty other than that
which wasalready called forthby my studies
"-_[Earher verston.] no [At left. opposite the last clause of thts sentence, HTM pencdled an
exclamauon markand a quesuon mark. and commented, "It t_ always the eldest son of a large tamily
whotsespecmlly the acttve and acting spirit" ]
"-_[Earherverston.]The deficiencym myeducation as regards this mostvitalpoint consisted I think
mtwo things, first,that there
°-°[Earlier version:] This reqmslte my father didnot provide. And. what was still more fatal. I had
P-P[lnterme&ateverston m R25er:] my practical faculties their fair share of developement. Along
with this. I requmed, m addition to the book-lessons which were the staple of my instruction, well
devisedpractical lessons, exercising the hands, and the head m directing the hands, and necessitating
carefulobservatton, and adaptationof means toends. But myfather had not bestowedthe same amount
of thoughtand attenuon on th_s,as on most other branchesof education: and las m some other pointsof
mytumon) he seems to have expected effects w_thoutcauses
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passage on manual dexterity m R23-5, revssedand condensed it in R242-252, and hnally
omsttedstaltogetherin the EarlyDrafttext at 36.14-40.12 (seethe precedingheadnote), he
insertedpartsof it intoan earhersummaryparagraphby rewritingthepresent32.19-32 as
R19/20. Possibly the new versiondid not meetHTM's approval,for Mill set st aside and
returnedto thetextthat he had had in thefirstplace. (Afterherdeathhe introducedinto bss
laterdraftm the ColumbiaMSthe passage endingChapter_--37.36-39.39 m the present
volume--which, of the threeversionsinthe rejectedleaves, ts closest m wordingtothat of
R24-_-252.)Theextractincludedhere representstextthatwas to havebeeninsertedafterthe
sentenceendingat 32.27. Two othervariantsfromR19/20 aregiven m textualnotes on pp
32-3.
indeed, my deficiency in these qualities caused the results of my educauon to
appear, in some respects, less advantageous than they really were, since st made
my acquisition of those active and practical capacities which my father's discipline
did not in the same degree provide for, slow and imperfect. The education he gave
me was, considered in itself, much more fitted for training me to know than to do.
Most boys acquire whatever they do acquire of bodily dexterity or practical skill
and contrivance, by their own spontaneous activity when left to themselves, or by
competition and conflict with other boys. It was a main point with my father to save
me from the contagion of boys" society; and though 1 had ample leisure in every
day to amuse myself, my voluntary amusements were almost all of a qmet. and
generally of a bookish turn, and gave little sumulus to any kind of even mental
activity other than that which was already called forth by my studies. Whatever
deficiencies these causes had a tendency to produce, would in the case of a
naturally quick, or a naturally energetic youth, have rapidly disappeared on the
first contact with the world. But with me, the discipline of life m this respect was
long and severe, and even at last, was but imperfectly effectual. This, however,
was not owing to the mode of my education but to natural slowness and to a certain
mental and moral indolence which, but for the immense amount of mental
cultivation which my father gave me, would probably have prevented me from
either being or doing anything worthy of note.
R31-7
R31-7 containthe first version of the presentEarly Drafttext at 50.22-58.15 ("as if the
agents.. , by the beautiful"). Of the extractglven here. from R31v-34r, the firstthree
paragraphswerecondensedintothe single paragraphbeginningat 52.14, andtheremaining
sentences(which do not constitutea complete paragraph)were replaced by the first two
sentencesof the paragraphbeginning at 54.11. Following the extract, the text of R34r
continuesas at 54.20, "I was a morefrequentvisitor.. .'"Othervariantsfrom R31.34-7
are givenin textualnotes on pp. 50-2 and 54-8.
Personally I beheve my father to have had much greater capaciues of feeling
than were ever developed in him, He resembled almost all Englishmen in being
ashamed of the signs of feeling, and by the absence of demonstration, starvmg the
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feelings themselves. In an atmosphere of tenderness and affection he would have
been tender and affectionate: but his ill assorted marriage and his asperities of
temper disabled him from making such an atmosphere, I once heard him say. that
there was always the greatest sympathy between him and h_s children until the time
of lessons began, but that the lessons always destroyed it. Certainly his children till
six or seven years old always liked him and were happy in his presence, and he
liked them and had pleasure in talking to them and in interesting and amusing them:
and it is equally true that after the lessons began, _fear of his severity sooner or later
swallowed up all other feelings towards him." This is true only of the elder
children: with the byoungerb he followed an entirely different system, to the great
comfort of the later years of his life. But in respect to what I am here concerned
with, the moral agencies which acted on myself, it must be mentioned as a most
baneful one, that my father's _children neither loved him, nor, with any warmth of
affection, any one else. _ I do not mean that things were worse in this respect than
they are in most English families; in which genuine affection is altogether exceptional; what is usually found bemg more or less of an attachment of mere habit, like
that to inanimate objects, and a few conventional proprieties of phrase and
demonstration. I believe there ais less personal affection in England than in any
other country of which I know anything, and I give my father's family not as
peculiar in this respect but only as a too faithful exemplification of the ordinary
fact. That rarity in England, a really warm hearted mother, would in the first place
have made my father a totally different being, and in the second would have made
the children grow up loving and being loved. But my mother, with the very best
intentions, only knew how to pass her life in drudging for them. Whatever she
could do for them she did, and they liked her, because she was kind to them, but to
make herself loved, looked up to, or even obeyed, required qualities which she
unfortunately did not possess.
I thus grew up in the absence of love and in the presence of fear: and many and
indelible are the effects of this bringing-up, in the stunting of my moral growth, a
One of these, which it would have required a quick sensibility and impulsiveness
of natural temperament to counteract, was habitual reserve. Without knowing or
believing that I was reserved, I grew up with an instinct of closeness, el had no one
a-_[ At left, opposite this passage and the next two sentences, HTM commented "1do not beheve it ts
possible for a parent to teach their own children effectually wtthout the exerc,se of a degree of severt_"
and authort_ which will make it tmpossible that the children should love them It is easter for a young
person to like a schoolmaster--partly
because many other youths go thro the same dtsciphne, the
severt_' therefore does not seem so personal besides however some youth may respect and even like a
schoolmaster the), do not tenderly love him the personal suffering voluntarily inflwted ts probabl)
incompatible with tender love on etther side". ]
b-b[Earlier vers,on :] three youngest
c-C[Altered by HTM to read: elder children neither loved him, nor any one else. At this point Mill
originally continued (but did not complete the sentence before deleting). Things would have been very.
different ff under the influence of a mother of strong good sense and]
a-a[Marked (beginning at the top of a new page) with a line m the margin by HTM]
_-_613[Deleted by HTM]
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to whom I desired to express everything which I felt: and" the only person I was in
communication with. to whom I looked up. I had too much fear of. to make the
communication to him of any act or feeling ever a matter of frank impulse or
spontaneous inclination. Instead of a character whose instinct and habit are
openness, but who can command reserve when duty or prudence require It, my
circumstances tended to form a character, close and reserved from habit and want
of impulse, not from will, and therefore, while destitute of the frank communicativeness which wins and deserves sympathy, yet continually failing in retinence
where it is suitable and desirable.
Another evil I shared with many of the sons of energetic fathers, t To have been,
through childhood, under the constant rule of a strong will, certainly is not
favourable to strength of will. t I was so much accustomed to expect to be told what
to do, either in the form of direct command or of rebuke for not doing it, that I
acquired a habit of leaving my responsibility as a moral agent to rest on my father,
my conscience never speaking to me except by his voice. The things | ought not to
do were mostly provided for by his precepts, rigorously enforced whenever
violated, but the Uthlngs which I ought to do I hardly ever did of my own mere
motion, but waited till he told me to do them: and if he forbore or forgot to tell me,
they were generally left undone. I thus acquired a habit of backwardness, of
waiting to follow the lead of others, an absence of moral spontaneity, an inactivity
of the moral sense and even to a large extent, of the intellect, unless roused by the
appeal of some one else.--for which a hlargeh abatement must be made from the
benefits, either moral or intellectual, which flowed from any other part of my
education, g
Before taking leave of this first period of my life it may seem that something
ought to be said of the persons with whom my father habitually associated and to
some of whom, it may be supposed, I was not a stranger. 'But I cannot trace to
them any other influence on my development,' than what was due to such of my
father's conversations with them as I had an opportunity of listening to. JMy
father's narrow income, previous to his appointment from the East India Company, and his unwillingness to invite any persons to his house whom he could not,
as he said, make as comfortable as they were at home, caused the habitual
f fl Marked with a line m the margin by HTM. at left, opposite the last etght words of the sentence, she
pencilled two X's and a quesnon mark. ]
g-g[Marked (begmnmg at the top of a new page) wtth a hne m the margin bx HTM]
h-h[Earlier verston:] terrible
'-'[At left HTM pencilled a question mark and querted "how shd you 9,, In revtsmg thts paragraph m
the final Early Draft text Mill copted the openmg sentence verbattm, and for the whole oJ the second
wrote: But I cannot trace to any of them. considered mdwiduall), any mfluence on my developement
After HTM marked the two sentences there, he reduced them to the seven-word preposmonat phrase
that appears above at 54.11. l
)-r614[All but the last etght words are deleted by HTM, who underscored and pencilled a quesnon
mark oppostte "narrow", pencilled "revlsal", "mesqutn', a large X. and "omtt or remark upon" at
various places oppostte the next several hnes, and then rewrote the sentence to read, up to thts point
The habitual frequenters of my father's house were]

--
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frequenters of his house to be 2 limited to a very few persons, mostly little known,
but whom personal worth, and more or less of congeniality with his opinions (then
not so frequently to be met with as since) disposed him to cultivate, kHis other
friends he saw at their own houses; saving an occasional call which as they knew
how important his time was to him they rarely made k except for some special
purpose, t Such occasional calls (from my being a habitual inmate of my father's
study) made me acquainted with the most intimate and congenial of his friends,
David Ricardo, who by his benevolent countenance
and kindliness of manner was
very attractive to "young persons m, and who after I became a student of political
economy sometimes had me to breakfast and walk with him in order to discuss nor
(as a more correct description of the relation which could exist between him and
me) to examine me in n political economy.
R105-6
R105-6 contain the first version of the present Early Draft text at 170.13-174.24 ("length;
but I...
progress in my"), which, with text given and described in the note on p. 168,
originally followed the paragraph ending at 168.5. In expanding and rearranging the
materials of these two leaves, Mill first inserted additional leaves before and after them, and
then discarded R105-6 altogether, rewriting what remained of their text in a new leaf
containing the present 172.10-30 ("the theological..,
replaced by others."). The extract
given here, all but the first word ("length.") and the last five lines of R105-6, is a
continuation of the new paragraph described at p. 168n. The cancelled last five lines of
R106v contain most of the first sentence of the paragraph beginning at 174.22.
But I was struck with the ability, knowledge and large views of the men. I was kept
au courant of their progress by one of their most enthusiastic disciples, Gustave
d'Eichthal, who about that time passed a considerable period in England: and from
this time forward I read nearly everything they wrote. The scheme gradually
unfolded by them, the management of the labour and capital of the community for
the national account, classing all persons according to their capacity and rewarding
them according to their works, appeared to me a far superior kind of Socialism to
Owen's: their aim seemed to me perfectly rational, and though the machinery for
attaining it could not possibly be worked, the proclamation (I thought) of such an
ideal of human society could not but be calculated to give a very beneficial
direction to the efforts of others for the improvement
of society as already
constituted. I honoured them above all for the boldness and freedom from prejudice with which they proclaimed the perfect equality of men and women and '_an
entirely new order of things '_ in regard to the relations between the sexes: a merit
which the other great French socialist Fourier possesses in a still greater degree.
k-_[Alteredby HTM to read" His other friendshe saw occasionallybut as they knew how Important
Mstimewas to Mmthey rarely came (she then apparently marked the entire sentencefor deletion)]
([Cancelledtext:] I therefore saw httle of mostof them, and some notat all
=-m[Earher version:] me
_-"[Alteredby HTM to read:questions of]
_-"[Earlierversion:] a regime of freedom
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This however is an anticipation. At the time of which 1 am now speaking, the
only very strong impression which I received from anything connected with St.
Simonism was derived from an early writing of__Augu_s.te
Comte, who then called
himself in the title page an 61_veof Saint Simon. In this tract M. Comte announced
the doctrine which he has since so copiously dlustrated of the natural succession of
three states in every branch of knowledge, first, the theological, second, the
metaphysical, and third, the positive stage: and contended that social science must
be subject to the same law; that the feudal and Catholic system was the last phasis
of the theological state of the social science, Protestantism the commencement and
the doctrines of the French Revolution the consummation of its metaphysical, and
that its positive state was yet to come. This doctnne harmonized very well with my
existing notions; I already regarded the m6t_hoclsof physical Science as the proper
modelsTo-F'political:but one important point in the parallelism much insisted on by
M. Comte, had not befo.___(e
occurred t0 me. In mathematics and physics what is
called the liberty of conscience, or the right of private judgment, is merely
nominal: though in no way restrained by law, the liberty is not exercised: those
who have studied the subject are all of the same opinion; if any one rejected what
has been proved by demonstration or experiment, he would be thought to be
asserting no right but the right of being a fool: those who have not studied these
sciences take their conclusions on trust from those who have, and the practical
world goes on incessantly applying laws of nature and conclusions of reasoning
which it receives on the faith not of its own reason but of the authority of the
instructed. Hitherto it had n_o_t
occu_¢_[_o me.that the case would be the same in the
moral, social , _
branches of speculation if they were equally advanced
with the physical, bI had always identified deference to authority with mental
slavery arfd-ffi_repression of individual thought. I now perceived that these indeed
are the means by which adtacrence is enforced to opinions from which at least a
minority of thinking and instructed persons dissent; but that when all such persons
are as nearly unanimous, as they are in the more advanced of the physical Sciences,
their authority will have an ascendancy which will be increased, not diminished,
by the inteqlectual andsclentific cultivation of the multitude, who, afterlemming all
which their c_i'cu_mstancespermit, can do nothing wiser than rely for all beyond on
the knowlede_f
the more highly instructed. I did not become one atom less
zealous for increasing the knowledge and improving the understanding of the
b-_16[Earlier version:] My hopes of improvement in these respects had hitherto rested upon the
reason of the multitude, improved as I hoped it might be by education Ihenceforth saw that th_s was not
the best, and not even a reasonable, hope, Without becoming m the smallest degree less zealous for
every practicable increase of the knowledge and improvement of the understanding of the man_. 1 sa_
that they were never likely to be qualified for judges in the last resort of polincal any more than of
physical truths; that what was wanted was such an lmprovemem in the methods of polmcal and social
philosophy, as should enable all thinking and instructed persons, who have no sinister interest, to be of
one mind on these subjects, as they are on subjects of physical science: after whtch the more the
intelligence of the general multitude became Improved. the more they would appreciate the greater
knowledge and more exercised judgment of the instructed and the more disposed they would be to defer
to their opinion
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mass; but 1no longer believed that the fate of mankind depended on the possibility
of making all of them competent judges of questions of government and legislation. From this time my hopes of improvement rested less on the reason of the
multitude, than on the possibility of effecting such an improvement in the methods
of political and social philosophy, as should enable all thinking and instructed
persons who have no sinister interest to be so nearly of one mind on these subjects,
as to carry the multitude with them by their u_nitgdauthority b. This was a view of
matters which, as it seemed to me, had been overlooked, or its importance not
seen, by my first instructors: and it served still further to widen the distance
between my present mode of thinking, and that which I had learnt from Bentham
and my father.
Rll3,

109

R113contains the first versionof the present Early Draft text at 182.7-29 ("the manuscript
• . . infimtely more."), and originally provided the text between 182 7 and the new
paragraph beginning at 188 I. In a subsequent rearrangement of materials, m which the
paragraph on doctrinal differences with his father (p. 188) was moved from its original
posluonbefore the two paragraphs on the Austlns (pp. 184, 186)to its present position after
them,Mill rewrote only this one leaf--in Rl09 (a fair copy that he then further revised and
recopiedas the present 182.7ff. )--making the rest of the alteration by reorderingleaves and
deletingparts of the text on some pages and recopying them at left on others• Variantsfrom
R113,109 are given in textual notes on pp. 182-3.
R119-21
Afterthe paragraphending at 190.28, Mill wrote, mainly in R 119-21, what wereoriginally
the last three paragraphs of Part I of the draft. In rearranging the materials of Part II (see the
next headnote), he moved the first two of these paragraphs and part of the third to a later
position m the text, and recopied them as the present 202.1-206.25. Varmnts from
R119-20 are given in textual notes on pp. 202, 204, and 206, The original conclusion of
Part1, which followed the sentence ending at 206.25, is transcribed here.
From this time to 1840, first in association with Molesworth, afterwards by
myself, I was the conductor of a political review. But this new phasis in my literary
existence belongs to a different period in my personal history, for which all that
preceded was of no value except as a preparation--that
in which I enjoyed the
friendship and was under the ennobling influence of one to whom I owe all that is
best, either in me or in what I have written, and compared with whom I am in
myself scarcely worthy of a passing thought.
RII. 1-8, 20, 24
"Part II" originally consisted of twenty-four separately numbered leaves--the present
RII.1-8, the eleven Early Draft leaves containing the text of 206.28-234.3 (plus text now
deleted), RII.20, the three Early Draft leaves containing 236.36-242.29. and RII.24. In
revising (to an extent following HTM's directions), Mill compressedRII. l-8--sixteen MS
pages on his relationship with his wife--into the seven MS pages containmg the present

:_
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192.1-198.14.
rewrote and repositioned
some of the remaining
matenal,
including the
paragraphs from R119-21
mentioned in the preceding headnote, and wrote three new leaves

(the text of 242.29-246.251 to replace the original abrupt conclusion on RI1.24. Even
though abouta third of tt is repeatedverbatim m the final versionof the EarlyDraft, weprint
here the complete text of RII.1-8 (all but the last eight lines, which begm a new paragraph
substantmllythe same as the present text at 206.25, "In the years between 1834 and
1840..."). Variants from RII.20.24 are given in textual notes on pp. 234-7 and 242,
Part II
My first introduction to the lady whose _friendship has been the honour and
blessing of my existence, and who after many years of confidential intimacy,
deigned to be" my wife, dates from has early as 1830 h. "Its origin or rather
occasion was the accident of a common acquaintance; but I have always been
convinced that sooner or later, and rather sooner than later, we should have found
each other out: for' both of us were at this time ardent seekers for persons of stmilar
opinions and of any mtellectual gifts. Had our acquaintance commenced later: had
her judgment of me been first formed in maturer years, it_would, probably, have
been far less favourable: but 1. at whatever period of life I had known her, must
always have felt her to be the most admirable person I had ever known, dand must
have made her approbation the guiding light and her sympathy the chief object of
my life, though to appreciate the greatness a and variety of her preeminence could
only have been possible after long and intimate knowledge, eto any one not on the
same exalted level as herself. To me, so inferior in nature and so widely different in
all previous discipline, a complete or adequate appreciation of her is impossible,
and such approach to it as 1have made has only been the effect of the long course of
education derived from the knowledge and contemplation of her. e
It is not to be supposed that she was, or that any one, at the age at which 1 first
saw her, could be all that she afterwards became. Least of all could this be true of
her, with whom self-improvement, progress in the highest and in all senses, was a
law of her nature: a necessity equally from the ardour with which she sought it, and
from the spontaneous tendency of faculties which could not receive an impression
or an experience without making it the source or the occasion of an accession of
wisdom. Up to the time when I knew her, her rich and powerful nature had chiefly
unfolded itself according to the received type of feminine genius. To her outer
circle she was a beauty, and a wit, fwith an air of natural distinction, felt by all who
approached herf: to the inner, a woman of deep and strong feeling, of penetrating
_-a[HTM underscored "existence" and "many years of confidential mttmacy", and wrote at left. and
who after twenty years of the most valuable friendship of my life became]
b-b[HTM deleted "as early as" and added at left. when I was m my 25th she in her 23d year]
c-¢[Deleted by HTM, who wrote at left three sentences that Mill copted mto the revised Early Draft
text almost verbanm" With her husband's family .. lasting impression (See 192.6-11 above.)}
a-a[Deleted (at the bottom of a page) by HTM]
e-e[Marked with a line m the margm by HTM]
f-Y[Earher version (one of several attempts):} and a most dlstmgute woman [deleted by HTM1
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and intuitive intelligence, and of a most meditative and poetic nature, gMorally she
was already so perfect that even she could not add anything to her type of
perfection in after life. g Every noble and beautiful quality seemed in its turn to be
her leading characteristic so long as only that side of her character was looked at.
The passion of justice might have been thought to be her strongest feeling, but for
her boundless generosity and a lovingness ever ready to pour itself forth upon any
or all human beings however unlike herself, if they did but shew a capacity of
making the smallest return of feeling or even a wish to have feeling bestowed on
them. Her unselfishness was not that of a taught system of duties, but of a heart
which thoroughly identified itself with the feelings of others, and even, imaginatively investing others with an intensity of feeling equal to its own, often took great
suffering upon itself to save others from pain which would have been comparatively small. She was by nature one of those who would have had most excuse for
thinking first of themselves, for her impulses were tenfold stronger, her pleasures
and pains tenfold more intense than those of common persons: yet to receive all
pleasure and all good from the love of others would to her have been the only
congenial state, and when she took concern for herself or asserted any claims of her
own, %very one h felt that the impersonal love of justice was speaking in her
neither more nor less than it would have spoken in behalf of a stranger or an enemy.
All the rest of her moral characteristics were those which naturally accompany
these qualities of mind and heart. The most genuine modesty combined with the
loftiest pride; a simplicity and sincerity which was absolute, towards all who were
fit to receive it; the utmost scorn of everything mean or cowardly, and indignation
at everything brutal or tyrannical, faithless or dishonourable in conduct or character: while making the broadest distinction between mala in se and mere mala
prohibita, between acts giving evidence of intrinsic badness of feeling and character, and those which are mere violations of conventions either good or bad, and
which whether in themselves right or wrong, may be done by persons otherwise
loveable or admirable.
Such a woman could not, except by the rarest destiny, be otherwise than alone in
the world, especially in a world like England. Married at *avery' early age, to a
most upright, brave, and honorable man, of liberal opinions Sand good education,
but not of the intellectual or artistic tastes which would have made him s a
companion for her, though a steady and affectionate friend, for whom she had true
esteem and _he strongest _ affection through life and whom she most deeply
lamented when dead', shut out by the social disabilities of women from any
adequate exercise of her higher faculties in action on the world without, her life
g-*[Marked with a hne znthe margm by HTM]
h-h[Altered by HTM to read: every good observer must have]
'-'[Earlier version. ] an [altered to final readmgfirst by HTM]
J-J[Earher version.] but of no intellectual or artistic tastes, nowise [altered tofinal reading first bv
HTM]
*-*[lnterlined tn pencil by HTM. then written over in mk by Mill]
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was one of reward meditation varied by familiar intercourse with a small circle of
friends, of whom one only l(a woman) l was a person of genius, or of capacities of
feeling or intellect kindred with her own, but all had more or less of alliance with
her in sentiments and opinions. Into this circle 1 had the good fortune to be
admitted, though it was "many" years before I could be said to be at all intimate
with her. nBut from the time when I could really call her my friend 1wished for no
other, nAll other persons whom I had known either had not the opimons or had not
the feehngs which were necessary to make them permanently valuable to me. In
her o complete emancipation from every kind of superstition, and an earnest
protest both against society as at present constituted, and against the pretended
perfection of the order of nature and the universe, resulted not from the hard
intellect but from strength of noble and elevated feeling, and coexisted with Pap
reverential nature. In general spiritual characterisncs as well as m temperament
and organization 1have often compared her, as she was at this time. to Shelley: but
in thought and intellect Shelley, so far as his powers were developed m his short
life, was but a child to her. I have never known any intellect in man or woman
which, taken for all in all, could be compared to hers. qAll other intellects when
looked at beside hers q seem to be but special talents,--a peculiar knack acquired
by study and practice of dealing with some one particular thing. On all subjects on
which she thinks, that is, on all great subjects of speculation and on all near
subjects of important practice, she goes quite down to the very heart and marrow of
the matter, severing and putting aside all irrelevancies and non-essentials, cleaving
through at one stroke all entanglements of verbal sophistry and haze of confused
conceptions. Alike in the highest regions of philosophy and in the smallest
practical concerns of daily life, her mind is always the same perfect mstrument;
always seizing the essential idea or principle, the cause on which the effect
depends, the precise end, and the precise obstacle to its attainment. The same
exactness and rapidity of operation pervading all her senses as well as her mental
faculties, would with her gifts of feeling and imagination have made her a
consummate artist tin any department in which she had had the requisite mechanical instructionr; as her tier3, and tender soul and her vigorous eloquence _would
have made her a great orator, and her coup d'0eil and power of practical combinanon might have made her a great general, if either carri_re s had been accessible to
women. But if I were to say in what above all she is preeminent, it is in her
I-l[Deleted by HTM]
"-re[Interlined tn pencil by HTM, then written over m znk by Mill]
"-"[Deleted by HTM]
°[Cancelled text'] alone [deleted first by HTM]
"-P[Earlier verston:] an origmally [altered to final readmg first by HTM]
q-q[Altered by HTM to read" Most intellects]
r-r[Deleted by HTM]
s-S[Altered by HTM to read" might have made an orator if any such carrieres ffor "a great orator"
Mdl first wrote "one of the greatest of orators" )]
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profound knowledge of human nature. To know all its depths and all its elevations
she had only to study herself: her knowledge of its varieties she owes to an
observation which overlooks nothing, and an activity of mind which converts
everything into knowledge. Hence while she sees farther 'than, as it appears to me,
any one else has clone into the possibilities and capabilities of the future', the
thoroughness of her insight into and comprehension of human beings as they are
preserves her from all miscalculations or illusions. Those who are dissatisfied with
human life as it is and whose feelings are wholly identified with its radical
amendment (as all the wisest and best of mankind are) have two main regions of
thought, _in both of which her intellect is supreme and her judgment infallible:"
One is the region of ultimate aims, the constituents of the highest realizable Ideal of
human life; the other is that of the immediately useful and practically attainable.
"Inboth of these ever since I knew her well, I have been entirely and in the fullest
sense her_upil." And to say truth, it is in these two extremes that the only real
certainty resides. My own strength, "such as it was (apart from the capacity of
appreciating and partly understanding things better and greater than myself, by
which alone I was or am in any degree worthy of her),'* lay wholly in the uncertain
and slippery intermediate region, that of theory, or so-called moral and pohtical
science: respecting the conclusions of which in any of the forms in which I have
received or originated them, whether as political economy, analytic psychology,
logic, philosophy of history, or anything else, it is not the least of my intellectual
obligations to her that I have derived from her a wise scepticism: which, while it
has not prevented me from following out the honest exercise of my thinking
faculties to whatever conclusions might result from it, has prevented me. I hope,
from holding or announcing those conclusions with a confidence which the nature
of such speculations does not warrant, and has kept my mind always open to admit
clearer perceptions and better evidence. XEverything in my later writings to which
any serious value can be attached, everything either far reaching in speculation or
genial in tone and feeling and sympathetic with humanity, everything to which the
Political Economy in particular owes its reputation and which is thought to
distinguish it Yto its advantage:' from other treatises under the same name, is in all
'-'[Earlier vers,on "] into the possibdlties and capabihties of the future than those who are reputed the
most dreamy enthusiasts [altered several times by both Mill and HTM, the laner first writing the version
that Mill accepted as final. She also marked the entire sentence with a line In the margin ]
"-"[Deleted by HTM, who also underscored "'infallible" and penctlled "unerring 9,, at left]
_-V[Marked with a large X and a line m the margin by HTM, who also deleted the last eight or nme
words of the sentence and interhned "derived &c" above "'been'" ]
w-W[Deleted by HTM]
_-_21 [Marked with a line in the margin by HTM, who pencilled some for_' or fif_' words at left, now
erased and largely illegible, begmnmg: "'It is a subject on which we have often umted as shewmg

[_] ..."]
Y-Y[Earher version:] radically
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essentials not my writing but hers: and still more will this be the case with what
remains to be written in order to bring our opinions fully before the world. _
It is : less obvious what even in the immaturity of her powers and of her
experience, could attract her to me, than me to her; or what, peculiarly valuable to
her, she could find in such a type of character as mine _: but a thorough agreement
in opimon is to any one, especially to a young person opposed to the reigning
opinions," always a support, especlally when the concurring minds have been very
differently formed and trained and have arrived at their conclusions by very,
different paths. To her who had reached her opinions by the moral intuition of a
character of strong feehng, there was doubtless help as well as encouragement to
be derived from one who had arrived at many of the same results by study and
reasoning. It was also a strong link between us that we felt alike on that most vital
question, the social position of women: whose subordination, by law and custom,
to men, we regarded as the last remaining form of primeval tyranny and seffage,
and whose equal admissibility to all occupations and equal participanon in all
rights, we deemed not only to be the clear dictate of justice, but to be an essential
condition of any great improvement in mankind either indwidually or socially. It
would give a totally false idea of her character if I were not to say, that her strong
feeling on this b point was the effect of principle, and not of any desire on her own
part to mingle in the turmoil and strife of the occupations which the dominant sex
has hitherto reserved to itself. 'Though her education had been masculine, her
personal habits and tastes were alF peculiarly feminine; her feelings and inclinations all pointed to a life not of self-help or self-assertion but of loving rehance on
the love and care of others, dThe importance she attached to the social independence and equal rights of women, arose from two of the principal features of her
character, her love of justice and her sense of dignity. How indeed can either of
these feelings, when a genuine outgrowth of the individual nature, and not a matter
of arbitrary convention as much as any of the rules of deportment, tolerate that a
human being should be marked out from birth to be the mere appendage of some
other? Those most capable of the abnegation of any separate self, and merging of
the entire being with that of another, which is the characteristic of strong passion
eor rather, which strong passion in its most passionate moments strives to realize e.
_[Cancelled text:] much [deleted first b3 HTM, who marked the ennre sentence with a hne tn the
margin and pencilled several words at left, now erased and (except for "I mentton"[ 9] and "attainments'" ) illegible]
_-_[Earher version '] . My pnnclpal recommendanon, besides that of strong admtratlon and desire
for sympathy with her, was our thorough agreement m opinion, which to any one. especmlly to a young
person opposed to the relgmng opinions, is [altered tofinal readmgfirst b5 HTM]
b[CanceUed text:] most essentml
¢-*[Earlier verszon:] Her educauon, her personal habits and tastes were all ]HTM deleted "'Her
educatton'" and "all", and wrote several words, non' erased and tllegible, at left. ]
d-a622[Marked with a line in the margm by' HTM]
_-_[Deleted byHTM]
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are precisely those who would disdain to be the objects of this self-annihilating
feeling unless Ythe renunciation of any separate existence is equally complete on
both sides f and unless it comes from the spontaneous impulse of individual feeling
and not from social ordinances prescribing that one half of all human character
shall develope itself in this way or have no developement at all. But men have first
decreed that women shall have no passions except personal passions, and have
then erected one of the natural promptings of strong personal passion into the ideal
standard of womanly perfection, from which they endeavour to reap a double
advantage: first, the pleasure, the convenience and the vanity of being all in all to
their nearest companion without her being all in all to them; and next that in the
pursuit of their other objects they not only have not to contend with women as
competitors but can exploiter their enthusiasm and their quick practical sagacity
for the interests of their own success. And then because the feelings of women
being denied any other outlet, flow into the channel dug for them with a force
propomoned to the capacity of strong feeling with which they are naturally
endowed, the inference is drawn that this is the channel demanded by their own
nature and that a woman who claims admission to any other, does so because she
has not the feelings which, by this kind of practical petitio principii', have been
decided to be womanly, d If the commonest laws of human nature did not prove it,
my wife is a sufficient proof by example that whoever has the greatest and fullest
measure of the feelings that produce self devotion to another or others, is also the
best qualified for any other field of action, great or small, and must ever protest
inwardly (unless her nature itself is bowed to the yoke of her circumstances)
against the stupid and selfish social arrangements which compel her, if she acts at
all, however the planning and originating mind and the commanding faculties may
be on her side, to act solely through another.
The influence of this most precious friendship upon my own mental developement was of a twofold nature. The first. Sand that of which I earliest reaped the full
benefit: was her effect on my ideal standard of character. My conception of the
highest worth of a human being, was immeasurably enlarged and exalted, hwhile
at the same time this larger ideal was filled and satisfied by her ' in a manner in
which no one had ever before satisfied even the far inferior ideal which I had
conceived previously. This first kind of influence was not so properly her
influence,
as h the effect on my own thoughts and feelings of new experience and
new _subjects of contemplation:. The second was tile direct operation of her
/-/[Earlier version:] they give it m as full measure as they receive it
g 8[Deleted by HTM. who marked the rest ofthzs sentence and the nextfive sentences (through "now
found one.") with a line tn the margin]
h-h[Altered by HTM to read" This was]
'[Cancelled text:] as a really existing character
J-:[Earher verston:] objects of contemplation which she afforded to me [HTM underscored "'objects" and wrote "Subjects" at left.]
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intellect and character upon mine, and this k came to its full height only gradually,
with the increasing maturity of her own thoughts and powers t. But at a very.early
period of my knowledge of her she became to me a living type of the most
admirable kind of human being. I had always wished for a friend whom I could
admire wholly, without reservation and restriction, and 1 had now found one. To
render this possible, it was necessary that the "object of my admiranon m should be
of a type very different from my own; should be a character preeminently of
feeling, combined however as I had not in any other instance known it to be, with a
vigorous and bold speculative intellect. Hers was not only nail this but the
perfection of _ a poetic and artistic nature. °With how eminent a practical capacity
these endowments were combined, I only understood by degrees: but the rest was
enough without this to make me feel that in any true classification of human beings,
such as I are only fit to be the Psubjects p and qministers q of such as her; and that the
best thing I, in particular, could do for the world, would be to serve as a sort of
prose interpreter of her poetry, giving a logical exposition to those who have more
understanding than feeling, of the reasonableness of that which she either knew by
the experience or divined by the intuition of tone of the richest and strongest of
natures guided by the most unselfish and highminded of characters', o
Accordingly the first years of _my friendship with her _ were, in respect of my
own development, mainly years of poetic culture. It is hardly necessary to say that
I am not now speaking of written poetry, either metrical or otherwise: though 1 did
cultivate this taste as well as a taste for paintings and sculptures, and did read with
enthusiasm her favorite poets, especially the one whom she tplaced far above' all
others, Shelley. But this was merely accessary. The real poetic culture was, that
my faculties, "such as they were, u became more and more attuned to the beautiful
and elevated, in all kinds, and especially in human feeling and character 'and more
capable of vibrating in unison with it". Wln the same proportion, and by a natural
consequence, I became less excitable by anything else. All _ society and personal
intercourse became burthensome to me except with those in whom I recognized.
k[Cancelted text:] though considerable from the first [deleted first by HTM, who wrote several
words, now erased and Illegible, at left]
t[Cancelled text:] : as will be abundantly shewn m the sequel
"-"[ Underscored and marked with a questton mark by HTM]
"-"[Altered by HTM to read: this but m a high degree]
°-°[Marked wtth a line in the margin b3 HTM]
P-P[Altered by HTM to read: followers]
q-q[Earher version:] servants
r-r[Altered by HTM to read. a rich and strong nature]
"-'[Altered by HTM to read: our acquaintance]
'-qAltered by HTM to read" preferred to]
"-_[Deleted by HTM]
_-_[Deleted by HTM]
_-_[Deleted by HTM, who wrote at left" "explain how what ts called soclet_ always becomes
burthensome to persons of any capacity and therefore espeoallv to those who requtre a real mterchange of ideas to make a change from sohtude refreshing--not
wearysome"]
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along with more or less sympathy of opinion, at least a strong taste for elevated and
poetic feeling, if not the feeling itself, q gradually withdrew myself from much of
the society which I had frequented: _ though 1 _still retained unabated _ interest in
radical politics and kept up my connexion with such of the rising or promising
politicians on the radical side, as 1 had ever been intimate with. I even became
more involved in political and literary relations than I had ever been before,
through the foundation, as 1have already mentioned, by Sir William Molesworth
of a new radical review, to be entirely under my direction.
"-_[Deleted b) HTM]
'-'[Altered by HTM to read. acquired increased]

Appendix H
Helen Taylor's

Continuation

of the Autobiography

AMONGTHE MSSm the Mill-Taylor Collecuon, British Library of Political and Economic
Science, is a two-page draft continuation of the Autobtography by Helen Taylor, relating
events of Mill's life in 1870 (the year m which he left off writing the work) and the two
following years. No doubt originally intended as an end-note or appen&x, the draft appears
unfinished, possibly because the writer could not bring herself to describe Mill's final dlness
and death, perhaps merely because she did not complete the account before the work was
transcribed and ready for the press. The text given here ignores cancellations, false starts,
and other evidences that the MS is a first draft.
The last portion of this memoir was written, at Avignon, in the winter of 18691870. The works mentioned in the concluding paragraph are two--one
on S_ocialism upon which the author was still occupied to the last, and which therefore is in
an incomplete state; and one on Theism which he had finished, but kept by him, as
was his custom with most of his works, for further consideration and retouching.
The last_e-e3_e-ars of his life were fully occupied with literary work in addition to
these more important productions;
and he himself was of opinion that if his life
were prolonged to complete it, his work on Socialism would rank as, at the least,
on a level with that on Representative
Government.
Of his work on Theism the
world will be able to judge.
Early in the year 1870 he was in England and delivered a speech at a meeting
held at the Hanover Square Rooms in favour of women's suffrage, l*j This was the
last speech he spoke on that subject with the exception of one at Edinburgh m
January 1871 .I+l During the year 1870 he wrote three articles for the Formightly
[*Speech to the National Society for Women's Suffrage, in the Hanover Square Rooms,
on 26 Mar., 1870 (see the reports on 28 Mar. m The Ttmes, p. 5, the DailyNews, p. 2, and
the Daily Telegraph, p. 3). The speech was printed m Report of a Meetmg of the London
National Socieo'for Women's Suffrage ....
March 26th, 1870 (London. n.p , 1870), pp.
4-9.]
[tSpeech in the Music Hall, Edinburgh, on 12 Jan., 1871 (see the report m The Times, 13
Jan., p. 3, and a leading article in the Daily Telegraph. 14 Jan., p. 5). The speech was
printed m Women's Suffrage. Great Meeting m Edinburgh . . . on 12th January 1871
(Edinburgh: pnnted Grelg, 1871 ), pp. 7-12. ]
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Review; one on Professor Cliffe Leslie's work on the Land Systems of different
countries; one on Taine's work De l'lntelligence and one on "Treaty Obligations": 1.1he also wrote two letters to the Times in the month of November 1870 on
the same topic. I*J They were called forth by a cry, that arose at that time in a
portion of the English press, for plunging England into a war with Russia They
were the first protest that appeared in any well known name against such a war;
they called forth others and helped to calm down the warlike excitement that was
being aroused.
In 1871 he spoke at a public meeting called by the Land Tenure Reform
Association, a speech which was afterwards published by the Association. t*l
Dunng that year he was much occupied with the subject of Land Tenure. He wrote
for the Land Tenure Association a programme or Expositor 3, Statement, t_j setting
forth his scheme of reform, and explaining his idea of the equitable claim of the
State, as representing the Community, to the increase in the value of land that may
arise from the labour of the community as a whole, and at the same time,
suggesting the appropriation of this increased value by means of a land tax. Sir
Henry Maine's work on Village Communities interested him greatly at this time,
bearing as it does on the question of the tenure of land. and he wrote a review of it
for, the Fortnightly Review, published in May 1871. [_jThe illness and death of his
old friend Mr. Grote; the threatening illness of a younger but not less valued friend
to whom he looked as the naan_h_t_u_alkfied to carry on his own work; [N_
and the
failing health of a member of his own family, I**j combined to depress his spirits
[*Professor Leslie on the Land Question," Formtghtly Review, n.s. VII (June. 1870),
641-54, reviewing T. E. C. Leslie, Land Systems and lndustmal Economy of Ireland,
England, and Contmental Countrtes (London: Longmans, Green, 1870); "Taine's De
l'intelhgence," n.s. VIII (July, 1870), 121-4, reviewing H]ppolyte Taine, De l'intelligence, 2 vols. (Pans: Hachette, 1870): and "'Treaty Obhgations," n.s. VII1(Dec., 1870),
715-20. The three articles were reprinted (posthumously) in D&D, Vol. IV, pp. 86-110,
t 11-18, and 119-29, respectively: the first two in CW. Vol. V, pp. 669-85, and Vol. XI,
pp. 441-7.]
[*"Mr. Mill on the Treaty of 1856,'" The Times, 19 Nov., 1870, p. 5: "'TheTreaty of
1856," ibid., 24 Nov., 1870, p. 3.]
[*Speechm the Freemasons' Hall, Great Queen St.. on 15 May, 1871 (see the reports on
16May m the Daily News, p. 2. and the Daily Telegraph, p. 2, and on 17 MayIn The Times,
p. 7). Printed m Land Tenure Reform Associanon. Report of the Inaugural Puhhc Meeting....
15th May, 1871 (London: Land Tenure Reform Association, 1871): reprinted
(posthumously) in D&D. Vol. IV, pp. 251-65. ]
[§Programmeof the Land TenureReform Association, wtthan Explanato_' Statementb)
John Stuart Mill (London: Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 187I); reprinted (posthumously)in D&D, Vol. IV, pp. 239-50, and in CW, Vol. V, pp. 687-95.]
[S"Maineon Village Communities," Formtghtly Review, n.s. IX (May, 1871), 543-56
(reprinted, posthumously, in D&D, Vol. IV, pp. 130-53). reviewing HenryJames Sumner
Maine, Village-Commumnes in the East and West (London: Murray, 1871).]
IllJohn Elliot Caimes. ]
[**I.e., Helen Taylor herself.]
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during the spring and summer of this year and he derived so little benefit from
several botanizing excursions he took with an old friend I*j in Comwali. Yorkshire
and Scotland, that there seemed danger of his own health giving way. A fex_'weeks
in Switzerland and a residence at Avignon however produced the effect that
mountain air and a southern climate seldom failed to produce on him, and he
seemed to have recovered his usual health. In November 1871 he pubhshed, in the
Fortnightb" Review, an article on Berkeley's Life and Writings, suggested by
Professor Fraser's new edition of Berkeley's Work_.l_l
In the first half of 1872 he was chiefly occupied with the preparation of a new
edition of his System ofLogicJ *j upon which he bestowed more than usual ume
and labour. The summer of that year was spent in the Alps of Tyrol, Styna,
Carinthia, Carniola, Friuli and Venetia, and it was his invariable custom to do no
literary work dunng the excursions he took for health, in the autumn and winter he
wrote a review of Grote's Aristotle, published in the Fortmghtly Review for
January 1873. and two articles for the Examiner (published January 4th and 1lth,
1873) on Land Reform. I§j
[*AlexanderIrvine.]
[+"Berkeley's Life and Writings." fortmght/y Review, n.s X (Nov.. 1871), 505-24
(reprinted. posthumously, m D&D, Vol IV, pp 154-87, and in Cg': Vol. XI, pp.
449-71 ), reviewing Alexander Campbell Fraser, ed.. The Works oj George Berke/e),
4 vols. (Oxford:Clarendon Press, 1871) ]
[(The 8th ed. (London:Longmans, Green. Reader,and Dyer, 1872),]
[_"Grote's Aristotle." Fortmghtly Review, n.s XIII (Jan., 1873L 27-50 (repnnted,
posthumously, in D&D, Vol IV. pp. 188-230, and in CW. Vol. X1, pp 473-510).
reviewing George Grote, Aristotle. ed. Alexander Barn and George Croom Robertson,
2 vols. (London: Murray, 1872); and "Advice to Land Reformers," Examiner, 4 Jan..
1873, pp. 1-2, and "Should Public Bodies Be Reqmredto Sell Their Lands?" ibid.. 11
Jan., 1873. pp. 29-30 (both reprinted, posthumously, under the title "Advice to Land
Reformers,"in D&D, Vol. IV, pp. 266-77).]

Appendix I
Bibliographic

Index of Persons and Works Cited, with Variants and Notes

LIKEMOSTNINETEENTH-CENTURY
AUTHORS,Mill is somewhat cavaher in his attitude to
sources, seldom identifying them with sufficient care, and frequently quoting them inaccurately. This appendix is intended to help correct these deficiencies, and to serve as an index
of names and titles (which are consequently omitted in the analytic Index). Included here
also are (at the end of the appendix) references to parliamentary bills, petitions, reports, and
evidence, which are entered m order of date under the heading "Parliamentary Papers and
Petitions," and references to British and tone instance) French statute law, which are
entered in order of date under the heading "Statutes." The material otherwise is arranged in
alphabetical order, with an entry for each person or work reviewed, quoted, or referred to in
the text proper and in Appendices A-H (those in the appendices are given in italic type).
References to mythical and fictional characters are excluded, as are references to real people
that occur in quotations from, or derive from, poems and fictional works, unless Mill
comments on them as historical figures. Cztations to Appendix A include the works Mill
used in writing "The History of Rome," but not the people, real or mythical, in that history.
In the footnotes to the text, references to musical works give names and dates: here that
information is supplemented with details of their first publication in England. References to
the Early Draft of the Autobiography are given in italic type; if the reference merely
duplicates that in the final version of the Autobtography, the reference to the Early Draft is
given in parentheses following that to the final version (as the texts are printed on facing
pages, with the final version on the right hand, the lower number in these cases follows the
higher). Such double references end with p. 246, where the Early Draft terminates. The
same procedure is followed for references w_thm the "Yale Fragment" on Harriet Taylor
Mall, printed on pp. 250-8.
The entries take the following form:
1. Identification: author, title, etc.. in the usual bibliographic form.
2. Notes (if required) givmginformation about Mill's use ofthe source, mdlcation if the
work is in his library, Somerville College, Oxford (referred to simply as SC), and any other
relevant information.
3. Lists of the pages where works are reviewed, quoted, and referred to.
4, In the case of quotations, a list of substantwe variants between Mill's text and his
source, in this form: Page and line reference to the present text. Reading in the present text]
Reading m the source (page reference in the source).
The list of substantive variants also attempts to place quoted passages in their contexts by
giving the beginnings and endings of sentences. The original wording is supplied where
Mill has omitted two sentences or less; only the length of other omissions is given. There
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being uncertainty
when possible.

about the actual Classical

ABADIE, ARNAUD. ltindraire
Pelafol. 1819.
REFERRED
TO 574,586

topographique

texts used by Mill, the Loeb editions

et htstortque

des Hautes-Pvrdndes.

are cited

Pans: de

ABELARD, PETER.
NOTE: the reference derives from John Sterhng's poem. "Abelard to Heloise," q._
REFERREDTO. 606
ADAMS, WILLIAM BRIDGES ("Junius
(Feb.. 1833). 89-96.
REFERREDTO' 369

Redivivus').

"JunIus Redivivus
on the Conduct
tom', n.s. VI (Dec.. 1832), 793-4.
REFERREDTO. 369
--

"On the Condition
1833), 217-31.
REFERREDTO: 369

--

"On the State
1833), 1-33.
REFERREDTO: 369

of Women

"'Beauty,"

of the Monthly

Monthl)

Repositorj',

Repositorj,,'"

Monthly

n.s. VII

Repost-

in England,"

Monthly

Reposttorj',

n.s. VII (Apr..

of the Fine Arts in England,"

Monthly

Reposaorj',

n.s. VII (Jan.,

--

"Plan for the Better Housing of the Working Classes,"
Mechamcs'
Magazine.
Museum, Register. Journal, and Gazette, No. 434 (3 Dec., 1831 ), 165-71.
NOTE: the reference is also to the reprinting of this letter to the editor m Adams's The Producing
Man's Companion, pp. 204-23 (it Is not m the 1st ed. of that work, The Rtghts of Morahtyl.
Adams contributed two other letters on the subject to the Mechamcs' Magazine. No 432 (l 9 Nov..
1831), 117-18, and No. 446 (25 Feb.. 1832L 371-2
REFERREDTO: 382n

--

The Producing Man's Companion" An Essay on the Present State of Soclel)'. Moral.
Political, and Physical. in England. 2nd ed., with additions. London: Wilson, 1833.
NOTE: the 1st ed. was enntled The Rights of Morally', q.v.
aEVmWED. 367--77,379--90
Quo'rED: 384,385,385--7,
387, 388--9
384.9 "tyrannical taskmasters"] The people at large were brutalised by their tyranmcal taskmasters,
from the fear that they might discover an opening for escape: and that very. brutahty has produced
an opposite effect (11)
386.19-20
genius. [paragraph] Even] genius [2-page omzssion] [paragraph] Even (116.118)
386.32-3
evil [paragraph] It] evil. [4-page omission] [paragraph] It (119, 123)
387.6 enough of copies] enough copies (124)
387.18
sycophants.] sycophants.* [foomowommed]
(125)
387.20-1
"the whole . . m common"] There is a principle of sound and enlarged momhty, "that
the whole..,
in common, and of this RIGHT* no mdtvidual can be divested, notwithstanding the
actual possession may be taken from him or her. either by force or chwanery." [footnote omitted]
(13)
387.25-6
"has..
things, as... hve] This pnncipte was acknowledged by the Jews. by whose laws
an equal division of the natal soil took place every fifty years, but if the Jews bad not acknowledged
it, the principle would have existed just the same, because it is self-ev_dent, that a human bemg
born into the world has.., things or..
hve, whatever Mr. Malthus may say to the contrary, and
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moreover, _tis at the discretion of each individual to beget as many children as he chooses, though.
of course, it is a matter of prudence to consider the evil he may produce to himself or his
fellow-creatures, by the injudicious exercise of this discretion (I 3-14)
388.7 The notion] But the notion (24)
389.14
assistance.] assistance * [footnote omated] (28)
389.30
labour,] labour.* [footnote omitted] (29_
--

The Rights of Morali_': An Essay on the Present State of Society, Moral. Politwal,
and Physical,
_n England: with the Best Means of Providing for the Poor and Those
Classes of Operative_ Who Max"Be Suddenly Thrown Out of Their Regular Employment
by the Substitution
of New lnventtom.
London: Wilson, 1832.
NOTE: the 2rid ed. (which Mill twice reviewed) was retltled The Producing Man's Compamon. q.v
REFERREDTO. 383
A Tale oJ Tucuman,
with Digressions,
Enghsh and American.
London. Wilson,
1831.
REVmWED 367-77
QUOTED. 376
376.28
"To convey,".
"'in] The object of this Poem is to convey, m (5)
376.30
Americans: the descriptions,"
. "of] Americans, who. notwithstanding the many books
which have been written about them of late, have been less understood by modern travellers than
by those of a century back: because, the ancient travellers were mostly men of education and
science, and the modems, with few exceptions, have been mere soldiers, or buyers and sellers,
therefore their sphere of observation has generally been as limited as their powers [3_-page
omission] The descnpttons of (5.9)

ADDISON, CHARLES GREENSTREET. Damascus
1838.
REFERREDTO. 437

and Palmyra.

2 vols.

London:

Bentley,

AESCHINES.
NOTE Demosthems etAeschm:s
1827), is in SC.
REFERREDTO: 15 (14), 560-1
AESCrtYLUS. Referred

quae exstant omma (Greek and Latin), 10 vols. (London. Pnestley.

to. 532

-Prometheus
vinctus.
NOTE: as the reference is general, no ed. is cited
in SC
REFERREDTO: 333

Tragoedtae, 3 vols. (London: Whittaker. 1823), Is

AESOP. Aesopi Phrygts fabulae graece et latine, cum aliis opuscuhs (Pladunes Collection).
Basel: Heruagius,
1544.
NOTE: this ed. (or one with identical type, contents, and paging) m SC. with all up to p. 20 Imchidmg
the title page), and p. 367 (the end of the index and the colophon) missing. Atpp. 386 and 421, for
ease of reference. Aesop's Fables, trans Vernon Stanley Jones (London: Heinemann; New York:
Doubleday, Page, 1912), is cited. The reference to the fable of"The Belly and the Members" is in a
quotation from Adams. See also Plutarch, Lives.
REFERREDTo: 9 (8). 386,421,552
ALDRICH, HENRY. Artls logicae
REFEgREDTO: 125 (124)

compendium.

Oxford:

Sheldonian

ALISON, ARCHIBALD. Sermons,
Chiefly on Particular
Occasions.
London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1814.
REFE_D TO: 31In

Theatre,

Edinburgh:

1691.

Constable;

BIBLIOGRAPHIC
ALLEN. JOHN. "Capmany,
422-38.
REFERREDTo: 30In
-

"Cortes of Spare,"
QUOTED. 293-4
293 23 [paragraph] "We
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Questtones

Edinburgh

Crittcas,'"

Review,

Edinburgh

XXIlI

Review,

(Sept.,

X (July,

1807),

1814), 347-84.

. drama. We] [no paragraph] We

drama. [paragraph] We t380)

Allgemeine
deutsche
Real-EncvclopiMte
fiir die gebildeten
Stande.
(ConversationsLexicon.)
10 vols. Leipzig: Brockhaus.
1819-20.
NOTE; it iS not clear which "Conversations-Lexmon"
Mill has in mind, but this Is a likely one_ See
also Nisard, "Early French Literature.'"
REFERREDTO: 602
ANACREON.
NOTE: Anacreon Teius, poeta lyricus, summa cura & dthgentta, ad hdem ettam Vet M5 Vat(can
Emendatus. Pristino retort, numertsque suts rest(tutus, dimMta fere parte auctus, ahquot nempe
justis poematiis, &fragmentts plurlmus, ab undiquaque conqutsais (Greek and LatmL ed Joshua
Barnes (Cambndge. Jeffery, 17051, ts in SC The reference at p 321 derives from John Eyre
REFERREDTO. 15 (14), 321, 558
Ancient

Universal

Histor3'.

See Anon.,

ANGLADA, JOSEPH. Referred
Annales

de Chimie,

An Universal

History.

to: 59 (58)

ou, Recueil

de Mdmoires

Concernant

la Chimie

et lea Arts Qut en

Ddpendent.
Paris, 1789-1815.
NOTE:the reference is to an unidentified article in the Annales
REFERRED
TO: 571
Annales

des Voyages.

See Nouvelles

The Annual Register of World
1758ff.
REFERREDTO 11 (10), 555
ANON. "Fluxions,"
( + 39 figures).
REFERREDTO: 563

Annales.

Events:

Encyclopaedia

A Review

Britannica,

of the Year.

4th ed. (1810).

London:

Longman,

Vol. VIII,

et al.,

pp. 697-778

ANON. The Histoo' of the Republick of HoUand, from Its First Foundation
to the Death of
King William, As also, A Particular
Description
of the United Provinces.
2 vols.
London: Bell, et al., 1705.
REFERREDTO: 17 (16), 558,583
ANON. Leading article on election
REFERREDTO: 278--9

results.

The Times,

19 Nov..

1868. p 7.

ANON. Leadmg article on Lord Durham, Morning Chromcle,
20 Aug., 1838. p 2.
NOTE: Mill's reference is to "'a number of other wnters [who instantly] took up the tone" of h_s"'Lord
Durham and His Assailants," which appeared m the 2nd ed. of London and Westminster Review,
VII & XXIX (Aug., 1838), 507-12 (the 2nd ed. was advertised as "just ready" on 19 Aug ). See
also Anon., Leading article on Lord Durham, Sun, 20 Aug.. 1838. p 2, and Anon., "Lord
Durham and His Assailants," Examiner, 26 Aug.. 1838, pp. 529-30
REFEI_')a:,D
TO: 223
ANON. Leading article on Lord Durham, Sun, 20 Aug., 1838, p. 2.
NOTE: see Anon., Leading article on Lord Durham. Morning Chronicle, 20 Aug.. 1838, p. 2
REFERREDTO; 223
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ANON. Leading article on Mill's defeat, The Times, 23 Dec., 1868, p. 9.
REFERRED
TO. 278-9
ANON. "Lord Durham and His Assailants," Examiner, 26 Aug., 1838, pp. 529-30.
NOTE:see Anon., Leading article on Lord Durham, Morning Chromcle, 20 Aug., 1838, p. 2 This
article shows every sign (except a s_gnatureJof being by Albany Fonblanque
REFERRED
TO" 223
ANON. "Memoirs,
360-75.
REFERRED
TO. 321

etc. of Sir Thomas More,"

Edinburgh Review, XIV (July, 1809),

ANON. "Observations on the Residence of the Clergy," Edinburgh Review, V (Jan., 1805),
301-17.
QUOTED.306
306.13 "'the
improvement]
They[members
ofparhament]
cannot
doubt
thebeneficial
tendency
of
such an enactment ["obhging country gentlemen to live upon their estates"]: the improvement
(302)
306 13 lands, and the] lands, the (302)
306.14 industry."] industry, would be its natural result. (302)
ANON. "On the Intellectual Influences of Christianity," Monthly Repository, n.s. VI (Sept.,
1832), 627-34.
NOTE:Mill addresses"On Genius" to the authorof this ataicleand of"Some Considerations," q.v
REFERRED

TO:

329

ANON. "Some Considerations Respecting the Comparative Influences of Ancmnt and
Modern Times on the Development of Genius," Monthly Reposztory., n.s. V1 (Aug.,
1832), 556-64.
NOTE:Mill addresses "OnGenius" to theauthorof this articlemadof "'Onthe IntellectualInfluences
of Chnstiamty." q.v.
REFERRED
TO: 329,333--4
ANON. An Umversal History, from the Earliest Account of Time to the Present: Compiled
from Original Authors, and Illustrated with Maps, Cuts, Notes, Chronological and
Other Tables. 7 vols. London: Batley, et al., 1736-44.
NOTE.Vols. I and VII arebothm twoparts.Mill refersto this as "theAncientUniversalHistory'"(sets
have, on theirspines, "UniversalHistory/AncientPart");it was completedby The ModernPart of
the Universal History, Compiledfrom Original Writers: bythe Authors of theAntlent Which Will
Perfect the Work, and Render lt a CompleteBody of History,from theEarhest Accountof Time, to
the Present, 16 vols. (London: Osborne, et al., 1759-65) (plus an unnumbered vol., The Maps
and Charts to the Modem Part of the Umversal H,sto_, 1766) (sets have, on their spines,
"UmversalHistory/ModernPart").
REFERRED
TO: 17 (16), 558, 583
GEORGE. A Voyage round the World, in the Years MDCCXL,
Compiled by Richard Walter. London: the Author, 1748.
REFERRED
TO:11(I0),
555

ANSON,

l, II, II1, IV.

ANSTRUTHER,ROBERT.Referred to: 284
Anthologia graeca sivepoetarum graecorum lusus. Ed. Friedrich Jacob. 13 vols. Leipzig:
Dyck, 1794-1814.
NOTE:thiS ed. in SC. The anthology itself occupies only Vols. l-IV; Vol. V is an index vol.; and
Vols. VI-XIII are commentary.
REFERgED
TO. 15 (14), 561,568
ANTONINUS,MARCUSAURELIUS.Referred to: 532
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The Arabtan Nights (in English,
1706). Trans.
1802.
NOTE: this ed. m SC (Vol. IV missing).
REFERRED
TO: 13 (12), 403,556

Edward

Forster.

5 vols. London:

Miller.

Arabian Tales: or. A Continuation
of the Arabtan Nights Entertamment_.
Consisting of
Stories, Related by the Sultana of the Indies, to Divert Her Husband from the Performance of a Rash Vow. Exhibiting
a Most Interesting
Picture of the Religzon, Laws,
Manners, Customs, Arts, and Literature
of the Nation_ of the East. Newly Translated
from the Original
Arabic into French,
by Dom Chaves, a Native Arab, and M.
[Jacques] Cazotte, Member of the Academy of Dtjon
[Trans. Robert Heron.] 3 vols.
London: Faulder, et al., 1794.
REFERRED
TO: 13 (12), 556
ARISTOPHANES Clouds.
REFERP.EDTO:15 (14), 559
Frogs.
REFERREDTO:15 (14), 561
Plutus,
REFERREDTO: 15 (14), 558
ARISTOTLE. Referred

to: 336,337,421

'Ap_o"ro_'dAovq _p'yctvov. Aristotelis stagirztae peripateticorum
prtncipis organum
(Greek and Latin). 2nd ed. Frankfurt: Weschel Heirs, et al., 1597.
NOTE: this ed., bound with Iul. Pacii a Beriga in Porphyru lsagogen, et Artstotelis organum,
commentarms analyncus (2nd ed [Frankfurt: Weschel Heirs. et al., 1597]L m SC, as is the 3rd
ed. (Geneva: ex typls Vignonlanis, t605), the copy being dwlded into sections, and bound m
different order in 2 vols. (mlsnumbered, on spines, I and IIl), w_th a tinrd vol. (m_snumbered IV),
containing Iul Pacii..
(3rd ed [Geneva: ex typls Vlgnomams, 1605])
REFERRED
TO; 21 (20), 565--6, 584
_4_pt.o'To'/'dAOlg3"f6Xl."OqlJ_'l'opI, K_¢ flt_A_Ot Tp_ot. Aristotehs de rhetorica seu arte
dicendi libri tres (Greek and Latin). Ed. Theodore Goulston.
London: Griffin, 1619.
NOTE. tWOcopies of this ed. in SC
REFERRED
TO: 15 (14), 563,584
ARNOLD, THOMAS. Histoo" of Rome. 3 vols.
bridge: Deighton,
1838-43.
NOTE: in SC. Vol. HI was edited by J. C Hare.
REFERRED
TO. 531
ARTEMIS1A.Referred

London:

Fellowes;

Oxford:

Parker;

Cam-

to: 460

ASSAS, LouIs D'. Referred to: 471
ATHELWOLD.
NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from Macaulay, who describes how Hume. cmng the authonty
of William of Malmesbury, accepted the Instoriclty of various legends, derived from ballads.
involving King Edgar and Athelwold, one of Ins favourites, who. according to the legend.
deceived the King to win the hand of Elfnda and was later murdered by Edgar after the deception
was discovered.
REFERRED
TO; 527
AURELIAN (Lucius Domitius Aurelianus).
NOTE: one reference at p 457 is m a quotation from Gibbon
REFERRED
TO: 438,457,458-9
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AUSTIN, CHARLES.
NOTE" the reference at p 77 (76) is to all the sons of Jonathan Austin, of whom Charles was one: that
at p. 99 (98) is to Austin's early articles in the WestmmsterRevww
(for a hst, see The Wellesley
Index, Vol. IIII, those at p. 121 (120) are to his editorship of. and authorship of lunidentified)
arUcles in. the Parhamentary History and Revww
REFERREDTO. 77 (76), 79-81 (78--80), 97 (96), 99(98), 101 (100), 105 1104), 110. 121 (120), 127
(126), 129(I28L 131 (130)
--

"Corn Laws," P arhamentar 3' Htsto O" and R evww ; . . Session of 1825 ( q. v. ), Vol.
II, pp. 690-705.
NOTE: thiS identification is based on the sparse annotations m George Grote's copy, University of
London Library. Mill says Austin "wrote much" in the Parhamentary Htsto_ andReview, but this
is the only article identified as his
REFERREOTO 121 (120)

AUSTIN, JOHN.
NOTE: the quotanons at 185 (184) and 223 (222) are of remarks made by Austin m conversation.
QUOTED. 185 (184), 223 (222)
REFERRED
TO. 67 (66), 75-9 (74-8), 81 (80L 97 (96). 101 (100), 185-7 (184-6)
--"'Disposition
of Property
1824), 503-53.
REFERRED
TO: 99 (98)

by Will--Primogemture,"

Westminster

Review,

II (Oct.,

--

"Joint Stock Companies,"
Parliamentar3'
Histor3' and Rewew : . . . Session of 1825
tq.v.), Vol. II, pp. 709-27.
NOTE' this identification is based on annotations m George Grote's copy, Umverslty of London
Library
REFERREDTO. 121 (120)

--

Lectures
on Jurisprudence:
or, The Philosophy
of Law. 3rd ed. Ed. Robert
Campbell.
2 vols. London: Murray, 1869.
NOTE. m SC First ed. (1832) enntled The Provmce of Jurisprudence Determ,ned, q.v. The reference
at p. 185 (184) is to Austin's preparation of his lectures for delivery; that at p. 268 is to Mill's
"Austin on Junsprudence,"
q.v. The quotation is probably not from the Lectures, but from
conversation, hov, ever, the references are given for comparison.
QUOTED 187 (186)
REFERREDTO: 185 (184), 268

-A Plea for the Constitunon.
London: Murray, 1859.
NOTE the reference at p. 187 is to Austin's "last pubhcatlon", for Mill's review of the 2nd ed (also
1859), see "Recent Writers on Reform."
REFERREDTO: 187,263
-The Province of Jurisprudence
Determined.
London: Murray, 1832.
NOTE: the reference is to Austin's preparation of his lectures, pubhshed under this title. Reissued as
Lectures on Jurisprudence, q.v. Reviewed by Mill. "Austin's Lectures on Junsprudence," q.v
REFERRED
TO; 1851184)
AUSTIN, JONATHAN.
NOTE; the reference is to "a retired miller in Suffolk." father of John Austin (q.v.) and his brothers,
Alfred, Charles (q. v.), and George
REFERREDTO: 75-7 (74--6)
AUSTIN. SARAH. Referred
--

Characteristics
Wilson, 1833.

to:

186

of Goethe.

From the German

of Falk, Mailer,

etc. 3 vols. London.
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NOTE: there can be little doubt that the three references to Goethe here c_ted derive from th_s work,
which Mill discussed with Austan before its pubhcatlon (see EL, CW. Vol. XII, p 1291 The same
quotation appears at pp 475 and 488.
QUOTED:163 (162), 171 (170). 475,488
163.19-20
"Er [Schiller] hatte eme fiirchthche Fortschreltung "'] "Er hatte em furchtbare_ Fortschrelten." (ll, 320; Austin is quoting Fehx Mendelssohn's report to her of a conversation with
Goethe two years earlier.)
171.5 "many-sidedness,"]
Goethe's manysldedness*. [footnote omitted] both m art, and m the
accurate perception of character, and of external objects generally, has been much celebrated, even
by those who hunt after the universal diffusion of knowledge, now so much m vogue, with the
voracity of an empty stomach. (I, 12-13; Austin's translation from Johann Daniel Falk, Goethe
aus niiherm personlichen Umgange dargestellt [Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1832], p 8, where the
passage begins: "Von Goethes Vletsemgkelt/Objecnvitat)
. "'The term ts repeated elsewhere in
the work.)
307.1 "Literature of Despair"] He [Goethe] would try h_sjudgment too upon the present state of the
world, and took up the modem French hterature,--that
"literature of despair,' as he called
lt,--with as much patience and ardour as if he had had still many lustres m which to look on at the
motley game of hfe (II, 318-19: Austin's translation from Theodor Adam Hemnch Fnednch yon
Miiller, Goethe in seiner practlschen Wlrksamkeit [Weimar Hoffmann, 1832], p 45, where the
key phrase is "Llteratur der Verzwelflung.")
--,

trans. Report on the State of Public Instruction
m Prussia. By Victor Cousin.
London: Wilson, 1834.
NOTE the reference is to Mrs. Austin's translations: see Mill's rewew of the above in the Monthl)
Repository, n.s VIII (Nov., 1834). 501-13
Mrs. Austin also translated Hermann Ludwig
Hemrich Piiclder-Muskau's Tour in England, Ireland and France tn the Years 1828 and 1829.2
vols (London: Wilson. 1832), and Tour in Germany, Holland and England, m the Years 1826.
1827. and 1828, 2 vots (London: Wilson, 1832_: Jean Charles L,6onard Slmonde de Slsmondi's A
History of the Italian Republics, Cabinet Cyclopaedia (London' Longman, Recs, Ormc, Brown,
Green, and Longman, 1832), and A Htsto_, of the Fall of the Roman EmpJre, 2 vols , Cabinet
Cyclopaedia (London. Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longman, 1834), Johann
Daniel Falk's Characteristics of Goethe (London Wilson, 1833L q v., Fnedrich Wilhelm
Carovd's The Story without an End (London. Wilson, 1834): Fnednch Ludwig Gcorg yon
Raumer's Englandin 1835, 3 vols. (London: Murray, 1836), Leopold yon Ranke's TheEcclesta_ileal and Political History of the Popes of Rome during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. 3
vols. {London: Murray, 1840), and History of the Reformation in Germany, 2nd ed., 3 vols
(London. Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1845-47}: Fragments from German Prose
Writers (London: Murray, 1841), Franqols Pierre Guillaume Gmzot's On the Causes of the
Success of the Enghsh Revoluuon of 1640-1688 (London: Murray, 1850): and Jeanne Paule
Harcourt's The Duchess of Orleans (London: Jeffs, 1859)
REFERRED
TO: 186

AYRTON, ACTON SMEE. Referred
BAcolq, Fp, mqClS. Referred

to: 165 (164),

--

"Apophtbegms
New and
Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis,
etal., 1857-74,
Vol. VII, pp.
NOTE: m SC; Mill must, of course,
inferential.
REFERRED
TO: 267n
Novum
(English).
QUOTED"

25

organum.

to: 276

Ibid.,

424

Old." In The Works of Frances Bacon
Ed. lames
and Douglas Denon Heath. 14 vols. London: Longman,
124-65.
have used earher eds ot Bacon's works. The reference _s

Vol.

I, pp.

119-365

(Latin);

Vol.

IV, pp.

39-248
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REFERRED
TO: 591
25.14 intellectus sibi permlssus] Quod vero attmet ad notlones primas intellecms; nihil est eorum
quae intellectus sibi permissus congesslt, quin nobis pro suspecto sit, nec ullo modo ratum, msi
novo judicio se stlterit et secundum lllud pronuntiatum foent. (137-8)
BAILEY, SAMUEL. A Critical
Chiefly in Reference
Hunter, 1825.
REFERREDTO: 123 (122)

Dissertation

on the Nature,

to the Writings

of Mr. Rwardo

Measures,

and Causes

and His Followers.

BAILLIE, JOANNA. Constantine Paleologus,
or, The Last of the Caesars:
Acts (1804). In Miscellaneous
Plays. 2nd ed. London: Longman,
Orme; Edinburgh:
Constable,
1805, pp. 279-438.
NOTE. this ed. in SC.
REFERREDTO: 1911,26, 564, 584

of Value:
London'

A Tragedy in Fwe
Hurst, Rees, and

BAIN, ALEXANDER.
NOTE. the reference at p 255n is to Barn's contributions to Mill's System ofLogtc, q v.: that at p. 287
Is to Bain's contributions to Mill's ed. of his father's Ana(vsis (1869), q.v.
REFEm_EDrO 255n, 287
--

The Emotions and the Will. London: Parker, 1859.
NOTE. reviewed by Mill in "Barn's Psychology," q.v Mill habitually refers to this work and Barn's
The Senses and the Intellect as one treatise.
REFERREDTO: 263, 270, 288

-The Senses and
NOTE. reviewed by Mill
Emotions and the Will
PaZFERaED
tO. 263,270,

the Intellect. London: Parker, 1855,
m "Bain's Psychology." q.v. Mill habitually refers to this and Barn's The
as one treanse. The 3rd ed. (London: Longmans, Green, 1868l is m SC.
288

BALDWIN, ROBERT. Referred

to: 97 (96)

BALDWIN, WILLIAM. See Andrew
BALZAC. HONORI_ DE. Referred
--

Lep@re

REFERRED

TO:

Goriot.

Knapp.

to: 470,482

2 vols. Paris: Werdet,

1835.

480

BARING, ALEXANDER. Referred

to: 101-3

(100-2)

BARTHI_LEMY, AUGUSTE MARSEILLE. Referred
BAZARD, AMAND. Referred

to: 173 (172)

BEALES, EDMOND. Referred

to: 278

BEATTIE,
JAMES.

Referred

to:

19 (18),

565

"BEAUCHAMP, PHILIP." See George

Grote,

"BEAUMONT, HARRY." See Joseph

Spence.

BEAVER, PHILIP. African Memoranda:
Settlement on the Island of Bulama,
London: Baldwin,
1805.
REFERREDTO: 11, 555
BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN. Referred

to: 434

Analysis.

Relative
to an Attempt to Establish
a Brittsh
on the Western Coast of Africa, in the Year 1792.

to: 350
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Egmont. Overtiire.
NOTE. first performed, Vmnna, 24 May, 1810, first pubhshed. Leipzig. Breitkopf and Hartel, 181 I.
REFERREDTO. 351
Fidelio.
NOTE: the reference is to the aria "Komm, Hoffnung" (Act 1, #9), as sung by Mme SchroderDevrient in the first Enghsh performance, King's Theatre, Haymarket, 18 May, 1832: pubhshed,
London: Jarriu. 1832.
QUOTED: 351
351.8 daN letzte Stern / Der mude mcht erblelchen;] den letzten Stem. den letzten Stern. der Muden
nlcht erbleichen! (1, #9)
BEEPER, LORD. See Strutt.
BENTHAM, CLARA.
NOTE. the reference is to Samuel Bentham's three daughters, of whom Clara was one
REFERREDTO: 59 (58)
BENTHAM, GEORGE
NOTE: the reference at p. 573 is to his MS synoptic table of the classes of insects
REFERREDTO: 59 (58). 573
BENTHAM, JEREMY. Referred

to:

I 1 (10), 55-9

(54-8),

54n-5n,

56n-7n,

65 (64),

66n,

67-73 (66-72),
83 (82), 89 (88), 91-3 (90-2),
97 (96), 103-5 (102-4),
107 (106),
109-15 (108-14),
134, 137 (136), 154, 162, 165 (164), 207 (206), 208n, 211-13,
221 (220), 225-7 (224-6),
265,535-8,
589-93.
602, 616. See also George Grote.
Analysis.
--

Works. Ed. John Bowring.
1 t vols. Edinburgh:
Tait; London: Simpkin, Marshall:
Dublin: Cumming,
1843.
NOTE. Bentham's writings are hsted below under their individual utles, with references to the
reprinting in Works. See also John Bowring. "Memoirs of Bentham."

--

The Book of Fallacies:
from the Unfinished
Papers of Jeremv Bentham
Ed.
Peregrine Bingham. London: Hunt, 1824.
NOTE. m Works, Vol. II, pp. 375-487 See also Bingham, "'Prefatory Treatise ""The quotations at
pp. 25 (24), 221 (220) are indirect.
QUOTED. 25 (24), 113 (112), 221 (220)
REFERREDTO. 117 (1161, 121 (120)

--

Chrestomathia:
Being a Collection
of Papers, Explanator)"
of the Destgn of an
lnstitutton,
Proposed
to Be Set on Foot, under the Name oJ the Chrestomathic
Day
School, or Chrestomathic
School, for the Extension of the New System of Instruction to
the Higher Branches of Learning, for the Use of the Middhng and Higher Ranks in LiJe.
London: Payne and Foss, etal., 1816.
NOTE. in Works, Vol VIII, pp. t-191. The reference at p 71 (70_ is to Mill's reading "the most
important" of Bentham's then pubhshed works: m fact, he had read this earlier than the t_me he is
then describing.
REFERREDTO: 71 (70). 572

--

Draught of a New Plan for the Organisation
of the Judwial Establishment
m
France: Proposed as a Succedaneum
to the Draught Presented, for the Same Purpose,
by the Commtttee
of Constitutton
to the National Assembly,
December 21st, 1789.
London: McCreery,
1790.
NOTE: in Works. Vol. IV, pp. 285-406
REFERREDTO. 119 (118)
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The Elements of the Art of Packing, as Applied to Special dumes, Partwularly
in
Cases of Libel Law. London: Wilson, 1821.
NOTE: m Works, Vol. V, pp. 61-186 The reference is referential, denying from Brougham, who
says merely that he is quoting Bentham. In the passage referred to, Bentham says" "'On putting
together these passages [from Ellenborough], all out of the same speech--out of the same charge,
and that not a very long one--it seems evident enough that if they mean any thing, they mean
tins-- vzz. that st is a crime for any man to write any thing which it happens to any other man not to
like: or more shortly, that if a man pubhshes what he writes, under Lord Ellenborough at least, tt zs
a crime to write." (94)
REFERRED
TO" 298

--

A Fragment on Government.
Being an Examinanon
of What Is Delivered on the
Subject of Government
in General in the Introduction
to Sir Wilham Blackstone's
Commentaries:
with a Preface, in Whtch Is Given a Critique of the Work at Large.
London: Payne, 1776.
NOTE: m Works, Vol. I, pp. 221-95. The references at pp. 71 (70) and 577-8 are to Mdl's reading.
m the early 1820s, "'the most important" of Bentham's then pubhshed works
REFERRED
TO: 71 (70), 119 (118), 577--8

-An lntroducnon
to the Principles of Morals and Legislation.
London: Payne, 1789.
NOTE: in Works, Vol. I, pp. 1-154. The ed. of 1789 is in SC, as is the 2-vol. ed. (London: Wilson,
1823). The quoted phrases at p. 67 (66) reflect the wording of the English ed (Chap. n, §xtvn),
rather than, as the context would suggest, the French version in Dumont's redaction, Trauds de
ldgislation (Chap. iii). The reference at pp 67-9 (66-8) ,s to Chap. xvi; that at p. 71 (70) is to
Mill's reading, m the early 1820s, "the most important" of Bentham's then published works.
QUOTED.67 (66)
REFEPatEDTO. 67--9 f66--8). 71 (70), 577
--

Panopticon,
or, The Inspection House: Containing the Idea of a New Prmciple of
Construction
Applicable
to Any Sort oJ Establishment,
m Which Persons of Any
Descrtptton
Are to Be Kept under Inspection: and in Particular to Penitentiary-houses,
Prisons, Houses of lndustr3', Work-houses,
Poor-houses.
Manufactories,
Mad-houses,
Lazarettos,
Hospitals,
and Schools:
with a Plan of Management
Adapted
to the
Principle:
in a Series of Letters,
Written in the Year 1787, from Crecheff in White
Russia, to a Friend in England.
2 vols. London: Payne, 1791.
NOTE: in Works, Vol. IV, pp. 37-172. The references are to Mill's reading, in the early 1820s, "the
most important" of Bentham's then pubhshed works.
REFERREDTO: 71(70),578

--

Plan ofParliamentaryReform, intheForm ofa Catechism,withReasonsforEach
Article:
with an Introducuon,Showing theNecessiO'ofRadical,and theInadequac3'of
Moderate, Reform. London: Hunter,1817.
NOTE: inWorks,Vol.III,
pp.433-557.
QUOTED: I09(108)
109.23--4 "corrupter-general,"]
[paragraph]
Yes.m this
country--under
this
Consutution--may
be seen an officlal
person,who by hlsstation
Is,forever,ex officzo
C
.....
r* [footnote:]
*Whatsoeverblanksmay eventually
be observable
intheremainder
offlus
work,theprudence
of
theprinter
isthevimletowhichthehonourofthemwillbedue Inthepresent
instance,
forfilling
up thedeficit
betweentheC andther,thecandourand sagaclty
oftheReadermay employ the
letters
onservato,
oranyothers,
ifanyothers
therebe,whichinhisviewmay bemore apposite.
[text:]
General:
itishissituation
makes him so:itsuffices
forthepurpose:
toproducetheeffect,
(andletthisbe wellobserved),
no overtact--no,nor so much as a thought--is
on hispart
necessary:--were
itpossible
forhim tohavethewill,
scarcely
m hissituation
would itbe inhis
power to avoid being so. (Intro., xxii-xxiii)
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Rationale of Judicial Evidence,
Speczally Apphed
Mill. 5 vols. London: Hunt and Clarke, 1827.
NOTE: in SC. In Works, Vols VI, pp 188-585. and VII
REFERRED
TO: 117-19 (116-18)

to Enghsh

Practwe.
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Ed. J. S.

The Rationale of Reward. London: Hunt, 1825
NOTE. in Works, Vol. II, pp. 189-266. One may reasonably infer that Mill did not have a specific
work in mind when he observed that Bentham "used to say that 'all poetry is misrepresentation' ";
in The Rationale of Reward. however, Bentham wntes. "Indeed, between poetry and troth there is
a natural opposition: false morals, fictitious nature The poet always stands in need of something
else. When he pretends to lay his foundations m truth, the ornaments of his superstructure are
fictions, his business consists in stimulating our passions, and exciting our prejudices Truth,
exactitude of every kind, is fatal to poetry The poet must see everything through coloured media,
and strive to make every one else to do the same '" (206; Ill, l)
REFERREDTO:115 (114)
--

A Table of the Springs of Acuon: Shewing the Several Speoes of Pleasures and
Pains, of Which Man's Nature Is Susceptible:
together with the Several Species of
Interests, Desires, and Motives, Respective(v Corresponding
to Them: and the Several
Sets of Appellatives,
Neutral, Eulogistic
and Dysloglstic.
by Which Each Species of
Motive Is Wont to Be Designated.
to Whwh Are Added Explanato_'
Notes and Observanons. London: Hunter, 1817.
NOTE: m Works, Vol. I, pp. 195-219 The references are to Mill's reading, in the early 1820s. "'the
most important" of Bentham's then published works
REFERREDTO: 71 (70), 578

--

Tactique des assembldes ldgislatives,
su_vle d' un Traitd des sophismes polmques.
Ed. Pierre Etienne Louis Dumont. 2 vols. Geneva: Paschoud,
1816.
NOTE: Enghsh version, An Essay on Political Tactics, in Works. Vol II, pp. 299-373
The
references are to Mill's reading, m the early 1820s. "the most important" of Bentham's works, in
Dumont's versions
REFERREDTO: 71 (70), 578

--

Th_orie des peines
London: Dulau, 1811.

et des r_compenses.

Ed. Pierre Etienne

Louis Dumont

2 vols.

NOTE: in Works as "Rationale of Punishments," Part II of Principles of Penal Law, Vol I, pp
388-532
The references are to Mall's reading, in the early 1820s, "the most lmportanf' of
Bentham's works, in Dumont's versions
REFERREDTO: 71 (70), 578
Trait_ des preuves ju&ciaires.
Ed Pierre Etienne Louis Dumont
2 vols. Pans:
Bossange, 1823.
NOTE: the references at pp 71 (70) and 578 are to MiU's reading, in the early 1820s, "'the most
important" of Bentham's writings, in Dumont's versions: though this work appeared slightly later
than the period Mill is speaking of, he almost certainly had it also m mind at the time of writmg the
Autobiography
REFEP,
REI) TO: 71 (70), 117(116), 578
Trait_s de l_gislation civtle et p_nale, precedes de Princzpes g_neraux de l_gislation, et d' une Vue d'un corps complet de droit: terminus par un Essat sur l'mfluence
des
terns et des lieux relatwement
au.x lois. Ed. Pierre Etienne Lores Dumont. 3 vols. Paris:
Bossange, et al. , 1802.
NOTE: the quoted words on p. 67 (66) are in English; Mill is undoubtedly thinking of the version in
Bentham's An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislanon, xiim-xvim (Chap li. p
xivn); for an approximation in French, see Trait_s, Vol I, pp. 10-21 (Chap. in of Prmcipes
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gdndraux de ldgislanonl The reference at pp. 67-9 (66-8_ to the work of Bentham on which
Dumont's redaction is based is also to An Introduction: that at p. 69 _68) is to De I'mfluence des
terns et des heux
QUOTED: 67 (66), 577
REFERREDTO: 65--73 (64--70L 325
BENTHAM, MAmA SOPmA (n6e Fordycel.

Referred

to: 57-9

(56-8),

58n

BENTHAM, MARY LOUISE (Madame de Chesnel).
NOTE. the reference _s to Samuel Bentham's three daughters, of whom Mary Louise was one
REFERRED
TO2 59 (58)
BENTrtAM, SAMUEL. Referred

to: 57-9

(56-87,

57n, 58n, 62

BENTHAM, SARAH.
NOTE: the reference is to Samuel Bentham's three daughters, of whom Sarah was one
REFERREDTO, 59 (58)
BENTINCK, WILLIAM. Referred

to: 77 (76)

B_RANGER, PIERRE JEAN DE.
NOTE" Mill uses the spelhng B6renger.
REFERREDTO 532
BERKELEY, GEORGE.
NOTE. the reference at p 71 (70) is to Mill's general, that at p 578 is to his early, reading of Berkeley
'REFERREDTO' 71 (70), 578
--

The Works of George Berkeley.
Ed. Alexander Campbell Fraser. 4 vols. Oxford:
Clarendon Press. 1871.
NOTE the reference, m Helen Taylor's "continuation" of the Autobwgraphy, is m relation to Mdl'_
"'Berkeley's Life and Writings," q. v
REFERRED
TO: 627

BERRY, MARY. The Fashionable
1802.
REFERREDTO. 605

Friends:

A Comedy,

BERTHOLLET, CLAUDE LOUIS. Referred

to: 62

BEUDIN, JACQUES FI_LIX. See Alexandre

Dumas.

BIBLE. Referred
_New
--Old

Richard

in Five Acts.

London:

Ridgway.

Darhngton.

to: 337

Testament.
Testament,

Referred
Referred

to" 41 t40), 337. 370
to: 41 (40)

-II Chronicles.
QUOTED: 437
437.8
"Tadmor m the wilderness,"] And he [Solomon] built Tadmor in the wilderness, and all the
store clues, which he built in Hamath. (8'4)
-Deuteronomy.
NOTE: the phrase appears several times in the Bible; cf. Deuteronomy, 4:30.
QUOTED: 329
329.10
"latter days,"] For I [Moses] know that after my death ye will utterly corrupt yourselves, and
turn aside from the way which I have commanded you; and evil will befall you in the latter days,
because ye will do evil in the sight of the LORD,to provoke him to anger through the work of your
hands (31:29)
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-Matthew. 5-7.
NOTE. the reference is to the Sermon on the Mount
REFERRED
TO; 72
Numbers.
NOTE; the reference Is to Korah, Dathan. and Ablram tsee Numbers, 16.1 )
REFERREDTO: 448
II Peter.
NOTE. the reference is in a quotation from Ware.
REFERRED
I"O"448
-Proverbs.
NOTE: the quotation at p 335 is not exact, cf. Proverbs. 11.5 and 13:6
QUOTED;335
REFERRED

BINGHAM,

TO.

42]

PEREGRINE.

NOTE. the reference at p. 117 ( 116_ is to Blngham's edmng of Bentham 's Book ofFallactes, q _.. a_
is that at p. 121 (120), which also refers to his edmng the Parhamentata Htstor_ andRevtew, see
also Bmgham, "Prefatory Treanse '"
REFERRED
TO 97 (96), 99 (98), 115 (114). 117 (116), 121 1120). 120n
--

"Combmatlon

and Combination

Laws,'"

Parliamemara,

Histora" and Review:

Session of 1825 (q.v.), Vol. II, pp. 730-5
NOTE: thxs ldenUfication is based on annotations m George Grote's cop3,, Umversity of London
Library. Mill refers to Bmgham's writing "much" m the Parhamentarv H_stor_ and Review
REFERRED
TO. 121 (120). see also Bmgham, "'County Courts." and "L_censmg System ""
--

"County Courts,"
Parliamentar 3' History
Vol. II, pp. 746-54.
NOTE: see also Bmgham. "Combmanon "'
REFERREDTo. 121 (120)

--"Licensing
System,--Pubhc
Houses,"
NOTE: see also Bmgham, "Combmauon."
REFERREDTO: 121 (120)
--

(probably).
146-71.

"M.

Cottu and Special

and Review,

ibM., Vol

Juries,"

Session of 1826 Iq. v. ),

I1, pp. 726-36.

Westminster

Review,

1 (Jan.,

1824),

NOTE: for the authorship, see The Wellesley Index, Vol III The reference at p 97 (96) is to
Bmgham's five articles in the first number of the Westminster. that at p 298 is mferentml, Mtll's
wording probably being his own, but related to that here cited See also Bmgham. "Periodical
Literature." It is possible, though not probable, that Mill also had this article m mind when, at
p 96. he refers to the two articles m the first number of the Westminster that he took "extremely
to heart" (see note to W J. Fox. "'Men and Things").
REFERREDTO; 97 (96), 298
--

"Moore's
18-27.

Fables for

the Holy

Alliance,"

Westminster

Rewew,

I (Jan..

1824),

NOTE; the reference is to Bingham's five articles in the firstnumber of the Westminster
QUOTED; 115 (114)
REFERRED TO; 97 (96)
t15.12
"Mr.
. . a poet . . a reasoner."] [paragraph] However. as to this matter [vague
generalities], the fault seems to lie rather m the art of poetry than in the artist, and perhaps all we
have said amounts to no more than this. that Mr...
a poet .. a reasoner '" (21)
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"Periodical
250-68.

Literature:

Quarterly

Review,"

Westminster

Review,

I (Jan.,

1824),

NOTE: for the authorship, see The Wellesley Index. Vol. III The reference at p 97 (96) ts to
Bmgham's five articles m the first number of the Westmmster. that at p. 298 is inferential. Mill's
wording probably being his own, but related to that here cited. See also Blngham, "M Cottu and
Special Juries."
REFERRED
TO; 97 (96). 298
"Prefatory, Treatise on Political Fallacies,"
Parliamentar3, History and Review:..
Session of 1825 (q.v ), Vol. I, pp. 1-28.
NOTE. this is "a condensation and new arrangement of the matter" of Bentham's Book of Fallacies,
q.v., and was, It may be referred, prepared by Peregrine Bingham, who had edited Bentham's
work. and edited the Parhamentar3"HistoryandRevww
The reference is indirect.
REFERREDTO: 121 (120)
--"Travels
of Duncan, Fhnt and Faux,'" Westminster Review, I (Jan., 1824), 101-20.
NOTE: the reference is to Bmgham's five arucles m the first number of the Westminster.
REFERREDTO: 97 t96)
"Vocal Music," WestminsterRevtew,
I (Jan., 1824), 120-41.
NOTE. the reference is to Bmgham's five articles m the first number of the Westminster.
REFERRED
TO. 97 (96)
BIOT, JEAN BAPTISTE. Essat de g6omdtrte

analytique.

See Traitd analyttque.

_--

TrauF analytique
des courbes et des surfaces du second degrd (1802L Retitled
Essai de gdom_trte analyttque,
appliqud aux courbes et aux surfaces du second ordre.
2nd ed. Paris: Bernard, 1805.
REFERREDTO; 575

BLACK, JOHN.
NOTE the references are to Black's editorship of the Morning Chronicle
REFERREDTO91 (90), 107 (106)
BLACK, JOSEPH. Lectures on the Elements of Chemistr3", Delivered in the UniversiD'
Edmburgh.
2 vols. London: Longman and Rees; Edinburgh: Creech, 1803.
NOTE: the reference derives from Brougham's "Dr Black's Lectures," q.v.
REFERRED
TO: 308
BLACKSTONE, WILLIAM. Commentaries
on the Laws of England.
Clarendon Press, 1765-69.
NOTE: the 5th ed., 4 vols. (Oxford. Clarendon Press, 1773), is m SC
REFERREDTO. 67 (66), 577

4 vols.

of

Oxford:

Blackwood's
Magazine.
NOTE: the quotation at p 348 has not been idennfied, though it seems likely that it originates with
John Wilson.
QUOTED: 348
REFERREDTO: 397,398
BODICHON, BARBARA. Referred

to: 285

BOILEAU-DEsPRI_AUX, NICOLAS.
NOTE:the reference is to some of his "little p_eces."
REFERREDTO. 572
--

L'art podtlque
(1674).
In _Euvres de Nicolas
Boileau Despr_aux.
Avec des
dclaircissemens
historiques,
donnezpar
lui-m_me. New ed. 2 vols The Hague: Gosse
and Neaulrne,
1729, Vol. II, pp. 1-104.
REFERRED
TO: 575
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"Epistre VI,/i
REFERREDTO: 573

Lamoignon"

(1683).

IBM..

643

Vol. I, pp, 357-70.

BOISSY D'ANGLAS, FRANCOIS ANTOINE.
NOTE. the reference derives from Chenevlx. "English and French Literature,'" q v
REVERRED
TO"310
BOISTE, PIERRE CLAUDE VICTOIRE. Dicttonnatre
rdsolues par les plus cdldbres grammairiens;
C. V. Boiste. Paris: Bolste, 1800.
REFERRED
TO: 573--4

des difficultd,_ de la langue franfatse.
extratt du Dwtlonnalre
umversel par P

BOLEYN, ANNE.
NOTE; the reference is in a quotation from Macaulay
REFERREDTO 527
BONAPARTE. See Napoleon

I.

BONNYCASTLE, JOHN. An lntroductzon
for the Use of Schools. and Places
REFERREDTO: 559

to Algebra, with Notes and Obsera,attons: Destgned
of Pubhc Educatzon. London. Johnson, 1782

The Book of Common Prayer.
NOTE: the reference at p 161 (160) is to the Thirty-Nine Articles; that at p 460 is to the Church of
England Catechism. both of which are found m The Book of Common Prayer See John Henr3
Blunt, ed.. The Annotated Book of Common Prayer, Being an Htstortcal. Rztual, and Theologtcal
Commentary on the Devononal System of the Church of England (London Rlvmgton, 18661.
REFERREDTO. 161 (160), 460
BOUGA1NVILLE, LOUIS ANTOINE DE. Referred

to:

13 t 10-12)

BOWRING, JOHN.
NOTE. the first four references are to Bowring's editorship of the Westmmster Review. that at p. 536 l_
to Bowring's "Memoirs of Bentham." q._.
REFERREDTO. 93 (92), 95-7 (94--6), 101 (1001, 135 (134L 536
--"Memoirs
of Bentham:'
In The Works ofJeremy Bentham, Vols. X-XI.
NOTE; the "Memoirs" were issued as Parts 19-21 of the Works m 1842 Mdl refers to the "Memoirs'
also as the "Life" and the "Biography "The quotauons on pp, 535. 536,537. are at second-hand
from Empson, "Jeremy Bentham." q.v
OUOTED: 535,536. 537
REFERRED
TO. 535--8
BRADLAUGH, CHARLES. Referred to: 289
BREREWOOD, EDWARD. Elementa logwae. Oxford: Hall, 1657.
NOTE. the copy m the London Library (bound with Samuel Smith, Aditus ad logtcam, q.v.. which is
autographed "J. Mill" on the title page) was presumably part of Mdl's donanon of some of his
father's books to the London Lthrary. The reference is stmply to "Latin treanses on the scholastic
logic"; this title is given m Mill's letter to Samuel Bentham (EL, CW. Vol XII, p 8). it is also
mentioned as a standard text "at hand" in Mill's Exammanon of Sir Wilham Hamilton's Phdosophy, CW, Vol. IX, pp. 412-14.
REFERREDTO; 21 (20), 567
BRIGHT, JOHN. Referred

to: 276,279,285

Speech "On America,
Policy. Ed. James Edwin
pp. 167-95.
REFERREDTO. 267

I" (4 Dec.. 1861 ). In his Speeche,s on Quesnons of Public
Thorold Rogers. 2 vols, London: Macmillan,
1868, Vol. 1,
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--

Speech on the Cattle Diseases Bill (1866),
181, cols. 472-80
(14 Feb., 1866).
REFERREDTO: 276n-7n

Parhamentar3'

Debates,

3rd seT., Vol.

BRISSOT, JACQUES PIERRE.
NOTE: the reference derives from Roland
REFERREDTO. 346
BRODIE, GEORGE. A History of the British Empire, from the Accession of Charles 1, to the
Restoration;
with an Introduction,
Tracing the Progress of Soczety, and the Constitution, from the Feudal Tzmes. to the Opening of the Htstom'; and lncludmg a Particular
Exammation
oJ Mr. Hume's
Statements,
Relative
to the Character
of the English
Government.
4 vols. Edmburgh:
Bell and Bradfute: London: Longman. Hurst, Rees,
Orme, and Brown, 1822
REFERREDTO. 99n
BROOKE, HENRY. The Fool of Quahty ; or. The Histor 3, of Henry Earl of Moreland.
London. Johnston,
1766-70.
REFERREDTO' 13 (12). 556
BROUGHAM. HENRY PETER. Referred

to: 93 (92).

129 (128),

4 vols.

203 (158)

--"Constitutional
Association."
Edinburgh Revww, XXXVII (June, 1822), 110-21.
QUOTED. 302
302.30 "culpable indifference"] It was strongly suspected, from circumstances which afterwards
came to light, that some of the Government spins were connected with the worst of the publications
in question; and certain tt is, that a ministry which had, to say the very least, by culpable
negligence, allowed so great a scandal to attach upon the press, came forward w_th a bad grace to
profit by their own wrong, and demand new laws for checking what the old, if faithfully executed,
would have sufficed to prevent. (112-13)
302.31-2
"every one else,"..
"'was .. authors"] But the Law-officers appeared soon to run into
the opposite extreme, and in the discussions which took place after the Manchester Outrage, there
were produced the most glanng cases of periodical works, in which rebellion, mutiny, and
assasslnaUon, were openly recommended, in the plainest language, and m the most minute detail,
having been suffered, for many months, to pass wholly unnoticed by the Government, while ever),
one else was.
authors (112)
-"The Crisis of the Sugar Colonies,"
QUOTED' 305-6
REFERREDTO: 303

Edinburgh

Revww,

I (Oct..

1802), 216-37.

-"Dallas's
QUOTED; 308

Edinburgh

Review,

I1 (July,

1803), 376-91.

History

of the Maroons,"

--"Dangers
of the Constitution,"
EdmburghReview,
XXVII (Sept., 1816), 245-63.
QUOTED. 294--5, 296
294.34
[paragraph] What is It that] [noparagraph] What it Is. in short, that (249)
295.7
check. This] check [paragraph] TMs (249)
296.5
[paragraph] After] [no paragraph] After (247)
296.6
a security] a sufficient security (247)
--"Dr.
Black's Lectures,"
Edinburgh Rewew, II1 (Oct., 1803), 1-26.
QUOTED: 308,309
308.32
"innovating.
vanity,"] Now, Mr. Robison requires us to go a step farther, and to admit
that the motive for changing the nomenclature may be found m the same corporation and nauonal
spirit,--in a desire to obliterate the remembrance of every thing which did not owe its origin to the
associated academicians of France.--in the same combinanon of irmovatlng..,
vanity, which
produced the new calendar and metrology (21-2)
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309.3 [paragraph] When] [no paragraph] When (22_
309.9 "that] We gwe it [an account of the modent concerning Madame Lavo_ster. which Mdl
quotes above] to our readers as an amusmg instance of that (22_
--"Early
Moral Education,"
Edinburgh
yOrE at p. 307n Brougham is quotmg Pole. q.v
QUOTED. 306-7. 307n

Reviea,

XXXVIII

(May,

18231. 437-53.

306.28
"'that] It [the inconsistency of the poor m their refusal "to contribute even a penny a week" to
the Westminster Infant School "'when the) used to gwe fourpence and even sixpence to the most
wretched Dame schools"] partly arises from the arts of those old women [the Dames]. who. ol
course, set themselves against the new school, both misrepresenting it and ca lohng the parents, but
at results chmfly from that (445
--"Karamsln's
REFERRED
TO. 324

Travels

--

TraveL_ in ltal 3 ." Edinburgh

"Kotzebue's
REFERRED
TO. 324

--"Kotzebue's
REFERRED
TO: 324

Travels

m Europe."

to Parta,

Edmburgh

Revww.

Revzew,

etc. ,'" Edmburgh

II1 (Jan..

VII (Jan.,

Revaew.

18041. 321-8
1806). 456-70.

V (Oct..

18041, 78-91

--

Letter to the Marquess of Lansdowne.
K G.. Lord PresMent oj the Councd. on the
Late Revolutton
m France. London. Rldgway. 1848
NOTE: the reference as to Brougham's attacks on the French Provasaonal Government of 1848
REFERREDTO 264

--

"Liberty of the Press and Its Abuses,"
102-44.
QUOTED. 298. 299
298.14
solve,
298.16
298.24
298.31
298.33
299.18

Edinburgh

Revien.

XXVII

(Sept..

1816_.

"to] The problem, then. whach they ["enhghtened men all over the world"] are seeking to
is the one whach we are about to mvestagate, namely, to (1041
character;"] character. (1041
[paragraph] One] [no paragraph] One (1081
"means] Means (1091
anx . bod_.] "any
bocl_." (1091
[paragraph] That there] [no paragraph] But, that there t 1261

--

Motion on the Educatton
49-89 (28 June, 18201.
REFERREDTO: 203 (1581

of the Poor.

Parhamentar

3 Debates.

n.s.,

Vol. 2, cols

--"Parhamentary
History," Edmburgh Revtew. XLIV (Sept.. 18261, 458-90.
NOTE. the reference as to Brougham's prmse of Mill's "Ireland '_(q. v ), in the Parhamentar_ Htstor_
and Revww.
REFERREDTO: 120n
-"State of Parties,"
QUOTED: 314, 315

Edinburgh

Revtew.

XXX (June.

18181.181

- 206.

314.34
"yielding in small things for the sake of great ones."] But. an ordmar 3' cases, the ymldmg m
small matters for the sake of greater ones, as not only no abandonment of private opmaon, but asthe
only way m which that opinion can be effectually pronounced and pursued 1187)
BROWN, CHARLES BROCKDEN. Referred to: 434
--

Arthur Mervyn.
1799.
REFERREDTO: 434n

or, Memoirs

of the Year 1793.

2 vols.

Philadelphm

Maxwell.

646
Edgar ttuntly:
1799.
REFERRED
TO: 434n

APPENDIX I
or, Memoirs

of a Sleep-Walker.

--

Ormond; or, The Secret
REFERRED
TO' 434n

--

Wieland: or, The Transformation.
REFERRED
TO: 434n

BROWN. JOHN. Referred

Wtmess.

3 vols.

New York: Caritat,

Philadelphia:

Maxwell,

1799.

New York: Caritat,

1798.

to: 266,266n

BaOWN, THOMAS. "Belshaw's
475-85.

Philosophy

of the Mind."

Edinburgh

Review,

I (Jan., 1803),

NOTE. the reference Is to the quotation from the amcle in James Mill's "'Periodical L_teramre
Edinburgh Revww," q.v.
QUOTED: 324
324.20
[paragraph] Is] [no paragraph] Is(483)
324.20
made by] made with (483)
324.23
until] tall (483)
--

Inquire' mto the Relation
1818.
NOFE. this ed. m SC.
REFERRED
TO; 71(70), 579

of Cause and Effect (1805).

3rd ed. Edinburgh:

Constable,

--

Lectures on the Philosophy
of the Human Mind. 4 vols. Edinburgh: Tait, 1820.
NOTE: m hsnng his reading in philosophy in 1822-23, Mill says he read Brown's lnqutry into the
Relation of Cause and Effect. adding: "Brown's Lectures 1 did not read until two or three years
later, nor at that time had my father himself read them."
REFERREDTO: 71 (70)

BROWNING, ROBERT. Pauline. A Fragment of a Confession.
London: Saunders and Otley,
1833.
NOTE: the "review" is on sheets bound at the back into the copy now in the Forster Collection,
Victoria and Albert Museum.
REVIEWED"596-7
QUOTED: 596
596.13
"these...
fair"] But whate'er come of it--and tho' it fade, / And tho' ere the cold morning
all be gone / As it will be;----tho" music watt for me, / And fair eyes and bright wine, laughing like
sin / Which steals back softly on a soul half saved; / And I be first to deny all, and despise / This
verse, and these.., fair; / Still this is all my own, this moment's pride, / No less I make an end in
perfect joy. (68; 986-94)
596.14
"thus visited"..
"in perfect joy"] No less I make an end in perfect joy, / For I, having thus
again been visited, i Shall doubt not many other bliss awaits. / And tho' this weak soul sink, and
darkness come, / Some little word shall light it up again, / And I shall see all clearer and love better;
/ I shall again go o'er the tracts of thought, / As one who has a right; and I shall llve / With
poets---calmer--purer
still each time, / And beauteous shapes will come to me agatn, / And
unknown secrets will be trusted me, / Which were not mine when wavenng--but now I I shall be
priest and lover, as of old. (69-70, 1007-19)
BRUCE, JAMES. Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile in the Years 1768, 1769, 1770,
1771, 1772, and 1773.5 vols. London: Robinson,
1790.
QUOTED:437n
437n.5 "the] [paragraph] Just before we came in sight of the ruins, we ascended a hill of white gritty
stone, m a very narrow-winding road, such as we call a pass, and, when amved at the top, there
opened before us the (Intro., I, lvii)
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BRUTUS, LUCIUS JUNIUS. Referred

to: 529n

BRUTUS, MARCUS JUNIUS.
NOTE: tile reference at p. 495 is to Vlgny's charactenzanon
drawn not..
like Catoes and Brutuses."
REFERRED
TO: 213 (212), 495
BULLER,

647

of Robespierre and Saint-Just. "who are

CHARLES.

NOTE: the reference at p. 225 (224) concerns Buller's role m the preparation of the Durham Report
REFERREDTO: 105 (104), 133 (132), 178n, 203 (202), 205 (204), 225 (224)
"Napier on the Ionian Islands,"
London Review, I (L&WR, XXX) (July, 1835),
295-316.
QUOTED.601
601.6
"that without] Without (316)
601.7
no great] no very great I316)
601.7 senUment] feelings (316)
601.8 several intended] several of the intended (316)
601.8 apphed] applied (316)
601.9
Australia;"] Australia (316)
601.9 "that] To that [Napier's appointment], as to every other projected Improvement, the accession of the Tones to power opposed obstacles, and we regret to find that (3161
601.9-10
had.., had] have..,
have (3161
601.10
Napier from being] Napier's being (316_
601.10
with the] withthls (316)
BULWER (later Bulwer-Lytton),
EDWARD GEORGE EARLE LYTTON.
REFERREDTO:131 (130), 207 (206)
England and the Englzsh. 2 vols. London: Bentley, 1833.
NOTE: Mill contributed "Bentham's Philosophy" (q.v.) to thls work. as well as the matenal on which
App. D, above, is based.
REFERREDTO.207 (206)
Ernest Maltravers.
REFERREDTO 604

3 vols. London:

Saunders

BULWER, WILLIAM HENRY LYTTON EARLE. Referred
BURDETT, FRANCIS. Referred

and Otley,

to:

1837.

131 (130)

to: 101 (100)

BURGERSDLIK, FRANCO PETRI. lnstttutionum
logwarum
librz duo (1637)
Cambridge:
Field, 1660.
NOTE: this ed. in SC. The reference is simply to "Latin treatises on the scholastic logic", this title is
given in Mill's letter to Samuel Bentham (EL, CW, Vol. XII. p. 8l. where he indicates that he had
by 1819 read part of it, it is also mentioned m Mill's Examination of Sir William Hamilton'_
Philosophy as a standard text "at hand" (CW. Vol IX, pp 412-13 )
REFERREDTO: 21 (20), 567
BURKE, EDMUND.
NOTE: the reference at p. 317 is m a quotanon from Jeffrey's "Madame de Stael," q.v.
REFERRED
TO: 311,317,424
BURKE, RICHARD O'SULLIVAN.
BURNET, GILBERT. Bishop
1724-3,*.
REFERREDTO: 11 (10), 555

Referred

Burnet's

to: 279

Histor)'

of His Own Time.

2 vols. London:

Ward.
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BURNS,

1

ROBERT.

NOTE: the quotation
at p. 350n is from "My heart's in the Highlands"
(published
1790),
reference
at p 350n is to "Scots wha hae wz Wallace bled" (published
17941; variously
different eds ofBurns's
poems as "natlonal mrs "' (The former is also to be found m Walter
Waverley,
Chap. xxviu ) SC contains
Works, new ed., 2 pts. (London
Tegg, et al.;
Milliken,
et al.; Glasgow:
Griffin,
18241, and formerly
contained
The Poetical
Works,
(London: Plckenng,
18301
QUOTED 350n
REFERREDTO; 19 (18). 350n, 532,565
BUSK,

MARY

MARGARET.

"Literature

of Childhood,"

London

and

Westminster

XXXII1
(Oct.,
18391, 137-62.
NOTE. the reference is by inference, Mill promises
that works by Anna Maria
in the L&WR, and in this article her Juvende
Budget is reviewed
REFERRED TO. 606
BUTLER,

JOSEPH.

Course

of

The

Analog)'

Nature

To

ldenti_'.
I1. Of the Nature
REFERREDTO: 41 (40)
BUXTON,
--

CHARLES.
Motion

on

Referred

GEORGE

Are

of Virtue.

to:

(31

July,

Natural

Added

and

Two

London:

Revealed,

Brief

Childe

to the Constitution
1.

Of

and

Personal

1736.

in Jamaica,

Parliamentao"

Debates,

3rd

ser.,

Vol.

18661.

(Lord).

GORDON

NOTE: the reference at p 149 (1481 is to Mill's having read all of Byron
REFERRED TO" 149-51
{148-50L
153 (1521, 163 (162t, 434,467,474n
--

Hall will be mentioned

Dissertations:

Knapton.

Rewe*v,

281

the Disturbances

184, cols. 1763-85
I_EFERREDTO: 282n
BYRON,

of Religion,

Which

and the
titled in
Scott's
Dublin.
2 vols.

Harold's

Pilgrimage,

a, Romaunt,

m

Four

during his depression

Cantos

(1812-18).

2 vols.

London:
Murray,
1819.
REFERREDTO' 151 (1501
--

Don Juan,
REFERRED TO" 376

--

a Poem

( 1819-247.2

vols,

Edinburgh:

Kay,

1825.

"The Dream." In The Prisoner of Chdlon, and Other Poems. London: Murray,

1816, pp. 35-45.
REFERRED TO" 439

--

The Giaour. a Fragment of a Turkish Tale. London: Murray, 1813.

REFERREDTO.

--

151 (1501

Lara, a Tale. London: Murray, 1814

REFERRED TO: 151 (150_

--

Manfred, a Dramatw Poem. London. Murray, 1817.

REFERRED TO.
CAESAR.

GAIUS

151 (1501
JULIUS.

Commentaries.

NOTE: tWO eds were formerly
in SC C. lulit Caesaris quae exstant, cure selectts variorum commentariis, quorum plertque
novz, opert_ et studio Arnoldz Montam.
Accedunt notitia Galhae et notae
auctiores
ex autographo
losephl Scaligerl
(Amsterdam
Elzevlr.
1661 J: and C. Juhi Caesaris
quae exstant opera, 2 vols (Pans: Barbou, 17551
REFERRED TO; 13 (121, 557
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CAIRNES, JOHN ELLIOT.
NOTE: the ref_rence` in He_en Tay_r_ s "c_ntmuatmn_` _f the Aut_b_ra_hy`
less valued friend."
REFERREDTO 626
The Slave Power.

Its Character,

Career

and Probable

649

_s t_ `_ay_unger but n_t

Destgns:

Being an Attempt

to Explain the Real Issues Involved m the American Contest (1862) 2rid ed London and
Cambridge: Macmillan.
1863.
NOTE:tMSed. in SC, inscribed "With the author's regards '" The reference at p 268 is to Mill's "The
Slave Power," q.v.. a review of Calmes' book
P.EFEgRED
TO: 266. 268
CALAS, JEAN. Referred

to: 301

CAMPBELL, THOMAS. Referred
"The Exile

of Erln"

to: 525
(1801).

In Gertrude

of Wyoming,

and Other Poems.

3rd ed.

London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, eI al., 1810, pp. 182-5.
NOTE" it is not known which ed (or eds.) of Campbell's poems Mill read, but this is the earhest m
which all the poems he mentions appear.
REFERREDTO.21 (20), 567
"Gertrude of Wyoming"
NOTE: see the preceding entry.
REFERRED
TO. 21 (20), 567

(1809).

Ibid.,

pp. 1- 131.

--"Hohenlinden"
(1803), Ibid., pp. 143-6.
NOTE: see Campbell, "The Exile of Enn," above
REFERaEDTO:21 (20). 567
"Lochiel' s Warning" (1803). Ibid., pp. 133 -42.
NOTE' see Campbell, "The Exile of Enn." above.
REFERRED
TO: 21 (20), 566--7
CANNING, GEORGE. Referred

to:

103 (102),

121 (120)

CAPMANY Y DE MONTPALAU, ANTONIO DE OiLestiones crittcas sobre vartos
historia econ6mica,
politica, y militar. Madrid. Impr. real, 1807.
REFERREDTO: 301n

puntos

de

CARLILE, JANE.
NOTE: the reference is to the prosecuUon for blasphemy of Richard Carhle's wife
REFERREDTO" 89 (88)
CARLILE, MARY ANNE.
NOTE. the reference is to the prosecutmn for blasphemy of Richard Carlile's sister
REFERREDTO: 89 (88)
CARLILE, RICHARD.
NOTE: the reference is to the prosecution for blasphemy of Carlile (a radical repubhcan, freethinking
journahst and publisher) and Ms wife and s_ster.
REFERREDTO: 89 (88)
CARLYLE, THOMAS.
NOTE: the reference at p. 163 is to a letter from Sterhng to Carlyle: that at p 181 (180) is to Carlyle's
telling Mill that when he first read "The Spirit of the Age" he said. "'here is a new Mysnc,'" and
consequently sought out Mill m London. (For Carlyle's lmmedmte reactmn to the articles lwhmh
were anonymous], see his letter to his brother John, 21 Jan., 1831. m The Collected Letters of
Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle, q.v.. Vol V. p 216; on 17 Feb , John told him that Mill was the
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author [ibid., p 235n], and Carlyle met Mill on 2 Sept.. 1831 [ibld , p 398].) The reference at p.
215 i214) is to Carlyle's contributions to the London and Westmmster Review, all of which are
hsted below.
REFERRED
TO. 154, 163, 181--3 (180-21,215 (214), 253. 607
--"Biography,"
Fraser'sMagazme,
V (Apr., 1832), 253-60.
QUOTED. 330, 593
330.14-15
"the significance of man's life,"] Attempts, here by an msptred Speaker, there by an
uninspired Babbler, to dehver himself, more or less ineffectually, of the grand secret wherewith all
hearts labour oppressed. The slgmficance of Man's Life,--which dehverance, even as traced in the
unfurnished head. and pnnted at the Minerva Press, finds readers. (255)
593.19
"look out upon the world with their dim horn eyes"] For, observe, though there is a greatest
Fool, as a superlative in every kmd; and the most Foolish man in the Earth is now indubitably living
and breathing, and d_d this mornmg or lately eat breakfast, and is even now digesting the same, and
looks out on the world, with his dim horn-eyes, and mwardl_r forms some unspeakable theory
thereof: yet where shall the authentically Existing be personally met wlth _(255)
--

"Boswell' s Life of Johnson,"
REFERREDTO" 182

Fraser's

Magazine,

V (May,

1832). 379-,413.

--"Characteristics,"
Edmburgh
Review, LIV (Dec., 1831 ), 351-83.
SORE. both references are inferential; the opinion in that at p. 329 _s typical of Carlyle's attitudes in
the period, expressed also in his letters to Mill
REFERREDTO 145 (144), 329
--

The Collected Letters of Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle. Ed. Charles Richard
Sanders, et al. Durham. N.C.: Duke University Press, 1970- fin progress).
SORE: the quotations are from letters from Carlyle to Mill, that at p 183 (182) dating from 20 Jan.,
1834, that at p 370from 12 Jan., 1833, and that p 597 from 18Apr., 1833.
QUOTED 183 f182). 370. 597
REFERREDTO. 181 n
183.14-15
"was as yet..
mystic."] As it Is. I can say, the Creed you write down is singularly like
my own in most pomts,--with
this single difference that you are yet . . Mystic; your very
Mysticism (for there is enough of it in you) you have to translate into Logic before you give it place.
(VII, 72-3 J
370.1 man,"] man! (VII, 300)
597.6-7
"what should we speak of but that which we know ?"] Speak of it what you know. (VI, 373)

--"Corn
Law Rhymes," Edinburgh Review, LV (July, 1832), 338-62.
NOTE: the quotation is indirect. Carlyle says: "Strength, if that be the thing aimed at, does not
manifest itself in spasms, but in stout beanng of burdens" (p 351).
OUOTED: 353n
-The French Revolution.
3 vols. London:
NOTE: formerly in SC
REFERREDTO 135 (134), 225 (224)

Fraser,

1837.

--"Jean
Paul Fnedrich Richter," Edinburgh Rewew, XLV1 (June, 1827), 176-95.
NOa'E: the reference is t_ Car_y_e_s ear_y artic_es m the Edinburgh Review __f which this is i__ustradve.
Mill probably had in mind such other essays as "State of German Literature," XLVI (June, 1827),
176-95; "Bums," XLV1 (Oct., 1827), 304-51; "Signs of the Times," XLIX (June, 1829),
,139-59; "Taylor's Historic Survey of German Poetry," LIII (Mar., 1831 ), 151-80; "Characteristics," q.v.; and "Corn-Law Rhymes,'" q.v.
REFERREDTO: 169 (168)

(Jan.,

"'Life and Writings
1828). 95-141.

of Werner,"

Foreign

Review

and Continental

Miscellany,

1
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NOTE: the reference is to Carlyle's early artmles m the Foreign Rewew. ol which this Is illustrauve
Mill probably had m rmnd such other essays as "Goethe's Helena," I (Apr., 1828), 429-68,
"Goethe," II (July, 1828), 80-127, "'Life of Heine," II (Oct.. 1828). 437-64, "German Playwrights," III (Jan , 1829), 94-125; "Voltaire," III (Apr., 1829L 419-75; "'Novahs,'" IV (July.
1829), 97-141.
REFERREDTO 169 (168)
TheLife of John Sterling.
NOTE" in SC.
REFERREDTO. 159 (158)
--

London:

Chapman

and Hall.

1851.

"Memoirs
of Mirabeau,"
London and Westminster
Review, IV & XXV1 (Jan.,
1837), 382-439.
NOTE; the reference at p. 214n is to "an artmle of Carlyle 's" that led to Falconer's res_gnat_on; that at
p. 607 is to Carlyle's contributions to the London and Westmznster Review
REFEm,,EDTO. 214n. 603, 607

--

"'Memoirs of the Life of Scott," London and Westmmster
Rewew, VI & XXVIII
(Jan., 1838), 293-345.
NOTE: the reference is to Carlyle's contributions to the London and WestmtnsterRevw_*
REFERREDTO: 607
"Parliamentary
History of the French Revolution,"
London and Westmmster
Review, V & XXVII (Apr., 1837), 233-47.
NOTE: the reference at p 607 is to Carlyle's contributions to the London and Westminster Revww
REFERREDTO: 604, 607
SartorResartus
(1833-34).
2nd ed. Boston: Munroe, 1837.
NOTE: thls ed. m SC. The references at pp. 145 (144) and 173 (170-2), and the second at p 183
(182), are referential (in the last, the passage referred to reads: "what you see, yet cannot see over,
is as good as infinite" [p. 87]); the first at p. 183 (182) Is to the manuscript of Sartor and to its senal
publication in Fraser's Magazine, VIII (Nov., and Dec., 1833), 581-92, and 669-84, IX (Feb ,
Mar., Apr., and June, 1834), 177-95, 30t-13,443-55,
and 664-74; and X (July. and Aug ,
1834), 77-87, and 182-93.
REFERRED
TO: 145 (144), 173 (170--2), 183 (182)

--

"Vamhagen
von Ense's Memoirs,"
(Dec., 1838), 60-84.
NOTE: the reference is to Carlyle's contribuuons
REFERRED
TO. 607

CAROLINE (of Britain).

Referred

CARPENTER, MARY. Referred

to:

London

and

Westminster

Rewew,

XXXll

to the London and WestmlnsterRewew.

101 (100)

to: 285

CATECHISM. See The Book of Common

Prayer.

CATO, MARCUS PORCIUS.
NOTE: the reference is to Vigny's characterization
•.. like Catoes and Brutuses.'"
REFERRED
TO: 495

of Robespmrre and Saint-Just, "who are drawn not

CATULLUS, GAIUS VALERIUS. Referred to: 532
Causes cdldbres.

See Francois

Gayot de Pitaval.

CAZOTTE, JACQUES. See Arabian

Tales.

CERVANTES SAAVEDRA, MIGUEL DE. The Histor_ and Adventures
of the Renowned Don
Quixote (in English, 1612). Trans. Tobias Smollett. 6th ed. 4 vols London: Rivmgton,
et al. , 1792.
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NOTE: this ed. m SC,
REFERREDTO. 13 (12), 556
CHADWICK, EDWIN. Referred

to: 283

CHAMEROVZOW, LOUIS ALEXIS. Referred

to: 282n

CHAMFORT, SI_BASTIEN ROCH NICOLAS. Maxtmes,
pensdes,
caracteres
et anecdotes
(1795). Ed. Pierre Louis de Ginguen6. Paris: printed London, Baylis, 1796.
NOTE: in SC
REFERREDTO: 423--4
CHARLES V (Holy Roman Emperor).
NOTE: the reference at p 528 is m a quotatmn from Macaulay
REFERREDTO. 460,528
CHATEAUBRIAND, FRANCOIS RENI_, VICOMTE DE. Referred

to' 487

CHATTERTON, THOMAS.
NOTE. the references derive from Vlgny
REFERREDTO 494,496
CHENEVIX. RICHARD. "English and French Literature,"
Edinburgh Review, XXXV (Mar.,
1821), 158-90.
QUOTED. 31 l. 320
REFERREDTO. 310, 31 On
311.5-6
"revolutionary worthms".
"would] 'They had no poet, and they dxed_'--for we suspect
even M. Chemer will not immortalize them, and we have little doubt that the very ablest of those
Revolutionary worthms would (180)
--

"State of Science
1820), 383-422.
REFERREDTO. 310

--and
Francis
407-32.
REFERREDTO: 310

in England

Jeffrey.

"'French

and France,"

Poetry,"

Edinburgh

Edinburgh

Review,

Review.

XXXVII

XXXIV

(Nov.,

(Nov.,

1822),

CHI_NIER, ANDRt_ MARIE.
NOTE: the reference derives from Vlgny's fiction
REFERRED
TO: 494-5
--

tT,uvres posthumes.
2rid ed. Ed. D, C. Robert. Intro. H. J. de Latouche.
Paris:
Guillaume,
1826.
rqOTE, the quotation is from the introduction. (Ftrst published as (Euvres compldtes d'Andrd de
Chenier, 1819.)
QUOTED: 495
REFERREDTO: 494--5
495.3 "11y avait pourtant quelque] "Je n'al Hen fait pour la post6rlt6, r6pondlt Ch6mer: pros, en se
frappant le front, on l'entendlt ajouter: Pourtant. j'avats quelque (xlx)

CHI-_NIER,MARIE JOSEPH BLAISE. Referred
CHESSON, FREDERICK WILLIAM. Referred
CHEVERT, FRANCOIS DE. Referred
"Chevy

Chase."

See Thomas

Percy,

to: 494
to: 282n

to: 471
Reliques.

CHORLEY, HENRY FOTHERGILL. "Works of Mrs.
Review, VI & XXVIII (Oct., 1837), 112-31.
REFERREDTO: 604

Trollope,"

London

and Westminster
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CHRISTIE, WILLIAM DOUGAL. Referred to: 283
CICERO, MARCUS TULLIUS. Referred

to: 532

De part#tone
oratoria. In Opera cum opnmis exemplaribus
accurate collata, l0
vols. Leyden: Elzevtr, 1642, Vol. I, pp. 722-62.
NOTE: thts ed. in SC, only Vol. 1 has a title page for Opera. the other volumes having title pages
giving their speofic contents (Vols. II-IV are a set, the orations, and Vols VII and VIII are a set,
the philosophical writings).
REFERRED
TO' 15 (14), 563
Epistolarum
ad T. P ompomum Atticum librl xvi. IBM., Vol. VI, pp. 1-517.
NOTE. see also Lettres de Cicdron d Attwus. The quoted words wall be found m the Loeb ed., Letters
to Attwus (Latin and Enghsh), trans E O Wmstedt. 3 vols (London Hememann', New York
Macmillan, 1912), Vol III, p 230, where the readmg Is "O Socrates et Socratlcl v_n ) numquam
•. referam" (The version m Lenres, ed Mongault, is the same. )
QUOTED.49 (48)
REFERREDTO: 15 (14), 563
49 12 "Socratlcl vlri"] O Socrates, 6 Socratlc_ viri _numquam vobls grataam referam '_ fVI, 438,
xw, 9}
_

Familiar Letters
REFERRED
TO: 575-6

(Epistolarum

ad famihares).

In C. Verrem invective septem.
NOTE: the Orations are m Vols II-IV
REFERRED
TO: 15 (14), 558
--

Letters

to Atticus.

Ibid.,

See Epistolarum

Ibid. Vol. V.

Vol II, pp. 112-556.

ad T. Pompomum

Atttcum.

Lettres de Cicdron f_ Atticus (Latin and French). Ed Nicolas Hubert Mongault.
6 vols. Paris: Delaulne,
1738.
NOTE, this ed formerly m SC See also Cxcero, Epzstolarum ad T. Pompomum Amcum
REFERRED
TO" 15 (14), 563
--Pro
A. Licinio archia podia.
NOTE• the Oranons are m Vols II-IV
REFERREDTO: 15 (14), 558
IBM.,

In Opera.

--

Pro Milone.
REFERREDTO: 575

--

Topica. Ibid., Vol. I. pp. 694-722•
REFERREDTO' 15 (14), 563

Vol. II1, pp. 369-82.

Vol. IV, pp. 220-62•

CINCINNATUS, LUCIUS QUINCTIUS.
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Macaulay
REFERRED
TO: 528
CINQ-MARS, HENRI COIFF1ER DE RUZ_ D'EFHAT,
CLARENDON, LORD. See George

William

CLAUDE.
NOTE: 10oreClaude Gel6e, called Lorram
REFERRED
TO 353n
CLI_MENT-DESORMES, NICOLAS.
NOTE: Mill spells the name Clement-Desormes.
REFERREDTO: 62

Frederick

MARQUIS DE. Referred
Vilhers.

to: 474,481
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CLEOPATRA.
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation of Gibbon's translation of Trebelhus Polho
REFERRED
TO. 438
COBBETT, WILLIAM. Referred

to:

101 (100)

COCKBURN, ALEXANDER JAMES EDMUND. Referred

to:

133 t 132)

Charge of the Lord Chief Justice of England to the Grand Jut3' at the Central
Criminal Courts, in the Case of the Queen against Nelson and Brand. Taken from the
Shorthand
Writer's Notes. Revised & Corrected
by the Lord Chwf Justwe with Occasional Notes. Ed Frederick Cockburn.
London: Ridgway,
1867.
REFERREDTO: 282
COCKBURN, HENRY. "Nomination
(Oct., 1821), 174-219.
NOTE the quotation is redirect.
QUOTED: 297n

of Scottish

Juries (Part I)," Edinburgh

Code Napoleon.
Paris: Imprimerm
REFERREDTO: 570

imp_Snale,

1807.

Review,

XXXVI

COLERIDGE, HENRY NELSON.
NOTE: the reference is to H N. Coleridge as S T Coleridge's nephew and editor of his Table Talk.
REFERRED
TO. 424n
COLERIDGE, SAMUEL TAYLOR.
NOTE. the reference at p. 303 is simply to the "'Lake poets", that at p 424n is (in 1837) to his
"'unpublished writings"; that at p 510 is to the school produced by the "Colendgean reactton', that
at p. 169 (168) is to Mill's reading of Coleridge.
REFERREDTO: 77 (76), 161 (160), 163 (I62), 169--71 (168-70). 227 (226), 303, 364n, 398, 408,
424n, 510
--

Biographia Literaria: or, Biographical
Sketches
2 vols. in 1. London: Rest Fenner, 1817.
NOTE: this ed. in SC The quotation at p. 355 is indirect
QUOTED: 355,414n
REFERREDTO. 136n

of My L,terat3' Life and Opinions.

414n.2
"sensuous"..
"'from our elder classics"] Thus to express m one word, all that appertains to
the perception considered as passive, and merely recipient, I have adopted from our elder classics
the word sensuous; because sensual is not at present used. except in a bad sense, or at least as a
moral distinction, while sensitive and sensible would each convey a different meaning (I,
159-60)
--

--

"Christabel."
In Chrtstabel;
Kubla Khan, a Vision;
Murray, 1816, pp. 3-48.
NOTE: the reference at p. 423 is to the "'Preface to Christabel."
_FEPa_D TO: 408. 423

The Pains

of Sleep.

London:

"Dejection,
an Ode." In Sibylline Leaves, a Collection of Poems. London: Rest
Fermer, 1817, pp. 237-44.
NOTE: the quotation is from stanza II
QUOTED: 139 (138)
139.18
drowsy, stifled] stifled, drowsy (238)
139.19
outlet or] outlet, no (238)
139.20
tear. ] tear-- / O Lady !in this wan and heartless mood, / To other thoughts by yonder throstle
woo'd, / All this long eve, so balmy and serene, / Have I been gazing on the western sky, / And it's
[sic] peculiar tint of yellow green: / And still I gaze--and with how blank an eye! (238)
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Letters, Conversattons,
Moxon, 1836.
REFERRED
TO: 424n

and Recollectzons.

Ed. Thomas

Allsop.

2 vols. London:

--

The Literar 3' Remains of Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
Ed Henry Nelson Coleridge
4 vols. London: Picketing,
1836-39.
NOTE. the reference at p. 424n is (In 1837) to the work as "nov, m course of pubhcatlon." as yet
unseen by Mill
REFERREnTO: 171 (170), 424n

--"TheRimeoftheAncyentMannere."InWilliamWordsworthandS
Lyrical Ballads, with a Few Other Poems. London:
REFERRED
TO" 408
Specimens
of the Table Talk of Samuel
Coleridge.
2 vols. London: Murray, 1835.
REFERREDTO; 424n

T Coleridge,
Arch,

--

Taylor

--

Works ofS.T.

"Work without Hope." In The Poetical
Picketing,
1828, Vol. II, p. 81.
QUOTED 143--5 (142--4)

COLLINS, DAVID. An Account of the English
Cadell and Davies, 1798-1802.
REFERRED
TO: 11,555

Colony

1798, pp. 1-51

Colertdge

Ed.

ColerMge.

m New South Wales

Henry

3 vols

Nelson

London:

2 vols. London.

COLLS, JOHN FLOWERDEW.
NOTE: the reference _s to Bentham's amanuens_s at the time
REFERREDTO: 57n
COLTON,

CHARLES

CALEB.

Who Think. 2 vols.
1820-22.
REFERRED
TO: 422-3

Zacon:

London:

COMTE, AUGUSTE. Referred

to:

or, Man),
Longman,

173 (172),

Things m Few Words," Addressed
to Those
Hurst, Rees. Orme, and Brown,
et al,

219-21,231

(230),

271

-Cours de philosophic
positive. 6 vols. Paris: Bachelier,
1830-42
NOTE m SC Vol I (Lesprdhminalres gdndraux et la philosophte mathdmatique) was pubhshed m
1830; Vol. II (La philosophte astronomtque et la philosophte de la physique) m 1835. Vol II1 (La
philosophte chtmique et la philosophte biologique) in 1838; Vol IV (La philosophie soctale et les
conclustons gdndrales: premidre partte) m 1839, Vol V (La parne htstortque de la phtlosophte
sociale, en tout ce qut concerne I' dtat thdologtque er 1'dtat mdtaphystque )m 1841, and Vol VI (Le
compl_ment de la phdosophie sociale, et les conclusions gdndrales) m 1842. The first references at
pp. 2t7-19 (216) and p 255n are specifically to Vols. I and II, the next are to the remaining
volumes (specifically, in one place, to Vol. IV, Lemon 48).
REFERgED
TO: 217--19 (216), 231 (230), 255n
SysMme de politique positive. Paris: Saint-Simon,
1824.
NOTE: thts work Is Cahier 3 of Henn de Saint-Simon, Catdchisme des indusmels
later work, entirely different, under the same mare title, see the next entry
REFERRED
TO: 173 (172), 219,615
--

Systdme de polittque posttive;
ou, Trmtd de sociologie,
l'humanit_.
4 vols. Paris: Vol. I, Mathias, et al.; Vols. II-IV,
NOTE: ill 8C.
REFERRED
TO: 221

Comte pubhshed a

instttuant la religwn de
Comte, et al., 1851-54.
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CONDILLAC, ETIENNE BONNOT DE. Referred
Cours d'_tudes.

to: 71 (70)

See De l'art de penser.

-De l'art de penser. In _Euvres compl_te_. 31 vols. Paris: Dufart, 1803, Vol. IX.
NOTE: this ed. m SC. The reference is to Mill'_ reading, m addition to Conddlac's Traa_ des
sensatwns, the "logical and metaphysical volumes" of his Cours d'_tudes (m an earlier version m
the Early Draft he had said the "first four" volumes): however, the Cours (1775) does not, m its
various forms, include metaphysical works, and of the logical works includes only De I'art de
ratsonner and De l'art de penser (the other two works in the first four volumes of the Cours are La
grammalre and Traa_ de l'art d'_crtre) We have listed, therefore, all the works in the t_uvres
completes that it seems very likely Mill read and that are pnmarily either logical or metaphysical (it
will be noted that the first four volumes of the 6_'uvres are metaphysical)
REFERREDTO:65 (64), 64n-5n, 576
-De l'art de ralsonner (1775). Ibid., Vol. XI.
NOTE see note to Condillac, De l'art de penser, above
REFERRED
TO. 65 (64), 64n--5n
Essai sur I' orlgine des connmssances
NOTE see note to Condillac, De I'art depenser,
REFERREDTO" 65 (64), 64n--5n

humames
above

--

La Iogtque : ou, Les premiers dOveloppemens
XXX.
NOTE. see note to Condillac, De l'artdepenser,
above
REFERRED
To. 65 (64). 64n-5n

(1746).

Ibid.,

de l'art de penser

Vols. 1-II.

(1780).

Ibid.,

Vol.

-Traitd des sensations (1754) Ibid., Vol. IV.
NOTE see note to Condillac, De l'art de penser, above: this title, however, is specifically given by
Mill.
REFERREDTO. 65 (64), 64n--5n. 576
Trait_ des s)'st_mes (1749). Ibid., Vol. III.
NOTE. see note to Condillac, De I'artdepenser,
above
REFERREDTO' 65 (64), 64n-5n
CONDORCET, MARIE JEAN ANTOINE NICOLAS CARITAT, MARQUIS DE Vie de monsteur
Turgot. London: n.p.. 1786.
(_UOTED. 117(116)
REFERREDTO. 115--17 (114-16)
I17.1-2
nmsthle,"] nmsible. (28)
CONSTANTINE I, Referred

to: 435,436

Conversations-Lexicon.

See Allgemeine

COOK, JAMES. Referred

to: 11 (10)

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE. Referred

deutsche

Real-Encvelopadte.

to: 434

CORNEILLE, PIERRE.
NOTE: the reference at p. 484 denves from Vigny; that at p. 570 _s to two of his tragedies
REFEI_-RED
TO. 484,570
CORTES, HERNANDO.
NOTE: the reference _s in a quotauon from Macaulay.
REFEP,
aED TO. 528
COULSON, WALTER. Referred

to.

89 (88)
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"'Game Laws," Parliamentary,
History and Review." . . . Session of 1825 (q v. ),
Vol. I1, pp. 775-82.
NOTE: this identificataon Is based on an annotation m George Grote's copy, University of London
Library, Mdl says Coulson "wrote one article of great merit'" m the Parhamentary Hzstor). and
Review; this is presumably the one meant, though "'Silk Trade," q v., Is also indicated to be his in
Grote's copy.
REFERREDTO: 121 (120)
--"Silk
Trade," Parliamentar3,
II, pp. 710-18.
NOTE: see Coulson, "Game Laws."
REFERREDTO 121 (120)

History and Review

COURIER, PAUL LOUIS. Referred

119 (118)

to.

...

Session

of 1826 (q.v. ), Vol

COVENTRY, JOHN.
NOTE: the reference _sm a quotation from Macaula)
REFERREDTO: 527
WILLIAM. "'Account of the Author's Treatment of Hares" (1784). In Works. 10
vols. London: Baldwin. Cradock, and Joy, 1817. Vol. II, pp 363-8.
NOTE. first published as "Unnoticed Properties of That Little Annnal the Hare," Gentleman'_
Magazme, LIV, Pt 1 (June, 1784L 412-14.
REFERRED
TO: 21 (20), 565

COWPER,

--

Poems (1782). 2nd ed. 2 vols. London.
REFERREDTO 19, 21 (20), 565

Johnson,

CROKER, JOHN WILSON. "Poems by Alfred Tennyson,"
1833). 81-96.
REFERRED
TO: 397,398,406n,
407n. 412n, 416n

1786.

Quarterly

CYRUS (the Great).
NOTE: tile reference is m a quotation from Gibbon's translation ofTrebelhus
REFERRED
TO: 439

Review,

XLIX

(Apr.,

Polho.

DALLAS, ROBERT CHARLES. History of the Maroons, from Their Origin to the Establishment of Their Chief Tribe at Sierra Leone. 2 vols. London: Longman and Rees, 1803.
REFERRED
TO: 308
DANTE ALIGHIERI. Referred

to: 499

DAVID. JACQUES LOUIS. Referred
DAVIES. EMILY. Referred

to

353n

to. 285

DEFOE, DANIEL. The Life and Strange Surpri=tng Adventures
of Robinson Crusoe. London:
Taylor, 1719.
NOTE. ltlsnotknownwhated
was read by Mill; SC formerly contamed an ed (London. Daly, 1837)
which long postdates the reference
REFERREDTO 13 (12). 556
DELORME, MARION.
NOTE: the reference derives from V_gny.
REFERREDTO. 484
DEMOSTHENES.
NOTE: the reference at p 584 is to Mall's making a "'full analysis" of Demosthenes'
REFERREDTO: 532. 584

pnnopal orauons
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--

De corona. In De corona and De false legatione (Greek and English). Trans. C. A.
and J. H. Vlnce. London: Heinemann;
New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1926, pp. 18-228.
NOTE: this ed. cited for ease of reference Mill refers to the speech as "the Oration on the Crown "
REFERRED
TO: 333, 561

--

Demosthenis
et Aeschinis quae exstant omnia (Greek and Latin).
Priestley,
1827.
NOTE: this ed. (wMch postdates the references) m SC
REFERRED
TO. 15 (14), 14n, 23 (221, 25 (24), 559

10 vols. London.

DENMAN, THOMAS. "Law of Evidence:
Criminal Procedure:
Publicity,"
Edinburgh Revww, XL (Mar., 1824), 169-207.
NOTE. though Mill mentions "reviewers" of Dumont's Traitd despreuves, Denman is the only one he
answers in his ed of Bentham's Rationale (see Vol V, pp 58n-9n, 313-25, 345-9, and
352n-4n).
REFERRED
TO: 117 (116)
DERBY, LORD. See Edward
Stanley ( 15th Earl).

George

Geoffrey

Smith Stanley ( 14th Earll,

and Edward

Henry

DESCARTES, RENI_.
NOTE. the reference derives from Vlgny
REFERRED
TO 484
DESTUTT DE TRACY, ANTOINE LOUIS CLAUDE, COMTE DE.
NOTE Mill refers to him as Destutt-Tracy
REFERRED
TO: 62
DEVILLE, JEAN MARIE JOSEPH. Annales
REFERREDTO: 575

de la Btgorre.

Tarbes:

Lavigne,

1818.

DiAZ DEL CASTILLO, BERNAL. The True Histor 3' of the Conquest of Mexico, by Captain
Bernal Diaz del Castillo, Wrztten in the Year 1568. Trans Maurice Keatinge. London:
Wlaght, 1800.
NOTE. the quotaUon is m a quotation from Macaulay, who may have been using another source. The
account of Gomara's vision is on pp 47-8
QUOTED: 528
528 18--19 "Nevertheless,'" he adds, "it may be that the person on the grey horse was the glorious
apostle St. James, and that I, sinner that I am, was unworthy to see him."] What Gomara asserts
might be the case, and I, sinner as I am. was not worthy to be pernlltted
to see It (48)
DICKSON, LOTHIAN SHEFFIELD. Referred
Dictionnaire

de la conversanon

DIDEROT, DENIS. Referred

to: 278

et de la lecture.

See Nisard,

"Early French Literature."

to: 309

DIOGENES LAERTIUS. De vitis, dogmatibus
et apophthegmatibus
clarorum
libri x. Graece et latme. 2 vols. Amsterdam: Wetstenius,
1692.
NOTE: this ed. in SC.
REFERRED
TO: 9 (8), 553

philosophorum

DIONYSIUS OFHALICARNASSUS. The Roman Antiquities.
In A_ovucr_ov_AA_Kapvatrdooq "r_t
_fhoLo'rdlx_va, _o'_op_rd "r_ rai _*l¢op_rd,
crtryypdlxlxa'ra.
Dionysii Halicarnassei
scripta quae extant, omnia, et historica,
et rhetorica
(Greek and Latin). 2 vols.
Frankfurt:
Weschel Heirs, 1586, Vol. I.
NOTE: this, or another ed. with the same format, text, and pagination (e.g., Leipzig. Weidmann,
1691), is the one used by Mill in his "History of Rome." The "'Chronology of the Consuls" is that of
Henncus Loritus Glareanus.
REFERRED
TO: 15 (14), 17 (16), 542,544n, 546n, 555, 584
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DISRAELI, BENJAMIN. Referred to: 261• 277,283,284,288

Resolutions
on the Representation
of the People, Parliamentary Debates, 3rd seT.,
Vol. 185 (Resolutions
printed in Appendix to volume), cols. 214-43 (1 t Feb., 1867).
NOTE: the reference _s to the Resolutlonconcemlngpturalvotmg,
the fifthofthe thtrteen Resolutions
REFERRED TO: 288
DOANE, RICHARD.
NOTE:the reference IS to Bentham's
Utilitarian Society.
REFERREDTO83 (82). 588
DRAKE, FRANCIS. Referred

amanuensis at the trine, one of the original members of the

to: 11 i/0),

13n

"DRAWCANSIR, ALEXANDER." See George
DRYDEN, JOHN. Alexander's
Feast;
Cecilia's Day. London: Tonson,
REFERREDTO.19 (18), 565
--

Poems.

Referred

to:

or, The Power
1697

DULAURE, JACQUES ANTOINE.
premiers
temps histomques
Guillaume,
1823-24.
REFERRED TO. 99n

TO.

of St,

Htstoire
jusqu'f_

physique,
nos jours

drame

ctvtle et morale de Parts depuis les
_1821-25).
2nd ed 10 vols. Pans.

en cmq actes,

en prose

Pans:

Auffray,

480

• with Jacques
Richard Darlington.
REFERRED

An Ode, m Honour

to: 272

DUMAS, ALEXANDRE (the elder). Antony.
1831.
TO.

of Mustque.

19 (18), 565

DUVFY, CHARLES GAVAN. Referred

REFERRED

Vilhers.

F61ix Beudin and Prosper Parfait Goubaux ("MM.
drame en trots actes et en prose Paris: Barba, 1832.

Dmaux").

480

DUM_RIL, ANDR_ MARIE CONSTANT. Referred

to'

62

DUMONT, PIERRE ETIENNE LOUIS.
NOTE"see also Jeremy Bentham, Tactlque des assemblde_ ldgislatlve_. Thdome des pemes et des
rdcompenses, Traitd des preuves judiczazres, and Traitds de ldgtslatton.
REFERRED
TO. 67--9 (66-8), 71 (70), 117 (116), 325, 602-3
--

Souvenirs sur Mirabeau
Bull, 1832.
REFERREDTO. 603

et sur les deux premieres

assembldes

DUNOYER, BARTHI_LEMY CHARLES PIERRE JOSEPH. Referred

TO:

London'

to. 62

DUPIN• AMANDINE AURORE LUCIE, BARONNE DUDEVANT ("George
Paris: Bonnaire,
1835.
REFERRED

ldgzslattves.

Sand").

Leone Leom

480

DURHAM, LOGO. See Lambton.
DURrtAM REPORT. See under Parliamentary
America" (1839).
Du

Papers,

"Report

on the Affairs

of British North

TRIEU, PHILLIPUS. Manuductto
ad logwam sire dtalectica
studiosae juventuti
ad
logicam praeparandae
( 1618 ). Oxford: Oxlad and Pocock, 1662. Repnnted,
London.
printed by McMillan,
1826.
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NOTE: both these eds formerly in SC. The reference at p. 2 t (20) is simply to "Latin treatises on the
scholastic logic", this title is given in Mill's letter to Samuel Bentham (EL, CW, Vol. XII, p_ 8), the
reference at p. 125 (I24) is to the 1826 repnnt, which was paid for by Mill and his fellow students
of logic.
REFERREDTO: 21 (20), 125 (124), 567

EDGAR (of England).
NOTE: the references are in quotations from Macaulay. who describes how Hume, citing the authority
of Wilham of Malmesbury, accepted the hlstonclty of various legends, derived from ballads.
revolving the amours of Edgar, King of England from 959 to 975.
REFERRED
TO: 527. 527n
EDGEWORTH, MARIA. Referred

to. 312

Moral Tales for Young People. 5 vols. London. Johnson, 1801.
NOTE: the reference is to characters (such as Lady Bentham) of "'the Edgeworth kind'" (i.e., those in
her fictions); see also Edgeworth, Popular Tales
REFERREDTO. 59 (58)
-Popular Tales. 3 vols. London: Johnson, 1804.
NOTE, the reference at p. 59 (58) is to characters (such as Lady Bentham) of "the Edgeworth kind"
(i.e.. those in her fictions); see also Edgeworth, Moral Tales
REFERREDTO 13. 59 (58), 556
EDGEWORTH, RICHARD LOVELL. Memoirs of R.L.E.,
Begun by Hzmself. and Concluded
His Daughter,
M. Edgeworth.
2 vols. London: Hunter, et al.. 1820.
NOTE: the reference derives from Jeffrey's "'Edgeworth's Memoirs." q.v.
REFERRED
TO. 321

by

The Edinburgh Review.
NOTE: see also James Mill's "Periodical Literature Edinburgh Revww" and J S Mill's "Periodical
Literature: Edmburgh Review.'" The reference at p. 590 is to "either of our pnnclpal Reviews" (in
1833), i.e,, the Edinburgh and the Quarterly
REVIEWED:291-325
REFERREDTO 93 (92), 95 (94), 97 (96), 99 (98). 103, 169 (168), 215 (214). 227 (226). 398, 535,
538. 590
EFF1AT, D'. See Cinq-Mars.
EtCHTHAL, GUSTAVE O'. Referred

to:

173 (172),

614

ELDON, LORD. See John Scott.
ELFLEDA.
NOTE;the reference is in a quotation from Macaulay. who describes how Hume. cmng the authority of
Wilham of Malmesbury, accepted the historicity of various legends, derived from ballads.
involving King Edgar, one of which concerns Elfleda, who, the story has it. became mistress to
King Edgar after serving as a maid m a noble house and being employed by the lady of the house to
gratify Edgar's sexual demands in place of the lady's own daughter.
REFERREDTO: 527
ELFRIDA.
NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from Macaulay, who describes how Hume, citing the authority of
William of Malmesbury, accepted the historicity of various legends, derived from ballads,
involving King Edgar, one of which concerns Elfrida, who, as a result of Athelwold's deception of
Edgar (the legend has it), first became the wife of Athelwold. and then of Edgar, who, being
informed of the deception, murdered Athelwold.
REFERREDTO: 527
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ELLENBOROUGH, LORD. See Edward
ELLIOTT, EBENEZER. Referred

661

Law.

to. 519

--

Corn Law Rhymes (1828). 3rd ed. London'
NOTE:the quoted passage is not m the Ist and 2nd eds
QUOTED. 348
REFERREDTO: 467

Steill.

1831.

348.4 "Poetry,'"
'qs impassioned truth "] What t_poetry hut impassioned truth--phdosoph,, m Its
essence--the spirit of that bright consummate flower, whose root Is m our bosoms '_ (Pref., ",'1
ELLIS, WILLIAM.
NOTE"the references at p. 99 (98) are to Elhs's early articles m the Westminster Review. for a hst. see
The Wellesley Index, Vol. Ill
REFERREDTO 83 (82 ). 99 (98). 125 t 124). 129 (128
EMERSON, WILLIAM. The Elements
REFERREDTO: 566

of Optics. In Four Books.

EMPSON, WILLIAM. "'Jeremy Bentham,"
516.
NOTE. the quotanons on pp. 535,536.
q.v.
QUOTED"535,536,537,
538
REFERREDTO: 535--8

Edinburgh

Revtew,

London.

LXXVIII

Nourse,

(Oct.,

1768.

1843), 460-

537 are derived from John Bownng's "Memoirs of Bentham.'"

535 15-18 "Bentham
.. that his . affecUon?'] [paragraph] Bentham..
that 'h_s
affecuon '
(461n) [In the "Memoxrs" the passage reads Bentham said of him that his
himself "'His
mfluence of selfish and dlssocial affection [the quotatzon contmues] (X, 450)]
537.13
"found] He [Bentham[ found t467n)
537.14
Caen. that he] Caen He (467n) [In the "'MemoLrs" the relevant passage reads m part" He
and his famdy hved with me a half of ever)' year, from 1808 to 1817 mcluswe. When Itook up Mdl
he was m great thstress, and on the point of mlgratmg to Caen (X, 483)]
538.14
"'so far withdrew his] Wlthm two or three years of his death. Mr James Mill Iwho had been a
kmd of Enghsh Dumont to him) had so far withdrawn his (516)
538.15
master."]master
*[foomote']*CompareFragmentonMackmtoshl124_wlthLetter.
1482,
Memoir ) (516)
The Encyclopaedia
Metropolitana.
Ed. Edward Smedley,
John Rose. 26 vols. London: Fellowes,
1817-45.
REFERREDTO 125 1124)
ENFANTIN, BARTrI_LEMV PROSPER. Referred
EPICURUS. Referred

to

Hugh James Rose.

and Henry'

173 (172)

to: 337

EPINAY. LOUISE FLORENCE PI_TRONILLE TARDIEU D'ESCLAVELLES, MARQUISED'. Mdmoires et correspondance
de madame d'Epmax.
3 vols. Pans: Brunet, 1818
REFERREDTO. 309
EUCLID. Elements of GeometD'.
NOTE. as it tS not known which ed. Mall used, none is cited: but see John Playfatr, Elements of
Geometo'
REFERREVTO:15 (14). 559, 562
EULER, LEONHARD. Elements
REFERRED
TO: 559
-lntroductto
REFERRED
TO: 563

in analysiu

of Algebra.

infinitorum.

Trans.

anon. 2 vols. London.

2 vols. Lausanne:

Bousquet,

Johnson.

1748.

1797.
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1

EURIPIDES.Referred to: 532
--

Medea. In A_ col: Ef:ptzd6ov rpayw_f, at crto_dl_vm. Euripldls tragoediae quae
sapersunt (Greek and Latin). Ed. Samuel Musgrave. 10 vols. Glasgow: Foulis, Edinburgh: Laing; London: Bremner, 1797, Vol. I1, pp. 90-155.
NOTE this ed. formerly in SC Vols V and X are now owned by Dr. Henry Rosenbergof London.
REFERREDTO
15 (14). 561

--

Phoenissae. Ibid., Vol. I1, pp. 1-88.

REFERRED TO:

15 (14), 558

The Examiner. Referred to. 179 (178), 18On, 205 (204), 381,627
LYRE.EDWARDJOHN Referred to: 281-2,289
LYRE, JOHN. "Moore's Translation of Anacreon,"
462-76.

Edinburgh Revzew, II (July, 1803),

REFERRED TO. 321

FAGETDE BAURE,
Eymery, 1818.
REFERRED TO: 574,
FALCONER,

JEAN JACQUES.

Essais hzstortques sur le Bdarn. Paris: Denugon and

586

THOMAS.Referred to: 206,214

FALK, JOHANNDANIEL. See Sarah Austin, Characteristics

....

FAWCETT,HENRY. Motion for an Additional Clause to the Election Petitions and Corrupt
Practices at Elections Bill, Parhamentao' Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 193, COIN 1443-4
(18 July, 1868).
REFERRED TO: 283--4
FI_NELON,

FRANt_OIS

DE SALIGNAC

DE LA MOTHE.

NOTE:at p. 434 Mill uses the spelling Fenelon, at p 487 Fen61on
REFERREDTO: 434,487

FERDINANDVII (of Spain) Referred to: 293
ADAM. The Histo O"of the Progress and Termmation of the Roman Repubhc.
3 vols. London: Strahan, Cadetl: Edinburgh: Creech, 1783.

FERGUSON,

REFERRED TO:

15 (14),

558

FICHTE, JOHANNGOTTLIEB.Referred to: 260
--

The Characterisncs of the Present Age (in German, 1806) Trans. William Smith.
London: Chapman, 1847.

NOTE: m SC.

REFERRED
TO. 171
FIELDING,
FINDLATER,

HENRY. Referred to: 119 (118)
ANDREW.

NOTE:the reference is to Fmdlater's contributions to Mill's ed of hisfather's Analyszs(1869), q.v
REFERRED
TO: 287
FLETCHER,GEORGE. "Heloise and Abelard," London and Westminster Review, XXXII
(Dec., 1838), 146-219.
REFERRED TO: 606

FLOWER,ELIZA. Referred to: 195 (194), 619
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FONBLANQUE, ALBANY WILLIAM
NOTE:the reference at p. 91 (90) is to fonblanque's writings m the Mormng Chromcle', that at p. 99
(98) is to his early artmles m the Westminster Revww (for a hst, see The Wellesley Index, Vol liD,
that at p. 179 (178) is to his edmng and writing for the Examiner See also Anon , "Lord Durham
and His Assailants.'"
REFERRED
TO: 91 (90), 99 (98), 107 (106), 131 (130). 179 (178), 205 (204)
FORDYCE, GEORGE. Referred to: 59 (58)
The Foreign

Review

and Continental

Miscellany.

Referred to

169 (168)

FORTESCUE, CHICHESTER SAMUEL.
NOTE:S¢¢ also, under Parhamentary Papers, "'A Bill Further to Amend the Law Relating to the Tenure
and Improvement of Land in Ireland" (30 Apr., 1866)
REFERREDTO: 280
The Formightly

Review.

Referred

to: 290,625-7

FOURIER, FRANgOIS MARIE CHARLES. Referred

to: 175 (174),

614

Fox, CHARLES JAMES.
NOTE:the comment alluded to at p 177 (176) has not been located, the reference at p 317 is m a
quotation from Jeffrey's "Madame de Sta61."
REFERREDTO: 177 (176), 317
FOX, WILLIAM JOHNSON. Referred

to: 205 (204),

382

--"Men

and Things in 1823:' WestmmsterRevtew,
I (Jan., 1824), 1-18.
NOTE:
Mi_ s reference _s t_ `_tw_art_c_esm part_cu_arwhich _md1vldua_y t_k extremely t_ heart_`m
the first number of the Westminster. It seems very likely that he has m mind th_s. and Thomas
Southwood Smith's "Educauon'" (q v. ); the only other amcle that appears at all likely ts Peregnne
Bingham (probably), "M. Cottu and Special Junes.'" ibid., pp 146-71, which contains a strong
attack on Brittsh institutions, especmlly but not exclusively the legal ones
REFERRED

TO:

96

FRANCIS I (of France).
FRASER,

ALEXANDER

Referred

to: 460

CAMPBELL.

NOTE: the reference, m Helen Taylor's "continuation"
Berkeley's Works, q.v
REFERREDTO: 627
Fraser's

Magazine.

Referred

to:

182,263,266,

of the Autobiography,

Is to his ed. of

268

FREDERICK II (of Prussia).
NOTE: Mill spells the name Frederic.
REFERREDTO: 11 (10), 471
FREDERICK AUGUSTUS (Duke of York). Speech on Roman Catholic Claims, Parliamentary
Debates, n.s., Vol. 13, cols. 138-42 (25 Apr., 1825).
NOTE: the reference _s to the Duke of York's declarauon against Cathohc Emanc_patton.
REFERREDTO: 120n
FRONTINUS, SEXTUS JULIUS. The Stratagems.
In The Stratagems
and The Aqueducts
of
Rome (Latin and English). Trans. Charles E. Bennett. London: Heinemann;
New York.
Putnam's Sons, 1925, pp. 1-327.
NOTE: this ed. used for ease of reference. The reference is m a quotanon from Macaulay
REFEm_EDTO: 527--8
GALLATIN, ALBERT. Referred

to:

121 (120)
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GALLIENUS (Publius Licinius Egnatms),
NOTE. the reference is in a quotation from Gibbon
REFERRED
TO 438
GALT, JOHN ("Micah Balwhidder").
Annals of the Parish, or, The Chronicle of Dalmailing
during the MtnistD' of the Rev. Mtcah Balwhidder.
Wrttten by Himself. Edinburgh:
Blackwood;
London: Cadwell, 1821.
NOTE. the passage referred to reads: "1 told my people that 1 thought they had more sense than to
secede from Christianity to become Utilitarians, for that it would be a confession of ignorance of
the faith they deserted, seeing that it was the main duty inculcated by our religion to do all m morals
and manners, to which the new-(angled doctnne of utihty pretended" tp 286)
REFERRED
TO. 81 ¢80)
GARNIER, JOSEPH HEINRICH. "Character
and Manners
Review, II (L&WR, XXXI) (Oct., 1835), 159-94.
REFERREDTO. 598
--

"Government
1835), 487-512.
REFERREDTO: 598

and People

of Austria,"

GARRISON, WILL1AM LLOYD. Referred

London

of the German

Revww.

Students,"

I (L&WR.

London

XXX)

(July,

to: 266

GAYOT DE PITAVAL, FRAN_7OIS. "Urbain Grandier, condamn6 comme magicien, et comme
auteur de la possession des religleuses de Loudun." In Causes cdldbres et intdressantes.
avec lesjugemens
qut les ont ddciddes. 6 vols. The Hague: Neaulme,
1735, Vol, II, pp.
247-397.
NOTE. there were later series of Causes cdldbres, not all prepared by Gayot de Pitaval
REFERREDTO: 476n
La Gazette

de France,

Referred

to: 465

GENOUDE, ANTOINE EUGI_NE DE. Referred

to: 465

GEORGE IV (of England).
NOTE. the reference is in a quotation from William Bridges Adams
REFERRED
TO" 387
GERGONNE. JOSEPH DIAL

Referred

to: 59 (58), 64n

GIBBON. EDWARD. The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
6 vols.
London: Strahan and Cadell, 1776-88.
NOTE it is not known which ed Mill used; his quotations (all from Chap. Xl) do not correspond with
the reading of the Ist ed (cited above) or the 2nd ed., but with the revised reading found, e.g., in
Vol I of"A New Edition," 6 vols. (London. Strahan and Cadell, 1782), with which the collations
below have been made
QUOTED' 438-9. 457
REFERREDTO: 11 (10). 437, 554
438.8 [paragraph] Modern] [noparagraph] Modern ("New Ed ," I, 365, 1st ed., I, 306)
438.12
Asia. ] Asia -_. Ifoomote omitted] ("New Ed .'"I. 366. I st ed., 1. 306)
438.13
chastity and] chasnty 55and [.tbotnote ommed] ("New Ed..'" I, 366, Ist ed.. I, 307)
438.15
complexion; her teeth] complexion (for in speaking of a lady. these trifles become lmportantL Her teeth ("New Ed .'" I, 366: 1st ed., I, 307)
438.15-17
whiteness . and
eyes .. sparkled] whiteness, and.., eyes sparkled ("New Ed ,"
I. 366; 1st ed., I. 307)
438.19
harmonious
.. She] harmonious. Her manly understanding was strengthened and adorned
by study. She ("New Ed.." I, 366, 1st ed., I. 307)
438.36
with] [paragraph] With ("New Ed.," 1,367, Ist ed , I, 308)
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438 37-8
years...
Disdaining both] years By the death of Odenathus, that authority was at an end
which the senate bad granted him only as a personal dlstmcuon, but his mamal widow, dlsdammg
both ("New Ed.," I, 367-8: 1st ed, I, 308)
438.38
Galhenus, she obhged] Gathenus. obhged ("New Ed.,'" I. 368, 1st ed., I, 3081
438.39
reputation ....
To] reputatton 59. Jfoomote omated, elhpsts mdwates 4-sentence om_sston]
To ("New Ed ,'" 1. 368; 1st ed., I, 308)
439.6--7 blended,"...
"with] blended with ("New Ed.," I, 368, Ist ed.. 1,309)
457.7-10
"love of justice,".
"often . . passion."
"'&sdamed
subdued,"] His love of
justice often . passion: and whenever he deemed his own or the pubhc safety endangered, he
disregarded the rules of evidence, and the proportton of pumshments [5-sentence omtsston]
Ignorant or lmpatmnt of the restraints of oval mstltunons, he disdained
subdued 94 [foomote
omitted] CNew Ed.," 1. 381: 1st ed., I. 3201
457 28 friends "] friends TM. [footnote omtned] t"Nex_ Ed.." I, 374, Ist ed , I. 313 )
457.33-5
"the pomp was so long and so various that
hour from sunnse "'] [paragraph] So long
and so various was the pomp of Aurehan's triumph, that
hour, and tt was already dark when the
emperor returned to the palace. ("New Ed.," I, 377-8; 1st ed., I, 317)
GILBERT. NICOLAS JOSEPH LAURENT. Referred to: 494.496
--

"Ode imit6e de plusieurs

pseaumes."

In (Euvres complOtes.

Parts: Le Jay, 1788, pp.

80-1.
NOTE; the poem is also known as "Admux/_ la vm "
QUOTED. 494
494.24
meurs---] meurs: / Je meurs, & sur ma tombe, of1lentement j'arnve,
des plears (81)

/ Nul ne wendra verser

GIRAULT-DuvIVIER, CHARLES PIERRE. Grammatre des grammatres,
ou, Analyse
des meilleurs trains sur la langue franfoise.
2 vols. Pans: Porthmann,
1812.
REFERREDIO: 571
GLADSTONE. WILLIAM EWART Referred
GLANVILLE, JOHN. Speech to Both Houses
Vol. III, pp. 813-18 (22 May, 1628)
REFERREDTO: 197 (196)
The Globe.

to:

103 (102),

of Parliament.

ratsonOe

278,279,280
Journals

of the House

of Lords,

See The Globe and Traveller.

The Globe and Traveller
NOTE; the reference at p 89 (88) _s to two letters (both entttled "Exchangeable Value," q.,. Iwritten
by Mill m 1822 for the Traveller. which m 1823 was absorbed by the Globe
REFERRED
TO; 89 (88), 91 (90)
GODWIN, WILLIAM. Things As They Are: or, The Adventures
4th ed. 3 vols. London: Simpkin and Marshal, 1816.
NOTE; th_s ed. m SC.
REFERREDTO: 434n

oJ Caleb

William_

GOETHE, JOHANN WOLFGANG VON.
NOTE: the references at p. 169 (1681 and p. 260 are generally to Goethe's writings
REFERREDTO: 161 (160), 163 (162), 169 (168), 171 (170). 260,424,474n,
475,477,488;
Sarah Austin, Characteristics..
.

(1794).

see also

-Aus meinem Leben. Dichtung und Wahrheit ( 1811 - 14, 1832).
NOTE. no ed. cited, as the reference derives from Palgrave's "'Goethe's Life of Himself,'" q v The
work appears in Vols XXIV-XXVI of Goethe's Werke, 55 vols. (Stuttgart and Tubmgen'
Cotta'schen Buchhandlung. 1828-33), which is in SC
REFERRED
TO: 324
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-Torquato Tasso (1790).
REFERRED
TO. 346

In Werke,

GOLDSMITH, OLIVER. Referred to:

Vol. IX, pp. 99-245.

19 (18),

GOUBAUX, PROSPERPARFAIT. See Alexandre

119 (118),

565

Dumas,

Richard

Darlington.

GRAHAM, GEORGE JOHN.
_OTE: the reference at p. 99 (98) is to Graham's early articles in the Westminster Review; for a hst. see
The Wellesley Index, Vol. IlI.
REFERREDTO: 83 (82), 99 (98). 125 (124), 126n
--"Poor-Laws
332--65.
REFERREDTO" 601

in Ireland,"

London

and Westminster

Review,

III& XXV (July,

1836),

GRATTAN, HENRY.
NOTE: the reference is m a quotation from Jeffrey's "Madame de Stael," q v.
REFERREDTO' 317
GRATTAN, THOMAS COLLEY. "Leopold
and the Belgians,"
Review, XXXII (Apr., 1839), 357-405.
REFERREDTo. 606
GRAY, THOMAS. "The
Life and Writings
Porter, 1814, Vol.
NOTE: this ed. m SC.
REFERREDTO: 19 (18),

London

and

Westmmster

Bard" (1757). In The Works of Thomas Gray. with Memoirs of His
by William Mason. Ed. Thomas James Mathias. 2 vols. London:
I, pp. 25-32.
565

-An Elegy Wrote in a Country
REFERRED
TO: 19 (18), 565

Church

Yard ( 1751 ). Ibid.,

Vol. I, pp. 57-63.

THE GREAT KING. See Shapur 1.
Greek Anthology.

See Anthologia

GREY, CHARLES (Lord Grey).

graeca.

Referred

GREY, HENRY GEORGE (Lord Howick).
GREY, LORD. See Charles

to:

179 (178)

Referred

to:

131 (130)

Grey.

GRIMM, FRIEDRICH MELCHIOR,
critique. Ed. J. Michaud,
REFEm_,ED
TO: 110

BARON
VON. Correspondance
httdratre, philosophique
et al. 17 vols. Paris: Longchamps,
et al., 1812-14.

et

GROTE, GEORGE (the elder).
NOTE: the reference is to Mr. Grote's father, "the banker "
REFERRED
TO: 75 (74)
GROTE, GEORGE (the younger).
SORE: the reference at p 287 is to Grote's
(1869), q.v.; one of the references at p.
"emulaUon of a little manuscript essay of
REFERREDTO: 72, 75--7 (74-6), 91 (90), 93
203 (202--4), 287,567, 626
--

contribution to Mill's edition of his father's Analysts
72 and that at p. 567 are to Mill's writing an essay in
Mr. Grote."
(92), 101 (I00), 110, 123 (122), 125 (124), 134, 166n,

("Philip Beauehamp").
Analysis
of the Influence
of Natural
Temporal Happiness of Mankind. London: Carlile, 1822.

Religion,

on the
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NOTE. compiled and edited by Grote from Bentham's MSS A presentation copy to Helen Taylor of
the French translation by M. E Cazelles (Pans: Badhere, 1875) is m SC
REFERREDTO, 73 (72), 579,588
Aristotle. Ed. Alexander Barn and G. Croom Robertson. 2 vols London. Murray.
1872.
NOTE' the reference, in Helen Taylor's "contmuanon" of the Autobtographx, is to Mill's "Grote's
Aristotle," q v
REFERREDTO: 627
A Histor3' of Greece. 12 vols. London. Murray, 1846-56.
NOTE. m SC: each volume or set inscribed as a presentauon copy
REFERRED
TO. 99 (98), 202
-"Institutions of Ancient
REFERRED
TO. 99 (98)

Greece,"

Westmmster

Review,

V 1Apr.. 1826), 269-331

--

Motion on the Ballot, Parliamentar3
Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 17, cols 608-29 (25
Apr., 18331.
NOTE. for Grote's other annual ballot motions, see Parhamentar_ Debate3.3rd ser. Vol 28, cols
369-95 (2 June, 1835)', Vol 34, cols 781-807 (23 June, 18361, Vol. 37. cols 8-33 (7 Mar.,
1837), Vol 40, cols 1131-55 (15 Feb , 1838), and X_ot 48, cols 442-50 (18 June, 18391
REFERRED
TO; 202

--

Speeches on the Affairs of Canada. Parhamentao"
Debate_,
59-65 (16 Jan., 1838), and cols. 633-7 (29 Jan,, 1838)
REFERRED
TO. 204

--

Speech on the Suppression
of Disturbances
ser., Vol. 15, cols. 1241-6 (27 Feb., 1833).
REFERRED
TO: 202-.4

--

Statement

of the Question

of the Edinburgh Rewew,
REFERRED
TO 75 (74)

of Parhamentar3,

No. LXI

London:

(Ireland),

Reform.

Baldwin,

3rd seT., Vol. 40. cols.

Parhamentar3.'

Debates,

3rd

with a Repl 3 to the Objecnon3
Cradock,

and Joy. 1821.

--and
John Stuart Mill. "Taylor's Statesman."
London and Westminster Revtew, V &
XXVII (Apr., 1837), 1-32. In CW, Vol XIX, pp. 617-47.
NOTE. the reference is a promise, m the review of Helps's Thoughts m the Clotster and the Crowd.
that Taylor's work wall be reviewed.
REFERRED
TO: 424n
GROTE, MARY SELINA (n6e Peckwell).
NOTE: the reference is to Grote's "intensely Evangelical"
REFERREDTO: 75 (74)
GUIDO (of Siena).
GuIzoT,

Referred

mother.

to: 352n

FRAN(_OIS PIERRE GUILLAUME. Referred

--

to: 128

"Du rdgime municipal
dans l'empire Tomato, au cmqmbme si6cle de l'_re chr6tienne, lors de la grande invasion des Germams en occident." In Essat3 sur l'histotre de
France (1823). 2nd ed. Paris: Bri_re, 1824, pp. 1-51
NOTE: this ed. m SC.
REFERREDTO 436

HADFIELD, GEORGE. Referred

to: 276
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HALL, ANNA MARIA. The Juvenile
Budget:
Chapman and Hall, et al., 1840 11839]
NOTE:
see Busk.

Readers.

London:

HAMILTON, JAMES. Histor)'. Princtples,
Practwe and Results of the Hamihonian
for the Last Twelve Years. Manchester:
Sowler, et al. , 1829.
NOTE: the reference is to "the Hamiltonian method '"
REFERREDTO: 123 (126)

System.

REFERRED

TO:

or,

Stories

for

Ltttle

606

HAMILTON. WILLIAM. Referred

to: 268-71

--

Discussions
on Philosophy
and Literature,
Chtefly from the Edinburgh
Revtew; Corrected,
Appendices.
London: Longman,
Brown, Green,
lan and Stewart, 1852.
REFERREDTO 269

Education
and Universi_." Reform.
Vindtcated,
Enlarged,
in Notes and
and Longmans; Edinburgh: Maclaeh-

--

"Dissertations
on Reid." In The Works of Thomas Reid. Ed. William Hamilton
Edinburgh:
Maclachlan
and Stewart; London: Longman,
Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1846, pp. 742-914.
NOTE: further "Dissertations" were added in the 6th ed (1861). ed. H. L. Mansel. Hamilton also
supplied footnotes to his e&non of Reid. but as these were completed in the 1st ed., Mill cannot
intend them m th_s place Both are treated extensively m h_s Examinanon of Str Wilham
Hamilton's Philosophy. CW, Vol. IX.
REFERRED
TO: 269

--

Lectures
on Metaphysics
and Logic. Ed. H. L. Mansel and J. Veltch. 4 vols.
Edinburgh:
Blackwood,
1859-60.
NOTE: Mill mistakenly dates the work as 1860 and 1861 (the two volumes on Metaphys,cs appeared
tn 1859. and the two on Logic in 1860)
REFERRED
TO: 268--9

Hansard's

Parhamentary

Debates.

Referred

to:

HARE, AtJGUSTtrS WILLIAM. See Julius Charles

121 (120)
Hare and Augustus

HARE, JULIUS CHARLES. "Memoir of John Sterling."
Edited with a Memoir by Julius Charles Hare.
Parker. 1848.
NOTE:

William

Hare.

In Essays and Tales, Collected and
By John Sterling. 2 vols. London:

in SC.

REFERREDTO: 159 (158)
and Augustus
1827.
REFERRED TO; 424n

William

Hare.

Guesses

at Truth,

by Two Brothers.

London:

Taylor,

HARE, THOMAS. A Treatise on the Election of Representatives,
Parliamentao"
and Municspal. London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans,
and Roberts, 1859.
NOTE: reviewed by Mill in "Recent Writers on Reform," q.v. The 3rd ed., 1865, inscribed "From the
Author," is in SO.
REFERRED
TO: 262-3,284
HARRISON, FREDERIC. Referred

to: 282n

HARRISON, SAMUEL BEALEY. Evidence: Forming a Title of the Code of Legal Proceedings,
According
to the Plan Proposed by Crofion Uniacke, Esq. London: Butterworth,
1825.
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NOTE:this work, cited by Mill in his additions to Bentham's Ra.onale ofJudwial Ewdence. must be
one of the books other than Starkm and Philllpps which he read at the ume
REFERREDTO. 116
HARTLEY, DAVID.
NOTE: the references at pp 107 (/06), 209 (208) are to Hartlemmsm
REFERRED
TO" 34n. 65n, 107 (106), 209 (208), 538,589--90,595
Observa.ons
on Man, His Frame, His Dun" and His Expectations.
Leake and Frederick; London: Hitch and Austen, 1749.
NOTE: see also Joseph Priesttey. Hartley's Theor3".
REFERREDTO: 71 (70). 125--7 (124-6), 578

2 pts. Bath:

HAWKESWORTH, JOHN. An Account of the Voyages Undertaken by the Order of His Present
Majeso'_for Making Discoveries
m the Southern Hemisphere,
and Successtvely
Performed by Commodore
Byron, Captain Walhs, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook
3 vols. London: Strahan and Cadell, 1773.
NOTE: see David Henry, An Historwal Account.
REFERREDTO: 11--13 (10--12), 555--6
HAY, GEORGE (Marquis

of Tweeddale).

HAYWARD, ABRAHAM. Referred

Referred

to: 133 (132),

HAZLITT, WILLIAM. See also Thomas

to: 7
604-5

Moore.

--

Lectures Chiefly on the Dramatic
Stodart and Steuart, 1820.
REFERREDTO: 31 In

Ltterature

of the Age

of Ehzabeth.

London.

-"Schlegel on the Drama." Edinburgh Review, XXVI (Feb.. 1816), 67-107.
QUOTED:312
312.24-6
"Shakespeare
. . affections"] [paragraph] Who, indeed, m recallmg the names of
Imogen. of Miranda. of Juhet, of Desdemona. of Ophelia and Perdita, does not feel that
Shakespear
. affections? (103)
HEATHCOAT, JOHN.
NOTE:the reference Is m a quotation from Wilham Bridges Adams, whose spelhng _sHeathcote.
REFERRED
TO 386
HEINECC1US. JOHANN GOTTLIEB. Anltquitatum
romanarum jurisprudenttam
ilIustranttum
syntagma secundum ordmem institutionum
Justmtani dtgestum (1719). 9th ed. ( 1747 ).
In Operum ad universamjurisprudentiam.
8 vols. Geneva: Cramer Heirs and Philibert
Bros.. 1744-49,
Vol. IV, pp. 1-690 (separately paged from the rest of Vol IV).
NOTE:this ed. m SC.
REFERREDTO: 67 (66), 577
Elementa juris civihs secundum
ordinem mstitutionum
(1726). 6th ed. (1747).
Ibid., Vol. V, pp. 1-137 (separately paged from the next item, which is also in Vol. V)
NOTE: in addlnon to that m Operum (see preceding entry), another ed (Leipzig: Fritsch, 1766) Is m
SC.
REFERREDTo: 67 (66), 577
Elementa

juris

czvilis,

secundum

ordinem

Ibid., Vol. V, pp. 1-812 (separately paged
Vol. V).
NOTE: this ed. in SC (see Hemeccius, Antiqultatum)
REFERRED
TO: 67 (66). 577

pandectarum

from the preceding

(1727).

6th ed. (1747).

item, which is also in
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HELOYSE.
NOTE: the reference derives from John Sterhng's poem, "Abelard to Helolse,'" q.v
aEFEmU_DTO: 606
HELPS, ARTHUR. Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd. London: Wix. 1835
REVIEWED;419--29
QUOTED. 425,425--6,426,427,428,428-9,429
426.2
thmg] thmg(49)
426.8 your] your (75)
426.24--5
credulity. Those
. tt] creduhty. ]paragraph] Those .. It [not in itahcs] (76)
427 10 others . • In] others. It is by the observation of trivial matters that the wise learn the
influence of prejudice over their own minds at all times, and the wonderfully moulding power
which those minds possess in making all things around conform to the idea of the moment Let a
man but note how often he has seen likenesses where no resemblance exists, admired ordinary
pictures, because he thought they were from the hands of celebrated masters, dehghted m the
commonplace observations of those who had gamed a reputation for wisdom: laughed where no
wit was; and he will learn with humility to make allowance for the effect of prejudice m others.
]paragraph] In (23-4)
427.30
the..,
opinion] [not m ttahcs] (21
428.6 consolation for] consolation. For (34)
428.10
Pyramids !--what] Pyramids! What (22)
428.11
afford' Their] afford Their (22)
428.38-429.1
"'the . . generation"] [paragraph] The
. generation (51 )
429.3 "those] [paragraph] Those (49)
'HELVI_TIUS, CLAUDE ADMEN. De l'esprit.
REFERREDTO. 71 (70), 7On, 578,587

Paris:

Durand,

1758.

HI_NAULT, CHARLES JEAN FRANCOIS. Parallel of Augustus
and Louis XIV. Concluding
three paragraphs of Nouvel abrdg_ chronologique
de I' hlstoire de France: contenant les
6v_nemens de notre histozre depu:s Clovts jusqu'd: la mort de Louis XIV Pans: Prault
p6re, 1744.
REFERRED
TO: 573
HENRY VII (of England).

Referred

to" 473

HENRY, DAVID. An Histortcal Account of All the Voyages round the World, Performed by
English
Navigators:
Including
Those Lately Undertaken
by Order of His Present
Majes_'.
The Whole Faithfully Extracted from the Journals of the Voyagers. 4 vols
London: Newberry,
1774 (Vols. III and IV dated 1773).
NOTE: Mill refers to "a Collection (Hawkesworth's, I beheve) of Voyages round the world, in four
volumes, beginning with Drake and ending with Cook and Bougainville.'" Hawkesworth's
Account (q.v.), normally m 3 vols., does not include either Drake or Bougainvdle; Henry's
collectmn Is the only one located that fits Mdl's description m all respects (Vol. IV actually
concludes with a separately paginated Appendix, "Contammg the Journal of a Voyage to the North
Pole, by the HoD. Commodore Phlpps, and Captain Lutwldge").
REFERREDTO: 13 (12), 555
HERACLIANUS.
NOTE. the reference is m a quotation from Gibbon.
REFERREDTO: 438
HERDER, JOHANN GOTTFRIED VON. Briefe, das Studium der Theologie betreffend (1780).
4 vols. Frankfurt and Leipzig: n.p.. 1790.
NOTE: this ed. used by Coleridge, from whose Bwgraphta Literaria the reference derives. (Vols I
and II, and Vols• III and IV, are continuously paged.) The passage m question begins. "Era
Mensch, der die Bibel nur heseI..."
(Vol. II, p. 371 )
EFERRED TO: 136n
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HERODOTUS. Referred
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to: 532

HtstoD,,
NOTE; tWOGreek and Latin eds. were formerly m SC. 'H To6 "Hpo6orov _4Atxapvacrtrdwq io"ropla.
Herodon Hahcarnassensls hlstorla, 9 vols (Glasgow. Fouhs, 1761 ), and Herodotus graece et
latme, 7 vols. (Edinburgh: Lamg, 1806)
m_FEm_d_o
TO: 9 (8), 45 (44), 553
HERSCHEL, JOHN FREDERICK WILLIAM. A Prehminarv
Discourse on the Study of Natural
Philosophy.
London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green, 1831.
NOTE: pubhshed as Dlonysms Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Vol 14
REFERREDTO: 217 (216)
HESIOD. Referred to: 532
HICKSON, WILLIAM EDWARD.
NOTE: the reference _s to Hlckson's proprietorship of the Westmmster Revww
REFERRED
TO. 227 (226)
HILDYARD, ROBERT CHARLES. Referred to: 130
HOBBES, THOMAS. Referred

to:

167,538,589-90

--

"Computatio
sive logica" (1668). In Opera phdosophica
quae latme scrtpstt
omnia. Ed, William Molesworth.
5 vols. London: Bohn, 1839-54, Vol. I, pp, 1-80.
REFERREDTO. 21 (20), 125 (124), 567-8

--

"Epistle Dedicatory"
to Trtpos (1684). In The English Works of Thomas Hobbes
Ed. William Molesworth.
11 vols. London: Bohn, 1839-45,
Vol. IV, p. xiii
NOTE: the quotation Is indirect. A similar passage is found m Lewathan, tbtd , Vol III, p 91 The
saying is recorded m James Mill's Commonplace Book (London Library), Vol I. f 29r, where the
next quotation ts from Leviathan
QUOTED. 165-7 (164)

HOLT, FRANCIS LUDLOW. The Law of Libel: in Which Is Contained,
a General History
This Law in the Ancient Codes, and of lts Introduction.
and Successive Alterations
the Law of England.
London: Reed; Dublin: Phelan, 1812.
NOTE: the reference denves from Brougham's "Liberty of the Press and Its Abuses," q.v
REFERRED
TO: 298

o]
m

HOMER,
NOTE:the reference at p. 438 _s m a quotaUon of Gibbon's translatmn of Trebethus Polho; those at
pp. 529n, 532, are to the portrayal of gods m Homer
REFEm_EDTO:438,499,525,529n,
532
-Homer's lhad. Trans. Alexander Pope ( 1715 ). 6 vols. London. Lmtot. 1720.
NOTE. this ed. in SC, with spree utle reading Pope's Homer (the title Mill uses) However. Mill may
have had in mind also Pope' s translatmn of the Odyssey m his reference at p. 19 (181
gEFERREDTO: 13--15 (12--14). 19 (18), 557, 583
The Iliad. In _/At&q xal O_6o'tr_ta.
4 vols. tin 2). Oxford: Typographicus
Academicus,
1800, Vols. I-II.
NOTE: this ed. in SC. See also the next entry, and, for Pope's translauon, the preceding entry
REFERREDTO: 13 (12), 15 (14), 557. 583
The Iliad (Greek and English).
Trans. Augustus
Heinemann;
New York: Putnam's Sons, 1924.
NOTE: thiS ed. cited in th_s instance for ease of reference
REFERREDTO: 525

Taber

Murray.

2 vols.

London:
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The Odyssey. In IAt&qxal
1066o-treta,
NOTE this ed in SC. See also the next entry
REFERRED
TO. 15 (14). 560

1800. Vols.

The Odyssey ¢Greek and Enghsh). Trans. Augustus
Hememann;
New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1919.
NOTE:this ed cited m this mstancc for ease of reference
REFERREDTO: 412

Ill-IV.

Taber Murray.

HOOKE, NATHANIEL, The Roman Htstory, from the Buildmg of Rome
Commonwealth.
4 vols. London: Bettenham.
1738-71.
REFERRED
TO. I1 (10), 15, 17 (16), 543n, 544n, 546n, 554, 583,584

2 vols. London.

to the Rum of the

HORACE (Quintus Horatius Flaccus).
Ars poetica.
In Satires, Eptstles, and Ars poetica
(Latin and EnghshL Trans. H. Rushton Fairclough
London: Hememann:
New York:
Putnam's
Sons, 1926, pp. 450-88.
NOTE. this ed. cited for ease of reference. In SC is Opera. ed William Baxter, new ed (Glasgow and
Edinburgh: Mundell, London Robinson and Payne: Cambridge: Lunn, 1796), m which the Ar5
poenca is on pp. 525-55. The reference at p. 15 (14) is to Mill's having read all Horace except the
Epodes m 1816, that at p 245 is to the precept that one should put one's work in a closet for nine
years before pubhshmg It (p 482 [388-9]), that at p 498 _s to the precept against mediocrity m
poet_
REFERREDTO: 15 (14), 245. 498. 561
--

Carmen saeculare.
In The Odes and Epodes (Latin and English).
Trans. C E,
Bennett. London: Heinemann;
New York: Macmillan,
1914, pp. 350-6.
NOTE. see the precedmg entry' (the Carmen saeculare is in Opera, pp 265-70), This ed cited for
ease of reference. The reference at p. 19 (18) is to Horace's "shorter poems '"
REFERRED
TO. 15 (14), 19 (18), 532, 561

-Carmina (Odes). IBM., pp. 2-346.
NOTE. see Horace, Arspoenca (the Carmma are in Opera, pp 1-218) This ed cited for ease of
reference. The reference at p 19 (18) is to Horace's "shorter poems": those at pp 583.586 are to
Mall's translanon of some of Horace's shorter poems.
REFERRED
TO" 15 (14), 19 (18), 532, 561,583, 586
--Epistles.
In Satires, Epistles, and Ars poetica, pp. 248-440.
NOTE. see Horace. Arspoetwa (the Epistles are in Opera, pp 421-524). This ed cited for ease of
reference
REFERRED
TO. 15 (14), 421. 561
-Epodes. In The Odes and Epodes. pp. 360-417.
NOTE. see Horace. Ara poetica (the Epodes are in Opera. pp. 219-63) This ed cited for ease of
reference. Mill refers here to hashaving read all Horace except the Epodes between 1813 and 1817:
he presumably read them later.
REFERREDTO. 15 (14)
--Satires.
In Satires. Eptstles, and Ars poettca, pp. 4-244.
NOTE. see Horace, Arspoenca (the Sanres are in Opera, pp 271-420).
REFERREDTO. 15 (14), 421,561
HORNER, FRANCIS. Referred

to:

129 (128)

HOWELL, THOMAS BAYLY, ed. A Complete Collection of State Trials and Proceedings for
High Treason and Other Crimes and Mtsdemeanors
from the Earliest Period to the
Year 1783, with Notes and Illustrations:
Compiled
by T. B. Howell, Esq F.R.S.,
F.S.A.,
and Continued from the Year 1783 to the Present Time by Thomas Jones
Howell, Esq. 34 vols. London: Longman, et al., 1809-28.
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NOTE:the reference is to Lord Ellenborough's defimtion of hbet as "'an3'thing whtch hurt thefeehng_
of any boo(v.'"Ellenborough's statement formed part of his summmg up Jn the case of the King
against Cobbett, 24 May, 1804. On that occaston. Ellenborough stated. "'Upon the subject of libel,
it may be as well for me to observe, before I enter upon the quesnon, that. by the law of England.
there is no impunity to any person pubhshmg any thing injurious to the feehngs and happiness of an
individual, or prejudicial to the general interests of the state" (Vol. XXIX, col 49J
QUOTED. 298
HOWICK, LORD. See Henry

George

Grey

HUGHES, THOMAS. "Opinion on American
Affairs," Macmtllan'_
Maga:me,
IV l Sept..
1861), 414-16.
NOTE:the reference is to Hughes's writing m support ot the North at the ve_ beginning of the Ciwl
War
REFERREDTO: 267
HUGO, VICTOR MARIE, VICOMTE.
NOTE: the reference is to his early poetry. See also Ntsard
REFERREDTO: 472
HUMBOLDT, KARL WILHELM VON. The Sphere

and Duties

1851 ). Trans. Joseph Coulthard. London: Chapman,
NOTE: the references are md_rect. Th_s ed m SC
REFERREDTO. 260,261

of Government

(in German,

1854

HUME, DAVID.
NOTE: the reference is m a quotation from John Allen.
REFERREDTO" 293
--

Essay, s and Treatises on Several Subjects (with this title. 1753) 2 vols London:
Cadell; Edinburgh:
Bell and Bradfute, et al., 1793.
NOTE: in SC. Another copy of Hume's Essays. annotated b_ Mill. was bought from the Avignon
bookseller Roumanille in March, 1906. by the American novehst Thomas Nelson Page. Its present
location is unknown. The reference at p. 293 _s to "Of the Ftrst Pnnoples of Government,'" in
Essays, Vol. I, pp 39-44
REFERREDTO: 71 (70), 293, 578-9

--

The History of England (1754-62).
8 vols. (m 4). Oxford: Talboys and Wheeler,
London: Pickenng,
1826
NO'rE: this ed formerly in SC. The references (which antedate this ed. )may be to the Ist ed , 6 vols
(London: Millar, 1754-62) The quotatmn is m a quotanon from Macaulay, who does not indicate
which ed. he used.
QUOTED527
REFERREDTO: I 1 (10), 554
527.9 [paragraph] "'History,".
. "has] [no paragraph] History has (I, 108)
527.9 Edgar's] his (I, 108)

HUME, JOSEPH. Referred

to: 55 (54), 93 (92),

HUNT, HENRY. Memoirs of HenD" Hunt,
Ilchester, in the CounG' of Somerset.
REFERRED
TO: 575
HUSIaSSON, WILLIAM. Referred
An lntroducnon
to the Latin
Williams,
1806.

to:

Tongue,

101 _100), 203 (202)

Esq., Wrttten by HimselJ; m His Majes_"
3 vols. London: Dolby, 1820-22.

s Jail at

103 (102)
for the Use of Youth. New ed.. rev. Eton: Pote and
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NOTE: We do not know which text Mill used. but this one is representanve of the grammars of the
time
REFERREDTO. 13 (12), 556
IRVINE, ALEXANDER.
NOTE. the reference, in Helen Taylor's "continuation" of the Autobiography,
with whom Mill botanized in 1871
REFERREDTO 627
1SOCRATES. Ad Demontcum.
vols. Paris: Didot l'ain6,
NOTE: this ed. m SC
REFERREDTO. 9 (8), 353
Ad Nicoclem.
lbtd.,
REFERREDTO: 9 (8), .533

In Opera omma graece
1782, Vol. I, pp. 4-45

JEFFREY, FRANCIS. See also Richard

"Bentham.
1804), 1-26.
REFERREDTO: 325

--

Chenevlx

Edinburgh

Princlpes

"Correspondance
(July, 1813), 263-99.
REFERREDTO 309

Ed. Athanasius

Auger.

3

pp. 54-95.

--"Alison's
Sermons."
REFERREDTO: 311n
--

et latme

Is to "an old friend'"

de l(gislatton

htt6raire

and Francis

Revww,

Jeffrey,

XXII1 (Sept.,

par Dumont,"

et philosophique

"French

Poetry

"'

1814), 424-40.

Edinburgh

de Grimm,"

Revww,

Edinburgh

IV (Apr.,

Review,

XXI

--

"Dispositions
of England and America."
Edinburgh Review. XXXlII (May, 1820),
395-431
QUOTED:300-1
301.2
"'within] It [America] shows within (405)
301.6.7-8
"even m England,".
. "the..
terror:"] Even in England. the..,
terror: and ever3
thing betokens an approaching cns_s in the great European commonwealth, by the result of which
the future character of its governments, and the structure and condluon of its society, will in all
probabihty be deterrmned (403)

-"Edgeworth's
REFERREDTO: 321

Memoirs,"

-"'France,'" Edmburgh
REFERREDTO. 302n

Edinburgh

Review,

Revww,

XXV (Dec.,

XXXlV

(Aug.,

1820), 12 t -48.

1815). 501-26.

-"Hazlitt on Shakespeare."
Edinburgh Revww, XXVII1 (Aug., 1817 I, 472-88.
NOTE: Mill's references to the Edmburgh Revtew's unquahfied admiration of Shakespeare
general; this article is cited at p. 309 as illustrative of the point
REFERREDTO: 309, 319

are

"Ivanhoe,"
Edinburgh Review, XXXIII (Jan., 1820), 1-54.
NOTE; Mill's reference to the Edinburgh Revww's apprecmtlon of Scott is general, this article c_ted as
illustrative of the point.
aEFERREDTO: 320
--

"Leckie
on the British Government,"
Edinburgh
315-46.
QUOTED:313
313.12
[paragraph] Partms] [no paragraph] Parties (3431

Review,

XX (Nov.,

1812).

BIBLIOGRAPHIC INDEX OF PERSONS AND WORKS CITED
"Madame
de Sta61--sur
la htt6rature,"
Edmburgh
1-50.
QUOTED.316. 316--18,318
316.10
[paragraph] All] [no paragraph] All (127
318.30
[paragraph] There] [no paragraph] There (21)

Review,
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XX1 (Feb.,

1813),

"Millar's View of the English Government,'"
Edinburgh Revww, 111(Oct., 1803),
154-81.
QUOTED.305-6
305.27
]paragraph] There] [paragraph] In his pohtlcs. Mr Mdlar was a deoded w'hlg, and did not
perhaps bear any great antipathy to the name of a republican' yet there (158)
305.37-8
mcapaclty
. multitude] [not tn italics] (158)
306.1 liberties."] hbertles; and though sincerely attached to the hmlted torm of monarch x established at the Revolution, he seems to have thought that the monarchy Itself was the least valuable
part of the system, and that most of Its advantages might have been secured under another system of
admmJstrauon. (159)
"Montgomery's
QUOTED: 324n

Poems,"

"Moore's
Poems,"
REFEgREDTO. 321

Edmburgh

Edinburgh

Review,

Review,

IX (Jan , 1807), 347-54

VIII (July,

"Poems by W. Wordsworth,"
Edmburgh
NOTE" the reference at p. 324 is cited as illustrative of
the Wordsworth school", that at p 398 is to "the
Edinburgh Review. on Wordsworth and Colendge
REFERRED
TO 324, 398

1806), 456-65

Review, X1 (Oct., 18077, 214-31.
the Edinburgh Revwws"art_cles on the poets of
disgraceful articles in the early Numbers ot the
'"

--"Scott's
Marmion: A Poem," Edmburgh Revww, XII (Apr., 1808). 1-35
NOTE. MilFs reference to the Edinburgh Revtew's appreciation of Scott is genera), this article is oted
as illustrative of the point
REFERRED
TO: 320
--"Southey's
Thalaba,'" Edmburgh
QUOTED.303--4
304 13 over-ruling] over-runmng (71)

Review,

1 (Oct . 1802), 63-83

-"Wordsworth's
White Doe." Edinburgh Revww, XXV (Oct.. 1815). 355-63.
NOTE: cited as illustrative of the Edmburgh Revte_'s "'articles on the poets of the Wordsworth
school."
REFERREDTO" 324
JOHNSON, SAMUEL.
NOTE"the reference at p. 182 derives from Mill's reference to Carly)e's "'Boswell's Johnson," q
REFERRED
TO. 182, 311
--"Preface
to Shakespeare"
(1765). In The Works of Samuel
vols. London: Johnson, et al., 1806, Vol. II, pp. 133-96
QUOTED.319
319.32
time and place] time or place (147)
JONES, JOHN GALE. Referred

to:

JouDou, J.B. Guide des voyageurs
author, 1818.
REFERRED
TO: 574

Johnson

New ed

12

Tarbes:

the

129 (128)
a Bagndres-de-Bigorre

et dans les environs.
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JouY, VICTOR JOSEPH ETIENNE DE.
NOTE the reference derives from Chenevlx's "Enghsh and French Ltterature,'" q v
REFERREDTO: 310
JOYCE, JEREMIAH. Scientific Dialogues,
Intended)or
the Instruction and Entertainment
of
Young People: m Whwh the First Principles of Natural and Experimental
Philosophy
Are Fully Explained.
6 vols. London: Johnson, 1800ft.
I_,EFEmU_DTO:21 (20L 567
"JuNIUS." Jumus: Including Letters by the Same Writer, under Other Signatures,
(Now
Fzrst Collected.)
To Whwh Are Added, His Confidential
Correspondence
with Mr
Wilkes, and His Private Letters Addressed
to Mr. H. S. Woodfall. Wtth a Prehmmam
Essay, Notes, Fac-stmiles,
&c. 3 vols. London: Rlvington,
et al., 1812.
NOTE this ed. in SC
REFERRED
TO. 381
"JuN1US REDIVIVUS." See Adams.
The Jurist:

or, Quarterly

Journal

of Jurisprudence

JUVENAL. Satires. In Decu Junii Juvenahs
1744, pp. 1-98.
NOTE: th_s ed. In SC.
REFERREDTO: 14n, 25,566

and Legtslation.

Referred

et A. Persii Flacc_ sa_rae.

KARAMZIN, NIKOLAI MIKHAILOVICH. Travels from Moscow,

through

to:

London:

Prussia,

Switzerland,
France,
and England.
Trans. from the German attributed
Feldborg.
3 vols London: Badcock,
1803.
NOTE: the reference derives from Brougham's "Karamsm's Travels in Europe," q v.
REFERRED
TO
324

191 (190)
Brindley,

Germany,
to A.

A.

KE1LL, JOHN. Introductiones
ad veram phystcam et veram astronomiam.
Quibus accedunt
trigonometria.
De viribus centralibus.
De legtbus attractioms
(1702, 1718) New ed.
Leyden: Verbeak,
1739.
REFERRED

TO;

564

KENYON, GEORGE (Lord Kenyon).
KEPLER,

JOHANNES.

Referred

Referred

to: 600-1

to: 165

KERSEY, JOHN. The Elements
of That Mathematwal
Art Commonly
Expounded
in Four Books. 2 vols. London: Passinger,
and Hurlock,
REFERRED

TO

Called Algebra,
1673--74.

561

KNAPP, ANDREW, and WILLIAM BALDWIN. TheNewgate
Calendar: Comprisinglnteresting
Memoirs of the Most Notorious
Characters
Who Have Been Convicted of Outrages on
the Laws of England since the Commencement
of the Eighteenth
Centur3'; with Occasional Anecdotes
and Observations,
Speeches,
Confessions,
and Last Exclamations
of
Sufferers. 4 vols. London: Robins, 1824-28.
NOTE; it IS not clear which of the "Newgate Calendars" Mill has in mind, but this _s the best known
contemporary one.
REFERRi':D
TO: 604
The Knickerbocker.
NOTE. the reference _s in a quotation from Harriet Martmeau.
REFERR_-DTO: 433
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KORNER, KARL THEODOR. Lever
1814
REFERRED
TO: 467

und Schwerdt.

Berlin:

Nicolmschen

Buchhandlung,

KOTZEBUE, AUGUST FRIEDRICHFERDINAND VON. Travels from Berhn, through Switzerland, to Paris, in the Year 1804 (1804) Trans from the German
3 vols. London:
Phillips, 1804.
NOTE. the reference is actually to Brougham's "Kotzebue's Travels to Parts. etc..'" q v
REFERREDTO. 324
Travels through Italy, m the Years 1804 and 180,511805). Trans. from the German.
4 vols. London: Philhps, 1806.
NOTE: the reference is actually to Brougham's "Kotzebue's Travels m ltal_ ,'"q v
REFERRED
TO: 324
LA BRUYI_RE, JEAN DE. Parallel of Corneille and Racine.
NOTE the reference is probably to an extract from "Des ouvrages de l'esprlt/" m Le6 caractOres; ou.
Les moeurs de ce sidcle
REFERREDTO: 573
LACROIX, SYLVESTRE FRANCOIS El(mens
Duprat, an VIII.
REFERRED
TO 575
--

Trait( du calcul diff(rentiel
Courcier,
1810, 1814, 1819.
REFERREDTO. 572

d'algkbre,

et du calcul

h l'usage

mtdgral

de l'Ecole

(1798)

Centrale.

Pans.

2nd ed. 3 vols. Pans:

LA FAYETTE, MARIE JOSEPH GILBERT DU MOTIER, MARQUIS DE.
NOTE: Mill uses the spelhng Lafayette.
REFERREDTO" 179 (178)
LA FONTAINE, JEAN DE. Fables
Barbin, 1668.
REFERREDTO" 569--70
LAGRANGE, JOSEPH Louis

chotsies

DE. Th(orle

mtses

en ver.s par M. de La Fontatne

des fonctlons

analytiques,

contenant

du calcul diff(rentiel,
ddgagds de toute consM(ration
d' mJmiment
sans, de hmites et de flumons,
et r(dmts dzI'analvse alg(brlque
Paris: Imprimerie
de la R6publique,
1797.
REFERRED
TO: 575

Pans:

les prmctpes

pettts et d' (vanoutsdes quanntes times.

LAHARPE, JEAN FRANgOIS DE. Parallel of Corneille and Racine
NOTE: the reference ts probably to an extract from Laharpe's Cours de hndrature (1799--1805)
REFERRED
TO. 573
LAMARTINE, ALPHONSE DE.
NOTE. the reference _s to Lamartme's early poems
REFERREDTO:472
LAMB, WILLIAM (Lord Melbourne).

Referred

LAMBTON, JOHN GEORGE (Lord Durham).
Parliamentary

to: 605

Referred

to:

158,223-5(222-4)',seealsounder

Papers, "Report on the Affairs of British North America"

LA MENNAIS, HUGUES FI_LICITI_ROBERT DE. Referred to: 465
LANGHORNE, JOHN and WILLIAM. See Plutarch,

Plutarch's

Lives

(1839).
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LAPEYROUSE. See Picot de Lapeyrouse.
LAPLACE, PIERRE SIMON, MARQUISDE. Referred
Exposition
du svstdme
NOTE this ed. m SC_
REFERRED
TO: 576

du monde

(1796).

to:

165

4th ed. Paris: Courcler,

LA ROCHEFOUCAULD, FRANCOIS, DUC DE. Rdflextons,
Paris: Barbin, 1665 [ 1664].
NOTE: Mill uses the spelhng La Rochefoucault
REFERREDTO: 423,425
LATIN GRAMMAR. See An Introduction

ou, Sentences

1813.

et maximes

morales.

Henri).

See Andr_

to the Latin Tongue

LATOUCHE, HYACINTHE JOSEPH ALEXANDRE THABAUDE DE (called
Ch6nier.
LAVOISIER, ANTOINE LAURENT. Referred

to:

65 (64)

LAVOISIER, MARIE ANNE PIERRETTE (n6e Paulze).
NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from Brougham's review of Black's Lectures (on chemistry),
q.v
REFERRED
TO: 309
LAW, EDWARD (Lord Ellenborough).
NOTE: the reference concerns Law's defininon of libel when acting as Chief Justice of the Court of
King's Bench, for the passage, see Thomas Bayly Howell.
REFERRED
TO: 297--8
LAWRENCE, THOMAS. Referred
LEBEAU, CHARLES. Opera
REFERRED
TO: 574, 586

to: 352n

latma d. Caroli Lebeau.

3 vols. Paris: Morin,

1782-83.

LECKIE, GOULD FRANCIS. Essay on the Practice of the British Government,
Dzstingutshed
from the Abstract TheoD' on Which It Is Supposed
to Be Founded.
London: Valpy,
1812.
NOTE. the reference derives from Jeffrey's "Leckle on the British Government," q.v.
REFERRED
TO' 313
LEGENDRE, ADRIEN MARIE. Elements
1794.
REFERREDTO: 571
LENTHI_RIC, PIERRE. Referred

de gdomdtrie,

avec des notes.

Paris: Firmm Didot,

to: 59 (58), 575

LETRONNE, JEAN ANTOINE. "Essai sur le plan et la disposition
g6n6rale du labyrinthe
d'Egypte,
d'apr6s H6rodote,
Diodore de Slcile et Strabon," Nouvelles Annales des
Voyages, de la G_ographie
et de I'Histoire,
VI (1820). 133-54.
NOTE: see also Nouvetles Annales.
REFERRED
TO: 574
LEWIS, GEORGE CORNEWALL. "The
XXXI) (Oct., 1835), 228-69.
REFERRED
1"O:598--9,601

Irish Church

Question,"

London

Review,

II (L&WR,

On Local Disturbances
in Ireland; and On the Irish Church Question.
London:
Fellowes,
1836.
NOTE:the reference derives from the inclusion in this work of I_,¢WlS'S"The lnsh Church Questmn,"
q.v.
REFEgREDTO: 601

BIBLIOGRAPHIC
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LIVY (Titus Livius). Livy (Latin and English).
14 vols Trans B. O. Foster. et al. London'.
Hememann;
New York: Putnam's
Sons; and (Vols. VI-XIV)
Cambridge,
Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1919-59.
NOTE: this ed oted for ease of reference. SC contams Htstoriarurn ab urbe condita, ed Johannes
Fredericus Gronovms, 3 vols. (Amsterdam: Elzevlr, 1665, 1664), and formerly contamed the ed
in t0 vols., ed. Joannes Clencus (Amsterdam Wetstentus, Utrecht van de Vater, 1710_ The
reference at p. 528 Is m a quotation from Macaulay
REFERRED
TO: 15 (14), 17 (16). 528. 529n, 531,532. 544n. 560. 584
LOCKE. JOHN. Referred

to: 209 (208),

332

An Essay Concerning
Human Understanding
(1690). In Work,s. New ed. 10 vols.
London: Tegg, et al., 1823, Vols 1-III
NOTE; th_s ed m SC; Mall probably first read the work in an earher ed.
REFERREDTO 71 (70), 578, 587
The London

Review,

(206--8), 213-15
The Westmmster

later

The London

(212-14),
Review.

and

217 (216),

Westmmster

221-7

(220-6).

Revtew.
229 (228).

Referred
616,624:

to: 207-9
see also

LONGINUS, CASSIUS.
NOTE: the reference at p 438 and one at p 457 are in quotations from Gibbon
REFERREDTO: 435,438. 443,445. 457
LONGMAN, THOMAS NORTON (III).
NOTE: the reference is to "the Longmans'"
Review.
REFERRED
TO: 97 (96)

reaction to James Mill's attack on the Edinburgh

LONGMAN, THOMAS NORTON (IV).
NOTE. the reference at p. 272 concerns the part played by the Longman brothers (Thomas and
William) m enabhng Mill to bnng out cheap People's Edmons of his writings
REFERRED
TO: 97 (96). 272
LONGMAN, WILLIAM.
NOTE: see the preceding entrs'
REFERRED TO: 272
LOPEZ DE G6MARA, FRANCISCO The Pleasant

Htstorie

of the Conquest

of the Weast lndza.

Now Called New Spayne, Achieved by the Worthy Prince Hernando Cortes Marques o[
the Valley of Huaxacac,
Most Delectable
to Reade (in Spamsh, 1552). Trans Thomas
Nicholas. London: Bynneman,
1578.
NOTE: 1st English version The reference is m a quotation from Macaulay, who probably took his
reference from Bernal Diaz, q.v
REFERRED

TO:

528

LoRIMER, JAMES. Political Progress Not Necessarily Democranc ; or, Relative Equality
True Foundation
ofLiberu'.
London and Edinburgh. Williams and Norgate, 1857.
NOTE: the reference is to Mill's review, "'Recent Writers on Reform," q
REFERRED
TO: 263
LOUIS XIII (of France).

Referred to: 473,483

Louis

XIV (of France).

Referred

Louis

XV (of France).

Referred to: 65 (64)

Louis

XVI (of France).

Louis

XVIII (of France).

Referred

to: 65 (64), 472

to: 65 (64)

Referred to: 301. 489-90

the
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I

LouIs NAPOLEON.See Napoleon 1II.
LOUISE(of Savoy).
NOTEthe reference is to successful diplomatic negotlaUonsconducted by "'two pnncesses'; they
were Louise and Margaret (of the Netherlands), who negotiatedthe Peace of Cambray (3 Aug .
1529), which terminated hostihtles between Francis I of France and Charles V, Holy Roman
Emperor.
REFERRED
TO. 460
LOWE,

JOSEPH.

NOTE:the reference is to "an old friend of myfather'sY
REFERRED
TO: 63 (62)
LOWE, ROBERT.Speech on the Cattle Diseases Bill (1866), Parliamentar3" Debates, 3rd
ser., Vol. 181, cols. 483-8 (14 Feb., 1866).
REFERRED
TO:276n-7n
LOYOLA.

IGNATIUS.Referred to: 221

LUCAS,FREDERICK.Referred to: 272
LUCIAN. Aotr_wttJof) _al_OO'Ot'rdcoq_tTrcc_rc_.Luciani Samosatensis opera. Cum nova
versione Tiber. Hemsterhusii, & Io. Matthiae Gesneri. Ed. Johannes Fredericus
Reitzius. 4 vols. Amsterdam: Wetstenius, 1743-46.
NOTE:this ed. m SC The first reference is to hisreading "part of Lucian"; he later read a great deal
REFERRED
TO:9 (8), 553,570
--"Alectry.
on'" ("Somnlum, seu gallus"; "The Dream; or, The Cock").
REFERRED
TO: 572
--

"B_,

REFERRED TO

7rp_cr_¢"CVitarum auctlo"; "Philosophies for Sale").
571

"Cataplus" CCataplus, sive tyrannus'" "The Downward Journey; or, The Tyrant").
REFERRED TO: 572

--

"'Deorum concilium'" ("The Parliament of the Gods").

REFERRED TO" 573

"Hermotimus."
REFERRED TO

--

570

"Icaromemppus."

REFERRED TO: 573

"Jupiter confutatus" ("Zeus Catechized").
REFERRED TO: 572

"Jupiter tragoedus" ("Zeus Rants").
REFERRED
TO: 573
"Necyomantia" ("Menippus, stve necyomantia';
Hades").

"Menippus; or, The Descent into

REFERRED TO: 572

"Prometheus."
REFERRED TO: 572

"Vocalium judicium" CJudlcium vocalium"; "The Consonants at Law").
REFEm_ED
to: 572
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LUCRETIUS CARUS, TITUS. Referred
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to: 43 (42)

De rerum natura libri sex. Ed. Gilbert Wakefield.
4 vols. Edinburgh:
Bradfute, et al.; Glasgow: Duncan, 1813.
NOTE: tilts ed in SC At p 532 the reference is to Lucretms' "noble poem ""
REFERRED
TO. 15 (14), 532,563

Bell and

LUDLOW, JOHN MALCOLM FORBES "'The American Crisis," Macmillan's
Magazine,
IV
(June, 1861), 168-76.
NOTE: the reference is to Ludlow's writing m support of the North at the very beginning of the C_vd
War.
REFERRED
TO: 267
LYSIAS.
NOTE: ltlsnotknownwhlched,
In SC
REFERRED
TO" 15 (14). 557

oftheoraUonsMdlused',a2-vol

ed ofOratoresAtuc_wasformerN'

MACAULAY, THOMAS BABINGTON.
NOTE: the reference at p 526 is to Macaulay's prose writings prior to 1843
REFEggEOTO. 79 (78L 129(1287, 131 (130), 526
"Bentham's
Defence of Mill: Utilitarian System
view, XLIX (June, 1829), 273-99•
NOTE: see also Macaulay, "Mill's Essay on Government," and
This article was replied to m the WestmmsterRevlew
by T
"'Greatest Happiness' Pnnople,'" q v., and by Thompson
"Edinburgh Review and the 'Greatest Happiness Pnnclple,"
name is misspelled "Macauley.'"
REFERRED
TO: 165 (164), 167 (166), 594
--

of Philosophy,"

Edinburgh

Re-

"Utdltanan Theory of Government '"
P. Thompson, with Bentham's help.
alone, in two articles, botl_ enntled
'" q.v. In the reference at p 594 the

Critical and Historical
Essays, Contributed
to the Edinburgh Review
3 vols•
London: Longman,
Brown, Green, and Longmans,
1843•
NOTE: the references are to Macaulay's explananon, m his Preface, of his reason for not including h_s
three essays attacking James Mill's "Government" m this collection
REFERREDTO.165,536-7

--Lays
of Ancient Rome. London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans,
1842
NOTE:the 2nd ed (London: Longman, Brown, Green. and Longmans, 1842) is m SC Mill, m h_s
quotatton from "The Battle of Lake Regillus," omits the stanza numbers
REVIEWED:523-32
QUOTED:527,527n, 527-8,528-31,532
527n.6 fed] feud (32n7 [treated as _pographwal error In this ed.]
529.23
you] ye (122)
529.24-5
Rome?"*/
. / So] [elhpsis mdwates 1-stanza omisszon] (122)
529.36
golden shield!"] Golden Shield I/ Let no man stop to plunder,, But slay. and sla),, and slay. :
The Gods who live for ever/Are on our side to-day '" (123t
530.16-17
main./...
/ Sempronius] [ellipsts mdwates 2-page omission] (124-6)
530.17
Semponius] Sempronius (I 26) [treated as typographical error m th,s ed. ]
530.38
Sempomus] Sempromus (127) [treated as typographwal error in thzs ed ]
532.16-18
"'A... frmts?"] It was not, like their tragedy, their comedy, their epic and lyric poetry, a
•.. fruits. (143)
"Mill's Essay on Government:
Utihtanan Logic and Politics,"
XLIX (Mar., 1829), 159-89.
NOTE: see Macaulay, "Bentham's Defence of Mall "'
REFERRED
TO. 165 (164), 167 (1667, 594

Edinburgh

Review.
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"Utilitarian
Theory of Government,
and the 'Greatest
EdinburghRevlew,
L (Oct., 1829), 99-125.
NOTE: see Macaulay. "Bentham's Defence of Mill ""
REFERRED
TO 165 (164), 167 (166). 594

Happiness

Principle,'"

MACCALL, WILLIAM. The Elements
of lndiwdualism.
A Series of Lectures.
London:
Chapman.
1847.
NOTE thlsed mSC The"senes of wntmgs" to which Mdl refers mcludes The Agents of Civihzatton
(London' Green, 1843 I. The Creed of a Man A Summary of the System of lndtviduahsm (London:
Chapman, 1845), The Doctrme of lndivtduahD' (London. Green, 1843), and The Indtvtduali_ of
thelndtvidual (London: Chapman, 1844)
REFERRED
TO: 260
McCRIE. THOMAS. The Life of John Knox. Edinburgh:
REFERRED
TO ] 1 (10), 555

Ogle,

1812.

McCULLOCH, JOHN RAMSEY.
NOTE: the reference at p. 103 (102) is to McCulloch's early articles m the Edmburgh Revtew, for a
hst, see The Wellesle3 Index, Vol I.
REFERREDTO" 103 (102). 129 (128)
--

"Disposal
of Property by Will-Entails---French
Law of Succession.'"
Edinburgh
Review, XL (July, 1824), 350-75.
NOTE: the reference _stoMcCultoch's"thenlatelypubhshed"artlcle.
which prompted John Austin's
"'Dlsposmon of Property," q. v
aEFERREDTO: 99 (98)

MACKINTOSH, JAMES. "'De l'Allemagne,
(Oct., 1813), 198-238.
REFERRED
TO: 31 In

par Madame

de Stall."

Edmburgh

Review,

XXII

--

Dtssertatton
on the Progress of Ethical Philosophy,
Chiefly during the Seventeenth
and Etghteenth
Centuries. Edinburgh: n.p., 1830.
NOTE: offprinted from the 7th ed. of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (complete version, 1842), Vol I.
pp 290-429, where it appeared as "Dissertation Second, Exhibiting a General VJe_ of the
Progress of Ethical Philosophy, Chmfly dunng the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.'"
REFERRED
TO: 103 (102), 211 (210)

--"'France,"
Edinburgh
REFERRED
TO 306

Review,

XXIV

(Nov.,

1814), 505--37.

--"'Parliamentary
Reform." Edinburgh Revww, XXXIV (Nov., 1820), 461-501.
r_OTE:the reference _sto George Grote's Statement, a response to Mackintosh's "celebrated article"
m the Edinburgh Review.
REFERREDTO: 75 (74)
MCLAREN, DUNCAN. Referred

to: 276

MACLEAN. DONALD.
NOTE: the reference is to the first President of the London Debating Socmty.
REFERRED
TO: 131 (130)
MACRONE, JOHN.
NOTE: the reference is to the pubhsher of the London and WestmmsterReview
REFERREDTO: 603
MAGELLAN, FERDINAND. Referred
MAGUIRE, JOHN FRANCIS. Motion
Parliamentary

Debates,

to:

in Dec., 1836.

12n

for a Committee

3rd ser., Vol. 190, cols.

to Consider
1288--1314

the State of Ireland,

(10 Mar.,

1868).
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NOTE: see also J. S. Mill, Speech on the State of Ireland
REFERREDTO. 280

MAINE, HENRY JAMES SUMNER Vdlage-Commumties
m the East and West Six Lectures
Dehvered at Oxford. London: Murray. 1871.
NOTE; referred
to in Helen Taylor's "'continuation" of the Autobiographx, m connection wRh Mdl's
"'Marne on Village Commumnes," q.v.
REFERRED
TO: 626
MAIR, JOHN. An Introduction
to Latin Syntax: or, An Exemphficatzon
of the Rule_ of
Construction,
a_ Delivered m Mr. Ruddzman's
Rudiments.
without Amwzpating
Posterior Rules. Edinburgh:
Paton, et al., 1750.
REFERREDTO 568--9
MALTHUS, THOMAS ROBERT An Essay on the Principle of Population,
As It Affects
Future Improvement
of Society: with Remarks on the Speculanons
of W. Godwin,
Condorcet,
and Other Writers. London. Johnson, 1798
REFERRED
TO. 107 {106)
MANES (Mani).

the
M.

Referred to: 4-48

MANSEL. HENRY LONGUEVILLE. The Limits of Rehgtou_ Thought ( 1858L 4th ed. London:
Murray. 1859.
NOTE: this ed cited by Mall in his Exammanon The reference ts referential
REFERREDTO 270
MARCUS (AURELIUS) ANTONINUS. See Antonlnus.
MARGARET (of the Netherlands)
NOTE the reference is to successful diplomatic negotiauons conducted by "'two pnncesses", they
were Margaret and Louise (of Savoy), who negotiated the Peace of Cambray (3 Aug., 1529),
which terminated hostihties between Francis I of France and Charles V, Hol3, Roman Emperor
REFERREDTO: 460
MARIE ANTOINETTE (of France).

Referred

MARMONTEL, JEAN FRANCOIS. Mdmoires
NOTE: this ed. m SC.
REFERREDTO 145 (144)
MARRYAI, FREDEmCK. Referred

to: 65 (64)
d' un pdre (1804)

4 vols. London.

Peltier,

1805.

to: 490

MARSHALL, JAMES GARTH. Mmortties
and Majorities:
Their Relative Rights. A Letter
the Lord John Russell, M.P.. on Parliamentary
Reform. London' Rtdgway,
1853
REFERREDTO: 261
MARSHALL, JOHN. Referred

to: 119-21

to

(118-20)

MARTINEAU, HARRIET. Socie_ in America.
3 vols London: Saunders
NOTE. the quotation at p. 435 Is from the passage quoted earher
QUOTED:433,435
REFERRED
TO: 434,459
433 7 Palmyra, six] Palmyra,* [foomote omitted] six (III, 216)

and Otley,

MARTINEAU, JAMES. "On the Life, Character, and Works of Dr. Pnestley,"
Repository,
n.s. VII (Jan., Feb., Apr., 18331.19-30,
84-8,231-41.
REFERRED
TO: 591n
MARVELL, ANDREW.
NOTE; the reference is m a quotation from William Bridges Adams.
REFERRED
TO: 385

1837.

Monthly
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MASCARON, JULES. Oraison fundbre
de tr_s-haut et trds-puissant
Prince Henm de la
Tour-d'Auvergne,
vicomte de Turenne (1676). In Recueil des oraisons fun_bres prononcdes par Messire Jules Mascaron.
Paris: Du Puis, 1704, pp. 303-412.
REFERREDTO 572-3
MASON, JAMES MURRAY.
NOTE. the reference is to the seizure of Confederate envoys, of whom Mason was one
REFERRED
TO: 267--8
MAURaCE, FREDERICK DENISON. Referred

to:

133,159-61

(158-60),

163 (162),

169n

"Moral and Metaphysical
Philosophy,"
Encyclopaedia
Metropohtana,
(also identified as "Pure Sciences, Vol. 2"), pp. 545--674.
NOTE. the reference is to Maunce's treatment of the "Roman Period,'" pp. 626-9 passim.
REFERRED
TO" 532

Vol.

--

The Mechanics'

Magazine.

Referred

I1

to: 382

MELBOURNE, LORD. See Lamb.
MIGNET, FRANCOIS AUGUSTE MARIE ALEXIS. Histotre de la rdvolution franfalse
depuis
1789jusqu'en
1814.2
vols. Paris: Didot, 1824.
NOTE. translated as History_ of the French Revolution from 1789 to 1814, 2 vols fLondon: Hunt and
Clarke, 1826)
REFERRED
TO: 99n
MILL, CLARA ESTHER.
NOTE: the reference at p. 7 (6) is to James Mill's instruction of his children, one of whom was Clara,
dunng the period in which he was working on his History ofBr, ush India; that at p 36n concerns
the authority exercised by Mill over his younger sisters, that at p 53 concerns James Mill's
relatlonswRhhlscluldren;theothersaretoJ.
S Mdl's teaching of Clara
REFERREDTO: 7 (6), 36n, 53, 555, 556, 557, 560. 562,563, 564,568, 569
MILL, GEORGE.
NOTE:the reference concerns James Mill's relataons with his children, one of whom was George.
REFERREDTO: 53
MILL, HARRIET (n6e Burrow) (J. S. Mill's mother).
NOTE: the references at pp. 6 and 52 are mdu'ect.
REFERRED
TO: 6, 36n, 52, 57n, 610, 612, 612n
MILL, HARRIET ISABELLA (J. S. Mill's stster).
NOTE: the reference at p. 7 (6) is to James Mill's mstructmn of his children, one of whom was Harriet,
during the period in which he was working on his History of Brmsh India, that at p. 36n concerns
the authority exercised by Mill over his younger sisters: that at p. 53 concerns James Mill's
relations with Ms children.
REFERRED
TO: 7 (6), 36n, 53
MILL, HARRIET TAYLOR (n6e Hardy) (J. S. Mill's wife). Referred to: 5,183 (182),
(192-8),
213 (212), 234n-5n,
237-41 (236-8),
240n-1n,
247 (246), 249-61
8), 263,264-5,616,
617-23

193-9
(250-

MILL, HENRY.
NOTE: the reference concerns James Mill's relauons with his children, one of whom was Henr_.
REFERRED
TO: 53
MILL, JAMES (J. S. Mill's

grandfather).

See James Milne.

MILL, JAMES
sorE: the reference at p. 103 (102) is to James Mill's early economic writings; those at p. 537 include
his wife and older children.
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REFERRED
TO: 5--57 (4-56), 61--77 (60-76), 78n, 8On, 83-5 (82-4). 89-115 (88-114J, l16n.
118n, 12On, 125 (124), 126, 128, 135 (134), 139-41 (138_10), 154. 165-9 (164-81, 189 (188}.
193 (192), 203-15 (202-14). 221 (220L 287,535-8.
589-95. 608-14, 616
Analysis of the Phenomena
Cradock,
1829.

of the Human

Mind.

2 vols.

London.

Baldwin

and

NOTE. in SC See also 2nd ed., below The reference at p. 213 (212_ is mferennal
REFEI_EDTO: 71 (70). 127 (126), 213 (212), 233 (232). 270,287-8.
578. 590, 593, 595
Analysts of the Phenomena
of the Human Mmd. 2nd ed Ed. John Stuart Mill, with
notes by Alexander
Bain, Andrew Fmdlater,
and George Grote. 2 vols. London
Longmans,
Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1869.
NOTE. m SC
REFERRED
TO. 287--8
--"Aristocracy,"
London
REFERREO
TO: 209 (208)

Revww,

--"The
Ballot," WestminsterRevtew,
REFERREDTO"135 (134)
--

"The Ballot--A
201-53.
REFERRED
TO: 209 (208)

--

Dialogue."

"The Church and Its Reform,"
257-95.
REFERREDTO' 209 (208), 598--9

II (L&WR,

XXXl)(Jan

Xlll (July,
London

London

, 1836). 283-306.

1830), 1-39.

Revww,

Revww.

I (L&WR,

1 (L&WR,

XXX)

XXX)

(Apr.,

1835),

(July,

1835),

-"Education"
(1819 ). In Essays. London: pnnted lnne s, n. d [ 1825 ].
NOTE: this is the earhest collection (only fifty copies were pnnted) of repnnts of James Mdl's articles
for the Supplement to the Encyclopaedta Brttanmca, the articles are separately paginated, The
reference is to the repnnnngs of James Mill's essays, this one being spectfically mennoned
REFERREDTO: 594
--Elements
of Pohtical Economy. London: Baldwin, Cradock, and Jos,, 1821.
NOTE: the second reference at p 125 1124) Is to the 3rd ed (London' Baldwin, Cradock, and Jo?,
1826).
REFERREDTO: 31 (30), 65 (64), 73 (72). 123 (122), 125 (124), 213 (2121, 568. 585, 594
--

A Fragment on Mackintosh:
Being Strwtures on Some Passages m the Dtssertatton
by Sir James Mackintosh,
Prefixed to the Encvclopaedta
Britanmca
London: Baldwm
and Cradock,
1835.
NOTE: the 2rid ed. (London: Longmans. Green, Reader, and Dyer. 18701 IS m SC
REFERRED
TO: 103 (102). 211 (210)

--

"Government"
(1820). In Essays. London: printed Innes, n.d. [ 1825]
NOTE: see James Mill, "Educatmn," above The quotatmn at p 107 (106) ts mthrect The reterence at
p. 594 is to the repnntmgs of James Mill's essays, this one being specxfically menuoned
OUOTED: 107 (106), 109 (108)
gEFERgEDTO: 129 (128), 165 (164), 167 (166), 177 (176), 585. 594
107.16
securities for good government.] In the Representative System Alone the Secunues for
Good Government Are to Be Found. (16)
The History' of British India. 3 vols. London: Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 1817
[18181.
NOTE: Mill says, p. 27 (26). that the work appeared at the beginning of 1818 The only ed. now m SC
is the 3rd., 6 vols (London: Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy. 1826).
gEFE_,ED TO: 5 (4), 7 (6). 9 (8), 16, 27-9 (26-8), 213 (212). 562-3. 582-3
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--"Jurisprudence"
(1821). In Essays. London: printed Innes, n.d. [1825].
NOTE: see James Mill. "Education," above The reference at p 594 _s to the repnntmgs of James
Mill's essays, this one being specifically menUoned
REFERRED
TO. 69 (68). 576--7, 594
"Law Reform," London
aEFEaREDtO. 209 (208_
--"Periodical
206-49.

Literature:

Review,

II (L&WR.

Edinburgh

XXXI)

Revtew,"

(Oct.,

Westmmster

1835),

1-51

Review,

1 (Jan.,

1824),

NOTE. as J S. Mill indicates In the Autobtography, he did the research for th_s article, which Is
continued in his own article of the same title, repnnted above at pp 291 - 325.
QUOTED:95 (94)
REFERREDTO 93-7 (92-6), 293. 321,324
95.27 "seesaw"] In their speeches and writings, therefore, we commonly find them [the aristocratic
opposRlon for the time being--i.e.,
the Whigs of the Edinburgh Revtew] playing at seesaw, (218)
"Periodical
Literature: Edinburgh
Revtew. IV (July, 1825), 194-233.
NOTE" the reference is prospective
REFERRED
TO" 297
--"Penodical
Literature:
463-503.
REFERRED
TO 97 (96)
--"Robert
Southey's
167-212.
REFERRED
TO' 99 (98)

Review

Quarterly

Book

on Parliamentary

Review,'"

of the Church,"

Westmmster

Westmmster

Reform,"

Review,

Review,

Westminster

II (Oct.,

1824),

II1 (Jan.,

1825).

"State of the Nation,"
Westminster Review, VI (Oct., 1826), 249-78.
NOTE. the reference is to "a polmcal article'" in the twelfth number of the Westminster.
REFERREDTO: 99 (98)
"State of the Nation,"
REF_mUZDTO. 209 (208)

London

Review,

I f L& WR, XXX) (Apr.,

1835), 1- 24.

--

"Summary
Review of the Conduct and Measures
of the Imperial Parhament."
Parliamenta_
Histor3' and Review:...
Session of 1826 (q. v. ), Vol. II, pp, 772-802.
NOTE: the reference _s to the "one article" wntten by James Mill for the PH&R: the _dentificat_on _s
based on an annotation m George Grote's copy, Umverslty of London Ltbrary
REFERREDTO: 121 (120)

--

"Theory and Practice,"
223-34.
REFERRED
TO: 209 (208)

--

"Whether Political
1836), 553-71.
REFE_D TO: 209 (208)

London

Economy

and Westminster

Is Useful?"

London

Review,

III & XXV (Apr.,

1836).

Review,

II (L& WR, XXXI)

(Jan.,

MILL, JAMES BENTHAM.
NOTE. the reference concerns James Mill's relations wRh his children, one of whom was James
Bentham.
REFERRED
TO. 53
MILL. JANE.
NOTE: the reference at p. 36n concerns the authority exercised by Mill over h_syounger ststers, that at
p 53 concerns James Mill's relauons w_th his children, one of whom was Jane
REFERRED
TO: 36n, 53
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MILL, JOHN STUART. "Advice to Land Reformers,"
Examiner. 4 Jan., 1873, pp. I-2.
NOTE: repnnted (posthumously) m D&D, Vol. IV, pp. 266-77 The reference is m Helen Taytor's
"continuation" of the Autobtography.
REFEaREDTO: 627
"Armand Carrel," London and Wesrminswr
66-111.
NOTE: reprinted m D&D, Vol I, pp. 211-83.
REFERREDTO:217 (216)

Revww,

VI & XXVIII

(Oct.,

1837).

Articles in the Examiner.
NOTE: the references are to Mill's writings (some 210 articles of various kinds) m the early 1830s,
These will be found in CW in the volumes of Mill's newspaper wntlngs
REFERREDTO. 179 (178), 205 (204)
--

Articles on lnsh affairs, Morning Chronicle, 5 Oct., t 846, to 7 Jan., 1847.
NOTE. m addition to this series, Mall wrote other leading arhcles for the Mormng Chronwle dunng
this period, and four more on Irish affairs in the next three months These all will be iound m CW in
the volumes of Mill's newspaper wntlngs
REFERREDTO: 243 (242)

--

Auguste
261-368.

Comte

and Positivtsm.

London:

Triibner,

1865.

In CW,

Vol.

X, pp

NOTE: 2nd ed., 1866 Copras of the Ist and 2nd eds. and an American ed. (New York. Holt. 1873) are
in SC. First appeared in two instalments, "The Posmve Philosophy of Auguste Comte," and "'Later
Speculations of Auguste Comte," Westminster Revww. LXXXII1 (Apr., 1865), 339--405. and
LXXXIV (July, 1865), 1-42
REFERREDTO. 271-2
-"Austin on Jurisprudence,"
Edinburgh
NOTE. repnnted m D&D, Vol III. pp. 206-74
rEFERREDTO: 185n, 268
--

"Austin's
Lectures
1832), 343-8.
REFEmtEDTO: 191 (190)

--Autobiography.
NOTE. the reference at p.
the final section of the
REFERREDTO; 245,290n.

on

Rewew,

Jurisprudence,"

Tait's

"Bentham,"

Edmburgh

1863 ), 439-82.

Magazine,

I1 (Dec.,

London: Longmans.
Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1873.
245 ts inferentlah that at p. 290n is to works not completed when Mtll wrote
Autoblograph_
625

"Bain's Psychology,"
Edinburgh Review,
X1, pp. 339-73.
NOTE: reprinted m D&D, Vol III, pp. 97-152.
REFERE,
EDTO: 263
--

CXVHI (Oct.,

London

and Westmmster

CX (Oct..

Rewew,

1859), 287-321.

VII & XXIX

(Aug..

In CW, Vol

1838), 467-

506. In CW, Vol. X. pp, 75-115.
NOTE: reprinted in D&D, Vol I, pp 330-92
REFERREDTO: 225--7 (224-6)
"Berkeley' s Life and Writings,"
Formtghtly Review, n.s. X (Nov., 1871 ). 505-24.
In CW, Vol. XI, pp. 449-71.
NOTE: reprinted (posthumously) m D&D, Vol. IV, pp. 154-87 A revmw of The Works of George
Berkeley, q.v. The reference as in Helen Taylor's "contmuatmn" of the A utobtograph_.
REFERRED
TO. 627

688
--

"Brodie's History
346-402.
REFERRED
TO: 99 (98)

APPENDIX I
of the Brmsh

Empire.'"

Westminster

Revww,

I1 (Oct.,

1824),

--"Chapters
on Socialism,"
Fortnightly Revww. n.s. XXV (Feb , Mar.. Apr., 1879),
217-37,373-82,513-30.
In CW, Vol. V, pp. 703-53.
NOTE: the reference at p 290 is to works not completed when Mall wrote the final section of the
Autobiography, that at p 625 is m Helen Taylor's "continuation" of the Autobiography
REFERREDTO' 290, 625
--"Civilization,"
London and Westminswr Review, Ill & XXV (Apr., 1836), 1-28.
In CW, Vol. XVII1, pp. 117-47.
NOTE: repnnted m D&D, Vol I. pp 160-205 The quotation is lnferennal, and only the words
quoted are relevant to the citation
QUOTED: 187 (186)
REFERREDTO: 21 l (210)
187.2--3 "extraordinary pliabdlty of human nature"] astonishing phabihty of our nature (CW,
XVIII, 145)
"Coleridge,"
London and WestminsterRevww,
CW, Vol. X, pp. 117-63.
tqOTE: repnnted m D&D, Vol I, pp 393-466.
REFERREDTO: 225--7 (224--6)

XXXIII (Mar.,

1840), 257-302.

In

Consideranons
on Representanve
Government,
London: Parker, Son, and Bourn,
1861. In CW, Vol. XIX, pp. 371-577.
NOTE: 2rid ed., 1861, 3rd ed., 1865, People's Ed , 1865. The 1st, 2nd, and People's eds and an
American ed. (New York Harper, 1873) are m SC The reference at p 249 is to Chap. xviil, that at
p, 272 concerns the People's Ed., that at p. 625 is in Helen Taylor's "'continuation" of the
Autobiography
REFERREDTO: 199. 201,249. 265. 272,277, 288--9. 625
--

A Constitutional
Vww of the India Questton. London: Penny,
NOTE one of the series Mall wrote for the East Indm Company in 1858
REFERREDTO. 249

--"The
Contest in America,"
Fraser'sMaga:ine.
NOTE: reprinted m D&D, Vol. III. pp. 179-205.
REFERREDTO. 268
--

"The Corn Laws,"
IV, pp. 45-70.
REFERREDTO: 99 _98)

WestmmsterRewew,

"Corporation
and Church Property,"
IV, pp. 193-222.
NOTE repnnted in D&D, Vol I, pp 1-41
REFERREDTO: 191 (190)

III (Apr.,

Jurist,

"The Currency Juggle,"
Tait's Edinburgh
CW, Vol. IV, pp. 18t-92.
NOTE. reprinted m D&D, Vol I, pp 42-55.
REFERREDTO: 191 (190)
--

LXV (Feb.,

1858.

1862), 258--68.

1825), 394-420.

IV (Feb.,

Magazine,

1833),

1-26.

II (Jan..

"De Tocqueville
on Democracy
m America
[I],'" London
XXXI) (Oct., 1835), 85-129. In CW, Vol. XVIII, pp. 47-90.
NOTE: repnnted m part in "Appendix," D&D, Vol. I, pp. 470-4
P,EFERREDTO: 201

In CW, Vol.

In CW, Vol.

1833), 461-7.

Review,

I1 (L&WR.

In

BIBLIOGRAPHIC

"De Tocqueville
on Democracy in America
1840), 1-47. In CW, Vol. XVIII, pp. 153-204
NOTE: repnnted in D&D. Vol II, pp. 1-83
REFERRED TO. 201,227
Dtssertations
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and Discusslom.

2 vols.

[I1] ,'" Edinburgh

London.

Parker.

Review,

LXXII (Oct.,

1859, 3 vols.

London:

Longmans,
Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1867:4
vols. London' Longmans,
Green,
Reader, and Dyer, 1875.
NOTE: the 3-vol. ed (18671 is m SC, with the 2nd ed. of Vol IV t 1875L and Vols 1 and II of the
3-vol Amencan ed. (Boston: Spencer, 1864l and Vols 1, II1, and IV of the 4-vol American ed
(New York: Holt. 1873).
REFERRED
TO. 191. 201,205, 21 I. 221, 225, 227. 263,264. 287
_"Endowments."
FormightlvRevtew,
n.s V _Apr, 18691, 377-90 In CW, Vol V,
pp. 613-29.
NOTE reprinted (posthumously) in D&D, Vol IV, pp 1-24 The reference is to Mall's articles for
the Formightly up to the point where the Autobiography breaks off
REFERRED TO
290
--England
and lreland. London: Longmans,
NO_E: 2rid, 3rd, and 4th eds., 1868, 5th ed., 1869.
REFERRED TO: 280.287

Green, Reader,

and Dyer, 1868.

--

Essays on Some Unsettled Quesnons of Pohncal Economy
London: Parker, 1844
In CW, Vol. IV, pp. 229-339.
NOTE: In SC The reference at pp. 123-5 t 122_I ) is to the genesis of the work, and esp Essays I and
IV, that at p. 189 (1881 includes a specific reference to Essax, V
REFERRED
TO: 123-5 (122-4), 189 (188), 234n

--

An Examination
of S_r William Hamilton's
Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1865. CW, Vol. IX.
NOTE: In SC. 2nd ed.. 1865, 3rd ed . 1867; 4th ed . 1872
REFERREDTO: 268--71

Philosophy.

London:

Longmans,

--"Exchangeable
Value," Traveller, 6 Dec.. 1822, p. 3; and ibid., 13 Dec., 1822,
p. 2.
NOTE: Mill's first letter (signed "S") was m response to Torrens's leader. "Politacal Econom:¢ Club,'"
ibid., 2 Dec., 1822, p 3, Torrens rephed m "Exchangeable Value." lbid , 7 Dec . 1822, p. 3, to
this Mill's second letter (also signed "S") was a response. The series was terminated by a reply
from Torrens appended to Mill's second letter. These were Mill's first pubhcatlons
REFE_ED TO: 89 (88)
--

"A Few Words on Non-lntervention,'"
766-76.
NOTE: reprinted m D&D, Vol III. pp. 153-78
V.EFEm*J_D
TO 263
"Foreign Dependencies---Trade
1826-27 (q.v.), pp. 58-68.
REFERREr)TO: 121 (120)
"Free Discussion,"

Morning

Fraser's

with India,"

Chronicle,

28 Jan.,

Magazine,

ParliamentaD'

LX (Dec.,

Review

1823, p. 3:8 Feb.,

1859),

Sesston

of

1823, p. 3:12

Feb., 1823, p. 3.
NOTE: the letters (signed Wlckliff, not W_ckhffe) were dastmgmshed as "Letter I." "'Letter II,'" and
"Letter III." The two unpublished letters m the series are not known to have surv_ved
REFERRED
TO: 8%91 (88--90)
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I

-"The French Revolution," WestmmsterRevzew, V (Apr.. 1826), 385-98
NOTE:a revmwof Mlgnet's Histowe de la r_voluttonfran¢mse, q v
REFERRED TO. 99 (98)

--

"The French Revolution,"
1837), 17-53.

NOTE:

a review

of Carlyle's

French

London and Westminster Revww. V & XXVII (July,
Revolution,

q.v.

REFERRED
TO 225 (224L 603--4
--

"The French Revolution of 1848, and Its Assailants,"
(Apr., 1849), 1-47.
NOTE.repnnted m D&D, Vol II, pp 335-410.

Westminster Revtew, LI

REFERRED TO. 264

--"The
Game Laws," Westminster Review, V (Jan., 1826), 1-22.
REFERRED
TO: 99 (98)
--"Grote's
Vol. XI, pp
NOTE:repnnted
Aristotle, q.v

Aristotle," Formightly Review, n.s. XlII (Jan., 1873), 27-50. In CW,
473-510.
(posthumously) m D&D. Vol. IV, pp 188-230 A review of George Grote.
The reference is in Helen Taylor's "continuation"of the Autobtographv

REFERRED TO: 627

--"Grote's
Plato," Edinburgh Review, CXXIII (Apr., 1866), 297-364
XI, pp. 375-440.
NOTE"repnnted in D&D, Vol III, pp 275-379

In CW, Vol.

REFERRED TO: 287

--"Herschel's
Dtscourse," Examiner, 20 Mar., 1831, pp. 17%80.
NOTE:a review of Herschel's A Prehmmary Discourse on the Study ofNatural Philosophy, q v.
REFERREDTO:
217 (216)
--"The
History of Rome.'" BL Add. MS 33230, c. 1.
NOTE:pnnted at pp. 542-6 above
REFERRED
TO: 17 (16), 583
--

Inaugural Address Dehvered to the Universl_' of St. Andrews. London: Longmans,
Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1867.
NOTE:m SC, with an American ed. (Boston Littell and Gay, 1867), 2nd ed., 1867
REFERRED
TO: 287

--"Intercourse
between the United States and the British Colonies in the West Indies,"
Parliamentary Review. Session of 1826--2 7 (q.v.), pp. 298-335.
REFERm-:D
TO. 121(120)
--

"Ireland," Parliamentary HtstoD" and Revww:...
pp. 603-26.

Session of 1825 (q. v. ), Vol. If,

REFERRED TO' 121 (I20)

--

Journal and Notebook Written in France, 1820-21. Published as John Mill's
Boyhood Visit to France. Ed. Anna Jean Mill. Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1960.
REFERRED
TO. 57n. 585
Journal of a Walking Tour of Berkshire, Buckinghamshire,
1828,
NOTE:MS, Yale. The entry for 3 July is relevant.
REFERRED
TO: 87n, 150n

and Surrey, 3-15 July,
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Journal of a Walking Tour of Cornwall,
NOTE: MS, Mill-Taylor Collectton.
REFERREDTO: 87n
Journal of a Walking
19 July-6 Aug., 1832.
NOTE: MS, Mount Holyoke.
REFERREDTO; 87n
Journal of a Walking
NOTE: MS, St. Andrews
REFERREDTO 87n
Journal of a Walking
1831.
NOTE:MS. Bodleian
REFERREDTO: 87n

3-9 Oct.,

Tour of Hampshire,

Tour of Sussex.

--

"Law of Libel and Liberty
285-321.
REFERREDTO. 99 (981

West Sussex.

20-30

Tour of Yorkshire

1832.

and the Isle of Wight,

July, 1827.

and the Lake District,

of the Press,"

Westminster

Review,

12 July-8

Aug.,

III (Apr.,

1825L

--

"Letter from the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Honourable East India
Company to the President of the Board of Trade," Parhamentatx
Papers. 1857-58,
XLIII, 41-4.
NOTE: one of the series Mill wrote for the East India Company in 1858
REFERREDTO. 249

--Letter
toCarlyle,
REFERREDTO. 183 (182)

12 Jan.,

1834. In CW, Vol Xll, pp

204-9

--Letter
to James Beal, 7 Mar., 1865 In CW. Vol. XVI, pp. 1005-7
NOTE. pubhshed, mter aha, m Dail 3 News. 23 Mar, 1865, p. 5
REFERRED
TO 273--4
--Letter
to James Beal, 17 Apr., 1865. In CW, Vol. XVI, pp. 1031-5.
NOTE: published, mteralia, m DailyNews. 21 Apr, 1865, p 4
REFERREDTO" 273-4
--Letter
to James Beal, 14Dec.,
1868 In CW. Vol XVI, pp. 1523-6.
NOTE published m part m Mornmg Star, 23 Dec , 1868. p 6 Mill says the letter is really Helen
Taylor's.
REFERREDTO. 286n
-Letters to Auguste Comte. In CW, Vol. XIII, pp. 488ff
NOTE: Comte's letters appear m Lettre_ mddttes de John Stuart Mdl g_Auguste Comte, publi_es avec"
les rdponses de Comte, ed. L. 1._vy-Bruhl (Pans: Germer Ballll6re. 1899)
REFERRED
TO. 219
--

"Lord Durham

and His Assailants."

London and WestmmsterRevlew,

VII & XXIX

(Aug,, 1838), 507-12.
NOTE. theamcleappearsontylntheseconded
ofthlsnumber(whlchmayhavebeencalledforbythe
popularity of Mill's "Bentharn." the lmmed_ately preceding artlcle)
REFERRED
TO: 223 (222)
"Lord Durham

and the Canadmns

"See

"Radical

Party and Canada."
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"Lord Durham's
Return," London
241-60.
REFEaREDTO: 223 (222), 225 (224)

and WestmmsterReview,

XXXI1 (Dec.,

1838).

--"Maine
on Village Communities,"
Fortnightly
Review,
n.s. IX (May, 1871).
543-56.
NOTE. repnnted (posthumously) in D&D. Vol. IV, pp 130-53. A review of Henry Sumner Maine.
Village-Communines.
q.v. The reference is m Helen Taylor's "contlnuanon'" of the
Autobtography.
REFERREDTO. 626
--

Memorandum
of the Improvements
in the Admmmtranon
of India during the Last
Thir D' Years. and the Petitton of the East-India Company to Parliament.
London. Cox
and Wyman, 1858.
NOTE: one of the series Mill wrote for the East In&a Company in 1858
REFERREDTO. 249

--"Mr.
Mill on the Treaty of 1856,'" The Ttmes, 19 Nov., 1870, p. 5
NOTE: the reference Is m Helen Taylor's "contlnuauon" of the Autobiography
REFERREDTO. 626
"Modern French
(July, 1826). 62-103.
REFERREDTO: 99 (98)

Historical

Works--Age

of Chivalry,'"

Westminster

Revww,

VI

--

The Moral of the India Debate. London" Penny, 1858.
NOTE one of the senes Mdl wrote for the East ln&a Company m 1858.
REFERREDTo: 249

--"New

Corn Law,"

WestminsterRevtew,

VII (Jan.,

1827), 169-86.

In CW. Vol. IV.

pp. 141-59.
REFERREDTO: 99 (98)
--"Notes
on Some of the More Popular Dialogues of
VIII: No. I, "The Protagoras"
(Feb., Mar., 1834),
Phaedrus" (June, Sept., 1834), 404-20,633-46;
No.
Dec., 1834), 691-710,
802-15,
829-42;
and n.s.

Plato." Monthly Reposltor3', n. s
89-99.
203-11:
No. II, "The
III, "The Gorglas" (Oct., Nov.,
IX: No. IV, "The Apology
of

Socrates" (Feb., Mar., 1835), 112-21,169-78.
In CW, Vol. XI, pp. 37-174,
NOTE. Mill translated five other of Plato's dialogues (CharmMes, Euthyphron, Laches. Lysts, and
Parmemdes), which remained m manuscript until pubhshed m CW, Vol. XI, pp 175-238
REFERREDTO. 207 (206)
--

"Notes on
(Apr., 1834),
1834), 521-8;
REFERREDTO: 205

the Newspapers,"
Monthly' Repository,
n.s. VIII (Mar., 1834), 161-76:
233-48,309-12:
(May, 1834), 354-75; (June, 1834), 435-56:
(July.
(Aug., 1834), 589-600;
(Sept., 1834), 656-65.
(204)

-Observations
on the Proposed Council of lndia, London: Penny,
NOTE: one of the series Mill wrote for the East India Company in 1858,
REFERREDTO: 249
"Ode to Diana." BL Add. MS 33230,
SORE. printed at pp. 549-50 above.
IU_FERRED
TO. 19(18), 583

1858.

c.2.

On Liberty. London: Parker. 1859. In CW, Vol. XVIII, pp. 213-310.
NOTE. 2rid ed., 1859: 3rd ed.. 1864; 4th ed., 1869; People's Ed , 1865. Copies of the 1st, 3rd, and
People's eds. are in SC. The reference at p. 245 is inferential; the first reference at p. 261 is to the
motto quoted from von Humboldt; the second is to Mill's use of the Warrenites' phrase, "'the
sovereignty of the individual"; the reference at p. 272 concerns the People's Ed.
REFERREDTO: 245,249,257-61
(256-8), 272

BIBLIOGRAPHIC

_"Paper
Currency and Commercial
Distress," Parhamentao'
1826(q.v.),
Vol. I1, pp. 630-62. In CW, Vol. IV. pp 7t-123.
REFERREDTO. 121 (120)
"Parties and the Ministry,"
1837), 1-26.
REFERREDTO: 217 (216)
--"Periodical
505-41.

Literature:
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London

Edinburgh

amt Westmmster

Revtew,"

Revtew;

Revtew,

Westminster

. . Session of

Vl & XXVII1 (Oct.,

Review,

1 (Apr.,

1824),

NOTE: the essay reprinted at pp 291-325 above
REFERREDTO: 95n (94nl. 96n-7n, 99 (981
--"Pledges,"
Examiner,
1 July, 1832, pp. 417-18, and 15 July. 1832, pp 449-51.
NOTE: Mill says he wrote "several" articles on the subject, but these are the only ones hsted m his
bibhography.
REFERRED
TO: 180n
--"Poems
and Romances of Alfred de Vtgny," London and Westminster
& XXIX (Apr., 1838), 1-44.
NOTE: the essay reprinted at pp. 463-501 above In D&D, Vol 1. pp 287-329
REFERREDTO" 224
--

Practical
Observation_
on the First Two of the Proposed
Government
oflndla
London: Penny, 1858.
NOTE. one of the series Mill wrote for the East India Company In 1858
REFERREDTO: 249

Revww.

Resoluttons

-A President tn Council the Best Government for lndta. London.
NOTE: one of the series Mill wrote for the East India Company in 1858.
REFERREDTO: 249

Penny,

Vll

on the

1858.

--

Principles
of Pohtical
Economy,
wtth Some of Thetr Apphcations
to Soctal
Philosophy.
2 vols. London. Parker, 1848. CW. Vols. II-III.
NOTE:2nd ed., 1849, 3rd ed , 1852: 4th ed . 1857, 5th ed . 1862, 6th ed , 1865. 7th ed., 1871,
People's Ed (1 vol.), 1865 Coptes of the 2nd-6th eds and the tst American ed (Boston. Little
andBrown, 1848)aremSC
The reference at p. 2551stoBk IV. Chap vxt. thatatp 257n is to the
dedication of the Prmctples to Hamet Taylor, on a pasted-m shp m some copies, reading "'To
Mrs John Taylor as the most eminently qualified of all persons known to the author either to
originate or to apprecmte speculatmns on socml improvement, th_s attempt to explain and diffuse
ideas many of which were first learned from herself. Is with the highest respect and regard,
dedicated." The reference at p. 272 concerns the People's Ed
REFERREOTO" 122n, 234n, 241-5 (240--4), 255-7 (254-6). 257n, 272, 620-1

--

"Professor
Leslie on the Land Question,'" Formightly
Revtew, n.s. VII (June,
1870), 641-54. In CW, Vol. V. pp. 669-85.
NOTE: reprinted (posthumously) in D&D, Vol IV, pp. 86-1 I0. The reference is m Helen Taylor's
"continuation" of the Autobiography
REFERRED TO: 626

--

Programme
of the Land Tenure Reform Association,
with an Explanator 3"Statement by John Stuart Mill London: Longmans, Green. Reader, and Dyer, 1871. In CW,
Vol. V, pp. 687-95.
NOTE: reprinted (posthumously/ in D&D, Vol IV, pp. 239-50. The reference is m Helen Taylor's
"contmuatmn" of the Autobtography.
REFERRED TO. 626
"Quarterly
Review on Political Economy,"
213-32. In CW, Vol. IV, pp. 23-43.
REFERRED
TO. 99 (98)

Westminster

Review,

III (Jan.,

1825),
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Question on the Recent Court Martial in Jamaica
3rd ser., Vol. 189, cots. 598-9 (1 Aug., 1867).
NOTE. see also Mill, speech of 31 July. 1866
REFERREDTO. 281-2

(1867),

Parliamenta_

--

Questions
on the Outbreak in Jamaica (1866), Parhamentarv
Vol. 184, cols. 1064-6 ( 19 July, 1866); ibid., col. 2160 ( 10 Aug.,
NOTE: see also Mill, speech of 31 July. 1866.
REFERREDTO' 28 I--2

--

"Radical
Party
Westminster Review,

and Canada:
VI & XXVIII

Debates,

Debates,
1866)

Lord Durham and the Canadians."
(Jan., 1838), 502-33.

3rd ser.,

London

and

NOTE. m some copies of the number, the running title on the first e_ght pages is "Rad,cal Party m
Canada"; m all copies, the running title on the remaining pages and the title m the Table of Contents
of the L& WR is "Lord Durham and the Canadians."
REFERREDTO: 223 (222)
--

"Recent Writers on Reform,"
Fraser's
CW. Vol. XIX, pp. 341-70.
NOTE: repnnted in D&D, Vol IIL pp 47-96
REFERREDTO. 263. 288--9

Magazine,

LIX (Apr.,

1859), 489-508.

In

--

"Remarks on Bentham's
Phdosophy."
App. B m Edward Lytton Bulwer's England
and the English. 2 vols London: Bentley, 1833. Vol. II, pp. 321-44. In CW, Vol. X,
pp. 3--18.
NOTE: InSC MillindlcatesthathealsowrotepartofthetextconcemingBenthammBulwer'swork
(Vol. II, pp. 163-701. this IS repnnted m CW, Vol X, pp 499-502 He also wrote notes, which
Bulwer "cut and mangled and coxcombified" (letter to Thomas Carlyle, CW, Vol XII. p. 172 [2
Aug., 1833]} for App D, "A Few Observations on Mr. Mill" (reprinted at pp. 589-95 above}.
REFERREDTO. 207 (206)

--

Report to the General Court of Proprietora.
London: Cox and Wyman,
NOTE. one of the senes Mill wrote for the East India Company m 1858
REFERREDTO: 249

-"Scott" s Life of Napoleon,'"
REFERREDTO. 99 (98), 135 (134)

Westminster

Review,

IX (Apr.,

1858.

1828), 251-313.

--"Sedgwick's
Dtscourse,'"
London Review, I (L& WR, XXX) (Apr., 1835), 94-135.
In CW, Vol. X, pp. 31-74.
NOTE: the reference at p. 227 is to the repnntmg of this article, vindicating Bentham, m D&D, Vol I.
pp. 95-159.
REFERREDTO: 209 (208), 227
--

"Should Public Bodies Be Requured to Sell Their Lands?" Examiner,
11 Jan., 1873,
pp. 29-30.
SORE. repnnted (posthumously) m D&D, Vol IV, pp. 266-77. The reference is in Helen Taylor's
"continuation" of the Autobtography
REFERREDTO; 627

--"The
Silk Trade," Westminster Review, V (Jan., 1826), 136-49. In CW, Vol. IV,
pp. 125-39.
NOTE. this IS the only one of the thirteen articles Mill contributed from the second to the eighteenth
number of the Westmmster not listed m Mill's own bibliography.
REFERRED
TO. 99 (98)
--

"The Slave Power,"

Westminster

Review,

LXXVII1

(Oct.,

1862). 489-510.

NOTE:reprinted m the American ed. of D&D, 3 vols (Boston: Spencer, 1864), Vol. III, pp. 264-99
_FEgRED TO: 266
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Speeches.
of his works.

Mill's speeches

will be found hsted chronologically
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at the end of this hst

"'The Spirit of the Age," Examiner.
No I, 9 Jan., 1831, pp. 20-1. No. II, 23 Jan.,
1831, pp. 50-2" No III, 6 Feb., 1831, pp 82-4, and 13 Mar., 1831, pp 162-3; No.
IV, 3 Apr..1831,
pp. 210-11;No.V.
15May. 1831.p
307. and 29 May, 1831,pp.
339-41.
REFERRED
TO"
181 (180)
--

"State of Society
365-89. In CW, Vol
REFERRED
TO
433

in America,"
London
XVIII, pp. 91-115

Review.

II (L&WR,

-The Subjection of Women. London: Longmans,
Green,
NOTE. 2nd ed., 1869.3rd ed., 1870 A cop)' of the 2nd ed Is m SC
REFERREDTO 253n. 265,290
--

A System

of Logic.

Ratiocinanve

and Inductive,

XXX1)

Reader,

(Jan.,

and Dyer,

Being a Connected

1836),

1869

Vtew of the

Principles
of Evidence and the Methods t_f Sctent(/w lm'esttgatton.
2 vols. London:
Parker, 1843. CW, Vols. VII-VII1.
NOTE: 2rid ed , 1846; 3rd ed.. 1851: 4th ed., 1856.5th ed, 1862'. 6th ed . 1865', 7th ed., 1868, 8th
ed., 1872. The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 6th eds are m SC. The reterence at p 125 t 124) is to Bk. I.
thatatp
169(168)lstoBk
VI, thatatp 177(176)lstoBk
VI,Chap. n, thatatp 191(190) ls to
both Bk II and Bk. I; that at p 627, m Helen Taylor's "continuation" of the Autobtograph). is to
Mill's revisions for the 8th ed
REFERREDTO. 125 (124). 167-9 (166-8). 177 (176). 189-91 (188-90). 215-19 (214-16), 229-35
(228-34), 234n, 243 (242), 246. 255 (254). 255n. 259,270. 271,627
--"Taine's
De l'intelhgence,"
Fortnightly Revtew, n.s. VII1 (July, 1870), 121-4. In
CW, Vol. XI, pp. 441-7.
NOTE repnnted (posthumously) m D&D, Vol IV, pp 111-18 The reference is m Helen Taylor's
"'contmuation" of the Autob_ograph 3
REFERRED
TO:
626
--"Thornton
on Labour and Its Claims,"
Fortntghtl3 Revtew, n.s V (May, and June,
1869), 505-18,
and 680-700.
In CW, Vol. V, pp 631-68.
NOTE: repnnted (posthumously) in D&D, Vol. IV, pp 25-85 The reference lb tOMill's articles )or
the Fortnightly, up to the point where the Autobiography breaks off
REFERRED
TO' 290
--

Thoughts on Parliamentar3" Reform London. Parker.
311-39.
NOTE: m SC 2rid ed . 1859; repnnted m D&D, Vol IIl. pp 1-46
REFERREDTO. 26t-2,263,274,288-9

1859, In CW, Vol

XIX, pp

--

"Thoughts
on Poetry and Its Varieties,'" Dtssertanons
andDiscusstons,
Vol. 1, pp
89-120.
NOTE: the essay (combining "What Is Poetry?" and "The Two Kinds of Poetry.") repnnted at pp
341-65 above The references are given under "What Is Poetry _'' and "'The Two Kinds of Poet D ,"
q.v

--

Three Essays on Religion.
London: Longmans, Green, Reader. and Dyer. 1874. In
CW, Vol. X. pp. 369-489.
NOTE: In 8C The reference at p. 245 _s mferentml" that at p 290 _s to works not completed when Mill
wrote the final secuon of the Autobtography, that at p 625. specifically to "Theism.'" is m Helen
Taylor's "'continuation" of the Autobiography
REFERREDTO" 245, 290, 625
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"Trait6
de logique."
NOTE MS, Plerpont Morgan
REFERRED TO. 59n, 587

1

Library

"Treaty
Obligations,"
Formightly
Review,
n.s. VIII (Dec.,
1870),
715-20.
NOTE' repnnted
(posthumously)
m D&D, Vol IV, pp. 119-29.
The reference is m Helen Taylor's
"continuanon"
of the Autobtography.
REFERRED TO: 626
--

"The Treaty
NOTE the reference
REFERREDTO 626

--

of 1856,"
The Ttmes,
24 Nov.,
1870, p. 3.
is m Helen Taylor's
"'continuation'"
of the Autobiography

"The Two Kinds of Poetry," Monthly Reposttor)', n.s. VII (Nov. 1833), 714-24.

NOTE. see J S MIll, "Thoughts
REFERREDTO, 205 (204)
--

on Poetry,"

above

Unheaded
leader,
Morning
Chronicle,
9 May,
1823, p. 3.
NOTE; the article concerns the debate in the House of Commons
on the petmon
Parliamentary
Debates,
n.s., Vol. 9, cols. 114-17 (8 May, 1823).
REFERRED TO: 91 (90)

--

Utilitarianism.
203-59.

London: Parker, Son, and Bourn,

of Richard

Carhle:

see

1863. In CW, Vol. X, pp.

NOTE: 2nd ed., 1864, 3rd ed., 1867, 4th ed., 1871. Ftrst appeared
m three instalments
m Fraser's
Magazine,
LXIV lOct.,
1861), 391-406
(Chaps
i-ii); (Nov., 1861), 525-34
(Chaps. lii-iv),
(Dec., 1861), 658-73
(Chap
v). The reference at p 245 is inferennal.
REFERRED To: 245,265-6
--"War
pp. 1-22.
REFERREDTO.

Expenditure,"

Westminster

Review,

II (July,

1824),

27-48.

In CW,

Vol.

IV,

99 (98_

"What
Is Poetry?"
Monthly
Repositor)',
NOTE: see J. S. Mill, "Thoughts
on Poetry,"
above.
REFERRED TO. 205 (204), 365n

n.s.

VII (Jan.,

1833),

60-70.

--"Whately's
Elements of Logic," Westminster Review, IX (Jan.. 1828), 137-72. In
CW, Vol. XI, pp. 1-35.
REFERRED TO" 99 {98)

"Whewell on Moral Philosophy," Westmmster Review, LVIII (Oct., 1852), 34985. In CW, Vol. X, pp. 165-201.
NOTE. the reference
450-509.
REFERRED TO: 227

--

is to the repnnting

of this article,

vindlcanng

Bentham,

m D&D,

Vol. II, pp.

"Writings of Junius Redivivus [II]," Tait's Edinburgh Magazine, III (June, 1833),
347-54.

NOTE: reprinted
at pp. 379-90
REFERRED TO; 191 (190)

above.

The reference

Is to Mill's

essays m the first series of Tait's.

See also Jeremy Bentham, Rationale of Judicial Evidence, ed. J. S. Mill; George
Grote and John Smart Mill, "Taylor's Statesman"; James Mill, Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind, 2nd ed., ed. J. S. Mill; and, under Parliamentary Papers,
Mill, "Letter .... "
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SPEECHES(In chronological
_"Population"(1825).
NOTE: knownthrough atypescfiptmthepossesslon
REFEm_ED
TO: 127 (126)

order)

ofthe FablanSoclety

-"Population.
Reply" (1825).
NOTE: known through a typescript In the possession of the Fabian Society
REFERREDTO:127 (126)
--"Proaemium
of a Speech on Population"
(1825).
NOTE. known through a typescript in the possession of the Fabian Socmtv
REFERREDTO: 127 (126)
-"Second Speech on Population in Answer
NOTE: the MS is in the Mill-Taylor Collection.
REFERREDTO: 127 (126)

to Thirlwall"

--

(fragment:

"First Speech on the Cooperative
System"
NOTE. the MS is in the Mill-Taylor Collection
REFERREDTO: 129 (128)

-"Intended Speech at the Cooperation
NOTE: the MS is in Connecticut College.
REFERRED
TO. 129 (128)

Society,

(1825).

1825).

never delivered"

(1825).

--"Closing
Speech on the Cooperatwe
System" (1825).
NOTE: part of the MS is in the Mill-Taylor Collection, and part m Connecticut College
REFEm_,ED
TO: 129 (128)
--"On
the Influence of the Aristocracy"
(9 Dec.. 1825)
NOTE. MS, Mill-Taylor Collection. The reference is to Mill's opening the debate at the second
meeting of the London Debating Society. His later speeches at the Society are generally referred to
at pp. 131-3 (130-2)
REFERREDTO: 131 (130)
-"On Wordsworth"
(30 Jan., 1829).
NOTE: MS, Mill-Taylor Collection. Mill must be referring to the debate at the London Debating
Society during which he delivered the speech here cited when he mentions his opposition to
Roebuck on the relative merits of Wordsworth and Byron. Sterhng, who opened this debate on 16
Jan. (when Roebuck also spoke), was not a member two years earlier, on 19 Jan., 1827. when
Roebuck and Mill opposed one another on the merits of Byron's poetry
REFERREDTO: 153 (152), 163 (162)
--

On the Cattle Diseases
488-92 (14 Feb., 1866).
REFERREDTO: 276n--7n

Bill,

Parliamentar3'

Debates.

3rd ser.,

On the Habeas Corpus Suspension (Ireland) Bill, Parliamentar
Vol. 181, cols. 705-6 (17 Feb., 1866).
REFERREDTO: 277
--

On the Representation
of the People Bill. Parliamentar3'
182, cols. 1253-63
(13 Apr., 1866); Vol. 183, cols. 1590-2
NOTE: the references are to Gladstone's Reform Bill.
REFERREDTO. 275,277,278
On the Malt Duty--Resolution,
1524-8 (17 Apr., 1866).

ParliamentaD'

Debates,

Vol.

3' Debates,

Debates,
(31 May,

181, cols.

3rd seT.,

3rd ser.,
1866).

Vol.

3rd ser., Vol. 182, cols.
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NOTE: the reference
REFERRED TO: 277

Is to Mall's speech

on the Nauonal

1
Debt and coal supphes

On the Tenure and Improvement of Land (Ireland) Bill, ParhamentarT Debate_,
3rd ser., Vol. 183, cols. 1087-97 ( 17 May, 1866).
NOTE repnnted
as "Speech on Mr Chlchester
Fortescue's
Land Bill." m Chapters and Speeches
on
thelnshLandQuesnon
(London.
Longmans,
Green, Reader, and Dyer. 1870), pp 97-107
The
Bill referred to. "A Bill Further to Amend the Law Relating to the Tenure and Improvement
ol
Land m Ireland"
(30 Apr., 1866). q v , was mtroduced
by Fortescue
on behalf of the Russell
government,
but was not enacted
REFERRED TO 279-80

--

On the Reform Meeting in Hyde Park, Parhamentar_ Debates, 3rd ser., Vol 184.
cols. 1410-12 (24 July, 1866).

REFERREDTO

--

278

On the Proposed Reform Meeting in Hyde Park, Parliamentar 3'Debates, 3rd ser.,
Vol. 184, cols. 1540-1 (26 July, 1866).

NOTE reported m The Ttmes. 27 July, 1866, p 7 The reference is to Mill's persuading
the leading
members
of the Council of the Reform League to abandon their plan to meet m Hyde Park. the
speech cited gives Mill's
REFERRED TO 278

--

pubhc

statement

that the plan had been gwen

up

On the Disturbances m Jamaica, Parhamentar 3 Debate_, 3rd ser., Vol. 184, cols.
1797-1806 (31 July, 1866).

NOTE: see also J. S Mill.
REFERREDTO' 281-2

--

Question.

and Questions

To the Reform League Meeting at the Agricultural Hall, The Times, 31 July, 1866.
p, 3.

REFERREDTO

--

278

On Mumcipal Reform, Parhamenta_'Debates,
3rd ser., Vol 185, cols. 1608-10,
1616 (8 Mar., 1867), cols. 1678-9, 1680, 1685 (11 Mar., 1867): col 1696 (12 Mar.,
1867); cols. 1861-2 (14 Mar., 1867); Vol. 187, cols. 882-5,891 (21 Apr., 1867): and
Vol. 189, cols. 1040-1 (7 Aug.. 1867).

REFERRED TO. 276

--

On the Representatmn

of the People Bill, Parhamentar3' Debates, 3rd ser., Vol

187, cols. 280-4
(9 May,
1867);
Vol. 188, cols. 1102-7
(5 July,
1867).
NOTE. the references
at p. 277 and the first at p 284 are to Dlsraeh's
Reform Bdl; the second at p 284
Is to Mdl' s support for the proposal for cumulanve
voting, which he calls a "'poor makeshift
"
REFERRED TO: 277, 284
--

Speech

of John

Stuart

Mill,

M.P.,

on

the Admlsston

of Women

to the Electoral

Franchtse.
Spoken
m the House
oJ Commons,
May 20, 1867. London:
TrObner,
1867.
NOTE. cf Parhamentary
Debates,
3rd set., Vol 187, cols. 817-29.842-3.
Copies of the pubhshed
version are m SC.
REFERRED TO: 276. 285
--

Personal

Representanon,

Speech

of John

Stuart

Mill,

Esq.,

M.P.,

Dehvered

tn the

House
of Common_.
May 29 [sic],
1867. London.
Henderson,
et al., 1867
NOTE: cf. ParhamentarvDebates,
3rd set., Vol. 187, cols. 1343-56,
1362. The speech was actually
dehvered
on 30 May. A copy of the 2nd ed. (London: Henderson.
et al , 1867) is m SC.
REFERRED TO. 276,285
--

On the Meetings
cols. 1888,
1890-3
REFERRED TO: 279

in Royal
(22 July,

Parks
1867):

Bill,
Vol.

Parliamentary
Debates,
3rd
189, cols. 1482-4
(13 Aug.,

ser.,
Vol.
1867).

188,

69q
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.....On the Declaration

of Paris,

Parhamentarv

Debates,

3rd seE,

Vol.

189, COIN

876-84 (5 Aug., 1867).
NOTE the reference is to Mill's speech on the right of seizing enemies' goods in neutral vessels
REFERREDTO. 275
On the State of Ireland, Parhamentar3" Debate.s, 3rd ser. Vol. 190, COIN 1516-32
(12 Mar., 1868).
NOTE. repnnted as "'Speech on Mr Magmre's Motion on the State of Ireland," in Chapters and
Speeches on the Irish Land Quesnon (London. Longmans, Green, Reader. and Dyer, 18701. pp
108-25. See also Magu_re. Motion ( 10 Mar . 1868)
REFERREDTO" 280
On the Election PeUtlons and Corrupt Practices Bill, Parliamentar_
Debate_, 3rd
ser., Vol. 19 t, COIN. 308-11 (26 Mar., 1868 L Vol 193, COIN. 1166-8 (t 4 July, 1868 I:
cols. 1640-1 (22 July, 1868)
NOTE. the first reference Is to the amendment, moved b) Mill (22 July). proposing the prohlbmon of
paid canvassers and the hmltlng of each candidate to one pa_d agent, the second reference l_to the
amendment, also proposed by Mill 114 Jul3,I. proposing the apphcatlon of the penal provisions of
the Bill to mumcipal elections, the third b to Mill's speech (26 March _on the pnnople of Dlsraeh's
Bribery Bill
REFERRED
TO_283
--

On the Capttal Pumshment
wlthm Prisons
Vol. 191, cols. 1047-55
(21 Apr., 18681
REFERREDTO 275

Bill, Parhamentar3

--

Suffrage

At the Meeting of the National Society for Women's
GalleD', Conduit St., Regent St., 17 July, 1869
NOTE" reported m Dady News, 19 July. 1869, p 2
REFERREDTO. 290

Debates.

3rd ser..

m the Architectural

-At the Meeting of the Education League at St James's Hall, 25 Mar.. 1870.
NOTE. MS, Harvard Umverslty Reported on 26 Mar . 1870, m The Times, p 5, Dad 3 News, p 3,
and Dady Telegraph, p. 3
REFERRED
TO 290
--

On Women's
Suffrage. In Report of a Meetmg of the London National Socie 0 for
Women's Suffrage, Held at the Hanover Square Rooms. Saturda 3 . March 26th. 1870.
[London: n.p., 1870.] pp. 4-9.
NOTE reported m The Times, 28 Mar. 1870, p 5 The reference is m Helen Taylor s "continuation"
of the Autobiography
REFERREDTO: 625

--

On Women's
Suffrage. In Women's Suffrage. Great Meetmg m Edinburgh
m the
Music Hall, on 12th January 1871, under the Ausptce,s of the Edinburgh Branch of the
National Society for Women's Suffrage.
Edinburgh: printed Grelg, 1871, pp 7-12.
NOTE. reported m The Times, 13 Jan., 1871, p 3 Repnnted as a pamphlet, Speech of the Late Johr_
Stuart Mill..
(Edinburgh: pnnted Grelg, 1873) The reference is m Helen Taylor'_ "'continuation" of the Autobmgraph 3
REFERREDTo 625

--

At a Meeting of the Land Tenure Reform Assocmtton.
In Land Tenure Reform
Assoclation.
Report of the Inaugural Pubhc Meetmg, Held at the Freemason's
Hall,
London, Monday, 15th May. 1871 London: Land Tenure Reform Assocmtion,
1871
NOTE: reprinted posthumously m D&D, Vol IV. pp 251-65 The reference is in Helen Taylor's
"contmuatmn'" of the Autobwgraphv,
REFERREDTO' 626
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MILL, MARY ELIABETH.
NOTE: the reference atp. 36nconcernstheauthorityexercisedbyMilloverhlsyoungers_sters;thatat
p. 53 concerns James Mill's relations with his children, one of whom was Mary
REFERREDTO. 36n, 53
MILL, WILHELMINA FORBES.
NOTE. the reference at p. 7 (6) Is to James Mill's instruction of his children, one of whom was
Wilhelmina, dunng the period in which he was working on his Histor 3' of Bruish India; that at p
36n concerns the authority exercised by Mill over hls younger sisters; that at p 53 concerns James
Mill's relations with his children; the others aretoJ S. Mill's teaching of Wilhelmma.
REFERREDTO: 7 (6}. 13 (12). 36n, 53,555, 556, 557, 560, 562, 563, 564, 568, 569
MILLAR, JOHN. An Historical
View of the English Government,
from the Settlement of the
Saxons in Britain to the Accession of the House of Stewart. London: Strahan and Cadell,
1787.
NOTE. this ed. formerly in SC. The reference at p. 305 derives from Jeffrey's
4-vol. ed. (London. Mawman, 1803), which has additional matter.
REFERREDTO: 11 (10), 305,555

review

(q.v.)

of the

MILLEVOYE, CHARLES HUBERT.
NOTE: the reference derives from Chenevlx, "English and French Literature," q v.
REFERRED
TO. 310
MILLOT, CLAUDE FRAN(_OIS XAVIER. Eldmens
jusqu' d Louis XV. Paris: Durand, 1768.
REFERREDTO' 569

de l'histolre

de France,

depuis

Clovis

MILNE, JAMES (J. S. Mill's grandfather).
NOTE: Mill is in Scotland a variant of Milne.
REFERREDTO: 5 (4)
MILNES, RICHARD MONCKTON. Memorials
Poems. London: Moxon, 1838.

of a Residence

on the Continent,

and Histomcal

NOTE: Mill wrote his review before the actual publication of the volume, which appeared also as Vol.
II of The Poems ofRtchard Monckton Milnes, 2 vols (London. Moxon, 1838), Vol. I being Poems
of Many Years, q.v
REVmWED: 503-16
QUOTED"513-- 16
REFERREDTO: 519
513.41
divine!] divine? (143)
-Poems of Many Years. London: Moxon, 1838.
NOTE. Mill says, in his review, that this volume was "'not designed for publication." He does not give
the publisher, and says of it in his heading "(For private circulation, y, the volume, however, also
appeared as Vol. I of The Poems of Richard Monekton Milnes, 2 vols (London. Moxon, t838),
Vol. II being Memorials of a Residence on the Continent, and Historwal Poems, q.v. From
this volume Mill quotes "The Lay of the Humble,'" an unntled poem ("Youth, that pursuest..."),
"To
, Five Years Old," and "The Combat of Life."
REVIEWED:503--16
QUOTED: 505--9,510, 511,511--12,513
REFEmU:.DTO: 519
506.5 They] The>,(29)
509.1 lover's] lovers' (35)
511.38
Evil---] Evil; by some mightier power / Than Memory can embrace, or Reason know, / We
were enlisted into this great strife, / And led to meet that unknown Enemy: / Yet not like men
brought blinded to a wood, / Who, looking round them, where a hundred paths / All undistinguisht
lead a hundred ways, / Tormented by that blank indifference, / Rather sit down and die than wander
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on,-- / Not thus, hut with a tablet clear and sure, / (Obscure in this alone, that it is graven / On
mortal hearts by an eternal hand), / An ever-present Law, within our Bemg, ,_Which we must read
whether we will or no, / We are placed here and told the way to go (147-8)
512.9 thine Enemy] that Enemy (149)
512.13
now?] now! (149)
512.30-1
Sin!/.
. / Yet] Sin? {ellipsis mdtcates 20-hne omission, the last 2 hnes of which are] But
though the weakness of our human heart / May thus be made both safe and innocent, ,'Yet (149- 50)
513.27
"combat of hfe"] [the title of the poem.lust quoted] (147- 51 )
The Poems of Richard Monckton
Milnes. 2 vols. London:
Milnes, Memorials
of a Residence,
and Poems of Many Years.

Moxon,

-Poetry for the People and Other Poems. London: Moxon, 1840.
NOTE: Mill quotes from the second of the six poems entitled "Love-Thoughts."
poems of "Shadows," and "The Brownie "
REVIEWED:517-21
QUOTED: 519--20,520,521-2
MILTON, JOHN. Referred

to:

19 (18), 364n.

1838.

See

the fifth and s_xth

370,483-4,499,532,564

--

"Of Education.
To Master Samuel Hartlib'" (1644). In The Prose Worka of John
Milton, with a Life of the Author, Interspersed
with Translations
and Crtttcal Remarks,
by Charles Symmons, D.D. 7 vols. London: Johnson, et al., 1806, Vol. I, pp. 273 - 85.
NOTE. this ed in SC
QUOTED: 414n
414n.4
"less] To which [l.e., to rhetoric] poetry would be made subsequent, or indeed rather
precedent, as being less (28I)
414n.5
sensuous] sensuous (281 )

--

Paradise Lost ( 1667). In The Poetical
1695, pp. 1-343.
NOTE:the reference derives from Vlgny.
QUOTED:499n
REFERRED
TO: 483-4

Works of Mr

John Milton.

London:

Tonson.

499n. 1-5 The Dorian mood.,
and, instead of rage, ! Deliberate valour breathed] All In a moment
through the gloom were seen / Ten thousand Banners rise into the Air' With orient Colours waving.
with them rose / A Forest huge of Spears. and thronging Helms ,' Appear'd, and seined Shields m
thick array / Of depth immeasurable' Anon they move / In perfect Phalanx to the Dorian mood
and instead of rage / Deliberate valour breath'd. (18, I, 544-59)
-"II Penseroso"
(1632). In Poems upon Several Occastons. IBM., pp. 4-6.
NOTE'each Rein m the Poems upon Several Occasions is separately paginated
QUOTED: 354n
354n.25
"dim religious hght"] But let my due feet never fall, / To walk the studious Cloysters pale /
And love the high embowed Roof. / With antlck Pillars massy proof, / And stoned Windows richly
dight, / Casting a dim rehgious light (6, 155-60)
MIRABEAU, HONOR_ GABRIEL RIQUETI, MARQUIS DE. Referred

to: 602-3

MITFORD, WILL1AM. The History of Greece (1784-1818).
10 vols. London: Cadell
Davies, 1818-20.
NOTE: this ed. formerly m SC. Vols I-VIII were pubhshed m 1818. Vols IX-X in 1820
REFERREDTO; 15 (14), 99 (98), 557--8
MOLESWORTH, WILLIAM. Referred
624

to: 203 (202),

205 (204),

207 (206),

215 (214),

and

616,
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I

"Orange Conspiracy," London and Westminster Revww, 111& XXV (Apr., 1836),
181 - 223.

REFERREDTO
MOLI_RE,

600-]

JEAN

BAPTISTE

NOTE: the reference
REFERREDTO 570

--

POQUELIN.

_s to two of his plays

Les femmea savantes. Paris. Prom6, 1672.

QUOTED" 126
126.13
"'des clart6s de tout."] Je consens qu'une Femme mt des clartez de tout. / Mais je ne luy veux
point la passion choquante,
De se rendre sqavante afin d'estre S_avante.
,' Et j'aime que souvent
aux questions
qu'on fair. / Elle sqache lgnorer les choses qu 'elle sqait; / De son 6rude enfin je veux
qu'elle se cache. / Et qu'elle air du sqavolr sans voulolr qu'on le sqache, : Sans citer les Autheurs,
sans dire de grands roots / Et clouer de l'espnt "ases momdres propos ( 10, I. Ill, 4-12)
MONGAULT,
MONSIGNY.

NICOLAS

HUBERT

PIERRE ALEXANDRE.

NOTE: the opera was first performed
by M. J. Sedame, trans Charles
REFERRED TO: 491
MONTESQUIEU,

CHARLES

LOUIS

See

Cicero, Lettres de Ctcdron.

Rose

e,l Colas

m England at Covent Garden.
18 Sept..
Dlbdm/London
Kearsly,
1778

DE SECONDA1.

1778; pubhshed

(hbretto

BARON DE LA BRI_DE ET DE. Referred

to_

310n
MONTGOMERY.JAMES.The Wanderer of Switzerland, and Other Poems ( 1806l. 3rd ed.
London: Longman, Hurst. Rees, and Orme, 1806.
REFERREDTO: 324
MONTGOMERY.

ROBERT.

Maunder, 1830.
NOTE: presumably
passagel,
which
REFERREDTO: 398

The

Ommpresence of the Dell'. A Poem (1828). 11th ed. London.

Mill Is refemng
contains, despite

to thts volume
{m its 1 lib ed not long
its title, a section entitled "Poems '"

The Monthly Repositor3,. Referred to: 205 (204L 329,369,
MOORE.

before

he wrote

the

382

JOHN.

NOTE: the reference
REFERRED TO 317

is in a quotation

from Jeffrey's

MOORE. JOHN HAMILTON.
A Net*' and
London:
Hogg,
[1780?].

Complete

"Madame

Collectton

de Stael."

q v.

of Voyages

and

Travels

2 vols

NOTE. this collection
may be the one Mill so vaguely refers to. It contains "'The Voyage of Ferdinand
Maghellan"
(Vol. I. pp. 13-15),
and is m foho
Less likely is Samuel
Purchas.
Purchas
Hts
Pilgnmes.
3 vols (London.
Fetherstone,
1625), which includes "Of Fernandus
Magahanes"
(Pt.
1, Bk. II. Chap. il), Vol. 1, pp 33-46.
and is also m foho.
REFERRED TO. 12n, 556

MOORE,THOMAS.Referred to: 115 (114), 321
--

[?] or William Hazhtt [?]. "Coleridge's
(Sept., 1816). 58-67.

Chrtstabel," Edinburgh Revtew, XXVI1

NOTE: the reference is to "the disgraceful
articles m the early Numbers
of the Edinburgh
Review,
Wordsworth
and Coleridge."
The tentative identification
is in The Wellesley Index, Vol I
REFEr.RED To. 398

on

MORE, THOMAS.Referred to: 266n-7n. See also Francis Bacon, "Apophthegms New and
Old," and William Roper, The Mirrour of Vertue.
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MORLA, FRANCESCO DE.
NOTE. the reference, which is in a quotation from Macaula), derives from Diaz.
REFERRED
TO: 528
MORLEY, JOHN. Referred to: 290
The Morning

Chronicle.

The Morning

Post. Referred to:

MosEs.

Referred

to: 89-91

(88-90L

243 (242)

130

Referred to. 499-500

MOSHEIM, JOHANN LOREN VON. An Eccleslastical
History. Anflenl and Modern, from the
Birth of Christ, to the Beginning of the Present Century.. in Which the Rise, Progres.s,
and Variations of Church Power Are Considered
in Their Connexion with the State of
Learning and Philosophy,
and the Political Histor3." of Europe durmg That Period (m
Latin, 1755). Trans. Archibald Maclaine. 2 vols. London: Millar. 1765
REFERRED
TO 11 (10), 555
MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS. Referred
--

to:

149 (1481. 350

Le nozze de Figaro.
NOTE: the reference is to the aria "Dove sono'" (III, vml First performed in England at the King's
Theatre. Haymarket. 18 June. 1812. pubhshed (hbreno by Lorenzo da Pontc) London Winchester, 1816.
REFERREDTO. 350

MOLLER. THEODOR ADAM HEINRICH FR1EDRICH VON. See Sarah
Istics ....

Austin.

Character-

MURRAY, GEORGE. "'Napler's
Peninsular War." Quarterly Review. LVI (Apr., and July.
1836), 131-219,
and 437-89, and LVI1 (Dec.. 1836), 492-542
NOTE The Weltesleylndex. Vol II. says that Murra_ was "assisted by J W Croker "'Naplerrephed
to the third of these articles; see Wdham Napier, "Repl? '"
REFERRED
TO; 603
MURRAY, JOHN. Referred

to: 231 t230)

MUSGRAVE, THOMAS MOORE (or James Musgravel
"Sir R. Phillips
Sheriff," Edinburgh Review, XIII (Oct., 1808t, 170-86.
nOTE: for the identification of the author, see The Wellesley lnde.t. Vol I
REFERREDTO. 297n

on the Office

of

NAPIER, CHARLES JAMES. The Colonies. Treating of Their Value Generall)_Of
the loman
Islands in Particular:
The Importance
of the Latter in War and Commerce--As
regard_
Russian Policy,--Their
Finances--Why
an Expense to Great Britain--Detailed
Proofs
That They Ought Not to Be So---Turkish
Government
Battle of Navarmo--Ali
Pacha-Sir Thomas Maitland--Strictures
on the Administration
of Sir Frederick Adam. London: Boone, 1833.
REFERREDTO: 601
NAPIER, WILLIAM FRANCIS PATRICK. "The Duke of Wellington,"
Rewew, VI & XXVIII (Jan.. 1838), 367-436.
REFERREDTO: 604

London

Histor 3"of the War in the Peninsula and in the South of France,
to the Year 1814.6 vols. London: Murray, 1828-40.
REFERREDTO; 603

and Westminster

from the Year 1807
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"Reply to the Third Article
the Peninsular
War," London
541-81.

in the Quarterly Revww on Colonel Napier" s Htstory of
and Westminster
Review, IV & XXVI (Jan., 1837).

NOTE. this arhcle did not appear m all coptes of the Issue; see p. 603
REFERREDTO 603
NAPOLEON 1 (of France).

Referred

NAPOLEON III (of France).
NEAL, JOHN. Referred

to: 63 (62), 65 (64), 471-2,490

Referred

to: 245

to: 434-5

--Brother
Jonathan:
REFERREDTO: 435n

or, The New Englanders.

--Logan,
a Family Htstor3,.
NOTE: 1st ed.. 2 vols. (Phdadelphia.
REFERREDTO: 435n

4 vols. London: Newman,
Carey and Lea, 1822)

--Randolph.
2 vols. [Baltimore?],
REFERREDTO 435n

Blackwood,

1825.

1823.

1823.

--Seven_-stx.
3 vols. London: Whittaker,
NOTE. 1st ed., 2 vols (Baltimore: Robinson, 1823)
REFERRED
TO. 435n
NECKER, JACQUES. Referred

3 vols. Edinburgh:

1823.

to: 62

NELSON, HORATIO.
NOTE" the reference is in a quotation from Jeffrey's "'Madame de Stael," q v.
REFERREDTO: 317
NEPOS, CORNELIUS. Excellentium
imperatorum
vitae.
NOTE. It is not known which of the many eds. (which have dlffenng titles) Mill read
REFERREDTO: 13 (12), 556--7
NERO. Referred
The New Monthly

to: 435,436
Magazine.

NEWTON, ISAAC. Referred

Referred
to:

to: 382

165,332

--

Arithmetica
universahs;
stve de compositione
London: Tooke, 1707.
NOTE" It is not known wh,ch ed. Mdl read.
REFERRED
TO. 561

et resolunone

artthmenca

-Philosophiae
naturahs prmctpta mathematica.
London: Royal Society,
NOTE: the copy m SC is the so-called "'Jesmt's Edition" (Geneva: Barrillot, 1739-421
REFERREDTO: 564
NIEBUHR, BARTHOLD GEORG. Referred
--

liber.

1686.

to: 526

TheHistoo'
of Rome (in German, 1811-12).
3 vols. Trans. Julius Charles Hare and
Connop Thirlwall
(Vols. I and II); William Smith and Leonhard Schmitz (Vol. III).
London (Vols. I and II printed Cambridge):
Taylor,
1828 (Vol. 1); 1832 (Vol. II);
Taylor and Walton, 1842 (Vol. III),
NOTE: the references are mdu'ect. A German ed., 3 vols. (Berhn: Retmer, 1827-32--Vol.
II _s of the
1836 ed.), is in SC, as are the two vols. of lectures, ed. SchmRz (London: Taylor and Walton,
1844), that complete Niebuhr's HistoD'.
REFERREDTO: 17 (16), 526, 531, 584
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to. 285

NISARD, JEAN MARIE NAPOLI_ON DI_SIRI_."Early French Ltterature,"
London and Westminster Revww, II1 & XXV (July, 1836), 514-58.
NOTE incorporated (pp. 224-53) m Nlsard's "'Hlstoire de la htt6rature ancienne et modeme.'" s._
France. §IV, m Dwnonnalre de la conversanon et de la lecture. 68 vols. (London and Pans'
Bossange. 1833-51), Vol. XXVII1, pp 211-88
REFERRED
TO: 602
Etudes de moeurs
Gosselin, 1834.
REFERREDTO. 602

et de critique

sur

les podtes

latins

de ta ddcadenee

Pans.

-"Victor Hugo,'" London Revww, I1 fL& WR, XXXI) (Jan., 1836), 389-417.
NOTE: the article was translated from the French by Mill, see C14'. Vol, XII. p 290
REFERRED
TO. 599--600
Nouvelles Annales des Voyages, de la Gdographw et de l'Hlstozre (1819ft. ).
NOTE" though Mdl mentions the Annales des Voyage_ (1808-14L It Is certain that he Is refemng to
the Nouvelles Annales, a continuation of the earlier periodical See also Letronne.
REFERREDTO: 574-5
O'CONNELL,

DANIEL. Referred

to: 203 (202)

ODENATUS.
NOTE' some of the references are m quotations from Gibbon (translating Trebelhus Polho)
REFERREDTO" 438--9
ODGER, GEORGE. Referred
O'DONOGHUE,

to: 275

DANIEL. Motton

for an Amendment

on the Address

to Her Majesty

on Her

Most Gracious Speech, Parhamentar
3' Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 181, col. 273 (8 Feb.,
1866).
NOTE. the reference is to Mill's first vote In the House o] Commons, g_ven in support of
O'Donoghue's proposed amendment, defeated by a vote of 346 to 25, concerning disaffection m
Ireland
REFERRED
TO, 276
OTHO, MARCUS SALVIUS (the Roman Emperor)
NOTE; the references are to Mill's writing, m 1818, a tragedy on Otho
REFERRED
TO: 26.584--5
OVID (Publius Ovidius Naso). Metamorphoses.
dam: Blaviana, 1683, Vol. II. pp. 1-805.
NOTE: this ed m SC.
REFERRED
TO: 15 (14), 560

In Opera

omnia.

3 vols. (in 6). Amster-

OWEN, ROBERT.
NOTE: the references at pp. 127-9 (126-8 )are to Owen' s followers; that at p 179 (178) is to Owemte
opinions, and that at p 387 is to Owemsm
REFERREDTO. 127-9 (126-8), 175 (1741. 179 (178). 382n. 387, 614
P ....

JULES DE. Review of Programme du cours du drottpubhc,
posztifet admmistranf,
d2
la Facultd de Drott de Parts; pour l'ann_e 1819-20,
par M. le baron de Gdrando
(Paris: Baudoin,
1819), Revue EnQ'clop_dique,
VI (June, 1820), 496-512.
REFERREDTO: 573

PAETUS THRASEA. See Thrasea

Paetus.
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PAINE, THOMAS.
NOTE. the reference is In a quotatmn from John Allen.
REFERREDTO: 293
PAKINGTON, JOHN. Speech on the Representation
of the People Bill (1866), Parlmmentata
Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 183, cols. 1572-90
(31 May, 1866).
NOTE' Millrefersto"someoftheTor3,1eaders,"butPakington(col
1574) made the remark cited by
Mill See Mill, Speech on the Representatlon of the People Bd1(18661
REFERREDTO 277n
PALEY, WILLIAM. Referred

to: 209 (208_

--

Natural
Theology;
or, Evidences
of the Existence
and Attributes
Collected from the Appearances
of Nature. London: Faulder, 1802.
REFERREDTO: 74, 579. 587

PALGRAVE, FRANCIS. "'Goethe's
1816), 304-37.
REFERRED
TO. 324

Life of Htmself(Part

I),'" Edinburgh

Review,

of the Deil 3 .

XXVI (June,

PALMERSTON, LORD. See Temple
PAOLI, PASQUALE. Referred

to:

11 (10)

PARKER, JOHN WILLIAM. Referred

to: 231 (230)

The Parliamentar)'
Hzstor 3, and Revtew.
NOTE. as Mill says, this annual continued for only three years (actually. three issues, as the first two
sets were both pubhshed m 1826, and the final volume m 1828), there were five volumes in all, the
first two sets each consisting of one volume of Parhamentar 3,History, and one of Parhamentar_
Review, and the last being only Parhamentary Revww (an arrangement having been made with
Hansard's Debates to use references to it, instead of pubhshlng a "History"). The first issue Is
entitled The Parhamentary Histo_' and Revtew; Contammg Reports of the Proceedings of the Two
Houses of Parhament during the Session of 1825.-45 Geo. IV With Crincal Remarks on the
Prmcapal Measures of the Sessaon. 2 vols. (London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green,
1826) The second issue has the same pubhshmg data. date, and title, except for the ldentificataon
of the session as that "'of 1826.--7 Geo IV "" The third as entitled The Parhamentarv Revaew.
Sessaon of1826-7_7
& 8 Geo IV (London Baldwin and Cradock, 1828)
REFERREDTO.121--3(120--2), 13 2, see also Charles Austm, "Corn Laws". John Austm. "Jolnt Stock
Compantes", Peregnne Blngham, "'Combination and Combmanon Laws," "'County Courts."
"Licensing System," and "Prefatory' Treatise", Walter Coulson, "Game Laws" and "Silk Trade":
James Mill. "Summary Review"; and J. S. Mill, "Foreign Dependencies," "Intercourse between
the Umted States and the British Colomes in the West Indies," "Ireland," and "Paper Currency."
The Parhamentar)'

Revtew.

PASCAL, BLAISE. Referred

See The Parhamentar
to:

3' History" and Review.

119 (118)

--

Pensdes de Mr. Pascal sur la religion et sur quelques autres sujets, qui ont estF
trouvdes aprds sa mort parmy ses papiers. Ed. Etienne P6rier. Pans: Desprez, 1670.
NOTE" GEuvres, 5 vols. (Pans: Lef'evre, 1819) is m SC
REFERREDTO" 423

PAUL (of Samosata).

Referred

PEEL, ROBERT. Referred
The Penn)" Magazine.

to:

Referred

to: 445
103 (102)
to: 329
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PERCY. THOMAS. Rehques of Ancwnt English Poetry Consisting of Old Heroic" Ballads,
Songs. and Other Pieces of Our Earlier Poets, (Chiefly of the Lyric Kmd. ) Together
with Some Few of Later Date. 3 vols. London: Dodsley,
1765.
NOTE: the reference is to "The Ancient Ballad of Chevy-Chase" (the first ballad in PercyL Vol. I, pp
1- 17. Mill does not indicate that Macaulay (to whose "lays" he compares "Chevy Chase") htmself
calls attention to, and even quotes from, this ballad (m Percy's verston) m his Lays, pp. 42-3
REFERREDTO 526
PERICLES. Referred

to: 75 (74), 587

PERRY, JAMES. Referred

to: 91 (90)

PESTALOZZI, JOHANN HEINRICH. Referred
PHAEDRUS. Fabularum
Aesoptarum
1718.
NOTE. tMS ed. m SC
REFERREDTO: 15 (14), 557

to. 260

hbri v. Ed. Peter Burmannus.

Utrecht.

van der Vater,

PHIDIAS.
NOTE: the reference Is inferential
REFERREDTO" 333
PHILIP II (of Macedonia).

Referred

to:

PHILLIPPS, SAMUEL MARCH. A Treatise
1814.
REFERRED
TO. 116
PHILLIPS, WENDELL. Referred

11 (10)
on the Law of Evidence

London:

Butterworth,

to: 266

PICOT DE LAPEYROUSE, PHILIPPE. Htstotre abrdg_e des plantes
des botanistes dans ces montagnes.
Toulouse' Bellegarrigue,
REFERRED
TO: 574,587

des Pyrdndes,
1813.

et itindraire

PINDAR. Carmina. In Hdv'rcr r& H,v$dpov
_rw_dgeva
Omma Pindan quae extant
mterpretatione
latina (Greek and Latin). 2 vols. (in 1). Glasgow
Foulis, 1744
NOTE. this ed. in SC The reference at p 560 Is simply to Mdl's reading Pindar
REFERREDTO. 532,560

Cure

PINNOCK, WILLIAM. A Catechtsm oj Sacred Geography: Being a Familiar Descripnon
of
Such Countries,
Citws, and Mmor Places, As Are Menttoned m the Holy Scriptures.
with the Necessao'
Historical Elucidations.
London: Whittaker,
1823.
NOTE. the reference is to lhnnock's "Catechisms '" Pmnock was the author of numerous catechisms,
on a wide variety of subjects, the above being one example.
REFERRED
TO. 460
--

Pmnock's
Catechism of Drawing in Whwh the Essenttal
Accomphshed
Art Are Given. London: Whittaker,
1828.
NOTE. see the preceding entry,
REFERRED
TO" 460

Rules for Acquiring

That

PITT, WILLIAM (the younger).
NOTE: the reference is m a quotation from Jeffrey's "'Madame de Stael." q.v
REFERREDTO" 317
PLATO.
NOTE: Platonzs et quae vel Platoms esse feruntur vel Platomca solent comztart scrlpta graece omnia
ad codwes manuscnptos (Greek and Latin), ed. Immanuel Bekker, I l vols (London. Pnestley.
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1826), is m SC. The reference at p 49 (48) is generally to Plato's writings; that at p. 68 is to the
Dialogues m general (in the equivalent passage in the Autobzography. p. 69. the reference IS to
Plato's "dialectics"), that at p. 115 (114) _s to h_s pmcturesof Socrates. that at p. 207 (206) _s to
Mall's abstracts of some of Plato's dialogues; that at p 438 _s m a quotanon from Gibbon's
rendering of Trebelhus Polho
REFERREDTO: 25 (24). 24n. 49 (48), 67 (66), 69 (68), 115 III4L 153 (152), 207 (206), 336, 337,
370. 438
-Apology. In Bekker ed., Vol. II, pp. 273-366.
REFERREDTO; 9 (8), 554
-Cra_lus.
In Bekker ed., Vol. IV, pp. 185-328.
REFERREDTO.9 (8), 554
--

Cnto.

REFERRED

--

TO.

In Bekker ed., Vol. II, pp. 367-422.
9 (8t, 554

Euthyphron.
In Bekker
REFERREDTO: 9 (8), 553-4

ed., Vol. If, pp. 93-167.

--Gorgias.
In Bekker ed., Vol. III, pp. 127-375.
REFERREDTO. 25 (24), 568
-Phaedo. In Bekker ed., Vol. V, pp. t 15-411.
REFERREDTO. 9 (8), 554
--

Protagoras.
In Bekker ed., Vol. I, pp. 249-372.
REFERREDTO. 25 (24), 568

--

Republic (Greek and Enghsh).
Trans. Paul Shorey. 2 vols. London: Heinemann;
Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1946.
NOTE: this ed. cited for ease of reference. In Bekker ed, Vol. VI, p. 251-Vol. VII. p. 229.
REFERREDTO. 25 (24), 321, 373, 568, 585

-Theaetetus.
In Bekker ed., Vol
REFERREDTO. 9 (8), 554

III, pp. 377-568.

PLAYFAIR, JOHN. Elements of GeometD'.
Contaimng
Two Books on the Geomet D' of Solids
To Whwh
Spherical
REFERRED

TO,

TrigonometD'.
559,

Edinburgh:

the First Six Books of Euchd, wtth
Are Added, Elements of Plane and

Bell and Bradfute;

London:

Robinson,

1795.

562

PLINY (the Elder). Natural Histo D' (Latin and English). Trans. Harris Rackham,
et al. l0
vols. London: Heinemann;
Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1938-62.
NOTE this ed. used for ease of reference
QUOTED:437
437.10--11
velar terrls exempta . naturt_] [paragraph] Palmyra urbs nohihs slta, dlvltlis sol( et
aqms amoems, vasto undlque ambltu harems includlt agros, ac velut terns exempta..,
natura,
privata sorte inter duo lmperia summa Romanorum Parthorumque, et prima m dlscordla semper
utrimque cura. (II, 286-8; V, xxxi, 88)
PLUTARCH. Lives (Greek and English). Trans. Bernadotte Pernn.
mann; Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1914-26.
NOTE: this ed. cited for ease of reference. The fable of the "belly and
borrowed from Plutarch by Shakespeare (Coriolanus, l, L 96-163),
Marcms Coriolanus (Vol. IV, pp. l 18-218), it _s also found in Aesop,
is in a quotation from Adams.
REFERREDTO: 115 (114), 386

11 vols. London:

Heine-

the members," which was
occurs in the life of Cams
q.v. The reference at p. 386
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-"'Ilepl _af6wv aTwyfl¢" ("On the Educauon of Children").
NOTE: aS It IS not known which ed, Mill used, none is cited
REFERREDTO. 559
--

Plutarch's
Live_, Translated from the Original Greek, with Notes Critical and
Historical,
and a New Life of Plutarch
Trans. and ed. John and William Langhorne.
6
vols. London: Dilly. 1770.
NOTE see also Plutarch, Lives.
REFERREDTO' 11 (10). 555

POLE, THOMAS Observations
Relative to Infant Schools, Deszgned to Point Out Thew
Usefulness
to the Children of the Poor, to Their Parents, and to SoczeO" at Large.
Calculated to Assist Those Who Max' Benevolentl 3 lnchne to Estabhsh Such School3.
Bristol: Macdowall,
1823
NOTE. the quotation derives from Brougham's quotation of Pole in his "'Early Moral Education," q v.
QUOTED. 307n
POLLIO, TREBELL1US. The Thirty Pretenders.
Enghsh).
Trans. David Magte. 3 vols

In Scrlptore_ htstortae augustae (Latin and
London
Hememann:
New York: Putnam's

Sons, 1922-32,
Vol. III, pp. 64-151.
NOTE: thised citedforeaseofreference,
it is not known which ed. Mdlused Thequotatlonsoccurm
Mill's interpolations in Gibbon'g version Zenobm Is described m Cap xxx (pp 134-43 m
Magie's trans ).
QUOTED: 438,439
438.14--15
ut
.dentes] tantus candor in dentibus ut
dentes( 138;
438.15-16
ocuhs,
ingentibus, . . mcredtbdts] fret vultu subaqudo, fusct colons, ocuhs
vigentibus [mgentibus given as variant]
mcredibdls (138)
439.3-5
"'the severity,"..
"'of.
pmty.'] [translated from ] seventas, ubi necessitas postulabat.
tyrannorum, bonorum principum clementia, ubl pletas requirebat 1138)[renderedbyMagw."Her
sternness, when necessity demanded, was that of a tyrant, her clemency, when her sense of right
called for it, that of a good emperor "( 139)]
439.6
"larga prudenter,"] larga prudenter, conservatnx thesaurorum ultra femmeum modum (138
POLYBIUS. Htstorws
(Greek and English).
Trans. W. R. Paton. 6 vols. London.
mann; Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1960.
NOTE: this ed. cited for ease of reference; it is not known which ed Mill read
REFERREDTO 15 (14). 561

Heine-

POMPIGNAN, JEAN JACQUES LEFRANC, MARQUIS DE.
NOTE: the reference is to him as "Voltarre's enemy "'
REFERREDTO: 59 (58)
POMP1GNAN, JEAN LOUIS GEORGES MARIE LEFRANC, MARQUIS DE.
NOTE. the reference is to "a descendant" (in fact. the son) of VoltaLre's enemy
REFERREDTO: 59 (58)
POPE, ALEXANDER. An Essay on Man (1733-34)
In The Works of Alexander Pope: with
Notes and Illustrations
by Joseph Warton and Others. Ed Joseph Warton, et al. 9 vols.
and Supplementary
Vol. London: Priestley,
1822 (Supp. Vol., London. Hearne, 1825),
Vol. Ill, pp. l- 160.
NOTE" in SC.
REFERREDTO: 115 (114)
--

The Iliad of Homer.

See Homer,

POTTER, THOMAS BAYLEY. Referred

Homer's

to: 276

lhad,

trans. Pope.
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PRAED, WINTHROP MACKWORTH. Referred to.

131 (130)

PRESCOTT, WILLIAM GEORGE.
NOTE: the reference at p. 81 (80)is toone of the ongmal members of the Utilitarian Society;Prescott
is so identified at 123 (122)
REFERREDTO: 81 (80), 123 (I22), 125 (124)
PRIESTLEY, JOSEPH. Hartley's
tion of ldeas; with Essays
REFERREDTO: 125--7 (124--6)

Theory. of the Human Mind, on the Principle of the AssociaRelating to the Subject of lt. London: Johnson, 1775.

PROVENCAL, JEAN MICHEL. Referred

to: 59 (58)

PULLING, ALEXANDER. Referred to:

283

PURCHAS, SAMUEL. See John Hamilton

Moore.

The Quarterly Review.
NOTE: see also James Mill's "'Quarterly Review" above. The reference at p. 590 is to "either of our
pnnclpal Reviews" (in 1833). i.e.. the Quarterly and the Edinburgh.
REFERREDTO: 93 (92), 97 (96), 215 (214), 293, 309, 398,590
QUINTILIAN (Marcus Fabius Quintilianus).
De institutione oratoma libra duodecim.
NOTE. as the references are general, and it Is not known which ed. Mall used. none is cited.
REFERREDTO. 14n, 25 (24), 421,566
RACINE, JEAN.
NOTE the reference at p. 570 is to Mill's reading three plays by Racine.
REFERREDTO: 487,500,570
--

Athalie, trag_die tir_e de l'dcrtture samte. Paris: Thierry, 1691.
NOTE: Oeuvres, ed. I. L. Geoffroy, 7 vols. (Pans. Le Normant, 1808). Is in SC; m that ed. Athahe
appears m Vol. V. pp. 193-389
REFERREDTO: 500

--

Esther, trag_die tir_e de I'_criture sainte. Paris: Thierry.
NOTE: in Oeuvres (see preceding entry), Vol. V, pp. t-169
REFERRED
TO; 500

1689.

RAPHAEL.
NOTE: full name Raphael Sanzlo The reference at p 333 is to Raphael's Transfiguratwn.
REFERREDTO: 333,352
RAYNOUARD, FRANCOIS.
NOTE: the reference derives from Chenevlx, "English and French Literature," q v
REFERREDTO: 310
REGNARD, JEAN FRAN(_OIS.
NOTE; the reference is to all unidentified comedy by Regnard.
REFERREDTO: 571
REID, THOMAS.
NOTE: the reference at p. 71 (70) is to Mill's general reading: that at p. 269 is to Hamilton's edition of
Reid, q.v.; that at p. 579 is to Mill's early reading of Reid.
REFERREDTO: 71 (70), 269,579
REMBRANDT.
NOTE; full name Rembrandt Harmens van Rijn. The reference is to his Peasant Girl.
REFERRED
TO: 352n

71 1
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The Retrospecnve

Revww

Referred to: 94n

RICARDO, DAVID.
NOTE. one reference at p 103 (102) Is a general one to Rlcardo's economic writings, that at p 128 ts
to the "Ricardo Lectures" dehvered by McCulloch
REFERRED
TO_ 31 (30), 55 (54), 75 (74L 89 (88), 93 (921, 103 1102). 128,538, 614
The High Price of Bullion,
Murray, 1810.
REFERREDTO31 (30), 569

a Proof

of the Depreciation

-On the Principles of Political Economy
REFERRED
TO: 31 (30), 123 (122), 568. 585
--

Reply to Mr. Bosanquet's
Committee.
London: Murray,
REFERKEDTO.31 (30), 569

Practwal
1811.

and Taxation
Observations

London.

Murray,

on the Report

RICHELIEU, ARMAND JEAN DU PLESSIS, CARDINALDE. Referred
ROBERTSON, JOHN. Referred

of Ban1_ Notes

London:

1817.

of the Bulhon

to. 472-3,473.

483,484

to: 215 (214)

--

"Irish Humour
and Pathos,"
London and Westmmster
Revww,
XXXII
1839), 405-25.
NOTE: The Wellesley Index, Vol III, attributes the article "probably" to Robertson
REFERREDTO. 606

--

(Apr.,

"Miss Martineau's
Western Travel,"
London and Westminster
Review,
VI &
XXVIII (Jan., 1838), 470-502.
NOTE: see the evidence for Robertson's authorship m The Wellesley Index, Vol III, p. 590. where the
resultant edttonal note (pp 604-51 is ascribed to Mill
REFERREDTO' 605

ROBERTSON, WILLIAM. The Htstom' of America
with a Disquisition
on Ancwnt India
(1777). In Works. 6 vols. London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans,
1851,
Vols. V-VI.
NOTE: this ed. m SC. The reference is to Mill's early reading of "'Robertson's histories", see also
Robertson, History. of the Reign of Charles V, and History of Scotland
REFERREDTO: 11 (10), 554
-The Histoo' of Scotland
NOTE: see the precedmg entry
REFERREDTO. 11 (10), 554

under Mary and Jame_ VI (1759).

Ibtd.,

Vols. I-I1.

-The Histoo' of the Reign of the Emperor Charles V (1769).
NOTE' See Wilham Robertson, Htstor3' of Amerwa, above
REFERRED
TO" 11 (10), 554

Ibid.,

Vols. Ill-IV

ROBESPIERRE, MAXIMILIEN F;RANt_O1SMARIE ISIDORE DE. Referred

to: 495

ROBISON, JOHN. Elements of Mechanical
Phdosophy,
Being the Substance of a Course of
Lectures
on That Science.
Vol. I: Including
Dynamics
and Astronomy.
[No more
published. ] Edinburgh:
REFERREDTO: 564

Constable;

London:

ROEBUCK, HENmETTA (n6e Falconer).
NOTE: the reference is to Roebuck's having roamed.
REFERREDTO: 158

Cadell and Davies,

et al.,

1804.
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ROEBUCK, JOHN ARTHUR.
NOTE. the reference at p 99 (98) is to Roebuck's early articles m the WestmmsterRevww,
for a hst.
see The Wellesley lnde._, Vol II1
REFERREDTO 83 (82), 99 (98), 125 (124). 127 (126), 129 (128), 131 (130). 133 (132), 153--9
(152--8). 178n, 203 (202), 206
--

Resolution on National Education,
Parhamentar
3, Debates, 3rd ser., Vol. 20, cols
139-66 (30 July, 1833).
NOTE. Roebuck's motion occurred thirteen years after Brougham's (q v ) not twelve as Is indicated
by Mdl
REFERRED
TO 203 (158)

--

3rd

Speech against the Puritanical
Observance
of Sunday, Parhamentar3
Debates,
ser., Vol. 38. cols. 1229-34
(7 June, 1837).
NOTE: see also "A Bill to Promote the Observance of the Lord's Day" (4 May, 1837)
REFERREDTO. 158

ROEBUCK, ZIPPORAH (n6e Tickell).

Referred

to:

154

ROLAND DE LA PLATII_RE, MARIE JEANNE PHLIPON. Appel f_ I'tmpartiale
postdritd. Ed.
Louis Augustin Guillaume Bosc. 4 pts. Paris. Louvet, 1795.
NOTE. tile passage, from "Notices histonques, sur la r6volution,'" was later incorporated m other
collections, for example m Oeuvres, ed L. A Champagneux, 3 vols (Pans: Bldault, 1800), Vol
II, p. 64. The quotation is indirect.
QUOTED: 346
346.15
know man but not men ] Savant pubhclste, hvr6 d_s sa jeunesse h l'6tude des rapports
sociaux et des moyens de bonheur pour l'esp6ce humame, 11[Bnssot] juge blen l'homme et ne
connoit pas du tout les hommes (I. 36)
ROLLIN, CHARLES. The Ancient
HistoD' of the Egyptians,
Carthagmians,
Assyrians,
Babylontans,
Medes and Perstans, Macedomans,
and Grectans (m French, 1730-38 ).
Trans. Francis Roffen.
8 vols. Edinburgh:
Fairbairn:
Glasgow:
Robertson,
et al.;
London: Lackington,
et al., 1803.
NOTE: It lS not known which ed Mill used He says he had read "'the last two or three volumes...
beginning with Philip of Macedon"; it seems more likely, therefore, that he used an 8-vol. ed., in
which Vol V begins with Philip Omplymg that he read four vols. ), than a 10-vol. ed (such as the
2nd , London Knapton, 1738-40), where Vol VI begins with Phihp (m which case he would
have read five vols. )
REFERRED
TO: 11 (10), 552, 555
ROMILLV, EDWARD. Referred

to: 203 (202)

ROMILLY, JOHN.
NOTE the reference at p 121 (120) is to Romdly's authorship of (unidentified)
ParhamentaD, History, and Review.
REFERREDTO: 79, 105 (104). 121 (120), 131 (130), 203 (202)
ROMILLY, SAMUEL. Referred

to:

105 (104)

ROPER, WILLIAM. The Mirrour of Vertue in Worldly
More. Paris: [St. Omer, Enghsh College Press,]
NOTE: the reference _s referential
REFERREDTO: 266n-7n
ROSA, SALVATOR. Referred

articles m the

Greatness,
1626.

or, The Life of Syr Thomas

to: 353n

ROSSINI, GIOACCHINO ANTONIO. Referred

to: 351

-La gazza ladra.
NOTE: the reference is to the duet "Ebben, per mia memona"

(II. vi; the scene varies in different
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pubhcations) First performed in England at the King's Theatre, Haymarket,
pubhshed (libretto by G. Gherardm,; trans W. J Walter) London" Ebers, 1821
REFERRED
TO: 351

10 Mar,

1821;

Tancredt.
NOTE: the reference is to the aria "'Tu che i mlsen conforti" (I1. i) F_rst performed m England at the
King's Theatre. Haymarket, 4 May, 1820; pubhshed (hbretto by Gaetano Ross1 ) London. Millar,
1833.
REFERREDTO. 351
ROUSSEAU, JEAN JACQUES. Referred
RUBENS, PETER PAUL. Referred
RUSSELL, JOHN. Referred
RUTTY, JOHN. See Thomas

to: 487

to: 353

to: 278,279
Wight,

A Histor 3'

ST. JAMES.
NOTE" the references, which are m a quotation from Macaula), derive from Diaz, q v
REFERREDTO: 528
SAINT-JUST, ANTOINE LOUIS LEON DE RICHEBOURG DE. Referred

to: 495

SAINT-SIMON, CLAUDE HENRI DE ROUVROY, COMTE DE. Referred
615

to: 63 (62),

173 ¢172 L

--

Nouveau christianisme,
dialogues entre un conservateur
et un novateur.
Paris.
Bossange p_re, et al., 1825.
NOTE: the reference ts to the Samt-Simoman misuse of"mlss_on '" See Mill's review of St Szmomsm
inLondon m the Examiner. 2 Feb., 1834, pp 68-9
REFERRED
TO; 372

SAINTE-BEUVE, CHARLES AUGUSTIN. "M. de Vigny,"
(Oct., 1835), 210-26.
REFERREDTO: 472

Revue des Deux Mondes,

ser. 4, IV

SALLUST (Gaius Sallustius Crispus). Opera omnia excusa ad editlonem Cortii cum editiombus Havercampi
et Gabrielis Antonii collatam
Ed H. Homer. London: Payne. 1789.
NOTE' this ed in SC. The reference at p 586 is to Mill's early translaUon of Sallust's speech of
Cataline to his accomphces
REFERREDTO: 15 (14), 557,586
"SAND, GEOROE." See Dupin.
SANDERSON, ROBERT. Logwae
Short, 1618.
NOTE: this ed m SC.
REFERREDTO: 572
SAPOR. See Shapur

artis

compendium

( 1615). 2nd ed

Oxford:

Llchfield

and

1.

SAY, JEAN BAPTISTE.
NOTE: the reference at pp. 310-11 derives from Chenevix's "Enghsh and French Literature.'" q.v
REFERRED
TO: 61-3 (60-2), 310-I 1
--

Trait_ d'_conomie
politique
se distribuent,
et se consomment
1819.
NOTE: this ed in SC.
REFERRED
TO: 575, 586

; ou, Stmple exposition de la mamere dont se forment,
les rwhesses (1803). 4th ed. 2 vols. Pans: Deterville,
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SCHILLER, JOHANN CHRISTOPH FRIEDRICH VON. Referred to:
SCHRODER-DEVRIENT, WILHELMINE. Referred
SCOTT, JOHN (Lord Eldon).

Referred

163 (162)

to: 351

to: 298

SCOTT, WALTER.
NOTE. the reference at p. 19 (18) is to James Mill's recommendation of Scott's memcal romances,
such as The Lay of the Last Minstrel (1805), Marmion (1808), The Lady of the Lake ( 1810), etc ,
that at pp. 19-21 (I8-20) Is to the "songs" m these romances
REFERREDTO: 19 (18), 19-21 {18-20l, 151,320,472,481,525,526,565
--

"'Amadis de Gaul, [translations]
by Southey and by Rose," Edinburgh Revtew. III
(Oct., 1803). 109-36.
QUOTED 309
309.17
"'a vioous] Tressan, m particular, whose talents and taste made tt totally mexcuseable,
dwells with mfimtely higher gust upon the gallantries of Don Galaor, than upon the Love of
Ama&s; and describes them with that vmious (125)
309 18 obscemty'" ts described as "pecuharly
. . hterature "] obscemty, which Mr Southey so
justly reprobates, as 'peculiarly...
Literature "(125)

--

The Life of Napoleon Buonaparte,
Emperor of the French, wzth a Prehmmar 3"View
of the French Revolutgon
9 vols. Edinburgh: Cadell; London: Longman, Rees, Orme,
Brown, and Green, 1827.
REFERREDTO: 99n, 135 (134)

-Marmion,
a Tale of Flodden
REFERREDTO. 526

Field.

Edinburgh:

Constable,

SEDGW]CK, ADAM. A Discourse
on the Studies of the Universt_'
Parker, 1834.
NOTE: the 3rd ed is reviewed by Mill m "Sedgwick's D_scourve,'" q.v
REFERREDTO: 209 (208)

1808.

(1833).

3rd ed. London:

SI_GUR, LOUIS PHILIPPE, COMTE DE.
NOTE: the reference denves from Chenewx, "Enghsh and French Literature." q.v.
REFERREDTO. 310
SEMIRAMIS (of Assyria).
NOTE: the reference _s in a quotation from Gibbon.
REFERRED
TO. 438
SEWEL, WILLEM. The Histor 3' of the Rise, Increase, and Progress of the Christian People
Called Quakers ....
Written Origmally
in Low-Dutch
by W. Sewel, and by H_mself
Translated into English. London: Assigns of J. Sowle, 1722.
NOTE: Mill spells the name "'Sewell "
REFERREDTO. 11 (10), 555
SHAEN, WILLIAM. Referred

to: 282n

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM.
NOTE: the reference at p. 19 (18) is to Mill's early reading of Shakespeare's plays; that at p 312 is m a
quotation from Hazlitt.
REFERREDTO: 19 (18), 19n, 26,309, 312,319-20,346-7..564
-Coriolanus.
NOTE: no ed. cited, as the reference (which is in a quotanon from Adams) is probably to Plutarch.
Lives, q.v., or Aesop, q.v
REFERRED
TO: 386
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-Julius Caesar
NOTE: as the reference is referential, no ed _ oted
REFERRED
TO" 213 (212_
-King HenD' the Fourth
NOTE: as the reference is general, no ed _scited
REFERRED

TO.

435

-King John
NOTE. as the reference is general, no ed is oted.
REFERRED
TO: 435
--

Macbeth.

NOTE: the reference is to Macbeth's plea to the physloan (V. m, 40-5)
REFERRED
TO: 139 (138)
-Measure for Measure.
NOTE: the reference, which derives from Tennyson's "Manana," is to III, i. where the Duke says "I
will presently to St. Luke's, there, at the moated grange, resides this dejected Manana "' (Also the
opening locaUon, IV, 1, reads, "'The moated Grange at St. Luke's "')
REFERRED
TO. 399,401
--

Othello.

NOTE the references being general, no ed is oted The reference at p 473 is simply to Iago as a type.
that at p. 498 is to Vlgny's Le more de Vemse as a close translation of Othello: the quotanon is
collated with the version in Horace H. Fumess's vanorum ed. The words are Desdemona's, m
reply to lago.
QUOTED:

40811

REFERRED

408n. 1-2

TO:

473.

498

"lame and impotent conclusion."] Oh most lame and impotent conclusion

(II, _, 161

--

The Second Part of Henr 3' the Fourth. In The Rtverstde
Shakespeare.
Ed. G.
Blakemore Evans. Boston: Houghton Mtffhn, 1974, pp. 886--923.
NOTE:the quotaraon Is redirect. This ed. c_ted for ease of reference
QUOTED.434
434.6 appliances and means] Canst thou. O parhal sleep, g_ve [then] repose ' To the wet [sea-boy] m
an hour so rude, / And m the calmest and most stillest mght, ' Wzth all apphances and means to
boot, / Deny it to a king '_(II1, L 26-30)

SHAPUR (Sapor) I (of Persia)
NOTE: the reference at p 438 _s m a quotation from G_bbon. Shapur, as ruler of Persia, _salso referred
to In Ware's fiction as "The Great King."
REFERRED TO: 438,439
SHEE, WILLIAM. Referred

to.

133 (132)

SHELLEY, PERCY BYSSHE. Referred
619,623
--

The Cenc:,

REFERRED

TO:

a Tragedy.

to,

195 (194),

London:

Olher,

358-60,363,364,413-14,467,497,

t819

363

--

Ep:psychtdton:
Verses Addressed
Now Imprisoned
in the Convent of
QUOTED: 497

to the Noble and Unfortunate
. London: Ollier, 1821.

SHERIDAN, ELIABETH ANN (n6e Linley).

Referred

LOUIS. "France,"
QUOTED: 301, 302

SIMOND,

Edinburgh

Review.

to:

XXXIV

Lad 3"Emilia

154
(Aug..

1820), 1-39.

V--
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301.14
"wherever] Wherever (27
301.15
law] lawst28)
301.16
follow "'] follow: yet an equal dlv_smn of the land would be impossible m pracuce, if It were
only from the smallness of the shares into which it would be spht: and from tMs. as well as other
causes, the property of the soil wall ultimately fall into the hands of a despouc administrator, who
distributes tbe proceeds amongst the needy multitude (28)
301.23
"France] [paragraph] With all this, France (18)
301.25
Revolution But] Revolunon.--A
reform of criminal jurisprudence had begun: torture was
abolished: the admmistrauon of prisons and hospitals was greatly improved, provincial administrations, the most beneficial, perhaps, of any improvement m _ts consequences, had been tried;
servage of all kinds, and the corvdes, were at an end, several of the grievances of the Protestants
had been removed, and the exercise of their rehgion allowed The scandalous fortunes made by
favourite Mimsters m former reigns, were unknown under Louis XVI. and the general aspect of the
country' was that of a progress both towards happiness and freedom: But (18)
302.3-4
"the repubhcan pnnclple predominates in the French monarchy,"] Now it appears to us that
the repubhcan pnnc_ple predominates at present in the French monarchy, and the transition from a
republic to an arbitrary government is easier there than anywhere else. from the mihtary bins of the
nation---and because their present love for equali_" is not accompamed with an equal attachment
to, or any fixed principles of civil hber_'. (28-9)
302.9
[paragraph] Foreigners] [no paragraph] Foreigners (33)
302.9 their] our (33)
302.16
[paragraph] We] [no paragraph] We (34)
SIMPSON, JOHN.
NOTE: the reference is to Roebuck's
REFERRED
TO, 154
SIMPSON, JOHN. Select
Nourse, 1752.
REFERREDTO. 568

Exercises

stepfather.
for

Young

Profictents

in the Mathematicks.

London:

SIMPSON, THOMAS. The Doctrme and Applications
of Fluxions. Containing (Bestdes What
Is Common on the Subject) a Number of New Improvements
in the Theo_'. And the
Solution of a Varie_. ' of New, and Very Interesting,
Problems in Different Branches of
the Mathematicks.
2pts. London: Nourse, 1750.
REFERRED
TO: 564
--

A Treattse of Algebra.
Wherein the Principles Are Demonstrated,
and Apphed in
Many Useful and Interesting
Enquiries,
and in the Resolution
of a Great Varte_, of
Problems of Dtfferent Kinds. To Which Is Added, the Geometrical
Construction
of a
Great Number of Lmear and Plane Problems,
with the Method of Resolving the Same
Numerically.
London: Nourse, 1745.
REFERREDTO: 562

SIMSON, ROBERT. Sectionum
REFERREDTO. 561

conicarum

libri v. Edinburgh:

SISMONDI, JEAN CHARLES LI_ONARD SIMONDE DE. Histoire
Treuttel and WiJrtz, 1821-44.
REFERREDTO: 9911
SLACK. HENRY JAMES. Referred

Ruddiman,
des Franfms.

1735.
31 vols.

to: 282n

SLIDELL, JOHN.
NOTE: the reference Is to the seizure of Confederate envoys, of whom Shdell was one.
REFERRED
TO: 267--8

Paris:
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SMITH, ADAM. An Inquir 3' mto the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nanons. 2 vols.
London: Strahan and Cadell. 1776.
NOTE: m SC is the 3-vol. 8th ed (1796), which Mill may have first used, as well as a gift copy of
McCulloch's ed. (4 vols [1828]L and Rogers' ed. (2 vols. [1869])
REFERREDTO: 31 (30), 242,569
SMITH, GOLDWIN. Referred

to: 281n-2n

SMITH, LEVESON. Referred

to. 130

SMITH, ROBERT VERNON. Referred to:

130

SMITH, SAMUEL. Aditus ad logicam (1613). 7th ed. Oxford; Hall, 1656
NOTE: the copy of this ed m the London Library (bound with Edward Brerewood. Elementa logwae,
q.v.) is autographed "J. Mill" on the title page, and was presumably given by J S Mill with other
of his father's books to the London Library The reference is simply to "'Latin treatises on the
scholastic logic"; this title is given m Mill's letter to Samuel Bentham (EL, CW, Vol XII, p 8). it
is also mentioned as a standard text "at hand" in Mill's Examznation of Sir Wdham Hamilton's
Philosophy, CW, Vol. IX, pp 412-14
REFERREDTO: 21 (20), 567
SMITH, SYDNEY. "ireland,"
REFERREDTO; 306
--"Madame
QUOTED: 309
--"Travellers
REFERREDTO. 300
--

Edmburgh

d'Epinay,"

Review,

Edinburgh

in America,"

XXXIV

Review,

Edinburgh

(Nov.,

XXXI (Dec.,

Revww,

XXXI

1820). 320-38

1818), 44-53.

(Dec..

1818),

132-50.

"Walcheren
Expedition,"
Edinburgh Revww, XVII (Feb., 1811 ), 330-9
NOTE: in this article Smith emphatically lays the blame for the expedition at the door of the English
rmnisters and not with the people Mill ts being ironical.
REFERRED
TO: 308

SMITH, THOMAS SOUTHWOOD, "Education,"
WestmmsterReview,
I (Jan., 1824), 43-79
NOTE. a review (inter alia) of Bentham's Chrestomathta; see William Johnson Fox, "Men and
Things.'"
REFERREDTO 96
--

"The Factories."
174-215.
REFERRED
TO 602

London

SMITH, VERNON. See Robert

and Westminster

Vernon

Revww,

IV & XXVI

(Oct.,

1836),

Smith.

SMITH, WILLIAM HENRY.
NOTE; the references are to Mill's "Tory competitor" in the 1865 and 1868 general elections
REFERREDTO: 275, 289
SNEYD, ELIZABETH.
NOTE: the reference is to Richard Edgeworth's having married successively two sisters In 1773
Honora Sneyd became his second wife, on her death-bed she expressed the hope that he would
marry Elizabeth, one of her younger sisters, as he did in 1780
REFERREDTO: 321
SNEYD, HONORA.
NOTE: see preceding entry.
REFERRED
TO: 321
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SOCRATES. Referred to: 49 (48),

115 (114)

SOLOMON.
NOTE: the reference at p. 421 is to Solomon as the author of Proverbs, that at p. 428 ts m a quotation
from Helps
REFERRED
TO; 421,428,437
SOPHOCLES. Referred

to. 532

-Ajax.
REFERRED
TO: 15 (14), 561
-Electra.
REFERREDTO. 15 (14), 558
-Philoctetes.
REFEgREDTO: 15 (14), 561
SOUTHERN, HENRY.
NOTE: the references are to Southern as one of the two original editors of the Westminster Review.
REFERREDTO.95-7 (94--6), 135 (134)
SOUTHEY, ROBERT. Referred

to: 303,487

--

The Book of the Church. 2 vols. London: Murray, 1824.
NOTE.the reference is to James Mill's "Robert Southey's Book of the Church." q.v.
REFERREDTO: 99 (98)

--

The Curse of Kehama. London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Urine, and Brown.
NOTE; the reference, m a quotation from Helps. _s to Ladurlad, a character m the above
REFERRED
TO 427

-Thalaba the Destroyer.
2 vols. London: Longman and Rees,
NOTE. the reference derives from Jeffrey's "Southey's Thalaba," q.v.
REFEm_EDTO. 303

1810.

1801.

SPENCE, JOSEPH ("Sir Harry Beaumont").
Moralities:
or, Essays, Letters, Fables, and
Translations.
London: Dodsley,
1753.
NOTE: the reference (to "Fable X. The Party-Colour'd Shield," pp. 99-102) Is referential; this gives
the substance of Mill's account, though he has the sides of the shield white and black rather than
gold and silver (in the "Fable," however, one knight is in white armour, the other in black). The
kmghts battle to exhausUon because they disagree about the colour of the shield; they are succoured
and admonished by a Druid, whose moral closes the fable: "Permit me therefore to entreat you .
never to enter into any Dtspute for the future, till you have fmrly constder'd each Side of the
Question" (p. 102)
REFERREDTO: 171 (170)
SPENCE, THOMAS.
NOTE: the reference is to Spenceanlsm
REFERREDTO: 387
SPENCER, LAVlNIA (Lady; n6e Bingham).

Referred

to: 556

SPENSER, EDMUND, The Faerie Queene (1590-96).
In Works. Ed. Henry John Todd.
vols. London: Rivington,
et al., 1805, Vol. II, p. l-Vol. VII, p. 249.
NOTE: this ed. in SC. The reference is lmtially to James Mill's valuing Spenser.
REFERREDTO: 19(18). 565
STAI_L-HOLSTEIN, ANNE LOUISE GERMAINE NECKER, BARONNE DE.
REFERREDTO: 312,487

8
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De l'Allemagne.
REFEm_ED
TO: 31 In

3 vols. Paris: Nicolle,
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1810,

De la httdrature constddrde dans ses rapports avec les restitutions soctales
2nd ed. 2 vols. Pans and London: Colburn, 1812.
NOTE: the reference derives from Jeffrey's "Madame de Sta61--sur la htt6rature,'" q v
REFERRED
TO. 316n

(1800).

STAHL, GEORG ERNST. Fundamenta
chymiae dogmattcae et expertmentalis
3 pts. Nuremberg: Endter, 1723-32.
NOTE. the reference is m a quotation from Brougham's "Dr Black's Lectures." q v
REFERRED
TO: 309
STANLEY, EDWARD GEORGE GEOFFREY SMITH ( 14th Earl of Derby). Referred to: 261,279
STANLEY, EDWARD HENRY ( 15th Earl of Derby I. Referred to
STARKIE, THOMAS. A Practical
1824.
REFERRED
TO: 116

Treanse

249

of the Law of EvMence.

3 vols

London:

Clarke,

STEPHEN (of England).
NOTE: the reference is m a quotation from Macaulay
REFERREDTO 527
STERLING, JOHN.
NOTE. the reference at p. 215 (214) is to Sterhng's conmbutions to the London and Westminster
Review, all of which are hsted below
REFERRED
TO: 133, 153. 159 (158), 161-3 (160-2), 169n, 215 (214)
--"Abelard
to Heloise," London and Westmmster Rewew,
NOTE: the reference is actually a brief introduction to the poem.
REFERRED
TO: 605-6
-"Carlyle's
Works,"
REFERREDTO. 607
--

Essays and Tales.

London

and Westminster

See Julius Charles

Revzew,

XXXI1 (Dec.,

XXXIII (Oct.,

1838), 203.

1839), 1-68.

Hare.

--

"Montaigne
and His Writings,"
London and Westminster
Review, VII & XXIX
(Aug, 1838), 321-52.
NOTE: the references are to Sterling as a valued contributor to the London and Westminster Revte_
REFERRED
TO: 606,607

--

"Slmonides,"
London and Westminster Review, XXXII (Dec., 1838), 99-136.
NOTE: the reference is to Sterlmg's contributions to the London and Westminster Review.
REFERRED
TO: 606

STERNE, LAURENCE. A Senttmental
Journey through France and ltal3 2 vols. London:
Becket and De Hondt, 1768.
NOTE: the reference is to Steme's character Maria, who appears also m Bk VII of Sterne's Tristram
Shandy.
REFERREDTO: 490-1
STEWART, DUGALD.
NOTE: the reference at p. 71 (70) is to Mill's reading of Stewart, by which he almost certainly means
his Elements, q.v.; that at p. 579 is to his early reading of Stewart.
REFERRED
TO- 71 (70), 579
--

Elements

of the Philosophy

of the Human Mind.

3 vols. Vol l, London:

Strahan and
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Cadell; Edinburgh: Creech, 1792. Vol. If, Edinburgh: Constable; London: Cadell and
Davies, 1814. Vol. IIl, London: Murray, 1827.
NOTE the reference is generally to "the chapters on Reasoning m the second volume", in fact all the
chapters m that volume are on reasoning.
REFERREDTO: 189-91 (188--90)
STEWART, MATTHEW. ProposiHones
metrtcum antiquam illustrandam
Edinburgh: Sands, et al., 1763.
REFERREDTO 562

geometrwae,
more veterum demonstratae,
ad geoet promovendam
tdoneae
London. Millar, et al.;

STRUTT, EDWARD
NOTE the reference at p 121 (120) is to Strutt's (unidentified) articles in the Parhamentary History
and Revww.
REFERRED
TO 79 (78), 105 (104), 121 (I20), 203 (202)
STUART, JANE. Referred

to: 7 (6)

STUART. JOHN. Referred

to: 5-7

(4-6)

SUE, EUGt_NE.
NOTE; the reference is to Sue's early novels, which include Kernock le p,rate (1830). Atar-Gull
(1831 ). La salamandre (2 vols.. 1832), and La coucaratcha 14vols , 1832-34)
REFERREDTO' 475
SWIFT, JONATHAN. Gulhver's
Travels (1726). In The Works of Jonathan 5wzft, D.D.,
Dean of St. Patrwk's,
Dublin: Contammg Additional Letters, Tracts, and Poems, Not
Httherto Published:
with Notes and a L_e of the Author. Ed Walter Scott. 19 vols.
Edinburgh:
Constable:
1-382
NOTE: this ed. in SC
REFERREDTO 149 _148_

London:

White,

SYDENHAM, LORD. See Charles Edward

et al.; Dublin:

Cumming,

1814, Vol. XII, pp

Poulett Thomson.

TACITUS, CORNELIUS,
NOTE. the references at pp. 26,584. 585 are to Mill's writing two tragedies based on Tacitus
REFERREDTO: 14.25 (24L 26. 532,566,584,
585
--

Agrwola.
In Dialogus.
Agricola,
Germania
(Latin and English). Trans.
Peterson. London: Heinemann;
New York: Macmillan,
1914, pp. 168-252.
NOTE: this ed. cited for ease of reference.
REFERREDTO: 532
._____i

Tatt's Edinburgh

Magazine.

Referred

to.

TALFOURD, THOMAS NOON. "Hazlitt's
XXXIV (Nov., 1820). 438-49.
REFERREDTO. 31 In
The Tatler.

William

191 (190)
Lectures

on

the Drama,"

Edinburgh

Revww,

Referred to: 381. 382

TAYLOR, DAVID (grandfather

of John Taylor).

TAYLOR, HARRIET. See Harriet Taylor

Referred

to:

193 (192)

Mill.

TAYLOR, HELEN (daughter of Harriet and John Taylor).
NOTE: the references at pp. 286-7,286n are to her part m Mill's correspondence; that at p. 290 to her
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part in his The Subjectzon of Women. q.v., that at p 626, in her "'continuation" of the
Autobwgraph), Is to "the faihng health of a member of his own family," 1.e , Helen herself
REFERRED
TO: 237 (236), 251,264-5,265,268.
282n, 286-7, 286n. 287n. 290,626
TAYLOR, HENRY. Referred
--

to: 130

Phihp von Artevelde: A Dramanc Romance m Two Part,s. London.
NOTE: the reference _s to Taylor as the author of this work
REFERREDTO: 424n

Moxon,

1834.

The Statesman.
London: Longman,
Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longman,
1836.
NOTE. m SC, mscribed "From the author '" See also George Grote and John Stuart Mill, "Taylor's
Statesman "'
QUOTED.426n
REFERREDTO. 424n
426n.2
[no paragraph] "In] [paragraph] tn (20)
426n.8
with] mto(201
TAYLOR, JOHN (first husband
(236), 247 (246), 618

of Hamet

TAYLOR, MENTIA (Clementla).

Referred

TAYLOR. PETER ALFRED. Referred

Taylor

Milll.

Referred

to:

193-5

(192-4),

237

to: 285

to: 281n

TEMPLE, HENRY JOHN (Lord Palmerston).

Referred

to'

249.263

TENNYSON. ALFRED. Poems. London: Moxon. 1833.
NOTE: m his review. Mall quotes, from this volume, "Eleanore," "'The Lady of Shalott" (he heads his
quotation "The Legend of the Lady of Shalott"l. "'The Lotos-Eaters.'" "'Nev, Year's Eve,"
"Oenone," and "The Sisters," and refers to all of these but the last two, and also to "Buonaparte.'"
"The Hespendes." "The May Queen,'" "O Darling Room." "'The Palace of Art," "'Song" Ireferred
to by Mill as "'lines on To-day and Yesterda)"l. "To
.'" and "'To Christopher North." In his
quotations from "New Year's Eve" and "The Sisters" Mdl omits the stanza numbers Poems. 2
vols (London: Moxon, 1842L formerly m SC.
REVIEWED. 395--418
QUOTED. 401-3,404-8,409-10,
411. 412. 412n. 413
413.4 Whereto] In which t"The Lotos-Eaters?' 108)
--

Poems, Chiefly Lyrical. London: Wilson, 1830.
NOTE: in hts review, Mill quotes, from this volume, "'Isabel," "'Manana," and "'Ode to Memory.'" and
refers to "Clanbel," "'A Dirge,'" "The Dying Swan," "Elegxacs," "'English Warsong" (which he
refers to as "An English War Song"), "The 'How" and the 'Why.'" "The Kraken," "'Manana,"
"The Mermaid.'" "The Merman." "Nauonal Song," "'Recollecnons of the Arabian Nights,"
"Song _The Owl." "Second Song --To the Same," and two poems entitled "Song" ('T the
glooming hght'" and "A spirit haunts") In h_s quotanon from "Manana" Mill omits the stanza
numbers.
REVIEWED:395--418
OUOTED: 299--401,408-9.
414
408.30--409.2
A.. other.]Themellowedreflexofawmtermoorr--,'A
. other--/Shadov,
forth
thee:--the world hath not another / (Though all her fairest forms are types of thee, / And thou of
God in thy great charityL / Of such a fimshed chastened purity ("Isabel.'" 8)
414.24
"first-born'] Well hast thou done. great artist Memory, :In setting round thy first expenment
/ With royal framework of wrought gold, / Needs must thou dearly love thy first essay,, : And
foremost in thy various gallery / Place tt, where sweetest sunlight falls / Upon the stoned walls,,
For the discovery / And newness of thine art so pleased thee, / That all which thou hast drawn of
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fairest / Or boldest since, but hghtly weighs / With thee unto the love thou bearest / The firstborn of
thy gemus ("Ode to Memory ,'" 62-3)
TERENCE (Publius Terentius
ville, 1772.
NOTE thmsed, m SC
REFERREDTO. 15 (14), 557

Afer).

Publi: Terentil

TERNAUX. GUILLAUME Louis,

BARON. Referred

TETRICUS 1 (of Gaul).

to. 457

Referred

to:

Afri comoedlae.

Birmingham:

Basker-

62

THEOCRITUS. In Oeoxp£rov,
MdcrXov, B_oJvo¢. _ixtzlov
r& ef_o_o-xdlzeva
Theocrtti,
Mosch:. Bloms, Stmmit quae extant (Greek and Latin). Ed D. Hemcius
Heidelberg.
Commeliman,
1604
NOTE' this ed formerly, m SC. as was ldvlha ex recenstone ValkenaerH cure scholits select:_
scholarum m usum ed:ta (Greek), ed F C W. Jacobs (Gotha- Ettmger, 1789).
REFERRED
TO" 15 (14), 560
THIRLWALL, CONNOP. Referred

to:

129 (128),

131 (130)

THOMAS, ANTOINE LI_ONARD. "De Mascaron et de Bossuet." Chap. xxxi of Essai sur lea
dloges: ou, Hlstoire de la litt_rature et de I'dloquence,
apphqudes
f7 ce genre d'ouvrage. In Oeuvres. 4 vols. Paris: Moutard, 1773, Vols. I-II
REFERREDTO. 573
THOMPSON, THOMAS PERRONET. Referred

to: 135 (134),

207 (206)

--

"Edinburgh Review and the "Greatest Happiness Prmciple,""
Westminster Review,
XI (Oct., 1829), 526-36
NOTE" see also Thompson's
second article of the same title, and his article w_th Bentham, .' 'Greatest
Happiness' Pnnople '" Together, these three articles represented the Westmmster's contribution to
the controversy set off by Macaulay's "Mill's Essay on Government.'" q v.
REFERRED
TO. 165 (164)

--

"'Edinburgh Review and the 'Greatest
XI1 (Jan., 1830), 246-62.
NOTE. see the preceding entry
REFERRED TO
165 (164)

Happiness

Principle,'"

Westminster

Revww,

--

and Jeremy Bentham. '" 'Greatest Happiness'
Principle.'"
Westmmster Review, XI
(July, 1829). 254-68
NOTE. see the preceding two entries. Macaulay rephed to this article m "Utihtanan Theory of
Government and the "Greatest Happiness Principle," '" q.v.
REFERREDTO' 165 (164)

THOMPSON. WILLIAM. Referred
-Half,

to: 129 (128)

Appeal of One Half the Human Race.
Men, to Retain Them in Political,

London:
REFERRED

Longman,
t29(128)

Hurst, Rees,

Orme,

Women, against the Pretensions
of the Other
and Thence in Civil and Domestic
Slavery.
Brown,

and Green,

1825.

TO:

--

An Inquiry into the Principles
of the Distribution
of Wealth Most Conducive to
Human Happiness.
London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green, 1824.
REFERREDTO' 129 (128)

THOMSON, CHARLES EDWARD POULETT (Lord Sydenham).

Referred

to: 131 (130)
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THOMSON, JAMES. "Wmter."
In The Seasons
REFERREDTO' 19 (18), 564,583--4

London.

Millar,

1744, pp. 190-237

THOMSON. THOMAS. Referred to: 12
A System of Chemistr3'. 4 vols. Edinburgh:
Robinson; Dublin: Gilbert and Hodges, 1802.
REFERRED
TO: 21 (20), 167 (166), 562, 586

Bell and Bradfute,

et al.', London

THOMSON,
WILLIAM.See RobertWatson, The Hlstor3'of the Reign of Philip III
THOURET, JACQUES GUILLAUME.
NOTE: the reference dertves from Chenewx, "'English and French L_terature." q.v
REFERRED
TO" 310
THRASEA PAETUS, PUBLIUS CLODIUS. Referred

to: 532

THUCYDIDES. Thucydides
(Greek and English).
Trans. Charles Forster Smith. 4 vols.
London: Heinemann;
Cambridge.
Mass.: Harvard Umverslty Press. 1969
NOTE this ed cited for ease of reference In SC, there were formerly two complete Greek and Latin
eds 8 vols (Glasgow: Fouhs, 1759), and 2 vols (Leipzig. Schwmkert, 1790, 1804), as well as 'O
vdt_o¢ i¢r_rag_iov Adyov _ap_ 7"o'Lq_40Tlvotlot_ xoti d "ro_Hep_xA_ovq Adyo¢ dzrLTd_q_toq_Tt
_, 6 iv _ ¢rdAet Ao_t_oq Instltutum funebms orattones apud Athemenses. et Pemcle_ oratw
funebms, aem Pestz_ Athemensls (Glasgow Fouhs, 1755) The references at pp. 26,585 are to
Mill's wntmg a tragedy based on Thucydxdes. that at p 421 is generally to the "'speeches in
Thucydides.'"
REFERRED'tO:8, 15 (14). 26,421, 532, 553, 585
TICKELL, MARY (n6e Linley).
NOTE: the reference is to Roebuck's grandmother
REFERREDTO' 154
TICKELL, RICHARD. Referred
The Times. Leaders crttlcal
REFERREDTO. 278-9
TITIAN. Referred

to: 154
of Mdl,

19 Nov.,

1868. p. 7, 23 Dec , t868, p 9

to. 352

TOCQUEVILLE, ALEXIS HENRI CHARLES MAURICE CLI_REL, COMTE DE, Referred
6,599-600

to. 465-

--

De la ddmocratie
en Amdmque.
[lst pt.] 2 vols Pans: Gossehn,
1835. 2nd pt. 2
vols. Paris: Gosselin,
1840.
NOTE: autographed copies of the French ed. m SC. In his reviews Mall used also the trans by Henry
Reeve, Democracy in America, Vols. I and II (London. Saunders and Otley, 1835), Vols III and
IV (London Saunders and Otley. 1840).
REFERREDTO: 199-203,211 (210), 227

--

"Political

and Social Condition

of France: First Arttcle,"

London

and Westmmster

Review, III& XXV (Apr., 1836), 137-69.
NOTE: no more articles by Tocqueville appeared in the London and Westminster Review
REFERREDTO: 600
TOOKE, THOMAS.
NOTE. the reference at p. 83 (82) is to "'the eminent polmcal economist," father of William Eyton
Tooke, that at p 103 (100) is to Tooke' s drawing up the Petition for Free Trade of the Merchants of
London in 1820, q.v. under Parliamentary Papers
REFERREDTO: 83 (82), 103 (100)
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TOOKE, WILLIAM EYTON.
NOTE: the reference at p. 99 (98) is to Tooke's early articles m the WestmmsterRevww;
The Wellesley Index, Vol IlI.
REFERREDTO. 83 (82), 99 (98), 105 (/04), 161 (160)

for a hst, see

TORRENS, ROBERT. "Exchangeable
Value," Traveller. 7 Dec., 1822, p. 3.
NOTE. this article is a reply to Mill's first pubhcatlon, "Exchangeable Value," q.v.; Mill responded
wRh a second letter, to which Torrens appended a final reply See also the next entry
REFERRED
TO 89 (88)
-"Political Economy Club," Traveller, 2 Dec., 1822, p. 3.
NOTE: the reference is to Torrens's article criticizing Rlcardo and James Mill, which led to Mill's first
publication, "Exchangeable Value." q.v.
REFERREDTO. 89 (88)
TOULONGEON, FRAN(_OIS EMMANUEL. Histotre de France, depuzs la rdvolut_on de 1789,
dcrite d'aprds les mdmotres et manuscmts
contemporains,
recueillis dans les ddpdt,s
ctvils et mihtatres. 4 vols. Paris. Treuttel and Wiirtz, 1801-10.
NOTE. the reference is to "a hlstor T of the French Revolution" read by Mill m the early 1820s, of
relevant works mentioned by him in his letters, only this would have been available to him at the
time (see EL, CW, Vol XII, p. 22)
REFERRED
TO. 65 (64), 576
The Traveller.

See The Globe and Traveller

The True Sun. Referred

to: 382

TURGOT. ANNE ROBERT JACQUES, BARON DE L'AULNE. Referred
TURNER, JOSEPH MALLORD WILLIAM. Referred

to:

to:

115 (114)

352

TWEEDDALE, LORD. See Hay.
TYRTAEUS. The War-Songs

of Tyrtaeus.

Trans.

Richard

ms, Bion, and Moschus,
and The War-Songs
337-43.
NOTE. this ed cited for ease of reference
REFERREDTO 467
VALERIAN (Publius

Llclnius

Valerianus).

Referred

Polwhele.

of Tyrtaeus

In The Idylls of TheocrlLondon:

Bohn,

1853, pp

to: 439

VAN DYCK, ANTHONY.
NOTE; Mall's spelhng Is Vandyke.
REFERRED
TO: 352
VESPASIAN (Titus Flavius

Vespasianus).

Referred

to: 435

VIGNY, LI_ON PIERRE, COMTE DE.
NOTE the reference is to Alfred de Vlgny's father.
REFERRED
TO. 471
VIGNY, VICTOR ALFRED, COMTE DE. Referred

to: 465-501,

passim.

--tT,
uvres. Brussels and Leipzig: Hochhausen
and Fournes, 1837.
NOTE: the volume contains the works hsted by Mill: Souvemrs de servitude, Cinq-Mars, Stello,
Poi?mes, Le more de Venise, La mardchale d'Ancre, and Chatterton. Quotations from and
references to individual works are given under their titles, below. The volume is set m double
columns: page references in the text are simply to the pages; m the collauons, the columns are also
mdlcated.
REVIEWED:463-501
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Chatterton (1835). In (Euvres, pp. 465-504.
NOTE. this work, and not the section of Stello devoted to Chatterton, is the drama to which Mill refer
REFERREDTO. 498
Cinq-Mars,
ou une conjuration
sous Louis Xlll (1826) lbtd., pp. 75-225.
QUOTED.474n-86n
REFERRED
TO' 472--6,481--7,498
474n.3-5
"Know . . river"] [translated from ] [paragraph] "'Connalssez-vous cette partle de la
France que l'on a surnomm_e son jardm ° ce pays or) l'on respire un air pur dans le', plames
verdoyantes arrosees par un grand fleuve? (77a)
474n.6-7
"in a morning
. usual "'] [translatedfrom.] [paragraph] Ce Iut la que, dans une mann6e
du mois de jura 1639, la cloche du chateau ayant sonn6 h mldl, selon l'usage, le diner de la famtlle
qui I'habltalt, il se passa dans cette antique demeure des choses qul i,3'6talent pas babltuelles (78at
474n.23-7
"O Nature
. Marie's sake--"] [translated/rom ] O nature, nature ) se dlsalt-d, belle
nature, adieu! Blent6t mort c0eur ne sera plus assez s_mple pour te sent_r, et tu ne plalras plus
qu'it rues yeux, il est d6ja brfil6 par une passion profonde, et le r6ot des mtdr_ts des hommes
y jette un trouble mconnu; il faut donc entrer dans ce labynnthe, .le m'y perdral peut-6tre, mals pour
Mane
. (8ta)
474n.29-475n.22
"The day
. man "'] [translated from'] ]paragraph] La journ6e fur mste et le
souper sitencleux au chhteau de Chaumont [paragraph] Quand vmrent dix heures du solr, le vleux
mar6chal, condmt par son valet de chambre, se retlra dans la tour du nord, volsme de la porte et
oppos6e it la nvl/:re La chaleur 6talt extr6me, d ouvrlt la fen&re, et s' enveloppant d'une vaste robe
de sole, plaqa un flambeau pesant sur une table, et voulut rester seul Sa cro_s6e donnalt sur la
plalne, que la lune dans son premier quartler n'6clatrait que d'une lumiere mcertame: le c_el se
chargemt de nuages 6pais, et tout disposalt/i la mdlancohe Quotque Bassomplerre n'efit hen de
r_veur dans le caract_re, la toumure qu'avait prise la conversation du diner lm revmt/_ la m6molre.
et il se mlt it repasser en lm-m_me toute sa vie; les tnstes changements que le nouveau r6gne y avalt
apport6s, r_gne qm semblalt avoir souffl6 sur lui un vent d'mfortune, la mort d' une s0eur chene, les
d6sordres de l'h6ntler de son nom, les laertes de ses terres et de sa faveur, la tin recente de son aml le
mar6chal d'Effiat dont d occupait la chambre routes ces pensees Im arracherent un souplr
mvolontalre; il se mlt it la fen6tre pour resplrer [paragraph] En ce moment, iI crut entendre du c6te
du bois la marche d'une troupe de chevaux, mals le vent qul vint it augmenter le dissuada de cette
premi/_re pensee, et tout bruit cessant tout it coup, il l'oubha. I1regarda encore quelque temps tous
les feux du chfiteau s'6telgnant successwement, apr_s avoir serpent6 darts les oglves des escahers
et rfd6 dans les cours et les 6cunes; retombant ensmte sur son grand fauteml de tapissene, le coude
appuy6 sur la table, il se hvra profond6ment h ses rEflexions, et b_ent6t apres, tirant de son sere un
m6daillon qu'il y cachait suspendu it un ruban noir. Viens, mort bon et vieux maitre, d,-d. viens
causer avec moi comme tu fis s_ souvent, vlens, grand roL oubher ta cour pour le rite d'un aml
v_ritable; wens, grand homme, me consulter sur l'ambitleuse Autnche. wens, inconstant chevaher, me parler de la bonhomie de ton amour et de la bonne fm de ton mfid6hte; viens, heroique
soldat, me cner encore quele t'offusque au combat; ah! que ne l'ai-je falt darts Pans' que n'a_-je
requ ta blessuret Avec ton sang le monde a perdu les blenfaits de ton regne lnterrompu
[paragraph] Les larmes du mar6chal troublalent la glace du large m6daillon, et il les effaqalt par de
respectueux balsers, quand sa porte ouverte brusquement le fit sauter sur son 6txSe [paragraph]
-- Qm va lh? cna-t-il dans sa surprise Elle fur bien plus grande quand d reconnut M de Launay,
qm, le chapeau it la minn. s'avan_a jusqu'_ Ira. et lu_ dlt avec embarras. [paragraph] --Monsieur
le mar6chal, c'est le coeur navr_ de douleur que je me vois forc6 de vous dire que le rol m'a
command6 de vous arr_ter. Un carrosse vous attend h la grille, avec trente mousquetaires de M le
cardmai-duc. [paragraph] Bassompierre ne s'6tait point lev6 et avan encore le m6dadlon dans sa
main gauche et l'6p6e dans l'antre mare; il la tendlt dedalgneusement it cet homme et lui &t
[paragraph] --Monsieur, .le sais que j'ai v6cu trop longtemps, et c'est a quol .le pensais, c'est au
nom de ce grand Henri queje remets patsiblement cette 6p6e it son ills. Smvez-moi [paragraph] II
accompagna ces mots d'un regard si ferme, que de Launay fut atterr6, et le smvit en bmssant la t6te.
comme si lm-m6me efit 6t6 arr6t6 par le noble vleillard, qm, sa_slssant un flambeau, sortlt de la cour
et trouva tout ouvert par des gardes h cheval qui avaient effray6 les gens du ch_teau, au nora du roL
et ordonn6 le silence. (83a-84a)
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475n.29-476n. 17 "lt was..
joined."] [translated from. ] [paragraph] II Etaitalors plus de mmult_
et la lune s'6tatt cach6e. Tout autre que le maitre de la mmson n'eOt jamais su trouver son chemm
par une obscunt6 sl grande. Les tours et les tolts ne formalent qu'une masse noire qui se dEtachalt
peme sur le clel un peu plus transparent; aucune lumi6re ne bnllalt duns toute la matson rendormte
Cmq-Mars, cache sous un chapeau h larges bords et un grand manteau, attendalt avec anxt6tE
]paragraph] Qu'attendalt-il? qu'Etait-il venu chercher? un mot d'une volx qm se fit entendre tres
bas derri/:re la crois6e: [paragraph]--Est-ce
vous, monsieur de Cmq-Mars? Loaragraph]--HElas'
qm seralt-ce? qm reviendrait comme un malfaiteur toucher la matson paternelle sans y entrer et
sans &re encore adieu h sa m6re? qui reviendrmt pour se plaindre du pr6sent sans rien attendre de
l'avenir, sl ce n'Etait moi? [paragraph] La volx douce se troubla, et d fut ais6 d'entendre que des
pleurs accompagnalent sa r6ponse: [paragraph]--H61as!
Henri, de quoi vous plaignez-vous _
n'm-je pus fait plus, et bien plus que je ne devais? Est-ce ma faute s_ mon malheur a voulu qu'un
prance souverain ffit mon p6re? peut-on choisir son berceau? et &t-on. Je naitrai berg&e '_ Vous
savez bien quelle est toute l'mfortune d'une princesse: on lm 6te son cceur en nmssant, toute la terre
est avertle de son fige, un traitE la c6de comme une ville, et elte ne peut jamms pleurer Depuis que
je vous connais, que n'at-je pus fait pour me rapprocher du bonheur et m'Eloigner des tr6nes'
Depuis deux ans j'ai luttE en vain contre ma mauvaise fortune qm me s6pare de vous, et contre vous
qui me dEtoumez de mes devoirs. Vous le savez blen, j'a_ dEsirE que l'on me crfit morte; que &s-je"
i'm presque souhaitE des r_volutlons! J'aurals peut-6tre b6ni le coup qm m'efit 6tE mon rang.
comme j'ai remerci6 Dieu lorsque mon p_re rut renvers_, mals la cour s'&onne, la reine me
demande; nos r6ves sont Evanoms; Henn. notre sommeil a EtE trop long; rEveillons-nous avec
courage. Ne songez plus hces deux belles annEes: oubhez tout. pour ne vous souvenir que de notre
grande r6solutlon; n'ayez qu'une seule pensEe, soyez ambltteux par..,
ambmeux pour mo_
[paragraph}---Faut-il donc oubher tout, 6 Made? dlt Cinq-Mars avec douceur
]paragraph]
Elle h6sita
.. [paragraph]_Oui,
tout ce que j'al oubhE mot-m6me, reprit-elle Puis un instant
apr_s elle continua avec vlvacitE. [paragraph]--Out,
oubhez nos jours heureux, nos longues
solr6es, et m6me les promenades de l'Etang et du boil mals souvenez-vous de l'avemr; partez
Votre p_re 6tart mar6chal, soyez plus, conn6table, prince Partez. vous &es jeune, noble, nche,
brave, aim6...
[paragraph]--Pour
toujours? dit Henri. [paragraph]--Pour
la vie et l'&emtt6
]paragraph] Cmq-Mars tressaillit, et tendant la main. s'Ecna' Eh blen! j'en jure par la Vlerge dont
vous portez te nom, vous serez/l mot, Made, ou ma t6te tombera sur l'Echafaud. [paragraph]--O
ciel, que dites-vous? s'6cna-t-eUe en prenant sa main avec une main blanche qm sortit de la
fen&re. Non. vos efforts ne seront jamms coupables, jurez-te-moi, vous n'oublierez jamais que le
roi de France est votre maitre, mmez-le plus que tout, apr_s celle pourtant qm vous sacrifiera tout et
vous attendra en souffrant Prenez cette petite croix d'or; mettez-la sur votre cceur, elle a re_u
beaucoup de mes tarmes. Songez que st jamais vous 6t_ez coupable envers le rot, j'en verserats de
blen plus am_res. Donnez-moi cette bague que je vols briller h votre doigt. 6 Dleu' ma main et la
v6tre sont toutes rouges de sang. [paragraph]---Qu'lmporte!
il n'a pus coulE pour vous, n'avezvous hen entendu il y a une heure 9 [paragraph]--Non,
mms h present n'entendez-vous hen
vous-m6me? [paragraph]--Non,
Made, slce n'est un oiseau de nuit sur la tour. [paragraph]
---On a parle de nous, j'en sins sore; mms d'o/l vient doric ce sang '> dites rite, et partez
[paragraph]--OuL
je pars, voici un nuage qm nous rend la nuit; adieu, ange c61este, je vous
mvoquerm L'amour a verse l'ambit_on duns mon cceur comme un potson bnilant, out, je le sens
pour la premi&e lois, l'ambition peut _tre ennobhe par son but. Adieu, je vais accomphr ma
destin6e. [paragraph]--Adieu'
mmssongezhlamlenne
[paragraph]--Peuvent-ellessesEparer?
[paragraph]---Jamms!
s'Ecria Marie, que par la mort [paragraph]_Je
trains plus encore
l'absence, dit Cinq-Mars. [paragraph]--Adieu!
je tremble, adieu! dit la vo_x chene, e_ la
fen&re s'abaissa lentement sur les deux mains encore umes. (84b-85b)
477n.6-7
"The magician..,
image."] [translatedfrom:] [paragraph}--Le mag_cien n'ajamais pu
prononcer le nom du Sauveur et repousse son image. (101a)
477n. 10-21
"He... to the pile ' "] [translated from:] [paragraph] Lactance sort_t en ce moment du
milieu des p6nitents, ayant duns sa main un 6norme crucifix de fer qu'il sembla_t tenir avec
pr6caution et respect: il l'approcha des l_,vres du patient, qm effecttvement se jeta en arri_re, et
r6umssant toutes ses forces, fit un geste du bras qui le fit tomber des mares du capucin [paragraph]
--Vous le voyez, s'6cria celui-ci, il a renvers6 le crucifix. [paragraph] Un murmure s'Eleva dont
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le sens 6tait mcenmn: Profanation Ts'ecn6rent les pr6tres [paragraph] On s'avan_a vers le bficber
[paragraph] Cependant Cmq-Mars, se ghssant derriere un plher, avalt tout observ6 d'un t_il avtde,
il vit avec 6tonnement que le cruofix en tombant sur les degr6s, plus exposes a la pluie que la
plate-forme, avalt film6 et prodmt le brmt du plomb fondu jet6 duns l'eau. Pendant que l'attentlon
pubhque se portalt allleurs, il s'avan_a et y porta une main qu'il sentit vlvement brfilee. Salsl
d'mdlgnauon, et de toute la flireur d'un cceur loyal, il prend le crucifix avec les phs de son
manteau, s'avance vers Laubardemont, et le frappant au front. [paragraphk--Sc61erat. s'ecne-t-ll.
porte la marque de ce fer rougi. [paragraph] La foule entend ce mot et se pr6oplte [paragraph]-Arr6tez cet inserts6, dlt en vain l'mdlgne magtstrat. [paragraph] Il 6talt saisl lm-m6me par des
mains d'hommes qm cnalent: Justice, justice, au nom du rol *[paragraph]--Nous sommes perdus,
dlt Lactance; au bficher, au bficher! (101a-b) [though Mill did not enclose tt m quotation mark_,
the sentence preceding this quotation is a virtual translatton oJ the JTrst clause m the open,ng
sentence above]
477n.25-7
% blackened hand . • Magdalen,"] [translated from ] [paragraph] La garde 6talt
rompue et renvers6e de tomes parts, le peuple se jette en hurlant sur le bficher, mals ancune lumiere
n'y brillalt plus, tout avait disparu, m6me le bourreau, on arrache, on disperse les planches, l'une
d'elles brfilalt encore, et sa lueur fit voir, sous un amas de cendre et de boue sanglante, une mum
nolrcie, pr6serv6e du feu par un 6norme bracelet de fer et une chaine: une femme eut le courage de
l'ouvnr; tes doigts serralent une petite croix dhvon-e et une image de samte Madeleine _101b102al
477n.36
l'homme.
. tuera.] L'homme
tuera (104b)
478n.3-8
"an expanded forehead
. . chambre,'] [translated from.] Il avalt le front large et
quelques cheveux fort blancs, des yeux grands et doux. une hgure p_ile et effil6e a laquelle une
petite barbe blanche et pointue donnait cet air de finesse que l'on remarque dans tousles portraits
du si6cle de Louis XIII. Une bouche presque sans 16vres, et nous sommes forc6s d'avouer que le
docteur Lavater regarde ce slgne comme mdlquant la m6chancet_ _ n'en pouvotr douter; une
bouche pmc6e, disons-nous, 6talt encadr6e par deux petites moustaches gnses et par une royale,
omement alors a la mode, et qm ressemble assez/i une virgule par sa forme. Ce vleillard avast sur sa
t6te une calotte rouge et 6tait envelopp_ dans une vaste robe de chambre, portait des has de sole
pourpr6e, et n'6tmt hen molns qu'Armand Duplessls, cardinal de Richelieu. (106a)
478n. 12-26
"Come here . . knee."] [translated from'] Tout a coup Richelieu. lui adressant ta
parole s6chement, lul dit: Venez lcL monsieur Ohvier [paragraph] Ces deux mots flirent comme
un coup de foudre pour ce pauvre enfant qul parmssalt n'avotr pas seize ans II se leva pourtant
ty6s-vite et vmt se placer debout devant le mmistre, les bras pendants et la t6te balss6e. ]paragraph]
Les autres pages et les secr&aires ne remuerent pas plus que des soldats lorsque l'un d'eux tombe
frapp6 d'une balle, tam ils 6tment accoutumes it ces sortes d'appels. Celui-c_ pourtant s'annonqmt
d'une mani6re plus vlve que les antres. [paragraph]--Qu'6cnvez-vous
l_? [paragraph]--Monseigneur.
. ce que Votre Eminence me d_cte. [paragraph]--4_uoi? [paragraph]--Monseigneur
• . . la lettre/_ D. Juan de Bragance [paragraph]--Pomt
de d6tours, monsieur, vous fmtgs autre
chose [paragraph]--Monseigneur,
dit alors le page, les larmes aux yeux, c'6ta_t un ballet/_ une de
mescousines. [paragraph]--Voyons-le
[paragraph] Alors un tremblement umversel l' agita, et il
flit oblig6 de s'appuyer sur la chemin6e, en dlsant/_ derm VOlX:C'est impossible [paragraph]-M. le vicomte Olivter d'Entra_gues, d_t le mmlstre sans marquer la momdre 6mouon, vous n'6tes
plus/_ mon service. Et le page sortit: d savait qu'il n'y avait pas a _phquer, il ghssa son billet duns
sa poche, et ouvrant la porte _tdeux battants, justement assez pour qu'il y efit place pour luL il s'y
glissa comme un oiseau qu_ s'6chappe de sa cage. [paragraph] Le mmlstre continua les notes qu'il
tra_ait sur son genou. (106b)
478n.38---40 "ideas . . . before," "that
, exile," .
"Recal
words,"] [translated from']
[paragraph]--Le
rol a des ld6es qu'il n'avaat pas eues encore [3-paragraph om,sston]
[paragraph]--ll
a parl6 de rappeler la reme-m6re, dlt te capucm _tvoix basse, de ta rappeler de
Cologne. [4-sentence omtsston] [paragraph] Rappeter mon ennemle, rappeler sa mere, quelle
perfidle! non, il n'auralt j ama_s os6 y penser .... [paragraph] Puls apr6s avolr r6v6 un instant, il
ajouta en fixant un regard p6n6trant et encore plein du feu de sa col6re, sur le P Joseph•
[paragraph]---Mms
. . . dans quels termes a-t-d expnm_ ce d6str? d_tes-mo_ les roots pr6c_s.
(107b-108a)
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478n.41-479n.6
"He said.
. will do "] [translated from:] [paragraph]--ll
a dlt assez pubhquement et en presence de Monsieur: Je sens bien que l'un des premiers devoirs d'un chr6tien est d'&re
bon ills, et jc ne rdsisteral pas longemps aux murmures de ma conscience. [paragraph]
---Chr6taen, conscience! ce ne sont passes expressions; c'est le P. Caassm, c'est son confesseur
qui me tratut, s'6cna le cardinal. Perfide j6suite! je t'ai pardonnd ton intrigue de la Fayette: mais je
ne te passeraa pastes conseils secrets. Je feral chasser ce confesseur, Joseph; il est l'enneml de
l'l_tat, je le vols blen. Mals aussl j'al agl avec ndgligence depuls quelques jours; je n'm pas assez
hfit6 l'amvde de ce petit d'Effiat, qm r¢ussL,'a sans doute: il est blen falt et splntuel, dlt-on Ah )
quelle faute! je m6nterals une bonne disgrfice moi-m6me. Lalsser pr6s du ro_ ce renard de j6smte.
sans lui avolr donn¢ mes instructions secretes, sans avolr un otage, un gage de sa fid6ht6/_ mes
ordres! quel oubli! Joseph. prenez une plume, et 6cnvez vlte ceci pour I'autre confesseur, que nous
choistrons nueux. Je pense au P6re Slrmond . . . (108a) [follows immediately the preceding
quotatton]
479n.8--16
"'What tiresomeness . . if you can""] [translated from:] [paragraph] Quel ennui
profond! quelles lntermlnables lnqut6tudes! S_ l'ambltieux me voyait, il fuiralt dans un d6sert
Qu'est-ce que ma puissance? un miserable reflet du poUVOlrroyal: et que de travaux pour fixer sur
mon 6toile ce rayon qui flotte sans cesse! Depuis vlngt ansje le tente mutilement. Je ne comprends
rien hcet homme! I1n'ose pas me fmr. mais on me l'enl6ve, il me ghsse entre les dolgts...
Que de
choses j'auraas pu faare avec ses droits h6r6dltalres. Sl je les avais eus ) Mais employer tam de
calculs h se temr en 6quilibre! Que reste-t-il de g¢nle pour les entreprises? J'al l'Europe darts ma
mmn, et je suis suspendu hun cheveu qm tremble. Qu'm-le h falre de porter mes regards sur les
cartes du monde, si tous mes lnt6r&s sont renferm6s dans mon 6troit cabinet? Ses six pieds
d'espace me donnent plus de peine h gouverner que toute la terre. Vollh donc ce qu'est un premier
minlstre! Enviez-mol mes gardes, h pr6sent. (108b)
479n 39--480n.10
"'The only . . . mother.'"] [translated from.'] [paragraph]---La seule r6compense que je demande de mes services est que Votre MaJest6 daigne accepter de mol en pur don le
palms-cardinal, 61ev6 de mes deniers dans Paris [paragraph] Le ro_ 6tonn6 fit un signe de t&e
consentant: un murmure de surprise agita un moment la cour attentive. [paragraph]---Je me jette
aussi aux pieds de Votre Majest6 pour qu'elle veuille m'accorder la r6vocation d'une ngueur que
j'al provoqu6e (Je l'avoue publiquement), et que je regardai peut-6tre comme trop utile au repos de
l'Etat. Oui. quand j'6tais de ce monde, j'oubllais trop mes plus anclens sentiments de respect et
d'attachement pour le bien g6n6ral. A pr6sent que je jouis d6jh des luml6res de la solitude, je VOlS
que j'aa eu tort et je me repens. [paragraph] L'attentlon redoubla, et I'lnqui6tude du roi devmt
visible [paragraph]--Oul,
il est une personne, sire, que j'al toujours aim6e, malgr6 ses torts
envers vous. et 1'61olgnement que les affaires du royaume me forcCrent h lul montrer; une personne
h qui j'al dfi beaucoup et qul vous dolt 6tre cbere, matgr¢ ses entrepnses h mmn arm6e contre
vous-m6me; une personne enfin queje vous supplie de rappeler de l'exll, je veux dire la relne Marie
de M&iicis, votre m6re. (118a)
480n.26-31
"Wretches,"...
"wretches...
I..."]
[translated from:] [paragraph]--Mls6rables'
s'¢cria-t-il lorsqu'il rut seul, allez encore accomphr quelques oeuvres secr6tes, et ensulte je vous
briserai vous-m6mes, ressorts lmpurs de mon pouvoir. Bient6t le rol succombera sous la lente
maladie qui le consume; je serai r6gent alors, je seral rol de France mol-m6me, je n'aural plus h
redouter les caprices de sa faiblesse; je d6trutral sans retour les races orgueilleuses de ce pays. j'y
passerm un niveau terrible et la baguette de Tarquin, je serm seul sur eux tous, l'Europe tremblera,
je .... (134a-b)
481n.5-29
"The Queen...
in it. '"] [translated from:] [paragraph] La reine sount; elle contempla
quelques temps en silence les traits nails et purs de la belle Mane et son regard plem de candeur qul
se levait sur elle langulssamment; elle 6carta tes boucles noires qm voilalent ce beau front, et parut
reposer ses yeux et son time en voyant cette innocence ravissante, exprim¢e sur un visage si beau,
elle baisa sa joue, et reprit: [paragraph]--Tu
ne soupgormes pas, pauvre ange, une tnste v&it&
c'est que le roi n'mme personne, et que ceux qui paraissent le plus en faveur sont les plus pros d'6tre
abandonn¢s par lui, et jet6s h celui qul englouttt et d6vore tout. [paragraph]--Ah!
mon Dieu) que
me &tes-vous? [paragraph]--Sals-tu
comblen il en a perdu? poursuivit la reine d'une voix plus
basse, et regardant ses yeux comme pour y lire toute sa pens6e et y faire entrer la sienne; sms-tu la
fin de ses favoris? t'a-t-on cont6 l'exil de Baradas, celui de Salnt-S_mon, le couvent de la Fayette,
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la honte d'Hautefort, la mort de Chalals? Tous ont tombe devant un ordre de Richelieu/l son
maitre, et sans cette faveur que tu prends pour de l'amitl_, leur vte efit 6t6 patsible; mats elle est
mortelle: c'est un poison. Ttens, vois cette tap_ssene qm repr6sente Sem61& les favons de Louis
XIII ressemblent _ cette femme; son attachement d6vore comme ce feu qul 1'6blomt et la brfile.
[paragraph] Mais la jeune duchesse n'6tatt plus en 6tat d'entendre la reine; elle contmualt de fixer
sur eUe de grands yeax notrs, qu'un voile de larmes obscurclssatt; ses mares tremblatent dans celles
d'Anne d' Autnche, et une agitation convulswe falsalt fr6mlr ses 16vres. [paragraph}--Je suts blen
cruelle, n'est-ce pas, Mane? poursuwtt la reine avec une volx d'une douceur extreme, et en la
caressant comme un enfant dont on veut urer un aveu; oh! oui! sans doute, je sins bien m6chante!
notre c0_ur est bien gros! vous n'en pouvez plus, mon enfant: allons, parlez-moi; ofJ en 6tes-vous
avec Cinq-Mars? [paragraph] Ace mot, la douleur se fit un passage, et, toujours/_ genoux aux
pieds de la reine, Mane versa _son tour, sur le seln de cette bonne pnncesse, un d61uge de pleurs,
avec des sanglots enfantins et des mouvements si violents dans sa t6te et ses belles 6paules, qu'il
semblait que son cceur dfit se bnser. La reine attendit longtemps la fin de ce premier mouvement en
la ber_:ant dans ses bras comme pour apaiser sa douleur, et r6p6tant souvent: Ma lille! allons, ma
fille! ne t'afflige pas amsL [paragraph]--Ah! madame, s'6cria-t-elle, je sins blen coupable envers
vous; mais je n'ai pas compt6 sur ce c0eur-l/i;j'at eu bten tort. j'en serai peut-6tre blen puree' Mats
h61as! comment aurais-je os6 vous parler, madame! Ce n'6talt pas d'ouvnr mon time qut m'6talt
difficile; c'6tait de vous avouer que j'avais besom d'y fa_re hre. (152a-b)
48 ln.32-482n.6
"'But the nuschlef..,
of him. '"] [translated from:] [paragraph}---Les reproches
sont mutiles et cruels s_ le mal est fatt; le pass6 n'est plus a nous, pensons au reste du temps.
Cinq-Mars est bien par lm-m6me, brave, spmtuel, profond m6me dans ses id6es; je I'ai observ6, d
a fait en deux arts bien du chemin, et je vois que c'6tait pour Mane
.. I1se condmt bien, il est
digne, oui, il est digne d'elle _ mes yeux, mais _ ceux de l'Europe, non. I1 faut qu'il s'616ve
davantage encore; la princesse de Mantoue ne peut pas avoir 6pous6 morns qu'un pnnce. II faudrait
qu'il le ffit. Pour moi, je n'y peux rien, je ne sats point la reme, je suts la femme n6ghg6e du rot. I1
n'y a que te cardinal, l'6temel cardinal,
. et il est son enneml, et peut-6tre cette 6meute
..
[paragraph]--H61as _c'est le commencement de la guerre entre eux Je l'al trop vu tout _ l'heure.
[paragraph]--II est doric perdu! s'6cria la reine en embrassant Mane. Pardon, mon enfant, je te
d6chire le coeur, mais nous devons tout volr et tout thre aujourd'hut: out, il est perdu s'll ne renverse
lui-m¢:me ce m6chant homme; car te roi n'y renoncera pas; la force seule.
. [paragraph}--ll te
renversera, madame; il le fera st vous I'aidez. Vous 6tes comme la divmlt_ de la France; oh! je vous
en conjure! prot6gez l'ange coatre le d6mon; c'est votre cause, celle de votre royale famille, celle
de route votre nation ....
[paragraph] La reme sourit. [paragraph]--C'est
ta cause surtout, ma
fille, n'est-il pas vrai? et c'est comme telle que je l'embrasserat de tout mon pouvotr; il n'est pas
grand, je te l'ai dit, mats tel qu'il est, je te le pr6te tout entier; pourvu cependant que cet ange ne
descende pas jusqu'h des p6cbes mortels, ajouta-t-elle avec un regard pleln de finesse; j'ai entendu
prononcer son nom cette nuit par des voix bien mdignes de lui (154a)
482n.10-I1
"tremble..
him."][translatedfrom:][paragraph]--Jelesconnalstoutes;j'atluleur
esp6rance h wavers leur femte col_re; je sats qu'ils tremblent en menaqant; je sais qu'its sont d6jh
pr6ts/t faire leur patx en me donnant comme gage; mais c'est h mot de les soutenlr et de d6clder le
rot: il le faut, car Marie est ma fianc6e, et ma mort est 6cnte h Narbonne (164b)
482n. 16-485n.28
"The young
. listened."] [translatedfrom:] [paragraph] Mats pendant que sa
femme de chambre 6tait all6e trouver Grandchamp, lajeune et tremblante Mane avait pouss6 d'une
math timide la porte battante de l'6ghse; elle avait rencontr6 1/_Cinq-Mars, debout, d6guise, et
attendant avec mqui6tude. A peine l'eut-elle reconnu, qu'elle marcha d'un pas pr6ciplt6 dans le
temple, tenant son masque de velours sur son visage, et courut se r6fugier dans un confesslonnal,
tandis que Henri refermait avec sore la porte de l'6glise qu'elle avalt franchle. I1s'assura qu'on ne
pouvait l'ouvnr du dehors, et vint apr6s elle s'agenouiller, comme d'habltude, dans le heu de la
l_nitence. Amy6 une heure avant elle avec son vieux valet, il avatt trouv6 cette porte ouverte,
signe certam et convenu que l'ablx_ Quillet, son gouvemeur, l'attendait/l sa place accoutum6e Le
soin qu'il avait d'emp&:her toute surprise le fit rester lat-m6me h garder cette entr6e jusqu'/t l'amv6e
de Marie: heureux de votr l'exactitude du bon abbe, il ne voulut pourtant pas qmtter son poste pour
l'en aller remercier. C'6tait un second p6re pour lul, h cela pr6s de l'autont6, et il agissait avec ce
bon pr6tre sans beaucoup de c6r6mome. [paragraph] La vteille paroisse de Samt-Eustache 6tait
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obscure, seulement, avec la lampe perp6tueUe, brfilatent quatre flambeaux de clre jaune, qm,
attach6s au-dessus des b6nmers, contre les pnnclpaux pihers, jetalent une lueur rouge sur les
marbres bleus et nolrs de la basihque d6serte. La lumi_re l_netratt a peme dans les inches
enfoncees des ailes du pleux b_ument. Darts l'une de ces chapelles, et la plus sombre, 6talt ce
confessionnal dont une grille de fer assez 61ev6e, et doublee de planches 6patsses. ne latssatt
apercevolr que le petit d6me et la crolx de bols. La, s'agenoudl_rent de chaque c6t6 Cmq-Mars et
Marie de Mantoue; ils ne se voyalent qu'_ pelne, et trouverent que, selon son usage, l'abb_ Quillet,
assis entre eux, les avatt attendus depuis longtemps. Its pouvalent entrevolr/_ travers les peters
grillages l'ombre de son camad. Henn d'Effiat s'6talt approch_ lentement, d venait arr6ter et
rEgler, pour atnsl due, le reste de sa destln6e Ce n'6talt plus devant son rol qu'il allatt paraitre,
mms devant une souveraine plus pmssante, devant celle pour laquelle il avalt entrepns son
immense ouvrage II altatt eprouver sa foL et tremblatt. [paragraph] II frEmlt surtout lorsque sa
jeune fiancee fut agenoufll6e en face de lul; 11frEmlt parce qu'd ne put s'emp6cher. _ I'aspect de cet
ange, de sentir tout le bonheur qu'il pourra_t perdre: il n'osa parler le premier, et demeura encore un
instant h contempler sa t6te dans l'ombre, cette 3eune t6te sur laquelle reposalent toutes se_
esp6rances. MalgrE son amour, tomes les fols qu'il la voyalt, d ne pouvait se garantir de quelque
effroi d'avoir tant entrepris pour une enfant dont la passmn n'_talt qu'un faible reflet de la slenne, et
qui n'avait peul-6tre pus appr6o¢ tousles sacrifices qu'il avalt fatts, son caractSre ploy_ pour elle
aux comptaisances d'un courtlsan, condamn6 aux intrigues et aux souffrances de l'ambitmn; hvrE
aux combinatsons profondes, aux cnminelles m6ditat_ons, aux sombres et vlolents travaux d'un
consptrateur. Jusque-lh, dans leurs secretes et chastes entrevues, elle avalt toujours requ chaque
nouvelle de ses progres duns sa cam6re avec les transports de ptatsir d'un enfant, mats sans
appr6cler la fatigue de chacun de ces pas si pesants que l'on fait vers les honneurs, et lm demandant
toujours avec naivet6 quand il seratt conn6table enfin, et quand ils se maneratent, comme sl elle e_t
demand6 quand il viendrait au carousel, et sl le temps 6tatt serein. Jusque-l/_ il avait soun de ces
questions et de cette ignorance pardonnable _ dix-hmt ans, duns une 3eune fille n6e sur un tr6ne et
accoutum6e/l des grandeurs, pour amsl d_re, natureUes et trouv6es autour d'elle en venant h la we:
mais a cette heure il fit de plus s6neuses rEflex_ons sur ce caract6re, et lorsque, sonant presque de
l'assembl6e _mposante des consp_rateurs repr6sentants de tousles ordres du royaume, son oredle,
of_r6sonnaicnt encore les voix mhles qui avatent jure d'entreprendre une vaste guerre, fur frapp6e
des premieres paroles de celle pour qu_elle 6talt commenc6e, d crmgmt, pour ta premi6re lois, que
cette sorte d'innocence ne ffit de la 16geret6 et ne s'6tendit jusqu'au cceur: d resolut de l'approfondir. [paragraph]--D_eu! que j'at pear, Henri! d_t-elle en entrant duns le confesslonnal, vous me
fattes vemr, sans gardes, sans carrosse; ]e tremble toujours d'6tre vue de mes gens, en sortant de
l'h6tel de Nevers. Faudra-t-il done me cachet encore longtemps comme une coupable? La reme n'a
pas 6t6 contente lorsque je le lm a_ avou6; s_ eUe m'en parle encore, ce sera avec son mr severe que
vous connatssez, et qui me fatt toujours pleurer: j'at b_en peur. [paragraph] Elle se tut, et
Cinq-Mars ne r6pond_t que par un profond soup_r [paragraph]--Quoi '_ vous ne me parlez pas °
dit-clle. [paragraph]--Sont-ce
bien 1/_ toutes vos terreurs? d_t Cmq-Mars avec amertume
[paragraphJ--Dois-je
en avotr de plus grandes _ O mon ami _ de quel ton, avec quelle vo_x me
parlez-vous? 6tes-vous fhch6 parce que 3e sins venue trop tard? [paragraphJ--Trop t6t. madame,
beaucoup trop t6t. pour les choses que vous devez entendre, car je vous en vms bien 61oign6e
[paragraph] Marie, afflig6e de l'accent sombre et amer de sa vo_x. se pnt/_ pleurer. [paragraph]
--H61as! mon Dieu! qu'ai-je donc fair, dit-elle, pour que vous m'appeliez madame, et me traitlez
si durement? [paragraph]---Ah! rassurcz-vous, reprit Cmq-Mars, mats toujours avec _rome. En
effet, vous n'6tes pus coupable; ma_s je le sins, je sins seul _ l'6tre; ce n'est pas envers vous, mats
pour vous. [paragraph]--Avez-vous
done fat du mal? avez-vous ordonn6 la mort de quelqu'un?
Oh! non, j'en sins b_en sfu'e, vous 6tes ss ix)n! [paragraph]--Eh quoi! dit Cmq-Mars, n'6tes-vous
pour nen duns rues projets? m-je mal comprls votre pens_e lorsque vous me regard_ez chez la reme '_
ne sms-je plus ltre duns vos yeux? le feu quites ammait Ctait-ce un grand amour pour R_cheheu?
cette admn'auon que vous promettiez/_ celm qm oserait tout dLreau roL qu'est-clle devenue? Est-ce
un mensonge que tout cela? [paragraph] Marie fondmt en larmes. [paragraph]---Vous me parlez
toujours d'un air contrmnt, dlt-elle, je ne l'ai pus m6nt6. SI je ne vous d_s hen de cette conjuration
effrayante, croyez-vous que Ie l'oubhe 9 ne me trouvez-vous pas assez malheureuse? avez-vous
besom de vo_r mes pleurs? les voile. J'en verse assez en secret, Henri; croyez que s_j'ai Cvit6, clans
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nos dernleres entrevues, ce terrible suIet, c'6talt de cramte d'en trop apprendre: m-je une autre
pens6e que celle de vos dangers? ne sals-je pas blen que c'est pour mol que vous les courez ') H61as!
si vous combattez pour moi, n'ai-je pas auss_/_ soutemr des attaques non morns cruelles '_ Plus
heureux que moi, vous n'avez/_ combattre que la hame. tandls que }e lutte contre I'amiti6 le
cardinal vous opposera des hommes et des armes; mals la reme, la douce Anne d'Autrlche
n'emplole que de tendres conseils, des caresses et quelquefois des larmes. [paragraph]
--Touchante et invincible contrmnte, dn Cmq-Mars avec amertume, pour vous fmre accepter un
tr6ne Je congols que vous ayez besom de quelques efforts contre de telles s6ductions! mms avant,
madame, il lmporte de vous d6her de vos serments [paragraph]--Hdlas!
grand Dleu' qu'y a-t-il
donc contre nous? [paragraph]--ll
y a Dleu sur nous et contre nous, repnt Henri d'une volx
s6v_re; le rol m'a tromp6 [paragraph] L'abb6 s'aglta duns le confesslonnal [paragraph] Mane
s'6cna: [paragraph]--Voilit ce que je pressentms, vod/t le malheur que j'entrevoyais Est-ce mol
qui I'm caus6 9 [paragraph]--II m'a troml:_ en me sen-ant la mare, poursmvlt Cmq-Mars. il m'a
trahl par le vfl Joseph qu'on m'offre de po.gnarder [paragraph] L'abb6 fit un mouvement
d'horreur qui ouvnt :_deml la porte du confesslonnal. [paragraph]--Ah mort p_re _ne craignez
rien, continua Henn d'Effiat, votre 616ve ne frappera jamals de tels coups, lls s'entendront de loin,
ceux que je pr6pare, et le grand jour les eclairera; mais il me reste un devoir _,remphr, un devoir
sacr6, voyez votre enfant s'lmmoler devant vous H_las ) je n'm pas vdcu longtemps pour le
bonheur, je vlens le d_tl"LIll'epeut-{_tl_,
par votre mare, la m6me qm I'avalt consacr6 [paragraph]
I1 ouvnt en parlant amsi le 16get grillage qm le s6parait de son vleux gouverneur, celut-cl gardant
touiours un sdence surprenant avanga le camail sur son front. [paragraph}--Rendez,
dit CinqMars d'une vo_x morns ferme, rendez cet anneau nuptml :_la duchesse de Mantoue, je ne puls le
garder qu'elle ne me le donne une seconde fols, car je ne sins plus le m6me qu'elle prom,t
d'6pouser [paragraph]Le pr6tre saislt brusquement la hague et la paisa au travers des losanges du
gnllage oppos6: cette marque d'indiff6rence 6tonna Cmq-Mars [paragraph]--Eh ) quoi, mon
p6re, dit-il, 6tes-vous aussl chang6? [paragraph] Cependant Mane ne pleurait plus, mals 6levant
sa volx ang61ique qm eveilla un fmble 6cho le long des oglves du temple comme le plus doux souplr
de l'orgue, elle dit: [paragraph]--O
mon ami! ne soyez plus en col_re, je ne vous comprends pas,
pouvons-nous rompre ce que Dieu vlent d'umL et pourrms-je vous quitter quand je vous sais
malheureux "_$1 le ro: ne vous atme plus, du moins vous 6tes assur6 qu'il ne voudra pas vous faire
du mal, puisqu'il n'en a pas faat au cardinal qu'il n'a jamals aim6 Vous croyez-vous perdu parce
qu'il n'aura pas voulu peut-6tre se separer de son vleux serv_teur? Eh bien! attendons le retour de
son am_ti6; oubliez ces conspirateurs qut m'effrayent S'ils n'ont plus d'espo_r, j'en remercie D_eu'
je ne tremblera_ plus pour vous. Qu'avez-vous donc, mon am_'_ et pourquo_ nous affllger lnutilemerit? La reine nous a_me, et nous sommes tous deux bien jeunes: attendons L'avemr est beau,
pmsque nous sommes unis et stirs de nous-m6mes. Racontez-mo_ ce que le ro_ vous dlsmt /_
Chambord? Je vous al suivl longtemps des yeux. Dieu! que cette panie de chasse fut tnste pour
moi! [paragraph]---II m'a trah_! vous d_s-je, r6pondlt Clnq-Mars; et qui l'aurmt pu croire, lorsque
vous l'avez vu nous sen'ant la mare, passant de son fr6re/_ mo_ et an duc de Bouillon, qu'il se fa_smt
instruire des moindres d6tails de la conjurauon, du jour m6me oh l'on arr6tera_tR_cheheu _ Lyon,
fixmt le lieu de son exil Icar ds voulaient sa mort, mms le souvenir de mon p_re me fit demander sa
vte)! Le roi disait que lui-m6me dmgerait tout/_ Perpignan. et cependant Joseph, cet :mpur espion,
sottatt du cabinet des Lys )O Mane, vous l'avouerm-je? au moment oh je I'al appris, mon _ne a 6t_
boulevers6e; j'ai dout6 de tout. et il m'a sembl6 que le centre du monde chancelait en voyant la
v6rit6 quitter le cceur d'un roi. Je voyms s'6crouler tout notre 6difice, une heure encore, et la
conjuraUon s'6vanou_ssait: je vous perdais pour toujours; un moyen me restmt, je l'ai employ6.
[paragraph]--Lequel?
dit Marie. [paragraph]--Le
trmt6 d'Espagne 6tart darts ma main, }e l'ai
sign6. [paragraph]--K) oel! d6ch_rez-le. [paragraph]--ll est part_ [paragraph]--Qu_ le porte?
[paragraph]--Fontrailles.
[paragraph]--Rappelez-le.
[paragraph]--ll
dolt avo_r d6jh d6pass_
les d6fil,_s d'Oloron, dit Clnq-Mars, se levant debout Tout est pr6t _ Madrid, tout _ Sedan, des
arm6es m'attendent, Marie; des arm6es! et Richeheu est an nuheu Welles! II chancelle, il ne faut
plus qu'un seul coup pour le renverser, et vous 6tes/_ mo_pour toujours, _ Cinq-Mars tnomphant !
[paragraph]--A
Cinq-Mars rebelle! dit-elle en g6m_ssant. [paragraph]--Eh b.en! oui! rebelle,
mais non plus favori. Rebelle, criminel, digne de l'6chafaud, je le sins, s'ecna ce jeune homme
passionn_ en retombant _ genoux: mais rebelle par amour, rebelte pour vous que mon 6p6e va
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conquenr enfin tout entlere [paragraph]--H61as!
l'6p6e que l'on trempe darts le sang des slens
n'est-elle pas un polgnard '_ [paragraph}--Arr6tez,
par plti6, Marie! Que des rms m'abandonnent,
que des guerners me d61aissent, j'en seral plus ferme encore, mals je serms vaincu par un mot de
vous, et encore une fols le temps de r6fl6chlr est passe pour mol, ore, je sins cnmlnel, et c'est
pourquol j'heslte/i me crmre encore &gne de vous. Abandonnez-mol, Mane. reprenez cet anneau
[paragraph]--Je
ne le pros. dlt-ellc, carje suls votre femme, quel que vous soyez. [paragraph]-Vous l'entendez, mon pere, dlt Clnq-Mars, transport6 de bonheur, b6mssez cette seconde umon.
c'est celle du devouement, plus belle encore que celle de l'amour Qu'elle smt ii mol tant que je
vlvral _[paragraph] Sans r6pondre, l'abb_ ouvnt la porte du confesslonnal, sortxt brusquement, et
fut hors de l'6ghse avant que Cmq-Mars efit le temps de se lever pour le smvre. [paragraph]----OfJ
allez-vous "_qu'avez-vous? s'6cna-t-d. [paragraph] Mals personne ne paralssalt et ne se falsalt
entendre, boaragraph]--Ne crlez pas, au nom du clel'. &t Mane, ou je SUlSperdue, il a sans doute
entendu quelqu'un dans l'6ghse [paragraph] Mals troubl6 et sans lm r6pondre, d'Effiat, s'flan_ant sous les arcades et cherchant en vain son gouverneur, courut _ une porte qu'll trouva fermee,
tlrant son epee, iI fit le tour du temple, et arnvant/_ l'entrde que devalt garder Grandchamp, d
appela et 6couta. (183a-188a)
485n.31-2
"'Fly.
lost!"] [translated from ] [paragraph]--Fuyez _ vous &es perdu * s'6cna
Mane. (188a)
485n.34--5
"un
perdu,"] Ton Cmq-Mars est un
perdu. (194b)
485n.38-486n
19 "'Monsieur • . . tempest "'] [translated from.] ]centred heading] "Monsieur le
marquis de Cmq-Mars, ]paragraph] Je vous fais cette lettre pour vous conJurer et prier de rendre/_
ses devoirs notre blen-alm6e fille adoptzve et amle. la pnncesse Mane de Gonzague, que votre
affection d6tourne seule du tr6ne de Pologne helle offert J'al sonde son hme; elle est blen jeune
encore, et fat heu de crotre qu'elle accepteralt la couronne avec morns d'effort et de douleur que
vous ne le pense: peut-_tre. [paragraph] C'est pour elle que vous avez entreprls une guerre qu_ va
mettre/t feu eta sang mon beau etcher royaume de France. je vous conjure et supphe d'aglr en
gentllhomme, et de d6her noblement la duchesse de Mantoue des promesses qu'elle aura pu vous
fatre Rendez aussl le repos h son time et la palx/_ notre cher pays ]paragraph] La relne, qm se jette
vos pleds s'll le faut [m right margin] Anne d'Autnche." ]paragraph] Clnq-Mars remit avec
calme le plstolet sur la table; son premier mouvement avalt talt toumer le canon contre lm-m6me,
cependant il le remit, et, salslssant vite un crayon, 6cnvlt sur le revers de la m6me lettre ]centred
headmg] "Madame, [paragraph] Mane de Gonzague 6tant ma femme, ne peut 6tre reme de
Pologne qu'apr_s ma mort. je meurs [m right margin] Clnq-Mars "' [paragraph] Et comme s'll
n'efit pas voulu se donner un Instant de r6flex_on, la mettant de force dans la mare du coumer
[paragraph]--A cheval ! h cheval! lm dlt-il d'un ton funeux: sl tu demeures un instant de plus, tu es
mort. [paragraph] I1 le vlt partlr et rentra. ]paragraph] Seul avec son ami, il resta un instant
debout, mais p_le, mals l'0eil fixe et regardant la terre comme un msense. I1 se sentit chanceler
[paragraphJ--De Thou! cna-t-d. [paragraph]---Que voulez-vous, aml, chef am1? je SUlSpros de
vous, vous venez d'etre grand, blen gmnd_ sublime _[paragraph]--De Thou' cna-t-fl encore d'une
VOlXhorrible, et il tomba la face contre terre, comme tombe un arbre d6racln6. (198a-b)
486n.30
"'Reign."] [translatedfrom']--Regnez,
dlt-ll d'une VOlXfaible (206b)
-La mar_chale
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REFERRED
TO: 498

--

IBM.. pp. 4t3--64.
Tragddw

tradutte

de Shakespeare

en vers franfat_

Po_mes. Ibid., pp. 305-53.
NOTE: "Molse'" (1826) is referred to, pp. 499-500, and quoted, p. 500, "Eloa, ou, La sceurdes anges
Myst6re" (1824), is referred to, p. 500; and "Le bateau" (first published as "Barcarolle," 1831 __s
quoted, pp. 500-1.
QUOTED: 500,500-I
REFERRED
TO; 498--500
500.8--10
"marching...
Omnipotent."] [translated from '] Marchant vers la terre promise, / Josu6
s'avanqalt pensif, et pfihssant, / Car il 6talt d6ja l'61u du Tout-Pmssant. ("Moise," 312b)
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Souvemrs de servitude militaire et de grandeur mihtalre (1835 ). Ibid.. pp. 5-74.
r_OTE the title page reads. Servnude et grandeur militazres; Bks. I and II are "Souvemrs de servitude
militaxre." and Bk. III is "Souvemrs de grandeur mdltatre." Bk I contains within it the tale,
"Laurette; ou, Le cachet rouge,'" which Is referred to and quoted, pp 489--91 and 494; Bk II
contains "La veillee de Vincennes." which is referred to and quoted, pp 491-2; Bk. II1 contains
"La vie et la mort du capitaine Renaud; ou, La canne de jonc.'" which is reterred to pp 492-3
QUOTED:471,472,489.
490,491,492,494
REFERRED
TO 486,487,488--94
471.35_5
"the
drum,"
. "'drowned
teacher."] [translated from'] La guerre 6talt debout
dans le lyc6e, le tambour 6touffalt a mes orellles la VOlXdes maitres, et la volx mysteneuse des
livres ne nous parlalt qu'un langage frold et p6dantesque (9b)
472.%13
Those
. life. [he says.] would
. unendurable
.] [translated from] C'efit 6t6 1_
assur6ment quatorze ans perdus, sl je n'y eusse exerc6 une observation attentive et persCv6rante.
qm falsatt son profit de tout pour l'aventr. Je dols m6me h la vie de l'arm6e des vues de la nature
humame que jamals je n'eusse pu rechercher autrement que sous I'hablt mlhtatre. I1 y a des scenes
que l'on ne trouve qu'a travers des d6gof_tsqm sera_ent vralment mtol6rables, Slon n'6tait forc6 de
les tol(_rer. (8a- 10a) [elhpsls tndicate6 2-page omission]
472.13-16
Overcome .
writings,] [translated from ] [paragraph] Accabl6 d'un ennui que je
n'attendais pas dans cette vie Sl vwement d6str6e, ce fut alors pour mol une n6cesslt6 que de me
d6rober, dans les nults, au tumulte fatlgant et vain des journ6es militatres: de ces nults, ou
j'agrandis en sdence ce que j'avals requ de savotr de nos 6tudes tumultueuses et pubhques,
sortlrent mes poemes et mes livres, de ces journ6es, d me reste ces souvemrs dont )e rassemble lc_,
autour d'une id6e, les traits pnnclpaux, (10a)
489.37-8
"a little . wheels "] [translated from:] [paragraph] A une ceutame de pas, je vms
dlstmguer clalrement une petite charrette de bols blanc, couverte de trois cercles et d'une tode ctree
notre. Cela ressemblalt a un petit berceau pos_ sur deux roues (t4b)
490.8--9 "'with . . size."] [translated from '] J'avals ordre de tralter cet mdlvldu avec m6nagement;
et ta premiere lettre du Directotre en renfermalt une seconde, scell6e de trois cachets rouges, au
miheu desquels iI y en avait un d6mesur6 (16a)
490.13
"trusted . . press,"] [translatedfrom:] J'al cru a leur libert6 de la presse )(19a)
490.27-9
"that moment,"...
"has. . chain "'] [translatedJrom "]Mals ce moment a dure pour mol
jusqu'au jour ou nous sommes, etje le traineral toute ma vie comme un boulet (21a}
490.2%30
"I felt.
. her "] [translated from ] [paragraph] De ce moment-l_t.)e devms aussl tnste
qu'elle, et je sentls quelque chose en mol. qm me dlsalt. Reste devant elle)usqu'a latin de tes
)ours, et garde-la, je l'al fair (22b)
490.31-2
"I turned. . me."] [translated from:] Je leur tournal le dos, et je la gardal avec mol (22b)
491.14--19
"thought themselves,"
. dishonoured
seated ] [translated from:] [paragraph] 11
est vral que ces braves soldats, pns dans l'arm6e parml l'611te de l'6hte, se croyalent d6shonores
pour la plus 16g_re faute [paragraph]--Allez,
vous _tes tous des puritams de l'honneur, lm dls-.je
en lul frappant sur l'6paule. [paragraph] I1salua et se rettra vers la caserne oh etalt son logement.
puls, avec une innocence de moeurs pamcuh_re h l'honn6te race des soldats, d revmt apportant du
chenev_s, dans le creux de ses mares, hune poule qm 6levant ses douze poUSSlnSsous le vleux canon
de bronze oh nous 6tions assls. (28a-b)
492.%14
"How poor," ,. are... Provldence!] [translatedfrom:] [paragraph]_omblen
de lois,
dls-je, ce vleux soldat vaut-fl rmeux, avec sa r6slgnatlon, que nous autres, jeunes officlers, avec
nos ambitions folles! Cela nous donna a penser [paragraph}--Ore. je crols blen. contmuai-je, en
passant le peut pont qm fut lev6 apr_s nous, je crols que ce qu'il y a de plus pur darts nos temps c'est
l'_ne d'un soldat pareil, scrupuleux sur son honneur et le croyant souilt6 par la molndre tache
d'mdlsclpllne ou de n6gligence; sans ambition, sans vamt6, sans luxe, toujours esclave et toujours
tier et content de sa Servitude, n'ayant de cher dans sa vie qu'un souvenir de reconnaissance
[paragraph]--Et
croyant que la Providence ales yeux sur lui ) me dlt Tlmol6on. d'un mr
profondCment frapp6 et me quittant pour se rettrer chez Ira. (40b)
492.2t-3
"I thought,"...
"of... quickly."] [translated from. ] [paragraph] Je pensal _ la famille
du pauvre adjutant. Mals j'y pensais seul En g6n6ral, quand les pnnces passent quelque part, ils
passent trop rite. (43b)
494.3-4
"carry out." . . "'the. . consequences,"] [translated from ] Or. durant quatorze annees
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que j'al v6cu dans l'arm6e, ce n'est qu'en elle, et surtout darts les tangs d6daign6s et pauvres de
l'lnfantene, que j'ai retrouv6 ces hommes de caractere antique, poussant le sentiment du devoir
jusqu'h ses dernleres cons6quences, n'ayant ni remords de l'ob6issance ni honte de la pauvrete,
simples de m0eurs et de langage, tiers de la glotre du pays et lnsouctants de la ieur propre,
s'enfermant avec plalslr darts leur obscurit6, et partageant avec tes malheureux le pain nolr qu'lls
payent de leur sang. (24b)

Stello : ou, Les diables bleus (blue devils) ( 1831 ). Ibid., pp. 225-303.
NOTE: on the title page, above Stello, appears "Les consultanons du Docteur-Noir."
QUOTED: 497
REFERREDTO. 486,487,488,494--7,498
497 13--19 Because
. . present:] [translated from'] [paragraph]--Je
crois en tool. parce queje
sens au fond de mon c0eur une puissance secr6te, Invisible et lnd6timssable, route pareille hun
pressentiment de l'avemr eta une r6vdatlon des causes myst6neuses du temps pr6sent Je crols en
tool, parce qu'il n'est dans la nature aucune beaut6, aucune grandeur, aucune harmonle qui ne me
cause un fnsson proph6tique, qul ne porte l'6monon profonde dans mes entrailles, et ne gonfle rues
paupi6res par des larmes tomes divines et inexphcables Je crols fermement en une vocanon
ineffable qui m'est donn6e, etj'y crols, h cause de la pin6 sans bomes que m'lnspirent les hommes,
rues compagnons en mis_re, et anssi _ cause du d6slr que je me sens de leur tendre la main et de les
_lever sans cesse par des paroles de commiseration et d'amour. (232b) [Mill moves Vzgn3 '_ first
sentence to third place tn his translation]
VILLIERS. CHARLES PELHAM. Referred

to: 79 (78),

129 (128),

131 (130).

132

VILLIERS, GEORGE. The Rehearsal.
London: Dring, 1672
QUOTED: 397
397 9 "because he dare "'] I drank, I huff, I strut, look big and stare: ; And all this I can do, because 1
dare. (38)
VILLIERS, GEORGr WILLIAM FREDERICK (4th Earl of Clarendon).
132
VILL1ERS, THOMAS HYDE Referred

to: 79 (78),

131 (130L

Referred

to: 131 (130),

132

VIRGIL (Publius Virgilius Maro).
NOTE. the reference is to Virgil as "'a second-hand Homer ""
REFERREDTO: 532
Aeneid.
In Virgil (Latin and English).
Trans. H. Rushton Fairclough.
2 vols.
London: Heinemann;
New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1922, Vol. I, pp. 240-570
(Bks.
I-VI), and Vol. I1, pp. 2-364 (Bks. VII-XII).
NOTE: this ed. cited for ease of reference. The reference at p. 532 is to the story, of D,do.
QUOTED. 81 (80), 103 (102)
REFERREDTO. 15 (14), 532, 560, 586
81.20
haud passibus cequts] haec fatus latos umeros sublectaque colla / veste super fulvique
lnsternor pelle leonls, / succedoque onerl; dextrae se parvus lulus / lmphcuit seqmturque patrem
non passibus aequis. / pone subit coniunx. (1, 342; II, 721-5)
103.29
quorum pars magnafui] "Infandum, regina, lubes renovate dolorem, / Troianas ut opes et
lamentabile regnum / eruennt Danal, quaeque lpse imsemma vidl / et quorum pars magna ful (I,
294; II, 3--6)
---

Bucohcs.

See Eclogues.

Eclogues.
In Virgil (Latin and English).
Trans. H. Rushton Fairclough.
2 vols.
London: Heinemann;
New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1922, Vol. 1, pp. 2-76.
NOTE: tlused, cltedforeaseofreference
Mill refers to the Eclogues under thelr other tltle, Bucohc_
REFERREDTO: 15 (14), 560
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Georgics. Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 80-236.
NOTE: thised, cited forease of reference.
REFERREDTO 532,572

VOLTAIRE, FRAN(_OIS MARIE AROUET.
NOTE' the reference at p. 487 is to Voltalre's tragedms; that at p 570 ts to his dramas.
REFERREDTO: 59 (58), 119 (118), 213 (212), 320-1,372,487,487n,
570
Dictionnaire
philosophique
(1764).
NOTE: the reference being general, no ed. is cited; It appears as Vols. XXXIII-XXXVIII
compldtes, 66 vols. (Pans: Renouard, 1817-25), which ts m SC
REFERRED
TO: 110
--

m tZEuvre_

Essais sur les mceurs et l'esprit des natiom, et sur les prmczpaux faits de l'htstolre,
depuis Charlemagne
jusqu' d_Louis XIII (1756). In _.uvres compldte_. Vols. XIIt-XVI.
REFERREDTO: 569

-La pucelle d' Orldans
REFERREDTO: 320

(1755).

lbid.,

WAKEFIELD, EDWARD GIBBON. Referred

Vol. IX.

to: 225 (224)

WALLACE, WILLIAM.
NOTE: the reference at p. 566 is to an unidentified treatise on Ingonometr 3,
REFERREDTO. 21, 566
--"Conic
Sections,"
(+ 92 figures).
REFERREDTO: 563, 566
-"Fluxions,"
REFERREDTO: 566
--"Geometry,"
REFERREDTO. 562

Encyclopaedta

Edinburgh

ibid.,

Britannica,

Encyclopaedia,

4th ed. (1810),

Vol. IX, Pt. 2. pp

V ol. V1, pp

519-48

382-467.

Vol. X, Pt. l, pp. 185-240.

WALPOLE, SPENCER HORATIO. Referred
WARBURTON, HENRY. Referred

to: 278

to: 203

WARE, WILLIAM. Letters of Lucius Manlius Ptso from Palmyra, to His Frtend, Marcus
Curtius, at Rome. Now First Translated and Published.
2 vols. New York and Boston'
Francis, 1837.
REVIEWED:431-61
QUOTED: 440,440--1,441--2,444,444-5,445.
446,446-7,448-9,
44-9,449--50,450,450-1,451,
451--7,457--8
440.1
The city] [no paragraph] Flanked by halls of considerable elevation on the East, the city (1.
21)
440.1
plain as] plain below as (I. 21)
440.2
South. It] South. This Immense plato was all one vast and boundless c_ty. It (1, 21 )
440.2
Rome..
. The] Rome Yet I knew very well that it could not be---that Itwas not. And It was
some time before I understood the true character of the scene before me, so as to separate the c_ty
from the country, and the country from the oty, which here wonderfully interpenetrate each other,
and so confound and deceive the observer. For the (I, 21-2)
440.7
city. I] city. Those which lay before me I was ready to beheve were the Elysmn Fields. I (I. 22)
440.8 gods They] gods. Certainly they (I, 22)
440.9 earthborn. The] earth-born. There was a central point, however, which chiefl) fixed my
attention, where the (I, 22)
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440 11 boast. On] boast [3-sentence omtsston] On (I, 22)
440.13
describe--all, as] describe These buildings, as (I, 22)
,140.14 city, either] city, being all either (I, 22)
440.1,#-15
and everywhere] and being every where (I, 23)
440.15
interspersed with] interspersed, as I have already said, with (I, 23)
440.15-16
palm-trees A flood] palm trees, perfectly filled and sansfied my sense of beauty., and
made me feel for the moment, as ifm such a scene 1should love to dwell, and there end my days
[1-page omission] This rendered every, object so much the more beautiful, for a flood (I, 23.24)
,140.18 gorgeousness agreeing] gorgeousness altogether beyond any thing I ever saw before, and
agreemg (I, 241
_40.18
magnificence..
Not] magmficence. It was seen under the right aspect. Not (I, 24)
440.24
were magnificent] were particularly magnificent (1, 24)
440.28-9
entered.
. . [paragraph] [hne space added in thts edition] Everything] entered. [elhpsts
indicates 29-page omiss,on] [no paragraph] Then every thing (I, 24, 53 I
440.29
Everything bears a] [noparagraph] Then every thing wears a (I, 53)
440 32 gay: the] gay. The (I. 53)
440.35
merchants Then]merchants----altogetherpresentamorebrilliantassemblageofobjectsthan
I suppose any other city can boast Then (I, 53)
440.40--1
conceive this] conceive. I say, th_s (I, 53)
440.46
Upon] [no paragraph] Upon fl. 54)
441.16
them. Here] them, and pursuing their various avocations, for which this budding offers a
common and convement ground. Here (I. 55)
441.42
lulled] dulled (I, 59) [treated as _pographical error in thts ed. ]
44 1 43--4 toil
. [paragraph] "We] toil ' [paragraph] So saying, and pausing a moment only to
gwe some necessary dlrecUons to the pupils, who were stationed at their tasks throughout the long
apartment, telling them to wait for the show till it should pass by the shop, and not think to imitate
their master m all his ways---saying these things in a half earnest and half playful manner--we
crossed the street, and soon reached the level roof, well protected by a marble breastwork, of the
building he had pointed out. [paragraph] 'We (I, 59)
442.5 diamonds. As] diamonds. [3-sentence omtssion] As (I. 60)
442.6 escort, we returned] escort, then we again changed our position, and returned {I, 60)
442 21 towards] toward (1, 61)
442.23
cannot, even at this time, speak] cannot, at this time. even speak (I, 61 )
442.24
manners] manner (I, 61)
442 39--40 countenance! But] countenance! What a clear and far-sighted spirit looks out of those
eyes! But (I. 62)
444.1-2
"'Why .. hazard.,
for] [paragraph] 'But,' said Julia, in her soft persuaswe voice whose
very tones were enough to change the harshest sentiment to mustc, "why.
. hazard the certain
good we now enjoy .... for what at best is but (I, 93)
444 5 "Julia. as] 'Juha,' replied the queen. "as (I, 93)
444.27
Cicero Let]Cicero Itwasbutmanotherway.
Allgreatnesslsbornofamb_tmn.
Let(II,26)
444.32
hmits] limit (II, 27)
444 39--40 and my remoter] and remoter (I1.27)
445 5 friends---it] friends. It (II, 28)
445.13
seat--I] seat. I (II, 28)
445.31
"to] Itwasto(l,
138)
445.38
now,] Zabdas now (I, 139)
4-46.1 in] For, m (1, 139)
4,16.28 hers] her's (I. 141)
446.43
was] were (I, 142)
447.8
afterwards] afterward (I, 142)
447.28
skulking] sulkily (I, 143)
447.34
apprehension] apprehensions (I, 143)
448.12
"Ye . . doubtless, [says Isaac,] of] [no paragraph] Ye . . doubtless, of (I1, 45)
448.34
into dust] into the dust (II, 46)
449.10
"Roman. [says she,] I] [noparagraph] Roman, I (II, 32)
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449.12
since the day] since that day (I1.32)
449.14
kingdom
. . How] kingdom. ]ellipsis rod:cares 7-sentence ornisswnl How (11, 32-31
449.16
for the country] for their country (1I, 33)
449.18
steady] ready (II, 33)
449.20-1
unity?
The] unity? [Mill moves back I page. continuing with material that precedes
the beginning of this quotation, and omitting one mtervemng sentence] The (II, 33, 32)
449.21
thrones. It] thrones But the seat Is not without its thorns It (ll, 32)
449.22
or with] or charged with (I1, 32)
449.30
returned, [says Plso to his correspondent,] from] returned from (II, 39)
450.14
if, indeed, it was to] if it was-indeed to (II, 41 )
450,18
opening into] opemng on into (l[, 41 )
450.28
Hormlsdas,"] Hormlsdas, is that upon which I and my people dwell ' (II. 33)
450.34
city was] city itself was (II, 75)
450.36
army..
. The] army. There we stood, joined by others, awamng her arrival--for she had
not yet left the palace. We had not stood long, before the (II, 75)
450 40 horse She] horse, advancing at her usual speed toward the pavlhon She (II, 75
450.42-3
empire
[paragraph] The] empire [ellipsis indicates 5-sentence omission tmcludmg
afull paragraph)] The (II. 75)
450.43
[paragraph] The object] [no paragraph[ The object IIf, 75J
451.3 profusion over all ItS] profusion all over its (If. 76)
451.12-13
steel..
[paragraph] No] steel. [elhps:s tndwates 2-paragraph omission] [paragraph[
No {If, 76-7)
451.24
all: "'Long] all 'Long (11.78)
451.36
entered the tent [it is Zenobla's secretary, who speaks] the] entered, the (II, 165)
451.37
of the army] of his army (II, 165-6)
451 43 of] if(If, 166)
452.34
different. Then there could] different There then could tlI, 168)
452.36
Gallienus and Balista] Galhenus, Ballsta (II, 168)
452.45
not only of Palmyra, but] not of Palmyra only, but (I1, 168)
453.8
all: it] all. It (II. 169)
453.22
that beat] that which beat {II, 169)
453.26
known through the whole world] known throughout the world (II, 170)
454.40
me; I] me. I (II. 172)
454.47
her's] hers (1I, 173) [treated as _.pographwa/error in thts ed.]
455.2
swell] dilate (II, 173)
455.14
ears; and] ears. And (II, 174)
455.25
ears] ear(II, 174)
456 23 that] who (II, 176)
456.38
plains---it] pitons. It (II, 177)
456.45
were] are (II, 177)
458.3 Emperor] conqueror (II, 246)
458.6 in] wlth(II. 246)
458.44
crossed] coursed (II, 248)

WARREN, JOSIAH. Equitable Commerce: A New Development
of Principles. as Substttutes
for Laws and Governments,
for the Harmomous
Adjustment
and Regulanon
of the
Pecuniary, Intellectual,
and Moral Intercourse
of Manktnd
Proposed as Elements of
New Socieo'. Ed. Stephen Pearl Andrews. New York: Fowlers and Wells, 1852.
NOTE: this tS an expanded version of a work first issued in 1846, the page reference given Is
illustrauve, the phrase appeanng frequently m the Warrenites' pubhcanons. It also appears, for
example, m a paper that Mill likely read. William Pare, "On 'Equitable Villages' m Amenca", see
Report of the Twen_-fifth Meeting of the Brmsh Assoctanon for the Advancement of Science
(London: Murray, 1856), p. 184 (Statistical Section).
QUOTED:260
REFERRED'I'O:261
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260.31-2
"the Sovereignty of the Individual,"] It [the true basis for society] is FREEDOM to differ
in all things, or the SOVEREIGNTY OF EVERY INDIVIDUAL. (26)
WATSON, ROBERT. The Histor 3' of the Reign of Philip I1, Kmg of Spain. 2 vols. London:
Strahan and Cadell; Edinburgh:
Balfour and Creech, 1777.
NOTE. at p. 11 (10) Mill refers specifically to the defence of the Knights of Malta (Vol. l, pp. 127-60.
Bk. VI), and to the defence of the revolted provinces of the Netherlands (see esp. Vol. I, p.
271-Vol If, p. 72: Bks. X-XIV)
REFERREDTO: 11 (10), 17 (16), 554,583
--

and WILLIAM THOMSON. The History of the Reign of Phihp IlI, Kmg of Spain.
London: Robinson,
et al., 1783.
NOTE the first four books are by Watson; the final two by Thomson. The 2nd ed . 2 vols (London:
Robinson, et al., 1786), is in SC.
REFERREDTO. 11 (10), 17 (16), 554, 583

WEBER, KARL MARIA VON. Referred

to: 149 (148)

Oberon: or, The Elf-King's
Oath.
NOTE. the opera, first performed in England at Covent Garden on 12 Apr., 1826, was published
(libretto by James Robinson Planch6) London: Hunt and Clarke, 1826.
REFERREDTO: 149 (148)
WELLESLEY, ARTHUR (Duke of Wellington).
NOTE; the reference is m a quotation from Jeffrey's "Madame de Stael," q.v
REFERREDTO 317
WELLINGTON, DUKE OF. See Wellesley.
WEST, JOHN. Elements of Mathematics.
Comprehending
suration, Spherics. Illustrated
with 30 copper-plates.
burgh: Creech; London: Longman,
et al., 1784
REFERRED
TO: 559-60

Geomet_', Comc Sections,
For the Use of Schools.

MenEdin-

The Westminster
Review. Referred to: 93-103 (92-102),
110, 115 (114), 121 (120), 123
(122), 132, 135 (134L 137 (136), 207 (206), 209 (208), 227 (226), 234n, 264,268,
271. 588: see also London Review.
WHATELY, RICHARD. Elements of Logic. Comprismg
the Substance
of the Article in the
Encyclopaedia
Metropolitana:
with Additions,
etc'. London: Mawman,
1826.
NOTE: in SC. First appeared in the Encyclopaedia Metropohtana (complete version, 1845), Vol. I
(also identified as "'Pure Sciences. Vol. 1"), pp. 193--240.
REFERREDTO: 99n. 125 (124), 189 (188), 231
WHEWELL, WILLIAM.
NOTE: the references are generally to Whewell's writings up to 1843.
REFERREDTO. 231 (230)
-History. of the Inductive Sciences. 3 vols. London: Parker, 1837.
NOTE' the 3rd ed., 3 vols. (London: Parker and Son, 1857), formerly in SC
REFERREDTO: 215-17 (214--16)
Of Induction,
with Especial
London: Parker, 1849.
NOTE: Mill gives the date of pubhcauon
REFEm_tEOTO: 231 (230)
--

Reference

to Mr. J. Stuart

Mill's

System

of Logic.

as 1850.

The Philosophy
of the Inductive
London: Parker, 1840.
REFERREDTO: 231 (230)

Sciences,

Founded

upon

Their History.

2 vols.
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WHITE, JOSEPH BLANCO. "Godoy, Prince of the Peace,'"
Ill & XXV (Apr., 1836), 28-60.
REFERREDTO. 600

London and Westminster

Revtew,

WIGHT, THOMAS. A History of the Rise and Progress of the People Called Quakers zn
Ireland, from the Year 1653 to 1700. And A Treatise of the Chrzsttan Dzsctphne
Exercised among the SaM People. By John Rutt3" Dubhn. Jackson. 1751.
REFERRED
TO; I 1 (10), 555
WILBERFORCE, SAMUEL. Referred to:

131 (130)

WILKES, CHARLES.
NOTE. the reference is to the officer of the Umted States who seized *'the Southern envoys on board a
Briush vessel."
REFERgEO
TO 267--8
WILLIAM OF MALMESBURY. Gesta regum anglorum, atque htstoria novella Ed Thomas
Duffus Hardy. 2 vols. London: English Historical Society, 1840.
NOTE: the reference, which ultimately derives from Hume, _s m a quotation from Macaula) that also
includes (m the footnote quoted by Mill) the quotation from Wllham of Malmesbury
QUOTED 527n
REFERRED
TO: 527
527n.4 "'Infarnias] lnde mentojureque culpant eum hterae, nam caeteras mfamm.', (1,236,11,148)
WILSON, JOHN ("Christopher
North").
NOTE. see also Blackwood's Magazme The reference derives from Tennyson's "To Christopher
North."
REFERRED
TO' 416n
-"Christopher
in His Cave,"
NOTE' tile identification is mferentml
REFERRED
TO: 505
--"Tennyson's
Poems,"
REFERRED
TO. 397, 398,416n

Blackwood's

Blackwood's

Magazine,

Magazme.

XLIV (Aug.,

1838), 268-84

XXXI (May. 1832), 721-41.

WINDHAM, WILLIAM.
NOTE. the reference is m a quotation from Jeffrey's "Madame de StaelY q v
REFERRED
TO: 317
WINTER, PETER VON. 11 ratto di Proserpma.
NOTE. the reference is to the aria "Paga fur' (II, 1). First performed m England at the King's Theatre,
Haymarket, 3 May, 1804, pubhshed (libretto by Lorenzo da Ponte) London da Ponte. 1804
REFERREDTO. 351
WOLLASTON, WILLIAM HYDE.
NOTE: the reference is m a quotation from Wdham Bridges Adams
REFERREDTO: 386
WORDSWORTH, WILLIAM.
NOTE. the reference at p. 303 ts s_mply to the "'Lake poets"" that at p, 324 _s to the "'poets of the
Wordsworth school "
REFERREDTO: 149-53 (148-52), 163 (162), 303, 324,358--60,398,467,487.
519
--

"Essay, Supplementary
to the Preface." In Poetical Works (q.r.). Vol. I1, pp.
357-91.
NOTE: the verses quoted at p 365n appeared first m tfils "'Essay" (m Poems. 1815), the.,, later
appeared in The Prelude (London. Moxon, 1850), p. 153 (Bk VI. 11 23-5)
QUOTED; 365n, 496
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365n.7 Past and future] "'--Past and future, (II. 390) [ Wordsworth is quonng himself from a then
unpubhshed MS]
365n.9
knowledge,] knowledge--"
(t, 3741
The Excursion, Bemg a Portion of The Recluse, a Poem. London: Longman, Hurst,
Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1814.
NOTE: though the reference at p. 151 (150_ IS almost certainly to this (first) ed , specific otatlon Is of
the version m Poencal Works (q. v ), for consistency of reference The first reference at p. 428 is m
a quotation from Helps,
QUOTED: 594
REFERREDTO. 151 (150). 428
594.28
"The . . divine;"] Oh! many are the Poets that are sown ,' By Nature; Men endowd w_th
highest gifts, / The. . &vine, / Yet wanting the accomphshment of Verse ,' (Which, in the docile
season of their youth, / It was denied them to acquire, through lack / Of culture and the mspmng aid
of books, / Or haply by a temper too severe, / Or a race backwardness afraid of shame): / Nor
having e'er. as life advanced, been led / By ctreumstance to take unto the height / The measure of
themselves, these favour'd Beings. / All but a scattered few, hve out their nme, / Husbanding that
which they possess within. / And go to the grave, unthought of (V, 6-7: I, 76-90)
--

--

"Hail, Zaragoza."
In Poettcal Works ( q. v. ), Vol. III, p. 174.
NOTE: this sonnet, m this ed, is no XVI of"Sonnets De&cared to Liberty, Second Part", m Poems
(1815). it is no XIV (Vol II, p 240)
REFERREDTO: 467

"'Ode. lnttmattons
Vol. IV, pp. 346-55.
REFERREDTO 153 (152)

of Immortality

from Recollections

of Early Childhood."

Ibid.,

--

Poems by Wilham Wordsworth,
Including Lyrical Ballads, and the Miscellaneous
Pieces by the Author. With Addttional
Poems. a New Preface, and a Supplementary
Essay. 2 vols. London: Longman,
Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1815.
NOTE: another vol., Poems by Wilham Wordsworth. lncludmg The Rtver Duddon, Vaudracour and
Juha. Peter Bell. The Waggoner, A Thanksgiving Ode; and MJscellaneous Pieces. was added, as
Yol. III, In 1820,
REFERREDTO: 151-3 (150--2_

--

The Poetical
Works of V_Tlham Wordsworth.
5 vols. London. Longman,
Rees,
Orme, Brown, and Green. 1827.
NOTE. this ed.. which is m SC, is used for consistency of reference wherever possible All references
to these volumes are given under the poems or essays specifically cRed For other volumes referred
to by Mill, see Poems ( 1815), The Excursion, and "The Vaudms.'"

--

"Preface to the Second Edition of the Lyrical Ballads." In Poetical Works (q. v. ),
Vol. IV, pp. 357-89.
NOTE: thls ed. used for conststency of reference The Preface first appeared in the 2nd ed. of Lyrwal
Ballads, 2 vols (London. Longman and Rees, 1800), but Mill's wording at p. 344 indicates that he
is using a later version. The quotanon at p 417 g_ves the sense but not the exact language of the
passage ctted.
QUOTED. 417
REFERREDTO: 151 (150), 344,358,362n
"Resolution
and Independence."
Ibid., Vol. I1, pp. 125-31.
QUOTED: 494
494.26-7
the.., soul, who..
pride] I thought of Chatterton, the .. Soul that... Pride; / Of Him
who walked m glory and in joy / Following his plough, along the mountain-side. / By our own
sprats are we deified: / We Poets in our youth begin m gladness; / But thereof comes in the end
despondency and madness. (II, 127; 44-50)
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Sonnet XXXIV, "After Thought,"
The River Duddon. IBM., Vol IV, p 156.
NOTE: Sonnet XXXII1, "Conclusion," m Poems tq.v.), Vol III, p 35. In Poencal gorks the whole
sonnet is in italics

QUOTED,

594

594.30
"To feel . . know "] Enough, if something from our hand_ have power <'To hve, and act.
and serve the future hour; / And If, as tow'rd the silent tomb we go. / Through love, through hope.
and fatth's transcendent dower, / We feel
. know (IV. 156, 10-14)
--"To
B. R. Haydon, Esq." ("Miscellaneous
Sonnets, Part First,'" Sonnet XLII).
Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 296.
NOTE. the same words are quoted m both places, the hrst time w_thout quotaUon marks
QUOTED 343, 355
343 11 the instrument of words] High is our calhng, Frlend'_reatwe
An ' (Whether the instrument of words she use. / Or pencil pregnant with ethereal hues,), Demands the service of a mind
and heart, / Though sensmve, yet, m their weakest part, / Heroically fashioned--to infuse Faith m
the whispers of the lonely Muse,, While the whole world seems adverse to desert (I1. 296: 1-8)
--"The
Vaudois.'" In YarrowRevlsited,
and Other Poems London: Longman, Rees,
Orme, Brown, Green, and Longman, and Moxon. 1835.
NOTE; In SC. The sonnet (which is not in Poetwal Worl_, 1827) was later included m collections of
Wordsworth" s Ecclestasncal Sonnets
REFERRED
TO: 467
XENOPHON. The Anabasis of Cyrus. In Hellenica, Anabasts.
Symposium,
and Apolog 3 .
Trans. Carleton L. Brownson and O. J. Todd. 3 vols. London: Hememann: NeT, York:
Putnam's
Sons, 1918, t921, 1922, Vol. II, pp. 229--493, and Vol II1, pp 1-371
NOTE. a 9-vol ed. of Xenophon's works, ed Thomas Hutchinson tGlasgow. Fouhs, 1768), was
formerly m SC.
REFERREDTO.9 (8), 552-3
--

Cyropaedia.
Trans.
Macmillan,
1914.

Walter

Mtller.

2 vols

London:

Heinemann;

NeT, York:

NOTE: see Xenophon, Anabasis, above
REFERRED
TO: 9 (8), 553
--

Hellemcs.
In Hellenica,
Anabasts,
pp. 1-227.
NOTE: see Xenophon, Anabasts, above
REFERREDTO. 15 (14), 561

--

Memorabilia.

In Memorabilia

Symposium,

and Oeconomwus.

and Apology,

Vol. I and Vol

Trans. E C, Marchant.

II,

London

Helnemann;
New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1923, pp 1-525
NOTE: also referred to as Memorials of Socrates. See Xenophon. Anabasts, above The reference at
p 49 (48) is to the "Choice of Hercules" (Prodlcus' essay, "'On Heracles," as given by Xenophon.
Bk II, chap. i. 11 21-34).
REFERREDTO: 9 (8), 24n, 49 (48). 553
--

Memorials

of Socrates.

YORK, DUKE OF. See Frederick

See the preceding

entry.

Augustus.

YOUNG, ARTHUR. Travels during the Years 1787, 1788, and 1789 Undertaken More
Parncularly
wtth a View of Ascertaining
the Culnvation,
Wealth, Resources,
and
Natural Prosperi_.', of the Kingdom of France. 2 vols. Bury St. Edmunds: Rtchardson,
1792, 1794.
REFERRED
TO: 571
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YOUNG, R. E. (Mrs.).
Views m the Pyrenees:
with Descriptions
by the Author of the
Sketches. London: the author, et al., 1831.
NOTE. the work, dedicated to the Duchess of Kent, contains thirty-two pages of text and ten plates
engraved by Edward Fmden, drawn by Henry Gastmeau trios I. II1. IV, VI, IX, and X). David
Cox (II), Young herself (V and VII), and P. H Rogers (VIII), from sketches by Young (actually no
sketch is mentioned on plate VI). The text is divided into two "numbers" tthough the pagination is
continuous 7, m the first of which are included "General Survey of the Pyrenees," and "Bagn6res de
Bigorre, and the Valley of Campan," and m the second. "'The Pass of Tourmalet. with Bar_ges and
Its Environs "'
REVIEWED:393
ZENO. Referred

to: 337,532

ZENOB1A.
NOTE"some references at pp. 438-9 are m quotations from Gibbon and Polho, one at p 457 is also m
a quotauon from Gibbon.
REFERRED
TO 435,438-9,445.
457,458-9,460

PARLIAMENTARY

PAPERS AND PETITIONS

"Peution of the Merchants of London,"
Journals of the House of Commons, LXXV, 410
(6 July, 1820).
NOTE: presented on 6 July, the peution was referred to the Select Committee on Foreign Trade on
10 July, 1820 (see ibtd., p 435l.
REFERREDTO.101-3 (100-21
"A Bill to Promote the Observance
of the Lord's Day," 7 William IV (4 May, 1837),
Parliamentar)'
Papers, 1837, III, 351-60.
NOTE. the reference Is to Roebuck's losing his parliamentary seat for Bath m 1837 because of his
opposition to Sabbatarlan bills, of which the one cited was the most recent. He spoke against this
bdl on its Second Reading (moved by Sir Andrew Agnew) on 7 June, 1837 (see Parhamentam
Debates, 3rd ser . Vol 38, cols. 1229-34). Slmdar bills had been presented on 20 Mar,, 1833 (see
Parliamentary Papers. 1833, III, 561-72), l l Apr and 8 May. 1834 (ibzd., 1834, Vol. IV, pp
1-11, and 13-20), and 21 Apr , 1836 (tbtd., 1836, Vol. IV, pp 405-t4L
REFERRED
TO" 158
"Report on the Affairs of British North America, from the Earl of Durham," Parliamentam'
Papers, 1839, XVII. 1-690.
NOTE. better known as the Durham Report. See also Lambton. Buller. and Wakefield
REFERRED
TO: 223-5 (2241
"A Bill Further to Amend the Laws Relating to the Representation
of the People in England
and Wales,"
17 Victoria ( 16 Feb., 1854), Parliamentar3'
Papers. 1854. V, 375-418.
NO'rE: the Bill was not enacted ThereferencelstoMill'shavingfirstdraftedThoughtsonParhamentary Reform "'on the occasion of one of the abortwe Reform Bills."
REFERREDTO; 261
"A Bill to Amend the Laws Relating to the Representation
of the People in England and
Wales, and to Facilitate the Registration and Voting of Electors," 22 Vtctoria (28 Feb.,
1859), Parliamentary
Papers, 1859 (Session 1), II, 649-715.
NOTE: the Bill was not enacted.
aEFERREDTO. 261
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"A Bill to Extend the Right of Voting at Electrons of Members of Parliament in England
Wales," 29 Victoria (13 Mar., 1866), Parliamenta O' Papers, 1866, V, 87-100.
NOTE. the Bill ("Gladstone's Reform Bill") was not enacted
REFERRED
TO: 275. 278

and

"A Bill Further to Amend the Law Relating to the Tenure and Improvement
of Land m
Ireland," 29 Victoria (30 Apr., 1866), Parliamentao'
Papers, 1866. V. 353-64.
NOTE: the Bill, to wbach Mill refers at p 280 as Fortescue's Bill, was not enacted See also J S Mill,
Speech on the Tenure and Improvement of Land (Ireland) Bill
REFERREDTO: 279,280
"Petition for Extension [of the Elective Franchise] to All Householders
of Sex" (Public Petition no. 8501, presented 7 July, 1866), Reports
on Public Petzttons, 1866, p. 697, and Appendix,
p 305
NOTE presented by Mill to the House of Commons
REFERRED
TO; 285
"A Bill for the Amendment
of the Law Relating to Extradition,"
1866), Parliamentao'
Papers, 1866. III, 39--42.
NOTE. the Bill was not enacted.
REFERRED
TO; 283

without Distinction
of Select Commtttee

29 8:30 Victoria

(26 July,

"First Report from the Select Committee
on Metropolitan
Local Government.
etc.,'"
Parliamentao'
Papers, 1866, XIII, 171-315. "Second Report," ibM., XII1, 317-713.
REFERREDTO: 276
"A Bill to Promote the Improvement
(18 Feb., 1867), Parliamentary
NOTE: the Bill was not enacted
REFERREDTO: 279

of Land by Occupying Tenants in Ireland,"
Papers, 1867, VI, 385-98.

30 Vmtoria

"A Bill for the Better and More Effectually
Securing the Use of Certain Royal Parks and
Gardens for the Enjoyment
and Recreation
of Her Majesty's Subjects,"
30 Victoria
(3 May, 1867), Parliamenta_'
Papers, 1867, IV, 63-6.
NOTE: the Bill was not enacted
REFERRED
TO: 279
"Report from the Select Committee
on Extradmon"
together with the Proceedings
of the
Committee,
Minutes of Evidence.
and Appendix,"
Parhamenm_,
Paper_. 1867_8,
VII, 129-336.
REFERRED
TO: 283

STATUTES
BRITISH
37 Geo. III, c. 123. See 57 Geo. III, c. 19.
52 Geo. II/, c. 104. See 57 Geo. III. c. 19
57 Geo. III, c. 19. An Act for the More Effectually
Preventing
Se&tious Meetings and
Assemblies
(31 Mar., 1817).
NOTE: the reference is specifically to §25, concerning unlawful oaths and engagements, which cites
37 Geo. II1. c. 123, An Act for More Effectually Preventing the Adn'nmstenng or Taking of
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Unlawful Oaths (19 July. 1797), and 52 Geo. III, c. 104, An Act to Render More Effectual an Act,
Passed in the Thu'ty Scventh Year of His Present Majesty, for Preventing the Admlmstcnng or
Taking Unlawful Oaths (9 July. 1812 ).
REFERRED
TO. 600-]
60 Gcorge III & 1 Georgc IV, c. 1. An Act to Prevent the Training of Persons to the Use of
Arms, and to the Pracncc of Mihtary Evolutions and Exercise (11 Dec., 1819).
NOTE. the reference Is to the "Six Acts," of which the above was the first.
REFERRED

TO.

101 (100)

60 George III & 1 George
Disturbed Countics. to
ous to the Public Pcacc;
(18 Dec., 1819).
NOTE. thc reference _s to the
REFERRED

TO:

101

IV, c, 2. An Act to Authorise Justices of the Peace, in Certain
Seize and Detain Arms Collcctcd or Kept for Purposes Dangerto Continue m Force until the Twenty Fifth Day of March 1822
"S_x Acts," of which the above was the second.

(100)

60 George IIl& 1 Gcorge IV, c. 4. An Act to Prevcnt Delay in the Administration
in Cases of Misdemeanor
(23 Dec., 1819).
NOTE"the reference ISto the "Six Acts.'" of which the abovc was thc third
REFERRED
TO 101 (100)
60 George HI & 1 George IV, c. 6. An Act
Meetings
and Assemblies;
to Continue
Parliament Next after Five Years from the
NOTE the reference is to the "Six Acts," of which
REFERREDTO: 101 (I00)

of Jusncc

for More Effectually
Preventing Sediuous
in Forec until the End of the Scssion of
Passing of the Act (24 Dec., 1819).
the above was the fourth.

60 George III&
1 George IV, c 8. An Act for the More Effectual
Punishment
of Blasphemous
and Seditious Libels (30 Dec., 1819).
NOTE: the reference is to the "Six Acts,'" of which the above was the fifth.
REFERREDTO: 101 (100)

Prevention

and

60 George II1 & l George IV, c. 9. An Act to Subject Certain Publications
to the Duties of
Stamps upon Newspapers,
and to Make Other Regulations for Restraimng the Abuses
Arising from the Publication
of Blasphemous
and Seditious Libels (30 Dec., 1819).
NOTE the reference is to the "Six Acts," of which the above was the sixth
REFERRED
TO: 101 (100)
1 & 2 George IV, c. 47. An Act to Exclude the Borough of Grampound,
in the County of
Cornwall, from Sending Burgesses to Serve in Parhament:
and to Enable the County of
York to Send Two Additional Kmghts to Serve in Parliament,
in Lieu Thereof (8 June,
1821).
REFERRED TO" 119
2 & 3 William IV, c. 45. An Act to Amend the Representation
Wales (7 June, 1832).
NOTE. the First Reform Act.
REFERRED
TO 179(178), 180, 185 (18.4), 202

of the People m England

3 William IV, c, 4. An Act for the More Effectual Suppression
Dangerous Associations
in Ireland (2 Apr., 1833).
REFERRED TO: 203 (202)
4 & 5 William

IV, c. 76. An Act for the Amendment

Relating to the Poor in England
REFERREDTO. 203

of Local Disturbances

and Better Administration

and Wales (14 Aug.,

1834).

and

and

of the Laws
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l Victoria, c. 9. An Act to Make
Canada (10 Feb., 1838).
REFERREDTO: 203 (202)

Temporary

Provision

10 Victoria, c. 31. An Act to Make Further Provision
Ireland (8 June, 1847)
REFERREDTO" 243 (242)
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for the Government

of Lower

for the Relief of the Destitute

Poor in

29 Victoria, c. 1. An Act to Empower the Lord Lmutenant
or Other Chief Governor or
Governors of lreland to Apprehend,
and Detain for a Limited Time, Such Persons as He
or They Shall Suspect of Conspiring
agamst Her Majesty's
Person and Government
(17 Feb., 1866).
REFERREDTO: 277
29 Victoria, c. 2. An Act to Amend the Law Relating to Contagious
in Cattle and Other Animals (20 Feb., 1866).
REFERREDTO: 276n--Tn

or Infectious

Diseases

30 & 31 Victoria, c. 102. An Act Further to Amend the Laws Relating to the Representation
of the People in England and Wales ( 15 Aug., 1867)
NOTE: the Second Reform Act. The references at pp 284--5 are to Mill's parhclpatton In the Reform
Bill debates The first concerns his proposed amendment and speech for personal representation
(Parharaentar3'Debates,
3rd set., Vol 187, cols. 1343--56, 1362 [29 May, 1867]L which he did
not bnng to a division: the second concerns his speech in support of Robert Lowe's amendment for
cumulative voting (ibid., Vol 188, cols 1102-7 [5 July, 1867]). the third refers to hL,,amendment
for the enfranchisement of women on the same basis as men tibld . Vol 187. cols 817-29
[20 May, 1867]l. which was defeated by a vote of 196 to 73
REFERREDTO' 275,277, 278. 283,284-5.
288--9
31 & 32 Victoria, c. 125. An Act for Amending the Laws Relating to Election Petitions, and
Providing More Effectually
for the Prevention
of Corrupt Practices at Parhamentary
Elections (31 July, 1868).
REFERREDTO: 283
32 & 33 Victoria, c. 99.
1869).
REFERREDTO: 286n

An Act for the More Effectual

Prevention

33 & 34 Victoria,
c. 46. An Act to Amend the Law Relating
Ownership of Land in Ireland (1 Aug., 1870).
REFERREDTO: 280
33 & 34 Victoria, c. 52. An Act for Amending
Criminals (9 Aug., 1870).
REFERRED
TO: 283

(11 Aug.,

to the Occupation

the Law Relating

33 & 34 Victoria, c. 75. An Act to Provide for Pubhc Elementary
Wales (9 Aug., 1870).
NOTE: the reference is to clause 37 of the Act
REFERREDTO: 284

of Crime

to the Extradition

Education

in England

and

of

and

FRENCH
Loi sur les 61ections. Bulletin 379, No. 8910 (29 jura,
de France, 7 s6r., X, 1001-6.

1820L

Bulletin

des lois du royaume

NOTE: Mill was in France. hying with the Samuel Benthams. when this law was passed, and
commented in his letters to his father on the excitement it caused.
REFERRED
TO: 301

Index

References m the Early Draft and Yale Fragment that are also found m the Autobiography are ltahclzed
and placed wlthm parentheses; page numbers m _tahc type w_thout parentheses are either Early Draft
references not duphcated m the Autobtograph 3. or references located In the Appendices (because of
their nature, Appendtces B and C are not indexed here), The following abbrevlauons have been
employed ER=Edinburgh Revtew. HBl=Htstot 3 of Brmsh lndta, HTM=Harrlet Taylor Mdl: JM=
James Mill. JSM=John Stuart Mill, L& WR= London and Westmmster Revtew. WR= Westmmstet
Revtew
AnoLmONlSrS, Amencan. 266
Absolutism, 465
Abstractmn, power of. 333
Action. feehng and, 51 (50), 113 (112). 323,
high principles of absent m England, 61160),
happiness pnnc_ple and morahty of, 67 (661,
improvementandpnnciplesof,
ll3(ll2L
training for, 147 (146); and doctnne of cause
and effect, 177 (176); organization of modes
of, 260. despot's freedom of, 296. man
formed for. 329; Greeks bred to, 336. eloquence and moving of others to. 349. soldier
renounces liberty of, 489
Agrarian laws, 17 (16). 301
Albania, 542
Algebra, 15 (14)
Alps, 627
America. See United States
American Civil War, 266-8
Analysis: feeling and. 113 (112). 141-3 (1402); employment of as condition of improvement, 147 (146), Wordsworth's poetry and
habtt of. 153 (152); Roebuck unreceptwe to
method of reduction and. 154; originality as
process of induction and, 332; ancients and
faculty of, 336; metaphysical, 336, 421;
ancient languages and, 338; developing power of, 338; great poet and, 413; Bentham's
powers of. 591 ; JM's powers of, 591. 592,
595
Ancients: thought of in Aristotle' s Rhetoric, 15
(14); thought of in Qumtilian, 25 (24), and
feelings. 51(50);ERandmorahtyof.
321,
and moderns, 334,338; circumstances of,
335; literature and art of, 338, and purpose of
art, 476. See also Classics, Greece, Rome

Antilles, 305
Anti-self-consciousness theory, Carlyle's, 145
(144)
Aphorisms, 421-4
Arabs, 345
Architecture, 343,354n
Aristocracy, Enghsh morahtyof, 73(721,3035, political predominance of. 95 (94 ). as
obstacle to good government, 109 (108).
177-9 (176-8), 294,300; division of into
two pohtlcal parties. 293; ER and, 293, 2q6,
299-300,306,307.318;
and pnnclple of
resistance, 295; and law of libel, 298-300,
anti-French feehng of, 308. Voltaire hated
by, 320-1 ;and priestcraft, 321-2, Colerldglan school and, 510
French. Richelieu and, 473: Cmq-Mars as protest against levelhng of, 486
Anthmeuc, 9 (8). 115 (114), 336. See also
Algebra, Calculus, Geometry, Mathematics
Arm_, Vlgny's treatment of hfe m, 488-94
Art: as instrument of culture, 1471146), 376,
thstingmshmg genres m, 333; mfenonty of
moderns to ancients in, 338; poetry as better
part of all. 343n; poetry and eloquence m.
350-3; Grecmn, 353n; and producUon of the
beautiful. 353n; poetry, orator),, and narratwe
m, 354n; philosophy of neglected m England.
354n; great works of, 434, Enghshmen and,
466, purposes of, 476-80 Seealso
Archttecture, Literature. Painting, Poetry.
Sculpture
Asceuclsm, 109(108)
Asta: Gthbon on condmon of women m, 438,
G_bbon on courts of. 439
Association: Hartley and doctnne of, 71 (70),
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590, JM and doctnne of, 111 (110). 288,
590. 591 ; JSM's mental crisis and doctnne
of, 141- 3 (140-2); word "necessity" and,
1771176); in experiential view of human
knowledge, 233 (232); slgmficance of difference between Intutttomsts and school of.

CAEN,63 (62), 537
Calculus. 15 (14)
Cambridge Umon (Debating Sooety), 129 (128 _,
131 (130)
Cambridge Umverslty influence of Charles Austin at, 79 (78), and Benthamlsm, 105 (104 ).

269-70; poet and, 356. 360.362-4.413
See
also Psychology
Astronomy, 318
Atheism, 41
Athens. 23 (22), 75 (74). See also Greece
Attica, 75 (74)
Authority: problem of moral. 219-21; knowledge not derived from. 332. of instructed.
615-16

133 ( 132); Maunce at. 161 (160); revwal of
speculanon at, 233; and lack of learning m
England, 429
Canada, 154,203 (202_1). 223-5 (222--4)
Capital. Saint-Slmoman scheme for management
of, 175 C174, 614)
Capital pumshment. 275
Capitahsts. 257,386
Cannthla, 627

Avignon, 249, 251,625. 627
Axioms, 189-91 (188-90)

Carhst part),, 465
Carmola, 627
Castres, 59 (58)
Cathohc Association, 121 (120)
Cathohc Emancipation. 120n
Cathohclsm, 173 (172). 219. 465. 615
Cathohcs, 121 (120), 354n. 383
Causation. 169(1681,229(228)
See also Cause
Cause. JSM's reading of Brown on, 71 (70); and
effect, 143 (142). 314,610n; and processes
of induction and deductmn, 167 (166); and
doctrine of philosophical necessity, 177
(176). See also Causation
Cayenne. 490
Centrahzation. 201 3
Chamber of Depuues (French), 301
Character: French national, 61 (60); assocmtmn
and formatmn of, 111 (110). effects of mental
crisis on JSM's, 145-53(144-52);doctnne
of philosophical necessity and formatmn of,
175-7 (174-6); need for variety of types of,
259; explanatmn of marked &stmctlons of,
270; ER's enthusiasm for English natmnal.
308, ER on French national, 309, influence of
bad social mstltutmns on, 384; formmg of
modem European. 436, Bentham's mcapacity for judging of, 536. HTM's effect on
JSM's ideal standard of, 198 (622_
Chanty-schools, 318
Chemistry, 21 (20), 59 (58), 167 (166)
Christian Socmlism, 161
Christianity: JM's view of, 41-3 (40-2), 108,
ideal of excellence and, 45 (44); Deism and.
73 (72); prosecuuon of Carlile for attacks on.
89 (88); organic and critical periods m history
of, 171 (170); genius and, 334-5; rise of,
337,436-7; and characters m Letters from
Palmyra, 443,445,448, Ware's view of purposes of, 461. See also Cathohcism. Protestant_sm
Church of England: as prop of aristocracy, 95 (94 _.

BAGNI_RES-DE-BIGORRE,

59

(58)

Bagneres-de-Luchon, 59 (58)
Ballot, 202. 261,278,284
Barbarians, 436
Bath, 55 (55n, 56 )
Bayonne, 59 (58)
Belgmm, 87 (86)
Behef: rehgtous. 41-3 (40-2), 73 (72). 221 ;
Carlyle and old modes of, 173 (172); need for
renovation m basis of men's, 247 (246),
knowledge and. 332, science and, 344, eloquence and, 349, breaking up old modes of,
365. JM's treatment of. 590
Benthamlsm: JSM and. 67 (66), l 15 (114), 225
(224), 235n, 237 (236). 239 (238). 268;
Charles Austin and, 79-81 (78-80), WR and,
101 (lO0);placeofinpubhc
mind. 103(102):
character of school identified with, 103-11
(102-10); opposition of Colendgtans to. 133
( 160); Roebuck and, 154; L& WR and, 221
(220), 225 (224); counter-reactmn m favour
of, 227. See also Benthamltes, Philosophic
Ra&cahsm, Utihtanantsm
Benthamltes: Charles Austin and reputation of,
81 (80); pubhc impact of, 103 (102); descnptmn often g_venof, 111 ( 110); neglect feelings, 113-15 (112-14); and poetry, 115
(114);LondonDebatmgSocletyandCambridge, 133 (132); Roebuck and vulgar notion
regarding, 155 (154l. See also Benthamism,
Philosophic Radicals, Utihtanans
Birmingham, 285
Board of Control, 29 (28)
Bonn, 185 (184)
Botany, 69 (68)
Bourbons, 301,301 n, 302n, 472
Bristol, 57 (55n, 56), 285
Bullion controversy, 31 (30), 103 (102)
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JM's objecUons to. 109 (108), Roebuck
conforms to, 158, Maunce and, 161 (160),
JSM writes on property of. 191 (190). and
lack of learning m England. 429: catechism
of, 460; Coleridglans and, 5t 0
Church of Ireland, 279. 601
Orcumstances. formanon of character by. 175- 7
(174-6);fatalismanddoctnneof.
177(176),
Carlyle's opposition to doctnne of. 181
(180). explanation of moral facts by, 269.
s_gmficance of differences in. 270; attitude of
Radical poet towards. 468; and dlversmes of
human nature. 591
Clvihzatlon: JM conveys to JSM his ideas about.
11 (10): JM" s assessment of Hindu. 27 (26 _.
ER on progress of, 303.316, of modems and
ancients. 334
Classics. JSM's education m. 9 (8), 13-15 (1214), 23-5 (22-4), as part of liberal educatlon, 287. 338. See also Greece, Rome
Classification. 69 (68), 229 (228). 338. 343-4
Classification of offences. Bentham' s. 67-9
(66-8)
Colendglans: m London Debatmg Soclet). 133
(160). JSM and, 159-63, 169 (168). 253.
Milnes as part of school of. 509-10. moraht)
of, 511 : wew of hfe charactenstic of, 513
Colonies. 203,223-5 (222-4), 281
Composition: JSM's method ot. 229-31. Liberty
as speomen of. 259
Composition of Forces, 167 {166)
Compronuse. JSM and necessmes of. 87; disposmon of ER to, 293. 296,300.302-3,
disposition of anstocraUc opposmon part), to.
294

popular, 265. Civil War and American,
266-7
Enghsh: JM's treatment of, 29 (28). 95 (94).
evils of anstocraUc predominance within.
177-9 (176-8); ER on dangers of. 294-5,
ER's treatment of. 295-6. defective character
of. 315
Constitutional AssoclaUon. 302
Continent: mfluence on JSM of society and
thought of, 57-63 (56-62 J. 169 (168). 241
(240). Dumont interprets Bentham to. 67
(66); renewed oppression on. 101 (/00). and
aprtort view of human knowledge. 233
(232), reaction after 1848 on. 245. and
English foreign pohcy, 263. American Cwd
War and Ltherals on. 267: travels of Enghshmen on. 393; opening of. 537, mentioned.
236 See also Europe
Cooperation. value of mdustnal. 240, Owen's
pnnciple of. 382n
Cooperative societ_es, approved of by JSM and
HTM, 241
Cooperative Soclet 3, 127-9 (126-8)
Cork, 129 (128)
Corn Laws, JSM writes on for WR. 99 t 98} See
also Appendix 1
Cornwall, 627
Corsica, 11 (10)
Council of India. 249
Court of Directors. East Indm Company's, 29
(28)
Courts of Jusuce. English absurdmes and vices
of, 91 (90), 119 (118), Jamaica Committee's
efforts in. 282; and issue of extradltion, 283
Critical periods, Samt-Slmoman view of. 171

Conceit, JSM's lack of as child and youth, 35- 7
(34-6)
Conduct: m JM's moral system, 51 (50). d_rected
towards low and petty objects m England. 61
(60/; feehng as justificauon of. 113 t 112):
means for general amendment of, 113-15.
happiness as test of all rules of, 145 (144).
HTM's knowledge of human. 257 (256),
Goethe's wews of. 260: ER on party, 313;
politicians'. 314-15; maintaining nobleness
of, 423; motives and. 426
Consciousness: appeal to internal, 331; and dis-

(170)
Crown, ER on. 294-5. 296
Cultlvanon: JSM receives JM's ideas about menhal, 11 (10); given by JSM's stays at Ford
Abbey, 57 (56), writing as part of JSM's.
73-5 (72-4): _mportance of mdw_duals mternal. 147 (146 l; Wordsworth and poetic.
153 (152); of feelings. 155-7 (156): condltlons of h_ghest mental. 287. Juntos Red_wvus' view of umversal. 384; as element m
poet's character, 413; gwen JSM by JM. 611,
masses and intellectual and scientific. 615
See also Culture

covery of truths, 332, training of mind to
learn from its own. 338; poet's, 355.361
Conservatism: features distmgmshing poet sympathetic to, 467-71, literature of m France.
487. See also Conservative party, Toryism
Conservative party, 277,284 See also Conservatism, Tories
Constitution. JSM's treatise on best form of

Culture: thoughts of ancients on. 25 (24). Benthamltes and. 112n; poetry" and. 115 (114).
147 (146), 355,361. 362n. 376. importance
of individual' s internal. 147 (146). Sterling" s
self-, 163 (162); institutions and. 177 (176).
373. 384; JSM's years of poetic. 198 (623).
social improvement and system of. 241: Pestalozzi's _mportant thought on. 260. and
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gemus, 334; poet and, 355-8,363-4,
413;
Wordsworth as poet of, 358; Shelley lacks
Wordsworth' s, 359; Tennyson' s intellectual.
414; Tennyson's spmtual, 417; later Roman
Empire and intellectual, 436: aesthetic reqmrements ol modem, 525, Maunce's essay
on history of moral speculation and. 532n;
system of mental. 591. JM and ends of, 592
See also Cultwation
Cumulatwe vote, 261. 284
Currency debates. JSM's article on, 121 (120)
Cymc_sm, JM's, 49-51 _48-50). See also
Stotclsm

DAMESCHOOLS.307
Deduction, 154-6. 167 (166L 219
Deference. to authority of instructed, 615-16
Deism, 41 (40l, 47, 73 (72), 108
Democracy: JM and, 6.29 (28). 109 (108), 536,
and French Revolution, 65 (64); representatire, 177 (176). 199; improvement and. 179
(178); struggle for advance of, 180n, Carlyle's opposition to. 181 _180). Tocqueville' s
study of, 199-201,211 (210); education and.
239: and representatmn of minorities. 262;
Tories misunderstand JSM"s positron on,
288. ER on American, 301; European despotism as preparation for era of. 473
Despotism: in France, 65 (64), 301,302n. 308;
degeneration of democracy into, 201; Comte
advocates system of, 221; in Spare. 293; Roman, 436; European, 473
Devonshire, 57 (56)
Dialectics, Platonic, 25 (24), 69 (68)
Directory, French. 490
Disclphne, role ofm education, 53-5 t52--4)
Discrimination, genius and power of. 333
Discussion: rehglous opmmons and liberty of, 47
(46); freedom of, 89 (88), confidence of
Philosophic Radicals in efficacy of free, 109
(108); law of libel and free, 297; ER and free,
297n. 299-300; ER on free. 298; degeneration of, 337
Distribution, JSM's treatment of laws of. 255-7
(254)
Divine Right. ER on, 293
Dogmatism. in morals and leglslataon, 67 (66)
Dorking, 71 (70), 84n
Drama, 155 (154), 346, 356
Durham Mission, 158,223-5 (222-4)
Dutch, their war of independence, 11 (10), 17
(16)
Duty: JM's ideas of, 45 (44); Benthamites and
feelings of, 113 _112); service in parliament
as pubhc, 273; Johnson on Shakespeare and

soctal, 319, soundness of intellect and attachment to, 335; Coleridgians' sense of, 510,
511,513
Dynamics. and Composition of Forces, 167
(166)
EASTINDIACOMPANY:JM's employment m. 7
(6), 29-31 (28-30), 613, HBI and. 29 (28):
JSM's employment in, 83-7 (82-4), 247-9,
abolition of as polmcal body. 85. 249: JM's
position m and editorsh_p of WR. 93 (92), seat
in parliament incompatible with JSM's posltaon in, 272
Ecclesiastical estabhshments. 598-9
Eclecticism, JSM's bent towards. 156
Edinburgh. 129 (128), 285,625
Edinburgh. Umverslty of. 5 (4)
Education: as subject of study in England. 514);
involvement of JM m his children's. 7 (6).
study of logic as part of modem. 23 (22):
ancients and. 25 (24). 335-6; JM's view of
life and good. 51 (50); role of dlsclphne and
pumshment in, 53-5 (52-4); fear as element
in. 55 (54), exertmns of Elhs for improvement of, 83 (82); contribution of Brougham
and JM to cause of, 93 (92); _mprovement of
mankind by, I 11 (110), 615n; Roebuck and
national, 158,203; and moral conwctlons,
173 (172); choice of pohtical institutions as
question of, 177 (176); democracy and. 179
(178). 239; John Austin's wew of, 185 (184).
187, need for state-supported. 191 (190); as
social instrument. 239 (238); and socialistic
experiments, 241, inculcation of dogmas
through, 260; Pestalozzi's important thought
on, 260, and plural voting, 262,288-9;
JSM's rectorial address on liberal, 287; ER on
self-indulgence and, 318; ER and people's,
318-19; character of modem, 337-8. 364:
purpose of, 338,361; of sensibihtles and intellect, 376; Milton's tract on, 414n; may bins
imagination, 417; Helps on prejudices of,
427; fictton and, 459-60; Vigny and Tocqueville's, 466; and diversities of human nature. 591; JM's essay on, 591 2,593-4;
masculine character of HTM's, 621
JSM's: remarkable character of, 5 (4); early.
9-39 (8-36), 41-53 (40-52). 608-13; stays
at Ford Abbey and, 57 (56); year's residence
in France as part of, 57-63 (56-62); last
stage of, 65-73 (64-72); mental crisis and,
139-43 (138--42); habit of independent
thanking fostered by, 189 (188)
Egypt, Gibbon on Zenobia and, 438,438-9
Elocution, as part of JSM's early education, 25-7
(24-6)

INDEX
Eloquence, dlstmcuon between poetry and,
348-53. See also Oratory
Emotion. and poetD', 344-9 passim, 356, 361,
362,414,466,498;
and architecture, 354n;
association of object and idea with and
through, 357; and Wordsworth's poetry., 358.
and Shelley's poetry, 359,360, 414; mtellectual culture and expression of, 362n; Jumus
Redlvlvus and fountains of. 372; and Tennyson' s poetry, 415.416. See also Feeling
Encyclopedists, 117 (1 I6)
Endowments, JSM's vmw of, 191 (190)
England: study of education m, 5 (4); JSM's early
reading in history of, 11 (10): Idolatry of
Shakespeare in, 19 (18), 319-20; HBI and
institutions of, 29 (28), 593; religion in, 45
(44); maddle-class life in, 57 (56): life on
Continent and m, 61 (60): mental insularity
of, 63,243 (242); defects of legal system of,
67 (66), 91 (90), I 19 ( 118): Roebuck and, 83
(82), 154,158: Benthamism and later
schools of thought In, 103; attitude towards
feelings in, 157 (156), d'Eichthal's stay in,
173 (172,614), JSM' s view of politics in,
177-9 (176-8), 264. John Austin's distaste
for life In, 185 (184); JM's place in history of,
211-13 (210-12), Durham's return to, 223
(222); few students of logic in, 231 (2301;
revival of speculation in universities of, 233,
JSM's view of social life in, 235 (234); backwardness of public in, 245 (244), JSM's hope
for mental emancipation of, 247, government
of India and poliucians of. 249; and American
Civil War, 267-8; adherents of Comte's doctrlnes in, 271, and government of Ireland.
277; and Eyre controversy. 281-2; and issue
of extradition. 283; non-residem gentry m,
306, ER emphasizes supenority of, 307-8.
and Walcheren expedition, 308;
charlatanerle in, 309: Montesqmeu' s
admiration of, 31 On;ER's treatment of
writers of, 310-11; ancient Greece more productive of genius than. 338; neglect of phitosophy of art m, 354n; Jumus Redivlvus and
state of society in, 375; Junius Redlvivus'
censure of politicmns of, 382; tourists on
Continent from, 393; Tennyson and poetic
literature of, 418; production of aphorisms in.
424; lack of learnmg in, 429; workshop of
world, 434; Ware and writers of. 459; works
of tmaginatlon and readers in, 479; strengths
and weaknesses of literature of, 488; Coilingwood's service to, 493; and higher philosophlc investigation, 590, treatment of
foreign countries in periodicals of. 599; personal affection not common in, 612; HTM
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and socmty of, 618. mennoned. 33 f32), 55.
63 (62), 84n, 117 (116). 236,433. 435n,
472n, 625
ER on: pohtlcal agitation m, 301, government
m, 302; polmcal partms in. 313, involvement
of in wars. 316
See also Englishmen, Great Britain
English Channel. 201,271
Englishmen: ashamed of signs of feehng, 53 (52.
611 ); Roebuck distmgmshed from common
run of, 154; and exercise of sympathies,
155-7 (156); polmcs, art. and, 466 See also
England
Entails, need to get nd of, 239 (238)
Epicureanlsm, 49 (48), 443
Equality: sexual. 175 (1741,253n (252). liberty
and growth of social. 259
Ethics. JM's view of, 55 (54). 109 (108), utihty
as standard In, 81 (80); feeling and. 113
(112); JSM's opposition to Coleridglans respectmg. 162, JSM's response to Sedgwlck's
assault on utihtanan, 209 (208). See also
Morality
Eton, 336
Europe: and democracy. 65 (64), 177 (176L reactlon in against 18th-century philosophy. 133
(160). 227 (226). Roebuck and mental movement of, 158; impact on JSM of thought of.
169 (168); Samt-Simonians and Ideas of, 17 I
(170); separation of temporal and spiritual
power in, 219; post- 1848 political reaction in.
245; movement for political freedom m, 247,
Pestalozzl and mind of, 260; international
questions and public of. 263; and American
Civil War, 266. intuitional philosophy in.
270; issue of extradiuon and cause of freedom
m. 283, amelioration of political restitutions
in. 301, ER on canting philanthropy in. 305,
extensive reforms needed m. 315; ER on war
m, 316-17; contemporary poets in. 364: Gibbon on illustrious women in history of. 438.
fiction and education of noblest minds m,
459; French mind as most active in. 465;
Scott and historical literature of. 472, transformation of society in, 473; French as most
prosaic language in, 500, Bulwer's reputation
in, 604; mentioned, 290,599. See also Conunent
Evidence: and JM's rejection of religious belief,
43 (42); JSM's editing of Bentham's work
on, 117-19 (116-18): analysis of canons of,
233 (232); conclusions and, 417. 592. truths
resting upon independent. 421; laws of historical, 527
Excellence: Chnsuanlty and ideal of. 45 _4.4),
Socrates as model of, 49 _48). JSM's love of.
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139 (138); meamng of as applied to men and
women, 312; Greeks' conceptmns of, 336;
poeuc. 355, 414, 417; JM's conception of,
591,592
Executive: and centrahzation, 201; ER on controlling of, 294-5,296
Exeter, 57 (55n, 56)
Expertence: acqulsmon of thoughts by, 23 (22),
and doctrine of association, 141 (140); pohtics not sctence of specific, 165 (164); John
Austin on human nature and evidence of, 187
(186); collation of specific, 219; knowledge
and, 233 (232). 331. 355; significance of
difference between intuition school and
school of, 269-70; JM's Analysts and
psychology of, 288; reason and. 332; ancients
and range of. 335; novelists and outward,
346; need to popularize best practical results
of thought and, 372-3; demonstrates need for
polmcal accountabihty, 374, wisdom and,
421 ; generahzataon from, 423, shapes and
colours impressions of present, 487;
Macaulay and states of feehng allen to modera, 526
Experiment: Bacoman, 165 (164); truths resting
on specific, 421; acceptance of what is proved
by, 615
Extradition, 283
FABULISTS,421
Fallacies: JSM's classification of m Logic, 229
(228); of rataocinatmn. 231; foundations of,
383
Family, Samt-Slmonian treatment of, 175 (174)
Fatahsm, 177 (176)
Feeling: JSM and vulgar modes of, 39; JM and,
51 (50), 53 (52), I 13 (112), 611; absence m
England of high, 61 (60); appeal to on basis of
reason, 73 (72); John Austin as man of, 78n:
Benthamites neglect cultivation of. 113-15
(112-14); poetry and, 115 (114), 344-5,
347,348-9,356,
357-8,361-2,417,498.
499; elevated regions of, 115 (114 ); question
of origin of, 141 (140), 269; and habit of
analysis. 141-3 (140-2): importance ofcultlvation of, 147 (146); m Wordswotth's
poetry, 151 (150), 358-60; divergence of
JSM and Roebuck over culuvation of. 155-7
(156); John Austin cultivates religion of
poetry and, 185; HTM's strength of, 193
(192, 617), 195 (194,619), 197 (196,621).
623; JSM acquires taste for elevated and poetic, 198 (623--4); partlcipatmn in government
as training of social, 201; JSM and HTM's
parmershlp of, 247 (246); sentimentalists and

demonstrations of, 323; ER on public, 324:
adopted by ER as grade for making laws, 325;
poetry and eloquence as. 348-9; expression
ofm painting, 352,353,353n-4n;
expresslon of in sculpture, 352; and assoclatton,
357; and thought m poet, 357-60.361-2.
414; m poetry of Wordsworth and Shelley.
358-60; language and expression of, 362n,
subordination of in The Cenci, 363; capaoty
of strong and natural, 363-4; m poetry of
Jtmius Redlvivus_377; in Tennyson's poetry,
399, 416; malntainmg elevaUon of, 423. 428,
Helps on intense, 429; Ware's healthiness of,
434; in writings of John Neal. 434-5: Ware
and depths of human, 459; Radical poet's
sympathy with natural, 468; Conservative
and Radical, 469; representation of m CinqMars, 485; in Milnes' poems, 505,509,
Macaulay's capacity for identifymg with
states of, 526, incapacity for earnest, 537;
Englishmen and, 611-12; women's capacity
for strong. 623. See also Emotion
Femanlsm, 277
Fiction: poetry and, 344-6.348; understanding
books of, 428; educative purpose of, 459-60;
English and French, 488; history and poetic,
527
Ford Abbey, 57 (56). 56n-7n, 537,538
France: tmportance in JSM's education of year's
residence m, 57-63 (56-62); character of
people of, 61 (60); and democracy, 65 (64),
and JSM's desire to travel, 85 (84); England's
war with Napoleonic, 101 (100); hterature of,
169 (168), 466-7,470I, 472. ,174-5,4801,486-9,492,494,498,602;
SaintSlmonian school in, 171-5 (170--4); JSM's
Exammer articles on, 179 (178), Tocqueville's analysis of political experience of,
201 ; Voltaire as head of philosophes of, 213
(212), art of conversation in 18th-century,
235 (234); and Napoleon III, 245; 1848 Provisional Government m, 264; and Comte.
271, ER and politics m, 301-2; ER on mortarchy m, 302; ER and Bourbons of, 302n; and
Haitian blacks, 304-5; ER fosters English
prejudices against, 307-11, ER on involvemeat of in wars, 316; dearth of illustrious
names m history of, 338; poetry and eloquence m, 349; artists of, 353,353n; mind of,
465; educated youth of, 465; depiction of m
Cinq-Mars, 472-3,484-5;
and idea that mtellect ought to rule world, 495; L& WR to
prowde articles on, 599-600; mentmned, 67
(66), 69 (68), 87 (86), 293. See also French
Revolution

INDEX
Free Trade, 101-3 (100-2). 245 (244)
Freedom. See Liberty
French (language). JSM's learning of, 59 (58).
most prosaic language m Europe. 500
French RevoluUon, 1789: Say and. 63 (62).
JSM's interest in, 65-7 (64-6). 135 ( 134 _;
and metaphysical state of social science. 173
(172,615); ER on, 301, and Conservative
literature in France, 487; L&WR and, 603-4,
mentioned. 80
1830: JSM's enthusiasm for. 179 (178), and
Carlist party, 465; and sprat of modem
world, 466, and Vlgny, 471,486; and Conservauve literature m France, 487
1848 Impact of on public mind. 241 (240).
Provisional Government during, 264
Freyburg, 525
Fnuh, 627
GAMELAWS.JSMwritesonforWR,
99(98) See
also Appendix I
Gaul, 457
Generalization: Maurice's great powers of. 161
(160), from particulars m physical science,
167 (166), great poet and. 413
Genius: HTM and recewed type of feminine, 193
(192,617); and discovery of truth, 330-2,
creative and conceptive. 333; obstacles
opposing growth of, 333, Christianity and,
334-5. modem education and dechne in,
338, want of m modem times, 339; poetic,
352,355,403,496;
ancients create works of,
354; Junlus Re&vivus on remunerating
efforts of, 386; Blackwood's recognmon of.
397,398; society's reaction to poetic and
philosophic, 496; competitive ability of persons of. 496-7, and treatment of supematural, 528; nature of Roman, 532
Geography, ER on, 318
Geometry, 15 (14). 167-9 (166-8). 189 (1881
German, JSM's learning of, 123 (126)
Germany: JSM and thinkers of, 161 (160), 253;
and ideas of Saint-Simomans, t 71 (170),
influence of on John Austin, 185 (184); a
priori view of knowledge in, 233 (232); and
rights of individuality. 260; artists and cnucs
of, 348n; writers of and purpose of art, 476,
mentioned, 87 (86)
Ghent, 472,489
Glasgow, 285
God: JM's rejection of belief m, 41-3 (40-2);
morahty and belief in, 43-5 (42-4); and ongins of world, 45 (44); and unbelievers' conception of perfect being. 47-9 (46-8); intultion deemed voice of, 270; question of moral
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attributes of, 270: and loftier qualines of man.
329; authority of. 337: character of Cathohc,
354n; and Moses in Vlgny's poem, 500:
Colendgians' feehngs regarding, 510
Godstone. 55 t54, 55n)
Good" Christianity and _ense of, 43 (42): unbehevers' ideal of, 47 (46). JM's regard for, 49
(48), 105 (104), JM's view of. 51 (50); lmphcatlon of having regard for. 53 (52); JSM
and mankind's, 1131112), 143 (142), 145
(t44), weakness of interest in. 241 (238-40L
and socialistic expenments, 241: inefficiency
of old opinions for, 245-7 (244-6): private
interests and. 276; ER on parry conduct and.
313; party system and achieving of, 315.
Johnson on Shakespeare's failure respecting
distribution of evil and, 319; and calculation
of utility, 322; ER on calculators of, 324;
poetry and art as instruments of. 376: dismterested pursmt of. 384: and Vlgny's view of
life, 488; judgment of Robespierre and SaintJust respecting. 495: Colendgtans and faith m
greater, 513: JM more alwe to evil than. 594,
Browning feels lack of. 597 See also Virtue
Gosport, 57 (56)
Government: JM's view of, 11 (10).51 (50).55
(54), 109 (108); JSM's childhood writing on
Roman, 17 ( 16); orations of Demosthenes
and principles of, 23 (22L JM's unpublished
dialogue on, 67 f66); and women's suffrage.
107 (106), 284.285; Philosophic Ra&cals
and efficacy of representatwe, 109 tlO8L
securities for good, 109 (108). 165 (164).
185 (184), 219-21,294,295,296.300;
objects of reformers of, 149 (148). madequac_
of Bentham and JM' s theory of. 165- 711646); strongest power m society and control of,
169 (1681; doctnne of resistance to, 177
(176 ), 295; evils of predominance of artstocracy in Enghsh, 177-9 (176-8); John
Austin's view of Prussian and English. 185
(184 ); rights of respecting endowments, 191
(190); Tocquevdle" s study of, 199- 201,211
(210); and centrahzation, 201-3,259 (2581;
by public opinion, 259; personal representanon and representative, 262,284. JSM's
work on representative, 265,625; role of m
JSM's Irish land scheme. 280; of mihtary
licence and of law, 281: two great improvements needed in representative, 284-5; language of ER on subject of, 295-7, and law of
libel, 297-300; and liberty of press, 300,
302; Louis XVIII and constitutional. 301:
Junlus Rethvivus' view of. 374,384; Junius
Redivivus on responsibility of regarding in-
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ventors and men of letters, 385-7; poet and
forms of, 494-5; JM's service to cause of
good, 535; HBI and pnnciples of. 593;
influence of JM's essay on, 593-4;judging
questions of, 616
ER on: foundation of, 293-4: question of legitimacy of, 294, principle of resistance and.
294-5, law of libel and, 299, democracy and
authority of, 301 ; England and good, 302;
pohtmal parties and free, 313
Grampound, 119
Great Britmn: Holy Alliance and government of.
101 (100); attitude towards centrahzatJon in.
201-3; question of foreign pohcy of. 263-4.
and American Civil War. 268; quest,on of
Irish separation from. 279-80; change and
public of. 280: and government of law. 281.
and question of extradition. 283; improvement of higher education in. 287; extensive
reforms needed in. 315; JSM and preservation of peace between Russia and. 626 See
also England, Ireland. Scotland
Greece, ancient: JSM's reading m history of, 11
(10). 15 (14), 75 ( 74); poets of. 13 (12),
412n; JSM's wew of religion of. 45 (44),
moral convictions of philosophers of, 49
(48); Grote's WR article on, 99 (98): organic
and critical periods in history of, 171 (170),
nature of education in, 335-6; conditions of
life m. 336; illustrious names in history of.
338; character of art of, 353n; architecture of.
354n, French literature and models from,
471; music in, 499; relative merits of literature of Rome and. 531-2. See also Ancmnts,
Classics
Greek (language): JSM's learning of, 9 _8), 8n:
books in read by JSM as a child, 9 (8). 15
(14), 23-5 (22-4); JSM not made to compose
in, 17-19 (16); as taught to schoolboys. 33
(32); usefulness of learning, 338; Gibbon on
Zenobia's knowledge of. 438; mentioned,
347n. See also Classics
riAl'rt. 306-5
Hamiltonian method. JSM' s learmng German
by. 123 (126)
Hanoverians. 606
Happiness: Bentham's application of pnnclple
of. 67 (66); and learning to compromise. 87.
conduct based on feelings and human. 113
(112); JSM's conception of his own. 137-9
(136--8);sourcesof.
143(142). 145-7(1446). 151 (150);JSM'scapacityfor.
145(144);
JSM's hope for mankind's. 149 (148); Wanquil contemplation and. 153 (152); sym-

pathies as constituent of mthvzdual, 157
(156); HTM as source of JSM's, 247 (246);
ER on war and, 316; sentimentalists and mankind's, 324; wisdom, virtue, and. 330; as
experienced by poet, 361; truth and inthvidual's capability of. 363, form of polity and
requisites of, 373; Jumus Redivivus on moral
discovery and, 387; JM's pessimism concerning attainment of, 594
Harlem, 525
Harlots, Jnnius Redivivus on panders, sycophants. Whigs. and. 387
Hartlelanism. 209 (208)
Hindus. 27(26)
History: as part of JSM's early education. 11
(10). 15-17 (14-16); JSM's childhood compositions m. 17 (16); JSM's dramatic composltions based on subjects from. 26; study of
reveals diversity of mankind. 45 (44). JSM
reviews books on. 99 (98); Samt-Simonlan
philosophy of. 171 (170). 174n. John Austin
on human nature and evidence of. 187 (186),
conclusions In philosophy of, 197 (196. 620).
Comte's connected view of. 219, application
of reverse deductive method to, 219; demonstrates need for political accountability. 374;
Shakespeare's use of, 435; transformation of
poetic fiction into. 527; writing of by Greeks
and Romans, 532
Holy Alliance, 101 (100)
House of Commons. See Parliament
Human nature: observations on in Aristotle's
Rhetoric, 15 (14); Benthamites undervalue
imagination as element of, 115 (l I4); laws of
and JSM's mental crisis, 143 (142); John
Austin on, 185-7 (186); HTM's knowledge
of. 195 (194,619-20),
253n (252); social
improvement and constitution of, 241, need
to give full freedom to, 259,260; American
Civil War and laws of, 266; treatment of
moral facts as ultimate elements of, 269-70;
politicians not versed in science of, 314; ER
on, 316, 316-17; sentimentality and prmc_pies of. 325; question of perfection of. 329.
592; conceiving important phenomena of.
331-2; imagination and bounds of. 333;
fiction and. 345. 459.479-80; poetry and.
345.414.417.479-80;
poet as specimen of.
346; metaphysicians and laws of. 356-7; wisdora and. 421; La Rochefoucault's view of.
423; Chamfort's view of. 423-4; observation
of in JohnNeal's writings. 434-5; Radical
poet's view of. 468; Conservative poet's view
of. 468. 470; Vigny on military life and. 472.
Vigny and condition of. 488; and military

INDEX
life, 489; worst parts of. 513; and moral and
political systems, 590; Bentham' s tlmlted
understanding of. 590; JM's view of. 591.
592,594, sexual equahty and laws of, 622
Hundred Days, Napoleon' s, 472
Hyde Park, 37 (36), 278
Hypotheses, Comte's influence on JSM's treatment of, 255n
IMAGERY,poetic: description and. 347; m paintmg and archRecture, 354n; and definition of
poet, 361-2; Shelley's, 360. 363, Tennyson's, 399-401,408,
414-15,416
Imagination: and idea of wickedness, 42n;
physical relation between sexes and perversion of, 109 (108), Benthamltes undervalue,
115 (114); cultivation of feehngs through,
157 (156); HTM's, 195 (194,619); and discnmmatlon of truths, 332, 417; gemus and.
332,333; training of, 338; poetry and, 3456,347,414; association and, 357; Shelley's,
360; Jumus Redivivus lacks high order of,
376,377; Tennyson's, 397, 415; source of
vivid, 413n; meaning of creanve. 4 t5n.
Ware's application of, 434, old romances and
youthful, 460; works of, 479; French historical literature and, 480-1; Macaulay's faculty
of, 526
Impossibility, rules of ewdence and Bentham's
theory of, 117 (116)
Improbability, rules of evidence and Bentham's
theory of, 117 (116)
Improvement: Bentham's doctnnes and, 69-71
(68-70). 227 (226); John Austin's concern
for, 77 (76), 185(184);MornmgChrontcle's
service to, 91 (90); JM's confidence m progress of, 105 (104); and doctrine of assoctation, 111 (110); and effect of educated intellect, 113-15 (112-14 ); JSM and promotion
of, 137 (136), 193 (192), 615n; and sources
of happiness, 145 (144); analysis as condition
of, 147 (146); and sympathetic and imagmative pleasure, 151 (150); old political economy and conditions of, 168n, 175 (174). 239
(238); Saint-Simonlans and, 175 (174, 614):
and political institutions, 177 (176), 373; English aristocracy and, 179 (178): m Prussia
and England, 185 (184); doctnne of intuition
impedes, 233 (232); lack of in England, 237
(236), 245 (244), 267; ideal of ultimate, 2394t (238---40); questaon of prospects of, 247,
and position of women. 253n (252), 621 ;
economic generahzations and progress of,
257; HTM and speculations on, 257n; great
stumbling block to. 270; party system and,
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315; ER on prospects of, 316.318; ER on war
and, 316-17, ER and, 319.320. concern oI
Juntos Redivivus for. 373; poetry and art as
instruments of, 376, and hm_tanon of populauon, 388. 389. See also Progress
India. JM's history of, 7 (6), 9 (8), IOn. 16, 27-9
(26-8), 213,593; and JM as employee of
East India Company, 29 (28); Joseph Hume's
return from, 55 (54), JSM's responsthiltues
respecting, 83-5 (82--4 _.87,247-9; and
JSM's view of international morahty, 263:
administration of land m, 387; Palmyra and.
437. See also East India Company
India House. See East India Company
Individuality: consequences of losing sight of
value of, 221; doctrine of rights of, 260; m
creations of Radical poet, 468; and ordinances of law and opinion, 469
Induction: method of alien to Roebuck's intellect,
154; nature of process of, 167 (166), JSM's
problem with, 191 (190); JSM and theory of.
215-17 (214-16), Whewell's writings excite
interest m theory of, 231; originality as process of analysis and, 332; Junius Re&vlvus
on invention and, 386
Infant Schools, 307n
Inference, process of. 355
Inns of Court, 127 (126). 129 (128)
Institutions: Mlfford and popular, 15 (14), Demosthenes and Athenian. 23 (22 ), HBI and
English, 27-9 (26-8), 593, Bentham's conception of, 69 (68); reform of, 87,103 (102),
139 (138 ). 18On, 245 (244), Enghsh legal, 91
(90); defence in London Debating Society of
existing, 132 ; relative nature of questions of,
169 (168), choosing political, 177 (176):
source of pohucal power under Enghsh, 179
(178), pledges and democratic, 18On, good
government and popular, 185 (184 ): doctnne
of intmtion and bad, 233 (232); cooperative
socialism and form of. 239; selfishness fostered by existmg, 241 (240); and determination of wages, profits, rent, 255-7: and development of new opmtons, 259; organizauon of and threat to liberty, 260; personal
representation and democratic. 262; d_scussion in Representanve Government of organlC, 265; American. 267; and inconvemences
of democracy, 288; ER"s judgment of
foreign, 307; Montesquieu's admwation of
English, 31 On;Juntos Redivivus' treatment
of, 373,383,384; and political accountabitity, 375; Abbe de la Mennais and French,
465; Radical poet and established, 468; fall of
bad, 470; Colhngwood and Enghsh. 493;
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poet and changes in political. 495: Coleridglans and, 513, JM's hostihty directed at, 536
ER on: popular, 301, pre-Revolut_on French.
301; Enghsh, 302, Lake poets and existing,
303,304
Intellect. and questions of right and wrong. 61 :
Bentharmtes look to effect of educated. 113
(112);andattachmenttodutyandtruth.
335,
literature of ancients and formmg of wgorous. 338; and d_stmcnon between reference
and mtumon, 355. and tram of thoughts, 362,
and strong feehngs. 364; _mperfect_on of human. 364; and grasping of truths. 37 t. sensibdiues and. 376; Juntos Rediwvus on legislatlon and men of high. 385; Juntos Rethvivus
and value of. 385; importance of to poet.
413-14; vulgar natlonahsm and poverty of.
415n; early-modern Europe as age of struggle
between brute force and unscrupulous. 473:
idea m France respecting rights of. 495
Interest: of men and of women. 107 (106); class
and general. 109 (108). opinion and enforcement of general. 113 ( 112); good government
and identity of. 165 (164): private and pubhc.
179 (178). 239-41 (238-40). 276: sinister.
615n. 616
International Values. theory of. 123-5 (122-4)
Intuition: Carlyle as man of. 183 (182); HTM's.
197 (196. 621). 623; doctnne of. 233 (232).
269-70; distmct_on between reference and.
355
Inventors. Jumus Redlwvus on. 385-6
Inverse Deductive Method. 219
Investigation: necessary conditions of. 165
(164); Comte and methods of. 217 (216);
poet and philosophic. 355; higher kind of
philosophic. 590
Ioman Islands. 601
Ireland: Grote's opposition to coercion m. 2024; Philosophic Radicals and coercion m. 203.
JSM's Mornmg Chromcle articles on. 243
(242). JSM asked to stand for parliamentary
constituency m. 272; JSM speaks in House
on. 276-7; JSM and land question m. 27980; mentioned. 287
Irish Church. See Church of Ireland
Itahan School (in music). 350
Italy. 87 (86). 247.353.483. 542
JACOBINISM.3,67
Jamaica. 281-2
Jerusalem. 448
Journahsm. 85 (84). 89-91 (88-90L 181 (180)
Judaism. 443
Judges: and trial of election petitions. 283; ER on

independence of, 294-5, law of hbel and,
297-8; Junius Rediwvus on payment of. 385
Judgment of Pans, Tennyson's poeuc treatment
of, 412
Juries, packing of, 297,297n, 299,300
Jurisprudence, 69 (68), 77,268,593-4
Justice: m JM's value system. 49 (48); admimstratlon of, 91 (90), 301,301n.loveof,
113
(112): HTM' s love of, 195 (194,618), 621 :
and thviston of produce of labour. 239 (238);
ER on admm_strauon of, 318; Johnson on
independence of from time and place. 319:
and sentimentalists. 323; Gibbon on Aurelian's love of. 457. and equal rights for
women. 62 l. See also Courts of Jusuce
K1NDS.theoryofandJSM'sLogw.
191 (190).
229(228)
Knights of Malta. 11 (10)
Knowledge: amount of given to JSM. 33 (32);
and training of mind. 146.338; Comte's doctrine of stages of. 173 (172. 615); HTM's
conversion of everything into. 1971196.
620); apriori and experaentml view of. 233
(232); as qualification for plural votes. 261;
Hamilton's assertion of relativity of. 269; of
English and French pubhc. 310; poliUcal
economy as branch of. 311; ER on advance
of. 316; ER and diffusion of. 318; discovery
of. 330-2; gemus and. 333-4; and ancients.
335-6; given by poetry and fiction. 346; as
means to end. 375-6; and judging of polittcs.
384; Jumus Redlvivus on moral and political.
385. Junius Rediwvus" sense of value of. 385.
forms and substance of accurate. 421 ; truth
and. 422; Helps on acquisition of. 429: of
masses. 615-16
i._,nOtrR:m Saint-Slmonian scheme. 175 (174.
614); diwsion of produce of. 239 (238). 257
Labounng classes, cond_tlon of and hmitation of
population. 107-9 (106-8). 374. 388. 389:
need for change of character of. 239 (238).
and cooperative industry. 240; chapter on in
PohttcalEconomy. 255 (254); and d_vlsion
of produce. 257; and American Civil War.
267; and lymg. 274; appreciate frankness.
274-5; JSM speaks on questions concerning.
277-8; right of to meet m parks. 278; quest_on of electoral weight of. 289; support Bradlaugh. 289; Juntos Rediwvus' treatment of.
382n. 384; pohtical relation of to other
classes. 383-4; Jumus Redlvlvus on conditlon of. 389
Lacedaemonians. 75 (74)

INDEX
Lake poets: objects of. 303: ER on. 303-4
Lake Regillus: battle of, 527; Macaulay on battle
of, 527-8
Land: JSM and Irish, 243 (242), 272,279-80:
Jumus Redivlvus' view of private property m,
387, JSM's reform scheme respecting, 626;
JSM's Exammer articles on reform of, 627
Land Tenure Reform Association. 626
Laplanders, 316
Latin: JSM's learning of, 9 (8), 13 (12), books m
read by JSM as a child, 15 (14), 2 t (20),
23-5 (22-4); JSM not made to compose m,
17-19 (16); as taught to schoolboys, 33 (32),
usefulness of learning, 338; Gibbon on Zenobia's knowledge of. 438, mentioned, 347n
See also Classics
Latin America, 374,376
Law: treatment in HBI of English, 29 (28); JM's
adoption of Bentham's general view of, 55
(54); JSM's study of Roman, 67 (66); defects
of Enghsh, 67 (66), 91 (90), 119 (118); logic
and ethics of, 69 (68 ); contribution of JM and
Brougham to reform of. 93 (92); Peel and
reform of, 103 (102); military hcence and
government of, 281; liberty and. 296;ER on
private conduct of monarch and, 299; sentimentalists and. 323; of later Roman Empire,
436; Conservative poet and subjection to
common, 467; in&viduahty and ordinances
of, 469; subordination of women to men by,
621. See also Courts of Justice, Evidence,
Justice, Legislauon, Libel
Lawyers, 95 (94), 385
Leeds, 119 (118)
Legislauon. Demosthenes and pnnciples of, 23
(22); Bentham's treatment of, 67 (66), 69
(68), Roebuck and spectal questions of, 158,
aristocracy and abuse of powers of, 179
(I 78); and private property and mhentance,
239 (238); as problem of potiucat organlzation, 265; ER on law of hbel and, 298; utihty
and, 325; Junius Redlvwus on business of,
385; HBI and principles of, 593 ;judging
questions of, 616. See also Law
Legislative Commission. need for, 265
Libel, law of: JSM wntes on for WR, 99 (98); as
instrument of nusgovernment. 297-8; ER on,
298,299; root of mlschief respecting, 298;
ER and, 299-300,302
Liberal party, 275,279,284,289.290
See also
Liberalism. Liberals, Whigs
Liberalism: JSM's interest in Continental, 63
(62); Charles Austin and tendency towards,
79 (78); nse of, 101-3 (100-2); Philosophic
Radicalism and, 132; Samt-Simomans and
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common doctnnes of, 173-5 ( 172-4); JSM's
defence of advanced, 276, Vlgny. Tocqueville, and prejudices of, 466. See also Liberal
party, Liberals, Liberty
Liberals: Bowring's contacts with Continental,
93 (92), dominate London Debating Society,
131 (130), Colendglans as, 133 (160);
Roebuck merges m common herd of conservauve, 158, JSM writes "Coleridge" for,
227 (226), and American Civil War, 267-8.
advanced, 276,279,283, and 1868 Westrmnster election, 289. See also Liberal party,
Liberalism, Whigs
Liberty: of thought, 45 (44). 53 (52), 173 ( 172 ),
of discussion, 47 (46). 89 (88), 109 (108),
conspiracy of Holy Alhance against, 101
(100); not basis of JM's support of democracy. 109 (108), in relauons between sexes, 109
( 108); Sterlmg's devotion to, 161: chapter m
Logw on necessity and, 177 (176); JM's
promotion of, 213 (212); consequences of
losing sight of value of. 221; of action, 239
(238): Napoleon III and, 245, movement m
Europe for pohtlcal, 247; JSM's essay on,
257-9 (256-8); nature of threat to. 259-60,
Cockburn's charge on Jamaica favourable to,
282; issue of extradition and cause of European, 283, ER's use of word. 295,296-7;
meaning of, 296; narrow-minded lovers of,
384; barbarians" love of personal, 436; European despotism and era of modem. 473; soldier's abnegauon of, 489
ER on: press and, 298. France and cwil, 301.
concern for in England, 302; war and, 317
Licmian laws, 17 (16), 531
Literature: French, 59 (58). 169 (168). 31 O- 11,
465-7. 470-1,474-5,480-1,486-7,492,
498,599,602;
JSM's contact with persons
involved in. 79 (78); journalism and, 85 (841.
periodical. 95 (94), 303, 311 ; readmg of lmproves JSM's writing, 119 (118), influence
on John Austin of German, 1851184). ER on
obscenity in French. 309; comparison of Enghsh and French, 310-11 ; Greek and Roman,
338, 531-2; inferiority of moderns to
ancients m, 338; Tennyson's place in Enghsh, 418, in America. 433-4.435n;
Harriet
Martmeau on American, 433; Ware and present state of, 459; historical. 472. 480-5. 526.
and Vlgny's state of mind, 488. See also Art,
Fiction, Poetr3'
Logic: synoptic tables and scholasuc, 14n, as part
ofJSM's early education, 21-3 (20-2). 31-3
(30-2); JSM attends lectures on. 59 (58),
Condillac' s Wrltmgs on, 65 (64); and accurate
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classification, 69 (68); discipline of antagonistlc to feeling, 113 (112); JSM and companIons study, 125 (124); theory of, 167 (166);
of moral sciences, 169 (168); Carlyle's ammosity against, 181 (180) JSM resumes speculations on, 189-91 (188-90); JSM's att_tude to conclusions in, 197 (196,620); JSM's
work on, 229-33 (228-32), 255n, 627;
Whately's rehabilitaUon of, 231; JSM as onglnal thinker m, 251 ; correspondence addressed to JSM concermng, 286; modem
neglect of, 338
London, 5 (4), 7 (6), 85 (84), 101-3 (100-2),
127(126), 163(162). 181 (180),236n,276,
290
London Debating Sooety: formation and development of, 129-33 (128-32); role of
Maunce and Sterling m, 133 (160); occupies
much of JSM's leisure, 135 (134), JSM
makes speeches at, 143 (142); debate on
Wordsworth and Byron at, 153-5 (152--4);
JSM's friendship with Colendgians in, 159
(158); JSM's withdrawal from, 163 (162)
London Library, 134n
London School Board. 284
London, University of, 185 (184 )
MACEDON,11 (10)
Magistracy, 91 (90), 385
Malthusianism: Philosophic Radicalism and.
107-9 (106-8); opposlUon to, 113(112),
Bradlaugh and. 289. See also Population
Manchester. 285
Manlchaeanism. 43,448
Mathematacs: JSM's learning of higher, 15 (14).
59 (58), and formation of exact thinkers. 23;
evidence of, 233 (232), reasoning from
assumed prermses m, 331; nght of private
judgment not exercised in. 615. See also
Algebra. Arithmetic, Calculus, Geometry
Matter. nouon of, 271
Mediterranean, 437
Memory: subordinate role of m JSM's educatmn,
35 (34); and pursuit of intellectual power.
336; role of in modem education. 337; tramhag of, 338; and absence of wntten books,
499
Men of letters, Junius Redivlvus on. 385-7
Mental crisis, JSM's, 137-53 (136-52)
Metaphysical stage in Comte's theory, 173 (172,
615)
Metaphysics: synoptic tables and scholastic,
14n; Gergorme as representative of 18thcentury, 59; Condillac's writing on, 65 (64);
Philosophic Radicalism and Hartlelan. 107

(106); JSM opposes Colendglan, 162; Carlyle's writings and German, 181 (180); John
Austin and German, 185 (184); "innate princlples" school of, 231 (230); JSM as original
thinker in. 251; disputed questions m domain
of, 271 ; correspondence addressed to JSM
concerning. 286; JM's treatment of, 288,
590, 594-5; powers of Plato and Aristotle
in, 336; neglect of, 338. 595; poetic natures
and pnnciples of sound, 355. See also
Psychology
Method, JM's erroneous conception of philosophic, 167 (166)
Methodism, 137
Mexico, Macaulay on conquest of, 528
Middle Ages. 338,403, 471,472
Middle classes, Enghsh: mean and cramped externals of life of, 57 (56), American Civil War
and, 267; change and, 280; Eyre controversy
and, 282; political relatmn of to other classes.
383-4
Mind: Condillac and analysis of, 64n-5n; JM's
view of, 71 (70), 270,287-8,590,591,595:
order of possible progress of, 169 (168); JSM
rewews Bain's work on, 263; notion of, 271;
and knowledge of general truths, 331 ;object
of Jesus to purify and spiritualize, 337; education as training of, 338; laws of and expression
of emotion, 498; Bentham's method of studying, 590
Minerva Press, trashy productmns of. 346
Minonues, representauon of, 261-3
Monarchy: Bentham's opposition to, 109 (108),
transformauon from feudal to despotic, 472
Money: JSM reads Rlcardo's pamphlets on, 31
(30); as means of mdependence for JSM.
112n
Montauban, 59 (58)
Montpellier. 59 (58). 249
Montreuil, 491
Moral influences, in JSM' s early education, 41 53 (40-52). 611-13
Moral sciences, philosophy of, 169 (168), 213,
255n, 272n
Morality: JM's view of, 6, 11 (10), 49-53 (4852), 109 (108), 591-2; rehgion and. 43-5
(42--4); and blind traditmn. 45 (44); utihty
and. 67 (66), 325; and pnnciple of assocmtion. 111 (110); and intuitive school, 233
(232). discrediting of old opinions in. 245-7
(244-6); Goethe's views of. 260; JSM and
principles of international, 263-4; liberty and
rules of, 296; anstocraetic. 305; of Enghsh
and French publics, 310; code of female, 312;
of ER, 312-25; candour and sincerity as

INDEX
essential part of. 313: ER on party conduct
and rules of, 3t 3, party, 313-16; ER on prospects for improvement m, 316; ER on war
and, 317; Johnson on Shakespeare's, 319;
Shakespeare's. 319-20: laws and. 373.
Junius Rediv_vus on paying teachers of, 387,
and exposing morbid anatomy of human nature, 468; nature of Colendgians', 511 See
also Ethics
Motwes: m JM's moral system. 51 (50), conduct
and, 323,426" and capacity of strong feehng.
363; Bentham's enumeration of. 590
Music: as source of pleasure, 147-9 (146-8);
Roebuck's enjoyment of. 155 (154); poetry
in, 343; poetry and oratory m, 350-1 ; importance attached by Greek philosophers to, 499
Mysticism, 329
Mythology.415n
NAPOLEONIC
WARS,75 (74), 101 (100l
Narrative, in art. 351,352-3,354n
NaUonal debt, 101 (100), 191 (190), 277
National Society for Women's Suffrage, 285.
290
Nationahsm, poverty of intellect and vulgar.
415n
Natural History: ER on, 318, Bentham and
method of, 590
Natural laws, 141 (140)
Natural science, 209
Nature: ideal of excellence and dispensattons of.
45 (44); order of. 73 (72), 195 (194,619);
permanent sequences m, 141-3 (140-2); mcapable of reshaping JSM's character. 143
(142); laws of, 229 (228), 255,361,615,
and
economic generalizations, 255,257; mtumon
and, 270; ancients and knowledge of, 335;
investigation of, 337,363; and poetry, 344.
359, 361.413; and portraits of Lawrence and
Turner, 352n, and landscape art, 353n, iraagmauon not gift from, 413n; and systems of
philosophy, 423; fictitious narrative and, 459;
Conservative poet and, 467,468,469; Radlcal poet and, 469
Necessary Truths, account of in Logw. 233
(232). See also Truth
Necessity, doctnne of philosophical, 175-7
(174-6)
Negroes: Jammcan, 281. 282, Haitian, 304-5,
ER on enslaved, 305
New South Wales, 11
Newington Green, 9 (8). 54n, 56n, 193 (192)
Newspapers: effect of dependence on writing for,
85 (84); JSM's early writing in, 89-91 (8890); JSM's commentary on in Monthly Re-
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pos_to_', 205 (204); obtaining polmcal mtelligence through reading of. 264; well-read
persons not made by reading of, 429 See also
Penodlcals, Press

OATHS,600
Obhgatlon, general utihty as ground of moral,
589
ObservaUon: and knowledge, 233 (232), 332;
and training of mind, 338; poet and. 346, 413
Oldham. 205
Oratory: as part of JSM's early education, 15
(14), 23 (22); JSM's susceptibihty to effect
of, 73 (72): and London Debating Society,
132; and poetry m music, 350-1; distinction
between poetry, and. 351-2; in art, 354n;
political poetry as, 467. See also Eloquence
Organic periods, Samt-Slmoman view of, 171
(170)
Onginahty: character of LiberD"s. 260; as process of analysis and reduction. 332. and truth
in aphorisms. 423; society's reaction to poetic
and philosophic, 496; of Romans, 532
Owenism, 127-9 (126-8), 387
Owemtes. 127-9 (126-8), 179 (178)
Oxford, city of, 55 (55n. 56)
Oxford Umverslty. 131 (130), 233,429
PAESTUM,86n
Pare and pleasure m JM's moral system, 49 (48).
and classification of pumshable acts, 69 (68),
and doctnne of association, 141 (140),
Bentham's treatment of pleasure and, 590
Painting, 343, 351-3. 353n-4n, 408. See also
Art
Palmyra, 433-61 passtm
Pangbourne. 150n
Paris, 61 (60), 179 (178), 494
Parks, question of public meetings m. 279,
Parlemens. and adrmmstratlon of lUStlce. 301
Parliament: Ricardo's service m. 31 (30), 103
(102), Joseph Hume in, 55 (54): JSM's employment excludes him from, 85 (84), 272;
nonsense talked in, 91 (90). aristocrauc
domination of. 95 (94): unpopularity of after
Napoleonic Wars, 101 (100), Marshall's
election to, 119, debates of published m
Parhamentary Htstor?,.' and Review , 121
(120); London Debating Society attracts
several members of, 131 ( 1301; Roebuck in,
156-8; Philosoptuc Radicals m, 203-5
(202-4); attempt to create powerful Radical
party in, 22 t-3 (220-2); passes Poor Law for
Ireland. 243 (242); and East Indm Company,
249; and Legislative Comrmssion. 265; and
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elect_on expenses. 273. service m as public
duty. 273; JSM's 1865 candidacy for. 273-5.
JSM as member of. 275-86; membership of
hrmts JSM's work as author. 287; 1868 dissolutmn of. 288. Liberals and course pursued
by JSM in. 289. need for men such as Bradlaugh m. 289; Liberals m express regret at
JSM's defeat. 290; ER on pubhc opinion and
proceedings of. 294-5; ER on executive and.
296. and misgovernment. 296; reforms concernmg proposed by JUnlUSRedlvlvus. 384.
Junlus Redwwus on payment of members of.
385; Milnes's membership of. 509. conduct
of Whigs dunng first reformed. 602. See also
Parhamentary Reform
Parharnentary Reform: Grote's pamphlet m defence of Radical, 75 (74); demand for, 103
(102), Marshall as supporter of, 119 (118),
JM's "Government" as argument for, 165
(164), JSM's pamphlet on, 261-2; and personal representation, 262-3,276,284,288,
289; John Austm opposes, 263, JSM speaks
in House on, 277-8,284-5;
House of Cornmons engrossed in subject of, 279 See also
Parhament. Representation
Party: characteristics of aristocratic opposition,
293.294;ER'streatmentofquestlonof,31316; Junius's Letters as product of, 381 ;
QuarterlyReviewand,
398; social amehoration and contests of, 489 See also Conservatlve party, L_beral party, Ra&cal party,
Whigs, Tones
Passion: and analytic habits, 143 (142); music
and, 350,499, motives and, 363; poetry and,
411,468,498,499;
characteristic of strong,
621-2
Patent rights, 385. 386
Patricians, 17 (16), 543n
Patriotism. ER on fostering of, 324
Pan, 59 (58)
Peasant proprietors, JSM's articles in Morning
Chromcle on. 243 (242_
Peninsular War, 603
People's Edittons of JSM's works. 272
Periodicals: JM's dependence on writing for, 7
(6); JM's analysis of, 95 (94); problem of
anonymous authorship m. 370; prowde
writers with access to public, 372; treatment
of foreign countries in Enghsh, 599. See also
Newspapers, Press
Persia, 439,447,448,449.451
Phenomena: analysts of mental, 64n-5n, 71
(70), 590, 595; modes of treating political,
165 (164); chemical and mechamcal, 167
(166)

Phdanthropy. ER on. 305
Philology. 287
Philosophers: Greek. 49 (48). 335-6. 499. questions of moral and intellectual ascendancy of.
219; Logic as challenge to intuition school of.
233 (232). some true modem. 338. language
of respecting association. 357; and poets.
363-4; Salnt-Slmomans as. 372. Plato wants
longs to be. 373. Junius Red,virus on payment of. 387
Philosophes. lll(llO).213(212)
Philosophic Radicahsm: character of group first
propagating. 103-11 (102-10). in politics
and hterature, 132, Roebuck and, 154; JSM's
scheme of concihating old and new, 209
(208); L&WR and, 221-3 (220-2), See also
Bentharmsm, Philosophic Radicals, Utilitarlamsm
Philosophic Radicals: m London Debating Society, 133 (132); in parliament, 203-5 (202--4):
JSM edits penodlcal organ of, 207-9 (2068); JM's "Government" as text-book of, 594
See also Benthamttes, Philosophic Radicalism, Utihtanans
Philosophy: study of logic and education of students m, 23 (22); Grote's studying of. 75
(74); feehng and, l13(112);JSM'sreverence
for heroes of, 115 (114); reaction agamst
18th-eentury, 133 (160), 227 (226); HTM
and highest regions of, 195 (194,619), trespassing of Sedgwick into, 209; as instrument
to combat prejudice. 233-5 (232-4); apphcation of to exigencles of society and progress,
257 (256); correspondence addressed to JSM
as writer on, 286; JM's contributions to. 287,
535,590; ER clothes sentimentality m garb
of, 325; and framing of new classificatmns
and distinctions, 343-4; poetry and. 363-4.
Tennyson must culuvate, 417; w_sdom and,
421; and unsystematic truths, 421-2; truth
and systems of. 422-3; understanding books
of, 428; Vigny and Tocqueville look into
world for, 466; V_gny rejects systems of, 487:
society's treatment of genius in, 496; and
laws of historical evidence, 527; pursuit of in
foreign countries, 599, See also Logic,
Metaphysics, Psychology
Physical science: and Macaulay's no(ran of philosophtzmg, 165; mode of tracing causes and
effects m, 167 (166); poliucal sctence and
methods of, 173 (172,615); and theory of
reduction, 215 (214); nature of evidence of,
233 (232); teaching of, 338; revolutionized,
338; Junius Redlvivus considers applications
of, 382; and analysis of complex combma-

INDEX
tions, 591 ; unanimity of instructed regarding.
615n
Physics, 21,167 (166), 375. 615
Platonic dialogues. 25 (24)
Pleasure: and pare m JM's moral system. 49 (48).
JM's attitude towards. 49-51148-50);
and
classification of punishable acts, 69 (68); and
doctnne of association, 141- 3 t 140-2):
Bentham's treatment of pare and. 590 See
alsoUtditananism
Plebeians, 17 (16). 526,543n
Pledges, JSM wntes articles on pohtical. 180n
Plural voting, 261-2,288-9
Plymouth. 57 (55n, 56)
Poachers, 304
Poet: natural. 356-7: definition of. 361-2; may
become philosopher. 363-4: two elements in
character of true. 413-14; Conservative compared to Rathcal. 467-71, Vlgny's treatment
of condttion of, 494-7
Poetry: as part of JSM's early education, 17-21
(16-20); JSM's susceptibility to effect of. 73
(72), and ideal nobleness, 113 (112); Benthamltes and, 115 (114); Bentham on. 115
(114), as instrument of culture. 147 (146),
importance to J SM of Wordsworth" s. 149- 53
(148-52); Roebuck as lover of, 155 (154):
JSM agrees with Coleridgians on, 162; Carlyle's writings as, 181 (180), 183(182),John
Austin cultivates rehglon of, 185, J SM writes
on theory of, 205 (204), property of gemus in,
333; nature of, 343-62. object of. 344.414.
417; fiction and, 344-6; m drama, 346; descnption and. 347; recent defimtions of, 348;
Elliott on, 348; Blackwood's on, 348; eloquence and, 348-53, in lmagmatwe landscape art, 353n-4n; m architecture. 354n. m
art, 354n; temperament fitted for. 355; ot
natural poet and cultivated poet, 356-8. of
Wordsworth and Shelley, 358-60; source of,
361 ; Junius Rethvlvus recogmzes importance
of, 376; of Junius Redivlvus, 376-7: Tennyson's, 397-418; spirit in which to approach,
403; character of Shelley" s best, 413-14,
Milton on rhetoric and. 414n, materials of all.
417: understanding books oL 428; Vlgny's.
465-6.498-500;
relation between author's
pohtlcs and, 466-7, Southey and Wordsworth exemphfy sprat of Conservattve, 487;
English and French, 488; new school of
French, 494; society's treatment of genius in.
496; comparison of prose and, 498-9;
Milnes's, 505-16.519-21;
Macaulay's ballad, 525-6; of Romans. 526,532; JSM cultirates taste for, 623
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Pohce. question of functions of, 286n
Political Economy: as part of JSM's early educaaon, 31-3 (30-2). JSM converses with
Rlcardo on. 55 (54.614); Ellis as original
thinker m, 83; JSM's contributions to
Traveller on, 89 (88 I; JSM reviews books on.
99 (98), assertion of m pubhc affairs, 101 - 3
(100-2); Philosophic Radlcahsm and. 107
(106). 129 (128); opposmon to. 113 (112 I.
JSM and compamons study, 123-5 (122-41.
McCulloch gives "Rlcardo Lectures" on,
128. private lessons m gwen by McCulloch.
129 t 128). and scientific treatment of politics.
132, ltmited value of old, 175 (168n. 174 I,
Carlyle's animosity against. 181 (180).
JSM's essays on, 189 (188), 234n-5n,
JSM's approach to conclusions m. 1971196,
620);JSM'sexposmonof.
243-5(242-4).
255-7 (254); and English public. 245 (244),
JSM as original thinker m, 251. correspondence addressed to JSM on subjects concernrag, 286; and ER. 306n; Say introduces to
French true principles of, 311; JM's contribution to, 593
Politics: JM's opinions on, 7 {6); JSM's interest
m Continental and Enghsh. 63 (62 )t utdlty as
standard m. 81 (80); question of freedom of
discussion m, 89 (88); JSM's WR articles on,
99 (98); and nse of Llberahsm. 101 (1001;
place m pubhc mind of Benthamic school of.
103 (102); of Philosophic Radicahsm, 109
( 108); treatment of m London Debating Soclety, 132, Roebuck outstripped by European
movement m. 158; JSM opposed to Coleridgians", 162 ; inadequacy of Bentham and
JM's theory of. 165-7 (164-6). as science.
167-9 (166-8). 173 (172. 615). 1971196.
620), 213.615n. 616, JSM's philosophy of,
169-73 (168-72); theoretical and practical.
177-9 (176-8). 264; JSM's Examiner articles on. 179 _178). John Austin's, 1851184),
JSM agrees with JM on practical. 189 (188 I,
JSM's continued interest m Radical. 198
(624 ); Comte" s work as warnmg to thinkers
on, 221; JSM fails to put new hfe into Radical. 223-5 (222-4); intuitive school in, 233.
JSM's release from active concern in temporary, 235 (234), old opinions in discredited.
245 - 7 (244-6); JS M as original thinker on.
251; and personal representation, 262- 3,
284; Westminster electors reformed of JSM's
views on, 274; and existing aspect of human
affairs, 329. Jumus Rethvivus' view of. 3735. 383-5; as pursmt of socml well-being,
466; relauon between author's poetry, and.
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466-7; Vlgny rejects systems of, 487; Colendgian reactmn in, 510; Bownng on Bentham's view of JM's, 535; JM' s contribution
to systematic thinkang on. 594; of foreign
countries neglected by English periodicals,
599
Polytheism, 171 (170)
Population: Philosopluc Radicalism and MalthusIan pnnclple of, 107-9 (106-8); opposition
to Malthusian theory of. 113 (112): Utilitarinns debate Owenites on question of, 127
(126); improvement and limitation of, 185
(184), 389; education and voluntary restraint
on, 239 (238), wages and rapid increase of,
374; subsistence and, 388; Junius Redlvlvus
on subsistence and, 389; Coleridge's uttermaces on question of, 424n. See also Malthusianlsm
Portsmouth, 57 (55n, 56)
Positive stage in Comte's theory, 173 (172,615)
Power: question of God's, 43, 47 (46); English
society and source of pohtical, 179 (178);
gravitation of after Reform Bill, 203-5;
abuses of in Jamaica, 281-2; acquisition of,
322; gemus and mental, 331: pursult of mtellectual, 336; question of origin of, 354; Greek
architecture expresses, 354n; intense feeling
and thoughts of, 359; atmbutes of, 373; and
political accountability, 374; Junius Redivivus' treatment of irresponsible, 384; Zenobia and, 443,444; Gibbon on Aurehan's,
457; Conservative poet's view of nature and
irresistible, 469
ER on: source of governmental. 294; protection against invasions of. 294-5; war and
individual's sense of, 317. abuse of. 317
Presbyterianism, 41 (40)
Press: and opinions expressed by Morning
Chronicle, 91 (90), and cause of responsible
government in colonies, 158; Examiner represents Radical opinions in. 179 (178 ); hostility to JSM of Tory and Tory-Liberal, 278-9;
ER on liberty of, 295,298; liberty of. 300.
302; hacks of, 424n; war fever and section of
English, 626. See also Newspapers,
Periodicals
Primogeniture, 99 (98), 239 (238)
Production, JSM's distinction between modes of
dtstribution and laws of. 255-7
Profits, 123-5 (122-4), 255-7
Progress: Roebuck ceases to be champion of,
158;institutlonsand,
169(168). 177(176);
theory of politics depends on theory of, 169
(168); Samt-Smaoman view of natural order

of, 171 (170); as law of HTM's nature. 193
(192,617); JM' s promotion of, 213 (212 );
L& WR and writers sympathetic to. 215 (214 );
Bentham's philosophy as instrument of, 227
(226); Hickson's WR as organ of, 227 (226);
application of philosophy to exigencies of
society and, 257 (256); American Civil War
and enemies of, 266; differences of opinion in
age of, 269. See also Improvement
Proof, conditions of, 217 (216)
Property: in old political economy, 175 (168n,
174); Samt-Simonians question principle of
hereditary, 171 (170); education as means of
preventing violation of, 179 (178); legislation
and, 239 (238); and plural voting, 261,2889; destruction of in Jamaica, 281, ER accuses
Radicals of wanting to annihilate, 294; Junius
Redivivus on legislators and possession of,
385
Proportional Representation. See Representation, personal
Propositions: general, 191 (190), 422; theory of
import of, 125 (124), 167 (166)
Prose, poetry and, 343,344,356,377,498-9
Protection, dismantling system of, 103(102)
Protestantism, and metaphysical state of social
science, 173 (172,615)
Protestants, 383
Prussia, 11 (10), 185 (184). See also Germany
Psychology, analytic: JSM studies, 71 (70): JM
and, 109-11 (108-10), 213,288; JSM and
companions study, 125-7 (124-_5); JSM's
approach to conclusions in, 197 (196.620);
JSM's response to Sedgwick's assault on,
209 (208); Hamilton's writings and. 269; disputed questions in, 271; Bain provides notes
on, 287; infancy and adolescence of. 354; and
analysis of complex combination, 59l. See
also Association. Metaphysics
Public opinion: Whigs' use of, 95 (94); enforcing
general mterest by mstrument of, l13 (1121;
role of in Comte's system, 221; dangers of
government by, 259; American Cavil War and
English, 267; and aristocracy, 304; party conduct and, 314
ER on: government by, 293; as safeguard of
English liberties, 294-5. 305-6; party conduct and, 314
Punishable Acts, classification of, 69 (68)
Punishment: role of in educatton, 53-5 (52-4),
141 (140); sentimentality and, 322-3
Pyrenees, 59 (58), 151 (150),393
OUAKEm, 11 (10), 316

INDEX
RADICAL
PARTY:Grote and, 204; JSM works for
formauon of powerful, 221 - 3(220-2); disappearance of hope for formation of, 225
(224). See also Philosophic Radicalism,
Philosophic Radicals, Radlcahsm, Radicals
Radtcahsm: HBl and democratic, 29 (281: JM
strikes blow for, 95 (94), WRand, 101 (100),
227 (226); Lord Liverpool's adrmmstratxon
alarmed by. 101 (100); immediate objects of.
154; Roebuck's service to, 158; Examiner
and, 179 (178), 205 (204), JSM remains active in cause of, 198 (624 ); and Durham' s
Canadian mission, 223 (2221, of JSM, 259
(258); of Junius Redivlvus, 374,383-4, of
vulgar demagogue, 384; of Abb6 de la Menrials. 465, features distinguishing poet sympathetic to, 467-71; Rousseau and hterature
of, 487. See also Philosophic Radicalism,
Philosophic Radicals, Radical party,
Radicals
Radicals: need for periodical to represent, 93
(92); and JM's constitutional analysis, 95
(94); WR and, 97 (96). 98n; Colendgians as,
133 (160); in parliament, 158,223 (222); JM
as head of lnteUectual, 213 (212); L&WR as
vehicle for rallying educated, 221 - 3 (2202); JSM writes "Coleridge" for. 227 (226),
ER's use of term, 294; various types of, 374.
See also Philosophic Radicalism, Philosophic Radicals, Radical party, Radicalism
Rauocmation. SeeReasonmg
Reading (Berkshire), 150n
Reason: Christianity and, 43,337; appeal to feellngs on basis of, 73 (72); JM's confidence in,
105(104). 109(108);saymgofHobbesrespecting. 165-7 (164); grounding moral convictions in, 173 (172); justification of beliefs
and feelings by, 233 (232); authority of intuitlon and, 270; Say follows path of. 310-11,
experience and, 332; ancients' use of senses
and. 336; modern educauon and child's, 337;
poet needs cultivated, 414; poetry and man' s,
417; trnth and deductions of impartial. 417; of
multitude. 615n, 616. See also Reasomng
Reasoning: JSM's first attempts at, 17 (16);
logic, mathematics, and correct, 23; Bentham's judgment on common modes of, 67
(66);Bentham's theory ofgovernment and
general, 165 (164); Macaulay's erroneous
conception of poliucal, 164; Logic and problem of, 167 (166), 189-91 (188-90). 217
(216); results arrived at by JSM from, 197
(196,621); arriving at conclusions by general, 219; rehabilitation of study of process of,
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231 ; ER on prospects for improvement and,
316; from assumed premises, 331. developing power of, 338; hmitations of faculty of,
375-6; wisdom and chmns of. 421; applicatlon of conclustons of, 615. See also Reason
Reciprocity. commercial, 121 (120)
Reform League, 278
Reformation(Protestant),45(44),
171 (170).
473
Rehgion: JM and, 7 (61.41-5 (40-4), 49 (48),
109 (108), 211 (210); JSM's view of when
young, 45- 7 (44 -6); freedom of discussion
on, 47 (46), 89 (88); unbelievers and, 47
(46), and Saint-Simoman philosophy, 63
(62), 171 ( 170); Benthamism as JSM's, 69
(68), quesuon of usefulness of, 73 (72); JSM
opposes Colefidgians on, 162; Carlyle's antmosity agaanst scepticism m. 1811180); John
Austin cultavates form of, 185 (184); moral
authority and, 221; intuitive school m. 233
(232); old opinions m discredited, 245-7
(244-6), JSM objects to Mansel's view of.
270; JSM refuses to make pubhc his oplmons
on. 274. Bradlaugh and, 289; as crust encircling mind, 337, Pascal's views on, 423;
vtew of in Guesses at Truth, 424n; Helps on
prejudices of. 427: teaching of. 460; interest
of Englishmen in, 466, and Radical poet, 468,
Vlgny and. 488; and poetic temperament.
497; reqmsite for achieving great things m
causeof, 510 SeealsoBehef, Catholicism.
Christianity, Deism, God. Judmsm,
Manicheism, Polytheism, Protestantism
Rent. 255-7,388
Representation: JM's view of. 109 (108); personal, 261-3. 276,284. 288,289; necessary
condluons of honest. 284, ER on influence of
Crown and, 296. See also Government. Parhamentary Reform
Resistance, pnnciple of. Fox and, 177 (176); ER
defends, 294; ER on, 294-5; ineffectual as
remedy for bad government. 295
Restincli_re, 59 (58)
Revelation, 41 (401.73 (72)
Rhetoric, Milton on poetry and. 414n
Rhine, 87,393
Roman Empire. 436. 437,457. See also Rome
Rome: JSM's early reading in historyof, 11 (lO),
15 (14-16); JSM's history of, 17 (161. 5426, JSM attracted by portion of history of. 26,
JSM's study of law of, 67 (66); organic and
critical periods in history of, 171 ( 170): Brutus and, 213 (212); education of, 335; poets
of, 412n; Palmyra and. 437. 444,447,450,
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457; French hteratare and models from, 471,
Macaulay and history of, 526.531; heroic
legends of early, 526-7, Macaulay on
legends of early. 527; and battle of Lake
Regillus, 527; Macaulay on battle of Lake
Regillus and. 528: relative merits of hterature
of Greece and, 531-2. mentioned, 439.448.
See also Ancients, Classics, Roman Empire
Royahsm: Vlgny, Tocqueville, and prejudices
of, 466. features dlstmgmshmg poet sympathetic to, 467-71; V_gny's toss of faith m,
487
Russia, 490, 626
SABAEANISM,43
Sabmes, 542-3, 545
St. Andrews, University of, 287
St Dommgo, 308
St. Ouen, 62
St. Pons. 59 (58)
Samt-Simomans. influence of on JSM, 171-5
(168n, 170--4.614). 257; anti-property doctrmes of. 179 (178); and mission of age, 372
Sandhurst, 21
Scene-painting, Tennyson's power of, 399,408
Scepticism, 181 (180). 197 (196, 620)
Scepacs, 47 (46), 73 (72), 447
Schoolmen, disputations of, 335-6
Science: JSM's childhood interest m. 21 (20);
branches of studied by JSM and companions,
123-7 (122-6); JSM as onginal thinker m
abstract. 251 ; Barn provides examples from
for Logw, 255n, as part of liberal education,
287; JM's Analysis and latest improvements
in, 287; ER's assault on French men of, 3089, political economy rinsed to rank of. 311. as
logical opposite of poetry, 344; bond of assocmtion m man of, 357; pensions for men of.
385; as one kind of wisdom, 421; teaching of,
460
Scotland. JM in 5 (4), 7 (6), 41 (40), 55 (54);
picture of village life in, 80n; Carlyle in, 181
(180); tenants in, 306; JSM's botanizing excursion in, 627
Sculpture: poetry and. 343,352,352n,
408; JSM
cultivates taste for, 623
Sectanamsm. of Benthamites. 111 (110); JSM's,
117 (116), JSM's reacaon against, 182n;
John Anstm's opposition to. 185 ( 184);
musical, 350
Sensation: idea as type or remembrance of, 34n,
in Condlllac's analysis of mental phenomena,
64n-5n;physicaltrathsandtestof,
331;state
of in poetic temperament. 360; imagination
and, 413n

Sensuous, meaning of, 414n, 415n
Sentimentalists, character of, 322-4
Sentimentahty: of ER, 322-5; absence of during
bright days of Greece, 336
Seven Years Wax, 471
Slcihans. 542
Sicily, 77 (76), 247
Six Acts, 101 (100)
Slavery: and American Cwll War. 266-7; ER
and, 300-5; ER on, 305; deference to authorlty and mental. 615
Social science: Comte and, 173 (172,615). 21719. Junius Redivwus treats highest problems
of, 382; importance of improvement in
methods of. 615n, 616
Socialism: Smnt-Simonian. 171 _170), 175 (174.
614); John Austm's view of. 185 (184);
JSM's adoption of qualified, 199, of JSM and
HTM. 239 (238); treatment of m Pohtwal
Economy, 241 (240); pohtical econonnsts
and, 257 (256); Josiah Warren and, 260,
JSM's work on, 625
Society: human happiness and objects of reformers of, 149 (148); government and strongest
power m, 169 (168); Samt-Simoman ideal of,
175 (174, 614); passport to power in existing
state of, 179; HTM and established constltUtion of, 195 (194, 619); performance of collective business in, 201; question of moral
authority over, 221 ;Comte's work as warnmg to thinkers on. 221; JSM and HTM reject
ordinances of, 237 (236): assertion of heretical opinions and regeneration of. 237-9
(236-8); socialism and tyranny of, 239 (238).
JSM and HTM's ideal of, 239 (238); deeprooted selfishness in, 241 (240); inferior position of women and evils of, 253n (252); economic generalizations and arrangements of,
257; application of philosophy to exigencies
of, 257 (256); Liber_, and modern, 259; indlviduality and. 260; personal representation
and prospects of, 262; tendency of fixed state
of, 267; fiction, poetry, and state of, 345; and
rise of Christianity, 436, Abb6 de la Mennais
and institutions of, 465: as viewed by Conservative and Radical poet, 468; transformanon of European, 473; literary expression of
conception respecUng, 479-80; Vlgny and
old and new tendencies of. 487-8; Vigny
depicts relaaon of soldier and poet to, 488;
poet and changes in. 495; poetic temperament
and arrangements of, 497
ER on: good order of, 301,304; Lake poets and
existing consUtution of, 303; Millar's view of
condition of, 305

INDEX
Socratic method, 25 (24)
Somersetslure, 57 (56)
Sophists, disputations of, 335-6
South Australia, 601
Space, JM's treatment of time and, 590
Spain, 11 (10), 293.30In, 528
Speculative Society (Edinburgh). 129 (128)
Spenceanlsm, 387
Spiritual, meaning of, 415n
Stoicism, JM's, 49 (48). See also Cynicism
Styria, 627
Suez Canal, 263
Suffolk, 75 (74)
Suffrage. See Parhamentary Reform, Representation, Umversal suffrage, Women
Switzerland, 87 (86), 393,627
Syllogism: theory of, 167 (166), 191 (190);
reasoning and. 189 (188). 217 (216)
Syria, 438,439
TARTARS,345
Terms, distinctions among, 167 (166)
Theism, 625
Theological stage m Comte's theory, 173 (172,
615)
Theory: JSM unable to give JM correct definitmn
of, 35 (34); JSM's experience m East India
Company and his, 87; inadequacy of Bentham and JM's political, 165-7 (164-6),
JSM's strength lay m region of, 197 (196.
620); Greeks' union of practice and. 336,
JM' s contempt for those who disavow, 593
Thirty Tyrants of Roman Empire, 447
Thought: and utihty of syllogistic logic. 23 (22);
Socratic method as disciphne for abstract. 25
(24); Christians' slovenliness of, 43, liberty
of, 45 (44), 173 (172); schools of in England.
103; regions of. 115 (114), 197 (196,620);
impact on JSM of European. 169 (168),
JSM's reaction against sectarianism of, 182n,
improvement requires change in modes of,
245 (244); JSM's part m domain of. 251,
genius as faculty of, 330; &scovery of truth
and exercise of, 331; ancients and faculty of,
334,335; philosophy cuts fresh channels for,
344; and feehng in poetry, 357-63, 413-15,
498,505,509; need to popularize best practical results of, 372- 3; Junius Rechvivus on
new discoveries in region of, 386; proposeuons and exercise of, 422: Helps on deep.
429; ready-made opinions and trouble of.
466; creation of new habits of, 496; deference
to authority and repression of individual, 615
T_me, JM' s treatment of space and, 590
Tithes, Junius Redivivus on, 388
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Tories. thVlSlOnof aristocracy into Whigs and, 95
(94), WR challenges organs of Whigs and, 97
(96_; Benthamite assault on Whigs and, 103
(102); m London Debating Society, 133
(132), 158; Durham hated by, 223 (222); and
1868 Westminster election, 288 9:
Quarterly Review as organ of. 293; attitude of
towards discussion. 299-300; Milnes generally votes with. 509; JM's writings not
countenanced by, 536. and first reformed parhament, 602. See also Conservative party.
Toryism
Toryism: and London Debating Society, 131
(130), John Austin's, 187; countD"s relapse
into, 204, resurgence of, 223 (222), of ER.
306 SeealsoConservatlsm,
Tones
Toulouse, 59 (58)
Tourame, 471
Trojan War, 525
Troth: locating of m errors. 156; Sterhng's love
of, 161 ; discovery by general reasoning of
new, 189 (188); evidence of mathematical
and physical, 233 (232); process of separatmg error from, 253: Liberty as text-book of
single, 259; ER on libel and, 299: law of libel
and. 300; Say's refusal to sacrifice. 310;
sacrificed to convemence by ER, 312-13.
gemus and. 330-2,334,496,
soundness of
intellect and attachment to, 335, ancients and,
335,336; poetry and, 346-8; Elhott on poetu
as impassioned, 348; poet's source of. 355;
pursuit of. 363, 417; arriving at, 364, world
needs. 369. and periodical writings, 370: mumate connection of all, 371, and Jumus Rethvlvus, 372. 373,374,383, Tennyson's poetry
and. 417. aphorisms and. 421-3. m Helps's
aphorisms, 425,428; Helps on unfamdlar,
425; Helps on bearing and heanng of, 426,
acting upon, 427: process by which intellect
grasps, 428; flashes of m John Neal's writing.
434-5. JM as searcher into original, 590;
multitude not competent judge of pohtlcal or
physical. 615n
Turkey, 11 (10L 268. 334
Tuscany, 543,544
Tyranny: pnestly. 45 (44); of American slavery,
266; ER on doctrine of resistance and prevention of, 295: ohgarchlcal. 384; of later Roman
empire, 436: of women's subordmatmn to
men, 621
Tyrol, 87 (86), 627
UNBELIEF,Carlyle denounces age of. 173 ( 172
Unbelievers, religious character of many, 47 (46)
United States: war of independence of. 11 (10);
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Tocqueville's analysis of, 201; JSM's response to Civil War m, 266-8; attRude of ER
towards, 300-1 ; ER on. 301,305; hterature
of, 433-4,435n,
459; Hamet Mamneau on
literature m. 433; mentioned. 374
Umversal suffrage, 288-9, 301,465
Upper classes: and education of poor. 179 (178).
Sarah Austin's opimons agreeable to, 186,
American Civil War and English. 267;
change and, 280; ER on interest of, 316;
political relation of to other classes, 383.
JM's view of, 536. See also Aristocracy
Utilitarian Society, 81-3 (80-2), 123 (122)
Utilitarianism. JM's, 49 _48), Carlyle's ammosity against, t 81 (180); John Austin's, 185
( 184); JSM' s defence of against Sedgwlck.
209 (208); and purpose of hfe, 330. See also
Benthamlsm. Philosophic Radicalism
Utthtarians: Charles Austin and reputation of, 81
(80), as sectarian appellatton, 81-3 (80-2),
117 (116); Mormng Chronicle as vehicle of.
91 (90); neglect cultivaUon of feelings. 11315 (112 -14 ); debate Owenites, 127-9 ( 12685: Roebuck and vulgar nouon regarding,
155. See also Benthamites. Philosophic
Radicals

Waterloo. 490,491
Wealth. production and distribution of. 255-7
West Indies, 120n, 267,305. See also Jamaica
Westminster, JSM and constituency of, 272,
273-5,286,288-90
Westminster Abbey, 347
Westminster Infant School, 306-7
Westminster School. 336
Whigs: Morning Chromcle and, 91 (90), division
of aristocracy into Tones and. 95 (945; JM's
analysis of conduct of, 95 (94), WR challenges organs of Tones and, 97 (96), assault
of Benthamites on Tones and, 103 ( 102);
Radicals and, 205 (2045, 223 (222)" Durham
injured by, 223 (222), ER as organ of. 293;
disposmon of to compromise. 294, constltUtlonal reform and, 296; morahty of as revealed in ER, 313-15; Junius Redivivus on
termination of hterary fund by, 387; JM's
writings not countenanced by. 536; and first
reformed parliament. 602
Will: and analysis, 141 (140), doctrine of free.
177 (176); and modes of distributing wealth,
255; Radical poet and free, 467, JM's treatmerit of, 590; strength of not fostered by
JSM's education, 613

Utihty, principle of: as keystone of JSM's knowWisdom: ER expects no improvement in, 316.
ledge and behefs, 69 (68); as standard in ethics
ER on war and, 317; happiness and. 330,
and polmcs, 81 (80), denounced as cold calpolitmal leadership and speculatwe, 373-4.
culatlon, 113 (112), sentlmentahty and, 322.
two kinds of, 421; Goethe and Bacon as masER's treatment of. 325, JM and. 589
ters of aphoristic. 424, Vigny's stories tell of
obscure, 494
VENICE,437,627
Women: enfranchisement of, 107 (106), 274,
Versailles, 491
276,278,285,625;
Wilham Thompson' s
Vincennes. 491
appeal on behalf of, 129 (1285; SaintVirtue: of great philosophers, ll5(II4),JSM's
Slmonians proclalmequality of men and, 175
mentalcrisisandlackofdehghtm,
143_142);
(174.614),HTMandsocialdisabilitmsof,
Whig _deas of pubhc, 313; ER expects no
195 (194, 6185; HTM and JSM's wew of
improvement in, 316, Johnson on
condition of, 253n (2525, 621; JSM's treatise
Shakespeare' s sacrificing of, 319; Voltaire" s
on condition of, 265; flogging of m Jamaica,
concern for, 320; consists m acUons, not feel281, aversion of men to instructed. 311; preings, 323; happiness and, 330; pretended posvailing code of morality for, 312; polmcal
session of. 370; Henry Taylor on acts of occarelation of to men, 384; power of endurance
slonal. 426; Zenobia exercises power with,
m, 429; Gibbon on illustrious. 438; need for
443; Vigny's stories tell of unrewarded, 494:
portrayals of heroin, 460; artificial distinction
enthusmsm for not kindled by JM, 594. See
between men and, 460-1; socialization of.
also Good
622
Working classes. See Labounng classes
WAGES,107 (106), 255-7,374
Walcheren expedition, 308
YORKSHIRE,119,627
War: ERon, 316-17,318; Vigny's view of. 488,
493
ZOOLOGY,59 (58)
Warrenites, 261

